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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWI-GHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT m YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in- miliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been
general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a adopted. In the definition of theological and
which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of

of the technical terms of the various sciences, with ie or ce (as hemorrhage, luemorrhage) ;
and the different divisions of the Church in such a

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions with an expressed preference for the briefer intent of those who accept them. In defining

proper of such related encyclopedic matter, one or the one more accordant with native legal terms the design has been to offer all the
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute analogies. information that is needed by the general
a convenient book of general reference. THE PRONUNCIATION. reader, and also to aid the professional reader
About 200,000 words will be defined. The ,, , ,, by giving in a concise form all the important

Dictionary will be a practically complete rec-
No attempt has been made to record all the technical words and meanings. Special atten-

ord of all the noteworthy words which have varieties of popular or even educated utter-
ti h g j b id t the definitiong of
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been in use since English literature has ex- a
?J
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or to report the determinations made by the prineipal terms of painting, etching, en-

isted, especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been
gravfng â d various other art-processes: of

and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words
architecture, sculpture, archteology, decorative

sprung from the development of the thought
to wh

,
lch alternative pronunciations should be art ceramics etc:

;
of musical tfrms, nautical

and life of the nineteenth century. It will re- accorded, and to give preference among these an(| military
'

te
'

etc .

cord not merely the written language, but the according to the circumstances of each particu-

spoken language as well (that is? all important }
ar

,

ase
!
m w

?
the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES,

provincial and colloquial words) andit will in- tendencies of English utterance. The scheme Th .

j
.

f eNtensive and varied a
elude (in the one alphabetical order of the Die- ky^*11^1 ^ne pronunciation is indicated, is quite -.
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often found
and phrases as have become a familiar part of
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TUT: ETviim /~w-inc ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,ETYMOLOGIES. DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemed desirable to go some-
The etymologies have been written anew on jn the preparation of the definitions of com- w

.hat further in this direction than these con-
a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es- mon wor<js , there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary.
tablished principles of comparative philology, the material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical
[t has been possible m many cases, by means of the language, a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual fullness,
of the fresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books but much practical information of a kindwhich
etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties of an jjinds and of an periods of the language, dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
hitherto restmg upon the history of particular which is probably mu4 larei. than any

6
whfciJ added. The result is that "The Century

words, to decide definitely in favor of one of has hitherto been made for the use of an English Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field
several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-

dictionary, except that accumulated for the of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

Philological Society of London. Thousands of Pal difference that the information given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of them occurring f<?
r the most part distributed under the indi-

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-
jn the classics of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings, many of them familiar, which nected, instead of being collected under a few
accepted form of spelling, each important word nave not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
has been traced back through earlier forms to aries, have in this way been obtained. The ial and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-
its remotestknown origin. The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, iu eept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
and suffixes useful in the formation of English the order in which the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.
words are treated very fully in separate articles, tered the language, has been, adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

ever possible. pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS.

_j,p
,,. joTATIONS vnR, it is believed, be found to be particularly

Words of various origin and meaning but , . helpful in the search for those details which
of the same spelling, have been distinguished ^XX

1 Jorm a very
.

ge collection (about are generally looked for in works of reference.

by small superior figures (1 2 3 etc ) In 200,000), representing all periods and

numbering these honfonyms the rule has been branches of English literature. ^The classics ILLUSTRATIONS.
to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The piotorial illustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly jaluable
citations have been made from less

iected and executed as to be subordinate to the

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
famous authors m all departments of htera-

text while pO88e8sing a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to ture/ American 5"" especially are repre- independent suggestiveness and artistic value.
the group or root to which it belongs, hence sent d ?JF?^ ful

,
lness than in any similar To g oure technical aecuraCy the illustrations

the different grammatical uses of the same ??
ork
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have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
homonym are numbered alike when they are *ffi

cited will be published with the con- ^ ch of th
'

e various departments,and have
separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a eluding part of the Dictionary. in alj c|geg been exaniilie(fby them in proofs.
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand.
same present spelling receive the same superior Much sr>c lia.* homi dnvntorl in th Hnoniii
number But when two words of the same

P
form^^ofThe variou^ sclencesf toe J?t MODE OF .SSUE, PRICE, ETC.

and of the same radical ongm now differ con- chanieal art professions, and trades, and "The Century Dictionary" will be comprised
siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif- much care has been bestowed upon their treat- in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is publishedfereut words, they are separately numbered. ment They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

THF ORTHOrRAPHY search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-
the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These seo-

Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou- tions will be issued about once a month. The
familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
by well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire
cidental and unacceptable, in manv cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.
may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-
this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the
won some degree of acceptance and use. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made.
there are also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-
usage is wavering, more than one form being sand words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan- will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., )) EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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optic

it are'eallrd I" liiiinnn anatomy the mile* and
< of (hi- brain. The optir nerves arise in pail tnim

Ilir optic lot>. -
1 tn important loin's ileiTrasc ill lrl;i

live Hi/i 1

ii" the >crtcbrate -rale ascends; linn, in some
ti-lirs they art- quit*- an large as (in- ci-idual licinisphere,
and lif nncoMTetl upon the surface of the brain ; they an-

quite larni' in reptiles mill liir.ln ; aniiill ill mammals (in

man smallest in promotion )>otti to tlir o i.-iuuni and to

III- . -.-i.'lirllnni), afi'i i-ntilrly cuvi-rrd in, so that they ilu

IMI! ;i|i|> ;n upon (he surface of the hruiii. See ciltB under
rfrr'irill. ami rurini* OptiC nerves (nervi optici). the
nerves of sight ; tin- nerves of the special sense of vision,

arising from tbe anterior c|mi<lrigcniinal and external

i:cliiriilatr buili's :inil the pnlvinar, all'l t'Tliiinating in

(he retina Them- m-rn > are purely sensory, and by
means of 1 1 in ii tin retinal Hti mil hit ions atfect the brain a

process by which vision is accompli shed. The
optic

nerves
of opposite -iih- ilrrussate or form the optic chiasm, unit

the phrase IB sometimes restricted to the part of these
nrrv. MIS trunks beyond the chiasm, tin- rest, being called

the t'l'ti'- tnti-l. SIT nil- inilri brain, rnrjurt. and '//<*'.

Optic neuritis. s p r u>'uriti< ami euts under corpus and
''.'/'''.' Optic pad, a pad like elevation at the end of the
arms of a itarHsh on which an eye Is situated. Optic
papilla. .Same us <tjttir <li*k. Optic peduncle, In crus-

taceans, an eye-stalk or optlthalmito. OptlC Stalk, In

mollusks, a soft process of the head upon which the eye
is UppOfted, a> in various snails, etc.; an omniatuphiii .

See Slj/JommatopAro. Optic thalamus, a large gan-
glion of the thalainencephalon. situated upon the cms
and separated from the lenticular nucleus by the Internal

capsule. It gives origin to some of the libers of the optic
nerve. Alno called thalamw. Sec cuts nndercrre/waJ and

corpus. -Optic tract (tractua optici), the part of the
whole course of the optic nerves which is between the
i-liiasin and the respective origins of the uervea. In man
the tracts are narrow Hat bands of white nerve-tissue

crossing the crura, to which they are closely attached. -

Optic tubercles, the corpora <|iiadrigcinina. See biyemi-
num. Optic vesicles, in embn/ot. , a pair of vesicles de-

veloped from the anterior cerebral vesicles of the embry-
onic brain. = Syn. Optic, Optical. The former is chiefly snid

of the anatomy of the eye and of the physiology of vision,

the latter chiefly of the science of optics: as, ttptic nerve,
tract, lobe ; optical angle, center, effect.

II. n. 1. The eye. [Now chiefly collocj.]

(Quickly cold Indiff'renco will ensue.
When you Love s Joys thro' Honour's Optic view.

Prior, Celia to Damon.

She screwed her dim optics to their aeutest point, in the

hope of making out with greater distinctness a certain
window. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi.

2f. An eye-glass; a magnifying glass.

I was as glad that you have lighted upon so excellent a

Lady as if an Astronomer by his Optics had found out a
new Star. llmrett. Letters, I. vi. SO.

The sins we do people behold through optics
Which shew them ten times more than common vices.

Beau, and f'l., Thierry and Theodoret, I. 1.

optical ( op'ti-kal), ii. [< optic + -al.~\ 1. Relat-

ing to or connected with the science of optics;
based on or constructed in accordance with the
laws of optics: as, optical l&ws', optical instru-

ments. 2. Pertaining to vision; optic. 3.

Treating of or studying optics : as, optical writ-

ers. Boyle, Works, I. 673. Optical anomaly, see

anomaly. - Optical center, in a lens, a point so situated
that the direction of every ray passing through that point
remains unaffected by its transmission through the lens
that Is, the incident and emergent parts of the ray are

parallel. Geometrically it is dellned as the point In which
the optical axis of the lens la cut by the line Joining the
two points where any pair of parallel planes touch the

opposite surfaces of the lens. In a double-convex or dou-
ble-concave lens the optical center lies within the lens ;

in a plano-convex or plano-concave lens it is the point
where the curved surface of the lens is pierced by the
axis ; in the meniscus and concavo-convex it lies outside
of the lens, beyo id the surface which la moat strongly
curved. If the thickness of the lens is small compared
with its focal length, the dimensions of object and image
will be very nearly proportional to their distances from
the optical center. Combinations of several lenses do not
possess an optical center. Optical circle, in physics, a
graduated circle, fitted with the necessary appliances, used
for illustrating the lawa of refraction aim reflection, or,
when accurately constructed, for measuring Intel-facial

angles, refractive indices, etc. Optical densimeter,
equation, glass, meteorology, square, etc. See the
nouns, syn. See optic.

optically(op'ti-kal-i), iidr. As regards sight or
tlir laws of sight; in accordance with or with
reference to the science of optics or the use of

optical instruments
; by optical means Opti-

cally active substance. See active.

optician (op-tish'an), it. [= F. opticien; as op-
fir + -in H.'] I. A person skilled in the science
of optics. 2. One who makes or sells optical
glasses and instruments.

opticist (op'ti-sist), n. [< optic + -ist.] A per-
son skilled or engaged in the study of optics.
The real cause of the luminosity of the eyes of animals

in the dark Is now thoroughly understood by physiological
nptinstt. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIV. 814.

Opticociliary (op"ti-k6-sU'i-a-ri), a. [< ML. </,-
lii'ii.i. optic,

+ ciliaris, ciliary.] Pertaining to
the optic and ciliary nerves Opticociliary neu
rectomy, the exsection of portions of the optic and cil-

iary nerves Opticociliary neurotomy, the division of
the optic and ciliary nerves.

optics (on'tiks), . [PI. of optic: see -i.] That
branch of physical science which treats of the
nature and properties of light, of the theory of

260
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colors (chromatics), of the change which light
suffers it her in it socialities or in its course when
refracted nr Iriinsmitteil tliroiigh limlirs (diop-
trh's), when reflected from their surfaces or

when passing near them (catoptrics), of the
structure of the eye and the laws of vision, ami
of the construction of instruments of intro-

spection, as telescopes, niirroscopi >. eto, -Qeo-
metrical optics. >' < v" < '">. Physical optics, that

branch of optics which includes the phenomena of diffrac-

tion, interference, ilonbli refraction, and in general that
division of tile subject wbieb is explained by reference to

the undulating theory and the behavior of light-waves
under various conditions. Physiological optics, that
branch of physiology which treats of the eye and thesight-
functlon.

optigraph (op'ti-griif), H. [Irreg. < Or. !>-

of seeing, + -//u'lifin-. write.] A form of tele-

scope constructed for the purpose of copying
landscapes, etc. It Is suspended vertically in gimbals
by the object-end, beneath a fixed diagonal plane mirror,
which reflects the rays from the objects to be drawn
through the object-glass of the instrument toa speculum,
and thencethrongh theeye-glasstotheeye. Between the

eye and the speculum la a piece of parallel-faced glass with
a small dot on Ha center, exactly in the focus of the eye-
glass. Thin dot Is made to pass over (he outlines of an

object, and a pencil fixed at the eye-end traces the deline-

ation on paper.

optimacy (op'ti-ma-si), . [< optima(te) + -n/.]
1 . The body of optimates or aristocrats ;

the

nobility. Hammond. fBare.] 2. Government
by the optimates ; aristocracy.
Where the noble or the rich held all the power, they

called their own government aristocracy, or government of
the better sort, or optimacy, government of the best sort,

J. Adams, Works, IV. 478.

optimate (op'ti-mat), n. and n. [< L. optima ti.*.

pi.: see optimates.] I. a. Of or belonging to

the optimates or nobility; noble. Eclectic Ber.

[Bare.]
n.t '< One of the optimates.

In any flourishing state,
Whether by King swald, or by optimate.

Heywood, Works (ed. Pearson, 1874), VI. JCttS.

optimates (op-ti-ma'tez), n. pi. [L., < optima.*.
the best: see optimum.'] The Roman aristoc-

racy, including the nobilitas, a large part of the

equites, and their supporters; hence, an aristoc-

racy or nobility in general.
As to the modeof electing the senate, . . . or optimates

before mentioned, . . . disposition was made by this new
law for the reformation of the government.

J. Adams, Works, V. 125.

After the 7th century the optimates at the head of the

army were also at the head of the citizens.
Km-HI: Brit., XX. 785.

optime (op'ti-me), n. [< L. optime, very well (as
uptime meren(t-)s, very well deserving), < opli-

mug, very good, best: see optimum.] In the

University of Cambridge, England, one of those
in the second or third grade of honors in math-
ematics, the wranglers constituting the first

rank, and the senior and junior optimes the sec-
ond and third respectively.

All candidates for Classical Honors are nrst obliged to
obtain a place among the Junior Optimes I

if not higherl
that is to say, in the third class of the three Into which

the Mathematical Tripos is divided.
C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 85.

optimeter (op-tim'e-ter), n. Same as optome-
ter.

optimise, v. i. See optimize.

optimism (op'ti-mizm), . [< P. optimisme =
Sp. Pg. optimismo = It. ottimismn = G. optimis-

mus, < NL. optimismus, < L. optimns, optumn.*,

very good, best: see optimum.] 1. In mctaph.:
(a) Properly, the metaphysical doctrine of

Leibnitz that the existing universe is the best
of all possible universes. The most characteristic
moments of the doctrine are two : first, that the Creator
selected this universe from a number of others which he
might have created ; and, second that all of these present-
ed certain imperfections or disadvantages which omnipo-
tence could not avoid. (6) The doctrine that the
universe advances on the whole, so as to be

tending toward a state in the indefinite future
different in its general character from that in

the indefinite past. This is better called eeoluNnnimi.
It is opposed to pessimism, which holds that the universe
is tending to the nothingness from which It sprang, and
to Epicureanism, which holds that the universe is not tend-

ing from any general state to any other general state.

2. The belief, or disposition to believe, that
whatever exists is right and good, in some in-

scrutable way, in spite of all observations to
the contrary.
The Christian optimism ia the recognition that in a spir-

itual world a spiritual being, as such, cannot find an abso-
lute limit or foreign necessity, against which his life must
be broken in pieces; but that, on the contrary, all appa-
rent outward limits, and even death itself, are for it but
the means to a higher freedom and realisation of self.

E. Caird, Hegel, p. 217.

option
It seemed to chill the flow of the good fellow's optimism,

ao that he assented with but lukewarm Katlsfaclion.

ll'niflls. Modern Instance, Ix.

Optimist (op'ti-mist). a. and n. [= F. opti-
inixti- = Sp. I'g. 'i/ilin/intd = It. iilliniistii = G.

nptiiitixt ; as ii/iliiii-ixiii + -i.it.] I. 11. 1. ' >ne

who believes in tin- metaphysical doctrine of

optimiMn.
The optimists of our century have followed In the wake

of Spin../:, .ir Leibnitz. .V. A. Her., CXXV1I. 404.

2. One who believes in tlie present or iillimnie

supremacy of good over evil ; one who always
hopes for and expects the best; a person of

hope. t'nl disposition.
One such I knew long since, a whIU-huired man, . . .

\ :,!, ui ,.'.,,.,-' Bryant, Old Mail's Counsel.

II. . Of or pertaining to optimism ; optimis-
tic: as, the niiliiiiixt view.

optimistic (op-ti-mis'tik), a. [< optintixt + -ic.]

of, pertaining to, or characterized by opti-
mism; disposed to take the most hopeful view
of a matter; hopeful; sanguine.

If we confine ourselves to the health of women, we
shall find that the figures hardly justify ua In awnming a

purely optimistic attitude. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. inn.

optimistically (op-ti-mis'ti-kal-i), adv. In ac-

cordance with optimism, or the view that every-
thing is ordered for the best

;
in a hopeful or

sanguine manner ; hopefully.
optimityt(op-tim'i-ti), . [< LL. <iptimita(t-)g,

excellence, < L. 6'ptimus, best, very good: see

til'timnm.] The state of being best. Bailey,
1731.

optimize (op'ti-iniz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. opti-

mized, ppr. uptimising. [< optim-ism 4- -ize.]

1. To hold or express the doctrines or belief of

an optimist. Saturday Rev. 2. To take the
most hopeful view of a matter

;
hold or main-

tain hopeful views habitually.

It la pleasant to argue, as I have thus far argued, the

optimizing side of the question fof auffrage].

(Jladstone, Gleanings of Paat Years, I. 160.

Also spelled optimise.

optimum (op'ti-mum), n. [NL., neut. of L.

ojitimus, optitmus, best, very good, superl. (as-
sociated with bonus, good), < / op in optare,
choose: see optate.] In hot., one of the three
cardinal points of temperature namely that

point at which the metabolic processes are car-

ried on with the greatest activity. "Theminimum
or zero point is the point at which the performance la

just possible; the optimum point, at which It is carried
on with the greatest activity ; and the maximum point, at
which it is arrested." (Vines.)

Every vegetative (and fructiflcatlve) process haa certain
Ifmita of temperature, and a fixed optimum In each speciea.

II: Bary, r uugi (trans.), p. 353.

option (op'shon), n. [< F. option = Sp. opcion
= Pg. ongSo, { L. optio(n-), choice, free choice,

optionX optare, choose : see opiate.] 1. Choice ;

wish; preference; election.

Transplantation must proceed from the option of the

people, else it sounds like an exile. Bacon.

2. The power or liberty of choosing; the right
or power of choice ; the opportunity of electing
or selecting an alternative or one of several
lines of conduct ; the power of deciding on a
course of action: as, that is not left in my op-
tion; it is at your option to take it or leave it.

In the European nations a constantly Increasing niim-
ber of persons find themaelve* In circumstances In which
a large option is allowed them as to the plan on which
they will conduct their lives.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, } 8S5.

3. In Eng. canon law, the right, now obsolete,
which an archbishop formerly had, on conse-

crating a bishop, of selecting a benefice in the

i.i-hop's diocese for one of his own chaplains.
4. On stock and other exchanges, a privilege,

secured by the payment of a certain premium or

consideration, either ( 1 ) of calling for the deliv-

ery,
or (2) of making delivery, of a certain spe-

cified amount of some particular stock or kind
of produce, at a specified price, and within spe-
cified limits of time. The first kind of option is usually

designated a call, and the second a put ; but both are some-
times called futures.

5t. A wishing; a wish.

I shall conclude this epistle with a pathetlck option :

O that men were wise !

Layman's Dtf. of Christ (1730), p. 23.

Buyer's option. See buyer. Local option. See local.

Seller's option. See seller. =Syn. i Option, Choice,

Preference, Election. Option ia the right of choice, the
freedom to choose between two or more : as, "there ia no

option," Shedd, Homlletlcs, p. 30. Choice is primarily the
act of choosing, but, by extension, may be the same as

option : as, he gave him the choice. Preference Is prima-
rily the state of mind determining the choice, and sec-



option

ondarily the act of choosing. Election emphasizes the

leaving of some while choosing others. Choice and pre.f-
trence may apply to that which is chosen ; the others not.

Optional (op'shon-al), n. and it. [< option +
-at.] I. 11. 1. Left to one's option or choice;
depending on choice or preference.

If to the former the movement was not optional, it was
the same that the latter chose when it was optional.

Palfrey.

2. Leaving something to choice; involving a

power of choice or option Optional writ, in law,
a writ which commands the defendant to do the thing
required, or show the reason why he has not done it : in
distinction from & peremptory writ. See peremptory.

II. . In the colleges of the United States,
an elective study, or one left to choice; an
elective.

Optionally (op'shon-al-i), adv. In an optional
manner

;
with the privilege of choice.

optogram (op'to-gram), . [< Gr. OTir(c<5f), of

seeing, + ypa/i/ia, a writing.] A persistent im-

age formed on the retina by the bleaching of
the visual purple. It may be made permanent
by immediately immersing the retina in a so-
lution of potash alum.

optometer (op-tom'e-ter), H. [< Gr. inr(<5f),
of seeing,+ fikrpov, a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the refractive powers of the eye.
Also optimeter.

optqmetry (op-tom'et-ri), . [< Gr. 67n-(df), of

seeing, + -/mrpta, < fterpov, measure. Cf. optom-
eter.'] 1. The measurement of the range of
vision. 2. The measurement of the visual

powers in general (including the acuteness of
the perception of form, of light, and of colors

eidoptometry, photoptometry, and chromatop-
tometry respectively), of the extent of the
visual field (perioptometry), of the accommo-
dative and refractive states of the eye (diop-
tometry), and of the position and movements
of the eyeball (ophthalmostatometry and oph-
thalmotropometry) .

Optostriate (op-to-stri'at), a. [< Gr. bvT(tKos),
of seeing, + E. striate.] Pertaining to or con-

sisting of the optic thalamus and the striate

body: as, the optostriate body (the thalamus
and the corpus striatum taken together).
Optotype (op'to-tip), . [< Gr. o7rr((KOf), of see-

ing, + ri>7rof, type.] A letter of a definite size
selected as a test for acuteness of vision; a

test-type, as those of Snellen.

Opulence (op'u-lens), n. [< F. opulence = Sp.
Pg. opulencia ="It. opulenza, < L. opulentia.
riches, wealth, < opulen(t-)s, opulentits, rich:
see opulent.'] Wealth; riches; affluence.

There in full opulence a banker dwelt,
Who all the joys and pangs of riches felt

Swift, Mr. Thomas Snow.

Barbarous opulence, jewel-thick,
Sunn'd itself on his breast and his hands.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii.

=Syn. Opulence, Wealth, Riches, Affluence. All these
words imply not only the possession of much property,
but the possession of it under such circumstances that it

can be and is enjoyed. They seem contrasted not only
with their opposites, but with the possession of a mode-
rate amount. Opulence is a dignified and strong word for
wealth. Wealth and riches may mean the property pos-
sessed, and riches generally does mean it

; the others do
not. Affluence suggests the flow of wealth to one, and re-

sulting free expenditure for objects of desire. There is
little difference in the strength of the words.

opulency (op'u-len-si), n. [As opulence (see
-cy).'] Same as opulence.
The infinite flatteries that follow youth and opulency.

Shah., T. of A., v. 1. 38.

opulent (op'u-lent), a. [< F. opulent = Sp. Pg.
opulento = It. opulente, opulento, < L. opulen(t-)s,
more frequently opulentus, rich, wealthy, splen-
did, noble, < ops, power, might, pi. opes, prop-
erty, riches, wealth. Cf. copy.] 1. Wealthy;
rich

; affluent
; having large means.

What can you say, to draw
A third more opulent than your sisters? Speak.

Shak,, Lear, i. 1. KS.

If the circumstances of our state be such as to favour
the accumulation of wealth, and make the opulent still
more rich, this will increase their ambition.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

3. Unstinted; plentiful; abundant; profuse.
All bathed in opulent sunshine.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 53.

3. Blooming; brilliant; splendid. [Rare.]
Beast or bird or fish, or opulent flower.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

opulently (op'u-lent-li), adv. In an opulent
manner; richly; with abundance or splendor
Opuntia (o-pun'shi-ii), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. Opus (Opwnt-),< Gr. 'Ovovf ('Qirowr-),
a town of Locris in Greece, where some cactus-
like plant, "herba Opuntia," is mentioned by

Flowering Branch of Indian Fig (Opuntia
uulgaris}.

a, longitudinal section of the flower ; />, a
stamen ;

<
, the stigina.
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Pliny as growing.] A genus of cacti, type of

the tribe Ojiuntiece in the order Cactacett; hav-

ing the stamens shorter than the half-erect pe-
tals. There are about 200 species, of warmer America,
with one species
widely scattered

throughout the
Old World. They
are fleshy herbs,
shrubby plants, or
sometimes trees,
their branches usu-
ally composed of
flattened or glo-
bose joints, with

hairy tubercles
which are set with

sharp spines. They
bear small scale-

like leaves on the

younger branches,
lateral yellow, red,
or purple flowers,
and pear-shaped
berries. For uses
and names, see
cochineal and
pricfcly-pear; also
Indian Jig (under
ftg2), hedgehog-
thistle, and tuna.

Opuntiaceae
(6-pun-shi-a'-
se-e), n. pi.
[NL. (A. L. de
Jussieu, 1825), < Opuntia + -acece."] A name
sometimes given to the natural order Cactacece.

Opuntian (6-pun'shian), a. and n. [< L. Opun-
tius, < Opus (Opunt-)j < Gr. 'Qiroiti; CQirowT-),
Opus, a town of Locris in Greece.] I. a. Re-
lating to a branch of the ancient Locrians in
Greece : so called from their chief town Opus.

II. n. A citizen or native of Opus.
Opuntieae (6-pun-tI'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1865), < Opuntia + -eos.~] A tribe
of polypetalous plants of the order Cactacece,
distinguished by the short calyx-tube, not pro-
longed beyond the ovary. It contains 4 genera, of
which Opuntia, is the type and only important one, and
about 250 species, principally American. They are succu-
lent perennials, shrubs or sometimes trees, armed with
sharp spines. Their usually lateral and large flowers are
followed by pear-shaped or roundish berries. See cut un-
der Opuntm.

Opus (6'pus), n.; pi. opera (op'e-ra). [L., work,
a work : see opera."] Work

;
a work, as a literary

or musical composition (in the latter use often
abbreviated op. ). The published works of a musical
composer are frequently numbered in order for reference :

as, Op. 23. A single opus may contain two or more num-
bers: as, Op. 48, No. 3. Opus Alexandrtnum, Alexan-
drian work : a type of mosaic pavement consisting of geo-
metric figures in black and red tessera on a white ground.
Opus araneum, a kind of needlework done in white

thread, with figures of men, angels, and animals, liturgical
vessels, etc. The name is given especially to such work of
thefourteenth and flfteenthcenturies. Opus fllatorium,
the ancient name for fancy work of all sorts done with
threads, including drawn and darned embroidery, and all
kinds of netting and the like

; especially, an embroidery in
thread or colored silk on a fabric of small square meshes,
sometimes having a pattern cut out of thin stuff applied
and edged with needlework. Opus incertum or opus
antiquum, masonry formed of small rough stones set ir-

regularly in mortar, and in some examples traversed by
beds of bricks or tiles. Opus Insertum, in masonry,
regular stonework in which the vertical joints of every

A B C
A. Opus Incertum. B. Opus Lateritium. C. Opus Reticulatum.

course fall in the middle of the blocks of the courses im-
mediately above and below. Opus interrasile, decora-
tion produced by cutting away the ground, leaving the
pattern, or cutting out the pattern, so that the openings
form the design. Opus lateritium, in ancient masonry,
brickwork or tilework. Opus magnum or magnum
opus, a great work ; a literary or artistic work on which
one spends his best powers. Opus musivum, mosaic.

Opus operantis, literally, the work of the worker;
in theol., the effect of a sacrament considered as pro-
ceeding from the spiritual disposition or condition of
the recipient. The doctrine that the sacraments confer
benefits ex open operantis, from the act of the person act-

ing or taking part in them, is regarded as a distinctively
Protestant view, in opposition to the doctrine that the
benefit is derived ex opere operate. Opus operatum,
literally, a work wrought; in scholastic and Roman Cath-
olic theology, the due celebration of a sacrament, consid-
ered as necessarily and inherently involving the grace of
the sacrament. Sacramental grace is said by Roman
Catholic theologians to be conferred ex opere operate,
'from the (sacramental) act performed,' the sacrament
deriving its power from the institution of Christ, and not
from the merit of the minister or recipient. Sacraments

or

are therefore viewed as conveying grace to the recipient,
unless by want of the due dispositions, such lib faith, love,
repentance, etc., he wilfully interposes a barrier which
prevents his receiving the grace. Certain schoolmen ;ire

thought to have taught that the sacraments produce their
full effect in all cases without restriction, and this doctrine
has often been imputed by Protestant controversialists to
the Roman Catholic Church, instead of that contained in
the decrees of the Council of Trent (session vii., canon
viii.) as explained by liellurmine and others, and given
above. Anglican theologians have sometimes used this

phrase to express the doctrine of the Church of England
that the inward grace is one of the two integral parts of
a sacrament (Catechism), that the sacraments are signs
which are effectual (Article xxv.), and that, as the English
bishops declared at the Savoy conference, "sacraments
have their effects where the receiver doth not '

ponere obi-

cem,' put any bar against them.
"

Procter, Book of Common
Prayer (Amer. ed.), p. 124. Opus phrygicum, in the
middle ages, embroidery. Compare Phryinan work (under
Phrygian) and auriphryi/ia.- Opus plumarlum, an old
name for feather-stitch. Opus punctatum. Same as

pounced work. Opus retlculatum, in masonry, regular
stonework or brickwork in square blocks, the courses of
which are inclined at an angle of 45 to the horizon, so
that the joints resemble a network. Opus Saraceni-
cum, Saracenic work (that is, tapestry, rugs, etc.), im-
ported from the East. Opus sectlle, a kind of pavement
formed of slabs or tiles of glass or other material, the pieces
having a definite size, far larger than the tessene of ordi-

nary mosaic. They are sometimes of plain color and some-
times mottled and veined. Opus slgnlnum, a kind of
tough cement or stucco used by the ancient Romans to
coat the interior of aqueducts, etc. Opus spicatum
herring-bone masonry. Opus tessellatum, a pavement
with designs executed in pieces of different colors, called
tesserce or tesselw, of larger size and more regular form
than the pieces used in mosaic.

opuscle (o-pus'l), n. Same as opuscule.
opuscule (o-pus'kul), n. [< F. opuscule = Sp.
onusculo = Pg. opusculo = It. opusculo, opuscolo,
\ L. opusculum, a little work, < opus, a work : see

opus.] A small work
; especially, a literary or

musical work of small size.

opusculum (6-pus'ku-lum), n.
; pi. opuscula (-la).

[L. : see opuscule.] Same as opuscule.
Opus-number (6^118-^"!)^), n. The number
by which a musical work is designated : as, the

opus-number of Beethoven's "Moonlight So-
nata" is Op. 27, No. 2. See opus.
opyet, n. See opie.

oquassa (o-kwas'a), . [Amer. Ind.] The blue-
backed trout, Salmo oquassa, [Rangeley Lake,
Maine.]
or1

(or), conj. [() < ME. or, a contracted form
of other, outlier, anther, < AS. dthor, duther, dw-
tlier, dhwaither, pron. ; orig. the same as either, of

which, through the obs. var. other"*, or is thus
a contracted form: see either. Cf. nor, simi-

larly related to neither, (b) With the ME. other,
or, was merged in early ME. another word, oth-

the, < AS. oththe, rarely eththa, oththon, or, =
OHG. eddo, odo, MHG. ode, od, also with an at-
tracted compar. suffix, due, as partly in ME., to
association with orig. comparative forms (OHG.
wedar = E. whether, etc.), OHG. odar, MHG. G.
oder = Icel. ethr, etha = Goth, aiththau, or, <
Goth, ith (with "breaking" aith-) (= L. et, and)
+ than, or. Or is much used correlatively, as in
either ... or (AS. dthor or oththe . . . olli-

the), whether . . . or (AS. hwa'ther . . . oth-

the)."] Either; else; otherwise; as an alterna-
tive or substitute, (o) A disjunctive conjunction coor-

dinating two or more words or clauses each one of which
in turn is regarded as excluding consideration of the other
or others : as, your money or your life

; by skill or by
chance; this road or that. The corresponding negative is

nor, with neither as introductory correlative.

He knew the cause of everich maladye,
Were it of hoot, or cold, or moyste, or drye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 420.

I'll free him. or fall with him !

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, i. 3.

It is almost a standing rule to do- as others do, or be
ridiculous. Steele, Tatler, No. 138.

In a little while the struggle was at an end ; Those who
were not slain took refuge in the secret places of their

houses, or gave themselves up as captives.
Irving, Granada, p. 21.

There may be several alternatives each joined to the pre-
ceding one by or, presenting a choice between any two in
the series : as, he may study law or medicine or divinity,
orhemayenterintotrade. The correlations are (I) Either
... or (in archaic or poetical use also or ... or).

Or the bakke or some bone he breketh in his jjonthc.
Piers Plomnan (B), vii. 03.

Tell me, where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart, or in the head?

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 64.

He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,

That dares not put it to the touch,
To gain or lose it all.

Montrose, My Dear and Only Love.

For thy vast bounties are so numberless
That them or to conceal or else to tell

Is equally impossible. Cowley.
So that one may go [in Venice] to most houses either by

land or water. Addison, Remarks on Italy, Works, 1. 387.



or

Examine, first, impartially each Fair,

Hi, ii :i nli Mils. o<- eondomB, or spare.

Coiigrecr. tr. ..f (Hill's Art of Love.

(2) Whether ... or (rarely or ... to), In indirect ques-

tions.

Inquire wlmt tin :m< ii-nts thought concerning tlie pres-

ent fnimc of this wurld, whether it was to perish or uo.

T. Dunut, Theory <if tfic Earth, ill. 1.

E'en Ajax paus'd (so thick the jav'lins fly).

si i -pii'il bark, mid doubted or to live or (lie.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 883.

Whether they were his lady's marriage belle,

Or prophets of them in his fantasy,
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tiiiriiHt.] lu her., one of the tinctures the

metal gold, often represented by n yellow col-

or, and in engraving conven-

tionally by dots upon a white

ground. See litirtiin: and cut:

under counter-changed and num
ter-company.

Ills coat is not in or,

Nor does the world run yet on wheels
with him.

Beau, and Ft.
, Woman-Hater, Iv. 2.

or't, itron. A Middle English form of your.

oracle

lav diagram that it is a square, or a figure with four equal
sides and equal angles.

{Or sometimes begins a sentence, In this case expressing
an alternative with the foregoing sentence, or merely a

transition to some fresh argument or illustration.

Or what man Is there of you, whom if his son ask bread,

-or (ace. -orem), the terminus of -tor (= Gr.

-Tup), after an orig. preceding t -sor, forming
nouns of agent from verbs (rarely directly from
other nouns), as in orator, one who prays or

speaks, an orator, legislator, one who proposes a

will lie give him a stone? Mat. vil. 9.] law, legislator, imperdtor, one who commands,
Or else, else ; otherwise, [strictly speaking, a redundant an emperor, confessor, one who confesses, re-

phrase, as or and else are equivalent in meaning.]

This abbot, which that was an holy man,
As monkes been, or elles oughten be.

Chaucer, I'rioress's Talc, 1. 191.

The best rider, like the best hunter, is invariably either

dead or elite a resident of some other district.

T. Koosewlt, The Century, XXXVI. 837.

tor, one who rules, serif tor, one who writes, au-

iliim; one who hears, senator, one who is an elder

or counselor, a senator, etc.] An apparent suf-

fix, the terminus of the suffix -tor, -sor, of Latin

origin, forming nouns of agent from verbs. The
verb is often not directly represented in English, as In

doctor, rector, lector, orator, victor, numttor, etc.
,
but is com-

monly existent in -atev, as in demonstrator, illuminator,

illustrator, generator, etc., or in -itel, -it', as in depositor,

auditor, etc., or without such suffix, as in instructor, actor,

corrector, etc., the noun in -or being in such instances

actually or optionally interchangeable with a noun in -ri ,

as instructor or instructer, etc., but the fonu in -or being

generally preferred. Compare -or2.

II. prep. Before; ere; sooner than; rather -or2 . [Also in some nouns, and formerly in all,

,, : as or this (before this} : or lone (before -V < ME. -or, -our, < OF. -cor, -eor, -eur, F.

or 11
(or), ado., prep.,

and conj. [< ME. or, at;

a var. of er, (tr, < AS. air, before: see ere1
,
of

which or is a var. form.] I. adv. Before;

previously; already.
He was of Lyndesay, als I ore told.

Rob. ofBrunne, p. 11.

than : as, or this (before this) ;
or long (before

' "V < M*,. -or, -our, <
y*

. -eor,-eour -eu

lo )
-eur = Sp. Pg. -ailor = It. -atorc, < L. -ator (ace.

Ich ne shal do me or daye to the dere churche,
And huyre matyns and masse, as ich a monke were.

Piers Plowman (C), viii. 66.

For so may fall we sail tham fang.
And marre tham or to-morne at none.

Fort Plays, p. 89.

These lookes (nought saying) do a beneflce seeke,
And be thou sure one not to lacke or long.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 601.

III. CON/. 1. Before; ere.

Man, thenke vppon my ryghtwysnes,
And make a-mendis or that thou dye.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 174.

Blysse thi mouthe or thou it etc,
The better schalle be thl dyete.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

But or he gaed, he vow'd and vow'd,
The castle should sweep the ground.

LammiHn (Child's Ballads, III. 307).

It was 14 or 15 dayes or they set any ordinance on land.

llaklmjt's Voyages, II. 78.

He that marries or he be wise, will die or he thrive.

Ray, Proverbs (1878), p. 370.

But or we go to the declaration of this psalm, it shall _or4 [OF -or -our -ur F -cur = Sp. Pg. -or
ie profitable and convenient to shew who did write this T

'. \a..'/f' nr (,, ,,\ ,,.,\ n pr> riren,i lilt
.saini Bp. Fisher, Heven Penitential Psalms, vii.

=
J*

-"re
> }

* - r (neut. -US), ace. -orel, Ult.

= E. -er2
,
the comparative suffix: see -r2.] A

suffix of Latin origin appearing in compara-
tives, used in English with a distinct compara-
tive use, as in the adjectives major, minor, ju-

nior, senior, prior, but also commonly in nouns,
as major, minor, prior, junior, senior, etc. It is

not felt or used as an English formative.

or-. [ME. or-, < AS. or- = OS. or- = OFries. or-

= D. oor- = MLG. or- = OHG. MHG. G. ur- =
Goth, us-, an accented prefix, orig. identical

with AS. a- (orig. *ar- = OHG. ar-, er-, ir-,

MHG. er-, etc.), E. a-, and with the prep. OHG.
ur = Goth. , out: see a- 1

. The same prefix,
AS. a-, appears accented and disguised in oak-

um, q. v.] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, ap-

pearing unrecognized as a prefix and with no
separate significance in ordeal, art, and a few
other words now obsolete.

-dtorem).'] A termination (apparent suffix) of

Latin origin, contracted through Old French
from an original Latin -ator. in English it is

merged with -orl, as in emperor, ultimately from Latin im-

perator; governor, ultimately from Latin gitbernator, etc.;

or with -erl, as in laborer, ultimately from Latin laborator;

preacher, ultimately from Latin prcedicator, etc. It ap-

pears as -iour, -ior, usually -iour (from OF. -eour), in savior,

saviour, ultimately from Latin salcator.

or3 . [Also in older words -owr; < ME. -our, -or,

-ur, < OF. -or, -our, -ur, F. -eur= Sp. Pg. -or = It.

-ore, < L. -or, orig. -os, ace. -orem, a suffix forming
nouns, usually abstract, from verbs in -ere, as

cator, heat, < calere, be hot, frigor, cold, < fri-

gere, be cold, oZor, odor, smell, < olere, smell, hor-

ror, shrinking, < horrere, shrink, terror, fear, <

terrere, make afraid, etc.; or nouns, sometimes

concrete, not from verbs, as honor, hoaos, honor,

arbor, arbos, a tree, etc.] A suffix of some
nouns of Latin origin, either abstract, as in

odor, horror, terror, honor, etc., or concrete, as
in arbor, a tree, etc. It is not felt or used as

an English formative.

be pri

psalm

2. Sooner than
;
rather than.

Now is routhe to rede how the red noble
Is reuerenced or the rode.

Piers Plowman (B), XT. 502.

He'll grant the tribute, send the arrearages,
Or look upon our Romans, whose remembrance
Is yet fresh in their grief. Shak.

, Cymbeline, ii. 4. 1J,.

3. Than.
Yow that, I wot wel, weldej more slyjt

Of that art, bi the half, or a hundreth of seche
As 1 am.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1543.

4. Lest Or ever, or e'er, before ever, before . . .

ever, the adverb ever by contraction assuming the form of

the adverb err, and or ere becoming thus a seeming dupli-
cation of ere. with which or is ultimately identical, though
now in this phrase sometimes mistaken for orl.

A-say or euer thow trust ;

When dtide is doun, hit ys to lat.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra wr.), i. 42. ora't (6'ra), . [AS. ora. Cf . ore.] AnAnglo-
The lions had the mastery of them, and brake all their Saxon money of account. In the laws of Edward

the Elder and Gnthrnm, the ora was equivalent to 2J
shillings of the time. In the Doomsday Book the ora was

equal to 20 pence.

Ora2
,
n. Plural of os2 .

orach, orache (or'ach), n. [Also orrach, and

formerly arrach; < F. arroche, orach, prob. < L.

atriplex, orach: see Atriplex.] One of several

Old World plants of the genus Atriplex, espe-
cially A. hortensis, the garden-orach. See Atri-

jilrr and mountain-spinach. The common orach is

A. patula. a weed and seaside plant of both hemispheres.

bones in pieces or ever they came at the bottom of the den.
Dan. vl. 24.

Tliis heart
Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws,
Or ere I'll weep. Shak., Lear, ii. 4. 288.

The shepherds on the lawn,
Or e'er the point of dawn,
Sat simply chatting in a rustick row.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 86.

I, or ere that season come,
Escaped from every care.

T, On Liberties token with Milton's Remains.

ni-rli 1 I'Sentchl in uses e\- The sea-orach, yt. Wnrntfa, of the coasts of Europe. Is also
. used as a spinach. See cut in next column.- Dog's-

ccpt in the phrase or i-rt'i; or en; which is still orach. Same as noteAioeed. - Orach moth, a lepidop-
sometimes used.] terous insect, Hadtna atriplicis.

Or3 (or), H. [< ME. or, < OF. (and F.) or = Sp. oracle (or'a-kl), . [< ME. oracle, < OF. (and
wo = Pg. oro = It. oro, < L. aitrum. gold : see F. ) oracle = Sp. ordculo = Pg. oraculo It. ora-

1. Orach (Atriplex fatuta } ; 2. the inflorescence ; a. a male (lower :

4, a female flower ; c , the fruit with the calyx.

cola, < L. oracitlum, syncopated orarlum,9, divine

announcement, a prophecy, a place where such
were given, < orarc, pray: see oration.] 1. In

daxs.antiq. : (a) An utterance given by a priest
or priestess of a god, in the name of the god
and, as was believed, by his inspiration, in an-

swer to a human inquiry, usually respecting
some future event, as the success of an enter-

prise or battle, or some proposed line of con-

duct. Such oracles exerted for centuries a strong Influ-

ence upon the course of human affairs, the belief of both
the medium and the questioner in their divine inspiration

being In most cases genuine. The oracles themselves,

however, were often ambiguous or at least obscure. The
prestige of the chief oracular seats of Greece was powerful
in the promotion of good government and justice. After

the introduction of Christianity the utterance of oracles

gradually ceased. It was a common belief of early Chris-

tians that the oracles actually proceeded from evil spirit*.

Though I am satisfied and need no more
Than what I know, yet shall the oracle

Give rest to the minds of others.

Shak., W. T.. II. 1.190.

(6) The deity who was supposed to give such

answers to inquiries.
The oracles are dumb,
No voice or hideous hum
Rims thro' the arched roof in words deceiving.

MUton, Nativity, 1. 173.

Oracles are brief and final in their utterances.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, iv.

(c) The place where oracular answers were giv-
en ; the sanctuary, temple, or adytum whence
the supposed supernatural responses proceed-
ed. The Greeks surpassed every other nation In both the
number and the celebrity of their oracles. Those of Zeus at

Dndona in Epirus, of Apollo at Delphi, and of Trophonius
near Lebadeia in Boeotia enjoyed the highest reputation.

Thither come,
And let my grave-stone be your oracle.

Shak., 1. of A., v. 1. 222.

2. Hence, by extension (a) The communica-
tions, revelations, or instruction delivered by
God to or through his prophets : rarely used in

the singular: as, the oracfen of God; the divine

oracfes.

This Is he ... who received the lively orades to give
unto us. Acte vii. 38.

They presume that the law doth speak with all indiffer-

ency ; that the law hath no side-respect to their persons ;

that the law is, as it were, an oracle proceeded from wisdom
and understanding. Hooker, Ecclea. Polity, i. 10.

(6) The sanctuary or most holy place in the

temple, in which was deposited the ark of the

covenant (1 Ki. vi. 19) : sometimes used for the

temple itself.

The priest* brought in the ark of the covenant of the
Lord unto his place, into the oracle of the house, to the
most holy place, even under the wings of the cheruhims.

1 Ki. Tiii. 6.

(c) A source or repository of the divine will

that may be consulted or drawn upon.
God hath now sent his living aracU
Into the world to teach his Anal will.

Milton, P. R., 1. 460.

3. An uncommonly wise person, whose opin-
ions are of great authority, and whose determi-
nations are not disputed.

I am Sir Oracle,
And when I ope my lips let no dog bark.

Shak., M. of V., 1. 1. 9S.

Sleek Odalisques, or oracles of mode.
Tennyson, Princess, it

4. A wise saying or an authoritative decision

given by such a person.



oracle

When rank Thersttes opes his mastic jaws
We shall hear music, wit, and erode.

Shale., T. and C., i. 3. 74.

6. Something that is looked upon as an infal-

lible guide or standard of reference.

Col Pray, ray lord, what 's n clock by your oracle >

Lord Sp. Faith, I can't tell; I think my watch runs

upon wheels. Sin'", Polite Conversation, Dial. i.

Oiaclet (or'a-kl), /. i. [< oracle, .] To utter

oracles.

No more shalt thon by oraclimj abuse
The entiles. Milton, P. E., i. 456.

oraclert (or'a-kler), . One who utters oracles :

the giver of an oracle or oracular response.

Pyrrhus, whom the Delphian Oracler

Deluded by his double-meaning Measures.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. e.

oracular (6-rak'u-lSr), a. [< ML. oracular/.*, <

L. waculit'm, oracle : see oracle."] 1. Of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of an oracle or ora-

cles. Hence (o) Obscure or ambiguous like the oracles

of pagan deities, (fe) Positive ; authoritative ;
not to be

gainsaid ;
wise beyond contradiction.

that, whiles we sweate and bleede for the mainte-
nance of these oracular truths, wee could bee perswaded to

remit of our heat in the pursuit of opinions.
Up. Hall, The Reconciler, Deci.

(c) Wise as an oracle; expressing opinions with the mys-
teriousness or dogmatism of an oracle.

They have something venerable and oracular in that un-
adorned gravity and shortness in the expression. Pope.

2. Of or pertaining to one possessing the power
of delivering oracular or divine messages; pos-

sessing the power of uttering oracles : as, an
oracular tongue.

His gestures did obey
The oracular mind that made his features glow.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, 1. 69.

Where, in his own oracular abode,
Dwelt visibly the light-creating God.

Courper, Truth, 1. 3s9.

oracularity (o-rak-u-lar'i-ti), n. [< oracular +
-ity.~\ Oracularness

; mysterious dogmatism.
Now Stanfteld has no mysticism or oracularity about

him. You can see what he means at once.

Thackeray, Early and Late Papers, Picture Gossip.

oracularly (o-rak'u-lar-li), adv. In the manner
of an oracle; authoritatively; sententiously.
Oracularness (o-rak'u-lar-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being oracular.

oraculoust (o-rak'u-lus), a. [< L. oraculwm, an
oracle : see oraofe.J Same as oracular.

As for equivocations, or oraculous speeches, they cannot
hold out long.

Bacon, Simulation and Dissimulation (ed. 188").

Urini and Thummim, those oraculous gems
On Aaron's breast. itttton, P. R., Hi. 14.

oraculouslyt (o-rak'u-lus-li), adv. Same as

oracularly.
The genius of your blessings hath instructed
Your tongue oraculmtsly.
Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iv. 1.

oraculousness (o-rak'u-lus-nes), . Same as
Oracularness.

orad (6'rad), adv. [< L. os (or-), the mouth, +
ad, to.] To or toward the mouth or oral region :

opposed to aborad.

orage (F. pron. o-razh'), [< OF. orage, F.

orage = Pr. auratge = Sp. oraje, a storm, wind,
< ore = Pr. Sp. Pg. aura = It. mira, ora, breeze,
wind, < L. aura, air, breeze, wind, ML. storm,
tempest: see aura.] 1. A storm; a tempest.
Cotgrave. [Bare.]

That orage of faction.

Roger North, Examen, p. 632. (Daviet.)

2. In organ-building, a stop constructed so as
to produce a noise in imitation of the sound of
a storm.

oragious (o-ra'jus), a. [< F. orageux, stormy, <

orage, a storm : see orage.'] Stormy; tempes-
tuous. [Kare.]
M. D'lvry, whose early life may have been rather ora-

gious, was yet a gentleman perfectly well conserved.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxxi.

oraisont, n. An obsolete form of orison.

oral (6'ral), a. [= F. oral = Sp. Pg. oral = It.

oralc, < NL. oralis, of the mouth, < L. os (or-),
the mouth, = Skt. asya, the mouth.] 1. Of or

pertaining to the mouth or ingestive opening:
as, the oral orifice; oral surgery; oral gesta-
tion. 2. Uttered by the mouth or in words;
spoken, not written: as, oral traditions; oral

testimony ; oral law.

Savage rusticity is reclaimed by oral admonition alone.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxv.

Oral record, and the silent heart-
Depositories faithful and more kind
Than fondest epitaph.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

4136
The oral language of China has continued the same that

it is now for thirty centuries.
J. f. Clarice, Ten Great Religions, L 2.

3. Using or concerned with speech only, and
not writing; communicating instruction, etc.,

by word of mouth
;
viva voee. [Bare.]

The influence of simply Oral Teachers rests chiefly in

the hearts and minds of the Taught.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. (i.

4. In zoiil., situated on the same part or side

of the body as the mouth: opposed to aboral or

arms, in acalephs, arm-like appendages of

the wall of the stomach, which usually project s into folded

membranes, between which the mouth is situated. Oral
aspect. Wee ambulacral aspect, under ambulacral. Oral
cavity, in haustellate insects, the hollow on the lower
surface of the head, from which the proboscis or sucking-
mouth protrudes. Oral contract, disk, evidence, ges-
tation, etc. See the nouns. Oral pleading, in (air.

pleading by word of mouth in presence of the judges : su-

perseded by written pleading in the reign of Edward III.

Oral Skeleton, in echinoderms, the whole dentary ap-

paratus or hard parts about the mouth. See lantern <>.f

Aristotle, under lantern. Oral valves, in crinoids, the

processes of the perisome about the mouth, projecting over
the orifice and capable of closing it by coming together
like valves. Oral whiff, a whiff heard during expiration
from the open mouth, following the cardiac rhythm. It is

developed in health by exertion, and also appears during
complete rest in cases of thoracic aneurism, when it may
be double. When thus appearing during rest, it is of diag-
nostic value, and is called Drummond's whiff.

orale (o-ra'le), n. [ML., neut. of (NL.) oralis,

of the mouth : see oral.] A veil worn by the

Pope at solemn pontifical celebrations; the
fanon. See/awow, 3 (e).

orally (6'ral-i), adv. 1. In an oral manner; by
word of mouth

;
in words, without writing ;

vo-

cally; verbally: as, traditions derived orally
from ancestors. 2. By means of the mouth

;

through, in, or into the mouth.
The priest did sacrifice, and orally devour it whole.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, To Sir T. Challouer.

"Morphinomania," by Dr. Seymour J. Starkey, gives a

striking but quite credible account of the influence of
the unscientific use of morphia, either snbcutaneously or

orally. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 219.

orang (6-rang'), . Same as orang-utan.

orange 1
(or'anj), n. and a. [Formerly also or-

enge; (. ME. orenge (= D. oranje = G. orange), <

OF. orenge, F. orange (= Pr. orange), an accom.
form (simulating or, s L. aurum, gold, in allu-

sion to the yellow fruit) for "arenas. < It. aran-

cia, f., arancio, m. (ML. arangia, also accom.

aurantia, NL. aurautum, simulating L. aurum,
gold), orig. with initial n, as in It. dial, naranza,
naranz = Sp. naranja = Pg. laranja (with orig.
n changed to I, appar. in simulation of the def.

art.) = Wall, neranze = MGr. vepavr&av, NGr.
vtp&vr^i, < Ar. ndranj = Hind, narangi, narangi
= Pali ndrango = late Skt. ndranga, ndgaranga,
appar. < Pers. ndranj, ndrinj, ndrang, an orange;
cf. Pers. ndr, a pomegranate. Cf. lemon and
lime9

,
also of Pers. origin.] I. n. 1. The fruit

of the orange-tree, a large globose berry of eight
or ten membranous cells, each containing sev-
eral seeds which are packed in a pulp of fusi-

form vesicles, distended with an acidulous re-

freshing juice. There are three principal varieties of
the orange the sweet or China orange, Citrus Aurantium
proper, including the ordinary market sorts; the bitter
or Seville orange or bigarade, variety Biyaradia, used for

making marmalade, its peel being specially valued ; and
the bergamot orange, variety Berycmia, classed by some,
however, as a variety, Citrus Sledica (see beryamotl, 1).

2. A rather low branching evergreen fruit-tree.
Citrus Aurantium, with greenish-brown bark, el-

liptical or ovate coriaceous leaves, the petiole
often winged, and fragrant white flowers. It is

long lived and extremely prolific. When no longer fruit-

ful, its hard, tine-grained, yellowish wood is valued for
inlaid work and fine turnery. Its flowers are prized when
fresh (see orange-Uoisoms\ and (chiefly those of the bitter

orange) yield neroli-oil and orange-water. The varieties
of the orange are very numerous, distinguished most ob-
viously by their fruit. Its origin is referred to India,
whence it spread to western Asia, thence reaching Spain
and Italy, through the agency of the Moors and the cru-

saders, between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries. It
is now cultivated in nearly all tropical and subtropical
lands, including China and Japan, Ihe whole Mediterra-
nean basin, the West Indies, and the southern borders of
the United States, having, indeed, become thoroughly wild
in Florida.

The gourde is goode nygh this orenge ysowe,
Whoos vynes brent maath askes for hem sete.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. I2n.

3. A reddish-yellow color, of which the orange
is the type. 4. In her., a roundel tenne. See
roundel Blenheim orange, a golden-colored variety
of apple. Blood-orange, a sweet orange with the pulp
mottled with crimson and the rind reddish, grown in Malta,
and hence also called Maltese orange. Cadmium-or-
ange, a deep-orange shade of cadmium-yellow. Clove-
orange. SameasmaHdarmortmi/e. Coolie orange. See
coolie. DlphenYlamine-qrange, a coal-tar color used
in dyeing. It is the potassium salt of a phenylated acid-

orangeat

yellow, and dyes an orange color. Also known as tropce-

olin Oo, uranye IV, orange JV. Frosted orange, a moth
of the genus Gortyna. Gold orange, a coal-tar color:

same as helianthin. Horned orange, a monstrous form
of the orange in which the carpels are separated. Mad-
der-orange. See madder lakes, under madderl. Mal-
tese orange, same ns Woud-aranye. Mandarin or-

ge, a small flattened variety of oiange in which the
,

rind separates very readily from the pulp, the latter sweet
and deliciously flavored. See Tauijtrine orange. Mars
Orange, an artificially prepared iion ocher, of a color

similar to burnt sienna without the brown tinge of the
latter. It is used as an artists' color. Native orange.
Same as oranye-thorn. Navel orange, a very large and
sweet, usually seedless variety, of biazil, etc.: so called
from a peculiar navel-like foimalion at the summit,
which is somewhat oval in shape. Noble orange. Same
as mandarin orange. Orange G, a coal-lar color used in

dyeing, being the beta-disulphonate sodium salt of ben-

zene-azo-beta-naphthol. It dyes o bright orange, vei y fast

to light. Orange 1, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, being
the sodium salt of alpha-naphihol-azobenzene. It dyes
reddish-orange. Also called tropamlm GOO No. 1, and
alpha- naphthol orange. Orange II, a coal-tar color used
in dyeing, the sodium salt of beta-naphthol-azobenzene:
same as mandarin, 5. Also called trop&Mn OOO iNo. 2,

and beta-napthol orany. Orange 111. Same as heli-

anthin. Orange IV. Same aaaiphenylamine-oranye.
Orange lake. .

came as madder-orange. Orange N.
Same as diphenylamine-cramje. Osoge orange. See
Madura. otaheite oral ge, a hardy shrubby \ ai iety of

orange, an ornamental plant. It is also used as a stock for

dwarfing the varieties of the orar.ge. Palatine orange,
a coal-tar color used in dyeing, bting the ammonium fait

of tetranitro-diphenol. It is applicable 1o w<;ol and silk

in an acid bath. Quito oranges, the berries of Sdamim
Quitoense. St. Michael's orange, a rather tmall, thin-

skinned, seedless variety of orange, the pulp very sweet and
the tree extremely productive. Sumatra orange. See

Murraya. Sweet-skinned orange, a variety of orange
with thick soft rind, in Paris cttUea forbidden fruit, while
in London that name applies to a email sort of shaddock.

Tangerine orange, a subvaiiely of the mandaiin, in-

dining to a pear shape, its smallest form not laigerlhan an
English walnut. Wild orange, (a) 'I he common oiange
in its spontaneous forms, (b) The Carolina cherry-laurel,
Prunus Caroliniana. It is a small tree with glossy cori-

aceous leaves, wild and cultivated for ornament in the
southern United States. Its foliage, baik. and fruit con-
tain prussic acid, and the leaves are often fatal to animals

browsing upon them. Also called mock-orange and uild

peach, (c) See toothache-tree.

II. a. Of or belonging to an orange; specifi-

cally, being of the reddish-yellow color of the

orange.
The ideas of orange colour and azure. Locke.

Yon orange sunset waning slow.

Tennyson, Move eastward, happy earth.

Orange bat, Rhinonycteris aurantia: so called from the
coloration. Orange bird, Phimipara zena, a West Indian

tanager, having an orange breast. Orange chrome, a

chrome-yellow of a deep-orange shade. Orange cowry,
Cypraea aurora, the morning-dawn cowry. Grange dove,
Chrysoenas victor, the male of which is orange. Orange
footman, Lithosia aureola, a British moth. Orange
fruit-worm. See fruit-worm.- Orange gourd. Same
as egg gourd (which see, under gourd). Orange miner-
al, an oxid of lead similar to red lead in composition, but
much brighter and clearer in color. It is formed by oxi-

dizing white lead on the hearth of a reverbeiatory furnace.
It is largely used in paints,principallyasabasefor artificial

or eosin vermilion. Orange motb, Anyerona prunaria,
a British geometrid moth, so called from its color. Or-
ange ocher. Same as (burnt) licman ccher (which see,
under ocher). Orange paste, fee paste. Orange sal-

low, Xantltia citrago, a British moth. Orange-skin
surface, a name given to the glaze of certain vaneties of
Oriental porcelain, from the slight roughnesses of the sur-

face, without reference to color. Orange-slip clay, a

clay used in Staffordshire, chiefly
in making slip, of a gray

color, having mixed with it reddish nodules, which give
an orange color to the tempered mass. Orange under-
wing, Brephos parthenais, a common noctuid moth of

Europe : an English collectors' name. Orange upper-
wing, Hoporina croceago, a common noctuid moth of Eu-

rope: an English collectors' name. Orange vermilion,
a mercury vermilion, red with an orange hue.

Orange2
(or'anj), a. [Attrib. use of Orange, <

F. Orange (> D. Oranje, G. Oranien), a city and
principality in France, orig. (L.) Arausio(n-),
the capital of the Cavari, in Gallia Narbonen-
sis.] 1. Of or pertaining to the principality
of Orange in France, or the line of princes
named from it: often with special reference
to William III. of England, Prince of Orange,
who was regarded as the champion of Protes-
tantism against Louis XIV. on the continent,
and against James II. in Ireland. 2. Of or

pertaining to the Society of Orangemen, or Or-

angeism : as, an Orange lodge ;
an Orange em-

blem. See Orangeman.
orangeade (or-an-jad'), n. [= F. orangeade =
Sp. naranjada = Pg. larunjada = It. aranciata;
as orange^ + -ade1 as in lemonade, etc. Cf. or-

angeat.] A drink made of orange-juice and
water sweetened.

Orangeade, a cooling Liquor made of the Juice of Or-

anges and Lemmons, with Water and Sugar.
E. Phillips, 1706.

orangeat (or-an-zhaf), . [< F. orangeat, <

orange, orange: see orange^-."] 1. Sugared or
candied orange-peel, a sweetmeat. Imp. Diet.

2. Orangeade. Imp. Dirt.



orange-blossom

Orange-bloSSOin (or'aiij-liliis i.m;, . The blos-

som of the orange-tree, worn in wreaths, etc..

by brides as an emblem of purity.

Lands of palm, of timmjr-Uiamm,
Of olive, aloe, anil In li/.i- anil vim-.

ri;ii,iiin, The Daisy.

oration

quotation.
Tin- Dal. -I, way to make w.r .</.-

l,utt,;: I ;,k. ni-w cream

uh a lame )>erson uses crntrln-h. I'otb hands and feet are

long and narrow, with bent knuckles and short thumbs ami

toea, so that tin- palms and -oh - eai t be pressed flat

ii|Kjn plane surfaces. I In (Ml hands, and feet are naked.

and tin fur Is scanty or thin, though rather long : It is of

a brownish-red or auburn i olor. Orang utans live In trees,

lii-re tln-.v build large liwUlod feed on fruits and succu-

h-nt hudix'iraliooiK. I In- streuKthof the anlnml U great In

|ir.,|H,rtii,n to its -i;" ,
ami ln-n brought to bay It proves

_ ._ ,, . a formidable antagonist. Also orang.

t which infests the orange, as .l*/</ciW>
- orant (6'rant;, .; pi. m-milx, or, as L., //<-.<

2f. A kind of snuff. Danes.
u Lord, sir. you must never sneeze ; 'tis as unl>e<-i,inliiii

after nnn/nri-H 'as nia.-.- after meat.

l-'ni-./iili-if,
l.im- and a llottle, ll. -'.

3f. A perfnmi-.
Sire, he was enrage, and did brake his lM,ttledT>rauyrTi>.

Vibbrr, Love makes a Man, 1. I.

orange-scale (or'anj-skal), . Any scale-in-

I'fllitii.

tw;rgailoii S;i,eatitnptoath^iM.,Uien*lWtaB'pteJ orange-Skin (or'anj-skin), n. All orange hue

of orango-llower water, and as inm-li red wine, and so being ,,| ih (
. .-kin, observed chiefly in newly horn m-

bi-e tin- Ibiekni-s- ot liiitlri il retuins both tin- i-.ohin.
f. (M ts

a ml scent of an orange. Cbmt of ItariKe* (! in*) orange.tawny (,.',,, ,j-ta <ni), . and a. I. .

orange-colored (oi-'anj-knl'ord), . Having
I In- iMiloi- of an orange.

orange-crowned (or'anj-kroundi, a.

(6-ran'tez). [< L. <>mti(t-)s, p]ir. of ware, pray:
see iiriilinn.] 1. In tine, art, a female figure in

an attitude of prayer; a female adorant. Such
figures are ciimmnnly'distliiguiithcd or Indicated by the

Having
the lop of the head orange: as. the <//(/<-

rmirimit warbler. HelminthophtU-Oa I-I'/II/K.

orange-dog (or'anj-dog), . The larva of 1'a-

ptUocreiH)aontei,a large caterpillarwhich tVi-ii-

on the foliage of the orange in Florida and

Louisiana. See cut under nxuii-ti-riiiin.

orange-flower (or'anj-floii**r), n. Same as or-

A eolor between yellow and brown; a (lull-or-

ange color.

A fruit ... of colour between urmgt taimy and scar-

let. Bacon, New Atlantis.

II. a. Of a dull-orange color: partaking of

velloxv ami In-own iii color.

The omtel-cock, so black of hue,
With i 1,111.

.-/,.<;,., M. x. D., iii. i. I*.

They say ... that usurers should have .,;</,.;/''<///".

iKinnets because they do judaize. Boron, I -in y

I hoii M-iini of man.
i iH-ivil, nranye-tawnry coated elerk.

B. Junfon, Tale of Tub, Iv. X.

Itut that remorseless iron hour
Made cypress of her amuffc-ltoirrr.

Ti'iiiiimiii, III Mrniiiriaiil, Ixxxiv.

Mexican orange-flower, a handsome whit,-tlowered orange-thorn (or'nnj-tliorn), 11.

shrub, Chouiia term/a. Oil of orange-flowers. See the two or three species of the Australian ge-
aU. Orange-flower water*, same m urn mir-imter.

orange :grass (or'anj-gras), Thepineweed
Smericvm itwOcavle, a small American plant

Any plant of

&.ustrali(

HUB CitriiibittHx, of the order rittintjiorni: They

tlve8 Mm cMeA ,Mtive
with wiry branches, minute scale-like leaves, orange-tip (or'an j-tip), n. In entom., one of
ind yellow flowers. several butterflies whose wings are tipped with

orangeOrangeism (or'iinj-izm), . [< Oranyr- + -i.

Tlie principles which the Orange lodges (see

Or.m! .in. I Ailor.inti ill presence of Persephone and Demcter.

tVotive relief from Eleusis, in the Cabinet Pourtales. Parta.)

raising of the hand and ami or forearm, with the palm out-

ward, as well as by the smaller size of the orants when
divinities also are represented.

2. In early Christian art, a female figure stand-

ing with arms outspread or slightly raised inprinoiplfii which the Orange lodges (see orange-watert (or'auj-wa'ter), n. A favorite ing with arms outspread or slightly raised in

pammj are formed to uphold; the mamte-
,,erfume formerly made by distilling orange- prayer, symbolizing the church as engaged in

e
jind ^ascendancy

of Protestantism, and
iji O8Soras with sw'eet wine or other spirit, adoration and intercessioii.

^Such figures
are fre-

He sent her two bottles of orange-vater by his page.

#, Wits, Fits, and Fancies (1814). (Xar

nance

opposition to Romanism and Romish influence

in civil government.
orangeleaf (or'anj-lef), n. An evergreen ru-

___-_,,, (or'ani-wif) H
biiiceous shrub of New Zealand, rnjiroama In- orang

aret. I

woman who
sells oranges.
You wear out a good wholesome forenoon In healing a

cause between an orawtf-infe and a fosset-aeller.

., Cor., II. 1. 78.

orange-legged (or'anj-legd or -leg'ed), a. Hav-

ing the shank orange-colored: as, the orinii/<-

i. A bulb-bearing

..- .

l6 W
*.'j j oramrite (or'ani-it), n. Koran*/?1 + -i(f2.] ....

orange-list (or'anj-list), . A wide baize, dyed "SSK-okowdwiety of the rare thorium sili-
in bright colors, formerly largely exported from *>,., ... ,-

England to Spain. Drapers' Diet.

qiiently found as paintings In the Catacombs, and some
have been regarded as representations of the Virgin Mary.

orarion (o-ra'ri-on), .; pi. oraria (-a). [LGr.
updpiov, a stole : see orariiim 1

.] In the Gr. Ch.,

the deacon's stole, as distinguished from the

epitrachelion or priest's stole. It is worn over
the left shoulder, and is somewhat wider than
the Western stole.

napkin, handkerchief, LL. as in defs. (> MGr.

upaptov), a stole, etc., < on (or-), the mouth : see

oral.] 1. In classical antiq.: (a) A handker-
chief. (6) A handkerchief or scarf used in wav-ate called thoritf. from near Brevig in Norway.

of the seventeenth century by Roman Catholics to the
Protestants of Ireland, on account of their support of the
cause of William III. of England, Prince of Orange.
2. A member of a secret politico-religious so-

ciety instituted in Ireland in 1795, for the pur-
pose of upholding the Protestant religion and

ascendancy, and of opposing Romanism and the

Roman Catholic influence in the government of

the country. Orangemen are especially prominent in

Ulster, Ireland, but local branches called /".;./,.,- ate found
all over the British empire, as well as in many parts of the
United States.

orange-musk (or'anj-musk), . A species of

pear.
orange-oil (or'anj-pil),

. An essential oil ex-

tracted from the rind both of the sweet and of

the bitter orange, used in liqueur-making and

perfumery.
orange-pea (or'anj-pe), . A young unripe
fruit of the Curasao orange, used for flavoring
cordials.

orange-peel (or'anj-pel), . The rind of an

orange separated from the pulp; specifically,
the rind of the bitter orange when dried and
candied. It is used as a stomachic, also in pud-
dings and cakes, and for flavoring many articles

of confectionery oil of orange-peel. See ofl.

orange-pekoe ( or'anj-pe ko), . A black tea
from Cuiua, of which there is also a scented

variety.

orange-pippin (or'anj-pip'in), n. A kind of

apple.
oranger (or'anj-er), . A ship or vessel em-

ployed in carrying oranges.

orangeroot (or'anj-rot), H. See Hydrastis.

orangery (or'arij-ri), . ; pi. orangeries (-riz).

[< F. orangeriii; as orange* + -ry.~\ 1. A place
where oranges are cultivated; particularly, a

glass house for preserving orange-trees during
winter.

The orangerie and aviarie handsome. <S a very large

conformed in final elements to the first
; prop.

orang-utan (= Sp. orangutan), < Malay driiii</-

utan, lit. man of the woods, < orang, man, +
iitan, h&tan, woods, wilderness, wild.] An an-

thropoid ape of the family fiimiida1

; the mias,
Simia satyrus. It inhabits wooded lowlands of Bor-

neo and Sumatra. The male attains a stature of 4 feet

or a trifle more, with a reach of the arms of above 7 j f

The relative proportions of the amis and legs are i

3. A scarf affixed to the crozier, in use as

early as the thirteenth century.
'' orarium* (o-ra'ri-um),),, [ML.,<L. orare, pray:

see oration.'] A Latin book of private prayer,

especially that issued in England under Henry
VIII. in 1546, or the one published under Eliza-

beth in 1560.
" * i' ' i . ,. . -s*\ rsT

"or'a trifleTmoreV with a reach of the arms of above 7j feet, Oraty (or'a-n), . ; pi. orartts (-nz). [< L. ora-

ire thus rium, q. v.] Same as orarium 1
.

ora serrata (6'rft se-ra'ta). [NL.: L. ora, edge;
mrrata, fern, of "serraiim, saw-shaped, serrated:

see serrated."] The indented edge of the ner-

vous portion of the retina.

orate (6'rat), r. i.; pret.
and pp. orated, ppr.

orating. [In form < L. oratiut, pp. of orare (>
It. orare = Sp. Pg. orar), pray, speak ;

but in

fact humorously formed from oration, orator,
after the analog}* of indicate, indicator, etc., i7-

lioitrate, illustrator, etc. : see oration.] To make
an oration; talk loftily; harangue. [Recent,
and used humorously or contemptuously.]
Men are apt to be measured by their capacity to arise at

a moment's notice and orate on any topic that chances to

be uppermost. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI1I. 848.

orate fratres (6-ra'te fra'trez). [L., pray,
brethren : orate , 2d pers. pi. pres. impv.of orare,

pray; fratrex, voc. pi. of frater, brother: see

frater.'] In the Rom. Catli. Ch., the celebrant's

exhortation to the people, asking them to pray
that the eucbaristic sacrifice about to be offered

by him and them may be acceptable to God.
Tneorate/rafrwissocalled'from 1U first two words, "Pray,
brethren.

"
It succeeds the offertory anthem and the lava-

bo, and is succeeded (after Its response, "May the Lord re-

ceive the sacrifice," etc.) by the Secreta.

oratio Co-ra'shio), H.; pi. orationrx (o-ra-shi-6'-

nez). [L.: see oration.] Inlitnrainlngy.&'pttyeT,

especially a collect; in the plural, post-com-
munion prayers corresponding in number to the
collects.

Afterwards the Orarto Is said. Eneye. Brit, XVI. 509.

Orang-utan Si>nin sntyrut .

very dIRercnt from those of man, in whom the height and
the reach of the arms are nearly the same. The arms of the

orang-utan reach nearly to the ground when the animal
stands erect. This attitude Is difficult and constrained,
and is not ordinarily assumed. Tlie animal Is most at,

. . . ., . .

plantation about it. Evelyn, Diary, July 14, 1664. h,>me in trees, where It displays extraordinarj' agility. In .., ,- s , ofc r/ r. , /m? ~
led harvests. walking on level eround it stoops forward, brings the hands oration (o-ra Shpn), n. [< r . oration (UJ? . Orat-

Farms and orangeries yielled harvests
O W Coi>J, Creoles of LouUiaua. xxiv.

ng on level eround it stoops forward, brings the ha
to the ground, and swings the body by the long arms, much *on, oreixun, > E. ortsoH, q. V.) = Sp. oracton =



oration

Pg. orafan = It. orazione, < L. oratio(n-), a

speaking, speech, harangue, eloquence, prose,
in LL. a prayer, < oran, speak, treat, argue,

plead, pray, beseech, < OK (or-), the mouth : see

oral. Cf. adore 1
, i-j-orahlr, orator, orimt, etc.,

from the same L. verb.] 1. A formal speech
or discourse ;

an eloquent or weighty address.
The word is now applied chiefly to discourses pronounced
on special occasions, as a funeral oration, an oration on some

anniversary, etc., and to academic declamations.

Upon a set day Herod, arrayed in royal apparel, sat upon
his throne, and made an oration unto them. Acts xii. 21.

Orations are pleadings, speeches of counsel, laudatives,

invectives, apologies, reprehensions, orations of formality
or ceremony, and the like.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 140.

2f. A prayer; supplication; petition.

Finding not onely by his speeches and letters, but by
the pitifull oration of a languishing behaviour, . . . that

despaire began now to threaten him destruction.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

3. Noise; uproar. HaUitefll. [Prov. Eng.]
Olyntniac orations. See Olynthiac. = Syn. 1. Address,

Harangue, etc. See speech.

orationt (o-ra'shon), f. '. [< oration, .] To
make an 'address; deliver a speech. Donne,
Hist. Septuagint.
orationert (o-ra'shon-er), n. One who presents
a supplication or petition ;

a petitioner.

We, your most humble subjects, daily orationen, and
bedesmen of your realm of England.

Submission of the Clergy to Henry VIII. (R. W. Dixon's

[Hist. Church of Eng., ii., note).

orationes, n. Plural of oratio.

oratiuncle (6-ra-shi-ung'kl), . [< L. oratiun-

cula, dim. of oratio(n-), a speech, oration: see

oration.] A brief oration. [Rare.]
One or other of the two had risen, and in a short, plain,

unvarnished oratiuncle, told the company that the thing
must be done. Hoctes Atnbrottiance, Sept., 183-2.

orator (or'a-tor), n. [Formerly also oratour; <

ME. oratour, < OF. oratour, F. orateur = Pr.

Sp. Pg. orador = It. oratore, < L. orator, a

spokesman, speaker, orator, pleader, prayer,
< mare, speak, plead, pray: see oration.] 1.

A public speaker ;
one who delivers an oration

;

a person who pronounces a discourse publicly
on some special occasion

;
a pleader or lawyer.

For, behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts, doth take away
from Jerusalem and from Judah . . . the honourable man,
and the counsellor, and the cunning artificer, and the elo-

quent orator. Isa. iii. 1,3.

A certain orator named Tertullus, who informed the gov-
ernor against Paul. Actsxxiv. 1.

2. An eloquent public speaker; one who is

skilled as a speaker; an eloquent man: as, he
writes and reasons well, but is no orator.

I came not, friends, to steal away your hearts :

I am no orator, as Brutus is. Shak., J. C., iii. 2. 221.

3. A spokesman; an advocate; a defender; one
who defends by pleading; one who argues in
favor of a person or a cause.

Henry [VIII.] deputes a Bishop to be resident " as oar
orator

"
at Rome. Oliphant, New English, I. 389.

Be not thy tongue thy own shame's orator.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 10.

I must go live with him ;

And I will prove so good an orator
In your behalf that you again shall gain him.

Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, 11. 1.

4. In law, the plaintiff or petitioner in a bill or
information in chancery. 5f. Anorationer; a

petitioner ;
one who offers a prayer or petition.

Mekly besechyth your hyghness your poore and trew
contynuall servant and oratour, John Fasten.

Paston Letters, III. 76.

Your continual orator, John Careless, the most unpront-
able servant of the Lord.
J. Careless, in Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc., 1843), II. 241.

6. An officer of English universities: see the

quotation.
A Public Orator, who is the voice of the Senate upon all

public occasions. He writes letters in the name of the
University, records proceedings, and has charge of all writ-

ings and documents delivered to him by the Chancellor.

Cambridge University Calendar.

oratorial (or-a-to'ri-al), a. [< L. oratorius, of
an orator (see oratory), + -al.~\ Same as ora-
torical.

Now the first of these oratorial machines, in place as
well as dignity, is the pulpit. Sit^ft, Tale of a Tub, i.

oratorially (or-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. Same as ora-

torically.

oratorian (or-a-to'ri-an), a. and n. [< oratory +
-an."] I.t a. Same as oratorical. Roger North,
Exameu, p. 420.

II. . Eccles., a priest of the oratory. See
oratory, 4.

oratorio (or-a-tor'ik), a. [< orator + -ic.~\ Same
as oratorical: as, "oratorio art," J. Hartley, Es-
says, p. 350.
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oratorical (or-ii-tor'i-kal), (i. [< oratorio + -al. ]

iVrtiiining to an orator or to oratory; rhetori-

cal ; becoming, befitting, or necessary (<> 1111

orator: as, oratorical flourishes; to speak in an
oratorical way.
Each man has a faculty, a poetical faculty, or an ora-

torical faculty, which special education improves to a cer-

tain extent. //. Spencer, I'rin. of Biology, 87.

oratorically (or-a-tor'i-kal-i), adv. In an ora-

torical manner.
oratorio (or-a-to'ri-6), n. [< It. oratorio, < LL.
oratorium, a place of prayer, an oratory or a

chapel. The name was originally given to

sacred musical works because they were first

performed in the oratory of the church of Sta.

Maria in Vallicella, under the patronage of

Philip Neri: see oratory. ~\
1. A place of wor-

ship; a chapel; an oratory. 2. A form of ex-

tended musical composition, more or less dra-

matic in character, based upon a religious (or

occasionally a heroic) theme, and intended to

be performed without dramatic action and sce-

nery. The modern oratorio and opera both date from fhe
musical revolution in Italy, about 1600, and were originally

indistinguishable from each other, except that one was sa-

cred and the other secular in subject. Both employed the
same musical means, such as recitatives, arias, duets, cho-

ruses, instrumental accompaniments and passages, and at

first even dancing also (for which see opera), and both were

dramatically presented. But before 1700, particularly in

Germany, the oratorio began to be clearly differentiated

from the opera, in the relinquishment of dramatic action
and accessories, though not usually of dramatic personifi-

cation, in the more serious and reflective treatment of both
arias and choruses, and in the freer use throughout of con-

trapuntal resources. The oratorio, therefore, came to be-

long essentially to the class concert music, with more or
less of the qualities of church music. The true oratorio

style has never been popular in either Italy or France, but
has had a remarkable development in both Germany and
England. The strong predilection which existed before
1600 for passion-plays led in Germany directly to the culti-

vation of what is called the passion-oratorio or passion-
music, the theme being the passion and death of Christ, and
the whole work being conceived from a decidedly liturgi-
cal standpoint. The most famous example of this style is

the "Passion according to St. Matthew ''of J. 8. Bach. In

England the works of Handel in the early part of the eigh-
teenth century initiated an interest in the concert oratorio
which has been constant and wide-spread. The method of

treatment of the English oratorio has varied considerably,
from the epic and contemplative to the representative and
dramatic, with more or less of the lyrical intermingled.
While the oratorio style in general has seldom attained
to the passionate intensity and complexity of the opera,
it has outstripped the latter in the expression of the lofty

spiritual emotions connected with religious thought. Its

independence of theatrical limitations has made possible
a far more free and elaborate handling of the chorus as a

separate artistic means, so that most oratorios are essen-

tially choral works. The oratorio has never occupied the
same position of social importance as the opera, but it

has perhaps contributed more to the world's store of new
artistic conceptions.
3. The words or text of an oratorio: an ora-
torio libretto.

oratorioust (or-a-to'ri-us), a. [< L. oratorius:
see oratory, o.] Oratorical; rhetorical.

Here it is ... gentlemen and scholars bring their es-

says, poems, translations, and other oratorious productions
upon a thousand curious subjects. Evelyn, To Pepys.

oratoriouslyt (or-a-to'ri-us-li), adv. In an ora-
torical or rhetorical manner.
oratorize (or'a-tor-iz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. ora-

torized, ppr. oratorizing. [< orator + -i>e.] To
act the orator; harangue like an orator. Also

spelled oratorise. [Rare or colloq.]
The same hands

That yesterday to hear me concionate
And oratorize rung shrill plaudits forth.

Webster, Appius and Virginia, v. 3.

In this order they reached the magistrate's house ; the
chairmen trotting, the prisoners following, Mr. Pickwick
oratorising, and the crowd shouting.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxiv.

oratory (or'a-to-ri), a. and n. [I. a. = F. ora-
toire = Sp. Pg. It. oratorio, < L. oratorius, of or

belonging to an orator, < orator, an orator: see
orator. II. n. (o) In def . 1 = Sp. Pg. It. oratorio,
< L. oratoria (sc. ar(t-)s, art), the orator's art,

oratory, fern, of oratorius, of or belonging to an
orator. (6) In def. 4, < ME. oratory, oratorye,
< OF.oratoire, F.oratoire = Sp.Pg. It. oratorio/
LL. oratorium, a place of prayer (ML. and Rom.
a chapel, oratorio, etc.: see oratorio), neut. of
L. oratorius, of or belonging to an orator (or to

praying) : see above.] I.t a. Oratorio : as, an
oratory style. E. Phillips, 1706.

II. . 1. The art of an orator; the art of

speaking well, or of speaking according to the
rules of rhetoric, in order to please or persuade ;

the art of public speaking. The three princi-
pal branches of this art are deliberative, ejiiilit'-

tic, andjudicial oratory. See epidictic. 2. Ex-
ercise of eloquence; eloquent language; elo-

quence: as, all his oratory was spent in vain.

orb

Sighs now breathed
Unutterable ; which the Spirit of prayer
Inspired, and wing'd for heaven with speedier flight

Than loudest oratory. IHlten, P. L.
,
xi. 8.

When a world of men
Could not prevail with all their oratory,
Vet hath a woman's kindness over-ruled.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 49.

3f. Prayer; supplication: the act of beseech-

ing or petitioning.
The prettie lambes with bleating oratorie craved the

dammes comfort. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

4. PI. oratories (-riz). A place for prayer or

worship. Specifically (a) In the early church, a place
of prayer ; especially, a small separate building, usually a

memoria or martyry, at some distance from any city or

church, used for private prayei', but not for celebration
of the sacraments or congregational worship, (b) Any
small chapel for religions service attached to a house,
church, college, monastery, etc. The canon la\v, in the
Roman Catholic Church, determines the conditions under
which mass may be said in an oratory, which is primarily
for prayer only.

He estward hath upon the gate above . . .

Don make an auter and an oratorye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1047.

Every one of the 10 chapels, or oratories, had some Saints
in them. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 12, 1643.

And afterwardes she made there her Oratorye, and vsed
to sey her deuocions and prayers moste commenly in the
same place. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 2fl.

Oratory of our Lord Jesus Christ, in France, com-
monly called the Oratory, a Roman Catholic congregation
of priests founded in Paris in 1611, and overthrown at
the time of the revolution. Its rule was followed by
the Oratory of the Immaculate Conception, founded in

1852.-Oratory Of St. Philip Neri, a Roman Catholic

religious order founded at Florence by Filippo Neri in

1575: so named from a chapel he built for it and called
an oratory. It is composed of simple priests under
no vows. Its chief seat is Italy, but congregations were
founded in England in 1847 and 1849 under the leader-

ship of former members of the Anglican Church. =Syn.
1 and 2. Oratory, Rhetoric, Elocution, Eloquence. Ora-

tory is the art or the act of speaking, or the speech.
Rhetoric is the theory of the art of composing discourse
in either the spoken or the written form. Elocution is

the manner of speaking or the theory of the art of speak-
ing (see elocution) ; the word is equally applicable to the

presentation of one's own or of another's thoughts. Elo-

quence is a word which has been made the expression for

the highest power of speech in producing the effect de-

sired, especially if the desire be to move the feelings or
the will. Many efforts have been made to define eloquence,
some regarding it as a gift and some as an art. "It is a

gift of the soul, which makes us masters of the minds and
hearts of others." (La Bruytre.)

oratress (or'a-tres), n. [< orator + -ess. Cf.

oratrix.] Same as oratrix. Warner, Albion's

England, ii. 9.

oratrix (or'ii-triks), . [< L. oratrix, she that

speaks or prays, fern, of orator, one who speaks
or prays: see orator. Cf. oratress."] 1. A female
orator.

I fight not with my tongue : this is my oratrix.

Kyd (f), Soliman and Perseda.

2. In law, a female petitioner or female plain-
tiff in a bill in chancery.
orb1

(6rb), n. [< F. orbe = Sp. Pg. It. orbe, <

L. orbis, a circle, wheel, disk, the disk or orb of
the sun or moon, etc.] 1. A circle; a circular

surface, track, path, or course; an orbit; a

ring; also, that which is circular, as a shield:

as, the orb of the moon.
I serve the fairy queen

To dew her orbs upon the green.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 9.

He hasted, and opposed the rocky orb
Of tenfold adamant, his ample shield,
A vast circumference. Milton, P. L., vi. 254.

2. A sphere or spheroidal body ;
a globe; a ball.

What a hell of witchcraft lies

In the small orb of one particular tear.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 280.

Cluster'd flower-bells and ambrosial orbs

Of rich fruit-bunches leaning on each other.

Tennyson, Isabel.

Hence 3. The earth or one of the heavenly
bodies ;

in particular, the sun or the moon.
There 's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st
But in his motion like an angel sings.

Shalr., M. of V., v. 1. 60.

4. The eye; an eyeball: so called from its

spheroidal shape, and the comparison between
its luminous brilliancy and that of the stars.

[Rhetorical.]
Black Eyes, in your dark Orbs doth lie

My ill or happy Destiny.
Hmeell, Letters, I. v. 22.

These eyes that roll in vain
To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn ;

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their orbs,
Or dim suffusion veil'd. Milton, P. L., iii. 25.

5. A hollow globe ; specifically, in anc. astron.,
a hollow globe or sphere supposed to form part
of the solar or sidereal system. The ancient as-

tronomers supposed the heavens to consist of such orbs
or spheres inclosing one another, being concentric, and
carrying with them in their revolutions the planets. That



iii which the sun was supposed U> lie placed was railed
tlir ni-liM iiuixiinuK, or chief orh.

My Kood stars, thai wnv my former guides,
Have empty left their orbs.

*/.-.. A. andC., 111. 1:1. 140.

Every |M|\ iii'ivinK in h-r sphere
i'uiitaiiis tin tlimis:unl times ,ts niiifh iu him
As Hliy othrr IKT i-hnire nrh excludes.

/;. Jiiiutim, I'ortastiT, iv. C.

The utmost orb
Of this fniil world. Milton, I'. I.., li. 1029.

Not closer, orb in orb, eonglobcd are seen
The liiix/in- Iwes about their ilusky i|iloen.

Pope, Dnnchtd, Iv. 7'J.

The hollow orh of inovinir Cif<-ninsl r

Roll'd round hy one llx'd law.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

6. The globe forming part of royal regalia; tho
mondc iir iiKiunil. As n syrnliol of sovereignty It Is

of ancient Itonmn origin, appearing in a I'ompeilan wall-

painting rqmMnttng .1 upiti-r unthroned, and also In sculp-
ture.

7. Iii nnli-nl.. the space within which the astro-

logical influence of a planet or of a house is

supposed to act. The orbs of the cusps of the houses
are 5 degrees ; those of the different planets vary from 7

degrees to 15 degrees.

8. In arch. , a plain circular boss. See fcossl, 5.
= Syn. 2. Sphere, etc. See globe.

orb 1
(6rb), v. [< or&l, .] I. trans. 1. To in-

close as in an orb ; encircle ; surround ;
shut up.

Yea, Truth and Justice then
Will down return to men,

Orb'd in a rainbow.
Milton, Nativity, 1. 143.

The wheels were orbed with gold. Addition.

2. To move as in a circle
;

roll as an orb : used

reflexively. [Rare.]
Our happiness may orb itself Into a thousand vagrancies

of glory and delight. Milton, Church-Government, i. 1.

3. To form into a circle or sphere ; make an orb.

H. in trans. To become an orb or like an orb ;

assume the shape, appearance, or qualities of

a circle or sphere ; nil out the space of a circle
or sphere; round itself out. [Bare.]

As far as might be, to carve out
Free space for every human doubt,
That the whole mind might orb about.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

orb'2t (orb), a. and n. [< OP. orbe, bereft, blind,
dark, < L. orbus, bereft, bereaved, deprived:
see orphan.] I. a. Bereaved, especially of chil-

dren. Bj>. Andrews, Sermons, L 59.

II. . A blank window or panel. Oxford
Glossary.

orbatet (6r'bat), a. [< L. orbatus, pp. of or-

biirrfi It. orbare), bereave, < orbus, bereft: see
orb2.) Bereaved; fatherless; childless. Maun-
der.

orbationt (6r-ba'shon), w. [< L. orbatio(n-), a

deprivation, < orbare, bereave, deprive : see

orbate.~] Privation of parents or children, or

privation in general ; bereavement.
How did the distressed mothers wring their hands for

this wofull orbation.

Bp. Hall, Elijah Cursing the Children.

orbed (orbd), p. a. 1. Haying the form of an
orb; round; circular; orbicular.

Sometimes her levell'd eyes their carriage ride,
As they did battery to the spheres Intend ;

Sometime, diverted, their poor balls are tied
To the orbed earth. StiaJe., Lover's Complaint, 1. 26.

That orbed maiden, with white fire laden,
Whom mortals call the Moou. Shelley, Cloud.

2. Filling the circumference of a circle; round-

ed; hence, rounded out; perfect; complete.
An orbed and balanced life would revolve between the

Old [World] and the New as opposite, but not antagonis-
tic poles. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. g.

orb-fish (orb'fish), H. A fish, Cliirtodon or

/'lilii/iiiiiix niiiix, of a compressed suborbicular
form, occurring in East Indian seas. See Kpliiji-

pfat,
orbict (or'bik), . [< I... nrbicu*. circular, < or-

lii.t. a circle: see ocftl.J Spherical; rounded;
also, circular.

How the body of this nrbick frame
From tender infancy so big became.

Bacon, Pan or Nature.

orbicalt (or'bi-kal), it. [< orlrir + -nl.'] Same
as ni-liii: Stanilnii-xt, TKneid. iii. 658.

orbiclet (or'bi-kl), n. [= F. nrhifiilf (in hot.)
= It. nrbiettto, < lj. orbiculiix, a small disk, dim.
of orbit, a circle, disk: see or*1 .] A small
orb.

Such wat'ry nrbiclet young boys do blow
Out from their soapy shells.

a. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph on Earth.

Orbicula (or-bik'u-la), . [ML., < L. orbiridux,
a small disk: sec <iHiic/f.] A genus of brachio-

pods having an orbicular shell, representing
the f;miily llrliii-iiliilir.

orbicular (or-bik'u-lilr), . and . [< ME. /-

Ini'H/nr = I
1

', niiiii-iiliiii'i = Sp. I'g. orbicular =
It. tn-liii-iiliiri . nrlii, uliii'f, < \A.. iii-liifiiliifix, cir-

cular (applied to a plant ), < \i. orbiriilux, a small
disk: sec orbiclr.] I. ". 1. Having tho shape
of an orb or orbit; spherical; circular; dis-

coidal; round.

Next it heth in-i nr up vynes best of preef,
I nluiiindc, orbicular, and turnedc nmiidr.

I'alltuKut, Husbundrle (K. E. T. s.
>, p. 69.

Various forms
That roll'd orbicular, and turn'd to stars.

Mill;,:, P. L., 111. 718.

Orbicular as the disk of a planet. /' ',"""',''

2. Bounded; complete; perfect.

Complete and orbicular in its delineation of human
frailty. De Quincey, Greek Tragedy.

3. In entom., having a regularly rounded sur-

face and bordered by a circular margin : as, the
orbicular pronotum of a beetle.

4. In li'i'.. having the shape of a
flat body with a nearly circular
outline: as, an orWe/rleaf. Also
nrliii-Hlnte Orbicular bone. See os

orbiculare, under 0*1. Orbicular liga-
ment, sec ligament. Orbicular mus-
cle. See sphincter.- Orbicular process.
.See incus (a).

II. n. Iii entom., a circular mark
, .1 _ , (Ha

or spot nearly always found on Hca
the anterior wings of the nnctnid ori 'ic<llar lĵ s-

moths. It is situated a little inside the center, between
the

posterior line and the median shade. Also called or-

bicular spot and ilixcal tpot.

orbicularis (or bik-u-la'ris), n. ; pi. orbicularcs

(-rez). [Nl>.: see orbicular.] In anat., a mus-
cle surrounding an orifice, as that of the mouth
or eyelids; a sphincter Orbicularis anl, the

sphincter of the anus. Orbicularis oris, an elliptical
muscle surrounding the mouth, and forming the fleshy
basis of the lips. Also called oral sphincter, constrictor

labiorujn, basiator, oscularis, and Hsgintj-muscle. See cut
under muscle. -Orblcularis palpebrarum, a broad thin
muscle surrounding the eye, immediately beneath the
skin : one of the onef-muscles of Darwin. See cut under
muscle. Orbicularis pannlcull, the orbicular muscle
of the panniculus caniosus of some animals, as the hedge-
hog, being fibers of the panniculus circularly disposed to
form a kind of sphincter for the whole body, so that the
animal can roll itself up like a ball.

orbicularly ( 6r-bik' u-lar-li ), adv. Spherically ;

circularly.
orbicularness (or-bik'u-lar-nes), . The state
of being orbicular; sphericity.
orbiculate (6r-bik'u-lat), a. [= It. orbiculiito,

orbicolato, < L. orbiculatus, circular, < urbiciiliig,
a small disk: see orWcfc.] 1. Made or being
in the form of an orb, orbit, or orbicle ; orbicu-
lar. 2. In bot., same as orbicular.

orbiculated (6r-bik'u-la-ted), a. [< orbiculate
+ -frf2.] Same as orbiculate.

orbiculately (6r-bik'u-lat-li), adv. In an orbic-
ulate manner; in orbiculate shape.
orbiculation (6r-bik-u-la'shon), n. |X orbifii-

late + -ion.] The state of being orbiculate.
Orbiculidae (6r-bi-ku'li-de), H. jil. [NL., < Or-
bicula + -wfce.] A family of brachiopods, typi-
fied by the genus OrWowo. Jf'f'oy, 1844.

orbit (6r'bit^,
n. [< P. orbite = Sp. orbita (anat. )

= Pg. It. orbita, < L. orbita, the track of a wheel, a

rut, hence any track, course, or path, an impres-
sion or mark, a circuit or orbit, as of the moon.
< orbis, a circle, ring, wheel, etc.: see orfti.]
1. Track; course; path, especially a path, as
that in a circle or an ellipse, which returns into
itself

; specifically, in outran., the path of a plan-
et or comet; the curve-line which a planet de-
scribes in its periodical revolution round its

central bodyoreenterofrevolution: as, theorbit
of Jupiter or Mercury. The orbits of the planets are

elliptical, having the sun hi one of the foci ; and they all

move in these ellipses by this law that a straight line
drawn from the center of the sun to the center of any one
of them, termed the radiit* vector, always describes equal
areas in equal times. Also, the squares of the times of
the planetary revolutions are as the cubes of their mean
distances from the sun. These are called Kepler's laics

(see Jawi X The attractions of the planets for one another
slightly derange these laws, and cause the orbits to under-
go various changes. The satellites, too, move in elliptical
orbits, having their respective primaries in one of the foci.

Tin 1

parabolic and hyperbolic paths of comets are also
called orbitg. The elements of an orbit are those quanti-
ties by which its position and magnitude for the time are

determined, such as the major ails and eccentricity, the

longitude of the node and the inclination of the plane to
the ecliptic, and the longitude of the perihelion. In the
ancient astronomy the orbit of a planet is its eccentric or
the deferent of its epicycle.

2. A small orb, globe, or ball.

Attend, atid you disceni it (ambition! In the fair;
Conduct a nnger, or reclaim a hair,
Or roll the lucid urbit of an eye. Youny, Satires, v.

orbitelar

We saw
Hi. i;.l within him light his face.
And MMI to lift tin: form, mid K!OW
In a/iuv i/rlritH IM-JIVI n]> - i-r.

Tennyxm, In Memoriam.lxxxvll.

3. In mini, and .iinl., the bony cavity of the
skull which contains
the eye; the eye-sock-
et. In man the orbits
are a pair of quadrilateral
pyramidal cavities com-
pletely surrounded by
In, in-, and separated from
though communicating
with the cranial cavity
and the nasal and tempo-
ral fossic, and opening for-

ward upon the face, with
the apex at the optic fora-

men where the optic nerve
enters. Seven bones enter
into the formation of each
orbit, the frontal, sphe-
noid, ethmoid, maxillary,
palatal, lacrymal, and ma-
lar, of which the flrst-

named three are common
to both orbits. Each or-

bit communicates with

surrounding cavities by
several openings, the prin-
cipal of which are with
the cranial cavity by the

optic foramen and sphe-
noidal fissure ; with the
nasal fossa; by the lacry-
mal canal ; with the tem-
poral and zygomatic fosste

by the sphenomaxillary
fissure ; with ethmoldal
parts by the anterior and
poaterior ethmoUlal to- ^e^uoldT^maL, : ~a

,
ma

ramina; and with the face toid process; wr. mesethmoid. <L

by SUpra-orbituI, Infra or- viding the nasal fossa; mx. max
' *

Ulary; it, nasal bones; o, orhito-

sphenoid; /, parietal; i. squaincsa!;
t, optic foramen ; a, sphenoidal fis-

sure ; 3, infra-orbital foramen.

Olbil of Man . A
tion in and iciations to the skull : K.
Urge' v 'ew rt tx>nes entering into
its coinposition. a, .iiisptienoid ;/.
frontal ; /, lacrymal ; if, os planuin
of ethmoid; HI, malar: ttta, mas-

andbital, extra-orbital,
inalnrfnramfita TViftmalar foramina. Ine
contains the eye and its

associate muscular, vascu-

lar, glandular, sustentacular, mucous, and nervous struc-
tures.

4. In ornit/i., the orbita, or circumorbital re-

gion of a bird's head
; the skin of the eyelids

and adjoining parts. 6. In entom., the border

surrounding the compound eye of an insect,

especially when it forms a raised ring, or dif-

fers in coloror texture from the rest of the head.
In Diptera the different parts of this border are distin-

guished as the anterior or facial orbit, the Inferior or Renal,
the posterior or occipital, the superior or vertical, and the
frontal, according to the regions of the head of which they
form a part When not otherwise stated, orbit generally
means the inner margin of the eye, or that formed by the

epicranium. Equation Of the orbit. See eauation
Inclination of an orbit. See inclination. Orbits.of
the ocelli, those portions of the surface of the head im-
mediately surrounding the ocelli or simple eyes.

orbita (6r'bi-tft), n. ; pi. orbita' (-te). [L., or-
bit: seeorbit."] 1. In ornitft., the circumorbital

region on the surface of the head, immediately
about the eye. 2. In unal. and zodl., the or-
bit or bony socket of the eye.
orbital (or'bi-tal), a. [= F. orbital = Bp. orbi-
tal = It. orbitatc ; as orbit + -/.] In zool. and
anat., of or pertaining to the orbit of the eye;
orbitar or orbitary; circumocular Orbital an-
gle,

the angle between the orbital axes. Also called bi-

ortntal angte. Orbital arch, the upper margin of the
orbit. Orbital artery, a branch of the superficial (some-
times from the middle) temporal artery distributed about
the out rr canthus of the eye. Orbital bone, any bone
which enters into the formation of the orbit. Orbital
canals (distinguished as anterior and posterior internal\
canals formed between tho ethmoid and the frontal bone,
the anterior transmitting the nasal nerve and the anterior
ethmoldal vessels, the posterior the posterior ethmoidal
vessels. Orbital convolutions. Same as orbital tryri

(which see, under gyrut). Orbital fossa, in crustaceans.
the groove or fossa in which the eye-stalks of a stalk-eyed
crustacean can be folded or shut down like a knife-blade in
its handle. Orbital gyrl. See gurus. Orbital index.
See craniometry, Orbital lobe, the anterior lateral divi-
sion of thecarapaceof a brachynrous crustacean. Orbital
nerve, any nerve which enters or Is situated in the orbit ;

specifically, a branch of the supramaxillary or second di-
vision of the fifth cranial nerve, given off in the spheuo-
maxlllary fossa, entering the orbit by the sphenomaxil-
lary fissure, and dividing In the orbit into temporal or ma-
lar branches. Also called tfniporomalar nerve. Orbital
plate, (n) The os planum or smooth plate of the ethmoid
bone, which In man, hut not usually in other animals, forms
a part of the inner wall of the orbit, (b) The thin hori-
zontal plate of the frontal bone on both sides forming the
roof of the orbit. Orbital process, a process of the pal-
ate-bone which In man enters to a slight extent into the
formation of the orbit. Orbital sulcus. See tulcut.
Orbital vein, a vein receiving some external palpebral
veins, communicating with the supra-orbital and facial

veins, and emptying into the middle temporal vein.

orbitary (6r'bi-ta-ri), a. [= F. orbitaire = Sp.
Pg. orbitario; as orbit + -ary."\ Same as orbital;

specifically, in ornith., circumorbital: as, orbi-

t<in/ feathers.

orbitelar (6r-bi-te'lftr), a. [< orbitelf + -or2.]
Spinning an orbicular web, as a spider; orbite-

larian; orbitelous.



Orbitelariae

Orhitelariae (6r-bit-e-la'ri-), . pi. [NL.
(Thorell, 1869), < L. orbis, a circle, orb, + tehi,

a web: see toil2.] A superfamily of spiders,

comprising all those forms which spin orb-

shaped webs. At present the families Epeiridce, Ulo-

boridai, and Tetragnathidce are the only ones included.

It is a natural group, the structural characters showing

great uniformity. A few genera, however, are included

here on account of structural features, which do not spin
orb-webs. See Pacltygnatha._

orbitelarian (6r"bi-te-la'ri-an), a. and >i. [<

orbitele + -arian.] I. a. Orbitelar.

II. n. An orbitele.

orbitele (or'bi-tel), . [< NL. OrUtehe, a vari-

ant of Orbitelarite.] A spinning-spider of the

division Orbitelarice, as an epeirid or garden-
spider; an orb-weaver.

orbitelous (6r-bi-te'lus), a. [< orbitele + -ous.]

Orbitelar.

orbitoidal (6r-bi-toi'dal), a. [< L. orbita, orbit,

+ Gr. eMof, form, + -al] Orbital in form; or-

biculate Orbitoidal limestone, a member of the

Vicksburg group ;
a limestone characterized by the pres-

ence of the fossil foraminifer Orbitcrides mantetti.

orbitoline (6r-bit'o-lin), a. [As Orlntol(ites) +
-ine1 .] Of or pertaining to the foraminiferous

genus Orbitolites.

orbitolite (6r-bit'o-lit), . [< NL. Orbitolites.]

1. A foraminifer of the genus Orbitolites. En-

cyc. Brit., XIX. 849. 2. A fossil coral of the

genus Orbitolites (def. 2).

Orbitolites (6r-bi-tol'i-tez), n, [NL., < L. orbi-

ta, orbit, + Gr. Wof, a stone (accom. to suffix

-ites).] 1. A genus of fossil milioline foramini-

fers, having the inner chamberlets spirally ar-

ranged, and the outer ones cyclically disposed.
Lamarck, 1801. 2. A genus of corals of the

family Orbitolitido} : a synonym of Chaitites.

Eichwald, 1829.

orbitonasal (6r"bi-to-na'zal), a. [< L. orbita,

orbit, + nasus, nose: see nasal.'] Pertaining
to the orbit of the eye and to the nose.

orbitopineal (6r"bi-t6-pin'e-al), a. [< L. orbita,

orbit, + NL. pinea, pineal : see pineal."] Per-

taining to the orbit of the eye and to the pineal
body: as, an "orbitopineal process or nerve,"
Amer. Nat, XXII. 917.

orbitorostral (6r"bi-t6-ros'tral), a. [< L. orbi-

ta, orbit, + rostrum, beak: see rostral.] Per-

taining to the orbit and to the rostrum ;
com-

posing orbital and rostral parts of the skull.

orbitosphenoid (6r"bi-t6-sfe'noid), a. and n.

[< L. orbita, orbit, + E. sphenoid.] I. a. Or-
bital and sphenoidal; forming a part of the

sphenoid bone in relation with the orbit of the

eye.
II. n. In anat., a bone of the third cranial

segment of the skull, morphologically situated
between the presphenpid and the frontal, and
separated from the alisphenoid by the orbital

nerves, especially the first division of the fifth

nerve. It is commonly united with other sphenoidal
elements ; in man it constitutes the lesser wing of the

sphenoid, or process of Ingrassias, and bounds the sphe-
noidal fissure in front, forming a part of the bony orbit of
the eye. See cuts under Crocodtiia, GaUinat, orbit, skull,
and sphenoid.

orbitosphenoidal (6r"bi-to-sfe-noi'dal), a. [<

orbitosphenoid + -al.] Same as orbitosphenoid.
orbitualt (6r-bit'u-al), a. [Improp. for orbital.]
Same as orbital.

orbituary (6r-bit'u-a-ri), a. [Improp. for or-

bitary.] Of or pertaining to an orbit
;
orbital.

[Rare.] Imp. Diet.

orbitudet (6r'bi-tud), n. [< L. orbitudo, be-

reavement, < orbits, bereaved: see orb2.] Be-
reavement by loss of children or of parents.
Bp. Hall.

orbityt (6r'bi-ti), n. [< OF. orbete, < L. orbi-

ta(t-)s, bereavement, ? orbus, bereaved: see
orb2.] Same as orbitude.

When God Is pleased . . to give children, we know the

misery and desolation of orbity, when parents are deprived
ot those children by death. Donne, Sermons, xx.

orb-like (orb'lik), a. Resembling an orb. Imp.
Diet.

orb-weaver (6rb'we"ver), . Any spider of
the large group Orbitelai: distinguished from
tube-weaver, tunnel-weaver, etc.

The studies are particularly directed to the spinning
habits of the great group of spiders known as orb weavers.

Science, XIV. 130.

orby (dr'bi), a. [< or&l + -/!.] 1. Resembling
or having the properties of an orb or disk.

Then Paris first with his long javeline parts ;

It smote Atrides orbie targe, but ranne not through the
brasse. Chapman, Iliad.

Now I begin to feel thine [the moon's] orby power
Is coming fresh upon me. Keats, Endymion, iii.

2. Revolving as an orb.

4140
When now arraid

The world was with the Spring, and orbie houres
Had gone the round againe through herbs and flowers.

Chapman, Odyssey, x.

orct, ork1
! (ork), . [Also, erroneously, orcli ; <

L. orca, a kind of whale.] A marine mammal;
some cetacean, perhaps a grampus or killer, or

the narwhal. See Orca1
.

Now turn and view the wonders of the deep,
Where Proteus' herds and Neptune's orks do keep.

B. Jonson, Neptune's Triumph.
An island salt and bare,

The haunt of seals, and ores, and sea-mews' clang.
Milton, P. L., xi. 885.

I call him mite, because I know no beast
Nor fish from whence comparison to take.

Sir J. Harinyton, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, x. 87.

There are two varieties of the Delphinus orca, the ore

and the grampus. . . . The ore is about eighteen or twenty
feet long. Cmier, Eegne Animal (trans. 1827), IV. 455.

Orca1 (or'ka), n. [NL., < L. orca, a kind of

whale: see ore.] In mammal., a genus of ma-
rine delphinoid odontocete cetaceans, contain-

ing the numerous species known as killers,

stuord-fish, or grampuses. They are remarkable for

their strength, ferocity, and predatory habits, and are the

only cetaceans which habitually prey upon warm-blooded

animals, such as those of their own order. The teeth are
about 48 in number, implanted all along the jaws ; the ver-

tebrse are 50-52, of which the cervicals are mostly free;
the flippers are very large, and oval ; the dorsal fin is high,
erect, pointed, and situated about the middle of the body ;

and the head is obtusely rounded.

orca2 (Sr'ka), w. [NL., < L. area, a butt, tun, a

dice-box
;
a transferred use of orca, a kind of

whale: see ore.] In ornith., that part of the
tracheal tympanum of a bird which is formed by
the more or less coossified rings of the bronchi.
See tympanum. Montagu.
Orcadian (6r-ka'di-an), a. and n. [< L. Orcades

(see def.) + -ian.]
"

I. a. Relating to the Or-

cades, or Orkney Islands, in Scotland.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Orkney.
orcanet, orchanet (6r'ka-net), n. [< OF. or-

eanette, orehanette, F. orcanete : see alkanet.] A
plant, Alkanna tinctoria : same as alkanet, 2.

orcein (6r'se-in), n. [< orc(ine) + -e- + -in2.]
A nitrogenous compound (C7H7NO3) formed
from orcine and ammonia. It is a deep-red powder
of strong tinctorial power, and when dissolved in ammo-
nia is the basis of the archil of commerce. See orcine.

orcht, n. An erroneous form of ore.

orchalt, . An obsolete variant of archil.

orchard (or'chard), n. [Formerly also some-
times orchat (simulating Gr. opxarof, a garden,
orchard) ; < ME. orchard, orcherd, orcheyerd,
orchegard, etc., < AS. orcerd, orcyrd, orcird, ort-

geard, orcgeard, ordgeard (= Icel. jurtagardhr =
Sw. ortagard = Dan. urtegaard = Goth, aurti-

gards), a garden, orchard; < art-, appar. a re-

duced form of wyrt, herb, + geard, yard (cf.

wyrtgeard, a garden, in which the full form wyrt
appears) : see worfl and yard2 . The lit. sense
'

herb-garden
'

appears also in arbor2
,
ult. < L.

herba, herb.] If. A garden.
And therby is Salomon's orcheyerd, whiche is yet a right

delectable place. Sir S. Qvylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 39.

For further I could say "This man 's untrue,"
And knew the patterns of his foul beguiling;
Heard where his plants in others' orchards grew ;

Saw how deceits were gilded in his smiling.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 171.

2. A piece of ground, usually inclosed, de-

voted to the culture of fruit-trees, especially the

apple, the pear, the peach, the plum, and the

cherry ;
a collection of cultivated fruit-trees.

Thy plants are an orchard of pomegranates, with pleas-
ant fruits. Cant. iv. 13.

You shall see my orchard, where, in an arbour, we will
eat a last year's pippin of my own grading, with a dish of

caraways, and so forth. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 1.

Two lovers whispering by an orchard wall.

Tennyson, Circumstance.

orchard-clam (6r' chard -klam), n. A round
hard clam or quahaug, Venus mercenaria. TLo-

cal, U. S.]

orchard-grass (6r'chard-gras), n. A tall-grow-
ing meadow-grass, Dactylis glomerata. See
cocksfoot and Dactylis, and cut in next column.
orchard-house (6r'chard-hous), n. A glass
house for the cultivation of fruits too delicate
to be grown in the open air, or for bringing
fruits to greater perfection than when grown
outside, without the aid of artificial heat.

orcharding (or' char -ding), n. [< orchard +
-ingl.] The cultivation of orchards.
Trench grounds for orcharding, and the kitchen-garden

to lie for a winter mellowing.
Evelyn, Calendaiium Hortense, October.

orchardist (or'char-dist), n. [< orchard + -ist.]
One who cultivates fruit in orchards: as, an
experienced orchardist.

Orchard-grass ( Dactylis ^

i, the panicle ; 2, the lower part of the

plant ; a, a spikelet : b, the empty glumes ;

c, the lower flowering glume ; d, the palet.

orchestra

orchard-oriole
(6r-chard-6'ri-
ol), n.

"
A bird,

Icterus spurius, of

the family Icteri-

dee, which sus-

pends its neatly
woven nest from
the boughs of

fruit, shade, and
ornam e n t a 1

trees. It is one
of the hangnests or
American orioles, a
near relative of the
Baltimore oriole, and
is sometimes called
bastard Baltimore.
It is very common in

the United States in

summer. The male
is seven inches long
and ten inches in

spread of wings ; the

plumage is entirely
black and chestnut;
the female is some-
what smaller, and
plain olive and yellowish. The young male at first re-

sembles the female, and during the progress to the per-
fect plumage shows every gradation between the colors
of the two sexes.

orchatt, n. See orchard. Milton ; J. Philips,

Cider, i.

orchelt, orchellat (or'kel, 6r-kel'a), . Same
as orchil, archil.

orchella-weed (6r-kel'a-wed), . Same as ar-

chil, 2.

orcherdt, An obsolete form of orchard.

orch.es, n. Plural of orchis^.

orchesis (6r-ke'sis), n. [< Gr. !>px'/o<f, dancing,
a dance, < bpxeiaBai, dance: see orchestra.] The
art of dancing or rhythmical movement of the

body, especially as practised by the chorus in

the ancient Greek theater
;
orchestic.

orchesography (6r-ke-sog'ra-fi), n. [Prop. *or-

chesiography, < Gr. dpxqav, dancing, a dance, +
-ypaijiia, \ ypafyciv, write.] The theory of dan-

cing, especially as taught in regular treatises

illustrated by drawings.

orchestert, n- An obsolete form of orchestra.

Orchestia (6r-kes'ti-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. b

leap.] Agenusof
amphipods, typ-
ical of the family
Orchestiida?.

orchestic (6r-

kes'tik), a. and
n. [= F. orches-

tique = Pg. or-

chestico, < Gr. bpxrjaTiKot;, pertaining to dancing,
< bpxelaSat, dance: see orchestra.'] I. a. Of or

pertaining to dancing or the art of rhythmical
movement of the body; regulating or regulated
by dancing: as, the orchestic arts.

Poetic rhythm, as well as orchestic and musical rhythm.
Trans. Amer. Fhilol. Ass., XVI. 78.

II. H. The art of dancing; especially, among
the ancient Greeks, the art which uses the

rhythmical movements of the human body as a
means of scenic expression: also used in the

plural with the same meaning as in the singu-
lar.

The silent art of orchestic has its arses and theses, its

trochees and iambi, its dactyls and anapaests, not less truly
than music and poetry. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 81.

Orchestiidae (6r-kes-ti'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Or-

chestia + -Ma?.] A family of gammarine amphi-
pod crustaceans, typified by the gemisOrchestia.
They have the upper antennae snorter than the lower, the
COXBS well developed, and the posterior pleopods short and
robust, the last being single. Ihe species are inhabitants
of the littoral region, and some are known as beach-fleas.
Also OrchestiadtK, Orchestidai.

orchestra (or'kes-tra), M. [Formerly orchester,

orchestre; < F. orchesire = Sp.orquesta, orquestra
= Pg. It. orchestra (cf. L. orchestra, the place
where the senate sat in the theater, also the

senate itself, prop, the orchestra)/ Gr. bpxi/arpa,
a part of the stage where the chorus danced,
the orchestra, < opxeiaOat, dance.] 1. The part
of a theater or other public place appropriated
to the musicians, (a) In theaters, in classic times, the
orchestra was a circular or semicircular level space lying
between the rising tiers of seats of the auditorium and the

stage. In Greek theaters this space was circular, and was
allotted to the chorus, which performed its evolutions
about the thymele or altar of Dionysus, which occupied
the center of the orchestra. Among the Romans the or-

chestra corresponded nearly to the orchestra of modern

play-houses, and was set apart for the seats of senators
and other persons of distinction. See diagram under dia-

anna, (b) In a modern theater or opera-house, the place



orchestra

assigned fur tin- oi-fht-stra-playei'8 is usually the front

part of the main floor. I i ihe. optn-hoUM :it llayrcuth
tllr uivhrslra i- a |il:li Inn II liel,i\v tin- level iif lilt- lloor, Bo

that tho players are invisible to tin- ainlit-nr.-

2. In moil, iinif.il', a comp.iny of performers
on such instruments us an- used in eoncerti-d

music; a band. (In the rnitcd States In, nil usually
ifgnlftes a military baud; but in England ii,,<l is intcr-

rhan^i-ahl'- uitll u/vArxf/vi. ) Tilt- historic development of

the orchestra as now known did not betrin until about 1600,
when tin' Ind -prudent val f instrumental music was
first generally accepted. I p to that time, though many
in -M inm-iits hail IM-I n knovvn and used, both alone and us

supports for vocal music, tiny had not IM-I-II systematical-
ly combined, nor had concerted music been written for

them. The pnici-Hstif experiment, seh-i-tion, and improve
nii-nt in construction and mutual adaptation went on

steadily until nearly 1800, when tilt! orchestra first arrived
at its present proportions. The instruments now used
rnnsist n!' four main groups: (a) the strinys, including
vi.ilins (first and second), violas, violoncellos, and bass

vi-i|s, these together constituting the largest and dei-iileil-

ly the most important ^loup, \vhieh is often used entire-

ly alone, and is thru called the string orchestra; (6) the
,<,,it iriint, including tlutes, oboes. <-larini N. English
IIMIMS. hasset-honis, bassoons, etc., these all being used
both to enrich the effect of the strings,and in alternation
with them to nltord contrasts in tone-quality; (c) the
brass irind, including Krcuch horns, trumpets, comets,
tnmibnin-s, ophiclcides, etc., these being also used both
in conjunction and In contrast with the other groups,
though their decidedly greater sonority makes their In-

troduction necessarily more rare: and ((/) the prrctt&rit>en.

including tympani, snare and bass drums, cymbals, bells

and triangles, harps, etc., and also sometimes the piano-
forte, though the tatter is seldom ranked as a true orches-
tral instrument. The proportions of the several groups
are varied sonn-what both bycoinpaMnud by conductors.

\full urclii'titrH is one in whk-h all these groups are pres-
ent in fairly complete form ; a small orchestra is one in

which some important instruments are lacking. All the
above instruments, except the harp, are essentially mono-
phonic, and the peculiar artistic importance of the orches-
tra is based upon the fact that every element in the total

effect is produced by a solo instrument In the hands of a

separate performer. The orchestra is extensively em-
ployed both in accompanying vocitl music of every kind
and in purely instrumental works. Its unlimited capaci-
ties for varied effect have led to the production of an ex-

tensive musical literature, in which are some of the most
famous specimens of musical art. The orchestra is an in-

dispensable factor in all extended works like operas and
oratotios. The maintenance of orchestras was originally
undertaken by individual princes in the several European
states ; but they are now either attached to opera-houses
or supported by the proceeds of popular concerts.

3. In the early New England churches, the

choir-gallery at the end opposite the pulpit:
so called because in it were stationed the in-

strumentalists by whom the singing was ac-

companied.
orchestral (6r'kes-tral), a. [= P. orchestral;
as or.elientra + -al.] "Pertaining to an orches-

tra; suitable for or performed by an orchestra :

as, orchestral music Orchestral flute, oboe, etc.,
in organ-buildiny, a flute, oboe, or other stop whose tones
Imitate those of the instruments with exceptional accu-

racy.

orchestrate (or'kes-trat), r.; pret. and pp. or-

<-ln xtrated, ppr. orchestrating. [< orchestra +
-ate2.] To compose or arrange music for an
orchestra; score or instrumentate.

orchestration (6r-kes-tra'shon), n. [< orchea-
trtitu +-IOH.] In music, the act, process, science,
or result of composing or arranging music for

an orchestra; instrumentation. As a branch of
musical study it includes the structure, technique, and
tone-qualities of all orchestral instruments, their artistic

combination and contrast, and the method by which in-

tended effects are indicated In notation. It is properly
the chief division of instrumentation, though the latter is

often made equivalent to it.

orchestret, H. An obsolete form of on'lnstnt.

orchestric (6r-kes'trik), a. [= P. orcliestriquc
= Pg. orchestrico; as orchestra + -ic.] Relating
to an orchestra

; orchestral.

orchestrion (6r-kes'tri-on), H. [< orchestra +
-ion as in im-iirilioii.'] A mechanical musical
instrument, essentially similar to a barrel-or-

gan, but having many different stops, etc..

which allow the imitation of a large variety
of orchestral instruments and the production
of quite complicated musical works. Many
different names have been applied to different
varieties of the instrument.

orchialgia (or-ki-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Or. opx'f,
a testicle, + d?.}oc, pain.] Pain, especially
neuralgia, in a testicle.

orchic (dr'kik), a. [< NL. orch-is + -fc.] Of or

pertaining to the testes.

orchid (or'kid), H. [< orchid, L. orchis (stem
erroneously assumed tobeorrJnVf-): see Orchis-.]
Any plant of the natural order Orchidetr; an
nrchidai'eous plant. Almond-scented orchid. See

(MMkftaMik Spectral-flowered orchid. See Ha
deraHia. - Soread-eagle orchid, see Oncidium. Vlo-
let-scented orchid, see odontmilosmm.

Orchidaceae (6r-ki-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1835),< Orchis2 (see orchid) + -amr.] Same
as Orchidece.
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orchidaceous (or-ki-da'shius), </. Ivrtaining
In tin- oivhids; belonging to tin- natural oi-di r

OrcMdoa << .

Orchideas (or-kidV-e., n. /</. |NI,. (l/iimims,
17-~>1 ), < Dri'liix- (see uri'liiil) + -fir.] The orchis

family, an order of monocotyledon mis plants, of

the series Mirfnx/irrii/in; distinguished liy tin-

one or two sessile antliers united to the pi.-t il.

It Includes about 5,000 species, belonging to ::|.i genera,
classed in 5 tribes and 27 tmbti i ire (irirnnial

ilerbs, si.me terrestrial, found both in Tin- tiu|iirs anil in

colder regions, ,-\ rn ti. i:.s N. 1 at., others rpiphvti-s ni trop-
ieal i-limates, reaching north toHorida. Their flowem are

Flowering Plant ut Showy on h.

(OrfAis Jfifctatt/fsl.

Orchid (

Kcnerally beautiful and fragrant, often grotesque or imitat-

ing animal forms, and have three sepals, two similar pet-

als, and a third petal, the lip, enlarged, and commonly of

singular shape or color. Their pollen is coherent in a waxy
or granular mass, usually transferred to the stigma only by
insectrvisits, insuring cross-fertilization. They grow from
short or creeping rootstocks, tubers, or thickened fibers,

the epiphytic species commonly with a few lower joints of

the stem thickened and persisting, forming a pseudo-bulb.
They bear undivided, often fleshy, parallel-veined leaves,
and one-celled capsules with a multitude of minute seeds.

Any plant of the order is called an orchid.

orchideal (6r-kid'e-al), n. [< orchid + *-<//.]

In hot., same as orchidaceous.

orchidean (6r-kid'e-an), a. [< orchid + -e-an.]
Same as orchidaceous. Darwin, Fertil. of Or-
chids by Insects, p. 226.

orchidectomy (dr-ki-dek'to-mi), n. [< Or. 6p-

Xtf, a testicle, + fuTOftf/, a cutting out.] Castra-
tion.

orchideous (6r-kid'e-us), a. [< orchid + -C-OM.V.]

Same as orchidaceous. Darwin, Fertil. of Or-
chids by Insects, p. 280.

orchiditis (6r-ki-dl'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

(assumed stem *op%td-), a testicle, + -i'W*.]

Same as orchitis.

orchidocele (6r'kid-o-sel), u. [< Gr. ipx'f (as-
sumed stem *opxio-), a testicle, 4- at/fa/, tumor.]
Orchidoncus.

orchidologist (or-ki-dol'o-jist), n. [< orchidol-

<>(/-!/
+ -i*t.~\ One versed in orchids.

orchidology (6r-ki-dol 'o-ji), n. [< Gr. 6px'f, the
orchis (see orchid), + -Xo} i'a, < /t/yv, speak : see

-ology.] The special branch of botany or of hor-

ticulture which relates to orchids.

orchidoncus (6r-ki-dong'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

6pX'f (assumed stem *opxto-), a testicle,+ 4y/<of,

tumor.] Tumor of the testis.

orchil (Sr'kil), H. [Formerly also orchel, orchal,

iii-<'linll,<. ME. orchcll,< OF. orchel, orcheil, orseil,
F. orseillc, etc. : see archil.} Same as archil.

orchilla-weed (6r-kil'fi-wed), n. Same as ar-

cliil. 2.

orchiodynia (6rki-9-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

&/>X'c, a testicle, + oiivti, pain.] Pain in a tes-

ticle.

orchis1
(or'kis), n.

; pi. arches (-kez). [NL.,< Gr.

opxf, a testicle.] In anat.. the testis, testicle,
or its equivalent.
orchis2 (or'kis), . [= F. orchis, < L. orchis, <

Gr. ipx'S (bpX'-t PXe-)> a plant, the orchis, so
called from the shape of the roots, < tpx'C, a

testicle.] 1. A plant of the genus Orchis; also,
one of numerous plants in other genera of the
orchis family, Orchideir.

Bring orchis, bring the foxglove spire,
The little speedwell's darling blue.

Tennytou, In Memoriam, IxxxliL

ordain

2. [<'<i]'.~\ [NL. (LinnaniH. 1737).] A genus of

plants, type of the order lii-i-hiili-a; belonging to

the tribe itjihri/di-n- and the subtribe x<
,/i/iiea;,

characterized by its spurred lip, and by the two

pollen-glands being
inclosed in a com
mon pouch. It In-

cludes about 80 species,
mainly of the nt th t> m
Derate regions of the Old
World, with two in tin

I niti-d States. Theyare
terrestrial plants with
a few long -sheathing
broadly elliptical leaves,
and flowers of middle
size in a spike terminat-

ing the erect and im-
branched stem. The com-
mon American species il

0. spectafnlis, the Hh<>">

orchis, of rich woods
northward, having two
obovateglossy leaves, and
a few pretty racemed
flowers, pink purple with
white lip. Forsome emu-
mon British species, see
Cain-aiul AM. cullion,

2, dead-wrn'K-Jtngers, 1 .

long-purples, 1, footstanes,

joht)ny-cnctc*, and hniui-

orchis. Blrd'B-nest or-
chis. Nee Sfnttia.-

Crane-fly orchis, see Tipularia. Fen-orchii. s,e

Liparix. Fringed orchis, one of several American spe
cies of llttbenaria with cut-fringed lip. iiiclm'.ing white,
yellow, greenish, and purple-flowered >pi < let. See cut
under tlabenaria. Frog-orchis, //nfo'imnVi ciridis.

(Jreenman orchis. Same as man-orchis. Medusa's-
head orchis, Cirrhoprtalum Medwce, with thread like

pendent sepals and petals. Musk-orchis. See fJermi-
nium Reln-orchlB, any plant of the genus Uabenaria.
(See also bee-orchis, boy-orchis,

butterfly-orchis, fly-orchis,
man-orchis, spider-orchis.)

orchitic (6r-kit'ik), . [< orchitis + -'c.J Af-
fected with orchitis.

orchitis (6r-ki'tis), H. [NL., < Gr. &pxtc
>
testi-

cle, 4- -itis.~\ In pathol., inflammation of the
testis. Also orchiditis.

orchotomy (or-kot'o-mi), n. [Prop, "orchiotonti/,
< Gr. iipx'f, testicle, + -ro/iia, < ri/tveiv, raueif,

cut.] The operation of excising a testicle;
castration.

orcin (dr'sin), n. [< orc(hella) + -in'*.] A pe-
culiar coloring matter, represented by the for-

mula C7Hg(OHQ), obtained from the orchella-
weed and other lichens. It crystallizes In colorless

prisms, and its taste is sweet and nauseous. When dis-

solved in ammonia it gradually acquires a deep blood-red
color, and there is formed on exposure to air a new sub-
stance called orcfin, which contains nitrogen as an es
sential element, and may he a mixture of several dif-

ferent compounds. On the addition of acetic acid orcein
is precipitated as a brownish-red powder. Also called
orcinol.

orculiform (6r'ku-li-fdrm), a. [< L. orevla.a
little tun or cask, dim. of orca, a tun (see orca*),
+ forma, form.] In bot., cask-shaped: applied
to the cells of certain alga?. [Rare.]
orcynine (6r'si-nin), a. Belonging or related to

the genus Orci/nus.

OrcynUB (6r-si'nus), . [NL., < L. oreynuit, <

Gr. ipKivof, a large sea-fist of the tunny kind.]
A genus of scombroid fishes of great size and
economic value ; the tunnies or horse-mackerel.
The common tunny is Orcynus thynnus. See cut
under attacorc.

ordt (6rd), n. [Also ordc ; ME. ord, < AS. ord, a

point as of a sword, apex, top, edge, line of bat-

tle, beginning, origin, chief, = OS. ord, point, =
OFries. ord, point, place, = I), oord, a place, re-

gion, = MLG. ort=OHG. ort, a
point, angle,

edge, beginning, MHG. ort, a point, G. ort, a

place, region, = Icel. oddr, a point of a weapon,
= Sw. udd, a point, prick, = Dan. od, a point (>
Icel. mid i. a point or land, = Sw. udde, a point,
cape, = Dan. mlili . a point of laud, > E. odd, not
even: see odd)."] 1. A point.

Thi fruit is prlkked with speres ord.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.X p. ISO.

2. Beginning.
fifl and ende he hath him told,
Hu blauncheflur was tharinne Isold.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. 62.

ord. An abbreviation of ordinal, ordinance, or-

dinary, and order.

ordain (6r-dan'), r. t. [< ME. ordanen, ordeinen,

ordeynen, < OF. ordener, F. ordonner = Sp. Pg.
ordenar = It. ordinare, < L. ordinare, order: see

order, v., and ordinate, r.] If. To set or place
in proper order ; arrange ; prepare ; make ready;
hence, to construct or constitute with a view
to a certain end.

William went al bl-fore as wis man A nobul,
it ordeyned anon his ost [host! in thre grete parties.

William nf Palerne (E. E. T. S.X L S7W.
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tween certain Plow-shares veil hot, according to the Orda-

lian Law, which without harm she perform'd.
Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

ordain

Above the croslet

That was ordeyned with that false get.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Talc, 1. 2<>6.

He hath also prepared for him the instruments of death ; ordaliumt (6r-da'li-um), . [NL. : see ordeal.]

he unlainetli his arrows against the
persecutors^ io Same as ordeal. Selden, Table- 1 alk, p. 1LA.

.__,, See ord. Chaucer.

ordeal (6r'de-al), n. and a. [< ME. *ordel, ordal,

Ps. vii. 18. ,

In this pleasant soil "t_*
Mis far more pleasant garden God ordain'd.

n, P. L., iv. 215

2. To set up; establish; institute; appoint;
order.

Jeroboam ordained a feast in the eighth month, on the

fifteenth day of the month. 1 KL xn. 32.

When first this order was ordain'd, my lords,

Knights of the garter were*
^birth. ^ ^ ^

He who ordained the Sabbath loves the poor !

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

.,

wrfc/, usua
N ^! J\ TA

,
ordeal (asdefined), lit.

^^= OHG.D. oordeel = 1 -.

wteK, iirtcila, urteil, MHG. m-teile, urtcil, G. 1

tlieil, urteil, a judgment, decision), < or-, ac-

cented form of r-, usually
- (see a-1 ), + dail,

dill, a part, deal (or rather the base of the orig.

verb), with a suffix lost in AS., but retained in

OS. and OHG.: see or- and dean. The tech-
"

,
the disappearance of or-

3. To dispose or regulate according to will or ag ft significant prefix, and the remoteness of

purpose ; prescribe ; give orders or directions t]ie majn element -deal from its etym. meaii-

for; command; enact; decree: used especially ing je(j to a separation of the word from its

of the decrees of Providence or of fate
; hence,

to destine.

"Harald," said William, "listen to my resoun,
What right that I haue of Englond the coroun

After Edwarde 's dede, if it so betide

That God haf ordeynd so I after him abide."

Rob. of Brunne, p. 68.

As it was ordained unto all the people of Israel by an

everlasting decree. Tobit i. 6.

God from all eternity did by his unchangeable counsel

ordain whatever in time should come to pass.

The Irish Articles of Religion (1615), art. 11.

This mighty Rule to Time the Fates ordain.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

What if the foot, ordain'd the dust to tread,

Or hand to toil, aspired to be the head?
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 259.

4. To set apart for an office
;
select

; appoint.
Than he bad hir ordeyne a-nother woman to norissh hir

sone. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 89.

To Eltham will I, where the young king is,

Being ordain'd his special governor.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 171.

(a) To destine, set apart, etc., to a certain spiritual condi-

tion, or to the fulfilment of a certain providential purpose :

especially in Biblical usage.

As many as were ordained to eternal life believed.
Acts xiii. 48.

(b) Eccles., to invest with ministerial or sacerdotal func-

tions
;
confer holy orders upon ; appoint to or formally

admission to the priesthood, as distinguished from making
a deacon and consecrating a bishop. See ordination, 2.

If he were ordeynd clerke. Rob. of Brunne, p. 129.

He ordained twelve, that they should be with him and
that he might send them forth to preach, And to have

power to heal sicknesses, and to cast out devils.

Mark iii. 14, 15.

= Syn. 3. To destine, enact, order, prescribe, enjoin. In

regard to the making of human laws or the acts of Provi-

dence, ordain is the most weighty and solemn word in use :

as, the Mayor and Common Council do ordain; "the pow-

actual source, and its treatment as of L. ori-

gin; hence the ordinary pron. in three sylla-

bles (as if the termination were like that of real,

ideal, etc.), instead of the orig. two (6r'del).]

1. n. 1. A form of trial to determine guilt or

innocence, formerly practised in Europe, and
still in parts of the East and by various savage
tribes. It consisted In testing the effect of flre, water,

poison, etc., upon the accused. Well-known flre-ordeals in

England were the handling of red-hot irons, or the walk-

ing over heated plowshares. A common form of the wa-

ter-ordeal was the casting of the accused into water : he

was considered innocent if he sank, guilty if he floated.

The practice of "ducking witches" is a survival of this

water-ordeal, and the phrase "to go through flre and

water
"
probably alludes to those customs. These ordeals

were abolished in England in the reign of Henry III., but

the wager of battle remained. The ordeal of poison-water
is common in Africa ; that of burning candles, in Burma ;

that of eating rice, in Siam, etc.

By ordal or by ooth,
Bv sort, or in what wyse so yow leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1046.

Such tests of truth as Ordeal and Compurgation satisfy

men's minds completely and easily.

Maine, Early Hist, of Inst., p. 48.

If from Thy ordeal's heated bars

Our feet are seamed with crimson scars,

Thy will be done ! Whittier, Thy Will be Done.

2. A severe trial
; trying circumstances ;

a se-

vere test of courage, endurance, patience, etc.

The villanous ordeal of the papal custom-house.

Hawthorne, Marble Faun, xi.

=Syn. 2. Proof, experiment, touchstone.

II. a. Pertaining to trial by ordeal.

Their ordeale lawes which they vsed in doubtfull cases,

when cleere and manifest proofes wanted.

Hakeu-ill, Apology, IV. ii. B.

Ordeal bark. See bark?. Ordeal bean, ordeal nut.
Same as Calabar bean (which see, under beanl).

ordeal-root (6r'de-al-rot), n. The root of a

species of Stryclmos,I
used in trials by ordeal by

the natives of western Africa.

ordeal-tree (6r'de-al-tre), n. One of three poi-
sonous trees of Africa, (a) See ordeal bark, under
barkV. (b) The Cerbera Tanghin. See Cerbera. (c) The

ers that be are ordained of God," Rom. xiii. 1.

ordainable (6r-da'na-bl), a. [< ordain + -able.']

Capable of being ordained, destined, or ap-

pointed.
The nature of man is ordainable to life.

Up. Hall, Remains, p. 377. (Latham.)

OTdataer (6da'nte), . [< ME. ordeinonr or-

denour, < Or . ordeneor, oraoneor, ^ Ju. ordmator, two iast named belong to the natural order Apocynaceai.
one who orders or ordains, < ordinare, order, ordelfet, See oredelfe.
ordain : see ordain. Cf. ordinator.] One who ordenaryt, An obsolete form of ordinary.
ordains, (of) One who rules or regulates; ruler; com- ordenet, [ME., also ordeyne, ordinee (prop,
mander; governor; master; manager; regulator. three syllables), < OF. ordene, < L. ordinatus,

That he werre his wardein, & al is ordeinour ordered, ordinate, regular: see ordinate.~\ Reg-
To is wille to will! him & to the king's honour. ,,1 ,. .

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 469.
'

(&) One who decrees; especially, one of a body of bishops,

earls, and barons, in the reign of Edward II. , in 1310, whom
Orden

spaces,

ene moevynges by places, by tymes, by dooinges, by
i, by qualites. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 12.

the king was obliged to invest with authority to enact or- ordenelvt adv. [ME., < ordene + -Z^
2
.] Regu-

dinances for the government of the kingdom, the regula- i
,1 nrAovl-v rv

tion of the king's household, etc.

The Ordainers took their oath on the 20th of March in Ther
,

n 's > dowte that they ne ben don ryhtfully and

the Painted Chamber; foremost among them was Arch- ordenely to the profyt of hem
-*,,.,.. ,_ nro,e B

bishop Winchelsey, who saw himself supported by six of Chaucer, Bo lus, iv. pro!

his brethren. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 251.
or(Jenourt, ordeynourt, n. Middle English

(ct) One who institutes, founds, or creates. forms of ordainer.
And thus he offended truth even in his first attempt ; order (6r'der), n. [< ME. ordre (= D. order, orde

for, not content with his created nature, and thinking it __ MLG. orden, orde = G. order = Sw. order =
Dan. ordre), < OF. ordre, also ordene, ordine, F.

ordre = Sp. orden = Pg. ordem = It. ordine =
OHG. ordena, MHG. G. orden = Sw. Dan. or-

den = W. tirdd and urten, order, etc., < L. ordo

too low to be the highest creature of God, he offended the

ordainer, not only in the attempt but in the wish and sim-

ple violation thereof. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 11.

(d) One who appoints to office, especially one who confers

holy orders ; one who invests another with ministerial or
sacerdotal functions.

ordainment (6r-dau'ment), n. [< ordain +
-went.] 1. The act of"ordaining or the state adj. s

'

tem ord from the root of 'oriri, rise, in
of being ordained. Milton. 2. Appointment; n ^,nvo CT aeT,se <, . if i;t . <, mine- for-

destiuy. Bacon, Advancement of Learning,
i. 32.

ordalt, . A Middle English form of ordeal.

ordaliant (6r-da'lian), a. [< ordal (ML. orda-

(ordin-), a row, line, series, regular arrange-

ment, order; supposed to come, through an

lium) + -j.] Same as ordeal.

To approve her [Queen Emma's] innocence, praying
over-night to St. Swithun, she offerd to pass blindfold be-

a more orig. sense 'go'; as if lit. 'a going for-

ward.'] 1. A row; rank; line.

But soone the knights with their bright burning blades

Broke their rude troupes, and orders did confownd.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 15.

First lat the gunes befoir us goe,
That they may break the order.

Battle ofBalriunes (Child's Ballads, VII. 225).

order

2. A rank, grade, or class of a community or

society : as, the higher or the lower orders of

the community.
In the whilke blys I byde at be here

Nyen ordres of aungels full clere.

York Plans, p. 2.

The King commanded Hilkiah the high priest, and the

priests of the second order, ami the keepers of the door,

to bring forth out of the temple of the Lord all the ves-

sels that were made for Baal. 2 Ki. xxiii. 4.

Orders and degrees
Jar not with liberty, but well consist.

Milton, T. L.,v. 792.

It is a custom among the lower orders to put the first

piece of money that they receive in the day to the lips and
forehead before putting it in the pocket.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 327.

The virtue of the best Pagans was perhaps of as high
an order as that of the best Christians, though it was of a

somewhat different type. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 164.

3. Specifically (a) The degree, rank, or sta-

tus of clergymen.
And the title that ge take ordres by telleth se ben

auaunced. Piers Plowman (B), xi. 281.

(b) One of the several degrees or grades of the

clerical office. In the Roman Catholic Church these

orders are bishop, priest (presbyter), deacon, subdeacon,

acolyte, exorcist, reader, and doorkeeper. Originally the

first three were accounted vtajor orders and the others

minor orders. Since the twelfth century the order of sub-

deacon has been advanced to the rank of a major order, and
the number of orders is generally counted as seven, the or-

ders of bishop and presbyter being regarded as one order

in so far as the sacerdotal character belongs to both. In

the Orthodox Greek and other Oriental churches the major
orders are those of bishop, priest, and deacon, and the

minor orders are subdeacon, reader (anagnost), and some-

times singer (psaltes). The orders of bishop, priest, and

deacon are known not only as major or holy orders, but as

apostolic orders. The orders of subdeaoon, acolyte, exorcist,

and doorkeeper (ostiary) existed in the Western Church
before the middle of the third century ; those of subdeacon,

exorcist, reader, singer, and doorkeeper were as old as the

third or fourth century in the Eastern Church. The An-

glican Church retains only the orders of bishop, priest, and

deacon. Major orders can be conferred by bishops only.

Chorepiscopi, abbots, and priests have sometimes, how-

ever, been authorized to confer minor orders.

They cannot abide

Vnto Church orders strictlie to be tide.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 9.), p. 14.

(c) In the Roman Catholic, Greek, Anglican,
and other episcopal churches, the sacrament
or rite of ordination, by which ecclesiastics re-

ceive the power and grace for the discharge of

their several functions : specifically termed holy

order, or more commonly holy ordei-s. The bishop
alone can administer this rite. Orders as a sacrament or

sacramental rite are limited to the major orders.

He [a certain friar] went to Amiens to be fully confirmed

in his Orders by the Bishop. Coryat, Crudities, I. 14.

A Republican in holy orders was a strange and almost

an unnatural being.
'

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

4. The consideration attaching to rank; honor;

dignity; state.

Trewely to take and treweliche to fyste,
Ys the profession and the pure ordre that apendeth to

knyjtes. Piers Plowman (C), ii. 97.

The several chairs of order look you scour

With juice of balm, and every precious flower:

Each fair instalment, coat, and several crest,

With loyal blazon, evermore be blest !

Shak., M. W. of W., v. B. 68.

These were the prime in order and in might.
Milton, V. L.,i. 506.

5. (a) In zool., that taxonomic group which

regularly comes next below the class and next

above the family, consisting of one or more

families, and forming a division (sometimes the

whole) of a class. Like other classiflcatory groups, it

has only an arbitrary or conventional taxonomic value.

Compare guperorder, suborder,
(ft) In l)ot., the most

important unit of classification above the ge-

nus, corresponding somewhat closely to family
in zoology. See family, 6. In phanerogams the

term famSy is not technical or systematic, being some-

times applied to suborders, tribes, or even genera. In

cryptogams it is made a subdivision of the order by some
authors. See natural order, under natural.

6. A number of persons of the same profes-

sion, occupation, or pursuits, constituting a

separate class in the community, or united by
some special interest.

The Archbishop
Of Canterbury, accompanied with other

Learned and reverend fathers of his order.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.26.

The spirit of the whole clerical order rose against this

injustice. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,vi.

Specifically (o) A body or society of persons living by
common consent under the same religious, moral, or social

regulations; especially, a monastic society or fraternity :

as, an order of monks or friars ;
the Benedictine or Fran-

ciscan order.

And made an lions of monckes, to hold her ordre bet.

Hoi. of Gloucester, p. 282.



order

The lici-mancs, another Onlrr of rcliL'ioif or h-anied

men, UIV honored amongst 1 1 H 'III : esperially SI Jell <>t* tin '111

Mi line ill the WoolN, Illlll I'l Illr M I

/'i/<v/i/ix, PflgrimtClb p. 454.

(iniiiK to llnil :i bar. (""I In other nut,

one "if i>ur order, to associate me.
.S/,n<-., I!, ami .1., v. 2. 0.

A* a broad general rule, nearly even |m-t Information
institute is styled nut an llrrfrr but a

"
'out;! elation ";

lint the only 'distinction uhich can lie drawn between
these tvvn lialnes is that oi-di-r is the wider, antl limy ill-

i luile several coiii,'icKations within itKelf (as the Itenc-

ilictine m-d>'i\ fin- example, includes the congregations
of I'liiny anil of St. Main), while a conKrci;atiii

"
Is a

simple unit, complete iu itself, anil neither dependent uu
another institute nor possessed of dependent varieties of

its own. Kiu-ijc. Ilril., X VI. 716.

(6) All institution, partly imitated from the medieval and
crusading orders of military monks, hut generally founded

by a sovereign, a national legislature, or a prinee of hi^h
rank, for the purpose of rewarding meriloriuns servire 1,\

the eonferrillK of a dignity. Most honorary orders consist
of several classes, known as kni-jlit* i-omjuittions, officers,

MMMMMbPV, ([raiid officer*, and ;ir<niil i'<,nnu<nnt- /*, otlier-

wi.sc called ijrantl rnwxor <n'"n<l <-"i'<l'i. Man> ul i|< rs lia\

fewer classes, a few having only one. It Is customary to

divide honorary orders into three ranks: (1) Those which
admit only nobles of the highest rank, and among for-

eigners only sovereign princes or members of reigning
families; of this character arc the Golden Fleece (Austria
and Spain), the Elephant (Denmark), and the(!arter(Great
Hritiiin): it is usual to regard these three as the existing
orders of highest dignity. (2) Those orders which are con-
ferred upon members of noble families only, and some-
times because of the mere fact of noble birth, without
sperial services. (3) The orders of merit, which are sup-

posed to be conferred for services only. Of these the L-
giou of Honor Is the best known type. Two of the orders
of merit may be regarded as somewhat exceptional the
first class of the Order of St. George of Russia and the or-

der of Maria Theresa of Austria. The former is conferred

only upon a commanding general who has defeated an
army of 50,000 men, or captured the enemy's capital, or

braogllt about an honorable peace. There is now no per-
son living who has gained this distinction regularly, though
it has been given to a foreign sovereign. Other orders of

merit approach these more or less nearly, as they are con-
ferred with more or less care. The various orders have
their appropriate insignia, consisting usually of a collar of

design peculiar to the order, a star, cross, jewel, Iwdge,
ribbon, or the like. It is common to speak of an order

by its name alone, as the Darter, the Bath. An order
is said to be conferred or bestowed upon the recipient of

its distinction
;
the recipient is said to be decorated with

such an order; and the word order is often applied to the
decoration or badge. See bath, (farter, knighthood, star,

thistle, etc.

Windsor set on Barocks border,
That temple of thye noble order,
The garter of a lovely dame,
W<* gave y first device and name.

Piittenham, 1'arthenlades, xvi.

Knight of the noble order of Saint George,
Worthy Saint Michael, and the Golden Fleece.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 68.

A tributary prince of Devon, one
Of that great Order of the Table Round.

T''Kii</*n, Geraint.

The various members of the Cabinet wore upon the
breasts of their coats the orders to which they were en-

titled. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 92.

7f. A series or suite
;
a suit or change (as of

apparel).
I will give thee ten shekels of silver by the year, and a

suit of apparel ["an order ot garments" in marginal note].

Judges xvii. 10.

8. Regular sequence or succession
;
succession

of acts or events
;
course or method of action

or occurrence.

Though it come to my remembrance somewhat out of

order, it shall not yet come altogether out of time, for I

will nowe tell you a conceipt whiche I had before forgotten
to wryte. Gagcoiyne, Notes on Eng. Verse (ed. Arber), 16.

He departed, and went over all the country of Galatia
and Phrygia in order. Acts xviii. 23.

Stand not upon the order of your going,
But go at once. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 122.

A mixt Relation of Places and Actions, in the same or-

der of time in which they occurred ; for which end I kept
a Journal of every days Observations.

Dampier, Voyages, I., Pref.

Pageants on pageants, in long order drawn.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 318.

9. Regulated succession ; formal disposition or

array ;
methodical or harmonious arrangement ;

hence, fit or consistent collocation of parts.
Whan Merlin hadde all thinges rehereed, and Blase Itadde

hem alle writen oon after a-nother in ordre, and by his
bi ike haue we the knowinge ther-of.

Merlin (E. E. T. S-X iii. 679.

A land of darkness, as darkness itself ; and of the shadow
of death, without any order, and where the light is as dark-
ness. Job x. 22.

1 hear their drums ; let 's set our men in order,
And issue forth and bid them battle straight.

Skalr., 3 Hen. VI., i. 2. 70.

And now, unveil'd, the toilet stands display'd,
Each silver vase in mystic order laid.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 122.

For the world was built in order,
And the atoms march in tune.

Kmerton, Monadnoc.
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10. In rln-t., tlie placing of words and members
in a sentence in such a manner as to cont ri but e

to force and beauty of expression, or lo Ilic

dear i I lust ml ion ot the subject. 11. In rhixsi-

rnl iiri-li.,n column entire (including l>a.-r, shaft,

and capital), with a lUperilMMlinbenl entabla-

ture, viewed as forming an architect ural whole
or the characteristic element of a style. There
are five orders Doric, Ionic, < 'ori nth ian, Tuscan, and Cum-
]Kisite. (See these adjectives | Kiel} 1 1 1 .1 e r consists of

two essential parts, a column and an entablature ; the col-

umn is normally divided into three parts base, (haft, and

Doric Order. Temple of Castor and Pollux (so callcd),Girgcitti, Sicily.

a, entablature, consisting of cornice, frieze, and architrave ; A, col-

umn, consisting of capital and shaft ; c, epistyle, which in the Doric
order performs the function of a base.

capital ; the entablature into three parts also architrave,

frieze, and cornice. The character of an order Is dis-

Slayed
not only In its column, but in its general form and

etails, of which the column is, as it were, the regulator.
The Tuscan and Composite are Roman orders, the other
three are properly Greek, the Roman renderings of them
being so different from the originals as to constitute in

fact distinct orders. The Corinthian, though of purely
Greek origin, did not come Into extensive use before Ro-
man authority was established throughout Greek lands.

The temple on the side of the river seems to be of the

greatest antiquity, and was probably built before the or-

ders were invented.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 135.

12. Inmath.: (a) In geometry, the degree of a

geometrical form considered as a locus of points,
or as determined by the degree of a locus of

points. Newton introduced the term order as applied to

plane curves. Cayley defines the order of a relation in

Hi-dimensional space as follows : add to the conditions as

many arbitrary linear conditions as are necessary to make
the multiplicity of the relation equal to m; then the
number of points satisfying these conditions Is the order
of the relation. Thus, the order of a plane curve is the

number of points (real and imaginary) in which this curve
is cut by an arbitrary right line. The order of a non-plane
curve is the number of points in which the curve is cut by
a plane. The order of a surface is the number of points
in which the surface is cut by a right line. The order of
a congruence is the number of points in which the con-

gruence-lines lying In an arbitrary plane are cut by an ar-

bitrary plane. The order of a complex is the number of

points In which the curve enveloping the lines of the

complex lying in an arbitrary plane is cut by an arbitrary

plane, (ft) In analysis, the numberof elementary
operations contained in a cemplex operation ;

also, that character of a quantity which corre-

sponds to the degree of its algebraic expres-
sion. See the phrases below, and also equation,

13. Established rule, administration, system,
or regime.

The same I am, ere ancient'st order was,
Or what is now received. Shale., W. T., iv. 1. 10.

The old order changeth, yielding place to new.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

14. Prescribed law; regulation; rule; ordi-

nance.
The church hath authority to establish that for an order

at one time which at another time it may abolish, and in

both doth do well Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

But that great command o'ersways the order,
She should in ground unsanctined have lodged
Till the last trumpet Shall., Hamlet, v. 1. 261.

15. Authority; warrant.
Let her have needful, but not lavish, means ;

Th ere shall be order for 't Shale., M. for M., 11. 2. 25.

We gave them no order to make any composition to

separate you and us in this.

Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 282.

16. Regular or customary mode of procedure ;

established usage; conformity to established

order

rule or method of procedure; specifically. pre-
scribed or customary moilc of proceeding in

debater or di.sciissions. or in the conduct of

deliberative or legislative bodies, public meet

ilia's, etc., or conformity with tlie same : a>, tlie

nrili f ( business; to rise to a point of iinli /
,

the motion is not in unlt-r.

The moderator, when either of the disputants breaks the

rules, may Interpose to keep them to order. II ""

17. A proper state or condition; a normal,

healthy, or efficient state.

He has come to court this may,
A' mounted In good order.

Katharine Janfarie (Child's Ballads, IV. 80).

Any of the forcmcntioncd faculties if wanting, or out of

order, produce suitable effects in men's understandings.
/.</.., Human I ndci standing, II. xl. | 12.

He lost the sense that handles dally life,

That keeps us all in order.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mall.

18. Ecclcx., iii liturgies, a stated form of di-

vine service, or administration of a rite or cere-

mony, prescribed by ecclesiastical authority:
as, the order of confirmation

; also, the service

so prescribed. 19. Conformity to law or es-

tablished authority or usage; tlie desirable

condition consequent upon such conformity;
absence of revolt, turbulence, or confusion

;

public tranquillity : as, it is the duty of the gov-
ernment to uphold law and order.

All things invite

To peaceful counsels, and the settled state

Of order. Hilton, V. L., li. 280.

Without tirder there is no living In public society, be-

cause the want thereof is the mother of confusion.

Honker, Eccles. Polity, Till. 2.

What Hume (e. g.) means by Justice is rather what I

have called Order, . . . the observance of the actual sys-
tem of rules, whether strictly legal or customary, which
bind together the different members of any society Into an

organic whole. //. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 411.

Tis hard to settle order once again.
Trnnymn, Lotus-Eaters, ('boric Song.

20f. Suitable action in view of some particular
result or end; care; preparation; measures;
steps: generally used in the obsolete phrase to

take order.

As for the money that he had promised unto the king,
he took no good order for It. 2 Mac. iv. 27.

I am content. Provide me soldiers, lords,
Whiles I take order for mine own affairs.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill 1. 320.

He quickly tttolce such order with such Lawyers that he

layd them by the heeles till he sent some of them prisoners
for England. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 163.

Then were they remanded to the Cage again, until fur-

ther order should be taken with them.
ttunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 157.

21. Authoritative direction
; injunction; man-

date; command, whether oral or written; in-

struction: as, to receive orders to march; to

disobey orders.

As I have given order to the churches of Galatia, even
so do ye. 1 Cor. xvl. 1.

Give order that these bodies

High on a stage be placed to the view.

Shot., Hamlet, v. 2. 388.

The magistrates of I'Umouth . . . referred themselves
to an order of the commissioners, wherein liberty is given
to the Massachusetts

| colony |
to take course with Gorton

and the lands they had possessed.
Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 252.

Proud his mistress' orders to perform.
Pope, Dunciad, ill. 263.

On the 27th April, 1526, arrived four messengers from
court, with orders for Don Roderlgo to return, and also to

bring Don Hector along with him.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, III. 180.

Specifically (a) In /aid, a direction of a court or judge,
made or entered in writing, and not included in a judg-
ment, A judgment is the formal determination of a trial ;

an order is usually the formal determination of a motion.

Orders are promulgated by the courts of law and equity,
not only for the proper regulation of their proceedings,
but also to enforce obedience to justice, and compel that
which is right to be performed. wharton.

(b) A written direction to pay money or deliver property :

as, an order on a banker for twenty pounds ; pay to A. B.
or order; an order to a jeweler to return a necklace to

bearer.

An order is a written direction from one who either has
In fact, or in the writing professes to have, control over a
fund or thing to another who either purports in the writ-

ing to be under obligation to obey, or who is in fact under
such obligation, commanding some appropriation thereof.

(c) A direction to make, provide, or furnish anything ; a
commission to make purchases, supply goods, etc. : as, to

give an agent an order for groceries ; an order for canal
stock ; the work was done to order.

The fact is, that he seldom worked to order. Sale in

the cloth-halls was the rule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. clxx.

Mr. W. . . . was entrusted with the execution of large
orders, especially in gold and Government bonds.

tt. Clev, Twenty-eight Years in Wall Street, p. 427.



order

(d) A free pass for admission to a theater or other place
of entertainment.

In those days were pit orders beshrew the uncomfort-
able manager who abolished them ! Lamb, My t irst Hay.

Apostolic orders, fee def. 3 (6). Attic order. See a<-

ficy. By ordert, consequently. Minsheu, 1017. Cary-
atic order. See cari/atw. Charging order. Seecharge.

Circle 01 higher order, see circle. Clerk in orders.
Seecfrrit. Close order, in mint, tactics, the space of about
one half-pace between ranks ; in the V nited states service,
on roug.i ground and when marching in double time, it is

increased to 32 inches. Fan-out. Common order, order
Of course, in law, those ordinary directions of the court
which by long practice have come to be matters of right
in proper cases. They may be entered by the party or his

attorney without actual application to the court and with-
out notice to his adversary. Contact of the Mth or-
der. See contact. Four orders, the four orders of men-
dicant friars the Dominicans or Black Friars, the Fran-
ciscan or Gray Friars, the Carmelites or White Friars, and
the Augustinian or Austin Friars.

In alle the ordresfmtre is noon that can
So moche of daliaunce and fair langage.

Chaucer, Cien. Prol. to 0. T., 1. 210.

Full orders. See to be in full order*. General order.
(a) An order relating to the whole military or naval ser-

vice or to the whole command, in distinction to special or-

ders, relating only to individuals or to a part of the com-
mand, (b) An order given by a customs collector for the

storage of foreign merchandise which has not been de-

livered to the consignees within a certain time after its

arrival in port. [V. S.] GuelflC order. See QuMc.
Heavy marching order. See heamji. Holy orders.
(a) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., same as mayor orders. See def. 3,

(6) In other churches, the Christian ministry, especially of

the Anglican churches. In order that, to the end that.

In order to, as a means or preparation for ; with a view to ;

for the purpose of : followed by an infinitive or a noun as

object : as, in order to economize space ; in order to succeed,
one must be diligent. Inverse order of alienation.
See inverse. Knights of the Order of St. Crispin. See

knight. Letter of orders, a certificate given under the
hand and seal of the ordaining bishop, testifying that a
certain person has been rightly and canonically ordained.

Light marching order, see liuht-. Major orders.
Seedef. 3 (6). Male order. See mofei. Mendicant
orders. See mendicant. Military Order of Savoy, an
order founded by King Victor Emmanuel I. of Sardinia,
in 1815, adopted by the kingdom of Italy, and still in ex-

istence. The badge is a cross of gold in red enamel, void-

ed, and surmounted by a royal crown. The ribbon is blue:

Minor ordars. See def. 3 (6). Open order, in mlit.

tactile, an interval of about three yards between ranks.
Order for Merit. See merit. Order in Council, in

Eng. hist.., an order by the sovereign with the advice of
the Privy Council. The most noted were those of 1807,
in retaliation for Napoleon's Berlin decree

; they declared
all vessels trading with France or countries under French
influence liable to seizure. These orders bore severely
against the commerce of the United States, as all goods
from that country destined for the continent had to be
landed in England, to pay duty, and to be exported un-
der British regulations. Order of a complex. See def.

12. Order Of a condition, the number of simple con-
ditions to which it is equivalent ;

the number by which
the condition reduces the constant expressing the mul-
tiplicity of the figures satisfying the antecedent con-
ditions. Order of a determinant, the square root of
the number of constituents in it. Order of a differ-
ential or of a differential coefficient, the number of
differentiations required to produce it. Order Of a
differential equation, the order of the highest dif-

ferential coefficient it contains. Order of a function.
See function. Order Of Alcantara, a Spanish military
order said to be a revival of a very ancient order of St.

Julian, and to have received its name from the city of Al-

cantara, given by Alfonso IX. of Castile in 1213 to the
Knights of Calatrava, and transferred by the latter. Or-
der of Alexander Nevski, a Russian order founded in
1722 by Peter the Great, but first conferred by the em-
press Catherine I. in 1725. The ordinary badge is a cross

patte, the center being a circle of white enamel, showing
St. Alexander on horseback, the arms of red enamel,
with a double-headed eagle between every two arms, and
the whole surmounted by an imperial crown. This is

worn hanging to a broad red ribbon en sautoire. Order
of an algebraic curve. See curve and def. 12. Order
of an algebraic equation or ouantlc, its degree.
Order of an equation of finite differences, the order
of the highest difference or enlargement it contains. Or-
der of an infinite or infinitesimal, the number of times
it is requisite to multiply into itself aa infinite or infinites-
imal of the first order, in order to obtain such infinite or
infinitesimal. Order of approximation, the number of
times the operation of approximation has been performed
in order to obtain a given solution. Order of a sub-
stitution. See substitution. Order of a surface. See
def. 12. Order of a transformation. See transfor-
mation. orfar Of battle, the arrangement and dispo-
sition of the different parts of an army or fleet, according
to the circumstances, for the purpose of engaging an ene-
my, by giving or receiving an attack, or in order to be re-

viewed, etc.-Order of Calatrava, a Spanish military
order founded in the middle of the twelfth century, and
taking its name from the fortress of Calatrava, which had
been captured from the Moors in 1147, and was confided
to the new order. It is still in existence. The badge
is a cross fleury enameled red, attached to a red ribbon.
Order of Caarles III., a Spanish order founded by Charles
III. in 1771. Order of Charles XIII., a Swedish order
founded by the sovereign of that name in 1811, for Free-
masons of the higher degrees. Order Of Christ, a Por-
tuguese order founded by King Dionysius and confirmed
about 1318. It contains three degrees, of which the high-
est is limited to six persons. The present badge is a cross
of eight points encircled by an oak wreath, and having be-
tween the arms four ovals in black enamel, each bearing
five golden billets, symbolical of the five wounds of Christ
The ribbon is dark-red.- Order of Civil Merit, the name
of several orders, the most prominent of which is that of
Prussia. See Orderfor Merit, under merit.- Order ofcon-
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tact Of two plane curves, one less than the order of

the infinitesimal which measures the distance of the
curves at a distance from the point of contact measured

by an infinitesimal of the first order, or the limit toward
which the logarithm of the distance between the two
curves divided by the logarithm of the distance from
the point 01 contact at which that distance is measured

approximates as the latter distance approximates toward
zero. Order of Fidelity, Generosity, Glory. See

fidelity, etc. Order of Isabella the Catholic, known
as the Royal American Order, and instituted in 1815 to
reward loyalty among the American colonists and de-

pendents of Spain. The order still exists. '1 he badge
is a cross patte indented, the center filled with a medal-

lion, the arms enamele.l red, and with gold rays between
the arms. Order or Jesus. See Jesus. Order of Leo-
pold, an Austrian order founded by Francis I., Emperor of

Austria, in memory of the emperor Leopold II. It dates
from 1808, and is still in existence. Order of Louisa,
a Prussian order founded by Frederick William III. in

1814,for women only. Order OfMaria Louisa,:' Spanish
order for women founded in 1792, and still in existence.

Order of Maria Taeresa, an Austrian order founded by
the empress of that name in 1767, but modified by the

emperor Joseph II. Order of Maximilian, an order
for encouragement of art and science, founded in 1855 by
Maximilian II. of Bavaria. Order of Medjiaie. See

Sledjidie. Order Of Military Merit, (a) An order in-

stituted in 1759 by Louis XV. of France for Protestant offi-

cers, as the Order of St. Louis was limited to Catholics. Its

organization was similar to that of the latter order. ID i . I

it was reorganized for officers of the army and navy. It has
not been conferred since 1830. The badge is somewhat
similar to that of St. Louis, and the ribbon is of the same
color. (6) See merit, (c) An order founded by the duke
Charles Eugene of Wurtemberg in 1759. Order Of mul-
tiplicity of a right line, see multiplicity. order
Of nature, (a) That order in which the general comes
before the particulars. (6) That order in which the cause
comes before the effect. Order of Our Lady of Mon-
tesa,, a Spanish order founded in the fourteenth century
by the King of Aragon, afterward attached to the crown of

Spain. Order of Our Lady of Mount Carniel. an or-
der founded by Henry IV. of France on the occasion of
his embracing Catholicism, and in a measure replacing
the Order of St. Lazarus. Order of sailing, the forma-
tion of a fleet ordered by the commander-in-chief. Or-
der Of St. Andrew, a Russian order founded by Peter the
Great in 1698. The badge is the double eagle of Russia,
in black enamel, upon the breast of which is the crucifix
of St. Andrew, with saltire-shaped cross, the whole sur-
mounted by an imperial crown. The ribbon is blue ; but
on state occasions this badge is worn pendent to a collar

composed of similar crowned eagles, of ovals bearing sal-

tires, and of shields with flags and crowns. Order of St.
Andrew in Scotland. See Order of the Thistle, under
thistle. Order Of St. Benedict Of Aviz, a Portuguese
order said to date from the twelfth century. The badge
is a cross fleury of green enamel, having a gold fleur-de-lis
in the angle between every two arms of the cross, and
hangs from a green ribbon worn around the neck. Order
Of St. Gall. Same as Order of the Bear. Order Of St.

George, (a) A Bavarian order founded or, as is asserted,
restored by the elector Charles Albert in 1729. It is still

in existence, and is divided into three classes, (b) A Rus-
sian order founded in 176!) by the empress Catherine II.

See def. 6 (6)(3). Order of St.James of the Sword (also
called St. Jamtt of Compostetta), a Spanish order of great
antiquity, asserted to have been approved by the Pope in

1175, and still existing. In the middle ages this order had
great military power, and administered a large income.
The badge is a cross in red enamel, affecting the form of a
sword, and bearing a scallop-shell at the junction of the
arms. The ribbon is red. Order Of St. Lazarus, an or-
der which had its origin in the Holy Land, and was af-

terward transplanted into France, where it retained inde-

pendent existence until, under Henry IV., it was in a mea-
sure replaced by the Order of Our Lady of Mount CarmeL
It disappeared during the Revolution. Order Of St.
Louis, a French order founded by Louis XIV. in 16f8
for military service, and confirmed by Louis XV. in 1719.
After the restoration of the Bourbons in 1814 this order
was reinstated. No knights have been created since 1830.
The badge is a cross of eight points, having in the central
medallion a figure of Louis XIV., robed and crowned, and
hoi ling in his hands wreaths of honor; there isagold fleur-
de-lis between every two arms. The ribbon is flame-col-
ored. Order of St. Michael, a French order instituted

by Louis XI. in 146H, and modified by Henry III. and Louis
XIV. Since 1830 it has not been conferred. The badge is
a cross of eight points with fleurs-de-lis between the arms,
and in the central medallion a figure of the archangel Mi-
chael trampling on the
dragon. The ribbon
is black. Order of
St. Michael and St.

George, a British or-

der instituted in 181K,

originally for natives
of the Ionian and Mal-
tese islands and for
other British subjects
in the Mediterranean.
It has since been
greatly extended.
Order of St. Patrick,
an order of knighthood
instituted by George
III. of England in

1783. It consists of
the sovereign, the
lord lieutenant of Ire-

land, and twenty-two
knights. Order of
Sts. Cosmo and Da-
mian, a religious or-

der in Palestine in the
Intenla , the Oriltr of St . Michael and

middle ages, especial- st. George,
ly charged with the
care of pilgrims. Order Of St. Stanislaus, a Polish order
dating from 1765, and adopted by the czars of Russia. Or-
der of the Annunciation. See annunciation. Order of
the Bear. See bear?. Order of the Black Eagle. See

order

eagle, Order of the Burgundian Cross. See Burgun-
dian. Order ofthe Chrysanthemum, an order found-
ed by the Mikado of Japan in 1870. Order of the Con-
ception, see conception. Order of the Cordon Jaune,
a French order for 1'rotestant and Roman Catholic knights,
founded in the sixteenth century by the Duke of Nevers,
for the protection of widows and orphans. It is now ex-

tinctOrder of the Crescent, see crescent.- Order
of the Crown. See crown. Order of the day. (a) In
a legislative body, a matter for consideration assigned to

a particular day. Such an order is privileged, and takes

precedence of all questions except a motion to adjourn
and a question of privilege. Several subjects are often

assigned for the same day, and hence are called orders of
the day. Cushiwj. (b) The prevailing rule or custom.

The shooter has generally time for a fair aim and, in-

deed, wild-fowl shooting can hardly be termed snap-shoot-
ing and long shots are undoubtedly the order of the day.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 427.

Order of the difference or enlargement of a func-
tion, the number of operations of differencing or enlarg-
ing required toproduceit. Order ofthe Fan. See/on.
Order of the Fish. See fish

i . Order of the Garter.
See garter. Order of the Golden Fleece. See fleece.
Order of the Griffin. See griffin. Order of the Holy
Ghost. See ghost. Order of the Hospitalers of St.
John of Jerusalem. See hospitaler. Order of the n-
luminatl. See llhmrinnti. Order of the Indian Em-
pire. See Indian. Order of the Iron Cross. See iron.

Order of the Iron Crown. See iron. Order of the
Knights of Malta. Same as Order of the Hospitalers of
St. John of Jerusalem (which see, under httspitaler). Or-
der of the Knot. See j-wrfi. order of the Legion of
Honor. See legion. Order of the Lion. See (ton. Or-
derof the Palm. See palm. Order of the Red Eagle.
See eagle. Order Of the Saint Esprit. See Order of the

Holy Ghost, under ghott. Order of the Thistle. See
thisO/;.- Order of the White Eagle, Elephant, Falcon.
See earjle, etc. Order Of the Yellow String, see Order
of the Cordon Jaune. Order of Vigilance. Same as Or-
der of the White Falcon. Out Of order, (a) In confusion
or disorder: as, the room is out of order. (&) Not in an ef-

ficient condition': as, the watch is mil of order, (c) In a

meeting or legislative assembly, not in accordance with

recognized or established rules: as, the motion is MI! 01

order, (d) Sick ; unwell ; indisposed.

When any one in Sir Roger's company complains he ia

out of order, he immediately calls for some posset-drink
for him. Steele, Spectator, No. 100.

I have been lately much out of order, and confined at

home, but now I go abroad again. Gray, Letters, I. 323.

Question of order, in a legislative body, a question re-

lating to a violation of the rules or a breach of order in a

particular proceeding. It must be decided by the chair
without debate. Cushwj. Sailing orders (naMt.\ the
final instructions given to government vessels. Special
orders, in law, those orders which are made only in view
of the peculiar circumstances of the case, and require no-
tice to the adversary and a hearing by the court. Stand-
ing orders, in Parliament, certain general rules and in-

structions laid down for its own guidance, which are
to be invariably followed unless suspended by a vote to
meet some urgent case. [Eng.] Teutonic Order. See
Teutonic. The Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
See Odd-Fellmv. The Order of the Martyrs, Same as
Order of Sts. Cosmo and Damian. Third order, in the
Rom. Cath. Ch., an order among the Dominicans. Carmel-
ites, etc , composed of secular associates conforming to a
certain extent to the general design of the order. The
members of such orders are called tertiaries.-^ To be in
full orders, to have been ordained both as a deacon and as
a priest; to be in priest's orders. To be in (holy) orders,
to be a member of an episcopally ordained Christian min-
istry. To call a meeting to order, to open a meeting,
or call upon it to proceed to orderly business : said of the

presiding officer. (IT. s.] To call a speaker to order,
to inteiTUpt him on the ground that he transgresses es-

tablished rules of debate. See question oforder. To take
ordert. see def. 20. To take orders, to enter the Chris-
tian ministry through ordination ; specifically, so to enter
an episcopally ordained ministry. -Syn. 21 (a}. Verdict,

Report, etc. See decision.

order (or'der), v. t. [< ME. ordren, < OF. odrer;
cf. MLG. orderen= G. be-ordern = Sw. be-ordra
= Dan. be-ordre, order, direct, also D. ordenen =
MLG. ordenen, orden = OHG. ordinon, ordenon,
MHG. ordenen, G. ordnen, an-ordnen = Sw. ordna
= Dan. ordne, order, arrange, also Sw.fvr-ordna,
Dan. for-ordne, order, etc.; < L. ordinare, ar-

range, order, command, < ordo (ordin-), order:
see order, n. Cf. ordain, ordinate, from the
same L. verb.] 1. To put in a row or rank;
place in rank or position ; range.

Warriours old with order'd spear and shield.

MUton, P. L., i. 566.

Here all things in their place remain,
As all were order'd ages since.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, Sleeping Palace.

2. To place in the position or office of clergy-
man; confer clerical rank and authority upon;
ordain.

Whosoever are consecrated or ordered according to the
Rites of that P.ook, since the second year of 1 he forenamed
King Edward unto this time, or hereafter shall be conse-
crated or ordered according to the same Rites ; we decree
all such to be lightly, orderly, and lawfully consecrated
and ordered.
Book ofCommon Prayer(Eng.), Articles of Religion, xxxvi.

3. To arrange methodically; dispose formally
or fittingly; marshal; array; arrange suitably
or harmoniously.

He did bestow
Both guestes and meate, when ever in they came,
And knew them how to order without blame,
As him the Steward badd. Sjienser, F. Q., II. ix. 28.
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He shall order the lumps upon the pure candlestick be

fore the I-ord continually. Lev. xxiv. I

The rhymes are dazzled from their place,
And order'd words asunder fly.

Tennymn, Day- Dream, Prol.

4. To dispose; adjust; regulate; direct; man-

age; govern; ordain; establish.

No force for that, for it Is order'd so,

That I may leap both hedge anil dyko full well.

Wyatt, I'lie Courtier's Life, To John Polns.

They [l!toplans| ilutlnc virtue to he life ordered accord,

ing to nature, anil that we lie hereunto cu'diiini-d of tiod.

Sir T. Mure, rtiipin (tr. by Robinson^ II. 7.

Order my steps in thy word, and let not any iniquity
luve doniiiiion over me. Ps. cxix. 1.1:1.

If I know how or which way to order these affairs

Thus thrust disorderly Into my hand*.
Never believe mo. Skat., Rich. II., ii. 2. Mi.

-he will order all things duly,
When beneath his roof they come.

Tennyson, Lord of Burlclgh.

5. To instruct authoritatively or imperatively ;

give an order or command to; command : hid :

as, the general ordered the troops to advance ;

to order a person out of the house.

Good uncle, help to order several powers
To Oxford, or where'er these traitors are.

Shall., Rich. II., v. 3. 140.

The I*resident of Panama had strictly ordered that none
should adventure to any of the Islands for Plantains.

Darnpier, Voyages, I. 2(Hi.

6. To command to be made, done, issued, etc.;

give a commission for ; require to be supplied
or furnished: as, to order goods through, an

agent.
That pair of checked trousers ... he did me the favour

of nrtleriu'i from my own tailor.

Thackeray, Mrs. Perkins's Ball, i.

Another new issue of 100 millions United States notes
was ordered on motion of Mr. Stevens.

H. Clem, Twenty-eight Years in Wall Street, p. 83.

To order about, to send to and fro on tasks or errands ;

assume authority over ;
dictate to; domineer over. To

order arms. In military drill, to bring the butt of a fire-

arm to the ground, the weapon being held vertically against
the right side. To order UP, In euchre, to direct the
dealer to take the turned-tip card Into his hand in place of

any card he then holds. =Syn. 3. To adjust, methodize,
systematize. 4. To carry on. 5. To bid, require, Instruct

orderable (6r'der-a-bl), a. [< order + -able.'}

Capable of being ordered; biddable; obedient;
docile.

The king's averseuess to physick, and impatience under
it, ... was quickly removed above expectation ; the king
(contrary to his custome) being very arderable in all his

sicknesse. Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. vii. 22. (Duties.)

order-book (6r'der-buk), . A book in which
orders are entered. Specifically (a) A book in which
the orders of customers are entered, as for the making or

supplying of articles. (t>) A book in the Hritish House of

Commons in which members are required to enter mo-
tions before submitting them to the House, (c) A book

kept on a man-of-war for recording occasional orders of the
senior officer, (d) A book kept at all military headquar-
ters, in which orders are written for the information of

officers and men. Each company also keeps one. Wilhelm.

order-class (6r'der-klas), n. The number of

lines of a congruence which are cut by two

arbitrary lines.

orderer (dr'der-er), . 1. One who arranges,

disposes, or regulates ;
one who keeps in order,

or restores to order.

Yon have . . . chosen me to be the judge of the late

evils happened, nrdererot the present disorders, and final-

ly protector of this country. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

But it is no harm for Him, who is by right, and in the

greatest propriety, the Supreme Orderer of all things, to

order everything in such a manner as it would be a point
of wisdom in Him to chuse that they should be ordered.

Edward*, On the Freedom of the Will, iv. 9.

2. One who gives orders; one who orders or

commands ; a commander, ruler, or governor,
ordering (6r'd6r-ing), . [Verbal n. of order,

c.] 1. Disposition; distribution.

These were the ordering of them in their service to come
into the house of the Lord, according to their manner, un-
der Aaron their father, as the Lord God of Israel had com-
manded him. 1 Chron. ixiv. 19.

2. In the Anglican Ch., ordination; the act of

ordaining or conferring orders: as, the order-

inn of deacons; the ordering of priests.
The Book of Consecration of Archbishops and Bishops,

and Ordering of Priests and Deacons, lately set forth in

the time of Edward the Sixth, and confirmed at the same
time by authority of Parliament, doth contain all things

necessary to such Consecration and Ordering; neither hath
It anything that of itself is superstitious and ungodly.
Book of Common Prayer (Eng.), Articles of Religion, xxxvi.

3. Arrangement; adjustment; settlement.

We need no more of your advice ; the matter,
The loss, the gain, the ordering on 't. is all

Properly ours. Shale., W. T., II. 1. 168.

Secondly, a due ordering of our words, that are to pro-
ceed from, and to express our thoughts ; which is done by
pertinence and brevity of expression.

South, Sermons, II. HL
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4. Government; management: administration.

As the sun when It arixeth In the hij-h li>-;iven; BO Is the

beauty of a good wife in the ordering uf her house.
Ecclus. xxvi. 16.

orderless (6r'der-les), a. [< order + -/<;**.]

Without rule, regularity, or method ; disorderly.
All form Is formless, order orderleK,
Save what is opposite to England's love.

Shale., K. John, in

This order with her sorrow she accords,
Which arderlejt* all form of order brake ;

So then began her words, and thus she spake.
Daniel, Civil Wars, II. 81.

orderliness (or'der-li-nes), n. Orderly state or

condition; regularity; order.

Thanks to the orderlinem of things, dangers have their

premonitions. J. Ward, lincyc. Brit., XX. 78.

orderly (or'der-H). a. and . [= D. ordelijl; =
MlAi. ordclil; = MIX;. imlmlich, G. ordt-ntlicli

= S\v. Dan. ordentlig; as order 4- -fy
1
.] I. (i.

1. Conformed or conforming to good order or

arrangement; characterized by method or reg-

ularity, or by conformity to established order;

regular; methodical; harmonious.

Thechtldren orderly, and mothers pale
For fright,

Long ranged on a rowe stode round about.

Surrey, . Km-iil. ii.

As when the total kind
Of birds, In orderly array on wing,
Came summon 'd over Eden to receive
Their names of thee. Hilton, P. L., vi. 74.

Her thick brown hair was smoothly taken off her broad

forehead, and put In a very orderli/ fashion under her linen

cap. Mr*. Gatfrell, Sylvia's Lovers, lii.

This orderly succession of tints, gently blending into

one another, Is one of the greatest sources of beauty that

we are acquainted with.
0. JT. Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 27s.

2f. In accordance with established regulations :

duly authorized.

As for the orders established, sith the law of nature, of

God, and man do all favour that which is in being till or-

derly judgement of decision be given against It, it is but

justice to exact obedience of you. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

3. Observant of rule or discipline ;
not unruly ;

without uproar; deliberate; peaceful or proper
in behavior.
He would not swear ; . . . and gave such orderly and

well-behaved reproof to all uncomeliness that I would
have sworn his disposition would have gone to the truth
of his words. Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1. 60.

And now what cure, what other remedy,
Can to our desp'rate wounds be ministred?

Men are not good but for necessity ;

Nor orderly are ever born, but bred.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vii. 3.

Perkin, . . . considering the delay of time, and obseru-

Ing their orderly and not tumultuary arming, doubted the
worst. Bamn, Hist Hen. VII., p. 141.

4. Milit., of or pertaining to orders, or to the
communication or execution of orders ;

on duty :

as, orderly drummer; orderly room Orderly
book (tnilit.). a book kept in each troop or company in a

regiment for the insertion of general or regimental orders.

Orderly Officer, the officer of the day that is, the of-

ficer of a corps or regiment whose turn it is to superintend
matters of cleanliness, food, etc.

; especially, the officer of

the day on duty at the headquarters of an army in the Held.

Orderly room, a room in barracks used as the office of

a company. Wilhelm. Orderly sergeant, in the United
States army and marine corps, the senior sergeant of every
company or guard of marines. Syn. 1. Orderly implies
more love of order than either methodical or systematic.
3. Peaceable, quiet, well-behaved.

II. n.', pi. orderlies (-liz). 1. A private sol-

dier or a non-commissioned officer who attends
on a superior officer to carry orders or messages.

2. An attendant in a ward of a hospital whose
duty it is to keep order among the patients, see
to their wants, preserve cleanliness, etc. 3.

One who keeps things in order generally and
preserves neatness. See the quotation. [Eng.]
But sweeping and removing dirt Is not the only occupa-

tion of the street-order*.)/. ... He is also the watchman
of house-property and shop-goods; the guardian of reti-

cules, pocket-books, purses, and watch-pockets ; the expe-
rienced observer and detector of pick-pockets ; the ever

ready, though unpaid, auxiliary to the police constable.
Ma Hi,- a'. London Labour and London Poor, II. 260.

orderly (6r'der-li), adc. [= D. ordelyk= OHG.
ordertltcho, MHO. ordenliche, G. ordentlich =
Da,n. ordentlig; fromtheadj.] According to due
order; regularly; duly; properly; decorously.
They went all In couples very orderly.

Coryot, Crudities, I. 104.

Thou thyself also walkest orderly, and keenest the law.
Acts xii. 24.

You are too blunt ; go to it orderly.
5fto*.,T. of the 8., II. 1. 45.

Hee apprehends a iest by seeing men smile, and laughes
orderly himselfe when it conies to his tnrne.

Bp. Karle, Micro-cosmographie, A Meere Formall Man.

ordinabilityt (6r*di-na-bil'j-ti), n. [< ML.
orilinabiUta(t-)s, ordination, < ordinabilis, ordi-

ordlnance

nable: see <>rdi>iahl<-.] Tlic ipnility of being
orilinabli', or rapable of being ordained or ap-
lioinli'd. /(//. Hull, \Vnrks. I. :tt>7.

ordinablet (or'di-na-bl), a. [< Mil. ordiuable,
< UK. ordinable, < ML. ordinnhilis, < L. ni'ilimn-i

,

ordain, order: soe nrilnin, urdi-r, c.] 1. Capa-
ble of being ranked or estimated: propor-
tional; relative.

And euery thing, though It be good, It Is not of hymself
good, but it to good by that it Is urdiiuiU? to the greate
goodnesse. Testament of Locet 11.

2. Capable of being adjusted, fitted, prepared,
ordained, or appointed. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of

Mankind, p. 5.

ordinaire (6r-di-nar'), . [F.: an abbreviation
for tin in-ill iniirt', ordinary (table) wine: see

o/'iliimi-i/.] Wine, usually of a low grade, such
as is customarily served at an ordinary. See

ordinary, n., 6.

ordinal (or'di-nal), . and H. [< ME. ordin-iii.

< OF. (and F.) ordinal =Sp. Pg. ordinal = It.

ordiimli, < l.lj. ordiiiiilix, of order, denoting or-

der (as a numeral), < L. ordo (ordin-), order:
see order, .] I. a. 1. Noting position in an
order or series: an epithet designating one of

that class of numerals which describe an ob-

ject as occupying a certain place in a series of

similar objects; first, second, third, etc., are

ordinal numbers. 2. In nut. liixt., pertaining
to, characteristic of, or designating an order,

as of animals, or a family of plants: as, ordinal

terms; a group of ordinal value; ordinal dis-

tinctions ;
ordinal rank.

There is not known to be a single ordinal form of insect

extinct. Huxley, Origin of Species, p. 49.

II. H. 1. A numeral which designates the

place or position of an object in some particu-
lar series, as first, second, third, etc. 2. A body
of regulations, (a) Any book registering or regulating
order, succession, or usage.

He hath after his ordinall

Assigned one in special!.
Cower, Conf. Amant, vii.

i/o A book containing the orders and constitutions of a

religious house or a college. /.'. Philliits, 1706.

As prouost pryncypall
To teaeh them theyr ordynaU.

Skelton, Poems, Phyllyp Sparowe, 1. 555.

(c) In England before the Reformation, a book directing
in what manner the services for the canonical hours should
be said throughout the year ; a directory of t he daily office :

also known as the ordinale. pica, or pie. It contained a

calendar, and gave the vaiiations in the choir offices ac-

cording to the day or season.

The Ordinal was a directory, or perpetual calendar, so
drawn up that it told how each day s service, the year
through, might easily be found.

Kock, ( hurch of our Fathers, III. It, 21S.

(<f) In the Anylican Ch. since the Reformation, a book
containing the forms for making, ordaining, and conse-

crating bishops, priests, and deacons ; a collection of of-

ficers prescribing the form and manner of conferring holy
orders. The ordinal was first published in Ei>glih in

1550, and was slightly changed in 1552 and 16K2. Although
technically a separate book, it has always since 1552 been
bound with the Prayer-book.
ordinale (6r-di-na'le), n.; pi. ordinalia (-li-a).

[ML., neut. of ordinalis: see ordinal.] Same
as ordinal, 2 (c).

ordinalism (or'di-nal-izm), . [< ordinal +
-!'!.] The quality of being ordinal. Latham.
ordinance (or'di-nans), . [< ME. ordinaunce,
ordenannce, < OF. ordinance, ordenance, ordo-

nance, ordonnance, F. ordonnance = Pr. ordc-

nansa, ordonnansa = Sp. ordenan;a = Pg. ordc-

naiiqa = It. ordinansa, < ML. ordinaniia, an or-

der, decree, < L. ordinan(t-)n, ordering, ordain-

ing: see ordiiiant. Cf. ordnance, ordonnance.']
If. Ordering; disposition; arrangement.

And marching thrise In warlike ordinance,
Thrfse lowted lowly to the noble mayd.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iii. 5.

The Ordinance and Design of most of the Royal and great
Gardens in and about Paris are of his |M. le Nostre's] In-
vention. Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 26.

2f. Orderly disposition ; proper arrangement;
regular order; due proportion.

I have no womnien sufflsant certayn
The chambres for tarraye in ordinance
After my luat, and therfor wolde I fayn
That thyn were all swiche maner governance.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 90S.

3t. Order; rank; dignity; position.
Woollen vassals, things created

To buy and sell with groats, to show bare heads . . .

When one but of my ordinance stood up
To speak of war and peace. Shot., Cor., lii. 2. 12.

4t. Preparation; provision; array; arrange-
ment.

Wel may men knowe that so gret ordinance

May no man tellen in a litcl clause.

Chaucer. Man of Law's Tale, L 152.
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And the two brethern a-geyn their burghes and townes

made erode ordenaunce, as Merlin didehem counseile.
Merlin (E. K T.S.), i. 55.

5f. An appliance ;
an appointment; an arrange-

ment ; equipment : as, ordinance of war
; hence,

specifically, cannon
;
ordnance. See ordnance.

\Vith all her [theirj ordinance there,
Whiche thei ayene the citee cast.

Gower, Conf. Aniant., v.

In the eleventh year, in the month Bui, which is the

eighth month, was the house finished with all the appur-
tenances thereof, and with all the ordinances thereof.

1 Ki. vi. 38 (margin).

Item, amonge all wondre and straunge ordynaunce that

we sawe there, bothe for see and lande, with all maner

Artyllary and Ingynes that may be deuysyd, pryncypally
we noted .ij. peces of artyllary.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 7.

Caves and womby vaultages of France
Shall chide your trespass and return your mock
In second accent to his ordinance.

Shale., Hen. V., ii. 4. 126.

6f. Established state or condition ; regular or

established mode of action; proceeding as regu-
lated by authority.
Knowest thou the ordinances of heaven?

Job xxxviii. 33.

All these things change from their ordinance

Their natures and preformed faculties

To monstrous quality. Shak., J. C., i. 3. 66.

7. Regulation by authority ;
a command ;

an ap-

pointment; an order; that which is ordained,

ordered, or appointed ; a rule or law established

by authority; edict; decree, as of the Supreme
Being or of Fate; law or statute made by
human authority ; authoritative regulation. In
modern usage the term covers all the standing regulations

adopted by a municipal corporation ; or, in other words,
the local laws and internal regulations passed by the gov-

erning body, and calculated to have permanent or continu-

ous operation, as distinguished from resolution*, which are

orders of temporary character or intended to meet a spe-
cial occasion. Thus, an order forbidding fireworks in the

streets is an ordinance; one appropriating money for cel-

ebrating A holiday is a resolution. Abbreviated ord.

His doughter Custance was wedded to Bretayn,
With William's ordinance, vnto the erle Alayn.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 83.

He made also divers Ordinances concerning the mea-
sures of Corn, and Wine, and Cloath

;
and that no Cloath

should any where be dy'd of any other Colour than black,
but only in principal Towns and Cities.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 66.

God's ordinance
Of Death is blown in every wind.

Tennyson, To J. 8.

8. Eccles., a religious ceremony, rite, or prac-
tice established by authority: as, the ordinance
of baptism.
He reproved also the practice of private members mak-

ing speeches in the church assemblies, to the disturbance
and hindrance of the ordinances.

Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 376.

9. In arch., arrangement; system; order: said

of a part or detail as well as of an architectu-
ral whole.

The soffits or ceilings ... are of the same material as

the walls and columnar ordinances. Encyc. Brit., II. 389.

Northwest ordinance. Same as ordinance of 1787.

Ordinance of Nullification. See nullification. Ordi-
nance of parliament, a temporary act of parliament.
Ordinance Of 1784, an act of the United States Congress
under the Confederation, passed April 23d, 1784, for the

temporary government of the Northwest Territory, com-

prising tracts ceded to the United States by the several

States Ordinance Of 1787, the law of Congress under
the Confederation according to which was organized the
Northwest Territory, west of Pennsylvania, east of the

Mississippi, and north of the Ohio rivers. Its chief pro-
visions related to the government of the territory, the

rights of citizens, the formation of new States, free navi-

gation, and especially the prohibition of slavery and in-

voluntary servitude, except as punishment for crimes.

Ordinance of staples. See staple. Ordinance of the
forest, an English statute (33 and 34 Edward I.) touching
matters and causes of the forest. Ordinance of the
Saladin Tithe, an English ordinance of 1188 levying a
tax of that name. It is important as being one of the
earliest attempts to tax personal property, and because
local jurors were employed to determine the liability of

individuals. Self-denying Ordinance, in Eng. hint.,

an ordinance, passed April 3d, 1645, that members of either
house of Parliament holding military or civil office should
vacate such positions at the expiration of forty days. =
Syn. 7. Edict, Decree, etc. See (awl.

ordinance!, v. t. [< ordinance, n., 5.] To arm
with ordnance.
The people . . . conuaied him [Ulysses] in to his realme

of Ithaca in a shippe of wonderfull beautie, well ordinanced
and manned for his defence.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 2.

ordinand (or'di-nand), n. [= F. ordinand =
Sp. Pg. ordcnando = It. ordinando, < L. oriliiii/n-

di/s, gerundive of ordinare, ordain: see ordain,
oi-diiiate.'] One about to be ordained or to re-
ceive orders.

A plain alb was again the only dress prescribed to the

ordinands, and it remained unaltered to the end of the or-
dination. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvii.
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ordinant (or'di-nant), a. and n. [= F. ordimnit

= Sp. Pg. ordcnaiite = It. ordiitantc, < L. ordi-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of ordinare, ordain, order: see or-

datn, order, V.~\ I. a. Ruling; overruling; dis-

posing; directing; ordaining.
Why, even in that was Heaven ordinant.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 48.

II. n. One who ordains; a prelate who con-

fers orders.

ordinarily (6r'di-na-ri-li), ode. In an ordinary
manner, (a) According to established rules or settled

method ; in accordance with an established order.

The Author of Nature hath so ordained that the temper
of the inferior bodies should ordinarily depend vpon the

superior. Hakewill, Apology, v. 1.

(V) Commonly ; usually ;
in most cases.

Corn (Indian) was sold ordinarily at three shillings the

bushel, a good cow at seven or eight pounds, and some at

5 and other thing answerable.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 25.

Ordinary (6r'di-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. ordi-

naire = Sp. Pg. It. ordinario, < L. ordinarius,
of the usual order, usual, customary, common,
< ordo (ordin-), order: see order.} I. a. 1.

Conformed to a fixed or regulate^ sequence
or arrangement ; hence, sanctioned by law or

usage ;
established

;
settled

;
stated

; regular ;

normal; customary.
Euen then (my priests) may you make holyday,
And pray no more but ordinairie prayers.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. ArberX p. 81.

Moreover, the porters were at every gate; it was not
lawful for any to go from his ordinary service ; for their

brethren the Levites prepared for them. 1 Esd. i. 16.

Lady, may it please you to bestow upon a stranger the

ordinary grace of salutation?
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, i. 1.

2. Common in practice or use
;
usual

;
fre-

quent; habitual.

Be patient, princes ; you do know, these fits

Are with his highness very ordinary.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 115.

Their ordinary drink being water, yet once a day they
will warm their blouds with a draught of wine.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 14.

To be excited is not the ordinary state of the mind, but
the extraordinary, the now and then state.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 263.

3. Common in occurrence
;
such as may be met

with at any time or place ;
not distinguished

in any way from others; hence, often, some-
what inferior

;
of little merit

;
not distinguished

by superior excellence ; commonplace ;
mean

;

low.
Some of them hath he made high days, and hallowed

them, and some of them hath he made ordinary days.
Ecclus. xxxiii. 9.

He has two essential parts of the courtier, pride and ig-

norance ; marry, the rest come somewhat after the ordi-

nary gallant. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

You will wonder how such an ordinary fellow as Wood
could get His Majesty's broad seal. Swift.

An ordinary man would neither have incurred the dan-

ger of succouring Essex, nor the disgrace of assailing him.

Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

4. Ugly; not handsome: as, she is an ordinary
woman. Johnson. [Now only in vulgar use,
often contracted ornery.]

Well, I reckon he [a cat who had suffered from an ex-

plosion] was praps the orneriest lookin' beast you ever see.

Mark Twain, Roughing It, Ixi.

Judge ordinary. See judge. Lord ordinary, in the
Court of Session, Scotland, the judge before whom a cause

depends in the Outer House. The judge who officiates

weekly inthebill-chamberof the Court of Session is called

the lord ordinary on the bills. In Scotland the sheriff of

a county is called the judge ordinary. Imp. Diet Ordi-
nary Wblic. See biblic. Ordinary care, ordinary
diligence, in law, such care or diligence as men of com-
mon prudence, under similar circumstances, usually exer-

cise. Ordinary conveyance, dodecahedron, equa-
tion, function, mark. See the nouns. Ordinary neg-
lect, ordinary negligence. See negligence, 2.- Ordi-

nary ray, in double refraction. See refraction. Ordi-
nary seaman, a seaman who is capable of the commoner
duties, but who has not served long enough at sea to be
considered complete in a sailor's duties and to be rated
as an able seaman. Ordinary tablet, a gambling-house.

Exposing the daingerous mischiefs that the dicyng
howses, com.nonly called ordinarie tables, Ac., do dayley
breede within the bowelles of the famous citie of London.

G. Whetstone, cited in Poet. Decani., ii. 240. (Nares.)

Ordinary time, in milit. tactics in the United States,

quick time, which is 110 steps or 86 yards a minute, or 2
miles 1613 yards an hour. Wilhelm. = Syn. 1 and 2. Regu-
lar, etc. (see normal), wonted. 3. Vulgar, etc. (see com-

mon}, homely.
II. .; f,\. ordinaries (-r\z). 1. One possessing

immediate jurisdiction in his own right and not

by special deputation. Specifically (o) In ecdes.

law, a bishop, archbishop, or other ecclesiastic or his dep-
uty, in his capacity as an ex officio ecclesiastical judge ;

also, the bishop's deputy in other ecclesiastical matters,
including formerly the administration of estates.

They be not few which have licences, . . . some of the

pope, and some of their ordinaries.

Tyndale, Ans. to SirT. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 41.

ordinary

Every Minister so repelling any (from the Holy Com-

munion] . . . shall be obliged to give an account of the

same to the Ordinary.
Book of Common Prayer, Rubric in Communion Office.

In spiritual causes, a lay person may be no ordinary.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 8.

If the ordinary claimed the incriminated clerk, the secu-

lar court surrendered him for ecclesiastical trial.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 399.

(ft)
An English diocesan officer, entitled the ordinary nj

assize and sessions, appointed to give criminals their neck-

verses, perform other religious services for them, and as-

sist in preparing them for death.

The Ordinary 's paid for setting the Psalm, and the Par-

ish-Priest for reading the Ceremony.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 13.

2. A judge empowered to take cognizance of

causes in his own right, and not by delegation.
Specifically (re) In the Court of Session in Scotland, one
of the five judges, sitting in separate courts, who form the

Outer House. Appeals may be taken from their decision

to the Inner House. (6) In some of the United States, a

judge of a court of probate.
3. The established or due sequence; the ap-

pointed or fixed form ;
in the Roman Catholic

missal and in other Latin liturgies, the estab-

lished sequence or order for saying mass ; the

service of the mass ( with exclusion of the canon )

as preeminent ; the ordo. in the medieval English

liturgical books the Latin title was Ordinarium et Canon
ilissce, the ordinary and canon of the mass ; in the Roman
missal and in general Latin use the title is Ordo Missce, the

order of the mass, and the Canon Missee, canon of the mass,
is entered as a new title. Hence some writers call only
that part of the mass which precedes the canon the ordi-

nary or ordo.

Osmund, Bishop of Salisbury, devised that Ordinary or

form of service which hereafter was observed in the whole
realm. Fvller, Ch. Hist., III. i. 23. (Dames.)

4f. Rule; guide.

They be right hangmen, to murder whosoever desireth

for that doctrine, that God hath given to be the ordinary
of our faith and living.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 169.

5. Something regular and customary; some-

thing in common use. 6. A usual or custo-

mary meal; hence, a regular meal provided at

an eating-house for every one, as distinguished
from dishes specially ordered

;
a table d'hote.

We have had a merry and a lusty ordinary,
And wine, and good meat, and a bouncing reckoning.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 2.

We had in our boate a very good ordinary, and excellent

company. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 5, 1641.

When I was a young man about this town, I frequented
the ordinary of the Black-horse in Holborn.

Steele, Taller, No. 135.

7. A place where such meals are served; an

eating-house where there is a fixed price for

a meal.

He doth, besides, bring me the names of all the young

seditious spirits. Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

The place or ordinary where he uses to eat.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

She noticed a small inn or ordinary, where a card nailed

to the door-post announced that a dinner was to be had
inside at a cheap rate. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 397.

8. The average ;
the mass

;
the common run.

I see no more in you than in the ordinary
Of nature's sale-work.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 42.

9. In her., a very common bearing, usually
bounded by straight lines, but sometimes by
one of the heraldic lines, wavy, nebu!6, or the
like. See Knc2

,
12. The ordinaries are the oldest bear-

ings, and in general the oldest escutcheons are those
which are charged only with the ordinaries, or with these

primarily, other charges having been added. The bearings
most generally admitted as ordinaries are the eight fol-

lowing : bar, bend, chevron, chief, cross, fesse, pale, and
saltire ;

but most writers add one, some two, and others a

greater number, namely one or more of the following :

bend sinister, inescutcheon,quarterorfranc-quartier,pile,
bordure. By some writers also the subordinaries and or-

dinaries are considered together under one head. The
ordinaries are often called honorable ordinaries, to distin-

guish them from the subordinaries.

Bends, chevrons, and bars are three of the somewhat
numerous ordinanes, so called from their frequent use.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 97, note 2.

10. In the navy: (n) The establishment of per-
sons formerly employed by government to take

charge of ships of war laid up in harbors, (b)

The state of a ship not in actual service, but
laid up under the charge of officers: as, a ship
in ordinary (one laid up under the direction of

the officers of a navy-yard or dockyard) Court
Of ordinary, the name given in Georgia to a court hav-

ing general probate jurisdiction. Court of the ordi-

nary. See court.-Honorable ordinary. See def. 9.

In ordinary, (a) In actual and constant service; statedly

attending and serving : as, a physician or chaplain in or-

dinary. An ambassador in ordinary is one constantly resi-

dent at a foreign court.



ordinary

I think my Eagle Is so Justly styled .love's scrvantinnr.

iliinifii. ' H'"i Complete Angler, p. 25.

(h) sec ( lef. 10 (b). Lord of appeal In ordinary, Sec

lord. Ordinary of arms, in Mr, . a imok or table of ref-

rlrliri- ill ullirll la-Dllilir I " :ll ill^s n!' aril if vr incuts, nr blltll,

are arrant 'I in MlpliahrticHl nr other regular oriliT " ill'

the naiiieH ofpenonawho l>c;u- (hi-m attarliril : the reverse
,,r :>M iirinorii. Ordinary of the mass. Seedef. :i.

,\h|p|r\ i;ltcd nfd.

Ordinaryship (or'ili-na-ri-ship), H. [<<n///y
+ -xhii>.\ The itate ill' being mi ordinary; the
ollice of au ordinary, l-'iilli-r.

ordinate (OrMl-ntt), n. and . [< ME. ordinal

(also unli in . q. v.j = It.orilii/nln, < L. ordinal"*,

well-ordered, tt))|ioiiit"d, ordained, pp. of r</i-

imir, order, ordain: see i/rdnin, urili r, .] I.

. 1. Kc^iilar.
I 01 !>< that atondoth clere and ordinate,
Anil pnmde happta sutfreth undcrslide.

li'H'tiilx, MS. Sue. Anllq. 184, f. (Ilalliwell.)

Ordinatc figures arc such as have all their sides anil all

their angles equal. Ray, Works of Creation.

2f. Well-regulated; orderly; proper; due.

A wedded man. in his estaat,

Lyvetha lyf blisful and ordinaat.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 40.

3. In entom., placed in one or more regular
rows : as, orditnitc spines, punctures, spots, etc.

Ordinate eyes, eyes arranged in definite order, as the

simple eyes of a spider.

II. n. In iniii/i/l. i/coin., a line used to deter-

mine the position of a point in space, drawn
from the point to the axis of abscissas and par-
allel to I In' axisof ordinates. Sec nlm-i<ii, and
Curtcsian riM'irdintiti'n (under Cartesian). Appll-
cate ordmate. See applicate.

ordinatet (or'di-nat), r. t. [< L. orditiatus, pp.
of orfliiiiire, ordain, order, etc.: see order, v.]

1. To ordain
; appoint.

With full consent this man did orilinate

The heir apparent to the crown and land.

Daniel, Civil Ware, iv. 22.

2. To direct; dispose.
Look up to that over-ruling hand of the Almighty, who

oriliinitfx all their [thy spiritual enemies'] motions to his

own holy purposes. /;/<. Hall, Balm of Gilead, ill. 8 3.

ordinatelyt (dr'di-nat-li), adv. Regularly; ac-

cording to an established order
;
in order.

I wyll ordinately treate of the two paries of a publlke
weale. Sir T. Klyot, The Goveniour, i. 2.

ordination (6r-di-na'shon), . [< OF. ordinit-

tion, also ordinaison, F. ordination = Sp. orditia-

ci'in = Pg. ordenacSo = It. ordinazione, < L. or-

iliniitio(n-), a setting in order, ordering, ordain-

ment, ordinance, rule, < ordiuare, order, or-

dain: see ordain.'] 1. Disposition as in ranks
or rows; formal arrangement ; array.

Cyrus . . . disposing his trees, like his armies, in regu-
lar ordination. Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, i.

2. The act of admitting to holy orders, or to

the Christian ministry; the rite of conferring

holy orders or investing with ministerial or

sacerdotal power and authority. In episcopal
i -li n rehes, including the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek
and other Oriental churches, and the Anglican Church, or-

dination consists in imposition of hands by a bishop upon
the candidate, thus admitting him to one of the holy or-

derB,andconferringon him the powersof that order and au-

thority to perform its functions. The act of elevation to

the episcopate is in strict technical use called consecration,
not ordination. Ordination in its wider sense includes ad-

mission to the minor orders, which are usually conferred

in the Roman Catholic Church by a bishop, but can be be-

stowed by an abbot, the act of admission consisting in

tin 1 tradition (delivery) of the instruments. In Presbyte-
rian churches the power of ordination rests with the pres-

bytery, who appoint one or more of their number to con-

duct the ordination ceremonies, which include laying on
of hands. In Congregational and Baptist churches ordi-

nation is customarily pL-rfonned by the pastors of other
churches (of the same denomination), but is regarded as

necessary only for the preservation of church order ; and
the siTvire is regarded as conferring no special religious

authority. Sec institution, induction, installation.

As for Ordination, what is it but the laying on of hands,
ail outward signe or symbol of admission?

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

3f. Arrangement of parts so as to form a con-
sistent whole; organization; prearrangemeut ;

constitution.

Every creature is good, partly by creation, and partly by
ordination. I'frkiiix.

4. Assignment of proper place in an order or

series; hence, suitable relation; due propor-
tion.

Virtue and vice have a natural ordination to the happi-
ness and misery of life respectively. tiorris.

5. Appointment; enactment; decree; ordi-

nance.

They worship their own gods according to their own or-

dination. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 630.

By the holy and wise ordination of God, cither and both
of them are appointed for the chief stay of the people.

Bp. Hall, Hard Texts of Scripture, Ps. cxviii. 22.
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ordinativet (6r'di-na-tiv), it. [= Sp. It. iii-ili-

nutirn, < l.lj. iiriliniiiii'ii.'i. signifying or indicat-

ing order, < L. orilniin-i; order, ordain: set- nf-

-'; r.] Directory; administrative.

Episcopal! power and precedency . . . immediately
succeeded the Apostles In that urdinatict and gnbernat h

cinincnuy.
Bp. Uauden, Tears of the Church, p. 269. (Dames.)

ordinato-liturate (or-di-na'to-lit'u-rat), a. [<
L. ordinatn.t, arranged in a row, + lituniiii*.

blurred: see ordinntt: and lit it rate.] Having
rows of lituraa or indeterminate spots, etc.

ordinato-maculate (6r-di-na't6-mak*u-lat), .

[< L. iirdinatux, arranged in a row,+ nnn-i/lnliis.

spotted: see ordiiiati- and inarulate.] Having
rows of inarnhr or spots.

ordinato-punctate (6r-di-na't6-puugk'tat), a.

[< L. ordtnatus, arranged in a row, + pinu-tu-

tus, punctate : see ordinals wa&punctate. ] Hav-

ing rows of punctures.
ordinatort (or'di-na-tqr), . [= OF. ordiua-

ti-iir, < L. ordinator, Cordinare, ordain, order:

see ordinate, v. Cf. ordainer.] A director; a

ruler. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 424.

ordinee (6r-di-ne'), [< F- 'ordine
1

,
< L. ordi-

iuilu.1, ordained: see ordinate.] A person or-

dained; one on whom holy orders have been
conferred.

The abbot may choose a monk for ordination as priest
or deacon ;

but the ordinee is to rank in the house from
the date of his admission. Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 70S.

ordines, Plural of ordo.

ordnance (drd'nans), H. [An old form of ordi-

nance: see ordinance, 5. Ct.ordonnance.] Can-
non or great guns collectively, including mor-
tars and howitzers

; artillery. Asa technical term,
it designates all heavy pieces flred from carriages. Mod-
ern ordnance may be divided into two classes, smooth-bore.

and rifled. The former are all muzzle-loaders; the latter

are subdivided into muzzle-loaders and breech-loaders.

Most guns of modern construction are breech-loading ri-

fled anus. Classified according to the material used, can-

non are bronze, cast-irim, u-rimyht-iron, steel, or mixed cast

(wroutjht-iron and steel) guns ; according to the method of

construction, they are called solid or built-up guns. The
most modern type of heavy gun is an all-steel built-up
breech-loading gun, with a Krupp or interrupted-screw
fermeture. formerly sometimes used in the plural.

Behold the ordnance on their carriages
With fatal mouths gaping on girded Ilarfleur.

Shalt., Hen. V., Prol., 1. 26.

He built nine or ten forts and planted ordnances upon
them. S. Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1870), p. 2.

Board Of ordnance, (at) Formerly, in Great Britain, a

board, consisting of a master-general, surveyor-general,
clerk, and storekeeper (usually members of Parliament),
which provided the army and navy with guns, ammunition,
and arms of every description, and superintended the pro-

viding of stores, equipment, etc. The Crimean disasters in

1854 showed the defects of this board, which was shortly
afterward dissolved. (6) A l>oard composed of t'nited States
ordnance-officers distinguished for theirattainments in the

theory and practice of heavy ordnance, its construction
and use, whose duty it is to conduct experiments, and test

and report upon all ordnance subjects referred to it by
the chief ef ordnance. This board is designated by the

Secretary of War, and is advisory to the chief of ordnance
of the army. Bureau Of Ordnance. See Department of
the A'ary, under department. Master of the ordnance.
See nuuferl. Ordnance corps. Same as ordnance de-

partment. Ordnance department. See department,
Ordnance storekeeper. See storelreejxr. Ordnance
stores, a general phrase including everything pertaining
to the manufacture, equipment, and service of ordnance
or artillery. It comprises all projectiles and explosives,

pyrotechnic stores, gun-carriages, caissons, limbers, mor-
tar-beds, cavalry and artillery forges, battery-wagons, and
all machines for mechanical maneuvers and for transpor-
tation, tools and materials for fabrication, repair, or pres-
ervation, all small-arms, accoutrements, and equipments
for artillery, cavalry, and infantry. The phrase "ordnance
and ordnance stores," covers everything in the form of a

weapon that Is used in war, together with all the materials
and appliances necessary for their construction, repair,

preservation, and use.- Ordnance survey, the survey
of Great Britain, undertaken by the government, and exe-

cuted by select corps of the Royal Engineers and civilians.

The charts exhibit, in addition to the ordinary features of

a map, the extentand limits of properties ; and rivers, roads,

houses, etc., are laid down on them in their just propor-
tions, and not, as in ordinary maps, exaggerated. The
scale adopted by the British government is, lor towns hav-

ing 4,000 or more inhabitants, R ,',,-, of the linear measure-

ment, which is equivalent to 126.72 inches to a mile, or 1

inch loii feet : for parishes (in cultivated districts), f ,^0
of the linear measurement* equal to 25.344 inches to a

mile, or very nearly 1 square inch to an acre ; for counties,
6 inches to a mile ; for the kingdom, a general map, 1 inch
to a mile. The purposes to which these large plans may
be applied are as estate plans, for managing, draining, and
otherwise improving land, for facilitating its transfer by
registering sales and inrurnbrances, and as public maps,
according to which local or general taxes may be levied.

and roads, railways, canals, and other public works laid

out and executed. Rifled ordnance. See rifled cannon,
under cannon.

ordnance-office (ord'naus-of'is), n. The head-

quarters of the chief of ordnance of the United
States army ;

the bureau of administration of

the ordnance department of the army.

ore

Ordnance-officer (ord'nans-of i-srr), M. Tin
line-oflirer tliird in rank on a I'nitril !~-

man-of-war. Ho has general charge and -uper-
vi-iun of the guns, small-arms, ammunition,
I'd-., but not of the drill.

ordnance-sergeant (ord'nans-.sih jenij, . A
uon-commissioneil stalT-oflicer whose duty it is

toreci-ivi . |.P ,M rv> .;IIH! i~sueallordnance,ann,
ammunition, or other ordnance stores at a mili-

tary post or station, under the regulations of

the War Department.
ordo (or'ilo), H.; pi. iirdinm (6r'di-nez). [L.,
order: see itriler, .] 1. In pros., a colon or

series. 2. In some Latin school-books, r-|

cially texts of poets, a rearrangement of lh.

Latin words in English order. 3. Ecclen.: (a)
A directory or book of rubrics. (l>) An office

or service with its rubrics. Ordo misss, the ordi-

nary or order of the mass. See ordinary, n., 3.

ordonnance (6r'do-nans), n. [< F. ordontiinn'i .

si-i- <>i ilnm >>!< . aii olilrr form of the same word.]
1. Ordering; coordination; specifically, in the

)\ in' nfts. tin' proper disposition of figures in a

picture, or of the parts of a building, or of any
work of art; ordinance.

But in a history-piece of many figures, the general de-

sign, the ordonnanee or disposition of It, the relation of one

ngure to another, the diversity of the posture, habits, shad-

owings, and all the other graces conspiring to an unifor-

mity, are of ... difficult performance.
Dryden, Plutarch.

Language, by the mere collocation and ordonnanee of In-

expressive articulate sounds, can inform them with the

spiritual Philosophy of the Pauline epistles, the living
thunder of a Demosthenes, or the material picturesque-
ness of a Russell. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Laug., xiil.

2. An ordinance ; a law. specifically, in French
law: (a) A partial code embodying rules of law upon a

particular subject, such as constituted a considerable pro-

portion of the civil and commercial legislation during the

reigns of Louis XIV., XV., and XVI. (6) An order of court.

ordonnant (or'do-nant), a. [< F. ordvunant,

ppr. of ordinintr, arrange, ordain: seeorrfiiiant,
a doublet of ordonnant.] Relating to or imply-
ing ordonnance. Coleridge.
Ordovician (6r-do-vish'ian), a. [Named from
the (trdoviccK, an ancient British (North Welsh)
tribe.] An epithet applied by C. Lapworth to

a series of rocks not capable of exact separa-
tion from those underlying or overlying them,
either stratigraphically or paleontologically,
but which have been the subject of much dis-

cussion among English geologists. They form u

part of the Lower Silurian of Murchlson, more or less of

the Vpper Cambrian of Sedgwick, the Cambro-silurian of

Jukes, the Siluro-Cambrlan of some authors, the second
fauna of Barrande, etc. As limited in Wales, according
to H. B. Woodward, the Ordovician may be said to extend
from the base of the Arenig series to the base of the Llan-

dovery. Graptolites and trllohites are the most abundant

fossils, and there is a large amount of intercalated vol-

canic material. The name Ordovician does not appear in

the text-book of geology recently issued by the director of

the Geological Survey of Great Britain, nor has It any place
in American Silurian geology as worked out by the New
York and Pennsylvania Surveys, nor can the strata thus
named in England be strictly parallelized with any one or

more divisions of the Silurian as established in the United
States.

ordure (or'dur), . [< ME. ordure, < OF. (and
F.) ordure (= It. ortlura), filth, excrement, < ord
= It. orrido, foul, dirty, nasty,< L. horridus, hor-

rid: see horrid.] Dung; excrement; feces.

Alias, alias, so noble a creature
As is a man, shal dreden swlch ordure.

Chaucer, Trollus, v. 385.

As gardeners do with ordure hide those roots
That shall first spring and be most delicate.

Shot., Hen. V., u. 4. 39.

orduroUS (or'du-rus), a. [< ordure + -ous.]

Pertaining to or consisting of ordure or dung ;

filthy. Drayton, Pastoral Eclogue, viii.

ore 1
(or), . [Early mod. E. also oar; < ME.

ore, or, < AS. ar, also Sr, ore, brass, copper,
bronze (cf. ora, ore, ore, a mine), = OS. "cr

(in adj. erin = G. them, of brass) = OHQ.
MHG. er, brass, = Icel. eir, brass (cf. Sw. ore =
Dan. tire, a copper coin, AS. ora : see ora, ore),
= Goth, ais (air-), brass, copper coin, money,
= L. <rs, copper ore, bronze (see ff) ; cf. Skt.

ayas, metal.] 1. A metalliferous mineral or

rock, especially one which is of sufficient value
to be mined. A mixture of a native metal with rock
or veinstone is not usually called ore, however, it being
understood that in an ore proper the metal is in a miner-
alized condition that is, exists in combination with some
mineraUzer, as sulphur or oxygen. The ore and veinstone

together constitute the mass of the metalliferous deposit,
vein or lode. The ore as mined is usually more or less

mixed with veinstone, and from this it is separated, as com-

pletely as may be convenient or possible, by dressing. It

then usually goes to the smelter, who, by means of a more
or less complicated series of operations, frees it from the

worthless material which still remains mechanically mixed
with it, and also sets it free from its chemical combination
with the substances by which it is mineralized.



AS. 6ru

ore

2. Metal; sometimes, specifically, a precious

metal, as gold.
To draw apart the body he hath kill'd ;

O'er whom his very madness, like some ore

Among a mineral of metals base,
Shows itseh pure : he weeps for what is done.

Shalt., Hamlet, iv. 1 . 25.

The liquid we he drain'd

Into flt moulds prepared; from which he form'd

First his own tools : then, what might else be wrought
Fusil or graven in metal. MUlon, P. L., xi. 570.

Bell-metal ore. See hell-metal. Clinton ore, a peculiar
form of iron ore occurring in the Clinton group, in the

United States, at numerous points, from Wisconsin through
Canada into New York and down the eastern slope of the

Appalachian range. It is a hematite, but often takes the

form or small flattened grains or disks: hence occasional-

I v called Jlaxieed ore. It is quite frequently more 'or less

pulverulent, staining the hands deep red, and hence called

il'ii'stone ore. The Clinton ore is of great economical im-

portance, but has the defect of containing considerable

phosphoric acid. Also called/uwnV ore. Coral ore. See
coral Float-ore. Sameas/iortMm'/imiZ. Graphic ore
.Same as graphic ijold (which see. under gold). Gray
horse-flesh, morass, etc.

, ore. See the qualifying words
Mock ore, blende. Peacock ore. Same as erubescite

Round ore. Same as leap-ore. (See also kidney-ore

needle-ore.)

ore'2t, A Middle English form of oar1
.

ore^t, [ME., also are, < AS. ur, grace, favor,

honor, = 08. iira = OFries. ere= D. eer= MLG.
ere = OHG. era, MHG. ere, G. ehre = Icel. cera

= Sw. ara = Dan. cere, honor.] 1. Favor;
grace; mercy; clemency; protection.

I.emman. thy grace, and, swete bryd, thyn ore.

Clmucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 640.

They schall cry & syke sore,
And aay, "lord, mercy, thyn ore!"

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 119.

2. Honor; glory.
ore* (or), n. [Appar. a dial, form of ware2 in

like sense.] A seaweed, especially Fucws vesi-

culosus or Lnminaria digitata. Compare ore-

weed.

ore8 (or), n. [Origin obscure.] A kind of fine

wool. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ore (e're), n. [Dan., = Sw. ore

ODan.). Of.

Icel. eyrir, the

eighth part of a

mark: see ore1 .]

A modern unit
of value in Swe-

den, Norway,
and Denmark,
the hundredth

part of the
crown (Danish krone, Swedish Icrona), and
worth about one fourth of a United States

cent; also, the coin corresponding to it.

oread (6 're-ad), n. [< Gr. bpuai; (opciaS-), a

mountain nymph, prop, adj., of a mountain, <

opof, a mountain.] In Gr. myth., a mountain

nymph.
She, . . . like a wood-nymph light,
Oread or Dryad, or of Delia's train,
Betook her to the groves. Milton, f. L., ix. 387.

Sunbeams upon distant hills

Gliding apace, with shadows in their train,

Might, with small help from fancy, be transformed
Into tleet oreads sporting visibly. Wordsworth.

orectic (o-rek'tik), a. [< Gr. 6pfJCT/KOO, of or per-

taining to appetite (TO opeKTtnov, the appetites),
<op;fif , propension, appetite, desire : see orexis.]
1. Of or pertaining to appetite or desire; ap-
petitive. Fallows. 2. Pertaining to the will.

Monbodflo, Ancient Metaphysics, II. vii., ix.

oredelfet, ' [< ore1 + delf, delve, n.] 1. Ore

lying under ground. 2. Eight or claim to ore
from ownership of the land in which it is found.

Oredelfe is a libertie whereby a man claimeth the Ore
found in his soile.

New Exposition of Termes of Law. (Mimheu, 1617.)

ore-deposit (6r'de-poz"it), i. Any natural oc-
currence of ore or of economically valuable
metalliferous material, whatever may be its

form or extent ; a metalliferous deposit. Both
ore-deposit and metattiferaus deposit, have been used by
authors with essentially the same meaning. Either desig-
nation includes veins, whether "fissure" or "true," "seg-
regated

"
or "gash

'

; flat masses, sheets, or blankets ; pipe-
veins, pockets, impregnations, and carbonas ; irregularly
disseminated and eruptive masses; stratified deposits in

short, any one of the numerous varieties of form in which
the ores of the various metals, or more rarely the metals
themselves, are presented in nature, or are revealed by
mining explorations.

Oregon grape. See Serberis.

Oregonian (or-e-go'ni-an), a. and . [< Oregon
(see def.) + -ion.] I'.' a. Of or pertaining to

Oregon, one of the United States, on the Pacific

slope.
n. n. A native or an inhabitant of Oregon.

ore-hearth (or'harth), n. A small rectangular
blast-furnace used in lead-smelting in the north
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of England and in Scotland. The hearth is made
of cast-iron. The so-called "American orc-hearl

very different in form from the English,

perimented with in various parts of Germany

th" is not
It has been ex-

obverse. Reverse.
Swedish Ore.

I Size of the original. )

a, Oreillette (def. 2) in head-
piece with movable and adjust-
;ible face-guard ; i6th century.

very am
j>erimeu !

Oreide (6're-id), n. Same as oroide.

oreillere (o-ra-lyar'), n. [F., < OF. oreittere,

oreliere, an ear-piece,
< oreille, ear : see )<>/-

lette.] An ear-piece of

a helmet. See ear-piece.
Oreillette (o-ra-lyef),
n. [F., < OF. orcilli-ti;

< L. auricula, dim. of

auris, ear: see aurirlr,

ear1 .] 1. In meilifral

costume, a part of the

head-dress covering
the ears, or worn in

front of the ears, (a)
A part of the crespine, pro-

jecting in this way. (&) An
arrangement of braids of
the hair.

2. An ear-piece of a helmet. S.K.Cat. Spec. Ej-l/.

orellin (o-rel'in), n. [< Orell(ana), the specific
element in Bixa Orrllana,+ -in2.] A yellow col-

oring matter contained together with bixin in

arnotto. It is soluble in water and in alcohol,

slightly soluble in ether, and dyes alumed goods
yellow.
Orenburg gum. [So called from Orenburg in

Russia.
]
A resinous substance which exudes

from the trunk of the European larch in Rus-
sia while in the process of combustion. It is

wholly soluble in water.

Oreodaphne (6"re-o-daf'ne), n. [NL. (Nees von
Esenbeck and Mar'tius, 1833), < Gr. opof (ope-),

mountain, + Scujm], laurel.] A genus of aro-

matic trees of the order Laurinea; and the tribe

I'erKcacea!, now included in the genus Ocotea as
a section distinguished by a less enlarged berry
loosely inclosed in the cup-shaped perianth.
Oreodon (o-re'o-don), n. [NL.,< Gr. bpof, moun-
tain, + ttabf (bSovr-) = E. tooth."] 1. The typ-
ical genus of Oreodontidw, named by Leidy in

1851 from remains occurring in the Miocene of

North America. 2. [I. c.] A species of this

genus ;
one of the so-called ruminating hogs.

oreodont (6're-o-dont), a. Of or pertaining to

the Oreodontidie.

OreodontidsB (6"re-6-dou'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Oreodon(t-) + -idtc.] A family of fossil artio-

dactyl mammals, typified by the genus Oreodon.
They are related to the Anoplotheriidce and Dichobunidce,
and constitute one of several ancestral types intermediate
in character between the existing deer and deer-like ru-

minants and the non-ruminant or omnivorous artiodac-

tyls, as swine. The teeth are in uninterrupted series in

both jaws, with enlarged upper canines and caniniform
lower first premolars. The family has been divided into
Oreodontince and Agriochferinw.

oreodontine (6"re-o-don'tin), (i. Same as oreo-

dont.

oreodontoid (o're-o-don'toid), a. Of or per-
taining to the Oreodontoidea.

Oreodontoidea (6"re-o~don-toi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Oi-eodon(t-) 4- -oidea.] A superfamily
of oreodont mammals conterminous with the

family OreodoutidtK.

Oreodoxa (6"re-o-dok'sa),. [NL. (Willdenow,
1804), < Gr. opof, mountain, + <5df<z, glory.] A
genus of palms of the tribe Areceoiand the sub-
tribe OncospermecB, characterized by the petals
beingunited at the base in the pistillate flowers.
There are 6 species, of tropical America, all handsome
trees, with tall, smooth, robust trunk, in some very tall,

terminated by a crown of pinnately divided leaves, with
small white flowers and small violet fruit on the slender

drooping branches of a large spadix. 0. regia, a tree of
90 feet, is found sparingly as far north as Florida. See

cabbage-tree, 1.

oreographic (6"re-o-graf'ik), a. Same as oro-

i/raphic.

oreography (6-re-og'ra-fi), n. Same as orog-
raphy.
Oreophasinae (6"re-o-fa-sl'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Oreo/jhasis + -Mice.] A subfamily of Cracirta1

,

typified by the genus Oreojihasis, having the

pelvis narrow behind, the head with a bony
tubercle, and the nostrils feathered ; the moun-
tain curassows.

oreophasine (o^re-o-fa'sin), a. Pertaining to

the Oreophaffina;, 'or having their characters.

Oreophasis ( 6"re-o-fa'sis), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. opor, a

mountain, + 4>a<Hf, a river in Colchis, with ref.

to the 'Phasiau bird.' <j>aaiav6f, the pheasant:
see pheasant.] The only genus of Oreophaxiim:
There is but one species, 0. derbianus, almost as large as
a turkey, inhabiting the wooded parts of Guatemala at an
altitude of 10,000 feet,

Oreortyx (6-re-6r'tiks), n. [NL., < Gr. opoc, a

mountain, + 6prvf , a quail : see Ortyx.] A beau-

orfever

tit'ul genus of American partridges, of the sub-

family Ortyginte or Odontophorintu, having the
head adorned with a long arrowy crest com-

posed of two slender keeled plumes ; the moun-
tain quails. There ia but one species. 0. picta, the

plumed partridge or mountain quail, about 11 inches

long and ItiJ in extentof wings, inhabiting the mountain-
ous parts of Oregon, California, and Nevada. In most of

its range it is one of two leading gallinaceous game-birds,
the other being the valley quail, Lophortyx califortiica.
The eggs in this genus are spotted like those of grouse,
not white, and there are other indications of relationship

Mountain Quail (Oreortyx picta}.

with grouse. The bird's plumage is olive-brown and blu-

ish-slate, varied with black, white, and chestnut. Also
written Onrtyx.

Oreoscoptes(o"re-o-skop'tez),H. [NL.,<Gr.opof
(opt-), a mountain, + ovcwnrw, a mimic, mock-
er, < aKOTTTetv, mock, jeer, scoff at.] A peculiar
genus of Mimliiai, comprising a single species,
0. montamts, which inhabits the western United
States and Territories

;
the mountain mocking-

birds. The wing is more pointed than in other Mimince,
and about as long as the tail. The adults are speckled be-

Mountain Mocking-bird (Oreoscoptrs montanus'-..

low. The bird is about 8 inches long (the wing and tail

each about 4), of a grayish or brownish ash-color above, and
white below with dusky spots, the wings and tail being
fuscous marked with white spots. It is abundant in sage-

brush, whence it is also calleu saye-thraeher. Also written

Oroscoptes.

Oreotrochilus (6"re-6-trok'i-lus), . [NL., <

Gr. opoc ,
a mountain, -f- roo^filor, a wagtail, sand-

piper: see Trochilus.] A genus of Trochilida; or

humming-birds; the mountain-hummers. The
species live at great heights, at or near the snow-line.
1 here are several very beautiful species, as 0. estella of

Bolivia, 0. leucopleurus of the Andes, and pichincha and
O. chimborazo, respectively of the mountains whose names
they bear.

oreweed (or'wed), m. [< ore* + weed1
.] Sea-

weed
; sea-wrack, used as manure on the coasts

of Cornwall and of Scotland, ete. J. Bay, Eng-
lish Words (ed. 1691), p. 108.

orewood (or'wud), . [Acormption of oreweed.]
Same as oreweed.

Those broad-leaved blacke weedes which are called ore-

wood, and grow in great tufts and abundance about the
shore. Martcham, Farewell to Husbandly. (Britten and

[Holland, Eng. Plant-names.)

orexis (o-rek'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. opel-if, desire,

appetite, propension, < bpeyeiv, reach, reach out,
stretch after, yearn for, desire.] In med., a de-
sire or appetite.
orey, a. See ory.

orft,". [ME., < AS. orf, cattle, stock.] Cattle.

Into the breris they forth kacche
Here orf, for that they wolden lacche.

Gower. (HattiweU.)

orfe (orf), . [= F. orfc, orplie = Sp. orfo, < L.

orphus, < Gr. op^oj, a kind of perch.] The gold-
en variety of the ide. It has been introduced
both into the United States and into England.
Also called aland.

orfevert, . [< OF. orfei-re, F. orffore, < L. auri

faber, a worker in gold: auri, gen. of aurum,
gold ; /after, a worker: see/erer2 .] Agoldsmith.
York Plays, p. xxi.



orfgild

Orfglldt, " [AH. '<>rf,/iltt, < <>rf. call I..,
+ i/il,l.

;i payment.) In /.!" in a-, a restitution made by
the comity or hundred for any wrong that was

done by ono that was in plcgio, or bound liy the

eiitfiitfe'ineiit
'' llllMl frank-pledge; spccilically, a

paym
orfraist, orfrayst, [Alo "<;/<''/-.-,

ami in la-

ter form as sing. (from nrj'rinjn regarded as a

,,lnn,l) ii,-!'nii/, II/VI/IM//, ">'f>'<!/, ">'froi, etc.
;
<

.\IK. nrfrtii/i-x, /;/;,,<,< ()!'. iirfruix. nrfrni-, or-

firix, iii-J'i'iiin.
F. orj'roi = I'r. tiurfri-x = < >Sp.

'orofri'x, < ML. "iiiiri/il/i-i/i/in, iiiiiifrii/ni, (iiirifri/-

iiniiii, also, after OP., aurifrisia, aHi-ij'ruxtiix.

etc., also iniriiiliriigidliin: see miri/i/tri/i/iii, niiri-

1. Kmbroidored work.

Of orfram fresh was hlr gerlond.
/.'. /(A 7fcwe, 1. 869.

Hlr cnipourc was of or/art ;

And uls clere golde hlr liryillll it scheme;
lino nythir sydc hange hellys three.

Thomas of Krsseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

2. Same as orplirey, 2.

And the Orfrayes sett fulle of grct Perl and precious

Stones, fullc ni)bely wroughte. Mandeville, Travels, p. 233.

orfrayt, [< OF. orfrayc, a corrupt form of

offraye, ophraye, for '"onfraye, an
osprey,^<

L.

-s, osprey: see osprey, ossifrage.] Sa me
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8. In plircn., any part of the brain supposed to

have a particular office or function in determin-

ing the character of the individual, and to lie

indicated by one of the areas of cerebral surface

re.-o^ni/.ed by phrenologists: as, the organ of

acquisitiveness, of alimentiveness, of inhabi-

t i\ CIIOHB, etc. 6. The largest, the most compli-

cated, and the noblest of musical instruments,

consisting of one or many sets of pipes sounded

by means of compressed air, the whole instru-

ment being under the control of a single player ;

a pipe-organ, as distinguished from a reed-or-

fia n . Historically, the principle of sounding a pipe pneu-
matically hag been known from the earliest times. The
combination of pipes or whistles into graduated series, so

as to produce the tones of some sort of scale, appears in

the primitive Pan's-plpe and In the Chinese cheng, both
of which arc Mown by the breath, the latter being perhaps

Moreouer, these orfraies, or ospreles (the Haliartos), are

not thought to be a severall kind .if .rules l>y themselves.

but to be mungrels, and engendred of divura sorts. And
their yoiinir aspraies l>ee counted a kind of ossifragi.

UiMand, tr. of Pliny, \. 3.

orfrayst, orfreyst, . See orfrais.

orgal (Or'gal), w. Same as argofl.

orgamentt, orgamyt, [Corrupt forms of or-

gittnj-, Oi-ti/intiim.] Same as origan.

organ 1
(or'gan), . [< ME. organ, organ, < AS.

organs, f., or'organa, m., a musical instrument,

<iri/(in, m., a song, canticle (e. g.,the paternos-

ter) ;
ME. also orgle = D. orj/eZ = MLG. on/an,

orgen, orgel = OHG. organa, orgind, orgeld, or-

qia, MHO. orgene, orgen, orgele, orgel, G. orgel =
Icel. organ= Sw. Dan. orgel= OP. orgene, orgre,

orgue, P. or</c = Pr. orgue = Sp. 6rga.no = Pg.

ori/ao = It. organo, an organ (wind-instrument);
= D. orgaan = G. Sw. Dan. organ = OF. organe,

tirgiian, orgue, F. organe = Sp. organo = Pg. or-

</<to = It. organo, an instrument or organ (as of

speech, etc!), < L. organum, < Gr. opyaroc, an in-

strument, implement, tool, also an organ of

sense or apprehension, an organ of the body,
also a musical instrument, an organ, < 'ip^eiv,

work : see work.'] 1 . An instrument or means ;

that which performs some office, duty, or func-

tion
;
that by which some action is performed

or end accomplished.
His be the praise that this atchiev'ment wrought,
Who made my hand the organ of his might.

Spenser, i'. O.., II. 1. 83.

My lord, I will be ruled ;

The rather, if you could devise it so

That I might be the organ.
Skat., Hamlet, iv. 7. 71.

Fortune, as an organ of virtue and merit, deserveth the

consideration. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 324.

2. A medium, instrument, or means of com-
munication between one person or body of per-
sons and another; a medium of conveying cer-

tain opinions: as, a secretary of state is the or-

i/tiii of communication between the government
and a foreign power ; an official gazette is the or-

ijn n of a government ; hence, specifically, a liews-

paper which serves as the mouthpiece of a par-
ticular party, faction, cause, denomination, or

person : as, a Republican organ; a party organ.
I wish to notice some objections . . . which have been

lately urged . . . in the columns of the London "
Leader,"

tile lihle organ of a very respectable and influential class

in England. W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 98.

3. In biol., one of the parts or members of an

organized body, as an animal or a plant, which
has some specific function, by means of which
some vital activity is manifested or some vital

process is carried on: as, the organs of diges-
tion, circulation, respiration, reproduction, lo-

comotion; the organ of vision or of hearing;
the vocal organs.

It is just so high as it is, and moves with its own argam.
Ska*., A. and C., ii. 7. 49.

What is agreeable tosome is not toothers ; what touches

smoothly my organ may grate upon yours.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 367. (Davies.)

4. The vocal organs collectively; the voice:

now rare except in a somewhat technical or

cant application with reference to the musical
use of the voice.

Thy small pipe
Is aa the maiden's organ, shrill and sound.

Shale., T. N., i. 4. 33.
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Section of a Two-manual Organ.

a, reservoir-bellows ; a 1
, feeders; 6, wind-trunks ; c, wind-boxes

(t, wind-chests or sound-boards ; e, pallet-box, containing key-valves
/", upper boards, forming top of wind-chest ;/" ', rack -boards, whicl

support pipes ; f, wood pipes; f 1
, metal flue-pipes; ^.reed-pipes

j." -. front pipes, ornamental ; ft, swell-box, broken out to show interior

A i, swell-shade or -shutter,which opens or closes front of swell-box ;

case; t, front-pipe groove-board; /. bench; m, pedal-keys:
'"'

pedal coupler-mechanism ; n, manual keys and coupler-mechanism
o, stickers, wooden rods which transmit motion from keys by thrust

/, squares, which transmit motion after manner of a bell-crank to pass
corners ; q, trackers, which transmit motion by tension ; r, roller-boards
which support rollers; n, rollers, which are equivalents of rock-shaft

s, key-pallets, which control supply of wind to pipes ; /, draw-stop
valves and mechanism ; u t swell-pedal, which controls swell-shades ',

f, combination-pedals, which move a group of stops by a single int

pulse of the foot ; -i\ tremulant.

the actual prototype of the modem organ. Instruments
of this general class seem to have been used In Europe from
the first Christian centuries, having some apparatus for fur-

nishing compressed air and a set of pipes the sounding of

which was variously controlled. Soon after the tenth cen-

tury great improvements were made, affecting every part
of the mechanism. The process of mechanical develop-
ment has been continuous ever since, and Is still going on.

The original impetus to this steady progress is due to the
fact that the pipe-organ has been recognized ever since the
fourth or fifth century as preeminently the church musical
instrument. I Tit il the sixteenth century no other instru-

ment commanded the careful study of educated musicians.
Its application to purely concert uses is comparatively re-

cent. The modern pipe-organ consists essentially of three
mechanical systems : the wind-supply, the compressed air

used being technically called wind ; the pipework, includ-

ing the entire sound-producing apparatus; and the action,
the mechanism by which the ptnyer controls the whole.
The wind-supply includes two or more/eder, oblique bel-

lows which are operated either by hand or by a water, gas,

steam, or electric motor or engine ; a storage-bellmrs, hori-

zontal bellows into which the feeders open, and in which
the air is kept at a uniform pressure by means of weights ;

mnd-tntnla, distributing the compressed air to the sev-

eral parts of the instrument ; and wind-cherts, boxes di-

rectly under the pipes, in which are the valves for admit-

ting the air to particular pipes or sets of pipes. Occasion-

ally certain solo pipes are supplied with air from a special

storage-bellows in which the tension Is made greater by
extra weights ; such pipes are said to be on extra or heavy
wind. The pipework includes a great variety of different

kinds of pipes, made either of metal or of wood, arranged
in sets called stops or registers, at least one pipe being usu-

ally provided in each set for each digital of the keyboard.
In general, all pipes are either Jive-pipes, which are either

open at the upper end or plugged, or reed-pipes, the former

producing tones through the impact of a stream of air upon
the sharp edge or lip of a mouth in the side of the pipe,
and the latter producing tones by the vibration of a tongue
or reed placed over or in an orifice through which the air

passes. (See pipe,) The pipes in a given set or stop are

alike, except in size and pitch. The four principal quali-
ties of tone produced are the true organ-tone, given by open
metal flue-pipes of broad scale ; the flute-tone, given by
stopped wooilen flue-pipes; the string-tone, given by open
metal flue-pipes of narrow scale ; and the reed-tone, given
by reed-pipes of various shape and material. A stop

organ
whose tones correspond exactly with tin- normal pitch of

tin- digitals with which the several pipes are connected Is

called an eight-feet stop; one whose tones are uniformly an
octave lower Is called a sixteen-feetstop; while those whose
tones are uniformly one or two octaves higher are called

fmir-feet and two-feet stops respectively. Stops whose tones

are dlfferi-nt from the normal pitch of the digitals used, or

nom tliHrnppei or loweroctaves, are called mtrtn<vrm-<p,
In distinction from the nl>ove/iin*l<in-<fop. Stops that

have more t hun one pipe to the digital are called mixture

stops or mixtures. It in customary to group together sev-

eral stopsof different construction, tone-quality, and pitch

upon a single wind-chest, and such a group of stops con-

stitutes a partial organ. I'snally from two to five such

groups of stops or partial organs are Introduced, such as

the great organ, the chief and most sonorous of all ; the

swell-organ, so called because shut up in a tight box one

side of which consists of shutters which may be opened or

shut so as to let out or muffle the sound ; the chair-organ,

specially Intended for accompanying either voices or other

stopsof the organ itself; the solo-ornan, providing stopsof

very conspicuous power and Individuality;
and thapedal

organ, Including deep-toned stops played from a keyboard
for the feet, and supplying the fundamental tones of the

harmony. Thr nunilM-r, OI.I.T, jiower. :m<t quality of the

stops placed In these several partial organs vary widely.
Each is complete In Itself, having Its own wind-chest and

keylioard, so that It can be used independently of the oth-

ers ;
but by means of couplers any pair may be played con-

Jointly from a single kcylioard. (Sec coupler. ) The action

Includes one keyboard for each partial organ, a stop-knob
for each stop, a knob or piston for each coupler, a swell-

pedal, combination pedals, etc. Keyboards for the hands
are called manuals, and those for the (eet pedals, each being
made up of the usual white and black digitals or keys.
The manuals usually have a compass of nearly or about five

octaves, beginning on the second C below middle C, while

the pedals have aliout half this compass, beginning an oc-

tave lower. The manuals are placed above each other in

a desk-like case ; when there are two, the lower belongs to

the great organ, and the upper to the swell-organ ; when
there are three, the lowest belongs to the choir-organ. The

stop-knobs, bearing the names of the stops, arc placed on
both sides of the manuals, and are grouped according to

the partial organs to which they belong. When a stop is

to be used, Its knob Is pulled forward, or "drawn." Fre-

quently combination pedals or pistons are provided, by
which several knobs may be drawn or retired at once.

Sometimes, also, a crescendo pedal Is Introduced, by which
the entire resources of the Instrument may be gradually
called into action. The keyboards may be combined In

various ways by means of couplers. The digitals of the

keyboards are connected with the valves In the wind-chests

by a complicated series of stickers, squares, rollers, track-

ers, etc., which are almost entirely madeof wood. In large

organs the friction of the key-action la so great that a

pneumatic or electric action is employed, In which the di-

gitals merely make connections so that compressed air or

electricity may do the work. The stop-knobs are connected
with the wind-chests by similar systems of levers, rods,

squares, etc., which are also often pneumatically or electri-

cally manipulated. Whenadlgital on one of the keyboards
is depressed, a valve is opened from the wind-chest belong-

ing to that keyboard, admitting the compressed air to a

groove or channel over which stand all the pipes belong-

ing to the digital : only those pipes, however, are sounded
that belong to the stops whose stop-knobs happen to be
drawn. The opening and closing of the shutters of the

swell-box Is manipulated through a special swell-pedal. Va-

rious other mechanical accessories are often added, such
as the tremulant, a device by which an oscillating tension

Is given to the air in one of the wind-trunks, the pedal-

check, the bellows-signal, etc. The history of organ music
until the sixteenth century was coincident with that of vo-

cal music, for which It merely afforded a basis ; but since

.that time it has had a remarkable independent develop-

ment, particularly In the works of J. s. Bach. The organ
has been much used In conjunction with choral music
to enhance broad harmonic effects ; and lately it has been
also applied to the elaborate imitation of orchestral mu-
sic. It remains the distinctively church Instrument, al-

though it Is often found In concert-halls and in opera-
houses. Formerly the instrument was often spoken of as

a pair of organs, or simply organs.

His vois was merier than the merye organ
On masse days that in the chirche goon.

Chaucer, Nan's Priest's Tale, L 82.

The chclfe Church of this citty is curiously carved with-
in and without, furnished with a pain of organs, and a
most magnificent font all of copper.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 17, 1641.

In 1501 the complete expression is met with, "one peyre
of orgynys

"
; and it continued in use up to the time of

Pepys, who wrote his "Diary" In the second half of the
17th century. Grow, Diet. Mnsic, II. 587.

7. One of the independent groups of stops of

which a pipe-organ w made up ;
a partial organ,

such as the great organ, the swell-organ, etc.,

described above. 8. A harmonium or reed-

organ. 9f. Some other musical instrument, as

a pipe or harp.

There Is much music, excellent voice, in this little or-

gan [a recorder!, yet cannot you make it speak.
'Sblood !

do you think I am easier to be played on than a pipe ?

Shak., Hamlet, ill 2. 385.

Accessory genital organs. See genital. American
organ. See reed-organ. A pair of organs. See def. 6,

and pairi , 5. Barrel organ. See barrel-organ. Cabinet
organ. See cabinet. Chair organ. See choir-organ
Choir organ. See choir-organ.- Cibarial, cup-shaped,
Cuvlerian organs. Seetheadjectives. Cortian organ.
See oryan of Corti. Echo-organ, one of the partial organs
of a large pipe-organ : so called because it is placed at a
diitance from the main part of the Instrument, and is used
for echo-like . tu-rts. Its action is almost always electric.

Electric organ, (a) The apparatus by means of which
an electric fish (ray, eel, or catfish) gives a shock. (6) A



organ

pipe-organ the action of which is manipulated with the

help of electricity. Enharmonic, euharmonic organ.
See the adjectives. Expressive organ, either a harmo-
nium (see reed-organ), or the same as swell-oryan. Full

organ, in organ-plaijituj, the entire power of the instru-

ment Grand organ. Same as full organ or great or-

gan.- Great organ, the principal partial organ of a pipe-

organ, its keyboard, wind-chest, and pipes heing central

with reference to the others. Hand organ. See hand-

organ. Hydraulic organ, a pipe-organ the supply of

compressed air for which is gathered by means of some

hydraulic device. The term is especially applied to the

organs of the ancient Romans, of the construction of which

little is known : in this sense sometimes loosely used as

opposed to pneumatic organ. Intertentacular organ
of Farre, intromittent organ. See the adjectives.

Jacobsou's organ, a cul-de-sac or diverticular canal in

the lower part of the nasal cavity of most vertebrates, shut

off from the nasal fossa, but communicating with the buc-

cal cavity by the ducts of Stenson. Its walls are variously

branched, bearing branches of the olfactory nerve. Ley-
digian organs. See Leydigian. Metamorphosis of

organs. See metamorphosis. Mouthorgan. SeemoMtA-

argan, Organ coral. See coral. Organ music, music
written fortne organ or performed on the organ. Organ
Of Bojanus, the renal organ or nephridium of mollusks.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 478. See cuts under Lamelli-

branchiata. Organ Of Cortl, an epithelial structure on

the floor of the cochlear canal of mammals, which appears to

be the means by which sound-vibrations produce nervous

impulses in the cochlear nerve. It consists of a peculiar
modification of the lining epithelium of the basilar mem-
brane within the membranous cochlea, the chief structural

elements of which are the rods of Corti and the hair-cells.

The rods of Corti are long, narrow, rigid columnar cells,

rising from a conical base and arranged in an inner and
an outer row ; they incline toward each other and interlock

by their heads, forming thus the arch of Corti. Adjoining
the inner acoustic rods there is a single row, and exter-

nally to the outer rods four to six (in man) rows of acous-

tic hair-cells; these are long columns, inclined with the

rods, attached to the basilar membrane, and terminating
in a rounded extremity furnished with a curved row of

short, stiff, terminal, hair-like filaments. The outer hair-

cells are covered by the reticular membrane. The whole

organ, finally, is covered by thetectorial membrane. Or-
gan Of Giraldes, a functionless remnant or vestige of the

Wolflian body of the male, connected with the vas aber-

rans and consisting of a number of convoluted tubules
embedded in cellular tissue close to the head of the epi-

didymis; the parepididyniis. Organ of Kosemnuller,
a functionless remnant or vestige of the Wolfflan body of

the female; the parovarium. Organ school, either a
school where the art ol organ-playing is taught, or an in-

struction-book for organ-players. Organs of the lat-
eral line, in ichth. See mucous canals, under mucous.

Organ tablature, tablature intended for the record-

ing of organ music. See tablature. Organ tone, a qual-

ity of musical tone which is characteristic of the pipe-or-

gan ; such a tone as is given by the stop in a pipe-organ
called the open diapason. Palpal organs. Seepoipai.
Parlor-organ. See reed-organ. Partial organ, one "f

the distinct groups of stops into which a pipe-organ is di-

vided, having its own wind-chest and its own keyboard.
See def. 6. Pedal organ. See def. 6 and pedal. Pipe-
organ, an organ with pipes ; a church organ : opposed to

reed'.-organ. See def. 6. Pneumatic organ, an organ the
action of which is manipulated by means of pneumatic
contrivances. See hydraulic organ, above. Portative
Organ, an organ that can be carried about from place to

place : first used to describe small pipe-organs, but now
applied mostly to reed-organs. Positive organ, (a) A
pipe-organ that is fixed or stationary : opposed toportatitx

organ. (i>) Same as choir-organ. Reed organ. See reed-

organ. Sars's organ, a little ciliated patch on the arm
of the lophophore of some polyzoans. Solo-organ, one
of the partial organs of a large pipe-organ. Swell-or-
gan, one of the partial organs of a pipe-organ.

organ1
(6r'gan), v. t. [Cf. AS. organian, org-

man, sing to the accompaniment of a musical

instrument; < organ 1
, re.] To furnish with or-

gans; organize. Bp. Manningham. [Rave.]

organ2t (or'gan), n. [A contracted form of ori-

gan. Cf. organy.~] Same as origan.
A good wife once a bed of organs set ;

The pigs came in, and eat up every whit;
The good man said, Wife, you your garden may
Hog's-Norton call

; here pigs on organs play.
Wittf Recreations, p. 85. (Nares.)

Organ-albumin (6r'gan-al-bu"min), . The al-

bumin which constitutes a part of the solid

tissues.

organ-bench (or'gan-bench), . The wooden
bench or seat on which an organ-player sits.

organ-blower (6r'gan-bld"er),?!. Onewhoblows
the bellows of an organ ; also, a motor or en-

gine for blowing an organ.
organ-builder (6r'gan-bil"der), n. One whose
occupation is the construction of pipe-organs.
organdie, organdy (6r'gan-di), n. [< F. organ-
di, book-muslin.] A muslin of great fineness
and translueency, used for women's dresses.
It is sold both plain and figured with printed
flowers, etc.

organert (or'gan-er), n. [ME., < organ* + _eri.]
An organist.

organ-fish (or'gan-fish), n. A drumfish of the

genus Pogonias"
organ-grinder (6r'gan-grin*der), n. A stroll-

ing musician who "grinds" out music from a
barrel-organ.
organ-gun (or'gan-gun), n. A firearm in which a
number of chambers, each containing a charge,
are set side by side, like the pipes of an organ.
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In one variety the chambers are moved sidewise by a ratch-

et and come severally opposite a barrel, through which
the charge is flred. It is the French argue a serpentin, the

German Todten-orgel (death-organ).

organ-harmonium (6r'gan-har-m6"ni-um), n.

A harmonium or reed-organ of great compass
and power, designed to be used as a substitute

for an organ.
organic (6r-gan'ik), a. and n. [= F. organiquc
= Sp. orgdnico = Pg. It. organieo (cf. D. G. or-

i/aiiisch = Dan. Sw. organisk), < L. organicus, <

Or. bpyaviKAs, of or pertaining to organs, serv-

ing as organs, < opyavov, an organ : see organ!.']

1. a. 1. Acting as an instrument, of nature or

art, to a certain end; serving as an organ or

means; instrumental.
He [Satan], glad

Of her attention gain'd, with serpent-tongue
Organic, or impulse of vocal air,

His fraudulent temptation thus began.
Milton, P. L., ix. 530.

The animal system is not organic merely to feeling of

the kind just spoken of as receptive, to impressions, ac-

cording to the natural meaning of that term, conveyed by
the nerves of the several senses. It is organic also to

wants and to impulses for the satisfaction of those wants.

T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 85.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of an organ
or the organs of animals and plants.
In the knowledge of organic functions, how full soever

it may be, we shall not find the adequate explanation of

social phenomena. Mauddey, Body and Will, p. 189.

When the mind is cheered by happy thoughts, the or-

ganic processes are promoted.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 472.

3. Pertaining to objects that have organs;
hence, pertaining to the animal and vegetable
worlds; resulting from, or exhibiting character-

istics peculiar to, animal or vegetable life and
structure ; organized. See inorganic.
The term organic, as applied to any substance, in no

way relates to the presence or absence of life. The ma-
terials which compose the living body are of course or-

ganic in the main, but they are equally so after death has
occurred at any rate for a certain time and some of

them continue to be so for an indefinite period after life has

departed. Sugar, for example, is an organic product ; but
in itself it is of course dead, and it retains its stability
after the organism which produced it has lost all vitality.

H. A. Ificholsnn.

4. In chem., formerly used in the same sense
as 3 (see also quotation under 3), but at pres-
ent denoting any compound substance or rad-
ical containing carbon. See chemistry and in-

organic. 5. Forming a whole with a system-
atic arrangement or coordination of parts ;

or-

ganized; also, systematized; systematic.
No organic law can ever be framed with a provision spe-

cifically applicable to every question which may occur in

practical administration. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 117.

Christianity stands in organic connection with the Old
Testament religion, both being parts of a gradually devel-

oping system. <?. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 5.

Every drama represents in organic sequence the five

stages of which a complete action consists and which are
essential to it A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xi.

Intelligence is not only organic, but it stands at the apex
of organization.

J.Watsan, Schelling's Transcendental Idealism, p. 139.

6. In philol., depending on or determined by
structure; not secondary or fortuitous. 7.

Organizing; constituting; formative; consti-

tutive.

A simple and truthful consideration of his official duty
under the organic Act by which the Territory was organ-
ized. O. T. Curtis, Buchanan, II. 202.

8f. In music, noting a composition in harmony
or intended for instruments Organic acid, acid
of which carbon is a constituent part, as citric or tar-

taric acid. Carbonic acid and its derivative acids are
sometimes classed with the inorganic and sometimes
with the organic acids. Organic activity, an activity

dependent on a special instrument or organ. Organic
analysis, in chem.

,
the analysis of organic substances ;

the determination of the proximate principles or of the
amounts of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other ele-

ments which may exist in them. Organic base, in chem.,
a nitrogenous organic compound having alkaline proper-
ties, and therefore capable of forming salts. These bases
are obtained chiefly from vegetables. Also called alkaloid.

Organic body, a body composed of dissimilar parts
Organic chemistry. See chemistry. Organic descrip-
tion ofcurves. See curve. Organic disease, a disease
in which there is appreciable anatomical alteration in the
structures involved : opposed to functional disease, in
which any alterations produced are too fine to be visible.

Organic geometry. See geometry. Organic law, in

politics, a system of laws forming part of the fundamental
constitution of a state ; specifically, a written constitu-
tion. Organic molecules. See molecule. Organic
musict, an old name for instrumental music. Organic
product, that in which everything is interchangeably
means and end. Organic radical, in chem., a group of
elements containing carbon, which takes part in chemical
reactions like an element, not being readily decomposed
by them. Organic remains, fossil remains of a plant or
an animal. Organic theory, an explanation bymeans of
a hypothesis of development, especially peaceful develop-
ment, from an inward determination to a determinate end.

organist

Il.t n- The science of the instruments of

thought, such as induction, syllogism, and the

like.

A system of logical precepts consists of two parts, the-

matic and organick. . . . The other [the second] converses

about the organs themselves with which the understand-

ing entreats of themes, and according to its capacity at-

tains to the knowledge of them.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman.

organical (6r-gan'i-kal), a. [< organic + -al.~\

Same as organic.

organically (6r-gan'i-kal-i),'af7. In an organic
manner; by or with organs; with reference to

organic structure or disposition of parts ; by or

through organization.
organicalness (6r-gan'i-kal-nes), n. The state

of being organic.
organicism (6r-gan'i-sizm), n. [< organic +
-ism.'] In pathol., the doctrine of the localiza-

tion of disease ;
the theory which refers all dis-

ease to material lesions of organs.

organiet, n. See organyi, on/any2 .

organific (6r-ga-nif'ik), a. [< L. organum, or-

gan, -I- -ficns, making: see -fie.'} Forming or-

gans or an organized structure
; constituting

an organism ;
formative

; acting through or re-

sulting from organs. Coleridge.

organifier (6r-gan'i-fi-er), n. [< organify +
-erl.] In collodion dry-plate photographic pro-

cesses, a weak solution, generally five to ten

grains to the ounce of water, of organic matter,
such as gelatin, albumen, coffee, gum arabic,

ormorphia,usedto organify the sensitized plate.
See organify.
Some again employ an organifier of tannin.

Silver Sunbeam, p. 576.

organify (6r-gan'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. or-

ganified, ppr. organifying. [< L. organum, or-

gan, + -Jicarc, make: see -fy.~] In photog., to

add organic matter to; impregnate with or-

ganic matter: said of a dry plate prepared ac-

cording to one of the old collodion processes.
The plate, after sen sitization in the silver-bath, was washed
to remove the free silver, and then flowed with the or-

ganifler or preservative, the object of which was at once to

hold open the pores of the collodion, to improve the keep-
ing qualities of the plate, and to increase its sensitiveness.

See organiser,

The plate is not to be exposed immediately after it is

organised. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 264.

organisability, organisation, etc. See organ-

izauiliti/, etc.

organisata (6r"gan-i-sa'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of organisatits, organizatus, organized: see

organizate.] Those things which are organized,
as animals and plants ; any or all organisms.
De Jussieti.

organism (or'gau-izm), n. [= F. organismc =
Sp. Pg. It. orgamsmo = G. organismus, < NL. or-

ganismus; Sisorgan1 + -ism."] 1. Organic struc-

ture; organization. [Rare.]

Suffrage and proper organism combined are sufficient

to counteract the tendency of government to oppression
and abuse of power. Calhoun, Works, I. 26.

2. A body exhibiting organization and organic
life; a member of the animal or vegetable
kingdom ;

an individual composed of a number
of essential and mutually dependent parts, all

of which partake of a common life.

Every organism has not only an inherited and gradually
modified structure which is one of the determinants of its

history, it has also a history of incident, that is on tran-

sient conditions, which may lead two similar organisms
along divergent paths, and determine them to different

manifestations.
O. H. Ijewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. 66.

Germs of microscopic organisms exist abundantly on
the surface of aU fruits.

Pasteur, On Fermentation (trans.), p. 99.

3. Anything that is organized or organic.

The social organism is not a mere physiological organ-
turn. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 190.

The universe is not a machine but an organism, with an

indwelling principle of life. J. Fiske, Idea of God, p. 131.

organismal (6r-ga-niz'mal), a. [< organism +
-ill.'] Of or pertaining to or produced by liv-

ing organisms: as, organismal fermentation.

In 1852 Naudin argued for the formation of new species
in nature in a similar way to that of varieties under culti-

vation, further attaching great importance to an assumed

"principle of finality," apparently a kind of organtemal
fate. Jincye. Brit., XXIV. 77.

Organist (or'gan-ist), n. [In ME. organister (or-

gonyster) ;
= F. organiste = Sp. Pg. It. orga-

'uixiii, < ML. organists, one who plays on a musi-
cal instrument (cf. organizare, play on a musi-
cal instrument), < L. organum, a musical instru-

ment, organ: see organ*.'] 1. One who plays
on an organ, especially a pipe-organ; specif-

ically, in modern churches, the regular official



organist

charged with playing the organ and often with

the management of all I lie music of the service.

Over his keys,
thu musing orgimi-t,

IVu'iiniiiitf Mtmhtfillly iind far .iv\:t>.

t lets his lingers wander u they list.

LmoeU, Vision of Sir Launfal.

2f. In meilii-nil miixii; a singer who sang some
other part than the cantns tirinuH or melodv.
Also II/V/IIK/..M-. 3. In nrnilli., a West Indian

tanager, Knplimir or Kn/iliniiin iniixini : so called

from its musical powers. The name is also

given to other tanagers of this genus.

organistert, [
M '' <>riiiii<y.tt<r; as organist +

-<>.] An organist. I'mni/it. I'urv., p. 369.

organistic (or-go-nis'tik), a. [< organist + -ie.]

In mimic, of or pertaining to an organ.

organistrtun (or-ga-nis'trum), n. [< (Jr. bpyavov,

organ, + suffix -urrpm,] A large variety of hur-

dy-gurdy.
organityt (6r-gan'i-ti), n. [< organ? + -ity.]

The quality or condition of possessing organs;

organization. [Rare.]

Many put out their force Informative
In their ethereall corporeity,
Devoid of heterogeneall organity.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, I. II. 24.

organizability (or'gan-i-za-bil'i-ti), n. [< or-

giniisiihlt: + -ity: see-bility.] The property of

being organizable; capability for organization
or for being turned into living tissue : as, the

organi~dl>i/iti/ of fibrin. Also spelled ori/iiin^i-

hiiity.

organizable (6r'gan-i-za-bl), a. [< organize +
-ii/ili:] Capable of being organized ; suscepti-

ble of organization. Also spelled organisable.

The superior types of organic substances, ending In or-

ganizable protoplasm.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol. (Amer. ed., 1872), App., p. 483.

organizatet, a. [< NL. organizatits, organisatus,

pp. of organizare: see organize.] Provided with

or acting through organs ; organized.
Death our spirits doth release

From this distinguished organizate sense.

Dr. H. More, Pneexlstency of the Soul, it. 21. (Daniet.)

organization (6r"gan-i-za'shpn), n. [= F. or-

i/niiisation = Sp. organization= Pg. oi'ganisaySo
= It. organizzazionc; &sorganize -r -ation.] 1.
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I was of a peculiarly sensitive organization ; my nerves

shivered to everj touch, like Mai], stunt;*.
//. It. Stou-e, Oldtnwn, p. 00.

General discriminate power probably implies from tin-

first a fine <ir<jnniiti'm of the brain as a wh"lr.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psycho!., p. 145.

Also s]>elleil organixittioH.

organize (or'gan-iz), r.
; ]iret.and ]ip. <>/;<"""'.

ppr. organiffng. [= F. organtxrr = Sp. orgnni-
:<ir = Pg. organisar = It. organixare, < NL. or-

//inii-iiri, organize (cf. ML. oryanizurc, play on
the organ), < L. orqanum, organ: see iirt/nn

1
.]

1. trans. 1. To render organic; give an organic
structure to; construct or modify so as to ex-

hibit or subserve vital processes: commonly in

the past participle.
Those nobler faculties of the loul organized matter could

nerer produce. Kay.

"Organized belngs/'saysthephyslologlst, "arecompoied
of a number of essential and mutually dependent parts."
"An organized product of nature, "says the great metaphy-
sician, "is that In which all the parts are mutually ends

and means." Wheirell.

2. In general, to form into a whole consisting
of interdependent parts; coordinate the parts

of; systematize; arrange according to a uni-

form plan or for a given purpose ; provide with
a definite structure or constitution; order.

So completely, however, Is a society organized upon the
same system as an individual being that we may almost

say there is something more than an analogy between them.
U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 490.

Don Oalvez went himself to Havannah to organwc and
command a great expedition against Pensacola.

/,.-./,/(. Eng. In 1 -t h Cent, xiv.

In the field where the western abutment of the old

bridge may still be seen, about half a mile from this spot,
the first organized resistance was made to British arms.

Einenon, Hist. Disc, at Concord.

3. In music, to Sing or arrange in parts: as, to

organize the halleluiah. [Rare.] =8yn. 2. To con-

stitute, construct.

II. intrans. To assume an organic structure

or a definite formation or constitution, as a
number of individuals ; become coordinated or

systematically arranged or ordered.

The men organize, and, as Clioros of old men, approach
with hostile intent, but are worsted in the encounter that

ensues. Amer. Jmir. Philol., VIII. 187.

organoplastic

gans of touch, tii si !. and smell. 2. Susci-pti-
blo of receiving an impression; plastic. Ihni-

den

W "

Socially, as well as individually, organization Is Indis-

pensable to growth ; beyond a certain point there cannot
be further growth without further organization.

II. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 6.
r
>.

(6) The process of arranging or systematizing ; specifically,
the process of combining parts into a coordinated whole :

as, the organization of an expedition.

Philosophy, with him [Hegel], lies quite out of the range
of common sense which is merely the organization of

sensible experiences. J. Fiske, Cosmic Fnllos., I. 124.

2. That which is organized; a regularly con-

stituted whole or aggregate ;
an organism, or a

systematized and regulated whole; any body
which has a definite constitution: often used

specifically of an organized body of persons, as

a literary society, club, corporation, etc.

Such was the intelligence, the gravity, and the self-com-

mand of the warriors whom Cromwell had trained, that in

their camp a political organization and a religious organi-
zation could exist without destroy ing military organization.

Stacaiday, Hist. Eng., i.

The body Is a healthful and beautiful organization only
when the principle of life acts generously through all Its

parts. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 199.

A moribund organization, to which few known writers

belong, and before which dry-as-dust papers are seml-oc-

oiuionally read. Harper's Mag., LXXVL 843.

3. Organic structure or constitution: arrange-
ment, disposition, or collocation of interde-

pendent parts or organs; constitution in gen-
eral: as, animal organization ; the organization
of society; the orgnniziitiou of the church or of

a legislature. Specifically, the physical constitution of

an animal or vegetable body or of one of its parts : used

absolutely, the physical or mental constitution of a human
being : often used with special reference to the activities

or functions which depend upon such organic structure :

as, a fine, delicate, or susceptible organization.

The man whose moral organization Is under due control

never acts on mere feeling, but invariably submits it to

reflection. Fotrler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 79.

The lowest living things are not, properly speaking, or-

ganisms at all ; for they have no distinctions of parts^ no
traces of organization.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Bio!. (Amer. ed., 1872), App., p. 481.

The habits of command formed by a long period of al-

most universal empire, and by the aristocratic organisa-
tion of the city, contributed to the elevation, and also to

the pride, of the national character.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. 182.

izes
;
one who arranges the several parts of

anything for action or work; one who estab-

lishes and systematizes. 2f. Same as organ-
ist, 2.

Also spelled organiser.

organ-ling (6r'gan-ling), n. [< organ + ling
1
.]

Same as orgeis.

organ-loft (6r'gan-16ft), n. The loft or gallery
where an organ stands. Also called music-loft.

organochordium (6r*gan-o-k6r'di-um), .

[NL., < Gr. bpyavov, an organ, + xpd'l, a string,

chord.] A musical instrument combining the

mechanisms of the pianoforte and of the pipe-

organ : it was suggested by G. F. Vogler.
organogenesis (dr'gan-o-jen'e-sis), w. [NL., <

Gr. bpyavav, an organ, 4- ytveaic,, origin: see

genesis.] Same as organogeny.

organogenetic (or'gan-o-je-net'ik), a. [< or-

<l<ini></enfsis, a,fteigenetic.] Sameas organogenic.

Organogenic (6r*gan-o-jen'ik), a. [As organo-
iji'ii-y + -ic.] Pertaining or relating to orga-

nogeny; organogenetic.
organogeny (6r-ga-noj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. bpyavav,

organ, + -yhtta, < -yevtK, producing: see -geny.]
The history of the develspment of organs of

living bodies, and of the systems and appa-
ratus composed of these organs. Also organo-

The development of the flower as a whole, or, as It is

termed, the Organogeny of the flower.

Beaey, Botany, p. 426.

organographic (6r"gan-o-graf'ik), o. [< orga-

nograpli-y + -ie.] Pertaining to organography.
organogfaphical (6r'gan-o-graf'i-kal, a. [<

organographic + -al.] Same as organographic.

organographist (or-ga-nog'ra-fist), n. [\ or-

ganograph-y + -int.] One wno describes the

organs of animal or vegetable bodies.

organography (6r-ga-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F. or-

ganographie, < Gr. bpyavav, organ, + -ypafyia, <

yp&Qetv, write.] 1. In Wo/., the study of or-

gans and their relations ; a description of the

organs of plants and animals; descriptive or-

ganology. 2. In music, the scientific descrip-
tion of musical instruments.

organoleptic (6r'gan-o-lep'tik), a. [< Gr. ip-

;i/rm', an organ, + XjpTnvKor, < haufldveiv, "hifieiv,

take.] 1. Making an impression on an organ ;

specifically, making an impression on the or-

organologic (or'gan-o-loj'ik), ii.

+ -ic.
]

( >t' or pertaining to oryanology.

organological d'ir'gan-0-loj'i-kal), . [< nrgnn-

ohH/if + -<il.\ Same us <irn<iit<il<>gic.

organologist (or-ga-nol'o-jist), n. [< oi-gnniil-

,/.!/ + .int.] In liiiil., OM skilled in organol-

9fft

organology (dr-ga-uol'o-ji), . [= F. organl<>-

i/if, (. Ur. 6/j;iw', an organ, + -/o;/, < "'i'< 1
',

speak: see -nliH/i/.\ 1. A branch of biology
which treats in particular of the different or-

gans of animals and plants with reference to

structure and function. 2. Phrenology. 3.

The study of structure or organization.

The science of style, as an organ of thought, of style In

relation to the ideas anil fenllngs, might be called the or-

ganology of style. Ve Qirincey, Style, I.

4 . Iii music, the science of musical instruments.

organometallic(or*'gan-o-ine-tal'ik), a. [< or-

<j(in(ii') + iiirtiillii-.] hi i-li, in., an epithet ap-

plied to compounds in which an organic radical,

as ethyl, is directly combined with a metal, to

distinguish them from otherorganic compounds
containing metals, in which the metal is indi-

rectly united to the radical by the intervention

of oxygen.
organbn (6r'ga-non), n. [< Or. bpyavnv, an in-

strument, organ: see organ 1
. Cf. organum.]

It. An organ; an instrument.

Employing all his wits In vain expense,
Abusing all his nrganont of sense.

Miiirii'n. Scourge of Vlllanle, vllL 210.

O thou great God, ravish my earthly sprite !

That for the time a more than human skill

May feed the organont of all my sense.

Peete, David and Bethsabe, st 15.

2. An instrument of thought. Originally applied to

the logical theory of demonstration, and then by the Peri-

patetics to the whole of logic, especially to the topics of

Aristotle or the rules for probable reasoning, as being only
an instrument or aid to philosophy, and not meriting the

higher place of a part of philosophy claimed for It by the

Stoics and most of the Academics; thence given as a title

to the logical treatises of Aristotle.

The organon of Descartes is doubt.

VeOch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. xxi.

Hence 3. A code of rules or principles for

scientific investigation. Bacon's work on this sub-

ject was called by htm the "Novum Organum." Kant
uses the term to denote the particular rales for acquiring
the knowledge of a given class of objects.

I never could detect . . . that he did not just as rigor-

ously observe . . . the peculiar logic of the law as if be
had never Investigated any other than legal truth by any
other organon than legal logic In his life.

R. Chnale, Addresses, p. 259.

The theory of judicial evidence Is constantly misstated

or misconceived even in this country |England|, and the

English law on the subject is too often described as being
that which it is its chief distinction not to be that is,

as an Organon, as a sort of contrivance for the discovery
of truth which English lawyers have patented.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 302.

Also organum.
organonoinic (6r'gan-o-nom'ik), a. [< organ-
ontimy + -ic.] Pertaining to organonomy.
organonomy (6r-ga-non'o-mi), H. [< Gr. 6pya-

vov, an organ, -r- vi/iof ,
law'. ] The doctrine of the

observed sequence of cause and effect in or-

ganic life ;
the body of prganonomic laws.

organonym (6r'gan-o-nim), n. [< Gr. bpyavov,
an organ, + orrm/, inonu, a name.] In biol., the

tenable technical name of any organ. [Bare.]

organonymal (6r-ga-non'i-mal), a. [? orga-

nonym-y + -al.] Of or pertaining to orga-

nonymy. Coues.

organonymic (dr'ga-no-nim'ik), a. [< orga-

mniym-y + -ic.] Pertaining to organonymy;
organonymal : as, organonymic terms. Wilder.

organonymy (6r-ga-non'i-mi), n. [< Gr. bpya-

iw, an organ, + 6mym, oi'o^a, a name.] In biol.,

any system of scientific names of organs ; the

nomenclature of organs; organonyms collec-

tively.

The terms . . . are the names of parts, organ-names, or

organonyms, and their consideration constitutes orga-

nonymy. Buek't Handbook of Med. Science*, VIII. 515.

organophonic (6r'ga-no-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. ipj-o-

vov, an organ,
+ Quvfi, voice: see phonic.]

In

music, noting a kind of vocal music in which the
tones of various instruments are imitated.

organophyly (6r-ga-nof'i-li),n. [<Gr. opjovov,
an organ, + Cfi^ti, a tribe.] The tribal history
of organs. Hacckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 24.

organoplastic (6r'gan-o-plas'tik), a. [< Gr. bp-

yavov, an organ, + jr?aoToc, verbal adj. of irUa-

auv, form, mold, + -ic. Cf. plastic.] Possess-

ing the property of producing or evolving the
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tissues of the organs of animals and plants : as,

nrnanoplastic cells.

org'anoplasty (or'gan-o-plas-ti), . [< Gr. i>p-

yavov, organ, + irXnorof, verbal adj. of K/.doaen>,

form, mold, + -y.~] In biol., the origination or

development of the tissues of organs in plants
and animals.

Organoscopy (or'gan-o-sko-pi), . [< Gr. dpya-

vm>, organ, + -aKO-rriaj < ancmctv, view.] Phre-

nology.
organ-piano (or'gan-pi-an'6), n. Same as melo-

/>i<ow.

organ-pipe (or'gan-pip), n. [< ME. organ-pype.']
1. A pipe of a pipe-organ. See pipe.

And the thunder,
That deep and dreadful organ-pipe, pronounced
The name of Prosper. Shah., Tempest, iii. 3. 98.

Near gilded organ-pipes, her hair

Wound with white roses, slept St. Cecily.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. Figuratively, the throat; the windpipe;
hence, the voice. 3. In costume, a large pip-

ing; a rounded flute Organ-pipe coral. See coral.

organ-point (or'gan-point), n. In music, a sin-

gle tone, usually tie tonic or the dominant, held
or sustained by one of the voice-parts while the

other parts progress freely without reference to

the sustained tone, except at the beginning and
end of the passage. It is a favorite effect in the
climaxes of contrapuntal compositions. When an organ-

point occurs in any other than the lowest voice, it is said

to be inverted. Also pedal-point, pedal harmony, pedal.

organ-rest (or'gan-rest), n. In her., same as

clarion, J. Gibbons.

organ-screen (6r'gan-skren), n. Eccles., an or-

namental screen of stone or timber on which a

Organ-screen.
Choir of Lincoln Cathedral, England, looking toward the nave.

church organ, usually a secondary organ, small-
er than the great organ, is placed in cathedrals.
In English churches it is often placed at the western ter-
mination of the choir, in the normal position of the rood-
loft; it is often found, however, as invariably in French
cathedrals, on one side of the choir.

organ-seat (6r'gan-set), . Same as organ-
bench.

organ-Stop (or'gan-stop), n. The stop of an
organ. See organ1 and stop.
organum (or'ga-num), re. [L., LL., < Gr. bp-
yavov, an instrument, organ, etc. : see organon,
on/arc1.] 1. Same as organon. 2. Inm#tc: (a)An organ, (b) Same as diapliony, 2.

organy/t (6r'ga-ni), .
; pi. organies (-niz). [Also

organic; < ME. "organye, orgonye, < OF. organic,
organ (musical instrument), an extended form
of organe, organ: see organ1 .} An organ; in-

strument; means.

4152
Youth and love

Were th' vnresisted organies to seduce you.
Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

Of gerlis and of gloria laus gretly me dretned,
And how osanna by orgonye olde folke songen.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 9.

organy2t (6r'ga-ni), n. [Also organic; a var. of

organ2 , origan.] Same as origan.

Eosemarie, Basil, Saverie, Organie, Marjoram, Dill, Sage,
Baulme, etc.

Touchstone of Complexions (1575), p. 66. (Davies.)

The storke having a bunch of orgamy
Can with much ease the adders sting eschew.

Heywood, Troia Britanica (1609). (Nares.)

organzine (or'gan-zin), n. [< F. organsin, OF.

organnin, orgasin = Pg. organsim, < It. organ-
zino, organzine.] 1. A silk thread made of sev-

eral singles twisted together ;
thrown silk. The

warp of the best silk textiles is made of it. 2.
Silk fabric made of such thread.

organzine (or'gan-zin), v. i.
; pret. and pp. or-

ganzined, ppr. organzining. [< organzine, .] In

silk-making, to twist single threads together,

forming thrown silk or organzine. Brande and
Cox.

orgasm (or'gazm), n. [= F. orgasme= Sp. Pg. It.

orgasmo, < Gr. *bpyaa[t6f, swelling, excitement,
< op-ydv, swell, be excited

;
cf . bpyii, passion, im-

pulse, propension ; akin to bptyeiv, stretch after,
desire : see orexis.] 1. Immoderate excitement
or action.
With the ravenous orgasm upon you, it seems imperti-

nent to interpose a religious sentiment.

Lamb, Grace before Meat.

His friend started at the disordered appearance of the
bard [Gray], whose orgasm had disturbed his very air and
countenance. I. D Israeli, Lit. Char., p. 189.

2. In med., a state of excitement in an organ :

applied chiefly to the acme of venereal excite-
ment in sexual intercourse.

orgastic (6r-gas'tik), a. Characterized by or

exhibiting orgasm; turgid, as an organ.
orgeat (6r'zhat), n. [< F. orgeat, < orge, < L.

hordeum, barley : see Hordeum. ] A syrup made
from almonds (originally barley), sugar, and
orange-flower water. It is much used by confection-

ers, and medicinally as a mild demulcent and an agreeable
vehicle for stronger remedies.

orgeis (or'je-is), n. [Origin not ascertained; no
obvious connection with organ-ling.] A large
kind of ling. Also called organ-ling.

orgelt, See orgul.

Orgiastic (6r-ji-as'tik), a. [< Gr. bpyiaariKOf, of
or pertaining to orgies, <6pym, orgies: see orgy.']

Pertaining to or characteristic of the orgies or

mystic festivities of the ancient Greeks, Phry-
gians, etc., especially those in honor of Bac-
chus or of Cybele; characterized by or consist-
ing in wild, unnatural, impure, or cruel revelry ;

frantically enthusiastic : as, orgiastic rites
;
or-

giastic worship. See orgy^.
The religion of the Greeks in the region of Ida as well

as at Kyzikus was more orgiastic than the native worship
of Greece Proper, just as that of Lampsacus, Priapus, and
Parium was more licentious. Grote, Hist. Greece, I. 338.

orgic (6r'jik), a. [< org-y + -ic.] Orgiastic.
[Rare.]
They [Egyptian pilgrims] landed at every town along

the river to perform orgic dances. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 91.

orglet, . [ME.: seeorganl.] Same as organl.
orgont, orgonet, Middle English forms of

organ l.

orgonyet, n. A Middle English form of organyl.
orguinette (6r-gi-nef), n. [A French-like

spelling, < organ + -ette.~\ A mechanical mu-
sical instrument, consisting of one or more
sets of reeds with an exhaust-bellows. The ori-
fices to the reeds are covered with a movable strip of paper
in which holes are cut at intervals, so that, when a crank
is turned and the bellows put in operation, the paper is

revolved from one roller to another, and the air is admit-
ted to the reeds through the holes. The melodic and har-
monic effects depend upon the position and size of the
holes. The tone is light and pleasant, and the music pro-
duced is often accurate and effective.

orgult, orgelt, . [ME., also orguil, orgel, or-

hel, pride (cf., in comp., orgel-mod, orgel-pride,
pride), partly < AS. orgol (in deriv. orgel-),

pride, partly < OF. orgoil, orgoel, orguel, or-

gueil, F. orgueil = Pr. orguelh, erguelh, orguoil,
orgoil, argull = Sp. orguilo = Pg. orgulho = It.

orgoglio, pride ; the Rom. forms prob. of Teut.

origin: cf. OHG. urgilo, excessively, oppres-
sively; appar. < or- (= QHG. r-), out, + -gel,
of unknown origin.] Pride.

Woreldes richesse wecheth orgel on mannes heorte.
Old Eng. Bom., ii. 43, 17.

orgnloust, a. [Also orgueilous; < ME. orgulous,
orgeilous, < OF. orgueilleus, orguiltus, orgoillos,
orgoillns, F. orgueillcux (= Pr. orgueliios, er-

guelhos, orgoillos = Sp. orgulloso = Pg. orgu-

orgyia

Utoso = It. orgoglioso; cf. AS. orgcllic), proud, <

orgoil, orgoel, orguel, orgueil, pride : see orgul.]
1. Prouil; haughty.

\Vbert<> repaired thys cruel geant,
Called Guedoii, that so tmjulows was,

Gret, thikke, longe, stronge, meruelous to se.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2955.

In Troy there lies the scene. From isles of Greece
The princes orgulous, their high blood chafed,
Have to the port of Athens sent their ships.

Shale., T. and (i, Prol., 1. 2.

2. Ostentatious; showy.
His atyre was oryulous.

Romaiwe of Rwh., quoted by Steevens. (Nares.)

3. Swollen; augmented; excessive; hence,
threatening; dangerous.
But they wyst nat how to passe ye ryuer of Derne,

whiche was fell and ortjulowt at certayne times, and espe-
cially rather in Somer than in Winter.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cii.

orgulouslyt, adv. [ME., < orgulous + -fy
2
.] In

an orgulous manner ; proudly ; haughtily.
Off a fera behold [with a fierce look], argvlvudy wrought.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 3543.

orgy (or'ji), n.
; pi. orgies (-jiz). [< F. orgies =

Sp. orgias = Pg. orgias = It. orgie, < L. orgia,

pi., < Gr. bpyia, pi., secret rites, prob. < *ipyeiv,

do, perform; cf. tpyov, work, performance. Con-
nection with op-yj/, passion (see orgasm), is not

probable. The singular is not used in L. or

Gr., and is rare in mod. use (E. and F.).] 1.

Secret rites or ceremonies connected with the

worship of some of the deities of classical my-
thology, as the mysteries of Ceres; particular-
ly, the revels at the festivals in honor of Diony-
sus or Bacchus, or the festival itself, which was
celebrated with boisterous songs and dancing
(see bacchante and mcenad) : generally plural in

this sense.
Pentheus and Orpheus were torn to pieces by the frantic

women at his orgies. Bacon, Fable of Dionysus.
It would have resembled an orgy to Bacchus.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 118. (Latham.)

Hence 2. A wild or frantic revel; a noctur-
nal carousal

;
drunken revelry.

Amid the orgies of weary and satiated profligacy arose
first a spirit of scoffing, then of savage, vindictive, and ag-
gressive scepticism. W. R. dreg, Misc. Essays, 2d ser., p. 17.

Hired animalisms, vile as those that made
The mulberry-faced Dictator's orgies worse
Than aught they fable of the quiet Gods.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

= Syn. 2. Revel, Debauch, etc. See carousal! .

orgyia (6r-ji'ia), n.
; pi. orgyia' (-ie). [NL., < Gr.

b/ryvia, the length of the outstretched arms, a

fathom, < bpcyem, stretch out: see orexis.~\ 1.
An ancient Greek measure of length, equivalent
to about 6 feet. Encyc. Brit., II. 387. 2. [cap.]
A genus of arctiid moths of the restricted family
Liparidai, the males of which fly by day with a

vaporing kind of motion, and hence are called

raporers or vaporer-motlis. They are also known as

tussock-moths, from the long tufts of hair with which the
caterpillars are furnished. The females are incapable of

flight, having only rudi-

mentary wings. In the
male the body is slender

;

the proboscis is short ; the

palpi are short and very
hairy, with the third joint
shortest

;
the antennae are

broadly pectinate ; the
hind tibiae have two short

apical spurs, or four long
ones; and the wings are

broad, extending beyond
the end of the abdomen.
The larvae are elongate and
tuberculate, usually with

White-marked Tussock-moth (Orgyia teucostigma).

a, wingless female upon her egc-tnass ; b, newly hatched larva
or caterpillar, hanging by a threat! ; c

f mature caterpillar on a leaf;
rf, winged male moth ; e, male pupa ; /, female pupa. (All natural
size.)
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two ICIIIK pencils of hair mi the; prothoraclc and anal Beg-
inrnts: they spin a slight cocoon boVSVgnNUUt, The
'.THUS is rr[iir-riitr'l in all tin- Old \Vorlil round i.

ll:lH Home .North Alllfl-irall mi'mlHTH. Tlh- mill*- "f tl ,,n

h'lii.i tin- common vaporer, Is a small brown moth with
a ullitr s|n.l till the nl^c of thr forr wings. 0. CCentHUl

i* tin- irnl In-Mirk moth. O, fi/wliiia is the dark tus-

Kork-motli. " / i/r...-7/ /,"", thr whilr marked Ins-irk

moth, is vt-ry troublesome- in tin- *tin-ts ut' many ritics of
tin- I nitnl statfs, injniiim shailrti

1M10.

Oribates(i.>-rib'a,-tez),H. [ML.
< Ur. lifui, iiiTi/r, mountain-ra

, 1804),

-ranging, < opof, a

mountain, + fiaivtiv, go.] A genus of beetle-

niitcs, typical of the family Orihiitiilii; having
the eephalothorax with lanirllar appendages,
the vertex with bristly hairs, ami the miilillo

claw larger than the others. There are probably
many more species than have thus fur heen drtri minni.
O. nviwru* la a useful mite, which feeds on the eggs of
the cunkerworm-iiioth in the United States. Also Oro-
batf*.

Oribatidae (or-i-bat'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Oribatcx
+ -irffc.] A family of tracheato acarids, tyi)ified

by the genus Oribaten. They are known as beetle-

mites, from the hard homy Integument, and also as wood-
miten. The ocelli are almost obsolete, the mandihles che-

late, the short palpi four-jointed, and the legs five-jointed,
all ambulatory. None is parasitic at any age, or specially
injurious, and some are beneficial. About 12 genera are
described. The Oribatidte are sometimes divided into 2

subfamilies, Pterogasterinas or Oribatiiux proper, and Opo-
terof/anteriiice, the latter containing 9 genera.

oribi, " Same as ourebi.

orichalc (or'i-kalk), n. [Formerly also ori-

i-linlche; = F. orirlml//>ir = Sp. Pg. It. oricalco,
< L. orichalcitin (also erroneously aurichalfii/ii,

simulating auriim, gold), < Or. opeixaAnof, rarely
bpixalMof, yellow copper ore, brass, lit.

' moun-
tain-copper,' < opof, mountain, + ^o//5c, cop-
per: see chalcitis.] The equivalent in English
of the Greek opfi'^a/Uof, the name of a metallic

alloy or metal of brilliant luster, mentioned by
Greek authors of a very early date, and con-
sidered by them as worthy to be classed with

gold and silver in respect of value. Plato, while
often speaking of it, admits that orichalc waa no longer to
be had in his time ; and some (Aristotle, it is Said, among
them) deny that any such metal ever existed. The word
passed into Latin under the form of orichalcum, and later
that of aurichalcujn. Although sometimes used as the
name of brass (as by Strain), who, with as near an approach
to accuracy as was possible in those days, describes the
method of manufacturing that metal and calls the alloy
orichalcum), it had in general even down to the middle
ages a more or less uncertain meaning, standing some-
times for an entirely ideal and very precious substance
and sometimes for an ordinary metal or alloy (as copper
or bronze), but having a peculiar value on account of the
manner in which it was made, or the locality whence it

came.
The metall was of rare and passing price ;

Not Bilbo steele, nor brasse from Corluth fet,
Nor costly Oricalche from strange Phojnice,
Kut such as could both Phoebus nrrowes ward,
And th hayling darts of heaven beating hard.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 78.

orichalceous (or-i-kal'shius), a. [< orichalc +
-eons.] Of or pertaining to orichalc

; having a
luster or color between that of gold and that
of brass.

orichalcum (or-i-kal'kum), n. Same as orichalc.

oriel (6'ri-el), . [Formerly also orial; < ME.
oryd, oriol, oryall, < OF. oriol, < ML. oriolum,
a small room, a recess, a porch ; perhaps orig.
a gilded room, for L. "aureolum, neut. of au-

reolus, of gold, golden, gilded, < aureus, of

Oriel. Castle of llci.lellien;, Baden.
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so,, itiirnilr, itiimiiin, and of. oriole."] A
portico, recess, or small room forming a pro-

jection I'rotn a room or building, as a ball or

chapel, in the form of a large bay or reecssoil

window, and often more richly furnished or

more private than the rest of the room or

building, formerly used as a boudoir, closet,
and separate apartment for various purpose-.
It projects from the outer face of the wall, being In plan
semi-hexagonal, semi-octagonal, or rectangular, etc., and
Is supported on brackets, corbels, or rorbflintf. When
such a projecting feature rests upon the ground, or di-

rectly upon the foundation of the building, it is called a

bay-inndow, or a botc-uindow. Also called oriel windmc.

Sure I am that small excursion out of gentlemen's halls

In Dorcetshire (respect it East or West) Is commonly called

an orial. Fuller, Ch. KM., VI. 285.

At St. Alban's was an Oriel, or apartment for persons
not so sick as to retire to the Infirmary.

Fosbrooke, Brit. Monachism, xxxix.

And thro' the topmost Oriel*' colored flame
Two godlike faces gazed below.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

All In an oriel on the summer side,

Vine-clad, of Arthur's palace toward the stream
They met. Ttnnynon, Lancelot and Elaine.

A small church too strikes us, with its windows project-
ing like oriels, one of them indeed rising from the ground.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 49.

oriencyt (6'ri-en-si), n. [< orien(t) + -cy.]

Brightness or strength of color.

Black and thorny plum tree Is of the deepest oriency.

Evelyn, III. Iv. 12.

orient (6'ri-ent), a. and n. [< ME. orient, n., <

OP. orient, F. orient = Sp. Pg. It. oriente, < L.

orien(t-)s, rising; as a noun (so. sol, sun), the

quarter where the gun rises, the east, day ;

ppr. of oriri, rise, = Gr. \/ op in bpvivai, rise, =
Skt. / or, rise.] I. a. 1. Rising, as the sun;
ascending; arising.

Let us feare lest the Snnne for ever hide himselfe, and
turn his orient steps from our ingrateful Horizon, justly
condemn'd to be eternally benight'd.

Hilton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

Moon, that now meet'st the orient sun, now fly'st,
With the flx'd stars, flx'd in their orb that flies.

MUtan, P. L, v. 176.

The songs, the stirring air,
The life re-orient out of dust.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxvi.

2. Eastern. Also oriental.

Now morning from her orient chamber came,
And her first footsteps touch'd a verdant hill.

Keats, Imit. of Spenser.

3. Resembling the dawn in brilliancy, bright-
ness, or purity of coloring; bright; shining;
pellucid ; especially, as applied to pearls, of a
delicate speckless texture, and clear, almost
translucent, white color with subdued irides-
cence: opposed to occidental.

If he should loue an Orient stone, it is for the propertie
or beautie thereof.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Uellowes, 1577X P- 862.

These unjust and insolent positions I would not men-
tion, were it not thereby to make the countenance of truth
more orient. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vlll. 2.

I would not hear of blacks, I was so light,
But chose a colour orient like my mind.
Middleton, Maxtinyer, and Rowley, Old Law, ii. 1.

Is your pearl orient, sir? B. Jonton, Volpone, I. 1.

Thick with sparkling orient gems
The portal shone, inimitable on earth.

Milton, P. L., ill. 607.

H. . 1. The east; the part of the horizon
where the sun first appears in the morning : op-
posed to accident.

Mom in the white wake of the morning star
Came furrowing all the orient into gold.

Tennyson, Princess.

2. [cap. or I. c.] With the definite article, the
East; Eastern countries; specifically [cop.], the

region to the east and southeast of the lead-

ing states of Europe: a vague term, including
Turkey, Persia, Egypt, India, etc.

They conquered manye regnes grete
In the Orient. Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 324.

3. The peculiar luster of a pearl; a delicate

speckless texture, with pellucid color and sub-
dued iridescence, as in pearls of the first water.
A pearl of the first water should possess, in jewellers'

language, a perfect
" skin

" and a fine orient

Sneyc. Brit., XVIII. 446.

4. A pearl possessing such qualities; a pearl
of the first water.

Prof. Teufelsdrockh's Book ... is indeed ... a very
Sea of Thought, . . . wherein the toughest pearl-diver
may dive to his utmost depth, and return not only with
sea-wreck, but with true orients.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, I. 2.

Orient equinoctial, that part of the eastern horizon
which Is cut by the equinoctial circle. Orient estival,

orientalism

the eastern intersection of the horizon by thr tropic of
Cancer. - Orient hibernal, the eastern inl. i-s. .-ti,,ii ,,f

Hi' 1, MM/'. n by the tropic of Capricorn.

Orient (o'ri-ent), f. /. [< V.orii nil r = Sp. IV.
oricntar = It. orienUin 1

, < .ML. 'orii-ntnre, get
toward the oast, set with regard to the cardinal

points, < L. ni -a n< /-).*, the east: see orient, u.

and M.J 1. To define the position of in respect
to the cast; ascertain the position of relative

to the points of the compass; hence, to find the

bearings of, in general; figuratively,
to adjust

or correct by referring to first principles or

recognized facts or truths; take one's proper
bearings mentally. 2. To place or arrange so
as to face the east that is, with its length
from west to east; specifically, of a church, to

place so that the chief altar is at the east end
that is, to place with the long axis east and

west, the apse being toward the east, and the
chief entrance at the west end; or, of a corpse,
to place with the feet toward the east.

The coffins were of plank or stone, and were not ori-

ented. Science, III. tea.

Hence 3. To place or arrange, as a building,
in any definite position with reference to the

points of the compass : as, the episcopal cathe-
dral of New York will be oriented north and
south.

Oriental (6-ri-en'tal), a. and n. [< ME. orien-

tal, < OF. oriental, F. oriental = op. Pg. orien-

tal = It. orientate, < L. orientalia, of orbelong-
ing to the orient or east, < orien(t-)s, the east:
see orient.] I. a. 1. Of the orient or east;
situated in or proceeding from the east; east-
ern: as, oriental seas or countries. Also orient.

Strait to the East
The Spirit flies, and In Aurora's cheeks
The best of Oriental sweetness seeks.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, I. 51.

We may note the Positure and Position of the Corps,
which among the Christians hath always been to turn the
Feet to the East, with the Head to the West ; that so they
may be ready to meet the Lord, whom the Ancients did
believe should appear in the oriental part of Heaven.

Durand, quoted in Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 47.

Some ascribing hereto the generation of gold; . . . con-
ceiving the bodies ... to receive . . . some appropriate
Influence from his [the sun's] ascendent and oriental radia-
tions. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vL 7.

2. Of superior quality; precious; valuable;
possessing orient qualities: applied to gems
as a mark of excellence : opposed to occidental,
which applies to the less valuable kinds. The
word oriental is also frequently applied as an epithet to the
names of certain stones to which the stone so described
has no relation except that of color or some other resem-
blance : thus, oriental emerald Is not emerald, but sap-
phire of a greenish-yellow color ; oriental topaz 1s not to-

paz, but sapphire of a yellow color, or yellow mixed with
red ; and so on. Oriental is also applied to several supe-
rior or prized varieties of the domestic pigeon.

For of o perle, fyne, oriental,
Hire white coroune was imaked al.

Chaucer, ProL to Good Women, 1. 221.

Some dozen of very faire Emeraulds orientall.

UaUuyft Voyages, II. 279.

If this oceanic jade be recognized as a distinct variety
the ordinary nephrite may be distinguished as " oriental

jade." Bncyc. Brit., XIH. Ma
3. [cap. or I. c.~] Of, pertaining to, or charac-
teristic of the East, or Eastern, especially Asi-

atic, countries ; hence, exuberant
; profuse ;

sumptuous; gorgeous; magnificent.
His services were rewarded with Oriental muniflcence :

and we believe that he received much more than Hastings
could conveniently spare. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

I know not for he spoke not, only shower'd
His oriental gifts on every one,
And most on Edith. Tennyton, Aylmer's Field.

4. In astrol., rising between the fourth house
and the mid-heaven: applied to the planets.
Lilly, Introd. to Astrol., App., p. 344 Oriental
amethyst, cashew-nut, elemi, etc. See the nouns
Oriental-pearl essence. See eaence. Oriental plane-
tree. See plane-tree, Platanus, and chinar-tree. Orien-
tal region, in zoogeog., a division of the earth's surface
with reference to the distribution of animals and plants,
comprising all of continental Asia not included in the
Falearctlc region, and the islands zoologically related
thereto. Oriental shagreen. See shagreen. Oriental
sore. Same as Aleppo ulcer (which see, under ulcer).

U. ii. [cap. or I. <.] A native or an inhabi-
tant of some eastern part of the world; an
Asiatic.

orientalise, '. t. See orientalize.

orientalism (6-ri-eu'tal-izm), n. [= F. orien-
talisme = Pg. orientali>mo ; as oriental + -im.]
1. A characteristic of Eastern nations, as a
mode of thought or expression, or a custom;
also, such characteristics collectively; Eastern
character or characteristics.

Dragons are a sure mark of Orientalism.
T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry, Dlss. L



orientalism

2. Knowledge of Oriental languages or litera-

ture. Quarterly liev.

orientalist (6-ri-en'tal-ist), n. [= P. orienta-

liute Sp. Pg. orieitt'dlistti ; as oriental + -1st."]

1. [cop. or I.e.] An inhabitant of some eastern

part of the world ;
an Oriental.

Who can tell how far the orientalists were wont to adorn
their parables?

Le Clerc, Comment on Job xlii. 14. (Latham.)

2. [cap.'] One who is versed in the languages
and literature of the East: opposed to Occiden-

tal^.
There is not somuch difference between theliterary and

popular dialects of Arabic as some European Orientalists

have supposed. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. '263.

orientalityt (6'ri-en-tal'i-ti), n. [< oriental +
-it;/.'] The quality of being oriental, or of ris-

ing in the east.

Whose [the sun's] revolution being regular, it hath no

power nor efficacy peculiar from its mentality, but equal-

ly disperseth his beames unto all which equally, and in the

same restriction, receive his lustre.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 7.

orientalize (6-ri-en'tal-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

orientalized, ppr. orientalising. [< P. orienta-

liser; as oriental + -lze.~\ To render oriental;

impart an oriental character to; conform to

Oriental manners or character. Also spelled
orientalise.

Constantino . . . transferred theseatofhisgovernment
to Byzantium, and thus fixed the policy ... of oriental-

izing and dividing the empire.
Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, III. 2.

orientally (6-ri-en'tal-i), adv. 1. In the orient

or east. 2. In accordance with Eastern char-

acteristics or customs.
orientate (6-ri-en'tat), v.

; pret. and pp. orien-

tated, ppr. orientating. [< ML. "orientatus, pp.
of "orientare, set toward the east: see orient,

f.] I. trans. 1. To turn or cause to turn to-

ward the east; cause to assume an easterly di-

rection or aspect ;
orient ; specifically, to place

(a church) with its altar-end toward the east.

See orient, v., 2. 2. To determine or ascertain
the position of, especially with reference to the

east; determine or fix the position or bearings
of; figuratively, to take one's proper bearings
mentally. 3. To place, as a crystal, in such a

position as to show clearly the true relation of

the several parts.
II. tntrans. 1. To assume an easterly direc-

tion; turn or veer toward the east; specifically
(cedes.), to be so constructed that the end near-
est the altar or high altar (ecclesiastically ac-

counted the eastern end) is directed toward a
certain point of the compass ; especially, to be
so placed that the conventional eastern end is

directed toward the geographical east.

The only two instances ... in which it [orientation]
is departed from [in the Eastern Church] are those of

Haghios Georgios ... in Crete, which orientates north,
and of the Asomatol ... in the Morea, which orientates
south. J. 31. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 222.

2. To worship toward the east; especially, to
celebrate the eucharist in the eastward position

that is, facing the altar. See eastward, a.

orientation (6"ri-en-ta'shon), n. [< P. orienta-

tion, < ML. *orientatio(n-)", < "orientare, orient:
see orientate, orient, v."] 1. The act of turning
or the state of being turned toward the east.

Specifically (a) The position of worshipers facing to-

ward the east, or, in Christian worship, toward that end of
a church which is known as the eastern end ; especially
(eccles.), that position of a priest celebrating the eucharist
in which he faces the altar ; the eastward position.

Where among the lower races sun-worship begins to
consolidate itself in systematic ritual, the orientation of
the worshipper and the temple becomes usual and dis-
tinct. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 384.

(6) Such a position of a corpse in a grave that the head is

toward the west and the feet toward the east.

The same symbolism of east and west has taken shape
in actual ceremony, giving rise to a series of practices
concerning the posture of the dead in their graves and the
living in their temples, practices which may be classed
under the general heading of Orientation.

K. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 382.

(c) The construction or position of a church so that it has
that end which contains the chancel or sanctuary in the
direction of the east

The very ancient practice of orientation in the building
of churches can hardly be set aside as "a High Church
piece of pedantry." Allusion to worship towards the east
may be found in the early liturgies and Church fathers ;

and in this country, at least, orientation has been practised
from the first introduction of Christianity into these isl-
ands down to the present time, with the interruption of
the Great Rebellion. JV. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 469.

(d) Hence, the position of a building or of any object with
reference to any point of the compass.
The later builders of Thebes appear to have had no no-

tion of orientation, but to have placed their buildings and
tombs so as to avoid regularity, and facing in every con-
ceivable direction. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 00.
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() In crystal. ,
the position of a crystal of its faces, cleav-

age-planes, optic axes or axes of elasticity, etc. -defined

with reference to certain assumed directions, especially
those of the crystallographic axes.

2. The process of determining the points of

the compass, or the east point, in taking bear-

ings. Hence 3. The act of taking one's men-
tal bearings; ascertainment of one's true posi-

tion, as in a novel situation, or with reference

to new ideas, new studies, etc., as if by deter-

mining the points of the compass.
But let a man venture into an unfamiliar field, or where

his results are not continually checked by experience, and
all history shows that the most masculine intellect will

ofttimes lose his orientation and waste his efforts in direc-

tions which bring him no nearer to his goal, or even carry
him entirely astray. C. 5. Peirce, in Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 4.

4. The process of determining direction or rela-

tive position in general.

Tympanic sensibility plays no role in auditive orienta-

tion. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 510.

5. In crystal., the process of placing a crystal
in proper position so as to show the relation of

its planes to the assumed axes. 6. In zool.,
the faculty or instinct by which birds and other
animals find their way home after being carried

to a distance. It is well illustrated by homing pigeons.
(See hominy.') A striking instance of orientation is also

afforded by swallows. Thus, a swallow nesting in New
England, for example, and wintering in Panama, can re-

turn to the rafter in the barn where its nest was the pre-
vious year. All the regular and periodical migrations of
birds imply the faculty of orientation.

orientator (6'ri-en-ta-tor), n. [< orientate +
-or.] An instrument used for determining the

position of a church so that its chancel may
point to the east.

orientness (6'ri-ent-nes), n. The state of be-

ing orient or bright ; luster; brightness: spe-

cifically applied to diamonds, ffakluyt's Voy-
ages, III. 269.

orifacial (or-i-fa'shal), a. [< L. os (or-), mouth,
+ fades, face : see facial.'] Noting the angle
defined below Orifacial angle, in craniom., the an-

gle between the facial line of Camper and the plane of the
lower surfaces of the upper teeth.

Orifext (or'i-feks), n. [An erroneous form of

orifice (apparently simulating artifex with re-

gard to artifice).1 An opening; aperture; ori-

fice.

All my entrails bathed
In blood that straineth from their orifex.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, II., iii. 4.

And yet the spacious breadth of this division

Admits no orffex for a point as subtle
As Ariachne's broken woof to enter.

Shak., T. and C., v. 2. 151.

orifice (or'i-fis), n. [Formerly also orifis; < F.

orifice = Sp. Pg. orificio = It. orifizio, orificio,

< LL. orificium, an opening, lit. the making of

a mouth, < L. os (or-), mouth, + facere, make.]
An opening ;

a mouth or aperture, as of a tube,

pipe, or other similar object ;
a perforation ;

a
vent.

Let me see the wound :

This herb will stay the current, being bound
Fast to the orifice.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

Their mouths
With hideous orifice gaped on us wide.

Milton, P. L, vi. 577.

Anal, aortic, atrial, cardiac, esophageal, etc., orifice.
See the adjectives.

oriflambt, oriflambet, See oriflamme.
oriflamme (or'i-flam), n. [Formerly also ori-

flamb,oriflambe (and auriflamme, after ML.aim-
flamma) ;

< F. oriflamme, < ML. auriflamma, <

L. aurum, gold, + flamma, flame: see or3 and
flame.'] 1. The banner of St. Denis, supposed
to have been a plain red gonfalon that is, a
banderole of two or three points attached to a

lance. It was preserved in the abbey of St. Denis, near
Paris, and in war was carried before the king of France as a
consecrated flag (compare church banner, under church)
and as the special royal ensign.

Sir Eeynolde Camyan baneret that daye bare the ory-
flambe, a speciall relique that the Frenshe Kynges vse to
bere before them in alle battayles.

Fabyan, Chron., II., an. 1365.

Press where ye see my white plume shine amidst the ranks
of war,

And be your oriflamme to-day the helmet of Navarre.

Macaulay, Battle of Ivry.

2. In Jier., a blue flag or banner charged with
three golden fleurs-de-lis.

orig. An abbreviation of original and originally.

Origan (or'i-gan), n. [Formerly also organ, and

organy, organie (see organ 2 , organyV); < ME.
origans, origon, < OF. (and F.) origan = It. ori-

gano (cf. AS. organe), < L. origanum, origanon,
origanus, < Gr. bpiyavov, bpiyavos, also bpriyavav,

bpeiyavof, marjoram, the latter forms appar. sim-

ulating a compound of opog (bpei-), mountain, +
yav'ucrBai, be delighted, be glad, ydvof, bright-

origin

ness.] A plant of the genus Origanum; mar-

joram; wild marjoram ; also, pennyroyal, Mcn-
tha Pulegimn.

Sowe origon whenne day and nyght is longe
Yliche, and water it till it be spronge.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 184.

Bathing her selfe in origane and thyme.
>er, F. Q., I. ii. 40.

Upper Part of Wild Marjoram
(Origanum VHlgare}, with flow-

ers, a, a flower; /', the fruit.

Origanum (o-rig'a-num), re. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < GT.opi-yavov, marjoram: see origan."] A
genus of labiate plants of the tribe Stitnrcinr
and the subtribe Mentlioidea', known by the

usually two-flowered clusters crowded in heads
with conspicuous involucvate bracts. There are
about 30 species, mainly of the Mediterranean region.

They are shrubby or herba-
ceous perennials, with small
undivided leaves, and glo-
bose or cylindrical heads of
flowers with their bracts

often enlarged and colored.

0. vulyare, the wild marjo-
ram, is gently tonic, diapho-
retic, and emmenagogic, but
at present little used. See

marjoram, also dittany, 3,

and hop-marjoram.. Oil Of
origanum, marjoram-oil.

Origenism (or'i-jen-
izm), n. [< Origen (see

def.) + -ism.'] The
opinions held by or at-

tributed to the Greek
father Origen of Alex-
andria (born about A. D.

185, died about 253).
The main characteristics of

Origen's teaching- were its

union of philosophical spec-
ulation with Christian doc-
trine and its mystical and al-

legorizing interpretation of

Scripture. He insisted especially on the unity of all crea-
tion ; he regarded Scripture as having generally a three-
fold sense, literal, moral, and mystical; he held the es-

sential divinity and eternity of each person of the Trinity,
but maintained that the Son is inferior to the Father and
the Holy y host to the Son ; he was the first to formu-
late the orthodox doctrine of eternal generation ; he re-

jected prayer to Christ, though he defended prayer in the
name of Christ ; he regarded all sin as proceeding from a

voluntary and moral self-determination to evil
;
he held

that the human soul of Christ preexisted with other hu-
man souls

;
that the soul came into the body as a penalty

for sin in a preexistent state ; and he believed in a further
moral progress and development after the present liTe, and
defended as a probable opinion the restoration and final

salvation of all men and of the fallen angels.

Origenist (or'i-jen-ist), n. [< Origen (see def.)
+ -!*(.] 1. A follower of Origen of Alexandria;
one who held or professed to hold the doctrines
held by or attributed to Origen. 2. A mem-
ber of a sect mentioned by Epiphanius as fol-

lowers of some unknown person named Origen.
He attributes shameful vices to them, but sup-
plies no further information concerning them.

Origenistic (orl-je-nis'tik), a. [< Origenist +
-ic.] Belonging to, held by, or characteristic
of Origen or the Origenists, or their opinions.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 796.

origin (or'i-jin), n. [< OF. origine, also orine,

ourine, F. origine = Sp. origen = Pg. origem
= It. origine, < L. origo (origin-), beginning,
source, birth, origin, < oriri, rise: see orient.]
1 . Beginning of existence ; rise or first mani-
festation

;
first stage or indication of being or

existence.
The origin and commencement of his grief

Sprung from neglected love.

Shale., Hamlet, iii. 1. 185.

I think he would have set out just as he did, with the

origin of ideas : the proper starting-post of a grammarian
who is to treat of their signs.

Tooke, Diversions of Purley, I. ii.

2. That from which anything derives its being
or nature; source of being or existence; cause
or occasion

;
fountain

;
source : as, the orii/inx

of a nation.

These great Orbs, thus radically bright,
Primitive Founts, and Origins of Light.

Prior, Solomon, i.

3. Hence, parentage ; ancestry; pedigree; ex-

traction; birth.

Their birth wherein they are not guilty,
Since nature cannot choose his origin.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 26.

How convenient it would be to many of our greatmen and
great families of doubtful origin, could they have t he privi-

lege of the heroes of yore, who, whenever their origin was
involved in obscurity, modestly announced themselves de-

scended from a god. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 106.

4. In math., the fixed starting-point from which
measurement or motion starts ; specifically, in

aiialyt. geom., the point from which the coor-
dinates are measured. 5. In anat.: (a) The
proximal, larger, or more fixed one of the two



origin

ends or attachments of a muscle; the part or

place whence a muscle usually acts: opposed
to iiixirlinii. (li) The root or- beginning of a
nervo in the brain or spinal cord. Cranial nerves
have two origin* Ihc apparent or nii|H>rtlci:d origin, at

the point where they leave the brain, and the n-;i1 "i il' <
i>

origin, the groups of ganglion-cells to which their roots
can be traced. Certificate of origin. See certificate.

Domicile of origin. See domicile, -i Origin of a vec-

tor, the position of the point dtopboM by a vector.

Origin of species. See specie*. Pedal origin. See

origin*, c. [< origin, n. {'{.oni/iun//:} I. trans.

Togive rise to; originate; initiate.

II. intrann. To arise; originate.

This proverb origined whitest England and Wales were
at deadly feude. fuller, Worthies, Cardigan, III. 6-1).

originable (o-rij'i-na-bl), a. [< origin(ate) +
-Mb. ] Capable of being originated,
original (o-rij'i-nal), o. and n. [< ME. original,
< OF. (anil F.) original originel = Sp. Pg. origi-
nal = It. originate, < LL. originalis, primitive,
original, < L. origo (origin-), beginning, source,
origin: see origin.] I. o. 1. Pertaining to the

origin or beginning; initial; primal; first in or-

der
; preceding all others : as. the original state

in which man was created ; the original edition
of a book.

Thus male no reason well forsake
That ihilkc sinne original.

(foicer, Conf. Amant., v.

( 'oncerning the original Language of Spain, it was, with-
out any Controversy, the Bascucnce or Cantahrian.

HaweU, Letters, ii. 69.

The original question was, Whether God hath forbidden
the givingany worship to himself by an image?

StUlingfleet.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of the first

or earliest stage or state of anything; first or
earlier as opposed to later; primeval; primi-
tive; pristine.

His form had yet not lost

All her original brightness, nor appear'd
Less than archangel ruin'd. Milton, P. L., 1. 592.

3. Having the power to initiate or suggest new
thoughts or combinations of thought ; creative,
as author, artist, philosopher, etc.: as, an origi-
nal genius.
He [Henryson] had studied Chaucer with the ardour

and insight of an original mini).

T. a. Ward, English Poets, I. 187.

4. Produced directly by an author, artist, or

authority; not copied, imitated, translated, or
transcribed: as, the original document; the

original Greek text
;
the original painting.

In the author's original copy there were not so many
chasms as appear in the book. Swift, Tale of a Tub, Apol.

Afterwards dishonestly reprinted as an original article.

Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

Hence 5. Fresh; novel; new; striking; never
before thought of or used: as, an original idea
or plan ;

an original invention.
Abbreviated orig.

Original bills In equity. See bill*.- Original cer-

tainty, the certainty of an intuitive or self-evident truth.

Original charter, invoice,jurisdiction, key. Seethe
nouns. Original line, plane, or point, in persp., a line,

plane, or point referred to the original object. Original
package, position. Seethe nouns. Original quauneo,
primary qualities, in the sense given to that term by Locke ;

qualities which are in the things themselves, whether they
are perceived or not. Original Seceders. Sce*eceder.

Original sin. See sin Original writ, in law, a man-

datory letter issuing out of the Court of Chancery, which
was the beginning or foundation of an action at common
law. Also applied to legal process for reviewing errors
and some other purposes. The term is used in contradis-
tinction to mfxne process or judicial irrit. = Syn. 1. Origi-

nal, Native, Indigenous, Aborigiital. The original inhabi-
tants of a country are those who were there first, whether
native or not. The native inhabitants of a country are those
who were born there, as opposed to immigrants or those

foreign-horn. Indigenoti* sounds somewhat strange us

applied to races, because the actual origination of a race
in a given region is rarely asserted or discussed ; the word
is often used literally of vegetable products tuttive to a

region, and sometimes metaphorically of feelings naiiue

to man : as such it is opposed to exotic : as, the
potato

is

believed to be indigenoux, or native, to Peru. Aboriginal
is used of human beings ; the aboriginal inhabitants of a

country are those that are found occupying the country by
civilized discoverers : the North American Indians were
the aboritfineg or aboriginal inhabitants of the country,
but are believed to have been preceded by a race not them-
selves intiigenous, nor perhaps the original occupants of

the soil. See primary. 3. Inventive, creative.

II. n. If. Origin ;
source ; starting-point ;

lirst issue
; beginning.

It hath its original from much grief, from study and

perturbation of the brain. Shut., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 131.

Some of our people that are dead took the original of

their death here. Mourt's Journal, in Appendix to New
[England's Memorial, p. 349.

Hence 2t. Parentage; ancestry; pedigree;
descent; derivation; extraction; birth.

41(JO

This name progeny of evils comes
From our debate, from our dissension;
We are their parents and firiginal.

Shale., H. N. D., li. 1. 117.

Where our original Is known, we are the less connilmt ;

among strangers we trust fortune. B. Jonnon, Discoveries.

She is really a good sort of woman, in spite of In -r 1' >w

original. Smollett.

3. That from which anything is derived; source
of being or existence ; cause

;
occasion.

O glotonye, full of cursednesse ;

O cause first of our confusioun,
O original of our dampnacloun.
Til Crist had bought us with his blood agayn !

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 38.

External material things, as the objects of sensation, and
the operations of our own minds within, as the objects of

reflection, are to me the only originals from whence all our
Ideas take their beginnings.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. I. { 4.

4. A primary stock or type from which varie-

ties have been developed : as, the dhole of In-

dia is supposed to have been the original of the

dog. Of. Earliest condition; primal or primi-
tive state

; pristine condition, resources, etc.

Fish will returne an honest gaine, besides all other ad-

uantages, her treasures hauing yet neuer beene opened,
nor her originals wasted, consumed, nor abused.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 187.

His darling sons,
HmTil headlong to partake with us, snail curse
Their frail original and faded bliss,
Faded so soon. Milton, F. I.., ii. 375.

6. First form; archetype; that which is copied,
imitated, transcribed, or translated. Specifically

(a) A person portrayed ; a person as distinguished from
his portrait, or from any work for which he serves as
model or artistic motive.

But here, sir, here is the picture . . . There, sir (flings
it to him), and be assured I throw tlte original from my heart
as easily. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

(&) A work of art as first produced, and contradistinguished
from a replica or duplicate made by the artist himself, and
from a copy, mechanical reproduction, or imitation, (c)
A writing, document, or literary production, as distin-

guished from a transcription, paraphrase, modernization,
or translation ; also, the language in which a work was
first composed.
Ere this time the Hebrew tongue might have been

gained, that the Scriptures may now be read in their own
original. Milton.

Compare this translation with the original, [the reader]
will find that the three first stanzas are rendered almost
word for word, and not only with the same elegance, but
with the same short turn of expression.

Addison, Spectator, No. 229.

7. A person who producps a novel and unique
impression; a person of marked individuality
of character

;
an eccentric person ;

an oddity.
A man may be an original. Wycherley, Plain Dealer.

Mr. Doggett, the greatest original in low comedy that
has ever yet appeared. Life of Qvin (reprint 1887), p. 1C.

originality (o-rij-i-nal'i-ti), n. [< F. origina-
litf = Sp. originalidafl = Pg. originalidtide =
It. originalihl, < ML. *originalita(t-)s, < LL. ori-

ginalis, original : see original.] The quality or
state of being original, (o) The quality of being
first-hand; authenticity; genuineness: as, the originality
of a painting. (6) The quality of being novel, new, or

fresh; novelty; newness; freshness, (c) The power of

originating or producing new thoughts, or uncommon
combinations of thought; distinct intellectual individu-

ality.

What we call originality seems not so much anything
peculiar, much less anything odd, but that quality In a
man which touches human nature at most pointa of its

circumference, which reinvigorates the consciousness of

our own powers by recalling and confirming our own un-
valued sensations and

perceptions, gives classic shape to

our own amorphous imaginings, and adequate utterance
to our own stammering concept ions or emotions.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser. , p. 203.

originally (o-rij'i-nal-i), arfr. 1. At first; at

the origin ;
at an early period.

For what originally others writ

May be so well disgnis'd and so Improv'd,
That with some justice it may pass for yours.

RoKommon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

Our club consisted originally of fifteen.

Steele, Tatler, No. 132.

2. From the beginning or origin ;
from the first.

We have all naturally an equal right to the throne : we
are all originally equal. Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

3. As first author, creator, or inventor; hence,
in a novel or characteristically individual man-
ner.

originalness (o-rij'i-nal-nes), H. The quality or
s I ; 1 1 o of being original Johnston.

Originant (o-rij'i-nant). a. [< ML.*0ri0iian(t-)s,

ppr. of "originare, begin, originate: see origi-

nate.] Tending to originate; original. B. Wil-

liams.

originary (o-rij'i-na-ri), a. [= F. originaire =
Sp. Pg. It. originario, < LL. originarius, ori-

ginal, native, ^ L. origo (origin-), origin : see

origin.] 1. Primitive; original.

oriole

I:- INI lul.n I am liitill of clay, anil must
Resolve to my originary iliint.

Sandys, Taraphrasc of Job.

Without i.ri./Knirv lilli- lo J'ali^tiln-. Ml' V ' oun iveil that
it iiivainu theirs by his arbitrary bestownii-nt.

New Princeton Rev. , I. 34.

2. Productive; causing existence.

The production of animals In the iiriyinarii way requires
a certain degree of warmth. G. Cheyne, Philos. Principles.

Originate (o-rij'i-uat), r. ; pret. and pp. orit/i-

natett, ppr. originating. [< ML.
*
originatun, pp.

of "originare ( > 1 1 . m-igmare = 8p. Pg. originar),

begin, originate, < L. orign (origin-), origin:
see origin.] I. trait*. 1. To give rise or ori-

gin to; supply or constitute the beginning nr

commencement of; initiate; set going; bring
to pass; bring into existence; occasion; cause;
create, artistically or intellectually; produce;
invent.

The superior class, besides minor distinctions that arise

locally, orimnatr* everywhere a supplementary class of

personal adherents who are mostly also warriors.

H. Spencer, Prin. of SocloL, $ 238.

2t. To designate or describe as taking (its) be-

ginning; derive; deduce.
The holy story originates skill and knowledge of arts

from Cud.

Waterhtnue, Apology (or Learning (1653), p. 9. (Latham.)

H. intranx. To arise; take (its) rise; find a

starting-point or source ; begin.
In the genus Verbascum, hybrids are supposed to have

often originated in a state of nature.

Daririn, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 76.

origination (o-rij-i-na'shon), B. [= It. origina-
zione, < L. origiimtio(n-), source (sc. of words,
etymology), < (ML.) 'originare, begin, < origo

(origin-), beginning, source, origin : see origin.]
1. The act of bringing into existence; crea-

tion; production; invention; causation. 2.

The act of arising or beginning or coming into

existence ; derivation or commencement of be-

ing or existence; beginning; first stage or state.

A rare Instance or two of the origination of fever and
ague in this [New England] neighborhood may be found
in recent medical records.

0. W. Uolmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 207.

3. Starting-point; point of derivation or de-

parture.
The nerves at their origination from the brain are sup-

posed to be of much more vivid perception than they are
at their extremities. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

4. Mode of production or bringing into being.
This ernca is propagated by animal parents, to wit but-

terflies, after the common origination of all caterpillars.

Kay.

originative (o-rij'i-na-tiv), . [< originate +
-ire.] Having power to originate or bring into

existence; creative; inventive.

Oliginatively (o-rij'i-na-tiv-li), aili: In an

originative manner; so as to originate.

originator (o-rij'i-na-tor), n. [= Pg. origina-
dor = It. ori'ginatore, < ML. "originator, < "ori-

ginare, begin : see origination.] One who ori-

ginates.
originoust (o-rij'i-nus), a. [< origin + -ous.]
Same as original, 2.

What, wisps [of straw on the legs] on your wedding-day,
701 1 ! this is right

Oriifinous Clay, and Clay o' Kilborn too !

B. Jonion, Tale of a Tub, L 2.

orignal (o-rig'nal), n. [= F. orignal (Cuvier);

supposed to be of Ainer. Ind. origin.] The
American moose, Alcex americana, one of whose
former technical names was Cerrus orignal.

It were to be wished that Naturalists who are acquaint-
ed with the renne and elk of Europe, and who may here-
after visit the northern parts of America, would examine
well the animals called there by the names of grey and
black moose, caribou, orignal. and elk.

Jeferson, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 88.

orillion, orillon (o-ril'yon), . [< F. orilloti,

oreitlon, almonds of the ears, mumps, in fort,

orillion, < oreille, ear: see orcillette.] In fort., a

rounding of earth, faced with a wall, raised on
the shoulder of those bastions that have case-

mates, to cover the cannon in the retired flank,
and prevent their being dismounted.

oriloget, . A Middle English form of horologe.

orinalt, . An obsolete form of urinal.

orinasal (6-ri-na'zal). a. and n. [< L. os (or-),

the mouth, + nasvs, the nose: see nasal.] I.

a. Pertaining to both the nose and the mouth.
II. H. See the quotation.
If the nasal passage is left open at all. the vowel is "na-

salized." and as It resounds partly in the nose and partly
in the mouth it becomes an orinasal.

Encye. Brit., XXJI. 383.

oriolf, . An obsolete form of oriel.

oriole (o'ri-61), . [< OF. oriol = Pr. auriol =
Sp. oriol = Pg. oriolo (NL. Oriolus), oriole, lit.



lation situated in the southern
with respect to the ecliptic, but the equinoc-
tial crosses it nearly in the middle. This con-
stellation is represented by the figure of a giant with a
sword by his side. It contains seven stars which are very
conspicuous to the naked eye ; four of these form a quad-
rangle, and the other three are situated in the middle of
it in a straight line, forming what is called the Belt or Girdle
of Orion. They are also popularly called Jacot's-sta/, Our
Lady's wand, the Yard-wand, etc. Orion also contains a
remarkable nebula. See cut in preceding column.

oriole 4156 orn

golden, < L. aureolim, golden, gilded: see mire- Oriolns galbula and closely related species, typi- Orleanism (or'le-an-izm), . [< F. (Mennimm-;
ole, and cf . oriel. The F. loriot, OF. loriot, In- cal of the Oriolidce. See first cut under oriole, as Orleun-s + -ism".'] The political principles or
now, are variant forms, with the attracted def . Orion (o-ri'ou), . [< L. Orion, < Ga.'Qpluv, tlie ambitions of the Orleanists

;
adherence to the

article le, I'.] 1. A bird of Europe, Oriolns constellation Orion, in myth, a hunter of this dynastic claims of the Orleanists.

galbula, so called from its rich yellow color name transferred to the sky.] 1. A constel- Orleanist (6r'le-an-ist), n. and a. [< F. Orlea-

hemisphere niste; as Orlcan-s + -ist,} I. n. In French poli-
tics, an adherent of the princes of the Orleans

family. The family is descended from a younger brother
of Louis XIV., and has furnished one sovereign. Louis
Philippe (who reigned 1830-48).

II. a, Favorable to the Orleans family and
their dynastic claims.

The price of the surrender of an Orleanist alliance with
the Queen was the promise of England to support a Bour-
bon alliance. Quarterly Rev., CXLVI. 117.

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose orleget, n. A Middle English form of horologe.
the bands of Orion? Jobxxxviii. 31. orlegert, . [< orlege + -erl. Cf. horologer.} A
2. In entom., a genus of cerainbycid beetles, horologer.
with two South American species, founded by orlet (or'let), n. [< OF. orlet, ourlet, dim. of orle,
Guerin in 1843. ourle, a border: see orle.} 1. A boss, stud, or

Oriskany sandstone. See sandstone. some similar protuberance. 2. Specifically, in

orismologic (o-ris-mo-loj'ik), a. [< orismolog-y arch,, a fillet under the ovolo of a capital. Also
+ -ic.} Pertaining to orismology. orle. When the fillet is at the top or bottom of

massed with black; also, any bird of the fam-
orismological (o-ris-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< orix- a shaft, it is called a cincture.

ily Oriohda: The common Indian oriole is 0. kundoo, molomc + -al,}

'

Same as orisniolomc. orloget, n. A Middle English form of horologe.

pia1,,Tn7ruraHarr:gtonl
OUndlnthe "ental>Eth10 -

orismology (or-is-mol'o-ji), . [Prop. *horis- orlop (or'lop), . [Formerly orlope, orelop, and

2. Any American haugnest of the family Icte- mol 9y, tfie form orismology being due to F. overlope; <. U. overloop, an orlop, deck of a ship,

ridw and subfamily leterinee, as the Baltimore orismologie, prop, horismologie, < Gr. jpttprff, a a running over, < over, over, + loopen, run :

oriole and orchard-oriole. These birds belong to an bounding, defining (< 6pi&iv, bound: see hori- see over and leajA, lopel and cf. overleap.}

entirely different family from orioles property so called, zon), + -Myia, < %fyttt>, speak : see -ology.} The *""*( tne deck below the berth-deck m a ship,
science of defining or explaining technical where the cables were formerly coiled.

terms; lexicography applied to scientific no- Ormazd, Ormuzd (or'mazd, -muzd), n, [Pers.

European Oriole (Oriolus

menclature and terminology.
orison (or'i-zon), n. [Early mod. E. also orai-

Ormazd, Ormuzd, OPers. Auramazda, < Zend
Ahuro-Mazdao (= Skt. *Asura-Medhas), Ahura-
Mazda, wise lord.] In the Zoroastriai religion
of ancient Persia, the spirit of good : opposed
to Ahriman, the spirit of evil. He is life and light,
the representative of order, law, and purity. He wages an
unceasing warfare with Aliriman. Also Oromasdes, Oro-
mazdes.

Baltimore Oriole I Icterus galbula).

and indeed to a different series of passerine birds, and they

mostly of beautiful yellow or orange and black coloration' Orizaba-root, . See jalap.
See orchard-oriole. OrkH, n.

'

The oriole drifting, like a flake of fire

Rent by a whirlwind from a blazing spire.
0. W. Ilolmts, Spring

Hooded oriole. See hooded.

oriole-tanager (6'ri-61-tan*a-jer), n. A tana-
geT of the genus Tacltyphonits.
Oriolidae (6-ri-ol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Oriolns
+ -ida!.} A family of corviform oscine passe-
rine birds, typified by the genus Oriolus; the
Old World orioles or golden thrushes : so called

son, oraizon; < ME. orisoun, oresun, oreisoun,
oreisun, ureisun, < AF. oreison, ureisun, oraisun,
OF. oraison, F. oraison, speech, prayer, oration,
< L. oratio(n-), speech, prayer, oration: see

oration.'} A prayer.
Whan the gode man was come to the awter, he turned ormer (6r'mer), n. [< F. ormier, an ormer ear-

to the peple,and seide,
" Feire lordes, now may ye se that

shell, sea-ear, < ML. auris marts, sea-ear, eauivsome of yow be goode men, when thourgh youre prayers , ,;- '.
>,
oca rui, cqui v .

and orisowHfourelorde hath shewde thisTgrete myracle."
* F - retlle de nur

< sea-ear': oreille, ear; de,
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 98. of

> wer, sea: see auricle, de%, mere1.} An ear-
shell or sea-ear

;
an abalone or haliotid

;
a large

marine shell of the family Haliotidai : formerly
a local English (Channel Islands) name of H.
tiiberculata, more fully called Guernsey ormer,
or Guernsey ear-shell, which is abundant there
and is used as food. See cut under abalone.

form of horizon, ormolu (6r'mo-16), n. [Also, as F., or moulu ; <
F. or moulu, lit. 'ground gold': or, gold; moulu,
pp. of moudre, < L. molere, grind: see or3 and
mill*.} I. Gold-leaf preparedforgilding bronze,
brass, or the like. Hence 2. Gilded bronze
prepared for metal mountings of elegant furni-
ture and similar decorative purposes. 3. Fine
brass, sometimes colored and teeated with lac-

quer to give it brilliancy: used for imitation
jewelry, chandeliers, and similar fine metal-

Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remember'd.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 88.

Lowly they bow'd adoring, and began
Their orisons, each morning duly paid.

Milton, P. L., v. 145.

See ore.

Ork'2t, n. [< L. area (> OF. orce), a butt, tun:
see orca2.] A pitcher. [Rare.]
One bad them nil an orke of Bacchus water.

orkynt,
[Rare.]

Historic of Albino and BeUama (1838). (Nare.)

n, [For *orkin (f), < ork2.} A pitcher.

They that goo about to bye an yerthen potte or vessell
for ail orkyn dooe knocke vpon it with their knuccle.

work.

from the characteristic yellow color of the plu- orlaget, n.

mage. ^The
Om*Vte are

almost^exclusively a tropical horology.

1), n.

Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 91. Orrnolu-vamish (or
' mo -lo - var *

nish), n. An

family of Old World birds, related to the crows. They orle (orl), n. [X <

are specially numerous in the Oriental, Australian, and orZo. ahem TtE1

'^!!
1"^ 8

' onjy
one occurring in Europe. There

,

"' a
,"T'^.,

A Middle English form of orloge,
imitation gold-varnish.
Ormonde (or mund), n.

are about 40 species, of several genera besides Oriolus. The
family is divisible into two subfamilies, Oriolitue and Ptilo-

norhynchina, or orioles proper and bower-birds.
Oriolus (o-ri'o-lus), n. [NL.,< OF. oriol, oriole:
see oriole.'} A genus of orioles: formerly ap-
plied with little discrimination to many yellow
birds of both hemispheres, now restricted to

Argent, an Orle
vert.

[< OF. orle, ourle, F. orle = Sp. Pg.
It. orlo, ahem, border/ ML. orlus,

m., orla, f., for "orulus, m., "orula, f., dim. of L.

o-a,border,margin, coast.] 1. InAer.:(o)Abear-
ing, usually considered as a subor-

dinary, like a border but not reach-
ing the edge of the escutcheon, so
that the field is seen outside of it

as wellas within. It is usually half the
width of the border. It may be considered
as an inescutcheon voided of the field, and in
some early treatises is called A false escuteh-
eon- (6) A band of small objects

taking the form of an orle : as, an orle of mul-
lets. It is more commonly blazoned in orle

(which see, below), (c) A circlet set upon a
helmet, which supports
the crest and is often
used in modern herald-

ry without the helmet,
furnishing the only
support or base for the
crest. It is supposed to be
a bourrelet of sil k, twisted of
the two tinctures, the prin-
cipal metal and the princi-
pal color of the escutcheon.
2. The rim of a shield;
especially, the metal
rim of a shield composed of wood, osier, or the
like, and visible as a projecting rim on its face.

H. Knight.
One of certain Irish

silver coins, collectively called Ormonde money,
rudely struck, chiefly from plate, and issued in

July, 1643, by the authority of Charles I. pieces
of the value of 58., 2s. 6d., Is., ed. (figured in cut), 4d., 3d.,

Reverse.

(Size of the original.)

and 2d. were coined. The name is current among numis-
matists because these coins were formerly supposed to
have been issued during the Irish viceroyalty of the Duke
of Ormonde

;
but the coins, though current during his

term of office, were actually issued before it.

Onnosia (6r-m6'si-ii), w. [NL. (Jackson, 1810),
so called from the shape of the pods ;

< Gr. 'dp/iof ,

a chain, necklace.] A genus of trees of the or-
der Leguminosa; and the tribe Sophore<e, having
the style involute at the apex, the stigma in-

trprsely lateral, and a compressed two-valved
wingless pod. There are about 21 species, natives of
tropical America and Asia. They bear pinnate leaves with
rigid leaflets, white, lilac, or dark-purple flowers in termi-
nal panicles, and shining scarlet or hicolored seeds, with
tough curving stalks. From the use made of the seeds, the

The Constellation Orion.

occupied by something eiseT'said'of' a'nu'mber'orsmaii f
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Ornament (or'na-mrnt), ;/. [< MK. until in ,i I.

unitmi lit, <iurii<mi -lit, )1'\ iiriu-nn-iil, V.nnu im nl

= Sp. Pg. It.onniiHi'iiln. < 1 1. uriin n/i-nliiin, equip-
ment, apimrntiis, furniture, trappings, adorn-

m<'iit,eiubellisli me lit. (.nriKin; equip, a< lorn: see

oi-ii.] 1. Any accessory, adjunct, or (rapping
that serves for use or for both use and adorn-

ment, or such accessories, adjuncts or trap-

pings collectively; hcnee, equipment, vesture,

dress, attire, etc. Thus, in the ratlmlicon Anglicum
(HS.'i), the unmme.ntt nftln- iinl runiamuiita lecti) are enu-

merated as the pillow, holster, bedclothes, etc.; and in ec-

clesiastical usage all accessories used in divine worship, as

the holy vessels, the fittings of the altar and chancel, the
vestments of the clergy und choir, the font, corona;, etc.,

are called ornament*.

There in was a Vessel of Gold, fulle of Manna, and
Clothfnges and Ournementu and the Tabernacle of Aaron.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 85.

Can a maid forget her ornaments, or a bride her attire?

Jer. ii. 32.

The golden ornaments that were before the temple.
1 Mac. i. 22.

Come, tailor, let us see these ornaments;
Lay forth the gown. Shak., T. of the 8., iv. 3. 61.

2. Something added as an embellishment; that
which embellishes or adorns; whatever lends
or is intended to lend grace or beauty to that

to which it is added or belongs, as a jewel, a
rhetorical embellishment, etc.

The <,fun mi-Hi of a meek and <iuiet spirit, 1 Pet. iii. 4.

God bless my ladies ! are they all in love,
That every one her own hath garnished
With such bedecking ornaments of praise?

Shak., L. L. L.,ii. 1. 78.

3. An honorary distinction; a decoration; a
mark of honor.

Approved oft in perils manifold,
Which he atchiev'd to his great wmament.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. 11. 39.

Then Judge, great lords, if I have done amiss;
Or whether that such cowards ought to wear
This ornament of knighthood (the garter], yea, or no.

Shale., IHen. VI., iv. 1. 29.

4. One who adds luster to one's sphere or sur-

roundings: as, he is an ornament of his profes-
sion.

Gracious Lavinia, Rome's rich ornament.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 62.

5. Embellishment or adornments collectively
or in the abstract

;
adornment ; ornamentation ;

decoration: as, a thing suitable for either use
or ornament.

So it is not with me as with that Muse,
Stirr'd by a painted beauty to his verse,
Who heaven itself for ornament doth use.

Shak., Sonnets, xxl.

Six wings he wore, to shade
His lineaments divine ; the pair that clad
Each shoulder broad came mantling o'er his breast
With regal ornament. Milton, P. L., v. 280.

6. Outward appearance ; mere display.

The world is still deceived with ornament.
Shalt., M. of V., HI. 2. 74.

Key ornament. Same as frets, 2. Kimmeruige-coal
ornaments, Jewelry for the person, necklaces, etc., often
found in tumuli in the north of England, composed of

the material known as Kimmeridge shale, associated
with pieces of bone and similar materials, and often very
delicately formed. They vary in epoch from a purely
Celtic to a Roman-British period. Ornaments rubric,
the rubric immediately preceding Morning Prayer in the

present English Book of Common Prayer (16tH). It directs
that "such Ornaments of the Church, and the Ministers

thereof, at all times of their Ministrations, shall be re-

tained and be in use, as were in this Church of England,
by the Authority of Parliament, in the Second Year of the
Reign of King Edward the Sixth." Controversy as to the
lawful ritual of the Church of England has centered for

many years around the question whether the ornaments
rubric is still in force. The decisions of the ecclesiastical

and law courts on the subject have varied, and have not
succeeded in putting an end to the controversy or in en-

forcing uniformity of usage. =Syn. Embellishment, adorn-
ment. See adorn.

Ornament (or'na-ment), r. t. [< F. ornamenter,
OF. ornemciihT = Sp. Pg. urnann'iiliir; from the

noun.] To adorn; deck; embellish: as, to> or-

nament a building with sculpture or painting.
= Syn. Aditrn, Ornament, Decorate, etc. See adorn.

ornamental (6r-ua-men'tal), a. and n. [= F.
ornamental = It. oriii/ii/i'iitnlt! ; as ornament +
-al.] I. a. Of the nature of an ornament;
serving as an ornament; of or pertaining to

ornament or decoration; adding or lending
beauty, grace, or attractiveness: as, ornamen-
tal appendages; neither useful nor ornamental.
Ornamental counterpoint, in music, counterpoint of

a florid or irregular character : opposed to st.net or simple
counterpoint. Ornamental note, in music. See acces-

sory note, under notel.

-II r,7

Il.t An accessory; an embellishment; an
adornment.

In the time of the aforesaid William Hciwurtli, the

C:itlie<lnil "f l.ii-htlcld was in (In- vertical! height tin in. I,

ln-iriK (llliiiigh IK it augmented in ItMeuenttcU) h'-:nitilled

ill the uriMim-iiitilf ih'Tenf. Puller, Oh. Hist., IV. ii. It,

ornamentalist (or-na-men'tal-ist), n. [< /-

iiiiiuciiliil + -int.] One who is versed in orna-

mentatinn
;
an artist who devotes himself es-

pecially to executing details of ornament.

The few Mantuan sculptors known after his day were
ortiaiiu'iitalixt* in marble or stucco.

C. C. Per/dm, Italian Sculpture, p. 223.

ornamentally (6r-na-men'tal-i), adv. In an
ornamental manner';' by way of ornament or

embellishment; as regards omamentation.
ornamentation (5r"na-raen-ta'shon), H. [< or-

nament + -ation.] 1'.' The act or process of

ornamenting or of producing ornament. 2.

Ornament in general; the whole mass of orna-

ment applied to an object or used in combi-
nation: as, the ornamentation of a building.
3. In zool., the colors, markings, hairs, spines,

etc., on the surface of an animal. It is some-
times distinguished from Kulpture, but properly includes

it. The characters of the ornamentation are generally

only of specific value (though they may aid in distinguish-

ing groups), owing to the fact that similar ornaments are

often found in related species. See cut under Mil,., in.

ornamenter (6r'na-raen-ter), n. [< ornament
+ -eri.] One who" ornaments or decorates; a
decorator.

ornamentist (6r'na-men-tist), n. [< ornament
+ -ist.'] An ornamenter; a decorator. Encye.

Brit., X. 668.

ornatet (dr-naf), * [< L. ornattw, pp. of or-

nare (> It. ornare = Sp. Pg. ornar = F. orner),

equip, adorn: seeorn.] To adorn; ornament.

To ornate our langage with vsing wordes in their propre
signiflcation. Sir T. Elyot, The Goveniour, iii. 22.

ornate (6r-naf), a. [< L. ornatus, pp. : see the

verb.] 1. Ornamented; artistically finished;

ornamental; of an ornamental character: es-

pecially applied to an elaborate literary style.

For lak of ornat speche I wold woo. Court o/ Lone, 1. 34.

Bis less ornate and less mechanical poems.
Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 45.

Dionysius . . . admits that Demosthenes does at times

depart from simplicity that his style is sometimes elab-

orately ornate and remote from the ordinary usage.
Encye. Brit., VII. 72.

2. Adorned; decorated.

But who is this, what thing of sea or land?
Female of sex it seems.
That so bedeck'd, ornate, and gay,
Comes this way sailing
Like a stately ship
Of Tarsus. Milton, S. A., 1. 712.

ornately (dr-nat'li), adv. In an ornate man-
ner.

ornateness (6r-nat'nes), n. The state of being
ornate or adorned.

ornaturet (dr'na-tur), . [< OF. ornature =
It. ornatura, < LL. ornatura, ornament, trim-

ming, < L. ornare, adorn: see orn, ornate.]
1. The act of ornamenting; ornamentation;
adornment ;

the process of rendering more pol-
ished or bringing to perfection ;

refinement.

Wherein (the time of Queen Elizabeth] John Jewell, B.

of Sarum, John Fox, and sundrie learned and excellent

writers, haue fullie accomplished the ornature of the same
[the English tongue]. Holinshed, Descrip. of Britain, vi.

2. That which is added or used for embellish-

ment; ornament; decoration.

A mushroom for all your other ornatures!
B. Jomon, Poetaster, Iii. 1.

orndernt, orndornt, n. pi. See undern.

orneoscopicst(6r*ne-o-skop'iks), n. [Also,

improperly, orniscopics; < Gr. opveocno7riic6f.<op-

veotjKoma, divination by observation of the flight
of birds, < bpvtov, a bird, + onoma, < moiretv, view.

Cf. ornithoscopy.] Divination by observation
of the flight of birds: same as ornithoscopy.

Bailey, 1727.

orneoscopistt (or'ne-o-sko-pist), n. [Also or-

ii i *n>i>ist ; < orneoscop-ics + -ist.] One who di-

vines by observing the flight of birds : same as

ornithoscopist. Bailey, 1727.

orningt, [< ME. anting; verbal n. of orn, t>.]

Adornment. Wyclif, \ Pet. iii. 3.

ornis (or'nis), n. [A strained use of Gr. opvie,

a bird.] An avifauna; the fauna of a region
in so far as it is composed of birds: as, the or-

nis of South America
;
a rich and varied ornis.

P. L. Sclater.

orniscopicst (6r-ni-skop'iks), n. See orneoscop-
ics.

orniscopistt (or'ni-sko-pist), n. See orneosco-

pist.

Ornithog'aean

ornisCOpyt (<'ir'ni-sko-pi), ii. Same as m iiil/m-

teopy.
ornith. An abbreviation tit <>riiiUinl<niy.

ornithic (or-nitli'ik), </. [< r. nfiviDiKor, of or

lielonging to birds. < /". (</<""-. sometimes

",'''"-), a bird; akin to AS. i-urn, K. inr, >''-. an

eagle: see earn 3.] Of or pertaining to birds ;

characteristic of birds; avian; bird-like; or-

nithological: as, an ornithic character; ornilliic

structure.

ornithichnite (<">r-ni-thik'nit), n. [< NL. iii-ni-

tliii-linili'x, < Gr. opvit (bpvit)-), a bird, 4- lxC,
track, + -ite2.] In geol., one of the footmarks,
at first supposed to be those of gigantic birds,

or of bird-like reptiles (omithosaurs),oceurring
abundantly in the Triassic sandstone of Connec-
ticut and elsewhere. They are now believed

to have been made by dinosaurian reptiles.

Ornithichnites (dr'ni-thik-ui'tez), n. [NL.:
see ornithichnite.] A hypothetical genus, based

by Hitchcock upon tracks called ornithichnitea

occurring in the sandstone of Connecticut. The
supposititious species of the genus were divided into two

groups called I'achydactyli. with 3 species, and Leptodac-
tyli, with 6 species. Hitchcock, Amer. Jour. Sci., XXIX.
315 (1836).

Ornithichnology (dr'ni-thik-nol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. oavtf (bpvin-), a bird, + Ixvof. a track, + -^o-

joa,< Hytcv, speak: see -ology.] The study of

ornithichnites or supposed fossil bird-tracks.

Since this is a department of oryctology hitherto unex-

plored, ... I should call it arnithieltnoloyy.

Hitchcock, Amer. Jour. Bel., XXIX. 315.

Ornithion, Ornithium (6r-nith'i-on, -um), .

[NL., < Gr. bpviSiov, dim. of bpvif, a bird : see or-

nithic.] A notable genus of Tyrannida;, having
the bill of parine shape without rictal vibrissee ;

the beardless flycatchers. There are several species,
as 0. imberbe, a very diminutive flycatcher found In Texas
and Mexico, of a dull-grayish color and about 4J inches

ithobiographical(6r*ni-tho-bi-o-graf'i-kal),
a. [< ornithohiograjih-y + -ic-al.] Of or per-

taining to ornithological biography, or to the

life-history of birds: as, a mass of ornithobio-

graphical material. Cones.

ornithobiography (or'ni-tho-bi-og'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. bpvif (opmff-), a bird, + E. biography.] Or-

nithological biography ;
the life-history of birds.

ornithocephalous (dr'ni-tho-sef'a-lus), a. [<
Gr. o/jwc (bpvtd-), a bird, + netyaMi, head.]
Shaped like a bird's head: applied to parts of

certain shells.

ornithocoprolite (dr'ni-tho-kop'ro-lit), n. [<
Gr. opwc (opfiff-), a bird, + tiatpat. dung, -f /Ifttof,

stone: see coprolite.] Fossil bird-dung; an
avian coprolite.

ornithocopros (6r*ni-tho-kop'ros), n. [< Gr.

bpvif (opviO-), bird, + n6irpof, dung: see copro-

lite.] Bird-dung; guano.
Ornithodelphia (6r*ui-tho-derfi-a), n. pi.

[NL.,<Gr. o/3wj(6pv(0-),abird, -t- fatyfc, womb.]
The lowest one of three subclasses of the class

Mammalia, represented by the monotremes or

oviparous mammals, and conterminous with the
order Monotremata : so called from the ornithic

character of the reproductive or urogenital or-

gans. These mammals lay eggs, like birds ; the separate
oviducts open into a cloaca common to the genital, urinary,
and digestive organs ; the vasa deferentia of the male open
also into the cloaca ; and the testes are abdominal. The
mammary glands are nippleless. The sternum has a pe-
culiar tau-bone or T-shaped interclavicle (see cut under

interclancle), and the coracoids articulate with the ster-

num. The superior transverse commissure of the brain
has no well-defined psalterial fibers, and the septum Is

much reduced in size. The Ornithodelphia are also called

Prototheria.

ornithodelphian (or'ni-tho-del'fi-an), a. and n.

[< (trnitliodelphia + -an.] I. a. Ornithodelphic
or ornithodelphous ; prototherian.

II. n. A member of the Ornithodelphia; a
monotreme or protothere.
Ornithodelphic (6r*ni-tho-del'fik), a. [< Orni-

thodelphia + -!<.] Same as ornithodelphous.

ornithodelphous (6r*ni-tho-del'fus), a. [< Or-

nithodelphia + -ous.] Of or pertaining to the

iirn,i.. New Zealand, as a zoological division of

the earth's land-surface, corresponding to the
New Zealand subregion of Wallace. It is char-
acterized by the lack of Indigenous mammals, excepting
two species of bats, the former presence of the gigantic
struthious birds of the families Dinurniitndce and Palap-
teryyida, and the existence of Apterygidar and many other

peculiar birds.

Ornithogaean (6r*ni-tho-je'an), a. [< Ornitho-

flii'ti
+ -.] Of or pertaining to Ornithogsea.

'Ornithogaean realm. Same as Oniithogaa.



Ornithogalum

Ornithogalum (6r-ni-thog'a-lum), n. [NL.
(Touruefort, 1700), cf. L. ornlthogale, < Gr. bp-

viB6yalj>v, also bpvi-
6av yu?M, a plant, the

star-of-Bethlehem,
a fanciful name, lit.

'birds' milk': bpvif

(bpvitl-), a bird; yd-

'Aa, milk: see gal-

axy.] A genus of or-

namental plants of

the order Liliacew
and the tribe Scil-

leai, known by the

spreading distinct

perianth - segments
and flattened fila-

ments. There are about
80 species, natives of Eu-

rope, Africa, and the Ori-

ent, mainly in temperate
climates. Theybearlong
narrow radical leaves
from a coated bulb, and
an unbranched leafless

flower-stalk, with a ra-

cemeorcorymbofshowy JSSt^S^S
white flowers, sometimes pistil ; c, theovary, transverse section.

yellowish or reddish,
each segment often marked with a broad green stripe.
See star-of-Bethlehem, French or Prussian asparagus (un-
der asparagus), and eleven-o'clock-lady.

ornithoid (6r'ni-thoid), a. [< Gr. bpvif (bpvid-),
a bird, + eUof, form.]. Somewhat ornithic;
avian to some extent

; resembling or related to

birds.

I attach the Typopus to the ornithoid lizards.

Hitchcock, Ichnology of New England, p. 105.

ornitholite (6r-nith'o-lit), n. [< Gr. bpvif (bp-

vtS-), a bird, + /Uflof, stone.] A fossil bird;
the fossilized remains of a bird. The oldest
fossil known to be that of a bird is Jurassic.
See cut under Archa;opteryx.

ornitholitic (6r"ni-tho-lit'ik), . [< ornitho-

lite + -ic.] Of or pertaining to ornitholites.

ornithologic (6r"ni-tho-loj'ik), a. [= F. or-

nithologique = Sp. ornitologico = Pg. ornitho-

logico, < NL. ornithologicus, < ornithologia, orni-

thology: see ornithology.] Same as ornithologi-
cal.

ornithological (or'ni-tho-loj'i-kal), a. [< orni-

thologic + -al.] Of or pertaining to ornithology.
ornithologically (6r"ni-tho-]oj'i-kal-i), adv.

As regards ornithology ;
from an ornithological

point of view
; by means of ornithology.

ornithologist (or-ni-thol'o-jist), n. [= F. or-

nithologiste ; as ornithology + -ist.] One who is

versed in ornithology or makes a special study
of birds.

ornithology (dr-ni-thol'o-ji), n. [= F. orni-

thologie = Sp. ornitologia = Pg. ornithologia
= It. ornitologia, < NL. ornithologia, < Gr. as if

*bpvt6o%oyia, < bpvtffo'Aoyof, speaking or treating
of birds, < bpvtf (bpvtf)-), a bird, + Aeyetv, speak:
see -ology.] That branch of zoology which re-

lates to birds; the scientific study or know-
ledge of birds. Ornithology is commonly said to date
from the time of Aristotle. It received a great impetus
about the middle of the sixteenth century from the writ-

ings of Gesner, Belon, and Aldrovandi. The foundation
of modern scientific ornithology was laid toward the end of
the seventeenth century by Willughby and Kay. Tenable
technical names in modern ornithology date from the tenth
edition of the "Systema Naturae

"
of Linnaeus, 1758. field

ornithology is the study of living birds, as distinguished
from closet ornithology, or the technical study of the dead
bodies of birds for purposes of classification and nomen-
clature. Abbreviated ornith.

ornithomancy (pr'ni-tho-man-si), n. [< F. or-

nithomancw, ornithomance = Pg. ornithomancia
= It. ornitomanzia, < Gr. opvtf (bpvi6-), a bird,+ pavTeia, divination.] Divination by means of
birds

; ornithoscopy ; augury. De Quineey, Mod-
ern Superstition.
ornithomantic (6r"ni-tho-man'tik), a. [< or-

nithomancy (-mant-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or-

nithomancy; ornithoscopic; augural.
ornithon (or'ni-thon), n. [< L. ornithon,<.Gr. bp-
viBav, a house or yard for poultry (and for other
birds f), < opvtf (bpvid-), a bird: see ornithic.]A building in which birds are kept; an aviary.
Ornithopappi (6r"ni-tho-pap'i), n.pl. [NL., <
Gr. opvtf (bpviff-), a bird,+ mfinrof, a little bird so
named.] An order of Jurassic birds repre-
sented by the genus Archaiopteryx, and con-
terminous with the subclass Samurai: corre-
lated wifhPteropappi (or Odontotormai) and with
Dronmopappi (or Odontolcce). See cut under
Archaiopteryx.

ornithopappic (6r'
/

ni-tho-pap'ik), a. [< Orni-

thopappi + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Orni-

thopappi; saururan, as a bird.

ornithophilous (6r-ui-thof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. opvtf

(bpvtti-), a bird, + Adof, loving.] Literally, bird-

loving; specifically, in hot., bird-fertilized: ap-

plied to flowers in which the pollen is conveyed
to the stigma and fertilization accomplished by
the agency of birds. The birds that take part in this

process are "usually humming-birds, and the flowers are

ordinarily large and brilliantly colored, as the blossoms of

the trumpet creeper (Tecoma radicaiis), trumpet honey-
suckle (Lonicera sempervirens\ sage (Salvia splendens), etc.

Ornithophilous i. e. bird-fertilized flowers are to be
ranked with entomophilous.

Gray, Structural Botany, p. 217.

ornithopod (or'ni-tho-pod), a. and n. [< NL.
*ornithoptts (-pod-), <'Gr. bpvif (bpvtff-), a bird, +
voiif (Trod-) = E. foot.] I. a. Having feet like

those of a bird; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Ornithopoda : as, an ornithopod reptile.
Also ornithopodous.

II. n. An ornithic dinosaur; a member of the

Ornithopoda.
Ornithopoda (or-ni-thop'o-da), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of "ornithopus : see ornithopod.] An
order of Dinosauria, containing extinct herbiv-
orous dinosaurs whose hind feet most nearly ap-
proached those of birds in structure and func-
tion. They were digitigrade, with the fore feet five-toed,
the hind feet three- or four-toed ; they walked on their
hind legs and tail, and used their small fore feet as paws.
The bones of the hind limbs were hollow, the vertebrae

solid, a postpubis was present, and the premaxillaries
were toothless. The leading family is Iguanodontidte;
others are Hadrosauridce and Hypsilophodontidce.

ornithopodous (6r-ni-thop'o-dus), a. [As or-

nithopod + -ous.] Same as ornithopod. Quart.
Jour. Geol.

Spc.,
XLV. i. 41.

Ornithopteridae (6r"ni-thop-ter'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Ornithopterus + -idai.] A family of

fossil bird-like reptiles or birds, represented by
the genus Ornithopterus.

ornithopterous (6r-ni-thop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
Ornithopterus, < Gr. opvtf (bpvtd-), a bird, + mep6v
= E. feather.] Having wingsor fore limbs like

those of a bird; bird-winged.
Ornithopterus (or-ni-thop'te-rus), n. [NL.:
see ornithopterous.] A genus of Mesozoie Sau-

ropsida, referred to the order Pterosanria, but
differing from all other pterodactyls in having
only two joints in the ulnar digit, and supposed
to belong to the class Aves.

Ornithopus (6r-nith'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. bpvif

(bpvif)-), a bird, + vovf (TTOO-) = E./ooi.] 1. A
genus of gigantic animals, formerly supposed to

be birds, now believed to be dinosaurian rep-
tiles, known by their footprints in the Triassic
formation of the Connecticut valley. 2. A ge-
nus of plants (Linnaeus, 1737) of the order Le-

guminosoe, the tribe Hedysarew, and the subtribe

Coronilleos, known by the obtuse keel. There are
about 7 species, chiefly of the Mediterranean region. They
are tender hairy herbs, with pinnate leaves of many little

leaflets, long-stalked heads of minute flowers, and long,
narrow, curving pods. The plants of the genus, especially
0. perpusillus, are called bird's-foot. See bird's-foot.

Ornithorhynchidse (6r"ni-tho-ring'ki-de) ,
n. pi.

[NL., < Ornithorhynchus + -idee.'] A family
of monotrematous ornithodelphian oviparous
mammals, represented by the genus Ornitho-

rhynchus. Only one genus and species is known.
See Ornithorhynchus.
ornithorhynchous (6r"m-tho-ring'kus), a. [<
NL. Ornithorhynchus, < Gr. opvtf (opvtff-), a bird,
-f- pvyxi snout, beak, bill.] Having a beak
like that of a bird.

Ornithorhynchus (6r
//

ni-tho-ring'kus), n.

[NL.: see ornithorhynchous.]
'

1. The typical
and only genus of the family Ornithorhynchida;.
There is but one species, Ornitlwrhynchm anaiimis, or O.
paradoxus, the duck-billed platypus, duckbill, duck-mole,
or water-mole, inhabiting Australiaand Tasmania, of aqua-
tic habits, living in burrows in the banks of rivers, laying
eggs, and feeding on insects, mollusks. and worms. The
fur is thick and soft, of a glossy dark-brown color. The
fact that the animal is oviparous (though not generally
credited till 1884) has long been known, and the egg was
figured many years ago. The eggs are about J inch long
by J inch broad, white, with a flexible shell or pod, like a
"soft-shelled" hen's egg. See cuts under duckbill and in-
terdavicle.

2. [I. c.] An animal of this genus ;
a duckbill.

ornithosaur (6r'nith-o-sar), n. [< Gr. opvif (bp-
vi8-), a bird, + caitpof, a lizard.] Same as or-
nithosaurian.

Ornithosauria (6r
//

ni-tho-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.:
see ornithosaur.] An order of fossil saurians
or reptiles having ornithic or avian characters :

more frequently called Pterosauria. Also called
Saurornia. H. G. Seeley.
ornithosaurian (6r

;

'ni-tho-sa'ri-an), a. and n.

1. a. Being a saurian of ornitnic affinities;

pertaining to the Ornithosauria, or having their

characters; pterosaurian ; pterodactyl.
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II. . An ornithosaur; a member of the Or-

nitliosaiiria, as a pterosaurian or pterodactyl.
Ornithoscelida (6r"ni-tho-seri-da), n.pl. [NL.,' '

< Gr. bpvn; (bpviB-), a bird,
A remarkable order
of extinct reptiles
presenting many
characters interme-
diate between those
of Keptilia and Aves,
the ornithic modifi-
cation being espe-
cially well marked in
the pelvic arch and
limb, whence the
name. The ilium ex-
tends far in advance of
the acetabulum, and is

expansive, widely arch-

ing over the pelvic cavi-

ty, as in birds. The slen-
der prolonged ischia, in
some genera, are ornith-
ic in character, and, in

ffypsilophodon at least,
unite in a median ventral

symphysis. The pubes
iu some genera are as
slender and elongated as
in a typical bird. The
tibia has a great cnemial
crest and a ridge for the

fibula, and its distal end
is as in a bird, with a fos-

sa to receive the ascend-

ing process of the astragalus.

,"a leg, + -ida.]

n -jL
%b

Fm

Pelvis and Hind Limb ofone of the
Ornithoscelida, as Ignanodon or

Hypsilophodon. (Compare cut under
Dromseus.)

II, ilium, with a, anterior, and ,

posterior, processes ; Is, ischium ; Pb,

pubes ; Fm, femur ; T, tibia ; F, fibu-

la ; As, astragalus ; Ca, calcaneum ;

I, II, III, IV, digits.

The distal end of the fibula
is smaller than the proximal, though not so much reduced
as in birds. The astragalus, similar to that of a bird, re-

mained distinct in many genera ; but in some, as Comp-
xognathus, Ornilhotarsus, and Euskelosaurus, it seems to
have ankylosed with the tibia. The genera of Ornitho-
scelida are numerous, ranging throughput the Mesozoie
period; the animals are mostly of large size, some of them,
as the iguanodon, being among the largest terrestrial ani-

mals known. The order is divisible into two suborders,
Dinosauria and Compsognalha.
ornithoscelidan (6r"ni-tho-sel'i-dan), a. and n.

[< Ornithoscelida + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to
the Ornithoscelida, or having their characters.

Huxley.
II. n. A member of the Ornithoscelida.

omithoscopist (or'ni-tho-sko-pist), . [< orni-

thoscop-y + -ist.] Onewho studies or practises
ornithoscopy; an augur.
ornithoscopy (or'ni-tho-sko-pi), n. [< Gr.

bpvtOoaKoiria (also bpveoaiurrria. : see orneoscopics),
< opviBoanoKOf (also bpveocKoirof), observing the

flight of birds, < bpvifjoanotrnv (also bpveocKoirclv),
observe the flight of birds, < opvif (bpvid-), bird,
+ OKoirelv, view.] Inspection or observation
of birds with reference to divination

;
ornitho-

mancy; augury. De Quineey, Modern Super-
stition.

ornithotomical (6r"ni-tho-tom'i-kal), a. [< or-

nithotom-y + -ic-al.] Relating to ornithotomy,
or the dissection of birds.

oruithotomist (6r-ni-thot'o-mist), n. [< orni-

thotom-y + -ist.] One who practises the dis-

section of birds, or is versed in the anatomy
of birds.

ornithotomy (6r-ni-thot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. bpvif

(bpviff-), a bird, + -ropta, < ri/aiuv, rafielv, cut.]
The art or practice of dissecting birds

;
the

anatomy of birds
; the science of the anatomi-

cal structure of birds.

Ornithurae (6r-ni-thu're), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. bpvif

(bpyiB-),
a bird, + oiipd, a tail.] In ornith., a

primary division of birds, comprising all those
in which the bony tail is short and terminated

by a pygostyle : opposed to Saurura;, or lizard-
tailed birds. The division includes all known
birds excepting Archceopteryx, and is also called

Eurhipidura. [Little used.]
ornithuroUS (6r-ni-thu'rus), a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Ornithurce.

Ornus (or'nus), n. [NL. (Persoon, 1805), < L.

ornus, the mountain-ash.] A former genus of

plants containing the flowering ash,now classed
as Fraxinus Ornus. See ash 1

, 1, and Fraxinus.
oro-anal (6"r6-a'nal), a. [Irreg. < L. os (or-),

mouth,+ anns, anus.] 1. Being or representing
mouth and anus in one, as an orifice in some
crinoids. H. A. Nicholson, Zool., p. 204. 2.

Extending in the direction of the mouth and
the anus, as a line or plane of the body: as,
the oro-anal axis. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 434.

Orobanchaceae (or"o-bang-ka'se-e),M.j^. [NL.,
< Orobanche + -aceai.] The broom-rape family,
an order of parasitic gamopetalous plants, of

the cohort Personales, distinguished by the one-
celled ovary with minute albuminous seeds.
It contains about 150 species in 11 genera, of which Oro-
banche is the type. They are leafless herbs of brown, yel-

low, purple, and other colors, but never green, with dry
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lliiwrrs in ;i ill-use spikr "f sr;illinil in the axils of dry
Hcaliv, ; in , while and solitary. They are small plants,
thirkuicd or lleshy at the bane, and parasitic on roots.

Orobanche (or-o-bang'ku), . [NL. (Tourne-
t'ort, 1700), < L. nriiliii iii-lii; ir. /j,y<i; \ //, broom-

rape, chokcwecd. or dodder, < ii/ni >; L.

I'l-riiiii, vetch, + ayxew, throttle, choke.] A
genus of parasitic

plants, type of the or-

der Hriiliiiiii-liin-1-ii; dis-

tinguished by its two-

lipped (lowers and

unequally four-cleft

calyx; the broom-

rape. There are nearly 1M
species, widely scattered

throughout the Old World,
chiefly in north temperate
regions. Their stems are

tri'iici'iilly unbranched and
clad with acute scales, the
Hi m ITS In a terminal spike,
the parasitic roots often
traceable into those of the

foster-plant, and the whole
of a tawny, reddish, violet,
or bluish color. 0. ma-
jor, the great broom-rape,
growing 1} or 2 feet high,
lives chiefly on broom,
whence the name. 0. ca-

ryuphyllacca is the clove-
scented broom-rape, grow-
ing on species of Galimn.
0. minor, found on clover,
is sparingly introduced in

the Atlantic I'nited States. See brooin-rape and herb-bane.

Orobanchese (or-o-bang'ke-e), n.pl. [NL.(L.C.
Richard, 1807), <' Orobanche + -ea:.] Same as
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limn, I iv some treated as an order, by others as
a tribe, and varying in scope according to dif-

ferent authors. See Aninn .-mil Ofnnliinii.

orontiad (o-ron'li-ad), n. A plant of the group
llriniliiiffir. l.tinl/i

i/.

Orontium (o-ron'shium), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), said 'to be < Gr. *6p6Vnov (Wittstein;
not found in (ir. dictionaries), gome plant so

called, appar. < 'Qp&vrris, L. Orontes, a river in

Syria.] A genus of monocptyledonous plants
of I ho order Araceai, belonging to the suborder
I'lilhiiiiltw and the tribe Synijilnrarpf<r, allied to

the skunk-cabbage. It is chiefly distinguished by
the remote sheathing spathe and one-celleU ovary. There

Flowering Plant of OrobancHt
mittor, parasitic on the rout of white
clover, a, a flower.

Orobates, n. See Oribates.

Orobus (or'o-bus), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< Gr. o/m/iof = L. ernim, vetch: see Errum.] A
former gemis of perennial herbs, mostly Eu-

ropean, of the natural order Leguminosce, now
mostly united with Lathyrus, a few species be-

longing to Vicla. See bitter-vetch and heath-pea.

orographic (or-o-graf'ik), a. [< orograph-y +
-1C.] Of or pertaining to orography. The oro-

graphic features of a country are those which connect
themselves with the range, extent, and structure of its

mountain chains and of its larger topographical features.
Also oreoyraphic.

orographical (or-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< orographic
+ -al.] Same as orographic.

orographically (or-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. With
regard to orography.'
orography (o-rog'ra-fi), n. [Also oretHiraphy ;

= F. orographie = Pj*. oreopraphia, < Gr. opof,
a raoiintain, + -ypafia, < y/xujxtv, write.] That
division of physical geography or physiography
which has to do with the relations and develop-
ment of the mountain-chains of the regions de-
scribed. It is topography in its broadest and most gen-
eral sense, the mountain-ranges not being separable In a
general discussion from the valleys and table-lands.

Orohippus (or-o-hip'us), n. [NL., < Gr. 6po(,

mountain, + ITT'TTOC, horse.] 1. A genus of fos-

sil horses, of the family Equida;, based upon re-

mains from the Eocene of North America, hav-

ing four toes on the fore feet and three on the
hind feet. There are several species, all of very
small size, only about as large as a fox. 2.

[Z. c.] A species of the above genus.
oroide (6'ro-Id), n. [< F. or (< L. auriim), gold,
+ (ir. fitSof, form.] An alloy of copper, tin, and
other metals resembling gold in appearance,
and used in the manufacture of cheap watch-
cases, jewelry, etc. The term is also used ad-

jectively: as, oroide jewelry . Also called oreide.

orolingual (6-ro-ling'gwal), a. [Irreg. < L. os

(or-), mouth, + lingua, tongue: see linyiuil.]

Pertaining to the mouth and the tongue.
orologet, n- An obsolete form of horologe.
orological (or-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< orolog-;/ +
-ic-al.] Pertaining to orology or a description
of mountains.

orologist 1
t (o-rol'o-jist), n. [< orologe + -int.]

An obsolete form of lun-olni/ixt. S. Dowell, Taxes
in England, III. 305.

Orologist- (o-rol'o-jist), n. [< oroliig-y + -ist,]
A describerbfmountains; one versed in orology.
orology (o-rol'p-ji),

n. [= F. orologie,<. Gr. 6pof,

mountain, + -hoyia, < teyeiv, speak: see -ology.~\
The scientific description of mountains.

Oromasdes, Oromazdes, . Same as Ormu;d.
oronasal (6-ro-na'zal), a. [Irreg. < L. os (or-),

mouth, + nasun. nose : see nasal.] Pertaining
to the mouth and the nose.

oronget, >' A Middle English form of ontni/f 1
.

Orontiacese (o-ron-ti-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.

Brown, 1810), < Orontiuni + -acea;.'] A group
of araceous plants, typified by the genus Oroii-

Flowering Plant of Coldenclub (Orontium aquatic***
1

),

a, the spadix.

Is but one species, 0. aquaticum, the goldenclub, which
grows on the margins of ponda and rivers of the United
States near the Atlantic. It bears velvety dark-green
elliptical leaves, floating or raised on stout stalks from a
rootstock descending into the mud. Its small flowers arc
crowded on a long curving spadlx, rising C to 12 inches
from the water, colored successively yellow, white, and
green.

oropharyngeal (6'ro-fa-rin'je-al), a. [< oro-

pharynx (-iilitiri/ng-) + -e-al.] Of or pertaining
to the oropharynx.
oropharynx (6-ro-far'ingks), n.

; pi. oropha-
ryiigcs (-fa-rin'jez). [NL., < L. os (or-), the

mouth,+ Gr. (papvyt-, the throat.] The pharynx
proper, directly continuous with the cavity of

the mouth: distinguished from nasopharynx.
See cut under mouth.

Orortyx (o-r6r'tiks), n. Same as Oreortyx.

Oroscoptes (o-ro-skop'tez), n. See Oreoscoptes.
orotund (6'ro-tund), a. [IiTeg. < L. ore rotunda,
with a round mouth: ore, abl. of os, mouth; ro-

tundus, round: see rotund.] In elocution, char-
acterized by strength, fullness, richness, and
clearness; open, mellow, rich, and musical:

applied to the voice or manner of utterance.

orpedt, a. [Also (Sc.) orpit; < ME. orped, orpud,
bold, < AS. orped, fpown up, stout, active, bold.]

Bold; brave; valiant.

The gnode knijt and orped.
Ayenbite of Inicyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 183.

An orped knight in many a stede.

Oower, Coat. Amant., lii.

So was he greved with the werre that his peple was hut
small ; but tho were orped knyghtes, and the beste of all

the hoste for to endure and suttre traueile of armes.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 439.

He was reasonable of speche and well lettered, and
orped, and also noble in knyght hod, wyse in counsayll, &
dredde to moch destenyse. Fabyan, Chron., I. \ \ \\ .

orpedlyt, adv. [< ME. orpedly, < AS. ornedlice,

boldly, < orped, bold: see orped.] Boldly;
bravely; stoutly.

He hypped ouer on hys ax, & orpedly strydez,
Bremly hrothe on a bent.

Sir Gawayue and the Green Knight (E. E. T. a), 1. 2232.

orphalinet (6r'fa-lin), n. and a. See orpheline.

orphan (6r'fan),'a. and n. [<OF. orphane, or-

jenf, orfine, orphe, orfe = Sp. huerfano = Pg.
orftto, orphffo = It. orfano, < ML. orphanus, <

Gr. op<j>av6(:, without parents, fatherless, bereft,

deprived, destitute
;
later bpjdf = L. orbus, be-

reft: see or&2.] I. a. 1. Bereft of parents; fa-

therless, motherless, or without either father
or mother

;
bereaved : said of a child or a young

and dependent person.
This king, left orphan both of father and mother.

Sir P. Sidney.

Enoch Arden, a rough sailor's lad,
Made orphan by a winter shipwreck.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

2. Not under control or protection analogous
to that of a parent; unprotected; unassisted.

A virgin tragedy, an orphan Muse.
Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 58.

3. Of or belonging to a child bereft of either

parent or of both parents.
The tender orphan hands

Felt at my heart and seem'd to charm from thence
The wrath I nursed against the world.

Tennyton, Princess, v.

Orphic

II. ii. A child bereaved of one parent or of

both parents, generally tho latter.

Arid Kaiih he will notleaue them orphantt, as fatherles*e

children, but wil runic again to them hirnelf.
Kir T. Mure, Works, p. 173.

A wi c pint; ouintry joins a widow's tear;
The helpless poor mix with the orphan's cry.

Huron, Death of Sir James Hunter Blair.

Orphans' Court, the name given to courts of general pro-
bat* jurisdiction in Delaware, Maryland, .New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania.

orphan (6r'fan), c. (. [< orphan, a.] To reduce
to the state of being an orphan; bereave of pa-
rents.

Kor this orphaned world the Holy Spirit made the like

charitable provision. Harburtun, Sermons.

orphanage (6r'fan-aj),n. [< orphan + -age.] 1.

Tne state of being an orphan. 2. An inHtitu-

tion or home for orphans. 3. Orphans collec-

tively.
In London the share of the children (or orphanage part)

is not fully vested In them till the age of twenty-one, be-

fore which they cannot dispose of it by testament.

Blackttonc, Com., II. rxxii.

orphan-asylum (6r'fan-a-si'lum), n. An asy-
lum or home for destitute orphan children.

orphancyt (fir'fan-si), n. [< orphan + -cy.]
The state of being an orphan; orphanhood.
Yet did not thy Orphancte nor my Widowhood deprfue

vs of the delightful! prospect which the hill of honour
doth yeeld. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, lit

orphanet (6r'fan-et), n. [< 'orphanet, orfenet
(found only as a surname), dim. of orphane, or-

phan : see orphan and -efl.] A young or little

orphan.
Calling her maids this orphanet to see.

Draytim, Moses, L

orphanhood (or' fan -hud), n. [< orphan +
-hood.] The state 'of being an orphan.
orphanism (6r'fan-izm), n. [< orphan + -ism.]
The state or condition of being an orphan. E.

Phillips, 1706.

orphanotrophism (6r-fa-not'ro-fizm), n. [< or-

phanotroph-y + -ism.]

"
The care and support

of orphans. C. Mather. [Rare.]

orphanotrophy (6r-fa-not'ro-fi), n. [< LL. or-

phanotrophium, an orphan-asylum, < Gr. bptyavo-

Tpo^riov, an orphan-asylum, < bptyavoTpofyof, bring-
ing up orphans, < bp<j>av6f, orphan, + rpttyetv,

nourish, bring up.] 1 . A supporting or the sup-
port of orphans. 2. A hospital for orphans.
liailey. [Rare in both uses.]

orphanry (&r'fan-ri), n. [< orphan + -ry.] An
orphan-house; an orphanage or home for or-

phans. [Rare.]
orphantt (or'fant), n. [A corrupt form of or-

phan, with excrescent t, as in tyrant for tyran,

etc., peasant, etc.] An orphan.
He in-'r provok'd the silly orphante cryes,
Nor till 'il with teares the woefnll widdowes eyes.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Xaret.)

orpharion (6r-fa'ri-on), n. [< Gr. 'Op^et'f, Or-

pheus: see Orphic.] A large variety of lute,
used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-

ries, having six to nine pairs of metal strings.
It was played by means of a plectrum. Also

orpheoreon.
Set the cornet with the flute,
The orpharion to the lute,

Tuning the tabor and the pipe to the sweet violins.

Drayton, Eclogues, 111

Orphean (6r'fe-an), a. [< L. Orpheus,< Gr. 'Op-

0of, < 'Op^erf, Orpheus : see Orphic.] 1. Of or

pertaining to Orpheus, a legendary poet and
musician of ancient Greece; nence, melodious:

as, Orphean strains.

With other notes than to the Orphean lyre,
I sung of Chaos and eternal Night.

Milti,,i. P. L, lit 17.

2. In ornith., singing sweetly ; melodious: spe-
cifically applied to a warbler, Sylvia orphea.
orphelinet (dr'fe-lin), n. and a. [Also orpha-
line; < ME. orphclin, < OF. orphelin, orfelin, or-

phenin, orfenin, F. orphelin, dim. of orphane, <

ML. orphanus, orphan: see orphan.] I. n. An
orphan.
The ladyes souned for the deathes of theyr husebandes,

and orphalinet wepte and rent their heares for the losse

of their parentes. Hall, Hen. V., an. 3.

II. a. Orphaned; bereaved. .

When thou were orphelyn of father and mother.

Chaucer, Bocthius, ii. prooe 3.

orpheoreon (6r-fe-6're-on), n. See orpharion.
Orphic (dr'fik), a'. [<' L. Orphicus, < Gr. 'Op^ocof ,

of Orpheus, < 'Opjeif, Orpheus : see def.] Of or

pertaining or relating to Orpheus, a legendary
poet and musician of ancient Greece, who had
the power of charming all animate and inani-
mate objects with his sweet lyre, descended
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living into Hades to bring back to life his wife

Eurydice, and perished, torn to pieces by infuri-

ated Thracian mrenads; Orphean: as, the Or/ilii<-

poems. A considerable body of literature is extant bear-

ing the name of Orpheus, but only a few fragments bear

evidence of being as old as ">00 K c., most of it belonging
to the Alexandrine school. In ancient Greece there were

Orphic societies and Orphic mysteries, both connected
with tile cult of Bacchus, and concerning themselves with
the philosophy of life and death in nature.

Language is a perpetual Orphic song.

Slielley, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

Orphism (or'fizm), . [< Orph(ic) + -ism.] The
mystical system of life and worship embodied
in the Orphic poems and practised and incul-

cated in the Orphic mysteries. See Orphic.
This close connexion of Orphixm with the Eleusinian

Mysteries. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 128.

Orphize (or'fiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. Orphized,

fpr.Orpliizing. [< Orph(ic) + -ize.] Toconform
to or resemble Orphic doctrines and worship.
The Orphizing mystic cultus of Phyla.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 128.

orphrey (or'fri), . [See or/rays.] 1. A kind
of embroidery in gold. See orphrey-work.
2. An ornamental band or border on certain

ecclesiastical vestments, especially chasubles

Cope with embroidered orpnreys and hood ; Italian, i6th century.

a, a, orphreys.

and copes, usually done in orphrey-work. The
apparel of the amice, if done in orphrey-work,
is sometimes called the orpltrey of the amice.
See amicel, 2, chasuble, and cope

1
,
2.

The orphreys [of the cope] were two bands, some eight
inches in breadth, of another material than the cope it.

self, and reaching all down from the neck on both sides in

front, as the vestment shows itself on the wearer's person.
Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 36.

orphreyedt (or'frid), a. [< orphrey + -ed2.~\

Ornamented with embroidery or orphrey-work.
orphrey-work (6r'fri-werk), n. Gold embroi-

dery; hence, rich embroidery of any sort.

orpiment (6r'pi-ment), . [< ME. orpiment, <

OF. orpiment, F. orpiment = Pr. aurpigment,
auripiment = Sp. oropimente = Pg. ouropimento= It. orpimento, < L. auripigmentum, orpiment,
< aurum, gold, + pigmentum, pigment: see

aurum, or3
,
&nA pigment.'] Arsenic trisulphid,

AsoSa. It is found native, and also manufactured
artificially. The native orpiment appears in soft, foliated

masses, having a bright-yellow color and brilliant lus-
ter. The orpiment, or king's yellow, of commerce is pre-
pared by heating a mixture of arsenious oxid and sulphur,
and is a mixture of arsenic sulphid and arsenious oxid. The

with potash and lime to prepare a paste employed for re-

moving the hair from skins.

The flrste spirit quiksilver called is ;

The second orpiment.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 270.

orpine, orpin (6r'pin), n. [< ME. orpin, orpyn,
orpine, orpyne, yellow arsenic, a kind of stone-

crop^ OF. orpin, yellow arsenic, orpiment, also
a kind of stonecrop (so called from its yellow
flowers); an abbr. form of orpiment: see orpi-
ment.'] 1. In painting, a yellow color of various
degrees of intensity, approaching also to red.
2. A succulent herbaceous plant, Sedum Tele-

phium, common in gardens, native in the north-
ern Old World, sometimes becoming wild in
America. It has fleshy smooth leaves, and corymbs of
numerous purple flowers. It was formerly, and to some
extent is still, used as an astringent in dysentery, etc and
as a vulnerary. From its tenacity of life, it is called liee-

for-ever.
Cool Violets, and Orpine growing still.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, L 193.
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On the eve of this saint [St. John], as well as upon that

of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, every man's door was shaded
with green birch, lun<t fennel, Saint John's wort, orpin,
white lillies, and the like, ornamented with garlandj "f

beautiful flowers.

Slow, quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 4C3.

Boy enough to crawl
For latter orpine round the southern wall.

Browtiiny, Sordello.

Evergreen orpine. Same as iierb nf friendship (which
see, under herb).

orr (or), n. [Origin obscure.] A globular piece
of wood used in playing at doddart. Halliwell.

orra (or'a), a. [Also arrow, ora; origin uncer-

tain. Ct. orrels.'] 1. Odd; not matched
j
not

appropriated; left over; occasional; inciden-

tal : as, an orra thing ;
an orra time.

Ae night at e'en a merry core
O' randie, gangrel bodies

In Poosie Nancy's held the splore,
To drink their orra duddies.

Burns, Jolly Beggars.

2. Employed, as about a farm, for doing the
odd jobs or work which the servants having
regular and specified duties cannot overtake :

as, an orra man. 3. Base; low; mean; worth-
less : as, to keep orra company. [Scotch in all

uses.]

orrach, . See orach.

orrels (or'elz), n. pi. [< OSw. urwal. refuse, Sw.
urral, choice, selection, residue, < ur- (= AS.
or-) + vala, choice : see wale'2

'.']
What is left

over; refuse. [Scotch.]

orrery (or'e-ri), .; pi. orreries (-riz). [So called,

by Sir Richard Steele, after the Earl of Orrery,
for whom a copy of this machine was made by
a workman, after an original borrowed from
George Graham, who invented it.] A machine
so constructed as to represent, by the move-
ments of its parts, the motions and phases of
the planets in their orbits. Similar machines
are also called planetariums and cosmoscopes.

orrice, n. See orris2 .

orris1
(or'is), n. [Contr. of orfrays.'] If. A

name given to laces of varied design in gold
and silver.

One Silver Orrice a quarter of a Yard deep ;
A large Par-

cel of Black and Silver Fringe ; One dark colour Cloth
Gown and Petticoat with 2 Silver Orrices.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 167.

2. Galloon and gimp used in upholstery. [Trade-
name . ] Orris pattern, a peculiar pattern or design for

gold lace.

orris2 (or'is), n. [Short for orris-root.'] A plant
from which orris-root is obtained. Also orrice.

orris-pea (or'is-pe), . A little ball of dried
orris-root used to maintain the discharge of is-

sues. See issue-pea.
Orris-root (or'is-rot), n. [Prob. a corruption of

iris-root.] The root of several European species
of Iris, chiefly /. florentina. See Iris, 8 oil of
orris-root. See oU.

orseduet, orsedewt (6r'se-du), n. [< OF. or,

gold, + sedue, pp. of seduire, mislead: see se-

duce.] An inferior sort of leaf-metal made of

copper and zinc, so as to resemble gold; Mann-
heim gold; Dutch metal.

Orseille (6r-sal'),. [F. : see orchil, archil.'] A
peculiar coloring matter derived from Koccella
tinctoria and other lichens, used in the prepa-
ration of test-papers for chemical operations.
See litmuK,and test-paper(raider paper). Tbeprin-
ciples in those plants from which coloring matters are
prepared are themselves colorless, but yield coloring sub-
stances by reaction with water, air, and ammonia. They
are generally acids, or acid anhydrids. U. S. Dispensatory.

orseillin (6r-sa'lin), n. [< orseille + -in 2.] A
coal-tar color used in dyeing; the sodium-sul-

phonate salt of beta-naphthol-azo-naphthalene.
It yields a fast and full red, but is not very bril-
liant. Also called roccellin, nibidin, rauracienne.
orsellate (6r'sel-at), n. [< orsell(ic) + -ate1 .]
The generic name for any salt composed of or-
sellic acid and a base: as, orsellate of baryta.

orsellic (6r-sel'ik), a. [< orse(i)lle + -ic.~\ Same
as lecanortc Orsellic acid. Same as orseille.

ort (ort), n. [< ME. ort, < AS. as if *ortet (=
MD. ooraete, ooreete = MLG. LG. ort), what is

left after eating, < or-, out, + etan, eat: see
or- and eat.] A fragment; a scrap; a piece of
refuse : usually in the plural.

Let him have time a beggar's arts to crave.

Shak., Lucreee, 1. 985.

Hang thee, thou parasite, thou son of crumbs
And orts ! B. Jonson, New Inn, v. 1.

I wouldn't give a fiddlestick's end for all the Constitu-
tions in creation. They take the best of everything and
leave us only the arts and hog-wash.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

ort (ort), v. t. [< ort, .] To turn away from
with disgust; refuse. [Scotch.]

ortho-axis

The lasses now-a-days ort nane o' God's creatures.
Jamfeson.

ortalant, ortalont, Obsolete variants of or-

tolan.

Ortalida (6r-tal'i-da), n. [NL.] Same as Or-
ttl/ili. 1.

Ortalidffi (6r-tal'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Shuckard,
1840), < Ortalis + -idle.'] A family of dipterous
insects, typified by the genus Ortnlis. The front
is bristly only above, the auxiliary vein ends acutely in the

costa, the legs are not long, and the horny ovipositor is

telescopic. It is a large and wide-spread group, whose
members resemble the Trypetidce. Thirty-five genera oc-

cur in North America.

Ortalis (or'ta-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. bpra'/Jf, a young
bird.] 1 . In "ornith., a genus of guans of the fam-

ily Craeidte and the subfamily 1'enelopinte. The
head is crested, with bare places on its sides and on the

chin, but no wattles ;
the tarsi are naked and seutellate

before and behind; the wings are short, rounded, and
concavo-convex ; the tail is very long and ample, fan-

shaped, with twelve broad graduated feathers. The plu-
mage is greenish. 0. vetula is a Mexican species, a variety
of which occurs in Texas and is known as the Texanyuan,
or chachalaca (which see). Usually called Ortalida, after

Merrem, 1786. See cut under yuan.
2. In entom., the typical genus of Ortalida',
founded by Fallen in 1810, containing robust
dark-colored flies found on the leaves of bushes

vibrating their wings in the sunshine.

Orthagoriscidse (fir'tha-go-ris'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< OrtJiagoriscus + -ido:.] A family of gym-
nodont fishes, named from the genus Orthago-
riscus : same as Molidw.

Orthagoriscini (or-tha-go-ri-sl'm), n. pi. [NL.,
< Orthagoriscus + -int.] In Bonaparte's sys-
tem of classification, a subfamily of Molid<e
with the skeleton entirely cartilaginous and
the fins covered with continuous skin, repre-
sented only by the genus KUHMHW.
Orthagoriscus (6r"tha-go-ris'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. b/mayopianof, a sucking pig.] The typical ge-
nus of Orthagoriscida; : same as Mola. Slocli

and Schneider. Also Ortliogoriscus.
Orthalicidse (6r-tha-lis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ortlialicus + -idee.] A family of geophilous
pulmonate gastropods, typified by the genus
Ortlialicus. They have a spiral turreted shell, posterior
included mantle, a peculiarly modified jaw composed of
a median triangular piece and lateral oblique imoricated
plates adherent above but free below, and teeth differen-

tiated. Two species of Orthalicus ate found in Florida,
chiefly in wooded country.

Orthalicus (or-thal'i-kus), . [NL. (Beck,
1837).] The typical genus of the family Ortliu-

licidce.

orthaxial (6r-thak'si-al), . [< Gr. 6p6u(,

straight, + L. axis, axis.] Haying a straight
vertebral axis: applied to a primitive form of
the vertebral axis in certain fishes, in which its

posterior end is not bent upward or curved in

any other direction. J. A. Ryder.
Orthezia (or-the'zi-a), . [NL. (Amyot and
Serville, 1843), syn. of Dorthezia, named after

Dorthes, a French physician (1759-94).] A
genus of hemipterous insects of the family
Coccidai. The adult female insect, the form usually
met with, is long and oval in shape, covered with a
laminated white secretion, elongated behind and having
a sac which contains the eggs. The antenna? are eight-
jointed ; there are no tarsal digitules ;

the genito-anal
ring is enlarged and six-haired. One species has been
recognized in the United States ; several others are Euro-
pean.

orthian (6r'thi-an), a. [< Gr. opBiof, straight
up, high-pitched, < bp66f, straight, upright.] In
anc. Gr. music, noting a melody or style in
which many high tones were used.

orthite (or'thit), n. [< Gr. bp66f, straight, +
-ite2.] A variety of allanite.

orthius (6r'thi-us), .; pi. orthii (-i). [< Gr.

6p6io(: see def.] In anc. pros., a great foot,

consisting of three tetrasemic longs, the first of
which forms the arsis, while the other two con-
stitute the thesis : thus,

^-*
|

^* *
. See

semantws.

ortho-. [L., etc., < Gr. bp8o-, combining form of

bp06f, straight, upright, right, correct, etc.] An
element in many words of Greek origin, its pres-
ence bringing in the sense of 'straight,' 'up-
right,' 'right,' 'correct.' Inchem., specifically (a)
As a prefix of benzene derivatives it denotes a substitu-
tion of hydrogen atoms in the benzene ring which are ad-

jacent to each other, (fe) As applied to acids it notes those
in which the number of hydroxyl groups present is equal
to the number expressing the quantivalence of the ele-

mentary radical, and applied to salts it notes those formed
from ortho-acids. Where the ortho-acid has not been iso-

lated, the acid in which the number of hydroxyl groups
present is nearest to the number expressing the quantiva-
lence of the elementary radical is sometimes called an
ortho-acid.

Ortho-axis (6r'tho-ak"sis), n. [< Gr. bp66<;,

straight, + L. axis, axis.] Same as orthodiago-



ortho-axis

nal axis that is, the lateral axis of a mono-
clinic crystal which is ill right angles to the

vertical nxis.

Orthocephalic (or"tho-se-t'arik or -sef'a-lik), n.

[< ortlini-i'/iliiil-i/
+ -ii:\ Inhibiting or chanic-

Icri/.cil l>\ orlhocephaly.
orthocephaly (or-tho-sef'u-li), . [< Or. opftic,

straight, + ittjaMi, head.]' The character of a
skull whose vertical index is above 70 and not
almve ".">; the c-hiiracter of a skull with an in-

termediate cephalic, index.
orthoceran (or-thos'c-ran), a. Pertaining to

I lie genus OrlliiM-rnix. Science, III. 127.

Orthoceras (<">r-t hos'e-ras), . [NL. (cf. Gr. !>/>-

tlifKi/iur, straight-horned), < Gr. o/jftif, straight,
+ idpaf, horn.] The typical gonus of Orllmn ru-

tiilii', having the shell straight or but slightly
curved. The species are very numerous, rang-
ing from the Silurian to the Liassic. Also Or-

thoerrntitcft, Orthocerus.

Orthocerata (6r*tho-se-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL. :

see Ortltoreras.] Same as Orthoceratidw.

Orthoceratidse(6r*tho-8e-rat'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Orthoceras {-cerat-) + -id<e.] A family of fossil

tentaculiferous tetrabranchiate cepnalopods,
typified by the genus Orthootrtu. They have a
straight or scarcely curved chambered shell, with a central

siphuncle and sometimes contracted aperture. Over 300

speciei have been described, from North America, Europe,
and Australia. They are among the most profusely and
widely distributed shells of the old rocks. They attained

greater size than any other fossil of the time, some frag-
ments having been found which indicate a length of efeet.

orthoceratite (or-tho-ser'a-tit), n. [< NL. Or-

thoeeratites.] A fossil cephalopod of the genus
Orthoceras or the family Orthoccratidce. Also
orthoceratoid.

Orthoceratites (or-tho-ser-a-ti'tez), [NL.,
as Orthoceran (-cerat-) + -ites.] Same as Ortho-
ceras.

orthoceratitic (6r-tho-ser-a-tit'ik), a. [< or-

thoceratile + -ic.] Pertaining to or resembling
orthoceratites; orthoceran: opposed to cyrto-
ceratitic.

orthoceratoid (or-tho-ser'a-toid), a. and n. [<
nrlhoceratite + -aid.] I. a. Same as orthocera-
tltic.

II. n. Same as orthoceratite.

Orthocerus (6r-thos'e-rus), n. [NL. : see Or-

thoceras,] 1. In conch., same as Orthoceras.
2. In entom., a genus of the coleopterous fam-
ily Colydiida:, founded by Latreille in 1796, con-

taining four European species, one of which,
0. clavicornis, extends into Siberia.

orthochromatic (6r*tho-kr6-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

op0of, correct, + XP&P ,
color: see chromatic.]

In photog., correct in the relations or in the

rendering of colors that is, free from the
usual photographic fault of exaggerating the

deepness of greens, yellows, and reds and the

brightness of blues and violets. The epithet notes

any process by means of which this end may be attained,
or any plate, chemical, etc., used In such a process. Ordi-

nary photographic dry plates in which a trace of such
agents as eosin or chlorophyl is incorporated possess
the orthochromatic property, which is greatly enhanced
if the exposure is made through a transparent screen
tinted to correspond with the prevalent color in the scene
or picture, as green for a landscape, or yellow for a paint-
ing characterized by draperies of that hue. Also expressed
by isochromatic, an epithet implying equality of exposure
to obtain similar results from opposed colors, contrary to
the usual photographic experience.

orthochromatize (6r-tho-kr6'ma-tiz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. orthochromatized, ppr. orthochromatiz-

ing. [< orthochromat(ic) + -ize.] In photog.,
to render orthochromatic, as a plate ; bring
into conformity with the conditions necessary
to obtain a correct rendering of color-values.

orthpclase (or'tho-klaz), n. [< Gr. 6p86f,

straight, right, + nhaatc, fracture: see clastic.]
Common or potash feldspar, a silicate of alu-
minium and potassium, occurring in monoclinic
crystals and also massive. It has two perfect cleav-

ages, at right angles to each other (whence the name). It
varies much in color, from white to yellow, red, and green.
Aduhiria, including most moonstone, is a crystallized va-

riety, transparent or nearly so, characteristic especially of
the crystalline rocks of the Alps ; valencianite, from Valen-
ciana, Mexico, is similar to it. Sanidlne is a glassy vari-

ety, usually containing more or less soda ; it is character-
istic of certain igneous rocks, as trachyte, phonolite, etc. ;

rhyacolite, from Monte somma, Vesuvius, is similar. Loxo-
clase is a variety from Hammond, New York, and murchi-
sonite one from Exeter, England, the latter showing gold-
en-yellow reductions on a surface nearly parallel to the
orthopinacoid. Orthoclase is an essential constituent of
granite and some other crystalline rocks, and often occurs
in large masses in granite-veins, and is then quarried and
used in making pottery. Much of the potash feldspar
called oi-tboclase is really the related tricllnic species mi-
crocline. The name anorthoclaxe has been given to some
kinds of triclinic feldspar containing considerable potash,
which are more closely related to albite than to microcline
in optical characters. See feldspar. Also called orthose.
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orthoclastic (or-tho-klas'tik), . [< Gr.

straight, right, + K'/anrm;, verbal adj. of K%av,

break.] Characterised by cleavages at right
angles to OTIC another: said of certain species
of the feldspar group, particularly orthoclase ;

pertaining to such species, or specifically to

orthoclase.
Orthocoela (or-tho-se'ia), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

bpH6f, straight, + KO&.OC, hollow.] One of three
orders into which the rhabdococlous turbella-
rians are sometimes divided.

orthpccelic (6r-tho-se'lik), a. [< Gr. bpSaf,

straight, + icoMa, the belly, the intestines.]

Arranged in straight or parallel folds: applied
to the intestines of birds when they are thus

disposed, in distinction from cycloccelic.

orthodiagonal (or'tho-dl-ag'o-nal), n. and a.

[< Gr. o^wof, straight, + tiayaim; , diagonal : see

fli(/(/onal.] I. n. In crystal., the diagonal or
lateral axis in a monoclinic solid which is at

right angles with the vertical axis; also, the

plane which includes the two axes named.
H. a. Pertaining to or in the direction of

the orthodiagonal.
orthodomatic (6r'tho-do-mat'ik), a. [< ortho-
iliunc 4- -ah'c2 .] Pertaining to or in the direc-
tion of an orthodome.
orthodome (6r'tho-dom), n. [< Gr. btxt6f,

straight, + <5o>of, tufia, a house: see domcl,5.]
In crystal., a dome, in the monoclinic system,
parallel to that lateral axis which is at right
angles to the vertical axis. It is properly a

hemidome, since a given form includes but
two planes. See dome1

, 5.

orthodox (6r'tho-doks), a. [= F. orthodoxe =
Sp. ortodoxo = Pg. orthpdoxo

= It. ortodosso, <

LL. orthodoxus, < LGr. bp66fofof, having a right
opinion, < Gr. bp06f, straight, right, correct, +
cwfa, opinion : see dogma, doxology. ] 1 . Holding
what is regarded as the correct opinion, or cor-
rect opinions, especially in regard to religious
or theological doctrines

;
sound in opinion or

doctrine; specifically, conforming to the faith
of the Church Catholic, as represented in its

primitive ecumenical creeds: applied to per-
sons or doctrines. That which seems to one part of
the Christian church orthodox may be held by another to
be heterodox. Thus, the Roman Catholic Church regards
Protestant churches as heterodox; again, the Reformed
churches sometimes deny the title orthodox to one another ;

and generally those who hold to the Trinitarian faith deny
the epithet orthodox to the Unitarians and Universalists.

Orthodoxy is not usually denied to those who are charged
with having added articles to the ecumenical faith of
Christendom, but only to those who are charged with de-

nying a part of that faith. Thus, the Roman Catholic is

not ordinarily refused by Protestants the right to the epi-
thet orthodox; nor are Trinitarians denied the right to
that epithet by those of Unitarian belief. Orthodox is the
common epithet of the Greek Church (of which the full
official title is "the Holy Orthodox Catholic Apostolic Ori-
ental Church "X as Catholic is of the Roman Church. [The
word is employed locally in New England to designate the
Trinitarian Congregational churches as distinguished from
those of the same order which hold the Unitarian or Uni-
versalist faith, as in the phrase "the Orthodox Church."
It is also used to distinguish the Trinitarian Quakers from
those whose belief is or tends toward Unitarianism.)

Tis the Orthodox Tenet, that there never was any re-
mission of Sins but by the blood of the Lamb that was
slain from the beginning of the World.

Milton, Ana. to Salmasius, Works, III. 182.

Orthodox, orthodox,
Wha believe in John Knox,

Let me sound an alarm to your conscience.

Burns, The Kirk's Alarm.

2. [cop.] Of or pertaining to the Greek Church.
The Orthodox population in Cattaro and all the coasts

thereof is always a large minority, and in some places it

actually outnumbers the Latins.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 198.

Orthodox school, in potit. econ. See political. =Syn.
1. Orthodox, Evangelical. (See the definitions of these
terms.) It is natural for all who care about their doctri-
nal beliefs to claim the titles that indicate correctness of
belief. Hence orthodox is a part of the name of the Greek
Church ; to the Roman Catholic orthodox means faithful
to the tenets of the Roman Church ; in the doctrinal con-
tests of America orthodoxh&s generally meant Calvinistic,
especially as opposed to Unitarianism and Universalism ;

in England it has as generally meant High-church, as op-
posed to Low-church or evangelical. Evangelical, meaning
in harmony with the Gospel, has been claimed somewhat
similarly and for a like reason, but has been especially
applied to those who emphasize the doctrine of salvation

by faith in Christ alone.

orthodoxalt (or'tho-dok-sal), a. [< orthodox +
-al.~\ Orthodox.
Our opinions and practises herin are of late turnd quite

against all other Protestants, and that which is to them
orthotloxal to us become scandalous and punishable by
statute. Milton, Civil Power.

orthodoxalityt (or"th6-dok-sari-ti), . [< or-
thodoxal + -ity.~\ Orthodoxy. Cudworth.

orthodoxallyt (6r'tho-dok-sal-i), adv. In an
orthodox manner; orthodoxly.

orthognathous
In plane English, more warily, more judiciously, more

orthoaiaaUy then twice their number of <lhin.s have don
in many a prolix volume. Milton, civil r^uc i.

orthodoxasticalt(6r*tho-dok-8!is'ti-kal),nf. [<
LGr. iV/WofaoT/Kof, < b/>OoiofaaTfjf, having a right

opinion, < o^drfofof, having a right opinion : see

ortltodujc.'] Same as i>rtli<><lo.r.

But also hath excommunicated them an heretikcs which
appeare heere to be more orthmlvj-ufliriill Christians than
they themselues. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 258.

orthodoxical (or'tho-dok-si-kul), a. [< ortho-
dox + -!>-/.] Pertaining to orthodoxy; char-
acterized by orthodoxy; orthodox.

orthodoxly (Or'tho-doks-li), adv. With sound-
ness of faith

;
in a manner conformed to the

teachings and practice of those who hold the
orthodox or true faith.

You err most orthodoxly. sweet Sir Kit.

W. Cartwright, The Ordinary, 111. 5.

A primitive old lady . . . orthodoxly crossed herself
whenever the carriage gave a jolt.

A. J. C. Hare, Russia, Iv.

orthodoxness (dr'tho-doks-nes), n. The state

of being orthodox
; orthodoxy.

orthodoxy (6r'tho-dok-si), n. [= F. orthodoxie
= Sp. ortodoxia = Pg. orthodoxia = It. ortodos-

sia, < ML. orthodoxia = Ar. arlodoksi, < LGr. bp-

8o6oi;ia, correctness of opinion, < bfiOAfo^of, hav-

ing a right opinion : see orthodox.} The char-
acter ofbeing orthodox ;

correctness of opinion ;

soundness of doctrine, especially in theology;
specifically, in theol., conformity to the faith of
tne Church Catholic, as represented in its primi-
tive ecumenical creeds, or to the Greek Church,
called Orthodox Feast of Orthodoxy, in the Or.

('ft., a festival celebrated on Orthodoxy Sunday in com-
memoration of the final overthrow of the Iconoclasts. It

was instituted A. n. 842 or 848, on the restoration of icons
at Constantinople under the regency of the empress Theo-
dora. Orthodoxy Sunday, in the Or. Ch., the flrst Sun-

day in Lent. On this Sunday anathemas are solemnly read
against various heresies.

orthodromic (6r-tho-drom'ik), a. [< orthodro-

m-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to orthodromy.
orthodromics (6r-tho-drom'iks), n. [PI. of or-

thodromic: see-ics.] The art of sailing in the
arc of a great circle, which is the shortest dis-

tance between two points on the earth's surface.

orthodromy (6r'tho-dr6-mi), n. [< Gr. *bp666po-
/iof, running straight forward (cf. bi>6oopo/i{iv,

run straight forward), < bpttof, straight, + 6pa-

lielv, run.] The act or art of sailing on a great
circle or in a straight course.

orthoepic (or-tho-ep'ik), a. [< orthoep-y + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to orthoepy.
It Is often impossible to suggest any explanation of

orthoepic mutations.
G. P. Manh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxii.

orthoepical (6r-tho-ep'i-kal), a. [< orthoepic
+ -al.] Same as orthoepic.

orthoepically (6r-tho-ep'i-kal-i), adv. In an

orthotpic manner; with correct pronunciation.
orthoepist (or'tho-e-pist), n. [= F.orthoepiste
= It. ortoepista ; as orthoep-y + -int.] One who
is skilled in orthoepy; one who writes on or-

thoepy.
orthoepistic (or'tho-e-pis'tik), a. [< orthoepist
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to an orthoepist or to

orthoepists.

Attempting to show that formerly h was not pronounced
in English, and that it was altogether an orthoepistic fancy
to pronounce it.

A. J. Ellis, quoted in J. Uadley's Essays, p. 264.

orthoepy (6r'tho-e-pi or 6r-tho'e-pi), n. [= F.

orthoepie = It. ortoepia, < Gr. bpdotircta, correct

speaking or pronunciation, < bpf>oe-eiv, speak or

pronounce correctly, < bpdof, right, correct, +
In-of, a word: see ejtic.] 1. The art of uttering
words with propriety; a correct pronunciation
of words. 2. That part of grammar (often in-

cluded under orthography) which treats of pro-
nunciation. More recently called phonology.
orthogamyt (or-thog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. opSoc,

straight, 4- yafiof, marriage.] In bot., direct or
immediate fertilization, without the interven-
tion of any mediate agency.
orthognathic (6r-thog-nath'ik), a. [As orthog-
nath-ous + -ic.] Same as orthognathous.
orthognathism (6r-thog'na-thizm), n. [As or-

thognath-ovs + -ism.] The orthognathous state
or condition

;
the character of being orthogna-

thous. Also orthof/iiath;/.

This [a small craniofacial angle] is the fundamental
condition of ... orthoynathigin.

Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 42ft

orthognathous (6r-thog'na-thus), a. [< NL. or-

thognatlitis, < Gr. bp66f, straight, + jrdflof, the

jaw.] Straight-jawed ; having the profile of the
face vertical or nearly so, in consequence of the



orthognathous

shortness of the jaws which constitutes orthog-
nathism. The facial angle of an orthognathous skull is

large (by whichever method it is measured), the term be-

ing more or less definitely employed as the opposite of

prognathous or prosognathous, where the angle is small,
or as the mean between prognathous and hyperorthog-
nathic or opifthognathous, where the angle is excessively

large. The facial angles that have been chiefly used in the
definition of these terms arc known as Camper's, Geof-

froy Saint-Hilaire and Cuvier's, Jacquart's, and Cloquet's
(which see, under craniometry). A more recent facial angle
is that included between the nasio-alveolar line and a line

drawn through the supra-auricular point and the inferior

margin of the orbit ; when this is between 83' and 90, the

skull is said to be orthognathous. The same character is

also defined by means of the gnathic or alveolar index,
those skulls with a gnathic index below 98 being orthog-
nathous ; between 98 and 103, mesognathous ; and above
103, prognathous.

orthognathy (6r-thog'na-thi), . [As orthog-
nath-ouH 4 -i/.] Same as orthognathism.

orthogon (6r'tho-gon), n. [< L. orthogonius,
< Gr. i>p8oy&vu>, right-angled, < bp66f, right, 4-

ywvia, an angle.] A rectangular figure ;
a figure

having all its angles right angles.

orthogonal (6r-thog'o-nal), a. [< orthogon 4
-al.] 1. Pertaining to or depending upon the

use of right angles. 2. Right-angled. Orthog-
onal axes. Seectmsi. Orthogonal projection. See

projection. Orthogonal substitution or transforma-
tion, one which transforms from one set of three mutual-

ly perpendicular coordinates to another. Orthogonal
trajectory, a curve cutting all the surfaces of plane
curves of a family of such loci at right angles.

Orthogonally (6r-thog'o-nal-i), adv. Perpen-
dicularly; at right angles; with right angles.

orthograph (or'tho-graf), n. [< Gr. 6p0o?,

straight, + ypdfyuv, write (see orthography).]
An orthographic projection; specifically, an

orthographic drawing exhibiting a structure in

external or internal elevation. The internal

orthograph is usually called a vertical section,
and sometimes a sciagraph.
orthographer (6r-thog'ra-fer), re. [< orthogra-
ph-y 4- -er1 .] One who is skilled in or writes
on orthography ;

one who spells words correct-

ly, according to approved usage.
orthographic (6r-tho-graf'ik), a. [= F. ortho-

graphiquc = Sp. ortografico = Pg. orthographico
= It. ortografico, < NL. orthographicus, < L.

orthographia, < Gr. bp0oypa<t>ia, correct writing
(also, in L., the elevation of a building) : see or-

thography.] 1. Pertaining to orthography ;
be-

longing to the writing of words with the proper
letters ; relating to the spelling of words : as,
an orthographic error; orthographic reform.
2. In geom., pertaining to right lines or angles.
Orthographic projection. See projection.

orthographical (6r-tho-graf'i-kal), a. [< ortho-

graphic 4- -at.] Same as orthographic.
orthographically (6r-tho-graf 'i-kal-i), adv. In
an orthographic manner, (a) According to the rules
of proper spelling or the customary forms of words, (b)
In the manner of orthographic projection.

orthographist (6r-thog'ra-fist), n. [< orthogra-
ph-y 4 -ist.] One who is versed in orthogra-
phy; an orthographer.
orthographize (6r-thog'ra-fiz), v. i. ; pret. and
pp. orthographized, ppr. ofthographizing. [< or-

thograph-y 4 -ize.] To write or spell correctly.
Coles, 1717. [Rare.]

orthography (6r-thog'ra-fi), . [Early mod. E.

ortograpnie, artografie ; <. F. orthographic = Sp.
ortografia = Pg. orthographia = It. ortografia= G. orthographic = Sw. Dan. ortografi, orthog-
raphy, spelling, < L. orthographia, ML. also

orthografia, < Gr. bp6oypa<j>ia, correct writing
(also, in L., the elevation or front view of a
building), < *bp6oypa<po(; (> LL. orthographus),
writing correctly, an orthographer, < bpffof,

straight, right, correct, 4- ypcupuv, write.] 1.
The art or practice of writing words with the
proper letters, according to accepted usage;
the way in which words are customarily writ-
ten

; spelling : as, the orthography of a word.
Such rackers of orthography, as to speak dout, flue, when

the should say doubt
; det, whert he should pronounce

debt d, e, b, t, not d, e, t
; he clepeth a calf, cauf ; half,

hauf ; neighbour vocatur nebour ; neigh abbreviated ne.
This is abhominable, which he would call abbominable :

it instnuateth me of insanie. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 22.

(In the following passage it is used erroneously, in bur-
lesque :

He was wont to speak plain and to the purpose, like an
honest man and a soldier ; and now is he turned orthogra-
phy [that is, orthographer], his words are a very fantasti-
cal banquet, just so many strange dishes.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 20.)

2. The branch of language-study which treats
of the nature and properties of letters, and of
the art of writing words correctly.

Orthographic that is to say, the forme and precise rule
of writing set down by grammarians.

Holland, tr. of Suetonius, p. 77.
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3. In musical notation, the art or practice of

representing tones and effects by the proper
characters, according to accepted usage. 4f.

In draftsmanship, a geometrical representation
of an elevation or section of a building ;

a sec-

tional view of a fortress or the like.

Orthography, or the erect elevation of the same in face

or front, describ'd in measure upon the former idea, where
all the horizontal lines are parallels.

Evelyn, Architects and Architecture.

Orthologyt (6r-thol'o-ji), . [< Gr. bpOotayia,
exactness of language, < bpSoXoyciv, speak cor-

rectly, < 6p6Vif, right, correct, + Aiyeiv, speak.]
The right description of things.
The natural and . . . homogeneal parts of grammar be

two : orthology and orthography ; . . . the first of them,
orthology, . . . the right imposition of names ; . . . the

second of them, orthography, . . . the rare invention of

letters. Fotherty, Atheomastix (1622), p. 34U.

orthometric (6r-tho-met'rik), a. [< Gr. bptivr,

right, + fierpov, a measure: see metric1
.] In

crystal., pertaining to the three systems in which
the axes are at right angles with each other.

See crystallography.
orthometry (6r-thom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. bpOAf,

right, correct, + -fitrpla, < iikrpov, measure: see
meter'1'.'} The art or practice of constructing
verse correctly; the laws of correct versifica-

tion.

orthomorphic (6r-tho-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr. bp66f,

correct, + /lopifiq, form.] In math., preserving
the true or original shape of the infinitesimal

parts, though it may be expanding or contract-

ing them unequally.
Orthoneura (6r-tho-nu'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

bpf)6f, straight, + vevpov, nerve.] In Gegen-
baur's system of classification, a series of proso-
branchiate gastropods, including very numer-
ous genera and families, contrasted under this

name with Chiastoncura.
orthoneural (6r-tho-nu'ral), a. [< Orthoneura
+ -al.] Pertaining to the Orthoneura, or hav-

ing their characters.

orthoneurous (6r-tho-nu'rus), a. [< Ortho-
neura + -ous.] Same as orthoneural.

Orthonycidse (6r-tho-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
prop.

*
Orthonychidai, < Orthonyx (-onych-) +

-ida!.] A family of oscine passerine birds, typi-
fied by the genus Orthonyx, having the carotid

artery sinistral and superficial. O. Salvin.

Orthonycinae (6r"tho-ni-si'ne), . pi. [NL.,
prop. *Orthonychinw, < Orthonyx (-onych-) +
-in<K.~\ The Orthonycida; regarded as a sub-

family of Menurida; or of Certhiidce. G. B. Gray.
orthonycine (6r'tho-nis-in), a. [< Orthonyx +
-ine2.] Having the characters of the genus Or-

thonyx; pertaining to the Orthonycinw or Ortho-

nycida;.

Orthonyx (or'tho-niks), n. [NL., < Gr. bp66r,

straight, right, -f- ovtf (omx-), claw: see onyx.]A remarkable Australian genus of passerine
birds

;
the spinetails. It long remained of uncer-

tain position, having been referred to the Certhiidce or
creepers, to the Menuridce or lyre-birds, to the TimeliidcK

prolonged beyon
webs. 0. spaldingi is another species.

Orthopaedia (6r"tho-pe-dl'a), . [NL., < Gr.

bpOof, straight, 4- TTCU (ndiS-), a child.] The
act of curing or remedying deformities in the
bodies of children, or generally in the human
body at any age.

orthopaedic, orthopedic (6r-tho-pe'dik or

-ped'ik), a. [< orthopwdia 4 -ic.] Relating to

orthopsedia, or the art of curing deformities.
Orthopaedic surgery, surgery directed to the remedying
of distortions.

orthopaedical, orthopedical (6r-tho-pe'di-kal
or -ped'i-kal), a. [< orthopaedic + -al.] Same
as orthopeetlie.

orthopaedics, orthopedics (6r-tho-pe'diks), n.

[PI. of orthopaidic: see -ics.] Orthopedic sur-

gery; orthopwdia.
orthopaedist, orthopedist (6r'tho-pe-dist), n.

[< orthopaidia + -ist.] One who practises or-

thopeedia; one who is skilled in curing natural
deformities in the human body.
orthopaedy, orthopedy (6r'tho-pe-di), . Same
as orthopaedia.

orthophonia (6r-tho-fo'ni-a), re. [NL. : see or-

thophony.] Normal voice.

orthophony (6r'tho-fo-ni), . [< Gr. bp66s,
straight, + 0wi^, voice, sound.] The art of
correct speaking; systematic cultivation of the
voice.

orthpphoria (or-tho-fo'ri-a), . [< Gr. op%,
straight, + -<t>6pof, <' tpepttv" carry, = E. bear1 .]

The tendency to parallelism of the visual axes.

orthopterology

orthophyre (6r'th(i-fir), n. [< ortho(clase) +
(/>'>r)/ilii/r(i/).] Orthoelasc porphyry.

orthopinacoid (6r-tho-pin'a-koid), n. [< Gr.

bp66f, straight,+ jrivo (mvaK-), a board, plank, +
tiJof, form. Cf. pinacoid.] In crystal., a plane
of a monoclinic crystal which is parallel to the
vertical axis and the lateral axis perpendicular
to it. See pinacoid.

orthopinacqidal (6r-tho-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [<

orthoptnaeoid + -al.] Pertaining to or in the
direction of the orthopinacoid.

Prismatic, ortho- and vlino-pinacoidal cleavages are pres-
ent. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Sue., XLV. ii. 2!.

orthopnic (6r-thop'nik), . [Irreg. < orthop-
ncea T -ic.] A person affected with orthop-
noaa; one who can breathe in an upright posi-
tion only.
Pro ratione victus, as they prescribe for the asthma,

which is a disease in the body, to avoid perturbations of
the mind : so let this orthopnic, for the help of his mind,
avoid needless perturbations of the body.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 605.

orthopncea (6r-thop-ne'a), n. [L., < Gr. bpfio-

nvoia, a kind of asthma which admits of breath-

ing only in an upright posture, < bp66nvoof,

breathing only when upright, < option, straight,
erect, + -KVUV, breathe.] Dyspnoea, as in some
cases of heart-disease in which respiration can
be effected only in an erect sitting or standing
posture.
orthoprazis (or-tho-prak'sis), n. [< Gr. bpSla;,

straight, + vpa^if, a doing: see praxis.] The
treatment of physical deformities by mechani-
cal agency.

orthppraxy (6r'tho-prak-si), n. [< Gr. bp66f,

straight, + n-po^if, a doing: see prajcis.] 1.

Correct practice, action, or procedure.
What then constitutes grammatical orthopraxy?

F. Hail, Mod. Eng., p. 86.

2. Same as orthopraxis.

orthoprism (or'tho-prizm), n. [< Gr. 6p0of,

straight, + wpia/ui, prism.] In crystal., a prism
of a monoclinic crystal lying between the unit

prism and the orthopinacoid.
orthopter (6r-thop'ter), . An orthopterous in-

sect
;
an orthopteran or orthopteron ; any mem-

ber of the Orthoptera.
Orthoptera (6r-thop'te-ra), n.pl. [NL. (La-
treille, 1806) (F. Orthopteres, Olivier, 1789),
neut. pi. of orthoptents, straight-winged: see

orthopterous.] An order of the class Insecta

proposed by Olivier in 1789 for certain straight-
winged insects which Linneeus had placed in

Hemiptera, and to which De Geer in 1773 had
restricted the order Hemiptera. placing the true

bugs in a new order Dermaptera. The order as
now understood contains insects in which metamorphosis
is incomplete and wings are almost always present, of
which the hinder pair are dilated, folded from the base,
and of membranous texture, while the fore pair are more
or less coriaceous, usually narrow and straight (but variable
in this respect), and thickly veined. These insects are
active and capable of feeding in all stages from birth to
death. Seven families or, as some consider, tribes or

superfamilies are now recognized. These are the Slatti-

dce,OT cockroaches; Manlidai, or praying-insects; Phasmi-
doe, or walking-sticks; Oryllida?, or crickets; Locustidoe, or

long-horned grasshoppers or katydids ; and Acrididce, or
short-horned grasshoppers or true locusts, including the

migratory species. (See locust for an explanation of the
fact that the Locitstidce are not locusts.) The Orthoptera
are in the main herbivorous, but the Mantidai are carnivo-

rous, and some of the Blattidce are omnivorous. They are
found all over the world, but most numerously in the

tropics, where among them are the largest known repre-
sentatives of the whole insect class. All the known spe-
cies are terrestrial or arboreal, no aquatic forms having
been discovered ;

and according to their habitual mode of

progression the families have been grouped by Westwood
as Cursoria, Kaptoria, Amlmlatoria, and Saltatoria. The
Orthoptera are among the earliest forms of insect life to

appear in geologic time, and the Blattidoz in particular are

very numerous in some geological formations. The main
characters used in classifying the Orthoptera are derived
from the modifications of the genitals, mouth-parts, and
antenna!. See cuts under Blattidte, Oryllidae, Insecta, katy-
did, locust, and Mantis.

orthopteral (6r-thop'te-ral), a. Same as or-

thoptcrous.

orthopteran (6r-thop'te-ran), a. and n. I. a.

Same as orthopterous.
H. n. An insect of the order Orthoptera.

orthopterist (6r-thop'te-rist), re. [< NL. Or-

thoptera + -ist.] One who studies or collects

Orthoptera.

orthopterological (6r-thop"te-ro-loj 'i-kal), a.

[< orthopterolog-y + -ic-al.] Pertaining'to or-

thopterology, or the study of Orthoptera.

orthopterolbgist (6r-thop-te-rol'o-jist), .. [<

orthoptcrolog-y + -ist.] One who makes a spe-

cialty of the study of Orthoptei-a; an orthop-
terist.

orthopterology (6r-thop-te-rol'o-ji), n. [< NL.
Orthoptera + Gr. -Aoy/a, < 1.iyuv, speak : see



orthopterology

-oloyy.] That branch of entomology which re-

lates to Oi'tliii/i/i i'n.

orthopteron (or-thop'te-ron), n. One of the

Orllto/itrnt. [Kare. |

orthopterous (or-lhop't<;-rii>t), a. [< NI,. nr

lln>i>li-nix, < (!r. njilln-ri i>nr, having straight (up-

right) wind's or feathers, < "/<"';. straight. +
n--ti>i'n', wing, = K.ji'iiiln-r.] Straight-winged ;

having wind's that lie straight when folded;

specifically, of or pertaining to (lie ()rlln>iili i'n.

Orthoptic (or-thop tik), a. [< <<r. ii/itlin; straight,
+ TT</i(ii;, of .seeing: sec o/ilir.'] Kelating to

orthogonal intersect ions of I angcnts. Orthoptic
locus, the locus of points where two tangents to a curve
out each other at right ftnglrs.

orthopyramid (or-tho-pir'a-mid), n. [< Gr.

/'"'".. straight, + mipa/ttc, pyramid.) ln.rry.itnl.,
a pyramid of a monoclinic crystal lying be-
tween the zono of unit pyramids and the ortho-
domes: it is strictly a heraipyramid, since the
form includes only four planes.
Orthorhapha (or-thor'a-fji), . [NL., < Gr.

<V;, straight, + pafyi/, a seam.] A suborder
of dipterous insects or true flies, including
those forms which escape from pupa through a

T-shaped orifice, or rarely through a transverse
rent between the seventh and eighth abdominal
rings: distinguished from Cyrlorhiifilnt. It in-

cludes all the midges and gnats, the horse-flies,

robber-flies, bee-tlies, and others.

orthorhaphous (fir-thor'a-fus), a. Of or per-
taining to the Orthorltdjilin.

orthprhomhic (6r-th9-rom'bik), a. [< Gr. bp06f,

straight, + /><J///iof, a rhomb.] 1. Rectangular
and rhombic. 2. In crystal., noting the sys-
tem of crystallography which is characterized

by three unequal axes intersecting at right an-

gles ; belonging to this system : as, sulphur is

orthorlitnuhir. Also called trimetric. See crys-

tallography.

orthpscope (or' tho-skop), n. [< Gr. bp86s,

straight, + aianrelv, view.] 1. An instrument
for hpldingwater around the eye, so that the re-
fraction of the cornea is eliminated and the iris

can be examined. 2. In eraniom., an instru-
ment for drawing projections of skulls.

orthoscopic (6r-tho-skop'ik), a. [< Gr. bp86f,

straight, correct,+ aiumeiv, view,+ -j'c.] 1 . See-

ing correctly; having normal vision. 2. Con-
structed so as to present surrounding objects
correctly to the eye : as, an orthoscopic eyepiece
or ocular. 3. Presented in its normal appear-
ance to the eye : as, an orthoscopic image. En-
cyc. Brit., XVI. 273 Orthoscopic lens. See leru.

orthose (6r'thos), . [< Gr. o/itfoc, straight, -f-

-osc.~\ Same as orthoclase.

Orthosia (6r-th6'si-a), n. [NL. (Ochsenhei-
mer, 1816), < Gr. op#or, straight.] A genus of
noctuid moths, typical of the family Orthosiidte,
containing numerous species, of wide distribu-
tion in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North
America.
Orthosiidse (6r-tho-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Gue-
n6e, 1841, as Orthosidtv), < Ortlwsis + -ida.] A
family of noctuid moths, typified by the genus
Orthosia, as defined by Guene'e, having 19 gen-
era, some of them important and wide-spread.
The antenna; in the male are pubescent or ciliate, in the
female with isolated cilia; the palpi are almost always
slender ; the proboscis is short or medium ; the legs are
moderate and rarely spined ; the abdomen is often de-

pressed ; the wings are entire and more or less pointed at
the apex, with two plain median spots, the reniforni one
often tinged with blackish below

;
the median vein of the

lower wings is trifld ; and the upper wings in repose en*

tirely cover the lower, and cross each other on the lower
border. The larva; have IB legs ; they are cylindric and
velvety, with a globose head, and no prominences or tu-

bercles; they live on the leaves of trees and plants, and
hide during the day. The pupa; are smooth and glisten-
ing, and contained in underground loose ovoid cocoons of
silk and earth.

orthosilicate (or-tho-sil'i-kat), n. [< Gr. i>p66c,

straight, + E. silicate.'] A salt of orthosilicic

acid (HiSiO^). Zinc orthosilicate (Zn^SiOx or
2ZnO.SiO2 ) is the mineral willemite : it is often
called a nitinilic/ili, since it has an oxygen ratio
of 1 : 1 .

orthpsilicic (or'tho-si-lis'ik), o. [< Gr. bpBos,

straight (see ortho-), + E. silicic.'] A word used
only in the following phrase Orthosilicic acid,
H4SiOi, a hypothetical acid which has never been isolated
and is known only in it * salts, the orthosilieates or unisili-

cates, which occur as minerals.

Orthospermeae (6r-tho-sper'me-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooter, 186o), < Gr. bp86(,

straight, erect, + n^f/i/ia, seed.] A series of

cucurbitaceous plants having the ovule usually
erect or ascending, it embraces 2 tribes (the Abo-
brea and Cyclantlierece), genera, and about 13S species.
Echinocyrtu belongs to this series.

orthospermous (dr-tho-spi'r'mus), n. [< Gr.
. straight, +

<nrlp/ia, seed.) In In,/., hav-
ing the seed straight.

Orthostade (or'tho-stad), . [< Gr. bpthnr

alsoo/^ofrrrirfmr, < bp86(t straight, upright,-}- TTO-
i^im

. standing, standing upright : sec .thulium.
\

111 tine. i-iistiniii
, a long and ample tunic, with

straight or vertical folds.

orthostichous (or'tho-sti-kus), ';. [< orthtuti-

I'lii/ + -IIH.I.\ In hut., exhibiting ortlmstichy ;

straight -ranked.

orthostichy (6r'tho-sti-ki), . [< Gr.

straight, + arixm', a row or line.] In hot., a
vertical rank; an arrangement of members at
different heights OH an axis so that their me-
dian planes coincide, as the vertical ranks of
leaves on a stem.
When the leaves are arranged alternately on an axis so

that their median planes coincide, they form a straight
row or orthosHehy. Kneyc. Brit., IV. 110.

orthostyle (or'tho-stil), n. [< Gr. bpdof, straight,
+ ari'/.of, pillar, column : see style

2
.] In arch., a

straight range of columns, as one of the sides of
a peristyle : also used attributively. [Rare.]
orthosymmetric (6r'tho-si-met'rik), a. [< Gr.

u/Mf, straight, right, + av/j/ifrpia, symmetry:
nt't'.nywiiiftrii:] Having right symmetry. See
xi/ in mi-try.- Orthosymmetric determinant, seede-
MFBMMNK
orthosymmetrical (or-tho-si-met'ri-kal), a. [<
oi-tlm.il/ni mi trie + -at] Same as orthosymmetric.
Orthothecieae (6r'th6-the-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< (trthotlirrium + -co1

.] 'A tribe of bryaceous
mosses, taking its name from the genus Ortho-
thecium. They arc generally large, widely spreading,
and cespitose plants, forming wide yellow mats with erect
or complanate branches, and smooth leaves with narrow-
ly rhoinboidal or linear areolation which is large and quad-
rate at the basal angles. The capsule is erect and sym-
metrical, with double peristome.
Orthothecium (or-tho-the'si-um), . [NL.
(Schimper), < Gr. oflliuf, straight, -I-

fty/.;/, a
case: see thefa.~\ A small genus of mosses,
typical of the tribe Orthotherieie, having eight-
ranked close leaves, long-pedicellate, suberect,
oval or oblong capsules, and double peristome,
the teeth of which are narrowly lanceolate,
yellowish, and distinctly articulate. There are
three North American species.
orthotomic (6r-tho-tom'ik), a. [As orthotom-ous
+ -ic.] Cutting at right angles__ Orthotomic
circle, a circle cutting three given circles at right angles.
Orthotomic coordinates. See coordinate.

orthotomous (or-thot'6-mus), a. [< Gr. bp86-

ro/tof, divided evenly, ^ bpdoToficiv, cutting in a
straight line, < bpfiof, straight, + rifivciv, rafulv,
cut. ] Same as ortlioclastic.

Orthotomus (or-thot'o-mus), n. [NL. : see or-

thotomoiis.] A genus of grass-warblers or ma-
lurine warblers founded by Horsfield in 1820

;

the tailor-birds. TherearelOorl2species,rangingover
the Oriental region. The type of the genus la 0. sepiuin

Tailor-hird of Java (Orthototnit

of Java, Sumatra, and other islands. In the longest-known
species, O. longirauda or O. ffutoria, the middle tail-feathers
are long-cxserted. This form is often separated under
the generic name Sutoria (which see). Also called Jiilrla.

orthotone (or'tho-ton), o. and . [< Gr. bp06-

TOVOS, having the proper accent, < 0/186$, straight,
correct, + row>f, accent: see tone.'] I. . Ke-
taining or acquiring an accent in certain posi-
t ions or combinations, but unaccented in others :

especially noting proclitics and enclitics when
accented.

orthros

II. w. A word or form, usually enclitic or pro-
clitic, when exceptionally reta'ining or acquir-
ing an accent. Thus, the English articles, usually pi.,

I'lilic*, are orthotonts wln-n > nipliasizeil: an, I did not say
a man, I saiil (/ in:>n.

orthotone (or'tho-ton). r. I.; pri-t. and ]>p. <ir-

lliiitiiiu ii, ppr. urtiiiitoiiiiti/. [< nrllintiiiii , n.] To
accent (a word usually unaccented).
orthotonesis (or tho-to-ne'sisi, . [NL., <Gr.
^/'/./ror/,rr/i, the use of ttie full accent/ 'V""-i'/ 1,

write with the proper accent, < o/i/A/rm, having
the proper accent : sec in-lliniinii .

\
Acci'ntua-

tion, under certain conditions, of a word or form
usually or in other combinations unaccented;
especially, accentuation of a proclitic or an en-
clitic: opposed to rurlixix.

Thus the compound [Irish) verb ad I cobraim is ac-
cented (in arthiitonuiu) adcobraim, whereas the game com-
pound, used as a verbal noun (infinitive), takes the accent
on ad. Amer. Jour. Pkilol., VI. 217.

orthotonic (6r-tho-ton'ik), a. [< orthotone +
-c.] Same as orthotone.

In all other
positions the verb is nrthntoniel. e. the ac-

cent falls on the verb if there is only one prefix.
Amer. Jour. I'kOul., VI. 218.

orthotonus (6r-thot'o-nns), n. [NL.,< Gr. bpt)6f,

straight, + reivttv, stretch (> rrfnof, tension).]
Tonic spasm in which the body is held straight.
orthotriaene (dr-tho-tri'en), . [< Gr. b/>H6{,

straight, + rpiaiva,'a trident.] In the nomen-
clature of sponge-spicules, a tria?ne whose three
cladi or prongs project at right angles with the

shaft; a simple spicule of the rhabdus type,
trifurcate or with three secondary rays at one
end, and these rays at right angles with the
shaft. Solta#.

Orthotricheae (6r-tho-trik'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Orl/iiilrii-lium + -c<p.J A tribe of mosses, tak-

ing its name from the genus Ortliotrirhutn
,

characterized by having tufted plants with
leaves of close texture, a mitriform, often hairy
calyptra, and a simple or double peristome, the
outer row of eight bigeminate or sixteen gemi-
nate, flat, short, entire or perforate teeth, the
inner of eight or sixteen simple filiform cilia or
lanceolate segments.
Oi thotrichum (or-thofri-kum), n. [NL. (Hed-
wig, 1801 ), so called in allusion to the hairs on
the calyptra; < Gr. b/Mf, straight, + Opti- (rpix-),
a hair. Cf . tfOerptXptit, have the hair stand on
end.] A large genus of bryaceous mosses,
typical of the tribe Orthotrithete. They are per-
ennial plants, growing In tufts on trees or rocks, with usu-

ally erect stems covered with crowded leaves, and a gen*
'rally immersed capsule with peristome of sixteen teeth
and calyptra usually covered with straight hairs, from
which latter peculiarity they arc called brittle-mogges.
There are nearly 40 North American species.

orthotropal (6r-thot'ro-pal), a. [< ortholro-

p-ous + -a/.] Orthotropo'us.
orthotropic (6r-tho-trop'ik), a. [< orthotro-

p-ous + -ic.] In lot., of or pertaining to or ex-

hibiting orthotropism ; growing vertically.
The primary shoot of the seedling [of Ivy] is, like that

of Tropeeoluni, at first orthotrnjric and radial.

Vine*, Physiology of Plants, p. 425.

Orthotropism (6r-thot'ro-pizm), . [< orthot-

rop-ous + -ism.'] In hot., vertical growth: a
term proposed by Sachs for the habit of those

organs of plants which grow more or less near-

ly vertically, either upward or downward, as

iris-leaves, the majority of physiologically ra-
dial organs, etc. Compare plagtotropixm.

Since the light is equally intense on all sides of the
shoot, it exerts no directive influence. Orthotropum is

then mainly due to negative geotroplsm.
Eneye. Brit, XIX. 81.

orthptropous (dr-thot'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. bp66f,

straight, + rpeireiv, turn: see trope.] In hot.,

growing vertically or

straight: applied specifi-

cally to an ovule in which
the chalaza is at the evi-

dent base, and the orifice

at the opposite extremi-

ty, the whole ovule being
straight and symmetrical.
The ovules of the Polygonacrce,
Urlicace<e, etc., are examples.
Better atropal (which see).
Also applied to an embryo in

which the radicle is directed to
the hilum or to the micropyle
closetothehilum,astn ananat-

ropous ovule. In the latter sense the same as homatropout.

orthptypOUS (6r'tho-tl-pus), a. [< Gr. bpB6f,

straight, + rrTor, form, type.] In mineral.,

having a perpendicular cleavage.
orthros (or'thros), n. [< Gr. opOpof, dawn, morn-
ing, eccl. office at dawn.] In the Gr. Ch., one
of the canonical hours, corresponding to the

Orthotropous Ovule.

Flower of JuelaHs rttera,
cut longitudinally and show-
ing the ovule.



orthros

Western lauds, but confounded by some West-
ern writers, through a mistaken inference from
the meaning of the word ('dawn'), with mat-

ins. Orthros is a more elaborate office than
lauds.

Orthrosanthus (6r-thro-san'thus), ii. [NL. (B.

Sweet, 1828), irreg. < dr. bpff/ms, dawn, + ai'fo?,

flower.] A plant-genus of the Iriilea, tribe ,SV-

syrinchieai, marked by a short woody rootstock,

oblong spathes with one to many short-pedi-
celled flowers from each, the filaments free or

slightly united at the base. There are 7 species,
South American and Australian. They are erect herbs,
the grass-like or rigid leaves mostly radical. The plants
of the genus are called morning-flower, especially the

Australian 0. miUtiflorus, a pretty plant with sky-blue
tlowers.

ortiye (or'tiv), . [= F. or tire = Sp. Pg. It.

ortivo, < LL. ortivus, of or belonging to rising,
< L. oriri, pp. ortus, rise: see orient?] Rising;
relating to the rising of a star

;
orient

;
eastern.

ortolan (or'to-lan), n. [< F. ortolan, < It. or-

tolano, an ortolan, a gardener, < L. Itortulanus,
a gardener, < liortus, a garden: see lioriulan.]

If. A gardener.

Though to an old tree it must needs be somewhat dan-

gerous to be oft removed, yet for my part I yield myself
entirely to the will and pleasure of the most notable orto-

lan.
'

State Papers (15S6), VI. 534. (Trench.)

2. The. garden-bunting, Eniberiza liortnluna, a
small granivorous conirostral bird of the fam-

ily Fringillidce, inhabiting parts of Europe and
Africa, highly esteemed as a table delicacy.
It is a true bunting, closely related to the reed-bunting, the

cirl, the yellowhammer, and the corn-bunting. The male

Ortolan {Emberizti hortitlana).

is about 6J inches long, with flesh-colored bill and feet,
brown eyes, the head and neck greenish-gray and spotted
with dusky, the throat, orbits, and maxillary streak yel-

lowish, the upper parts reddish-gray with blackish spots.
The birds are in such demand by epicures that great num-
bers are caught alive and fattened in confinement for the

table, being fed with grain in darkened rooms.

Not one that temperance advance,
Cramm'd to the throat with ortolans.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vii. 62.

3. Some small bird like or likened to or mis-
taken for the ortolan. () The bobolink, reed-bird,
or rice-bird of the United States, Dolichonyx oryzivorus,
belonging to the family Jcteridte: so called in the fall,
when both sexes are of a yellowish color and not distantly
resemble the true ortolan, being of about the same size,

very fat and delicate in flesh, and in great repute for the
table : reed-bird, however, is the usual name at this season
in most parts of the United States. See cut under hobo-
tink. (6) The soree or sora rail, Panama Carolina, a wading
hrrd of the family Rattidce, which throngs the marshes of
the Atlantic coast of the United States early in the fall, at
the same time that the reed-birds are in season, and is

likewise in great demand for the table. See cut under
Porzana.

ortygan (or'ti-gan), . [< Ortyx (Ortyg-) + -an.]
A button-quail or hemipod ;

a three-toed quail-
like bird of the genus Turnix, Hemipodius, or Or-

tygis. See Turnicidw and Hemipodii.
Ortyginse (6r-ti-jl'ne),n.pl. [NL.,< Ortyx(Or-
tyg-) + -ilia;.'] An American subfamily of Tetra-
onidtt or of Perdicida, named from the genus
Ortyx. It contains all the American partridges or quails
of small size, with naked nostrils and shanks, no spurs,
and often a slight tooth of the beak. Also called Odonta-
phorina! and Orlygidince. See cuts under Oreortyx and
quail.

ortygine (6r'ti-jin), a. Of or pertaining to the

Ortyyiiue; odontophorine.
Ortygometra (6r*ti-go-me'tra), n. [NL., < Gr.

bprvyojii/rpa, some bird which migrates with the
quails, perhaps a rail or crake, < oprvf (bprvy-),
a quail (see fJrlyx), + pr/Trip, mother.] If. (7. c.]
The land-rail or corn-crake, or one of sundry
related birds. 2. A genus of rails, including
all the short-billed rails, like Porzana, maruetta
of Europe, or the Carolina rail, P. Carolina.

Ortyx (or'tiks), . [NL., < Gr. Jprwf (bprvy-), a
quail.] An American genus of Ortygina; or

(MontopHMna, having a slight soft crest and
variegated coloration

;
the colins or bob-whites.

The common partridge or quail, the only one which in-
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habits the United States at large east of the Mississippi,

is 0. viryiniana, probably the best-known game-bird of the

country. A variety of this, 0. v. flmdana, is found in

Florida, and another variety, 0. v. texana, in Texas. There

are several Mexican species, as 0. graysoni and 0. ridij-

wayi; the latter also occurs over the Arizona border. But,

with such exceptions, the partridges or quails of the

southwest belong to other genera, as Oreorlyx, Loplurrlyx,

Callipepla, and Cyrtonyx. The genus Ortyx is often called

Colimis. See cut under quail.

orvalt (or'val), n. [< F. orrale, clary, < or, gold,
+ raloir, worth: see value.'] The herb orpine.
Salliwcll.

orvet (or'vet), n. [Perhaps one of the numer-
ous variants of oubit.] Same as Windworm.

orvietant (6r-vi-e'tan), n. [< F. orvietan, < It.

orvietano, < Orvieto'j a city in Italy. A char-

latan of this place made himself famous by first

pretending to take doses of poison on the stage,
and then curing himself by his antidote.] A
medical composition or electuary believed to be
an antidote or counter-poison.

Orvietan, or Venice treacle, as it was sometimes called,
was understood to be a sovereign remedy against poison ;

and the reader must be contented, for the time he peruses
these pages, to hold the same opinion, which was once

universally received by the learned as well as the vulgar.

Scott, Kenilworth, xiii., note.

Orvieto (or-vi-a'to), n. [< Orvieto (see def.).]
A still white wine produced near Orvieto in cen-
tral Italy. It is the most esteemed wine of the

region about Kome.
ory (or'i), a. [< ore1 -I- -y

l
.~] Bearing or con-

taining ore : as, ory matters. Also spelled orey.

-ory. [= F. -oire = Sp. Pg. It. -orio, < L. -onus,

m.,-0ria,f.,-0rittH,neut., a common termination
of adjectives associated with nouns of agent in

-or (see -orl); in neut. -orium, a formative of

nouns denoting a place or instrument.] A
termination of adjectives and nouns of Latin

origin, as in auditory^preparatory, etc.

oryalt, n. A Middle English form of oriel.

orycterope (o-rik'te-rop), n. An animal of the

genus Orycteropus; an aardvark. See cut un-
der aardvark.

Orycteropidae (o-rik-te-rop'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Orycteropus + -id(v.']' Same as Orycteropodid<e.

Orycteropodidae (or-ik-ter-o-pod'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Orycteropus (-pod-) + -ida;."] A family of
edentate mammals of the order Brwta or Eden-
tata and the suborder Fodientia, represented by
the single Ethiopian genus Orycteropus ; the

aardvarks, ground-hogs, or ground-pigs. The
body is stout, the tail stout and moderately long, and the
head long with conic tapering snout and high ears. There
are 8 or 10 teeth in the upper jaw and 8 in the lower, all

alike of a peculiarly composite character ; the fore feet are

four-toed, having no hallux ; and the hind feet are five-

toed and plantigrade. The animals are confined to Africa,
and characteristic of the Ethiopian region. They feed on
insects, especially termites or white ants, and their flesh
is edible, though highly seasoned with formic acid.

Oiycteropodoid (o-rik-te-rop'o-doid), a. [< NL.
Orycteropus + Gr. eMof, form : see -old.] Per-

taining to or resembling the genus Orycteropus.
Sir K. Owen.

Orycteropus (or-ik-ter'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr.

bpmryp, a digger, + TTOVC (irorf-) = E. foot.] The
only genus of Orycteropodida-. There are two spe-
cies, 0. capensis, the common or Cape aardvark, widely
distributed in southern Africa, and 0. cethiopicus, found
in Nubia and adjacent regions. The latter is quite hairy,
in comparison with the nakedness of the former. Each
animal measures about 5 feet in total length. See cut
under aardvark.

Oryctes (o-rik'tez),. [NL. (Illiger,1798),< Gr.

bpi'KTw, a digger, < bpiiaaeiv, dig.] A large and
wide-spread genus of scarabreoid beetles, of

large size, with prominent horns in both sexes.
0. nasicornis is a common European species, found in tan-
ners' refuse used about hotbeds in Germany. None are
North American.

oryctics (o-rik'tiks), n. [< Gr. bpvKTt>c6f, of dig-
ging, < optwrof, dug out, < bpi'KTijf, a digger: see

Oryctes.'] Same as oryctolugy.
He added that his friend is about to sell his books and

buy a spade, with a view to graduating with honours in

Oryctics, which he expects will soon supersede all the pres-
ent studies. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 57.

oryctognostict (o-rik-tog-nos'tik), a. [< oryc-
tognosy, after gnostic.'] Relating or pertaining
to the science of oryctognosy.
oryctognosticallyt (o-rik-tog-nos'ti-kal-i), adv.

According to oryctognosy.
oryctognosyt (or-ik-tog'no-si), n. [= F. oryc-
tognosie, < Gr. opwc-nip, dug, dug out, fossil (see
oryctics), + yvumr, knowledge.] The descrip-
tion and systematic arrangement of minerals

;

mineralogy. This term was formerly used to some extent
by writers in English on geological and mineralogical top-
ics,but rarely except in translating from French or German,
the word being considered the equivalent of the French
oryctoynosie and the German Oryktognosie., with the corre-
sponding adjective form oryctoynostic. These words, as
well as oryktographie, were somewhat extensively used by

Oryzopsis
Continental geologists, in the early part of the nineteenth

century, with a meaning nearly equivalent to what is now
comprehended under the terms mimraloyy and litholoyy;
and this also included more or less, according to the usage
of various authors, of economical and mining or "

applied
"

geology. The terms corresponding to oryctography and
oryctognosy have been dropped from the Continental lan-

guages for fully fifty years, and the use of the words in Eng-
lish became correspondingly rare. Also oryctography.

oryctographict (o-rik-to-graf 'ik), a. [< oryctog-

rajili-ij + -/c.] Of or belonging to oryctography.
oryctographicalt (o-rik-to-graf'i-kal), a. [<

oryctiii/ni/iliii' + -at.] Same as oryclograpTiic.

Oryctpgraphyt (or-ik-tog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. bpvK-

rof, fossil, + -ypatyia, < ypaijiKiv, write.] Same
as oryctogHoxy.

oryctologicalt (o-rik-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< oryc-

tolog-y + -ic-al."] Of or pertaining to oryctology.

oryctologistt (or-ik-tol'o-jist), n. [< ori/ctolog-y
+ -ist.~] One who applies himself to or is versed
in oryctology.
oryctologyt (or-ik-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. opvurof,

fossil, -r -Zoyia, < teytiv, speak: see -ology.]
The science of all that is dug up, whether or-

ganic or inorganic: formerly specifically ap-
plied to that part of geology which treats of

fossils (paleontology).
oryctozoologicalt (o-rik-to-zo-o-loj'i-kal), .

[' oryctozoolog-y + -ic-al.] Same as paleonto-
logical.

oryctozoology (o-rik
//

to-zo-oro-ji), n. [< Gr.

bpvKrtit;, fossil, + E. zoology. ~\
Same as paleon-

tology.

oryellet, An obsolete corrupt form of alder.

Oryginae (or-i-jl'ne), n.pl. [NL.,< Oryx (Orytj-)
+ -ino.'.] A subfamily of antelopes, of which
the genus Oryx is the type. Besides this genus, the

group includes Addax and jfcgoceroi (of H. Smith and of

Turner, or Hippotragus of Sundevall), It is also called

Hippotraffiiue.

orygine (or'i-jin), a. Of or pertaining to the

Orygince.

oryx (or'iks), n. [NL., < L. oryx, < Gr.
bpy!-

(bpvy-), a gazel or antelope, so called from its

pointed horns, < opvf, opvyt;, a pickax, < bpivaeiv,

dig.] 1. An old name of some North African

antelope, very likely the algazel : 110w definitely
applied to several species of the genus Oryx.
2. [cop.] A genus of orygine antelopes with

long horns in both sexes, without suborbital or

inguinal glands, and of large size, with thick

neck, high withers, and bushy tail. The horns
are sometimes three feet long, perfectly straight or gently
curved, annulated for some distance from the base, then
smooth and tapering to a sharp point. The beisa ante-

lope, 0. beisa, is one of the best-known, supposed by some
to have furnished the original of the unicorn of the an-

cients, the long horns seen in profile appearing as one. It
inhabits North Africa, where is also found 0. teucoryx,
the algazel. The South African representative is 0. ca-

pensis or 0. gazella, the well-known gemsbok of the Dutch
colonists. See cut under gemebok.
3. In ornith.: (a) The red and black cardinal
of the Cape of Good Hope, a kind of weaver-
bird, Erriberiza orix of Linnseus, now Ploceus

(Pyromelana) oryx. Hence (6) [cop.] A ge-
nus of weaver-birds. Lesson, 1831. 4. [cop.]
In entom., a genus of coleopterous insects of
the family Scarabaiida!. Guerin.

Oryza (o-ri'zii), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), <

Gr. bpvt^a, opv^av, rice.] A genus of grain-bear-
ing grasses including the cultivated rice, type
of the tribe Oryzece, known by the perfect flow-

ers, six stamens, and four glumes, the upper
keeled and flattened. There are about 20 closely al-

lied species, natives of eastern India, in watery places.
They bear long flat leaves and a narrow terminal panicle
of one-flowered spikelets, followed by the oblong nutri-
tious grain. See rice, and mwmlain-ricc, 1.

Oryzeae (o-ri'ze-e), 71. pi. [NL. (Kunth, 1835),
< Oi-yza -jr -cce^\ A tribe of grasses of the or-

der Graminew, characterized by the two glumes,
or four with the lower two minute, and the
rachis not jointed to the inflorescence. It in-

cludes 8 genera, of which Oryza is the type.
oryzivorous (or-i-ziv'o-rus), a. [< Gr.

opyfa,
rice, + L. i-orare, devour.] Feeding upon rice.

Oryzomys (o-rl'zo-mis), . [NL., < Gr. 6(wf(t,

rice, + pvs, a mouse.] An American genus of

sigmodont murine rodents. There is but one spe-
cies, 0. pal-ustrig, the well-known rice-field mouse of the
southern United States, resembling a small house-rat. It

is of somewhat aquatic habits, and does much damage in

the rice-fields, where it abounds. S. F. Baird, 1857.

Oryzopsis (or-i-zop' sis), 7(. [NL. (Michaux,
1803), < Gr. bpvi^a, rice, T oi/wf, appearance.]
A genus of grasses of the subtribe Stipca' and
the tribe Agrostldew, known by the rigid obo-
void fruit-bearing glume ; the mountain-rice.
There are about 15 species, natives of temperate and sub-

tropical America. They are turf-grasses, sometimes tall,

with rigid flat or roundish leaves, and a loose terminal

panicle of rather large greenish one-flowered spikelets.
See bunch grass, and mountain-rice, 2,



Oryzoryctes

Oryzoryctes (o-ri-zo-rik'tez), H. [XL. (.1. K.

Gray, INTO), < Gr. fipv^a, rice, + ii/"'
1

'* 7
'/';, a dig-

ger: see Oryctes.] A genus of Hmall mole-like

insectivorous maraniuis i>{ M.-iil;ij;;i>c'iir, some-
times giving name to a subfamily Ori/im-i/rHmr
of Ci-nli lit/ir, more | >rc>| rly ranged with Orni/tilr

in a subfamily (Ifiii/nliinf ( l'<iiiiiini</<iliilii': so

named from burrowing in rice-fields. There
arc 12 specioH, O. hova and (). tetradactulus. Also

written, incorrectly, Orizorictes and Ori/^m ictcx.

Oryzoryctinae (o-ri'Ko-rik-H'ni!), . y</. [NL.,
< (>r>i:orijctex + -J<e.J A sulit'iimily of small
insectivorous mammals of Madagascar, framed
for the reception of the genera Microgale and
'
irijzoryctes.
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(os), .; pi. onsa (os'ii). [L. os (oss-), some-

times ossum, ossu, pi. ossa, also ossua, a bone
;

cf.Qr. bareov, a bone.] Bone; abono Osbullse.
Same as bullet, 5. Also called tympanic 6Ha. Os calcla,
the bone of the heel : same as calcaneutn wlilwlare. OB
capitatum. Same as magnutn, 3. Oa centrale, a bone
of the carpus, Interposed between the bones of the proxi-
mal and distal rows, in reptiles and amphibia, and some
mammals. Os cloacae, the bone of the cloaca ; an azy-
gous median bone in relation with the cloaca and ischio-

pubic symphysis of various lower vertebrates, as among
Sauna and Batrachia. Oa cordls, the bone of the heart,
an ossification in the septum of the heart of some ani-

mals, as the ox. Os coronse, in vet, mrg., the coronary
bone, small pastern, or middle phalanx of a horse's foot.

See cut under honf. Os coxae, the hip-bone or haunch-

bone; the innominate bone. See innoininatum, 1. Oa
faid forme, the falciform carpal vesicle of Talpince; the
falcate accessory bone of the wrist of moles. OS furca-
tortum. .Same an furcatnrium. Os hamatum, the un-
ciform bone. Os humeri, the humerus. 08 nyoides,
or OS hyoideuin, the U-shaped bone or tongue-Done.
OS Incffi, a name given by Tschudi to the anomalous hu-
man inUjrparietal bone. Os incisiyuin, the prcmaxilla.
Os iiuiominatum. Same as innominatttm, 1. Os

lacrymale. Same as lacrymal, 1. Os lingus, os lin-

guale, the hyoid bone. Os lunare. Same aslunare.

ps magnum. Same as maynwn, 3. Os marsupiale,
in marsupial animals, a prepubic hone developed In the
abdominal muscles in relation with the pouch and its

contents. Os mastoldeum, the mastoid. Oa mira-
blle, the penis-bone. Os odontoldeuin, the odontoid
bone of many reptiles a bone which when ankylosed
with the second cervical vertebra, as Is usual in higher
vertebrates, becomes the odontoid process of the axis.

Os orbiculare. a minute ossification at the tip of the

long process of the incus. Os pedlcellatum. Same
as os quadratum. OS pedis, in vet. surff., the coffin-

bone or distal phalanx of a horse's foot. See cut under
hoof. Os penis, the penial bone, an ossification of the
fibrous septum of the penis of many animals, as the

dog. Os planum, the smooth surface of the ethmoid
bone, forming part of the inner wall of the orbit; the
orbital plate of the ethmoid bone. OB priapi, the os

penis. Os pubis. Same as pulnt. Os quadratum,
the suspensorium of the lower jaw in birds. Also called

hypotympanic. Ossa suprasternalia, two small ossi-

fications sometimes found above the manubrium of the
breast-bone; the episternal bones. Ossa suturarum,
bones of the (cranial) sutures : another name for Wormi-
an bones. Ossa Wormiana, Wormian bones; Irregular
bones developed, sometimes in great numbers, in certain
sutures of the skull. Os seplse, the bone of a sepia or

squid; cuttlebone; cuttle. See calamary, sepiost. Os
suffraginis, in vet. sura., the large pastern or proximal
phalanx of a horse's foot. See cut under solidunyulate.
Oa tarsale. Same as lacrymal, 1. 08 transversale,
the cross-bone or pessulus of the syrinx of a bird. See PCS-

sulus. Os tranaversum, a peculiar bone of the skull of
certain reptiles. See cut under Ophidia. Os tribasilare,
the united occipital and sphenoid bones. Virchow. Os
triquetrum, a three-cornered bone; a Wormian bone.
Oa unguis, the nail-like bone ; the human lacrymal bone.

052 (os), w.
; pi. ora (o'ra). [L. os (or-), mouth:

see oral,] A mouth; a passage orentrance into

any place: an anatomical term; specifically,
the mouth of the womb. Angulua oris. See on-

guliti. Os tlncte, in anat., same as os uteri. OS uteri,
the orifice of the uterus. Os uteri exteruum, the
lower end of the cervical canal; the os tincee. Also sim-

ply cw uteri. Os uteri internum, the upper end of the
cervical canal.

053 (os), . [Sw. as, pi. dsar.] In geol., a Swed-
ish term for certain elongated ridges of detrital

material, generally considered to be of glacial
origin, or in some not yet clearly explained way
connected with the former presence of ice in
the region where they occur. Some of these ridges
in Sweden are over a hundred miles in length, and so reg-
ular in form that they are not infrequently used as roads.
In Scotland they are called frames, in Ireland eskan. See
cskar.

Os. In client., the symbol tor osmium.
0. S. An abbreviation (a) of old style; (b) of
Old Saxon; (c) of old series.

Osage orange. See Madura.
osannat, interj. and . An obsolete form of
Itosanna.

osannet, interj. and n. A Middle English form
of liosanmt.

Osborne beds or series. See series.

Oscan (os'kun), n. and a. [< L. Osci, pi. of Oscus

(adj. 0*etw), OL. Opscus, Obncus, whence also L.

Opiciis, Oscan: see defs.] I. w. 1. One of an
Italic race occupying a great part of southern
Italy in ancient times. 2. A language, akin
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to the Latin and I'mbrian, spoken in 8am ni-

um, Campania, etc. It had not entirely disap-
peared as a spoken tongue in the time of the
earlier emperors.

II. n. Of or pertaining to the Oscans or

their language: as, the Oncaii cities; the O.iran

language; an Oscan inscription.
OScheal (os'ke-al), <i. [< Gr. toxi, the scrotum,
+ -a/.] Pertaining to the scrotum.

OSCheitis (os-ke-i'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. oax'l, the

scrotum, 4- -ills.'] In pnthol., inflammation of

the scrotum.
OSCheocele (os'ke-o-sel), n. [< Gr. oa^eov, taxi,
the scrotum, + 'nf/n, tumor.] A tumor of the
scrotum ;

a scrotal hernia.

OSCheoplasty (os'ke-o-plas-ti), H. [< Gr.
the scrotum, + nvtaorof, verbal adj. of x

form.] Plastic surgery of the scrotum.

oscillancy (os'i-lan-si), n. [< L. oscillan(t~)s,

ppr. of oscillare, swing (see oscillate), + -cy.]
A swinging or oscillating state or condition;
the state of swinging to and fro. Bailey, 1727.

Oscillaria (os-i-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Bose), < L.

oscillum, a swing: see oscillate.] A genus of
confervoid algte, typical of the order Oscillari-

iirt'ir. They grow in dense slimy tufts attached to other
algoo or various other floating bodies, and have the fila-

ments generally embedded in structureless Jelly. They
live in stagnant water or on damp ground, a few species
even occurring in thermal or mineral springs, and exhibit
an oscillating or wavy motion, whence the name. Also
called Oacillatoria.

Oscillariaceae (os-i-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL..
< Oscillaria + -aeea.] An order of confervoid

algte, typified by the genus Oscillaria. forming
dense felted masses of delicate blue-green
threads in running or more abundantly in stag-
nant fresh water, rarely in salt water, and some-
times in thermal springs. The only certainly known
method of multiplication is by means of hormogones.
Also called Oscillatoriacece.

oscillate (os'i-lat), v.
; pret. and pp. oscillated,

ppr. oscillating. K L. oscillatus, pp. of oscillare

( > It. oscillare = Pg. oscillar = Sp. oscilar = F.

osciller), swing, (. oscillum, a swing, usually iden-
tified with oscillum, a little face or mask hung
to a tree and swaying with the wind, dim. of os,

mouth, face: seeos2.] I. intrants. 1. To swing;
move backward and forward

; vibrate, as a pen-
dulum.
A Jar of water, if you shake it, has a perfectly definite

time in which it oscillates, and that is very easily measured.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 201.

Hence 2. To vary or fluctuate
;
waver.

His [the Nabob's] weak and unprincipled mind oscillated

between servility and insolence. Macaulay, Lord Clive.

His ITyndnll's] position . . . obliges him to oscillate

between materialism and pantheism, and to present a

strange aspect of Inconsistency.
Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 196.

Oscillating blower, cylinder, engine. See the nonns.

OscUlatlng bob. Same as balance-bob. Oscillating
machine. Same as cradle printing-machine (which see,
under cradle). Oscillating piston. See piston. =Syn,
2. Vacillate, Waver, etc. See flmtuate.

II. trans. To cause to swing or move back-
ward and forward

;
cause to vibrate or swing

to and fro.

The cam, which oscillates the valve, has two V-shaped
recesses. Elect. Ret. (Amer.X XIII. 3.

oscillation (os-i-la'shon), n. [= F. oscillation

= Sp oscilacion = Pg. oscillaySo = It. oscilla-

zione, < L. oscillatio(n-), a swinging, < oscillare,

swing: see oscillate.'] 1. The act of oscillating ;

a kind of vibration in which a,bodyof sensible
size swings backward and forward, not by vir-

tue of its own elasticity merely; a swinging
like that of a pendulum.

If we give to a pendulum at rest a slight impulse, or a
strong impulse, the oscillation* will be respectively small
or large ; but for the same pendulum the duration of each
oscillation will be always the same. Blaserna, Sound, p. 2.

2. Variation or fluctuation, in general; waver-

ing.
In this human world there is a wide margin for iM'illn-

tion. Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons, Justice and her
[Conscience.

3. Same as vibration in the technical acoustical
sense. [Rare.] 4. In music, same as beaft, 7

(a), or beating, 5. [Bare.] Amplitude ofa simple
oscillation. See amplitude. Angular oscillation, gy-
ration. Axis of oscillation of a pendulum, see orisi .

Center of oscillation. See centeri. Forced oscil-

lations, oscillations imparted to a body by an intermit-
tent or oscillatory force, and having a different period from
those the body might have without such a force. Thus,
a pendulum of given construction, at a place where grav-
ity has a given intensity, will oscillate in a certain tune, if

left to itself. But by imparting an oscillatory motion
to its support, it may be forced to perform oscillations of
a widely different period. = Bvn. Swaying, etc. See ri-

bration.

oscitate

OSCillative (os'i-lu-tiv), . [< oscillate + -ice.
]

Having a tendency to oscillate; vibratory. /..

Tut/tor, (/in/,. Diet.)
oscillator (os'i-la-tor), n. [< NL. oscillator, <

L. (wcillarr. swing; see iw<lliitr.~\ 1. One who
or that which oscillates. 2. One of the Oxcil-

laturin. 3. In much., any oscillating machine
or part of a machine, as the oscillating shuttle
of a sewing-machine, or the mechanism by
which a power-hammer is vibrated or tilted.

Oscillatoria (os'i-la-to'ri-a), . [NL. (Vau-
cher), < L. oscillare, oscillate: see oscillate.]
Same as Oscillaria.

Oscillatoriacese (os'i-la-to-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Oscillatoria + -acece.] Same as Oseil-

luriaccee.

oscillatory (os'i-la-to-ri), . [= F. oscillatoire

= Sp. osalatorio = Pg. oscillatorio ; as oscillate

+ -ory.] Moving backward and forward like a

pendulum; swinging; oscillating: as, an ogcil-

latory movement.
The great tidal-wave, which travels around the earth,

Is an oscillatory wave, and not a wave of translation.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 180.

Oscillatory combination, in mineral., the formation of
an apparent crystalline surface by the combination of two
different planes occurring alternately in successive nar-
row lines.

oscine (os'in), a. and n. [Short for oscinine.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to the Oscines: applied to
those Passeres which are acromyodian and to
their type of structure : as, an oscine bird

;
an

oscine syrinx. Also oscinine, oscinian.

II. . An oscine bird
; a member of the 0e-

nes.

Oscines (os'i-nez)j n. pi. [NL., < L. oscen

(oscin-). a singing bird, esp. in auspices, a divin-

ing bird, < obs-, ob-, before, + eanere, sing: see

cant?, chant.] A suborder of birds of the order

Passeres, the Passeres acromyodi, a group of

singing birds, characterized by having several
distinct pairs of intrinsic muscles of the syrinx
inserted into the ends of the upper bronchial

half-rings, constituting a complex and effective
musical apparatus. The side of the tarsus Is usually
covered with a horny plate, meeting Its fellow in a sharp
ridge behind, and the primaries are nine, or ten In num-
ber, the first one being short or spurious. The Oscines are

regarded as the highest or most perfectly developed rep-
resentatives of the class of birds; they constitute the

great majority of Passeres, the non-oscine Passerei form-
ing another suborder. As originally used by Merrem in
his classification of birds (181 3), Oscines formed one of two
divisions of that author's Uymenopodes, and was divided
into Oscines amirostres, equivalent to the modern fringil-
line and tanagrine birds, and Oscines tenuirostres, embra-
cing a great variety of tenuirostral, dentlrostral, and cul-
trirostral birds, together with some, such as Todui and
Coraciat, now excluded from Oscines. See cut under
niyhtinijale.

oscinian (o-sin'i-an), a. [< Oseines + -tan.]
Same as oscine. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII.
41.

Oscinidas (o-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Oscines +
-ida:.] A family of IHptera, named by Fallen in
1820 from the genus Oscinis.

Oscinine (os'i-nin), a. and . [< Oscines + -ine1 .]
Same as oscine.

Oscinis (os'i-nis), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),

appar. irreg. < L. oscen (gen. oscinis), a singing
bird: see Oscines.] A genus of dipterous in-

sects, made the type of the family Oscinidte, or

placed in the family Chtoropidce. It is composed
of small or very small dark-colored files, distinguished
from Chlorops by the extension of the marginal vein to the
end of the fourth longitudinal vein, and from Siphonella
by its shorter scutellum and impressed lower face. The
larvae are mostly leaf-miners, and the flies are usually cap-
tured in grass. Many European and American species are
described. O. frit or 0. mstator Is very destructive to grain
in Europe ; and O. brassicoe and 0. trt/olii respectively dam-
age cabbage and clover in the United States.

oscitancy (os'i-tan-si), n. [< oscitan(t) + -cy.]
1. The act of gaping or yawning. 2. Unusual
sleepiness; drowsiness; dullness; stupidity.

Natural osdlancy Inherent in the tribe.

Swift, Tale of a Tab.

One man's want of leisure Is no excuse for the oscitancy
and ignorance of those who have time to spare.

Locke, Conduct of Understanding, f 37.

OSCitant (os'i-tant), a. [= F. oscitant, < L. os-

citan(t-)s, ppr. of oscitare, oscitari, gape, yawn :

see oscitate.] 1 . Yawning ; gaping. 2. Sleepy ;

drowsy; dull; sluggish. Decay of Christian

Piety.

oscitantly (os'i-tant-H), adv. In an oscitant

manner; yawningly; drowsily.
oscitate (os'i-tat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. oscitated,

ppr. oscitating. [< L. oscitatus, pp. of oscitare,

oscitari, open the mouth wide, gape, yawn, <

os, the mouth, + ciere, put in motion : see cite1 .]

To yawn; gape with sleepiness. Imp. Diet.



oscitation

oscitation (os-i-ta'shon), . [< L. oscitatio(n-).

a gaping, < oscitare, gape: see oseitate.] The

act of yawning or gaping from sleepiness.

My treatise on oscitation, laughter, and ridicule.

Addieon, Taller, No. f3
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Tint kissing nonsense begins between the twn ladies. H. Made or consisting of willow or other

. To this oseulatoru party enters . . . Philip Firmm. shoots or twigs.
ihp.xvi.

osier_ait (6'zher-at), H. A small island for grow-

2. In geom., osculating. See osculate, v. t., 2.
jng osiers.

II n
; pi. osculatories (-riz). In the Horn. osier.-bed (o'zher-bed), n. Same as osier-holt.

Catli Ch., a small tablet in former times kissed osiered (6'zherd), . [< osier + -ecP.] I. Cov-

oscnode (osk'nod), . [( L. osc(utan),.Just by priest and congregation in the mass: same ered or adorned with osiers. Collins. 2. Cov-

osculatc), + nodus, node : see node.] 1. A node ^ *J ered with woven or plaited work of osier,

of a plane curve where one of the branches has
Cula1;rix (os 'ku-la-triks), w. [NL., fern, of

Garlands of every green, and eveiT scent,
a point of undulation. Cayley.-2. A node of a ^aSSor,m kisser, < osctttari, kiss: see osc-

plane curve where the two branches have a co
{afe

,
The envelop of the osculating planes of

tact of a higher order. Salmon. j^ plane curve
OSCUla, . Plural of osculum. oscule (os'kul), M. [< L. osculum, a little mouth, osier-holt (6'zher-holt), ,

osculant (os'ku-lant), a. and . [< L oseu- "ggj^ tum&i see 0*2.] i.Asmallbilabi-
/(/-), ppr.of osc/ri,kiss: see osculate.] I. .

aperture. 2. In zoijl., same as osculum.
1. Kissing. 7p. ZMe(.-8. In

_foo
, touching

oscul eroU8 (os-ku-lif'e-rus), . r<L.oscto,

,

From vales detlower'd, or forest-trees branch-rent,
In baskets of bright osier'd gold were brought.

Keats, Lamia, ii.

A place where wil-

lows foTbasketwork are cultivated. Also oxiri--

T)cd.

osier-peeler (6'/,her-pe"ler), H. A machine, con-
. . oscu -- -

,
. . , ,

or intermediate between two or more groups; little mouth + 'ferre = E. 6eo'I.] 1. Bear- sisting usually of a pair of rollers, plain, ser-

inosculant; intergrading: said of genera, fam-
Oscula stomata mouths, or some similar rated, elastic, or reciprocating, for stripping

ilies,etc.,whichconnectorliiikotherstogether. nings _Lg Provided with an oscule, as a the bark from the willow wands used m basket-

3. Adhering closely; embracing: applied to
rt of

= '

onge : distinguished from poriferous, making,
certain creeping animals, as caterpillars. osculum (os'ku-lum), re.

; pi. oscula (-la). [L., osiery (6'zher-i), n.; pi. ostenes (-iz).

II. u. In math., the invariant whoso vanish- "
j"ttle mouth'- see oscule.] 1. In sponges, a oseric,ozeriee,ousene(a\sooseray,oserey,ozeray,

ing signifies that the quantics all vanish, and
th or principal exhalent aperture; one of F. oseraie}, an osiery, < osier, osier: see osier.]

that there is a syzygetic relation between the
the oriflee^ by which water is expelled. See A place where osiers are grown,

tangential quantics. cuts^^ porifera and Spongilta.2. One of Osirian (o-si'ri-an), a. [< Osiris (see def. )
+

tainiug to
thejDSculmn f

f

a
a
^P"e

g^nB?t,
(

n'g^f

~
rently an"erroneous abbreviation for osculato-

right^ne 58i*h Ues upon the surface' throughout its ram.-False OBCUlum, in sponges, a secondary or deriv-

whole length and everywhere in the same tangent-plane, ative osculum, specifically called a pseudostome.

this plane having a contact with the surface of more than
oset, V. A Middle English form of ooze.

the first order in every plane section. osedt n. A corrupt Middle English contraction
OSCUlaris (os-ku-la'ris), .; pi. osculares (-rez). f'"

r.] The orbicularis oris, or ,

as Osirian. Osirlde (or Osiridean) column, in one.

Egypt, arch., a type of column in which a standing figure

[NL. : see oscular.] The orbicularis oris, or
ogel+ n A Middle English form of oeZ.

sphincter of the lips; the kissiug-muscle. Also
O8eli'a (o-sel'a), rj. ; pi. oselU (-e). [It. osella,

,., ^^ t^ aoo flt < ,..!,. ,,/.
sa;d to

^

be < jgjrfj^ | bird, because the medal

(osella) was used
as a substitute
for a present of

birds which it had
been customary
for the doge to

make.] A medal

.

called basiator. See first cut under muscle.

OSCUlaryt (os'ku-la-ri), n. [< ML. osculanum (?),

< L. osculari, kiss :' see oscula te.~\ Same as oscil-

latory.
Some [brought forth] omdaries for kissers.

Latimer, Sermon, an. 28 Hen. VIII.

osculate (os'ku-lat), .; pret. and pp. osculated,

ppr. osculating. [< L. oseulattis, pp. of osculari,

kiss, < osculum, a little mouth, a pretty mouth,
a kiss, dim. of os, a mouth: see os2 . oral, etc.]

I. tram. 1. To salute with a kiss
;
kiss. Imp. jce> fr{ml 1521 till

Diet. a. In jjreom., to have a higher contact the en<i of the re-
with ; touch as closely as possible. Thus, a plane
or a circle is said to osculate a curve when it has three

coincident points in common with the curve that is, it

occupies such a position (and in the case of the circle has

such a size) that as it is brought up into this position
three points of intersection with the curve run into one.

A sphere is said to osculate a tortuous curve when it has

four coincident points in common with the curve. In

these cases, to osculate means to have the greatest number
of coincident and successive points common to a fixed lo-

cus which is compatible with the general character of the

locus which osculates; and some geometers restrict the

word to this meaning. This meaning is also extended to

time : thus, the osculating elements of a planet are those

elliptic elements which would satisfy three exact obser-

vations made at times infinitely little removed from a

given epoch. But osculate is also used loosely to mean
merely that the loci in question have three or more coin-

cident points in common. A tangent-line or -plane is never
said to osculate a curve or surface unless it has more than

ordinary contact with it.

II. iittrans. 1. To kiss one another; kiss.

Imp. Diet. 2. In geom., to have, as two loci,

three or more coincident and successive points
incommon. Seel. ,2. 3. Inat. hist., toshare
the characters of another group. Horn.
lating circle. See circle. Oscula

'

a planet at any instant, the elliptic CIUIUCULB win^n uca^ -
.

-*

satisfy its motion at times infinitely near to that instant, the essential righteousness_ot Clmst.

struck annuallyby
i doges of Ven-

_ _ _~.. . ...

public, for presen-
tation to various

persons in the re-

public. It was gen-

erally made in silver

(occasionally in gold),
and bore a variety of

types as well as the
name of the doge and
the year of his reign.

Osella muranesa,
a glass disk, cup, or
other object inclosing
one of the medals in

the substance of the

glass : a present fre-

quently made to per-
sons visiting Murano
or Venice.

Osiandrian (6-si-

an'dri-an), n. [<
Osiander (see def. )

+ -tan.] A fol-

Osiride Columns in the Rameseum or Memnonium, Thebes. Egypt.

of Osiris is placed before a square pier. It differs from the

classical caryatid in that the pier, and not the figure, sup-

ports the entablature.

Osiridean (6-si-rid'e-an), a.

Same as Osirian.
[< Osiridc + -mi.']

Reverse.

(Size of the original.)

Osirify (o-sl'ri-fl), e. t.
; pret. and pp. Ogirified,

ppr. Osififying. [< Osiris + -/#.] To deify or

identify with Osiris.

Osiris (o-si'ris), 7i. [L. Osiris, < Or. "Oaipic, <

Egypt, tlesiri.'] 1. A principal Egyptian god,

personifying the power of good
and the sunlight, united in his-

tory and in worship in a sacred

triad with Isis as his wife and
Horus as their child. He is son of

Seb and Nut, or Heaven and Earth. His

antagonist is Set the deity of evil or dark-

by whom he is slain;ness, by
but he

avenged by Horus, and reigns in the low-

er world. With him was formally identi-

fied every departed soul in its netherlower of Andreas Osiander, a Lutheran theolo-
group. .Hora.-Oscu- Kian (1498-1552), who held that justification by abode, to be protected by him in the

njjmg g*i^Ja^a=Mtf2-itowiro' srsOTfflMWft
[Formerly also ozier,

, osere, < OF.

t

about the beginning of the Christian era,

over Asia Minor, Greece, and Rome. In

art Osiris is usually represented as a

mummy, wearing the crown of tpperi

a mutual contact of blood-vessels, < osculari,
kiss: see osculate.] 1. A kiss.

As for the osculations which took place between Mrs.
Pendennis and her new-found young friend, Miss Char-
lotte Baynes, they were perfectly ridiculous.

Thackeray, Philip, xvii.

2. In geom., the contact between a curve and
another which osculates it. See osculate.

Point Of osculation, (a) The point where the osculation
takes place, and where the two curves have the same cur-
vature. (6) A point of undulation where a right line has
four or more coincident points in common with a curve,

osculatorium (os"ku-la-to'ri-um), n.
; pi. OSCH-

latoria (-a). [ML.,< L'. osculari, kiss: see oscu-

late.] An osculatory or pax.
Oscillatory (os'ku-la-to-ri), a. and n. [< ML.
"osculatorius, neut. osculatorium, in eecl. use

(seeII.),<L.oscfe!J-i, kiss: see osculate.] I. n.

1. Of or pertaining to kissing ; kissing.

Osculating helix of anon-plane curve. See helix, osier (6'zher), n. and a.

Osculating plane, the plane passing through, and de- / jj-g "osier
termined by, three consecutive points of any curve in .

'
.

'

nfiere onere osere I r mummy. v.<=ai,i,B ". " ' -i-i<

space.- Osculating plane of a non-plane curve, the osier, o*ier, ousier, m., o.ere, w-i , i., * . j
flanked by ostrich-plumes,

plane which osculates the curve, and within which at least os<e-, m., dial, osiere, austere, f ., also oisis= Bret.
,f|,^,ompany jngcut repre8entsabronze

three consecutive points of the curve lie.
aozil, ozil, < ML. 'osaria, also, after OF., oseria, flgurine jn the Metropolitan Museum of

osculation (os-ku-la'shon), n. [= F. osculation oserius, ozilium, osier, pi. osaria;, ausarice, osier- Art, New York.

= Sp. osculaeion = Pg. osculaqfto = It. oscula- beds, perhaps < Or. ojo-of or oioof, also oiavav, 2. [NL.] In roo7., a genus of hy-

zione, < L. osculatio(n-), a kissing, in med. use Olava, a kind of osier; akin to Irta, withy, = E. menopterous insects. Smith, 1854.

withe, withy.] I. n. One of various species of osite (os'It),n. [Irreg. for *ossite,

willow (Salix) whose toughflexible branches are < L. os (oss-), bone, + -ite*.] Ositis

employed for wickerwork, withes, etc. The white Sombrero guano: so called as Con-

or common basket-osier of Europe (adventive in America) gisting of the altered bones of turtles and other
is Salix viminaKs, also called velvet osier. Other important marine vertebrates as well as of the shells of
kinds are the (Norfolk) brown osier, S. triandra; varie- , , rw
ties of the roseTor purple willow, S. purpurea, sometimes the lower animals. Leifty. _,*
called red or green osier; and the golden osier (S. alba, var. oslantt, prep. phr. as a*. An obsolete t<

i-Uellina), with bright-yellow branches. The American aslant.
black willow, S. nigra, is also available as an osier-tree, and f)gmanli (os-man'li), . and n. [Turk. '0,-iiiir/iili.

nany other willows are more or less so used. The grow- "/Tjr* 'A,. )/>*), i"> F IHlimnii Ottoniini^
ng of osiers and their use in manufactures is in Europe a < 'Oman, Ar Ofhman > K. Othman,,<m<> H
ing of osie
considerable industry.

An osier growing by a brook. Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, vi.

The staff of a man's broken fortune bows his head to the

ground, and sinks like an osier under the violence of a

mighty tempest. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 753.

Bed osier, in England, Salix purpurea; in the United

States, a species of dogwood, Cornus stolonifera, sending

up osier.like annual shoots.

Osman, or Othman (reigned 1288-1326), who
founded the empire of the Turks in Asia.] I.

a. Relating to the empire of Turkey.
II. n. (a) A member of the reigning dynasty

of Turkey. (6) A Turk subject to the Sultan

of Turkey. See Ottoman 1
. [Provincials who are not

of Turkish'blood sometimes designate officers of the Turk-

ish government us O,sj/i/i.]



Osmanthus

Osmanthus (os-man'thus), n. [NL. (Loureiro,

1790), < Or. boftq, odor, + i>#of, flower.] Agenus
of shrub* and trees of the gMnOMMaOU order
nlntri'ii' and the tribe llli IHCII; known by the

imbricated corolla-lobes, and thick, hard, woody
endociirp. There are about 8 species, natives of North

America, eastern A>i;i, ;iml iln- I'neiilc. They bear oppo-
site evergreen umli\ i'l-'d leaves, and small flowers in axil-

lary clusters, followed l>y wooily or stony roundish drupes.
The highly fniKruut (lowers of O. frayranit, an evergreen
Klirit I M if i liin:i ami .In pan, all on! ;i perfumers' oil, and are

llscl hy tin- Chinese to KcL-nt tea. (). A jm'riccwtw, of the
southeastern 1 nilrtl States, is called devil-wood.

OSmate (os'mat), . [< n.v;(ic) + -at* 1
.] In

clifin., a wait of osmic acid.

osmaterium, . See .,/< /<///.
osinazomet (os'ma-zom), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ba/tf/,

odor (xeo osmium), + faftof, broth, soup, prob. <

Cfiv, boil.] That part of the aqueous extract of

meat which is soluble in alcohol and contains
the flavoring principle.
Osmeroides (os-me-roi'dez), n. [NL., < L. os-

uifniH, t lie smelt, +' Gr. d<5of, form.] A genus of

fossil fishes occurring in the chalk, and resem-

bling the smelt, or rather the pearlside.
osmeteriuni (os-me-te'ri-um), H.

; pi. osmeteria

(-ii). [NL., also o.iiitateriitm; irreg. < Gr. bofir/,

odor, + -T>n>im>, a formative suffix.] In entoin.,

any organ devoted to the production of a scent
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ment for measuring the acuteness of the sense
of smell.

osmometricfos-nio-met'rik), a. [As osmomcter
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to osmometry.
osmometry (os-inoin'et-ri), n. [As osmometer +
-y] 1. The act or process of measuring os-

raotic force by means of an osmometer. 2. The
measuring of the intensity of odors. 3. The

measuring of the acuteness of the sense of

Sllll'll.

osmonosology (os'mp-no-sol'o-ji),
n. [< Gr.

, smell, + I'orjor, disease, + -Aoyuz, < Myetv,

gpeak: see -oloyi/.] The science of, or a trea-

tise on, the diseases of the sense of smell.

osmonosus (os-mon'p-sus), n. [NL., < Gr.

<>//, smell, + vuaof, disease.] Disorder of the

sense of smell.

Osmorrhiza(o8-mo-ri'za), . [NL.(Raftnesque,
1N-1), < Gr. 607/17, odor, '+ /Ca, root.] A genus
of perennial herbs of the order Umbelliferce, the

tribe Amminece, and the subtribe Scandicinea-,
known by the numerous obscure oil-tubes and

prominently ridged fruit. There are 6 species, of

North America, the Andes, Himalayas, and northeastern

Omtttntta rtfatft. Part
of a frond with upper pinna?

changed into a panicle of *po>
la. (Much reduced.)

Head and Thoracic Segments of Larva of Pafilio crtspkmtts, show-

ing osmeteria. a, front view
; *, side view. (Natural size.)

or odor; specifically, a forked process found
on the first segment behind the head of certain

butterfly-larva) . Scent-vesicles can be protruded from
the ends of the fork, emitting a disgusting odor, which is

supposed to repel ichneumon-flies and other enemies.

Osmia(os'mi-a),n. [NL.,<(f)Gr.o<7/i//,odor: see

osmium.]- Agenus of mason-bees of the family
ApidataaA the subfamily Dasygastrinae, founded

by Panzer in 1806. Their habits are
very diverse, but

they mainly agree in forming the partitions of their cells of

mud, a point which distinguishes them from the carpen-
ter-bees and upholsterer-bees (Xylocopa and Megacltilf).

They are mostly of small size and metallic colors ;
the an-

tenna: are simple and similar in both sexes ; the maxillary
palpi are four-jointed ; and the abdomen is globose. They
are highly organized Insects of remarkable instincts. The
species are numerous. O. bicornit is an abundant British

species known as horned bee. See mason-bee,

osmic (os'inik),<i. [< osmium + -ic.] Inchem.,
pertainiugto or obtained from osmium : as, os-

IH ir acid (E^OsO^).
osruidrosis (os-mi-dro'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr. 607*77,

smell, odor, + Wfiuatf, sweat, perspiration: see

/nV;vww.] The secretion of strongly smelling
perspiration. Also called bromidrosis.

osmious (os'mi-us), a. [< osmium + -ous.] Of
or belonging to osmium; specifically, noting
an oxid of osmium.
osmiridium (os-mi-rid'i-um), n. [NL., < osmi-

ii in + iritlium.] Same as Mdosmium.
osmium (os'mi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. oo-fiy, bS/ji/,

smell, odor, < t^ctv, smell: see odor.] Chemi-
cal symbol, Os ;

atomic weight, 191. One of the

metals of the platina group. It does not occur

native, but has been found to constitute a part of the

native platinaof all the platiniferous regions (South Amer-
ica, California, Australia. Russia), in the form of iridos-

miue, an alloy of the metals osmium and iridinm. The
speciuc gravity of the artificially obtained metal has been
found to be 22.477 ; hence it is the heaviest of those bod-
ies. It has never been fused. Its crystalline form is

either that of the cube or that of a very obtuse rhombo-
hedron. The crystals are of a bluish-white color, with a
violet Ulster, and are harder than glass. Osmium is not
used in the arts, except in the form of iridosmium, of

which material the tips of gold pens are made.

osmodysphoria (<>s"mo-dis-f6'ri-a), n. [NL.,<
Gr. ba/a'/, smell, odor, + <5va6opia" pain hard to

be borne: see dyspkoria.] Intolerance of cer-

tain odors.

osmogene (os'mo-jon), n. [< Gr. <joy5f, im-

pulsion (see osmose), + -yevf/s, producing: see

-ffcn.] An apparatus to carry out the process
of osmosis. Osmogenes consist substantially of cells

separated by partitions of parchment-paper, which causes
cndosmotic and exoamotic action as explained under o-
ttwtte. The differences in construction do not affect the

principle of action. See colloid and crystalloid. Also
called otfinotic.

osmometer (os-mom'e-ter), . [< Gr. uepof,

impulsion (see osmose), + fttrpov, measure.] 1.

An instrument or apparatus for measuring the

velocity of the osmotic force. 2. An instru-

Sweet Cicely (Osmorrhua
I, umbel ; 2, root and one of the leaves : a, an umbcllet with the in-

volucre ; b, the fruit.

Asia. They bear loose compound umbels of white flowers,
and dissected fern-like leaves. Their thick and anise-

scented roots are often edible.

osmose (os'mos), n. [< NL. osnwsis, < Gr. ua^,
impulsion, pushing, < aBeiv, thrust, push, im-

peL] The impulse or tendency of fluids to pass
through porous partitions and mix or become
diffused tnrough each other; the phenomena at-

tending the passage of fluids, whether liquids
or gases, through a porous septum, it is a kind
of diffusion (see d\/Msion), and includes cndnfmosU and
exosmons the former being- distinguished either as the

tendency of the outer fluid to pass through into the inner,
or as the action of that fluid which passes with the greater

rapidity into the other. When two saline solutions dif-

fering in strength and composition are separated by a

porous diaphragm or septum of bladder, parchment-paper,
or porous earthenware, they mutually pass through and
mix with each other; but they pass with unequal rapidi-

ties, so that after a time the height of the liquid Is not
the same on both sides. These phenomena are explained
by the unequal molecular attraction exerted between the

capillary apertures In the porous diaphragm and the dif-

ferent liquids experimented upon.

osmosis (os-mo'sis), n. [NL. : see osmose, and
cf. endosmosis, exosmosis.] The diffusion of

fluids through membranes. See osmose.

osmositic (os-mo-sit'ik), a. [< osmose + -ite2

+ -ic.] Same as osmotic. Johns Hopkins BM.
Lab., m. 40.

osmotic (os-mot'ik), a. and . [< osmose (-ot-) +
-ic.] I. a. Of or pertaining to or characterized

by osmose : as, osmotic force.

K[. . Same as osmogene.
osmotically (os-mot'i-kal-i), adv. By osmosis ;

diffusively.
Osmund1 (os'mund), . [Formerly also osmond;
< ME. osmunde, < OF. (and F.) osmonde = It.

osmonda, osmunda, < ML. osmunda, also dim.

(iKiniinduIn, and, as if two words, os tumuli, the

water-fern, St. Christopher's herb, osmund.]
A fern of the genus Osmunda. Also called wa-

ter-fern, St. Christopher's hero, and tierb-chris-

topher.
Osmund- (os'mund), n. [Formerly also osmond ;

< late ME. osmonde ; origin not clear.] A bloom
of iron produced in an osmund furnace. See

furnace.
And for the moost crafty thynge how ye shall make your

hokes of stele & of osmonde, some for the dubbe and some
for the flote & the grounde.

Juliana Btrnrrs, Treatyse of Fysshynge, fol. 2, back.

osprey
One crayer laden with omturufo, and with dluers other

merchandises. IJaMuyt'i Voyagti, I. 170.

Otmondt, a word us'd In some statutes for the Oar of

which Iron Is ma. I,'. E. I'hOlipt, 1708.

Osmunda (os-mun'dji), ii. [NL. (TournefoH.
1700), < ML. OMMMOo, osmund: see omitutid 1

.]

A genus of handsome
ferns, widely distributed

throughout north tem-

perate regions, and typi-
cal of the order Osmun-
dacctt'. The fronds are tall

and upright, growing In large
clowns from a thick*nn)
rootatock. and are once or
twice pinnate. The fertile

frin ids or the fertile parts
of the fronds are destitute of

ehloroiih)!. very much con-

tracted, and bear on the mar-

gins of the narrow rachis-like

divisions the naked short -

pedlccllnd sporangia, which
are globular, thin, and reticu-

lated, and open by a longitu-
dinal cleft Into two halves.
The spores are green. .Six

species are known, of which
three are found in North
America, 0. reyalu being the royal fern or osmund royal,

also called boy-onion, buckhorn brake, ditch-fern, and Inng-

Jern. The root of this, when boiled, Is very slimy, and is

used in stiffening linen. It is also employed as a tonic

and styptic. O. cinnain&mea is the cinnamon-fern.

Osmundaceae (os-mun-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Martius, 1835), < Osmunda '+ -acea;.] An or-

der or suborder of ferns, typified by the genus
Osmunda. The sporangia are naked, globose, mostly
pedicelled, reticulated, without annulus or with only mere
traces of it near the apex, opening by a longitudinal silt

into two valves. It embraces 2 genera, Oanunda with
6 species, and Todea with 4 species. Also Onnundinea.

osmundaceous (os-mun-da'shius), a. [< Os-

mutida + -aceotw.] In hot., pertaining to or re-

sembling the genus Osmunda or the order Os-

mundace<e.
Osmundineae (os-mun-din'e-e), n.pl. [NL., <

Oxmunda + -in- + -ets.] Same as Osmundacea:

osnaburg (os'na-berg), n. [So called because
first manufactured at Osnabury in Germany.]
A coarse cloth made of flax and tow.

oso-berry (o'so-ber'i), n. [< Amer. Ind. (T) oso

+ E. berry
1] A shrub or small tree of west-

ern North America, NuttaUia cerasiformis. It has

greenish-white flowers in racemes, blooming very early,
followed by blue-black drupes with thin bitter pulp.

Osphradial (os-fra'di-al), a. [< osphradium +
-a!.] Of or pertaining to the osphradium: as,
the osphradial nerve or ganglion. E. K. Lan-

kester, Encyc. Brit,, XVI. 645.

osphradium (os-fra'di-um), n.
; pi. osphradia

(-ii). [NL., < Gr. ba<f>padtov, an olfactory (medi-
cine), dim. otuaQpa, smell; cf. boQpaiveoQai, smell,

on/if/, smell, ofetv, smell: see osmium.] The so-

called olfactory organ of mollusks ; a patch or
tract of specially modified epithelium of the

body-wall at the base of the ctenidium, supplied
with a special nerve, supposed to smell, taste,
or otherwise test the water which the animal

breathes, thus functioning as a special sense-

organ.
osphresiologic (os-fre'si-o-loj'ik), a. [< os-

pli resioloy-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to osphre-
siology. Amer. Jour. Fsyckol., I. 500.

osphresiology (os-fre-si-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ba-

ippr/aif, a smelling, smell (< botytaiveoflai, smell:

see osphradium), + -/.oyia, < Afje/v, speak: see

-ology.] The science or study of the sense of

smell
; also, a treatise on smelling and odors.

Osphromenidse (os-fro-men'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Osphriwienus + -ida.] A family of anabantoid

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Osphromenus, Caving the mouth contracted and
no palatine teeth. These fishes are related to the

climbing perches, AnabanKdcc, and like them have laby-
rinthiform pharyngeals constituting abranchial apparatus
which enables them to breathe air for a time. The second

pair of superior pharyngeal bones are present, and the
fourth are greatly elongated. In the older systems and
that of Bonaparte the family corresponded to the Cuvier-

ian
"
fishes with labyrinthiform pharyngeals." It includes

the goramy and related fresh-water fishes of India.

Osphromenus (os-from'e-nus), n. [NL., < Gr.

6<T0/xS//cvof, ppr. of bofypaivtafau, smell: see os-

phradium.] A genus of labyrinthine acanthop-
terygian fishes, typical of the family Osphro-
iii i iiifla. It contains the goramy, O. olfax or O.

osphyomyelitis (os'fi-o-mi-e-li'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. oaifii'f, the loin, -f- NL. myelitis.] In pa-
thol,, lumbar myelitis.

osprayt, An obsolete form of osprey.

osprey (os'pra), n. [Formerly also ospray ; also

osurintt. osfjiringer (appar. simulating spring) ;

< late 'ME. ospray for "o*/roy,< OF. 'osfraie, or-



osprey

fraie (> E. orfray, q. v.), < L. ossifragus, osprey,
lit. 'bone-breaker': see ossifrage.] A diurnal

bird of prey of the family 'Falconidw and the

genus fandion ; a fish-hawk. There is probably
out one species, Pandion haliaetus, of almost world-wide

distribution, running into several geographical races or

varieties which have been specifically named. It is a

Osprey (Pandion haliaftus).

large hawk, nearly or quite 2 feet long, and 4} feet in ex-

tent of wings, of a dark Vandyke brown above, the fea-

thers more or less laced with white, the head, neck, and
under pai'ts white, with blackish streaks on the crown,
a blackish postocular stripe on the nape, and the breast
more or less covered with dusky spots. The coloration
varies much in the relative amounts of light and dark

colors, and the young are darker than the old birds. The
feet are very large and roughly granulated, and the talons
are all of great size ; the outer toe is versatile. The osprey
builds a bulky nest in a tree, on a rock, or on the ground,
and the nests sometimes acquire enormous dimensions
from yearly repairs and additions. The eggs, two or three
in number, average about 2.5 by 1.75 inches in size, and are

usually heavily marked with various shades of browns and
reds. The flsh-hawk, as its name implies, feeds on flsh,

which it catches by plunging from on the wing. Also
called fishing-hawk, fishing-eagle.

I will provide thee of a princely osprey.
Peefe, Battle of Alcazar, ii. 8.

But (oh Jove !) your actions,
Soon as they move, as ospreys do the flsh,
Subdue before they touch.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

OSpring1
t,

. An obsolete form of offspring.

ospring'
2
t,

An obsolete form of osprey.
osst (os), v. t. [Also dial, osny; < ME. ossen,

show; origin uncertain. Cf. oss, n.] To show;
prophesy ; presage. Roger Edgeworth.
Quat and has thou msed to Alexander this ayndain [an-

gry] wirdes.

King Alexander, p. 79 (quoted in Allit. Poems, ed. Morris,
(Gloss.).

He ossed hym by vnnynges that thay vnder-nomen,
That he watz flawen fro the face of frelych drystyn.

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), ill. 213.

OSSt (os), n. [Appar. < oss, v., and not con-
nected with Gr. daaa, a voice, report, rumor,
an ominous voice or sound, akin to '01(1, voice,
L. vox, voice: see voice.] A word uttered un-
awares, and having the character of a presage ;

an omen
;
a prophecy.

Osses be words cast forth at unawares, presaging some-
what.

HoUand, tr. of Pliny, Explanation of the Words of Art.

Behold (quoth hee) your fellow citizens and countrey-
men, who shall endure (but the gods in heaven forfend the

osse) the same hard distresse together with you, unlesse
some better fortune shine upon us.

HoUand, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Fares.)

ossa, n. Plural of os1 .

ossan (os'an), n.pl. The stockings of the Scot-
tish Highlanders, made of fine white wool.
PlancM.
ossarium (o-sa'ri-um), .; pi. ossaria (-a). [LL.:
see ossuary.'] An urn or other receptacle for
the bones or ashes of the dead

;
an ossuary.

ossature (os'a-tur), n. [< F. ossature, a skele-

ton, < L. os (oss-), bone.] In arch., the frame-
work or skeleton of a building or part of a build-

ing, as the ribs of a groined vault, the timber
or metal frame of a roof, or the iron frame sup-
porting a stained-glass window.
The [Eiffel] tower is to reach ... a total height of 300

metres. ... Its main ossature consists of sixteen vertical
girders, which are drawn into groups of four at the base.

Art Jour., No. 53, Supp., p. iv.

ossean (os'e-an), a. and n. [< L. osseus, bony
(see osseous), + -aw.] I. a. Bony or osseous,
as a fish

; teleost.

n. n. A bony or osseous fish
;
a teleost.

Ossei (os'e-i), n.pl [NL., pi. of L. osseus, bony :

see osseous.] Osseous fishes. See Teleostei.

ossein, osseine (os'e-in), n. [< L. os (oss-),
bone,+ -*n2, -ine2 .] The organic basis of bone

;

bone from which the earthy salts have been
removed by macerating in acid. Also osteine
and bone-cartilage.
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OSSClet (os'e-let), n. [< F. osselet, a bone, dim.
of os, < L. os (oss-), bone : see os1 .] 1. A hard
substance growing on the inside of a horse's

knee. 2. The cuttlebone, pen, or calamary of

some squids or cuttlefish. 3. Same as ossicle.

osseous (os'e-us), a. [< L. osseus, bony, < os

(oss-), bone: see os1 .] 1. Bony; made of bone;
having the nature or structure of bone

;
ossi-

fied: as, osseous tissue. See bone1 and ossein.

2. Having a bony skeleton; ossean; tele-

ost: as, an osseous fish. See teleost. 3. Full
of bones; composed or largely consisting of

bones; ossiferous: as, osseous breccia. 4.

Hard as bone, or otherwise resembling bone;
ossiform. Osseous corpuscle*, a lacuna of bone.
Osseous flsh. See/sAl, and cut under optic. Osseous
labyrinth. Sec taoyrtnui, 3.

osseously (os'e-us-li), adv. As regards bones
;

in respect of bones.
The elbow is osseously strong. Eneyc. Brit., VII. 258.

osseter (os'e-ter), n. [< Russ. oaetrii = Little

Russ. osetr = Serv. jesetra = Pol. jesiotr =
OPruss. esketres = Lith. ersJiketras, asetras, a

sturgeon.] A large European sturgeon, Aci-

penser guldenstadti. See Acipenser.
Ossetian (o-se'ti-an), a. [< Ossete (see def. of

Ossetic) + -ian.~\ Same as Ossetic.

Ossetic (o-set'ik), a. and n. [< Ossete (see def.)
+ -ic.] I. a. Of or belonging to the Ossetes,
people dwelling in the Caucasus Mountains.

II. n. The language of the Ossetes. It be-

longs to the Indo-European or Aryan family,
and is especially akin to Iranian or Persian.

Ossianesque (os-i-a-nesk'), a. [< Ossian (see

Ossianic) + -esque.'] Ossianic in quality or ex-

pression.
The subject being treated with an Ossianesque turgidity

of phrase which goes far to rob it of its pathos.
Athenaeum, No. 3230, p. 382.

Ossianic (os-i-an'ik), a. [< Ossian, a Latinized
form of Gael. Oisin (see def.).] Pertaining to

or characteristic of Ossian, or the poems of

Ossian. A Gaelic bard Oisin (Ossian) lived about the
end of the third century, and to him was ascribed the

authorship of the poems ("Fingal
"
and others) published

by James Macpherson in 1760-3; but it is now generally
admitted that Macpherson himself was the compiler and
in part the author of these works.

The Ossianic magniloquence, the Cambyses vein, and the
conventional hyperbole of the national speech (Spanish].

Edinburgh .flee., CLXIII. 128.

ossicle (os'i-kl), 11. [< L. ossiculum, dim. of os

(oss-), a bone: see os1 .] 1. A small bone or

bonelet. Specifically (a) One of the little bones of the

ear, as the malleus, incus, and stapes or columella, more
fully called ossicles of audition or auditory ossicles, and also

ossicula auditus and phonophori. See cuts under earl and
tympanic, (b) One of the many little bones of the sclerotic

coat of the eye of birds and some reptiles.

2. A small hard nodule of chitin or some sub-
stance resembling bone. Specifically (a) One of
the skeletal elements of an echinoderm which, joined to
one another and united by connective or muscular tissue,
constitute the chief part of the framework of the body.
They are grouped and named in several sets according to
the formations into which they enter, as the ambulacra!
or adambulacral ossicles, along the ambulacra, the ossicles
which support the spines when these exist, etc. (6) One
of the hard articuli or joints of the stem or branches of a
crinoid or encrinite. (c) In crustaceans, one of the several
small hard chitinous parts or processes of the gastric skele-

ton, as in the stomach of a lobster or crawfish. See cut
under Astacidce.

Also ossicule, ossiculum.
Ambulacral ossicle. See ambulaeral, and cuts under
Asteriid<e and Ophiuridte. Auditory ossicles. See def.
i (a). Cardiac ossicle. See cardiac. Carpal or tar-
sal ossicle, some small bone of the carpus or tarsus not
identified with any named carpal or tareal bone. Mar-
ginal ossicles. See marginal bones, under marginal.
Ossicles of audition. See def. 1 (a). Tarsal ossicle.
See carpal ossicle. Vertebral ossicle. .Same as ambu-
laeral ossicle. Weberian ossicles, in ichth., the chain of
little bones of the ear, between the vestibule and the air-

bladder.

ossicula, n. Plural of ossiculum.

ossicular (o-sik'u-lar), a. [< ossicule + -ar'*.]

Pertaining to or composed of ossicles ; having
the form or appearance of ossicles.

The hyomandibular, invested with this new function,
breaks up into two or more pieces, as an ossicular chain.

Amur. Sat., XXIII. 637.

ossiculate (o-sik'u-lat), .. [< ossicule + -ate1 .']

Having ossicles
;
furnished with small bones.

ossiculated (o-sik'u-la-ted), a. [< ossiculate +
-e<i2 .] Same as ossiculate.

ossicule (os'i-kul), n. [< L. ossiculum : see os-

sicle."] Same as ossicle.

OSSlCUlum (o-sik'u-lum), n.; pi. ossicula (-la).

[L. : see ossicle.] Same as ossicle. Ossicula
auditus, the auditory ossicles ; the phonophori.
ossiculus (o-sik'u-lus), )(. [NL., masc. dim. of
L. os (oss-), a bone, the heart of a tree, the stone
of a fruit: see os1

, ossiculum.] In bot., same
as pyrene.

ostage

ossiferous (o-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone,
+ ferre = E. bear1.] Producing or furnishing
bones; containing bones; osseous: as, ossifer-
ous breccia; an ossiferous cave.

The ossifermix caverns of Devonshire are famous in geo-
logical history. Encyc. Brit., VII. 140.

OSSific (o-sif'ik), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone, +
-fit-tat, <facere, make.] Ossifying; osteogenic ;

making bone
; causing ossification, or convert-

ing connective or cartilaginous tissue into bone :

as, an ossific process. See ossification.

We know that ossific deposits now and then occur in tis-

sues where they are not usually found.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 301.

Ossific center. See ossification.

ossification (os"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [=F. ossifica-

tion; as ossify + -ation.] 1. The formation of

bone
;
the act or process of changing or of be-

ing changed into bone, or into a bony sub-
stance

;
the change so effected : as, the ossifica-

tion of cartilage. See osteonenesis. 2. That
which is ossified, or the result of ossification ;

bone in general. 3. The state or quality of

being ossified center of ossification, the point
where cartilage or connective tissue begins to ossify ; the
initial point of the ossiflc process.

The points at which bone formation begins and whence
it radiates are termed centres of ossification.

Micart, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 109.

Membranous ossification. See membrane-bone.

OSSifprm (os'i-form), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone,
+ forma, form.] Resembling bone; hard as

bone; osseous; osteal.

Ossifraga (o-sif'ra-ga), n.
. [NL. (Prince C. L.

Bonaparte) : see ossifrage.] A genus of birds
of the petrel family, Frocellariida; ; the giant
fulmars. 0. gigantea is the only species, of a sooty or

fuliginous color, and as large as some albatrosses. It is

sometimes called bone-breaker, whence this application of
the generic name.

ossifrage (os'i-fraj), n. [< L. ossifragus, m.,
ossifraga, f., the sea-eagle, ossifrage, < ossi-

fragus (> Sp. osifrago = F. ossifrage), bone-

breaking, < os (oss-), bone, + frangere (\ffrag),
break: see fragile. Cf. osprey, orfray.] The
osprey.
ossifragous (o-sif'ra-gus), a. [< L. ossifragus,

bone-breaking: see ossifrage.] Breaking or

fracturing bones. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]

Ossify (os'i-fi), v.
; pret. and pp. ossified, ppr.

ossifying. [< F. ossifier = Sp. osificar = Pg.
ossificar, < L. os (oss-), bone, -f- -ficare, < facere,
make.] I. trans. To make or form bone in

or of; cause ossification in or of; convert into

bone, as membrane or cartilage; harden like

bone
;
render osseous.

The dilated aorta everywhere in the neighbourhood of
the cyst is generally ossified. Sharpe, Surgery.

U. intrans. To become bone
; undergo ossi-

fication
; change or be changed from soft tissue

to bone.

Along the surface of an ossifying bone, the yielding of
the tissue when bent will not be uniform.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 301.

ossivorous (o-siv'6-rus), a. [< L. os (oss-), bone,
+ rorare, devour, j Eating or feeding on bones.

In a dog and other ossivorous quadrupeds, 'tis [the cali-

ber of the gullet is] very large.

Derham, Physico-Theol., I. 280, note.

osspringert, " An obsolete variant of osprey.
Chapman.
OSSUaiium (os-u-a'ri-um), n.

; pi. ossuaria (-a).

[LL.: see ossuary.] Same as ossuary, 2.

Among the large number of important sepulchral re-

mains lately found by Mr. Taylor in Newgate Street were
several ossuaria, or leaden vessels for the reception of the
calcined bones of the dead. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 841.

OSSUary (os'u-a-ri), n. ; pi. ossuaries (-riz). [<
LL. ossuarium', also ossarium, a receptacle for
the bones of the dead, a charnel-house, neut.
of ossuarius, of or for bones, < L. os (oss-), bone :

see os1 .] 1. A place where the bones of the
dead are deposited ;

a charnel-house.

What time the persons of these ossuaries entered the
famous nations of the dead, and slept with princes and
counsellors, might admit a wide solution.

Sir T. Brou-ne, Urn-Burial, v.

The ossuaries are probably the most interesting remains
we have. They consist of round symmetrical holes dug to
the required depth, and into which the bodies were pro-
miscuously deposited ; some of the larger ones contain
the remains of several thousand bodies.

.\atnre, XXX. 587.

2. A vase, casket, or other vessel for the recep-
tion of the bones or calcined remains of the
dead.
OSt J

t (ost), . A Middle English form of oast.

OSt2t,
". A Middle English form of /ios(2 .

OStaget, " A Middle English form of hostage.



Ostariophysi

Ostariophysi (<>s-ta*'ri-o-fi'si), H.
/it. [< Or.

oara/nui', a little bnrie (dim. of i'in7i m; a bone), +
<t>l'tm,bladder.] Those fishes which have chain
of osselets between I lie air-bladder and the

brain, including t'10 characinoiil, eventognath,
gymnotoid, and uematognatli types. Smji ni< hi.

ostaripphysial (o.s-ta*ri-o-M/.'i'-al), <i.

'

Of or

pertaining to tho Oelariopktttt.

ostariophytum (os-ta-ri-of'i-tum), . [XL.. <

dr. !irj7iii>ii>i',n little bone, + Qvrov, a plant.] In
lint., a plant which bears a drupe. [Kare.J

ostaylet, . A Middle English form of huxti-l.

osteal (os'to-al), n. [< Gr. oariov, bone; cf. L.
<>s (os*-), bone: sec o* 1

.] Bony; osseous; os-
siform.

OStedet, /"</' /''"' A Middle English form of
illxli'ilil.

OSteine (os'to-in), . [< Qr. ixrrtov, bone, +
-iiir't. Cf. Gr. ooTtivos, of bone, < oareov, bone.]
Same as < in.

OSteitic (os-te-it 'ik ), a. [< osteitis + -ic.] Per-

taining to or affected with osteitis. Also oxtilii:

osteitis (os-te-i'tis), . [NL., < Gr. boreov, bone,+ -itin.] Inflammation of bone. Also oxtilix.

Portions of bone removed by operation are spongy, and
appear to have undergone a process of rarefying osteitis.

Lancet, No. 3465, p. 999.

Osteitis deformans, osteitis with new formation of bone.

OStelt, OStelert. Middle English forms of hox-

/</, hitsli'liT.

ostelmentt, . An obsolete form of nitstlement.

ostendt (os-tend'), v. [< L. ostendere, show,
exhibit, lit. stretch out before, < obs-, for ob,
before, + tendere, stretch: see tend. Cf. coii-

tnid, extend, intend, etc.] I. trans. To show;
exhibit; manifest.

Mercy to mean offenders well attend,
Not unto such that dare usurp our crown.

Webster and DeHcer, Sir Thomas Wyatt
II. intrans. To show itself; be exhibited or

manifested.
The time was when his affection attended In excess to-

wards her. Bp. Hall, Cont., Adonljah Defeated.

OStensibility (os-ten-si-bil'i-ti), H. [< ostensible
+ -ity (see -bility).] The" quality or state of

being ostensible.

ostensible (os-ten'si-bl), a. [< F. ostensible =
Sp. ostensible = Pg. ostensivel = It. ostensibile, <
ML. ostcnsinilis, that can be shown or seen, < L.
ostendere, pp. ostensus, ostentus, show, exhibit:
see ontend^] 1. Put forth or held out as real,
actual, or intended; apparent; professed: as,
a person's ostensible reason or motive for doing
something.
From Antwerp he [Rubens] was called to Paris by Mary

de' Medici, and painted the ostensible history of her life in
the Luxemburg!!. Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, II. it.

Her ostensible work
Was washing clothes, out in the opeu air
At the cistern by Citorio.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 156.

That enlargement of the oligarchy which occurred un-
der Servius Tullius had for its ostensible motive the im-

posing on plebeians of obligations which up to that time
had been borne exclusively by patricians.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 500.

2t. Capable of beingshown ;
that may be shown ;

proper or intended to be shown Ostensible
partner, in law, a partner whose name is made known,
and who appears to the world, as such, as distinguished
from a secret or dormant partner ; also used in distinction
from one so known who is really not such, called a nominal
partner. = Syn. 1. Ostensible, Colorable, Specious, Plausible.
The first three of these words are drawn from that which
is addressed to the eye, plausible, from that which is ad-
dressed to the ear. Ostensible is, literally, that may be or
is held out as true, real, actual, or intended, but may or

may not be so : thus, a person's ostensible motive for some
action is the motive that appears to the observer, and is
held out to him as the real motive, which it may or may
not be. Colorable suggests the possibility of giving the
color or aspect of one thing to another, especially of giving
the appearance of truth or justice ; it has a bad sense, but
approaches a good one in the following : "All his [James I.

of Scotland's] acquisitions, however fatal to the bod} of the
nobles, had been gained by attacks upon individuals ; and,
being founded nn circumstances peculiar to the personswho suffered, might excite murmurs and apprehensions,
but afforded no colorable pretext for a general rebellion

"

(JMwrtam, quoted in f'rabbe, p. 218). The word is much
the least often used of the four. Specious is superficially
fair, Just, or correct, appearing well at flrst view but easi-

ly proved unsound. Plausible 1s applied to that which
pleases the ear or the superficial judgment, but will not
bear severe examination. Ostensible reasons; colorable
claims; specious means ; plausible explanations.

F.pimenldes was the ostensible director, but Solon con-
certed with him the various improvements in jurispru-
dence. J. Adams, Works, IV. 477.

Much the most specious objection to free systems is
that they have been observed in the long run to develop
u tendency to some mode of injustice.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 162.

Vo doubt It ls a plausible view, since there is evidently
a ground or Natural Religion which is common to the

non
Christian and Sceptic, that here a religion might lie

fr.nn.l.'.l whirl, xhoiilil lie Intlucntlal in modern life :m<!

yet should avoid the arrogance of calling lUelf new.
J. K. Seetey, Nat Religion, p. 132.

ostensibly (os-tfu'm-bli), adv. In an ostensible

manner; as shown or pretended; professedly.
l:ul from the official documents It Is clear that their in-

t- 1 1 nurse, ttiough ostensibly amicable, was In reality hos-
tile. Macaulay, Machlavelli.

Unwise resistance ... Is too frequently the primary
source of the mischief ostensibly arising from the opposite
policy. Gladstone. Might of Right, p. 202.

ostensio (os-ten'si-6), H. [ML., < LL. ostensio,
a showing: seo i>.tti-n.iin>i.] A tax paid in an-
cient times by merchants, etc., for leave to ex-

pose or display their goods for sale in markets.
ostension (os-ten'shon), n. [= F. ostension =
Sp. ostension = It. ostengione, < LL. ostetisio(n-),
a showing, < L. ostendere, pp. ostentus, ostensus,

show, exhibit: see ostend.] Eccles., the expo-
sition of the sacrament or host. See exposition.
ostensive (os-ten'siv), a. [< F. oste>isif= Sp.
Pg. It. ostensivo, < L. as if "ostensivus, < osten-

dere, pp. ostentus, ostensus, show: see ostend,
ostension.] 1. Showing; betokening. Johnson.

2. Setting forth a general principle by virtue
of which a proposition must be true. The old

logicians supposed all strict proof to be either
of this nature or else apagogic.
The proposition is reduced to the principle which they

term a probation ostensive.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. 228.

Ostensive demonstration. See demonstration. Os-
tensive proof, direct proof, without use of the reductio
ad absurdum. Ostensive reduction of syllogisms, di-
rect reduction by conversions and transposition of prem-
ises. See reduction.

ostensively (os-ten'siv-li), adv. In appearance ;

ostensibly.
In dirty hue, with naked feet,
In rags and tatters stroll the street ;

Ostensibly exceeding wise.

Lloyd, Familiar Epistle to a Friend.

She had made up her mind to Ignore, ostensibly if not
also from conviction, his pretensions to relationship with
her. J. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 241.

ostensoirt, . [F. ostensoire: see ostensorium.]
Same as monstrance.
ostensorium (os-ten-so'ri-um), . [ML.: see

ostensory.] Same as monstrance.

The priest who carried the wafer, with an attendant
priest at each elbow to support his gorgeous robes, walked
under the canopy, and held the ostcnttorium up in an im-
posing manner as high as his head.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 371.

ostensory (os-ten'so-ri), >.; pi. ostensories (-riz).

[= F. ostensoire = It. ostensorio, < ML. ostenso-

rium, < L. ostendere, pp. ostentus, ostensus, show :

see ostend.] Same as monstrance.
ostentt (os-tenf), n. [< L. ostentus (ostentu-),
a showing, show

; parade, sign, proof; in def . 3, <

ostentum, a prodigy, wonder, lit. a thing shown,
neut. of ostentus, pp.; < ostendere, show: see
ostend. Cf. portent.] 1. The act of showing,
or an act which shows ; hence, manifestation;
indication; display; profession.

Be merry, and employ your chiefest thoughts
To courtship and such fair ostents of love
As shall conveniently become you there.

Sha*., M. of V., il. 8.44.

That [verse] is the author's epitaph and tomb.
Which, when ambitious pyles, th' ostents of pride,
To dust shall fall ... Feltham, On Randolph.

A scornerhe
Of God and goodness, atheist in ostent,
Vicious in act, in temper savage-fierce.

Coirper, Task, Ti. 486.

2. Aspect; air; manner; mien.
Use all the observance of civility,
Like one well studied In a sad ostent
To please his grandam.

Shale., M. of V., II. 2. 206.

3. That which is pointed out as strange or
alarming; a sign; portent; wonder; prodigy.

I shall now expulse these dogges fates sent to our abodes ;

Who bring ostents of destinie, and blacke their threatning
fleet. Chapman, Iliad, vllL

Which myraculous oxtrat, passing the ordinary course
of natural! causes, as was sent of God, no doubt to fore-
shew the great and terrible persecution which afterward

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 809.

I ;ii inns, frighted with this dire ostent,
For counsel to his father Fannus went.

Dryden, .Kn.-i.l, vii. 121.

ostentt (os-tenf), r. t. [< OF. ostenter= Sp. Pg.
ostentar = It. ostentare, < L. ostentare, freq. of

ntti'itderc, show, display : see ostend.] To show
;

make a display of
; flourish.

There be some that . . . can ostent or shewe a highe
grauitie. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, II. 14.

Malice not only discovers, but ostenleth her devilish ef-
fects. Set. T. Adanu, Works, I. 415.

ostentful

ostentate (os'ten-tat), r. t. prct. and pp. onten-

liitnl. ppr. iistt-nliiiiiii/. [< L. nxti-iitiitux, pp. of
n.t tru tare, show, display : see imti-nt.] To make
a conspicuous or ambitious display of; display.
[Obsolete or archaic.]
H ho is so open-hearted and simple but they either con-

ceal their defects, or ostentate their sufficiencies, abort or

beyond what either of them really are.

Jrr. Taylor (!), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 169.

The viburnums <mtentate their cymes of fruit.

The American, XII. 264.

ostentation (os-ten-ta'shon), n. [= F. */<-
tiltlnil Sp. O.ltl'ntllCiuH = Pjf. OX/1 lllin-iln = It.

ostenta:ione, < L. ostentatio(n-\ a showing, dis-

play, esp. idle or vain display, < ostentare,

show, display: see ostent, ostentate.] If. Dis-

play ; especially, public display.
Of every new framd fashion

This is the place to make moste ostentation,
To shew the bravery of our gay attire.

Times Whistle (E. E. T. s.X p. l.
r
>.

You are come
A market-maid to Rome; and have prevented
The ostentation of oar love, which, left unshown,
Is often left unloved. Shak., A. and t1

., ill 6. 62.

- 1 . A sight or spectacle ;
show ; ceremony.

The king would have me present the princess, sweet
chuck, with some delightful ostentation or show, or pa-
geant, or antique, or firework. Shale., L. L. L., v. 1. 118.

8. Ambitious display; pretentious parade; vain
show ; display intended to excite admiration or

applause.
They which doc not good but for value glorle and osten-

iatum shall be damued. Pttrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 266.

Open ostentation and loud vainglory is more tolerable
than tliis obliquity. Str T. Browne, Christ Mor., I. XI.

A Third Fault In his Sentiments is an unnecessary Os-

tentation of Learning. Addison, Spectator, No. 297.

The style Is agreeable, clear, and manly, and, when it

rises Into eloquence, rise* without effort or ostentation.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.
= STn. 3. Show, Ditplay, Parade, Ostentation, flourish,
dash. Shou1 is the most general word for the purposed
exhibition of that which might have been kept private ;

as such, it includes the others. Ostentation is always bad ;

the others may be good in certain relations. Parade and
display are more suggestive of the simple act, ostentation
of the spirit : as, to make a parade of one's learning ; it

was ostentation that led the Pharisees to make a parade or

display of their charities and prayers. Parade is a mat-
ter of vanity ; ostentation, of vanity, pride, or ambition.

Plain without pomp, and rich without a show.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, L 187.

To his [Land's) love of this clerical display may be traced
one reason for the strong opposition he met with.

Fairhott, Costume, I. 324.

He loves to make parade of pain,
That with his piping he may gain

The praise that comes to constancy.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxl.

Nor did her alms from ostentation fall,
Or proud desire of praise ; the soul gave all.

Dryden, Eleonora, L 28.

Ostentations (os-ten-ta'shus), a. [<otentnti(<i)
+ -otis.] If. Making public display.
Your modesty ... U so far from being ostentations of

the good you do that It blushes even to have It known.
Dryden, To the Duke of Ormond, Ded. of Fables.

2. Characterized by ostentation; making dis-

play or vain show from vanity or pride.
He spread the little gold he had In the most ostentatious

manner. Goldsmith, Richard Nash.

Frederic aspired to the style of royalty. Ostentatious
and profuse, negligent of his true interests and of his

high duties, ... he added nothing to the real weight of
the state which he governed.

Maeaulay, Frederic the Great.

True courage is not ostentatious; men who wish to in-

spire terror seem thereby to confess themselves cowards.

Emerson, Courage.

3. Showy; gaudy; intended for vain display:
as, ostentatious ornaments.
Whoever wishes to attain an English style familiar but

not coarse, and elegant but not ostentatious, must give bis

days and nights to the volumes of Addison.

Johnson, Addison.
= 8yn. Dashing, flaunting. See ostentation.

ostentatiously (os-ten-ta'shus-li), adv. In an
ostentatious manner; with great display; boast-

fully ;
in a way intended to attract notice.

James (II.]. with great folly, Identified himself ostenta-

tiously with the enemies of his country.
Lecty, Eng. in 18th Cent, L

ostentatiousness (os-ten-ta'shus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being ostentatious

;
vain dis-

play; boast ful ness: vanity; ostentation.

ostentatort (os'ten-ta-tor), n. [= F. ostentateur
= Sp. Pg. ostentador = It. ostentatore, < L. os-
ti- n in tor. one who makes a display or parade,
< ostentare, display: see ostentate.] One who
makes a vain show: a boaster. Sheru-ood.

ostentfult (os-tent'ful), a. [< ostent + -ful.]

Portentous; ominous.
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AU these [8ign 9
] Aether are indeed ost^M.

.
Osteodesmacea (os^e-o-des-ma'se-a), n. } ,l.

<S*&ffl& Sea"whSTand 'oul
Chapman, Byron'8 Tragedy, iv. 1.

[>
T

L., < Gr. OOTEOV, bone,+ oeo^of ,
a bond, Dana, .om the Bodies are ejther the adnate or the enate parts.

OStentivet (os-ten'tiv), a. [< L. as if *ostenti- + -avca.~] The lantern-shells: same as Ana- j. Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 178.

run, < ostcndere, pp. ostentus, show: see ostcnd. titiidiv. osteologic (os"te-o-loj'ik), a. [< osteolog-y +
- *-- - . NLi. *

Cf 'ostensive.] 'Ostentatious'. Stirling, Dooms- osteodynia (os'te-o-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. _ic
-] Pertaining or relating to osteology,

day, Sixth Hour. ba-eov, bone, + Mvvi/, pam.] Pam m a b< ne, OBteological (os"te-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< osteologic

OStentoUSt (os-ten'tus), a. [< ostent + -raw.] especially persistent pain. +-?.] Same as 'osteologic"

Ostentatious; making a show. Jer. Taylor, osteogen (os'te-o-jen), w. [< Gr. oorraym/r, pro- osteologically (os"te-o-ioj'i-kal-i). adr. Ac-

Works (ed. 1835), I. 30. duced by the bone (in neut. TO ooreoyevef, mar- cor(jing to osteology; as regards the bony sys-

OSteoblast(os'te-o-blast), n. [< Gr. ixrrtov, bone, row ), < oareav, bone, + -}*, producing: see tem-
+ p/Morof, a germ.] A cell concerned in the -gm.] The substance of which the osteogenic osteologist (os-te-ol'o-jist), . [< osteolog-y +
formation of bone. Osteoblasts seem to be connec- fibers are composed. -ist.] One who' is versed in osteology; an os-

tive-tissue cells in active multiplication and ct umditter-
osteOgenesis(os"te-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <Gr.

teological anatomist.

tne
C
ch

1

aracteristic

n
fo

e

rm 'constifutrthe ^one-cells of the genesis.] The genesis, origination, or formation (kg science which treats of the bones, < ooreav,

fully formed bones. Also called osteoplast. of bone
; osteogeny; ossification. It consists es- bone, + -%oyia,< l.eyeiv, speak: see -ology.] That

t^flSSSft^BBS =h - '** '"" ' "- - "

ing the character of an osteoblast: as, osteo-
b(me

B
Tnetl8aue thus subject to ossification may be sim- osteoma (os-te-6'ma), .

; pi. osteomata (-ma-
blastic cells ;

an osteoblastic process. ply changed into bone, or it may be absorbed, and bone sub.
ta). [NL., < Gr. bareov, bone, + -oma.]

T

OSteOCarcinoma (os'te-o-kar-si-no'ina), .; pi. stituted in its stead. The Mnvereionol
jneinbrane

into ^^ & tumor composed of bony tissue.
r*o+tii\nfiH'f>V'Yit\'mft}n 1~'WntkJtit\ . fNT i. . \ iTl*. 0(7TtOV, DOllG IS KnOWH Ho Iturit tf

....*,.. ... An^smwin 1 ft /ti a //-io* + O_ri_Tn P.-l ! 'si-P^ . W..

.

. <
.(Jr. , ^^TS^/a^^n'e^^iMi oseomalacia (ose-a-ma-laa), , [NL.,

bone, + itapiavo/M, a cancer: see earcwiomo.J 1.
otteogmaiii. also osteomalakia, < Gr. oareov, bone, + fiaAama,

Carcinoma of bone. 2. Ossifying carcinoma,
osteogenesy (os"te-o-jen'e-si), TO. Same as os- softness: see malacic.] In patiiol., a disease,

OsteocephalllS (os'te-o-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <
temjenesis. most frequent in women, but also occurring in

Gr. ixtrtov, bone, + KixjicMi, head.] A genus of
osteogenetic (os"te-9-je-net'ik), a. [< osteogen- men, in which there is progressive disappear-

fossil stegocephalous amphibians of elongate es^s
^
after genetic.] Of or pertaining to osteo- ance of the earthy salts from the bones, which

form, having the head shielded with bony genegjs osteogenic ; ossific : as, an osteogenetic m consequence become soft and misshapen.
plates. process; an osteogenetic theory Osteogenetic Also called malacosteon, and mollifies ossium.

OSteochondritiS (os'te-o-kon-drTtis), n. [NL., ceiig, osteoblasts. osteomalacial (os'te-o-ma-la'shal), a. [< os-

< Gr. oartov, bone, + xMpof, cartilage, + -itis. osteogenic (os"te-6-jen'ik), a. [As osteogen, teomalacia + -al.l 'Affected with osteomala-
Cf. chondritis.] Inflammation of cartilage and

adjacent bone.

OSteocnondroma (OS te-p-kon-
o ma), n., p .

, i j / i \ rXTT / /'M MPMI iiuniiaitju. uaucugcii.it; ictjci " MAODUV, vmmv. >* \ - -
; .

t t
_ .

ostcochondromata (-ma-ta). [^J-1 -!^ " r - oaTl:ov, t Qf the perichondrium Or periosteum, concerned in malacia + -ic.] Pertaining to osteomalacia.

bone, + NL. chondroma.] A tumor composed the production of osseous tissue. It is composed of osteo- osteomantyt (os'te-6-man-ti), n. [< Gr. bareov,
of intermingled bony and cartilaginous tissue, genie fibers and osteoblasts embedded in a homogeneous ^^ + pavrtie, 'divination.] Divination by
OSteoclasis (os-te-ok'la-sis), w. [NL., < Gr. Bubst )d-ves8el8

means of bones. Selden, Illustrations on Dray-
baTtav, bone, + Mate, a breaking, fracture.] OSteO^eny (os-te-og e-m), n. [< Gr. oartov, bone, polvolbion vi.

1. The dissolution or resorption of osseous + -ytvua <-ynK, producing: see -geny. Cf.
^gomere (os'te^o-mer), n. [< Gr. bcreov, bone,

tissue
;
the destruction of bone. Therapeutic osteogen.] bame &sosteogenests.

-(- fpor part ]' Same as osteocomma.

Gazette, VIII. 565.- 2. In surfli., the fractur- Osteoglossidse (os te-o-glos i-de
, '/' L^f--, osteometrical (os"te-o-met'ri-kal), a. [< oste-

inff. esneciallv the refracturing, of a bone to < Ul J
,
la

,
^

.
r

., ^ it ometr-y + -ic-al.] Pertaining or relating to os-

tinucleated cell supposed to be concerned m
tropical fresh waters. Only 6 species are known, among the skeleton or its individual parts.

the absorption of bone-tissue. Originally osteo- them the arapaim^
the largest of fresh-water fishes. The

Oste0mvelitis (os"te-o-mi-e-ll'tis), n. [NL., <

Mast (KoUikcr). Also called giant cell, myelo- ^^^^^^S^^^^ o^Jelon W inflammation of th'e bone-

plax, and myeloplaque. Gill's it includes only those Osteo^iossotdeo which have the marrow.
The medullary surface of the interior of the bone was body moderately elongated, the head moderate, with ru- osteomvelon (os"te-o-mi'e-lon), n. [NL., < Gr.

thickly covered with

c^oc^
Medical

Ne^s,

Ull. 454 ^^^^^^Sf'SSSf.^A *> a bone
'
+ A^>*. *'l Bone-mar-

OSteoclastlC (os"te-o-klas tik), a. [< osteoclast ^( gouth Americlli Borneo, Sumatra, and Queensland. row.
+ -!C.] Absorbing or breaking down bone ; osteoglossoid (os"te-6-glos'oid), a. and n. [< osteonecrosis (os*te-o-ne-kro'sis), n. [NL., <

having the alleged character or quality of an
OsteogloKSiim + -aid.} I. a. Resembling the Gr. bariov, bone, + NL. necrosis, q. v.] Ne-

osteoclast. See osteoclast, 2.
Osteonlossidw, or pertaining to the Osteoglos- crosis of bone.

OSteOCOlla (os"te-o-kol'a), n. [NL., < Gr.oareov, soi(jea OSteoperiostitis (os
y
te-o-per*i-o8-ti tis), .

bone, + i<6Ma, glue.] 1. A deposited carbonate
jj_ Any member of the Osteoglossida;. [NL., < Gr. oartov, a bone, + NL. periostitis,

of lime, forming an incrustation on the roots
Qsteoglossoidea (os"te-6-glo-soi'de-a), n. pi. q. v.] Periostitis involving the bone to a mark-

and stems of plants, found in some parts of Ger- rNL . gee 08 teoglossoid.'] A superfamily of ed extent.

many in loose sandy grounds. It takes its name
fi^es; the Osteoglossida; in the widest sense, osteophlebitis (os"te-o-fle-bi tis), n. [1SL., <

from an erroneous opinion that it has the qual- Osteoglossum (os"te-6-glos'um), n. [NL., < Gr. bareov, a bone,+ ^/Ut/' (y>Ac/3-),
a vein,+ -itis.

' '
'

itvof uniting fractured bones. 2. An inferior Gr. oortoi), bone, + p.i<TTO, tongue.] The typ- Cf. phlebitis.'] Inflammation of the veins of a

kind of glue obtained from bones
; bone-glue. ica\ genus of Osteoglossida;, having the abdo- bone.

OSteocomma (os"te-o-kom'a), n.
; pi. osteocom- men trenchant, a broad tongue-like bone, and Osteophyte (os'te-o-fit), n. [< Gr. oareov, bone,

mata (-a-ta). [NL., < Gr. bareov, bone, + rf/t/ua two barbels on the lower jaw. There are 3 + 0wov, a growth, tumor, < Qiieafai, grow.] An
a piece : see comma.] A bone-segment: one of

spec ieg South American East Indian, and abnormal bony excrescence or osseous out-

a segmented series of bones, as a vertebra. Australian. Also called Isclmosoma. growth.
Also called osteomere. OSteographer (os-te-og'ra-fer), n. [< osteog- Three inches behind the coronal suture a small onteo-

OSteoCOpe (os'te-6-kop), n. [< LL. osteocopos, ,./,,, + frl f A HescTintive osteolorist pftj/te was found, situated in the left line of attachment of

< Gr. 6o
P
rEo^oc'(sc.6d

P
A), a p'ain that rack/the O

'

s^^^y 'AJ^?K^ ^0^^, fheTongitudinal sinus. I***** 34-26 p.

788^
bones, < oareav, bone, + KOKTEIV, strike.] Painm ^oneT -I- -ypaAia, < Vpdtov, write.] Description osteophytic (os'te-o-fit'ik), a. [< osteophyte -r

the bones; a violent fixed pain in any part of a
^ bones descriptive osteology -.] Pertaining to an osteophyte ;

of the na-

bone; bone-ache. Dunglison. osteoid (os'te-oid), a. [< Gr. "b'anoeM/c, contr. ture of an osteophyte.
OSteocoplC (os"te-o-kop'ik), a. [< osteocope -I-

hareuS^ like'bone < OO-TEOV, bone, + fMoc,form.] In the particular case exhibited there was a large osteo-

-ic.] Of or pertaining to osteocope ;
constitut-

Resembling bone
; bony; osseous Osteoid P^^ mass at the lower n-"*1" of 'h ^^ _ la,.

ing or consisting in osteocope: as, osteocoptc cancer. malignant tumor of bony hardness, most frequent
!*<

pains. about the femur. OSteOplast(os'te-o-plast),. [< Gr. 6arc6v, bone,
OSteodentinal (os"te-o-den'ti-nal), o. [< osteo- osteolar, a. See ostiolar. + it/Mark, verbal adj. of jr/lao-o-f<j<, form.] Same
dentine + -al.] Having the character or prop- osteole, >: See ostiole. as osteoblast.

erties of osteodentine; pertaining or relating Osteolepis (os-te-ol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr. be-
ogteoplasticCos'te-o-plas'tik)^. [< osteoplast-y

to osteodentine. fkov, bone, + /Ifn-if, a scale: see lepis.] A ge- + ^c.] 1. Pertaining to osteoplasty. 2. Per-

osteodentine (os"te-o-den'tin), n. [< Gr. ooTfov, nus of fossil ganoid fishes of the Old Ked Sand- taining to the formation of bone,
bone, + E. dentine.] One of the varieties of stone, having a cartilaginous endoskeleton, an In ricket8 the whole of the bone was affected, but in

dentine, resembling bone
;
that modification of enameled and sculptured bony exoskeleton, syphilis the osteoplastic formation was less diffused, and

dentine observed in the teeth of the cachalot two anal and two dorsal fins alternating in po- tended rather to form localised nodes.

and some other cetaceans, also in those of many sition with one another, and an extremely hete- Lancet, JNO. <i4ia, p.

existing and extinct fishes, in which the tissue rocercal tail. osteoplasty (os'te-o-plas-ti), . [< Gr. oareov,

is traversed by irregularly ramified vascular or osteolite (os'te-o-lit), n. [< Gr. bartov, bone, bone, + TrAaoroc, verbal adj. oiv'f-aaativ, form,

medullary canals. + /d6oc, stone!]' An earthy kind of calcium + -y.] A plastic operation by which a loss of

OSteodermatous (os"te-o-der'ma-tus), a. [<Gr. phosphate, probably resulting from the altera- bone is remedied; the transplanting of bone

OOTCOV, bone, + depfia(T-), skin.] "Having a bony tion of apatite, occurring near Hanau in Prus- to make good a loss by disease, accident, or

skin or ossified integument. sia and at Amberg in Bavaria. operation.
osteodermous (os"te-o-der'mus), a. Same as osteologer (os-te-ol'o-jer), n. [< osteolog-y + osteoporosis (os'te-o-po-ro'sis), n. [NL.,<Gr.
osteodermato-us. -erl.] An osteologist. bareov, a bone, -I- tropcc, a passage, pore.] Mor-



osteoporosis

bid absorption of bone proceeding from the

Haversian canals, so that it becomes abnor-

mally porous.
osteopsathyrosis c- te-op-sath-i-ro'sis). n.

[XL., < l!r. bnrfni; a bone, + il>attvfi6<;, friable,

(rumbling, loose, not cohering, < njiaur, crum-
ble away, vanish.] Fragility of the bones.

Osteopterygii(<>s-te-'>i>-te-ri.j'i-i), . i>l. [XL.,
< (ir. itarfof, bone, + -ripi'i (TTTI/>V)-), wing.]
In Macloay's classification of lishes, one of five

orders, including all fishes with branchiic free

externally : thus almost equivalent to the class

of true teleostomous fishes.

OSteqpterygious (os-te-op-te-rij'i-us), n. Per-

taining to the Otteopttrygtt, or having their

characli-ix.

osteosarcoma (os*'te-o-sar-k6'rnft), n.; pi. osteo-

miiTiiiiinla (-ma-ta). [NL., < Or. barter, bone,
+ niipKu/in, a fleshy excrescence : see tturcinira.

}

A tumor composed of intermingled bony anil

sarcomatous tissue.

osteosarcomatous (os'te-o-sar-kom'a-tus), a.

[< oxti'iixnrconui(t-) + -OHX.] Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or characterized by osteosar-
coma: as, ostcosarcomatous tumors.
osteosclerosis (os"te-6-skle-r6'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. boreov, bone, + ^L. sclerosis.] The ex-

cessive formation of bone-tissue in the Haver-
sian canals and other spaces of bone, so that
it becomes denser.

Osteospermum (os'te-o-sper'mum), n, [NL.
(Linneeus, 1737), < Gr. bareov, bone, + aircp/ui t

seed.] A genus of composite plants of the
tribe Calendulacea; distinguished by the thick,

hard, and wingless achenia of the ray-flowers,
the disk-flowers being frequently all sterile.

The species number 38, all South African ; they are most-

ly shrubs or shrubby plants, the small or middle-sized

yellow heads solitary at the ends of the branches or loose-

ly pauicled. The genus name is sometimes translated
bonfgeed for common use. 0. ../>''""*"<, a spiny bush, and
O. moniliftrttm, the jungle-sunflower (which see, under
*unil>i';'i-i. have sometimes been cultivated In Europe.
OSteostomous (os-te-os'to-inus).a. [< Gr. 6<r-

riov, bone, + ard/id, mouth.] Having a bony
mouth that is, ossified jaws.
osteotheca (os'te-o-the'kji), n.

; pi. osteothecte

(-se). [NL., < Gr. ooroi',"bone, + fty/o?, box.]
A reliquary for the bones of a saint.

osteotome (os'te-o-tom), n. [< Gr. barlov, bone,
-f- -TO/IOC, < Tf/ivetv, ra/ieiv, cut.] In surg. ,

a saw-
like instrument for cutting bones, specifically
one for cutting the bones of the fetal cranium
when it is necessary to reduce it considerably
to permit delivery.

osteotomy (os- te-of o -mi), n. [< Gr. barlov,

bone, + -rofiia, < rt/tvciv, ra/iftv, cut.] In surg.,
the division of or incision into a bone.
Osteozoa (os'te-o-zo'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. bn-

reov, bone, + fuov, animal.] Same as Osteozo-

aria.

osteozoan (os'te-o-zo'an), a. and . I. a. Hav-
ing bones, as an animal; of or pertaining to

the Osteozoa or Osteozoaria.

H. n. A member of the Osteosoa or Osteo:o-

nria; a vertebrate.

Osteozoaria (os'te-o-zo-a'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. barfov, bone, + (<^dpiov, dim. of ,<.KH. ani-

mal.] In H. Milne-Edwards s classification, the

first branch of animals, or the Vertebrata, di-

vided into two subbranches, allantoidian and
anallantoidian, with classes mammals, birds,
and reptiles of the first of these subbranches,
and batrachians and fishes of the second. Also
GMMMOi

osteriat (os-te-re'ii), . [< It. ostcria, an inn,

hostelry: see ItoMty.] An inn; a tavern: es-

pecially in Italy.

Thy master, that lodges here in my osteria, Is a rare man
of art ; they say he 's a witch.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, H. 2.

Have nut I

Known him, a common rogue, come Addling in

To the osteriaf B. Jonton, Volpone, II. 3.

ostesset, . A Middle English form of hostess.

OStia, H. Plural of ostium.

OStiarius (os-ti-a'ri-us), M. ; pi. ostiarii (-5). [L.:
see ostiary.] Same as ostiary.

The Bishop . . . then washes the feet of all the Priests,

beginning from the Oxtiarius to the (Economus.
J. M. Seale, Eastern Church, I. 877.

Ostiary (os'ti-a-ri), n.; pi. oxtiaries(-T\i). [1 and
L'. = F. ottiaire = Sp. Pg. It. ostiario, < L. ustin-

riiix, a doorkeeper, LL. eccl. a sexton, prop,
adj., of a door, < ostium, a door, < os, mouth:
see os2

, oral, etc. Cf. usher, ult. < L. ontinri-

us, a doorkeeper. 3. < ML. "ostiarium (t), the
mouth of a river, neut. of ostiarius, adj.: see

above.] 1. In the rtirly rlnircli and in the Rom.

4171

t'ii Hi. >"//., the doorkeeper c>f a ehmvh. The office

of ontiary IK tliclnwf-t "f tin- mumr mikTsin tin- Western
('lunch. It is as old as the third century in the \Vi-.-t< m
church, and as the fourth century in the Eastern Church.
In tin- (primitive church the duties of this office seem to

have been discharged by deacons.

The office of an acolouthite, of an exorcist, of an mtiary,
are no way dependent on the office of a deacon.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. \WS>\ II. 194.

2. The porter of a monastery. 3. A mouth of

a river.

We are carried into the dark lake, like the Egyptian
river into the sea, by seven principal oftiaries.

Sir T. Brourne, Christ. Mor., ill. 4.

Ostinops (os'ti-nops), n. [NL., < Gr. Aortvof,
of bone, equiv. to barlivof (see osteine), + in/>,

face.] A remarkable genus of South Ameri-
can caciques, of the family Icteri<l<e and the sub-

family CiiKxiciiKi: The base of the bill mounts on the

forehead, forming a frontal shield : the bill Is lengthened

and compressed, and the occiput Is crested. There are
about 8 species, such as 0. decumanus, the japn of Brazil,
which ia mack, and O. virulis, which is green, like the rest

of the genus. Oxtinopt was named by Cabanis in 1861.

ostiola, . Plural of ostiolum.

OStiolar (os'ti-o-lar), a. [< ostiolum + -ar3 .]

In hot. and zool., of or pertaining to any ostiole :

as, the ostiolar filaments of certain lichens ;
the

ostiolar canal or the channel connected with the
ostioles of bugs. Also spelled osteolar.

ostiolate (os'ti-o-lat), a. [< ostiolum + -ate 1
.]

In hot. and zool'., furnished with an ostiole or
small orifice.

ostiole (os'ti-61), n. [<L. ostiolum, a little door:
see ostiolum.] A small opening or entrance;
a little OStium. Specifically (o) In bot., the orifice or

aperture in the apex of the conceptacles of certain alga, the

perithecia of many fungi, the anther-cells of certain pha-
nerogams, etc., through which the spores, pollen-grains,
etc., are discharged ; same, us pore. (6) In zoiH., one of the

openings on the under side of the thorax of many heterop-
terous Insects, through which a fluid of disagreeable odor

may be discharged. Also spelled osteole.

ostiolum (os-ti'o-lum), n.: pi. ostiola (-la). [L.,
a little door or opening, dim. of ostium, a door,

opening, orifice : see outturn, ostiary.]
A small

opening; specifically, in zool. and hot., same as
ostiole.

ostitic (os-tit'ik), a. [< ostitis + -ic.] Same as
osteitie.

ostitis (os-ti'tis), . [NL., < Gr. bariov, bone,
+ -itis.] Same as osteitis.

ostium (os'ti-um), n.; pi. ostia (-a). [L., a door,

mouth, entrance; cf. os, mouth.] An opening
or entrance; a mouth; an os. specifically (a)
In fun/nut fimil., either opening, uterine or abdominal, of

a Fallopian tube or oviduct. These are called respectively
ogtiwn utfrinum and oftittm abdominale. (6) In iehth., the
constricted communication between the dorsal and ventral

parts of the cerebellar ventricle In some sharks. W. K.
Parker. Gastric ostium, in sponges, the mouth by which
a radial tube opens into the paragaster.

ostler, ostleress. See hostler, Jiostleress.

ostleryt, An obsolete form of hostelry.
Ostmen (ost'men), TO. pi. [< Dan. ost, east, +
mand, man.] East men: the name formerly
given to Danish settlers in Ireland. Lord Lyt-
telton.

Ostracea (os-tra'se-S), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi., <

Gr. barpdneof, earthen, of clay (said of vessels),
taken as 'testaceous/< IxrrpaKov, a shell, test, as
of mussels, tortoises, snails, etc. : see ostracize,

oyster.] The oyster family; the Ostreid<e.

ostracean (os-tra'se-an), a. and n. [As ostra-

ce-ous + -an.] I. '. Resembling an oyster; of

or pertaining to the Ostracea. Also ostraceoux,

H. n. A member of the Ostrncea; an oyster.
Also ostraciiii .

OStraceous (os-tra'shius), a. [< Gr. wnyxi/tfof,

taken as 'testaceous': see Ostracea.] Same as
.

Ostracidae (os-rras'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Gr. 6<r-

Tiianov, a shell, + -idte.] The oyster family. See
OttnUUe.

Ostracodermi

OStracine (ips'tiu-sin i, <i. ami /'. Same as oslnt-

i'i i> a .

Ostracion cis-trii'hi-on), H. [NL., < (!r. if.-
{

'i-

PWOT, clini. <P( iiKr/nii.111; a shell: see i,.t/i-ni-i:t; iii/f-

ter.] 1. Agcnusof lislies with an exoskclet..!,

of juxtaposed hexagonal plates forming a hnrd
shell of bone, t ypiealnl'the I'uinilj n.-.trnriniiinlii'.

They are known as .-/ -h.s/.<. ti-Hnl:-ii.*hi:, and

OOffbr-Jixliix.
See cut uipler '.,-. fi.--/i. 2. )/.<-. I

A fish of this genus; an ostraciont.

OStraciont (os-tra'si-ont), a. and n. [< Ostni-

I-IIIH (assumed stem nuli-m -itint-).] I. a. Pertain-

ingto ostracions, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the genus Ostracion or
of the family <lxtrtiri<ititln:

Ostraciontidae (os-tra-si-on'ti-de), n. pi. [NL..
< (Mrnciiin (assumed stem Ontraciont-) + -ida:]
A family of ostracoderm plectognath fishes,

typified by the genus Ostracion; the trnnk-

li-lies. They have the body Inclosed In an angulatcd
box formed by hard polygonal scutes joined edge to edge,
distinct teeth in both jaws, dorsal and anal fins opposite
each other, and no ventral tins. About 25 species are

known, inhabiting tropical seas. Also called Cataphracti.

ostracise, '. '. See ostracize.

ostracism (os'tra-sixm), H. [= F. osti-acisme =
Sp. Pg. It. ostracixmo = G. ostracism, < NL.
ostracigmus, < Gr. barpaKtapoc, ostracism, < barpa-

ix/ffiv, ostracize: see ostracize.] 1. Apolitical
measure employed under restrictions of law

among the ancient Athenians, by which citi-

zens whose presence seemed embarrassing to

the state were banished by public vote for a
term of ten years, with leave to return to the

enjoyment of their estates at the end of the

period. It has Its name from the tablet of earthen-
ware (ogtraknn) on which every voter wrote the name of

the person he desired to ostracize. Ostracism was prac-
tised in some other democratic states of Greece, as Argos
and Megara, but the method of its administration, except
in Athens, remains obscure. Compare petaKsm.
Hence 2. Banishment in general; expulsion;
separation: as, social ostracism (banishment
from good society).

Virtue In courtiers' hearts
Suffers an ostracism and departs.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

OStracite (os'tra-sit),. [< Gr. barpaKiTj/f, < 60-

rpanov, a shell : see ostracize.] A fossil oyster
or some similar shell

;
a fossil referred to an old

genus Ostruritex.

ostracize (os'tra-siz), ;. t. ; pret. and pp. ostra-

cized, ppr. ostracising. [< Gr. bar/MKi&iv, ban-
ish by vote, < oorpaKov, a potsherd or tablet used
in voting, a tile, an earthen vessel, the shell of

a mussel, oyster, snail, etc., akin to borpeov, an

oyster: see oyster.] 1. To exile by ostracism ;

banish by popular vote, as persons dreaded for

their influence or power were banished by the
ancient Athenians. See ostracism, 1. Hence
2. To banish from society; put under the ban ;

exclude from public or private favor.

The democratic stars did rise,

And all that worth from hence did ottmcue.

ilarvelt, Lachryma: Musarnm (1660).

It is a potent support and ally to a brave man standing
single, or with a few, for the right, and out-voted and 00-

tmrisril, to know that better men In other parts of the

country appreciate the service, and will rightly report him
to his own and the next age.

Ementm, Fugitive Slave Law.

Also spelled ostracise.

Ostracoda(os-tra-k6'dll), !.;>?. [NL.,<Gr. 00-17*1-

Kufirjr, like potsherds (like a shell), < oarpaicov, a

potsherd, a shell, + eidof, form.] Same as (ts-

tracopoda.
ostracode (os'tra-kod), a. and . I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Ostracoda.

II. n. A member of the Ostracoda.

ostracoderm (os'tra-ko-derm), a. and n. [< Gr.

o(TT/wj(>d(!(y)/iof, having a bony skin, < oarpaam;
a shell, -i- ftp/at, skin.] I. a. Having a bony
skin like a coat of mail; ostraciont, as a fish;

pertaining to the Ostracodermi. Also ostrin-n-

dermal, o.ttriiciiilii-iimii.t.

H. ". An ostraciont fish, as a member of the

Ostracodermi; a plectognath of the suborder
Ostracodermi.
ostracodermal (os'tra-ko-der'mal), a. [< <-
trnciHlrrm + -al.] Same as ngtrm-ixli mi.

Ostracodermatat (os'tra-ko-der'ma-ta), w. pi.

[NL.. neut. pi. of "oxtrin-mli rmatns: see ostra-

coderm.] An old name of shell-fish, correspond-
ing to the testaceous mollusks of modern zoolo-

gtet*.
ostracodermatous (os'tra-ko-d^r'ma-tus).o. [<
Nli.'ostracodermatus: see ostraeoderm .] Hav-
ing a shell, as a mollusk; testaceous.

Ostracodermi (os'tra-ko-der'mi), M. pi. [NL.,
pi. of oxtrtiroili ninix: see oxlrncnili rm.] A sub-



Ostracodermi

order of pleetognath fishes, represented only

by the ostracionts or trunk-fishes, having the

body covered with a solid coat of mail, no spi-

nous dorsal fin, and teeth in the jaws. It con-

tains only the family Ostraciontidee, thus con-

trasted with the Selerodermi and the Gymno-
dontes. See cut under cow-fish.

OStracodermouS (os"tra-ko-der'mus), o. [As
ostraeoderm + -0!ts.] Same as ostraeoderm.

OStracodous (os'tra-ko-dus), fl. [As ostracode

+ -oils."} Same &$ ostracode.

Ostracopoda (os-tra-kop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. oarpaKov, a shell, + n*f (wot)-) = E. foot.}

An order of entomostracous crustaceans, re-

lated to the Cladocera (Daphniacea) and Phyl-

lopoda. It is characterized by a large, hard, and often

calcified bivalve shell, or hinged shell-like valves, consist-

ing of two unequal lateral parts of an unsymmetrical car-

apace, movably joined together and often peculiarly orna-

mented; arudimentaryabdomen; averysmallshell-gland;
the body not ringed, ending in a bind tail; very few thora-

cic appendages (generally two or three), not foliaceous,
but cylindroid, like the legs of higher crustaceans ; bran-

chiae attached to the oral appendages ; eyes, when present,
median and coalesced or lateral and separate ;

and anten-

nules and antennee large and subserving locomotion. The
Ostracopoda are mostly minute fresh-water crustaceans,

swimming very actively by means of their antennae ; some

carry their eggs about with them like ordinary Crustacea,
but most attach them to foreign substances, as aquatic

plants. These crustaceans are common in all geologic
strata from the earlier Paleozoic formations, and appear
to have undergone little modification. There are several

families and a number of genera, such as Cypris and Cy-
there. Also called Ostracoda and Ostrapoda. See cuts

under Cypris and Cythereidce.

Ostracostean (os-tra-kos'te-an), fl. and n, I.

a. Pertaining to the Ostracosiei, or having their

characters; placodenn.
II. n. A fish of the group Ostracostei; a pla-

coderm.
Ostracostei (os-tra-kos'te-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

ostracosteus : see ostracosteous. ] A group of ex-

tinct placoganoid fishes having the head and

generally the anterior part of the trunk incased
in a strong armor composed of many large ga-
noid plates immovably joined to one another.
Also called Placodermata.
ostracosteous (os-tra-kos'te-us), a. [< NL. os-

tracosteus, < Gr. darpanov, a shell, + bartov, a

bone.] Covered with shell-like plates of bone
;

ostracostean ; placodermatous.
ostralegus(os-tral'e-gus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

oorpeov (L. ostrea), an oyster, + Aeyeiv, pick out.]
An old book-name of the oyster-catcher, now
called Haimatopus ostralegus or ostrilegus. Also

ostralega.

Ostrapoda (os-trap'o-da), n. pi. Same as Os-

tracopoda.
Ostrea (os'tre-a), n. [NL., < L. ostrea, rarely
ostreum, < Gr. "oarpeov, an oyster: see oyster.']

The typical and leading
genus of the oyster fam-

ily, Ostreidce, having the
shell inequilateral and

inequivalve, with one
valve flatter than the
other. There are upward of
200 species, besides many nat-
ural and artificial varieties.
The genus extends back to the

Carboniferous, and there are
more species extinct than ex-

tant. The common edible

oyster of Em-ope is 0. edutis;
that of the Atlantic coast of
the United States is 0. mrgin-
ica. See also cuts under cibo-

rium and integropalliate.

ostreaceous (os-trf-a'shius), a. [< NL. *ostrea-

ceus, < L. ostrea, an oyster: see Ostrea.'] Same
as ostracean.

This distinction of two Interior vehicles or tunicles of the

soul, besides that outer vestment of the terrestrial body

E*
ed in Plato TO oo-Tpea8e?, the crustaceous or ostreaceous

), is not a mere figment of the latter Platonists since

stianity, but a tradition derived down from antiquity.

Cudutorth, Intellectual System, p. 790.

ostreiculture (os'tre-i-kul'tur), n. [Irreg. < L.

ostrea, oyster, + cultura, "culture.] Oyster-
culture

; the artificial breeding and cultivation
of

ousters. Also ostreacnlture.

OStreiculturist (os"tre-i-kurtur-ist), n. [< os-

treiculture + -ist.~\ One who cultivates oysters,
or is engaged in the industry of propagating
these bivalves.

The theory of hybridation advocated by some ostreieid-
turists. The American, V. 88.

Ostreidae (os-tre'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ostrea +
-idai.~\ A family of monomyarian bivalve mol-
lusks, the oysters, typified by the genus Ostrea,
to which various limits have been assigned.
(a) In Woodward's and older systems, a large group in-

cluding all forms with the mantle quite open, a very small
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foot or none, an inequivalve shell, free or adherent to for-

eign bodies, resting on one valve, with central beaks, in-

ternal ligament, single adductor muscle, and obscure pal-

linl line. Thus it included not only the Ostreidce proper,

but also Anomiidas, Placunidce, t'ectinidce, Limidoe, and

SpondyKdas. (b) Now restricted to oysters which have the

mantle-margin double and finely fringed, nearly equal gills

united to one another behind, and the mantle lobes form-

ing a complete branchial chamber. The shell is irregular,

being both inequivalve and inequilateral, attached by the

left valve, and the ligament-cavity is triangular or elon-

gated. In structure the shell is subnacreous, and lami-

nated with prismatic cellular substance. Thus limited, the

Ostreidce contain only the oysters and closely related bi-

valves, of which there are many species, extinct and extant.

Pearl-oysters belong to a different though related family,
AvimKdce.

OStreiform (os'tre-i-f6rm), a. [< L. ostrea, an

oyster, + forma! form.] Oyster-like; resem-

bling an oyster in form
;
ostraceous.

OStreophagist (os-tre-of'a-jist), n. [< Gr. oa-

rpeov, an oyster, + ipayElv, eat, + -ist.'] An oys-

ter-eater; one who or that which eats or feeds

upon oysters.
ostrich (os'trich), n. [Formerly also ostridgc,

austridge, estridge; < ME. ostriche, ostryche,

ostrice, oystridhe, < OF. ostruche, ostruce, aus-

truche, F. autruche = Pr. estruz = Sp. avestruz

= Pg. abestrus, < LL. avis struthio(n-), also sim-

ply struthio(n-) (the native word avis, bird, be-

ing added to the foreign name of the bird), <

Gr. arpovOiov, an ostrich, earlier arpovBoKd^of
(> L. struthiocamelus for stnithio camelus or

*struthocamelus), an ostrich, lit. 'camel-bird,'
so called with ref . to its long neck, < arpoMs, a

bird, esp. a sparrow ;
cf . li fitya^ aTpov66f, lit.

' the

great bird,' arpovS6( Kardyaiof, 'ground-bird,'

arpov66s ^tpffatoc, 'land-bird,' crpov66^ A</3iof,
'

Libyan bird,' aTpov66f 'Apapiof, 'Arabian bird,'
or simply arpov66f, all applied to the ostrich.

From the LL. struthio are also AS. struta =
OHG. MHG. struz, G. strausz; also, after MHG.,
MLG. strus = D. struts = Sw. struts = Dan.

struds; also It. struzzo, dim. struzsolo, = OF.
strucion (> ML. reflex strucio(ti-) and ME. stru-

cioun), ostrich.] A very large ratite bird of the

genus Struthio. The true or African ostrich (& came-

A Jurassic Oyster (Ostrea
fnarstii).

Osyris

eggs appear to be hatched mainly by incubation, both pa
ren ts relieving each other in the task, but also partly by the

heat of the sun. The South African ostrich is often consid-

ered as a distinct species under the name of S. australis.

Three South American birds of the genus Rhea are popu-

larly known as the American ostrich, though they are not

very closely allied to the true ostrich, differing in having
three-toed feet and in many other respects. The best-

known of the three is K. americana, the nandu or nan-

duijiutfu of the Brazilians, inhabiting the great American

pampas south of the equator. It is considerably smaller

than the true ostrich, and its plumage is much inferior.

K. darwini, a native of Patagonia, is still smaller, and be-

longs to a different subgenus (Ptilocnemii). The third spe-
cies is the R. macrorhyncha, so called from its long bill

;

it is perhaps only a variety of the first.

The daughter of my people is become cruel, like the os-

triches in the wilderness. Lam. iv. 8.

They ride on swift horses, . . . nor are they esteemed
of if not of sufficient speed to overtake an Ostridge.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 108.

OStrich-board (os'trich-bord), n. In medieval

arch., wainscot.

ostrich-farm (os'trich-farm), n. A place where
ostriches are kept and reared for the commer-
cial value of their feathers.

ostrich-farming (os'trich-far
//

ming), n. The

occupation of Keeping and rearing ostriches

for the sake of their feathers ;
the conduct of

an ostrich-farm.

ostrich-feather (os'trich-feTH*'er), . One of

the long curly plumes of the ostrich, used for

ornamental purposes; an ostrich-plume.
OStrich-fern (os'trich-fern), n. The fern Ono-

clea Struthiopteris (Struthiopteris Germanica of

earlier authors). See cut under Onoclea.

OStrich-plume (os'trich-plom), n. 1. A plume
of an ostrich;, an ostrich-feather; specifically,
one of the quill-feathers of the wings or tail.

2. A name of Aglaophenia struthionides, one of

the plumularian hydromedusans. See Aglao-

phenia.
Ostridae (os'tri-de), n.pl. Same as Ostreidce.

ostridget, An obsolete form of ostrich.

ostriferous (os-trif'e-rus), a. [< L. ostrifer,

oyster-bearing, < ostrea, oyster, + ferre = E.

bear1 .'] Bearing or producing oysters.

Ostrogoth (os'tro-goth), n. [< LL. OstrogotM,

pi., < OHG. ostar', east, + LL. Gothi, Goths: see

Goth.] A person of the more easterly of the

two great historical divisions of the Goths (see

Goth). They established a monarchy in Italy
in 493,which was overthrown in 555. Also called

East Goth.

Ostrogothic (os-tro-goth'ik), a. [< Ostrogoth +
-ic.] Of or relating to the Ostrogoths.

ostryt, . Same as hostry.

Ostrya (os'tri-a), n. [NL. (Scopoli, 1772), <

Gr. oarpva, also oarpvf, some tree with hardwood ;

cf. darpaicov, a shell.] A genus of apetalous
trees, the hop-hornbeams, of the order Cupuli-

ferce, or oak family, and the tribe Corylece, known
by the cone-like fruit of flattish-inflated mem-
branaceous bracts inclosing small sessile bony
nuts. There are 6 species, natives of the north temper-
ate zone, in the Old World and North and Central Amer-
ica. They bear alternate leaves and small catkins without

A Male Ostrich (Stntthio camtltts).

l-us) inhabits the sandy plains of Africa and Arabia, and
is the largest of all existing birds, attaining a height of
from 6 to 8 feet. The head and neck aje nearly naked,
and the quill-feathers of the wings and tail have their barbs

wholly disconnected. It is chiefly for these plumes, which
are highly esteemed as articles of dress and decoration, that
the bird is hunted and also reared in domestication. The
legs are extremely strong, the thighs are naked, and the
tarsi are covered with scales. There are only two toes, the
nrst and second being wanting. The pubic bones are
united a conformation occurring in no other bird. The
wings are of small size and incapable of being used as

organs of flight; the birds can run with extraordinary
speed, distancing the fleetest horse. The food consists of

grass, grain, and other substances of a vegetable nature.
Ostriches are polygamous, every male consorting with sev-

eral females, and they generally keep together in larger or
smaller flocks. The eggs are of great size, averaging three

pounds each in weight, and several hens often lay in the
same nest, which is merely a hole scraped in the sand. The

Branches of Hop-hornbeam (Ostrya vtrgt'nica).

I, male, and 2, female inflorescence ; a. male flower; b, fruit.

floral envelops, the tubular bracts in fruit becoming blad-

dery sacs. See hop-hornbeam, ironwood, and leverwood.

Oswego tea. See tea.

Osyridese (os-i-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L. de

Jussieu, 1802), < Osyris + -idea.] A tribe of

plants, of the apetalous order Santalacea:, dis-

tinguished by the coalescence of perianth-tube
with the ovary or disk. It includes about 20

genera, Osyris being the type.

Osyris (os'i-ris), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737), < L.

Hityris, < Gr. bavpif, a plant, identified by Spren-
gel with Osyris alba, by others with lAnaria ritl-

qaris; supposed to refer, like Gr. o<7<p'TW. an

Egyptian plant, to the Egyptian god Osiris : see



Osyris

Osiris.'] A genus of smooth shrubs, of the
order Xnntitlnrrn; type of the tribe Osyriih-n ,

known by its alternate leaves, distinct anther-

cells, undivided di>k, :iml dioecious flowers.
There are 5 or species, natives of southern Europe, Af-

rica, and eastern India. They bear small Dowers and round-
ish drupes in the typical European plant, 0. alba, on
ereet broom-like brnin-hes with narrow dry leaves, in the
others on spreading branches with broail fleshy leaves. 0.
alba has bivn Dlllnl <ini-'li'ut>,', //ur/'x n/xv/a, ftr. 0. COT/l-

prem of South Africa, which furnl.Hhes a valuable tan for
tine Icuthrr, is now referred to the genus Colpovn.

-Ot 1
. [< f. -of, a var. of -ct : see -ef1 .] A dimin-

utive suflix equivalent to -//. It occurs in Iml-

lot, billot, parrot, etc. It is not felt as an Eng-
lish formative.
-of1

*. See -otc.

0. T. An abbreviation of Old Ti*/<niti i<t.

Otacoustic (6-ta-kos'tik), . and 11. [< Gr. ura-

KovoriK, a listener (see. otacuxt), < vraitmxrrtlv,
listen, < oi f (UT-), ear, + axobeiv, hear, > dicowmor,
pertaining to hearing: see acnxxNc.] I. a. As-
sisting the sense of hearing: as, an otacoiixtif
instrument.

II. it. An instrument to facilitate hearing;
especially, an ear-trumpet.

It [a hare] is supplied with a bony tube, which as a nat-
ural otacoustidi is so directed backward as to receive the
smallest and most distant sound that comes behind her.

S. Orew, Cosmologia Sacra, i. s.

otacousticont (6-t.ii-kiis'ti-kon), . [NL.: see
otacoustic.'] Same" as otneoustie.

Here, to my great content, I did try the use of the Ota-
cotiiticon, which was only a great glass bottle broke at the
bottom, putting the neck to my eare, and there I did plain-
ly hear the dancing of the oares of the boats In the Thames
to Arundel gallery window, which, without it, I could not
in the least do. . Pepyt, Diary, III. 416.

otacustt, a. [< LL. otaciistes, < Gr. ura/an*myf,
a listener, a spy: see otacoimtic.] A scout; a
spy. Holland.
Otaheite apple, gooseberry, myrtle, salep,
walnut. See tmpte, etc.

otalgia (o-tal'ji-ft), n. [NL.,< Gr. araby'ia, ear-

ache, < ovf (ur-)", ear, + a'A-jaf, pain.] Pain in
the ear ; earache.

otalgic (o-tal'jjik),
a. and . [< ntalg-ia + -te.]

1. a. Pertaining to earache.
II. n. A remedy for earache.

otalgy (o-tal'ji), . Same as otalgia.
Otaria (o-taVi-il), . [NL., < Gr. urapof, large-
eared, < ovs (ur-), ear : see ear1

."] The typical
genus of Ottiriidce. See cut under otary. Peron,

Otariidae (ot-a-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Otaria +
ida;.'] A family of marine pinniped carnivorous
mammals, of the order Fer<e and the suborder
Piitnipedia, typified by the genus Otaria; the
otaries or eared seals. They have small but evident
external ears. The fore and hind limbs are of proportion-
ate lengths, and the latter are flexible forward. The di-

gits of the fore flippers are clawless and rapidly graduated
in length ; those of the hind Dippers are of equal lengths
and provided with long flaps of skin, and the second, third,
and fourth bear claws. The incisors are 6 above and 4 be-
low, the former notched. The skull has strong salient
mastoid processes distinct from the auditory bulls, ali-

sphenoid canals, and postorbital processes. Otaries are
found on most sea-coasts and islands, excepting those of
the North Atlantic. There are several good genera besides
Otaria, as Zalophwt, Eumetopian, Arctocephalus, and Col-
lorhinus. The several species are known as sea-elephants,
tea-lions, and Kea-bfar, and most of them furnish valuable
pelts. Callorhimw ursinus, the sea-bear of the North Pa-
cific, furnishes the material for sealskin garments. See
cut under fur-seal.

Otariinse (6-ta-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Otaria
+ -(;.] The eared seals rated as a subfamily.

otarine (ot'a-rin), a. Pertaining or relating to
otaries or eared seals: distinguished from pho-
cine, and from ronmarine or trichechine.
otarioid (o-ta'ri-oid), a. and n. [< Otaria, otary,+ -old.] I. . Of or having characteristics of
the Otariiila-; relating to otaries.

II. n. An otary or eared seal.

Otary (6'ta-ri), .
; pi. oturics (-riz). [< NL.

Otariidu:

An cared seal; a seal of the family
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-Ote. [F. -ntr = Sp. Pg. It. -ota, < L. -ota, -otes,
< Gr. -ur!?r, a patrial suffix.] A suffix, of Greek
origin, indicating country or nativity. It oc-
curs in Cypriote, Camlinti . /;/.//(,/<. AtHofe, etc.
It occurs also as -ot, as in Cypriot, Kpirot, etc.,
and in imti-int.

othelcosis (6-thel-ko'sis), . [NL., < Gr. oi>c,

(<Jr-),ear, -f- i'/Kuaif, ulceration, < t'/Kof, a wound,
ulcer: see ulcer.} Ulceration of the ear.

othematoma, othaematoma (o-the-ma-to'mii),
a. [NL.,< Gr. orj (UT-), ear, + NL. kamatoma:
see heinatoma.~] Effusion of blood beneath the

perichondrium of the pinna of the ear. AN.,
called liiriiiiituiHii aurix, and, from its frequency
in the insane, inxane car.

otheoscope (o'the-o-skop), n. [< Gr. i&iv, push,
tlivnst, + axoirriv, view.] An instrument akin
to the radiometer.
Other 1

(uTH'er), o. and prow. [< ME. other, <
AS. other (in inflexion often syncopated othr-)= OS.othar, odkar, odher, ddhar, andar= OFries.

other,odtr, or, Also ander=MD. D. ander= MLG.
LG. ander= OHG. andar, ander, MHG. G. ander
= Iee}.aHnarr=Svr.annan= Dan.flde=Goth.
author, other, second, different, = L. alter (for
"nnterf assimilated to alius, other: see elue)
(> It. altro = Sp. otro = Vg.outro = Pr. altrc,
autre = OF. altre, autre, F. autre), other, =
OBulg. vittorii = Bohem. litery = Pol. wtory =
Kuss. vtorno-, second, = Lith. antras = Lett.
otrs = OPruss. antars = Skt. antara, anyatuni.
other; with compar. suffix -ther = L. -ter = Gr.

-repot, etc., from a base seen in OBulg. onii =
Serv. Bohem. Pol. on = Buss, onu, he, that,= Skt. anya, *ana, that.] I. a. 1. Second: as,

every other day ; every other week.

Nece, I have so grete a pyne
For love that everych odi/rday I faste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1168.

Ac specialllche and propreliche of the rote of auarice
guoth out manye smale roten. Thet byeth wel great dyad-
lichezennes[slns]. The uerste is gauelinge (usury). The
other thyefthe [theft]. The thrldde roberye.

Ayenbiteo/Inuryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

In particular (o) Second of two : hence with singular
substantives only, and regularly preceded by the. The an-
tecedent correlative to the other Is one or the one. In these
combinations a possessive pronoun may take the place of
the. Also used absolutely without repetition of the noun
referred to.

Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to
him the other also. Mat. v. 89.

What next I bring shall please thee, be assured,
Thy likeness, thy fit help, thy other self,

Thy wish exactly to thy heart's desire.

Miltim. P. L., viiL 460.

My other dearer life in life.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
When the Christians in Albania beheld their enemies

retreating on one side, and their friends advancing on the
other, they uttered shouts of joy and hymns of thanksgiv-
ing- Irttng, Granada, p. 56.

The matter of the Declaration of Indulgence exasperated
one half of [the king's] subjects, and the manner the other
half. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.
(M ) Second of a pair ; hence, left (as opposed to rightX

Him beh) ml a wicked Hag did stalke,
In ragged robes and filthy dlsaray;
Her other leg was lame, that she no'te walke,
But on a stafle her feeble steps did stay.

Spenser, F. Q., II. IT. 4.

(c) Second of two opposltes; opposite; contrary: as, the
other side of the street.

On the other side of this plain, the Pilgrims came to a
place where stood an old Monument hard by the high-
way-side. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 170.

Let us be thankful that those old apes [male dancers)
have almost vanished off the stage, and left It in posses-
sion of the beauteous bounders of the other sex.

Thackeray, Philip, Iv.

(d) Second In order of thought, though first or previous
in order of fact ; hence, next preceding, or (taken substan-
tively) that which immediately preceded.
He put It by thrice, every time gentler than other.

Shat.,J. C., 1. 2. 230.

Why do you mock God so often, and pretend every year
to repent, and yet are every year as bad, if not worse than
other? Staiingflect, Sermons, II. III.

2. Additional; further; hence, besides this (or
these, that or those) : with or without a clause
with than or but following, expressed or under-
stood.

For alle other Naclouns, the! seyn, ben hut blynde in

conynge and worchynge, in comparisoun to hem.
ManderMf, Travels, p. 219.

Other tales they had, as that Minerua killed therea fire

breathing beast Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 324.

Come on, my noble Hearts, this is the Mine we come
for; and they who think there is any other are Fools.

Raleigh, quoted in Howell s Letters, ii. 81.

But for other Buildings, there is nothing now left in it

except a Church. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerus'em, p. 19.

Heaven be their resource who have no other but the
charity of this world.

Sterne. Sentimental Journey, The Monk.

other

Art no ullter sanction needs
T/nin buautv fur its own fair take.

H'hittier, Tent on the Beech.

3. Different from this (the person or thing in
view or under consideration or just specified) ;

belonging to a class
; category, or sort outside

of, or apart and distinct in identity or charac-
ter from (that which has been mentioned or is

implied): not the same: used with or without a
dciiniiive or indefinite word (tin; Hint, <nt, any,
Kiinn; etc.) preceding, and often followed (as a
comparative) by a clause wit Ii tlirm: frequently
used also as correlative to this, one, or .tome pre-
ceding: as, he was occupied with other reflec-

tions; this man I know, the other man I never
saw before; some men seek wealth, otlur men
seek fame. When preceded by an, the, or that, the two
words were formerly often written together on other at
another (a usage now Invariable), the other a* thother, that
(thet) other as thetother (whence tothir).

"Thurh me men gon," than spak that othir syde,
'

I'nto the mortal strokU of the spare."
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 134.

Than Arthur asked yef he wolde declare enu othir wise
to thelre vndlrstondinge, and he seide "

Nay.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Ui. 417.

Let one eye his watches keep,
Whilst the t'other eye doth sleep.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, it 1.

Fast we found, fast shut,
The dismal gates, and barricadoed strong;
But, long ere our approaching, heard within
Noise other than the sound of dance or song .

Torment, and loud lament, and furious rage.
Milton. P. L., vilL 243.

I would not have him in one jot or tittle other than he
la. /.,/,. My Relations.

The English Constitution was not, indeed, without a
popular element, but other elements generally predomi-
nated. Maeaulay, William Pitt.

Bethink ye, Gods, Is there no other wift
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

On this theme Klesmer's eloquence, gestlculatory and
other, went on for a little while.

Oeorye Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxii.

Because we cannot explain how we know that which Is
other than ourselves, shall we deny that we do know things
and being other than ourselves?

Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 103.

Every other, each alternate. One or other. See on.
The other day. See dayi.-The other world, the

world of the dead ; the world to come.
She 's dead ; and what her entertainment may be
In the other world without me is uncertain.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and 1 heodoret, Iv. 2.

To have other fish to fry. see ftihi .

H. pron. 1. The second of two reciprocally,
either of the two being considered subject or
object in turn : as, each and other; either and
other; the one and the other. See each.

And ayther hateth other in alle manere werkes.
Piers Pltnmtan (B\ xiv. 223.

l-.'rl* of hem at otherei sinne lough.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, L 14.

Eke whit by blak, eke shame by worthynes,
Bche, set by other, more for other semeth.

Chaucer, Troilus, L 64.1.

Strike dead the whole weak race of venomous worms
That sting each other here in the dust

Tennyton, Maud, xxlii.

2. An additional person or thing: in construc-
tions as in def . 3.

That he myght be in erthe conuersant with these other
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X L 2.

3. A different person or thjng from the one in
view or under consideration or just specified:
in the same constructions as the adjective, the
difference being in the fact that with the ad-

jective a noun is always expressed or obviously
implied in the context. As a pronoun other takes a
plural, which Is properly (as with the pronouns any, tome,
etc.) the same in form as the singular ; but a plural In -*,

after the analogy of nouns, namely othen, is now the usual
form.

And euer whyl that oon hir sorwe tolde,
That other weep as she to water wolde.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 496.

Wise men also die, and perish together, as well as the
Ignorant and foolish, and leave their riches for other.

Boot of Common Prayer, Psalter, xlix. 10.

For his part, he excused himself to be innocent as well
of the one as of the other.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels. I. S.

Nor can he fear so much the offence and reproach of oth-
ert as he dreads and would blush at the reflection of his
own severe and modest eye upon himselfe.

Milton, Church-Government, II. 3.

And while these made their liberal contributions, either
to the edifice or to the revenue of the Colledge [ Harvard],
there were other that enriched its library by presenting of
choice books with mathematical instruments thereunto.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv., Int.

While othen yet doubted, they were resolved ; where
tithert hesitated, they pressed forward.
D. Webfter, Speech In Commemoration of Adams and Jef-

[fereoii, Aug. 2, 1880.
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The Captain told them, that for his own part he durst

there live with fewer men than they were
; yet ... they

were otherways minded.
Good Newsfrom New England, in Appendix to

[New England's Memorial, p. 373.

It appeared she was otheru-ays furnished before : she

would none. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Liv. This gentleman
Is well resolv'd now.
Guar. I was never otherways.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iv. 2.

otherwhere (uTH'er-hwar), adv. In some other

place ;
elsewhere.

Where were ye borne? Some say in Crete by name,
Others in Thebes, and others other-where.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 53.

The first equiuocation we reade of, otherwhere plainly

teamed a lye. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 25.

other

Of all Others, apart from, distinguished from, or to the

exclusion of, all that remain.

Insolence is the crime of all others which every man is

apt to rail at. Steele, Spectator, 1,0. 294.

Other1 (uTH'er), adv. [< ME. other; < other*,

a.] Otherwise.
Whan he wiste it may noon other be,

He paciently took his adversitee.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 839.

No doubt he 's noble ;

He had a black mouth that said other of him.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3. 68.

other2! (uTH'er), a. sm&pron. [ME., also outlier,

oictlter; a var. of either, q. v.] Same as either.

Chaucer.
If thaire men on owttur side

Come forto help tham in that tide,

Thay suld be cut for thaire iornay,
Thaire armes and thaire legges oway.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 125.

Bote the bark of that on semede dimmore
Then outher of the other two.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 184.

other2t, conj. [ME., also outher, etc.
;
a var. of

either, and the fuller form of or* : see either and

or1 .] Same as either and or*.

Ne hadde god suffred of som other than hym-selue,
He hadde nat wist wyterly whether deth wer soure other

sweyte. Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 219.

If thu were aliue,

With swerd other with kniue,
We scholden alle deie

And thi fader deth abeie.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), L 110.

Comaunded hem to bringe hym a-gein other be force, or

be otherwise. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 522.

othergatest (uTH'er-gats), adv. [< other* +
gate

2
. CL another-gates.] In other ways

;
other-

wise. --. --

If he had not been in drink, he would have tickled you Otherwhiles (uTH'er-hwilz), ffld.

othergates than he did. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 198. Chyles; adv. gen. of otherwhile.] Same as Ot/ier-

[See othergates,

sacred Scripture. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 13.

The main body of this truth I have otherwhere repre-
* r m ,_.. TIT 1 / 1 100C\ T (1AK

sented.

otic

Otherwise an ill Angell commcth and causeth bralles and

diseases. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 200.

2f. On the other hand.

A skilful artificer male sone put the vain sophister to

silence. . . . Whereas otherwise an argumente made by
the rules of logique cannot bee avoided.

Wilson, Rule of Reason.

Otherwise (uTH'er-w5z), a. [Prop, the adv.

otherwise in predicate.] Different; of a differ-

ent kind or character.
If it prove

She 's otherwise, I'll keep my stables where
I lodge my wife. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 134.

He prayed God to forgive him, and made vows that if

the Lord spared his life he would become otherwise.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 121.

Other-world (uTH'er-werld), a. [< other world:

see under other*, a.] Pertaining to or charac-

teristic of a different sphere of existence ;
ex-

tramundane
; unearthly; belonging or relating

to the future life.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 905. therworldlineSS (uTH'er-werld"li-nes), n. 1 .

The character of being otherworldly ;
a disposi-

tion to act in this life with reference to another

or future world
;
conduct of life prompted by a

hope of heaven.
And yet not religion conceived as an affair of the pri-

vate conscience, not the yearning and the search for the

pearl of great price, not an increased predominance of

otherworldliness, but the instinct of national freedom,

and the determination to have nothing in religion that

should impair it. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 764.

2. Reference to or insistence upon the exis-

tence of another world beyond the present ;

Sir G..Bi*, Hist. Rich. III., m.
ide8iity; spirituality; the quality of being

But the Gods went not now, as otherwhile,

Into the tilt-yard where the Heroes fought
a. Arnold, Balder Dead.

One hath had the vision face to face,

And now his chair desires him here in vain,

However they may crown him otherwhere.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

Otherwhile (uTH'er-hwil), adv. [< ME. other-

whyle, otherquyle; < other* + while.] 1. At other

times; formerly; erst.

Bothe wyth bulleg & bereg, & boreg otherquyle,

& etayneg, that hym a-nelede, of the hege felle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.X 1. 723.

Sometimes he was taken forth ... to be set in the pil-

lory, otherwhile in the stocks.

2. Sometimes; at one time . . . at another time.

otiitji gittesT vut^ er-gats), . L^^V w.w. y ..~w,

adv., and another-gates.] Different; of another

sort or kind; other.

If you were in my mistress's chamber, yon should find

otheraates privy signs of love hanging out there.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 1.

All which are the great works of true, able, and authori-

tative Ministers, requiring othergates workmen than are

(now) in many places much in fashion among common
people.
Bp. Ganden, Tears of the Church, Pref., p. 19. (Dames.)

otherguess (uin'er-ges), a. A corruption of

othergates. Compare another-guess.

If your kinsman, Lieutenant Bowling, had been here,
we should have had other-guess work.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xxxii.

This world contains otherguess sorrows than yours.
C. Reade.

Otherguise (uTH'er-giz), a. [A further corrup-
tion of otherguess, simulating guise. Cf. an-

other-guise.] Same as otherguess. Ash.

Otherlyt, adv. [ME. (compar. otherloTccr); < other

+ -ly ] Otherwise.

And gif he other-loker doth, be in the kynges mercy, as

many tyme as the baylyues hem mowe of take.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 355.

otherness (uTH'er-nes), n. [< other* + -ness.]

The state or quality of being other; alterity.

A sublime aspiration after the otherness of things is sub-

limely irrational. To know things as they are to us is

all we need to know, all that is possible to be known.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 26.

Nor is nature to be confounded with created substance,
or with matter as it exists in space and time ; it is pure
non-being, the mere otherness, alteritas, of God his

shadow, desire, want, or desiderium sui, as it is called by
mystical writers. Adamson, Encyc. Brit., III. 174.

Othersomet, pron. [ME. othersome, prop, other

some, some (one) other, or some others: see
other* and some, a.] Some other or others.

Some blasfemede hym and saide, fy one hym that dis-

troyes ; and othersome saide, othire mene saved he, hot

hymselfe he may nott helpe.
MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 183. (HalKwell.)

There were at that time manie noblemen in England
whose wyues and daughters the king hadde oppressed ;

and othersome whom with extreme exactions he had
brought into great pouertie ; and othersome whose parents
and friends the king hadde banished.

Stow, K. John, an. 1212.

Some of these Tabernacles may quickely be taken asun-

der, and set together againe. . . . Other some cannot be
taken insunder. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 54.

otherward, otherwards (uTH'er-ward,-wardz),
adv. [< other* + -ward, -wards.] In another
direction. Carlyle.

Otherways (ura'er-waz), adv. [< ME. other-

waies, otherweys; < other +
wise.] Otherwise.

He asked the barons in that parlement.
If he schewed a thing othenvaies he ment.

visionary.
Its [the church's] other-worldliness, while upholding an

ideal before men's eyes, had the disadvantage of discred-

itlng the real G. #. LmeS: Hist. Philos., II. 5.

erworldly (UTH'er-werld"li), a. Governed
^|ft

u
y motiyes relating to the consider-

ation of existence in another and better world.while.

Thursdaye we hadde otherwhylesc&lmesstaA otherwhyles

metoly good wynde. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 72.

Otherwhiles the famish'd English, like pale ghosts, . . .

Faintly beseige us. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 2. 7.

Otherwise (uTH'er-wiz), adv. [< ME. otherwise,

otherwise;
short for in other wise: see other* Othman(oth'man),a. andn. [< Turk. 'Othman :

and wise2 .]

differently.

But . . we perceive with great clearness that the origi-

nal Judaic religion, though it had supernaturalism, . . .

instead of being monkish, otherieorldly, and immutable,
was social, political, and historical.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 244.

1. In a different manner or way;

Ne thei don to no man other wise than thei wolde that

other men diden to hem ; and in this poynt thei fulleflllen

"see Ottoman*, Osnianli.] Same as Ottoman*.

Iskander, the pride and boast

Of that mighty Othman host.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Spanish Jew's Second Tale.

ofAvle^roScrss;
80'

"ZiS^-SSSS.^ Othmanee (oth'man-e), a. _[< Turk. Othmani:

Candy is called otherwyse Crete. There be ryght euyll

people. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 13.

When I seriously salute thee, I begin my Letter with one

God ;
when otherwise, with many. Howett, Letters, ii. 11.

Othniidffl (oth-ni'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Othmus +
Walpole governed by corruption because, in his time, -ifae.] A family of neteromerous Coleoptera,

it was impossible to govern otherwise.
tvt>ified bv the genus Othnius. They have the an-

Uacaulay, Horace Walpole. ^ coxal Cities closed Denind , the tarsal claws simple,
The stones composing a house cannot be otherwise used tne ventral segments five, free, and the anterior coxa? small.

until the house has been pulled down. _ OthmUS (oth-ni'us), . [NL., < Gr. btiveioe,

strange, foreign.] The typical genus of Oth-

Le Conte, 1861.

see Ottoman*.] Ottoman; Turkish.

Syrian apples, Othmanee quinces.
T. B. Aldrich, When the Sultan goes to Ispahan.

thniidse (oth-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL
id(e ,] A family of heteromerou
tvrjified bv the genus Othnius. They have the an-^ coxal Cities closed benindj the tarsal c

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 444.

2. By other means; from other causes ;
on other

terms.
Well ought ye be reson a grete mater to bringe to ende

be so that ye be of oon acorde, and of oon will, ffor other-

wise may ye not spede. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 581.

Sir John Norms failed in the attempt of Lisbon, and re-

turned with the loss, by sickness and otherwise, of 8000

men. Raleigh,

By negotiation and otherwise he secured the alliance and

the interests of the various Italian governments on his side.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 15.

3. In other respects; under other circum-

stances ;
in a different case.

It is said truly that the best men otherwise are not always
the best in regard of society. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Such stories, which . . . are . . . consigned by the re-

port of persons otherwise pious and prudent.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 371.

The feebleness of age in a man of this turn has some-

thing which should be treated with respect even in a man
no otherwise venerable. Steele, Spectator, No. 386.

niida. ,

Othonna (o-thon'a), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1737),

< L. othonna, < Or. 6Bovva, a Syrian composite

plant.] A genus of plants of the order Com-

posite and the tribe Senecionidece, type of the

subtribe Othonneai, and known by its steriledisk-

flowers and copious pappus. There are about 80

species, natives of South Africa. They are smooth shrubs

or herbs with small heads ofyellow flowers and alternate

or radical leaves, either undivided or dissected, and often

fleshy. Their similarity to Senecio gives them the name
of (African) ragwort. One of the few deserving culture

is 0. crassifolia,* trailing herb with fleshy leaves and

bright-yellow flowers, suitable for baskets, rustic work,
etc.

Otiationt (6-shi-a'shon), n. [< L. as if *otia-

tio(n-), < otiari, idle" about, take one's ease, <

otium, ease: see otiose.] Same as otiosity.

Or as I haue obserued [others] in many of the Princes

Courts of Italic to seeme idle when they be earnestly oc-

cupied, & entend to nothing but mischieuous practizes,

and do busily negotiat by coulor of otiation.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 252.
If the lighthouse-keeper happens to have plenty of oil,

and is not out shooting or fishing, he lights his lamp ;

otherwise, he omits to perform this rather important part O4;ia+.rjcs (6-ti-at'riks), n. [< Gr. oi'f (ur-), ear,
LadyBrassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. v. ?*g^j

of Baling, medical: see iatric.]
of his duties.

Or Otherwise, in law, when used as a general phrase fol

lowing an enumeration of particulars, is commonly inter- Aural therapeutics.lowing an enumeration 01 particulars, is commoiuy iiiira -- ~2.~,
,

*
r i, .. / n_ > / tl,o

preted in a restricted sense, as referring to such other otlC (o'tik), a. [= F. oUque,< Gr. oof, of the

matters as are kindred to the classes before mentioned. ear, < ovf (UT-), ear : see ear*.] Ot or pertain-
Rather . . . than otherwise, rather one thing than an-

jne to the ear or organ of hearing; auditory;
other and contrarv thine: rather than not

acoustic.-OtlC (or periotic) bones, those bones which

result from the ossification of the cartilaginous otic or

periotic capsule, and constitute, when coalesced, the ofo-

crane, or skull of the ear; the compound petrosal or

petromastoid bone, corresponding to the petrous and mas-

told parts of the temporal bone in man. The otic bones are

other and contrary thing ;
rather than not.

A born and bred lady as keeper of the place would be
rather a catch than otherwise. Dickens, Hard Times, i. 16.

Not that he cared about P. being snubbed that he
rather enjoyed than otheru'ise.

S. B. Eimball, Was he Successful?, iv.

ways, after other- otherwise (uTH'er-wiz),eojy. [< otherwise,adv.]
1 . Else

;
but for the reason indicated.

I have sat in the stocks for puddings he hath stolen,

otherwise he had been executed.
Rob. of Bntnne, p. 4.

.

Shak., T. Q. of V., iv. 4. 34.

See these' words, and periotic; also cuts under acrodont

and Esox. Otic capsule, the otic bones collectively ;
the

otocrane, especially in its early or formative stage. Otic

ganglion. See ganglion.
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Otidae(6'ti-ilc)../<f. [NL.,<OC-T--W'.] Same
us Otiiliiln:

Otides, w . Plural of H/I'.V.

Otidia, . Plural of otiiliiiHi.

otidial (o-tid'i-al), n. [< olitliiim + -?.] Of or

pertaining to an otidium or the auditory organ
of a mollusk.

Otididae(<;>-ti<l'i-d6), i>l. [NL., <o//*( w,/-) +
-/((.] A family of pressirostral grallatorial

birds, typified by the genus Otix; the ImstanU.
They are"cnaradriomorphlf "r plover-like, and especially
related to such forms as the tr.dicnrmidir <ir thirK-knecs

(having holorllinal nostrils), and also exhibit some analogy
to, If not affinity with, the gallinaceous birds. The cur-
sorial feet are large and stout, and reticulaUnl, with three
short stout toes ; the honk is short, stout, and compara-
tively vaultiil. The Itiiilvla are all of the Old World, and
dispersed from their African center of distribution into

Kmiipe, Asia, and Australia. There are about :15 species,
of several modern genera, ranging in size from that of a

turkey to tlwtof a grouse. They lly well, ami run with great
celerity. Their food is chiefly vegetable. See bustard.

otidiform (o-tid'i-form), a. [< NL. Otix ( <>/i,l-)

+ L. forma. ] Resembling or related to the bus-

tanls; otidine.

Otidinse (6-ti-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Oils (Odd-)
+ -in(p.~\ The bustards as a subfamily of some
other family, or as the only subfamily of O/iili-

dte.

otidine (6'ti-din), a. Of or pertaining to the
Otiiliiui' or Otiiliil/r.

Otidiphaps (6-tid'i-faps), n. [NL., < Gr. arlf

(urn)-), a kind of bustard (see Otis), + (pdtl>, a
wild pigeon.] A remarkable genus of Papuan
pigeons, probably belonging to the ('olumoidee,
but not related to the ground-pigeons of the

genus Gourd. The tail-feathers are 20, an unusual
number, and the plumage is green, blue, and chestnut,
with metallic sheen on the neck. They are of large size,

about 18 inches long, live in the woods, and feed on fruits.

0. nobilis is the best-known species.

otidium (o-tid'i-um), n.
; pi. otidia (-a). [NL.,

< Gr. oif (ur-), ear, + dim. suffix -ititov.'] The
typical ear of a mollusk; the form of otocyst
or auditory organ which occurs in the Mol-
lllSI'll.

Otinidae (o-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Otina (the

typical genus) 4- -trfa;.] A small family of

aquatic pulmonate gastropods, typified by the

genus Otina ; the ear-snails. They are of small size,
with very short tentacles, foot grooved for looping, and
mouth vertically cleft ; they live on rocks of the sea-shore.

Sometimes called dwarf-ears.

Otion (6'ti-on), n. [NL., < Gr. oriov, a little ear,
an ear, a kind of shell-fish, dim. of oif (wr-), ear :

see earl.] i. A genus of thoracic cirripeds
or barnacles: a synonym of Conchoderma. 2.

[/. c.] A barnacle of this genus.
We also find otioiis attached to their surface.

ftirifr, Regne Anini. (trans. 1849), p. SJti.

Otiorhynchidae(6''ti-o-ring'ki-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Shuckard, 1840), < Otiorhynchus + -irfo;.] An
important family of rhynchophorous Coleop-
tera, or snout-beetles, typified by the genus
Otiorlii/iirlniK. The elytra have a strong fold on the
inner face, the male pygidium is divided, the tarsi are

usually dilated, and brushy underneath, and the mandi-
bles have a deciduous piece which falls oil after the trans-
formation from pupa to imago, leaving a scar. It is a
large and wide-spread group, containing many noxious
weevils, as Epittrrus imbricates, the imbricated snout-

beetle, and AramigvifuUm, or Fuller's rose-beetle. (See
cut under Epuxerus.) Many of the tropical species are

highly ornamental, as Entimus imperialis. Seecut under
diamond-beetle.

Otiorhynchinae (6ti-o-ring-ki'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Oliiirhi/iu'liiis + -!tt<e.] 1. The Otiorhynchida'
rated as a subfamily of Curculionida". 2. A
restricted subfamily of Otiorhynchida!, contain-

ing the more typical forms of that family. Also
otiorhi/nchiiti. See cut under Epicterus.

otiorhynchine (6"ti-o-ring'kin), . Pertaining
to tin1

Otiiirhyiichinie, or having their charac-
ters.

Otiorhynchus (6'ti-o-ring'kus), n. [NL. (Ger-
mar, 1824), < Gr. uriov, dim. of oi'f, ear, + piy-
X<x;, snout.] A genus of snout-beetles, typical
of the family Otiorhynehida; having the meta-
stenial side pieces entirely concealed by the ely-
tra, the suture obliterated, and the hind tibite

with two short fixed spurs. There are nearly 500

species, mostly European and Asiatic. The five which oc-
cur in North America are common to that continent and
to Europe.

Otiose (6'shi-os), n. [= OF. ocins, oci< x. /,Vx
= Sp. Pg. ocioso = It. o'ioso, < L. otiosus, hav-

ing leisure or ease, at leisure, < otium, leisure,

ease; prob. not related to ease: see ease. Cf.

negotiate, etc.] 1. Being at rest or ease; not
at work; unemployed; inactive; idle.

Ndengei, the dull and ntinse supreme deity [in the Fiji

Islands], had his shrine or incarnation in the serpent.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 211.
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2. Made, done, or performed in a leisurely,
half-hearted way; perfunctory: negligent; care-

less: hence, ineffective; vain: futile; to no pur-
pose.

If thinking nlioiit payment of the debt means merely
an utiiaf contemplation of a possible event, the proposi-
tion may be true, but Is little to the pur)H>se.

7'. //. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 1 150.

Tin- last dramatic possibility of the piece . . . is lost by
the addition of two otiote acts, with a commonplace end-

ing, once more drowned in platitude and priggfshness.
Atheiunim, No. 3084, p. 764.

otiosity (6-shi-os'i-ti), n. [= OF. ociogite,
uliiinitr = Sp. ociiisiilnil Pg. ocioxidadc = It.

<i:innitfi; as otiose + -ity.] 1. The state or qual-
ity of being otiose or of having nothing to do

;

ease; relief from labor; idleness.

Joseph Seilley then led a life of dignified otiotity, such
as became a person of his eminence.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ix.

2. Perfunctoriness
; easy negligence ; careless-

ness; ineffectiveness; futility.

Otis (d'tis), n.; pi. otides (6'ti-dez). [NL., < L.

otin, < Gr. uric, a kind of bustard with long ear-

feathers, < oiif (UT-), ear: seeear1
.] 1. The ear

of a vessel, often ornamental. Compare ansa.

2. [crt/>.] In ornith., the leading genus of Oti-

didte, or bustards. It was formerly coextensive with
the family, but is now restricted to such species as the great
bustard, Ofw tarda. See cut under bitttard.

otitis (o-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. we (<""-), par, +
-tto.] Inflammation of the ear. otitis externa,
inflammation of the external ear. Otitis Interna, in-

flammation of the internal ear. Otitis media, inflam-
mation of the middle ear, or tympanum.
oto (o'to), H. [Central Amer.] The plant Co/o-
easia antiqiiorum.
otoba-butter (6-to'ba-but'er), n. A fatty sub-
stance said to be obtained from the fruit of

Myristica Otoba. It is nearly colorless, and smells
like nutmegs when fresh, but has a disagreeable odor in
the melted state.

Otoconia, . Plural of otoeonium.

otoconial (6-to-ko'ni-al), a. [< NL. otoeonium
+ -al.'] Pertaining to or consisting of an oto-

eonium or otoconia: as, otoconial particles.
otoconite (o-tok'o-nit), n. [< NL. otoeonium
+ -i'te2.] An otoeonium

;
a small otolith or cal-

careous concretion of the labyrinth of the ear.

=Syn. See otolith.

Otoeonium (6-to-ko'ni-um), n. ; pi. otoconia (-&).

[NL., < Gr. oi'f (UT-), ear, + /<6vif, dust.] One
of the small otoliths, or gritty particles in the
membranous labyrinth: used practically only
in the plural. =Syn. Seeotali/h.

Otocorys (o-tok'o-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. ovf (or-),

ear, -t- Kupvf, a helmet.] A genus of Alaudidai;
the horned larks: a synonym of Eremophila.
The name is regularly used' by th'ose who hold that Ere-

mophila in ornithology Is untenable because of the prior
Eremophilus in ichthyology. Also, improperly, Otocoris.

See cut under Eremophila.
Otocrane (6'to-kran), . [< Gr. oi'f (wr-), ear,
+ Kpaviov, skull.] The bony structure of the
middle and inner ear of a vertebrate, contain-

ing the essential parts of the organ of hear-

ing. It consists of the otic or periotic bones more or less

completely coalesced into a single petrosal or petromas-
toid bone. In man the otocrane Is the petromastoid, con-

sisting of the petrous and mastoid parts of the temporal
bone fused together. Also otocranium. See cuU under
periotic and tympanic.

otocrania. . Plural of otocranium.
otocranial (6-to-kra'ni-al), a. [< otocrane +
-in/.] Of or pertaining to the otocrane; otocran-

ic; otic or periotic, as a bone or set of bones.
otocranic (6-to-kran'ik), a. [(otocrane + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the otoerane : as, otocranic
elements. Coues.

Otocranium (6-to-kra'ni-um), i.
; pi. otocrania

(-&). [NL. : see otocrane.] Same as otocrane.

Otbcyon (o-tos'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr. oi-f (UT-),

ear, + K^UV, dog, = E. hound.] 1. A remarkable

genus of African foxes of the alopecoid or vul-

pine series of the family Canida;, typical of the

subfamily Otocyonina?. They have 46 or 48 teeth

(more than any other known heterodont mammal); cra-
nial characters as in Fennecug, but the hinder border of
the lower jaw with a peculiarly expansive process ; audi-

tory bullse and ears very large ; vertebrae 52 ; limbs long ;

and toes 5-4, as is usual in Canidtr. There is but one
species, 0. meyaloti*. of South Africa, iltyalatis is a syn-
onym.
2. [1. c.] Any animal of this genus; a rnega-
lote.

Otocyoninae (o-tos'i-o-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

otiK-i/oii + -i>nr."\ A subfamily of Canidte, rep-
resented by the genus Otocy'on. Also called

Otocyonine (6-to-si'o-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Ottiri/oniiHT.

Otocyst (o'to-sist), n. [< Gr. oi? (<>-), ear, +
M'ffrir, bladder (cyst): see cyst.] In :ool., an

otology

auditory vesicle : :iny cavity or cyst which con-
t'linsilifcssfiiiiiil pints of ;m di-({iiii of hearing:
especially, llie smditury vesicle or capsule ,,f

siMi.e nf the Ini-i-rlihrillil, 'il'tell cnlltailiilli,' otii-

lithg, and subservient to the function of audi-
tion. In Hyiirnzna, otocysts are one of the several kinds
of marginal bodies situated in the margin of the dink
between tentacles, and containing otolithic concretions
and hair-cells. See cuts under Appendicularia and litjw-

eyit.

Otocystic (6-to-sis'tik), a. [< otocyxt + -i<\
\

I'ertiiining to an ninc\ it,

otodynia (6-Io-din'i-ji), . [NL., < Gr. oic(wr-),
t lie ear. + ''"',.

|
lain.

|
Pain in the ear.

otographical (o-to-graf 'i-kal), a. [< ototini]>>i-i/
+ -if-n/.\ Of or pertaining to otography.

OtOgraphy (o-tog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. <tv< (UT-), ear,
+ -ypa$ia, < yp&peiv, write.] The descriptive
anatomy of the ear.

Otogyps (6'to-jips), n. [NL., < Gr. m'r (<>-),

ear, T yi"<l>, vulture.] A genus of Old WmM
vultures of the family f'alconidte and the sub-

Eared Vulture {Otofyfi

family Yulturinee, having ear-like flaps of skin
;

the eared vultures. There are several species, as the
African 0. auriculari*, the Nubian 0. nubicus, and the In-
dian or Pondicherry 0. ealvus.

otolite (6'to-lit), n. [< Gr. ot>f (OT-), ear, +
?./Sof, stone (see -lite).] Same as otolith.

Otolith (6'to-lith), n. [< Gr. ot'f (IJT-), ear, + X/'6of,

stone.] 1. A calcareous concretion within the
membranous labyrinth of the ear. In fishes and
fish-like vertebrates they are sometimes of great size. In
higher animals otoliths are generally wanting or reduced
to small particles or ear-dust. (See utocoirittm.) Among
some common fishes the otolith decreases in size in the fol-

lowing order: cod, hake, haddock, whiting, conger, turbot,

sole, gurnard, smelt and trout. The concretions differ

much in shape. In the conger the otolith is shaped like a

sole, 11 inches long, inch wide, and is thin and glassy.
In the cod it is of the size of a horse-bean, and is curved
on itself. The ear-stones of the American sheepshead are

shaped like a tamarind-seed, and look like pieces of milky
quartz. They are often carried in the pocket as "lucky
stones."

2. One of the proper otic bones of some ani-

mals, as certain fishes
;
an otosteon. See cuts

under Esox and Python. =syn. Otoiahs, Otottea, oto-

conia, and Otvtonite* are all concretions in the inmost ear :

the two first-mentioned words are by some restricted to
the large solid "ear-stones" of lower animals, while the
latter two designate the small ones or very fine "ear-
dust" of higher animals. They have properly no part In

the bony structure of the ear, but a vibratory or concug-
sive function In audition. But otolith and otosteon are
sometimes applied to the internal ear-bones of fishes.

otolithic (6-to-lith'ik),. [< otolith + -<.] 1.

Of or pertaining to an otolith ; otosteal : as, an
otolithic concretion. 2. Containing otoliths;

lithocystic : as, an otolithic capsule or lithocyst.
Also otolitic.

Otolithic sac, in Hydrozoa, a lithocyst.

Otolithus (o-tol'i-thus), . [NL., < Gr. off (irr-).

ear, + /.iffoir', stone.] A genus of scisenoid fishes ;

weakfish: now commonly called Cynoncimi.
Otolitic (6-to-lit'ik), a. [< otolite + -ic.] Same
as otolitl<i<:

Otological(o-to-loj'i-kal).n. [<.oMog-y + -ic-L~\
Of or pertaining to otology.

Otologist (o-tol'o-jist), n. [< otoloff-y + -int.'}

One who is versed in otology, especially in it*

medical and surgical aspects: an aurist.

otology (o-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. oi'f (wr-), ear.
-t- ->o-,ia, < teyeiv, speak: see -oloay.'] That
branch of science which deals with the human
ear, its anatomy and functions, in health and
disease.



otomy

otomy (ot'o-mi), . A corruption of atomy2 .

She 's grown a mere otomy.
Sti'i/t, Polite Conversation, i.
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Otosteal (o-tos'te-al), a. and i. [< Gr. oi\ (UT-),

ear, + bdreov, bone.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to an otosteon or otolith.

II. n. An otosteon.
Otomycosis (6"to-mi-ko sis), n. PSL., < Gr. ov;

otosteon (6-tos'te-on), n.; pi. otostea (-a). [NL.,
(<Jr-), ear, + /*, mushroom.] The presence < Gr oi'f '(ur-), 'ear, + mrreav, bone.] 1. An
of fungi, such as Aspergillus mgncans, m the

ear.gtone . an otolith; a hard concretion in the
external auditory meatus cavit of the labyrinth of the ear as in the cod breed of sh . same as mwn

-

A,_jMua ot.

Otomys (o to-mis), . [NL., < Gr. oi>; (UT-), ear, &Q& m other figheg . not to be confounded ter a fonner name of the mink.A genus ot gerbils or myo- - - "... -

Otus

of South America, Pteronura sandbachi. The fur of otters

is valuable. One kind of it, from South America, is known
as nutria.

2. The sea-otter. SeeEitliydris. 3. The larva

of the ghost-moth, Eplalus humuli, which is very
destructive to hop-plantations. 4. A tackle

with line and flies, used for fishing below the

surface in lakes and rivers. [U. S.] 5. A

; used by
western
... nearly.

1
)

feet wide, 18 inches deep, sharp at each end, with flaring

sides, and but little sheer. It is an excellent sea-boat, and
is especially adapted for landing through the surf.

Otter-dog (ot'er-dog), 11. A variety of hound

Knight.
Otophthalmic (6-tof-thal'mik), a. [< Gr.

(ur-), ear, 4- o00a/l/iof, eye.] Same as oculaiidi

tory.

otoplastic (o-to-plas'tik), a. [< otoplast-y + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to otoplasty.

Otoplasty (6'to-plas-ti), n. JX
Gr. ovf (<Jr-), ear,

+ v^aaTof, verbal adj. of rr'Kanauv, form, mold.]
Plastic surgery of the ear.

/\+sti\s\**m4 ( r\-irt_iiAv'rva ^ 11 '

down.
There are now to be sold for ready money only some

from all other genera by a rounded auricle on
the upper side of the base of each pinna or

leaflet. More than 60 species have been described, all

from Mesozoic strata, chiefly Jurassic, but ranging from
the Buntersandstein to the Cenomanian, most abundant otter-hound(ot'er-hound),l. Same as otter-dog.
in the Oolite, Lias, and Rhetic of Europe and India. otter-Bike (ot'er-plk), n. [Appar. a corruption

Ottar (ot'gr), ..Samejis attar. of adder-pike.]
*-- ~ J " --"--Oliar (,ov ar;, . came as u MT. of adder-pike.] Same as adder-pike.

;oporpa (o-to-por pa), 11
; pi. otoporpa! (-pe). Ottava (ot-ta'vft), . [It,: see octave.] An oc-

Otter-shell (ot'er-shel), n. A bivalve mollusk
[NL., < Gr. ovf (UT-) ear, + Kopvr, a I tie. J J i tave . In mwiic&i staff-notation, at ottava or 8m -at the f th famil Maetridte and genus Lutraria. L.
Hydrozoa, one of the hard cartilaginous pro- octave,' is prefixed above to a note or passage which is to maxima , kn wn on tbe northwSt coast of America as

cesses of the marginal ring which proceed to be performed an octave higher than it is written, the con
the armt clam an(J is much eaten ))y tj,e natives, espe-

an otocyst or tentaculicyst, as of a narcomedu- tinuance of the din ion being further
'^JJJJ^'toco 'in

cially in winter, being preserved by smoking. See cut

san; an ear-rivet. '-" * ---- a -1 ' * *'- under Lutraria.

pal process of the marginal cartilage.

otopyorrhea, otopyorrnoea (6-to-pi-o-re'a), n.

[NL. otopyorrh&a, < Gr. oi>? (WT-), ear, + KVOV,

matter, pus (see pus), + ptiv, flow, run, stream.]
Purulent otorrhea.

otopyosis (6"to-pi-6'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr. o'vf (or-),

ear,+ Trtiwojf , suppuration, < TtvovaSat, suppurate,
< iriiov, pus : see pus.] The presence of pus in

the ear.

otorrhagia (6-to-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ovf

(OT-), ear, + -payia, < pr/i'viivat, break, burst. Of.

hemorrhage.] Hemorrhage from the ear.

tionjs
simply to avoid the excessive use of leger or added Otter-spear (ot'er-sper), n. A spear for kill-

octet.] Same

[< F. ottoman

ian form of versification consisting of eight ,_.

lines, of which the first six rime alternately and Q c J>
* Same as attar.

Ottoman' (ot'o-man), a. and n.

of ten syllables.
ottavino (ot-ta-ve'no), n. [It., < ottava, octave :

[NL. otor- gee octave.] Same as piccolo.

is^f^^-if^sf&V^^^^S^eeauaffiieaft,from the ear. ntttr = OHG. ottar, otter, ottir, MHG. G. otter = flrst 8ultall) othman (reigned 1288-1326), they i

otorrhea, otorrhpea (6-to-re'a), n.

rhcea, < Gr. ovq (or-), ear, + poia, a

empire in Asia: see Osmanli. Cf. Othman.] I.

a. Pertaining to that branch of the Turks- to

which belong the founders and ruling class of

the Turkish or Ottoman empire.
II. n. One of that branch of the Turks which

TheOt-
Under their

iy founded a' net = \su-\j. VMWI , uwci ,
vw* tirst sultan, utnman (reigned !;&- 1320 j, tney rounueu a

Otorrheal, Otorrnoeal (o-to-re al), a. [< otor- lee,\, O fr = Sw. utter= Dan. odder= Goth. *utrs realm to Asia Minor, which was soon extended into Eu-

rhea + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or affected with
otorrhea.

otosalpinx (6-to-sal'pingks), n. [NL., < Gr. oi'c

(ur-).ear, + o-d/tmyf, a trumpet: see salpinx.]
The Eustachian tube.

otoscope (6'to-skop), n. [< Gr. oiif (in-), ear, +
OKOVCIV, view.] An ear-speculum. See speculum.
otoscopic (o-to-skop'ik), a. [< otoscope + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or made with the otoscope :

as, an otoscopic examination.

otoscopical (6-to-skop'i-kal), a. [< otoscopic +
-al.] Same as otoscopic.

OtOSCOpy (6'to-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. oi>f (ur-), ear, +
-cuoTria, < anoneiv, view.] Inspection of the ear

;

clinical examination of the ear.

Otosema (p-to-se'ma),
n. [NL. (Hubner, 1816),

< Gr. ovf (ur-j, ear, + aij/ja, mark, sign.] A ge-
nus of noctuid moths containing the largest
species of the family, 0. (Erebus) odora, com-

(not recorded) = OBulg. vydra = Pol. Bohem.

wydra = Buss, vuidra = Lith. udra, otter, =
Gr. iidpof, i>6pa, a water-snake (see hydra), =
Skt. udra, otter: akin to Skt. udan, water, Gr.

Map, water, E. water: see water.] 1. An aquat-
ic digitigrade carnivorous mammal of the or-

rope. With the capture of Constantinople in 1463 they
succeeded to the Byzantine empire, and their rule, at its

height in the sixteenth century, extended over the great-
er part of southeastern Europe and much of western
Asia and northern Africa. They have since lost Hungary,
Rumania, Servia, Greece, etc., and practically Bulgaria,

Egypt, etc. The Ottoman Turks are Sunnite Mohamme-
dans, and regard the sultans as representatives of the for-

mer califs.

ottoman2 (ot'6-man), n. [= G. ottomane, < F.

ottomane (= Sp. otomana), a kind of couch or

sofa, fern, of ottoman, Ottoman, Turkish: see

Ottoman1 .] 1. A piece of furniture forming a

seat or seats, used in a drawing-room or sitting-
room, (o) A large piece of furniture like a divan, usu-

ally circular or many-sided (so that the persons occupying
it turn their backs to one another), and commonly having
a raised conical center for the back, upon which is fre-

quently a vase, as for flowers, the seat and back being
upholstered with springs and stuffing, (b) A small and
movable seat like a chair without back or arms.

My seat, to which Bessie and the bitter Miss Abbot had
left me riveted, was a low ottoman near the marble chim-

ney-piece. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, ii.

2. A corded silk having large cords; a kind of

gros-grain. Compare faille, 3 Box ottoman,
an ottoman the body of which is made hollow, usually of

wood, with a top which can be lifted so that It can be used
mnw. There are several genera, as Barangia (or Lep- as a box. Double-pouffe ottoman, an ottoman made to

tonyx), Aonyx, Lontra (or Saricovia\ Lutra proper, By- resemble two cushions or "pouffes
1 '

laid one upon an-

Canada Otter {Lutra canadensis).

der Fera;, family Mvstelida:, and subfamily Lu-

drogale, and Pteronura. They all have large flattish

heads, short ears, webbed toes, crooked nails, and tails

slightly flattened horizontally. The common river-otter,

Otosenta odora, about one half natural size.

mon along the coast of America from Maine
to Brazil.

otosis (6-to'sis), . [NL., < Gr. ovf (UT-), ear:
see earl.] Mishearing; false impression as to
sounds uttered by others, or a word-form so

originated.
Negro English is an ear-language altogether, a language

built up on what the late Professor Haldeman of Pennsyl-
vania called otosis, an error of ear, a mishearing, similar
to that by which Siradyhu-d-daula, a viceroy of Bengal,
became in the newspapers of the day Sir Roger Dowler.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI., App., p. xxxi.

other. If the seeming cushions are square, it is common to

lay the upper one at an angle with the lower ; if both are

. . . round, they are often covered with different materials.
the Lutra mdgaris of Europe, is a quadruped adapted to Qttomitet (ot'6-m!t),l. [As Ottom(an) + -?

amphibious habits by its short, strong, flexible, palmated 4

feet, which serve as oars to propel it through the water,
and by its long and strong tail, which acts as a powerful
rudder, and enables the animal to change its course
with great ease and rapidity. It inhabits the banks of

rivers, and feeds principally on fish. "When its retreat
is found, the otter instantly takes the water and dives,

remaining a long time underneath it, and rising at a ottrelite (ot'rel-It), n. [< Ottrez (see def.) +
considerable distance from the place where it dived.

f~, >//! *-* "

The weight of a full-grown male is from 20 to 24 pounds, "V ^"Jfi
and its length is about 2 feet exclusive of the tail. In

An Ottoman.
I do agnize

A natural and prompt alacrity
I find in hardness, and do undertake
These present wars against the Ottomites.

Shak., Othello,!. 3. 235.

many parts of England, and especially in Wales, the otter
is hunted with dogs trained for this purpose. The other

species of Lutra
proper, which are found in different parts

of the world, do not differ greatly from the European otter.

] A mineral occurring in small

mica-like scales in a schistose rock (ottrelite

schist) near Ottrez, in the Ardennes. It is a sil-

icate of aluminium and iron with some manganese. The
ottrelite group includes ottrelite proper and several re-

lated minerals, as chloritoid, Bismondine, and masonite ;

>elong to the group of so-called brittle -micas.they beThe American otter is a quite distinct species, Lutra {La-
tax) canadcnsie. Some Asiatic otters with reduced claws
constitute the genus Aonyx. There are South American """f V"

",';' "\ . ^VlT' TT'^ni
otters, as Lutrabraxilieneis and L. chUensis. The most re- owl

>
< f? (<jr-), ear. i

markable form is the winged-tailed or margin-tailed otter Stn<jifla>, containing owls of medium size, with
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conspicuous horns, car-lulls, or plumicorns;
the r.-nv.l <>\\ls. The common long-eared owl of Eu-

rope Is <>. rulgarit; that of North America is 0. teilno-

Aniurican Long-eared Owl (Otut

niiiHiu. There are many other species. The limits of
the genus vary. The short-eared species of ' " " are often

placed itt a different genus, Brachyotut. The genus Is

also called Ann.

2f. In en turn., a genus of sphinxes or hawk-
moths, founded by Httbner in 1816. 3f. In

conch., a genus of gastropods. Sixso, 1826.

4f. In Crustacea, a genus of amphipods. C.

Spence Bate, 1862.

ouabe-oil (6-ii'be-oil), . A fixed oil valuable
for lubricating, extracted from the Jamaica
cobnut, Omphalea triandra.

OUbit (6 'bit), n. [Also oubat, oitbut, oobit,

ooiebet, rowbet, wobat, tcobart, woubit, etc. : said
to be ult. < AS. wibba, an insect (se glisigenda
icibba, 'the glistening insect,' the glow-worm). J
A caterpillar of the tiger-moth : generally with
the qualifying term hairy. See palmer-worm.
[Prov. Eng.]

oubliette (o-bli-ef), . [F., < outlier, forget, <
L. oblivisci, forget: see oblivion."] 1. A secret

dungeon with an open-
ing only at the top for the
admission of air, used
for persons condemned
to perpetual imprison-
ment or to perish secret-

ly, such as exist in some
old castles or other build-

ings.
The place was utterly dark,

the oubliette, I suppose, of the
accursed convent. Scott.

2. A secret pit, usually
in the floor of a dungeon
or a dark passage, into
which a person could be
precipitated and thus be

destroyed unawares. Ou-
bliettes of this form occur In
medieval castles, though they
were much less common than
has been popularly believed.

And deeper still the deep-
down tntbliftte,

Down thirty feet below the

smiling day.
Tennyeon, Harold, II. 2.

Oubliettes are common In old
eastern houses, as In the me-
dieval castles of Europe, and
many a stranger has met his
death in I hem. They are often
so well concealed that even the
modern inmates are not aware
of their existence.

R. F. Burton, tr. of Arabian
[Nights, III. 327, note.

Diet.vioiiet-ie-Duc's

I'Architecture.")

C, upper dungeon, with win-
_ , dow, Di E, lower dungeon,

OUCh 1 (OUCh), n. [< ME. with access from C by the trap-

a t'nmi nf nnui-li door A ! G - oub"". '">a 1C ItOUtn. wn jch a victim could be pre-

tO misdivisiOU Of a clpitated from Cat E through

nouch as an ouch:as an ouch: see bo

wouc/i.] 1. An ornament f^gf" walli A n upper

or jewel of the nature of
a brooch or clasp ; any jewel or ornament; spe-
cifically, a clasp used for a cope in place of the

agraffe. Its use in the English Old Testament
seems to be restricted to '

setting,' or ' socket.'
Also owclir.

An ouche of gold.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 743.

They wrought onyx stones inclosed in ouches of gold.
Ex. xxxlx. 6.

Why did Vulcan make this excellent Ouch? to give
Hcrmione Cadmus' wife. Burton. Anat. of Mel., p. 521.
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I am got deep Into the Sidney Papers ; there are old
wills full of bequeathed nvrhe* and goblets with fair

enamel. Walpult, Letters, II. 23.

sin- liruuKlit him a very pretty fortune in chains, ou-chff,
and .Saracen ear-rings. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 97.

2f. The blow given by a boar's tusk. ///.
liii-t. 3f. A tumor or boil on the skin; a i-iir-

Up start as many aches hi 's bones as there are ouchet
In his skin. Chapman, Widow's Tears, I.

ouch2 (ouch), intrrj. [Also outch: a mere ex-

clamation
;
cf . ow.~] An exclamation express-

ing pain, as when one is suddenly hurt, as by a

slight burn, a prick of a pin, ete. [Colloq.J

ouchert, . [< ourh 1 + -!.] An artist who
made ouches.

Oiccheri, skynners, and cutlers.

Cock LoreUet Bole. (Xarrt.)

oudenarde (8-de-nUrd'), . [Named from iiu-

iliniirili, >\ town in East Flanders, Belgium,
where this tapestry was formerly manufac-
tured.] Decorative tapestry of which the
chief subject is foliage, as landscapes with
trees.

Oudenodon (8-den'o-don), w. fNL., < Gr. oMfi'r

(ov6ev-), no one, none (< oMi eif, not one: oiiii,

but not, and not, not; eif, one), + odoi'C (bfovr-)
= E. tmith.] A genus of extinct cryptodont
reptiles with apparently toothless jaws and
short confluent premaxmaries, based upon re-

mains found in the argillaceous limestone of

South Africa. By Owen it is associated with Rhyncho-
taurut In a family Cryptodontia (or Cryptodontida) of the
order Anomodontia. It Is now made type of a separate
family Oudenodontidae. It was named by Bain in 1866.

oudenodont (8-den'o-dont), a. Of or pertaining
to the genus Oudenodon or the family Oudeno-
doutid(F.

Oudenodontidae (8-den-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Oudenodon(t-) -t-'-ute.] A family of
fossil reptiles, represented by the genus Ouden-
odon.

oughnet, A Middle English variant of own 1
.

ought 1
(6t), . and adv. Same as aught 1

. Com-
pare naught, nought.
ought2 (ot), v., pret. and auxiliary. [< ME.
ought, oughte, ouhte, aught, aughte, augte, ahte,

agte, < AS. ahte, pret. of agan (pres. ah), owe,
have: see owe1

.] If. Owned; the preterit of

the verb owe1
,
to possess, own. See owe1

.

Be got from the improvident Pesants the Castle of i.l

kisse, . . . and the Castle of Banies from the Sheek that

ought it, by a wile. Sandyt, Travailes, p. 165.

He that ought the cow, goes nearest her tall. [Scotch
proverb.) Ray, Proverbs (1078), p. 876.

2t. Owed
;
the preterit and past participle of

the verb owe 1
,
to be indebted or obliged.

As Fortune hire oughte a foule meschaance,
She wex enamoured upon this man.

Chaucer, Good Women, I. 1609.

This was but duty ;

She did it for her husband, and she ought it.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, III. 3.

Your brother had much money of me out of the 400
I had of him, beside what he ought to your sister Mary.

WiiMnip, Hist. New England, I. 449.

3. To be held or bound in duty or moral obli-

gation.
And so attc the begynnyng a man aught to lerne his

doughters with good ensaumples.
Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 2.

Thou oughtett therefore to have put my money to the
exchangers. Mat xxv. 27.

We do not what we ought,
What we mtght not we do.

M . Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

What I ought to do must be something that I can do.

a. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 4.

4. To be fit or expedient in a moral view; be
a natural or expected consequence, result, ef-

fect, etc.

My brethren, these things ought not so to be.

Jas. ill. 10.

All that 's good hi nature might
To be communicable.

Shirley, Love in a Maze, 111. 1.

The envious man Is in pain upon all occasions which
ought to give him pleasure. Steele, Spectator, No. 19.

Against irreligion, against secularity, Art, Science, and
Christianity are or might to be anlted.

./. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 121.

5. To be necessary or advisable; behoove.

So wise a man as ye be might not soche thlnge to vndir-
take to put hym-sclf in a-uentnre of deth for covetlse of

loude, ne other auolr. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 866.

Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to
enter into his glory ? Luke xxlv. 26.

Both in partridge-shooting and in grouse-shooting one
bird only ought to be singled out and shot at

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 8S4.

ounce

6. Tobclit: used impersonally.
u ,

| rntghte as werche and ydelnes wlthctonde.
Chauctr, Second Nun's Tale, L 14.

Syn. 3-6. Ought, Should. Ought It the stronger, ex-

pressing especially obligation!! of duty, with some weaker
use In expreeHing interest or necessity : as, you ought to

know, if any one does. Should sometimes expresses duty :

as, we should be careful (if other*' feelings; but generally
expresses propn. -ij, > xgnidlency, etc.: as, we mould dot
our t"s and cross our t'.

OUght :

H, a. |Srrf//ii'
;<

.] Possession : same as
it Hi/Ill'^.

I am as weel worth looking at an ony book In your ought.
Heart of Mld-Lothlan, xrl.

OUght4 (6t), . [A corruption of /

Nought; a cipher. [Vulgar.]
"Three score and ten," said Chuffey,

"
aught and carry

seven. Some men are *o strong that they live to four
score four times ought 's an ought, four times two '

an
eight eighty." Dickent, Martin Chuzzlewlt, xlx.

oughtent, < . Plural of ought2 . Chaucer.

OUghtlingS (6t'lingz), adv. [< oitghtl + -ling?.]

Anything; in the least; in any degree. [Scotch.]
Does Tarn the Rhymer spac oughtlingi of this?
Or do ye prophesy Just aa ye wish '/ Ramtay.

The hizzies, U they're aughtlint fawsont,
Let them In Drury-lane be lesson 'd !

Burnt, Address of Beelzelmli.

oughtness (6t'nes), H. The state of being as it,

ought to be; Tightness. [Rare.]
In this clear and full sense, oughtnem or duty Is a com-

paratively recent notion, foreign to the classical period of
Greek ethics. W. R. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 7.

OUghwheret, adr. See oichere.

ouglyt, a. An obsolete form of ugly.

oulachon(o'la-kon),n. S&me &s eulachon . C.il.

Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 91.

ouldernest, ouldernesset, n. See the quota-
tion.

Ouldernet, a klnde of very coarse cannas which Taller*
vse to stiffen doublets : so called because much thereof

vsually commeth from the Hand Ouldernet [Uoldernea].
VI. Poule-dauiet. Miatheu.

OUleH, n. A Middle English form
OUle2t, w. A Middle English form of awl.

oule3t, An obsolete form of howl. Levin*.

oulo-. See ulo-.

oulong, . See oolong.

oulopholite (o-lof'o-lit), n. [< Or. TO/DC, woolly,
woolen, + <j>u)^6f, a cave, + AiOof, stone.] A
local name for certain curved or twisted forms
assumed by gypsum occurring in the Mammoth
Cave, KentucKy.
oulorrhagy (6-lor'a-ji), n. [< Gr. oW.ov, in pi.

ovto, the gums, + -payia, < 'piiyvi-vai, break.] In

med., bleeding or hemorrhage from the gums.
Also ulorrhagia.

oumbert, ouinbreret. See umber?, umbriere.

oumpert, . An obsolete form of umpire.
ounce 1 (ouns), n. [< ME. ounce, unce = D. ona,
< OF. unce, once, F. once = Sp. onaa = It. oncin
= OHG. un:a, MHG. G. time = Sw. uns Dan.
unze, wise = Goth, unlya =Gr. oiijw'o, ounce, < L.

undo, the twelfth part of a pound or of a foot,
an ounce, an inch: see inch 1

, from the same
source.] 1. A weight, the twelfth part of a

pound troy, and the sixteenth of a pound avoir-

dupois. In troy weight the ounce Is 20 pennyweights,
each of 24 grains, the ounce being therefore 480 grains ; In

avoirdupois weight the ounce is equal to 437} grains. The
ounce was originally the Roman duodecimal subdivision
of the pound. In modern systems it is generally a twelfth
or sixteenth of a pound. Abbreviated oz.

2*. A small quantity.
By ouncet henge hise lokkes that he hadde.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 677.

3. In California, in the earlier years of the

gold excitement, a Spanish double donhloon.
or about sixteen dollars

;
the old doubloon onza

of Spain.
The last lot of quinine . . . had sold for four miner*

(sixty-four dollars) an ounce at auction.
J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 21.

Fluid ounce (also/tidon, a form very common In med-
ical use), a measure of capacity; a wlnrglassfiil. In the
United Kingdom it contains one avoirdupois ounce or
4S7.r> grains of distilled water at 62* Knhr.

, weighed against
brass weights In air at a pressure of .10 Inches (at London),
and at a temperature of M) Fahr. In the United States
the fluid ounce is declared by Act of Congress of July 27,

1866, to be the 128th part of a gallon that Is, it contains
456.033 grains of distilled water at Its maximum density,
weighed In air at a pressure of 30 inches (presumably at
the Const Survey Office in Washington), ana at a temper-
ature of 62' Fahr. The British fluid ounce Is equal to 28.4
cubic centimeters, and that of the United States to 29.57
cubic centimeters.

ounce2 (ouns), n. [Formerly also once; < F.
once = Sp. onza = Pg. of = It. onza, now
/. (appar. with attraction of the def. art.) ;

NL. uncia ; perhaps ult. < Pers. iju;, a panther,
pard, lynx. The word has been referred, in
view of the It. form lonza, to L. lynx, Gr.



ounce

lynx; but this is not at all probable. Cf. MHG.
liiii:r, linize, lioness.] 1. A carnivorous mam-

mal, Felis irbi.s or F. unda, of the cat family,

Ounce, or Snow-leopard (Felis iritis).

4178

Whether we preach, pray, baptize, communicate, con-

demn, give absolution, or whatsoever, as disposers of

God's mysteries, our words, judgments, acts, and deeds

are not ours but the Holy Ghost's.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 77.

One with our feelings and our powers
And rather part of us than ours.

Scott, Marmion, iii., Int.

OUr2 t,
A former spelling of hour.

There may ai-este me no pleasaunce,
And our be our I fele grevaunce.

MS. Cantab. Ff. L 6, f. 117. (Halliwell.)

our-. For words so beginning, see uro-.

ourang-outang, An erroneous form of orang-
utan.

ouranographist, n. Same as uranoffraphist.

ouranograpby, n. Same as uranograpliy.

Ourapteridae, n. pi. Same as Vrapterygida;.

ourari (o-ra'ri), . Same as curari.
t ml '^5 -o ^ 4)

ther. It is an alpine animal, inhabiting the mountains

of Asia up to an altitude of 18,000 feet, and bearing the

same relation to the leopards of warmer regions that the

Canada lynx, for example, bears to the ordinary bay lynx

or wildcat. In consequence of its habitat the fur is very

thick and long, even forming a mane on the back, and the

color is pale-gray with obsolete dark spotting, instead of

reddish with sharp black spotting as in the leopards of

low countries. The muzzle is notably obtuse, with arched

frontal profile, in consequence of the shortness of the nasal

2f. The bay lynx or the Canada lynx. W. Wood.

3. An occasional name of the American ja-

guar, Felis onca.

ounce-land (ouns'land), . In Orkney, before

the islands became a part of Scotland proper,
the area or tract of land that paid an annual

tax of an ounce of silver.

Each of the before-mentioned districts of land was call-

ed an ounce-land (Ork. urisland), because it paid an annual

tax of one ounce of silver.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 689.

oundt, n. [< ME. ounde, < OF. onde, ounde, F.

onde = Pr. onda, unda, honda =
Sp.^ Pg. It.

onda, < L. unda, a wave, water, = AS. yth, a

wave : see ithe. Hence, from L. unda, E. abound,

redound, surround, abundant, etc., redundant,

etc.] 1. A wave. 2. Work waving up and
down

;
a kind of lace. Halliwell.

Seyne come ther sewes sere, with solace ther-after,

Ownd of azure alle over and ardant them semyde.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 193.

ounde, a. Same as oundy, 2.

oundedt, [ME. ownded; < ound + -ed?.]

Same as oundy, 1.

The hynde of hym was lyk purpnre, and the tayle was
ownded overthwert with a colour reede as rose.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 39. (ttattiwell.)

oundingt, . [ME. owndynge; < ound + -ingl.]

Imitation of waves ; laying in curls or rolls.

The disguise, endentynge, barrynge, owndynge, palynge,

wyndynge or bendynge, and semblable waste of clooth in

vanitee. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

oundy (oun'di), a. [ME. oundy, oundie; < OF.

onde, ounde, < onde, wave : see ound."] 1 . Wavy ;

curling.
Hir heere that oundy was and crips,
As burned gold hit shoon to see.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1386.

2. Scalloped: said of the edge of a piece of

stuff, a garment, or the like. Also ounde. 3.

In her., same as unde.

ounga, n. See gibbon.

OUpEt, OUphet (of), . Obsolete and corrupt
spellings of oaf.

We'll dress
Like urchins, ouphes, and fairies.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 4. 49.

And now they deemed the courier ouphe
Some hunter-sprite of the elfin ground.

J. S. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 46.

our1
(our), pron. [Early mod. E. also oure, ower,

owre ; < ME. oure, ure, < AS. ure (= OS. usa =
OFries. use, unse, onse = D. ons, onze = MLG.
unse = OHG. unsar, unser

,
MHG. G. unser =

Icel. varr, vdr, mod. vor= Sw. var = Dan. vor =
Goth, unsar), poss., our, < ure, gen. pi., of us:
see s.] Pertaining or belonging to us : as, our

country; our rights; our troops. Ours is a later

possessive form from our, and is used in place of our and a
noun, thus standing to our in the same relation as hers to

her, yours to your, mine to my: as, the land is ours; your
land and ours.

Sir, oure strengh myght nogt stabill tham stille,

They hilded for ought we couthe halde,
Oure vnwittyng.

York Plays (E. E. T. S.), p. 326.

In this houre
I wol ben dede, or she shal bleven oure.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 639.

Gomphia, and distinguished by the ten stamens
and terminal panicles. There are about 100 species,
natives of America, Africa, and Asia in the tropics. They
have alternate shining evergreen leaves, yellow flowers of

five petals (with the five sepals also commonly yellow),
and a fruit of about five drupes sessile on a broad recepta-
cle. See candleviood, 1.

Ourax (6'raks), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpa^, Attic name
of the bird rfr/wf.] 1. SameasPaMxi. Cuvier,

1817. 2. Same as Mitu, 2. Swainson, 1837.

oure 1
, pron. A Middle English form of our1 .

01ire2t, n. A Middle English form of hour.

ourebi (ou're-bi), n. [AlsooriW; S. African.]
Thebleekbok of South Africa, Antilope scoparia
or Scopophorus ourebi, about 2 feet high, of a

pale-dun color, white below, with sharp strong
annulated horns in the male, inhabiting open
plains.

ouretic, a. See uretic.

ourie, See oorie.

ourn (ourn), pron. [< our + -n, an adj. suffix

used also in hern, hisn, etc.] Ours. [Prov. or

dial., Eng. and U. S.]

Ourn 's the fust thru-by-daylight train.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

OUTO-. For words so beginning, see uro-.

ours (ourz), pron. See our1 .

ourself (our-self
'

), pron. [< ME. oure self, etc. :

see oar1 and self, and cf. himself, myself.] My-
self: relating to we and us, when used of a sin-

gle person, as in the regal or formal style.

Graunte that we may oure silf to enserche & se,

As thou for us on roode were rent,
Thou chese us to thee for charite.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

What touches us ourself shall be last served.

Shak., J. C., iii. 1. 8.

Not so much as a treaty can be obtained, unless we
would denude ourself of all force to defend us.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

Ourself have ever vowed to esteem
As virtue for itself, so fortune, base.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Bevels, v. 3.

ourselves (o\a:-se\vz'),pron.pl. [< our + selves.]

We or us, not others: often, when used as a

nominative, added to we by way of emphasis ;

when in the objective, often without emphasis
and simply serving as the reflexive pronoun cor-

responding to us: as, we blame ourselves; we
pledge ourselves.

Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think any thing
as of ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

All things that are

Made for our general uses are at war
E'en we among ourselves.

Fletcher, Upon "An Honest Man's Fortune."

We ourselves might distinctly number in words a great
deal farther than we usually do. Locke.

All our knowledge is Ourselves to know.
Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 398.

To awaken and cherish this love of truth in ourselves

and in others, to follow after it as long as we live, this is

what has created the prophets, saints, heroes, and mar-

tyrs of history. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 152.

-ous. [ME. -ous, -onse; < OF. -ous, -os, -us, -ens,
later -eux, V. -eux = Sp. Pg. It. -oso, < L. -osus,
for *-osus, orig. (Aryan) *-wansa, *-u-anta, a
suffix (equivalent to E. -ful or -y

l or -ed2 )

attached to nouns to form adjectives noting
fullness, as in callosus, hard-skinned, callous,

famosus, noted, famous, generosus, well-born,
generous, odiosus, hateful, odious, religiosus,

scrupulous, religious, sumptuosus, costly, sump-
tuous, vitiosus, faulty, vicious, etc.] A suffix of

Latin origin, forming, from nouns, adjectives
denoting fullness or abundance, or sometimes
merely the presence, of the thing or quality
expressed by the noun, as in callous, famous,

out

generous, odious, religious, sumptuous, vicious,

etc. (see etymology). Many modern English adjec-
tives taken directly from the Latin have -ose, as jocose,

verbose, with or without an equivalent fomi in -uus, as

herbose herbous, onerose onerous, vinose vinous, spicous spi-

cose, etc., the form in -ose being especially common in

botanical terms. By reason of the agreement in the ter-

minal pronunciation of English adjeciives in -ous and the

English pronunciation of Latin adjeciives in -us (in Latin

a mere nominative termination), many such adjectives in

-us have been transferred into English with the accom-
modated termination -ous, as anxious, conspicuous, deviow,
obvious, previous, serious, etc.

,
from Latin anxius, conspicu-

us, devius, obelus, procmus, serius, etc. So with Laiin or

New Latin adjectives in .us from Greek -os, as in acepha-

lous, etc. The suffix -ous is felt as an English formative

only when a noun accompanies the adjective, as infamous,
odious, religious, ambitious, etc., associated with the nouns

fame, odium, religion, ambition, etc. It is sometimes used

(as also -one), as an English formative, attached to words of

non-Latin origin, as in quartzous or quartzose, etc.

OUSet, n. An obsolete form of ooze.

OUSel, n. See ouzel.

OUSet (ou'set), . [Origin obscure.] A cluster

of cottages; a hamlet or clachan. SaUiwell.

[Scotch and North. Eng.]
OUSt 1

(oust), v. t. [< ME. *ousten, < OF. ous-

ter, oster, F. 6ter = Pr. ostar, remove, oust;

perhaps < ML. "haustare, draw out, remove (t),

freq. of L. Jtaurire, pp. naustus, draw (water):
see haurient, hausfi, exhaust.'] If. To take

away; remove. 2. To turn out; eject; dis-

possess.
Afterwards the lessor, reversioner, remainder-man, or

any stranger doth eject or oust the lessee of his term.

Blackstone, Com., III. xi.

Nothing less than the death of one Pharaoh, and the

succession of another, could oust a favorite from his posi-
tion. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 150.

He . . . sack'd my house ;

From mine own earldom foully ousted me.
Tennyson, Geraint.

oust2 (oust), n. Same as oast.

ouster (ous'ter), n. [< OF. ouster, inf. used as

noun : see Ottsi1.] In law, a putting out of pos-

session; ejection; the act of depriving one of

his freehold. In modern use it implies a wrongful ex-

clusion, and is used only with reference to real property.
Also called dispossession.

It is . . . stated that Smith the lessee entered ; and that

the defendant, William Stiles, who is called the casual

ejector, ousted him ; for which ouster he brings this action.

Blackstone, Com., III. xi.

Judgment respondeat ouster. Seejudgment. Oust-
er by discontinuance. See discontinuance.

ouster-le-main, n. [< OF. ouster, remove, + le,

la, the, + main, hand: see main3 .']
In feudal

times, a writ or judgment for recovery of lands
out of the hand of the superior lord.

The heir, at the age of twenty-one, and the heiress, ori-

ginally at the age of fourteen, but subsequently at the age
of eighteen, sued out his or her livery or ousterlemain

(take the hand off), and obtained release from royal pro-
tection and control. S. Dou-eU, Taxes in England. I. 35.

out (out), adv. and prep. [< ME. out, owt, oute,

owte, < (a) AS. ut = OS. ut= OFries. ut = MD.
tit, D. uit=MLG. ut, ute, uten= OHG.uz, uzs, uzz,
MHG. uz, usz, us, G. aus = Icel. ut = Sw. ut =
Dan. ud = Goth, ut, out

;
whence (i) AS. ute =

OS. iita, ute= OFries. uta, ute = OHG. itze, uzze,

u:si, MHG. uze, uzze, onze = Sw. ute = Dan.
ude = Goth, uta, out, without; (c) AS. utan =
OS. utan = OHG. uzana, uzan, MHG. uzen, G.
aussen = Icel. utan = Sw. utan = Dan. uden =
Goth, utana, from without; prob. = Skt. ud,

up, out. Hence comp. utter (whence utter, v.,

utterance, etc.), superl. utterest, utmost, outmost,

etc., about, without, outward, etc.] I. adv. 1.

Forth, either from a place, position, state, con-

dition, or relation, or into a specified position,

condition, existence, action, view, association,
etc. the original notion 'forth' or the result-

ant notion 'in 'prevailing according to the con-

text or to circumstances, (a) From within or the
inside to the exterior or outside : as, to go out; to rush out.

Myrabell came and toke hym owt aside ;

"Bo after me," quod she, "as in this case."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 834.

Out of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks of fire

leap out. Job xli. 19.

There he sat and sung then- loves,
As she went out and in.

The Jolly Goshawk (Child's Ballads, III. 286).

(b) From a source or receptacle : as, to draw out a dagger ;

to pour out wine ; to squeeze out a drop.

He saith unto them, Draw out now, and bear unto the

governor of the feast. John ii. 8.

The sheepfold here
Pours out its fleecy tenants o'er the glebe.

Cowper, Task, i. 291.

(c) From confinement, concealment, obscurity, entangle-

ment, etc. : as, to let out a secret ; to bring out the mean-

ing of a passage.

Hit is lure of our lyues, and we let sholde

ffor to wreke vs of wrathe for any wegh oute.

Destruction of Troy, 1. 2175.



out

One encompasB'd with a winding maze,
That cannot tn ;i<l tin- uiiy nut readily.

Slink
, Lucivee, I. 1162.

They gnash their tnk, with tiro their eyeballs roll,
Till noiiio wide wound lets out their mighty soul.

/'/*-, Iliad, xil. IBS.

(</) From a proper or usual place, position, or connection :

an, to cut out a line of verse ; to put out of joint.

These worlds In Tarquln new ambition bred ;

\Vho, like a foul usurper, went about
Krciiu this fair throne to heave the owner out.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 418.

ITIio book of Hall) was after by the lewes altered, put-
ting MII and in at their pleasure.

I'urchtu, Pilgrimage, p. 273.

With this you may do what you please, put out, put in,
i-oniiminlcate or suppress.

Mili'in, Ruptures of the Commonwealth.
It does not seem to be possible that you and your party

should ever go out.
'

/;,/;, /,,
:

.

(<) From a number of objects ; from among others, or from
all the others, as by seeking, choosing, separating, omit-
ting, etc.: as, to find out; to pick out; to leave out.

Of the yonge aute trie [pick, cull],
Oon hero, con there, and clles where hem dripe.

1'aUadiut, Husbondrie(E. E. T. &.\ p. 54.

I, even I, will both search my sheep and seek them out.

Ezek. xvxiv. 11.

Till utmost end
Of all thy dues be done, and none left out.

Milton, Comus, 1. 1ST.

I desire to hear from you concerning Mr. Feather-
Btone's resolution, and whether you have Inquired out a
chamber for me. Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 420.

(/) From accustomed security to the Held of combat
especially single combat: as, to call a man out to fight a
duel.

Yet others tell, the Captain flx'd thy doubt,
He'd call thee brother, or he'd call thee out.

Crabte, Parish Register.
We must have him out, Harry.

Thackeray, Virginians, x.

2. From any previous position, state, or condi-
tion, (a) In or into plain sight, prominence, or relief.

I am very cold ; and all the stars are out too,
The little stars, and all that look like aglets.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, 111. 4.

The stars come out, and the night-wind
Brings up the stream
Murmurs and scents of the infinite sea.

.I/. Arnold, The Future.

(b) Into public view or notice ; hence, In or Into vogue,
fashion, or circulation : as, the book came out last year.
We gossips are bound to believe It, an't be once out and

a-foot. B. Jonmn, Staple of News, 111. 1.

(c) In or Into social notice
;
in or into society.

Pray, Is she out or not? I am puzzled ; she dined at the
parsonage with the rest of you, which seemed like being
out; and yet she says so little that I can hardly suppose

Jane Aiisten, Mansfield Park, v.

(d) Into general knowledge or publicity : as, the story
leaked out.

Sorwfullche sche sigt last out schold It lett.

William of Paierne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2971.

(e) In or Into existence : as, the meanest man out.

To lowe-lybbyng men the larke is resembled ;

Arestotle the grete clerke suche tales he telleth ;

Thus he lykneth in his logyk the leste foule oute.
Piert Plouman (B), ill. 267.

"Three admirable members of Parliament," I cried,"
who, donning the cross of charity

" "
I know "

Inter-
rupted 8 ; "the cleverest thing outt"

M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland, xil.

CO In or Into a state of confusion, vexation, dispute, vari-
ance, or unfriendliness: as, he is out in his calculations;
to fall out about trifles.

We fell out, my wife and I,
O we fell out, I know not why.

Tennymn, Princess, 1.

Disgruntle, according to an American authority, means
to put any one out very seriously ; not out of a theatre or
musical hall, but out of temper.

Quoted in JV. and Q., 7th ser., III. 26.

(g) From among the number of contestants ; so as to be
no longer in the game: as, B was put out in the third
round.

3. Forth as regards extension or protraction ;

in length or duration: as, to spread out a mat:
to stretch out a hand.

Wilt thou be angry with us for ever? WUt thou draw
out thine anger to all generation!? Ps. Ixxxv. 6.

And my laments would be drawn mit too long.To tell them all with one poor tired tongue.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1616.

Then lies him down the lubbar Bend,
And, stretch 'd out all the chimney's length,
Basks at the fire his hairy strength.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 111.

4. Forth; forward; away, as from a point of
departure.
They went out from us, but they were not of us.

1 John II. 19.

When they were ready to set out for London, a man of
my lord cardinal's, by commission and main power, took
em from me. Shak., Hen. VIII., II. 2. 5.

Two stern-faced men set out from Lynn,
Through the cold and heavy mist.

Hood, Eugene Aram.

I I T'.i

5. Without; outside; forth or away from tin-

place, house, or apartment; in the open air;
out of doors: opposed to in or irithin: as, he
went out at noon; to hang out a sign.

It is death to have any consultation for the common-
wealth out of the council, or the place of the i

ti'Mi. Sir T. Mure, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), II. 3.

What man soever there be of the house of Israel, Unit
killeth an ox, or lamb, or goat, in the camp, or that kill-
cth It out of the camp. Lev. xvli. 3.

Search Windsor Castle, elves, within and out.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 60.

Did you see Sir Lucius while you was out?

Sheridan, The Rivals, L 2.

The living words
Of so great men as Lancelot and our King
Pass not from door to door and out again,
But sit within the house. Tennyton, Holy Orail.

My camera really looked as though it were languishing
for"adayout." llarper't Mag., LXXIX. 4f>7.

6. Not in or within
;
absent : as, when the wine

is in, the wit is out. (a) Not In the house, at home.
or at hand : as, my master is out

; at the library the book
was out.

When we reached Albion Place they were out; we went
after them, and found them on the pier.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, v.

(6) No longer In the game in which one has duly had his
turn ; not now engaged In playing.

He [the striker] is . . . out If he strikes the ball Into the
air, and It be caught by any of his antagonists before It
reaches the ground, and retained long enough to be thrown
up again. Sfrutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 176.

I wish I had space to describe the whole match: . . . how
the Lords' men were out by half-past twelve o'clock for
ninety-eight runs. T. llughet, Tom Brown at Rugby, II. 8.

(c)Notlnofflceoremployment; unemployed; disengaged:
as, a butler superannuated and out of service.

Talk of court news; and we'll talk with them too;Who loses and who wins ; who 's In, who 's out.

Shak., Lear, v. 8. 15.

(d) Not in place ; dislocated.

O, good sir ; softly, good sir ! I fear, sir, my shoulder-
blade is out. Shak., W. T., Iv. s. 77.

(e)
Not In present or personal possession or use

; let for
hire, or placed at interest.

Thu. Considers she my possessions?
Pro. O, ay ; and pities them.
Thu. Wherefore? . . .

Pro. That they are out by lease.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 2. 29.

Those lands were out upon leases of four years, after the
expiration of which tenants were obliged to renew.

Arbuthnot.

(f) At a loss (by a certain sum) : as, he is out ten dollars.

He was out fifty pounds, and relmbnrst himself only by
selling two copies. Bp. Feu.

(a) Not In practice; unskilful from want of practice.

Wide o' the bow-hand ! 1' faith, your hand is out.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1. 185.
(A) Not In vogue or fashion.

Such practice hath been in England. But beware; It
will be out one day.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Calling at my father's to change my long black cloak
for a short one (long cloaks being now quite out).

Pepy$, Diary, Oct. 7, 1680.

Probably by next winter this fashion will beat the height
in the country, when It is quite out at London.

A:i:ii'--ini, Country Fashions,

(t) At variance; at odds; unfriendly.
I beseech you, sir, be not out with me.

Shak., J. C., L 1. 19.

7. Beyond fixed or regular limits.

My Dove, but once let loose, I doubt
Wou'd ne'er return, had not the Flood been out.

Cou'ley, The Mistress, Welcome.
It was the sort of thing of which he might have died had

the floods been out, or the atmosphere as deleterious as it

sometimes was. Mrs. OKphant, Toor Gentleman, xiv.

8. So as to be exposed or made bare, as by rents
in one's clothing.

If you be out, sir, I can mend you. Shak., J.C., LI. 19.

It is a fervour not very frequent ... to embrace Reli-
gion in rags, and virtue when It la vagrant and mendicant,
out at heels and elbows.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 257.

In three Weeks he shall be bare-foot ; In a Month out at
Knees with begging an Alms.

Congreve, Way of the World, Iv. 12.

0. In a state of disclosure; so as to be no
longer concealed.

Yes, yea, all's out; I now see the whole affair.

GiMxmilti, Good-natured Man, v.

10. In a state of advanced development ; spe-
cifically, of plants, in foliage ;

in blossom
;
in

bloom.
The hedges were so full of wild flowers, the trees were

so thickly out in leaf. Diekmt, Bleak House, xviii.

I believe the weeping willows will be out by that time
and we can have real branches. Won't that be splendid !

//. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 499.

11. Away from the mark; in error; wrong; out
of line, time, key, and the like : as, he is quite

out

out in his guess; the soprano in nut with the
other piii-t-.

Raise your notes; you're out: fie, fie!

B. Jonton, Poetaster, IT. 8.

He had no opinion of reputed felicities below, and ap-
prehended men widely out la the estimate of such bappl-
neas. sir T. Browne, To a Friend.
He Ii out If he thinks the whole world Is blind.

Xn-ift, I'-ii kerstafl Paper*.
The convex has to be done so correctly that, If the lens

Is the luoth part of an inch out, Its value Is destroyed.
Mayhew.

12. In a state of confusion or perplexity; puz-
zled; at a loss.

Very good orators, when they arc out, they will spit.
Shak., fa you Like It, iv. I. 78.

Do I not looke pale, as fearing to be out In my speech'!
Nay, hauc I not all the signes of a Prologue about ine?

T. llryuvod, Prologue to Four Prentices of London.

13. In a state of completion; over; at an end.
Our hour

Is fully out. Shak., A. and C., Iv. 9. S3.

He was nere fourskore years of age (If not all out) when
he dyed. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 4O8.

When Molly came home from the party to-night
The party was out at nine. St. Xicholat, XVI. 868.

14. In a state of exhaustion or extinction.
When the butt Ii out, we will drink water ; not a drop

before. Shak., Tempest, III. 2. 1.

When thy goods are gone and spent, the lamp of their
love is out. liurtun, Anat. of Mcl^p. 431.

The fire out, and the tankard of ale out too 1

liiiflniiii. Ingoldsby Legends, I. 74.

"Woman! woman!" cried Pluck, "the keg Is out, it

[the rum] Is all gone." S. Judd, Margaret, I. 6.

16. Abroad; away. Especially (o) Away from
port; outward bound; on the outward voyage: as, when
three days out we fell in with a wreck.

The cargo I have fitted out, the freight and assurance
out and home, the customs to the queen, and the Interest
of my own money, and besides all these expenses a rea-
sonable profit to myself. Steele, Spectator, No. 174.

(6) At large ; on the march ; afield, or In the field ; on
duty; on a hunting expedition; on the dueling ground :

as, the militia were out In force ; the bushwhackers are
out; the hounds are out; he was out in 1745 (that is, with
the Jacobites).

Saue Ector was out*, as annter bcfelle.
In a countre by coursse that of the coron helde . . .

ffor play or for purpos.
Deitruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 1707.

You need not to have pricked me ; there are other men
fitter to go out than L Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ill. 2. 126.

I saw that there was no Credit to be given to his Word ;

for I was a Week out with him and saw but four Cows,
which were so wild that we did not get one.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 304.

There sat Arthur on the dais throne,
And those that bad gone out upon the Quest,
Wasted and worn, and but a tithe of them.
And those that had not, stood before the King.

Tennyson, Holy Orail.

(c) Abroad ; absent In foreign lands ; beyond the sea.

If any wight had spoke whil he was oute
To hire of love, he hadde of it no doute [fear].

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 306.

He hath been out nine years, and away he shall again
Shak., Lear, L 1. as.

16. Toothers; to outside parties, as for use at

interest, premium, commission, wages, etc. : as,
to lend out money ;

to let out lodgings ;
to farm

out a contract
; to hire out by the day.

They that were full have hired out themselves for bread.
1 Sam. 1L 5.

He shall, If he be minded to travel, put out money upon
his return, and have hands enough to receive it upon any
terms of repayment. Dekkrr, Gull's Hornbook, p. 129.

1 7. To an end. (o) To a conclusion or settlement : as,
to hear one out; to face or fight it out; to hold out to the
but; to have it out with an opponent.

O, how shall summer's honey breath hold out
Against the wreckful siege of battering days?

Shak., Sonnets, Ixv.

I cannot be heard out ; they cut me off.
As If I were too saucy.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, i. 1.

Fly, envious Time, till thou run out thy race.

MOton, Time.
Week in, week out, from mom till night,
Yon can hear his bellows blow.

Longfellow, The Village Blacksmith.
Her brother had It out with the archdeacon about the

Bristol guano. TroUopt, Barchester Towers, xxilL

(6) To development, completion, consummation, or perfec-
tion ; to a successful issue : as, to work out a plan : to spell
out a message ; to make out or puzzle out something ob-
scure ; to carve out a fortune ; to eke out a livelihood ; to
deck out a room.

Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling.
Phil. ii. 12.

She laughed at no mistakes they made, but helped them
out with modesty. Su\ft, Death of Stella.

The church furnished him out, and provided a pinnae
to transport him. Winthrop, Hist. New England.il. 7i

nace
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out

dressed out In white carry a splendid silver image of their

patroness about the city.
J. A, Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 66.

(c) To exhaustion, extinction, or conclusion ; to the end ;

so as to finish or exhaust or be exhausted or consumed ; so

as to bring to naught or render useless : as, the supplies

have given out ; to wear out ; to eat out (consume) ; to

pump out a well, or bail out a boat ;
to put out one's eyes

or a light.

Her candle goeth not out by night. Prov. xxxi. 18.

You wear out a good wholesome forenoon in hearing a

cause between an orange-wife and a fosset-seller.

Sliak., Cor., ii. 1. 78.

Betray'd, captiv'd, and both my eyes put out.

Milton, S. A., 1. 33.

Legion on legion on thy foeman roll,

And weary out his arm thou canst not quell his soul.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, Conclusion, st. 9.

Ring out the thousand wars of old,

Ring in the thousand years of peace.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvi.

18. So as to free from obstruction, encum-

brance, or refuse : as, to sweep out a room; to

thresh out grain ;
to weed out a garden.

Thou ehalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the

corn. Deut xxv. 4.

Mercury can warrant out

His undertakings, and make all things good.
B. Jontan, Cynthia's Revels, v. 1.

19. Without stint or reserve
;
in an open and

unreserved manner; fully; completely; thor-

oughly ; outright ; hence, plainly ; clearly ;

loudly : as, to speak out ; to read out the names ;

to call or cry out; to ring or sing out.

Swears he [Cupid] will shoot no more, but play with spar-
rows

And be a boy right out. Sliak., Tempest, iv. 1. 101.

Speake out, Maisters ; I would not have that word stick

in your teeth, or in your throat.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Come, come, at all I laugh he laughs, no doubt ;

The only difference is, I dare laugh out.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, i. 36.

I have seen Stuart once ; he seems tormented to death
with friends, but he talked out about Paris very fairly and

pleasantly. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

All the old echoes hidden in the wall

Rang out like hollow woods at hunting-tide.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

All OUtt. Seeo. Bred out. See breed. From Out
Of. See from out, under out, prep. From this out. See

.from. In and out, to and fro ; in waving lines.

The glancing lines of Giddyburn in and out, in and
out showed like a Malay's krees.

J. W. Palmer, After his Kind, p. 20.

Out and away, in a preeminent degree ; by far.

Upolu is out and away the best island to possess, both

commercially and politically.
Nineteenth Century, XIX. 310.

Out and out, to the utmost ; thoroughly and completely ;

absolutely ; without qualification.

For oute and oute he is the worthyeste,
Save oonly Ector, which that is the beste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 739.

Allodial land was land in which a man had the full and
entire property ; which he held (as the saying is) out and
out. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 69.

Out Of. [In this connection out is properly an adverb, and
of a preposition, but out ofmay be regarded as a compound
preposition, like into or upon.] (a) Forth from. (1) From
within ; from the bounds, precincts, possession, contain-

ing, holding, or grasp of : as, out of the door or window ;

out of his clutches ; out of the darkness and silence.

There thai demet the duke, as by du right,
All his londes to lose, & launche out of towne.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S), L 12306.

The swoord was never yet out of theyr hand.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

See where he looks out of the window.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 1. 56.

Thou, at the sight
Pleased, out of heaven shall look down and smile.

Milton, P. L., ill. 267.

The Butler refused to scratch Hough's name out of the

buttery-book. Mocaulay, Hist. Eng., viii.

Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies.

Tennyson, Flower in the Crannied Wall.

(2) From an origin, source, or place of derivation or sup-
ply : as, out of evil good often comes.

She shall be called Woman, because she was taken out

of Man. Gen. it 23.

And let him that is on the housetop not go down into
the house, neither enter therein, to take anything out of
his house. Mark xiii. 16.

These my sky-robes spun out of Iris' woof.

MUton, Comus, 1. 83.

There came in my time to the Coll. one Nathaniel Co-
nopios out of Greece. Evelyn, Diary, May 10, 1687.

St. Paul quotes one of their poets for this saying, not-

withstanding T. G.'s censure of them out of Horace.

Bp. Stillingfleet.

A military despotism rose out of the confusion.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

(3) From, as a motive or reason ; on account of : as, he did
it out of kindness, pity, fear, etc.

41SO

Out of much affliction and anguish of heart I wrote unto

,,,.

'

2 Cor. ii. 4.

Out o/my love to you, I came hither.

Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 137.

I ... unbosom'd all my secrets to thee,

Not out of levity, but overpower'd
By thy request, who could deny thee nothing.

Milton, S. A., 1. 880.

I resolved to walk it, out of cheapness ; but my unhappy
curiosity is such tliat I find it always my interest to take

coach. Steele, Spectator, No. 454.

I took my place on the stage, whence I could see the ac-

tors of my poor piece. . . . I suppose the performers gave
me a wide berth out of pity for me.

Thackeray, Virginians, Ixrs.

(4) From among ;
from the midst of ; by selection from.

Officers chosen by the people yearly out of themselves,
to order all things with public consent.

Hooker, Eecles. Polity, Pref., ii.

I have chosen you out of the world. John xvi. 19.

They all or any six of them agreeing as before, may
choose their president out of themselves.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 12S.

The Northermost of them [islands] where we first an-

chored I called the Duke of Grafton's Isle as soon as we
landed on it, having married my Wife out of his Dutch-
css's Family. Dampier, Voyages, I. 422.

(5) From ; by means of ; by.

Hold sou oust o/heie gates.
WiU.ia.rn of Palerne, 1. 1691.

Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou or-

dained strength. Ps. viii. 2.

I learnt it out of women's faces. Shak., W. T., it 1. 12.

(6) Forth from, so as to pass or reach beyond ; beyond the

lines, limits, scope, sphere, reach, or influence of : as, to

be out of sight ; out of hearing ; out of date ;
time out of

mind (that is, beyond the reach of memory).

Laughing is reproueable if it be out of measure.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

If this had not been agentlewoman ,
she should have been

buried out o' Christian burial. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 28.

Oh antiquity!
Thy great examples of nobility
Are out of imitation.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, i. 1.

Joseph S. William ! stop Mr. Stanley, if he 's not gone.
Rowley. Oh, he 's out of reach, I believe.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 1.

(c) Without ; bereft of.

He wax neis anzt of his witte for wrath & for anger.
William of Palerne, 1. 1204.

Now, out of doubt, Antipholus is mad.
Shak., C. of K, iv. 3.83.

Oons ! he 's out of sight ! and I'm out of breath ! for my
part! O, Sir Anthony, why didn't you stop him? why didn't

you stop him? Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 2.

He found himself left far behind,
Both out of heart and out of wind.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

No one can get out of books, as some improvident people
do of matches or coffee, and offer the fact as an excuse for

borrowing. The Author, I. 68.

Outof all hot. See/ioi. Out of all nickt. Seentcii.

Out Of assizet, not In accordance with the statutory
dimensions or weight.

That euerich chaloun oner thre ellen of lengthe out of

a-syse be forfeted. English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 362.

Out Of blood, breath, etc. See the nouns. Out Of
condition, in poor condition

;
unserviceable.

The horses are by far the finest, excepting officers'

mounts, in the service, and are so greatly beloved and so

affectionately cared for that they seldom get out of condi-
tion. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 826.

Out Of countenance. See countenance. Out Of course,
out of order ; disordered.

All the foundations of the earth are out of course.

Ps. Ixxxii. 5.

Out Of court, in law, dismissed or dropped from the
cause : usually said of one who by some default or for a

defect in his case has lost his status as a suitor, and is no

longer entitled to prosecute or defend the cause, unless

by leave or fresh appearance. Out of cry, out 01 reach;
inaccessible or not obtainable.

I mused very much, what made them so to lie,

Sith in their countrey Downe is rife, and feathers out of
crie. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 387.

Out of date. See datei. Out of diapason, doors,
drawing, dreadt, fashion. See the nouns. Out of
framet, out of order

; irregular; disordered.

The king's majesty, when he cometh to age, will see a
redress of these things so out offrame. Latimer.

And therewithal came Curiousness and carped out of
frame.
A Praise of Mistress Byce (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 39).

Like a German clock,
Still a-repairing, ever out offrame.

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1. 193.

Ont of igear, hand, hart, humor. See the nouns.
Out of (his) time, after completion of an agreed term of

apprenticeship : said of an apprentice. Out of joint.
See joint. Out of kilter or kelter. See kilter. Out
Of level, not on the same plane ; uneven, as a table.

Out of one's beat. See bean. Out of one's element.
See element, 4. Out of one's head. See head. Out of
order, place, plumb, pocket, print, reason, register,
season, sorts, square, temper. See the nouns. Out
of the common, or out of common, unusual ; extraor-

dinary ; more or less remarkable.

I daresay Mr. Lobyer is tired of being a millionaire
there are so many millionaires nowadays and a man must

out

be a billionaire if he wants to be anything out of the com-
mon. Miss Braddon, Lady's Mile, xxii.

Out of the way. See way. Out of time, touch, trim,
true, tune, winding, work. See the nouns.

li.prep. 1. From the interior of
;
forth from.

You have pushed out your gates the very defender of

them. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 41.

In and out

The figures [of a carven chair], like a serpent, ran a scroll.

Tennyson, lloly Grail.

2. On the exterior of; outside of.

The gods confound hear me, you good gods all -

The Athenians both within and out that wall !

Shak., T. of A., iv. 1. 3X.

3f. Beyond; past.
William wel wigtli with-oute any fere,

Mornyng out mesure to Melior he wendes,
A siked ful sadli.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1640.

[The use of out as a preposition is obsolete or poetic. A
prepositional use is generally secured by subjoining of,

from, or some other preposition to the adverb out. As a

preposition out is often pleonastically preceded by from,
from out of being also used in place of from out.

I give this heavy weight from off my head,
And this unwieldy sceptre from my hand,
The pride of kingly sway from out my heart.

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 208.

Like that self-begotten bird
In the Arabian woods embost,
That no second knows nor third,
And lay erewhile a holocaust,
From out her ashy womb now teem'd,
Revives. Milton, S. A., 1. 1703.

Satan . . . landed safe

From out of Chaos. MUton, P. L., x. 317.

In those old days, one summer noon, an arm
Rose upfrom out the bosom of the lake.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

All feebleness from, out her did she cast

With thought of love and death that drew anear.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 318.)

[In composition out has either its ordinary adverbial sense,
as in outcast, outcome, outlook, etc., or a prepositional force,

as in outdoors, or forms transitive verbs denoting a going
beyond or surpassing of the object of the verb, in doing
the act expressed by the word to which it is prefixed, as

in outrun, outshine, outvenom, etc. In the last use espe-

cially out may be used with almost any noun or verb.

Only a few, comparatively, of such compounds are entered
below ; and if of modern formation they are left without
further etymological note.]

out (out), interj. [Imperative and exclamatory
use of out, adv.'] Begone! away! See the verb.

Owte I owte ! I go wode [mad] for wo. York Plays, p. 5.

Out, idle words, servants to shallow fools !

SAot.,Lucrece, 1.1016.

Col. I would kill the King,
That wrong'd you and your daughter.

Mel. Out, traitor !

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Out, out, hyaena ! these are thy wonted arts,

And arts of every woman false like thee.

Milton, S. A., 1.748.

"Out, you imp of Satan !" said his master; "vanish

begone or my conjuring rod goes about your ears.
'

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel.

Out, harrow It alas, help me! See harrows. Skelton.

Out on, out upon, shame on ; a curse on.

Owte on the, Lucifer, lurdan ! oure lyghte has thee lorne.

York Plays, p. 6.

I am wild as winter,
Ambitions as the devil ; out upon me !

I hate myself, sir. Fletcher, Mad Lover, iv. 4.

Out on my wretched humour ! it is that
Makes me thus monstrous in true humane eyes.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 2.

Now, "c/ upon thee, canting knave !

Whittier, The Exiles.

Out with. () Away with.

Joseph S. Sir, by heaven you shall go !

Charles S. Ay, out with him, certainly !

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

(b) Draw, do, say, etc., at once.

Out with thy sword ; and, hand in hand with me,
Rush to the chamber of this hated king.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

Out with it, Sir John ; do not envy your friend the plea-
sure of hearing. B. Jonson, Epiccene, v. 1.

out (out), . and n. [< out, adv.'} I. o. 1. Ex-

ternal; exterior: used in composition: as,

which side the outside or the inside?

I wish 200 footemen and fiftye horsemen to be placed
. . . soe as they mighte keepe bothe the O-Relyes, and
also the O-Farrels, and all that otrt-skirte of Meathe in

awe. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Her fame had spread itself to the very otrf-edge and cir-

cumference of that circle. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 13.

2f. Outlying: used in composition : as, owfpost,
oihouse.

Orgayle and Orkenay, and alle this owte iles.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 30.

Cephalonia ... is an out Hand in the dominions of

Grecia. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 168.

3f. Out of the way; remote; foreign.
For this cause also doe I greatly dislike the Lord Depu-

tyes seating at Dublin, being the outest corner in the

realme, and least needing the awe of his presence.
Spenser, State of Ireland.



out

4f. Unpaid; still due: as, "out charges," Pastrm

Ij-ttm, III. 1^6.

II. . 1. One wild is out; specifically, in

)iolitif$, one out of office : opposed to an in : in

this sense uscil chiefly in the plural.

There was then (1775] only two political parties, the Inn

an<l the mitt. J. Button.

It was no longer an individual struggle, but a party r<ni-

teat bt'twrrn the ins awl out*.

IHckenx, Sketches from our Parish, iv.

2. See ins ami mitx, under in 1
,

. 3. Leave
to go out; an outing; a holiday ramble or ex-

cursion. [Collo((.]

U London lawyers don't often get an out; and when
we do, we like to make the most of ft.

/'/.-/;. ,;. Bleak House, vlt

Mir classed her scholars, heard their a's, ab's, acorns,
and abandonments, gave them their nut*, rapped with the
ferule on the window to call them in the only applica-
tion she made of the instrument in question.

S. Judd, Margaret, IL 1.

Out to out, from outside to outside
;
so as to include the

whole hrciultb. -i/<\ or thickness : applied to measure-
ments. Encyc. Diet.

out (out), v. [< ME. auten, < AS. utian, put out,
utter (= OHO. uzon, MHG. uzen, put out, refl.

go out), < at, out: see out, adv. Cf. utter. In
the intransitive use out is the adverb used

elliptically (go, come, or some other verb being
understood).] I. trans. 1. To put out; expel;
eject; oust.

The Bishop of Segovia . . . was nuted of his Office, ban-
ished the Court, and confined to his Diocese.

HmteU, Letters, I. 111. 21.

Thomas Cranmcr was outed of his Fellowship In Jesus

College for being married.

Fuller, Hist. Camb. Univ., vL 34.

Home of the ministers that had been outed for their non-

conformity holding conventicles in Northamptonshire, my
Uncle Benjamin and Father Josiah adhered to them.

Franklin, Autobiography, p. 9.

2f. To sell; dispose of; get rid of.

With daunger mite we al onre chaffare ;

Greet prees at market maketh deere ware.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 621.

3f. To display; publish; utter.

Who so that listeth auten his folye,
Lat him come forth, and lerne multlplyo.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman s Tale, 1. 281.

II. intrans. To go or come out; begone; be

off; be removed or disclosed.

Thus plagnd & torturde with dlspalre A feare,
Out must the fact, he eon noe more forbeare.

Times' WhiMe (E. E. T. 8.X p. 109.

At the length truth will nut. Shot., M. of V., il. 2. 86.

I have no great devotion, at this instant ;

But for a prayer or two I will not out, sir.

'la-mi, and !'!.. Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

There, you see relationship, like murder, will out.

Sheridan, The Critic, ill. 1.

outact (out-akt')i *' I. trans. To exceed in act-

ing.
With that he fetch'd a groan.

And fell again into a swoon,
Shut both his eyes, and stopp'd his breath,
And to the lite out-acted death.

5. Butler, Hudibras, II. ill. 1146.

He has made me heir to treasures
Would make me outact a real widow's whining.

Otway.

II. intrans. To act openly and boldly.
Almost from the first there had stood ont among the

Kentuckians some broad, outspeaking, "iiim-tin
: i exhibi-

tions of exuberant animal vigor, of unbridled animal spir-
Its. Harper't Mag., LXXIX. 568.

OUt-activet (out-ak'tiv), v. t.
f To exceed inac-

tivity.

No wonder If the younger out-active those who are more
ancient. Fuller, Worthies (London), II. 336.

out-and-out, adv. See out and out, under out,
adv.

He could spar better than Knuckles, the private, . . .

and was the best batter and bowler, out and out, of the

regimental club. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiil.

out-and-out (out'and-onf), a. [< out and out,
ailr. : see under out, adv.] Thorough ; thor-

ough-paced; absolute; genuine; complete; un-

qualified : as, an out-and-out swindle. [Colloq.]

The want of personal interest which people in general
must feel in houses which are not their out-and-out prop-
erty. Saturday Ken.

out-and-outer (out'and-ou'ter), H. A thorough-
goer; a first-rate fellow; one to be depended
upon. [Colloq. or slang.]
Master Olive was pronounced an out-and-outer, a swell,

and no mistake. Thackeray, Newcomes, xvil.

I am the man as is xnaranteed by unimpeachable refer-
ences to be an out-and-outer in morals.

Dickens, Nicholas Nlckleby, Ix.

OUtas't, " [Also utas, titis; < ME. outa$, utas,
< OF. (AF.) utas, utes, ute, the eighth, < ut, uit,
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oil, F. huit,< L. octo = E. eight: see eight*. ]

The octave (of a feast).

Lette say these misses be jour hestes
W ith-Inm- the via* of the festes.

I'^ttical I'oemi, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 67.

The name Adam by a decree of the Church was on the
\INTI, liiy aft IT Hi.- mitai of Easter the yecre 1S2S, burnt at

t, tr. of Camden, 11. 181. (Davits.)

hese cried there, likemad moody Bedlams, as they heard

thunder, "They are damned, they are damned '; their
'

OUtas-t, ". [Early mod. E. alsooir/i*. uti.*. nin* ;

< ME. ouliiM, tiwtas, outhees, < ML. utln^ium, out-

cry, hue and cry, < AS., etc.,ut, out, + ML. IIHI--

Hiiim, hutrsiitm, etc., hue: see hue?. The word
has been assimilated to outan 1

.] Hue; hue
and cry; outcry; uproar.

Yet saugh I woodnesse laughyng, on his rage,
Armed complelnt, outhetn, and tiers out-rage.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1164.

God graunte, and at the reverence of God help too, that
an "utii* and clamour be made upon the Lord Scales, prey-

Ing hyni for the weel of the cuntre. fatton Letleri, 1 186.

Hee slngeth as wee vse heere In Englande to hallow,
wbope, or showte at houndes, and the rest of the company
answere him with this Oulit, Igha, Igha, Igha.

Haktuyt'i Voyaget, L 284.

outas2t, v. i. [< outtufl, n.] To cry out with a
loud voice

;
shout.

Th.
the thu
wise preachers outaring the same at Paul's cross.

/.';.. /;'., Select Works, p. 244.

OUtask (out-ask'), t). t. [= OFries. utaskia =
Dan. udieske, challenge; as out + ask1

.] To
announce as about to be married by the third

publication of banns
;
ask in church for the last

time. [Prov. Eng.]
All other suitors were left in the lurch,
And the parties had even been ottt-askfd in church.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 286.

out-at-elbows (out'at-el'boz), a. [< out at el-

bows: see out, adv., 8.] Worn out; threadbare;
used up; trite.

The threadbare and out-at-elbows theory of the Sepa-
rators. Gladstone, Nineteenth Century, XXI. 479.

outbalance (out-bal'ans), v. t. To outweigh;
exceed in weight or effect.

Hardiness, strength, and valour out-balanced In the pub-
lic estimation the accomplishment* of the mind.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 5.

outbar (out-bar'), . t. To bar out
; especially,

to shut out by bars or fortifications.

Which [bordraglngs) to outbarre, with painefull pyonings,
From sea to sea he heapt a mighty mound.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 63.

outbargain (out-bar'gan), . t. To overreach
or get the better of in a bargain.
The two parties [in the marriage market] with their op-

posite Interests stand at bay, or try to outwit or outbar-

gain each other, Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xix. (Daricft.)

outbeart (out-bar'), v. t. [< ME. outberen = 8w.
utbdra = Dan. udbcere; < out + bear1.] To
bear out

; support. Palsgrave.
outbid (out-bid'), r. t. To bid more than; go
beyond in the offer of a price.
There is a good angel about him ; but the devil outbid!

him too. SAo*.,2Hen. IV., il. 4. 363.

I was outbid for Oliver Cromwell's nightcap.
Walpole, Letters, II. 507.

outbidder (out-bid'er), n. One who outbids.
Ash.
OUtblast (out-blasf), r. [< ME. outblasten; <

out + blast1.] To blow out.

outblown (out'blon), a. Inflated
;
swelled with

wind.
At their roots grow floating palaces.
Whose outblown bellies cut the yielding seas.

1'rinlrii, Indian Emperor, I. 2.

outblush (out-blush'), . t. To surpass in blush-

ing ;
exceed in rosy color.

From my pale cheek the lively crimson fled,
Which in my softer hours, you oft have sworn.
With rosy beauty far outbluth'd the morn.

Gay, Elegies, Panthea.

outbluster (out-blus'ter), v. t. To exceed in

blustering; get the better of by blustering;
oust or deprive by means of blustering.

If ever I steal a teapot, and my women don't stand up
for me, pass the article under their shawls, . . . out-blun-

ter the policeman, . . . those beings are not what I take
them to be.

Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, On a Medal of George IV.

outboard (out'bord), a. Naut., outward : noting
anything that is without or on or toward the
outside of a ship: as, the outboard works; the
mi/hoard end of a propeller-shaft. See inboard.

outboard (out'bord), arfr. \aiit., in a direc-

tion laterally away from the center of a ship :

the opposite of inboard : as, to move an object
outboard.

out-boltt (out-bolt'), v. t. To bolt out.

outbreathe

Those . . . first bint out Episcopacy, that they may blot

and out bolt, net up and pull down Magistracy.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. r>f>7. (Daviet.)

OUtbond (out'bond), ll. Ill firrh. Sec nilnni/l.

outborn (out'bdrn), a. Foreign; not native.

JiilmmiH. [Rare.]
outbound (out'bound), n. Outward bound.

Triumphant Names upon the water float.

And iiut-biiund ships at home their voyage end.

Dryden, Annus Hirabllls, st. 204.

OUtbound8(out'boundz), n.pl.
Outward bounds;

extreme limits or boundaries.

Belfast, Armagh, and Carlingfoord, which are now the

most out-baunda and abandoned places In the Knglixh
Pale. Spenier, State of Ireland.

outbowed (out'bod), a. Bowed or bent out-

ward; curved outward; bellied.

The convex or out-bowed side of a vessell will hold no-

thing. Bp. Hall, Holy Panegyric.

outbrag (out -brag'), v. t. 1. To surpass in

bragging or bravado; outbrave. 2f. To sur-

pass in beauty.
His phcenix down began but to

appear,
Like unshorn velvet, on that termless skin

Whose bare out-bragg'd the web It seem'd to wear.

Sluil,., Lover's Complaint, 1. 95.

outbraidt, *'.

'

[< ME. oiitbreiden, outebreydtn

(pret. outebreyde), awake, < out + braid, move,
rouse, etc. : see braid1 ."]

To awake.

outbrastt, f. i. An obsolete variant of outburst.

Chaucer.
outbrave (out-brav'), v. t. To surpass in brav-

ing or defying; exceed in daring or audacity.
I would outstare the sternest eyes that look,
Outbrave the heart most daring on the earth, . . .

To win thee, lady. Shalt., M. of V., IL 1. 28.

He doth bear a golden bow.
And a quiver, hanging low,
Full of arrows that outbraoe
Dian's shafts. B. Jonton, Hue and Cry.

outbrayt (out-bra'), v. t. [< out + bray, used
M ft variant of breathe or perhaps ftrairfi.] To
breathe out.

The snake that on his crest hot nre outbrayed. Fairfax.

Whiles the sad pang approaching shee does feele,
Brail* out her latest breath, and up her eies doth seele.

Spenser, V. Q., II. I. 38.

OUtbrazen (out-bra'zn), r. t. To exceed in bra-

zening; disconcert or discomfit with a brazen
face or impudence. Johnson.

outbreak (out'brak), n. 1. A breaking out;
an outburst ; a sudden and violent manifesta-
tion: as, an outbreak of fever; an outbreak of

popular indignation.
Breathe his faults so quaintly

That they may seem the taints of liberty,
The flash and outbreak of a flery mind.

Shale., Hamlet, IL 1. 33.

2. A rupture of the peace ;
a public disturbance

or riot.

A Whlteboy outbreak, attended by the usual circum-
stances of disorder and violence, took place while Burke
was In Ireland (1761 -S). J. Morley, Burke, p. 25.

outbreak (out-brak'), r. i. [= OFries. utbre-

ka = D. uitbreken = MLG. utbreken = 6. aus-

brechen; as out + break.] To break or burst
forth.

Wsordlnate authority, thus galn'd,
Knew not at first, or durst not, to proceed

With an nut-l>rrakin<j course, but stood restrain'd

Within the compass of respective heed.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vll.

Instead of subjecting her, he Is by the fresh mttbrfale-

ing of her beauty captivated.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 47.

From her worn tried heart there did outbreak
Wild sobs and weeping.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, n. 14.

outbreaker (out'bra'ker), n. A breaker or wave
off the shore. Southey.

outbreaking (out 'bra 'king), n. The act of

breaking out
;
an outbreak,

out-breastt (out-bresf), v. t. To surpass in

power of breast, chest, or voice
; outeing.

I have heard
Two emulous Philomels beat the ear o' the night
With their contentious throats, now one the higher,
Anon the other, then again the first,

And by and by out-breatted.

Fletcher (and another). Two Xoble Kinsmen, v. 3.

outbreathe (out-breTH'), r. I. trans. 1. To ex-
haust or deprive of breath.

These mine eyes saw him In bloody state,

Rendering faint quittance, wearied and outbreathed,
To Harry Monmonth. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 1. 106.

2. To breathe out ; expire.
That sign of last outbreathed life did seem. Spenter.

II. intrans. To issue as the breath; exhale.

No smoak nor steam, ml breathing from the kitchen?
There's little life I' th' hearth then.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, I. 1.



outbrest
4182 outdare

AS. utbrent/aii (= D. uitbrengen
en = G. ausbringen = Sw. utbrint/ti = Dan. !'-

briage), < ut, out, + brent/an, bring.] To bring

out; deliver; utter; express.
Thus muche as now, O wommanlich wif,

I may outebringe. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 107.

OUt-brothert (out'bruTH'er), . An out-pen-

sioner.

That good old blind bibber of Helicon [Homer] came

5',r[Sameaso toi spelled OUtcrackKout-krak'),,. , 1. Tooutbrag;

and used so as to simulate a different origin, 1

namely < out + caste] In India, one who has

suffered expulsion from caste.

On a forfeiture of caste by either spouse intercourse

ceases between the spouses ;
if the out-caste be a sonless

woman she is accounted dead, and funeral rites are per-

begging to one of the chief cities of Greece and . . . Besides the four castes [of India], there is a large popu- nllt,.raftv fout-kraf ti

promised them vast corpulent volumes of immortality, f
, u known m Pal .iahs or outcast**. ,tnw" "'"

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 59.

ing, outkestinge; verbal n. of outcast, v.] 1.

That which is thrown out or rejected ;
offscour-

2. That which a tree puts forth ;
a shoot.

The vifte [fifth] out-keiKnge of the like stocke [the tree of

pride] is scorn. Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 22.

t. To overtake. Halli-

promiseu tnem vnsr oorpuum* VUIUIIICB ui uw *"?' ,

they would bestowe upon him but a slender outbnthers

11U

K"-Stuffe (Hart. Misc., VI. 147). outcastingt Jont'kta'ting),
.

f
[< ME. -outcast-

outbud (out-bud'), v.i. Tobudout; sproutforth.

Such one it was as that renowmed Snake
Which great Alcides in Stremona slew, . . .

Whose many heades, out-budding ever new,
Did breed him endlesse labor to subdew.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vil. 17.

OUtbuild (out-bild'), i: t. To exceed in build-

ing, or in durability of building.

Virtue alone outbuilds the pyramids.
Young, Night Thoughts, vi. 312.

outbuilding (out'biFding), n. A building near

or subordinate to a main building ;
an outEouse. ^pf (out-sep!

;

), prey, and conj. [A forced
A huge load of oak wood was passing through the gate- form fQr excep t

fry substitution of out for ex- (L.
"dKLven Gables, xiii. ex, out). Cf.outtake] Except; unless.

OUtburn (out-bern'), v. I. intrans. To burn

away ;
be consumed by fire.

She burn'd out love, as soon as straw out-burneth.

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, 1. 98.

II. trans. To exceed in burning ; burn longer
than.

Amazing period ! when each mountain-height
Out-burns Vesuvius ;

rocks eternal pour
Their melted mass. Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 165.

boasting.
Heele out-cracke a Germaine when hee is drunke.

Marston, The Fawne, iv.

2. To outshine; surpass in show or pretensions.

Roberto aduised his brother ... to furnish himselfe

with more crownes, least hee were outcrackt with new

formed' for her. Encyc. Brit., V. 191. commers. Greene. Groats-worth of Wit (ed. 1617).

To exceed in craft

or cunning; overpower by guile.

That drug-damn'd Italy hath out-craftied him,
And he 's at some hard point.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 15.

mat, wmciijB mruwii uun ui *cjo;^~, v,^.,
ontrreen (out-kreo') v. i. F< ME. outcrenen;

ing ; hence, figuratively of persons, a reprobate ; ;f+Pc?
\

a castaway.
As clensyngis of this world we ben maad the outcastynye

of alle thingis til ghit. Wydif, 1 Cor. iv. 13.

OUtcrier (OUfWte), n. One who cries or pro-
claims ; specifically, one who proclaims a sale

;

a public crier; an auctioneer.

That all such Citizens as ... should be constraint to

sell their Household stuff . . . should first cause the same
to be cry'd thro' the City, by a Man with a Bell, and then

to be sold by the common Outcryer appointed for that pur-

pose. Baker, Chronicles, p. 394.

It gan outcrepe at som crevace.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 2086.

outcrop (out'krop), >i. The appearing at the

Look not so near, with hope to understand, surface of a stratum or series of strata, or of a

Out-cept, sir, you can read with the left-hand. vein or ore-deposit of any kind. The outcrop of a

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeck. metalliferous vein or lode is frequently more or less con-

Any other county

We drank the Libyan Sun to sleep, and lit

Lamps which outburrid Canopus.
Tennyson, Fair Women.

Turfe.
In the kingdom.
Pan. Outcept Kent.

B. Joraon, Tale of a Tub, 1. 2.

outch, interj. See ouclfi.

outchase (out-chas'), v. t. [< ME. outchaeen; <

out + chase1
."]

To chase away; put to flight.

In so moche, that o [one] gode Cristene man, in gode
Beleeve, scholde overcomen and out chacen a 1000 cursed

mysbeleevynge men. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 261.

cealed by the accumulation of partly decomposed mate-

rial (see gossan), the result of the decomposition and
oxidation of the metalliferous part of the lode by atmo-

spheric agencies. This is called by Cornish miners the

broil. The outcrops of many veins, on the other hand,
are very conspicuous, especially when the amount of ore

present is small, quartz forming the predominating vein-

stone of a large proportion of the mineral deposits, and

being very indestructible. The outcrops of the stratified

formations depend on the amount of inclination of the

beds. When these lie quite horizontal, there can be no

outcropping edges of the strata, except when the forma-

Outburst (out-bersf ), V. i. [< ME. "outbersten, . mmm firniWlm^mnm\ m ripHrnnce from tion'haTbeen cut iiito'by erosion. The position on the

", /"",*/>,; n,,.t.hrn*t*n < nut. + burst.-} To burst OUtclearance (out kJer ans), n. Clearan< i

gurface rf any outcrop depend9 thereforei on the inclina-

You will find the duties high at outclearance.

Foote, Trip to Calais, i.

onlbresten, outbrasten; < out + burst] To burst

out.
Tho bigan his teres more outebreste.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 267.

outburst (out'berst), n. [< outburst, v] A outclimb (out- klim' ) v. t. To climb beyond;

breaking or bursting out ;
a violent issue or dis- surpass by or as by climbing ;

rise higher than ;

charge ;
an outbreak : as, an outburst of wrath, overtop

outburst-bank (out'berst-bangk), n. In luj-

rlraul. engin., the middle part in elevation of a

sea-embankment. The normal ratio of its base
to its height is as two to one.

OUtby, OUtbye (out'bi), adv. [<o + byl] 1.

Outside; outdoors; abroad; at some distance

Her buildings laid

Flat with the earth, that were the pride of time.
And did the barbarous Memphian heaps outclimb.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

They must be sever'd or like palms will grow,
Which planted near, out-climb their native height.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, iii. 1.

surface of any outcrop depends, therefore, on the inclina-

tion of the bed or vein in question, and on the nature and
amount of the erosion which has taken place. See cut

under dip.
i. To crop out or up;
come out to the surface

said of strata,

outcry "(out'kri), .
; pi. outcries (-kriz). 1.

A loud or vehement cry or crying; a cry of in-

dignation or distress; clamor; confused noise
;

uproar.

Thy son is rather slaying them ; that outcry
From slaughter of one foe could not ascend.

Milton,S. A.,1. 1517.

The reason that there is such a general outcry amongfrom"home: as, I had been'o% and had just outcome (out'kum), n. [< ME. outecome, ut-
mj ^^^ uioio a ^^ ^ ^.^_>!f . B

got home: the opposite of itibij. [Scotch.] 2. fume; < out+ come] If. A going forth; a ma- against flatterers is that there are so very few good

In mining, going out of the mine or in the di- rauding expedition; incursion ;
inroad. Com- ones. Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

rection of the shaft : the opposite of inby. pare outroad. 2. That which comes out of or 3. An auction; auction.

OUtby (out'bi), a. [< outby, adv.] Outlying;
remote or sequestered. [Scotch.]

OUtcarry (out-kar'i), v. t. To carry out
; export.

Sum of the out-carried commodities in value and cus-

tom, 294,184.17.2. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 17.

outcast (out-kasf), v. t. [< ME. outcasten, out-

kesten (= Sw. utkasta = Dan. udkaste); < out +
cast1] To throw out; cast forth; expel; reject.

It being the custom of all those whom the Court casts

out to labour by all means they can to outcast the Court.

Heylin, Life of Laud, p. 166. (Dames.)

outcast (out'kast), a. and n.

pp. of the verb.] I. a. Cast out; thrown away;
rejected; hence, forsaken

; forlorn; miserable;

specifically, despised socially.
I all alone beweep my outcast state.

Shale., Sonnets, xxix.

The fugitive bond-woman, with her son,
Outcast Nebaioth, yet found here relief.

Miltm, P. B,., ii. 309.

Ghosts of outcast women return lamenting,
Purged not in Lethe. Swinburne, Sapphics.

results from something else
; issue; result.

The Crusades were the outcome of a combination between
monasticism and knighthood.

Stale, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 333.

The modern direct way of looking at things the per-

fectly natural outcome of habit of every man's dealing
with a thing for himself, and of first necessarily looking to

see what the thing actually is.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 91.

,,<>= Politicians, happily, seldom live to see the final outcome

3ourt. of their aspirations. Stubbs, Med. and Mod. Hist., p. 20.

outcry (Out-kri'),0.t. To cry louder than;
tomes.) out-COmelingt, [ME. outcomlyng; < out + come in crying ; .hence, to excel in any w

[< ME. outecaste; comeling.] A stranger; a foreigner.

I will heal thee of thy wounds, saith the Lord; because outCOUntenanCCt (out-koun'te-nans), V. t.

ma'rsleketh afte
1"

' ^"^ " Te^T Tr> ml*'-" : O""*** <">>e undaunte,

O blood-bespotted Neapolitan.
Outcast of Naples, England's bloody scourge.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 118.

He dies, sad outcast of each church and state.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 204.

3. A falling out; a quarrel. Burns. [Scotch.]

Ill sell all at an out-cry. MiddUton, Chaste Maid, iii. 3.

Their houses and fine gardens given away,
And all their goods, under the spear at outcry.

B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

A tax was first imposed upon property sold by auction

by outcry, knocking down of hammer, by candle, by lot,

by parcel, or by any other means of sale at auction, or

whereby the highest bidder is deemed to be the purchaser
in Great Britain in 1777.

S. Dou-ell, Taxes in England, III. 156.

over-

way.

You shall have some so impudently aspected,
They will mitcry the forehead of a man.

Middletm, Mad World, iv. 5.

In all the storm we must outcry the noise of the tem-

pest, and the voices of that thunder.

due'bounds
;
'stretch or extend beyond.

J- ^v1^. Works <ed -

if
5 ). * 640-

If, then, such be the capacity and receipt of the mind of out-Cut (out'kut), a. Shaped by cutting away
man, it is manifest that there is no danger at all in the a part.
proportion or quantity of knowledge, how large soever,

sollerets are remarkable for the large out-cut piece
C

"nX of Learning, i.
at the insteP- Bewttt' Anoient Armour, 12 -

A remote or ob- OUtdacious (out-da'shus), a. [Also oirdncimi.* :

a corruption of audacious] Audacious; bold ;

skE^o^d^^^^i^^UthT oK^S^St-SusSf),^ S2SS!
selves in the beaten road thereof. ty ; impudence. [Prov. Eng. and vulgar.]

tha

Wost thou not wel that thou wonej here a wyje strange,
An out-comlyng, a carle, we kylle of thyn heued.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), U. 876.

outcompass (out-kum'pas), v. t. To exceed

II. n. If. That which is thrown away or cast OUt-COmert (out'k6r"ner), n.

forth; refuse. scure place; a retired nook.

Owte caste (or refuse). Prompt. Pan.

2. A person expelled or driven out
;
an exile

;

one who is rejected or despised. Fuller, Holy State, II. ix. 5. ouVdare (out-dar')X t. 1. To dare more than

.
1.

To outface ;
confront or oppose undauntedly.

While high Content in whatsoever chance
Makes the brave mind the starres outcountenance.

Daviei, Muse's Teares, p. 14. (Dames.)

2. To put out of countenance.

Lucanio, loath to be outcountenanst, followed his aduise.

Greene, Groats-worth of Wit(ed. 1617).

4. In malting and brewing, increase by mea- out-court (out'kort), .

sure in the bulk of malt as compared with the court; the precinct.

The exterior or outer

surpass in daring.
O noble fellow !

Who sensibly outdares his senseless sword.

Shak., Cor., i. 4. 53.

2. To overcome by daring; defy.

It was myself, my brother, and his son,
That brought you home, and boldly did outdare

The dangers of the time. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1. 40.

You will raise me,
And make me out-dare all my miseries?

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 3



outdistance

outdistance (out-<lis'tang), r. t. 1. In kortr-

radng. t.. <!istance. flence 2. To excel or

leave far behind in any competition or career,

outdo (out-d6")> '. '. To excel; surpass; per-
form beyond.
He bath in this action outdone his former deeds doubly.

Shot., Cor, II. i. \:a.

He who before out-did Humanity.
Cmtiey, To the Blsbop of Lincoln.

outdoor ("ft 'dor), . 1. Out of doom; outside

of the house; exterior; in the open air: as.

-i utilnor amusements. 2. Not cared for within
doors or in a particular house (as a poor-house) :

as, outdoor paupers. 3. In Cornish pumpinfj-
engines, outward: as, the outdoor stroke of the

engine. In the ordinary type of Cornish pumpiiig-engine.
the water is forced upward in the lift )>y tin- weight of the

descending pump rod ; this is the outdoor stroke of the

engine. In the indoor stroke the rod la lifted by the pres-
sure of the steam on the piston. Outdoor relief. See

relief.
outdoors (out-dorz' ), adv. Out of doors

;
out of

the house; in the open air; abroad.
outdoors (out-dorz ), . [< outdoors, adr.]
The outer air or outer world beyond the limits

of the house. [Colloq.]
Out-doon was terrible to those who looked oat of win-

dows, and heard the raging wind. . . . and could not sum-
mon resolution to go forth and breast and conquer the
bluster. C. D. Warner, Backlog studies, p. 122.

OUt-dresst (out'dres), . Festal garb; gala-
tlress.

I ha' but dight ye yet In the out-drew,
And 'parel of Earine.

B. Jonum, Sad Shepherd, II. 1.

OUtduret (out-dur'), v. t. To outlast; endure
to the end of.

I feel myself.
With this refreshing, able once again
To out-dttre danger.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. '..

outdwellt (out-dwel'), v. t. To dwell or stay
beyond.

It Is marvel he out-dwells his hour,
For lovers ever run before the clock.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 6. 3.

out-edge (out'ej), n. The extreme edge; the
furthest bound. [Rare.]
Her fame had spread itself to the very out-edge and cir-

cumference of that circle. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 18.

onten1 (ou'tn), prep. [< ME. oaten, ute,< AS.
i/toii, from without, out: see out.] Out; out
of

;
out from. [Obsolete or provincial.]

outen1
(ou'tn), a. [A var. of out, a., after oaten 1

,

prep.'] Being from without
; strange ; foreign ;

peculiar: as, an outen man. [Prov. Eng.]
outen2 (ou'tn), r. *. [< out + -ei.] To put
out; extinguish: as, outen the light. [Prov.
Eng.]
outener (out'ner), . [< outen1 + -er1 .] A for-

eigner. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
outer1

(ou'ter), a. and n. [< ME. outer, < AS.
uterra, uttera (= OHG. uzar, uzzar, uzer, uzzer,
MHG. uzer, G. ausser), outer, compar. of tit,

out: see out. Cf. utter, a doublet of outer.'} I.

a. 1. Of or pertaining to the outside
; that is

without or on the outside; external: opposed
to inner: as, the outer wall.

The outer cold. Bryant, Little People of the Snow.

Armed feet

Thro' the long gallery from the outer doors "

Rang coming. Tennyson, Guinevere.

Time and space are therefore respectively the forms of

inner and outer perception.
E. Cairo, 1'hilos. of Kant, p. 2S4.

2. Further removed; being outside with ref-

erence to some place or point regarded as in-

ner or internal.

The sound of the cherubims' wings was heard even to
the outer court. Ezek. x. 5.

One would pierce an outer ring.
And one an inner, here and there ;

And last the master-bowman, he,
Would cleave the mark.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, rzxxvii.

Outerbailey. Seeooifcvi.i-Outerbar.inareatBrit-
ain, the junior barristers collectively, who plead outside
the bar, as opposed to queen's counsel and serjeanU-at-
lw. who are admitted to plead within the bar. Hence
outrr uarratert, or utter barruten, all who are not queen's
counsel or serjeants-at-law. Outer form, in printing.
See form. Outer garment, a garment worn outside of
others ; especially, a coat, cloak, etc. , worn out of doors.
Outer house, jib, malleolus, peridium, etc. See the
nouns.

II. . In rifle-practice: (a) The part of a tar-

get beyond the circles surrounding the bull's-

eye, and thus nearer the outside, (b) A shot
which strikes that part.
OUterH (ou'ter), r. /. [< ME. outre* ; < outer, a.

Cf. utter.] To utter.

outer2 (ou'ter), 11. [Var. of ouster, n., after out,

v., outerl, or else < later OF. outer, F. 6ter, oust:
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see oust*, ouster.,] In law, dispossession ; an
ouster.

outerestt (ou'ter-est), a. guperl. [ME. outerent,

oKtermte: < outer + -est*.] Extremest; re-

motest.

The Kinne . . . comynge from hys ouiemte arysyng.
Chaucer, Boethius, U. meter .

outerlyHou'ter-liKodr. [< ME. outerly; <ou-
teri + -ty

2
.] 1. Toward the outside.

In the lower jaw two tusks like those of a boar, stand-

ing outerlu, an Inch behind the cutters.

A'. (Jreir, Museum.
2. Utterly.
Than be lepte to and a-valed the coyf of maile from his

heed, and selde he wolde smyte it from the iholdrea, but
be wolde liym yelde outerly. Merlin (E. E. T. A.\, iil. :,7i.

outermost (ou'ter-most), a. guperl. [Superl.
from outer 1

.] Being on the extreme external

part ;
remotest from the midst ;

most distant of

a series: as, the outermost row.

outewitht, adv. and prep. A Middle English
form of miiii-itli.

outface (out-fas'), r. t. 1. To confront boldly;
brave; defy.

And with presented nakedness out /ace
The winds and persecutions of the sky.

Sao*., Lear, ii. 3. 11.

2. To keep or force by boldness. [Bare.]
Then did we two set on yon four ; and, with a word, out-

faced you from your prize, and have It.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 283.

3. To face or stare down ;
confront with assur-

ance, boastfully, or overbearingly; browbeat.

Dost thou come here to whine?
To outface me with leaping in her grave?
Be buried quick with her, and so will I.

Shot., Hamlet, v. 1. SOL

Meer. O strange impudence,
That these should come to face their sin !

Krrr. And outface
Justice ! B. Jonton, Devil Is an Ass, v. &

4. To face out ; counteract by assurance ; put
a good face on.

We'll have a swashing and a martial outside,
As many other mannish cowards have
That do outface it with their semblances.

Shak., As yon Like It, L S. 124.

OUtfallt (out-fal'), v. t. [< ME. outfallen, otote-

fallen (= D. uitvaUen = G. ausfallen = 8w. ul-

faUa); < out + fain.'] To burst forth, as upon
the enemy ; make a sally.

outfall (out'fal), B. [= D. uittal = G. outfall,

sally, falling out, = Icel. utfall, ebbing tide, =
Sw. Hlfnll = Dan. udfald, sally, falling out;
from the verb.] 1. The point or place of dis-

charge of a river, drain, culvert, sewer, etc.;

month; embouchure.
Rivers with greedier speed run neere
Their out-fatt* than at their springs.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour. (.Var.)

2f. A sudden eruption of troopsfrom a fortified

place; a sally. 3. A quarrel; a falling out.

[Prov. EngJ
outfangtheft (out'fang-thef), n. [ME. *of-

fangen thef, AS. "utfangen theof: utfangen, < it,

out, -\-fangen, w- offan, take; thtof, thief . See

infangthff.'] In laic: (a) A liberty or privi-

lege whereby a feudal lord was enabled to call

any man dwelling in his manor, and taken for

felonjr in another place out of his fee, to judg-
ment in his own court.

We haue granted also vnto them of our speciall grace
that they bane autfangthefe in their lands within the
Forts aforesaid. HaUnyt't Voyage*, I. 118.

(b) The felon so taken.

outfield (out'feld), n. 1. In Scotland, arable
land which is continually cropped without be-

ing manured, until it is exhausted. See infield.
2. A name given to uninclosed farm hinds

at a distance from the farmstead. 3. An out-

lying region ;
an undefined or indefinite sphere,

district, or domain.

The enclosure of a certain district, larger or smaller,
from the great outfield of thought or fact.

Trench, Study of Words (18SU P- 174-

out-field (out'feld), n. See field, 3.

out-fielder (out'fel'der), n. In ball-games, one
of the fielders who is posted in the out-field.

outfit (out'fit), . 1. The act of fitting out or

making preparation, as for a voyage, journey,
or expedition, or for any purpose. 2. The ar-

ticles prepared or expenses needed as outlay,
as for an expedition ; equipment of any kind
and for any purpose, as a stock of goods, a
team or rig! etc. 3. An establishment of any
kind. [Slang, western U. S.]

Many outfit regularly shift their herds every spring and
fan. T. RnotetfU, The Century, XXXV. 486.

outgo

Outfit (out'fit), r. t. [< autjit, .] To fit out;

equip; supply; provide necessaries for.

Freedom to transfer cargoes, to outft vessels, buy sup-
plies, obtain Ice, engage sailors, procure bait, and traffic

generally in Canadian and .Newfoundland port*.

ForMffUtf Jtn., JJ. S., XXXIX. 766.

outfitter (out'fit-er), ii. One who furnishes or
makes outfits ;

one who furnishes the necessary
means or equipments for a voyage, journey, or

expedition; in general, one who provides the

requisites for any business.

outfitting (out'fit-ing), . Equipment in gen-
eral; specifically, equipment for a voyage or

expedition; outfit.

outflank (out-flangk'), r. t. To go or extend

beyond the flank or wing of; hence, to out

manoeuver; get the better of. Seeflaitk
1 .

OUt-flemet, n. [ME., < out + feme.] One who
is banished; an exile.

Me payed ful Ille to be out-feme
So sodenly of that fayre regioun.

ACKteratite Poem* (ed. MorrlsX i. 1176.

out-fling (out'fling), n. A gibe; a sarcasm; a
severe or contemptuous remark. George Eliot,
Daniel Deronda, xlii.

outflow (out'flo), n. A flowing out or forth;

efflux; issue.

outflow (out-flo'), v. i. To flow out.

.Shall bitterness outfmc from sweetness past?
Campbell.

outflush (ont'fluah), . A sudden or violent

glow or access of heat; hence, an ebullition.

[Bare.]
An outjftuA of foolish young Enthusiasm.

Carlyle, Sartor Retarttu, p. 127.

outfly (out-flT), r. L traiw. To fly beyond; fly

faster than; pass or surpass by rapidity
of

flight ;
outdistance ; escape by superior swift-

ness.

His evasion, wlng'd thus swift with scorn,
Cannot outfly our apprehensions.

Shot., T. and C., ii. 3. 124.

U. intrang. To fly out; come suddenly into

view.
He spake ; and, to confirm his words, outfew
Millions of naming swords, drawn from the thighs
Of mighty cherubim. Maton, V. L., L SKI.

outformt (out'f&nn), n. External appearance.
For Cupid, who (at first) tooke vaine delight
In mere out-former, until he lost his sight,
Hath chang'd his smile, and made his object yon.

B. Jonton, Epig. 114, To Mistress Philip Sidney.

outfortt (out'fort), n. An outlying fort
;
an out-

work.
After re-charging, they won the out-fort of the town,

and slew all they found therein.
Court and Time* of Charlet I., L (XS.

OUtfortht (out'fdrth), adv. On the exterior;

externally; outside; without. Chaucer.

OUtfrown (out-froun'), " t. To frown down;
overbear by frowning.

Myself could else out-frovn false fortune's frown.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 6.

OUtgatet (out'gat), n. [< ME. outgate; < out +
gut*

1
.] An outlet ;

a passage outward. Spen-
ser, State of Ireland.

outgeneral (out-jen'e-ral), r. f. To exceed in

generalship; gain advantage over by superior
military skill.

OUtglare (out-glar'), r. t. To outdo in bright-
ness or dazzling effect; surpass in flagrancy.

His monstrous score, which stood outglaring all

Its hideous neighbours.
.7. Beaumont, Psyche, slv. 178. (Dariei.)

I tell yon, my friend, that, were all my former sins

doubled in weight and In dye, such a villany would have

outgtared and outweighed them alL Scntt, Pirate, xxxL

outgo (out-go'), r. f. [< ME. outgon, < AS. fitgax

(= I), uttgaan = MLG. utgiin = G. auggehett =
Sw. utgS = D&n. udgaa), go out, < fit. out, + gan,
go.] 1. To go beyond; advance so as to pass
in going; go faster or further than; leave be-

hind; outdistance.

Many knew him, and ran afoot thither out of all cities,

and outturn/ them, and came together unto him.
Mark ri. 33.

No, sweet < Mavis,
Yon shall bear from me still ; the time shall not

Out-go my thinking on yon. SJtak., A. and C.. ili. . 81.

2. To outdo ; exceed ; surpass.
After these an hundred Ladles moe

Appear'd In place, the which each other did outgoe.

Spenter, F. Q., IT. v. 11.

My divine Mosca!
Thou hast to-day outgone thyself.

B. Jonttm, Volpone, L 1.

outgo (out'go), n. [< OMtyo, r.] That which

goes out; outflow; specifically, expenditure:
the opposite of income.



outgoer

outgoer (out 'go"er), . One who goes out
;
one

who leaves any place, land, office, etc.: op-

posed to incomer.

outgoing (out'g6"ing), n. 1. The act of going
out.

Thou makest the outgoings of the morning and evening
to rejoice. Ps. Ixv. 8.

2. That which goes out; outlay; expenditure:

generally in the plural. 3. pi. Utmost border;
extreme limits.

The outgoings of their border were at Jordan.
Josh. xix. 22.

If I should ask thee . . . which are the outgoings of

paradise : Peradventurethouwouldestsayunto mc,I never

went clown into the deep, not as yet into hell.

2 Esd. iv. 7, 8.

outgoing (out'go"ing), a. Going out; depart-

ing; removing: as, an outgoing tenant.

outgraint (out-gran'), v. t. To surpass in deep-
ness of dye or coloring; outredden; outblush.

She blushed more than they, and of their own
Blush made them all asham'd, to see how far

It was outblushed and outorain'd by Her.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 45.

outground (out'ground), n. Ground lying at a
distance from one's residence, or from the main

ground. Imp. Diet.

outgrow (out-gro'), . t. 1. To surpass in

growth ; grow beyond ; grow taller than.

O, my lord,

You said that idle weeds are fast in growth ;

The prince my brother hath outgrown me far.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1. 104.

2. To grow beyond the limits of
;
become too

large for: said of what covers or incloses: as,

children outgrow their clothes.

Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unresting Bea !

O. W. Holmes, The Chambered Nautilus.

3. To exhaust by too rapid growth.
"
I doubt they'll outgrow their strength," she added, look-

ing over their heads ... at their mother.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 7.

4. To pass beyond the limits of; leave behind
or lose in the process of growth or develop-
ment: as, to outgrow one's usefulness.

Much their work outgrew
The hands' dispatch of two, gardening so wide.

Milton, P. L.,ix. 202.

On my Conscience, he 's a bashful Poet ;

You think that strange no matter, he'll outgrow it.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, Prol.

outgrowth (out
'

groth), n. 1. That which

grows out; an excrescence : specifically, in bot.,

a collective term for the various excrescences
or growths from the general surface of plants,
such as trichomes, prickles, bristles, the ligulo
of grasses, etc. 2. A development or growth
from some other or earlier condition or state

of things ;
a growth, development, result, or re-

sultant from any kind of cause or beginning.
outguard (out'gard), n. A guard at a distance
from the main body of an army ;

the guard at
the furthest distance

; hence, anything for de-
fense placed at a distance from the thing to be
defended.
These outyuards of the mind. Sir R. Blackmore.

OUthaul (out'hal), n. Naut., a rope used to haul
out the tack of a jib or lower studdingsail, or
the clue of a spanker.
OUthauler (out'ha"ler), n. 1. A line or rope
used to haul a net up to the surface of the water.

2. Same as outhaul.

OUtheest, n. See outas't.

outhert, a., pron., and conj. A Middle English
variant of other"2

,
either.

OUt-herod (out-her'od), v. t. In the phrase to out-
herod Herod, to be more violent than Herod (as

represented in the old mystery plays) ; hence,
to exceed in any excess of evil.

I would have such a fellow whipped for o'erdoing Ter-

magant; it out-hcrods Herod. Stiak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 15.

The figure in question had md-Heroded Herod, and gone
beyond the hounds of even the prince's indefinite decorum.

Poe, Prose Tales, I. 343.

Yet another and a very favourite emperor out-herods even
this butcher [Gallienus], by boasting of the sabring which
he had let loose amongst crowds of helpless women.

De Quincey, Essenes, i.

OUthesst, n. Same as outas*.

outhouse (out'hous), n. [= Sw. uthug = Dan.
udhus; s,8out + 1iouse1 .] A small house orbuild-

ing separate from the main house
;
an outbuild-

ing; specifically, in lain, under the definition
of arson, a building contributory to habitation,
separate from the main structure, and so by
the common-law rules a parcel of the dwelling-
house or not, according as it is within or with-
out the curtilage. A rude structure for example,
a thatched pigsty may be an outhouse, but it must be in
some sense a complete building. Bishop.
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Ye'll gieto me a bed in an nuthouse

For my young son and me,
And the meanest servant in a' the place
To wait on him and me.

Lady Margaret (Child's Ballads, III. 393).

outing (ou'ting), n. [< ME. outing, owtyiif/f;

verbal n. of out, r.] If. An issuing forth to at-

tack
;
a sally ;

a foray. Barbour. 2. An air-

ing ;
an excursion ;

an expedition ;
a pleasure-

trip.

Full of the sentiment of Sunday outings.
The Century, XXVII. 34.

3f. A driving forth
; expulsion; ejection.

The late outing of the Presbyterian clergy, by their not

renouncing the Covenant as the Act of Parliament com-

mands, is the greatest piece of state now in discourse.

Pepys, Diary, I. 330.

4f. Avoidance. Prompt. Parv., p. 375. 5. A
feast given by a craftsman to his friends at the

end of his apprenticeship. [Prov. Eng.]
OUt-islet (out'il), n. An outlying island.

I accordingly will end this booke, purposing to speake
of the out-Isles, Orcades, Hebudes or Hebrides, and of

Shetland in their due place.
Holland, tr. of Camden, ii. 64. (Dames.)

outjestt (out-jest'), v. t. To overcome or drive

away by jesting.
Kent. But who is with him ?

Gent. None but the fool ; who labours to autjest
His heart-struck injuries. Shalt., Lear, iii. 1. 16.

outjet (out'jet), n. That which projects from

anything. Hugh Miller. [Rare.]
outkeeper (out'ke'per), n. In sure., a small

dial-plate having an index turned by a milled
head underneath, used with the surveyor's com-

pass to keep tally in measurement by chain.

E. H. Knight.
outlabor.outlabour (out-la'bor),fl. t. To outdo
in labor, endurance, or suffering.

Still I have fought, as if in beauty's sight, . . .

Taught fasts, till bodys like our souls grew light;
Out-watch'd the Jealous, and auttabour'd beast.

Sir W. Davenant, Gondibert, II. 2.

outlagert, n. [Also outlicker; < D. uittegger =
E. outlier, q. v.] An outrigger.
We had a good substantial Mast, and a mat Sail, and

good Outlayers lasht very fast and firm on each side the

Vessel, being made of strong Poles.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 492.

outlaid! (out'lad), a. Laid out; exposed.
To guard the out-laid Isle

Of Walney. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxvii. 12.

outlancedt, <* Projecting or edged like a lance.

Therein two deadly weapons flxt he bore,
Strongly outlaunced towards either side,
Like two sharpe speares his enemies to gore.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 82.

OUtland (out'land), n. and a. [< ME. *outland,
outland, < AS. utland, foreign land (utlenda, a

stranger) (= MLG. utlant, outlying land, = G.

ausland, foreign countries, = Icel. utlond, outly-
ing fields, foreign countries, = Sw. utlandet =
Dan. udlandet, foreign countries), < ut, out, +
land, land. Cf. inland.'] I. n. 1. Land lying
beyond the limit of occupation or cultivation;
outlying or frontier land.

When they [Indians] go a hunting into the outlands,

theycommonly go out for the whole season with their wives
and family. Beverley, Virginia, ii. 1 28.

2. In feudal law, that part of the land of the
manor occupied or enjoyed by the tenants. Also
called utland and gesettes-land or gafol-land, as

distinguished from inland.

II. a. Foreign.
The little lamb

Nursed in our bosoms, . . .

The outland pagans, with unlawful claim,
Deprived us of. Strutt, Ancient Times, i. 1.

Sir Valence wedded with an outland dame.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

outlandert (out'lan-der), n. [= D. uitlander
= G. au^ilander; as outland+ -er%. Cf. inlander.]
A foreigner; a person who is not a native.
Wood.
outlandish (out-lan'dish), a. [< ME. outland-

issh, < AS. utlendisc (= D. uitlandsch = MLG.
utlandesch = G. auslandiscli = Sw. ntldndsk =
Dan. udenlandsk), foreign, of outland origin, <

utland, foreign land, + -isc, E. -ts* 1 . Cf. out-

land.] 1. Of or belonging to a foreign country ;

foreign; not native. [Obsolete or archaic.]
No marchaunt yit ne fette outlandish ware.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 22.

There is noe outlandish man will us abide,
Nor will us come nye.

Ballad of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. 233).

Outlandish wares are conueighed into the same Citie

by the famous riuer of Thames. Hakluyt's Voyages, 1. 127.

He had tak'n with him Alfrid his youngest Son to be
there inaugurated King, and brought home with him an

outlawry
outlandish Wife ; for which they endeavourd to deprive
him of his Kingdom. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

I suppose now they are some of your outlandish troops ;

your foreign Hessians, or such like.

Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 2.

2. Strange; unfamiliar; odd; uncouth; bar-

barous; bizarre.

You must not hunt for wild outlandish terms
To stulf out a peculiar dialect.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

Divers good pictures, and many outlandish and Indian
curiosities and things of nature.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 10, 1644.

When they preached, their outlandish accent moved the
derision of the audience. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. Out of the way ;
remote from society ;

se-

cluded.
He resolved to settle in some outlandish part, where none

could be found to know him.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, v.

OUtlandishert, A foreigner.
For ten weeks together this rabble rout of outlandishers

are billetted with her [Yarmouth] ; yet, in all that while,
the rate of no kinde of food is raised.

Xashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 149).

outlandishliket (out-lan'dish-lik), adv. Out-

landishly. Ascliam, The Scholemaster, p. 204.

OUtlandishly (out-Ian 'dish-li), adv. In an out-

landish manner.
outlandishness (out-lan'dish-nes), n. The state

or character of being outlandish.

outlasht (out-lash'), v. i. To strike or hit out
;

make a sudden attack or outburst.

Malice hath a wide mouth, and loves to outlash in her
relations. .FuZter, Pisgah Sight, III. (pt. ii.)iii. 5. (Dames.)

OUtlash (out'lash), n. [< outla$h, r.] A lash-

ing or striking out
;
an outburst; an outbreak.

Underneath the silence there was an outlash of hatred
and vindictiveness. She wished that the marriage might
make two people wretched besides herself.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxx.

outlast (out-last'), v. t. To last longer than;
exceed in duration ; outlive..

Sure I shall outlast him :

This makes me young again, a score of years.
B. Jonson, Volpone, i. 1.

Nature and nationality will outlast the transient policy
of a new dynasty. I. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 79.

OUtlaugh (out-laf'), v. t. [= D. vitlagchcn = G.
auslachen = Dan. vdle. ] 1 . To surpass in laugh-
ing.

Each lady striving to outlaugh the rest,
To make it seem they understood the jest.

Dryden, Prol. to Carlell's Arviragus and Philicia, 1. 17.

2. To laugh down; discourage or put out of

countenance by laughing.
outlaw (out'la), n. [< ME. outlawe, utlawe, ul-

lage (ML. utlagus), < AS. utiaga, an outlaw (=
Icel. utlagi, an outlaw, utiaga, outlawed), < ut,

out, + lagu, law: see UIUJL.] 1. One who is

excluded from the benefit of the law, or de-

prived of its protection. Formerly it was law-
ful in Great Britain for any one to kill such a

person. See outlawry.
Got mot thee save, brave Outlaw Murray !

Thy ladye, and all thy chyvalrie !

Sang of the Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 26).

A poor, unminded outlaw sneaking home,
My father gave him welcome to the shore.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 58.

2. A disorderly person living in defiant viola-

tion of the law
;
a habitual criminal.

It is only for the outlaws, the dangerous classes, those
who have thrown off the restraints of conscience, that we
build prisons and establish courts. The law is for the
lawless. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 200.

= Syn. 2. Robber, bandit, brigand, freebooter, highway-
man, marauder.

outlaw (out'la), v. t. [< ME. outlawen (ML. ut-

lagare), < AS. utlagian, outlaw, < utiaga, an out-

law: see outlaw, n.'] 1. To deprive of the ben-
efit and protection of law

;
declare an outlaw

;

proscribe.
I had a son,

Now outlaw'd from my blood
;
he sought my life,

But lately, very late : I lov'd him, friend.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 172.

In Westminster-Hall you may Out-laiv a Man for forty
Shillings. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 48.

2. To remove from legal jurisdiction; deprive
of legal force. An obligation which by reason of the

lapse of tune has become barred by the statute of limita-

tions, so that no action will lie on it, is said to be outlawed.

outlawry (out'la-ri), n. [< ME. outlawry (ML.
titlagaria); < outlaw + -)'/.] 1. The putting
of a person out of the protection of law by
legal means; also, the process by which one is

deprived of that protection, or the condition of

one so deprived: a punishment formerly im-

posed on one who, when called into court, con-

temptuously refused to appear, or evaded jus-
tice by disappearing. In the earliest times outlawry



outlawry
- 1<> h;i\f implied exclusion from all the protections

and reincilics with which tlu: law guarded lawful men,
hut liy wiiccc.ssivc ameliorations It was reduced In effect

t't the rule that it imapacitatrd ;i person for prosecuting
:n liitns for lih own hriK'lit, though he might still ilrfrmt

hinisi-lf. In capital cases, as treason or felony, failure U>

appear was a snthcicnt evidence of Kililt, ami process of
outlaw i y thiTrtiri entailed forfeitui'fof his personal estate.

Fuyitatton is a term of similar meaning in Scots law.

lit? was holdun in uuttatrrif of Iioinycian ine the yle
Patmos. Wydif, 1'rol. on the Apocalips.

By proscription and hills of outlawry
Octavius, Antony, and Lepidus
Have put to death an hundred senators.

Shak., J. C., Iv. 3. 178.

2. The condition of a debt or other cause of

action when by reason of lapse of time it can
no longer sustain an action. Such a debt still sub.
ulsts for some other purposes such, for Instance, as ena-

bling the creditor to retain u pledge if he holds a security.
Clerk of the outlawries. See clerk.

outlay (out-la'), v, t. To lay or spread out
;
ex-

pose; display. Lfrayton.

outlay (out/fa), u. [< outlay, v.'] 1. A laying
out or expending; that which is laid out or

expended ; expenditure : as, that mansion has
been built at a great outlay.
This business of cent-shops Is overdone among the wo-

men-folks. My wife tried It, and lost live dollars on her
.I'll,!,:. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xlx.

2f. A remote haunt.
I know her and her haunts,

Her layes, leaps, and outlays, and will discover all.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, 11. 4.

outlayer (out'la/er),. In zool., the ectoderm:
correlated with Mayer and midlayer or meso-
dimi.

outleap (out'lep), n. A sally; flight; escape.
Since youth must have some liberty, some outteaps, they

might be . . . uuder the eye of a father, and then no very
great harm can come of it. Locke, Education, ( 87.

outlearn (out-lern'), v. t. If. To learn or as-

certain from others
;

elicit.

He ... oft of them did earnestly inquire,
Where was her won, and how he mote her find.

But, when as nought according to his mind
He could out-learne, he them from ground did reare.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vlli. 22,

2. To pass or excel in learning; outstrip in

learning. 3. To get beyond the study or learn-

ing of ; outlive the practice of.

outler (o't'ler), a. [Var. of outcri, appar. rest-

ing on outlier.] Out-of-door; outlying; un-
housed. [Scotch.]
outlet (out'let), . [< ME. "outtete, utlete (=
Icel. utlat), outlet; < out + left. Of. inlet.'] 1.
The place or the opening by which anything is

let out, escapes, or is discharged; a passage
outward; a means of egress; a place of exit;
a vent.

Colonies and foreign plantations are very necessary as
outlets to a populous nation. Bacon.

You could not live among such people ; you are stifled

for want of an ,><itl,i toward something beautiful, great,
or noble. Qeorye Jiliot, Mill on the Floss, iv. 1.

2t. The place or district through which one
passes outward; outer part; in the plural, out-
skirts.

We got to the door of a dismal-looking house In the out-

fete of the town. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, IT.

3. In commerce, a market for the sale of any

Eroduct.
4. A lawn or shrubbery adjoining a

puse, with a walk or passage through it to the

highway. [Prov. Eng.]
Any given spot In the garden or outlet. Gilbert White.

Outlet of the pelvis, the Inferior strait or lower opening
of the pelvic canal, bounded by the Ischiopubic raiul, Is-

chial tuberoslties, sacrosclatlc ligaments, and coccyx.

OUtlett (out-let'), v. t. [< out + left.] To let

forth ; emit. Daniel.

outlickert, [See outlager.] Same as outrig-
ger. E. Phillips, 1706.

OUtlie 1
(out-li'), t>. i. [< out + lie1 .'] To remain

in the open air; camp out.

We are not about to start on a squirrel-hunt, or to drive
a deer into the Horiean, but to ouilie for days and nights,
and to stretch across a wilderness where the feet of men
seldom go. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xviii.

OUtlie2 (out-li'), v. t. [< out + lie*.] To outdo
in lying; be or show one's self to be a greater
liar than.

A tongue that can cheat widows, cancel scores, . . .

And Oldmixon and Buniet both utttlit.

Pope, Satires of Donne, Iv. 61.

outlier (out'li'er), n. [= D. uitlegger, an out-

lier, an outrigger (> E. outlager, outlicker); <

nut + Her1
.] 1. One who does not reside in

the place with which his office or duty con-
iK'fts him.
The outliers are not so easily held within the pale of the

laws. Mi:r,t . of llnlif,tjr. quoted in Mason's Supp. to

[Johnson's Met.

I 1 s:,

2. An outsider.

I hope every worthy and true English Protestant of the
KstuMisliM ( liiin-ii (for I have no hope* of the outlyers)
will favourably allow tin- following ].,m.

D'Urfey, Colln's Walk, Pref. (Danes.)

3. A part lying without or beyond the main
body; an isolated or outlying part ; specifically,
in i/i'iil.. a part of a stratum or group of strata,
or a mass of rock of any kind, which has been
left behind while that part of the formation

by which it was originally surrounded, and
to which it belonged, has been removed by
denudation. The outlier or mass which lias escaped
being worn away by atmospheric or other agencies re-

mains as a witness of the former greater extension of the
formation. Opposed to inlier.

4. In zool., that which is outlying, subtypical,
or aberrant, as a genus or family of animals.
outline (out'lin), w. 1, The line, real or ap-
parent, by which a figure is defined; the exte-
rior line

;
contour

;
external figure.

Penning the contours and outlines with a more even and
acute touch. Evelyn, Sculpture, i. 6.

A triangle or quadrilateral, with all the sides unequal,
gives no pleasure to the eye as a form or outline.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 230.

A city wall follows the outline of the hill.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 43.

2. A style or method of drawing in which an
object or a scene is represented merely by lines
of contour without shading. In such drawings the
effect of shading is sometimes produced by thickening the
lines on the side away from the light : but this method is

opposed to the true function of an outline. Compare cuU
uuder Hermes and hawse-hole.

3. A rough draft or first general sketch of the
main features of some scheme or design, the
details of which can be filled in later if need
be

;
a description of the principal features only.

His drama at present has only the outlines drawn.
.-'. /

, Tatler, No. 182.

I will close this sketch of Xlmenes de Cisneros with a
brief outline of his person. Prescott, Kerd. and Isa., ii. 25.

In words, like weeds, 111 wrap me o'er.

Like coarsest clothes against the cold ;

But that large grief which these enfold
Is given in outline and no more.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, T.

4. In angling, a set-line Outline embroidery,
a simple kind of embroidery done usually upon washable
materials with crewel-stitch and similar simple stitches,
the pattern being produced without any filling up of sur-
faces and entirely in slender tracery. Outline-stitch,
any one of the simple embroidery-stitches fit for outline

embroidery. Seecreirel-stitch,gtem~stitch,rope-stitch. = 8yn.
Outline, Contour, 1'rofile, Sketch, Delineation. Outline is.lit-

erally. the outer or exterior line ; but the word Is freely
used for a representation by the principal or distinguish-
ing lines. Contour and profile retain this distinctive mean-
ing of the outside line, the former referring to the boun-
dary of the whole figure in any position, and the Utter to
the boundary of face or figure when seen directly from
one side, with figurative uses in architecture and survey-
ing. A sketch fills up the outline to a greater or leas degree,
not completely, but so that a lively idea of the original ob-
ject or scene Is conveyed. Delineation is rather indefinite,
but is more than an outline and may be complete. Out-
line, sketch, and delineation bear the same relation to one
another when used to express the representation of a sub-
ject in words.

outline (out'lin), v. t. [< outline
;
n.] To draw

the exterior line of ; draw in outline
; delineate ;

sketch the main features of.

outlinear (out-lin'e-Sr), a. [< outline + -art,
after linear.'] Pertaining to or forming an out-
line. Imp. Diet.

outlistt (out'list), n. The extreme edge; the

extremity of the border.

The outlitt of Judah fell Into the midst of Dan's whole
cloth. Fuller, Pisgah Sight, II. x. 22. (Davits.)

outlive (out-liv'), r. I. trans. 1. To live longer
than

;
continue to live after the death of

;
over-

live; survive.

The people served the Lord all the days of Joshua, and
all the days of the elders that outlived Joshua. Judges If. 7.

This is old age ; but then, thou must outlive

Thy youth, thy strength, thy beauty.
Milton, P. L., xi. 538.

2. To surpass in duration
;
outlast.

Not marble, not the gilded monuments
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme.

Shak., Sonnets, Iv.

Youth fades ; love droops ; the leaves of friendship fall :

A mother's secret hope outlives them all.

0. W. Holmes, The Mother's Secret.

= 8yn. Outlive, Survive. Outlive is generally the stronger,
carrying-something of the idea of surpassing or beating
another in vitality or hold upon life ; it is tenderer to say
that one survives than that be outlives his wife or friend.

II. iii trans. To live longer ; continue to live.

Let not this wasp outlive, us both to sting.

Shak., Tit. And., U. 3.132.

OUtlivert (out-liv'er), n. A survivor.

Seven they were in all, all aliue and well in one day,
six dead In the other

;
the outliuer becoming a conuert to

their religion. Sandy*, Travailes, p. ISO.

outmantle

out-lodging (out'Ioj'iriK), . A lodging or domi-
cile beyond usual or established limit--: I-.JM--

cially, at English universities, a lodging out-

side the college gates.
As for out-lodyings (like galleries, necessary evils In pop-

ular Churches), he rather tolerate* than approves them.
Fuller, Iloly State, II. xlr. 8.

outlook (out-luk'), r. t. If. To look out ;
select.

Away to the brook.
All your tackle outlook.

Cotton, Angler's Ballad.

2. To face or confront bravely ; overcome as

by bolder looks or greater courage ; hence, in

general, to overcome. (In the pasaage from Shak-

spere the meaning Is doubtful. It may be 'to procure as

by courage or bold looks (to conquer conquest),' or 'to
look forth in search of,' 'seek for,' or 'outface.']

I drew this gallant head of war,
And cull'd these fiery spirits from the world,
To outlook conquest, and to win renown
Even in the jaws of danger and of death.

Shut., K. John, v. 2. 116.

Twill make him more Insult to see you fearful.

Outlook his anger. Fletcher, Wife for a Month, 11. 1.

Fictions and inormocs, too weak to outlook a brave glit-

tering temptation. Hammond, Works, IV. 518. (Latham.)

outlook (out'liik), n. 1. The act of looking out
or watching for any object; vigilant watch:

as, to be on the outlook for something. 2.
The place from which an observer looks out
or watches for anything; a watch-tower; a
lookout. 3. The distance to which, under

given circumstances, vision extends in search-

ing or watching ; extent of unobstructed vision ;

hence, power of foresight ;
breadth of view.

From magnanimity, all fear above ;

From nobler recompense, above applause ;

Which owes to man's short out-look nil Its charms.

Yiiuny, Night Thoughts, vlli. 1164.

4. That which is perceived by the eye on look-

ing forth; a view; a scene; hence, that which
is looked forward to; a prospect: used literal-

ly and figuratively.
The condensed breath ran In streams down the panes,

chequering the dreary out-look of chimney tops and smoke.

Kinystey, Alton Locke, II.

outlooker (out'luk'er), . One who looks away
or aside

;
one who does not keep an object

steadily in view
;
an inconstant person. [Rare.]

They may be kinde, but not constant, and Loue loues no
out-lookers. Breton, Packet of Letters, p. 43. (Danes.)

OUtlooset (out'los), n. A way of escape or eva-
sion. SeMen, Table-Talk, p. 78.

OUtlopet (out'lop), n. An excursion
;
a running

away.
Outlopes sometimes he doth assay, but very short.

Florin, it. Of Montaigne, p. 228. (l.iitlniiii.)

OUtlopert (out'lo'per), n. One who makes an
excursion ;

one who runs away.
Touching any outlopers of our nation which may happen

to come thither to t raillk c, you are not to suffer, but to Im-

prison the chiefe officers. llakluyt's Voyages, II. 173.

outluster, outlustre (out-lus'ter), r. t. To ex-
cel or surpass in luster or brightness. Shak.,

Cymbeline, i. 4. 79.

outlying (out'li'ing), a. 1. Lying without or

beyond the boundary or limit
;
external

;
extra-

neous; non-appurtenant; alien.

The lastsurveyl proposed of the four outlying . . . em*
pires was that of the Arabians.

Sir W. Temple, Heroic Virtue, f S.

2. Lying at a distance from the main body, de-

sign, etc.; appurtenant, but not contiguous;
disconnected

;
isolated

; hence, unrelated ; ex-
trinsic.

All the outlying parts of the Spanish monarchy.
Addison.

For the most part we allow only outlying and transient
circumstances to make our occasions.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 145.

In the outlying possessions of either commonwealth
greater licence was allowed.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 178.

outman (out-man'), r. t. I. To excel in man-
hood or manliness; be more of a man than;
outdo as a man.
In gigantic ages, finding quite other men to outman and

outstrip than the mite-populace about me, or, at the best,
here and there a Vulcauello. Carlyle.

2. To outnumber as regards men
; have more

men than,

outmanoeuver, outmanoeuvre (out-ma-no"ver
or -nu'ver), r. *. To surpass in maneuvering,
outmantle (ont-man'tl), c. t. To surpass in

or ornament. [Bare.]
Be most sublimely good, verbosely grand,
And with poetic trappings grace thy prose,
Till it outmantle all the pride of verse.

Couyer, Task, v. 880,
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It is probable that the earthworms plant many of the ash

outrage

2. The soldier or soldiers placed at such post
and sycamore trees that we see perched in unt-nj -the-way or Cation.
corners. u,xxA.5i. outpour (out.p6r'), f. t. To pour out; send forth

3. Unusual; uncommon. iu a stream; effuse.

Itwas impossible forapatientof the most out-of-the-way jje i00)j'il, and saw what numbers numberless
colour not to find a nose to match

it._ xhe city gates outpour'd. Milton, P. R.
,

iii. 311.

Addiemi and Sieele, Tatler, No. 260.

outpour (out'por), ., , . UUUUUUI luui UVA/J it. |_\ i/wi-j

4. Departing frqm the proper path; hence, im-
pouring

. an outflow.

proper; unbecoming; not the thing. [Colloq.J Outp0uring (out'por'ing), 11.

lUt-OVen (out'uv'n), n. See oven.
outflow; effusion.

-' -

[< outpour, ,'.]
An out-

A pouring out;

outpace (out-pas
outrun; leave behind.

outmarch

outmarch (out-march'), v. t. To march faster

. than; march so as to leave behind.

The horse outmarched the foot. Clarendon.

outmatch (out-mach'), n. t. To surpass as ri-

val : be more than a match for ;
vie successfully

with; outdo; overmatch.
In labour the Oxe will out-toile him, and in subtlitie the

Fox will out match him.
Breton. Dignitie of Man, p. 14. (Dames.)

OUtmate (out-mat'), v. t. To outmatch ;
out- ovlr (out-6

T
ver); '<fo.~~At "a distance: op- ^^ Table .Talk ,9 tne spontaneous incldental out-

peer; exceed. posed to in-over. [Scotch.] pouring of an overflowing mind.
Since the pride of your heart so far outmates

its_gen- ou^pace (out-pas'), V. I. trans. To outwalk or int. to Selden's Table-Talk (ed. Arber), p. 10.

outpower (out-pou'er), r. t. To surpass in

power; overpower.
In the Saxon Heptarchy there was generally one who

out-powered all the rest.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. iii. 41. (Dairies.)

Myriads of men, . . . out-powering by numbers all op-

position. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxvii.

outpray (out-pra'), v. t. I. To go beyond or

surpass in prayer; excel in sincerity or fervor

of prayer or supplication.
Meantime he sadly suffers in their grief,

Outweeps an hermit, and outprays a saint.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, St. 261.

2. To surpass or excel as prayer.
Our prayers do out-pray his ;

then let them have
That mercy which true prayer ought to 'have.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3. 109.

To exceed in value

erosity.

outmeasuret (out-mezh'ur), v. t. To exceed in

measure or extent.

And outmeasure time itself.

Sir T. Brmcne, Vulg. Err., v. 18.

outmost (out'most), a. superl. [< out + -most.']

Furthest outward ;
most remote from the mid-

dle
;
outermost. See utmost.

OUt-moutht (out'mouth), n. A full, sensuous

mouth.
A full nether-lip, an outmouth that makes mine water

at it. Dryden, Maiden Queen, i. 2.

OUtmove (out-mov'), v. t. To advance so as to

pa in going; go faster than; outgo; exceed the Admirable Crchton.

in quickness OUtparamoUT (out-par'a-mor), r..t.

My father's ideas ran on as much faster than the trans-

lation as the translation out-moved my Uncle Toby's.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 39.

Arion's speed could not outpace thee.

Chapman, Iliad, xxiii.

You are walking with a tall varlet, whose strides outpace

yours to lassitude. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

II. intrans. To pace out; pass or go out.

Richardson.

The number cannot from my minde outpace.

Gascoigne, Voyage to Holland, an. 1572.

(out-par'a-gon), v. t. To surpass

A heroine of untold wealth, and a hero who outparagons
The Academy, No. 892, p. 392.

To exceed
in number of paramours or mistresses.

Wine loved I deeply, dice dearly ;
and in woman out-

paramoured the Turk. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 94.
outprize (out-priz'), V. t.

Outname (out-nam'), v. t. To exceed in name, out-parish (out'par"ish), n. A rural parish, as or estimated worth.
: ; ;,*<,

distinguished from an urban or a burghal par- Either your unparagoned mistress is dead, or she 's out-

ish; also, a parish lying outside of some place prized by a trifle. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4. 88.

of more consequence. out-putt (out-put'), v. t. [< ME.outputteti; < out

There died of the plague this last week thirteen ;
where- + pu t1 . ] To put out

;
exclude,

of ten in six out-parishes, and three in two parishes with- ge tjje askere out-putte for euere.
out the walls. Court and Times of Charles I., II. 104.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 362.

metaph., the state of being out of, and distin- outpart (out'part), . A part remote from the output (out'put), n. [< out-put, .] The quan-
guishable from, the perceiving mind, and not ce

*
ter or main part-

"
Qf ^teg^Vt o

L

ut or produced within a
merely from the ego or subject ; externality. In hope to hew out of hi8^ specified time, as coal from a pit or iron from
From what we have shewn it is a manifest consequence The fell'ffg or out-parts of a wheel that compasse in the furnace etc in eeneral production ; amount

that the ideas of space, outness, and things placed at a dis- whole J V
tance are not, strictly speaking, the object of sight; they To 8erve 8ome goodly chariot. Chapman, Iliad, iv. or r te ot production.

the-tuX
b

^^^ thoro
Eu^

irSron Hist New England II. 199. P"*, but under it the all-round workman is disappearing.

musk were the only odorous body, he could have no sense Nineteenth Century, XX. 533.

of outness no power of distinguishing between the ex- OUt-partert (out par'ter), it. in Ola law, a cat- A ^4,,,. in t)je "Saturday Review" computed not long
ternal world and himself. tle-stealer. Cowell. ago that the yearly output of novels in this country [Eng-

Huxleyand Youmam, Physiol., I 289. outpasSi v . t. To surpass. Minsheu. land] is about eight hundred. Contemporary Bee., LI. 172.

OUtnimt, v. t. [< ME. outnimen, < AS. utniman, outpassion (out-pash'on), v. t. To surpass in outputtert (out'put"er), n. In old law, one who
< ut, out, + niman, take : see out and nim.~\ To passionateness ; exceedorgobeyondin passion, set watches for the robbing of any manor-house,
take out; except. [Bare.] Cowell.
And that ne no man out nyme by nojnanere of fraun- He faln na(j calcined all Northumbria out<JUarters(out'lrwar"terz),M. pi. Milit.

, quar-
To one black ash, but that thy patriot passion,
Siding with our great Council against Tostig,

Out-passion'd Ms. Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

significance, or importance.
Why, thou hast rais'd up mischief to his height,
And found one to outname thy other faults.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

outness (out'nes), n. 1. The state of being
out or beyond; separateness. Hence 2. In

tance are not, strictly speaking, the object of sight; the;

are not otherwise perceived by the eye than by the ear.

Bp. Berkeley, Essay towards a New Theory of Vision, 46.

If a man had no other sense than that of smell, and

chyse. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 353.

OUtnoise (out-npiz'),
v. t. To exceed in noise;

surpass in noisiness. Fuller. .,,

OUtnomet, PP- [ME., pp. of outnim.] Taken out-patient (out'pa"shent), n. A patient not outrace (out-ras')
out; excepted; excepting. residing in a hospital, but receiving medical

than; outgtrip .

/:

Out-nome on to the meyres hows, and an other to the advice, etc., from the institution,

hospytal, and the thrydde^to the clerkesj>f^the town. OUtpeert(iit-per ),v. t. To outmatch ; outmate ;

surpass; excel. Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 6. 86.

out-pensioner (out'pen"shon-er), n. A non-
resident pensioner, as of Chelsea or Greenwich

hospital.
Milit., an advanced

ters away from the headquarters.
A dragoon regiment, one of whose outouartert was at the

barracks. Warren,

t. To race or move faster

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 350.

OUt-nook (out'nuk), n. An outlying corner.

The midst of the Con-centrik Orbs,
Whom neuer Angle nor out-nook disturbs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes. Out-picket (out'pik'et), .

outnumber (out-num'ber), v. t. To exceed in picket.
number.
The ladies came in so great a body to the opera that they

outnumbered the enemy. Addison, Spectator.

OUt-of-door (out 'pv- dor'), a. Being or done
out of the house; open-air: as, out-of-door ex-

ercise.

. [< ME. outrage, owtrage,
< OF. outrage, outraige,oult-

outplay (out-pla'), v. t.

outmanoeuver; outdo.
To play better than

;

Surely 'twill no dishonour be, if I

Deign to outplay him in his own sly part.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 36.

Out-of-doors (out'ov-dorz'), a. Same as out-of-
door.

Her oitt-of-doors life was perfect : her in-doors life had

outpoint (out-point'), v. t. To sail closer to the
wind than (another vessel).
This style of yacht has practically no leeway, and would

outpoint any water boat. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 470.

its drawbacks. Mrs. GaxkeU, North and South, ii.

outpoise (out-poiz'), r. t. To outweigh.
OUt-of-fashion (out'ov-fash'on), a. That is no

j. kllow the nrst woula much o,a-poise the other.

longer in fashion or accepted use
; antiquated.

How does he fancy we can sit

To hear his out-of-fashion wit?

Swift, Death of Dr. Swift.

OUt-of-fashionedt (out'ov-fash'ond), a. Out of
the fashion; old-fashioned, [flare.]
An old shabby out-of-fashioned hall.

Fielding, Love in Several Masques, iii. 5.

out-of-the-way (out'ov-rae-wa'), a. 1. Re-
mote from populous districts; secluded; un-

frequented: as, a small out-of-the-way village.
"Thakeham, the last place God made," so styled from ., ,4.

, . , - , s

its outlandish, or what a true Sussex man would call out- OUtjPOSt (out post), n.

ufjhe-way situation.

Sussex Place-Rhymes and Local Proverbs,
[N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 402.

The traveller who begins his Dalmatian studies at Zara
will perhaps think Dalmatia is not so strange and out-of-
the-way a land as he had fancied before going thither.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 126.

2. Not easily found or observed ; apart from
what one ordinarily meets with or readilv sees.

Bowell, Letters, I. v. 11.

OUtporch (out'porch), 11. An entrance ; a vesti-

bule.

Some outporch of the church.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

outport (out'port), n. A port at some distance
from the seat of trade or from the chief custom-
house : distinguished from closeport. Simmonds.
Wine landed in an outport, and afterwards brought to the

port of London by certificate.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, II. 19.

1 . A post or station out-
side of the limits of a camp, or at a distance
from the main body of an army: often used

figuratively.
Louis the Fourteenth was carrying the outposts of his

consolidated monarchy far into Germany.
Ticknor, Span. Lit, I. 417.

The castle alone in the landscape lay,
Like an outpost of winter, dull and gray.

Lowell, The Vision of Sir Launfal, i. 2.

Pg. ultraje = It. oltraggio (ML. ultragium), ex-

cess, extravagance, insolence, outrage, < oltre,

F. outre, < L. ultra, beyond: see ultra.] It. A
passing beyond bounds; a thing or act not

within established or reasonable limits
;
in gen-

eral, excess; extravagance; luxury.

They ne were nat forpampred with outrage.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 6.

Quod Glotenie,
" he is but felle & boone,

He louethmoremesure than micros*."

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 74.

Thet same get wold vp be take and vsyd,
And all the costlew owtrage refused.

Occleve (E. E. T. S., extra ser., VIII.), i. 105.

With equall measure she did moderate
The strong extremities of their outrage.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 38.

2. Violence ; a violent act
;
violent injury.

Yet saugh I woodnesse laughyng, on his rage,
Armed compleint, outhees, and flers out-rage.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1154.

Laste the hye emperour for his outrage
Come and destruye all hys lond.

Bob. of Gloucester, p. 47.

The ecstasy hath so much overborne her that my daugh-
ter is sometime afeard she will do a desperate outrage to

herself. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3. 159.

3. Gross insult or injury; infamous wrong ; au-

dacious and especially violent infraction of law
and order ;

atrocious or barbarous ill treatment ;

wanton, indecent, or immoral violence, or an
act of wanton mischief or violence, especially

against the person. ,

Provided that you do no outrages
On silly women, or poor passengers.

Sliak.,T. 0. of V,, iv. 1. 71.



outrage
Where the noise

Of riot ascends Hlmve thuir loftiest towers,
Anil injury, and <nttrn<jf. MUttm, V. [.., i. ,

r
>00.

Agrarian outrage. Sec agrarian. =8yn. 3. Inmll, In-

iWinitii, etc. Sec '///,>.'.

Outrage 1 (out'raj ), r. [< .\l K. <IH/</' ,< OK. /-

rngi-r, niillniiii-r, P. oittrui/i-r = Sp. I't;. ullrnjnr
= lt.iillr/ii/!/iiin,i>n\r;iiff, from the noun.] I.

Iniiix. 1. To attack: do violence, especially ex-
treme wrong or violence, to

; wrong heinously ;

maltreat.

Base and insolent minds outrage men when they have
hopes of doing it without a return. Up. Atterliury.

2. To assault violently or brutally; commit a
barbarous attack upon ; especially, to violate ;

ravish.

All IK-. iv. ii- ! that doe tills hideous act behold,
And heavenly virgin thus outraged see.

Speiuer. V. Q., I. vL 6.

An outru'jKfl maiden sprang into the hall,

Crying on help. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. To transgress shamefully ; infringe auda-

ciously upon ;
break through, violate, or offend

against atrociously or flagrantly; act in utter
or shameless disregard of the authority, obli-

gation, or claims of.

This interview outrages all decency ; she forgets her
modesty, and betrays her virtue, by giving too long an
audience. i:m,,n,,'.

It Is perilous lor any government to outrage the public
opinion.

Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

Wherever outraged Mature
Asks word or action brave.

WhMier, The Hero.
= Syn. 1. See affront, n.

ll.t iii trans. To be excessive; commit ex-
cesses or extravagances; wanton; run riot; act
without self-restraint- or outrageously.
Three or four great ones in court will outrage in apparel,

huge hose, monstrous hats, and garish colours. Atcham.

Outrage 1
!, [< ME. outrage, outrage; from

the verb.] 1. Unreasonable; violent; mad.
'

Alas ! \\lii haue y ben outrage,
And serued the feend that was thi too?

Political Poemt, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 175.

2. Extraordinary ; unexampled ; unusual
;
sur-

prising; extravagant.
An wttrage awenture of Arthurea wonderej.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 29.

outrage2 (out-raj'), v. t. [< out + rage."] To
exceed in raging; rage beyond or more than.

Young.
OUtragelyt, adv. [< outrage

1 + -fy
2
.] Superflu-

ously. Hampole.
outragenesst, [ME. outeragenes; < outrage1 ,

u., + -nest!.] Excess; extravagance. Cath.

Any.
outrageous (out-ra'jus), a. [< ME. outrageous,
outragious, < OF. ontrageus, outraigeus, oultra-

geus, F. outrageux (= Pr. oltratgos, oltrajos =
Sp. Pg. ultrajoso = It. oltraggioso), < outrage,
outrage: see outrage1 .] If. Extravagant; ex-

traordinary ; unusual.

Eche man complayned of his losse and harme, that was
right grete and outragiouee. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), lii. 647.

There be .iiij. rowes or range of pylers thrughout ye
church, of ye fynest marble yt may be, not onely meruay-
lous for ye nombre, but for ye outragyoutt gretnes, length,
and fayrenes therof. Sir R. Qvylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 86.

2. Immoderate; excessive; unrestrained; vio-

lent; furious.

But though attempre weping be graunted, outraaeaiu

weping certes is defended. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

The states of Christendom,
Moved with remorse of these outrageous broils,
Have earnestly implored a general peace
Betwixt our nation and the aspiring French.

Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4. 97.

Immediate in a flame,
But soon obscured with smoke, all heaven appear'd,
From those deep-throated engines belch'd, whose roar
Embowel'd with outrageous noise the air.

Milton, P. L , vi. 687.

His zeal for a good author is indeed outrageous, and
breaks down every fence and partition, every board and
plank, that stands within the expression of his applause.

Addison, Spectator, No. 235.

What makes you impatient of Sir Peter's temper, and
outrageous at his suspicions? why, the consciousness of

your innocence. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

3. Atrocious
; flagrantly contrary to or regard-

less of authority, law, order, morality, or de-

cency.
Think not, although in writing I preferr'd
The manner of thy vile outrageows crimes,
Th.it therefore I have forged.

Shale.. 1 Hen. VI., UL 1. 11.

Caught in a burst of unexpected storm,
And pelted with outrageous epithets.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

=8ya. 2. Exorbitant, extravagant. -3. Wicked, Heinmix,
etc. (ee atroevntJt), mad, frantic, villainous.
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outrageously (ut-ra'jun-li), adv. 1. To an
i \i ninriliiiiiry or unexampled extent or degree ;

excessively ; extravagantly ; unrestrainedly ;

lience, violently; furiously; madly; irration-

ally.
For ther blforn he stal but curtelsly,
But now he was a theef outrageously.

Chaucer, Kecve's Tale, I. 78.

And raundayall Day and all nyght it blew owtraaeovtty.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. f.u.

There being nothing so extravagant and nutragemaly
wilil which a mind once Infected with atheistical sottish-

nesH ami disbelief will not rather greedily swallow down
than admit a Deity.

Cudu-orth, Intellectual System, p. 106.

2. With shameless disregard of authority, or-

der, morality, decency, ornumanity ;
atrocious-

ly; audaciously; flagrantly; barbarously.
And sawe how outraaiouily they had slayne the bayly

he thought the mater snulde be yuell at length.
Berner*, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccl.

Lo, thy furioiu) foes now swell,
And sturm outrayeoutly. Milton, Ft. Ixxxlli. 2.

outrageousness (out-ra'jus-nes), w. The state
or character of being outrageous.
Outrager (out'ra-jer), n. One who outrages or
violates

;
a flagrant violator.

An outrager of all laws and social duties.
U. Spencer, Sociology, p. 208.

outraiet, v. A variant of outray1.

outrake (out'rak), . 1. An expedition or

foray. 2. A free passage for sheep from in-

closed pastures into open grounds or common
lands. Brockett. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
outrance (out'rans; F.pron. 6-trons'), . [For-
merly also uttrdunce; < OF. outrance, oultrattce,
F. outrance (= Pr. ultranza = It. oltranza), <

outre, < L. ultra, beyond: see ultra. Cf. out-

rage!.] The last extremity. It Is obsolete as an
English word : bat it occurs as French In the phrase d
I'outrance, to the extreme ; to the end ; especially, in ref-

erence to a combat, until the complete defeat of one of
the contestants ; hence, to the death : a term derived from
the practice in justs and tournaments of breaking a flxed
number of lances, striking a fixed number of sword-blows,
and the like, from which custom the combat " imttrance
was to be distinguished.

By reason that on both parts they were so stiffely set to

fight to the outrance.

HoUatid, tr. of Ammlanus Marcellinus (1609). (Naret.)

Let us fight at oltrance.

Fragment of an Interlude (Child's Ballads, V. 429).

outrange (out-ranj'), v. t. Naut., to outsail;
sail ahead of; range by or past.

outrank (out-rank^, v. t. To excel in rank or

precedence ;
be superior in rank to.

OUtrayH (out-ra'), *' [< ME. outrayen, out-

raien, ouitrayen, owterayen, owttrayen, appar. <

OF. outrer, oultrer (pp. outre), go beyond, pass
beyond, surpass, etc., < outre, beyond, < L.

ultra, beyond: see ultra. Cf. outre and out-

rage1
, v.] I. intraiis. 1. To go beyond limits

;

advance as in invasion or attack; spread out.

All the time the great JSacides
Was conversant in arms, your foes durst not a foot address
Without their posts, so much they fear'd his lance that all

control! 'd,

And now they out-ray to your fleet

Chapman, Iliad, T. 793. (Darin.)

2. To pass beyond usual, established, or ra-

tional limits
; hence, to be extravagant or mad.

Thus his teching outrayet. York Playt, p. 323.

Thin warne I vow, that ye nat sodeynly
Out of yourself for no wo shoulde outraye.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, L 587.

II. trans. To go beyond; surpass; overcome;
defeat.
" What knyghte is yender," quod he, "canne ye me saye ?

That in the feld outrayth euerychone."
Generydet (E. K T. S.), 1. 2426.

The cause why Demostenes so famously is brutid

Onely procedld for that he did outray
Machines. Skelton, Garland of Laurel, 1. 156.

outray2 (out-ra'), v. i. [< out + rayi.] To
radiate forth

;
flash out, as a ray.

Therefore man's soul from God's own life outray'd.
Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. U. 22.

outre (6-tra'), a. [F., pp. of outrer, go beyond,
run through, < outre, beyond: see outray1

.)

Passing the bounds of what is usual and proper,
or conventionally correct; extravagantly odd
or peculiar; fantastically or preposterously ex-

aggerated.
Such outrf characters as militiamen themselves would

Join in ridiculing. W. Cooke, Foote, I. 67.

outreach (out-rech'), r. I. trans. 1. To reach
or extend beyond.
Man went to make an ambitious tower to outreach the

clouds. Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 665.

2. To cheat; overreach.

outrigger
I'll.' man

Of cunning is mitreach'd; we must be safe.

t\,r:l, iv, kill \\arbeck, iv. 4.

II. in/ 1 a UK. To reach out; be extended or

proffered.
Lore outrcaching unto all God's creature*.

Whittier, Remembrance of Joseph Sturge.

outreason (out-re'zu), v. t. To excel or sur-

pass in reasoning.
Able to cope with the Jewish Sanhedrim, to baffle their

profoundest Kabbies, and to outreaton the very Athenians.
JMI -.i-iii.in- \ II u

outreckon (out-rek'n), . t. To exceed in reck-

oning or computation.
A power that can preserve us after ashes,
And make the names of men mi-reckon ages.

hletcher, Valentinlan, i. 1.

outrecuidancet ( F.pron. 6-tr-kwe-dons'),n. [F.

(= It. oltracotanza, oltracu*tanzu),<. outre, be-

yond^ OF. cuider = It. cuitare, think, < L. rttgi-

tare, think: see cogitate.] Overweening pre-

sumption ; arrogant or insulting conduct.

Some think, my lord. It hath given you addition of pride
and outrecitidancf. Chapman, Monsieur D'Ollve, iv. 1.

It is a strange outrecuidana ; your humour too much
redoundeth. D. Jonion, Cynthia's Revels, T. 2.

outredden (out-red'n), c. f. To surpass in red-

ness; be or grow redder than. Tennynon, Death
of Wellington, viii.

outredet, ' ' [ME., < out + rede1
.] Same as

atrede.

outreign (out-ran'), r. t. To reign longer than;
reign through the whole of (a period of time).

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 45.

outrelyt, adr. An obsolete form of utterly.

outremert (8-tr-mar'), . [F., ultramarine, <

outre (< L. ultra), beyond, + tiier (< L. mare),
sea. Cf. ultramarine.] Ultramarine blue.

outrennet, c. An obsolete variant of outrun.

outrick (out'rik), M. A rick or heap of hay or
of corn in the open air. Pennant.
outride (out-rid ),

e. [< ME. outryden; < out +
ride.] I. intrann. 1. To ride out. 2. To ride

before or beside a carriage as attendant
;
be an

outrider.

U. trans. To pass in riding ;
ride faster than.

My lord, Sir John Umfrevlle turn'd me back
With Joyful tidings; and, being better horsed,
am ,;/: me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., I. 1. 36.

For this advantage age from youth has won,
As not to be outridden, though outrun.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 111. 888.

outride (out'rid), n. [< outride, v.] A riding
out

;
an excursion

; also, a place for riding.
Your province is the town ; leave me a small out-ride in

the country, and I shall be content.

SomermUe, To Mr. Hogarth.

outrider (out'ri'der), . [< ME. outrider; <

outride + -er1
.] One who rides out or forth.

Specifically (at) A summoner whose office it was to cite

men before the sheriff. (/><> A monk whose special duty It

was to visit outlying or distant manors.

Here pelure and palfrayes poure menne lyflode.
And religious out-rydert reclused in here clolstres.

Pien Plouman (C), v. 116.

(c) A person on horseback, especially a sen-ant, who pre-
cedes or accompanies a carriage.

Then came the out-rider for the royal carriage, and then
the Prince of Wales' carriage.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. SO.

(<tt) One who is in the habit of riding out for pleasure.

A monk ther was, a fair for the maistrie,
An out-rydere, that loved venerye |hnnting|.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 16fl.

(c) A highwayman. [Prov. Eng.]

I fear thou art some outrider, that lives by taking of

purses here on Basset's Heath.

Heytcood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, L 43).

outrigger (out'rig'er), n. 1. Naut. : (a) A spar
rigged out from a ship's top or crosstrees, to

spread the breast-backstays, (ft) Any boom
rigged out from a ship's sid'e to hang boats by.

(c) A heavy spar or strong beam of wood placed
across a ship's deck, lashed securely to both
sides of the ship, and having tackles from its pro-

jecting ends to the masthead, to assist in secur-

ing the mast while the ship is hove down, (d)

Any spar thrust out to help to give a lead to a

purchase or to extend a sail. 2. An iron bracket
fixed to the outside of a boat and carrying a
rowlock at its extremity, designed to increase
the leverage of the oar. Hence 3. A light
boat provided with such apparatus.
Looking at the river, we find the introduction of the

outrigger, a vessel which Leech represents as highly un-

popular with short gentlemen requiring a "boat for an
hour.' Fortnightly Ken., X. S.. XL. 54.

4. A frame rigged out from the side of ca-

noes in the- islamls of the Indixn and Pacific



outrigger

oceans, to form a counterpoise and prevent the

boat from upsetting. Such outriggers are sometimes

placed cm both sides of the boat, sometimes only on one
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My Imagination out-runs all you can say.

Steele, Tender Husband, iv. 1.

outside

He had arrested himself in the very outset.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 823.

Canoe with Outrigger,

side They generally consist of two spars, rigged out one

from each end of the canoe, with a canoe-shaped block of

wood or bamboo connecting their outer ends.

5. In much. : (a) A pulley or wheel extended

outside of the general frame of a machine. (6)

The jib of a crane, or a joist projecting from a

building to support a hoisting-tackle. 6. See

the quotation.

2 To run so as to escape; escape by or as by outsetter (out'sef'cr), n. An emigrant, Halh-

running; hence, to elude. well. [Prov. Eng.]

If these men have defeated the law and outrun native OUtsetting (out'set'mg), It. A beginning; start;

punishment, though they can outstrip men, they have no outset,

wings to My from God. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 176. Q jvmg little fortunes to young maidens in marriage with

3 To uass beyond the bounds of; exceed: as, honest men of their own degree, who might, from such an

to allow zeal to outrun discretion.
?succefs

b6gi" thC W rW
'
" " '" *

Those who formerly had outrunne the canons with their
Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, III. 18. (Davies.)

to thlrn.

6""

OUtsetting (out'sef'ing), a. Setting outward or

,
XI. iii. 14. off-shore

; drawing or tending away from the

laud.

A strong outsettintj tide.

Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 229.

OUtsettlement (out'set"l-ment), n. A settle-

Fuller, Ch.

A boy whose tongue outruns his knowledge.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

To outrun the constable. See constable.

II. intrans. To run out.

When the whalehas been harpooned, the first order given ment away from the main settlement.
s "Stern all!" to clear the boat from the whale, and the outsettler (out'sef'ler), n. One who settles at
lextis "Wet line!" to prevent the friction from the out- "

>Vwn tr,p main boflv.next is

m 'mnl> lme-

nt theMction from te oJ- ^ maijl bod
' U- S '

V "'
'

&MS-.2g""
^^ 8ide '

OUt-runnert (out'run'er), That which runs '^^fSgt^ASST-
*'

S^^S%l^-to*3^,^ <^. or flows forth from a stream; a sidechannel or rjghti ^.8toiw beam, SAo,., Rich. m., i. 3. 268.

OUtrigger-hoist (out'rig-er-hoist), n. A hoist- OV
I

r

B0^ -

mrf .ranner of the riveri where the streams run II. trans. To shine more brightly than ;
sur-

ing-apparatus m guide-posts rigged out L

no(
.

8trongly v Lauson (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 194). pags jn brilliancy or luster
; hence, to be more

an outer wall, as distinguished from a hatch-
trugll (out.rush <) . j. To rush or issue out illustrious, beautiful, witty, etc., than ; surpass

way-hoist. &. H. Knight. __ _ ^or,iHiv m- fnivihlv. Garth, tr. of Ovid's Meta- in some good quality.

And all their tops bright glistening with gold,

That seemed to outshine the dimmed skye.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ix. 21.

Ou
ryS te;

ME. outright, out-

ry-fuii < out + right, adv.] 1. Straight on;

right onward; directly; hence, at once; im-

mediately ;
without delay.

(out'rush), n. A gushing or rushing
out

;
an outflow.

outsail (out-sal'), v. t. To sail faster than;

L 1057. leave behind in sailing.

She may spare me her misen, and her bonnets, strike

her main petticoat, and yet outsail me.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, i. 1.

2 To the fun extent; completely; entirely; out-sale (out'sal), n. A public sale; an auction.
-

[To] make away the inheritance of God's holy tribe in an

Mitmlr ? 'Tis an unthrifty sin.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 206. (Dames.) outsnoot (out-shot'), v. t. 1. To surpass or ex-

put ouer) the were maae me m*uuc v^,, .., Outscapet (out'skap), n. A way or opportunity cel in shooting,

brought* him blyndflelde downe into the diepest doungeon to escape; escape.
of that deuelish heresy. Sir T. More, Works, p. 483. ge wm never leave you, but in the midst of temptation

will give you an outscape.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 186.

" OUtSCOld (out-skold'), v. t. To surpass in scold-
6^r-^te~the"touth7~ Chapnum, All Fools, iv. 1.

When these wretches had the ropes about their necks,

the first was to be pardoned, the last hanged outright.
Arbuthnot.

altogether; without reservation: as, to settle

a bargain outright.

Nay, Eleanor, then must I chide outright :

Presumptuous dame, ill-nurtured Eleanor.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., I

I am a queen, a godesse, I know not what,
And no constellation in all Heaven, but I outshine it.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 1.

High on a throne of royal state, which far

Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind, . . .

Satan exalted sat. Milton, P. L, ii. 2.

Homer does not only out-shine all other Poets in the Va-

riety, but also in the Novelty of his Characters.

Addisou, Spectator, No. 273.

Johnny Cock out-shot a' the foresters.

Johnny Cock (Child's Ballads, VI. 244).

2. To shoot beyond ;
overshoot.

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, v. 1.

A lie that is all a lie may be met and fought with outright. OUtSCOm (out-sk6rn'), v. t.

Tennyson, The Grandmother, haughty disregard ; defy; despise.

The relations between author and publisher are simply Kent. I know you. Where 's the king 1

those between principal and agent, or, where an author Gent. Contending with the fretful element ; . . .

sells outright, between buyer and seller. The Author, I. 52. Strives in his little world of man to out-scorn

OUtrival (out-ri'val), v. t. To surpass ;
excel. The to-and-fro conflicting wind

^ain^ ^ ^ ^
Having tried to outrival oneAnother uponthat subject.

outsc(mring (out
'

skour"ing), n.' Substance OUtshotS (out'shots), n.
pl_

-^ - 1 or scoured out.
Add
To tear apart or sever

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV.
outrivet (out-riv'), v. t.

forcibly or violently,
i. 11.

OUtroad (out'rod), w. [Formerly also outrode;
< out + road; cf. inroad.] An excursion, ex-

pedition, or foray : opposed to inroad.

That issuing out they might make outroads upon the

wavs of Judea, as the king had commanded him.
1 Mac. xv. 41.

But as for Africke, ever since the beginning of Valen-

tinian his raigne it was all in combustion through the

outrage of barbarous enemies, wholly set upon slaughter
and spoile, that they made by bold and adventurous out-

rodes.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Nares.)

To exceed in roaring.

O, that I were

Upon the hill of Basan, to outroar
The horned herd ! Shak., A. and C., iii. 13. 127.

outromance (out-ro-mans'), . t. To exceed
in romantic character.

Their real sufferings outromanced the fictions of many
errant adventurers. Fuller.

never to outshoot their i

Norris.

v. OUtshot (out'shot), n. A projection ;
the pro-

To overcome by "^j
"
g part of a building. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]
There was connected with this chamber, and opening

into it, a small outsltot, or projecting part of the building,

occupied by a little sleeping apartment.
Scott, Monastery, xxvin.

^m v ,,_.__,. [See def.] In the

manufacture of paper, "'the second quality of

foufLen V t It To exceed in value white paper-rags : so called from the fact that,
(out-sel ), v. t. if. loexceeum vaiu.

an&* *>,
"
QtAni, t.Vin sfi<>ond-niialitv razs

excel in sorting the stock, the second-quality rags

Herpretty action did outsell her gift, ^^f^^^^ * **** ** **"'

And yet enrich'd it

too^ ^^ .

( ^ ^ ^^(oufJho'), .. t. To present publicly ;

exhibit openly.

outroar (out-ror'), v. t.

2. To exceed in amount of sales; sell better or

more than.
Take notice, she has my commission
To add them in the next edition ;

They may out-sell a better thing ;

So halloo, boys ; God save the King !

Swvt, Furniture of a Woman's Mind.

3. To sell for more than.

He had his presses for 'em, and his wines
Were held the best, and out-sold other men's.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

So good the grain growing here, that itoutselleth others

some pence in the bushel.

Fuller, Worthies, Cambridgeshire, I. 221.

outsendt (out-send'), v. t. [< ME. outsenden; <

out + send.] To send out or forth.

What ! doth the Sun his rayes that he outrsends

Smother or choke ?

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. ii. 42.

A message
OUtroom (out'rom), n. A chamber on the con-

fines of a house; an outlying or remote apart- outsendingt (out 'sen "ding), n.

ment. abroad
;
a thing sent out.

Some out-room or corner of the dining-chamber.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

outropet, [< out + rope2 , roup.] Sale by
auction; outcry.
As at common mitropes, when honsholds-stiift'c is to bee

aolde, they cry, Who gives more?
Dekker, Dead Tearme (1608). (Nares.)

Vendreal'encant,toaellbypoTt,aaleoioutrope. Cotgrave. out-Servant (out'ser*vant),'m.
outrun (out-run'), v. [< ME. outrennen; < out + does outside work.
run.] I. trans. 1. To run past or beyond ;

run Perhaps one of the out-senxtnbs had, through malice, ac-

further or more swiftly than ;
overcome in run- cident, or carelessness, flung in the stone,

ning or racing; leave behind, as by superior Sutfl, Directions to Servants (Chamber-maid),

speed; hence, to surpass in competition; out- outset (out'set), n. A setting out; beginning;
rival

; get the better of. start.

So they ran both together, and the other disciple did This is no pleasant prospect at the outset of a political
outrun Peter, and came first to the sepulchre. John xx. 4. journey. Burke.

The sea being open vnto him, his outsendings might bee

without view or noting.
Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 122. (Davies.)

OUtsentry (out'sen"tri), n.
; pi. outsentries (-triz).

Milit., a sentry placed considerably in advance ;

a sentry who guards the approach to a place at

a distance in advance of it
;
a picket.

A servant who

He blusht to see another sunne below,
Ne durst again his flerie face outshow.

England's Helicon (1 814). (Nares. )

outside (put'sid or out-sid'), n. and a. [< out +
side1 .] l.n. 1. The part or place that lies with-

out or beyond an inclosure, barrier, or inclosing

line or surface of any kind, as opposed to the

inside, or the part or place that lies within.

And behold a wall on the outside of the house round

about. Ezek. "1. 5.

I threw open the door of my chamber, and found the

family standing on the outside. Spectator.

2. One who or that which is without; particu-

larly, a passenger on the outside of a coach or

carriage. [Cofloq.]

There was a good coach dinner, of which the box, the

four front outsides, the one inside, Nicholas, the good-tem-

pered man, and Mr. Squeers partook.
Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, v.

3. The external part of a thing; the outer sur-

face
;
the exterior.

Show the inside of your purse to the outside of his hand,

and no more ado. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 834.

Men that look no farther than their outtides think health

an appurtenance unto life.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 44.

Courteously give me credit for a little more wisdom than

appears upon my outside. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 6.

4. External aspect or garb ;
that which merely

strikes the eye ; appearance.
O what a goodly outside falsehood hath !

Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 104.

Trusting our hopeful gentry unto pedants,
Fellows of outside, and mere bark.

B. Jons&n, Volpone, Ii. 1.



outside

5f. One who or that which possesses a fair

rxli'rior, but lucks genuine undcrlyint,' excel-

lences; a inert' liyi rite or ii vain show.

The rest arc
"
hypocrites, ambidexters," imtndeti, so

many liiniinu pictures, :i lion on tin- one side, a lamb on
the other. tlitrt<m, Aunt, of Mel., To the Header, p. sy.

6. All externality; an outward form; a mere
formality.

Christians degenerated apace into outrides, as days and
meats, and divers other ceremonies.

J'enn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, 1.

7. The furthest limit; the utmost: generally
with the definite article.

Two hundred load upon ait acre they reckon the outside

of what Is to be laid. Mortimer, Husbandry.

8. ///.
In printing, the top and bottom quires,

more or less imperfect, of a ream of paper.
Outside of a sword-hilt and guard, that part of a
sword-hilt which corresponds to the back of the hand, and
that part of a sword -guard which protects the back of the
hand when the sword is held as on guard. Compare in-

side. Patent Outside. See patent. = Syn. 1. Outritle,
Kxti'rior. ,s'/'/;/"c, . .s'liyx-r/inVx. Ontniilf is opposed to in-

aide, exterior to interior, tturface to ttubntance, and superficies
to <'>'>.,'i.. Outride is the common word. Exterior Is a

dignified word, applying to a thing of some consequence :

as, the exterior of a house. Surface Is popular ; superficie*
is scientific. A mtr/ace may be rough or smooth ;

a super-

ficies is regarded as smooth. See exterior, a.

II. u. 1. Being on the outside; belonging to

the surface or exterior; situated on or beyond
the limits or bounds. 2. Limited to the sur-

face or exterior ; superficial; consisting in mere
show; existing in appearance only.

The rest on outride merit but presume.
Pope, Dunclad, i. 1S5.

3. Situated, seated, carried, or traveling on the
exterior of a vehicle: as, an outside place; an
outside passenger. 4. Extreme; reaching or

exceeding the limit; all that or more than is

actual, is required, etc.: as, an outside estimate
of expenses.
A Huguenot built thla hall, who was not permitted to

live on the Boll of his own beautiful France, and it may
naturally be supposed that he dedicated it to the most
ultra, trutside idea of liberty.

if. PhUlipt, Speeches, etc., p. 50.

5. Not directly concerned or interested; occu-

pying an external position or having an exter-
nal relation.

It was time to show their teeth ; and, as soon as they did,
it became evident to all outride spectators that the old

game was up. Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 241.

Outside country, districts outside the line of settle-

ment. [Australia.]

"When the humour seizes them they can be kind

enough," returned the cattle-buyer, who had a large ex-

perience on the out-side country.
Grant, Bush- Life in Queensland, p. 102.

Outside station, a station outside the line of settlement ;

in general, any station very remote in the bush. [Aus-

tralia.]

I am to have charge of one of the outride sheep dationt
at what seems to me to be a liberal salary.

Mrs. Campbell Praed, Uead-Statlon, p. 123.

outside (out-sid'), adv. and prep. [< outside, .]

1. adv. 1. On the outside; on the exterior
;
at or

beyond the limits
; externally; outwardly ;

with-

out; not within; not in a house or assemblage.
He better sees who stands outride

Than they who in procession ride.

Whittier, Maids of Attitash.

2. Beyond a harbor
;
out at sea : as, it is rough

weather outside. 3. On the exterior of a vehi-

cle: as, to travel outside. 4. To the exterior;
from a point within to a point without; forth

;

out: as, to go outside Outside of, on or to the ex-

terior of ; without ; outward from.

II. prep. 1. On the exterior of; beyond.
Suddenly a man, In foreign garments, . . . stood outntle

the window. Uielcen*, Christmas Carol, ii.

The unanimous opinion of that community is that the
Colonel and his household are, in reference to any and to

everything outride their family circle, the
" closest people

"

strong emphasis on closest in the world !

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 41.

2. To the exterior of
; outward from: as, to go

outside the house.

outside-car (out'sid-kar), . An Irish jaunt-
ing-car.
outsideness (out'sid-nes), . Externality; out-

ness. T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics,
s\

r>i!.

outsider (out-si'der), . [< outside + -erl.] 1.

One who is on the outside of an inclosure, bar-

rier, boundary, etc., literally or figuratively;
one who is without. Specifically (a) One who is out-
side of or does not belong to some particular party, asso-

ciation, or set.

Outsider* looked with a kind of new, half-jealous respect
on these privileged few who had so suddenly become the
"General's party." Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwnite, xit.

4189
(In One who Is unconnected or unacquainted with the mat-
ter in question.

In remind to complex statistical statements the outrider
cannot be too careful Ui ascertain from those wtio rompilnl
them as far as possible what are the j>oint8 requiring eluci

datlon. . /;<<"'.. XXII. IM.

(I In hiime-racinff, a horse not Included among the favor-

ites, or not a favorite In the betting.

The success of a rank outrider will be described u " a
misfortune to backers."

Jt. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 288.

2. ]il. A pairof nippers with semi-tubular jaws
which can bo inserted in a keyhole from the
outside to turn the key. [Thieves' slang.]

outsight (out 'sit), . and u. I. n. Sight for
that which is without; outlook

; power of ob-
servation.

If a man haue not both his Insight and his outright, he
may pay home for his bllndeneue.

Breton, old Man's Leeson, p. 11. (Uatiet.)

More Insight and more outright.

Browning, King and Book, 1. 747.

II. a. In Scots late, in the phrase outsight plen-

ishing, a designation given to outdoor mova-
bles, as horses, cows, and oxen, or plows, carts,
and other implements of husbandry,
outsit (out-sit'), v. t. 1. To sit beyond the
time of.

He that prolongs his meals, and sacrifices his time, as
well as his other conveniences, to his luxury, how quickly
does he outrit his pleasure ! South.

2. To sit longer than (another person); tire out
in sitting.
He stubbornly outtat, that evening, his wife and daugh-

ter, who would remain upon the scene, the former deter-

mined, as long as they could. The Century, XXXV. 876.

outskint ( out 'ski u ), n. The external skin
;
the

surface.

The bark and out tkin of a commonwealth
Or state. Shirley (and Fletcherf\ Coronation, v. 1.

outskipt (out-skip'), v, t. To avoid by flight ;

escape.
Thou thoughts!

Thou couldst outsldp my vengeance, or outstand
The power I had to crush thee Into air.

B. Jonton, Sejanus, II. 2.

outskirt (out'skert), n. A section or part that

skirts, runs, or lies along the edge or boundary
of a specified area ; a border or border region;
a purlieu: used chiefly in the plural: as, the
outskirts of a forest or of a town

;
the outskirts

of science.

Soe as they mlghte keepe both the O-Relyes. and also

the o-Fai-rels, and all that out-Mrtc of Meathe In awe.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

outsleep (out-slep'), v. t. To sleep beyond.
I fear we shall out-deep the coming morn
As much as we this night have overwatch'd.

Shot., M. N. D., v. 1. 872.

outslide (out-slid'), v. t. To slide outward or
forward

;
advance by sliding.

At last our grating keels nutsiide,
Our good boats forward swing.

Wkittier, At Port Royal.

outslingt (out-sling'), v. t. [ME. outslyngen; <

out + sling.'] 1. To sling out ; scatter abroad.
I shal hym make his pens [pence] mitdynge.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 5887.

2. To hurl forth from or as from a sling. Dr. H.
More, Psychathanasia, II. iii. 5.

outsoar (out-sor'), v. t. To soar beyond.
Let them clog their wings with the remembrance of

those who have outtoared them, not in vain opinion, but
true worth. Government qf the Tongue, g 9. (Latham.)

He has outsoared the shadow of our night
Shelley, Adouals, st. -I".

out-sole (out'sol), . The outer sole of a boot
or shoe, which bears upon the ground when in

use. Between the in-sole and the out-sole the margin of
the upper Is fitted and attached to both these soles by
stitching or pegging.

outspan (out'span), r. I. trans. To unyoke or
unhitch (oxen from a wagon); unharness or
unsaddle (a horse or horses). [South Africa.]

II. intrans. To detach oxen from a wagon ;

hence, to encamp. [South Africa.]

outsparkle (out-spar'kl), v. t. To surpass in

brilliancy; outglitter; outshine. J. Beaumont,
Psyche, i. 61.

outspeak (out-spek'), v. t. I. trans. To surpass
in speaking ; say or express more than ; signify
or claim superiority to

;
be superior to in mean-

ing or significance.
Forsooth

,
an Inventory, thus importing :

The several parcels of his plate, his treasure,
Rich stuffs, and ornaments of household ; which
I find at such proud rate that it out-speaks
Possession of a subject. Shot., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 127.

Why, this Indeed is physic ! and <ntt*peaks
The knowledge of cheap drugs.

/;. Jonton, Sejanus i 2

outstart

\Vli..-. 1:1:1. - .h. :i- (.u ,

A* tune doth illence.

B. Jonton, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

II. itilrtum. To speak out or aloud.

OutMuoke the hardy Highland wight,
111 go, my chief. I'm midy.

Campbell, Ix,rd Illin's Daughter.

outspeckle (out'spek-1), n. A spectacle; a

laughing-stock. [Scotch.]
Whae driven thlr kye?" gan Willie lay," To make an outtpeclde o* me ?

"

Jamie Teljer (Child's Ballads, VI. 111).

outspeed (out-sped'), v. t. To surpass in speed
or vi-loi-ity; outstrip.

Outspeed the sun around the orbed world.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 3.

outspend (out-spend'), r. t. To surpass in out-

lay; spend more money than.

King Cole was not a merrier old soul than Illuitrissimo
of that day ; he outtpent princes.

HmceUt, Venetian Life, xzL

outspendt (out'spend), . [< outspend, .] Out-

lay; expenditure.
A mere outspend of savageness. .//-. Taylor.

outspent (out-spent'), p. a. Thoroughly spent
or wearied; tired out; exhausted.

Outtpent with this long course,
The Cossack prince rubb'd down his horse.

Byron, Mazeppa, III.

outspin (out-spin'), r. '. To spin out; finish;
exhaust.

Giles wlsheth that his long-yarn'd life

Were quite out-spun.
B. Jonton, Epigrams, No. 42.

Patience with her cup o'errun,
With her weary thread outtpun,
Murmurs that her work Is none.

Whittier, Texan.

outspoken (out'spo'kn), a. 1. Free or bold of

speech ;
candid

;
frank.

I know the man I would have : a quick-witted, out-

npulten, incisive fellow. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, III.

2. Uttered or expressed with frankness or bold-
ness: as, outspoken disapproval,
outspokenness (out'spo'kn-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being outspoken; candidness; frankness
of speech.
outsport (out^sport'), v. t. To sport beyond;
outdo in sporting.

Good Michael, look you to the guard to-night :

Let 's teach ourselves that honourable stop,
Not to outtport discretion. Shot., Othello, ii. ;..::.

outspread (out-spred'), v. t. To spread out;
extend.

On the watery calm
His brooding wings the Spirit of God outspread.

Milton, P. L., vii. 285.

OUtspringt (out-spring'), r.t. [<ME.ofej/r(/eH;
< out + spring.] 1. To spring forth.

Duntes ther were strong ynoii, that the fur out-iprong
Of the helnies al about, & some velle among.

Rob. o/ Olauceiter, p. 460.

2. To originate ;
descend.

As that there comen Is to Tyrians court
.KIMMS, one outsprong of Troyan blood.
To whom fair Dido wold her self be wed.

Surrey, .Kneid, Iv.

outstand (out-stand'), r. I. trans. If. To resist

effectually; withstand; sustain without yield-

ing.
Thou thoughtst

Thou couldst ontskip my vengeance, or ouUtand
The power I had to crush thee Into air.

/;. Jonton, Sejanus, IL 2.

2. To stand or remain beyond ; outstay.
I have auUtood my time, which Is material
To the tender of our present

Shot., Cymbellne, L 6. 207.

n. intrans. 1. To project outward from the
main body ;

stand out prominently ;
be promi-

nent.
An ouittanding feature of these rooms is their size.

The Engineer, LXVJ. 518.

2. To stand out to sea.

But many a keel shall seaward turn,
And many a sail outtttand.

Whittier, Dead Ship of Harpiwell.

3. To stand over; remain untouched, unim-
paired, unsettled, uncollected, unpaid, or other-
wise undetermined: as, outstanding contracts.

Political union [among the Arabs] has left outstanding
the family-organization, but has added something to it.

B. Spencer, Prill, of Social., | 511.

Outstanding term. See term.

outstare (out-star'), . t. To stare out of coun-
tenance

;
face down ; browbeat ;

outface.

Ill follow and ouUtare him. Shot. . Hen. VIII. , 1. 1 1 . 29.

OUtstartt (out-start' ),r. i. [< ME. outsterten; <
nut + .ttart.] To start out

;
start up.

The peple outttertt, and caste the carte to grounde.
Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, L 227.



outstay

outstay (out-sta'), . (. To stay longer than;

overstay; remain beyond : as, to outstmj one's

welcome.
You, niece, provide yourself :

If you mitstay the time, upon mine honour,
And in the greatness of my word, you die.

Sftak., As you Like it, i. 3. 90.

After a little deliberation, she concluded to outstay him.
Miss Burney , Cecilia, ix. 8.

outstep1
(out-step' ), r. t. To step or go beyond ;

exceed; overstep. Imp. Diet.

outstep'
2
t, conj. A corruption of outcept.

My son 's in Dybell here, in Caperdochy, itha gaol ; for

peeping into another man's purse ;
and outstep the King be

miserable [compassionate] hees like to totter.

Heynood, 1 Edward IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 72).

OUtstraint (out-stran'), r. t. 1. To stretch to

the utmost
;
extend to the full.

All his [a serpent's] foldes are now in length outstrained.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 280.

2. To exert one's self more than
; surpass by

more strenuous effort.

But John . . .

His fellow-traveller did soon out-strein

And gat before. J. Beaumont, Psyche, xiv. 130.

3. To stretch to excess
;
overstrain.

The outstrain'd tent flags loosely. Soulhey, Thalaba, iii.

OUt-Street (out'stret), . A street in the out-

skirts of a town. Johnson.

outstretch (out-strech'), v. t. [< ME. outstrec-

chen (pret. *outstraught, outstrought) ;
< out +

stretch.'] To stretch or spread out; extend;

expand: used chiefly in the past participle.

And forth his neeke and heed out-strouffht.
Rmn. of the Rose, 1. 1516.

[So in early editions ; modern editions read he straught, or
out straught.]

The Lord brought us forth out of Egypt with a mighty
hand, and with an outstretched arm. Deut. xxvi. 8.

Come, make him stand upon this molehill here,
That raught at mountains with outstretched arms.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 68.

On the ground
Outstretch'd he lay, on the cold ground ; and oft

Cursed his creation. Milton, P. L., x. 851.

outstride (out-strid' ),v.t. To surpass in stride.

Outstriding the colossus of the sun.
B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

outstrike (out-strik'), v. t. 1. To surpass in

striking; deal a harder or swifter blow than.

This blows my heart :

If swift thought break it not, a swifter mean
Shall outstrike thought ;

but thought will do 't, I feel.

Shak., A. andC.,iv. 6. 36.

2. To strike out; mark out; cancel.

This sentence serves and that my hand out-strikes.

Drayton, Matilda to King John.

Outstrip (out-strip'), v. t. [Appar. < out + strip

(where some conjecture trip); but prob. a cor-

ruption of "outstriek or *outstrike, < out + strike,
in the old sense '

go,'
'

proceed,'
' advance '

(as
in ' stricken in years ') : see strike.'] 1. To out-
run

;
advance or go beyond ;

exceed.
He ... farre outttript him in villainous words, and

ouer-bandied him in bitter terms.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 38.

Especially when I runne as Hippomanes did with At-

lanta, who was last in the course, but first at the crowne :

So that I gesse that woemen are eyther easie to be out

stripped, or willing.

Lyly, Euphues and his England (Arber reprints), p. 419.

You have outstript the wing of our desires.
Beau, and Fl. (I), Faithful Friends, L 1.

He had ... a wonderful genius for mathematical learn.

ing, in which he far outstripped me.
Franklin, Autobiography, p. 55.

2. To flee beyond the reach of; escape.
Though they can outstrip men, they have no wings to

fly from God. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 177.

outsubtle (out-sut'l), v. t. To exceed in subtlety.
[Bare.]

The devil, I think,
Cannot out-subtle thee.

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, iv. 2.

OUtSUCken (out'suk'n), a. In Scots law, per-
taining to a district not astricted to a particu-
lar mill Outsucken multure, a (air remuneration to
a miller for manufacturing the grain, paid by such as are
not astricted. See multure, multurer, sucken, insucken.

outsum (out-sum'), v.t. To outnumber. [Bare.]
The prisoners of that shameful day out-summ'd
Their conquerors. Southey, Joan of Arc, ii.

outswear (out-swar'), v. t. To exceed in swear-
ing; overcome by swearing.

We shall have old swearing
That they did give the rings away to men ;

But well outface them, and miixwear them too.

Shak., M. of V.,iv. 2. 17.

OUtsweatt (out-swef ) ,
i'. t. To obtain by sweat

or labor; work hard for; earn.
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Out upon 't, caveat emptor, let the fool irut-xiceat it that

thinks he has got a catch on 't.

Fletc/ter, Wit without Money, i. 1.

OUtsweetent (out-swe'tn), c. t. To exceed in

sweetness.
The leaf of eglantine, whom nut to slander,
Out-sweeterid not thy breath.

Shak., Cyrnbeline, iv. 2. 224.

OUtswell (out-swel'), v. t. 1. To swell to a

greater degree than
; surpass in inflation.

Blow, villain, till thy sphered bias cheek
Outau'ett the colic of puff d Aquilon.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 5. 9.

2f. To overflow.

A sad text in a sadder time ; in which the rivers of Baby-
lon swelled not so high with inundation of water in the

letter, as the waters in the metaphor, outsweUing and

breaking down their banks, haveoverflown both our church
and state. Heivyt, Sermon (1658), p. 185. (Latham.)

outswiftt (out-swiff), v. t. To surpass in swift-

ness; leave behind in flight.

And on the sand leaving no print behinde,
Out-sivtfted Arrows, and out-went the Winde.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

OUtsyllable (out-si!' a-bl), v. t. To exceed in

number of syllables; contain more syllables
than. [Rare.]
The name of Plantagenet ; which, as it did out-syllable

Tudor in the mouths, so did it out-vie it in the affections

of the English. Fuller, Worthies, Warwickshire, III. 273.

out-taket (out-tak'), v. t. [< ME. outtuken; <

out + take.'] To take out; except.
Therefore this tree alone,

Adam, this mete-take I,

The frute of it negh none,
For an ye do, then shall ye dye.

York Plays, p. 20.

out-taket (out-tak' ),prep. [ME.,< out-take, v.]

Except; besides.

Alle that y haue y graunt the,
Owttake my wyfe.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 88. (Hattiwett.)

Iche herbe also thai sayen it is to sowe,
In landes drie, wltake of hem the bene.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 7.

out-takent (out'ta'kn), pp. and prep. [ME.,
pp. of out-take. Cf . equiv. except.] Excepted ;

except.
And ye Alderman schal haue, euere-iche day whyles ye

drynk lastes, out-taken ye first nyht and ye last, a galoun
of ale. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.\ p. 98.

He badde that the! schuld maistirs be
Ouer alle-kynne thyng, oute-tane a tree he taught them

tille. York Plays, p. 29.

out-takinglyt (out'ta"king-li), adv. Exception-
ally. Drant, tr. of Horace's Satires, x.

out-talk (out-tak'), r. t. To overpower by talk-

ing ; surpass in talking.
What ! this gentleman will out-talk us all.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2. 248.

OUt-tanet, pp. andprep. A contraction of out-

taken.

OUt-tellt (out-tel'),f. t. To count beyond ; over-

reckon.

This is the place, I have out-told the clock
For haste, he is not here.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, i. 1.

out-termt (out'term), n. Outward figure; su-

perficial appearance ;
mere exterior.

Not to bear cold forms, nor men's out-terms,
Without the inward flres and lives of men.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

OUtthrowt (out-thro'), v. t. To throw out; cast
forth. Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 1.

OUt-tongue (out-tung'), v. t. To speak louder
than

;
drown the sound of.

Let him do his spite :

My services which I have done the signiory
Shall out-tongue his complaints.

Shak., Othello, i. 2. 19.

out-top (out-top'), v. t. To reach above the top
or summit of; rise above or be higher than;
overtop ; hence, to be or become more eminent
than; excel.

The treasurer began then to out-top me.
Cabbala, The Lord Keeper to the Duke, May 24, 1624.

So these dark giants out-top their fellow-vegetables.
The Century, XXVII. 33.

out-travel (out-trav'el), v. t. To surpass as a

traveler; travel further, more swiftly, or more
extensively than.

She then besought him to go instantly, that he might
out-travel the ill news, to his mother.

Miss Burney, Cecilia, x. 2.

OUt-turn (out'tern), n. Quantity of goods or

products produced ; output: as, the out-turn of
a mine.
At Kagmari alone 300 men are employed in the business

[metal-working], and the yearly out-turn is over 160,000 Ibs.

0. C. M. Birdwood, Indian Arts, 1. 159.

outward
statements of crop out-turns and prices.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 247.

OUt-twinet (out-twin'), v. t. To disentangle;
extricate; disengage.
He stopped, and from the wound the reed outtwined.

Fairfax.

outusuret (out-u'zhur), r. t. To exceed or sur-

pass in usurious exactions. [Bare.]
Out-usure Jews, or Irishmen out-swear.

Pope, Satires of Donne, ii. 38.

outvalue (out-val'u), r. t. To exceed in value.

Boyle, Works, I. 281.

The wondrous child,
Whose silver warble wild
Outvalued every pulsing sound.

Emerson, Threnody.

Outvenom (out-ven'om), v. t. To surpass in

venomous or poisonous character.

No, 'tis slander,
Whose edge is sharper than the sword, whose tongue
Outvenoms all the worms of Nile.

Shak., Cymbeline, ill. 4. 37.

outvie (out-vi'), v. t. To outbid; outdo; sur-

pass in rivalry or emulation .

Why, then the maid is mine from all the world

By your firm promise ;
Gremio is out-vied.

Shak., T. of the 8., ii. 1. 887.

1 love thus to outvie a news-monger.
Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

outvigilt (out-vij'il), v. t. To surpass in vigi-

lance; outwatcn.
The tender care of King Charles did outoiiril their watch-

fullness. Fuller, Worthies, Kent, II. 129.

OUtvillain (out-vil'an), r. t.' To exceed in vil-

lainy.
He hath out-villained villainy so far that the rarity re-

deems him. Sltak., All's Well, iv. 3. 306.

outvoice (out-vois'), v. t. To render inaudible

by greater loudness of voice
;
be more clamo-

rous or noisy than.

Whose shouts and claps out-voice the deep-mouth'd sea.

Shak., Hen. V., v. (cho.).

outvote (out-vof), v. t. To exceed in the num-
ber of votes given ;

defeat by greater number of

votes; outnumber.
Sense and appetite outvote reason.

South, Sermons, III. vi.

outwailt (out'wal), n. [ME., < out + waift,
wale2.] An outcast.

Now am I made an unworthy outwaile,
And al in care translated is my joy.

Henryson, Testament of Creseide.

OUtwait (out-wat'),f. t. To lie in ambush longer
than

; surpass in waiting or expecting.
Hell watch this se'ennight but hell have you ; he'll out-

wait a Serjeant for you. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

OUtwake (out-wak'), v. t. To remain watchful
or sleepless longer than

;
outwatch.

And now I can outwake the nightingale,
Outwatch an usurer. B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

outwalk (out-wak'), v. t. Towalk further, longer,
or faster than

;
leave behind in walking.

Outwatch 'd,

Yea, and outwalked any ghost alive.

B. Jonson, Fortunate Isles.

outwall (out'wal), . 1. The exterior wall of

a building or fortress. 2. External appear-
ance; exterior. [Bare.]

For confirmation that I am much more
Than my out-mall, open this purse, and take
What it contains. Shak.

, Lear, iii. 1. 46.

outward, outwards (out'ward, -wardz), adv.

[< ME. outward, outeward, < AS. uteweard (=
OFries. utward, ntawerd, utaward = MLG. iit-

werdes = OHG. ugwertes, ugwert, MHG. figwert,

G. auswarts), outward, < ut, ute, out, + -wcard,
E. -ward. Cf. outward, .] 1. To or toward
the exterior; away from some point in the in-

terior of a space or body to one beyond its

limits; forth; outside.
An ladde her outward of the chyrche.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 339.

Crying with full voice

"Traitor, come out, ye are trapt at last," aroused

Lancelot, who rushing outward lionlike

Leapt on him and hurl'd him headlong.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. Away from port: as, a ship bound outward.

[The ship] was fourteen weeks mitu-ard, and yet lost but
one man. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 446.

3. So as to be exterior or visible
;
out.

A sentence is but a cheveril glove to a good wit ; how
quickly the wrong side may be turned outward !

Shak., T. N., W. 1.14.

4. On the exterior; outwardly: externally;
hence, visibly ; apparently : seemingly : super-
ficially.



outward
It is a ni <-ft folyr, n woman to have a fair array initirartt

iiinl in hireself foul inwai'l. I'/ntin-i-r, I 'arson's Tali-.

Woe unto you, scribes and rimi liNs! fm\t'
are like unto u liilnl -r|iiilrln .

-, wbich indeed appear beau-
tlful i:nt'i;ii;i. inn in i- within full of ill-ad men

1

- bones and
of all unclcaniicSR. Mat. xxlii. 27.

Let mi- < ply with you in this garb, lest my extent to
the players, which, I tell you, must show fairly otrfimn/,
shunlil inoi'e ;ip|ir;ir like eutertaiiunetit than yours.

Shale., Hamlet, 11. 2. 392.

Outward face! :i i-ommand to troops to face to the right
ami left from their center.

outward (out'wiLnl), . and n. [< ME. outimnl,
< AS. itti-irt'iirtt, outward, external: seeoutinn-il.

'"/<'.] I. ". 1. Directed toward the exterior or
outside.

The fire will force Its outward way,
Or, in the prison pent, consume the prey.

Dryden.

2. Of or pertaining to the exterior or outside;
external; outer; extrinsic; formal: opposed to
inward : as, mere outward change.
Commend not a man for his beauty ; neither abhor a

man for his on/ward appearance. Kcclus. xl. .'.

Hainan was come Into the outieard court of the king's
house. Esther vl. 4.

I have cases of buckram for the nonce, to Immaak our
noted outward garments. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 2. 203.

lie may show what outward courage he will : but I be-

lieve, as cold a night as 'tis, he could wish himself in
Thames up to the neck. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 118.

Being both blinded with Lightnings and amazed with
inward terrours and outward Tempests.

Pvrciuu, Pilgrimage, p. 360.

I come to kiss these fair hands, and to shew,
In outward ceremonies, the dear love
Writ in my heart. Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, i. >.

He must have been still a very young man when that
outward reformation took place which . . . gave evidence
at least of right Intentions under the direction of a strong
will. Southey, Bunyan, p. 85.

3f. Beyond the limits or boundaries; hence,
foreign.

It was Intended to raise an outward war to Join with
some sedition within doors. Sir J. Hayward.

4. In theol., carnal; fleshly; not spiritual: as,
the outward man.
That circumcision, which Is outward in the flesh.

Rom. II. 28.

Though our outward man perish, yet the inward man Is

renewed day by day. 2 Cor. Iv. 16,

The Magistral hath only to deale with the outward part,
I mean not of the body alone, but of the mind in all her
outward acts, which In Scripture Is call'd the outward man.

Milton, Church-Government, 11. 3.

5. See the quotation.
A man given to drinking and other vices, especially of

living beyond his income and so reducing himself In his

circumstances, would still be described by his neighbours
[In Cumberland, England] as an outward man.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 149.

Outward angle. See angles, i. Outward charges.
See charge. Outward euthanasia. See euthaiiaxia.
= Syn. 2. External, etc. See exterior.

II. n. 1. External form; external appear-
ance

; the exterior.
I do not think

So fair an otiiward and such stuff within
Endows a man but he. Shale., Cymbeline, 1. 1. 23.

2. That which is without
;
the outer or objec-

tive world. [Bare.]
There Is nothing here,

Which, from the outward to the inward brought,
Moulded thy baby thought. Tennyson, Eleanore.

out-ward (out'ward), . [< out + ward.] A
ward in a separate wing or building attached
to a hospital.
outward-bound (out'wijrd-bound), a. Proceed-
ing from a port or country : as, an outward-bound
ship.

outwardly (out'ward-li), adv. 1. On the ex-
terior or surface

; outside
; externally ; hence,

as regards appearance ; visibly; perceptibly.
They could not so carry closely but both much of their

doings and sayings were discovered, although outwardly
they set a fair face on things.

iV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 118.

I' the name of truth,
Are ye fantastical, or that indeed
Which outwardly ye show ?

Shale., Macbeth, I. 3. 54.

She is outwardly
All that bewitches sense, all that entices

;

Nor is it in our virtue to uncharm it
Beau, and Ft., Captain, 111. 1.

Even so ye also outwardly appear righteous unto men,
but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity.

Mat. xxiil. 28.

2. Away from the center; toward the outer

part or outside : as, in entomology, a mark pro-
longed iiuticiirdly.

Outwardness (out'ward-nes), . The state of

being outward: objectivity; externality.
Outwards, ilr. See oiitirnrd.
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outward-sainted (out'wiinl-san'ted), . I'ui>-

licly Accounted or outwardly seeming to be a
naiiit; by implication, hypocritical. [A nmice-

word.]
Thl outward-minted deputy,

Whose settled visage and deliberate word
Nips youth I' the head, and follies doth cmmew,
As falcon doth the fowl, Is yet a devil.

Shot., M. for M
,
Hi. 1.89.

OUtwash (out-wi)sh'), c. t. [= P. >iiln;in.-,lii ii

= .MI, 1 1. iilii-ii.ichrn = 0. itiisinisi-hiii = Sw. nt-

i-nsl.ii DMII. udcanke; as out + wash.] To
washout; cleanse from. Donne. [Rare.]
outwatch (oiit-woch'), r. t. To surpass in

watching; watch longer than; observe till the
object watched disappears.

Let my lamp at midnight hour
Be seen In some high lonely tower,
Where I may oft outicalch the Bear.

Milton, II Penseroso, L 87.

outway (out'wa), n. [= D. uitweg = MLG. ut-
wech = G. anitweg = Sw. utvag = Dan. iidvej;
as out + wayi.] A way or passage out; an
outlet.

outwork

utterly outwriijlir.il, by the blinding Influences of a subtler.
>l'-r]iT, m.i moi>' i nmpn If M-ive selfishness.

Uladstuiie, Might of Kigllt, |i. 1..

2. To be too great a burden or task for; over-
tusk.

When we see the figure of the house.
Then must we rate the cost of the erection ;

w hi, h If we find outweighs ability.
What do we then but draw anew the model?

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., L 3. 45.

OUtwell (out-wel'), P. I. Iran*. Topourforth;
outpour.

His [Nllus'i] tattle waves doe fertile slime uutwtll,
And overflow each plalne and lowly dale.

N/./MCT-, F. Q.. 1. I. 21.

II. intrans. To gush or flow forth.

The slumbrous wave outweUeth. Tennyson, Claribel.

OUtwelling (out'wel'ing), . [Verbal n. of //-

inll, i-.] An outflow.

The Igneous beds were formed by great outwellings of
molten matter, which spread widely over the surface.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 616.

OUtwendt (out-wend'), v. i. [ME. outwenden;
< out + wend.] To go forth.

le Island, v.

outwealtht (out-welth'), v. t. To surpass in
wealth or prosperity. See the quotation under
outwift, 1.

outwear (out -war'), v. t. 1. To wear out;
exhaust utterly; wear away; waste; impair;
hence, to render obsolete.

Wicked Time, that all good thoughts doth waste,
And workes of noblest wits to nought outireart,
That famous muniment hath quite defaste.

Speiuer, F. Q., IV. II. 33.

Their knot of loue
Tl'd, weav'd, Intangl'd with so true, so long,
And with a finger of so deep a cunning
May be out-worn, never undone.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, L 2.

Better at home lie bed-rid, not only Idle,

Inglorious, unemployed, with age outworn.

Milton, S. A., 1. 580.

Hypocrisy and Custom make their minds
The fanes of many a worship now outworn.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, 1. 1.

2. To exhaust gradually by use or persistence;
use up; consume; hence, to pass away (time);
last out ; endure to the end of; wait till the ex-

piration or conclusion of.

All that day she outwore in wandering.
Spenser, F. Q., III. xli. 29.

Come, come, away !

The sun is high, and we outwear the day.
Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2. 68.

Here by the stream, if I the night nut-wear,
Thus spent already, how shall nature bear
The dews descending and nocturnal air?

Pope, Odyssey, v. 601.

3. To wear or last longer than
; outlast.

Loe ! I have made a Calender for every yeare.
That steele in strength, and time in durance, shall outteeart.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Epil.

OUtweary (out-wer'i), r. t. To weary out; ex-
haust by weariness

; fatigue exceedingly.
Yet once more are we resolv'd to try

1" outweary them through all their sins' variety.
Cawley, Davidels, Iv.

The soldier outwearied with his nightly duties might on
certain conditions absent himself from matins with the
master's consent Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 163.

outweed (out-wed'), i>. t. To weed out; extir-

pate as a weed.
The springing seed outweed. Spenser, F. Q., II. Iv. 86.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.X L 485S.

outwlnt (out-win'), F. I. trans. To get out of.

It Is a darksome delve far under ground,
With thornes and barren brakes envlrond round,
That none the same may easily aut-win.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 20.

H. intrans. To get out.

OUtwind (out-wind ), v. t. To extricate by wind-
ing; unloose. Spenser, P. Q., V. iii. 9.

OUt-windowt (out'win'do), n. A bay-window ;

an oriel.

Many of their rooiues have great out-windows, where
they sit on cushions In the heat of the day.

Sandys, Travalles, p. 51.

outwlng (out-wing'), r. t. 1. To move faster

than, on or as on the wing; outstrip in flying.
As she attempts at words, his coarser springs
O'er hills ana lawns, and ev'n a wish nut-wings.

Garth, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph. , xlv.

2. Milit., to outflank.

Colonel Dean's and Colonel Pride's [men], outwinging the
enemy, could not come to so much share of the action.
Cromwell to LenthaU, Aug. 20, 1648 (Carlyle's Cromwell,

[I. 291). (Davie*.)

outwit1
(out-wif), v. t. 1. To surpass in in-

telligence.
What arts did Churchmen In former times use when

they did so much out-wit and out-wealth n -
!

Up. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 253. (Daviet.)

2. To surpass in plots or stratagems; defeat
or frustrate by superior ingenuity; prove too
clever for.

He never could get favour at Court, because he outwitted
all the projectors that came neere him.

Evelyn, Wary, March 22, 1675.

Do they (men] design to outwit infinite Wisdom, or to
find such flaws in Ood's government of the World that he
shall be contented to let them go unpunished?

StOKngJteet, Sermons, I. li.

I little thought be should outwit me so !

Shelley, The Cenci, I. 1.

OUtwit2t (out' wit), n. [ME., (.out + wit.] The
faculty of observation, or the knowledge gained
by observation and experience: opposed to tn-

irit.

With Inwlt and with outwitt ymagenen and stndye,
A best for his body be. Piers Plowman (B), xili. 289.

??5t*'
1 (out W1TH or -with), adv. and prep.

; weep more than.

You carry springs within your eyes, and can
Outweep the crocodile. Shirley, Love's Cruelty, U. 3.

outweigh (out-wa'), v. t. 1. To exceed in

weight ; weigh more or be heavier than ; turn
the scale against; overweigh; overbalance;
surpass in gravity or importance.
When the bad deedes of a great man lately dead out-

weighed the good, at a dead lift [St. Francis] cast in a siluer

Chalice, which the dead partie had sometime bestowed on
Franciscan deuotlon. and weighed vp the other side, and
so the Diuels lost their prey, r ' '

Let him, alone, or so many so minded.
Wave thus. Shak., Cor., L a 71.

It was a fault;
A fault, Bellario. though thy other deeds
Of truth outweigh'd it

Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, v. 5.

Custom, that prepares the partial scale
In which the little oft outweighs the great.

Wordsworth, Prelude, ill.

One wise man's verdict outweighs all the fools'.

Browniny, Bishop Blougram's Apology.
The immense advantages which leisure and learning

have conferred are largely neutralized, and In some cases

the outward side
; outwardly; externally.

That slgnede Ihesu crist for sake of vre kuynde
Was nout out-with so cler bote with-inne he was clene.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 186.

II. prep. Without ; outside of. [Scotch.]
Uthlr places outewith the borowls.

Quoted in Jtitton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 339.

The evidence, outwith her family, of the major having
previously said that he meant to marry her, was extremely
meagre, and rested upon the testimony of two witnesses.

LordDea*.

outwoman (out-wum'an), r. t. To surpass as
a woman

;
excel in womanliness. [Bare.]

She could not be unmann'd no, nor outwoman'd.
Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 1.

outwoodt (out'wud), n. An outlying wood.
"Bat yonder is an outuvod," said Robin,
"An outwood all and a shade."

Rooin Hood and the Old Man (Child's Ballads, V. 2SOX

outwork (out'werk), a. 1. Work done outside,
out of doors, or in the fields, as distinguished
from indoor work. [Scotch.] 2. In fort., one
of the minor defenses constructed in advance
of the main work or enceinte. Outworks are works
raised within or beyond the ditch of a fortified place, for



outwork

the purpose of covering the place or keeping the be-

siegers at a distance. The principal outworks of a forti-

fication are the covered way, the demilune, the redoubt,
the tenail, the tenaillon, the counter-guard, and the crown-

work and hornwork.

Meantime the foe beat up his quarters
And storm'd the out-works of his fortress.

5. Butter, Hildibras, III. i. 113B.

Hence 3. A bulwark; any defense against
violence from outside.

I will recommend unto you the care of our outworks, the

navy royal and shipping of our kingdom, which are the

walls therof. Bacon, Advice to Sir George Villiers.

outwork (out-werk'), v. t. [= D. uitwerken =
MLG. utwerken = G. ausivirken = Sw. vtverka

= Dan. udvirke, work out, complete ;
as out +

wA\] 1. To surpass in workmanship. [Bare.]
She did lie

In her pavilion cloth-of-gold of tissue

O'er-picturing that Venus where we see

The fancy outwork nature.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 206.

2. To surpass or exceed in labor, exertion, or

agitation.
But, in your violent acts,

The fall of torrents and the noyse of tempests . . .

Be all out-wrought by your transcendent furies.

S. Jonson, Catiline, iii.

3f. To work out or carry on to a conclusion ;

complete; finish.

For now three dayes of men were full outwrought
Since he this hardy euterprize began.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 65.

outworker (out'wer'ker), n. A person who
works outside ; especially, one employed by a
tailor or dressmaker who works at home.
OUtwortht (out-werth'), v, t. To surpass in

worth or value.
A beggar's book

Outwarths a noble's blood.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 123.

OUtwrest (out-rest'), v. t. To draw out with or

as with a twisting motion; detach or extract

by violence
; hence, to extort.

That my engreeved mind could flnd no rest,
Till that the truth thereof I did out wrest.

Spenser, F. Q., II. IT. 23.

Let coarse bold hands from slimy nest
The bedded fish in banks out-wrest.

Donne, The Bait.

OUtwringt (out-ring'), v. t. To wring out; shed.

Youre teres falsely outewronge.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2B27.

OUtwrite (out-rif), v. t. To surpass in writing.
Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

outyetet, v. t. [ME. outyeten, outgeter, outgetten

(= D. uitgieten = MLG. utgeten = G. ausgiessen
= Sw. utgjuta = Dan. tidgyde); < out + yete.]
To pour out.

Oleum eftusum nomen tuurn. That es on Inglysce
"
Oyle

owt-gettide es thi name."
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 1.

OUtzanyt (out-za'ui), v. t.
; pret. and pp. out-

zanied, ppr. outzanying. To excel in acting the

zany or fool ; exceed in buffoonery. B. Jonson,
Epigrams, No. 129.

OUVarovite, n. See uvarovite.

Ouvirandra (6-vi-ran'dra), n. [NL. (Du Petit-

Thouars, 1806), < ouvirandon, native name in

Madagascar.] A former genus of monocotyle-
donous water-plants belonging to the natural
order Naiadacea:, or pond-weed family, type of
the tribe Aponogctoneae, characterized by the
lack of cellular tissue between the nerves of
the leaves. There are five species, of India and Africa,
with thickened, sometimes edible rhizomes, two-forked
spikes of small flowers, and submerged, sometimes perfo-
rated leaves. The genus is now made a section of Apono-
geton. See lattice-leaf and water-yam.

ouzet, and v. An obsolete variant of ooze.

ouzel, OUSel (o'zl), n. [Prop., as formerly,
oozel; < ME. osel, < AS. osle = OHG. amsalil,
amasld, MHG. G. amsel (see amzel), an ouzel.]
1. The blackbird, Merula merula, Turdus me-

rula, or Merula vulgaris, a kind of thrush. Also
called amzel. See cut under blackbird.

House-doves are white, and oozels blackebirds bee,
Yet what a difference in the taste we see.

The Affectionate Shepheard (1594). (Halliwell.)
The ousel cock so black of hue,
With orange-tawny bill.

Shak., M. N. D., HI. 1. 128.

The mellow ouzel fluted in the elm.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. Some other thrush or thrush-like bird, as the
ring-ouzel, Turdus torquatusor Merula torquata.
See cut in next column Brook-ouzel, the water-
rail, Rattus aguaticus. [Local, Eng.] Water-ouzel a
dipper; any bird of the family Cinclidce. See cuts under
Cinclidae and dipper,

ova. n. Plural of ovum.
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Ring-ouzel (Merula torq:tata}.

an egg, < L. ovum, an egg: see ovum.] I. a.

If. Of or pertaining to an egg.
That the Ibis feeding upon Serpents, that venemous

food so inquinated their avail conceptions or egges within

their bodies that they sometimes came forth in Serpen-
tine shapes. Sir T. Browne, Pseud. Epid., iii. 7.

2. Having the shape of or resembling the lon-

gitudinal section of an egg; hence, elliptical.

Mercurius, nearest to the central sun,
Does in an oval orbit circling run.

Sir . Blackmore, Creation, ii.

The oval dingy-framed toilet-glass that hangs above her
table. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ii.

3. In eool. and bot., broadly elliptical, or ellip-
tical with the breadth considerably more than
half the length. Oval notes a shape or figure resem-

bling a compressed circle (or ellipse), equally rounded at

both ends ; ovate notes the true egg shape, which is small-
er at one end than at the other. See egg-shaped. Oval
Chuck, compass, etc. See the nouns.

II. n. 1. A figure in the general shape of

the lengthwise outline of an egg, or resembling
the longitudinal section of an egg. (a) A closed
curve everywhere convex, without nodes, and more point-
ed at one end than at the other. (6) A curve or part of a
curve returning into itself without a node or cusp, (c) A
part of a curve returning into itself without inflections or
double tangents.
2. Something which has such a shape, as a plot
of ground, or an open place in a city: as, Berke-

ley oval; "The Oval" at Kennington, London.
The principall part thereof [the Mosque] riseth in an

avail, surrounded with pillars admirable for their propor-
tion, matter, and workmanship. Sandys, Travailes, p. 24.

3. Specifically, same as cartouche, 4.

The names of the kings whose ovals have been found
have been mentioned already.

C. It Oillett, Andover Rev., VIII. 88.

Blcircular, Cartesian, Cassinian, conjugate, etc.,

oval. See the adjectives. Carpenter's oval, an irregu-
lar closed curve, formed of four arcs of circles having their
centers at the vertices of a rhombus and joining one an-
other so as not to make angles.

OVaPt (6'val), a. [< L. ovalis, of or belonging to

an ovation, < ovare, exult, rejoice : see ovation."]

Of, pertaining to, or used in an ovation: as, tri-

umphal, oval, and civil crowns. Sir T. Browne,
Garden of Cyrus, ii.

ovalescent (6-va-les'ent), a. [< oval + -escent.]
Somewhat oval; tending to an oval form.
Ovalia (o-va'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of ML.
ovalis, oval : see ovafi.] In Latreille's system,
one of two sections of Itemodipodous crusta-

ceans, having the form shorter and broader
than in the Filiformia. The whale-lice, Cya-
midce, are an example. See cut under Cyamiaie.
OValiform (o'val-i-f6rm), a. [< ML. ovalis, oval,
+ L. forma, form.] Having the longitudinal
section oval and the transverse circular

;
oval-

shaped.
oval-lanceolate (6'val-lan'se-o-lat), a. In bot.,
lanceolate inclining to oval.

'

ovally (6'val-i), adv. In an oval form; so as to
be oval.

ovalness (6'val-nes), n. The property of being
oval

;
oval shape or formation.

OValoid (6'val -old), a. [< oval + -oid.] Re-
sembling an oval in shape ; somewhat oval.

ovantt (6'vant), . [< L. ovan(t-)s, ppr. of ovare,
exult, rejoice, triumph : see ovation.] Triumph-
ing with an ovation;

Plautius . . . sped so well in his battels that Claudius
passed a decree that he should ride in petty triumph ovant.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 42. (Dairies.)

ovaria. . Plural of ovarium.*!" *1 VC*A*,. '. i Xlij-Cil V^J. wnt, (,<<.
oval 1

(6'val), a. and . [< P. ovale = Sp. Pg. ovarial (o-va'ri-al), a. [< NL. "ovanalia, < oi'-
twai = It. ovale, < ML. ovalis, of or pertaining to rw, ovary: see ovary.] Same as ovarian.

ovary

ovarialgia (o-va-ri-al'ji-a). n. [NL., < ovarium,
ovary, + Gr. aAyof, pain.] Pain, especially

neuralgia, in the ovary. Also called oojilio-

ralyia.

oyarialgic (6-va-ri-al'jik), a. [< o-earialgia +
-/c.] Pertaining to or affected with ovarialgia.
ovarian (o-va'ri-an), a. [<NL.*oJr(aH*,< ova-

rium, ovaiy : see ovary1
.] Of or pertaining to the

ovary, ovarium, or female genital gland of any
animal : as, ovarian tissue

;
an warian product ;

the ovarian function Ovarian artery, the artery
of the ovary, corresponding to the spermatic artery of the
male. Ovarian cyst or cystoma, a cystic tumor of the

ovary, often growing to an enormous size, and containing
a fluid varying from gelatinous to limpid. Ovarian
plexus, the pampiniform plexus of the female. Ova-
rian tumor, a tumor of the ovary, especially a cystic tu-

mor, or ovarian cyst. Ovarian veins, veins of the ovary,
corresponding to the spermatic veins of the male, and
forming the ovarian or pampiniform plexus in the broad

ligament. Ovarian vesicle, the gynophore or female

gonophore of a polyp, as a sertularian. See cut under
gonophore.

ovariectomy (o-va-ri-ek'to-mi), . [< NL. ocu-

rium, ovary, + Gr. EKTO/W/,' excision, < enrt/ivetv,

excise, cut out.] Ovariotomy. Lancet, No.
3426, p. 854.

ovariole (o-va'ri-61), u. [< NL. ovariolum, a
small ovary (cf . ML. ovariolum, a dish for serv-

ing eggs), dim.
of ovarium, q.

v.] Asmall ova-

ry; the ovary
of a compound
ovarium

;
one

of the ovarian
tubes or glands
of which a com-
posite ovary
may be com-
posed. Huxley,
Anat. Invert.,

p. 417.

ovariotomist
(o-va-ri-ot 'o-

mist), n. [< OVa- Femaie Generative Organs of the Cock-

riotom-y+ -iSt.] "ch IfiritUauta orientalist, showing
*-. ovanoles : enlarged 3% times.
One who prac- 0i pOSter i0rabd0111f,,j,ang i ioni ,, righ,

tlSCS OVariOtO- and left oviducts, formed by union of c, <f, e,

the ovarian tubes or ovarioles;/, filament by
my. which ovarioles of opposite sides are united ;

OVariOtOmy (O- ir.spemiatheca;A,/r,thecolleterial 8lands,

va-ri-ot'o-mi),
n. [< NL. ovarium, ovary,+ Gr. -nula, < rtfiveiv,

rafielv, cut.] The removal of an ovary that has

undergone cystic or other degeneration. Nor-
mal ovariotomy, oophoreetomy ; Battey's operation
(which see, under operation).

ovarious (o-va'ri-us), a. [< LL. ovarius, used

only as a 'noun, an egg-keeper; prop, adj., <

L. ovum, egg: see ovum.] Consisting of eggs.
[Bare.]

The . . . native, to the rocks
Dire clinging, gathers his ovarious food.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 875.

ovaritis (6-va-ri'tis), n. [NL., < orarium +
-itis.] In paihol., inflammation of the ovary;
oophoritis.
ovarium (o-va'ri-um), n.

; pi. ovaria (-a). [NL. :

Beeemryl.] Anovaryoroophoron. Steno, 1664.

ovary1
(6'va-ri), M.

; pi. ovaries (-riz). [= P.
ovaire = Sp. Pg. It. ovario,< NL. ovarium, ovary
(cf. ML. ovaria, f., the ovary of a bird), < L.

ovum, egg: see ovum.] 1. That part of a female
animal in which ova, eggs, or germs are gener-
ated and matured

;
the essential female organ

of reproduction, corresponding to the testes of

the male
;
the female genital gland or germ-

gland; the ovarium. In vertebrates the ovary is a

glandular organ, usually paired, sometimes single, and
morphologically identical with the testes, both these or-

gans being developed from a primitively indifferent geni-
tal gland common to both sexes, the differentiation of this

structure into ovary or testes being the fundamental dis-

tinction of sex upon which all other sexual differences are

consequent. The ovary consists of its proper stroma or
tissue peculiar to itself, in which the ova are produced,
bound np in ordinary connective tissue, supplied with ap-

propriate vessels or nerves, and fixed in the abdominal
cavity by means of a mesentery. With the ovary is usu-

ally but not always associated a special structure, the ovi-

duct, serving to convey away the eggs. The ovary is rela-

tively largest in those animals which lay multitudinous

eggs, as fishes, in which it is known as the roe. It is also

large in oviparous animals which lay large meroblastic

eggs with copious food-yolks, as birds and most reptiles.
It is very small in mammals. The ovary in woman is a

flattened ovoid body about 1J inches long, j inch wide,
and J inch thick, resting on the broad ligament of the
uterus and closely connected both with that organ and
with the Fallopian tube or oviduct. Among invertebrates
in which there is distinction of sex, the name ovary is

applied to any part of the body which can be recognized
as having the function of ovulation. Such organs are of

almost endlessly varied character in all but the one es-

sential physiological respect. Several kinds of ovaries re-

ceive specific names; and in many cases the analogy to



ovary
the part of a plant called tin- "v;ir\ (Ml ili-f. 2) Is striking.
See rill', llh.l.T lht:,-'tl'/n>lt'f Illl'l \' I, Kiln, ,/,'<!.

2. Ill lull., a closed ease or n-,-e|.laele, Hie low-

er seel ion of the pistil, inclosing the ovules or

young seeds,
mill ultimately
lieeotllillg till-

fruit, structu-

rally tin- nviiry is

u modified leaf

which iafoliledin-

volutely HO as to

form a cavity, and
with the styit-uml
.1 IL-IM:I it COllSti-

tutes the female
sexual organs (gy-

-turn) "f (low-

ering plants. The
ovury may be

simple (that is,

DOmpOMd of asin-

gle leaf), or com-
pounded of two
ur more leaves.

The modified part
of the interior of
tin- nvary which
bears the ovules
is called the pla-
centa (which see).

The phrases supe-
rior and inferior
ovary are used to

Ovaries,with the Ovules,ofdifferent Flowers,
shown in longitudinal section: a, Sttllaria

media; *. LMittm luferbutn; <, ftelfhiHi-
ovary are used to , Consolitta; rf, Fut/uia taccmra; e, Ra-

(lesignate the DO- nuncult*sbtflbosMs;/,Acerrubrtim.
sitinnof the ovary
in relation to that of the floral envelops : thus, ovary m-
periar is that in which the other parts of the flower are

inserted upon the axis below the ovary; ovary inferior Is

that in which the other parts of the flower are inserted

alwve, seemingly upon the ovary. See cuts under antho-

phore, Aracea, Didynamia, dimermit, and myrtle.

OVary2
t (6'va-ri), a. [Irreg. < ii. ovare, exult,

rejoice, triumph: see ovation. Cf. orat2.] Of
or pertaining to an ovation. Davies.

Their honorary crowns triumphal, ovary, civical, obsld-

lonal, had little of flowers in them.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, ii.

ovate 1 (o'vat), a. [< L. oratus, egg-shaped, <

onim, egg: see ovum.'] Egg-shaped, (a) Having
a figure like the longitudinal section of a
hen's egg ; oval, but broader at one end than
at the other : applied in botany particularly
to leaves. (6) Of a solid, having the figure
of an egg. Also ovated. = Syn. See oval*, 3.

ovate'2 (o'vat), . [< W. ofydd, a
man of letters or science, a philos-

opher: see ogham.] See the quota-
tion.

Now an ofydd, or, as the word is some-
times rendered into English, ovate, is com-

monly understood to mean an Eisteddfodic

graduate who Is neither a bard nor a druid ; but formerly
it appears to have meant a man of science and letters, or

perhaps more accurately a teacher of the same.

Shys, Led. on Welsh PhUol., p. 294.

ovate-acuminate (6'vat-a-ku'mi-nat), a. Egg-
shaped and tapering to a point.

ovate-cylindraceous(6'vat-sil-in-dra'shiu8),a.
Egg-shaped, with a convolute cylindrical figure.

ovated (6'va-ted), a. Same as ovate1
.

ovate-deltoid (6'vat-del'toid), a. Triangular-
ly egg-shaped.
ovate-lanceolate (6'vat-lan'se-o-lat), a. Be-
tween ovate and lanceolate.

ovate-oblong (6'vat-ob'long), a. Between
ovate and oblong; shaped like an egg, but
more drawn out in length.
ovate-rotundate (6'vat-ro-tuu'dat), a. Round-

ly egg-shaped.
ovate-subulate (6'vat-sub'u-lat), a. Between
ovate and subulate.

OVate-ventricOSO (6'vat-ven'tri-kos), a. In

hot., ovate with a swelling or slight protuber-
ance on one side.

ovation (6-va'shon), n. [= F. ovation = Sp.
ovation = Pg. ov'aftto = It. ovazione, < L. ova-

tto(n-), a (lesser) triumph, < ware, exult, re-

joice, triumph, = Gr. avetv, shout.] 1. In Bom.

initiq., a lesser triumph accorded to command-
ers who had conquered with little bloodshed,
who had defeated a comparatively inconsider-

able enemy, or whose advantage, although con-

siderable, was not sufficient to constitute a le-

gitimate claim to the higher distinction of a

triumph. See triumph.
Rest not in an oration, but a triumph over thy passions.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., I. 2.

2. An enthusiastic reception of a person by an

assembly or concourse of people with acclama-
tions and other spontaneous expressions of

popularity ;
enthusiastic public homage.

A day . . .

Wlu-n dames and heroines of the golden year
Shall strip a hundred hollows bare of Spring,
To rain an April of ovation round
Their statues, borne aloft, the three.

Tennyson, Princess, vl.
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ovato-acuminate (o-va'to-n-ku'mi-nat), n.

Same as iii-nli -ni-iiinniiiti .

ovatocylindraceous (o-va'to-sil-in-<lni'sliius),

it. Same :is nrdft'-rl/lillttrtU'l'iHtx.

ovatodeltoid (o-va'to-de]'toid), . Same as
iinitr-ililtiiiil.

ovato-ellipsoidal (o-va'to-el-ip-soi'dal), a.

Nearly ellipsoidal, but larger toward one end
than toward the other; ovoid or egg-shaped.
ovato-oblong (6-va'to-ob'long), a. Same as

ovatorotundate (6-va't6-r6-tun'dat), a. Same
as in-nli'-riiliiniliili .

ovealtyt, oveltyt, . See owelty.

oven (uv'n), a. [< ME. oren, < AS. ofen, ofn =
OFries. oren = D. oven = MLG. oven, LG. awen
= OHG. ovan, ofan, ovin, MHG. oven, G. ofen
= Icel. /. omn, ogn = OSw. ofn, omn, ogn,
Sw. ugn = Dan. ovn = Goth. auhns, an oven, =
Gr. mv6f (for "vicvof), an oven, furnace, kitchen :

cf. Skt. ulchd, apot; AS. ofnet, a closed vessel.]
1. A chamber or receptacle in which food is

cooked by the heat radiated from the walls,

roof, or floor,
(a) A chamber built of brick, tiles, or the

like, and usually heated by fuel which is allowed to burn

away before the food Is introduced, the cooking being done

by the heat retained- {&) A chamber for baking or cooking
in a cooking-stove, range, or furnace, the heat being usu-

ally transmitted through one or more of the sides.

In steed of bread they drle a kind of flsh which they
beat in mortars to powder, and bake it In their ouent,
vntill it be hard and drle.

Ilolimhed, Descrip. of Britain, I. x.

2. Iii general, any inclosed chamber adapted
to or used for applying heat to raw materials
or to articles in process of manufacture. The
heat so applied may he radiated from the previously or

continuously heated walls of the inclosure, or it may be
derived from currents of heated air or gases or superheat-
ed vapors circulated through the oven, from interior or ex-

terior coils of pipes heated by steam or hot water, or from
the solar rays. The name oven is given to a great variety
of structures and devices employed In domestic industry,
in chemical operations, and in the mechanical arts. Spe-
cifically (a) A kiln. (6) A muffle-furnace, (c) A leer.

3f. A furnace.
The king's servants, that put them In, ceased not to

make the oven hot with rosin, pitch, tow, and small wood ;

so that the flame streamed forth above the furnace forty
and nine cubits.

Song of the Three IMy Children (Apocrypha), v. 23.

4. An oven-bird or its nest Air-oven, an oven In

which baking or drying is done by circulating heated air

through It It is much used in laboratories and In the
arts. In some cases, as in drying gelatin plates for photog-
raphy, the air is filtered on its way to the oven by pass-

ing it through cotton-wool. In air-ovens the air may be
heated prior to its admission, or by interior heating appli-
ances. Annealing-oven, an oven used for annealing,
as the leer of glass-manufactories for slowly cooling glass,

which, if cooled rapidly, would be exceedingly brittle ; or,

as in the manufacture of malleable iron-castings, the In-

closure in which the articles, after casting, are treated to

render them malleable. Bakers' oven, an oven used by
bakers in baking bread, biscuits, crackers, and other arti-

cles of food. The principal oven still in use by bakers is

a brick reverberatory oven with an arched roof ; but in the
manufacture of biscuits, crackers, wafers, etc., on a large
cale reel ovens and rotaryovens are used. Beehive oven.
See beehive. Brick oven, an oven constructed of brick,
In contradistinction to an oven made of metal or other
material. Brick ovens usually apply their heat from their

walls previously heated by an interior fire, which is with-
drawn prior to putting In the article to be baked. Such
an oven for domestic use was once very common In dwell-

ings, and was generally built at the side of or in close

proximity to the chimney then in use. It often projected
from the exterior of the building, and this construction
is still to be seen in many old country houses. It has a

smoke-uptake in the upper part of the month and a flue

leading from the uptake, and connects at its upper end
with the fireplace-chimney. Wood is the fuel used, and
when the fire Is kindled the air draws into the mouth and

passes over the bottom of the oven, while the heated gases
of combustion rise to the top and pass forward to the

uptake. Bush-oven, the long-tailed titmouse or oven-

bird, Acredtda rosea. [Norfolk, Eng.] Drying-oven, an
oven used for expelling moisture from substances or tex-

tures. The air-oven is the most generally used of this class.

Drying-ovens heated to a point somewhat above the boil-

ing-point of water, which expel water by converting it

into steam, are also used for many purposes. Dutch
oven, a tin utensil for roasting meat, etc., closed at the

sides, back, top, and bottom, and somewhat resembling
in shape an open shed. The oven covers the Joint or other
article to be roasted on all sides except that facing the

fire. (Also called kitchen or tin kitchen in the New Eng-
land States and elsewhere.) The bake-kettle, a cast-iron

vessel with a close-fitting convex cover upon which hot
embers or coals are placed when the implement Is used,
is also sometimes called a Dutch oren. Egyptian oven,
a large earthen crock sunk in the ground, and heated

by interior fire, which Is removed to permit the baking
of lumps of dough. These are thrown with force against
the interior, and adhere thereto. The crock is then cov-

ered till the baking is finished. This is a very ancient
form of oven, largely used in the East even to the pres-
ent day. Elevated oven, a range-oven situated higher
than the flre-pot. Heating-oven, an oven designed or

used for simple heating, as in heating pieces of wood or

other materials to he joined by glue or cement, or for heat-

ing vessels that must be used while hot; a hot-closet

Out-oven, adomestic brick oven built by itself, apart from

any building. Its construction is almost Identical with that

over

described under brick oven, except that It has a chimney
. \tt ii'linK straight upwaul "T On- ih ( tin- "Ven.

Reel oven, an oven in which the substances to ne baked
en- iliifd are placed on swinging shelves attached to end-

less chains running on reels within a heated Inclosure. The
reels are turned at a velocity that permits the articles to

be dried sufficiently, or baked completely, when the chain

makes a complete circuit, which brings one of the swing-
ing shelves on a level with the door of the oven. The fin-

Uhed articles are then removed from this shelf, and a new
charge It put In their place. This dlncharglng and recharg-

Ing Is successively performed for each shelf, Generally,
ovens of this kind and rotary ovens are continuously heated

by circulation of heated air through them, or by heated

air through their walla, or by highly heated steam-colls.

Revolving oven, an ov*en In which the floor, or the

shelves supporting the articles to be baked, etc., revolve

horizontally or vertically. The articles are completely
dried or baked in a single revolution, and are successively
removed and replaced by new charges, as described under
reel oven, which Is an example of this kind of oven. In

some ovens of this class a shaft with radial arms carrying
swinging shelves rotates vertically In the heated Inclosure.

The manipulation and heating are as described under
ml own. Rotary-hearth oven, an oven In which the

floor or hearth revolves.- Rotary oven, an oven which
can be horizontally rotated as a whole on a central pivot.
Such ovens were formerly used with a form of kitrln-n

stove called rotary dove. They were portable tin ovens
made to fit the tops of the stoves, which were circular,

and constructed to rotate on a central pivot. The top of

the stove was toothed on the under side of Its outer mar-

gin. The teeth were engaged by a small pinion operated
by a crank. The articles to be baked were placed on the top
of the stove, and covered with the portable tin oven, and, to

prevent overheating of any part, the top of the stove was

frequently turned to change the position of the parts rel-

atively to the flre-pot Traveling-apron oven, an oven
In which an endless belt traverses horizontally, carrying
the articles to he baked from end to end of the oven. (See
also cote-men, porcelain-oven, roaiting-oren, and rife-own.)

oven-bird (uv'n-berd), n. 1. The golden-
crowned thrush, Siurus aurieapillus, an oscine

passerine bird of the

family Mniotiltidte: so
called from the fact

that its nest is arch-
ed or roofed over like

an oven. [Local, U.

8.] 2. Any bird of

the South American
family Furnariidte,
which builds a domed
or oven-like nest.

See cut under Furna-
rius. 3. The long-
tailed titmouse, Acre-
dula rosea. [Prov.
Eng.] 4. The Wil- oven-Wid (Jfrw .

low-warbler, Phyllo-

sropus trochilug. Also called ground-oven and
oven-tit. [Prov. Eng.]
oven-builder (uv'n-bil'der), n. The oven-bird
Acredula rosea.

oven-cake (uv'n-kak), n. A cake baked in an

oven; a muffin. Davies.

I think he might have offered us a bit of his nven-catt.

Oravet, Spiritual Quixote, vii. 2.

oven-coke (uv'n-kok), n. Coke made in an
oven or retort, in contradistinction to that made
in large heaps fired in the open air.

The hard sandy coating [of the mold] robbed smooth
with a piece of oven-coke.

F. Campin, Mech. Engineering, p. 43.

ovened (uv'nd), a. [< oven + -e<J2.] Shriveled ;

sickly. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
oven-tit (uv'n-tit), n. Same as oven-bird, 4.

[Prov. Eng.]
oven-wood (uv'n-wud), n. Brushwood; dead
wood fit only for burning.

Oaks Intersperse it, that had once a head.
But now wear crests of oren-trood instead.

Cmcper, The Needless Alarm, 1. 12.

over (6'ver), prep, and adv. [Also, in poet, or
dial, use, contr. o'er, formerly written ore; <

ME. over, ower, our, < AS. ofer = OS. obhar =
OFries. over = D. over = MLG. over = OHG.
ubar, MHG. G. iiber = Icel. ofr, yfir = Sw. 6f-
ver = Dan. over = Goth, vfar, over, = L. super
(where the - is supposed to be the relic of a

prefixed element not found in the other forms)
= Gr. imtp, inttip, over, = Skt. "part, above ; as

adj., AS. yfera = L. superus = Skt. upara, up-
per; compar. of the prep, or adv., AS. *uf, in

ufeneard, upper, 6/an, abufan, above, etc. (see

above), = OHG. oba, opa, ooe, MHG. obe, ob, G.

often, above, = Icel. of, over, for, = Goth. /,

under, = L. svb, under, = Gr. wro, under, = Skt.

B/XI, near, on, under, etc. From this source,
of AS. origin, are over and above; of L. origin.

.w;>r-, &-; of Gr. origin, hyper- and hypo-, etc.]

I. prep. 1. In a place or position higher than,
and in a vertical direction from (the object) ;

above in place, position, authority, et. (a) Di-

rectly above in place or position : as, the roof over one's



over

head ; clouds hang oner the lake ; a lamp hurned over the

altar.

The priest shall command that one of the birds be killed

in an earthen vessel over running water. Lev. xiv. 5.

Take not, good cousin, further than you should,
Lest you mistake the heavens are o'er our heads.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 8. 16.

The Kallfs built several of them [mosques] as mausole-

ums over the places in which they were to be buried.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 121.

Hence (6) Overlooking or overhanging.

In less than a mile we arrived at that convent [of St.

Saba], which is situated in a very extraordinary manner
on the high rocks over the brook Kedron.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 34.

(c) Above in authority or in the exercise of power, gov-

ernment, supervision, or care.

They said, Nay ; but we will have a king otter us.

1 Sam. viii. 19.

The eyes of the Lord are oner the righteous, and his ears

are open unto their prayers. 1 Pet. iii. 12.

Let Somerset be regent o'er the French.

SAa*.,2Hen. VI., i. 3. 209.

He hath no more autority over the sword than over the

law. Milton, Eikonoklastes, x.

Wed thou our Lady, and rule oner us.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

(d) Above in strength, dignity, excellence, value, or charm :

expressing eminence or superiority as ascertained by com-

parison, contest, or struggle, and hence implying overcom-

ing, victory, triumph, exultation : as, victory over tempta-
tion.

Who might be your mother,
That you insult, exult, and all at once,
Over the wretched ?

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 37.

Angelick quires
Sung heavenly anthems of his victory
Over temptation and the tempter proud.

Milton, P. R., iv. 595.

There are none who deserve superiority over others in

the esteem of mankind who do not make it their endeavour
to be beneficial to society. Steele, Spectator, No. 248.

There he fights,

And there obtains fresh triumphs o'er himself.

Cowper, Task, vi. 937.

(e) Above in height, extent, number, quantity, or degree ;

higher, deeper, or more than ; upward of : as, oner head
and ears in debt or in love

;
over a thousand dollars.

I, man, was made to knowe my maker
And to love hym oner alle thyng.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FurnivallX p. 186.

A man may go over shoes in the grime of it.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2. 106.

Madame de Villedeuil became indebted to Madame
Eloffe to the extent of over two hundred livres for a pres-
entation dress. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XIII. 287.

(/) In her.
, resting upon and partly covering. Thus, a lion

over a fesse means that the lion is charged upon the fesse,
either contained within its borders or projecting beyond
them, as distinguished from above, which means placed
higher on the escutcheon.

2. About or upon, so as to cover; upon and
around.
A lady with a handkerchief tied over her cap.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, xiii.

In cold weather the chiefs wear over the shirt an Aba,
or cloak. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 842.

3. On; upon; to and fro or back and forth

upon, expressing relation of repeated or con-
tinued movement or effort

; through or in all

parts of (often with all) : as, to ramble over the
fields

;
to pore over a book

;
to think over a pro-

ject ;
to search all over the city.

Thare the grete ware gederyde, wyth galyarde knyghtes,
Garneschit over the grene felde and graythelyche arayede.

Mmte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 721.

He'll go along o'er the wide world with me.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 3. 134.

They wash a way the drosse and keepe the remainder,
which they put in little baggs and sell it all over the coun-
try to paint there bodyes, faces, or Idolls.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, 1. 178.

There came letters from the court at Connecticut, . . .

certifying us that the Indians all over the country had
combined themselves to cut off all the English.

Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 95.

Thousands at his bidding speed,
And post o'er land and ocean without rest.

MUtan, Sonnets, xiv.

To pore over black-letter tracts.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 222.

As I rose and dressed, I thoughtooerwhathad happened,
and wondered if it were a dream.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

4. About
; concerning ;

in regard to
;
on account

of: as, to cry over spilt milk; to fret over a
trifle.

Likewise joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that re-

penteth, more than over ninety and nine just persons,
which need no repentance. Luke xv. 7.

I will be more jealous of thee than a Barbary cock-
pigeon over his hen. Shak.

,
As you Like It, iv. 1. 151.

I do heartily entreat him to be careful and tender over
her. Quoted in Winthrofe Hist. New England, I. 273.

Then they need not carry such an unworthy suspicion
over the Preachers of Gods word as to tutor their unsound-
nesse with the Abcie of a Liturgy.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Bemonst.
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Tender hearts.

And those who sorrow'd o'er a vanish'd race.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5. Across, (a) From side to side of : implying a passing
above a thing, or on the surface of it : as, to leap over a

wall
;
to fly over a lake

;
to sail over a river.

Come o'er the bourn, Bessy, to me.
Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 27 (song).

Certain lakes and pits, such as that of Avernus, poison
birds which fly over them. Bacon.

The poor people swim over the river on skins filled with

wind. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 164.

"First over me," said Lancelot,
" shalt thou pass."

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

(b) On the other side of.

I haue bene garre make
This crosse, as yhe may see,
Of that laye ottere the lake,
Men called it the kyngis tree.

York Plays, p. 339.

Also ovyr the watyr on the other syd, which ys distant

a Calabria xxii] myle, ys the vie of Cecyll.

Tvrkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 64.

She does not seem to know she has a neighbour
Over the way !

Hood, Over the Way.

6. Across, in such a way as to rest on and de-

pend from: as, to carry a cloak over one's arm.

Now this lustful lord leap'd from his bed,

Throwing his mantle rudely o'er his arm.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 170.

7. During the continuance or duration of; to

the end of and beyond: as, to keep corn over

the winter
;
to stay over night or over Sunday.

As by the bok, that bit no body to with-holde
The hure [hire] of his hewe [servant] ouer eue til a morwe.

Piers Plowman (C), iv. 310.

If any thing be wanting for a smith, let it be done over

night Swtft, Duty of Servants.

8. While engaged in or partaking of : as, they
discussed the matter over a bowl of punch, or
over a game of billiards.

Peace, you mumbling fool !

Utter your gravity o'er a gossip's bowl ;

For here we need it not.

Shak., E. and J., iii. 5. 175.

Men that . . . talk against the immortality of the soul

over a dish of coffee. Steele, Taller, No. 135.

He [Garth] sat so long over his wine that Steele reminded
him of his duty to his patients.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 98.

From over, (a) From a position on or upon.

When the cloud was taken up/rom over the tabernacle,
the children of Israel went onward. Ex. xl. 36.

(6) From the other side of : as, from over the sea. Over
all. (at) See all. (b) In the measurement of ships, ma-
chinery, and, in general, of objects which have overhang-
ing or projecting parts (as the bowsprit of a vessel, the fly-

wheel of an engine, etc.), in a straight line between the
most widely separated extremities, inclusive of such parts
or projections. Over and above, over and besides or

beside, in addition to
; beyond ; besides.

Gold and silver, which I have given to the house of my
God, over and above all that I have prepared for the holy
house. 1 Chron. xxix. 3.

Over and beside

Signior Baptista's liberality,
I'll mend it with a largess.

Shak.,T. oftheS.,1. 2. 149.

Over coast', from one coast or country to another.

Hit was the formast on flete that on flode past,
That euer saile was on set vpon salt water,
Or euer kairet ouer cost' to cuntris O fer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 9.), 1. 280.

Over head and ears, over the ears. See up to the ears,
under earl. Over seas, abroad ;

to foreign lands.

As if a man could remember such things for so many
years even if he had not gone over seas.

Scott, Peveril of the Peak, xxvi.

Over that i, moreover ; also.

The furst artycle. Weleth that we haue graunted [etc. ].

. . . The second artycle. And ouer that we haue graunt-
ed [etc.].

Charter of London (Rich. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p. 15.

Over the bay, drunk ; more than "half-seas over." [Col-

loq.]=Syn. Over, Above. Above expresses greater elevation,
but not necessarily in or near a perpendicular direction ;

over expresses perpendicularity or something near it : thus,
one cloud may be above another, without being over it Over
often implies motion or extension where above would not ;

hence the difference in sense of the flying of a bird over or
above a house, the hanging of a branch over or above a wall.
In such uses over seems to represent greater nearness.

II, adv. 1. On the top or surface; on the
outside.

In the desk
That 's cover'd o'er with Turkish tapestry
There is a purse of ducats.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 1. 104.

She passed pastures and extensive forest-skirted up-
lands crimsoned over with the flowering sorrel.

5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

2. In all parts ;
in all directions

; throughout :

often with att. See all over, under all.

A south-west blow on ye
And blister you att o'er! Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 323.

The vaulty top of heaven
Figured quite o'er with burning meteors.

Shak., K. John, v. 2. 53.

over

Sable curls all silver'd o'er with white.

Shak., Sonnets, xii.

Down the long beam stole the Holy Grail,
All over cover'd with a luminous cloud,
And none might see who bare it

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. From side to side
;
in extent or width

;
across.

This laughing King at Accomack tels vs the land is not
two dales iourney ouer in the broadest place.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 63.

At the top [of the hill] is a plain about 3 or 4 miles over.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 107.

The fan of an Indian king, made of the feathers of a pea-
cock's tail, composed into a round form, bound together
with a circular rim, above a foot over. N, Oreu*.

The width of a net is expressed by the term over: e. g.,

a day-net is three fathoms long and one over or wide.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 359.

4. Across from this or that side (to the other) ;

across an intervening space to the other side.

Her boat hath a leak,
And she must not speak

Why she dares not come over to thee.

Shak., Lear, iii. 6. 30 (song).

But I'm told Sir Oliver is coming osier? nay, some say
he is actually arrived 1 Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

I boated over, ran

My craft aground, and heard with beating heart
The Sweet-Gale rustle round the shelving keel.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

5. Yonder; in the distance; in a direction in-

dicated : as, over by the hill
;
over yonder.

Over by Dalhem a dome-spire sprang white.

Brownino, How they Brought the Good News from Ghent
[to Aix.

6. By actual and complete transference into

the possession or keeping of another: as, to

make over property to one
;
to deliver over pris-

oners
;
to hand over money.

This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye
henceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, . . . who be-

ing past feeling have given themselves over unto lascivi

ousness. Eph. iv. 19.

My Lord Biron, see him deliver'd o'er.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1. 807.

This question, so flung down before the guests, . . .

Was handed over by consent of all

To one who had not spoken, Lionel.

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, The Golden Supper.

7. So as to reverse (something) ; so as to show
the other or a different side : as, to roll or turn

a stone over.

Turn over a new leaf.

Middletan, Anything for a Quiet Life, iii. 3.

8. Above the top, brim, rim, or edge : as, the

pot boils over.

My cup runneth over. Ps. xxiii. 5.

Give, and it shall be given unto you ; good measure,

pressed down, and shaken together, and running over,

shall men give into your bosom. Luke vi. 38.

9. Throughout; from beginning to end
;
thor-

oughly.
I have heard it over,

And it is nothing, nothing in the world :

Unless you can find sport in their intents.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1. 77.

I since then have number'd o'er

Some thrice three years.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

10. In excess
; beyond that which is assigned

or required; left; remaining: as, nineteen con-

tains five three times and four over.

That which remaineth over lay up for you to be kept
until the morning. Ex. xvi. 23.

That they may have their wages duly paid 'em,
And something over to remember me by.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 151.

11. In or to an excessive degree; too; exces-

sively: as, to be over careful; over hot; over

hasty : in this sense commonly written as in

composition, with a hyphen.
Or thay flitte over farre vs froo,

We sail garre feste tham foure so fast.

York Plays, p. 88.

Tertullian over often through discontentment carpeth
injuriously at them. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 7.

Gray night made the world seem over wide,
And over empty.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 265.

12. Again; once more: as, I will do it ofer.

My villany they have upon record ; which I had rather

seal with my death than repeat over to my shame.

5Ao*., Much Ado, v. 1. 248.

The thoughts or actions of the day are acted over and
echoed in the night Sir T. Browne, Dreams.

13. In repetition or succession: as, he is rich

enough to buy and sell you twice over.

Yon shall have gold
To pay the petty debt twenty times over.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 309.

She weeps :

'Sdeath ! I would rather tight thrice o'er than see it.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.



over

14. At an end; in a state of completion or ees-

gation; in the past: as, all is nn-r; is the meet-

ing overt

Lo, the winter is past, the rain is over anil gone.
Cant. li. 11.

AthelBtan, his anger iieet, soon repented of the fact.

Miltun, I list Eng., v.

Oh ! Isaac, those dtiys aro over. Do you think there are

any such line creatures now living s we then conversed
with? Steele, Tatler, No. 208.

All over with. See all, ode. Over again, once more ;

with repetition.

o kill not nil my kindred o'er again. Dryden.

Proofs that Miss Baby would prove
" her mother ovrr

again." Scott, Pirate, iv.

Over against, opposite ; in front of.

Over a gent the forseyd yle of C'lrigo to the BO wardes ys
the Htopull of CraKita called In Greke Obaga, for it ys leke

an egge. Torkinyton, Ularie of Eng. Travell, p. IB.

There was Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary, sitting
over against the sepulchre. Mat. xxvll. 61.

Over and above, (a) Besides ; in addition.

He gained, over and above, the good will of the people.
Sir K. L'Estrange.

(6) Very ; in great measure or degree : as, lie is not over

and above well. IColloq.J

She Is not over and above hale. Smollett, tr. of 611 Bias.

Over and over, repeatedly : once and again.

For all of ancient that you had before

(I mean what is not borrowed from our store)
Was errour fulminated o'er and o'er.

Dnjden, Hind and Panther, li. 684.

Hedloe was sworn, and, being asked what he knew
against the prisoner, answered, Nothing. . . . Bedloe was
questioned over and over, who still swore the same bilk.

Roger North, Exatuen, p. 213.

To blow, do, give, hold, etc., over. See the verbs. [Over
is much used as the first element in compounds, denoting
either a going or passing over, through, across, etc., as in

oiwrcast, owrthrow, etc., or as a preposition with a noun,
as ooerboard, oversea, etc., or denoting, with a verb, excess
or superiority, as in overact, overcome, etc. In the last

use it may be joined with almost any verb. Only a few,

comparatively, of such compounds are entered in this work.
As a prefix, as well as when a distinct word, over is often

poetically contracted Into o'er.}

over (6'ver), . and n. [< over, adv.} I. a. 1.

Upper.
Cut the ouer crnste to your souerayne.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S-X p. 271.

2. Superior,
The oyer-lord, or lord paramount, or chief-superior, the

under or middle, or mesne lord, and the vassal under him,
formed ranks of manifest diversity. Brougham.

3. Outer; serving as or intended for an outer

covering: as, wershoes; an overcoat.

[Usea chiefly in composition.]
II. n. 1. In cricket, the number of balls de-

livered between successive changes of bowl-

ers; also, the part or section of the game
played between such changes. When the pre-
scribed number of balls (four in first-class matches in

England before 1889, five from that date) have been

bowled, the umpire at the bowler's end calls out "Over !

"

another bowler takes his place at the other wicket, and
the fielders change their places to suit the change of

bowling.
2. An excess ;

the amount by which one sum
or quantity exceeds another.

In counting the remittances of bank-notes received for

redemption during the year, there was found 925,528 in
"'./-.-'. being amounts in excess of the amounts claimed,
and sv! HI in shorts, being amounts less than the amount*
claimed.

Rep. of Sec. of Treasury (United States), 1886, p. 180.

Maiden over. See maiden.

over (6'ver), r. [< over, adv. In the intrans.
use elliptical, a verb 170 or come, etc., being un-

derstood.] I. trans. To go over; leap or vault

over, as in the game of leap-frog. [Bare.]
Never stopping for an instant to take breath, but over-

ing the highest [tombstones] among them, one after the
other. Dickens, Pickwick, xxix.

II, intrants. To go, pass, or climb over.

Ill over then to England with this news,
And make this marriage to be solemnized.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v . :i;7.

overabound (6*ver-a-bound'), v. i. To abound
to excess; be too numerous or too plentiful; be

superabundant.
The world over-aboundeth with malice, and few are de-

lighted in doing good unto men.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 71.

If people overabound, they shall be eased by colonies.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 68.

overact (6-v6r-akt'), r. I. trans. 1. To act so

that the acting is overdone
;
act (a part) in an

extravagant or unnatural manner.
If she insults mo then, perhaps I may recover pride

enough to rally her by an overacted submission.

Gibber, Careless Husband.

Good men often blemish the reputation of their piety
by overacting some things in religion. Tillittxon.

2t. To over-influence
;
act upon unduly.
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Now might be seen a difference between the silent or

down-rlKht s|Hik'n affection uf oin children tuthir Parent*

and the talkativeobsequlousness of others ;
while the hope

of Inheritance over-actt them, and on the Tongues end

enlarges their duty. Hiltan. Hist. Eng., I.

II. intrans. To act more than is necessary.
You overact, when you should underdo:

A little call yourself again and think. B. Jonton.

There whHe they acted, and overacted, among other young
scholars, I was a spectator.

Miltun, Apology for Smectymnuus.

overall! (6'ver-al'). adr. [< ME. nm-nll. nrrral=
D. overal = MLO. overal = OHG. ubar al, MHO.
tiber al, G. uberall = 8w. ofverallt = Dan. <>n-r-

alt; as over + -all.} 1. All over; in all di-

rections; everywhere; generally.
He was nawher welcome for hus meny tales,

Ouer-al houted out and yhote trusse.

Pitrt Plowman (C), 111. 228.

And knowyn ouerall ryght openly
That thay dlscended be of that line hy.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 6488.

But mongst them all was none more courteous Knight
Then Calidore, beloved over-all. Spenter, F. Q., VI. L 2.

2. Beyond everything; preeminently; espe-
cially.

Kepe horn from company and comonyng of folke ;

Ana, ouer all, there onesty attell to saue.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 2366.

overall (6'ver-al), n. An external covering;

specifically,
in the

plural,
loose trousers of a

light, strong material, worn over others by
workmen to

protect
them from being soiled;

also, in the plural, waterproof leggings.
The vestural Tissue, namely, of woollen or other cloth,

which Man's Soul wears as Its outmost wrappage and over-

all. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus (1831), p. 2.

He wore a round-rimmed hat, straight-bodied coat with
large pewter buttons, and a pair of overalls buttoning from
the hip to the ankle. & Judd, Margaret, 11. 11.

over-anxiety (6*ver-ang-zi'e-ti),n. The state of

being over-anxious
;
excessive anxiety. Roaet.

over-anxious (6'ver-angk'shus), a. Anxious
to excess.

It has a tendency to encourage in statesmen a meddling,
intriguing, refining, over-anxious, over-active habit.

Brougham.

over-anxiously (6'ver-angk'shus-li), adv. In
an over-anxious manner; with excessive so-

licitude.

overarch (6-ver-firch'), v. t. I. trans. 1. To
cover with or as with an arch.

Oaks and elms
Whose outspread branches overarch the glade.

Cowper, Task, vl. 71.

2. To form into an arch above.

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks
In Vallombrosa, where the Etrurian shades

High overarch'd imbower. Milton, P. L., I. 304.

II. intrans. To hang over like an arch.

Hast thou yet found the over-arching bower
Which guards Parthenla from the sultry hour?

day, Dione, ill. 2.

overawe (6-ver-a'), v. t. To restrain, subdue, or
control by awe, fear, or superior influence.

None do you [churchmen] like but an effeminate prince,
Whom, like a school-boy, you may oner-awe.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 1. 36.

Syn. To Intimidate, cow, daunt,

overawning (6-ver-tt'ning), a. K over + "awn-

ing, ppr.
of "awn, v., developed from awning,

.] Covering as an awning or canopy; over-

shadowing.
Above the depth four over-atrning wings,
Unplum'd and huge and strong,
Bore up a little car.

Southey, Thalaba, xii. st. 13.

overbalance (6-ver-bal'ans), v. t. 1. To ex-
ceed in weight, value, or importance ; surpass ;

preponderate over.

The hundred thousand pounds per annum wherein we
overbalance them in trade must be paid us in money.

Locke.

2. To destroy the balance or equilibrium of;
cause to lose balance: often with a reflexive

pronoun : as, to overbalance ourselves and fall,

overbalance (6-ver-bal'ans), n. Excess of

weight or value; something which is more than
an equivalent; a counterbalance: as, an over-

balance of exports.
The racking pains of guilt, duly awakened, are really an

overbalance to the greatest sensual gratifications.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xri.

Were it [the judicial power) Joined with the executive,
this union might soon be an over-balance for the legisla-
tive. Blackstone, Com., I. vii.

over-battlet (6-ver-bat'l), . [< over + 6a?3.]
Too fertile ; too rich.

For in the Church of God sometimes it cometh to pass
as in over battle grounds, the fertile disposition whereof is

good. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 3.

overblowing

overbear (6-ve_r-bar' ), r. '. 1. To bear down ;

overpower; bringunder; overwhelm ; overcome

l>y superior force : literally or figuratively.

Overborne with the weight of greater men's Judgments,
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., Iv.

Weak shoulders, urerlxirne with burthenlng grief.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., il. 5. 10.

The barons overbear me with their pride.
Marlowe, Edward II., iii. 2.

2t. To bear or impel across or along.
Him at the first encounter downe he smote,
And overbore beyond his crouper ijuight.

Spenter, V. Q., IV. iv. 40.

overbearancet (6-ver-bar'ans), . [< overbear
+ -ance.~\ Overbearing behavior; arrogance;
imperiousness. [Rare.]

Will this benevolent and lowly man retain the same
front of haughtiness, the same brow of overbearance f

Brooke, Fool of Quality, Ix.

overbearing (6-ver-bar'ing), p. a. 1. Bearing
down; repressing; overwhelming.
Take care that the memory of the learner be not too

much crowded with a tumultuous heap or overbearing
multitude of documents or ideas at any one time.

WattJt, Improvement of the Mind, L 17.

2. Haughty and dictatorial ; disposed or tend-

ing to repress or subdue in an imperious or in-

solent manner: as, an overbearing disposition
or manner.

An overbearing race,

That, like the multitude made faction -mad,
Disturb good order, and degrade true worth.

Cowper, Task, ill. 672.

= Syn. 2. Domineering, lordly, arrogant

overbearingly (6-ver-bSr'ing-li), adv. In an
overbearing manner; imperiously; with arro-

gant effrontery or boldness; dogmatically,
overbearingness (6-ver-bar'ing-nes), n. Over-

bearing or arrogant character or conduct,
overbid (6-ver-bid'), v. [= D. overbieden = G.
Uberbieten = Sw. ofverbiuda = Dan. overbyde; as
over + bid.'] I. trans. To outbid; overpay; do
more than pay for.

A tear ! Von have o'erbid all my past sufferings,
And all my future too. Dryden, Spanish Friar, li. 1.

II. intrans. To bid more than a just price;
offer more than an equivalent.

Young Lovelesi. What money ? Speak.
More. Six thousand pound, sir.

Cap. Take It, h'as overbidden, by the sun ! Bind him to
his bargain quickly. Beau, and /'/.. Scornful Lady, it 3.

overbidet (6-ver-bid'), v. t. [ME. overbiden;
< AS. oferbidan, outlast, < ofer, over, + bidan,
bide : see bide.'] To outlive

;
survive.

Grace to overbyde hem that we wedde.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 404.

overblow1
(6-ver-blo'), r. [ME. orerblowen ; <

over + blow1
.'] I. intrans. If. To blow over;

pass over; pass away.
The sulphurous hail,

Shot after as in storm, o'erblown hath laid
The flery surge. Miltrm. t. L., 1. 172.

2. To blow hard or with too much violence.

They commaunded the Master and the companie hastily
to get out the ship ; the Master answered that it was vn-

possible, for that the wlnde was contrary and oucrblowcd.

HaMuyt'i Voyages, II. 185.

Finding It was likely to overblow, we took in our sprit-
sail. *">/', Gulliver's Travels, li. 1.

II. trans. 1. To blow over or across.

So shall her eitherea werke been overblfncc

With colde or hoote under the slgnes twelve.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. *X

A sand-built ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea,
Oner blown with murmurs harsh.

Tennynon, Ode to Memory.

2. To blow away ; dissipate by or as by wind.
Time it is, when raging war is done.

To smile at scapes and perils overblmm.
Shak.

,
T. of the 8., v. 2. 8.

When this cloud of sorrow 's overblown.

Waller, Death of Lady Rich, L 45.

3. To blow or play (a musical wind-instrument)
with sufficient force to sound one of the har-
monics of the tube instead of its fundamental
tone. Metal instruments, like the horn and the trum-
pet, are nearly always thus blown ; while wooden instru-

ments, like the flute and the clarinet, are played in both

ways.
overblow2 (6-ver-blo'), v. t. [< over + blow*.]
To cover with blossoms or flowers.

He ovrrblmrs an ugly grave"

Ich blossom In the spri
Mrs. Brmming, Aurora Leigh, vtt.

overblowing (6-ver-blp'ing),
n. The act, pro-

cess, or result of blowing or playing a musical
wind-instrument so as to sound one of the har-
monics of the tube instead of its fundamental
tone.

With violet* which blossom In the spring.- -
,e|,



overblown

overblown1 (6-ver-blon'). p.
a of over-

'Ce
'

Being seated, and domestic broils

Clean over-blown, themselves, the conquerors,

Make war upon themselves.
Shak., Rich. III., ii.

Led with delight, they thus beguile the way,

Untill the blustring storme i

- 1"

4196

II. intrans. To build beyond the demand;
build beyond one's means.

overbulkt (6-ver-bulk'), v. t, To oppress by

bulk; overtower; overwhelm.
The seeded pride

That hath to this maturity blown up
t

In rank Achilles must or now be cropp d,

Or, shedding, breed a nursery of like evil,

To overbulk us all. Shak., 1. and C., i. 3. 320.

,,OVerburthen(6-ver-ber'dn,-Tnn),I. i. 10.

2 In the Bessemer steel process, injured by
the continuance of the blast after the carbon

has been removed ;
burnt.

overblown2
(6-ver-blon'),a. [Pp.of overblow*.)

Past the time of blossoming or blooming; with-

ered, as a flower.

Thus overblown and seeded, I am rather

Fit to adorn his chimney than his bed.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 1.

His head was bound with pansies overblown.

Shelley, Adonais, st. 33.

overboard (6'ver-bord), adv. [< ME. overbord,<

AS. ofer bord(=T>. overboard = Iee\.ofrbordh = orquarry:
Dan. overbord), < ofer, prep., over, + bora, cavating cjay and similar materials,

board, side: see over an^ l ^ n rv"- rt

fruit.

But I neither wil for so plain a matter ourbtirden the

reader in this boke, with the more manyfold then neces-

sary rehersyng of euery place. Sir T. More, Works, p. 824.

The overburdened mind
Broke down ;

what was a brain became a blaze.

Browning, Ring and Book, L 93.

overburden (6'ver-ber'dn), n, Detrital mate-

overcloud

5. To cast or compute at too high a rate; rate

too high.
The King in his accompt of peace and calmes did much

over-cast his fortunes. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 17.

6. In sewing, to fasten by stitching roughly

through and over two edges of a fabric. Also

overseam.

And Miss Craydocke overcasted her first button-hole

energetically.

'

Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, ix.

Overcast stitch, a stitch used to work the edges of raised

pieces in appliqui! work or openings, such as eyelet-holes,

and also to produce a raised ridge by covering with the

stitch a cord or braid which is laid upon the foundation.

II. intrans. To become cloudy or dull; be-

come dark or gloomy.
And they Indeed had no cause to mistrust ;

But yet, you see, how soon the day o'ercast.

SAfffr.,Rich. III., iii. 2. 88.

Toward evening it begane to over-cast, and shortly after

to raine. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 142, note.

rial or rock which has to be removed, as being overcasting (6'ver-kas"ting), . 1. A book-

of no value, in order to get at some valuable binders' method of oversewing, in hemstitch

substance beneath, which it is intended to mine style ,
the edges of a section of single leaves,

or quarry: used in reference to quarrying or ex- jt jg <}one to give the section the pliability of

In its native state china clay generally occurs in exten-

side of a ship, usually into the water; out of or give ma88es beneath several feet of superstratum termed
. *T. . - i- -" .,~*.~~~*

overburden. The Engineer, LXVII. 171.

overturn (6-ver-bern'), v. I. trans.

burn too much or unduly.
Take care you overburn not the turf ;

it Is only to be

burnt so as to make it break. Mortimer.

2t. To cover with flames. Davies.

II. intrans. To burn too much ;
be overzeal-

ous;'be excessive: as, overturning zeal.

from on board a ship: as, to fall overboard.

But the hert ful hastili hent hire vp in armes,

And bare hire forth ouer-bord on a brod planke.
WUliam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2778.

What though the mast be now blown overboard,

The cable broke, the holding-anchor lost?

The owners partly cheated, partly robbed of truth, de-

spoiled of their rich fraight, and at last turned over-board

into a sea of desperation. Bp. Hall, Best Bargain.

To throw overboard, to throw out of a ship ; hence, to

discard, desert, or betray._

overbody (6-ver-bod i),

body to
;
make too material

Then was the priest set to con his motions and his pos-

tures, his liturgies and his lurries, till the soul by this

means of overbodying herself, given up justly to fleshly de-

lights, bated her wing apace downward.

' givei
folded double leaves. 2. In sewing, oversew-

ing two edges of a fabric by whipping them

together.
1. To catch up

-, To overcatcht (o-ver-kach'), v. t

with; overtake; reach.

She sent an arrow forth with mighty draught,
That in the very dore him overcaught.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 31.

2. To outwit; deceive.

For feare the Ducke with some odde craft the Goose

might ouercateh. Breton, Strange Newes, p. 13. (Davies.)

Bp. Halt, Best Bargain. overbusy (6-v6r-biz'i), a. Too busy; also, ob- overcharge (6-ver-charj'), v. t. [< ME. over-

trusively officious,

i. overbuy (6-ver-bT ),v.t. 1. Tol
'. '-,

T
r<Lp

ve
n

to mucl1
a rate

; pay too high a price for.
rial. [Kare.J You bred him as my playfellow,

1. To buy at too dear

and he Is

A man worth any woman, overbuys me
Almost the sum he pays.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 146.

A wit is a dangerous thing in this age ; do not over-buy

it. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

overbold (6-ver-bold'), a. Unduly bold
;
bold

to excess ;
forward ; impudent.

Have I not reason, beldams as you are,

Saucy and overbold' Shak., Macbeth, iii. 5. 3.

The island-princes over-bold

Have eat our substance.

Tennyson, Lotus-Eaters, Chonc Song.

OVer-boundt (6'ver-bound), adv. Across.

They went together lovingly and joyfully away, the

greater ship towing the lesser at her stern all the way over-

bound. N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 124.

overbowt (6-ver-bou'), v. t. To bow or bend OTerCapablet (6-ver-ka'pa-bl), a.

over; bend too far in a contrary direction. or apt _

That old error . . . that the best way to straighten what Credulous and overcapable of such pleasing errors.

is crooked is to overbow it. Fuller. Hooker.

overbowed(6-ver-bod'),o. In archery, equipped overcare (6'ver-kar), n.

with too strong a bow. anxiety.

chargen;~< over + charge. Cf. overcark.'] 1.

To charge or burden to excess; oppress; over-

burden.
The! were weri of-foujten and feor overcharged.

Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 552.

Sometimes he calls the king,

And whispers to his pillow as to him
The secrets of his overcharged soul.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 376.

They had not march'd long when Caesar discerns his

OVerby(6-'v6r-bi'),'

a
a*>. [Sc. also owerby, o'erby; Legion sore overcharged. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

< over + by
l
.~\ A little way over; a little way 2. To put too great a charge in, as a gun.

These dread curses, like the sun 'gainst glass,

Or like an overcharged gun, recoil,

And turn the force of them upon thyself.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 881.

3. To surcharge; exaggerate: as, to overcharge

a statement.

Characters, . . . both in poetry and painting, may be a

little overcharged, or exaggerated.
Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

4. To make an exorbitant charge against; de-

mand an excessive price from.

Here 's Gloucester, a foe to citizens,

2. To buy to too great an extent.

across.

overcanopy (6-ver-kan'o-pi), v. t. To cover with

or as with a canopy.
I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows,

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 251.

Too capable

Excessive care or

intrans. To
.ver.kark ') overcark-

overbur-

brim: said of the vessel or cavity in which any BB^^r ne kny3t^^ ne meyre
liquid IS. Ouer-cark the comune. Fieri Plowman (C), iv. 472.

Till the cup of rage o'erbrim. Coleridge.
overcajvet (6-ver-karv' ), v. t. To carve or cut

II. trans. To fill to overflowing; overfill. across- cross.

The embelif orisonte, wrier as the pol is enhawsed upon
the orisonte, overkervith the equinoxial in embelif angles.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 26.

Having a overcast (6-ver-kasf), " [< ME. overcasten (=

,

One that still motions war and never peace,

O'ercharging your free purses with large fines.

5. To make an extravagant charge or accusa-

tion against.
There cannot be a deeper atheism than to impute con-

tradictions to God, neither doth any one thing so over-

charge God with contradictions as the transubstantiation

of the Roman church. Donne, Sermons, iv.

Leading the way, young damsels danced along, .

Each having a white wicker, overbrimmed
With April's tender younglings. Keats, Endymion, i.

over-brimmed (6-ver-brimd'), a.

projecting or too large brim.

An over-brimmed blue bonnet. Scott.

overbrood (6-ver-brod'), v. t. To brood over;

spread or be extended above, as if to protect or

foster.
dark, still wood !

And stiller skies that overbrood
Your rest with deeper quietude I

Whittier, Summer by the Lakeside.

overbrow (6-ver-brou'), v. t. To hang over like

a brow ; overhang.
Where, tangled round the jealous steep,

Strange shades o'frbrmp the vallies deep.
Cottins, The Poetical Character.

overbuild (6-ver-bild'), v. I. trans. 1. To
cover, overhang, span, or traverse with a build-

ing or structure
;
build over.

The other way Satan went down
The causey to hell-gate ; on either side

Disparted Chaos overbuilt exclaim'd,
And with rebounding surge the bars assail'd.

Milton, P. L., x. 416.

2. To build more than the area properly ad-
mits of, or than the population requires: as,
that part of the town is overbuilt.

Sw. ofverkasta = Dan. overkaste); < over +
cost1 .] I. trans. 1. To throw over or across.

His folk went vpto lond, him seluen was the last,

To bank ouer the sond, plankes thei ouer kast.

Bob. of Branne, p. 70.

2. To cover; overspread.
The colour wherewith it overcasteth itself.

Overcharged mine (miKt). See mine?.

overcharge (6'ver-charj), n. [< overcharge, v.\

1. An excessive charge, load, or burden; the

state of being overcharged.
Thou art a shameless villain ;

A thing out of the overcharge of nature,

Sent, like a thick cloud, to disperse a plague

Upon weak catching women.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, T. 2.

2. A charge, as of gunpowder or electricity,

beyond what is necessary or sufficient. 3. A
charge of more than is just ;

a charge that is

too high or exorbitant ; an exaction.

over-chord (6'ver-kord), n. See major, 4 (/).
Hooker, Eccles. Polity. overclimh (6-ver-klim'), v. t. To climb over.

To cloud ;
darken ;

cover with gloom. This fatal gi thus omrclambe our walles,

Stuft with arm'd men. Surrey, ^Eneid, ii.

overcloset (6-ver-kloz'), v. t. [< ME. overclosen;

< over + closel.] To close over; overshadow.

This eclipse that ouer-closeth now the sonne.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 140.

over-cloth (6'ver-kloth), . A blanket or end-

less apron which conveys the paper to the press-

rolls in a straw-paper machine. See blanket, 6.

It is highly requisite that the paper be well pressed

and dried on the cylinders of the press, and that the over-

cloth be neither too dry nor too damp.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LIX. 81.

Right so can geery Venus overcaste

The hertes of hire folk, right as hire day
Is gereful, right so chaungeth she array.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 678.

The day with cloudes was snddeine overcast.

Spenser, F. Q., 1. 1. 6.

Hie therefore, Robin, overcast the night;
The starry welkin cover thou anon
With drooping fog as black as Acheron.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2.355.

My Brain was o'ercastwtth a thick Cloud of Melancholy.
Bowell, Letters, I. vi. 16.

4. To cover with skin, as a wound ; hence, to

have (a wound) healed.
overcloud (o-ver-kloud' ), . t. To cover or over-

See that . . . theredstag does not gaul you as it did
sprea(j wjth clouds; hence, to cover with gloom,

Diccon Thorburn, who never overcast the wound that he
took from a buck's horn. Scott, Monastery, xiv. depression, or sorrow.



overcloud

The l.llioilr of wicked men Is ... to ovrrrlmul Joy with
sorrow at least, if not de&oliition.

Altp. Laud, Sermons, p. 84. (Latham.)

O'erclnuded with a constant frown.

Courper, Conversation, 1. 339.

overcloy (6-ver-kloi'), v. t. To eloy or fill be-

yond satiety.
Whom their o'er-clnyed country vomits forth
To desperate ventures and assured destruction.

Shak., Rich. III., v. :i. :i!8.

overcoat (o'vor-kot), n. A coat worn overall
the other dress ; a top-coat ; a greatcoat.
overcoating (o'ver-ko-ting), n.

[<
overcoat +

-ini/
1
.] Stuff or material from which overcoats

are made.

overcolor, overcolour (6-ver-kul'or), >. t. To
color to excess or too highly ; hence, to exag-
gerate.

Perhaps Mr. Fronde, who has the pen of a great artist,
has somewhat over-coloured or overshaded both the bright-
est and the darkest scenes. Edinburgh Rev., CXLV. 826.

overcomable (6-vev-kum'a-bl), a. [ME. over-

comabi/lle; < overcome + -able.'] That maybe
overcome. Cath. Ant/., p. 263.

overcome (6-ver-kum'), v. [< ME. ovcrcomen,
oi-ercumcn, < AS. ofereuman (= D. MLG. over-

komen = OHG. ubarqiteman, MHG. uberkomen,
G. tiberkommen = Sw. ofrerkomma = Dan. over-
born me), overcome, < ofer, over, + cuman, come :

see over and come.] I. trans. If. To come over;
move or pass over or throughout.

Longe w'eie he sithen truer-cam.
(Iriirxbt and Exodus (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1633.

Can such things be,
And overcome us like a summer's cloud,
Without our special wonder?

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 4. 111.

2f. To reach or extend over or throughout;
spread over; cover; overflow; surcharge.

At length she came
To an hillcs side, which did to her bewray
A little valley subject to the same,
AH covered with thick woodes that quite it overcame.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 4.

Cains Marcius was
A worthy officer i' the war ; but insolent,
O'ercome with pride, ambitions past all thinking,
Self-loving. Shot., Cor., iv. 6. 81.

About his [Hector's] lips a fome
Stood, aft when th' ocean is Inrag'd ; his eyes were overcome
With fervor, and resembl'd flames, set off by his darke

browes. Chapman, Iliad, xv.

Th' unfallow'd glebe
Yearly o'ercomes the granaries with stores

Of golden wheat. J. Phttips, Cider, I.

St. To overtake.

If meadow be forward, be mowing of some,
But mow as the makers may well overcome.

Tusser, Five Hundred Points of Good Husbandry, p. 16-2.

4. To overwhelm; oppress; overpower; sur-

mount; conquer; vanquish; subdue.

Athre cunne wise he [Sathanas] vondl hyne bi-gon,
As he vondede Adam and hyue ouer-com.

Old Eng. Mix. (E. E. T. S.X p. 38.

Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.
Rom. xli. 21.

In some things to be overcome is more honest and lauda-

ble then to conquer. Milton, Elkonoklastes, ix.

5. To get beyond; outstrip; excel.

And migte no kynge overcomehym as bi kunnyngof speche.
Piers Plowman (B), x. 449.

They wound us with our own weapons, and with our
owne arts and sciences they overcome us.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 14.

There Is many a youth
Now crescent, who will come to all I am,
And overcome it. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

=Syn. 4. Vanquish, Subdue, etc. See conquer.

II. intrants. To gain the superiority ;
be vic-

torious; conquer.
For in the Olde Testament it wa ordyned that whan

on ovcrcomen he scholde be crowned with Palme.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 11.

To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in

my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with

my Father in his throne. Rev. ill. 21.

In thirteen battles Salisbury o'ercame;
Henry the Fifth he first train 'd to the wars.

Shale., IHen. VI., 1. 4. 78.

OVercomer (6-ver-kum'er), n. One who over-

comes, vanquishes, or surmounts.
And than sail thou be sothefastly Jacob, and ouerganger

and ouercommert of all synnes.
Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

overcominglyt (6-ver-kum'ing-li), adv. In an

overcoming or overbearing manner.
That they should so boldly and overcamingly dedicate

to him such things as are not fit.

Dr. H. More, CouJ. Cabbala (166S), p. 7a

over-confidence (6-ver-kon'fi-dens), n. The
state of being over-confident ; excessive confi-

dence.
264
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over-confident (6-ver-kon'fi-dent). n. Confi-
dent to exerts.

over-confidently (o-ver-kon'fi-dent-li), n<lr. In

an ovcr-roiiliili'iit manner,
over-corrected (6*ver-ko-rek'ted),fl. In optic.*.

See, correct, v., 5.

OVercotmt (6-ver-kounf), r. t. 1. Torateabove
the true value. 2. To outnumber.

Well speak with thee at sea: at land thou know'nt
How much we do o'er-count thee.

Ulialr., A. and ('., II. 6. 26.

overcover (6-ver-kuv'er), v. t. To cover over;
cover completely.

Shut me nightly in a charnel-house,
O'er-cnver'd quite with dead men's rattling bones.

Shak., R. and J., IT. 1. 82.

overcrawt (o-ver-kra'), . t. Same as over-

crow. Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.
overcritict (6'ver-krit-ik), n. One who is criti-

cal beyond measure or reason; a hypercritic.
Let no Over-critick causlesly cavlll at this coat [of arms)

as but a moderne bearing. Fuller, Worthies, Devon, 1. 431.

overcrow (6-ver-kro'), r. t. To triumph over;
crow over; overpower.

O! Idle, Horatio;
The potent poison quite o'er-crows my spirit.

Shale., Hamlet, v. 2. 364.

overcrowd (6-ver-kroud'), v. t. To fill or crowd
to excess, especially with human beings.
overcup-oak (6'ver-kup-ok), n. 1. The bur-
oak. See oak, 1. 2. The swamp post-oak. See

pout-oak.
over-curious (6-ver-ku'ri-us), o. Curious or
nice to excess.

overcurtain (6-ver-ker'tan), v. t. To cover;

shadow; obscure.

To see how sins o'ercurtained by night.

Brathicayt, Nature's Embaasie. (Encyc. Dirt.)

overdare (6-ver-dar'), r. I. intrans. To ex-

ceed in daring; dare too much or rashly; be
too daring.

II. trans. To dishearten ; discourage ;
daunt.

Let not the spirit of &acldes
Be over-dar'd, but make him know the mightiest Deities

Stand kind to him. Chapman, Iliad, xx. 116.

overdaring (6-ver-dSr'ing), a. Unduly or im-

prudently bold; foolhardy; imprudently rash.

The oner-daring Talbot
Hath sullied all his gloss of former honour
By this unheedful, desperate, wild adventure.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., IT. 4. 5.

Could you not cure one, sir, of being too rash
And over-daring? there, now, 's my disease;
Fool hardy, as they say.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ill. 1.

overdark (6-ver-dark'), adv. Till after dark;
after dark. [Rare.]
Whitefleld would wander through Christ-Church mea-

dows overdark. North British Rev.

overdate (d-ver-daf), *> ' To date beyond the

proper period; cause to continue beyond the

proper date.

Wlnnow'd and sifted from the chaffe of overdated Cere-
monies. Milton, Reformation In Eng., I.

overdealt (6'ver-del), n. Amount loft over;
excess.
The overdeal In the price will be double. Holland.

overdedet, n. [ME., < over + dede, E. deed.]

Overdoing; excess.

Vor me ssel euremo habbe drede thet me ne mys-nyme
be ouerdede [i. e., for they shall evermore have dread that

they do not mistake by excess],

Ayenbtte of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 56.

overdedet, a- [ME., < overdede, n.] Excessive.

Inne mete and inne drinke Ic habbe ibeo ouerdede.
Old Eng. Mite. (E. E. T. S.), p. 19S.

over-development (d'ver-de-vel'up-ment), .

In photog., a development continued too long,
or done with an excitant of too great strength.
With under-exposed plates the result Is usually a harsh
black-and-white picture without half-tones, or a badly
stained film ;

with over-exposed plates, flat or fogged pic-
tures.

overdightt (o-ver-dit')> Decked over; over-

spread; covered over.

And in the midst thereof a silver seat,
With a thick Arber goodly over-dight.

Spenser, If. Q., II. vii. 53.

over-diligent (6-ver-dil'i-jent), a. Diligent to

excess.

over-discharge (o'ver-dis-charj'), n. The dis-

charge of an accumulator or storage-battery

beyond a certain limit: an operation which is

generally injurious to the battery.
overdo (6-ver-d6'), t1

. [< ME. orerdon, < AS.

oferdon (= OHG. ubartuon, 6er(a,MHG. iiber-

tuon, G. iibertliun), do to excess, < ofer, oyer, +
tl(~i, do : see do1.] I. trans. 1 . To do to excess

;

hence, to overact; exaggerate.

over-dreep
In wedes and In wordes bothf

The! nuerilnn hit day and njj-'lit.

Piers Plmrman (<">, xiv. 191.

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action; with
this special observance, that you o'entep not the modesty
of nature: for anything so overdone is from the ].

of playing. .SVmt., HamU-t, III. >.. -'_'.

2. To carry beyond t!i' proper limit: MKT,
prosecute, etc., too far.

This business of keeping cent-shop* \tnnrilonr, like all

other kinds of trade, handicraft, and Ixjdlly lalxir. I know
It to my cost ! Hawthorne, Seven Gables, 111.

3. To cook too much : ns, the mast is tin i '/;.
4. To fatigue or harass by too much action

or labor: usually reflexive or followed by it.

Are there five boys in an average class of sixty In any of

our public schools who can run half a mile In even three
minutes and a half without being badly blown and look-

ing aa If they had been overdoing Ihemselveit

Barper't Mag., LXXIX. 242.

5. To surpass or exceed in performance.
Are yon she

That over-did all ge with your honour.
And In a little hour dare lose this triumph?

Fletcher, Double Marriage, Ir. S.

Resolute hungers
Know neither fears nor faiths ; they tread on ladders,

Ropes, gallows ; and overdo all dangers.
Fletcher, Bonduca, II. 2.

II. intrant. To do too much; labor too hard.

Nature . . . much oftener overdoes than underdoes ; . . .

you will find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that has
none. S. drew.

Fear still supererogates and overdoes.

South, Sermons, VIII. vlll.

overdoer (6-ver-d8'er), n. One who overdoes
;

one who does more than is necessary or expe-
dient.

Do you know that the good creature was a Methodist In

Yorkshire? These overdoers, my dear, are wicked wretches ;

what do they but make religion look unlovely, and pat
undcrdoers out of heart?

Richardson, Sir Charles Orandison, V. 50. (Dames.)

overdose (6'ver-dos), n. An excessive dose.

overdose (6-ver-d6s')> '' ' To dose excessively.

overdraft, overdraught (o'ver-draft), n. 1.

(a) In furnaces of steam-boilers, and generally
in domestic furnaces and stoves, a draft of air

admitted over, and not passing through, the

ignited fuel. (6) In kilns for bricks and tiles,

a form of construction whereby the kiln is
'

heated from the top toward the bottom. After
a preliminary heating of the kiln, the stopping of upper
and opening of lower chimney-connections compel the

products of combustion first to ascend exterior flues, and
then to pass over and down through the contents of the

kiln, and to escape through lower chimney-connections.
The overdraft consists of exterior flues leading from the

furnace, extending upward to a chamber or chambers, or

flues, over Ihe contents of the kiln, and there connected
with the cmraney.flue, and also of other flues connecting
thebottom of the kiln with the bottom of the chimney-flue
or -flues. The term overdraft is also applied to the circula-

tion, as described above, of the heated products of com-
bustion ; and a kiln thus constructed is called an over-

draft IcUn.

2. The amount by which a draft exceeds the
sum against which it is drawn ; a draft against
a balance greater than the balance itself.

overdraw (6-ver-dra'), '' I. trans. 1. To draw
or strain too much.

Mr. Addenbrooke has, we think, most decidedly over-

drawn the bow in endeavouring to make out that we in

this country are not after all so far in arrears in this branch
of electrical engineering. Klectric Rev. (Eng.), XXV. 574.

2. To draw upon for a larger sum than is due,
or for a sum beyond one's credit : as, to over-

draw one's account with a bank. 3. To exag-
gerate in representation, either in writing, in

speech, or in a picture : as, the tale of distress

is overdrawn.

II. intrans. To make an overdraft,

overdraw (6'ver-dra), n. [< overdraw, c.] 1.

An excessive draft or drain
;
an undue or ex-

hausting demand.
There is such an overdraw on the energies of the indus-

trial population [of France! that a large share of heavy
labour Is thrown on the women.

B. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 197.

2. Same as overdraw-chetk.

overdraw-check (6'yer-dra-chek), n. A check-
rein or strap which in use passes over the poll
of a horse, and connects the bit with the check-
hook. It extends about half down In front of the horse's

face, where It is divided into two branches, one fastened
to each extremity of the bit. Its action Is not only to

hold the animal's head up, but to keep the nose and head
extended forward.

overdredge (6-ver-drej'), c. t. To dredge too
much for oysters, so as to injure the beds: as,
the beds were overdredged.
over-dreept, v. t. [< over + "dreep, var. of

drip, drop: see drip and drop. Cf. overdrop.]
To fall or droop over; overshadow.



over-dreep

The aspirins nettles, with their shadie tops, shall no

longer mer-dmp the best hearbs, or keep them from the

smiling aspect of the sunne, that line and thriue by com-

fortable beames. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

overdress (6-ver-dres'), TO dress to excess;

dress with too much display and ornament.

In all, let Nature never be forgot,

But treat the goddess like a modest fair ;

Nor over-dress, nor leave her wholly bare.

Pope, Moral Essays, i'v. 62.

overdress (6'yer-dres),
n. Any garment worn

over another in such a way as to combine with

it in forming a dress; any part of costume

which is obviously intended to be worn over

another.

Thii queen introduced the farthingale or large wired

over-dress. W. Thornlmry, Art Jour., N. S., XV. 187.

overdrink (6-ver-dringk'), v. i. [< ME. *over-

drinken, < AS. oferdrincan (= D. MLG. over-

drinken = OHG. ubartrinclian, upartrinclian,
MHG. G. iibertrinken), < ofer, over, + drincan,
drink: see drink, v.] To drink to excess.

OVerdrinkt, n, [ME., < AS. oferdryne; < ofer-

drincan, overdrink: see overdrink, v.] Exces-

sive drinking.
overdrive (6-ver-drfv'), v. t. [< ME. over-

driven, < AS. oferdrifan, drive or drift over,

also repel, refute (= D. overdrijven = MLG.
overdriven = MHG. iibertriben, G. iibertreiben,

drive over, exaggerate, = Sw. ofverdrifva =
Dan. overdrive, exaggerate), < ofer, over, +
drifan, drive.] 1. To drive too hard; drive

or work to exhaustion.

Wen that he ys so ouer-dryue
That he may no lengur lyue.

J. Kvre, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.),

[L 1813.

The flocks and herds with young are with me ; and if

men should overdrive them one day, all the flock will die.

Gen. xxxiii. 13.

Violent headaches Nature's sharp signal that the en-

gine had been overdriven.
G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, I. 305.

2. To use to excess.

The banishment of a few overdriven phrases and figures
of speech from poetic diction. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 670.

OVerdrop (6-ver-drop'), v. t. To drop over;

overhang; overshadow.
What spoyle and havock they may be tempted in time

to make upon one another, while they seek either to over-

drop or to destroy each other.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 22. (Dames.)

The king may be satisfied to settle the choice of his high
promotions in one minion ; so will never the people ; and
the Advanced is sure to be shaked for his height, and to

be malign'd for over-dropping.
Bp. Backet, Abp. Williams, ii. 15. (Davies.)

OVerdrownt (6-ver-droun'), v. t. To drown or

drench overmuch
;
wet excessively*

When casting round her over-drowned eyes.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 1.

overdry (6-ver-drT), v. t. To make too dry.

Fried and broiled butter'd meats, condite, powdered, and

overdryed. Burton, Anat. of Mel., I. 298.

overdue (6-ver-du'), a. 1. Delayed or with-

held beyond the usual or assigned time : as, an
overdue ship. 2. Unpaid at the time assigned
or agreed on : as, an overdue bill.

overdye (6-ver-di'), v. t. To dye over with a
second color.

raise
As o'er-dyed blacks, as wind, as waters.

Shak., W. T., 1. 2. 182.

overeat (6-ver-ef), v. t. [= D. MLG. overeten =
OHG. ubarezzan, MHG. iiberezzen, G. uberessen;
as over + eat."] 1. To surfeit with eating: gen-
erally reflexive : as, to overeat one's self. 2. To
eat over again. [Bare.]

The fragments, scraps, the bits and greasy relics

Of her o'er-eaten faith, are bound to Diomed.
Shak., T. and C., v. 2. 160.

over-emptyt (6-ver-emp'ti), v. t. To go beyond
emptying ;

exhaust without having enough.
The women would be verie loth to come behind the

fashion in newfangledness of the maner, if not in costli-
ness of the matter, which might over-empty their hus-
bands' purses. JR. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 65.

over-entreat (6"ver-en-tret'), v. t. To persuade
or gain over by entreaty.
John Coles Esquire of Somersetshire over-intreated him

into the Western parts.

Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire, 1. 171.

overestt, a. superl. [ME. overest, superl. of over.~\

Uppermost.
Ful thredbare was his overeste courtepy.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 290.

overestimate (6-ver-es'ti-mat), n. An estimate
that is too high ;

an overvaluation.
overestimate (6-ver-es'ti-mat), v. t. To esti-
mate too highly ; overvalue.
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overestimation (6-ver-es-ti-ma'shon), n. The
act of overestimating, or the state of being over-

estimated; overvaluation.

An antidote against the over-estimation of Rubens.
The Academy, Nov. 23, 1889, p. 345.

overexcite (6"ver-ek-sit'), v. t. To excite un-

duly or excessively.
The same means incites nerves and muscles that are in-

active, but to be beneficial in this case must evidently stop
short of overexciting or tiring them out.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 656.

OVerextitement (o'ver-ek-sifment), n. The
state of being overexcited; excess of excite-

ment.
All transition from states of over-excitement to modes of

quiet activity is agreeable.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 466.

over-exertion (6"ver-eg-zer'shon), n. Exces-

sive exertion.

over-exposure (o'
/
ver-eks-p6'zur), n. I. Ex-

cessive exposure, as to external influences.

Through so many stages of consideration passion cannot

nossiblv hold out. It gets chilled by over-exposure.
The Atlantic, LXIV. 686.

2. In plwtog., the exposure to light for too long
a time of the sensitive plate in taking a picture.
Over-exposure tends to produce a negative full of detail in

the shadows, but with insufficient density for successful

printing, and characterized by flatness, or want of con-

trast between light and shadow.

over-exquisite (6-ver-eks'kwi-zit), a. Exces-

sively or unduly exquisite or exact
;
too nice

;

too careful or anxious.

Peace, brother ; be not over-exquisite
To cast the fashion of uncertain evils.

Milton, Comus, 1. 899.

OVereyet (6-ver-I'), v. t. To superintend; in-

spect; observe; witness.

Like a demigod here sit I in the sky,
And wretched -fools' secrets heedfully o'ereye.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 80.

over-facet (6-ver-fas'), * To stare down;
put out of countenance ;

abash
;
disconcert by

staring, or with a look.

At the commencement "the lord chancellor," Gardiner,

earnestly looked upon him, to have, belike, over-faced him ;

but Bradford gave no place.

Biog. Notice of Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853),

[II. xxxvii.

overfallt (6'ver-fal), n. and a. I. n. 1. A cata-

ract; the fall of a river; a rapid.

He found many Flats in that tract of land, and many
cataracts or ouerfals of water, yet such as hee was able to

saileby. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 61L

2. Naut.: (a) A dangerous bank or shoal lying
near the surface of the sea. (6) A rippling or

race in the sea, where, by the peculiarities of

the bottom, the water is propelled with great
force, especially when the wind and tide or cur-

rent set strongly together. Admiral Smyth.
A sea-boord of these Islands there are many great ouer-

fals, as great streames or tides.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 448.

II. a. Overshot, as a water-wheel.

It [the well] sendeth forth of it self so plentiful a stream
as able to turn an over-fall mill. Sandys, Travailes, p. 99.

OVer-famet (6-ver-fam'), v. t. To repute too

highly; exaggerate.
The city once entered was instantly conquered whose

strength was much over-famed.
Fuller, Profane State, V. jcviii. 1.

overfart (6-ver-far'), adv. Too much; to too

great an extent.

Though I could not with such estimable wonder over-

far believe that, yet thus far I will boldly publish her.

Shak., T. N., it 1. 29.

overfare (6-ver-far'), v. t. [< ME. overfaren, <

AS. oferfaran, pass over, < ofer, over, + faran,
go: see /ore1 .] To go over; pass.
overfawn (6-ver-fan'), v. t. To fawn or flatter

grossly. Danes.
And neuer be with flatterers ouerfawnd.

Breton, Mother's Blessing, st. 43. (Daviei.)

overfeed (6-ver-fed'), v. t. and i. 1. To feed to

excess.
Now sleep yslaked hath the rout ;

No din but snores the house about,
Made louder by the o'er-fed breast
Of this most pompous marriage-feast.

Shak., Pericles, iii., Prol., 1. 3.

2. In therap.,-to feed in excess of appetite, and
in large amount.

overfill (6-ver-fil'), v. t. [< ME. *overfyllen,

overfullen, < AS. oferfyllan (= MLG. overvullen
= G. uberfiillen = Sw. ofaerfylla

= Dan. over-

fylde = Goth, ufarfulljan), < ofer, over, + fyl-

lan, fill: see fill
1
.] To fill to excess; sur-

chasge.
over-fired (6-ver-fird'), a. In ceram., exposed
to too great a heat in firing. Such exposure re-

overflow

suits in the destruction of the colors or of the enamel, or

the melting of the whole into a mass.

over-fish (6-ver-fish'), v. t. To fish too much
or to excess; fish so as unduly to diminish the

stock or supply of: as, to over-fish a pond.
It is thought that for some years back we have been

over-fishing the common herring. 111. London News.

overflamet, v. t. [ME. overflamen; < over +
flame.'] To burn over.

Malthes colde in other crafte thou founde,
Ox bloode with pitche and synder alle to frame.
And make it like a salve, and overfMme
Iche hoole and chene.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

OVerfloatt (o-ver-flof), v. t. To overflow; in-

undate.
The town is flll'd with slaughter, and o'erfloats
With a red deluge their increasing moats.

Dryden, JEneid, x.

overflood (6-ver-flud'), v. t. [= D. overvloeden

= MLG. overvlodigen = Sw. ofverfloda = Dan.

overftyde; as over + flood.] To flood over; fill

to overflowing.
The morning pulsing full with life,

O'erftooded with the varied songs of birds.

Hebrew Leader, Jan. 26, 1889.

overflourish (6-ver-flur'ish). v. t. 1. To make
excessive display or flourish of. Collier. 2.

To flourish or adorn superficially.

Virtue is beauty, but the beauteous evil

Are empty trunks o'erflourish'd by the devil.

.Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 404.

3. To exaggerate. Davies.

I cannot think that the fondest imagination can over-

flourish, or even paint to the life, the happiness of those
who never check nature.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 279. (Danes.)

overflow (6-ver-flo'), v. [< ME. overftowen, <

AS. oferfldwan(=OHG. ubarfliozan, MHG. uber-

fliezen, G. iiberfliessen), < ofer, over, + flowan,
flow: see flow1 ."] I.trans. 1. To flow or spread
over; inundate; cover with water or other

liquid; flood.

The bankes are overftowne when stopped is the flood.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 11.

Whose foundation was overflown with a flood.

Job xxii. 16.

Another Time there fell so much Rain that Holland and
Holderness in Lincolnshire were overflowed and drowned.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 90.

When heavy, dark, continued a'-day rains

Wi' deepening deluges o'erfUno the plains.
Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

2. To fill and run over the edge or brim of.

New milk that . . . overflows the pails.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, ii. 27.

3. To deluge; overwhelm; cover; overrun.

I am come into deep waters, where the floods overflow
me. Ps. Ixix. 2.

Monsieur Cobweb, . . . have a care the honey-bag break
not ; I would be loath to have you overflown with a honey-

bag, signior. Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1. 17.

4f. To overcome with drink; intoxicate.

Sure I was overflown when I spoke it, I could ne'er ha'

said it else. Middleton, The Phoenix, iv. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To flow over; swell and run
over the brim or banks.

He shall pass through Judah ;
he shall overflow and go

over, he shall reach even to the neck. Isa. viii. 8.

Then fill up a bumper an' make it o'erftow.

Burns, Cure for All Care.

2. To be so full that the contents run over the

brim
;
be more than full.

The floors shall be full of wheat, and the fats shall over-

flow with wine and oil. Joel ii. 24.

When heaven doth weep, doth not the earth o'erflow?
Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 222.

As I am a great lover of mankind, my heart naturally

overflows with pleasure at the sight of a prosperous and

happy multitude. Addison, The Royal Exchange.

overflow (6'ver-flo), n. [< overflow, v.] 1. A
flowing over

;
an inundation.

Like a wild overflow, that swoops before him
A golden stack, and with it shakes down bridges.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 8.

After every overflow of the Nile there was not always a

mensuration. Arbuthnot, Ancient Coins.

2. The excess that flows over; hence, super-
abundance; exuberance.

Lean. Did he break out into tears?
Mess. In great measure.
Leon. A kind overflow of kindness.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 26.

It is not to be wondered that St. Paul's epistles have,
with many, passed for disjointed pious discourses, full of

warmth and zeal and overflows of light. Locke.

3. Specifically, that form or style of verse in

which the sense may flow on through more than
a couple of lines, and does not necessarily ter-

minate with the line.
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The principle of the structure of the romantic poetry over-friezet (6-ver-frez'), r. t. To cover over or overglaze (6'vpr-glaz), w. and a. I. n. In ce-

rw overflow; that of the classical poetry was distich. .. . OVPriav with or as witli a frieze. /"/., a second glaze applied to a piece of \i
ice-

J "*2?"T^nSS sh^kespeS "ope"'^"! On their hedde, were bonnette. .11 opened at the l.li. lain of wliicl, the first glaze is deeply. colored or
., IIV1 tJU'tv, ... f-n,, .

,,11. * All dW>>>IU<J U7 { t tl ll a t (Flllll I if fill

1 opened at the 1111.

quarters, ntt> rirttufd witll flat gold of damaske.
Hall, Hen. VIII., an. '.

over-fruitful (6-ver-fr8t'ful), a. Fruitful to ex-

cess; too luxuriant.

It had formerly been said that the easiness of blank

verse renders the poet too luxuriant, but that the labour

of rhyme bounds and circumscribes an over-fruitful fancy.

Itryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

one overflow.

4. Same as

overflow-basin (o'ver-tlo-ba'sn), n. A basin

having a pipe that carries* off fluid when it rises

to | cert ii in level in the basin, so that it may
not run over the brim,

overflow-bug (6'ver-flo-bug), n. A caraboid

beetle, J'kttyuus maculicollix, which occasion-

ally appears in enormous numbers, especially overfull (6-ver-fuT), a. [< ME. 'overfull, < AS.
in southern California, becoming a pest simply oferfutt (= D. overvol = OHG. ubarfoll, MHO.
from its numbers, as it docs no damage. [Lo- jibemol, G. iibervoll = Sw. ofverfull = Dan. over-

cal, California.] fuld = Goth. ufarfulls),< ofer, over, + full, full.]

overflow-gage (o'ver-flo-gaj), . A device in Too full; hence, too much occupied.
the nature of an overflow-pipe attached to Being owr-/u of self-affairs,

the case of a wet gas-meter to maintain a con- My mind did lose It. Shale., M. N. D., L 1. 118.

slant water-line in the drum, and thereby in- overfullne8S (o-ver-ful'nes), n. The state or
sure accuracy in its measurements, and also con(jjtion of being overfull.
to permit a constant change of water and dis- overgangt (6-ver-gang'), v. t. [< ME. overgang- overglutt (6-ver-gluf), a. Glutted or filled to
.1. *

impurities deposited from the gas.
ew> < Ag ofergangan (_ OHG. ubargangan, upar- repletion.
/.iinl.-iiii = Goth, ufargaggan), < ofer, over, + While epicures are overglut, I

ly
and starue for foode.

gangan, go : see gang, v.] To go beyond ; trans- Breton, Melanchollke Humours, p. 9. (Da.no.)

gress or trespass against. Old. Eng. Misc. overgo (6-ver-go'),t>. [<ME. orer</on,< AS. ofer-

(E. E. T. S.), p. 129. gdnl=T>.overgaan=OHG.ubarg'an,MHQr.iiber-
overgangert (6-ver-gang'er), . [ME. ; < over- gen , G. ubergehn = Sw. ofrergA = Dan. overgaa),

gang + -er1 .] One who overcomes.

By Jacob in Haly Writt es vndirstande ane ouerganger
of synnes. Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.X p. 29.

a sec
lain of '

. . .

crackleil, or covered with paintings in enamel.
The term Is applied in many cases where its propriety Is

il'iulitfiil: thus, most crackled porcelains seem not to have
received any second glaze, but to have been merely rubbed
with the color which penetrates the cracks.

II. a. In ceram., used for painting upon the

glaze: said of a vitriflablo pigment: as, an over-

glaze color.

overglide (6-ver-glid'), v. t. To glide over.

That sun, the which was never cloud could hide,
Plerceth the cave, and on the harp descendeth ;

Whose glancing light the chords did overglide.

WyaU, Ps. xxxiL, The Author.

overgloom (6-ver-glSm'), v. t. To cover with

gloom ; render gloomy.
The cloud-climbed rock, sublime and vast

That like some giant king o'er-gloorm the hill.

Coleridge, To CotUe.

overflowing ("o-ver-flo'ing), n. A flowing over;

overflow; superabundance; surplus.

The overflowing of the water passed by. Hab. Ul. 10.

We have broken our covenant, and we must be saved by
the excrescences and overflowings of mercy.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), 1. 179.

Wide and more wide, the o'erflowingi of the mind
Take every creature In, of every kind.

Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 369.

overflowing (6-ver-flo
'

ing), p. a. More than overgarment (6'ver-gar'ment), n. A garmentUVC1UUVV1UK \v e/> 1 maAo tf\v man-finer rvol> rtfhar orarmAllt a ttn

go over, overrun, overspread, pass by, surpass,
< ofer, over,+ gdn, go: see go. Cf. overgang.]
I. trans. I. To pass over or through ; go over;

full; abundant; copious; exuberant.

Her fields a rich expanse of wavy corn,
Pour'd out from Plenty's overflowing horn.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 10.

The lovely freight
Of overflowing blooms, and earliest shoots

made for wearing over other garments; an
outer garment.
overgartt, a. [ME. ; perhaps an error for over-

gate.] Arrogant; proud.
The world was so ouergart.

Political Songt (ed. Wright), p. 341.

Of orient green.
'

Tennyion, Ode to Memory.
OTergartti n . [See overgart, a.] Pride; pre-

overflowingly (6-ver-flo'ing-li), adv. In an gumption. Seinte Marherete (ed. Cockayne),
overflowing manner

; exuberantly ;
in great p. N

abundance. overgatet, adv.

overflow-meeting (o'ver-flo-me'ting), n. A
subsidiary meeting of persons, as at a political

gathering, who, on account of the numbers at-

tending, nave been unable to gain entrance to

the main building or hall,

overflusb, (6-ver-nusb/), v. t.

or color over. [Rare.]
Love broods on such ; what then? When first perceived
Is there no sweet strife to forget to change,

Over-

To overfluth those blemishes with all

The glow of general goodness they disturb?

Browning, Paracelsus.

[ME., < over + gate%.]
i illicit; unreasonably.

Hast thow I-coueted over gate
Worldes worschype or any a- state?

J. Myre, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1307.

over-gaze (6-ver-gaz'), v. i. If. To look too
To flush

;
flush long, so as to become dazzled.

Oh that Wit were not amazed
At the wonder of his senses,

Or his eyes not overgazed
In Minerva's excellences.

Breton, Melanchollke Humours, p. 13.

2. To gaze or look over.

His altar the high places and the peak
Of earth's o'er-gaziny mountains.

Byron, ChHde Harold, lit 91.

overgett (o-ver-gef), v. t. [< ME. overgeten;
< over + get

1
.'] 1. To reach; overtake.

Thel slough and maymed alle that the! myght overrate,
so that er the vanguarde com of thre thousande ther as-

caped not xl. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 278.

With six hours' hard riding, through so wild places as

it was rather the cunning of my horse sometimes than of

myself so rightly to hit the way, I overgot them a little be-

fore night. Sir P. Sidney.

2. To get over. Z><we. [Bare.]
Edith cannot sleep, and till she overgett this she cannot

be better. SouOuy, Letters (1803X I. 230.

[d (6-ver-gild'), v. t. [< ME. overgildcn,

overflux (6'ver-fluks), n. Excess ;
exuberance :

as, "an overflux of youth," Ford. [Bare.]

overfly (6-ver-flT), . t. To pass over, across,
or beyond in flight; outstrip ;

outsoar.

As they were mad, unto the wood they hie them,
Out-stripping crows that strive to over-fly them.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 324.

Gray, whose
"
Progress of Poesy," In reach, variety, and

loftiness of poise, overflies all other English lyrics like an

eagle. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 887.

overfold (6'ver-fold), n. lageol., a reflexed or

inverted fold
;
an anticlinal flexure in which

the bending has been carried so far that the

strata on each side of the axis have become ap-

pressed, the axial plane being bent out of the

vertical, so that one limb of the fold lies upon overt ,

the other. < AS. ofergyldan, < ofer, over. + gyldan, gild:

over-fond (6-ver-fond'), a. If. Excessively see gild
1
.] To cover with gilding : as, to ot-er-

foolish or silly. gild the carving of a piece of furniture.

As for the chesse, I think It over-fond, because It Is over- Of silnere, wele ouer-gilt. Rob. of Brunne, p. 187.

W"
ftSSSft^sports and Pastime., P. 17. overgird (6-ver-gerd'), v. t. To gird or bind

too closely.
2. Fond to excess ; doting. ^^^ gentle WMt wlnd< gnall open tne fruitfuj^

Lament not Eve, . . . nor set thy heart, gon, of the Earth, thus over-girded by your imprisonment 0'
Thus over-fond, on that which is not thine. Milton, Church-Government, ii.

"

overgive (6-ver-giv'), v. [= D. MLG. over-
adv. In an over-

?<Jt
,e _ G Mergeben = Sw. ofvergifva = Dan.

overgive; as over + give
1
.] 1. trans. To give

over or surrender.

traverse.
Hear haued moye ouer-gon.

Geneii* and Exodiu (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1903.

For tyme mlspent and ouergotte
Cannot be calde agayne.

Babeei fioo*(E. E. T. 8.), p. 90.

How many weary steps,
Of many weary miles you have o'ergone,
Are munber'd in the travel of one mile ?

Shot., L. L. L., v. 2. 196.

2f. To cover.

All which, ray thoughts say, they shall never do,
But rather, that the earth shall overgo
Some one at least Chapman.

3. To excel; go beyond; surpass; exceed.

In the nobleness of his nature abhorring to make the

punishment overgo the offence, he stepped a little back.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

Your pride mcergoes your wit
Courteous Knight (Child's Ballads, VIII. 276).

He shall not overgo me in his friendship.
Beau, and Ft, Coxcomb, 1L 1.

4. To overcome ; weigh down ; oppress.
Phllanax . . . entered into his speech, . . . being so

overgone with rage that he forgot In his oration his pre-
cise method of oratory. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

Sad-hearted men, much overgone with care,
Here sits a king more woful than you are.

Shak., S Hen. VI., ii. 6. 123.

5+. To surmount; get the better of.

His evil sort was mitr-gon.
Geneiit and Exodu*(E. E. T. S.\ 1. 118A.

overfondly (6-ver-fond'li),
fond manner; with excessive fondness.

over-force (6'ver-fors), n. Excessive force or

violence. [Bare.]
Then Jason ; and his javelin seem'd to take,

But fail'd with over-force, and whizz'd above his back.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

over-forward (6-ver-ffir'ward), a. Excessively
forward.

Constraint that trade to overgive.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, L 249.

H. intrans. To surpass in giving.
So doth God love a good choice that He recompenses it

with overgiving.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations (ed. Tegg, 1836), III. 31.

With siftls men may wommen over goon,
Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

II. intrans. 1. To go by; pass over; pass

away; disappear.
The newe love, labour, or other wo,
Or elles selde seynge of a wight
Don olde affeccions alle overgo.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 424.

2. To go to excess ; be extravagant.
Is he not monstrously overgone in frenzy?

t'urd, Lover's Melancholy, Iv. 2.

overgorge (6-ver-gdrj'), v. t. To gorge to excess.

By devilish policy art tbou grown great
And, like ambitious Sylla, ovrrgorged
With gobbets of thy mother's bleeding heart.

Shall., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 1. 84.

_ as'), v. t. To honor unduly,
excessively, or above measure.

That yon think to overgrace me with
The marriage of your sister, troubles me.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, L 1.

overgrain (6-ver-gran'), v. i. and t. In the art

of graining, to put on additional lights and
shades after the first graining has been effect-

ed. It is usually done in water-color. See top-

graining.

To load or freight
readiness;

overfreight (6-ver-frat'),t>.
too heavily ; overload.

Give sorrow words ; the grief that does not speak
Whispers the o'erfraugM heart and bids it break.

Sha*., Macbeth, iv. 3. 210.

A boat ouerfraighted with people, in rowing down the

riuer, was, by the extreme weather, sunk.
R. Carets, Survey of Cornwall, p. 108.

overgrainer (6-ver-gra'ner). n. A special kind

_, , , , of flat bristle brush, thin and with long bristles,

over-forwardness (6-ver-f6r'wftrd-nes), n. The
overeiance (6-ver-glans'), v. t. To glance over; used in imitating the natural grain of woods,

state of being over-forward; too great forward-
run over with the eye [Bare.] overgrasst, " t. To cover with grass.

ness or readiness: offlciousness. Sir M. Bale.
the superscript For they bene like fonle wagmolres owrynufc

Shot., L. L. L., iv. 2. 135. Spenier, Shep. Cal., September.

overglaze (6-ver-glaz'), . t. To glaze over; overgreat ( 6-ver-grat'), a. [< ME. overgreet (=
cover with superficial brilliancy; hide (an infe- D. orergroot = MLG. overgrot = G. Obergross) ;

rior material) with something more showy. < over + great.] Too great.

The saddler he stuffes his pannels with straw or hay, and For whan a man hath over-greet a wit,

overglaneth them with haire..

Oreene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier.

Fnl ofte him happeth to mlsusen It

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 96.



overgreatness

overgreatness (6-ver-grat'nes), . Excessive

or undesirable greatness or power.
The ovfrnreatiww of Seleucus.

Raleigh, Hist. World, IV. v. 5.

OVergreedy (6-ver-gre'di), . [< ME. "overgre-

dy, < AS. ofergrcedig, overgreedy, < ofer, over,

+ grasdig, greedy.] Greedy to excess.

The commonwealth is sick of their own choice ;

Their over-greedy love hath surfeited.

SAo*.,2Hen. IV.,i. 3. 88.

evergreen (6-ver-gren'), v. t. 1. To cover with

verdure. 2t. To color so as to conceal blem-

ishes
;
embellish.

What care I who calls me well or ill,

So you o'er-green my bad, my good allow ?

Shak., Sonnets, cxii.

overground (6 'ver- ground), a. Above the

ground; not underground: as, overground travel.

overgrow (6-ver-gro' ), v. [< ME. overgroicen (=
D. oi-ergroeijen = Dan. overgro); < over + grow.'}

1. trans. 1. To cover with growth or herbage.
Yf that thi land with hem be overgrowe,
Devide it thus.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 0.

Now 'tis the spring, and weeds are shallow-rooted ;

Suffer them now, and they'll o'ergrow the garden.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.82.

2. To grow beyond; rise above; grow too big
for; outgrow.

This was a wondir world ho so well lokyd,
That gromes ouere-grewe so many grette maistris.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 344.

If the binds be very strong, and much over-grow the

poles, some advise to strike off their heads with a long
switch. Mortimer, Husbandry.

3f. To overcome; weigh down; oppress.
Cure my cattle when they're overgrown with labour.

Gibber, Love Makes the Man, i.

II. intrans. To grow beyond the fit or natu-

ral size.

Princes do keep due sentinel, that none of their neigh-
bours do overgrow so (by increase of territory, by embra-

cing of trade, by approaches, or the like) as they become
more able to annoy them. Bacon, Empire (ed. 1887).

The chief source of the distractions of the country lay
in the overgrown powers, and factious spirit, of the nobil-

ity. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

OVergTOWnt (6-ver-gron'), p. a. Fully grown.
Few Countreyes are lesse troubled with death, sicknesse,

or any other disease, nor where overgrovme women become
more fruitfull.

Quoted in Capt. John Snath's True Travels, II. 258.

Overgrown mackerel. See mackerel^.

overgrowth (6'ver-groth), n. 1. A growth over
or upon something else. 2. Exuberant or ex-
cessive growth.
A wonderful overgrowth in riches. Bacon, Riches.

over-hair (6'ver-har), . The longer and usu-

ally stiffer hairs of a mammal's pelage which
overlie the main fur. Eneyc. Brit., IX. 836.

OVerhalet (6-ver-hal'), v. t. [= D. overhalen =
Sw. ofverhala = Dan. overhale; as over + hale1

.']

1. To draw or haul over; overhaul.

And nowe the frosty Night
Her mantle black through heaven gan overhaile.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., January.
2. To overcome.
The only kind of hounds, for mouth and nostril best ;

That cold doth seldom fret, nor heat doth over-hale.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 33.

overhand (6'ver-hand'), adv. 1 . With the hand
over the object; with the knuckles upward;
with the hand raised higher than the elbow : op-
posed to underhand : as, he bowls overhand.

Also, the spoon is not generally used over-hand, but un-
der. Dickens, Great Expectations, xxii.

2. In mining, from below upward : used in ref-
erence to stoping out the contents of the vein.
See stope, it. and v. 3. In needlework, over and
over.

overhand (6'ver-hand), .. 1. In cricket, with
the hand raised above the elbow or over the
ball: as, overhand bowling. 2. In base-ball,
with the hand above the shoulder: as, overhand
pitching. 3. In mining, done from below up-
ward: as, overhand stoping Overhand knot See
knoti.

OVerhandt (6'ver-hand), n. [< ME. overhand
= D. overhand = MLG. overhant = MHG. tiber-

hant, G. oberhand= Sw. ofverhand = Dan. over-

haand; as over + hand.} The upper hand; su-

periority; supremacy.
And trust suerly, ye shall wele vnderstonde,
That we shall haue of them the ouer hande.

Qenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2996.

overhand (6'ver-hand), r. t. [< overhand, adv.}
In needlework, to sew over and over.
overhanded (6'ver-han"ded), a. Having the
hand above the object or higher than the el-

bow; overhand.
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overhandle (6-ver-han'dl), r. t. To handle too

much; discuss too often.

Your idle over-handled theme.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 770.

overhang (6-ver-hang'), . I. trans. 1. To im-

pend or Bang over
; jut or project over; hence,

to threaten.
Look o'er thy head, Maximian

;

Look to thy terrour, what over-hangs thee.

Fletcher (and another"!), Prophetess (ed. 1778X v. 1.

Aide me, ye forests, in your closest bowers, . . .

Where bordering hazel overhangs the streams.

Gay, Rural Sports, i. 6i

He was persuaded that immediate and extreme danger
overhung the life of the nation.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., 1. 109.

There is a path along the cliffs overhanging the sea.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 20.

The gray-blue eyes, I see them still,

The gallant front with brown o'erhung.
Lowell, To Holmes.

2. To overdo with ornamentation.

To him the upholsterer is no Pontiff, neither is any
Drawing-room a Temple, were it never so begilt and over-

Carlyle.

3. To support from above Overhung door. See
door.

II. intrans. To jut over: opposed to batter.

The rest was craggy cliff that overhung
Still as it rose, impossible to climb.

Milton, P. L., iv. 547.

The sea-beat overhanging rock.

William, Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 173.

overhang (6'ver-hang), n. [< overhang, v.~\ A
projecting part ; also, the extent to which some

part projects: as, the overhang of the ship's
stern is 20 feet.

The under side of the overhang near the stern is cut out
in the middle, forming a cavity needed to give free sweep
to the propeller-blades. The Century, XXXL 293.

overhardyt (6-ver-har'di), a. Excessively or

unduly hardy, daring, or confident; foolhardy.

Gascoigne.
overhaste (6'ver-hast), n. Too great haste.

overhastily (6-ver-has'ti-li), adv. In an over-

hasty manner; with too much haste.

Excepting myself and two or three more that mean not

overhastily to marry. Hales, To Sir D. Carleton. (Latham.)

overhastiness (6-ver-has'ti-nes), n. The state

of being overhasty; too much haste
; precipita-

tion. Sir J. Reresby.

Overhasty (6-ver-has'ti), a. Too hasty; rash;

precipitate.
Not overhasty to cleanse or purify.

Hammond, Works, IV. 505.

overhaul (6-ver-hal'), v. t. [< over + haul. Of.

overhale.} 1. To turn over for examination;
examine thoroughly with a view to repairs.

During our watches below we overhauled our clothes,
and made and mended everything for bad weather.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 381.

2. To reexamine, as accounts. 3. To gain
upon ;

make up with
;
overtake. To overhaul a

rope, to clear or disentangle a rope; pull a part of it

through a block so as to make it slack. To overhaul a
ship. Naut. : (a) To come up with or gain ground upon
a ship. (6) To search a ship for contraband goods. To
overhaul a tackle (naut.), to open and extend the sev-
eral parts of a tackle so as to separate the blocks, in order
that they may be again placed in a condition for use.

overhaul (6'ver-hal), n. [< overhaul, v.] Ex-

amination; inspection; repair.

overhauling (6-ver-ha'ling), n. [Verbal n. of

overhaul, v.} Same as overhaul.

overhead (6'ver-hed'), adv. 1. Aloft; above;
in the zenith

;
in the ceiling or story above.

The sail

Flapped o'erhead as the wind did fail

Fitful that eve.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 96.

2. Per head: properly two words.
overhead (6'ver-hed), a. [< overhead, adv.}
Situated above or aloft Overhead crane. See
crane*. Overhead gear. See gear. Overhead mo-
tion or work. See motion. Overhead rein. See rein.

Overhead seam, the seam of a sack by which its mouth
is closed after it is filled. Overhead steam-engine, an
engine in which the cylinder is above the crank, the thrust-
motion being downward.

OVerhealt (6-ver-heT), v. t. [< ME. overheleii,

overhilen; < over + heal2.} To cover over.

In a shadow of shene tres & of shyre floures,
Ouer hild for the hete hengyng with leues.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2374.

overhear (6-ver-her'), v. t. [< ME. "overhereti,
< AS. oferhyran, oferhiran, oferhi&ran, overhear,
also disobey (= OS. obharhorjan = D. overhooren
= MHG. G. iilierhoren = Dan. overho're), < ofer,

over,+ hyran, hear: see hear.} 1. To hear (one
who does not wish to be heard or does not know
that he is heard, or what is not addressed to

over-king

the hearer or is not intended to be heard by
him); hear by accident or stratagem.

You may look pale, but I should blush, I know,
To be o'erheard, and taken napping so.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. ISO.

2f. To hear over again; hear from beginning
to end.

I stole into a neighbour thicket by,
And overheard what you shall overhear.

Shak., L. L. L., V. 2. 95.

overheat (6-ver-hef), (. t. To heat to excess.

overheat (6'ver-het), . 1. Excessive heat.

2. Sunstroke. Alien, and Neurol., IX. 509.

overheating-pipe (6-ver-he'ting-pip), . In a

steam-engine, a pipe through which steam is

made to pass in order that it may be super-
heated. E. H. Knight.
OVerheavet (6-ver-hev'), v. i. [< ME. overheb-

l>en, < AS. oferheVban, pass by, omit, < ofer, over,
+ hebban, heave, raise: see heave.'} To over-
cast.

When other seen derk cloudes over hove.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

OVerhendt (6-ver-hend'), r. t. To overtake.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 18.

OVerhipt (6-ver-hip'), v. t. [< ME. overhippen;
< over + hip

3
.} To leap over; skip over; omit.

Wher-fore I am afered of folke of holikirke,
Lest thei ouerhuppen as other don in offices and in houres.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 379.

When the time is overhipt. Holland.

overholdt (6-ver-hold'), v. t. To overvalue
;

hold or estimate at too dear a rate.

If he overhold his price so much,
We'll none of him. Shale., T. and C., ii. 3. 142.

OVerhours (6'ver-ourz), n.pl. Time beyond the

regular number of hours; too long hours of

labor.

Sir John Lubbock . . . brought in a Bill limiting the
hours in which persons could be employed in shops. . . .

I was astonished at discovering where the worst cases of

over-hours were. Contemporary Rev., LI. 686.

overhouse (6'ver-hous), a. Stretched along or

across the roofs of houses or other buildings,
as distinguished from stretched or carried on

poles or underground : as, overltoiise telegraph-
wires. [Rare.]
In the city of Providence, Rhode Island, there is an

overhouse wire about one mile in extent with a telephone
at either end. Prescott, Electrical Inventions, p. 79.

over-inform (o'ver-in-fonn'), c. t. To animate
or actuate to excess. [Bare.]
Wit so exuberant that it over-informs its tenement.

Johnson.

overissue (6-ver-ish'o), v. t. To issue in excess,
as bank-notes or bills of exchange beyond the
number or amount authorized by law or war-
ranted by the capital stock; more loosely, to

issue in excess of the wants of the public or the

ability of the issuer to pay ;
issue contrary to

law, prudence, or honesty.
Overissue (6'ver-ish"6), . An excessive issue ;

an issue in excess of the conditions which
should regulate or control it. See the verb.

He performed the most base and pernicious frauds on
the currency, which he not only debased by an overissue

of government paper, but actually changed by secret for-

geries. Brougham.

overjoy (6-ver-joi'), v. t. To give great or ex-

treme joy to; transport with gladness: gen-
erally in the past participle.

Bid him shed tears, as being overjoy'd
To see her noble lord restored to health.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i. 120.

Well, thou art e'en the best man
I can say no more, I am so overjoy'd.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, ii. 1.

overjoy (6'ver-joi), u. Joy to excess; trans-

port.
To salute my king

With ruder terms, such as my wit affords
And over-joy of heart doth minister.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 31.

Death came so last towards me that the overjoy of that
recovered me. Donne, Letters, cvii.

overjump (6-ver-jump'), p. t. To jump over;
overleap ; hence, to pass over

; pass without
notice ; permit to pass.
Can not so lightly overjump his death. Marston.

OVerkeept (6-ver-kep'), !'. t. To keep or ob-

serve too strictly.

If God would have a Sabbath kept, they overkeep it.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 339. (Davies.)

OVerkind (6-ver-kmd' ), . Kind to excess
;
kind

beyond deserts; unnecessarily kind. SJial'.,

W. T., i. 1. 23.

over-king (o' ver- king), ii. A king holding
sway over several petty kings or princes.



over-king
The clansmen uwed fealty only to lln-h- chiefs, who In

turn owed a Mini of conditional allegiance to the utv/--

kitnj, depending a good deal upon the ithility of the Latter

to enforce It. /-.'/i.-;/,:. liril., XIII. 25 1.

overknowing (O-VC'T-MO \MK), a. Too knowing
or cunning: used disparagingly.
The understanding oterknotring, niisknowing, dlueui-

tiling, lip. Hall, Cireat Impostor.

overlabor, overlabour (6-v(>r-lii'b<>r), ' ' 1.

To liai-ass with loil. l>ri/<l<:n. 2. To uxci-utc
with (no much care. Scott.

oyerlactation (o vvr-lak-tii'shon), . Lacta-
tion in excess of what the strength of the per-
son will bear.

overlade (6-ver-lad'), v. t. [< ME. overladen

(= 1). orrrlailnt = <>ll<i. iilnirlil<ul<iii, iiparliltt-

it, ii/i/iiiiK/iin, MHG. G. uberladen); < over +
le 1 .] To load with too great a cargo or other

burden; overburden; overload.

Outrlade not your verse with too many of them [dactyls] ;

but here and there enterhice a Iambus or some other foote
of two times to glue him grauitie.

Pv.ttinha.rn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 108.

Their hearts were alway heavy, and overladen with

earthly thoughts.
Tyndale, Ana. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soe., 1850), p. 37.

The house was . . overladen with guests.

Coryat, Crudities, L 182.

overlaid (6-ver-lad'), . 1. In her., lapping
over; doubled for a part of its length. 2. In

entom., seeming as if covered with a semi-trans-

parent pigment through which the markings
are dimly visible : as, basal portion of the wing
overlaid with ochraceous.
overland (6'v6r-land'), adv. Over or across the

country.
I desire of you

A conduct over-land to Milford-Haven.

SAo*., Cymbeline, Hi. 5. 8.

overland (6' ver-land), a. Passing by land;
made or performed upon or across the land : as,
an overl/tnd journey. Overland route.aroute which
is wholly or largely over land. Especially (a) The route
from fireat Britain to India by way of the Isthmus of Suez,
as opposed to that around the Cape of Good Hope, (b) The
route from the country east of the Mississippi to the Pacific
coast across the plains and the Rocky Mountains, as op-
posed to that around Cape Horn, or by way of the Isthmus
of Darien.

overlap (6-ver-lap'), v. t. 1. To lap or fold

over
; extend so as to lie or rest upon : as, one

slato on a roof overlaps another.

Those circles, of which there are now so many artistic,

eesthetic, literary all of them considering themselves to

belong to society, were then [1837] out of society alto-

gether ; nor did they overlap and intersect each other.

II'. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 85.

2. To cause to lap or fold over: as, to overlap
slates or shingles on a roof.

overlap (o'ver-lap), n. [< overlap, v.] The lap-
ping ot one thing over another; also, the thing
or part which overlaps; specifically, in geol.,
a disposition of the strata such that newer or
more recent members of a formation lap over
or are deposited beyond the limits of the older
beds. Tills is caused by the subsidence of the regions
in which deposition is taking place, so that each succes-
sive layer extends further inland than the preceding one.

overlap-joint (6'ver-lap-joint), n. A joint in

which the edges lap on each other, instea-d of

being merely in contact as in a butting-joint.
overlasht (6-ver-lash' ), r . f . 1 . To exaggerate ;

boast or vaunt too much. Bp. Hall. 2. To
proceed to excess.

The ouerlashinge desires of the flesh.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat of Wit, p. 182.

overlashingt (6-ver-lash'ing), . [Verbal n. of
on rlaxh, i\] Excess; exaggeration.
Before whose bar we shall once give an account of all

our overlashiiujt. Bp. llall, Old Religion, To the Reader.

overlashinglyt (6-ver-lash'ing-li), adr. Ex-
travagantly ; with exaggeration.
overlauncn (6-ver-lSnch'), . In

Mp-bviMiiit/.
to make long splices or scarfs in joining tim-
bers together, so as to make strong work.

overlay (6-v<-r-la'), c. [< ME. overleyen (= D.
in-i rici/i n = MLG. overlrggen = MHG. G. iiber-

II-I/I-H = S\v. ilfrcrlagga = Dan. orerleegge= Goth.

ufarlagjaii) ; < over + lay
1

."] I. trans. 1. To
lay upon or over; cover or spread over the
surface of: as, cedar overlaid with gold.
He made the staves of shittim wood, and overlaid them

with brass. Ex. xxxvill. .

The folding gates a dazzling light display'd
With pomp of various architrave o'erfaid.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, xx.

Never see them [pine-trees] overlaid
With narrow moon-lit slips of silver cloud,
Between the loud stream and the trembling stars.

Tenntfiton, (Enone.

The walls and roof with gold were overlaid.
William Morrie, Earthly Paradise, I. 827.

I -_'Ml

2f. Ti> Inirdi'M or rnriimb<*r; p],n--s.

Than disparblcd the crlstin, for thei were so sore over-

leide with grete multitude of saisnes.
w. ,//,(!:. r.. T. s.), n.241).

So fights a Lion, . . .

When, over-layd with might and Multitude,
He needs must dy.

Sylvenler, tr. of Im Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

The Scots resolutely maintain'd the Fight three noun
and more ; but In the end, overlaid with a number, they
were put to flight. Baker, Chronicles, p. 303.

3. To lie upon; hence, to smother by lying

upon: for on i'in .

This woman's child died in the night ; because she over-

laid It. 1 KL UL 19.

4. To obscure by covering; cloud; overcast.

For so exceeding shone Ills glistriug ray
That rim-bus golden face It did attaint.
As when a cloud his beames doth over-lay.

Spenter, V. Q., I. vti. 84.

The Mohammedan pilgrimages of devotion are very nu-

merous, and are chiefly connected with the saint-worship
which has overlaid ana obscured the original strict mono-
theism of Islam. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 9:t.

The bravery of our free working people was overlaid, but
not smothered. 0. W. Uoltnes, Old VoL of Life, p. 10.

5. To span ; join the opposite sides of.

And overlay,
With this portentous bridge, the dark abyss.

MOUm, P. L., x. 870.

6. In printing, to make even or graduate the

impression of, on a printing-press, by means of

overlays.
II. iittrans. In printing, to use overlays,

overlay (o'ver-la), n. [< overlay, t.] 1. In

/ii'ui/iiii/. a bit of paper accurately cut and

pasted on the impression-surface of a printing-

press with intent to increase the impression in

a place where it is not strong enough. A wood-
cut in strong contrast of light and shade, as ordinarily
treated, receives one overlay, or one thickness of paper,
over the parts in light gray, two over those in dark gray,
three over blackish gray, and four or more over intense
black.

2. In tile-ornamenting (by the process of press-
ing leaves, laces, or embossed patterns upon the
unbaked tiles), a part of a leaf, cutting of lace,

etc., which lies over and upon another leaf,

cutting, or pattern. 3. A second tablecloth
laid in various ways over a larger cloth on the
table. 4. A eravat; a neckcloth. [Scotch.]
Dear sir, the Captain says a three-nooklt handkercher is

the malst fashionable overlay, and that stocks belang to

your honour and me that are auld-warld folk.

Scott, Antiquary, xxxvi.

5. Loosely, anything laid over another for pro-
tection or ornament.

overlaying (o-ver-la'ing^ n. [Verbal n. of

overlay, r.] I. A superficial covering.
The sockets for the pillars were of brass ; the hooks of

the pillars and their fillets of silver; and the overlaying
of their chapiters of silver. Ex. xxxviii. 17.

2. In printing, the act or art of using overlays,
overleadt (o-ver-led'), v. t. [< ME. overledeti,
< AS. oferlcedati, oppress, < ofer, over,+ Icedan,
lead: seelead1

.] Todominate; domineerover;
oppress.

A milksope or a coward ape
That wol been overlad with every wight.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk s Tale, L 23.

Lete neuere thi wil thi witt otter lede;
Of wrathful wordis euermore be ware.

Babeeg Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

overleaf (6'ver-lef'), adv. On the other side of
the leaf, or on either of the pages seen on turn-

ing a leaf.

A tabular form ... in this volume is given overleaf.
S. Kent, Infusoria, p. 021.

overleap (6-ver-lep'), r. t. [< ME. overlepen,
< AS. oferhledpan, overleap, < ofer, over, +
hledpan, leap: see leap

1
.'} To leap over; over-

step or go beyond j pass over or move from side
to side of by leaping, literally or figuratively ;

hence, to omit
; pass over.

I do beseech yon,
Let me o'erleap that custom.

Shak., Cor., U. 2. 140.

Satan . . . overleap'd all bound
Of bill or highest wall, and sheer within

Lights on his feet Milton, P. I... iv. 181.

But nature still o'erleapg reflection's plan.
Loirell, To G. W. Curtis.

To overleap one's self, to exert one's self too much in

leaping: leap too far.

I have no spur
To prick the sides of my intent, but only
Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps itself.

And falls on the other. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 27.

overlearnedness (6-ver-ler'ned-nes), H. Ex-
cessive erudition

; pedantry.
A man may wonder at these learned Critlcks overlearn-

ednesne. Chapman, Iliad, xiii. 556, Com.

overlook

overleathert (o'vi'-r-li-Tu'er). . [< -Ml-;. DMT-
: iii-i rli'iln- ( = 1). Hi-fi-li it' i- = MLG. //,,/-

= Sw. <>f1 1 -rliiili-i- = Dan. overla;der) ; <

ni-i r -t- leather.'] The upper-leather (of a shoe).

Prompt. Purr., p. 3711.

Nay, sometime 1
1 have] more feet than shoes, or such

shoes as my toes look through the octrteather.

Shalt., T. of the a, I nil., ii. 12.

overleaven (6-ver-lev'n), r. t. To leaven too
much ; cause to rise and swell too much : also

used figuratively.
You grow not mad withall ; I love your spirit
You are not ocerJeaven'd with your fortune.

B. Jonton. Volpone, v. 8.

Some habit that too much o'er4eaveia

The form of plausive manners.
Shot., Hamlet, L 4. t.

overlie (6-ver-lT), v. t. [< ME. overliggrn (= D.

overliggi-n), < AH. iil'i-rliri/ini, < nji-i; over, +
licgan, lie: see lie 1

.] To lie over or upon;
hence, to smother by lying upon. [Orerlie and
underlie are used extensively in geology with
reference to the relative position of strata.]

Tertiary, overlain in considerable part by detrital accu-
mulations of still later age.

J.7b. Whitney, United States, p. 51.

Eek if a womman by necllgence overlyetH hire child in

hir slepyng, it Is homycide and deedly syune.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

overlightt (6'yer-lit),
. [< over + KgJifl.]

Too strong a light; excessive light.

An overlight niaketh the eyes dazell.

Bacon, Nat Hist, i 871.

overlinesst (o'ver-li-ues), . Carelessness
;
in-

difference.

I have seen friends upon neglect of duty grow overly :

upon overlinegge strange ; upon strangenesse to utter defl-

ance. Bp. Hall, Art of Divine Meditation:

OVerlingt, . [< ME. overlyny; < over + -fin//
2
.]

A superior; ruler; governor; lord.

I have made a kepare, a knyghte of thyne awene,
Overlynae of Ynglande undyre thy selvene.

Xorte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), L 710.

overlinkt (6-ver-lingk'), r. t. To fasten toge-
ther by links one over another. Richardson.

We came at noone to a bridge made of many barges,
ocniinked al together with two mightie chaines.

Ilakluytt Voyagct, II. ii. 77.

OVer-llpt (6'ver-lip), n. [< ME. orerlippe (=
Sw. ofverlapp = Dan. overla'he); < over +
lip.] The upper lip.

Hire over-lippe wypede sche so clone.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 188.

overlive (6-ver-liv'), r. [< ME. overliven, < AS.

oferlibbatt (= D. MLG. overleven = MHG. G.
iiberleben = Sw. ofccrlefva = Dan. orerlere), <

ofer, over, + tibban, live: see live1 .] I. traim.

To outlive ; live longer than
;
survive.

Basilius will tiot long overlive this loss.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

Israel KIT veil the Lord all the days of Joshua, and all the

daysof the elders that overlived Joshua. Josh. xxlv. 81.

II. intrans. 1. To live too long.

Why do I overlive f

Why am I mock'd with death, and lengthen'd out
To deathless pain? Milton, P. L., X. 77S.

2. To live too fast or too actively. Browning.
[Bare in both senses.]

overliver (6-ver-liv'er), n. One who survives
or lives longer than another; a survivor.

And if it chanced anie of them to depart this life, the
overlium should persist therein.

Holinthed, Rich. II., an. 1888.

overload (6-ver-16d'), f. t. To load with too

heavy a burden or cargo; overburden; over-

charge.
overload-magnet (6' ver-ldd-mag'net), w.

Same as oi-enoau-sicitch.

overload-switch (6'ver-lod-swich), n. A de-
vice used in regulating the discharge of an ac-
cumulator or storage-battery, bv the operation
of which a too rapid discharge is prevented.
overlook (6-ver-lok'), r. t. To turn the key in

a lock, after locking, in such a manner as to

push (the bolt) beyond its normal position
when locked.

The way to open it then Is to turn the key the other

way, as if to averlock the bolt. Encyc, Brit., XIV. 74&

overlook (6-ver-luk'), r. t. [< ME. overlooken ;

< over + look1 .] 1. To look over; view from
a higher place; see from a higher position.

Off with his head, and set It on York gates.
So York may overlook the town of York.

Shak., 8 Hen. VI., i. 4. ISO.

I will do it with the same respect to him as If he were
alive, and overlooking my paper while I write. Dryden.

Half that the Devil o'erlooks from Lincoln town.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 24&



overlook

2. To rise or be elevated above
;
rise so high

as to afford the means of looking down on.

Shall . . .

Our scions, put in wild and savage stuck,

Spirt up so suddenly into the clouds,
And overlook their grafters?

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 5. 9.

Four gray walls, and four gray towers,
Overlook a space of flowers.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, i.

A little heathy mound,
That overlooked the scrubby woods and low.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 348.

3. To view fully; look over; peruse; read.

Whan I had red this tale wel,
And overloked hyt everydel.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 232.

I would I had o'erlooked the letter.

Shak., T. G. of V., L 2. 60.

The time and care that are required
To overlook and file, and polish well,

Fright poets from that necessary toil.

Roscommon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

4. To keep an eye on; inspect; superintend;
oversee

;
care for or watch over.

His sole child, my lord, and bequeathed to my overlook-

ing. Shak., All's Well, L 1. 45.

We say
" He overlooked the transaction," meaning that

he gave it his supervision. A. Phelps, English Style, p. 152.

5. To look beyond or by so as to fail to see, or

so as to disregard or neglect ; pay no attention

to; disregard; hence, to pass over indulgently ;

excuse
;
forbear to punish or censure.

The learned and wise of this world seem to have been
overlooked by God in the first plantation of the Gospel.

Bp. Atlerbury, Sermons, I. iv.

The fault he has I fairly shall reveal

(Could you o'erlook but that): it is to steal.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 20.

Finding that, If he [Dryden] continued to call himself a

Protestant, his services would be overlooked, he declared
himself a Papist. Macaulay, Hist Eng., vii.

6. To bewitch by looking on; confound; un-
settle.

Beshrew your eyes ;

They have o'erlook'd me and divided me.
Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 15.

I tell you she has overlooked me, and all this doctor's
stuff is no use unless you can say a charm as will undo her
devil's work. H. Kintjsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, viii.

overlook (6'ver-luk), . A strong-growing legu-
minous twining plant of the tropics, Canavalia

ensiformis. It is so named by the West Indian negroes,
who plant it to mark boundaries, with the idea that it acts
as a watchman.
overlooker (6-ver-luk'er), n. 1. One who over-
looks or sees.

Thus must thou couer all thy villanies,
And keepe them close from ouerlooTcers eyes.

Eeywood, Edw. IV., ii.

2. An overseer; a superintendent ; specifically,
in Australia, a man in charge of convicts.

Bushrangers, nine or ten devils loose on the upper Mac-
quarrie, caught the publican at Marryong alone in the
bush ; he had been an overlooker or some such thing in old
times. H. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, xxviii.

overloopt, [< !> overloop, orlop, < over, over,
+ loopen, run : see overleap. Cf. orlop.'] Same
as orlop.
In extremity we carry our ordnance better than we were

wont, because our nether overloops are raised commonly
from the water. Raleigh.

overlord (6'ver-lord), n. One who is lord over

another; a feudal superior; a master; specifi-
cally, in reference to early English history, a

king of one of the Anglo-Saxon realms who en-

joyed a preeminence or authority over certain
other kings or chiefs.

Champagne and Anjou were the flefs of princes well-nigh
as powerful as their oner-lord.

E. A, Freeman, Norm. Conq., III. 78.

OVerlordship (6'ver-16rd-ship), n. The state,
office, or dignity of an overlord

; specifically, in
reference to early English history, the preemi-
nence or authority of one of the Anglo-Saxon
kings or kingdoms over certain other kings,
kingdoms, chiefs, etc. Such an overlordship
was held at different times by kings of Kent,
Northumberland, Mereia, and Wessex.
Summoning the chiefs of the North Welsh before him

at Hereford, -Whelstan forced them to own his over-lord-
ship as Mercian king, to pay a yearly tribute of corn and
cattle, and to accept the Wye as a boundary between
Welshmen and Englishmen.

J. B. Green, Conquest of Eng., p. 211.

overlove (6-ver-luv'), v. t. -To love to excess;
prize or value too much.

Pray, leave me ;

And, as you love me, do not over-love me.
Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 2.

overly (6'ver-li), a. [< over + -Zyl.] 1. Out-
side

; superficial ; negligent ; inattentive ; casu-
al. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]

4202

Therefore no marvaile ii they abate contrition, by ac-

quiring onely a sufficient and enough, a kiude of overly
desire to serve God anew.

Bp. Mountatju, Appeal to Crcsar, xxxvi.

So have we seen a hawk cast off at an hernshaw to look

and fli quite other way, and, after many careless and overly

fetches, to toure up unto the prey intended.

Bp. Hall, Quo Vadis, 15.

2. Excessive; too much. Coleridge. (Imp. Diet.)

overly (6'ver-li), adv. [< ME. overly, superfi-

cially (also excessively ?), < AS. oferlice, ex-

cessively, < ofer, over, + -lice, E. -ly
2
.] If.

Superficially. Prompt. Pan., p. 373. 2. Ex-

cessively ; too much ;
too : used independently

instead of the usual over- in composition: as,

not overly good; overfy particular. [Colloq.]

Ther' was n't overly much pie et

Durin' the Army.
J. W. ROey, The Century, XXXIX. 480.

overman (o'ver-man), n.; pi. overmen (-men).
In coal-mining, the person having charge of the
work below ground. [Great Britain.]
overman (6-ver-man '),v.t. To employ too many
men on or in, as on a ship.
Either Scotland is ridiculously overmanned, or England

is absurdly undermanned, as regards official medical visi-

tation of the insane. Lancet, No. 3429, p. 994.

The sequence of events that have led to the present im-

petus in adopting magazine arms in the over-manned and
under-armed armies of Europe is more or less amusing.

Scribner'i Mag., VL 367.

overmanned (o'ver-man'er), adv. [ME. over

maner.] Above measure
; excessively.

For ouer maner we weren greued ouer-myght so that it

anoiede us ghe to lyue. Wyclif, 2 Cor. i. 8.

overmantel (6'ver-man-tl), n. In furniture-

making, the frame of shelves, decorative panels,
or the like, often including a mirror, which
covers the chimney-breast above the mantel-
shelf.

overmarch (6-ver-march'), v. t. To fatigue or

exhaust by too much marching; cause to march
too far.

The Prince's Horse were so over-marched, and the Foot
so beaten off their Legs by long Marches, that he found
his Men not very able to engage anew.

Phillips, in Baker's Chronicles, p. 488.

OVermask (6-ver-mask'), v. t. To cover with or

as with a mask; hide.

The lift was clad with cloudes gray,
And owermaskit was the moone.
Battle of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 218).

overmast (6-ver-mast'), v. t. To furnish with a
mast or with masts that are too long or too

heavy.
The one [matter] . . . respecting the ship (as afterwards

was found) was that she was over-masted; which when she
came to her trim in that respect she did well.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 31.

overmaster (6-ver-mas'ter), v. t. [< ME. over-

maistren; < over + master1 .'] 1. To overpower;
subdue; vanquish.

For your desire to know what is between us,
O'ermaster 't as you may. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 140.

He had fought fiercely with overmastering inclinations.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 13.

2f. To retain by superior force
;
have in one's

power.
How comes it then that thou art call'd a king,
When living blood doth in these temples beat
Which owe the crown that thou o'ermasterest'

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 109.

overmatch (6-ver-mach'), v. i. [< ME. over-

macchen; < over + match'1 .'] 1. To be more
than a match for; oppose with superior force,

numbers, skill, etc.
; surpass; outdo: common-

ly in the past participle.
Here is Sir William Lucy, who with me
Set from our o'ermatch'd forces forth for aid.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 4. 11.

It was indeed impossible for any intelligent and candid
Roman Catholic to deny that the champions of his Church
were in every talent and acquirement completely over-

matched. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To give in marriage above one's station.

If a yeoman have one sole daughter, he must over-match
her above her birth and calling to a gentleman forsooth.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 579.

overmatch (6'ver-mach), n. One who or that
which is more than a match

;
one who or that

which is too powerful, skilful, difficult, etc., to
be overcome.

Pompey vaunted him self for Sylla's overmatch.

Bacon, Friendship.
There is in my apprehension much danger that sensi-

bility will be an overmatch for policy.
A. Hamilton, in H. Cabot Lodge, p. 259.

OVermeasure (6'yer-mezh"ur), n. Excess of
measure

; something that exceeds the measure
proposed.

overname

OVermeasure (6-ver-mezh'ur), r. t. To mea-
sure or estimate too largely. Bacm, Kingdoms
and Estates.

overmeritt (o'ver-mer'it), n. Excessive merit.

Those helps were ouerweighed by diuers things that
made against him. . . . First, an ouer-merit; for conue-
nient merit, vnto which reward may easily reach, doth
best with Kings. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 133.

overmickle (6-ver-mik'l), a. and adv. [Also
overmuckle; < ME. overmikel, overmykel, over-

muchel, etc. (see overmuch) ; < AS. ofermicel, <

ofer, over, + micel, mickle, much : see micJcle.

Cf. overmuch.'] Overmuch. [Old Eng. and
Scotch.]
overmodest (6-ver-mod'est), a. Modest to ex-

cess
;
bashful.

It is the courtier's rule, that overmodest suitors seldom

speed. Hales, Golden Remains, p. 143.

overmoneyt, v. t. To bribe. [A nonce-word.]
Some suspect his oflicers' trust was undermined (or

over-moneyed rather), whilst others are confident they were

betrayed by none save their own security.

Fuller, Worthies, Lancashire, I. 558.

overmoret (6-ver-mor'), adv. [ME., < over +
more.] Beyond; also; moreover.

"And gut on poynt," quath Peers, "ich praye jow over-

more;
Loke 36 tene no tenaunt bote yf Treuth wolle assente."

Piers Plowman (C\ ix. 35.

And ouermore destreyned with sekenesse

Besyde al this he was ful grevously.
Lydgate, Complaint of the Black Knight, 1. 134.

over-morrowt (6'ver-mor"6), n. [= D. over-

morgen = MLG. overmorne = MHG. G. uber-

morgen = Sw. ofvermorgon = Dan. overmorgen;
as over + morrow."] The day after to-morrow.

Vp Sara, let vs make our prayer vnto God to daye, to

morrowe, and ouermorowe; for these thre nightes wyll we
reconcyle our selues with God. Bible 0/1551, Tobit viii.

OVermostt (6'ver-most), a. [< ME. overmoste;
< over + -most.] Uppermost; highest.
Fro the nethemaate lettre to the overmaste (var. upper-

este]. Chaucer, Boethius, i prose 1.

ovennount (6-ver-mount'), v. t. To surmount ;

go higher than.
With your theme, I could

O'ermaunt the lark. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3. 94.

overmount (6'ver-mount), n. In framing or

mounting pictures to be covered with glass, a

piece of stiff paper or board cut to correspond
with the margin of the engraving or picture to

be mounted, and laid upon the picture to sepa-
rate its surface from the glass in the frame

;
a

mat.
overmuch (6-ver-much'), a. [Early mod. E.

overmoch; < ME. overmoche, overmiche; < over +
much. Cf. the earlier overmickle.'] Too much;
exceeding what is necessary or proper.

I cold say more, and yet not overmoch.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 70.

With aver much studie they affect antiquitie.

Spenser, Shep. CaL, Ded.

Neither capable of lies,

Nor asking overmuch and taking less.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

overmuch (6-ver-much'), adv. [< ME. over-

moche; < over + much. Cf. overmickle.'] In
too great a degree ;

too much.
Be not righteous over much. Eccl. vil. 16.

O, he hath kept an evil diet long,
And overmuch consumed his royal person.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 1. 140.

I count it crime
To mourn for any overmuch.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

OVermuchnesst (6-ver-much'nes), n. Super-
abundance.

Superlation and overmuchenesse amplifies.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

overmuckle (6-ver-muk'l), a. and adv. Same
as overmickle.

overmultiply (6-ver-mul'ti-pli), v. I. trans.

To multiply or repeat too often.

Our Romanists exceed this way, in their devotions to

the cross, both in over-multiplying and in over-magnify-
ing of it Bp. Hall, Sermons, Phil. iii. 18, 19.

II. intrans. To multiply or increase too rap-
idly or in too great numbers.
overmultitude (6-ver-mul'ti-tud), v. t. To ex-

ceed in number; outnumber. [Rare.]
The herds would over-multitude their lords.

Milton, Comus, L 781.

overnamet (6'ver-nam), n. A surname
;
a nick-

name.
One [emperor] was named Nero the Cruel], the other,

Antony the Meeke. The which overnames the Romanes
gaue them, the one of Meeke, because he could not but

pardon, the other of Cruell, because he neuer ceassed to

kill. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 4.



overname

overname (6-v6r-nara'), v. t. To name over;
IIIIIMC one iit'tcr another.

I prity thee, iwer tiaiiir them ; and, as thou naniest them,
1 will describe thorn. Shak., M. of \'., L i 3.

overneat (6-ver-net'), a. Unnecessarily neat;
excessively neat. Spectator.
overnet (6-ver-net'), v. t. To cover with or as
with a net.

Mi . . . has spider-threads that oeernet the whule world :

himself site in the centre, ready to run.

Carlyle, Diamond .Necklace, iv.

overnice (6-ver-nis'), a. Excessively nice
;
fas-

tidious.

Away with such over-nice and curious companions (quoth
he againe). /;.. Hull, Noah's Dove.

overnicely (6-ver-nis'li), adv. In an ovemice
manner; too nicely.
You don't take your Friend to be over-nicely bred?

Conynve, Way of the World, L 6.

overnight (6'ver-nif), adv. [< ME. ovemyght ;

< over + night.'] Through the night ; during the

evening or night ; especially, during the night
just passed.

Thanne to ther tentys sone they ganne them dlght,
And dressid all ther harries ouer nyyht.

Qenerydcs(E. i:. T. s.
i,

1. 2028.

SU. Ajid so, good rest.

Pro. As wretches have o'erniyht
That wait for execution In the morn.

5Ao*., T. O. of V., IT. 2. 188.

I had been telling her all that happened overnight.
Dickens.

overnightt (6'ver-nit), n. Night before bed-

time, referring to the night just passed.
Pardon me, madam ;

If I had given yon this at over-night,
She might have been o'erta'en ; and yet she writes
Pursuit would be but Tain. Nluik., All's Well, Hi. 4. 23.

overnimt ,
v. t. [ME. overnimen ; < A 8. oferniman,

take by violence, take away, carry off, < ofer +
nil/in n. take: see nim.] To overtake; seize.

The cold of deth that hadde him overnome [mod. editions
read overcome].

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1942 of C. T. (ed. Tyrwhitt).

overnoise (o-v&r-noiz'), v. t. To overpower by
noise.

No tide of wine would drown your cares,
No mirth or music over-noise your feares.

Cowley, tr. of Horace, lii. L

overoldt (6-ver-61d'), o. [< ME. overold, < AS.

ofereald, very old, < ofer, over,+ eald, old : see
old1

."] Very old
;
too old.

Of which foolk the renon nis neyther overold ue un-

solempne. Chaucer, Boethlus, L prose 8.

overpart (6-ver-part'), v. t. To assign too high
or too difficult a part to.

He is a marvellous good neighbour, faith, and a very
good bowler ; but for Alisander alas, you see how 'tis ;

a little o'erparted. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 588.

How now, Numps! almost tired in your protectorship t

overparted, overparted f

II. Jonsan, Bartholomew Fair, ill. 1.

overpass (6-ver-pas'), v. t. 1. To pass over;
cross.

I stood on a wide river's bank,
Which I must needs o'erpass.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, ill. 8.

2. To pass by; pass by without notice or re-

gard ;
omit to notice or include

;
overlook.

All the beauties of the East
He slightly vicw'd and slightly oixrpam'd.

Milton, P. JR., U. 198.

3. To pass through ; pass ; spend.
The pains that he hath indured, and the perils that he

hath over-passed.
North, tr. of Plutarch, Amiot to the Readers.

In prison hast thou spent a pilgrimage,
And like a hermit overpa&'d thy days.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., 1L 5. 117.

4. To surpass.
It seems you have abjured the helps which men
Who overpass their kind, as you would do,
Have humbly sought. Browning, Paracelsus.

overpassed, overpast (o-ver-pasf), a- That
has already passed ; past.
In the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, un-

til these calamities be overpast. ft. ML 1.

Thut thou hast wronged in the time o'erpast; . . .

Swear not by time to come ; for that thou hast
Misused ere used, by times misused o'erpast,

Shak., Kich. III., IT. 4. 888.

No time is overpast, 'tis never too late.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 661.

overpay (6-ver-pa'), v. t. 1. To pay in excess
;

pay more than is necessary.
" My lord, you overpay me fifty-fold."
"Ye will be all the wealthier," cried the Prince.

Tennyson, Geralnt.

2. To reward beyond the price or value.

Let me buy your friendly help thus far,

Which I will over-pay and pay again
When I have found it.

Shak., All's Well, 111. 7. 10.

3. To be more than a recompense or reward for.

A moment like this overpays an age of apprehension.
(joldtinith, Uood-natured Man, v.

overpayment (6'v6r-pa'ment),
n. A payment

in excess of what is just or required,

overpeer (6-ver-per'), v. t. To overlook ; look

down on
;
rise above ; overhang.

The (-lifts

That overpter the bright and golden shore.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Your argosies with portly sail . . .

Do overpeer the petty traffickers,
That curtsy to them. Shak., M. of V., L 1. 12.

overpeople (6-ver-pe'pl), v. t. To overstock
with inhabitants: usually in the past participle,

overpercht (6-ver-perch ), v. t. To perch upon
or over.
With love's light wings did I o'er-perch these walls.

5Ao*., E. and J., 11. 2. 68.

over-persuade (6'ver-per-swad'), v. t. To per-
suade or influence against one's inclination or

opinion.
Like him who, being in good health, lodged himself in

a physician's house, and was over-pertnujdfd by his landlord
to take physic, of which he died, for the benefit of his doc-

tor. Dryden, .ilncid, Ded.

overpertedt, a- Having too much pertness,
self-conceit, or self-sufficiency. Richardson.

When an unable spirit, being overperted with so high
authority, Is too passionate In the execution of such an
office as cannot be checked but by violence.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. xxii. 10.

overpick-loom (6'ver-pik-lSm), . A loom
which has a picking or shuttle-driving arrange-
ment above, as distinguished from one hav-

ing an under- or a side-picking motion. /.'. //.

Knight.
over-picture (6-ver-pik'tur), v. t. To exceed
the representation or picture of; represent or

picture in an exaggerated manner.
She did lie, ...

ffer-picturing that Venus where we see
The fancy outwork nature.

5*o*., A. and C., IL 2. 205.

overplant (6-ver-plant'), v. t. [< ME. over-

planten; < over + plant.'] If. To transplant.
And the Lord sayd, if ye ban feith as the corn of Seneuey,

ye schulen seye to this more tre, be thou drawen up by the

roote, and be ouer-piantid Into the see, and it schal obeye
to you. Wyclif, Luke xvii. 8.

2. To plant too abundantly.
At that time the high price of oysters caused overplant-

ing, which led to the impoverishment of the planting-
grounds. Fisheries o/ U. S., V. U. 527.

over-plate (6'ver-plat), n. In armor, the large

ini ulilron introduced about the middle of the
fifteenth century; also, the large cubitiere of

the same epoch these being applied over the

complete brassard of plates.

overplawt, [ME., < over + plow.] A boil-

ing over. Prompt. Pare., p. 373.

overplus (o'ver-plus), n. [< E. orer + L. plus,
more. Cf. surplus.] Surplus; that which re-

mains after a supply or beyond a quantity pro-

posed; excess.

If the rich men did believe this promise of Ood, they
would willingly and readily give a little to have the over-

plus. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Our overplus of shipping will we burn ;

And, with the rest full mannd, from the head of Actium
Beat the approaching Cwsar. 5Ao*., A. and C., 111. 7. 51.

overply (6-ver-pli'), v. t. T6 ply to excess;
exert with too much vigor.

What supports me, dost t In m ask ?

The conscience, friend, to have lost them [my eyes] over-

la Liberty's defence. Milton, Sonnets, xvii.

overpoise (6-ver-poiz'), v.t. To outweigh. Sir

T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

overpoise (o'ver-poiz), n. Preponderant weight.
Dryden, Epistle to his kinsman J. Dryden.
overpopulate (6-ver-pop'u-lat), v. t. To over-

people.
overpopulation (d-ver-pop-u-la'shon), n. Ex-
cess ofpopulation. Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXVI. 182.

overpost (o-ver-posf), * To hasten over

quicKly.
You may thank the unquiet time for your quiet o'er-

posting that action. 5*o*., 2 Hen. IV., L 2. 171.

overpower (6'ver-pou-er), n. Too great a pow-
er; extensive power.
For when a state growes to an over-potrrr, it Is like a great

floud, that will be sure to overflow.

Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things.

overpower (6-ver-pou'er), v. t. 1. To vanquish
by superior power or force

;
subdue ;

reduce to

silence, inaction, or submission ;
defeat.

over-rake

The lion dying thrusteth forth his paw,
And wiimill* HM- earth, If uothini: else, with rage
To be o'erpouvrcd. fihalt.

,
Rich. 1 1. . v. L 81.

2. To be ton inti iiM' or violent for; overcome

by intensity; overwhelm: as, his emotions

mi',-/,,, ii i ,i il him.

Madam, the greatness of your goodness merpovers me
that a lady so lovely should deign to turn her beauteous

eyes on me so. Sheridan, The Duenna, U. 2.

Occrpuirrr'il quite,
I cannot veil, or droop my sight

Tennyson, Eleanore.

= Syn. 1. Beat, Overwhelm, etc. (see defeat), overbear, mas-

ter, crush.

overpoweringly (6-v6r-pou'er-ing-li), adv. In
an overpowering manner ;

with superior force,

overpraise (6-ver-praz'), v. t. To praUe too
much

; praise unduly or beyond measure,

overpraising (6-ver-pra'zing), n. Excessive

praise. Milton, P. L., U. 615.

over-preach (6-ver-prech'), e. t. To preachwhat
is too profound for (the hearer or the mental

capacity of the hearer).

Many of us ... over-preached our people's capacities.

Bp. Oauden, Tears of the Church, p. 117. (Davits.)

overpress (6-v6r-pres'), c. t. 1. To bear upon
with irresistible force

;
crush ; overwhelm.

Who with dolour and wo the hert ouer-preae.
Horn, of Partenay (E. E. f. 8.), I. 8228.

The prease and store of the Turkes was so great that

they were not able long to endure, but were so overpressed
that they could not wield their weapons.

HaUvyt's Voyage*, IL 131.

I am so overpressed with business as I have no time for

these or other mine own private occasions.

Win&rap, Hist. New England, I. 447.

2. To overcome by importunity,
overpressort, " An oppressor.

Fltz Stephen calleth him Violentns Cantll incubator:
that Is, the violent overpressor of Kent.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 362. (Darin.)

overpressure (6'ver-presh'ur), n. Excessive

pressure.
The Intellectual overpressure of children hi the schools.

Pop. Sd. Mo., XXXIV. 864.

Overpressure-valve, a valve in a steam-boiler which

opens when a certain pressure is attained ; a safety-valve.

overprize (6-ver-priz'), v. t. 1. To value or

prize at too high a rate.

My foes with wond'ring eyes shall see
I over-prize my death.

Warner, Albion's England, iv. 22.

I am much beholden to your high opinion.
Which so o'erpruses my light services. Coleridge.

2. To surpass in value.

By being so retired,

O'er-prutd all popular rate.

Shak., Tempest, L 2. 82.

over-production (6'ver-pro-duk'sbon), n. Ex-
cessive production ; production of commodities
in excess of demand.

I know not of any economical facts, except the two I have

specified, which have given rise to the opinion that a gen-
eral oner-production of commodities ever presented itself

in actual experience. J. 5. Mill, Pol. Econ., lit 14, f 4.

oyerproof (6-ver-prof), a. Having a less spe-
cific gravity than 0.91984: said of alcoholic li-

quors. If 10 volumes of water to 100 volumes of the spir-

it are needed to reduce the latter to proof, the liquor is

said to be 10 owrproo/ and so on, the number preceding
the word overproof indicating hi all cases the number of

volumes of water required to reduce 100 volumes of the

spirit to the specific gravity above named. In practice,
0.920 Is the speciflc.gravity number used, which Is suffi-

ciently accurate for commercial purposes. See pnnf and
underproof.

over-purchaset, v. i. To pay too high a price.
Whosoever buys either wealth or honour at the price of

a crime over-purchases.
Gentleman Instructed, p. 528. (Dane*.)

over-purchase (6'ver-per'chas), . A dear bar-

gain.
Mirth at the expence of Virtue ls an over purchase.

Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 181.

overputt (6-ver-puf), r. t. [< ME. overputten ; <

over + puft.] To overthrow; subdue.

oveniuellt(o-ver-kwel '),v.t. To quell; subdue;
gain power over.

What champion now shal tame the power of hell,
And the unrulle spirits overquellf

Bp. Hall, Elegy on Dr. Witaker.

over-rack (6-ver-rak'), v. t. To rack or torture

to excess ;
overstrain

;
overtax.

I'm uver-rack'd with expectation
Of the event this plot will train him to.

Beau. andFl. (f), Faithful Friends, 111. 1.

over-rake (6-ver-rak'), r. *. To rake fore and
aft, as a heavy sea a vessel at anchor with her
head to the wind

; sweep over.

The seas did so otrr-rake them as many times those upon
ye decke knew not whether they were within bord or with-

oute. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 140.



over-rake

(The ship] was laid over on one side two and a half hours,
BO low as the water stood upon her deck, and the sea over-

raking her continually.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 75.

OVerrank (o-ver-rangk'), it. Too rank or luxu-

riant.
Oh great corrector of enormous times,
.shaker of o'er-rank states !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v.

overrate (6-ver-raf), r. t. To rate or estimate

too highly.
Sir, you o'er-rate my poor kindness.

Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4. 41.

overrate (6'ver-rat), n. An excessive estimate

or rate.

At what an overrate I had made purchase. Massinger.

overreach (6-ver-rech'), v. [< ME. overrechen ;

< orer + reach 1
. ^ I. trans. If. To overtake.

Madam, it so fell out, that certain players
We o'er-raught on the way.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 17.

2. To reach beyond in any direction; rise above;
extend or go beyond.
And now is no Man in Grace but the new Marquess of

Sulfolk ; all Favours from the King and Queen must pass
by him, and the Extent of his Power overreacheth all the
Council. Baker, Chronicles, p. 188.

A common error when working to windward in a race
for the purpose of rounding a weather mark-boat, is for a
boat to overreach herself that is to say, stand on farther
than necessary for weathering the mark.

Qualtrough, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 138.

3. To deceive by cunning, artifice, or sagacity ;

cheat; outwit.

For that false spright . . .

Was so expert in every subtile slight
That it could overreach the wisest earthly wight.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. li. 10.

Upon my life, by some device or other
The villain is o'er-raught of all my money.
They say this town is full of cozenage.

Shak., C. of E., i. 2. 96.

4. To reach or stretch too far.

She over-reached her right arm. and felt pain in the
shoulder. Lancet, No. 3466, p. 241.

= Syn. 3. To dupe, circumvent, cozen, gull, bamboozle,
take in.

II. intrans. In the manage, to strike the toe
of the hind foot against the heel or shoe of the
fore foot : said of a horse. Overreaching device,
an attachment to the foot or leg of a horse to prevent
overreaching.

overreacher (6-ver-re'cher), n. 1. One who
overreaches; one who deceives. 2. A horse
that overreaches.
OVerread (6-yer-red'), v. t. [< ME. overreden,
< AS. oferreedan, read over, consider, < ofer,

over, + r&dan, read: see reoa1.] To read over;
peruse.

Many other bokes that I haue sought & ouerredde for to

accomplysshe hit.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. vi.

You shall anon over-read it at your pleasure.
Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 212.

OVerread (6-ver-red'), . Having read too
much.
For him as for few in this overread age literature meant

the time-tested masterpieces.
The Academy, May 4, 1889, p. 305.

overreckon (6-ver-rek'n), v. t. To reckon,
compute, or estimate in excess.

If we will needs over-reckon our condition, we do but
help to aggravate our own wretchednesse.

Bp. llall, Balm of Gilead, ix.

God, if he were a doer of good, oner-reckon his good
deeds ; and if he were an evil-doer, pass over his evil-do-
ings. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, III. 164.

overredt (6-ver-red'), v. t. To smear with a
red color. [Bare.]

Go prick thy face, and over-red thy fear,
Thou lily-liver'd boy. Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 14.

over-refine (6''yer-re-fin'), v. i. To refine too
much

;
refine with an undue amount of subtlety.

over-refinement (o'ver-re-fin'ment), . Ex-
cessive refinement; refinement with excess of

subtlety or affectation of nicety.
over-rent (6-ver-renf), v. i. To exact too high
a rate of rent; rack-rent.

The lords and landed otter-rent,
And cunningly the same

The parasite doth ouer-reach,
And beares away the game.

Warner, Albion's England, v. 22.

override (6-ver-rid'), v. t. [< ME. overriden (=
D.

overridden
= G. iiberreiten = Dan. override) ;

< over + ride.] 1. To ride over; hence, to
trample down; supersede: as, a decision that
overrides all previous decisions.
Thare myghte mene see Eomaynez rewfully wondyde,
Over-redyne with renkes of the round table !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1524.
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The cartere, overryden with his carte,
Under the whel ful lowe he lay adoun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1104.

I wol that reaume ouer-ride and rediliche destrite.

William of 1'nleriie (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4147.

Whatever reluctance other members of the tribe have
to recognize the leadership of any one member is likely
to be over-ridden by their desire for safety when recogni-
tion of his leadership furthers that safety.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol.
,

473.

2. To ride too much; fatigue by riding.
How like a troop of rank oreridden jades
Yon bushy-bearded citizens appeare !

*

Heywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 27).

3. To outride
; pass in riding.

I over-rode him on the way. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 30.

4. In surg., to overlap: said of a fragment of a
broken bone in relation to another fragment.
To override one's commission, to discharge one's office

in too arbitrary a manner, or with too high a hand.

over-righteous (6-ver-ri'tyus), a. Righteous
overmuch; affecting excessive sanctity. Soget.

overripe (6-ver-rip'), a. Too ripe; also, in an
intensive use, more than ripe.

Thy years are ripe and over-ripe; the son
Of Macedonian Philip had ere these
Won Asia, and the throne of Cyrus held
At his dispose. UUton, P. R,, Ui. 31.

We may not be forced to trust the matter so long agi-

tated, and now overripe for settlement, to chance, to the

unopened future. Gladstone.

OVerripen (6-ver-ri'pn), i'. t. To make too ripe.

Why droops my lord, like over-ripen'd corn,
llaiiidiu: Hie ln::id at ('civs' ]>li'ntcux load?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 1.

overroast (o-ver-rosf), v. t. To roast too much.
Better 'twere that both of us did fast,

Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric,
Thau feed it with such over-roasted flesh.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 178.

overrule (6-ver-rol'), I. trans. 1. To rule

against ; reject ; pronounce to be invalid or un-

tenable; set aside: as, the plea was overruled.

All these objections . . . were overruled ; so that I was
obliged to comply. Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

He overrides or reverses, with the most philosophical
coolness, many of the decisions made by Jeffreys and other

hanging judges among his predecessors.
Whipple, Ess. and ILr\ ., I. 17.

2. To have sway over
;
exercise rule or control-

ling influence over
; control.

Civil law, being the act of the whole body politic, doth
therefore overrule each several part of the same body.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

My lord, you shall o'er-rule my mind for once.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1. 57.

3. To influence or turn in another direction,
or to another course of action, by greater au-

thority or power: as, the accident was over-
ruled for good.
Good faith, you shall not

;
I will overrule you.

/;. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

He talked a good deal about honour, and conscience,
and deceiving some dear friend ; but, lord, we soon over-
ruled that. Sheridan, The Duenna, iii. 2.

But God o'errules all human follies still,

And bends the tough materials to his will.

Cowper, Charity, 1. 463.

II. intrans. To exercise control
; prevail.

When a world of men
Could not prevail with all their oratory,
Yet hath a woman's kindness over-ruled.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 50.

OVerruler (6-ver-ro'ler), n. One who controls,
directs, or governs. Sidney, Defense of Poesy.
overrulingly (6-ver-ro'ling-li), adv. In an over-

ruling manner.
overrun (6-ver-run'), v. [< ME. 'overrunnen,
averrennen, overrinnen; < over + run.'] I. trails.

1. To run over in speech or in thought; trav-
erse

; go over.

Thus much, Sir, I have briefly overronne to direct your
understanding to the wel-head of the History.

Spenser, F. Q., To the Reader.

Clifford, but bethink thee once again,
And ir thy thought o'er-run my former time ;

And, if thou canst for blushing, view this face.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 45.

2. To run or spread over; grow over; cover all

over; extend over or throughout; be propa-
gated throughout.

Till the tears that she hath shed for thee
Like envious floods o'er-run her lovely face,
She was the fairest creature in the world.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 67.

Of all false religions, the Mahometan came nearest to
the Christian in the swift manner of its propagation ;

for
in a small time it over-ran a great part of the eastern
w*>rld. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iv.

Stone walls overrun with privet and barberries.

Longfellow, Kavanagli, xxi.

3. To harass by hostile incursions; overcome
and take possession of by invasion.

overseaming
It is easye to forraie and overrunne the whole lande.

Spettser, State of Ireland.

An army have I muster'd in my thoughts,
Wherewith already France is overrun.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 102.

4. To outrun
;
run faster than (another) and

leave (him) behind.
Anaxius followed me ; but his proud heart did so disdain

that exercise that I had quickly over-run him.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

By M' Allertons faire propositions and large promises,
I have over rune my selfe.

Shirley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 309.

In pursuit of his interests, he made all the doubles which
he thought necessary to attain his object. He often over-

ran his prey, and missed that which he might have gained
by observing a straighter course. Scott, Monastery, xxiii.

5. To nm beyond; exceed; especially, to go
beyond some prescribed or recognized limit, as
of space or time.

The bounty overruns our due,
The fulness shames our discontent.

Whittier, For an Autumn Festival.

6. To run over or run down ; tread down; over-

whelm; crush by superior force.

Keeping his cattle in inclosure where they shall always
have fresh pasture that now is all trampled and overrun.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Such is thy wont, that still when any Knight
Is weakned, then thou doest him over-ronnc.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 44.

7. In prin ting, to extend, as composed types,
beyond the limit first determined; carry over

(words or lines) to the next line, column, or

page To overrun the constable. Same as to outrun
the constable (b) (which see, under constable).

II. intrans. 1. To become superabundant or
excessive

; overflow ;
run over. 2. To extend

beyond the due or desired length, as a line or

page in printing, or beyond any prescribed or
desired limit, as in the paying out of a line from
a reel, etc.

overrunner (6-ver-run'er), ti. One who over-
runs.

Vandal o'er-runners, Goths in Literature.

Lovelace, Lucasta, ii.

OVersail (6-ver-sal'), v. i. In arch., to project
beyond the general face.

OVersay (6-ver-sa'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. overpaid,

ppr. oversaying. To say over; repeat. Fwd.
[Rare.]

overscapet, >. t. [ME. werscapen ; < over +
scape^.J To escape.

Whiche for to counte is but a jape,
As thynge whiche thou myjte overscape.

dower. (HaUiweU.)

oyerscent (6-ver-senf), v. t. To scent exces-

sively ;
scent so as to cover or conceal the ori-

ginal odor.

Sanders himself having the stench of his railing tongue
over-scented with the fragrant ointment of this prince's
memory. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. 303.

OVerscore (6-ver-skor'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. over-

scored, ppr. overscoring. To score or draw a line

or lines over
; erase by drawing lines over.

It had originally been written London, and afterwards

carefully overscored not, however, so effectually as to con-
ceal the word from a scrutinizing eye.

foe, Prose Tales, I. 379.

over-scrupulous (6-ver-skro'pu-lus), a. Scru-

pulous to excess.

Men are not apt to be over-scrupulous as to measures
which they deem essential to their personal safety.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 7.

over-scrupulousness (6-ver-skro'pu-lus-nes),
it. The quality of being over-scrupulous; ex-
cess of scrupulousness.
over-scutched (6-ver-skuchf), a. Probably,
over-switched, over-whipped, or over-drubbed.
And sung those tunes to the over-scutched huswives that

he heard the carmen whistle. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 340.

oversea (6'ver-se'), adv. To or in a place be-

yond the sea
;
abroad. Scott, Peveril of the

Peak, xxvi.

oversea (6-ver-se'), a^ [< oversea, adv. Cf. AS.
oferscelic, also oferscewisc, from over the sea,
transmarine.] Foreign; from beyond the sea.

Some far-journeyed gentlemen, at their return home,
like as they love to go in foreign apparel, so they will

powder their talk with oversea language.
Sir T. Wilson, Art of Rhetoric, iii.

OVerseam (o'ver-sem), n. A seam in which
the thread is, at each stitch, passed over the

edges of the margins sewed together, in such a
manner as to bind the edges; an overhand seam.
OVerseam (6-ver-sem'), v. i. To do over-

seaming: same as overcast, 6, and overhand.

overseaming (6'ver-se-ming), n. A kind of sew-

ing in which, while the margins of two pieces
are seamed together, the thread is also laid



overseaming

over tli- edges of the- pieees, inn! drawn down
in it manner which liimls tin- eil^es. In over-

seaming tiy haml tin needle IB passed through the ma-
terial always frnlll thr samr slilr, thr llnrail being laid

over the i il-i -, :it . -:i.-li stitch. In machine overscaming
the thread Is "limped" over Hie edges nt each stitrli.

liuttmholi--stitt-hhiK, whrir tin- liiltl-uihole is lirst cut
aiid then stitchi-il, is u kind \ overseaming, though nut

usually so culled. Ovttveaming is employed in the manu-
facture of kid gloves, tin: seainiiiK together of breadths of

carpet, etc. See xtitch and oi}t'rlm>/<l.

overseas (o'ver-se/.'i. ml,-. Sume as oversea.

Mi- lost the sense that handles daily life, . . .

And siek of honif '-ut on-neat for change.
Timil/mm, Walking to the Mail

OVersee (o-vi-r-no'), r. [< ME. on rx, ( n, or</>, .

< AS. ofcrsedn (= 1). nrir.:ii H = MLQ. oversea
= OHG. iilinrKi'liiiii, Ml Hi. (j. ubersehen = 8w.
iifi-t-rst = Dau. averse), look over, look down
upon, despise, < ofer, over, + seon, see : see

seel.] I. Iran*. 1. To look over; superintend ;

overlook
;
take tare of ; look out for.

Oucr-twye me at my soperc and some tyine at nones.
Iters Plowman (B), v. 878.

That he should rule, overs*?, and correct the manners and
condicions of the people.

Hall, 154S, lien. V., t. 1. (HaUiweU.)

Thou, Collatine, shalt oversee this will.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1205.

A ... wife . . . without noise will overeee

ills ehildren and his family.
Ih nil.' H. tr. i if Horace's Epodes, ii. 65.

2f. To revise.

I therefore the said towiie clerk . . . exhorte and pray
all suche worshipfulle pcrsonesas hereafter shall be callid

and electid to the seide ofnue3, at theire ceasons of ley-

soure, to rede or do to be redde and overseen this present
boke. I ',<;,/,-/: GMt (E. E. T. S.\ p. 418.

3f. To pass unheeded ;
omit

; neglect ; overlook.

Nay, Madam, I advise nothing ; I only lay before you,
aa a Friend, the Inconveniences which perhaps you have
overseen. Conoreve, Way of the World, v. 5.

To be overseen' . (a) To be deceived, deluded, or mis
taken.

They 're mightily o'metn in it, mi-thinks.

Mitldleton, Chaste Maid, tv. 1.

How are poor women overmen .' We must
Cast away ourselves upon a whining lover,
In charity. Shirley, Hyde Park, i. !.

(b) To be tipsy ; be intoxicated.

Syte not to longe vppe at euene,
For drede with ale thou be ouer-sene.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 49.

All this is come through the occasion of making ... a

supper in my chamber : the Lord pardon me, I trust no
more to be so far overseen.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1858), II. 31.

II, intraiis. To omit or neglect to see
;
over-

look.

The most expert gamesters may sometimes oversee.

Fuller.

overseer (6-ver-ser'), . [< oversee + -*/!.] 1.

One who overlooks ;
a superintendent ;

a super-
visor; one who has the care or superintendence
of any matter.

The overseer also of the Levites at Jerusalem was Uzzi
the sou of Bani. Xeh. xi. 22.

Your family and children be without good overseers.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 217.

For all this, he [a prince] is nothing but a servant, over-

seer, or graft, and not the head, which is a title belonging
only to Christ. Knox, Hist. Reformation, Pref.

2. Specifically, one who oversees or superin-
tends workmen, especially slaves ; one who has

charge, under the owner or manager, of the
work on a plantation, or, in Australia, on a
station.

From tin- earliest dawn of the day they [field-hands] had
been in the fields, pressed to work under the driving lash

of the overseers. Mrs. Stom, Uncle Tom's Cabin, xxxli.

3f. A reviser; a critic.

There are in the world certain voluntary overseen of all

books, whose censure in this respect would fall as sharp
on us as it hath done on many others.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, v :il.

4f. An executor or an adviser to an executor,

formerly sometimes named in wills.

Overseer to most of their wills.

Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 31.

Overseers Of highways, in certain States, local officers

charged with supervising the construction and repair of

public roads. |l
r
. S.I

- Overseers of the poor, officers ap-
pointed annually hy the justices In All the parishes of Eng-
land and Wales, whose primary duty ft is to rate the inhabi-

tants for the poor-rate, and collect the same. Tin- relief of

the poor is now administered by the boards of guardians,
who may appoint assistant overseers. The office is com-
pulsory, and entirely gratuitous, but several classes of

persons are exempt from serving. Numerous miscellane-
ous duties, over and above their original duty of relieving
the poor, are now imposed by statute on overseers : such
as making out the lists of voters, lists of persons in ar-

rears of rates, etc. In certain of the United States, also,

there are officers of local government called overseers of

the poor : their duties, however, are generally confined to

tlit- administering of relief to the poor.

OVerseership (6-ver-ser'ship). n. [< orersin +
-*////(.] The office or station of an overseer,

oversell (6-vtr-nel'), r. t. and t. 1. To sell nt

too high a price.
Life with ease I can disclaim.

And think It oversold to purchase fame.

Dryden, .Kneid, Ix.

2. To sell inore than can be delivered or more
than is in existence

;
to ''sell short": as, to'/r

--'// a stock.

A*, however, the ordinary reason for the non-delivery of

a stock Is that one has not got It to deliver, backwarda-
tion usually marks that the stock lias been oversold by
speculators. X. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 4.W.

overset (o-ver-sef), v. [< ME. ovemetteti, set

ovrr (= D. orerzetten = G. ubersetzen = 8w. of-
cersatta = Dan. orerseette, translate); < over +
8efl.] I. tranx. 1. To set over. 2. To turn

over; overturn; capsize.
The winds thy sight :

Who, raging with thy tears, and they with them,
Without a sudden calm, will overset

Thy tempest- tossed body. Shale., R. and J., 111. 5. 187.

A small bark of Salem, of about twelve tons, . . . was
overset in a gust. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 71.

3. To overthrow
; subvert; overturn.

We might . . . overset the whole power of France.

Adilixm, Present State of the Vi'ar.

sin- made no scruple of oversetting all human institu-

tions, and scattering them as with a breeze from her fan.

Hawthorne, Bllthedale Eomance, vl.

4. To overcome. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.]
The people were so mtersette with their enemies that

manye of them were as yolden, and tooke partie againe
their owne iieighboures. /-''/y<i/i, Chron. (ed. IMS), I. (ii

5f. To overcharge ;
assess at too high a rate.

Thr usurers and publicans . . . bought in great the

emperor's tribute, and, to make their most advantage, did
overset the people. Tyndale, Works, II. 71. (Donor.)

H. intrans. To be overturned
;
be upset.

The pilot kept in close by the land, to see if no bight,
or inlet, offered to bring up in ; but we were going with
such violence that I was satisfied we should overset if we
attempted this. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 218.

While kingdoms overset,
Or lapse from hand to hand.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

overset (6'ver-set), H. [< overset, .] 1. An
upsetting; overturn; ruin. 2f. An excess;

superfluity.
This overset of wealth and pomp. Burnet.

oversew (6-ver-so'), i'. t. To sew in a manner
similar to overcasting, but more closely, so as

completely to cover the edge of the material,
and with greater care. Diet, of Needlework.
overshade (6-v6r-shad'). v. t. To cover with
shade ;

cover with anything that causes dark-
ness ; render dark or gloomy.

Black night o'enhade thy day, and death thy life 1

Shalt., Rich. Ill, i. 2. 131.

overshadow (6-ver-shad'o), f. t. [< ME. *over-
xlniilin n, < AS. ofersceadurian (= MHG. iiber-

schatewen, G. uberschatten = Goth, ufarska-
dtcjan), overshadow, (. ofer, over, + sceadirian,
shadow: see slutdow, v.] 1. To throw a shadow
over; overshade; shade.
While he yet spake, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed

them. Mat. xvtL :..

Except by the rivers and savage habitations, where they
are not overshadowed from the sunne, they are covered
with fruit Capt. John Smith, Worlu, 1. 122.

2. To shelter; protect; cover with protecting
influence.

The power of the Highest shall overshadow thee.

Luke i . 35.

overshadower (6-ver-shad'o-6r), . One who
throws a shade over anything. Bacon, To the

King, Jan. 2, 1618.

overshadowyt ( 6-ver-shad'o-i ) ,
a . [< oi-ershadow

+ -y
1
.] Overshadowing.

'

[Bare.]
The Fig Tree . . . hath her Figs aboue the leaf, because

it is so large and overshadowie.

IIMund, tr. of Pliny's Nat Hist, xvi. 26. (Danes.)

overshake (6-ver-shak'), r. t. If. To shake

away; disperse.
Now welcom somer, with thy soune softe,
That hast this wlntres weders oner-shake.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 688.

2. To shake excessively.
overshave (o'ver-shav), n. In coopering, same
as backingjointer (which see, uiiderjointer1).
overshine (6-ver-shin'), r. t. [< ME. *oversht-

iii it, < AS. uferxcina (= D. oversclienen = OHG.
uberskiiu'ii, MHG. iiberschiiiex, G. iiberscheinen),
shine upon, < ofer, over, + scinan, shine: see

shine.] 1. To shine upon; illumine.

That we, the sons of brave Plantagenet,
Each one already blazing by our meeds.
Should notwithstanding join our lights together
And over-shine the earth as this the world.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 88.

overside

2. To outshine; .surpass in ie

Therefore, lovely Tamora, queen of (9oths,
That like the stately Phiebe 'mongst her nymphs
Dost overthine the gallant'st damn of Koine.

Shak., lit. And., L 1.817.

overshirt (6'ver-shert), n. All outer shirt.

overshoe (o'ver-shii), n. [= I), orerschoen = G.
iii,i I'xi-liiil, = Sw. ilfri-rxko = Dan. otersko ; aa
over 4- shoe.} A shoe worn over another: spe-
cifically, an outer water-proof shoe

; also, an
outside shoe lined with fur or other warm ma-

terial, worn in winter for the sake of warmth.
overshoot (d-ver-nbof), r. [< ME. ixiersheteii,

< AS. "ofersceotan, shoot over, < iifrr, over, +
-i-ii'itiitt, shoot: see shoot.] I. trims. 1. Toshoot

over, as water on a wheel. 2. To shoot or go
beyond; fly beyond; hence, toe \.-i-i -.1; overstep.

The hounde* bad ovtnhtt hym alle.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 883.

In the fogge - [he) missed the shlppe, and ouenhut

her, and afterwards, returning back)-, he found the ship.

Uakivyfs Voyages, L 429.

But this caused us to overshoot our time, themoon spend-
ing so fast 11. Knox (Arber's Eng. Ciarner, I. 408).

And when thou hast on foot the purblind hare,
Mark the poor wretch, to overshoot his trouble
How he outruns the wind.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. Ueii.

The lark Is gav,
That drives his feathers, saturate with dew,
Beneath the rosy cloud, while yet the beams
Of dayspring overshoot his humble nest

Cooper, Task, I. 416.

3. To shoot over or beyond, as a mark.

Every inordinate appetite defeat* its own satisfaction by
overshooting the mark It aims at Tiilutnoii.

There was, however, a kind of wholesale sanctity about
the place which overshot the mark.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 188.

To overshoot one's self, to venture too far ; go too far

in any course of action ; overreach one's self.

In finding fault with the limes, I doubt me, you shall

much over-shoote your self. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Believe me, you shall not overshoot yourself, to send him
that word by me. B. Jonson, Eplcoene, iv. i

My Lord of Rochester . . . ovemhot himseWe, by the
same carriage and stlflnesse, which their friends thought
they might have well spar'd, . . . and that it had ben suf-

ficient to have declar'd their dissent with lesse passion.
Ecrlya, Diary, Feb. 21, 1689.

n. intrans. To shoot over or too far
; hence,

to overstep due bounds in any respect.
Your ladyship will pardon me my fault ;

If I have over-shot. 111 shoot no more.
B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

overshootingt (6-ver-sho'ting), p. a. Exces-
sive.

I am to require yon not to have an overshooting expecta-
tion of me. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

overshot (6-v6r-shot'), 1>- 1. Exceeded in

shooting or in any effort; surpassed.
But are you not ashamed f nay, are you not,
All three of you, to be thus much o'ershot?

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 8. 160.

2. Having exceeded proper limits in drinking;
intoxicated; tipsy. [Colloq.]

Death ! Colonel, I knew you were overshot. Chapman.
Overshot leaves, in hot., in the Mtuci, those leaves In

which the anterior margin turned toward the vegetative
point of the stem stands higher than the posterior one,
and thus the anterior margin of every leaf overlaps the

posterior margin of the leaf which stands before it, while
its own posterior
margin is overlap-
ped by the anterior

margin of the leaf
which stands be-
hind It Encyc.
Brit., XVII. 67.

Overshot water-
wheel, a wheel that
receives the water
shot over the top on
the descent The
circumference of
the wheel is furnish-
ed with buckets, so
fashioned and dis-

posed as to receive
the water at the top
of the wheel and Oveishot wier-hcel.
retain it until they
reach, as nearly as possible, the lowest point The water
acts principally hy Its gravity, though some effect Is also

due to the velocity with which It strikes the heel.

overshot (6'ver-shot\ H. A mill with an over-

shot wheel.
More water for another mill,

An old weak over-thot I must provide for.

Beau, and Fl., Mad Lover, Iv. 1.

overside (6'ver-sid'), arfr. Over the side, as of

a ship. [Rare.]
The bulk of the cargo, instead of being put upon the

quays, is discharged ovenide Into lighters and conveyed
to wharves. The Enyinerr, LXVHI. 28*.



overside

overside (6-ver-sid'), n. Acting over the side:

as, overside dredges (that is, dredges that dis-

charge over the side).

oversight (6'ver-sit), n. [= D. overzigt = G.
iibersicht = Sw. iifcersigt = Dan. oversigt; as
over + sight.] 1. Superintendence; inspec-
tion

;
watchful care.

Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the

oversight thereof, not by constraint, but willingly.
1 Pet. v. 2.

2. A mistake of inadvertence; an overlook-

ing ; omission; error.

Be not always ready to excuse every over-sight, or indis-

cretion, or ill action. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 4.

=Svn. 1. Supervision, inspection, control, direction, man-
agement, charge. 2. Inadvertence, etc. (see negligence),
mistake, blunder, slip.

oversightedness (6'ver-sit-ed-nes), . Long-
sightedness ; hypermetropia.

oversilet, v. t. [< over + sile, var. of ceil: see

ceil.] To cover over; conceal.

Ere I my malice cloke or oversile,
In giving Izac such a counsell vile.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (Nares.)

oversize1
(6-ver-siz'), i; . t. [< over + size*.] To

surpass in bulk or size. [Rare.]
Or for that [Dalmatians] bred in amonntainons countrey,

who are generally observed to over-size those that dwell
on low levels. Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

oversize2
(6-ver-siz'), v. t. [< over + sine2.] To

cover with size or viscid matter. [Bare.]
O'er-sized with coagulate gore,

With eyes like carbuncles, the hellish Pyrrhus
Old grandsire Priam seeks. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 484.

overskip (6-ver-skip'), v. t. [< ME. overskippen ;

< over + skip.] 1. To skip or leap over; pass
over by leaping; hence, to omit.

Many a worde I overskipte
In my tale, for pure fere.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 1208.

Presume not, ye that are sheep, to make yourselves
guides of them that guide you ; neither seek ye to overskip
the fold. Quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, Pref., ill.

2. To pass by or fail to see or find
; pass by or

treat with indifference
; neglect; slight.

But then the mind much sufferance doth o'erskip,
When grief hath mates, and bearing fellowship.

Shak., Lear, iii. . 113.

But if we haue overekipped it, we will not enuie them
that shall find it.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 221.

overskippert (6-ver-skip 'er), n. One who skips
(as passages in reading).
So is he a goky, by god, that in the godspel failleth, . . .

And oner-skippers also. Piers Plouman (C), xlv. 123.

OVerskirt (6'ver-skert), . 1. An outer skirt.

2. Drapery arranged upon or over the skirt
of a dress.

overslaugh (6-ver-sla'), v. t. [< D. overslaan
(= G. uberschlagen), skip over, pass by, omit,
< over, = E. over, + slaan, = E. slay, strike : see
over and slay.] 1. To pass over in favor of
another : as, to overslaugh a bill in a legislative.
[U. S.] 2. To hinder or obstruct: as, to over-

slaugh a military officer. [U. S.] 3. To op-
press; keep down. [U. S.]
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His oversloppe nis nat worth a my te.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 80.

overslowt (o-ver-slo'), v. t. To render slow
;

check
;
curb. Hammond, Works, IV. 563.

OVersman (6'verz-man), n.; pi. oversmen (-men).
An overseer; a superintendent; specifically,
in Scots law, an umpire appointed by a submis-
sion to decide where two arbiters have differed
in opinion, or named by the arbiters themselves,
under powers given them by the submission.
oversnow (6-ver-sno'), v. t. 1. To cover with
snow.

Beauty o'ermovi'd and bareness every where.

Shak., Sonnets, v.

Hence 2. To cover and whiten as with snow
;

make hoary.
Ere age unstrung my nerves, or time o'ersnowed my head.

Dryden, .-Eiieiil, v.

oversoon (6-ver-son'), adv. Too soon.
oversorrow (6-ver-sor'6), v. t. To grieve or af-

flict to excess.

He . . . shall restore the much-wronged and over-sor-
rowed state of matrimony. Milton, Divorce, Pref.

OVer-SOUl (6'ver-sol), . [Imitated from Skt.

adliyatman,<. adhi, over,+ dtman, breath, spirit,

soul, self: see atmo-.] The divine spiritual
unity of things ;

God as the spiritual unity of
all being and the source of spiritual illumina-
tion: used by Emerson, without precise defini-

tion, as a philosophical conception.
The only prophet of that which must be is that great

nature in which we rest, as the earth lies in the soft arms
of the atmosphere ; that Unity, that Over-soul, within which
every man's particular being is contained and made one
with all other ; that common heart

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 244.

The over-soul of Emerson is that aspect of Deity which
is known to theology as the Holy Spirit.

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, p. 411.

oversow (6-ver-so'), v. t. [< ME. *oversowen, <

AS. ofersdwan (= OS. obharsdjan= OHG. ubar-

sdwen), oversow, < ofer, over, + sdwan, sow: see
sow;1.] 1. To sow over; scatter or sprinkle
over.

Whilst he sleeps, the enemy over-sows the field of his
heart with tares. Rev. T. Adamt, Works, I. 480.

2. To sow too much of: as, to oversow one's
wheat. 3. To sow too much seed upon: as,
to oversow a lot with rye.

overspan (6-ver-span'), v. t. To reach or extend
over,

oversparred(o-ver-spard'), a. Having too large
spars, or masts and yards : said of a vessel.

overspeak (6-ver-spek'), v. I. intrans. To
speak too much

; use too many words.
Il.t trans. To express in too many or too big

words : used reflexively.
Describing a small fly, he extremely over-worded and

over-spake himself in his expression of it, as if he had
spoken of the Nemean Lion.

Hales, Golden Remains, p. 229.

overspent (6-ver-spent'), a. Harassed or fa-
to an extreme degree.
Thestylis wild thyme and garlic beats

For harvesl
' ' "

condition of a sick man.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 89.

overslayt (6'ver-sla), n. [< ME. overslay (also
over slauth), < AS. oferslege, oferslaige, lintel, <

ofer, over, + siege, < sledn, strike : see slay.] A
lintel or transom. Prompt. Pan., p. 374.

oversleep (6-ver-slep'), v. I. trans. To sleep be-
yond : as, to oversleep the usual hour of rising.
To oversleep one's self, to sleep longer than one ought

or desires to sleep.

II. intrans. To sleep beyond the proper or
desired time of waking.
overslidet (6-ver-slid'), v. i. To slide over orby ;

pass by.
For lacke of tune I let ouerdide.

Lydgate, Story of Thebes, ii,

overslip (6-ver-slip'), v. t. 1. To slip or pass
without notice

; pass undone or unused.
It [this poem] was soe sodainlie thrust into the presse

tnaj I had noe corapetencie of time . . . with a more dili-
gent pervsall to correct any easily overslipped errour

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 111.

Faultes escaped in the Printing correcte with your
pennes: omitted by my neglygence, ouersKppe with pa-
tience. Lyiy> Euphues and his England, p. 224.

2. To pass over (any
T. G. of V., ii. 2. 9.

overspratt. A Middle English contracted third

person singular of overspread.
overspread (6-ver-spred'), [< ME. over-

spreden, < AS. ofersprcedan (= D. overspreiden= MHG. G. iiberspreiten), < ofer, over, + sprai-
dan, spread: see spread.] I. trans. 1. To spread
over; cover over.

And after this, Theseus hath ysent
After a beer, and it al overspradde
With cloth of gold, the richeste that he hadde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2013.

Darkness overspread the deep,
Ere Nature rose from her eternal sleep.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 636.

2. To be scattered over.

Here wild olive shoots o'erspread the ground,
And heaps of berries strew the fields around.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 254.

II. intrans. To be spread or scattered about.

OVerspring (6-ver-spring'), v. t. [< ME. over-

springen (= D. overspringen = MHG. ubwspring-
en, G. iiberspringen) ;

< over + spring.] To over-

top; overclimb; rise above.

o-ver-stan'), v. t. To stain the sur-

an overgarment, surplice, < ofer, over,

&?&?*' Se
ent

; a surphce.

Shak., K. John, iii. i. 236.

(6-ver-stand'), v. t. To stand too
strictly on the demands or conditions of.

overstrike

Hers they shall be if you refuse the price ;

What madman would o'erstand his market twice?

Dryden, tr. of Xheocritus's Idyls, iii

overstare (6-ver-star'), v. t. To outstare.

I would o'erstare the sternest eyes that look.

SAa*., M. of V. (ed. Knight), ii. 1. 27.

overstate (6-ver-staf), v. t. To exaggerate in

statement; express or declare in too strong
terms.

All needless multiplication of points of controversy,
whether in the form of overslatiivj differences, or under-
stating agreements. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 616.

overstatement (6-ver-stat'ment), n. An exag-
gerated statement; an overcharged account or
recital.

Emerson hates the superlative, but he does unquestion-
ably love the tingling effect of a witty over-statement,

0. W. Holmes, Emerson, vL

overstay (6-ver-sta'), v. t. To stay or delay be-

yond; stay beyond the limits or duration of:

as, to overstay one's time.

overstep (6-ver-step'), t'. t. [< ME. *oversteppen,
< AS. ofersteppan (= D. overstappen = OHG.
uberstephen), cross over, exceed, < ofer, over, +
steppan, step: see step, >.] To step over or

beyond; exceed.

When a government, not content with requiring decen-
cy, requires sanctity, itoversteps the bounds which mark its

proper functions. Macaulay, Leigh Hunt.

overstock (6'ver-stok), n. Superabundance;
more than is sufficient.

overstock (6-ver-stok'), v. t. To stock or sup-
ply in excess of what is wanted; fill to over-

flowing ; glut ; crowd : as, to overstock the mar-
ket with goods, or a farm with cattle.

Some think the fools were most, as times went then,
But now the world's o'erstock'd with prudent men.

Dryden, The Medal, 1. 102.

overstockst (6'ver-stoks), n. pi. [< over +
stocks. Cf. nether-stock.] Knee-breeches.
overstore (6-ver-stor' ), v. t. To store to excess

;

supply in superabundance. /. Walton, Com-
plete Angler, p. 148.

overstory (6' ver-8t6"ri), n.; pi. overstories (-riz).
In arch., a clearstory or any upper story.
overstrain (6-ver-stran'), v. I. intrans. To
strain or strive to excess

;
make exhausting or

injurious efforts.

He [Apelles] wished all painters would imprint this les-
son deeply in their memory, that with overstraining and
earnestness of finishing their pieces, they often did them
more harm than good.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, 54.

II. trans. To stretch or strain too far
;
exert

to an injurious degree.
Even the largest love may be overstrained.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations (ed. Tegg), II. 876.

Some wild turn of anger, or a mood
Of overstrain'd affection, it may be,
To keep me all to your own self.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

From the overstraining and almost slumberless labor of
the last days and nights. The Century, XXLX. 89.

overstrain (6'ver-stran), n. Excessive strain
;

exhausting effort.

Nancy, who does not love him, . . . says it was such an
overstrain of generosity from him that it might well over-
set him.

Itichardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 144. (Domes.)
He was suffering from the universal malady of overstrain,

with Its accompanying depression of vitality.
New Princeton Rev., II. 106.

OVerstrawt, v . t. An obsolete form of overstrew.
OVerstream (6-ver-strem'), v. t. [= D. over-
stroomen = MHG. uberstrumen, G. iiberstromen
= Sw. ofverstromma = Dan. overstromme; as
over + stream.] To stream or flow over.

Overstream'd and silvery-streak'd
With many a rivulet high against the Sun.

Tennyson, Islet.

overstretch (o-ver-strech'), < t. To stretch or
strain excessively ; overstrain ; exaggerate.
overstrew (6-ver-stro'), t>. t. [Also overstrow,
formerly also overstraw; = D. overstrooijen =
MLG. overstrouwen = MHG. iiberstrouwen, G.
iiberstreuen; as over + strew.] To strew or scat-
ter over.

See how the bold usurper mounts the seat
Of royal majesty ; how oventrmring

Perils with pleasure, pointing ev'ry threat
With bugbear death. Quarles, Emblems, i. 16.

OVerstride (6-ver-strid'), v. To step or stride

beyond. Drmjton, Legend of Thomas Cromwell.
overstrike (o'-ver-strik'), v. t. [= MHG. iiber-

stricJien, G. tiberstreichen; as over + strike.] To
strike with excessive force

;
strike beyond.

The Forsaken Knight overslrake himself so as almost he
came down with his own strength.

Str P. Sidney, Arcadia, lit
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OVerstring (o-vi'T- string'), ''. In /J/IIH, ,!',/,-

miil.iiii/. In ;ifttin<' tlic strings in two sets, one
(il \vhirh crosses obliquely over the other.

OVerstringing (6'ver-sti-ingmg), . In ;,/-
fortf-miik-iny, the act, process, or result of ar- Overtake (6-vcr-tiik'), v. '

overthwart
Treason begins In the heart before it appears In overt -Syn, t Overpower, Overwhelm, etc. (see defeat), over-

fiicijt, Gulliver'
Travels, L 7. come, master, worst, crush. Subvert, etc. See overturn.

ranging the strings in two sets, one of which,
nsiinlly eompriaiiur the largest and longest
strings, crosses obliquely over the other. This
arrangement makes the Instrument more compact and
linnxs the tensions into better opposition to each other,

overstrow (6-ver-stro'), v. t. Same as <i<-< i
-

K/l-l II'.

overstrung (6-ver-struug'), 1. Too highly
strung ; too sensitively organized.
Many women will, no doubt, resent that one should take

as a type a personality so excessive, soali*<irlc<l and enam-
ored of itself, noentruny and overbalanced.

Scribner'a May., VI. 633.

It Is but seldom that any one overt act produce* hostll-
Itles between two nations. Irving, Sketcb-Book, p. 73.

[< ME. oeertul:, ;

Tr + take.] 1. To come up with in travel-

ing the same way, or in pursuit (with or with-
out the idea of passing the person or thing
overtaken); catch up with in any course of

thought or action.

Spes spakllch hym spedde, spede if he myjte,
To ouertake hym and talke to hym ar thel to toun come.

Piers Plowman (B), xvit 82.

Is this true ? or Is It else your pleasure.
Like pleasant travellers, to break a jest
Upon the company you overtake!

Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 5. 73.

I walked on so fast that even he could hardly have over-

2. Noting a pianoforte in which the strings are
Mmme llad 1>B tried- Charlotte Bronte; Jane Eyre, Mil.

arranged in two sets, one crossing obliquely
over the other.

overstudied (6-ver-stud'id), a. Excessively
learned

; too carefully taught.
Fondly ooemtudied In useless controversies.

Milton, Church-Government^ 11., Conclusion.

overstudy (6'ver-stud-i), n. Excessive study.
There is a case of eyes spoiled for life by over-stud;/.

H. Spencer, Education, p. 41.

oversumt (6'ver-sum), n. A surplus.
Whatsoeuer ouer-summe of the liquor did accrue to him

by leases and other excheats, wherof also I haue seen
mention. UoKnshed, Descrip. of Britain, xviiL

oversup (6-ver-sup'), v. i. [< ME. oversopen; <
over + sup.] To eat or drink to excess.
And ouer-soped at my soper. Piers Plowman (C), vii. 429.

oversupply (6'ver-su-pli'), v. t. To supply in
excess of demand.
oversupply (6'ver-su-pli'), n. A supply in ex-
cess of demand.
A general over-supply or excess of all commodities above

the demand, so far as demand consists in means of pay-
ment, is thus shown to be an Impossibility.

2. To take by surprise ; come upon unexpect-
edly ; surprise and overcome ; carry away.

If a man, through the fraUty of humane Nature, or the ,_ . . , .

sudden
surprise of a Temptation, be overtaken In a fault, over-throw (6' ver

do not, salth he, trample upon him, nor Insult over him. f f , Jl JlUUfc .

StiUimjfleet, Sermons, II. vil.

All so overtaken with this good news.

Pepyi, Diary, June 6, 1668.

He walk'd abroad, o'ertalten in the rain.

Confer, Conversation, 1. 277.

Hence 3. To overpower the senses of.

If her beauties have so overtaken yon, It becomes a true
lover to have your heart more set upon her good than your

Overthrow (o'ver-tliro), H. [MK. i,n iihmii; ;

< iii-trtlinnc, v.] The act of overthrowing, or
the state of being overthrown ; subversion ; de-

struction; discomfiture; defeat; conquest: as,
the overthrow of a tower, of a city, of plans, of
one's reason.

Sundrye victories hadde bee, and sometimme mierthruwet.
Sir T. More, Works, p. SI.

What ! shall we curse the planets of mishap,
That plotted thus our glory's overthrow f

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., I. 1. M.
To give the overthrow, to defeat; overthrow.
Manle of them which now do offer to take Armour for

your sake, yf occasion be ottered, will be the fyrst to stryke
yo"-, to pine yo the ocerthrowc.

Boot* of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ter.X t 74.

Let them set on at once ; for I perceive
But cold demeanour In Octavlus' wing.
And sudden push gives them the overthrow.

Shak.,J.C.,r.ia.

8yn._ Prostration, wreck, rout See defeat, v. (.
"

n. In cricket, a throw
te fielder at the

wicket, so that additional runs are made in Con-
sequence.
overthrower (6-ver-thro'er), n. One who over-

throws, vanquishes, or destroys.
Snndrle were brought home who were the king's ene-

mies, vuerthroierrt of the kingdome, and enemies to re-

ligion. HoKiuhed, Hist Scotland, an. 1678.

n. r'P. SW^Arcadiaru! overthrowingt (6-ver-thro'ing), p. a. [ME.
O_you blind men

(
with feminine shape oretaken, overthrowing (tr. lui.prcceeps) ; ppr. of overthrow,

.] Rashly inclined
; headlong; hasty; rash.

The nature of som man Is ... overthrowenge to yvcl,
and . . . uncovenable, Chaucer, Boethlus, Iv. prose 6.

overthrust (6'vfer-thrust), n. In geol. ,
a faulted

overfold accompanied by a distinct separation
of the masses on both sides of the fanlts, which
are thrust or shoved apart in the direction of
the line of the fault or thrust-plane.
overthwart (6-ver-thwart'), adv. and prep. [<'

Whose amorous hearts are with then- culture shaken.
Heywood, Dialogues, 111.

4- SpecificaUy. to overcome with drink; in-
'

I^ y m Pa8t P^61?16 -

I will not be drunk in the streets ;. . . If I be overtaken,
it shall be In civil and genteel company.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 798.

I walked here after nine, two miles, and I found a parson
drunk, lighting with a seaman. . . . It mortified me to see
a man in my coat so overtaken.J S MHl Pol F.cmi Hi 11

... 1 , .

'

.

co"'' I1L " *, Journal to Stella, May 5, 1711. ME. overthwart, overthwert, overtwert
(o-ver-swar mmg), a. Swarm-

overtalk(6-ver-tak'),;. I. intrans. To talk too overwhart (=ri.own*icaf = Dan. ov,

^^o^ty^ior flce
SW
o7po: 3jRj^^ "^^ *^

overrule
Merlin, overtalk'd and overworn,

Had yielded, told her all the charm, and slept
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien,

overtask (o-ver-task'), . t. To impose too

But that great command o'ersways the order,
She should in ground unsanctitled have lodged
Till the last trumpet. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 261.

His ungovernable temper had overswayed him to fall In
his respects to her majesty's person.

Sm\ft, Change in Queen's Ministry.

overswell (6-ver-swel'), v. I. trans. To rise
above the rim, bounds, or banks of

; overflow.
Fill, Lucius, till the wine o'tmmll the cup ;

I cannot drink too much of Brutus' love.

heavy a task or duty upon : as, to overtask a pu-
pil ; to overtask the memory.

To find out that, good shepherd, I suppose,
In such a scant allowance of star-light,
Would overtask the best land-pilot's art.

II. intrans. To rise, as a flood
; overflow.

Let floods o'erswell, and fiends for food howl on !

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 1. 97.

overt (6'vert), a. [< ME. orerte, < OF. overt,
ouvert, F. ouvert, open, opened, pp. of ovrir, F.
ouvrir, open, prob. a contraction of OF. aovrir,
aiivrir = Pr. adubrir, open,

'

deopeHre, open, uncover,
' "

rire, cover, perhaps < *ol^
frontH- -perire, as in aperfre, uncover : see aperi-
ent. The two forms appear to have been some-
what confused, and OF. ovrir, if not < aovrir,
must be considered a var. of avrir, < L. aperire,
open.] If. Open ; yielding easy passage.

The air therto is so overte . . .

That every soun mot to hit pace.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 718.

2. Plain to the view; apparent; not covert;
open; manifest.

In sauter Is sayd a verce ouerte
That spekes a poynt determynable.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), t. 592.

Overt and apparent virtues bring forth praise. Bacon.
To vouch this Is no proof,

Without more wider and more overt test
Than these thin habits and poor likelihoods
Of modern seeming do prefer against him.

Shak., Othello, i. 3. 107.

The possibility of co-operation depends on fulfilment of
contract, tacit or overt. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 99.

3. In her. : (a) Having the wings spread : said
of a bird. The wings are represented with the
points downward unless blazoned as overt ele-
vated, (b) Open: said of anything that is com-
monly shut: as, a purse overt Letters overt See
letters. Market overt. See market. Overt act, as
commonly denned, an open or manifest act from which
criminality is inferred; but the better opinion is that
open and manifest are here used in contrast not to secret
and concealed acts, but to intent and words. The writ-
ing and sending of a letter may be an overt act, however
secretly done.

Shak., J. C.', Iv. 3. 161. OVertai (6-ver-taks'), v. t.

d-pi
H -it-,,. Comus, L 309.

To tax too heavily
or oppressively ; hence, to exact too much from
in any way.
A river is competent to effect Itsown purification unless

overtaxed with pollution. Huxley, Physiography, p. 127.

We . . . have loved the people well,
And loathed to see them overtax'd.

Tennyson, Godiva.

over+ thwart, a.'] I. adv. 1. Athwart; across;
crosswise

; from side to side.

For that pece that wente upright fro the Erthe to the
Heved was of Cypresse ; and the pece that wente over-

thicart, to the whiche his Honda weren nayled, was of
Palme

; and the Stock, that stode within the Erthe, In
the whiche was made the Morteys, was of Cedre.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 10.

Here at this closet dore wlthoute.
Right overthwart, youre wommen llggen alle.

Chaucer, Troll us, ill. 685.

Like a beame, or by the circumference, and that Is over-
thwart and dyametrally from one side of the circle to
the other. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 81.

A rich full robe of blue silk girt about her, a mantle of
silver worn overthieart, full gathered, and descending in
folds behind. Chapman, Masque of the Middle Temple.

2. Exceedingly; excessively.
Ouerthirarl cruel and ryght perilous.

Som. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3171.

n. prep. 1. Across; from side to side of.

n?' + 2
overteemed (6-ver-temd'), . Wom'ouVor ex~- bSZ^SrS&SSSK* MUgh " d^ ""

U.L. I WHC" I l >l I I .jt i 1 Xl-lill tf\f\ Tniislll +nAVn!nsv AW VtAw.hausted with too much teeming or bearing.
And for a robe,

About her lank and all o'er-tefmed loins,
A blanket, in the alarm of fear caught up.

Shak., Hamlet, Ii. 2. 631.

His [Livy's] mind is a soil which is never overteemed, a
fountain which never seems to trickle.

Macaulay, History.

overthrow (6-ver-thro'), v. t. [< ME. overthrow-

en; < over + throw1
.] 1. To overturn; upset.

His wife overthrew the table when he had invited his
friends. Jer. Taylor.

2. To throw down
; prostrate.

The King and Sir William Kingston ran together, which
Sir William, though a strong and valorous Knight, yet the
King overthrew him to the Ground.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 264.

Hence (a) To overcome; defeat; vanquish,

0, sir, you have overthrown Alisander the conqueror!
Shak,, L. L. L, v. 2. 577.

The claimants whose pretensions, just or unjust, had dis-
turbed the new settlement, were overthrown.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist.

(6) To subvert ; overturn ; ruin ; spoil.

Here 's Gloucester, a foe to citizens, . . .

That seeks to overthrow religion,
Because he is protector of the realm.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., I. 8. 65.

The Dutch are planted nere Hudsons Bay, and are likely
to overthrow the trade.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 163.

(ct) To cast down ; deject
Goode men beth overthrowtn for drede of my peril.

Chaucer, Boethius, L prow 4.

Merlin (E. E. T. S-X UL 653.

It Is aboue SO. dales tourney to passe ouerlhwart the
desert Uakluyfi Voyages, L 109.

They haue a custome, when any of their fathers die, In
token of lamentation, to draw (as It were) a Leather thong
ouerlhwart their faces, from one eare to the other.

Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 404.

Thlr Towns and strong holds were spaces of ground
fenc't about with a Ditch and great Trees fell'd overthicart
each other. Milton, Hist Eng., ii.

2. On the other side of.

Far beyond, and imrthwart the stream,
That, as with molten glass, Inlays the vale,
The sloping land recedes Into the clouds.

Cowper, Task, L 169.

3. Over against; opposite.
Do'st thou know the man

That doth so closely overthwart us stand t

Greene, Alphousus, L

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]
overthwartt (6'ver-thwart), a. and n. [< ME.
n i-flnrart: see overthwart, adv.] I. a. 1.

Opposite ; situated on the opposite side.

Falre mlstresse, . . . mine ouerthirart neighbour.
Greene, Never Too Late.

We whisper for fear our u'rrthtrart neighbours should
hear us cry Liberty. Dryden, Cleomenes, v. 2.

2. Contrary; cross; perverse; contradictory.
Be not to orped, ne to ouerlhwart. & oothis thon hate.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. 8-X p. 12.

If they reply any ouerthwart words, or speake any bitter
injurie, the hurt Is that you bane a heart to feele it, and
not strength to renenge It

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 18S.



overthwart

Alas, what cause is there so overthwart

That Nobleness itself makes thus unkind;
Sir P. Sidney (Albert Eng. Garner, I. 525).

II. H. 1. An adverse or thwarting circum-

stance.

A hart well stay'd in overthwartes depc
Hopeth aniendes ; in swete, doth feare the sowre.

Surrey, Praise of Meane and Constant Estate.

2. Contradiction; quarreling; wrangling.
What have wee here before my face, these unseemely

and malepart overthwarts ?

Lyly, Endimion, iii. 1. (A ares.)

overthwart (6-ver-thwart'), v. t. [< overtlucart,

rtrfi1

.] 1. To cross; pass or lie across.

News were brought hither that many of the Turk's gal-

leys were drowned by over-thwarting the seas.

Ascliam, To the Fellows of St. John's.

[Pallas) stood

Somewhat apart, her clear and bared limbs
O'erthwarted with the brazen-headed spear

Upon her pearly shoulder leaning cold.

Tennyson, (Enone.

2. To thwart; oppose; hinder.

When I pretend to please, she ouerthwarti me still.

Gascoigne, Flowers, Divorce of a Lover.

All the practice of the church rashly they break and
overthwart.

Stapleton, Fortress of the Faith (1565), fol. 127. (Latham.)

[Obsolete or archaic in both uses.]

OVerthwartingt (6-ver-thwar'ting), . [Verbal
n.of overthwart,v.] Contradiction; wrangling.

Necessary it is that among fri[e]nds there should bee
some ouerthwarting.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 378.

overthwartlyt (6-ver-thwart'li), adv. [< ME.
overthwertly, overqujertly ; < overthwart + -%2.]

Transversely; across; crossly; perversely.
Obstinate operam dat. He deales overthwartly with me.

He yieldes not an inch. He stands to his tackling.
Terence in English (1614). (Hares.)

overthwartnesst(o'ver-thwart-nes),. 1. The
state of being athwart or lying across. 2. Con-
trariness ; perverseness.
Of verie overthwartiies you did write to me so, by cause

I should aunswere to the same purpose.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 56.

My younger sister, indeed, might have been married to

a far greater fortune, had not the overthwartneis of some
neighbours interrupted it. Lord Herbert, Life, p. 53.

overtilt (6-ver-tilf), v. t. [< overtilten; < over
+ tilt, t'.] To tilt over; overturn.

Antecryst cam thanne and al the croppe of treuthe
Torned it vp so doune and ouertilte the rote.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 53.

overtime (6'ver-tim), n. Time during which
one works beyond the regular hours.

overtime (6'ver-tlm'), adv. During extra time :

as, to work overtime.

OVertimelyt (o-ver-tlm'li), adv. [< ME. over-

timelydie; < over + timely, adv."] Untimely;
prematurely ; unseasonably.
Heeres hore are shad overtymeliche upon myn heved.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

OVertimelyt (6-ver-tIm'li), . [< over + timely,
a.] Unseasonable; premature.

Call to remembrance (I praithee) the vaine youthfull
fantasie and ouertimelie death of fathers and thy brethren.

Holinshed, Hist, of England, Coanus, an. 540.

overtippledt (6-ver-tip'ld), a. Intoxicated.

Richard, the last Abbot, Sonne to Earle Gislebert, being
over-tipled, as it were, with wealth, disdaining to bee un-
der the Bishop of Lincoln, dealt with the king . . . that a
Bishops See might be erected here.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 493. (Dames.)

overtire (6-ver-tir'), v. I. trans. To tire exces-

sively ; fatigue to exhaustion.

Marching with al possiblespeede on foote, notwithstand-
ing . . . the ouertirinij tedious deepe sands.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 613.

He his guide requested, . . .

As oner-tired, to let him lean awhile
With both his arms on those two massy pillars.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1632.

II. intrans. To become excessively fatigued.
Which is the next, and must be, for fear of your overtir-

ing, the last of our discourse.

Bp. Hall, Sermons, xxxiii., Ps. Ix. 2.

OVertitle (6-yer-ti'tl), 11. t. To give too high a
title to

; claim too much for.

Omrtitting his own quarrels to be God's cause.

Fuller, Holy War, p. 250.

overtly (6'vert-li), adv. [< ME. overtlye; <
overt + -/i/

2
.] In an overt manner; in open

view; openly; publicly.
Whatsoever he overtly pretended, he held in secret a

contrary council. Raleigh, Hist World, Pref., p. 21).

Good men are never overtly despised, but that they are
first calumniated. Young, Sermons, II. 389.

overtoil (6-ver-toil'), r. t. To overtask or over-
drive with work; overwork

;
wear out by toil.
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The truth is, that valour may be overtott'd and overcom
at last with endless overcomming. Hilton, Hist. Eug., iii.

They were so ouer-toiled, many fell sicke, but none died.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 128.

Ocertoil'd

By that day's grief and travel.

Tennyson, Geraiut.

over-toise (6-ver-toiz'), *> t. [< E - over + F. toi-

ser, measure, < toisc, a fathom, a certain mea-
sure: see toixe."] To measure over; measure out.

Picking a sustenance from wear and tear

By implements it sedulous employs
To undertake, lay down, mete out, o'er-toise

Sordello. Browning, Sordello.

overtone (6'ver-ton), . In music, a harmonic.
See harmonic, n., 1.

The series of elementary sounds into which a clang can
be resolved we shall call its partial tones, sometimes dis-

tinguishing, among these, the lowest, or fundamental

tone, from the others, or overtones of the clang.
S. Taylor, Science of Music, p. 73.

overtop (6-ver-top'), v. I. trans. 1. To rise

above or beyond the top of.

Where her imperious fane her former seat disdains,
And proudly over-tops the spacious neighbouring plains.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 16.

I see a column of slow-rising smoke
O'ertop the lofty wood that skirts the wild.

Cowper, Task, i. 558.

2. To overstep ;
exceed.

If Kings presume to overtopp the Law by which they
raigne for the public good, they are by Law to be reduc'd
into order. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

3. To excel
; surpass ; outstrip.

The Majestic of the Gospel must be broken and lie flat,

if it can be overtopt by the novelty of any other Decree.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

What they do in present.
Though less than yours in past, must o'ertop yours.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 164.

A distant imitation of a forward fop, and a resolution
to overtop him in his way, are the distinguishing marks of

a Dapper. Steele, Tatler, No. 85.

In them [Dante and Milton] the man somehow overtops
the author. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 276.

II. intrans. To rise above others; throw
others into the shade.

Being once perfected how to grant suits,
How to deny them, who to advance and who
To trash for over-topping. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 81.

overtower (6-ver-tou'er), v. I. intrans. To
tower or soar too high.
This miscarriage came very seasonably to abate their

overtowering conceits of him. Fuller, Holy War, p. 83.

II. trans. To tower over; overtop.
overtrade (6-ver-trad'), r. i. To purchase goods
or lay in a stock beyond the means of payment,
the needs of the community, or one's means of

disposal to advantage.
Whereby the kingdomes stocke of treasure may be sure

to be kept from being diminished, by any ouer-trading of

the forrainer. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.
, p. 60.

In 1836 and 1837, the overtrading carried on in this

country and in the United States caused a rapid increase
in the number of joint-stock banks.

S. Douxll, Taxes in England, III. 24.

OVertreatt (6-ver-tref), v. t. To prevail upon
as by treating or entreaty ; over-persuade; over-
talk.

Why lettes he not my wordes sinke in his eares
So hard to ouertreatef Surrey, jEneid, iv.

overtrip (6-ver-trip'), v. t. To trip over; walk
nimbly over.

In such a night
Did Thisbe fearfully o'ertrip the dew.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 7.

overtrowt, v. i. [ME. ocertrowen; < over +
trow."] To trust too much.
For I am no thing ouer-trowynye to my self, but not in

this thing I am justified, for he that demeth me is the
Lord. Wyclif, 1 Cor. iv. 4.

overtrowt,''. [ME., < overtrow, v."\ Mistrust;
suspicion.

Bi quinte contenance to come he granted,
For he ne durst openly for over-trowe of gile.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1402.

overtrust (6-ver-trusf), f. I. intrans. To have
too much trust or confidence.

Thus it shall befall
THm who, to worth in woman overtrusting,
Lets her will rule. Milton, P. L., ix. 1183.

II. trans. To trust with too much confidence.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, iii. 9.

overtrust (o'ver-trust), iif Too much trust or
confidence.

Wink no more in slothful overtrust.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

overture (6'ver-tur), n. [< OF. overture, F.

ouverture, an opening, a proposal, < overt, open :

see orert.~\ If. An opening; an aperture; a
hole.

overturn

The squirrels also foresee a tempest coming; and look,
in what corner the wind is like to stand, on that side they
stop up the mouths of their holes, and make an overture

on the other against it. Holland, tr. of Pliny, viii. 38.

2f. An open place.
The wasteful! hyll unto his threate

Is a playne overture. Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

3. Opening; disclosure; discovery. [Rare.]
I wish . . .

You had ouly in your silent judgment tried it,

Without more overture. Shak., W. T., ii. 1. 172.

Then Heracleon demanded of him whether this doc-
trine concerned Plato? and how it was that Plato had
given the overture and beginning of such matter ?

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1085.

4. In music, an orchestral movement properly
serving as a prelude or introduction to an ex-

tended work, as an opera or oratorio, its form
varies from a brief flourish to a medley of melodies or
themes extracted from the body of the work, or to a

composition of independent form complete in itself. In
some cases overtures are divided into two or more sec-

tions or movements, resembling those of a suite or a sym-
phony, each modeled upon some dance form, the sonata

form, the fugue form, etc.; but they are more frequently
in a single continuous movement. Many veritable over-
tures being successfully used as concert pieces, it is now
customary to give the name to detached works for orches-
tra which are intended simply for concert use, though in

such cases a special title is usually given to the composi-
tion.

5. Something offered to open the way to some
conclusion; something proposed for accep-
tance or rejection; a proposal: as, to make
overtures of peace.

Sec. Lord. I hear there is an overture of peace.
First Lord. Nay, I assure you, a peace concluded.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 46.

I believe without any Scruples what you write, that Sir

Wm. St. Geon made an Overture to him [Sir Walter Ra-

leigh] of procuring his pardon for 15002.

Howell, Letters, ii. 61.

Specifically 6. Eccles., in Presbyterian church
law, a formal proposal submitted to an ecclesi-

astical court. An overture may proceed either from
an inferior court or from one or more members of the
court to which it is presented. In the General Assem-
bly of the Church of Scotland (as in the supreme courts

.of most Presbyterian churches) legislative action is initi-

ated by adopting an overture and sending it to presby-
teries for their consideration. See the quotation.

Before the General Assembly passes any Acts which are
to be binding rules and constitutions to the Church, . . .

the same must be first proposed as an overture to the As-

sembly, and, being passed by them as such, be remitted
to the consideration of the several Presbyteries of this

Church, and their opinions and consent reported to the
next General Assembly. ... If returns . . . show that a

majority of the Presbyteries approve, the overture as sent
down may then be passed, and most frequently is passed,
into an Act by the Assembly.

W. Hair, Digest of Church Laws, p. SK.

=Syn. 5. Proposition, etc. See proposal.

overture (6'ver-tur), v. t. [< overture, .] Ec-

cles., to submit an overture to. See overture,

n., 6.

overturn (6-ver-tern'), v. t. [<ME. overtnrnen,

overtyrnen ; < over + turn.'} 1. To overset;

upset ;
overthrow.

I dreamed a dream, and, lo, a cake of barley bread tum-
bled into the host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and
smote it that it fell, and overturned it, that the tent lay

along. Judges vii. 13.

When wasteful war shall statues overturn,
And broils root out the work of masonry.

Shak., Sonnets, Iv.

2. To subvert; ruin; destroy; bring to naught.
But pain is perfect misery, the worst
Of evils, and, excessive, overturns
All patience. MUton, P. L., vi. 463.

3. To overpower; conquer; overwhelm.
Achilles also afterward arose,
Hit on his horse, hurlit into fight,

Mony Troiens ouertyrnyt, tumblit to dethe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 7243.

He withholdeth the waters, and they dry up ; also he
sendeth them out, and they overturn the earth. Job xii. 15.

Let us but blow on them,
The vapour of our valour will o'erturn them.

SAot.,Hen. V., iv. 2. 24.

= Syn. Overturn, Overthrow, Subvert, Invert, upset, throw
down, beat down, prostrate. The first three of the itali-

cized words indicate violence and destructiveness. In-
vert is rarely used where the action is not careful and with
a purpose : as, to invert a goblet to prevent its being filled.

That which is overturned or overthrmm is brought down
from a standing or erect position to lie prostrate. Over-

throw indicates more violence or energy than overturn, as
throw is stronger than turn. That which is subverted is

reached to the very bottom and goes to wreck in the turn-

ing: as, to subvert the very foundations of justice. To
invert is primarily to turn upside down, but it may be
used figuratively, of things not material

,
for turning wrong

side before or reversing : as, to invert the order of a sen-

tence. See defeat, v. t.
,
and demolish.

II. intrana. To be overturned; capsize: as,
a boat that is likely to overturn.

overturn (6' ver-tern ), M. 1 . The state of being
overturned or subverted ; the act of overturn-

ing; overthrow.



overturn

No awkward overturns of glasses, plates, and salt-cellers.

Chesterfield, Letters. (Latham.)
The only evidence of this great otvrtiirn of everybody's

habits in the house was that the room in which the dan-
cing hail been ivuiain. <[ untouched.

Mrs. OKphaitt, Poor tfentleman, xxill.

2. Kefrain; bunlen.

There were pipers playing in every neuk.
Anil ladirs unotnff, jlnip anil Hina' ;

Ami aye tbe mrn'tttrim tlieir tune.

Was "Our wee wee man has been lang awa !

"

Mntherifell, quoted in Child's ballads, I. 127, note.

overturner (6-ver-ter'ner), // . Ono who or that
which overturns or subverts.

I have brought bet..., von a i oliber of the public trea- Overwear (6-v6r-war'), c. I.
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I fear we shall out sleep the coming morn
As much as we this night have nverwatchd.

Shak., M. N. I)., v. 1. 87S.

overwatcht. . [MK. nrn-waeche : see orrr-

initrh, r.] Watching too long or too late.

And euere shall thou ffynde, as Her as thou walklste,
That wisdom and mttre-wacche wonneth Her asnndre.

JUchard the Jledelets, UL 282.

overwaxt, r. i. [ME. overwaxen, increase great-
ly (cf. AS. oferweaxan, grow over) ;

< over +
wax^.] To increase greatly.
For ghoure felth nuerwexith, and the cliarite of ech of

Shou to othir aboundith. Wydif, 2 Thes. i. 3.

1. To wear too
sure, an mterturiier nf law and justice. Sw\fl.

overtwertt, ''' and //ivy/. A Middle English
variant of nn rtlnr/irl. I'll/nicer.

overtwine (6-ver-twln'), '. t. To twine over or

about; inwreathe. Shelley.
overuse (6-ver-uz'), v. t. To use to excess

; use
too much or too frequently.
overuse (6'ver-us), n. Toomuch or too frequent
use.

OVervailt, t. An obsolete form of orerveil.

overvaluation (6-vr-val-u-a'shon), . Too
high valuation; an overestimate.
overvalue (6-ver-val'u), r. t. 1. To set too

great value on; rate at too high a price: as, to
on -i I'dlue a house

; to overvalue one's self.

He was so far from overvaluing any of the appendages
of life that the thought* even of life itself did not seem
to affect him. Dp. Atterbury, Sermons, L xi.

2. To exceed in value.

much; consume, exhaust, or wear out: chiefly
in the past participle.

With Time's Injurious hand crnih'd and o'erworn.
fih'll... Sonnets, Ixlil.

The jealous o'eneorn widow and herself,
Since that our brother dnbb'd them gentlewomen.
Are mighty gossips in this monarchy.

Shot., Rich. III., I. 1. 81.

That, overworn at noonday, I must yield
To other hands. Whittier, Prisoner of Naples.

2. To wear until it is worn out ; wear thread-
bare; render trite.

As one past hope, abandou'd,
And by himself given over

;

In slavish habit, ill-fitted weeds
O'erworn and soll'd. Millon, S. A., I. 128.

Who you are and what yon would are out of my welkin,
I might say

"
element," hut the word Is over-worn.

Shot., T. N., UL 1. 66.

3t. Hence, to pass through; leave behind.
But all that [measles] Is so safely owl-worn that I dare

not only desire to put myself into your presence, but, by
your mediation, a little farther. Donne, Letters, xix.

I dare thereupon pawn the moiety of my estate to your
ring : which, in my opinion, o'ermluex It something.

Shale., Cymbeline, I. 4. 120. overwear (6'ver-war), n. Outer clothing, as
overvault (6-ver-valf), v, t. To arch over. overcoats, cloaks, etc.: a trade-name.

Full of long-sounding corridors it was,
That over-vaulted grateful gloom.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

overveil (6-v6r-val'), v. t. To cover or conceal
with or as with a veil.

The day begins to break, and night is fled,
Whose pitchy mantle over-veil'd the earth

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., II. 2. 82.

OVerviewt (6'ver-vu), n. An overlooking; in-

spection.
Too bitter is thy jest.

Are we betray'd thus to thy over-view'

Shak., L. L. L., Iv. S. 175.

overview (6-ver-vu'), v. t. To overlook.
It overviews a spacious garden,

Amidst which stands an alabaster fountain.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ill. a

over-violent (6-ver-vi'o-lent), a. Excessively
violent or passionate ; prone to violence or
abuse. Dryden.

overyote (6-ver-vof), r. t. To outvote; outnum-
ber in votes given. Eikon Sasilihe.
overwalk (6-ver-wak'), v. t. To walk over or
upon.

I'll read you matter deep and dangerous,
As full of peril and adventurous spirit
As to o'er-walk a current roaring loud
On the unstead/aat footing of a spear.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., i. 8. 192.

overwaltt, v. t. [ME. overwalten; < over +
wait.] To roll over; overturn.

All the folke, with there fos, frusshet to dethe,
And the wallis ouenmlt into the wete dyches.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 8155.

overwart (6-ver-war' ). v. t. To surpass in war
;

conquer. Warner, Albion's England, v. 25.

overwardt (6'ver-wiird), adr. [< ME. overward,
< over + -irard.] Across; crosswise.
And wethir thou thi landes eree or delve,
Ooericard and afterlonge (lengthwise] extende a lyne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 66.

overwash (6-ver-wosh'), v. t. To wash or flow
over; spread over or on.

But durst not ask of her audaciously
Why her two suns were cloud-eclipsed so,
Nor why her fair cheeks over-wash d with woe.

Shak., Lucrece, I. li!2.
r
>.

overwatch (6-ver-woeh'), c. I. trans. 1. To
watch to excess. 2. To exhaust or fatigue by
long want of rest.

What: thou speak'st drowsily?
Poor knave, I blame thee not ; thou art o'erwalch'd.

Shot., J. C., iv. 3. 241.

It hapneth many times that the mother over-watcheth
her selfe to spinne, and the father to grow old in gather
ing a sufficient portion.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 298.

3. To watch over
; overlook.

overweary (6-ver-wer'i), r. t. To exhaust with
fatigue ; tire out.

Might not Pallnurns . . . fall asleep and drop into the
sea, having been arerwearieil with watching ?

Dryden, Bed. of .Sneid.

overweather (6-vr-weTH'er), v. t. To bruise
or batter by the violence of weather. [Rare.]

How like the prodigal doth she return,
With over-weather'd ribs and ragged sails !

Shale., M. of V., it 6. 18.

overween (6-ver-wen' ), v. [Formerly also over-

wean; < ME. overwenen; < over + ween.] I. in-

trans. To think too highly or confidently, espe-
cially of one's self

;
be arrogantly conceited

;

presume : now chiefly in the present participle.
Mochel is he fol and mieriwnimle thet wythoute oner-

cominge a bit [abideth, i. e. expecteth] to habbe the coroune.
Ayenbite o/Ynicjrf fE. E. T. S.X p. 169.

Having myself ouermaned with them of Nlneuie in

publishing sundry wanton Pamphlets, and setting forth
Axiomes of amorous Philosophy.

Greene, Address prefixed to Mourning Garment.

This o'erweening rascal,
This peremptory Face.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, v. 2.

My eye 's too quick, my heart o'tnceeiu too much,
Unless my hand and strength could equal them.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., UL 2. 143.

n.t trans. To make conceited or arrogant.
Injuries can no more discourage him than applause can

overween him. Ford, Line of Life.

To overween one's selft, to flatter one's self; Imagine
vainly or presumptuously.
Another Ambassadour vsed the like onerslght by over

wetning himselfe that he could naturally speake the French
tongue, whereas in troth he was not skilful! in their term ex.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 227.

overweenert (6-ver-we'ner), n. One who is

conceitedly confident or thinks too highly or too

favorably of himself; a presumptuous or con-
ceited person.
Vor the proude ouerwenere . . . yef me him chasteth :

he is wroth. Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. 8.), p. 22.

A flatterer of myself, or overweener.

Hasstnger, Parliament of Love, Ii. 1.

overweening^6-ver-we'ning), n. [< ME. iirrr-

ini nitty ; verbal n. of overween, v.] Presump-
tion; arrogance.
Ouericeeninge thet we clepeth presumcion.

AyeiMte of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

Take heed of ocer-meniny, and compare
The peacock's feet with the gay peacock's train.

Sir J, Danes, Immortal, of Soul, xxxiv.

Enthusiasm, . . . though founded neither on reason nor
divine revelation, but rising from the conceits of a wanned
or overweening brain, works yet, where it once gets footing,
more powerfully on the persuasions and actions of men
than either. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xix. 7.

overweeningly (6-ver-we'ning-li), **. in an
overweening manner; with too much conceit or

What must be the ever oummlching of a steeple like that presumption..

^Wellinglwrongh
to a middling town of a dozen thousand OVerweeningnesS (6-ver-we'ning-nes), w. TheXr(

^r.(Lo
ndon),No.6a,p.231. quality of Mng overweening ; undue confi-

11. MfroM. lo watch too long or too late. dence; presumption ; arrogance.

overwind

overweigh (o-vcr-wfi'). r. t. [< MK. own
(= D. BLQ. i; i-in;ji,i OHti. iiliiinr,,/,,,,.

Mll'i. iHu'ricci/m, G. iiln i // ,, 1/1 n = Sw.
riiiin = Diin. m-irrrje); <.nn r '+

iri'it/li.'] Toex-
ceed in weight; preponderate over; outweigh;
overbalance.

My nnsoll'd name, the austereness of my life, . . .

Will so your accusation overweigh
That you shall stifle In your own report
And smell of calumny. Slut*., M. for M., ii. 4. 157.

overweight (6'ver-wat), . [= D. overmgt =
.Ml.ti. otertcickt = G. iibergewiclit = Dan. orer-

vcegt; as over + weight.] 1. Greater weight
than is required by law, custom, or nile; great-
er weight than is desired or intended. 2. Pre-

ponderance: sometimes used adjectively.
He displaced Guy, because he found him of no over-

weight worth, scarce passable without favourable allow-
ance. Fuller, Holy War, II. 42. (Daviet.)

overweight (6-ver-waf), *' t. To weigh down ;

burden to excess
; hamper.

It Is urged that the moral purpose of the book has over-

ipeiyhted the art of it.

S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 2S.

overwell (6-ver-wol'), . t. [< ME. 'overtcyllen,

overflow, < AS. oferwillan, boil down, boil too
much (= D. overwellen = MHG. iiberwellen, iiber-

wallen, G. uberwallen, boil over), < ofer, over, +
if illn a. well, boil: see we//1 .] To overflow.

The water [of the spring) overtoiled the edge, and softly
went through lines of light to shadows and an untold
bourne. K. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xix.

overwentt(o-ver-went'),j>p. Overgone. Spen-
ser, Shep. Cal., March.
overwett (o'ver-wet), M. Excessive wetness or
moisture.

Another ill accident Is over-wet at sowing time.

Bacon, Nat Hist, f 660.

overwhelm (6-ver-hwelm'), r. t. [< ME. over-

tchelmcn, overqwelmen, also orerwhelren; < over
+ whelm.] 1. To overturn and cover; over-
come; swallow up; submerge; overpower:
crush : literally or figuratively.
The sea overwhelmed their enemies. Ps. Ixxvlii. 53.

I do here walk before thee, like a sow that hath over-
whelmed all her litter but one. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2. 13.

Your goodness, signiors,
And charitable favours, overwhelm me.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, L 1.

Part of the grot,
About the entry, fell, and ovenrhclmed
Some of the waiters. B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 1.

Gaza yet stands, but all her sons are fallen,
, All in a moment overwhelm'd and fallen.

Mill:,,, S. A., 1. 1559.

These evil times, like the great deluge, have overwhelmed
and confuted all earthly things.

Macaulay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

2f. To turn up ; stir up ; toss.

Ofte the horyble wynd Aquilon moeveth boylynge tern-

pestes and ovenrelneeth |var. orertchelweth, in slxtenth-
century editions ovenrhelpcth] the see.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 3.

3f. To overhang or overlook. [Rare.]
I do remember an

apothecaryAnd hereabouts he dwells which late I noted
In tatter'd weeds, with orertchelming brows,
Culling of simples. Shak., R. and J., v. 1. 3D.

4f. To turn over so as to cover; put over.

Then I overwhelm a broader pipe about the first.

Dr. Papin, quoted In Birches Hist Koy. 8oc.. IV. 288.

= 8yn. 1. Overpower, Overthrow, etc. (see defeat), overbear,

overwhelm (6'ver-hwelm), . [< overwhelm, t:]
The act of overwhelming; an overpowering de-

gree. [Rare.]
In such an overwhelm

Of wonderful, on man's astonish d sight
Rushes Omnipotence.

Yming. Night Thoughts, ix. 687.

overwhelmingly (6-ver-hwel'ming-li), adr.
In an overwhelming or overpowering manner.
Dr. H. More.

overwhelvet, r. t. A Middle English form of

overwhelm, 2.

overwhile (6-ver-hwil'), adr. Sometimes; at

length. Jlnlliirell. [Prov. Eng.]
overwint, r. I. [ME. orenfinnen, < AS. ofer-
iriinifin (= OHG. ubaneinnan), overcome, < ofer,
over, + vinnan, fight, win: see in'n.] To over-

come; conquer.
What ! wenys that woode warlowe ouere-iryn rs thus

lightly? York Play*, p. 310.

overwind (6-ver-wind'), r. /. To wind too much.
"My watch has stopped," said Mr. Nlckleby ; "I dont

know from what cause.
'

"Not wound up," said Noggs."
Yes, it is," said Mr. Nlckleby.

"Orer-wmind then," rejoined Noggs.
Difkeits. Nicholas Nickleby, ii.

Specifically, in mining, to wind (a hoisting apparatus) so
that the cage rises above its proper position for bein? nn-



overwind

loaded. Overwinding is a fruitful source of danger in

mining, and many expedients have been adopted for its

prevention.

overwing (6-ver-wing'), ' * 1. To fly over

or beyond.
My happy love will overwing all bounds.

Keats, Endymion, ii.

2. To outflank; extend beyond the wing of, as

an array.

Agricola, doubting to be overwinged, stretches out his

front, though somewhat of the thinnest.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

overwise (6-ver-wIz'), a. Too wise
; affectedly

wise.

Be not righteous over much ; neither make thyself over

,,. EccL. vii. 16.

And Willy's wife has written ;
she never was over-wise,

Never the wife for Willy. Tennyson, Grandmother.

overwisely (6-ver-wiz'li), adv. In an affectedly
wise manner; wisely to affectation.

overwiseness (6-ver-wiz'nes), . Pretended or

affected wisdom.
Tell wisdom, she entangles
Herself in ocerwiseness. Raleigh, The Lie.

overwitt (6-ver-wif ), v. t. To overreach in wit

or craft ;
outwit. Swift, Answer to Paulus.

overwoody (o-ver-wud'i), a. Producing branch-
es rather than fruit

; running to wood.

Fruit-trees over-woody reach'd too far

Their pamper'd boughs, and needed hands to check
Fruitless embraces. Milton, P. L., v. 213.

overword (6'ver-werd), n. The leading idea

or a repeated phrase, as of a song or ballad;
the refrain

;
burden.

And aye the o'erword o' the sang
Was "Your love can no win here."

The Gay Ooss-Hawk (Child's Ballads, III. 279).

Prudence is her o'erword aye.

Burns, Oh Poortith Cauld, and Restless Love.

OVerwordt (6-ver-werd'), t. To express in too

many words: sometimes used reflexively.

Describing a small fly, . . . he extremely overworded and

overepake himself in his expression of it, as if he had

spoken of the Nemean Lion.

Hales, Golden Remains, p. 229.

overwork (6'ver-werk), n. [< ME. oferwerc, <

AS. ofenoeorc, ofergeweorc, a superstructure
(as a tomb), < ofer, over, + weorc, gcweorc, a
work: see over and work, n.~\ If. A super-
structure.

Oferr thatt arrke wass
An oferwerrc [the mercy-seat) wel limmbredd.

Ormidum, 1. 1085.

2. Excessive work or labor
;
work or labor that

exceeds the strength or capacity of the indi-

vidual or endangers his health. 3. Work done

beyond the amount stipulated; work done in

overhours or overtime.

overwork (6-ver-werk'), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

overworked, overwrought, ppr. overworking. [=
D. overwerken; as over + work, v.~\ To cause
to work too hard; cause to labor too much;
impose too much work upon ;

wear out by over-
work : often used reflexively.

Seeing my maister so continually to chide me, ... so

to overworke me, and so cruelly to deale with me, ... I

desired him oftentimes that it might please him to sell

mee, or else to glue order to kill me.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 143.

overwqrry (6-ver-wur'i), n. Excessive worry
or anxiety.
The whole train of nervous diseases brought on by over-

work or overworry. The Century, XXIX. 514.

OVerwrest (6-ver-resf), v. t. To distort ; wrest
out of proper position, relation, or semblance.

Such to-be-pitied and o'er-wrested seeming
He acts thy greatness in. Shak., T. and C.

,
i. a 157.

overwrestle (6-ver-res'l), v. t. To subdue by
wrestling.

At last, when life recover'd had the raine,
And over-wrestled his strong enimy.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 24.

overwrite (6-ver-rIf), v. t. 1. To write over
some other writing, or to cover, as a manu-
script, with other writing.
This (MS. of the Gospel of St. Matthew] was cut to

pieces . . . and another Book overwritten in a small Mod-
ern Greek Hand, about 160 years ago.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 108.

2. To superscribe ;
entitle.

Tis a tale indeed ! . . . and is overwritten, the Intrica-
cies of Diego and Julia. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 1.

overwrought (6-ver-rat'),.p. 1. Worked too
hard or too much. 2. Worked up or excited to

excess; overexcited: as, overwrought feelings,
imagination, etc.

It may be my lord is weary, tliat his brain is overwrought.
Tennyson, Locksley Hall.
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3. Worked all over
;
covered with decorative

work : as, a garment overwrought with embroi-

dered flowers.

Of Gothic structure was the Northern side,

O'erwrought with ornaments of barbarous pride.

Pope, Temple of Fame, 1. 120.

4. Labored or elaborated to excess; over-

done.
A work may be overwrought as well as underwrought ;

too much labour often takes away the spirit by adding to

the polishing.
Drydm, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting. (Latham.)

overwryt,f t. [ME. overwrien, overwrigen, cover

over; < over + wry1 , cover.] To cover over.

A roten swerd and welny blaake, it selve

Suffysing wel with graas to ouenvrie,
And tough to glue ayein though thowe it delve.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

overyear (6'ver-yer'), adv. Over the year;
until next year.

Overyear (6'ver-yer), a. [< overyear, adv.']

Kept over until next year : as, an overyear bul-

lock. See the quotation. [Prov. Eng.]
Bullocks which are not finished at three years old, if

home-breds, or the first winter after buying, if purchased,
but are kept through the ensuing summer to be fatted

the next winter, are said to be kept over-year, and are

termed over-year bullocks. Halliwell.

overyeart (6-ver-yer'), v. t. To keep over or

through the year; make too old; make over-

ripe.
Sir, the letters that you hane to sende, and the daugh-

ters that you haue to marrie, care ye not to leaue them
farre oner yeared: for in our countrie they do not over

yeare other things than their bacon, which they will eate,
and their store wine, which they will drinke.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677X p. 52.

There is not a proverb salts your tongue, but plants
Whole colonies of white hairs. Oh, what a business
These hands must have, when you have married me,
To pick out sentences that over-year you !

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, iv. 13.

Among them dwelt
A maid whose fruit was ripe, not overyeared.

Fairfax.

overzealedt (6-ver-zeld' ), a. Too much excited

with zeal
;
actuated by too much zeal. Fuller,

Holy War, p. 214.

ovest, n.pl. An obsolete variant of eaves.

The nyght crowe abideth in old walles. And the sparowe
maketh his restynge place In the coverynge of an house or
in the house oves.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, Ps. cxliii. 1.

Ovibos (o'vi-bos), n. [NL., a combination of

the two generic words Ovis and -Bos; < L. ovis, a

sheep, + bos, an ox: see Ovis and Bos.'] The
only genus of Ovibovince extant, with one living

species, 0. moschatus, the musk-ox.
Ovibovinse (6"vi-b6-vl'ne), n. pi. [ NL., < Ovi-

bos (-bov-) -r -MMC. j A subfamily of Bovidce, in-

termediate in character between sheep and
oxen; the musk-oxen. They have narrow molars
with supplementary tubercles, and abroad flat basioccipi-
t nl bone ridged and fossate on each side. There is but one
extant genus, Ovibos. See cut under musk-ox.

OVibovine (6-vi-bo'vin), a. and n. [< L. ovis, a

sheep,+ bovinus, of an ox : see ovine and bovine.

Cf. Ovibovince.'] I. a. Ovine and bovine, or

like a sheep and an ox
;
of or pertaining to the

Ovibovince.

II. n. An ovibovine animal, as the musk-ox.

ovicapsular (6-vi-kap'su-lar), a. [< ovicapsule
+ -ar3.] Of or pertaining to an ovicapsule:
as, ovicapsular epithelium.
ovicapsule (6-vi-kap'sul), n. [< L. ovum, an
egg, + capsula, dim. of capsa, a box: see cap-
sule.'] ATI egg-case; an ovisac; a capsule of

an individual ovum, answering to what is called

a Graafian follicle in the human species, or a
case of several ova. See cut under mermaid's-

purse. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 380.

ovicell (o'vi-sel), n. [< L. ovum, an egg,+ cella,

a cell : see cell.'] 1 . The oocyst of a polyzoan ;

a dilatation of the body-wall of the polypid, in

which the germs may undergo early stages of

their development. 2. An early state of the

ampullaceous sacs in sponges. H. J. Carter.

OVicellular (6-vi-sel'u-lar), a. [< ovicell, after

cellular.] Pertaining to an ovicell; oScystic:

as_,
the ovicellular dilatation of a polyzoan.

OVicide (6'vi-sld), n. [< L. ovis, a sheep,+ -cidi-

um, < ccedere, kill.] Sheep-slaughter. [Humor-
ous.]
There it fa dog] lay the little sinister-looking tail im-

pudently perked up, like an infernal gnomon on a Satanic

dial-plate Larceny and Ovicide shone in every hair of it.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 364.

OVicyst (6'vi-sist), n. [< L. ovum, an egg, +
Gr. KVOTIC, a pouch : see cyst.] In ^Ascidia, the

pouch in which incubation takes place ; a diver-
tieulum of the wall of the atrium, which pro-

Ovinae

jects into the atrial cavity, and into which is

received the ovarian follicle containing an im-

pregnated ovum. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 533.

OVicystic (6-vi-sis'tik), a. [< oticyst + -ic.]

Pertaining to the ovicyst or incubatory pouch
of an ascidian.

Ovidas (6'vi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ovis + -idee.']

Sheep and goats as a family of ruminants apart
from Bovidce. Capridai is a synonym. See Ovi-

nce.

Ovidian (o-vid'i-an), a. [< L. Ovidius, Ovid

(see def.), + -aw.] Belonging to or character-

istic of the Latin poet Ovid (Publius Ovidius

Naso), born 43 B. c., died A. D. 17.

OViducal (6'vi-du-kal), a. [< L. ovum, an egg,
+ ducere, lead : see duct.'] Having the charac-

ter of an oviduct
; pertaining in any way to ovi-

ducts
;
oviducent : as, an ovidiical tube

;
ovidu-

cal arteries or veins
;
oviducal gestation.

The oviducal veins : two or three vessels entering . . .

(in the female) immediately behind the dorso-lumbar vein.

Huxley and Martin, Elem. Biol., p. 83.

oviducent (6'vi-du-sent), a. [< L. ovum, an

egg,+ ducen( t-)s, ppr'.' of ducere, lead : see duct."]

Same as oviducal.

Oviduct (6'vi-dukt), n. [< NL. ovidudus, < L.

ovum, egg, + ductus, a leading, duct : see duct."]

The excretory duct of the female genital gland,
or female gonaduct ;

a passage for the ovum or

egg from the ovary of an animal : chiefly applied
to such a structure in an oviparous animal, not
differentiated into Fallopian tube, womb, and

vagina. An oviduct exists in most vertebrates, and is

usually paired, there being one to each ovary, but often

single, the duct of one or the other side remaining unde-

veloped, as in birds. When well formed, as in birds and
other animals which lay large eggs to be hatched outside
the body, the oviduct is a musculomembranous tube or ca-

nal, of which one end is in relation with or applied to the

ovary, and the otherdebouches in the cloaca, the tube being
held in place by a special mesentery or mesometrlum. In
the course of the oviduct its mucous membrane acquires
special characteristics, and secretes different substances ;

so that the ovum, escaping from the ovary as a ball of yel-

low yolk, becomes successively coated with white albu-

men, with a soft egg-pod, and finally, as in birds, with a
hard chalky shell. The oviducts of the lowest mammals,
which are oviparous, are of similar character ;

but in most
mammals the pair of oviducts coalesce in the greater part
of their length, whence result a single vagina and womb,
with a pair of Fallopian tubes or oviducts in a restricted

sense. A womb or uterus is simply a specialized part
of an oviduct, where the ovum is detained long enough to

be developed into a fetus and born alive. The oviducts of

invertebrates, where any exist, are as diverse in character
as the ovaries. See ocaryl, and cuts under Dendrocoela,
Dibranchiata, Epizoa, and f/ermarium.

oviferous (o-vif'e-rus), a. [< L. ovum, an egg,
+ ferre= E. beari."] Bearing eggs ; ovigerous :

specifically applied to certain receptacles into

which ova are taken upon their escape from the

ovary, as in some crustaceans.

oviform1 (6'vi-f6rm), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
forma, form.] 1. Egg-shaped ;

ovaliform. spe-
cifically (a) In entom., shaped like an egg; having the

longitudinal section ovate and the transverse circular : as,

an ovtform terminal joint of an antenna, (b) In ichth.,

having an oval lateral outline or profile, in which the great-
est height or depth is in advance of the middle, as in the

opah and other fishes, (c) In decorative art, having the

greater or more important part egg-shaped : as, an ovtform
vase or pitcher (one which has the body of this form).

2. Having the morphological character of an
ovum.
oviform2 (6'vi-form), a. [< L. ovis, sheep, +
forma, form.] Sheep-like ;

ovine.

ovigenous (o-vij'e-nus), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
-genus, producing: see -genous.] Giving rise to

an ovum
; producing ova, as the ovary : as, an

ovigenous organ.
ovigerm (6'vi-jerm), n. [< L. ovum, egg, + E.

germ.'] An ovum.

The ovigenns, with their germinal vesicles and spots.

Darwin, Cirripedia, p. 58.

ovigerous (6-vij'e-rus), a. [< L. ovum, egg, +
gerere, cany.] Bearing ova or eggs ; oviferous.

Ovigerous" frenum. a process projecting on each side

from the inner wall of the sac of a cirriped, serving to stick

the eggs together till they hatch. Uuxley, Auat. Invert,
p. 257. See cut under Balanus.

Ovina (o-vi'na), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of LL.

ovinus, pertaining to sheep : see ovine.] Ovine

animals, including sheep and goats: same as

Ovidce. See Ovince, Caprince.

Ovina! (o-vi'ne), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of LL.

ovinus, pertaining to sheep: see ovine.] Sheep
alone as a subfamily of Bovidir, having horns
curved spirally outward and forward, with a
continuous ridge along the convexity of the

curve. Three genera are commonly referred to Ovina
Ovis, Pseudovis, mA Ammotragits. The group includes all

kinds of wild sheep, as the bighorn, argali, mouflon,
musimon, and aoudad. See cuts under aoudad, bighorn,
and Ovis.



ovine

OVine (6'vin), rt.andii. [< LL. imnutt, pertain-
ing to sheep. < L. r/x, sheep: see Or/*.] I. a.

Sheop-like; oviform; of or pertaining to the
Oriinr or to sheep.
In Provence the shepherds whistle to their flix'ks, ando er ocs, an

the sheep always follow very promptly, with ovine una-
//. Jama, Jr., Little Tour. p. 2uinimity.

II. . A member of the Onn<e; a sheep.
Ovipara (o-vip'a-rii), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. of
LL.on/wH.s-, egg-laying: see oviparous.] Ani-
mals which lay eggs to be hatched outside the
body of the female parent, or those, which are
oviparous: opposed to I ,,<,,,;,. M,,t animals, upto and Including all birds and the lowest mammals are <rf
this character, though there are exceptions among reptili-i
fishes, and many invertebrates. The term has no classin'
catory significance.

OViparity (6-vi-par'i-ti), n. [= F. oviparite, <
LL. oviparus, egg-laying: see oviparous.] The
property of being oviparous; the habit of lay-
ing eggs to be hatched outside the body ; ovipa-
rousnesg.

W. H. Caldwell's discovery of the oviparUy of the Mono-
tremata. L. C. Wooldridge, Proc. Roy. Soc., XXXVIII. 57.

Oviparous (6-vip'a-rus), a. [= P. ovipare = Sp.
oviparo Pg. It. oviparo, < LL. oviparus, that
produces eggs, egg-laying, < L. ovum, egg, + pa-
rere, produce.] Laying eggg to be hatched, or
producing ova to be matured, outside the body
of the parent; pertaining to the Ovipara: distin-
guished from oror/r//m>H,9 and from r/r//wr</.vThe lowest mammals, all birds, most reptiles most fishes
and the great majority of invertebrates are oviparous. .See
ovovtmparous.

oviposit (6-vi-poz'it), v. i. [< L. ovum, egg, +
positus, pp. ofponere, lay: see posit.] To lay
eggs; specifically, in entom., to deposit eggs with
an ovipositor, as an insect.

oyiposition (o'vi-po-zish'on), . [< oviposit +
-ion, after position.] The act of ovipositing;
deposition or laying of eggs, especially with an
ovipositor.

ovipositor (6-vi-poz'i-tor), n. [< L. ovum, egg,+ positor, builder, founder, < positus, pp. of
ponere,\ay: see posit.] The ovipositing organ
with which many (especially hymenopterous,
orthopterous, coleopterous, and dipterous) in-
sects are provided, and by means of which they
place their eggs in a position suitable for
development, it forms the end of the abdomen, sev-

eral of the rings or
somites of which
are specially mod-
ified for this pur-
pose. It normal-
ly or usually con-
sists of three pairs
of rhabdites the
outer two pairs of
which incase or
sheathe the inner
pair, and form an
extensile* tube, of

very variable size and shape In different Insects. It is
sometimes longer than the body of the insect. In the
terebrant hymenopters the ovipositor forms a saw or an
auger (serra or terebra). In the aculeate hymenoptcrs, as
bees and wasps, the ovipositor is the sting or aculeus. In
orthopters It Is often conspicuous, as seen in the cut
Also called oviscapt. See also cuts under canker-worm
and CMidomj/ta.Exgerted ovipositor. Seeecwrted
Ovis (6'vis), . [NL., < L. win = Gr. % (orig
*o%), a sheep, =E. ewe: seeewei.] In zool.,
the typical genus of Ovina, including the do-
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thus connected or coherent, flee cut* under CopepuAa.
cifallHizitrrid, and Epizxxi.

oviscapt (6'vi-skapt). . [Irreg. < L. ovum, egg,+ Gr. OKairrem, dig.] Same as i,ri/i<,.iitnr. H,
Serres.

ovism (6'vizm), . [< L. orum, egg, + -ittm.]The doctrine that the egg contains all the or-
gans of the future animal. See incasement.
ovispennary (6-vi-sper'ma-ri), w. and a. [< L.
"imil, egg, + NL. gpermarium, spermary: gee
xi><:rmary.] I. n.; p\. orispermarirs (-riz). A
hermaphroditic sexual organ generating both
ova and spermatozoa ; an ovotegtig.

II. a. Of or pertaining to an ovigpermary;

ovule

wilt. pi. of iiriiririiHirim: see ,,n,< /!,//, //.,
] In

Blyth s classification (]*!), a subclass of Mm,,
inn/in. Including 'lip marsupials and Bono
trenies. which latter liave since been shown to
lie truly oviparous.

OVOViviparity (6-vo-viv-i-par'i-ti), H. [< ovo-
>ii,/,(ir-oug + -ity.] The character of being
ovoviviparous; the ovoviviparous state, or the
function of producing eggs to be hatched inside
the body of the parent.
ovoviviparous (6'vo-vi-vip'a-rug). a. [< NL.
tiroriripiiriix, < L. orum, eggj' -f- LL. riri/Mirux.
bringing forth alive : see viviparous.] Produ-

ovotesticular: aV.'an o'vispcrmaru"moSn'ct""''
'

ing egffs which are uatched within the body of

OVist(6'vit). H. [< L. ovum, egg, + -ist.] Same
' le P"entbutwlthoutplacental attachment, so

no /uu.;.w . ,>,r* * L..7 *._-. tnat the young are born alive, yet have not been
developed in that direct connection with the
blood-vessels of the mother which is character-
istic of viviparous animals. Ovovlvlparoui animals
are Intermediate in this respect between oviparous and
viviparous ones, whence the name. The process Is a kind
of internal Incubation, but not a true gestation or preg-
nancy. It occurs In some fishes, many reptiles, some
insects, as flesh-flies, various worms, and a great many

as ovulist: opposite of spermM or animalculist.
See iiH'iixi HI, nt.

815.

The ovittt, who regarded the egg as the true germ
Encyc. Brit., XXIV. _

ovococcus (o-vo-kok'us), n.
; pi. ovococci (-si).

[NL., < L. ovum, egg, + Gr. K&OCOC, berry: gee

coccus.] The nucleus of an ovule or egg-cell
before impregnation,corresponding to the sper-
mococcus of the sperm-cell.
ovogenesis (6-vo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < L. ovum,
egg> + genesis, generation : see genesis.] The
generation of an ovum; the process of origi-
nating or producing ova. Amer. flat., XXI. 947.
Also oogcncxis.

ovogene'tic(6'vo-je-net'ik),a. [<NL.oro0ewms,
after genetic.] Of or pertaining to ovogenesis ;

odgenetic; ovogenous. Micros. Science, N. S.,

ovogenous (o-voj'e-nus), a. [Cf. ovigenous.]Same as ovogenetic.
I have interpreted the first polar body of the MeUzoan

ovum as a carrier of avogenoui plasm. Nature, XJU. 822.

ovoid (6'void), a. and . [< L. ovum, egg, -f- Gr.
fMof, form.] I. a. Egg-shaped: gaid of solids.-J ^ *- *-"^^ KJAJ Btai D< V* V/J. DtJllUB.

n. An egg-shaped body. Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc., XLV. ii. 284.

ovoidal (6'voi-dal), a. [< ovoid +-al.] Same as
oi'oiit.

ovolo
(o'yo-lo), n.; pi. ovoli (-16). [< It. ovolo,

ovolo, < ML. ovulum, a little egg, dim. of L. ovum,
egg: see ovule, ovulum. Ct.ovum,*.] In Roman
and later architecture, a convex molding form-
ing in section a quarter of a circle. Also called
quarter-round. In Greek architecture moldings of this

icUi-cricket. vipositor.

Orolo, from Theater of Marcellus, Rome.

class are bounded by an arc of an ellipse, the curve being
greatest toward the top, and resembling that of an egg
whence the molding derives its name. See also cuts un-
der column and quirk. Ovoli pattern, a pattern formed

similar to the egg-and-dart or egg-and anchor

iety of Otfts aries.

of ovoli, or -- -n an
molding, as applied in a molding or a narrow border.

ovology (o-vol'o-ji), . [< L. ovum, egg, -f- Gr.
-Aoyi'a, < Myeiv, speak: see -ology.] Same as
oology.

oyolo-plane (o'vo-16-plin), n. A joiners' plane
for making ovolo moldings.
ovoplasm (6'vo-plazm), n. [< L. ovum, egg, +
Gr. vMa/ia, something formed or molded: see
plasm.] The protoplagmic subgtance of an
ovule or egg-cell before fecundation, corre-

gponding to the gpermoplagm of the sperm-cell.
ovoplasmic (6-vo-plaz'mik), a. [< ovoplasm +
-iV.j Protoplasmic, ag the gubstance of ovo-
plasm.
ovotestes, 11. Plural of wotestis.
ovotestieular (6'vo-tes-tik'u-lS.r), a. [< oro-
testis, after testicular.] Having the character
of an ovotegtig; hermaphrodite, as a genital
gland ; functioning both as ovary and as tegtis.
ovotestis (6-vo-tes'tis), n.

; pi. ovotestes (-tez).

other invertebrates. The carrying of eggs in any special
receptacle about the body, from the time they leave the
OVJT until

they hateh, also constitutes ovoviviparity.The Implacental mammals, as marsupials, whose young
are born very Imperfect and then placed in a pouch, are
sometimes called ovoviviparous.

ovula, n. Plural of ovulum.
ovular (o'vu-lftr), a. [< NL. ovularis, < ovulum,
an ovule : gee ovule.] Pertaining to an ovule ;

resembling an ovule. Algo ovulary Ovular
abortion, abortion occurring before the twentieth day
after conception.
Ovularia (6-vu-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. : see ovu-
lar.] Thoge protozoans which do not progress
in development beyond the condition of the
cell, and thus in their mature state resemble
an ovum ; egg-animals. Haeckel.
ovularian (6-vu-la'ri-an), a. and . [< NL
Ovularia + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Ovularia.

II. w. An egg-animal ; a member of the On-
tario.

OVUlary (6'vu-la-ri), n. [< ovule + -ary.] Same
as ovular.

ovulate (6'vu-lat), a. [< ovule + -nfel.] Hav-
ing or bearing ovules.
ovulate (6'vu-lat), v. i.; pret. and pp. ovulatea,
ppr. ovulating. [< ovule + -ate''.] To generate
or produce ovules; effect ovulation; form or

produce ova
; lay eggs, as a process of matur-

ing ovules in the ovary and digcharging them
therefrom.
ovulation (6-vu-la'shon), n. [< ovulate, v., +
-ion.] The formation or production of ova or
ovules; also, a discharge of an ovum from the
ovary. In women ovulation normally recurs thirteen
times a year during the sexual life of the individual and
la accompanied by the phenomena of menstruation,
ovule (6'vul), n. [< P. ovule. < ML. ovulum,
a little egg (NL. an ovule), dim. of L. ovum,
egg: see ovum.] 1. A little egg; gpecifically,
in anat., physiol., and zool., an ovulum or ovum,
especially a small one, as that of a mammal,
or one not yet matured and discharged from
the ovary: specifically applied by Haeckel to
the o-vum or fertilizable but unfertilized egg-
cell of the female, conformable with the use
of spermule for the male sperm-cell. Its pro-
toplasm is termed by him ovoplasm, and its
nucleus ovococcus. 2. In hot., a young or ru-
dimentary geed

; a peculiar outgrowth or pro-
duction of the carpel which, upon fertilization
and the formation of an embryo within, be-
comes the seed. In the angiospeVmous gyneecium

ually produced along the margins, at
the ovules are normally produced along the margins at
some part of the margins of the carpellary leaf, either im-

mestic sheep, Ovis aries, with its wild originals
and most other wild sheep. 0. montana is the RockyMountain bighorn ; closely related species are O. anjatiand 0. miMiuion. See cut under bighorn.

OVisac (6'vi-sak), n. [< L. orum, egg, + saccus,
sack : see sac, sncfci.] A sac, cyst, or cell con-
taining an ovum or ova

;
an ovicell, ovicygt, or

ovicapsule : variously applied. () A Oraanan fol-
licle or proper ovarian ovisac. (6) An egg-pod or egg-casemembranous or gelatinous tissue or substance invest- - - , >

anuinberof ova, forming a mass of eggs, roe, or spawn vip'a-ra), n. pi.

[NL., < L. , in, in. egg,+ testis, tegticle.] A
hermaphrodite genera-
tive organ, having at
once the function of an
ovary and of a tegtig,
such as occur in many
monoacious mollusks.

llii.rl<il, Anat. Invert., Octal End of a Follicle of Ovu
<*& of a Snail, fftlfjt.

(6'VO-V1- , . bundles of spennatoioa
in Tarious positions: a. rt, ova in
the walls of the follicle.

'"W" D " van., v*m.-iim j i trui, tiificrini-
mediately or by the Intermediation of a placenta, which
is a more or less evident development of the leaf-margins
for the support of the ovules. Barely ovules are devel-
oped from the whole internal surface of the ovary, or from
various parts of it, in no definite order, directly from the
walls, and without the Intervention of anything which can
be regarded as a placenta. In gymnosperms the ovules
are borne on the face of the carpellary scale or at its base
or on metamorphosed leaf- margins, as in Cycat; or when
there is no representative of the carpel, on the c'auline
axis, seemingly as a direct growth of it. (Gray.) The
only essential part of the ovule is its nueteut, or nweUw,
as it has been termed recently, which Is usually invested
by one or two coata, the primine and xcunJinr. The

ats are sacs with a narrow orifice called the foramen,the closed vestige of which becomes the micropule. in the
seed. The proper base of the ovule Is the chaltua, and It

may be either sessile or on a stalk (funiculus) of its own
The hilum is the scar left when the seed is detached
from its funiculus. As to shape, ovules may be orthotro-
pous, campylotropous, amphitropoua, or anatropous and
as to i>..siti,,Ti in the ovary, they may be erect, ascending,
Horizontal, pendulous, or suspended. In regard to num-
bers, they may be solitary, few, or indefinitely numerous.
See cuts under aecumbent, anatropout, fwMe, magnolia,
orthotnpota, and ontry.



ovule

3. Some small body like or likened to an ovule :
^ under diphytooid, gastrulation, gonophvre, and <

as, an orule of Naboth. See ovulum. Ascend- 2 [can.] In conch., same as Ovulum. Martini,
ing ovule. See ascending. 17743. [cap.] In ichth., a genus of fishes.

Ovulidse (o-vu'li-de), . pi. [NL., < Oriiluui -f

B/o<,
fe flnd &. 1801.-4. In arc*., an or-

-idce.] A family of gastropods, typih >ythe namentinthe shape of anegg.-Epnlppialovum.
genusO(m; theegg-shellsandslmttle-sliells. g epliiimial.-Ova, Graaflana, Graaflan follicles. See

.. ._ _i tf^A ...itti tlin (i/MirrJoa r'tliffiVlflfP
The family is often united witli the cowries, Oypraida. e

ovum-cycle (6'vum-si"kl), . An ovum-pro-

resembles a weaver's shuttle. Also rarely called Amphi-

peratMce. Also Onilina, as a subfamily of Cyprceida. bee

cut under onttlum.

OVUliferoUS (6-vu-lif 'e-rus), n. [< NL. ovulum,

ovule, + L. /ore = E. bear 1
.] Producing

ovules; oviferous.

OVUligerous (6-vu-lij'e-rus), a. [< NL. ovulum,

'e, carry.] Same as ovuliferoux

|ndlTldluIof Oalle8ioamlHux,ey,com-
mon also to all the categories, may be designated with

Haeckel the ovum-product or ovum-cycle.
Jincyc. Brit., XVI. 843.

Egg-shell (Ovuhitn ovit

see ovule, ovum.'] 1. An
ovule; an ovum. 2.

[cop.] In conch., the typ-
ical genus of OrnlidcK.

0. ovum is the egg-shell or chi-

na-shell. 0. (Radius) valva is

the shuttle-shell or weaver-
shell. Ovula Nabothi. small

retention-cysts formed by the

mucous follicles of the cervix

uteri. Also called Nabothmn
glands.

Ovum (o
'

vum), n.
; pi.

ova (6'va). [L., = Gr.

oX an egg: see eggl.~\

1. An egg, in a broad

biological sense
;

the

proper product of an

ovary; the female germ
or seed, which when fer-

tilized by the male sperm, and sometimes with-

out such fecundation, is capable of developing
into an individual like the parent. There is a great

similarity in the ova of different animals throughout the

metazoic series, from the sponge to the human being, no
ova in their early stages being distinguishable from one an-

other in their essential characters. All true ova, as distin-

guished from spores and products of fission or gemmation,
are referable to the single morphological type of the cell ;

and they are furthermore indistinguishable from unicellu-

lar animals, and from many of the cells composing the

bodies of the higher animals. An ovum consists of a quan-
tity of protoplasm or cell-substance called the viteUus or

yolk, inclosed in a cell.wall or vitelline membrane, and

provided with a nucleus and usually a nucleolus ; it is en-

gendered in the ovarium, usually in an ovisac or so-called

Graanan follicle, isdischarged from its matrix, usually then

meeting with the male element, and proceeds to develop
within or without the body of the parent. The ovum prop-
er, like most cells, is usually of microscopic size ; but its

bulk may be enormously increased by the addition of ex-

trinsic or adventitious protoplasmic or albuminous sub-

stance, and it may be further protected by various kinds of

egg-pod or egg-shell, all without losing its essential charac-
ter as a cell. The largest ova, relatively and absolutely, are
birds' eggs, these being by far the largest cells known in

ovum-product (6'vum-prod"ukt), . The whole

product of an ovum ;
an individual animal in

ovule +L aercre carry.] Same as ovuliferom. the widest possible sense ;
an ovum-cycle.

TSs'HsL* ""fM^ "etsaAiai<afiw
^:&^ fL^s:Si^i ^^^^^^^'
tnne of incasement in the female: the opposite "Owh! how!" quathichtho; . . .

"
3efarel:

of spermist or animalcidist. Also orist. See -r^w^Xhthe wydewebotefortoweddeheregoodes."
incasemcii t. Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 19.

In mother Eve. according to the evolutionists called Ow'-'t, pron. An obsolete form of you.
Ovulists, were contained the

mtatajto* "*"g f the
what this mounteln be-meneth and this derke dale,

entire human race. BMwtheca bacra, ALV. uv.
Anfl thjs fefifj fgld fu) o{ {o,k {elre j 8chal^ schewe

OVUlite (6'vu-lit), n. [< ML. ovulum, a little
,.,

* Plowman (A), i. 2.

^gTee^),^]
A fossil egg. Imp. owb*,,. Same^o,^ ^^

ovulum (6'vu-lum), w.
; pi. ovula (-la). [NL., < OW61

(o), v.; pret. owed (formerly ow^), PP-

TL1

rJ^alittleegg !
d
P
im.ofL! i,anegg: <^^^^J^^

pp. owen, awen, aje, etc.), < AS. ajran (pres.
md. ah, pret. afcte, pp. dgen), have, possess, =
OS. egan = OFries. #a = OHG. eigan, MHG.
eipen = Icel. eiga = Sw. d'jra = Dan. ee = Goth.

aigan (pres. otA), have, possess; akin to Skt.

\/ ic, possess. From this verb, from the pret.

(AS. ahte), comes the E. ought, now used as an

auxiliary; from the pp. (AS. dgen), the E. adj.
own1

,
and from that the verb MM*, which has

taken the place of owe in its orig. sense 'pos-

sess,' owe having become restricted to the sense

of obligation. See own1
, a., own1

, .] I. trans.

If. To possess; have; own; be the owner or

rightful possessor of.

And of thys towne was Joseph of Aramathla, that awght
the new Tumbe or Monyment that our Savir Crist was

buryed In. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 25.

And I pray you tell the lady . . . that owes it that I

will direct my life to honour this glove with serving her.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

This is no mortal business, nor no sound
That the earth owes. Shak., Tempest, L 2. 407.

2t. To be bound (to do something); be under

obligation ; ought : followed by an object infini-

tive.

Ye owen to encyne and bowe youre herte to take the pa-
cience of oure Lord Jhesu Crist.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

And that same kirk gert scho make
Coriosly for that cros sake,
For men auld hald that haly tre

In honore als it aw to be.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.X p. 123.

Therby may we knowe that I owe to haue Rome by heri-

tage as I haue Bretaigne. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 642.

owl
A fig for care, a fig for woe !

If I can't pay, why, I can owe.

J. Heywood, Be Merry, Friends.

A grateful mind
By owing owes not, but still pays.

Milton, P. L., iv. 56.

To be owing, to be due, as a debt ; also, to be due, ascrib-

able, or imputable.

For strength of nature in youth passeth over many ex-

cesses which are omng a man till his age.

Bacon, Kegimen of Health.

Your Happiness is airing to your Constancy and Merit.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, v. 1.

Such false impressions are airing to the abandoned writ-

ings of men of wit Steele, Spectator, No. n.

>). v. t. [A var. of own2
, by confusion

e1.] To own; acknowledge; confess.

You have charged me with bullocking you into owing
the truth ; it is very likely, an 't please your worship, that

I should bullock him ; I have marks enow about my body
to show of his cruelty to me.

Fielding, Tom Jones, ii. 6. (Dames.)

oweltyt (6'el-ti), n. [ME. "owelty, < OF. oeltf,

oeltet, uclte, ovellete, eiwaliteit, ivelte, etc., other

forms of egalte, equalite, etc., equality: see

equality.'] Equality; in law, a kind of equality
of service in subordinate tenures. Wharton.

Also ovealty, ore%. owelty of exchange, owel-

ty of partition, that which is required to be given by
him who receives the greater value to him who receives

the less, to compensate for the inequality.

Owenia (6-e'ni-a), H. [NL., named in all senses

after Richard Owen.] 1. A genus of trees of

the polypetalous order Meliacea; and the tribe

TricMliea; characterized by the short style, ex-

serted anthers, three- (in one species twelve-)

celled ovary, and drupaceous fruit. There are r>

species, all Australian. They are smooth trees, covered

which does not undergo transformation into the body of

the chick is out of all proportion to the formative yolk
proper, which makes only a speck in the great ball of

"yellow" and "white." Such ova are called meroblastic,
in distinction from holoblastic. The human ovum is very
minute, relatively and absolutely, averaging about ,J
of an inch in diameter. It is said to have been first rec-

ognized by K. E. von Baer in 1827. The parts of the ovum
have been badly named, without reference to its mor-
phology as a cell. Thus, the cell-wall is called the zona

pellucida; the nucleus is named the germinal vesicle or
vesicle of Purkinje, and its nucleolus the germinal spot or

spot of Wagner. The phrases germinal vesicle and ger-
minal spot are misleading. The first stages of devel-

opment of an ovum, consequent upon fertilization, con-
sist in the segmentation of the mtellus, or yolk-division,
by which the cell-substance becomes a mulberry-mass of

spherules, called the morula. The rest is an intricate

process of differentiation and specialization of these spher-
ules, and their multiplications into the myriads of dif-

ferent kinds of cells of which the whole body of most adult
animals is fabricated. Some of the early special stages
of this process are known as the monila, gastrula, Mas-
tula, etc. The first tissue or coherent layer of cells pro-
duced is called a blastoderm. When there are two layers,
inner and outer blastodermic layers, they are distin

guished as endoderm and ectoderm; when a third inter-
mediate layer is formed, it is the mesoderm. An ovum is

called, in general, a germ until the rudiments of its spe-
cific characters appear, when it becomes an embryo, and
later may be & fetus. That department of ontology which
treats of the development of the ovum is embryology. See

Thanne somme of yow for water owe to goo.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

3. To be indebted for; be or feel bound or un-
der obligation for; of a debt, to be under ob-

ligation to pay: followed by to, it often indi-

cates origin or cause: as, to owe a thousand
dollars

;
to owe some one a grudge ;

to owe suc-

cess to family influence.

"How?" quath alle the comune, "consailest thou ous to

jelde
Al that we owen eny wyght er we go to housele?"

Piers Plowman (C), xxli. 394.

Host. He ... said this other day you ought him a thou-
sand pound.

Prince. Sirrah, do I owe you a thousand pound?
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 162.

The injuries I receiv'd, I must confess,
Made me forget the love I ow'd this country.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

Christian charity and beneficence is a debt which we owe
to our kings, as well as to the meanest of their subjects.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. viii.

The debtor owes his liberty to his neighbour, as much as

the murderer does his life to his prince.
Steele, Spectator, No. 82.

I have no debt but the debt of Nature, and I want but
patience of her, and I will pay her every farthing I mee her.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 7.

He says but little, and that little said
Owes all its weight, like loaded dice, to lead.

Counter, Conversation, 1. 302.

To owe one a day in harvest. See harvest.

II. intrans. To be in debt
;
continue to be in

debt.

panicles of small D ,

cerastfera a'nd O. nenosa are in Queensland called respec-

tively tweet and sour plum. Both have hard wood, that of

the latter highly colored and very strong, used in cabinet-

making and wheelwrights' work. O. venosa is called tulip-

wood.

2. A genus of saccate ctenophorans of the fam-

ily Mertensiidx. 3. A genus of marine anne-

lids of the family Clymenidce. Also called Am-
mochares.
Owenite (6'en-It), . [< Owen (see def.) + -ite?.]

A follower of Robert Owen (1771-1858), a Brit-

ish reformer, and the father of English social-

ism, who advocated the formation of social

communities.
owennet. An Old English form of own.

ower 1
(o'er), n. [< ME. owere; < owe1 + -er 1

.]

If. One who possesses ;
an owner.

The great Ower of Heauen.
Bp. Hall, Sermon at Exeter, Aug., 1837.

2. One who owes or is in debt.

They are not, sir, worst owers that do pay
Debts when they can.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xxxlv.

ower? (ou'er), prep, and adv. An obsolete or

dialectal (Scotch) form of over.

owerby (ou'er-bi),ato. A Scotch form of oterby.

owerloup (our'loup), n. 1. The act of leaping
over a fence or other obstruction. 2. An oc-

casional trespass of cattle. 3. The stream-

tide at the change of the moon. [Scotch in

all uses.]

owheret, adv. [ME., also oughwhere, owghwhere;
< AS. dhwier, anywhere, < a, ever, a generalizing

prefix, + hwwr, where : see where.] Anywhere.
And if thou se a wastour mcher, y thee pray,
His felowschip fayn y wolde that thou left.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 35.

owl1
(oul), 11. [< ME. owle, oule, ulc, < AS. file=

I), nil = MLG. file, LG. tile = OHG. uwila, via,

huwela, hiuwela, MHG. iuwel, iule, hiiwel, hiuwel,
G. euU =Icel. ugla = Sw. nggla = Dan. ugle, an
owl

;
cf . OHG. huu-o, MHG. huwe, uwe, an owl

;
F.

huette, an owl; L. ulula, an owl, Hind, huhii, an

owl, also a dove; all prob. orig. based on an imi-

tation of the bird's cry, and thus remotely re-

lated to howl.] 1. A raptorial nocturnal bird of

prey of the family Striyidii'. Owls constitute a high-

ly monomorphic group, the suborder Striges of the order

Raptores. With few exceptions, they are of distinctively
nocturnal habits and a peculiar physiognomy produced by
the great size and breadth of the head and the shortened
face with large eyes looking forward and usually set in a

facial ruff or disk of modified feathers, which hide the base

of the bill. Many owls have also " horns
"
(that is, ear-tufts)

or plumicorns. The bill is hooked, but never toothed, and
the nostrils open at the edge of the cere, not in it. The

plumage is very soft and blended, without aftershafts, and
the flight is noiseless. The talons are large, sharp, and
hookeS as in other birds of prey ; the outer toe is versa-

tile; and the feet are usually feathered to the claws. (See
cut under braccate.) There are many anatomical charac-

ters. (See Striges.) Owls are among the most nearly cos-

mopolitan of birds. They feed entirely upuii animal sub-

stances, and capture their prey alive, as small quadrupeds
and birds, various reptiles, fishes, iind insects. They lay



owl
from three to six white eggs of snbspherlcal shape. There
are about 200 species, assigned to some 50 modern genera,
and now usually considered as constituting 2 families, AIM-
conidcr and fUriytda, or burn.owls and other owls. See
outs under ftarn-ow'/, lln'm. frlintriifiniii,ltunlf-nn-t, .\i/<-tnt<i,

Otui, mom-met, and Sti-ix.

The oule eek that of detho the bode bryngeth.
Chaucer, Parliament or Fowls, 1. 843.

The mot shriek'd at thy birth an evil sign.

Shak.,:t Ili-n. VI., v. 6. 44.

And eucn this did Adam seitke, if God had not brought
him out of his Owlr nest. Purehat, Pilgrimage, p. 26.

2. A variety of the domestic pigeon: so called
from its owl-like physiognomy. The head is round,
and the beak very short. There are several strains of

owls, known as English, African, and Chinese. All run in

various colors.

The owl* are African, English, and Chinese. The Afri-
can is at home in Tunis, whence many thousands have
been sent to England, and of which scarcely dozens re-

main. The bird is the smallest of the family, and so deli-

cate that its term of life out of African air is very limited.
The Knglish <nrf Is fair In size, with eye round and promi-
nent, the dewlap well developed, and the frill extending
to the lower point of the breast. In the Chinese this frill-

feathering Is excessive, even extending up about the throat
to the eyes. The Century, XXXII. 107.

3. A person whose pleasure or business it is

to be up or about much at night. [Colloq.] An
owl in an ivy-bush*, a stupid, blundering fellow.

Lord% Prithee, how did the fool look?
Col. Look ! egad, he look'd for all the world like OH

owl in an iny bush. Swift, Polite Conversation, 1.

Burrowing owl, a small owl which burrows in the ground
in many part* of North and South America and the West
Indies, the Speotyto cunicularia and its varieties. It Is 9

or 10 Inches long: grayish-brown, profusely spotted with
white; with the head smooth, without plumlcoms: the
facial disk incomplete ; and with the ear-parts small and

Nest of Burrowing Owl (Sptotyto CMitfcutarfa).

not operculate, and the legs long and partly bare. This is

the owl well known on the western prairies in connection
with the prairie-dogs, in the deserted burrows of which it

makes its nest, and on the pampas of South America in

similar relations with the viscaehas. There is a colony in

Florida, and there are several in the West Indies. These
owls are diurnal, and feed upon insects and small mammals
and reptiles. See Speotyto. Orgy owl,one of sundry owls
of a gray color. One of the species to which the name ap-
plies is the common European Strix gtridula. The great
gray owl of North America is Strix cinerea, or Sumium ci-

nereum, one of the largest and most boreal species of the

family. Hissing owl, the barn-owl, Strix flammed or
Alum flamineus. Afon<a<7. Horned owl, horn-owl,
any owl with horns in the shape of plumicorns or feathery
egrets on the head ; an eared owl ; a cat-owl. There are

many species, of such genera as Otwt or Agio, Scops, Bubo,
etc. The great horned owl of Europe Is Bubo maximal;
that of America is B, virginianus. See cut under Bubo.

Long-eared OWL See lotvj-eared and Otus. Short-
eared owl See thart tared. To bring or send owls
tp Athens, to perform unnecessary labor : "carry coals to

Newcastle ; take a commodity where it already abounds.
A small brown owl (probably Scops giu) is especially com-
mon on the Acropolis and about Athens, and was hence
taken as the emblem of the city, and of its patron goddess,
Athene or Pallas (Minerva).
owl 1

(oul). /. i. [< ami, .] To carry on a con-
traband or unlawful trade at night or in secrecy ;

skulk about with contraband goods; smuggle;
especially, to carry wool or sheep out of the

country, at one time an offense at law. [Eng.]
owl'2 ,

. A dialectal form of wool.

OWl-DUtterfly (oul'but'er-fli), H. A very large
South American nymphalid butterfly, ('<tli</<>

i'iiri/lochit.1, attaining an expanse of nine inches:
so called because the wings when folded at

rest present at the base of the second series a

pair of large ocelli likened to owls' eyes. See
cut under ocellate.
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OWlerH (ou'ler), n. One guilty of the offense
of owling; a smuggler, especially of wool.

To gibbets and gallows your meter* advance,
That, that 's the sure way to mortify France,
For Monsieur our nation will always be gulling,
While you take such care to supply him with woolh -n.

ISrown, Works, I. 184. (Danet.)

owler'2t (ou'ler), n. [A dial. var. of alder1 .} An
alder-tree. [Prov. Eng.]
He advises that you plant willows or mrtem.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 188.

owlery (ou'ler-i), .
; pi. owleries (-iz). [< owl 1

+ -ery
1

."] 1. An abode or haunt of owls. Imp.
Diet. 2. An owlish or owl-like character or
habit.

Man is by birth somewhat of an owl. Perhaps, too. of
all the owleries that ever possessed him, the most owlish,
If we consider it, Is that of your actually existing Motive-

Millwrights. Cartyte, sartor Resartus, p. 162.

owlet (ou'let), . [Also liowlet, q. v. ; < owfi +
-et.~] 1. An owl; a howlet.

As faulcon fares to bussarde's flight,
V- . -!' - i V' - t<- MJ '"" -iL'ht'. .

I'utttnham, Partheniades, xvl.

2. A young owl; a little owl. 3. Same as ow-
li t-nn>th.

owlet-moth (ou'let-m6th). . One of various
noctuid moths, so called from their nocturnal
habits and
soft fluffy ap-
pearance. The
splderwort ow-
let-moth, Prode-
nia flaeimedia,
is a well-known
species, whose
larva feeds on
many different

plants and re-

sembles a cut-

worm In habits.

See also cut an-
der Prodenia.

owl-eyed (oul'id), a. Having eyes like an owl's;

seeing best in the night.
owl-faced (oul'fast), a. Having a face like an
owl's.

Owlglasst, [Also Owleglass, ffowleglags, Hol-

liylass, etc. ; also (helspiegle; < MD. Uylegpigel,

Uylespieghel (G. TM Eulenspiegel), Owlglass,
< uyle, wl, D. uil, G. eule, owl, + spiegel, < L.

speculum, looking-glass: see speculum."] The
name of the hero of a popular German tale

translated into English at the end of the six-

teenth century. He is represented as practis-

ing all manner of pranks and having all sorts

of comical adventures.

Ride on my best Invention like an asse,
To the amazement of each Owliglaae;
Till then fare well (if thou canst get good fare) ;

Content 's a feast, although the feast be bare.

Taylor, Workes (1630). (Naret.)

1. Or what do you think
Of On'l glow instead of him 7

2. No, him
I have no mind to.

1. 0, but Ulen-spiegle
Were soch a name.

B. Jonson, Masque of Fortune, vi. 190.

owl-gnat (oul'nat), n. A noctuiform gnat of the

family Psycltodida:
owl-head (oul'hed), n. The black-bellied plo-

ver, Squatarola helvetica. Trumlmll. [New Jer-

sey.]
owlingt (ou'ling), n. [Verbal n. of owft, .] The
offense of carrying wool or sheep out of the

country, formerly punished by fine or banish-
ment.
owlish (ou'lish), a. [< owf1 + -w* 1

.] 1. Owl-

like; resembling an owl or some one of its

features.

Whose mclixh eyes are dazled with the brightnesse of
this light. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. :'.

2. Having an appearance of preternatural grav-
ity and wisdom. 3. Stupid; dull; fat-witted.

owlishness (ou'lish-nes), . The nature or
character of an owl; stupidity, as that of an
owl when dazed by the light.

OWlism (ou'lizm), . [< oirft + ism.'] An owlish
or preying disposition or habit.

Their (lawyers'] oidixnw, vulturisms, to an incredible ex-

tent, will disappear by and by ; their heroisms only re-

maining. Carli/lt, Past and Present, II. 17.

owl-light (oul'lit), H. Glimmering or imperfect
light; twilight.

I do not like his visits ; commonly
He comes by owl-light; both the time and manner
Is suspicious ; I do not like it.

Fletcher (and another). Fan- Maid of the Inn, ii. i

owl-monkey (oul'mung'ki), n. A night-ape,
owl-moth (oul'mdth), n. A moth, Thysania
agrippinn. It is probably the largest moth known, mea-

own
coring nearlyafoot from tip

to tipof wings. Itisa native
of Brazil, and is so called from Its color and from the re-

semblance of the hind wings to the head of an owl.

owl-parrot (oul'par'ot), . The kakapo, st-
ilniifs liiihi-n/ililiiii: so called from its owlish a-;-

Owl-panol (SIHfofi >

pect and nocturnal predatory habits. It is a
native of New Zealand. Also called night-par-
rot. See kakapo.
Owlspieglet, Same as Oiclglass.

Thou shonld'st have given her a madge-owl, and then
Thou'dst made a present o' thyself, Owlipiegle.

B. Jonion. Sad Shepherd, II. 1.

owl-swallow (oul'swol'6), n. A goatsucker or

night-jar of the family Podargidas,
owl-train (oul'tran), n. A railroad-train run-

ning during the night. [U. S.]

owly (ou'li), a. [< oio/i + .yl.] Seeing no bet-'

ter than an owl by day; purblind; blear-eyed.
As seemes to Season's sin bleard Owtie sight.

Syltetter, tr. of Da Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Imposture

owly-eyedt (ou'li-Id), . Same as owl-eyed.

Their wicked minds, blind to the light of vertue, and
owly eyed In the night of wickednesse.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

own 1
(on), a. [= 8c. ain, aicen; < ME. own,

owen, awen, aghen, agen, on, owe, < AS. dgen =
OS. egan = OFries. eigen, egen, ein, ain = MD.
eghen, eeghen, D. eigen = MLG. egen, LG. egen
= OHG. eigan, MHG. G. eigen = Icel. eiginn
= Sw. Dan. egen = Goth.*oi'oaw, own (cf. aigin,

n., property), lit. 'possessed,' orig. pp. of dgan,
etc., ow: see owe1

.] 1. Properly or exclu-

sively belonging to one's self or itself; pertain-
ing to or characteristic of the subject, person or

thing; peculiar; proper; exclusive; particular;
individual; private: used after a possessive,

emphasizing the possession : as, to buy a thing
with one's own money ;

to see a thing with one's

own eyes ;
he was beaten at his own game ;

mind
your own business.

God wrouxt It and wrot hit with his on fyngcr,
And toke It Moyses vpon the mount alle men to lere.

Fieri Plowman (B), xL 163.

He sett them by bys avme syde,

Vp at the hyse dese.

The Horn of King Arthur (Child's Ballads, L 26).

To thine own self be trne,
And It must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Shale., Hamlet, L 8. 78.

Portlns, behold thy brother, and remember
Thy life is not thy own, when Borne demands it.

Addison, Cato, Iv. 4.

And Jove's own thunders follow Man's drams.
Pope, Danciad, Iv. 68.

Beneath her father's roof, alone
She seemed to live ; her thoughts her own;
Herself her oirn delight Wardncorth, Ruth.

Oar own sun belongs to the class of yellow stars, prob-
ably somewhat past maturity. Tail, Light, f 328.

[In this sense otrn is often used elllptically. the noun which
it is to be regarded as qualifying being omitted : as, to hold
one's own (that is, one's own ground, or one's own cause) ;

a man can do as he likes with his own (that is, his own
property, possessions, goods, etc.).

He came unto his own [possessions), and his oirn (people)
received him not John L 11.

My study is to render every man his men, and to con-
tain myself within the limits of a gentleman.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, il. _'

These poor cantoners could not enjoy their own in quiet.
Bp. IlacM, Abp. Williams, I. 67.

The cup. the cup Itself, from which oar Lord
Drank at the last sad sapper with his own.

Tennyton, Holy Oral].]

(The superlative is sometimes used.

My bride to be, my evermore delight,
My own heart's heart, and ownttt own, farewell.

Tennyton, Maud. xvilL 8.)

2. Actual: used without a possessive, with to

instead before the possessor: as, oicn brother
to some one.



own
My lady Claytone, who, never having had any child of

her own, grew to make so much of me as if she had been
an own mother to me.

Autobiography of Lady Warwick, p. 2. (Nares.)

"Own brother, sir," observes Durdles, . . . "to Peter
the Wild Boy !

"
Dickens, Edwin Drood, v.

Of one's own motion, of spontaneous impulse ; at one's
own suggestion ; of one's own accord ; spontaneously.
The ownt, its own.

The bodie whereof was afflicted on the East by the Per-

sians, on the West by the Gothes and other Barbarians,
and fretted within the owne bowels by intestine rebellions.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 246.
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Zuych [such i. e. t theft] is the zenne ... of ham of

religion thet byeth ojeneres, uor hi behoteth to libbe

wy[th]-oute ogninge. Ayentrile of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

That love is merchandized whose rich esteeming
The owner's tongue doth publish every where.

Shak., Sonnet*, cii.

With no Owner Beauty long will stay,

Upon the Wings of Time borne swift away.
Prior, Celia to Damon.

Abutting owner. See abut. Beneficial owner. See

beneficial. Dominant owner. -See dominant tenement,
under domiiiant. Equitable owner, an owner having
only an equitable estate.

,

Where he himself was lost, Prospero his dukedom

To be one's own man. (at) To be in one's right senses or Ownerless (6'ner-les), a. [< owner + -less.]
normal state of mind. Having no owner: as, ownerless dogs.

Ferdinand, her brother, found a wife ownership (6'ner-ship), n. [< owner + -ship.]
The state of being an owner; the right by
which a thing belongs specifically to some
person or body ; proprietorship ; possession as
an owner or proprietor. See owner.

The party entitled may make a formal, but peaceable
entry thereon, declaring that thereby he takes possession ;

which notorious act of ownership is equivalent to a feodal
investiture by the lord. Blackstone, Com., III. x.

No absolute ownership of land is recognized by our law-
books except in the crown. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 12.

appropriate to oneself, = OHG. eiginen, MHG. BorUtarian ownership. See-.bomtarian

eigenen, eignen, G. eignen = Icel. eigna = Sw. Own-form (on form), a. In lot, belonging to a

eqna = Dan. egne, be proper, be becoming, be- P^t having stamens of a length correspond-
seem ; from the adj. : see own1

, a.] To have or
lng mth the We * * P^nt J

be fertilized :

hold as one's own; possess; hold or possess
a term

?PP.
1

1

led ty -Darwin to pollen used

rightfully or legally; have and enjoy the right
J.

n cross-fertilizing dimorphic and tnmorphic

Which so cut his heart, to see a woman his confusion,
that hee was never his owne man afterward.

Dekker, Strange Horse Race (1618). (Nares.)

(fe) To be free to control one's own time. To hold one's
own. See def. 1, and holdi.

own1
(on), v. t. [< ME. ownen, ohnien, ognien,

ahnien, agnien, < AS. dgnian, dhnian, have as
one's own, own, possess, claim as one's own,

of property in; in a general sense, to have : as, to
own a large estate, or a part interest in a ship. -

1 have invariably employed pollen from a distinct plant
of the same form for the illegitimate unions of all the

Not Afric owns a serpent I abhor
More than thy fame and envy.

Shak., Cor., i. 8. 3.

But none of them owns the landscape. , - , *

Emerson, Nature, p. 11. OWnneSS (on &),
=Syn. Hold, Occupy, etc. See possess.

own2
(on), v. [In the present form due to con-

fusion with own1
,
v. (being formerly also some-

times owe (see owe2 ), by further confusion with
owe1

); < ME. unnen, < AS. unnan = OS. unnan,

the present, orig. pret., being AS. an, on (=OS.
an = MHG. an, on, etc.), pi. unnon, weak pret.
uthe, etc.] I. trans. If. To grant; give.

species : and therefore it may be observed that I have used
the term own-form pollen in speaking of such unions.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 24.

[Xown1
, a.,+ -ness.] The

quality of being peculiar to one's self.

Napoleon, . . . with his ownness of impulse and in-

sight, with his mystery and strength, in a word, with his

originality (if we will understand that), reaches down into
the region of the perennial and primeval.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 198.

owset, n. An obsolete form of ooze.

OWsellt, n. [Origin obscure
;

cf. owse, ooze.] A
slough ;

a quagmire.God hunne [read unne] him ethemodes [well-disposed] ben,
And sende me min childre agen.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2249.

He on the [thee] muchele more.
Proverbs of Alfred, 1. 241.

2. To admit; concede; acknowledge: as, to own
a fault; to own the force of a statement.

Twenty white owsen, my gude lord,
If you'll grant Hughie the Graeme to me.

Hughie the Graeme (Child's Ballads, VI. 66).

An' owsen frae the furrow'd field
Return sae dowf an* weary, O.

Burns, My Ain Kind Dearie, O.

But, for singing, among other things, we got Mrs Cole- OWtt, OWtet, adv. Obsolete spellings of out.
an to sing part of the Opera, though she would not own OX (oks), n.

; pi. oxen (ok
'

sn). [< ME. oxe (pi
oxen),< AS. oxa (pi. oxan) = OS. *ohso = OFries.
oxa = MD. osse, D. os = MLG. LG. osse = OHG.
ohso, MHG. ohse, G. ochse, ochs= Icel. oxi, uxi =
Sw. Dan. oxe= Goth, auhsa, auhstts, an ox : an old
Aryan word, like cow and steer, though not, like

these, found in Gr. and L.
;
= W. ych, an ox,= Skt. ukshan, an ox, bull

;
referred by some,

as 'impregnator,' to Skt. / nksh, sprinkle; by^4-Un.n *~ CH~* - / ..7._I.
' * ^ ' f

I am verily perswaded that neither the touch of con-
science, nor the sense and seeing of any religion, ever
drewe these into that damnable and untwineable traine
and owseU of perdition. J. Melton, Sixefold Politician.

A dialectal form of oxen.

"Ich an wel," cwath the nijte gale,
"Ah [but], wranne, nawt for thire tale."

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 1739.

Ber. 'Tis a saying, sir, not due to me.
Leon. You will not own it.

Shak., W. T., iii. 2. 60.

she did get any of it without book in order to the stage.
Pepys, Diary, II. 319.

He own* himself deterred from suicide by the thoughts
of what may follow death. Goldsmith, Metaphors.

I own the soft impeachment. Sheridan, Rivals, v. 3.

Let each side own its fault and make amends !

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 87.

In the long sigh that sets our spirit free,We own the love that calls us back to Thee !
* ^ -

/ - r 7 -M , j
0. W. Holmes, Dedication of the Pittsfleld Cemetery, others to Skt. / uksh, increase, wax, = E. wax1

,

3. To recognize ; acknowledge : as, to own one 1' v '
.

Tlle noun ox
< pi* 1 oxen, is notable

as a son. as being the only one still having in familiar
How shall I own thee? shall this tongue of mine use tne ^ plural in -en (AS. -aw), the plurals
E'er call thee daughter more? eyne, hosen, and peasen, though of AS. origin,Beau, and Fl, Philaster, v. 5. being obs. or archaic, and children, brethren,

th;rhMr?h
ptUre <m * " 8Uch

M%der
' ch

,

function in kine, and shoon, in which the plural in -en (-n,MMon Eikonoklastes, xxiv. .) appears first in ME., being all (except

S^^SSSS^S^SSStS ) archaic, or at least' (as Lthr^) c&l
to"06- Evelyn, Diary, June 30, 1660.

To own up, to confess fully and unreservedly; make a
clean breast

"
of a matter : usually implying confession

as the result of pressure or when brought to bay. [Collon 1=
SJJP-. ?. Admit, Confess, etc. See acknowledge.
II. intrant. To confess : with to : as, to own

to a fault. [Colloq.]
May did not own to the possession of the bond.

, Mrs. Crowe.
Ownat, bame as ound*.
owner (6'ner), n. [< ME. ownere, ogenere (=
D. eigenaar = Q. eigner) < own1 + -er1 .] One
who owns; the rightful proprietor; one who
has the legal or rightful title, whether he is the
possessor or not; in a general sense, one who
has or possesses. When used alone it does not neces-
sarily imply exclusive or absolute ownership. One who Skeleton of o* (Bus taur,,s).

>lds subject to a mortgage, or otherwise has only a qual- ./'
f'n<al : '"". mandible ; c, cervical vertebra ; D, dorsal verte-

ified fee, is generally termed owner if he has a right to "*?-'
L

" lumbar vertebra ; sc, scapula; hu, humerus ; / ulna- "a
possession. 1S; "" roetacarpal ; fe, pelvis ; ft. femur ; lib, tibia j ca. catcaneum ; mtl, metatarsus ; cf, carpus ; tar, tarsus.

(as brethren) confined
to a limited and non-vernacular use.] 1. The
adult male of the domestic Bos taiirus, known

Oxalis

in the natural state as a bull, whose female is a

<, and whose young is a calf; in a wider
sense, an animal of the family Bovidas and sub-

family Bovinte or Ovibovituv; a bovine. The sev-
eral animals of this kind have each of them specific des-

ignations, as buffalo, bison, aurochs, zebu, musk-ox, etc.:
the word is commonly restricted to the varieties of Bos
taunts, the common ox, which is one of the most valuable
of domestic animals. Its flesh is the principal article of
animal food, and there is scarcely any part of the animal
that is not useful to mankind : the skin, the horns, the
bones, the blood, the hair, and the refuse of all these, have
their separate uses. Having been specially domesticated
by man from a stock which it is probably impossible to
trace, the result has been the formation of very many
breeds, races, or permanent varieties, some of which are
valued for their flesh and hides, some for the richness and
abundance of their milk, while others are in great repute
for both beef and milk. Among the first class may be
mentioned the Durham or shorthorn, the polled Aber-
deen or Angus, and the West Highland or kyloe. Among
the most celebrated for dairy purposes are the Jersey,
Guernsey, Holstein-Friesian, Ayrshire, and Suffolk dun.
For the purposes both of the dairy-farmer and of the
grazier, the Hereford and a cross between a shorthorn and
an Ayrshire are much fancied. The ox is used in many
parts of the world as a beast of draft. The " wild ox," now
surviving in only a few parks, as at Chillingham Park in
Northumberland, and at Cadzow Forest in Lanarkshire,
seems, whatever its origin, to have been formerly an inhabi-
tant of many forest-districts in Great Britain, particularly
in the north of England and the south of Scotland.

2. In a restricted sense, the castrated male of
-Bo* taurus, at least 4 years old and full-grown
or nearly so. (See steer.) Such animals are
most used as draft-animals and for beef Galla
ox, the sanga, a kind of ox found in the Galla country.
Hamilton Smith. Indian OX, the brahminy bull. To
have the black ox tread on one's foott, to know what
sorrow or adversity is.

When the blacke Crowe's foote shall appeare in their

eie, or the black oxe tread on their foote who will like
them in their age who liked none in their youth ?

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 1.

OX-acid (oks'as'id), n. Same as oxyacid.
oxalamide (ok-sal'a-niid or -mid), n. [< oxal-ic
+ amide.] Same as oxamide.

oxalate (ok'sa-lat), n. [< oxal-ic + -ate1 .] In
chem., a salt formed by a combination of oxalic
acid with a base : as, potassium oxalate.

oxalemia, oxalaemia (ok-sa-le'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< oxal-ic + Gr. al/ia, blood!} Excess of oxalic
acid or oxalates in the blood.
oxalic (ok-sal'ik), a. [< NL. oxalieus, < L.
oxalis, < Gr. bt-aMc, sorrel: see Oxalis.] Of or

pertaining to sorrel.-Oxalic add, (COOHfe, the
acid of sorrel, first discovered in the juice of the Oxalis
acetosella. It is widely distributed in the vegetable king-
dom in the form of potassium, sodium, and calcium salts,
and is made artificially by heating sawdust with a mix-
ture of caustic potash and soda. It forms white crystals,
is readily soluble in water and alcohol, has an intensely
acid taste, and is violently poisonous. It is often sold
under the erroneous name of salt of lemons. Oxalic acid
is used largely in calico-printing, dyeing, and the bleach-
ing of flax and straw. Oxalic-acid diathesis, the con-
dition of the system when there is marked oxalemia.

Oxalidaceae (ok-sal-i-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Oxalis (-id-) + -acece.] Same
as Oxalidece, regarded by Lindley as an order.
Oxalideae (ok-sa-lid'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1824)'J < Oxalis (-id-) + -ew.] A tribe
of plants of the polypetalous order Geraniacece,
the geranium family, distinguished by the reg-
ular flowers, imbricate sepals, and capitate
Stigmas. It includes five genera, of which Oxalis is the
type. They are herbs or trees, usually with compound
leaves and ten stamens.

Oxalis (ok'sa-lis), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), < L
oxalis, < Gr. ofa/Uf, sorrel, also sour wine, <

offcf, sharp, pun-

fent,
acid, sour.]

. A genus of orna-
mental plants, type
of the tribe Oxa-
lidece of the order
Geraniacece. it is

characterized by the
ten perfect stamens,
five distinct styles, and
flve-lobed loculicidal

pod with ten persistent
valves. There are about
205 species, mostly of
South Africa and South
America, with one or
two widely scattered

throughout the trop-
ics, and three or four
throughout the tem-
perate zones. They
produce short stems
with alternate leaves,
or more commonly rad-
ical leaves from a fleshy
rootstockorbulb. The
characteristic leaves
are of three radiating
inversely heart-shaped
leaflets

; others are pin-
nate or undivided. The flowers are yellow, pink, or white,
usually in long-stalked umbels, with additional minute

Flowering Plant of Oxalis violacea
(wood-sorrel), a, pistil with some of
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apetalous flowers close-fertilized in tlie bud. Several

speck-H yii-lil i-ililili- liilirrs. (t. l>>'j>i'i .,f \lr\i.-.i, with
four U-Hllrt* itnd n-i tlowcis, bus fusiform edible roots.
Sr\ rr:il I'Xiitir species ;in- impoi tanf fci the conservatory.
Certain pinnate-leafed species exhibit irrititbiliu. s< r

cut under nbcordntf.

2. [/. c.j A plant of this genus.
oxalite (ok'sa-lit), . [<>./-/<+ -i>-.] Same
as hiniili/ililliiii .

OXaluria (ok-sa-lii'ri-ii). . [Nl,..< inn l-i<- +
dr. iir/Hii; urine.] In i>ittlu>l., the presence of

cryHtalli/.i'il o\iilatr of liino in the urine in con-
siderable amount.

oxaluric (ok-sa-lu'rik), a. [< oxal-ic + n'<\]

Derived from mva and oxalic acid. Oxaluric
acid, an uuiil (C ;)H4N ._.<).,) produced by the decomposition
of parabanlc acid. It is a white or slightly yellow rrysial -

line powder of an acid taste. It forms salts with the alkalis
and alkaline earths.

oxalyl, oxalyle (ok'sa-lil), . [< f>xal-ie +
-y/.J In chem., the hypothetical radical of ox-
alic acid, Oo(X).

oxamate (oK'sa-mat), n. [< oxam-ie + -ate1 .]
In them., a salt'of oxamic acid.

oxamic (ok-sam'ik), a. [< ox(alic) + am(ine)
+ -c.] Produced from acid ammonium oxa-
late by dehydration or the elimination of water,
and in other ways: noting the monobasic acid
so produced (Co,O2.NH2OH).
oxamide (ok-sarn'id or -id), . [< ox(alic) +
amide.] A white substance (C%0%(NHq)n), in-

soluble in water, produced by the distillation
of neutral ammonium oxalate,whence its name.
Also called oxalamide.

ox-antelope (oks'an'te-lop), n. A bubaline

antelope, as the oryx. See reem. Num. xxiii. 22

(revised version, margin).
ox-balm (oks'bam), . Same as horse-balm.

oxberry (oks'ber'i), n. The black bryony. See
bryony. [Prov. Eng.]

OX-bird (oks'Wrd), . 1. An oxbiter or ox-

pecker; an African bird of the family Bupka-
gid<e (which see). 2. A weaver-bird, Textor
alector. P. L. Sclater. 3. The dunlin, Pelidna

ullihina or Tringa variabilis, a kind of sandpiper.
Nuttall, 1834; A. Newton. 4. The sanderlmg,
Cattdris arenaria. [Essex, Kent, England.]

oxbiter (oks'bi'ter), n. 1. An ox-bird or ox-

pecker. See Buphagidce. 2. The American
cow-bird, Molothrus pecoris or M. ater.

ox-bow (oks'bo), H. [< ME. oxebowe; < ox +
ftotc2.] 1. A curved piece of wood the ends of
which are inserted into an ox-yoke and held by
pins. In use it encircles the neck of the ani-
mal. See yoke.

With ox-boms and ox-yokes, and other things mo,
For ox-teeme and horse-teeme In plough for to go.

Turner, Husbandry, September.

2. A bend or reach of a river resembling an
ox-bow in form: a use common in New Eng-
land.

oxboyt (oks'boi), n. A boy who tends cattle
;
a

cow-boy.
The ox-boy as ill is as hee,
Or worser, if worse may be found.

Tusser, Husbandry, A Comparison.

ox-brake (oks'brak), n. A kind of frame in
which oxen are placed for shoeing.
OX-cbeek (oks'chek), n. See jowl, 2.

The king regaled himself with a plate of ox-eheek.

Smollett, Ferdinand Count Fathom, xl.

oxea (ok-se'a), n.
; pi. oxea; (-e). [NL., < Gr.

ofeia, fern, of 6f{>f, sharp.] An acicular or nee-

dle-shaped sponge-spicule of the monaxon bi-

radiate type, sharp at both ends, produced by
growth from a center at the same rate in oppo-
site directions along the same axis. An oxea
is therefore uniaxial and oquibiradiate. Kntiic.

Brit., XXII. 416.

oxeate (ok-se'at), a. [< orea + -ate1 .] 1.

Having the character of an oxea; uniaxial,
equibiradiate, and sharp at both ends, as a

sponge-spicule. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416. 2.

Sharp-pointed at one end; acute. Sollag.

Oxen, Plural of tijr.

oxer (ok'ser), n. [< ox + -er.] Same as 01-

[Slang.]
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(I,-.-/,;,, l,rino [H.|, a bird

called an oxri/f. t'loria.

Oxtie*, Woodpeckers, und
In winter Flocks of Para-
kltoes.

S. Clarice, Four I'lantatloiiB

|ln America.

(c) The lilack-ln llii.il

plover, Kquatarnla hel-

nlii-ii. (il) The Amer-
ican dunlin, 1'tliilnu

americana. [1
T

. S.
|

3. A cloudy s| k in-

weather -call, often
seen on the coast of

Africa, which presages
a storm. 4. pi. Small
concave mirrors made,
especially in Nurem-
berg, of glass.- creep-
ing oxeye, Wedelia car-
nota. Also called Weft In-
dian inariyold. [West In-
dies.) Oxeye bean. See
Van'. Oxeye daisy. See
daiy. Seaside oxeye, Bomchia. arboretcent. (Wet In-
die*.] Yellow oxeye, the corn-marigold,

ox-eyed (oks'Id), a. [< ox + eye + -ed*; tr. Or.
/toumf, ox-eyed: see boopic, boops.'] Having
large full eyes, like those of an ox.

Homer useth that epithet of ox-eyed In describing Juno,
because a round black eye Is the best.

Burton, Auat of Mel., p. 471.

OXfairt (oks'far), . [< ME. oxfayre; < ox +
fair%.] A cattle-fair. Cath. Ang., p. 265.

ox-fence (oks'fens), n. A fence to keep oxen

Oxon.

rli> in., a compound of uxygcn with another ele-

ment. The mills arc grouped as acld-forminc, basic, or
nriitnil. The acid-forming oxlds, alwi calleil acid anJiu-

drblx, are compounds of oxygen with n< .1 raiii-

cals. Most of I In-ill iin iii- ilirec -il) unit ,it<Ttiifiinn acids,u sulphuric oiid, si).,, which unites with water to form
sulphuric acid, H 2HO4 . The basic oxlds are compounds of

oxygen with positive elements. Many of them form ky-
droxlds, all of whii li neutralize acids, forming salts, u
barium oxid, BaO, which forms the hydrate IlafOII)?. The
neutral

oxidftorpcnixM* usually rout ain more oxygen than
the others, and have only very feeble acid or basic Ui'upei-
tles. Certain oxids cannot be classed with any of these
groups, having both acid and basic properties.

OXidability (ok'si-da-bil'i-ti), n. [< oxidable
+ -ity (see -bility).] Capability of being con-
verted into an oxid.

oxidable (ok'si-da-bl), a. [< rifid(ate) + -ablf.]

Capable of being converted into an oxid.
II In ,i;ll.

OXidant (ok'si-dant), . [< oxid + -ant.'] An
oxidizing agent; a substance which yields up

mm oxygen readily to other bodies.

^fSS^SL^^JSy, oxidate (ok'si'-dat), f.; pret. and pp. oxidated,
i, a disk-nower. fff.e*umt*g. [<>%.] I. trang. To

convert into an oxid, as metals, etc., by combi-
nation with oxygen. Also oxygenate.

II. intrans. To become oxidized
; become an

oxid.

Iron oxidate* rapidly when Introduced In a state of Ig-
nition into oxygen gas.

Graham, Elem. of Chemistry, I. 300.

oxidation (ok-si-da'shon). n. [= F. oxudation
= 8p. oxidacion= Pg. oxydofffo= It. ogsidazione;
as oxidate + -ion.] 1. The act or process of

oxidizing, or causing a substance to combine
from straying; specifically, in fnx-liunting, a with oxygen. 2. The act or process of taking
fence consisting of a wide ditch bordered by a UP or combining with oxygen. Also oxidization,

strong hedge, beyond which is a railing. [Eng.] "xynenation.

OX-fly (oks'fli), . The osstrus or bot-fly, ffypo-
oxidational (ok-gi-da'shon-al), a. [< oxidation

derma bm-is, which infests cattle. + -al.] Pertaining to oxidation.

OX-foot (oks'fut), n. In farriery, the hind foot oxidatpr (ok'si-da-tor), n. A contrivance for

of a horse when the horn cleaves just in the throwing a stream of oxygen into the flame of

middle of the fore part of the hoof, from the a lamp. Also oxygenator.
coronet to the shoe. oxide, . 8ee oxid.

Oxford chrome, clay. See chrome, clay.
oxidizable (ok'si-di-za-bl), a. [< oxidize +

Oxford corners (oks'ford kfir'nerz). In print- -*'<'] Capable of being oxidized.

ing, ruled border-lines that cross and project
oxidization (ok'si-di-za'shon), . [< oxidize +

slightly at the corners, thus I . [Eng.] -ation.~\ Same as oxidation.

oxidize (ok'si-diz),f.; pret. and pp.oatVKred.ppr.
oxidizing. [< oxia + -tre.] I. trans. To cause
to combine with oxygen ;

effect oxidation of.

H. intrans. To take up oxygen; combine
with oxygen Oxidized rnln)nrn. See minium.
Oxidized silver, in nlrmmiillu' work, the dark and shadow

i-i i-- ai

!< o
Oxford crown. See crown, 13.

Oxfordian (oks'for-di-an), a. f< Oxford (see
def.) + -t'nn.] An epitnet applied to a division
of the Jurassic as developed in England, it is

the lower portion of the middle or Oxford subdivision of
the series, and Is divided into two groups or stages, the
Oxford clay and the Kellaways rock. The Oxfordian Is

also well developed In France and Germany.
Oxford marbles. Same as Arundel marbles
(which see, under marble).
Oxford mixture, movement, ocher, school,
etc. See mixture, etc.

effects produced on silver by a sulphid, usually in combi-
nation with some other substance. The dark so-called
"oxid" Is generally a pure sulphid. Oxidizing flame.
See/faiiK, 1.

OXidizement (ok'si-dlz-ment), u. [< oridige +
-ment.] Oxidation.

spreadmore evenly; mixed with gum arable, it thickens Oxisalt (ok'si-salt), n. See oxysalt.
and fixes the colors. A coating of it sets black-lead or oi-land (oks'land), n. In early English tenures,

as much land as could be tilled with the use of
an ox

;
an oxgang or oxgate. It was a descriptive

term by which land was often granted, and carried the
buildings on the land as a part thereof. It varied In area
according to the local customs of husbandry and the
arableness of the soil, but In general It may be regarded
as amounting to about fifteen acres more or less.

That the eight-ox plough was the normal plough, and
not, as you suggest, an exceptional plough

"
of doable

strength," is sutflciently shown by the fact that eight ox-

land*, and not four, constitute a "
plough-land."

Ifaac Taylor, Athemeum, No. 3082, p. 671.

crayon drawings.

OXgang (oks'gang), w. [< ME. oxgang, oxegang;
< or -f gang.~\ Same as oxland.

oxgate (oks'gat), n. Same as oxgang. [Scotch.]
ox-goad (oks'goid), n. A goad for driving oxen.
OX-head (oks'hed), . [< ox + head. Cf. hogs-
head.'] 1. The head of an ox. Shak., K. John,
ii. 1. 292. 2f. A stupid fellow; a blockhead;
a dolt.

Dost make a mummer of me, ox-headf Manton.

oxheal (oks'hel), n. Same as settertcort.

OXheart(oks'hart),. A large variety of cherry:
oxlip(ok slip) . [Prop, oxshp, formerly oxe-

so called from its shape.
'*>' es

.P-
ln Ph oxel

'J>
s : < M -*** < AS.

OX-hide (oks'hid), n. 1. The skin of an ox.- oxanslyppe, oxan slyppc, oxlip, < oxan, gen. of

2. A hide of land. See hides. oxa, ox,
-

rfyppe, the sloppy droppings of a cow,
etc.: see cowsltp, of similar formation.] The
variety elatior of the common primrose, Primula
veris, in which the limb of the corolla is broader
and flatter and the flowers are raised on a com-
mon peduncle. By many it is considered a
distinct species.

Then [they rode] across the road over an oxer "like a
bird." CornhOl Mag.. V. 722.

oxeye (oks'i), . 1. ID hot. : (a) Any plant of
the composite genus Bttphthalmuni. (b) The
oxeye daisy. See daisy, and cut in next column.
(c) The corn-marigold (which see, under mari-

gold). (d) The American plant Hi lin/ixix lirrix.

2. Inornith.: (a) The greater titmouse. J'tinix

mtijnr. called specifically liiij ojri/c. (b) The
blue titmouse. /'. nemlfus, called specifically
blue itj-t iii .

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows.
Where nxlipe and the nodding violet grows.

Shot., M. iTD., II. 1.250.

oxhoof (oks'hSf), n. The name given to the
leaves of species of Bauhittia used in Brazil
as mucilaginous remedies. Lindley,Veg. King-
dom, p. 550.

OX-horn (oks'hfirn), n. and a. [= MHG. ohsen-

lioni, G. ochsenhom, etc.
; as ox + hom,] L

n. 1. The horn of an ox. 2. A tree, Bucida
Bwcrao, the olivebark or black olive ofJamaica,
etc. Its wood is valued as safe from insects,
and its bark is used in tanning. [Properly

OXman (oks man),n.; pi. ormen (-men) A man
oxfiorn ]

wno <lnves or tends a yoke of oxen. [Eng.]

II. o. Resembling the horn of anox.-Ox-horn *en
,
are till used as beasts of labour on many South

cockle, a bivalve, Jmeardia cor, better known as heart-
Down farms- x met the onnari with his team a few days

,hfll. '<'-" If. and Q., 7th ser., II. S17.

oxid, oxide (ok'sid, ok'sid or -sid), n. [Former- ox-mushroom (oks
' mush '

rom), . A name
ly, less prop., oxyde, oxyd; = F. oxi/de = Sp. oxi- sometimes given to very large specimens of the
do = Pg. oxydo = It. ossido (after E.) ; < Gr. of(if common mushroom, Agaricns campestris.
(stem ofr-, reduced in this case to of-), sharp, Oxon. An abbreviation of Oxonia (or Oxonia:), a
keen, pungent, sour, acid, + -Mi, -icfol.] In Middle Latin name forOxford in England, noted
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for its university, or of Oxoniensis, belonging

to Oxford : sometimes placed after an academic

degree conferred by that seat of learning: as,

D. C. L. Oxon.

Oxonian (ok-so'ni-an), a. and , [< NL. ML.

Oxonia. a Latinized form of AS. Oxnaford, Ox-

onaford (ME. Oxenford, Oxenforth, E. Oxford),

lit
' oxen's-ford,' < oxena, gen. pi. of oxa, ox, -r

ford, ford : see/on?.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Oxford. Oxonian button-over. See the quotation.

IEng.]

I've been selling0.ro/uano<toii-niw>'s("Oxoman shoes,

which cover the instep, and are closed by being buttoned

instead of being stringed through four or five holes) at 3s.

M and 4a., but they was really good, and soled and heeled.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 49.

II. w. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Oxford :

a member or a graduate of the University of

Oxford. 2. An Oxonian button-over. [Eng.]

Not long since I had a pair of very good Oxonians that

had been new welted, and the very first day I had them

on sale -it was a dull drizzly day -a lad tried to prig

them. Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, 11. 48.

oxpecker (oks'pek"er), . An African bird of

the genus Buphaga, or family Buphagida : so

called from its habit of alighting on cattle to

peck for food. See cut under Buphaga.

OX-pitht (oks'pith), n. Marrow. Marston.

ox-ray (oks'ra), n. A batoid fish, the horned

ray, Cephaloptera or Dicerobatis giorna. [Eng.]

ox-reim (oks'rlm), n. [Appar. adapted from

a S. African D. *osriem, < os, ox, + riem (== G.

riemen), a strap, thong.] A narrow strip of

prepared ox-hide, used in Cape Colony for

horse-halters, and, when twisted, for ropes,

traces, etc.

OX-shoe (oks'sho), n. A flat piece of iron, with

or without calks, shaped to one part of the hoof

of an ox and pierced with holes near the outer

edge to receive the wrought-iron flat-headed

clinch-nails used to fasten it.

OX-skint (oks'skin), . [Also dial. osMn; < ox

+ skin, equiv. to hide2
,
taken as equiv. to hidf3 .]

A hide ->f land. Halliwell.

Fabian, a chronographer, writing of the Conquerour, sets

downe in the history thereof another kinde of measure,

very necessary for all men to understand: foure akers

(Mill h he) make a yard of land, five yards of land contain

a hide, and 8 hides make a knights fee, which by his con-

jecture is so much as one plough can well till in a yeare ;

in Yorkeshire and other countries they call a hide an oxe-

sliinne. Hopton, Baculum Geodasticum (1614).

OX-SOle (oks'sol), n. The whiff, afish. [Irish.]

OX-Stall (oks'stal), . [< ME. oxestalle; <ox +
stall1 .']

A stall or stand for oxen.

OX-team (oks'tem), . A team of oxen.

And Goad-man Sangar, whose industrious hand
With Ox-teem tills his tributary land.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

oxter (oks'ter), . [Formerly also ockster; <

ME. *oxte (?), < AS. ohsta, ocusta, the armpit;
cf. oxn = OHG. iiohsana, armpit; cf. L. axis,

axis, dim. *axla, ala, armpit, wing, etc.: see axis,

axle, etc.] The armpit ; also, the embrace of

the arms.

Wi' a Bible under their oxter and a speerit o' prayer in

their heart. R. L. Stevenson, Thrawn Janet.

OXter (oks'ter), v. t. [< oxter, TO.] To support un-

derthe arm; embrace with the arms. [Scotch.]

The priest he was axter'd, the clerk he was carried,
And that 's how Meg o' the Mill was married.

Burns, Meg o' the Mill.

OX-tongTie (oks'tung), n. [<tE.oxetunge.'] 1.

The tongue of an ox. 2. One of several plants
with rough tongue-shaped leaves, especially -Pi-

cm (Helminthia) echioides, and the alkanet, An-
chusa officinalis. Compare bugloss. 3. A name
sometimes given to the anlace, braquemart, and
similar short broadswords.

OXy1
(ok'si), a. [< ox + -i/

1
.] Of or pertaining

to an ox; resembling an ox
;
bovine. [Bare.]

He took his arrow by the nock, and to his bended brest

The oxy sinew close he drew. Chapman, Iliad, iv. 139.

oxy2
(ok'si), a. [Appar. an irreg. var. of *onsy

for oozy.'] Wet; soft
; spongy: applied to land.

ffalliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
oxyacanthous (ok"si-a-kan'thus), a. [< Gr.

6fi>f, sharp, + axavda, a spine.] In bot., fur-

nished with many sharp thorns or prickles.

oxyacid (ok'si-as-id), n. [< oxy(gen) + acid.]
An acid containing oxygen. Also called ox-

acid.

Oxysena (ok-si-e'na), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif, sharp,
+ -aiva, a fern, termination.] The typical ge-
nus of Oxycenidip. There are several species,
as 0. morsitans, 0. lupina, O.forcipata.

Oxysenidae (ok-si-en'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Oxy-
(ena + -idee.] A family of fossil carnivorous
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mammals of the Eocene of North America, be-

longing to the suborder Creodonta, and typified

bv the genus Oxyana. They had the back upper mo-

lar transverse, the preceding ones sectorial, and all the

lower ones sectorial.

oxysesthesia (ok"si-es-the'si-ii),
. [NL., < (ir.

ofif. sharp, + ala6>ioic, perception by the senses:

see avthexia.] Abnormally acute sensibility ;

hypersesthesia. Also written oxyesthesia.

ox'yanthracene (ok-si-an'thra-sen), n. [< Gr.

ofif, sharp, + E. anthracene.] Same as anthra-

(niinone.

oxyaphia (ok-si-a'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif,

sharp, + 00?, touch, < dirreiv, grasp, touch. ] Ab-

normally acute sense of touch.

oxyaster (ok-si-as'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif,

sharp, + iurrtip, a star.] A regular polyact

sponge-spicule, whose long acute rays radiate

from one point.

oxybaphon (ok-sib'a-fon), .; pi. oxybaplui

(-fa). [< Gr. iffr/Sofw (see def.), < ofif, sharp,

+ 'ftairreiv, immerse, dip (>/3a0#, a dipping).] In

Gr. antiq., a large, deep, wide-mouthed wine-

vase, tapering interiorly to a point at the base

Greek Oxybaphon, with combat between Cadmus and the

Theban dragon.

and resembling in use and somewhat in shape
the crater, but in the main convex instead of

concave in vertical profile, and having its two

handles immediately below the rim.

The additional discovery of two pieces of tea rude . . .

one among the ashes in the oxybaphan proves that the

inhumation of the first and the cremation of the second

must be accepted as contemporary events.

Atherueum, No. 3231, p. 424.

Oxybaphus(ok-sib'a-fus),w. [NL.(Vahl, 1806),

so called in allusion to the enlarged involucre;
< Gr. of vf)a<t>ov, a vase : see oxybaphon.'] A ge-
nus of apetalous plants of the order Nycta-

ginece, the tribe Mirabillea:, and the subtribe

Boerhaaviea, having a short perianth and in-

volucre with connate bracts. There are about 23

species, chiefly of western North and South America, a

few, as 0. albUus, eastward in the United States. They
are erectorprostratebranching herbs, with opposite leaves,

and small white, pink, or scarlet flowers. A gardeners'
name for plants of the genus is umbreUawort.

Oxybelus (ok-sib'e-lus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1796), < Gr. ofif, sharp, + j3e*of, an arrow.] A
genus of wasps of the family Crabronidce. The

Bubmarginal Is confluent with the first discoidal cell, or

separated from it by a faint nervure only ; the postscutel-
lum is alate with a membranous appendage on each side ;

and the metathorax has a curved spine near the base.

There are about 30 European and 12 American species of

these wasps, of active habits, small size, dark color, with

usually white spots on the abdomen, and they prey in the

main upon dipterous insects.

oxyblepsia (ok-si-blep'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. ofif,

sharp, + -P'teijiia, < [lAtireiv, see, look on.] Ab-
normal acuteness of vision.

oxycalcium (ok-si-kal'si-um), a. [< oxy(gen)+ calcium.'] Noting the combined action of

calcium and oxygen. Oxycalcium light. Same as

calcium linht (which see, under calcium).

OxycarpOUS (ok-si-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. ofif,

sharp, + Kapn6f, fruit.] In bot., bearing or char-

acterized by sharp-pointed fruit,

oxycephaly (ok-si-sef 'a-li), n. [< Gr. ofif,

sharp,+ Ke<t>ai.y, head.] The character of a skull

having a high vertical index ; hypsicephaly.
oxycmorid, oxychloride (ok-si-klo'rid, -rid or

-rid), n. [< oxy(gen) + chlorid.] A compound
of a metallic chlorid with oxygen : as, oxychlo-
rids of iron, tin, etc.

oxy-coal-gas (ok'si-kol'gas), a. Of, pertaining
to, or consisting of a mixture or combination
of oxygen and coal-gas.

By means of the oxy-coal-gas flame we can determine
the spectrum of any vapor given off.

J. If. Lockyer, Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 58-2.

oxygenate

OxycOCCUS (ok-si-kok'us), n. [NL. (Persoon,

1801), < Gr. of i'f, sharp, acid, + KOKKOS, berry.] A
genus of gamopetalous plants of the order Vac-

cinincea> and the tribe Euvacciniecc, known by its

eight blunt awnless anthers, four-celled berries,

and deeply or completely four-parted revolute

corolla; the cranberry. There are 2 species, natives

of the northern hemisphere. They arc smooth and pros-

trate vine-like shrubs, rooting in the mud or moss of

swamps, and sending up short erect stems clad with small

alternate evergreen leaves, and bearing nodding rose-col-

ored flowers, mostly solitary and terminal, followed by
edible acid crimson berries. This genus has often been

included in Vaccinium. 0. (Vaccinium) macrocarpus is

the ordinary American cranberry; 0. palvstris, the Euro-

pean cranberry. See cranberry and Vacciniaceie.

OXycrate (ok'si-krat), n. [< Gr.
6fi*poroi>,_

sour

wine mixed with water, < ofif, sharp, acid, +

*Kpar6f, verbal adj. of Kepawivai, mix : see cra-

ter.] A mixture of water and vinegar. [Rare.]

Apply a mixture of the same powder, with a compress

prest out of oxycrate, and a suitable bandage. Wiseman.

oxyd, oxyde, See oxid, oxide.

oxydactyl, oxydactyle (ok-si-dak'til), a. and

n. [< Gr. ofif, sharp, + cMxrtvof, finger, toe:

see dactyl.] I. a. Having slender toes not di-

lated at the ends: applied specifically to a

group of batrachians, in distinction from plaiy-

dactyl or discodactyl.

II n. Any member of the Oxydactyla.

Oxydactyla (ok-si-dak'ti-la), n. pi. [NL. : see

oxydactyl.] A division of phanerpglossate
ba-

trachians, containing those which are oxy-

dactyl : distinguished from Platydactyla.

Oxydendrtun (ok-si-den'drum), . [NL. (A.

P. de Candolle, 1839), < Gr. ofif, sour, + devSpov,

tree.] A genus of the gamopetalous order Eri-

cacece and the tribe Andromedece, characterized

by the needle-shaped seeds and two-bracted

persistent unchanged calyx of separate sepals.
There is but one species, 0. arboreum, a tree from 15 to

40 feet high, native of rich woods from Pennsylvania south-

ward, mostly in the Alleghanies. It bears leaves resem-

bling those of the beech, white egg-shaped flowers in ter-

minal paniclesof long one-sided racemes, followed by small

woody flve-angled capsules, with many minute seeds. I

hard close-grained wood is used for tool-handles, bearings

of machinery, etc. The tree is called sorrel-tree or lour-

wood, also elk-tree.
, ,

oxydiact (ok-si-di'akt), a. and n. [< Gr. ofrf,

sharp, + 61-, two-, + aKTi'f, a ray.] I. . In

sponges, having three axes and two pointed

rays lying in one straight line
; oxyhexact with

four of the rays rudimentary or wanting.
II n. An oxydiact sponge-spicule.

oxyfluoride (ok-si-flo'o-rid or -rid), n. [< oxy-

(gen) + fluoride.] A compound of an oxid and

a fluoride : as, the oxyflnoride of lead,

oxygen (ok'si-jen), n. [< F. oxygene = Sp. oxi-

aeno = Pg. oxygenco = It. ossigeno, ossigene;

< Gr. ofif, sharp, acid, + V rc%> producing:
see -gen.'] 1. Chemical symbol, O; atomic

weight, 16. An element discovered by Priest-

ley ui 1774, who called it dephlogisticated air.

sier because su-It was finally called oxygen by Lavoisier, because sup-

posed to be present in all acids. Further investigation,

however, has proved that this is not the case. Oxygen
is a chemical element existing as a permanent gas, color-

less, odorless, and tasteless, and somewhat heavier than

atmospheric air. It is soluble in water, which at a tem-

perature of 60 F. dissolves T of its volume of oxygen.

Oxygen combines very readily with most of the elements,

and forms oxids with all of them excepting flnorin. The
act of combination is so energetic in many cases as to

evolve light and heat, the phenomena of combustion.

In other cases, as in the tarnishing or rusting of metals

and the decay of animal or vegetable substances, oxida-

tion takes place so slowly that, while the result is the

same, the heat evolved at one time is not enough to pro-

duce luminous effects or even to be sensible. Free or un-

combined oxygen is essential to all animal and vegetable

life. Animal heat and muscular energy are results of a

slow combustion produced in all parts of the system by

oxygen carried in the blood from the lungs. In sunlight

oxygen is exhaled by growing plants, but a certain quan-

tity is assimilated and is essential to life. Oxygen is the

most widely distributed and abundant element in nature ;

it constitutes about one fifth of the total volume of the

atmosphere, which is a mechanical mixture of oxygen and

nitrogen. Water contains about 89 per cent, of it by weight,
and it is found in most animal and vegetable products,

acids, oxids, and salts. The rocks which make up most

of the earth's crust contain between 40 and 50 per cent, of

oxygen. Under certain conditions oxygen may be made
to pass into an allotropic or condensed form called ozone.

It was Lavoisier who gave to this curious kind of air or

gas the name of Oxygen, by which it is now universally

known ; and it was he, too, who first showed, by the most

conclusive experiments, what was really the composition
of atmospheric air. His determination of the constitu-

tion of the air was made in the year 1777.

Huxley, Physiography, p. /.

2. A manufacturers' name for bleaching-pow-
der. Simmonds.

oxygenate (ok'si-jen-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.

oxygenated, ppr. oxygenating. [< oxygen + -ate*.]

1. To mix with oxygen; impregnate or satu-

rate with oxygen: as, the blood is oxygenated



oxygenate
iii the luiigx. 2. Sunn- us widtiti:__Oxygenated
water, hydrogen poroxid in water.

oxygenation (ok"Hi-je-na'shon),i. [< nj-i/i/i ,1,1/1

+ -ion.] 1. Tho process or act of oxygenating.
ating or saturating with oxygen.

2. Same as ".i n
or impregnating or saturating

oxygenator (ok'si-jon-a-tor), it. [< oxygenate +
-rl.] Same as iixidator.

oxygenic (ok-si-jen'ik), a. [< oxygen + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to oxygen.
oxygenizable (ok'si-jen-i-za-bl), a. [< oxygen-
i~< + -ulili'.] Capable of being oxygenized.
Also spelled osi/tp-iiixuble,

oxygenize (ok'si-jen-i/,), . t. ; pret. and pp. iu-i/-

i/<iti~i'/l, ]>pr. n.i-i/i/iiii-iiii/. [< oxygen T -t'~<.]

To oxygenate. Also spelled oxygenise.
oxygenizement (ok'si-jen-iz-ment), n. [< .<//-

geiiizi + -mi-lit.'] Oxidation. Also spelled oxy-
iji-niai nit ill.

oxygenizer (ok'si-jen-i-z6r), n. That which oxi-
dates or converts into an oxid. Also spelled
ojrygenixer.

oxygenous (ok-sij'e-nus), a. [< oxygen + -ous.]

Pertaining to or obtained from oxygen; con-

taining oxygen.
The exclusive food of the natives of India is of an oxy-

yeiurut rather than a carbonaceous character.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 218.

oxygeusia (ok-si-jo'si-a), . [NL., < Or. oftf,

sharp, acute, + yewnc, sense of taste, < -yeveaOat,
taste: see gust*.] Morbid acuteness of the
sense of taste.

Oxyglossus (ok-si-glos'us), n. [NL., < Gr. 6ff,

sharp, + ys.<jaaa, tongue.] 1. In herpet., a re-
markable genus of firmisternal batrachians
of the family Rnnida, containing Asiatic frogs
whose tongue is angulate behind, whence the
name. 2. In cntom., a genus of coleopterous
insects of the family Carabida?, with one species,
O. subcyaneus, of Brazil. Ckaudoir, 1843. 3.
In ornith., same as Mniotilta. Swainson, 1827.

oxygnathous (ok-sig'na-thus), a. [< Gr. ofif,

sharp, + yixiflof, jaw.] In conch., having the

jaws smooth or only finely striated: noting the

Linuicidtc, t'itrinida, etc.

oxygon, oxygone (ok'si-gon, -gon), n. [< Gr.

ofvytiMof, acute-angled, < ofif, sharp, acute, +
yuv'ia, angle.] In geom., a triangle having three
acute angles.

oxygonal (ok-sig'o-nal), a. [< oxygon + -al.]

Oxygonial.
oxygonial (ok-si-go'ni-al), a. [< oxygon + -ial.]

Acute-angled.
Oxygyrus (ok-si-ji'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. ofif,

sharp, + yvfjof, a ring, circle.]
A genus of heteropods of the

family Atlantidte. The small

spiral shells of O. keraudreni
occur in abundance in globi-
gerina-ooze.
oxyhemoglobin (ok-si-hem-o-
glo'bin), n. [< oxy(gen) + hem-

oglobin.'] Hemoglobin united with oxygen in

loose combination, 1 gram of hemoglobin tak-

ing up 1.76 cubic centimeters of oxygen. It has
a characteristic spectrum with two dark bands, quite dis-

tinct from that of reduced hemoglobin.

Crystals obtained under free access of air contain oxy-
gen in loose chemical combination, which is parted with
In a vacuum, or when the former are heated. This is the

oxyhcetnofflobin of Uoppe.
l-'i-i-ii. Histol. and Histochem. (trans.X p. 19.

oxyhexact (ok-si-hek'sakt), a. and n. [< Gr.

of(f, sharp, + cf = E. six, + auric, a ray.] I. a.

In sponges, having three axes and six pointed
rays, whose ends form the corners of a double
square pyramid, as a sponge-spicule.

II. ii. An oxyhexact sponge-spicule.
oxyhexaster (ok'si-hek-sas'ter), . [NL., <

Gr. ofif, sharp, + E. hexastcr.] In sponges, a
hexaster whose rays are pointed.
oxyhydrogen (ok-si-hi'dro-jen), a. [< oxy(gen)+ hydrogen.] Of, pertaining to, consisting of

,

or employing a mixture or combination of oxy-
gen and hydrogen: as, oxyhydrogen gas. Oxy-
hydrogen blowpipe. See Moirfipe, 1. Oxyhydrogen
lamp, a lamp in which streams of oxygen and hydrogen
in regulated quantities are commingled and burned, the
resulting flame being directed on a ball of quicklime and
forming an extremely bright light Oxyhydrogen light,
the lime-light; the Drtimninnd light. Oxyfiydrogen
microscope, a form of microscope in which the object is

illuminated by the flame of oxyhydrogen gas on a piece of
lime under the action of the compound blowpipe. The
lime is placed in front of a concave mirror, and the object
between this and a convex lens, by which Its image, highly
magnified, is thrown upon a screen so that it may be visi-

ble to a large number of spectators.

Oxylebiinae (ok-si-leb-i-i'ne), . pi. [NL., <
+ -/wo-.] A subfamily of Chiridte,

Oxyzyrtts tern
ttrtni.
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exemplified by the genus Oxylebiim, with tin-

head pointed, the preoperele with two or three

spines, and with three anal spines.
Oxylebius (ok-si-le'bi-us), . [NL., < Gr. ofif,

sharp, 4- Mjltof for te/3iof, a kind of fish.] The
only genus of Oxylebiina, containing one spe-
cies, O. /iii-iii*. a handsome fish of small size,
found on the Pacific coast of the United States.

oxymel (ok'si-mel), n. [< L. oxymrli, < Gr.

bfi'fie/j, a mixture of vinegar and honey, < of if.,

acid, sour (< ifor, sour wine),+ /i&i, honey: see
iin-ir-. ] A mixture of vinegar or acetic acid and
honey. Oxymel of squill, vinegar of squill with honey.

oxymoron (ok-si-mo'ron), n.
; pi. oxymora (-rii).

[< L. oxymorutt, < Gr. ofi>/iupof, in neut. ^i'liupov,
an expression that seems absurd but has a

point,
< ofif , sharp, quick, clever, + uup6$, fool-

ish.] In raft,, a figure consisting in adding to

a word an epithet or qualification apparently
contradictory; in general, close connection of
two words seemingly opposed to each other

(as, cruel kindness; to make haste slowly); an

expression made epigrammatic or pointed by
seeming self-contradictory.

oxymurlatet (ok-si-mu'ri-at), n. [< oxy(gen) +
muriate.] Same as chlorid: formerly so called
on the erroneous assumption that muriatic aid
was an oxygen acid, and that chlorin differed

from it in containing more oxygen.
OXymuriatict (ok-si-mu-ri-at'ik), a. [< oxymu-
riate + -ic.] Being a compound of oxygen and
muriatic acid : formerly applied to chlorin. See

oxymuriate.
oxyntic (ok-sin'tik), a. [< Gr. 'ofuvror, verbal

adj. of i'i;i mi, make sharp, make acid (< ofif,

sharp), + -ic.] Rendering acid. Oxyntic cells,
the ovoid or parietal cells of the cardiac gland, which have
been supposed to secrete hydrochloric acid. Oxyntic
glands, the cardiac glands of the stomach, or, more gen-
erally, any gastric glands secreting hydrochloric acid.

The glands which possess these acid-forming cells have
of late been termed (Langley) oxyntic ylanda (o(vvnv, to

render acid). Kncyc. Brit., XVII. 074.

OX-yoke (oks'yok),. Ayokeforoxen. Seeyofce.

Oxyopes (ok-si-o'pez), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
< Gr. ofi'f, sharp, + u^j eye.] A genus of spi-

ders, typical of the family Oxyopidce, having the

eyes placed
in four rows. Six species inhabit

the United States, of which 0. viridans is an

example.
OXyopia (ok-si-6'pi-ft), n. [NL., < Gr. ofuun-ia,

sharp-sightedness, ? ofwwifc, sharp-sighted, <

6f6r, sharp, + Ctif>, eye.] Abnormal acuteness
of sight, arising from increased sensibility of

the retina.

Oxyopidae (ok-si-op'i-de). n. pi. [NL. (Thorell,
1869), < Oxyopes + -id<e.] A family of spiders
of the superfamily CitigracUe, closely allied to
the LycosicUe, having the eyes in three or four

rows, the four middle ones forming a trapezium
which is narrower behind. This family comprises
f genera, the species of which are found on plant* and
low shrubs, and are very swift runners.

oxyopy (ok'si-6-pi), n. Same as oxyopia.
oxyosphresia (ok'si-os-fre'si-S), n. [NL., < Gr.

ofiif, sharp, 4- bofpiiatc, a smelling, smell: see

osphresiology.] Morbid acuteness of the sense
of smell. Also oxyosphrasia.
oxypentact (ok-si-pen'takt), a. and n. [< Gr.

offcf, sharp, + vcvre, five, T oxrif, ray.] I. a.

In sponges, having three axes and five pointed
rays, whose ends form the corners of a single
square pyramid ; oxyhexact with one ray rudi-

mentary or wanting.
H. . An oxypentact sponge-spicule.

oxyphonla (ok-si-fo'ni-ajj
n. [NL. , < Gr. oft^u-

via. sharpness of voice, <! ofi'^jvoj-, sharp-voiced,
< ofr?, sharp. + 0wv7, voice.] Aeuteness or

shrillness of voice.

oxyphony (ok'si-fo-ni). . Same as oxyphonia.
oxyphyllous (ok-si-fil'us), a. [< Gr. ofi^wWoc,
having pointed leaves, < ofi>f, sharp, pointed,
+ QvMm>, leaf.] Having acuminated leaves.

Thomas, Med. Diet.

Oxypoda (ok-sip'6-dtt), 11. [NL. (Mannerheim,
1830), < Gr. ofi'f, sharp, + n-oi-f (n-oo-) = E./oof.J
A genus of rove-beetles of the family Staphy-
linida'. It is one of the largest genera, with over 200

species, represented in all parts of the globe ; many are

European, but only three have been found in North Ameri-
ca. They vary much In habits, being found on fungi, in

vegetable debris, in ants' nests, under moss, dead leaves,
or bark, etc.

Oxypogon (ok-si-po'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. ofi'f,

sharp, + Kuyuv, beard.] A genus of Trocliilidce,

containing humming-birds with a pointed crest

and beard, as O. Undent of Venezuela, and O.

guerini of Colombia ; helmet-crests. J. ftoulil,

1848.

Oxystomata

oxypycnos (ok-si-pik'non), . [<(ii
of one higher than the TTVHVW, < O;M, sharp, 4-

itvKvbv, a small interval, ueut. of irvicvof, close. ]

In anc. (Ir. and medieval mu#i<; a tetrachord in

which the short step or semitone lay at the

upper end
; also, a mode composed of such

tetrachords.

OXyrhine (ok'si-rin), n. [< Gr. ofif, sharp, +
/>({ (/><f-), nose.] Having a sharp snout : as, the

<>syrliii- Sr<i, Ifuna arvalis.

oxyrhynch (ok'si-ringk), . [< NL. Oxyrliiiii-

chim, q. v.] 1. A crab with a sharp or pointed
rostrum, as a spider-crab or innioid; any mem-
ber of the (txyrln/ncliii. 2. The oxyrhynchus,
a fish ;

the rui/.deh.

Oxyrhyncha (ok-si-ring'ka), n. ;</. [NL., neut.

pi.: see Oxyrhynclius.] A superfamily of bra-

chyurous decapod crustaceans, having usually
a triangtilar cephalothorax with projecting ros-

Spidcr-crah (Lltlltia dubia :, one of the Oxyrhyncka,

trum (whence the name), nine pairs of gills,

and the male genital pores on the last pair of

thoracic legs: the maioid crabs. The specie*
crawl about, but do not swim, and many of them are
known as ipider-crata. Also called Mainitlea.

Oxyrhynchidae (ok-si-ring'ki-de), n. pi. (^NL.,
< Oxyrhynchus + -idte.] In ornith., a family of
clamatorial passerine birds, named from the

genus Oxyrhynchus. They are usually included
in Tyrannidce, differing only in the conic-acute
instead of hooked bill.

oxyrhynchous (ok-si-ring'kus), a. [< Gr. iffcp-

P">';f0f sharp-nosed (noting a kind of stur-

geon), also sharp-pointed, < offc, sharp, + bty-

X<x, snout, beak.] Having a sharp snout or

pointed beak ; oxyrhine ; maioid, as a crab.

Oxyrhynchus (ok-si-ring'kus), n. [NL., prop.*
Oxyrrhynchus : see oxyrhynchous.] 1. [/. c.]

A celebrated Egyptian fish, Mormyrus oxy-

rhynchus; the mizdeh, formerly reverenced

throughout Egypt, and sacred to the goddess
Hathor. It is represented both in sculptures
and on coins, and was anciently embalmed.
See Mormyrus. 2. In ornith., a genus of Amer-
ican tyrant-flycatchers, having a long straight
conic-acute bill, and green plumage with or-

ange crown. O. frater is a Central American

species. Temminck, 1820. 3. A genus of rep-
tiles. Spix, 1824. 4. In entom.: (a) A genus
of coleopterous insects of the family Ctirculio-

nidfe, containing a few East Indian species.
Schonherr, 1826. (ft) A genus of dipterous in-

sects of the family Cecidontyida
1

,
characterized

by the cylindric produced and attenuate neck.

Rondani, 1840.

Oxyria (ok-sir'i-ft), M. [NL. (Hill. 1765), so

called from the acid leaves ; < Gr. ofi'f, sharp,

acid.] A genus of plants
of the apetalous or-

der Polygonacece and the tribe Rtimiceie, char-

acterized by a four-parted perianth. There are 2

species, low perennial herbs, native In arctic and high
northern regions of the whole world, and on the higher
mountains of Europe, Asia, and America. They bear long-
stalked kidney-shaped radical leaves, and panlcled ra-

cemes of small greenish flowers on a slender and usually
leafless stem. They are called mountain-Karri, in allusion

to their place of growth and to their acid sorrel-like leaves.

oxyrrhodin, oxyrrhodine (ok-sir'o-din), n. [<
Gr. ofif, sharp, acid, + /Wow, rose, + -tn2

,
-i 2

.]

A mixture of vinegar and oil of roses, used as a
liniment in herpes and erysipelas. Dunglison.

oxysacchanim (ok-si-sak'a-rum), n. [NL., <

Gr. ofif , sharp, 4- aanxapov, sugar.] A mixture
of vinegar and sugar.

oxysalt (ok'si-salt), w. [< oxy(gen) + satfi.] A
salt of an oxyacid. See oxyacid. Also spelled
oxigalt.

Oxystomata (ok-si-sto'ma-ta),"- pi. [NL.,neut.
pi. of orystomotuit : see oxystomatous.] In Crus-

tacea, a superfamily of crabs. The cephalothorax
Is rounded, the bnccal frame is triangular, the frontal re-

gion does not project, and the male genital pore* are on
the last pair of thoracic legs. The box-crabs, Catappida,
are an example. Alto called Ltvftauidra.



oxystomatous

Oxystomatous (ok-si-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
oxyst/imntiix, < Gr. ofrf, sharp, + arofta, mouth.]
Having the mouth or mouth-parts produced,
pointed, or sharp ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Oxystomata.
oxystome (ok'si-stom), a. and n. I. a. Same
as oxi/stomatoiis.

II. . Any member of the Oxystomata.
Oxystrongylous (ok-si-stron'ji-lus), a. Consti-

tuting or having the form of an oxystrongylus,
as a sponge-spicule.
oxystrongylus (ok-si-stron'ii-lus), n.

; pi. oxy-
strongyli (-11). [NL., < Gr. ofi'f, sharp, + NL.
strongylus, q. v.] In sponges, a supporting
or megasclerous spicule like a strongylus, but

sharp at each end. Sollas.

oxysulphid, oxysulphide (ok-si-sul'fid, -fid or

-fid), n. [< oxy(yen) + sulphid.] A sulphid in

which one atom of sulphur is replaced by oxy-
gen : as, antimony oxysulphid, SbgOSg.
oxysulphuret (ok-si-sul'fu-ret), n. [<oxy(gen)
+ sulphuret.] Same as oxysulphid.

Oxytelinae (ok-sit-e-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Oxy-
telus + -inw.] A subfamily of Staphyliniace, typ-
ified by the genus Oxytelus. It is a large group of
some 15 genera, having the prothoracic stigmata invisible ;

antennae inserted under the lateral margin of the front ;

the labrum corneous, usually with membranous appen-
dages ; no ocelli

;
abdomen of seven distinct segments ;

anterior coxse conical and prominent ; and tarsi of five or
three joints.

Oxytelus (ok-sit'e-lus), n. [NL. (Gravenhorst,
1802).] A genus of rove-beetles, typical of the

Oxytelince, having the head, thorax, and elytra

strongly punctate and rugose. It is a large and
wide-spread genus of over 100 species, found in all quar-
ters of the globe; 13 are North American. Many of them
are most abundant in dung.

oxytetract (ok-si-tet'rakt), a. and . [< Gr.

ofif, sharp, T rerpa-, four, + d/crif, ray.] I. a.

In sponges, having three axes and four pointed
rays, representing the edges of a square pyra-
mid

; oxyhexact with two of the rays rudimen-
tary or wanting.
n. n. An oxytetract sponge-spicule.

oxytocic (ok-si-tos'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. ofvrfmiov,
a medicine to produce quick delivery, < 6ft>f,

sharp, quick,+ TOKOC, parturition, < T'IHTUV, renew,
bring forth.] I. a. That serves or tends to in-
duce or accelerate parturition.
Indian hemp ... is credited, I believe justly, with

oxytocic properties. R. Barnes, Dis. of Women, p. 170.

II. n. A medicine or drug that tends to ac-
celerate parturition.
In some individuals it [quinine] produces an erythema-

tous eruption, and it is also known to act as an oxytocic.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 186.

oxytone (ok'si-ton), a. and n. [< Gr. ofwrowjf,

having the acute accent on the final syllable, <

ofiif, sharp, acute,+ rwof, accent: see tone.'] I.

a. Ingram., especially Gr. gram.: (a) Having
or characterized by the acute accent on the last

syllable.
On the last syllable of an oxytone word, when in the con-

nection of discourse its higher pitch changes to a lower,
the lower pitch is represented in ... the same way as in
the hitter part of the circumflex accent

J. Batttey, Essays, p. 111.

(6) Causing a word to take the acute accent on
the final syllable: as, an oxytone suffix.

II. n. A word which has the acute accent on
the last syllable.

oxytone (ok'si-ton), v. t.
; pret. and pp. oxy-

toned, ppr. oxytoning. [< oxytone, a.] Ingram.,
to pronounce or write with the acute accent on
the final syllable : as, to oxytone a word.
oxytonesis (ok"si-to-ne'sis), n. [< Gr. bvr6vr/atc,
a marking with an acute accent, < b^vrovelv,
mark or pronounce with an acute accent on the
final syllable, < bl-vrovof, having the acute ac-
cent on the final syllable : see oxytone, a.] Pro-
nunciation or notation of a word with the acute
accent on the final syllable. Amer.Jom: Philol.,

oxytonical (ok-si-ton'i-kal), a. [< oxytone +
-ic-aZ.] Same as oxytone.
OXytonize (ok'si-ton-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. oxy-
tonized, ppr. oxytonizing. [< oxytone + -ize.~]
To render oxytone.
A demonstrative particle, pa- or pe-, is found before al-

most every noun, and in some verbs also. There is also a
tendency to oxytmize many words, especially substantives,
although the accent shifts, as in other Indian languages.

Science, IX. 412.

Oxytricha (ok-sit'ri-ka), n. [NL., < Gr. 6fi>f,

sharp, + 8piZ(rpix-), hair.] 1. The typical ge-
nus of OxytricMdiK. Several species of these animal-
cules are found both in fresh and in salt water. They are
soft and plastic, without caudal setse, and with fine large
ventral setaj. 0. pelliomlla is an example.
2. [/. <.] Any member of this genus.
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Oxytrichidae(ok-si-trik'i-de), ii.pl. [NL.,<Oa;y-
tncha + -idee.'] A large family of hypotrichous
ciliate infusorians, containing Oxytricha and
more than 20 other genera of free-swimming
animalcules which are among the most highly
specialized of their order, or, indeed, of their

class. The numerous species inhabit either fresh or salt

water, and some of them are known as haekle-animalcules.
Also Oxytmchina.

oxytrichine (ok-sit'ri-kin), a. and re. I. a. Re-
sembling or relating to an oxytricha ;

of or per-
taining to the Oxytrichidai.

II. n. Any animalcule of the family Oxytri-
chidai.

oxytrope (ok'si-trop), . A plant of the genus
Oxytropis.

Oxytropis (ok-sit'ro-pis),
. [NL. (A. P. de

Candolle, 1802), < Gr. oft>f, sharp, + rpoV<f, keel,
< rpemtv, turn: see trope.] A genus of legumi-
nous plants of the tribe Galegece and the sub-
tribe Astragalew, distinguished from Astraga-
lus by the sharp appendage on the keel-petals.
There are about 200 species, in cold or mountainous re-

gions of Europe, Asia, and North America. They are herbs

Flowering Plant of Loco-weed (Oxytropis Lambtrti). a, the fruit.

or shrubs, sometimes set with stiff spines. They bear pin-
nate leaves, and violet, purple, white, or yellowish flowers
in racemes or spikes. 0. Lamberti of the Eocky Mountain
region, one of the loco-weeds, is a handsome large-flow-
ered example. Many species are suitable for the flower-

garden, especially for rockwork and borders. Some Old
World species, as O. pilosa, have claims as pasture-herbs
in barren soiL The name is sometimes Anglicized as oxy-
trope. See crazy-weed and loco-weed.

OXytylotate (ok-si-til'o-tat), a. [< oxytylote +
-afei.] Sharp at one end and knobbed at the

other, as a sponge-spicule ; having the charac-
ter of an oxytylote.
oxytylote (ok-sit'i-16t), n. [< Gr. offcj, sharp,+ rv/lof, a knob, knot.] A sponge-spicule of
the simple rhabdous type, tylotate or knobbed
at one end and sharp at the other, like a com-
mon pin.

Oxyura (ok-si-u'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. 6fi>f, sharp,+ ovpd, tail.] A genus of ducks : same as Eris-
matura.

oxyuric (ok-si-u'rik), a. [< NL. Oxyur(is) +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to or caused by Oxyuris
vermicularis, the pinworm or threadworm of the

large intestine : as, oxyuric irritation.

oxyuricide (ok-si-u'ri-sid), n. [< NL. Oxyuris +
-cida,<Ij. ca;dere, kill.] Any anthelmintic which
is destructive to worms of the genus Oxyuris,
orpinworms. T. S. Cobbold.

Oxyuris (ok-si-u'ris), n. [NL., < Gr. ofi>f, sharp,+ aiipa, tail. ] A genus of small threadworms

oyster

nilarin infests the rectum
;
the female is half an

inch long, the male much smaller.

oxyurqus (ok-si-u'rus), a. [< Gr. ofiV, sharp,
+

oiipii, tail.] Having a sharp tail, or pointed
behind.

OXyus (ok'si-ns), n. [NL., < Gr. ofi'f, sharp.]
In sponges, a fusiform or spindle-shaped sup-
porting spicule or megasclere, such as occurs
in the genus Spongilla.

oyapock (6'ya-pok), n. A Brazilian opossum:
same as yapok.
oye (oi), n. Same as oc2 .

oyer (6'yer), n. [< AF. oyer, OF. oir, ouir, F.

ouir, < L. audirc, hear: see audient.'] 1. In law,
a hearing or trial of causes. 2. The produc-
tion of a document or copy of a document which
an adversary has mentioned in his pleading;
anciently, the hearing of the reading of such
document. In early times often called oyer
and determiner.

He may crave oyer of the writ, or of the bond, or other
specialty upon which the action is brought : that is, to
hear it read to him, the generality of defendants in the
times of antient simplicity being supposed incapable to
read it themselves. Blackstone, Com.

,
III. xx.

Court of oyer and terminer [OR oyer et terminer, hear
and determine), a court for the trial of indictments in

England, held under a commission by virtue of which the
judges have power, as the terms imply, to hear and deter-
mine specified offenses, usually all treasons, felonies, and
misdemeanors. In some of the United States the name
has been adopted for the higher criminal courts of corre-

sponding jurisdiction.

oyes, oyez (o'yes, o'yez). [< AF. OF. oyez, 2d

pers. pi. impv. of oyer, F. ouir, hear: see

oyer."] Hear! the introduction to a proclama-
tion made by an officer of a law-court, or other

public crier, in order to secure silence and at-

tention: it is thrice repeated : occasionally used
as a substantive, in the sense of

' exclamation '

or 'proclamation.'
And there with all commaunded his heraude to make

an oyes. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 1.

On whose bright crest Fame, with her loud'st oyes,
Cries, "This is he 1

"
Shak., T. and C., iv. 5. 143.

oylett, n. See oilet.

oynount, An obsolete variant of onion.
Chaucer.

oyst, n. A Middle English form of use.

oyset, v. A Middle English form of use.

oyster (ois'ter), n. [Early mod. E. also oister,

oistre; < ME. "ouster, oystur, oystre, eyster, ostyre,
< OF. oistre, ouistre, huistre, F. huttre = Pr. Sp.
Pg. ostra = It. ostrea, now ostrica = AS. ostre
= D. oester (> G. ftster, now ouster) = Icel. Sw.
ostra = Dan. osiers, < L. ostrea, f., rarely ostre-

um, neut., < Gr. oarpeov, an oyster, named from
its hard shell (cf. AarpaKov, a shell, potsherd,
earthen vessel: see ostracize, etc.), akin to ba-

Tiov, a bone, shell, L. os (oss-), a bone : see os1 .]

1. An edible bivalve mollusk of the family

Pinworm (Oxyuris vermiciilaris}, magnified.
a, mouth ; b, pharynx ; c, beginning, and d, end of intestine, inter-

mediate part not figured ; e, genital aperture ; /". opening of vessels ;

e, their receptacle.

or nematoids of the family Ascaridce, founded
by Rudolphi in 1809

;
the pinworms. 0. vermi-

A 1'ossil Oyster, Ostrea loHgirostris.

Ostreidce, such as Ostrea edulis, the common
species of Europe, and 0. virginica, that of the
Atlantic coast of the United States. The species
are very numerous, and are found in all temperate and
tropical countries, in salt and brackish water ; there are
also many fossil species. The shell is very irregular, both
inequivalve and inequilateral, with one valve flattened and
the other more concavo-convex, both rough outside and
nacreous inside. Each valve has one purplish eye or spot,
showing where the single adductorial muscle is attached,
oysters being thus monomyarian. The gristly button-
shaped body in the flesh is this ligament. The soft green-
ish substance corresponds to a liver. The fluted layers
around a part of the body are the gills or breathing-organs.
Oysters have sex, and are very prolific. They spawn in
north temperate countries in May and June, during which
period and for some time afterward they are not so good
for food ; whence the common saying that oysters are not
eatable fin those months which have no r in their names.
The spawn or fry is called spat or spet. Oysters are now
very extensively cultivated, the resulting stock being su-

perior to the natural oyster. Starfishes and some carniv-
orous gastropods (see borer') are among the great obsta-
cles to success with which oyster-culture has to contend.
Oysters feed upon a great many different aquatic organ-
isms of minute size. In confinement they eat corn-meal
greedily. See cuts under cibrtrium, inteyrvpalliate, and
Ostrea.



oyster

Ovtturt in Ceuy, outturn In graiicy, your hclthc t" rcm-wc.

v(l'.. K. T. S.), |i. 1T1.

But tllilke text hceld he nat worth an ourtre.

ClMucer, Prol. to 0. T., 1. 182.

It la unseasonable and unwholesome in all months that

li:tv>- nut an K in thi-ir mime to eat an oygter.

Hull,-,-, liyi
1

* Dry Dinner (1699). (llartlett.)

The toiiK'ie of a 1'nrple [a murex or some such shell] is

about tin- li-ni,'ili of :i linger, so sharp and hard that he can
open therewith the shell of an outer.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 168.

2. One of many other bivalves of the same or-

ilcr. but of a different family. Thug, the pearl-

oyster belong! to the Arifitliila: 3. The oys-

ter-shaped
bit of dark meat in the front hollow

of the side-bone of a turkey or similar bird. 4.

Figuratively, some profit or advantage winch
one may seize and hold. [Slang.] A choking
or stopping oyster*, a reply that leaves one nothing to

say, as If choked with an oyster too large to swallow.

At an other season, to a feloe laiyng to his rebuke that
he was ouer delntie of his mouthe and dlete, he did with
this reason glue o flapping outre.

Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 61.

Herewithall his wife, to make up my mouth,
Not onely her hushand's taunting tale avouth,
But thereto deviscth to cast in my teeth
Checks and chokiny oysters.

J. Heyvood'f Proverbt, xl.

Bench oyster, an oyster sold at a lunch-counter as a fancy
or extra grade. Blue Point oyster, originally, an oyster
obtained olf Blue Point, near Great South Bay, Long Island;

now, any oyster from the south shore of Long Island, whe-
ther native or transplanted. They are commonly called IJltie

Point*, and the name is popularly but wrongly supjiosed
to refer to the large dork-bluish "eye

"
on the Inside of the

shell. These oysters are of small size, but very delicate

and well-flavored. BOX Oyster, an oyster from seven to

ten years old, of handsome round shape, not less than three

Inches wide and five inches long. It is the second grade
in the New York market, inferior to Saddlerock, and supe-
rior to culllngs and bushel oysters. The name is due to

the fact that they used to be shipped in boxes instead of

barrels. [Connecticut and New York.] Bushel oysters,
oysters of inferior quality, sold by the bushel. They form
the fourth grade in the New York market, rated below
Saddlerock, box. and cullings. California oyster, Os-

trea luridaot the Pacific coast of North America. Cana-
dian oyster, a northern oyster which has been distin-

guished by the name Ostrea canadensis. Cape oyster,
an oyster obtained from Cape Cod or vicinity ; a kind of

northern native or hard oyster. Also called Capet. [Bos-

ton, Massachusetts. ] Cat's-tongue oyster, a very nar-

row and elongated oyster. The habit of growing in the
erect position, where thebanks are prolific and undisturbed,
crowds the oysters together, so that under such conditions

they do not have a chance to expand laterally. Cocks-
comb oyster. Same as cockscomb, 3. Cove oyster, (a)
A name of oysters growing singly in or scattered over

coves, creeks, bays, old planting-grounds, etc., too sparsely
to be taken by the ordinary method of tonging, but cap-
tured singly in from four to eight feet of water with nip-

pers. Such oysters are usually large and fat, and are com-
monly called coves, (b) Among packers, steamed oysters

packed in hermetically sealed cans : a trade-name. Drag-
on oyster, a small but delicate oyster from New Haven
harbor (named from Dragon, nickname of the oystcring
village of Fair Haven). (New Eng.]- English oyster,
the common European oyster, Ostrea ed-ttli*. Hard oys-
ter, the native northern oyster of the United States.

Mangrove oyster, an oyster growing on the submerged
trunks or roots of mangrove-trees, as in Florida. Moun-
tain-oyster, a lamb's testicle. Northern oyster, Os-

trea borealis, growing in northerly parts of the United
States, sometimes supposed to be a distinct species from
the southern Oxtrea nroinica. Racoon oyster, an oyster
growing in shallow water and dally exposed to the air dur-

ing ebb-tide, whence they become small and poor. They
have many fanciful local names. Reef-oyster, an oyster
growing naturally on reefs ; a reefer. [Alabama to Texas.]
Saddlerock oyster, the first or largest grade of oys-

ters in the New York market. The oysters that first

bore that name were taken from a rock so called In

Little Neck Bay, Long Island, the supply from which
was soon exhausted. Band-oysters, oysters which have
been scattered and exposed or damaged on sand-shoals ;

sanded oysters. Shrewsbury Oysters, oysters from
Shrewsbury river, New Jersey. Single oyster, an oys-
ter which becomes detached from the bunches after two
years' growth ; hence, a grown or merchantable oyster.
Soft Oyster, the oyster obtained from the Chesapeake
and southward: distinguished from the hard or native
northern oyster. Thorny oysters, bivalves of the LT-

nus Spondylus. Tonged oysters, oysters taken with the

tongs: they are preferred to those which are divdncd.

Vegetable oyster. Same as oyster-plant, 2. - Wild oys-
ter, an oyster of natural growth, neither artificially prop-
agated nor transplanted. Window Oysters, the J'la-

cunidce. See cut under Placuna. (See alao coon-oyster,

pearl-oyster, rock-oyster.)

oyster (ois'ter), t'. i. [< oyster, n.] To engage
m oyster-fishing; take oysters in any way.
Many more are oyttering now than before the war.

E. IngenoU.

oyster-bank (ois'ter-bangk), n. A bank on
which oysters grow; an oyster-bed,

oyster-bar (ois'ter-bar), n. An oyster-bank.

[Southern United States.]

oyster-bay (ois'ter-ba), n. An oyster-shop.

[Local, U. 8.]

oyster-bed (ois'ter-bed), n. 1. An oyster-
Dauk , a place where oysters breed or are bred

;

a place prepared and sown or planted with spat.
In the northern United States, oyster.beds are also called
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oytter-oanJri; In the southern United State*, oyilrr.bari
and oyster-rocks; In the Uulf State*, oytter-ree/s.

2. A bed, layer, or stratum containing fossil

oysters.

oyster-bird ( ois'ter-berd), n. An oyster-catcher.

oyster-boat (ois'ter-bot), . 1. A small boat
used in the oyster-fishery. 2. A large estab-

lishment or floating house, constructed on a

raft, generally one story and sometimes two

high* These house* are usually moored together, and

kept in ciin&tantciiniiiiiinicatioli with the wharf by means
of a swinging bridge, which rises and falls with the tide.

They are usually about 15 yards long by 10 wide, and are
divided into several compartment*.

oyster-bottom (ois'ter-bot'um), n. Any kind
of bottom whereon oysters grow, or a bottom
suitable to the growth of oysters; an oyster-

bed, -rock, -reef, et.

oyster-brood (ois't6r-brod), n. A young or

small oyster, about half an inch in diameter.

oyster-catcher (ois'ter-kach/er), . A mari-
time wading bird of the family Hcematopodidce :

so called from the habit of feeding upon small

oysters and other mollusks. There are several spe-
cies, found on the sea-coast of most countries, all of the

single genus llcnnaloptu, about 18 Inches long and SO
Inches In extent of wings, with stout red or bright-colored
bill and feet, and the plumage either party-colored with
black and white or entirely blackish. The common Euro-

pean oyster-catcher, //. ostrUeyug, has the head, neck, and
most of the upper part* glossy-black, the under part*,

rump, and parts of the wings and tail white. It Is very
widely distributed in Europe, Asia, and Africa. The Amer-
ican oyster-catcher la a similar but distinct species, //.

paUiatus, having the back smoky-brown In contrast to

the black head. It is common along the Atlantic coast.

H. niffer, the black oyster-catcher, Inhabit* the Pacific

coast. See cut under Hcematopus.

oyster-crab (ois'ter-krab), n. One of the little

crabs which live with oysters in the shells of

the latter; a pea-crab. The kind which lives

in the common oyster is a grapsoid crustacean,
Pinnotheres ostreum. See Pinnotheres.

oyster-cracker (ois'ter-krak'er), n. A small
kind of cracker or biscuit served with oysters.
[U. S.]

oyster-culture (ois'ter-kul'tur), n. The culti-

vation of oysters ;
the artificial breeding and

rearing of oysters; oyster-farming; ostreicul-

ture.

oyster-culturist (ois'ter-kul'tur-ist), n. One
who is engaged in oyster-culture.

oyster-dredge (ois'ter-drej), . A small dredge
or drag-net for bringing up oysters from the

oyster-bed.
oysterer (ois'ter-er), n. One who deals in oys-
ters.

Not scorning Scullions, Cobblers, Colliers,

Jakes-farmers, Fidlers, Ostlers, Oysterers.

Sylvester, Tobacco Battered.

oyster-farm (ois'ter-farm), n. A place where

oyster-farming is conducted.

oyster-farming (ois'ter-far'ming), n. Oyster-
culture.

oyster-field (ois'ter-feld), n. An oyster-bed;
an oyster-bank.

If a barrel of oysters were planted in an estuary of the
sea and their progeny preserved in successive generations
for ten years, the oyster-field thus produced would supply a
bounteous repast for every man, woman, and child on the
face of the earth. Amer. Anthropologist, I. 297.

oyster-fish (ois'ter-fish), . If. An oyster.
Florio. 2. A batrachoid fish, Batrachus taw,

generally called toad-fish. 3. A labroid fish,

Tautoga oniiis; the tautog.
oyster-fishery (ois'ter-fish/er-i), . The prac-
tice or business of taking oysters.

oyster-fishing (ois'ter-fish'mg), n. The act or

business of fishing for oysters.

oyster-fork (ois'ter-f6rk), n. A small and light
fork designed for use in eating oysters, espe-

cially raw oysters served on the half-shell.

oyster-gage (ois'ter-gaj), n. A model of an oys-
ter in metal or other permanent material, used
as a standard of marketable size.

oyster-grass (pis'ter-gras),
n. Kelp and other

seaweed growing upon oysters and mussels or

upon beds in which they occur. [New Jersey
coast.]

oyster-green (ois'ter-gren), . A plant, Viva
liitixxiiiut : same as larer-bread.

oyster-hammer (ois'ter-ham'er), . A ham-
mer used for breaking the shells of oysters to

open them.

oystering (ois'ter-ing), n. The act or business
of dredging for or otherwise taking oysters.

The capital which carries on the oyttering in the Dela-
ware waters is almost wholly derived from Philadelphia,
and most of the men employed belong there.

Fifheriet of U. S., V. IL 629.

oyster-keg (ois'ter-keg), . A small wooden
keg for transporting raw oysters, formerly used

oyther

in the United States, especially in Connecti-
cut.

oyster-knife (ois'ter-mi), . A knife designed
for use in opening oyster-., having ordin:ml\ a

strong handle and a rather long and Blender
blade.

oysterllng (ois'ter-ling), n. [< oyster + -liny
1
.]

A. young oyster; an oyster not fully grown.
Not one of the young oysteriings of the previous sum-

mer's spat was known to have been killed by the cold
weather or frost. Time* (London), Oct. 16, 1887.

oysterman (ois'ter-man), n. ; pi. oystermen
(-men). A man engaged in rearing, taking, or

selling oysters; an oysterer.

It wa* a tall young oyttrnnan lived by the river-tide.

0. W. Uijimn, Ballad of the Oystermaii.

Oyster* may be bred from egg*, arrangement* for pro-
ducing and nvlng which, together with the preservation
of the embryos, form a part of the oytlerman'i plan and
process. Fitheriet qf U. S., V. U. 620.

oyster-mushroom (ois'ter-mush'rOm), n. Aga-
ricw ostreatitg, an esculent fungus with a large,

thick, fleshy pileus.

oyster-park (ois'ter-park), n. [< F.parc <f*(-
(res.] An oyster-bed.

oyster-plant (ois'ter-plant), n. 1. The sea-

lungwort, Mertentria iiiaritinia, whose leaves
have an oyster flavor. [Eng.] 2. The goafs-
beard or salsify, Tragopoaon porrifolius. See

salsify. Also called vegetable oyster Black oys-
ter-plant, black salsify. Spanish oyster-plant, Senly-

musHispanica, a plant with large prickly leaves and yel-
low thistle-like heads, whose root is used like salsify.

oyster-plover (ois'ter-pluv'er), n. An oyster-
catcher, Ha-matopus ostrilegns.

oyster-rake (ois ter-rak), n. A rake for lifting

oysters from their bed. It is shaped like a farmers'

rake, is made of iron except the handle, and the tine* are
from 6 to 12 inches long, straight or curved nearly in a
semicircle. It I* used chiefly along the coast of Massa-
chusetts.

oyster-reef (ois'ter-ref), . See oyster-bed.

oyster-rock (ois'ter-rok), n. A rocky oyster-
bed. These beds are often conglomerate masse* of shell

and marine deposit rising from a depth of sixty feet to

within a few feet of the surface of the water. [Southern
United States.]

oyster-shell (ois'ter-shel), n. The shell of an

oyster Oyster-shell bark-louse, a scale-insect, Mytf-
laspis pomorurn, which Infests the apple. See JHytilaspis.

Oyster-shell stains, In photography by the wet or
collodion process, stains on the plate formed by a deposit
of reduced or metallic silver, resulting from a partial dry-

Ing of the film before development, from the presence of

impurities in the baths, etc.

"Oyster-shell
"
stains of reduced silver (also called "matt

silver stain* "), with a gray metallic surface and In curious
curved and arabesque patterns, occasionally make their

appearance. Lea, Photography, p. 327.

Prepared oyster-shell (testa preparata), oyster-shell
cleaned and reduced to a tine powder like prepared chalk :

used as an antacid.

oyster-shop (ois'ter-shop), n. A shop for the
sale of oysters.
And now they keep an ouster-shop lor mermaids down be-

low. 0. W. 'Holmes, Ballad of the Oystermaii.

oyster-sign (ois'ter-sin), n. A large letter O
painted on a board affixed to a stake, to mark
the boundaries of marshland claimed for pur-
poses of oyster-culture.

oyster-tongs (ois'ter-tdngz), . sing, and pi. A
tool used to dredge up oysters in deep water.
It consists of a pair of hinged* rakes with teeth bent In-

ward, and in use Is lowered from a boat until the rake*

Oyster-tongs.

bury themselves In the mud : on raising the Implement
and simultaneously drawing together the end* of the han-

dle*, the tongs close and drag up the oysters caught be-

tween the Interlocking teeth.

oyster-wencht (ois'ter-wench), . A woman
whose occupation is the sale of oysters.

Off goes hi* bonnet to an oytter- trench.

Shale., Kich. II., i. 4. SL

oyster-wife ( ois'ter-wif), n. Same as oyster-
woman.
So soon a* thy eyelids be unglued. thy flnt exercise

must be, either sitting upright on thy pillow, or rarely

lolling at thy body's whole length, to yawn, to stretch, and
to gape wider than any oyster-w\fe.

DeMrer, Gull's Hornbook, p. 65.

oyster-woman (ois'ter-wum'an), . A woman
who sells oysters,

oythert, a. andpron. A Middle English variant
of other^.



oz.

OZ. An abbreviation of ounce. The second let-

ter here, while identical in form with the letter z, is really

the character used by early printers for the arbitrary mark
of terminal contraction, 3. which is common in medieval

manuscripts. It occurs also in viz.

ozaena (o-ze'nii), . [NL., < L. osaina. < Gr.

b^atva, a fetid" polypus in the nose, < b&iv,

smell: see odor."]

'

1. Fetor from the nose,

usually dependent on ulceration. 2. [cap.]
In entom., the typical genus of Ozamime, with

one species, O. dentipes, from Cayenne. Olirini;

1791.

Ozseninae (6-ze-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Oza'tia +
-ina'.] A subfamily of CaraUdce, typified by
the genus Ozaina, having the middle coxse con-

tiguous by reason of the extreme narrowness
of the mesosternum. The species, usually
found under fallen leaves, exhale a strong odor,

whence the name. Also Ozcenidai.

ozarkite (6'zar-klt), n. [< Ozark (see def.) +
"-" n A massive variety of thomsonite from

.

MagnetCove in the Ozark Mountains, Arkansas.

OZierf, . An obsolete form of osier.

OZite (6'zit), n. [< Gr. S^eiv, smell, + -ite2.] A
heavy distillate of petroleum, used, in conjunc-
tion with cotton thread or other fibrous mate-

rial, as an insulating covering for some kinds

of electrical conductors.

ozocerite, ozokerite (6-zo-se'rit, -ke'rit), . [<

Gr. b(,etv, smell, + Mipk, wax: see cere.'] A mix-

ture of natural paraffins existing in the bitu-

minous sandstones of coal-measures. It is like

resinous wax in consistence and translucency, of a brown
or brownish-yellow color, and of a pleasantly aromatic

odor. In Moldavia it occurs in sufficient quantities to be
used for economic purposes, and it is made into caudles.

A related resin is found in considerable quantities in

southern Utah. Also called mineral tallow and mineral

MA
ozocerite, ozokerite (6-zo-se'rit, -ke'rit), v. t.

;

pret. and pp. ozocerited, ozokerited, ppr. ozocerit-

ing, ozokeriting. [< ozocerite, n.] To treatwith
ozocerite or native paraffin. Ozocerites core, an
electrical conductor covered with india-rubber and after-

ward " cured
"
or soaked in melted ozocerite under high

pressure so as to fill the pores of the rubber with the par-
affin wax. The name is also given to wires covered with a
mixture of substances, as of asbestos and ozocerite. Ozo-
cerited leads, heavy electrical conductors covered with

any ozocerited compound.
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OZOnation (6-zo-na'shon), n. [< ozone + -atioii.]

The act or process of treating with ozone.

Faraday.
OZOne (6'zon), . [= F. ozone; < Gr. ieu;
smell, + -one.'] A modification of oxygen, hav-

ing increased chemical activity; a colorless

gas having a peculiar odor like that of air

which contains a trace of chlorin. The density
of ozone is one and one half times that of oxygen. It is

produced when the electric spark is passed through air

or oxygen, when a stick of phosphorus is allowed to

oxidize slowly, and in various other ways. At a high

temperature ozone is changed into ordinary oxygen, two
volumes of the former yielding three volumes of the

latter. Chemical tests show that ozone exists in the at-

mosphere to a minute extent, and in greater quantity in

country districts than in towns, while in crowded thor-

oughfares it ceases to be recognizable. Ozone has a great

power of destroying offensive odors, and is a powerful
bleacher and an intense oxidizer.

The proportion of ozone in the air stands in a direct re-

lation to the amount of atmospheric electricity present.
Jioscoe and Schorlemmtr, Chemistry, I. 200.

OZOne-box (6'zon-boks), n. A box in which
ozonic test-papers are exposed to the free pas-

sage of the air while protected from the light.

Many different forms have been devised.

ozone-paper (6'z6n-pa"per), n. A chemical

test-paper used to indicate the presence and
the relative amount of ozone in the air. See

ozonoscope.
ozonic (6-zo'nik), a. [< ozone + -ic.] Of or per-

taining to ozone
; containing ozone.

It I kauri gum] renders the air ozonic.

Set. Amer., $. S., LV. 129.

Having ozonic oxygen for its active principle, Condy's
Fluid acts in harmony with nature.

Lancet, No. 3441, p. 30 of adv'ts.

Ozonic ether, a solution of hydrogen peroxid in ether: it

has been used in diabetes,

ozoniferous (6-zo-nif'e-rus), o. [< E. ozone +
L. ferre = E. Scar1 .] Containing ozone. Gra-

ham, Elem. of Chemistry,
ozoniflcation (d-z6"ni-n-ka'shon), n. [< ozouify
+ -ation (see -fication)."] The act of producing
or converting into ozone.

ozonify (6-zo'ni-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. ozoni-

fied, ppr. ozonifying. [< ozone + -i-fy.] To
produce or convert into ozone.

ozonoscopic

OZOnization (6-zo-ni-za'shon), n. [< ozonize +
-titioii.] The operation of impregnating with

ozone; the state of being impregnated with

ozone. Also spelled ozonisiitioit,

ozonize (6'zo-mz), v. t.; pret. and pp. ozonized,

ppr. ozonizing. [< ozone + -ize.~] To impreg-
nate with ozone. Graham, Elem. of Chemistry.
Also spelled ozonixc.

ozonizer (6'zo-ni-zer), H. An apparatus for the

continuous production of ozone. Greer, Diet,

of Electricity, p. 117. Also spelled ozoniser.

OZOnograph (6-zo'no-graf ), . [< E. ozone + Gr.

)>pa<t>eiv, write.] Aii instrument for automati-

cally exposing ozonic test-papers ;
a self-acting

ozonoscope.
ozonographer (6-zo-nog'ra-fer), n. [As ozo-

iiograph + -eel.] One skilled in observing at-

mospheric ozone.
OZOnometer (6-zo-nom'e-ter), n. [< E. ozone
+ Gr. /ifrpov, measure.] A scale of tints with
which ozonic test-papers are compared in order
to determine the relative amount of ozone in

the air.

Ozonometers have been variously constructed and tried,

but no clear and consistent results have yet been obtained

by ordinary observers, so much individual tact is essential

to dealing satisfactorily with the test papers and their al-

terations. Fitz Soy, Weather Book, p. 29.

OZOnometric (6-zo-no-met'rik), a. [< ozonome-

try + -ic.] Pertaining to the measurement of

ozone.

OZOnometry (6-zo-nom'et-ri), n. [< E. ozone +
Gr. -fierpia, < uerpov, measure.] The art of mea-

suring the relative amount of ozone in the at-

mosphere.
ozonoscope (o-zo'no-skop), n. [< E. ozone + Gr.

GKOTreiv, view.] A test-paper which is oxidized

and discolored by ozone. When properly exposed,
the degree of discoloration indicates the relative amount
of ozone in the air. Ozone-papers are usually either red

litmus-paper dipped in a dilute solution of potassium
iodide, or paper saturated with a mixture of potassium
iodide and starch. In the litmus-paper the ozone decom-

poses the potassium iodide and combines with the potas-

sium, forming potash, by which the red litmus is rendered
blue. In the iodized starch-papers, the ozone combines
with the potassium, and the free iodine combines with
the starch, forming a blue iodide of starch.

ozonoscopic (6-zp-no-skop'ik), a. [< ozonoscope
+ -ic.] Indicating the presence of ozone.



1. The sixteenth letter and
i we nth consonant of the

English alphabet, having a

corresponding position in

other alphabets. The scheme
of parallel forms, as given in the
case of the other letters (see espe-
cially A), is as follows :

B ***

Egyptian. I'hcni-

Uieroglyphic. Hier.itic. cian.
Early

< .11 '< il '<

The usual Greek II was made by extending the originally
short second perpendicular Hmb ; the Latin (whence our)
/', by curving the same around to meet the perpendicular
(see R). P in all these alphabets stands for the same un-

varying sound : namely, for the surd labial mute (corre-

sponding to b as sonant, and m as nasal), made with closure
of the lips, during the maintenance of which closure there
la complete silence, its character being brought to light

by explosion upon the following sound. The p-sound is

in English much less common (below a third) than the t-

sound, and slightly lesscommon (about four fifths) than the
i-sound. The characterp has no varieties or irregularities
of pronunciation in English save as it is silent at the !>-

ginning of afew Greek words, as pgalm,pneumatic,pter(*pod,
and, much more rarely, elsewhere, as in receipt, accompt.
It enters into one important digraph, namely ph, found in

numerous words of classical origin, and pronounced as/
(but originally as written, or as an aspirated />'>!' with an

audibloAafterit,asinourcoinpoundup/iil)- (SeepA.) Ac-

cording to the general law of correspondence, a p in the
Germanic part of our language should represent an original
b; but b appears to have been almost altogether wanting
in the primitive language of our family ; and hence our

p,
when notot classical origin, or borrowed from elsewhere,

is the result of some irregular process.
2. As a medieval numeral, 400

;
with a dash over

it (P), 400,000. 3. As a symbol: () In ehem.,
the symbol for phosphorus, (b) In math., the
Greek capital n denotes a continued product.

Thus, Up (1 + p\ for which n (1 + m) is also written, de-

notes the product (1 + m) m (m 1) . . . 8.2.1. The
small Greek letter - denotes the ratio of the circumfer-
ence to the diameter, or 3.14159205359 +. This notation
was introduced by Euler. The other form of the Greek
minnacule, a, denotes in astronomy the longitude of the

perihelion.

4. An abbreviation: (a) Otpost in P. M., post
meridiem, afternoon, and P. $., postscript, (b)

ship's log-book, of passing showers, (e) [I. e.]

Inzool.: (1) Of partim. (2) In dental formulas,

sameas7. (3) In ichth., of pectoral (fin). (4)
In echinoderms, of polyplacid. (/) In iiu-d., of

(1) (Optic) papilla; (2)pupil; (3) pvgillns,laa\A-
ful. To mind one's p's and q's. See mindi.

pa1
(pa), n. [A short form of papa1

. Cf. ma-
for mama.'} A more childish form of papa1

.

pa'-', pa', N. A Scotch form of pall
1

.

The cowardly Whittam, for fear they should cut him,
Seeing glittering broad swords with a pa'.

Battle of Sheri/.Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 158).

p. a. An abbreviation of participial adjective,

employed in this dictionary,

paaget, [OF., also poiage, paiage, F. ptagr,
etc. : see pedage.] Same as pedage.
Trade was restrained, or the privilege granted on the

payment of tolls, passages, panyet, pontages, and innu-
merable other vexatious imposts.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., iii. B.

paalstab (pal'stab), . Same as pahtaff.

paasH, . A Middle English variant of JKH-I .

paas'-'t (p&s), . [An old form of pace*, juim-li :

in mod. use (in New York), < D. pansrh = K.

/>/ifcli: see pasch.] Same as pascli.
Here will I holde, as I bane hlght,
The feeste of Paas with frendis in feere.

York Play." ,

Under his
|
Peter Rtuyvesant's] reign there was a great

cracking of eggs at Paas or Easter.

li-rnn.i. Knickerbocker, p. 403.

Paas dayt (pas'da). Easter day.
Poos Day. Easter Day, in an old English sermon : "In

die Paeche punt Rftcureccwnem Goode men and women

as 36 knowe welle this day U called in some place* Astur

Day i In sume place* Pool Day, Ac." Lantd. M.S. 392,

fo.W, b.

Hampton, Medll jKvi Kalendarlum, II. 290 (Glossary).

paastt, " An obsolete form of paxte 1
.

pab, " . Same as pob.

pabouche (pa-bOsh'), n. A slipper: same as
baboosh.

I always drink my coffee as Boon as my feet are In my
pabouchet; It 's the way all over the East.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxx.

pabular (pab'u-lSr). a. [< L. pabularis, fit for

fodder, < pabulum, fodder, food : see jiabuium.]
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of pabulum;
affording food or aliment. Johnson.

pabulationt (pab-u-la'shon), n. [< L. pabula-
fio(n-), pasture, foraging, < pabulari, graze, for-

age, < pabulum, food, fodder : see pabulum.] 1.

The act of grazing or foraging ;
the act of feed-

ing or of procuring food to eat. Bailey, 1731 .

2. Same as pabulum.
pabuloust (pab'u-lus), a. [< LL. pabulosus,
abounding in fodder, < L. pabulum, food, fod-

der: see pabulum.] Same as pabular.
pabulum (pab'u-lum), M. [= OF. pabule = Sp.
pdbulo = Pg. It. pabulo, < L. pabulum, food,

fodder, < / pa, in pascere, feed : see pasture.]
1. Food, in the widest sense; aliment; nutri-

ment; that which nourishes an animal or

vegetable organism ; by extension, that which
nourishes or supports any physical process, as
fuel for a fire.

Which seems the sole use of oil, air, or any other thing
that vulgarly passeth for a pabulum or food of that ele-

ment [fire]. Bp. Berkeley, Slrla, i 197.

Nutrition, then, involves the conversion of lifeless pab-
ulum into living germinal matter.

Beale, Protoplasm, p. 102.

2. Hence, food for thought; intellectual or

spiritual nourishment or support.
There Is an age, we know, when tales of love
Form the sweet pabulum our hearts approve.

Craobe, Works, VII. 44.

pac, M. See pact*.

paca (pak'ji), n. [NL. (< Sp. Pg. paca), <

Braz. i
in I.-, paq, the native name.] 1. The

spotted cavy, C&logenys paca, a large hystrico-

morphic rodent quadruped of the family Dasy-
proctida, inhabiting South America and Central
America. It is one of the largest rodents, though far in-

ferior In size to the capibara, and Is a near relative of the

agouti and other cavies. Its length is about two feet, and
its stature one foot. The body Is robust, with coarse close-

set hair of a variable brownish color above and whitish
below, with several streaks or rows of spots of white OD
the sides. The head is large and broad, with obtuse muz-
zle ; the tail Is a mere stump ; and the inner digit of each
foot is reduced, the others being stout and hoof-like. The
animal is somewhat nocturnal, spending most of the day
In burrows, often several feet deep, dug usually in moist
ground near watercourses. It is a vegetable-feeder, some-
times Injurious to crops, and its flesh is edible. See cut
under Coelogenyt.

Their I'ant* [In Brazil! are like Pigs, their Flesh Is pleas-

ant, they never bring forth above one at a time.
& Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 282.

2. [cap.] Same as Cedogenys. Fischer, 1814.

pacable (pa'ka-bl), a. [< ML. pacabilis, paid,
taken in sense 'that may be pacified,' < L. pa-
care, pacify, pay: see pacate, pay1

. Cf. pay-
able.] Capable of being pacified; pacifiable:

placable.
The august prince who came to rule over England was

the most pacable of sovereigns.
Thackera;/, Virginians, 111.

pacanet, . Same as pecan.

pacatet (pa'kat), o. [= F. pave, paid, expi-
ated, = Sp. pacato, pacado = Pg. It. pacato,

pacified, < L. paeatus, pp. of pacare, pacify, <

pax (pac-), peace : see pay*, peace.] Peaceful:

tranquil.

Poured out those holy raptures, hymns, and sentences,
as moved by the Holy Spirit ; but with this difference
from the Pagan oracles, that it was in a pacate way, not
in a furious transport. Evelyn. True Religion. I. 864.
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pacation (pu-ka'shgn;, w. [< L. i>(icati<>(n-),

pacification, (.pacare, pp. paca tun, pacify
pacate.] The act of pacifying or appeasing.
i'nii i ni, i, .

pacay (pa-ka'), [Peruv.] The tree ln</n
i'> mill i. The name is apparently also applied
in Peru to Prompts Jidiflora, the mesquit.
paccant, n. Same as pecan.
raccanarist (pak-a-nar'ist), n. Same as Bar-
ni nitrist.

pacchet, . A Middle English form of patch.
Pacchionian (pak-i-d'ni-an)j

a. [< Pacchioni

(see def.) + -an.] Pertaining to Pacchioni, an
Italian anatomist (born about 1U65, died 1726).
Pacchionian depressions r fossae, Irregular depres-

sions, variable in number, depth, and position, commonly
found near the course of the sutures of the vault of most
adult human skulls, produced by the Pacchionian bodies.
- Pacchionian glands or bodies. .See gland.

Paccinian, a. See Pacinian.

pace 1
(pas), n. [< ME. pace, paas, pas, < OF.

pas, F. pas Sp. pasp = Pg. It. passo, < L.

paasus, a step, pace, lit. 'a stretch, sc. of the
feet in walking, < pandere, pp. passus, pansus,
stretch, be open; ct.patere, be open: see pat-
ent1 . Hence u\t. pass, v. and n.] 1. The space
or distance traversed by the foot in one com-
pleted movement in walking; hence, the move-
ment itself; a step.

The general 's ilisdain'd

By him one step below ; ... so every step,
Exampled by the first pace that is sick
Of his superior, grows to an envious fever
Of pale and bloodless emulation.

Shale., T. andC., L 8. 182.

She left the web, she left the loom.
She made three paces thro* the room.

Tennyton, Lady of Shalott.

2. A lineal measure of variable extent, repre-
senting the space naturally measured by the
movement of the foot in walking. In some cases
the name Is given to the distance from the place where
either foot is taken up, in walking, to that where the same
foot is set down, being assumed by some to be 5 feet, by
others 42 feet this pace of a double step being called a

geometrical pace, or great pace. The pace of a single step
(the military pace) is estimated at 2J feet. The Welsh pace
Is 2} English feet. The ancient Roman pace, the thou-
sandth part of a mile, was 5 Roman feet, and every foot
contained between 11.60 and 11.04 English inches, hence
the pace was about 58.1 English Inches.

Ful of degrees, the heighte of sixty paas.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1032.

The lower towne ... Is about a hundred pacet distant
from the higher. Can/at, Crudities, 1. 10.

3. Manner or rate of walking or of progression ;

gait; rate of advance; velocity: as, a quick
pace; to set the pace; it is pace that kills.

Komme inne an esy pace.
Dabeet Book (E. E. T. 9,.\ p. 3.

The! . . . rode as faste as the horse niyght hem here,
till that the! were passed all theire peple, and than tin i

encresed her pat gretter, and rode towarde the siege.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 209.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow.
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day.

Shot., Macbeth, v. 6. 2O.

Go on, sir Poet, ride once more
Your hobby at his old free pace.

Whittier, Tent on the Beach.

4. Specifically, in music, same as tempo. 5f.

The rate of moving on foot ; footpace.
Forth we rlden a lltel more than paat.

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., L 825.

6. A gait of the horse, in which the legs of the

same side are lifted together. See rack.

They rode, but authors having not
I MiTmined whether pace or trot, . . .

We leave It and go on. as now
*iipuo*c they did, no matter how.

& Butter, Hudibras, 1. 11. 46.

7. A step; measure; thing to be done. [Rare.]
The flrat pace necessary for his majesty to make Is to

fall into confidence with Spain. Sir W. Temple.

8t. A pass or passage. See pass.
But when she saw them gone she forward went,
As lay her journey, through that perlous Paw.

Sperurr. F. Q-, IIL L ID.



pace

9f. Course; direction.

But William perceyued what pas the king went,
And hastili hised after and him of-toke.

William of Palerite (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3915.

10f. A space; while.

Lystyn a lytyl pas.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 245.

1 If. A part of a poem or tale
; passage ; passus.

Thus passed is the first pas of this pris tale.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 161.

12. A part of a floor slightly raised above the

general level; a dais; a broad step or slightly
raised space above some level, especially about
a tomb.
Marble Foot paces to the Chimneys, Sash, Windows,

glaised with flue Crown Glass, large half Pace Stairs, that

2 People may go up on a Breast.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

13f. A herd or company of beasts : as, &pace of

asses. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 80. Al-

derman's pace. See alderman. Day-tale pace. See

day-tale. Geometrical pace. See geometric. Great

pace. See def. 2. To keep or hold pace with, to keep
up with

; go or move as fast as : literally or figuratively.

Now that the Sun and the Spring advance daily toward

us more and more, I hope your Health will keep pace with

them. Howell, Letters, iv. 45.

If riches increase, let thy mind hold pace with them.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., i. 5.

Hope may with my strong desire keep pace.
Wordsworth, Sonnets, i. 24.

pace
1
(pas), v.; pret. and -pp. paced, ppr. pacing.

[< ME. pacen, pace, pass: see pace, n., and cf.

pass, v. Pace1
, v., is now used with ref. only to

4222 pachydermatous

Thick-headed Shrike {Pachycephala

In Lancashire, young people fantastically dressed, armed

with wooden or tin swords, and their faces smeared, go
from house to house, at each of which, if permitted, they

perform a sort of drama. The performers are called Pace

Egyers. Hampton, Medii JEvi Kalendarium, I. 202.

pace-eggs (pas'egz), . pi [< paces + eggs.']

Easter eggs; eggs boiled hard and dyed or

stained various colors, given to children about

the time of Easter. Halliwell.

In Scotland, and the North of England generally, it is

customary to boil eggs hard, and after dyeing or staining

them of various colours to give them to the children for

toys on Easter Sunday. In these places children ask for

their Pace Eyija, as they are termed, at this season for a

fairing. Hampson, Medii JEvi Kalendarium, I. 201.

paceguardt (pas'gard), w. Same as passegarde.

pace-maker (pas'ma"ker), n. One who sets the

pace for others, as in racing.

A number of well-known cyclists were asked to assist Pachycephala2
(pak-i-sef'a-la), n. pi. [NL.,

as pace-makere. Bury and Holier, Cycling, p. 96. neut. pi. of pachycephalus, thick-headed: see

pacer (pa'ser), n. 1. One who paces, or mea
sures by pacing.

Dante, pacer of the shore

Where glutted hell disgorgeth filthiest gloom.
Browning, Sordello, i __ j

2 A horse whose natural gait is a pace. pachycephafic (pak*i-se-fal'ik"or*-sef'a-lik), a.

One sunshiny afternoon there rode into the great gate [As pUclycephal-y + : lc,-} Pertaining to, of the

of the Manhattoes two lean, hungry-looking Yankees, nature of, or exhibiting pachycephaly.
Pachycephalinse (pak-i-sef-a-ll ne), n.pl. [NL. ,

< Pachycephala^ + -inse.] A subfamily of La-

niidse, typified by the genus Pachycephala ; the

thickheads, or thick-headed shrikes, other gen-
era are Pachycephalopsis, Pachycare, Eopsallria, Oreosca,
and Falcunadus. These birds range in the Austromalayan
and Polynesian subregious. They have a stout grypanian
bill ; the nostrils are scaled, and besetwith small feathersor

pachycephalous.~] In Crustacea, a division of

Epizoa or fish-lice, containing the families Er-

gaxiUdie and Dichelestiidse.

pachycephalia (paVi-se-fa'li-a), n. [NL.: see

pachycephaly.'] Same as pachycephaly.

mounted on Narragansett pacers.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 297.

especially, to step slowly or with measured or

stately tread
;
stride.

I am prowde and preste to passe on a passe,
To go with this gracious, hir gudly to gyde.

York Plays, p. 275.

Pacing through the forest,

Chewing the food of sweet and bitter fancy.

Skak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 101.

Up and down the hall-floor Bodli paced,
With clanking sword, and brows set in a frown.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 276.

2f. To go on
;
advance.

With speed so pace
To speak of Perdita. Shak., W. T., iv. 1. 23.

3. Specifically, in the manege, to go at the pace;
move by lifting both feet of the same side si-

multaneously; amble. Seepacel,n.,6,a,n<lrack.
II. trans. 1. To walk over step by step: as,

the sentinel paces his round.
To and fro

Oft pacing, as the mariner his deck,
My gravelly bounds. Cowper, Four Ages.

2. To measure by stepping; measure in paces:
as, to pace a piece of ground.
A good surveyor will pace sixteen rods more accurately

than another man can measure them by tape.

Emerson, Works and Days, p. 141.

3f. To train to a certain step, as a horse
; hence,

to regulate.

My lord, she 's not paced yet ; you must take some pains
to work her to your manage. Shak., Pericles, iv. 6. 68.

Far hence, ye proud hexameters, remove !

My verse is paced and trammelled into love.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Amours, i. 32.

pace2t, v. t. A corruption of parse1
.

Lima. I am no Latinist, Candius, you must conster it

Can. So I will, and pace it too ; thou shall be acquainted
with case, gender, and number.

Lyly, Mother Bombie, i. 3. (Narei.)

pace3
(pas), n. A dialectal form ofpasch.

pace4 (pa'se), prep, or adv. [L., abl. of pax,
peace : see peace.'} With or by the leave, per-
mission, or consent of (some person mention-

ed) : usually employed as a courteous form of

expressing disagreement, like "A. B. must give
me leave (or allow me) to say."
Pace Professor Huxley, I venture to assert that you can

derive no ethical conception whatever from "the laws of

comfort," that in mere physics there is no room for the
idea of right. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 68.

pace-aisle (pas'il), n. An ambulatory. Lee's

Glossary.

pace-board (pas'bord), n. A wooden footpace
or dais for an altar. See footpace, 5. Lee's

Glossary.

paced (past), a. [< pace1 + -rf2.] Having a
certain pace or gait : chiefly in composition : as,
the slow-paced lemur.

The cattle . . . wait
Their wonted fodder, . . . silent, meek,
And patient of the slow-paced swain's delay.

Cowper, Task, v. 32.

Pace dayt. Easter day. Compare Poos day.
pace-eggert, See the quotation.

3. Hence, a fast horse ; by extension, anything
that exhibits remarkable speed or activity.

[Colloq.]

pacha, n. A French spelling of pasha.

pachalic, n. A French spelling of pashalic.

pachisi (pa-che'si), n. [Al8Oparchisi,parcheesi /

< Hind, pachchisi, a game played on a kind of

cloth chess-board with cowries for dice, and so

named from the highest throw, which is twenty-
five, < pachchis, pachis, twenty-five, < Skt. pan-
cha vilicati, twenty-five : pancha = E. five; vin- Pachycephalidee as a separate family.

cati = K twenty.] A game of Hindu origin, re- pachycephaline (pak-i-sef a-lm), a.

sembling backgammon, played by four persons. <=ally ,
of or pertaining to the

Paehycephalma^

bristles ; the first primary is at least two thirds as long as

the second ; the point of the wing is formed usually by the

fourth, fifth, and sixth primaries ; the tail is generally two
thirds as long as the wing, diversiform, but not graduated ;

the head is crested or not ; the plumage is without red or

blue ; and the sexes are generally of different colors. Also

Specifi-

pachnolite (pak'uo-lit), n. [<Gr. irdxvti, hoar- 2. In Crustacea, thick-headed
;
of or pertaining

frost, rime, + MBo'f, stone.] A native fluoride to the Pachycephala.

of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, found with pachycephaly (pak-i-sef a-li), . [< NL. ac%-
crvolite in Greenland, and also in Colorado: so cephalia, < pachycephalus, thick-headed: see

called in allusion to the frost-like appearance pachycephalous.] Abnormal thickness of the

of the crystals.
bones forming the vault of the cranium.

pachycepJialia.

Also

see blepharitis.] 'Thickening and induration todactyl. See cut under footprint.

of the eyelids from chronic inflammation. II. A pachydactyl annual.

Pachybrachys (pa-kib'ra-kis), n. [NL. (Suf- Pachydactyli (pak-i-dak ti-h), n. pi. [NL
frian, 1848; orig. Pachybrachis, Chevrolat), < pi- of pachydactylm : see pachydactyl.^ Thiek-

Gr. Traxvf. thick, + f}paXvc, short, small, little.]
toed animals

;
a division of ornithichmtes, con-

In entom., a notable genus of Chrysomelidee or trasted with Leptodactyh. Hitchcock.

leaf-beetles, of very wide distribution, compris- pachydactylous (pak-i-dak'ti-lus), a. [< pachy-

ing 150 species, of which about 50 are North dactyl + -oits.] bai,me as pachydactyl.
We should infer a larger number of pachydactylous than

leptodactylous animals to have made the tracks.

Hitchcock, Ichnol. Mass., p. 81.

American. They have simple claws, the prothorax mar-

gined at base, not crenulate, and the prosternum feebly
channeled.

Pachycardia (pak-i-kar'di-a), n. pi.
Gr. mi^if, thick, + mpSia, heart: see

Those vertebrates which have a thick
lar heart divided into auricular and ventricu- skinned, as a member of the 'Pachydermata.
lar parts, and a well-defined skull : opposed to Also pachydermal, pachydermatous, pachyder-
Leptocardii. This primary group of Vertebrata mous.

contains all except the lancelets, and is center- jj_ w> A non-ruminant hoofed quadruped ;

minous with Craniota. Haectcel. any member of the old order Pachydermata.
pachycardian (pak-i-kar'di-an), a. and n. [< pachydermal (pak-i-der'mal), a. [< pachyderm
NL. Pachycardia + -on.] I. a. Having a thick, + ./.] Same &s pachyderm.
fleshy heart; of or pertaining to the Pachycar- Pachydermata (pak-i-der'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
dia; not leptocardian. < Gr. naxti, thick, + 6i/>[ta(T-), skin: see pachy-

II. n. A member of the Pachycardia, as any derm.'} The non-ruminant ungulate mammals,
or hoofed quadrupeds which do not chew the

cud; in Cuvier's classification, the seventh or-

der of Mammalia, divided into Proboscidea, Or-

dinaria, and Solidungula. The order contained the

elephants, hippopotamuses, swine, rhinoceroses, hyraxes,

skulled vertebrate.

pachycarpOUS (pak-i-kar'pus), a. [< Gr.

thick, + (tapTrof, fruit.] In bot., having the

pericarp very thick.

Pachycephala1
(pak-i-sef'a-la), n. [NL., fern.

ofpachycephalus, thick-headed : seepachyceplia-
1 1 Tn nrwin, flip rvr>ii>nl WATIIIS nf Piifliti Belluee of Linnaeus

S.J 1. JJ1 OimH*., the typical ge otlacliy-
{ornling tne Order8

cephalinse, founded in 1826 by Vigors and Hors-

field, having the head uncrested, and the bill

tapirs, horses, etc., corresponding to some extent with the

Belittle of Linnaeus. It is disused, its components now
Hyracoidea, the perisso-lonning tile uruera ^TUBIMOMMM ii'ttutt itctc, me MCI ioou-

dactyl suborder of UngvJata, and a few of the artiodactyls.
Also called Jitmenta.

as broad as it is high at the nostrils. It is an ex- pachydermatoid (pak-i-der'ma-toid), a. [As
tensive group of thick-headed shrikes, containing about 50 pachyderm, Pachydermata, + -old.] Somewhat
species, ranging in the Indian and Australian regions, but thick-skinned ; resembling a pachyderm ;

re-
not in New Zealand. The type is P. gutturalw of Australia. '

,

Also called Hylocharis or Hyloterpe, Mmcitrea, and Puche- !ated to the Pachydermata.
rania. See cut in next column. pachydermatous (pak-1-der ma-tus), a. [As
2. In entom., a genus of tachina-flies, or dip- pachyderm, Pacliy/i-rmiild. + -ou.] 1. Same
terous insects of the family Tachinidse. Lioy, a.ajMcln/<lerm.2. Figuratively, thick-skinned ;

1863. insensible to ridicule, abuse, reproof, etc.



pachydermatous
A man cannot have a sensuous nature anil l>c pachyder-

ntr<'".> at Hi- -.inn- time.

l.oin-n, Among my I
'- - >K -. 2d Her.

, p. 312.

pachydermia (pak-i-der'nii-R), H. [NL., <

(ir. -,friii//i(i, thickness of skin, < ira;rv<hfyiOf,
tliick-skiiiiiril : see /i<i<lti/<lrnn.\ A 1-linmic dis-

I'usc niiii-ki'd by repeated attacks of dermatitis
nl' erysipelutous form, with more or less phle-
bitis, lymphangitis, and lymphadenitis, accom-
panied and followed by hypertrophy and intil-

tratioii of tlic skin and subjacent tissues. The
li-u

fs scrotum, and labia are moat frequently affected, and
they may reuch an enormous size, being hard and cither
siniiutli or warty. A discharge of lymph Is frequent.
The ft/arm Aaiujtlinitt-hoitnniH MVINS to he the cause of at
IcaHt ttome of the forma. Alao riillr.l . l> i>ttiiHtiagi* Ara-
bian, Inicixmia, Barbados ley, tpanjorii, and

pachydermoid (pak-i-der'moid), a. [< pacliy-
itt-riH + -<iid.} Kesembling or related to a

pachyderm, or to the Pachydcrmata ; pachyder-
matous.

Now as I write, abort of all meat, without an ounce of
walrus for sick or sound, my thoughts recall the frost-

tempcrcd junks of this pachydermoid amphibian aa the
highest of longed-for luxuries.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., II. 16.

[< pachy-
. 2. In

pachydermous (pak-i-der'mus), a.

(ttrt + -oux.} 1. Same as pachyderm
bot., thick-coated: applied sometimes to a thick-
walled capsule of mosses.

Pachydomidae (pak-i-dom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pacliydomiis + -idee.} An extinct family of

bivalves, typified by the genus Pachydtnnus.
The shell was massive and oval or roundish, the liga-
ment external, the hinge surmounted by a very long den-
tiform ridge, and the pallial impression entire. They
lived in the Devonian and Carboniferous periods, and
have been found only in Australian rocks.

Pachydomus (pa-kid'o-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

iro^i'f, thick, + 66fwf, house.] A genus of ex-
tinct bivalves, typical of the family Pachydomi-
dee. They had thick shells, and resembled the
Veneridee in form.

pachyemia, pachyaemia (pak-i-e'mi-a), n.

[NL.. < Gr. vaxkaifioq, having thick blood, < ira-

XW, thick, + dipa, blood.] A thickening of the
blood.

Pachyglossae (pak-i-glos'e), n. pi. [NL. (J.

Wagler, 1830), < Gr. varfc, thick, + yKJaoa,
tongue.] A group of lizards with short or thick

fleshy tongues. It was formerly a comprehensive di-

vision, including the geckos, iguanas, and agamaa, being
then synonymous with Bremlinguia ; or restricted to the

iguanas and agamas, then synonymous with StrobQosau-
riu ; or confined to the agamoid acrodont lizards alone, then

synonymous with the family Againidx in a broad sense.
Also Pachyglosna, and Pac/tyyloitata.

pachyglossal (pak-i-glos'al), a. [As Pachy-
gloss-se + -al.} Pachyglossate.
pachyglossate (pak-i-glos'at), a. [< Gr. naxi-c,

thick, + jXuffCTa, tongue, + -ate1
.] Having a

thick tongue ; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Pachyglossee.

Pachygnatha (pa-kig'ua-tha), n. [NL. (Sun-
devall, 1823), fern, of pachygnathus : see pa-
chygnatlious.} A genus of spiders, typical of the

family Pacltygnathidee, formerly united with the

Theridiidx, now placed in Tetragnathidte. They
have a short rounded abdomen, short legs, and very thick,

strong, and widely divergent mandibles, whence the name.
E. clercki is an example. Also Pachyffnathua.

Pachygnathidas (pak-ig-nath'i-de), n.pl. [NL.
(Menge, 1866),< Pachygnatha + -id.} A fam-

ily of spiders, now generally united with the

Tetragnathidx. The distinguishing feature is the re-

ceptaculum seminis, which consists of three pouches open-
ing from a semicircular sac. They make no web, although
placed from structural characters among the orb-weavers.

pachygnathous (pa-kig'na-thus), a. [< NL.
pachygiuithus, < Gr. myfwf, thick,+ yvAdoe, jaw.]
Having thick or heavy jaws ; specifically, hav-

ing the characters of the genus Pachygnatha.
Pachylis (pak'i-lis), n. [NL., appar. < Gr.

*iraxvUs (in adv. iraxvfajf), dim. of iraxi'C, thick.]
A genus of coreoid heteropterous insects found-
ed by St. Fargeau and Serville in 1825. p. gigat
is a species of great size and striking colors, which lives

on cactus-plants in the southwestern United States and
Mexico. It is If -inches long, velvety-blackish, veined
witli yellow, the legs and antennee banded with orange.
The nymph Is steel-blue, spotted and banded with red
and orange. See cut under Mictidx.

pachymenia (pak-i-me'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

To^i'-f, thick, + I'ffffv, a membrane.] A thicken-

ing of the skin.

pachymenlc (pak-i-me'nik), a. [(pachymenia
+ -/<.] Thick-skinned.

pachymeningitic (pak-i-men-in-jit'ik),
a. [<

paehymeniiiyitis + -if.} Pertaining to, charac-
terized by, or affected with pachymeningitis.
pachymeningitis(pak-i-men-in-ji'tis), . [NL.,
< ij<ii'lii/iii<iii>i.r(-mtiiiii</-) + -itis.} In jxitHol.,
inflammation of the dura mater.

4223
The post-mortem showed an extensive fiactiyincnintjitu

nl thi' right half of the dura mater.

Mtss4.VMi.XUX, i

Pachymeningitis externa, paehy meningitis Involving
tti. Miit.-r hiyrr* of tin- ilura, usually traumatic. Pachy-
menlngltls interna, inflammation of the Inner layers of
the dura Pachymeningitls Interna hemorrhaglca,
fnternul pachyinenliiKitiA with the fonnation on the inner
surface of the dura of layers of delicate connective tis-

sue containing thin-walled and easily rupturing blood-
vessels. Hence may be found extensive hemorrhages
between the layer* of the newly formed membrane or
between this and the pla. Also called pachumeningitu
chrmuca hemarrhagica.

pachymeninx (pak-i-me'ningks), n. [NL., <

Gr. iraxi'f , thick, + ft^vty^, membrane : see me-

ninx.} The dura mater.

pachymeter (pa-kim'e-ter), n. [NL., < Gr.

vaxi't, thick, -t- fitrpov, measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring small thicknesses. One
form determines the thickness of paper; an-
other is adapted for measuring the thickness
of glass. Also pachometer.

pachyodqnt (pak'i-6-dont), a. [< Gr. jrotft'r,

thick, + odW'f (o<Jovr-) = E. tooth.} Having thick
or massive teeth, as a mammal or a mollusk.

pachyopterous (pak-i-op'te-rus), a. Same as

/iin-li i/jiti -rous. IIHJI. Diet.

pachyote (pak'i-6t), a. and n. [< Gr. iraxi'f,

thick, + ouf (UT-), ear.] I. a. Having thick

leathery ears, as a bat.

H. n. A thick-eared bat, as of the genus
Pachyotug.

pachypod (pak'i-pod), a. [< Gr. iraxfaove, thick-

footed, < Traji'f, thick, + iroi/f (mx)-) = E. foot.}

Having thick, massive, or heavy feet.

Pachypoda (pa-kip' o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see

pachypod.} In zool., one of several different

groups of animals characterized by thick, mas-
sive, or heavy feet. Specifically (a) In conch., a di-

vision of mollnsks. J. E. Gray, 1821. (6) In cntom., a
division of beetles. Krichtm, 1840. (c) In herpet., a divi-

sion of dinosaurs. Also Pachypodet. Meyer, 1845.

paciflcate

A genus of locusts or short-horned grasshop-
pers of the family Arriiiiiihr, having the pro-
uotal i-arina -trun^ly incised and tin- prono-
niin itM-lf Iriincate. it Is a widespread genus of
few peclvs, amoiiK them one of the most famous of In-

sects, P. miamloriut, the migratory locust ..f II,- "l-l

**<

Migratory Locutt If'acMjtrjt/m mffratermti, natural fixe.

World, which has ravaged western Asia, northern Africa,
and eastern Europe since the beginning of history. In
Its roving habits and devastations It resembles the migra-
tory locust or "hateful" grasshopper of western Nuith

America, CalupUnu* or Maaiwplui iprttut, but It Is much

pachypterous (pa-kip'te-rus), a. [< Gr,

thick, + irreptiv, wing, = E. feather.} Having
thick wings or fins, as an insect, a bat, or a fish.

Also pachyopterous.
Pachypus (pak'i-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. iraxv-

TToii?, thick-footed: see pachypod.} In zool., a

generic name variously applied, (a) A genus of

coleopterous insects. Billberg, 1820 ; Dejean, 1821. () A

Senna
of mammals. D'Alt, 1839. (c) A genus of arachni-

aiis. Rev. O. P. Cambridge, 1873.

Pachyrhamphus (pak-i-ram'fus), n. [NL.,
prop. "Pachyrrhamphus, < Gr. iraxvf, thick, +
f>a/upof, a beak, bill, neb.] 1 . A genus of South
American birds of the family Cotingida?, estab-

lished by G. R. Gray in 1838, in the tomiPacliy-
ramphus, upon such species as P. surinamus,
P. cinereus, and P. viridis, and extended by oth-

ers to such as the rose-throated flycatcher, P.

Hi/In in-. The form Pachyrhamphus is of Kaup,
1851. 2. A genus of reptiles. Fitzinger, 1843.

Pachyrhizus (pak-i-ri'zus), n. [NL. (A. Rich-

ard, 1825), prop.
*
Pachyrrhiziis, < Gi.iraxi'pp'of,

with thick roots,< iraxi'f, thick,+ ^/fa,root.] A
genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Phasc-
oleie and the subtribe Euphaseolex, character-
ized by the round stigmaupon the flattened apex
of the thick style. The two species are high-climbing
herbs, with leaves of three leaflets, and flowers clustered
on long axillary peduncles. One is a Mexican plant; the

other, P. angulatut, is widely diffused through the tropics,
either native or cultivated for its edible starchy tubers,
which become eight feet long and many inches thick. Its

stems yield a tough fiber. See yam-bean, under beani.

pachyrhynchous (pak-i-ring'kus), a. [Prop.

"pachyrrhynchous, \ Gr. vaxvf>pvyxf> having a

thick bill or snout, < ira;ri'?, thick, + />iyxt, bill,

beak.] Having a thick bill, beak, or rostrum.

Pachysandra (pak-i-san'drft), n. [NL. fMi- jJ^J)
chaux, 1803), < Gr. irax"f, thick, + av//p (avap-), pacific
male (in mod. bot. a stamen).] A genus of

prostrate plants of the apetalous order Euphor-
lii,in,r and the tribe Buxeie, known by its four

stamens, and alternate usually coarse-toothed
leaves. There are 2 species, one North American, the
other of Japan. They bear ascending branches leafy only
at the apex, and rather long spikes of very numerous
small flowers, which in the American species, P. pro-
cumbens, are sweet and very attractive to insects. For
want of a better name, that of the genus Is sometimes
translated thick-atainen. The plant has also been called

Atteghany-mountain spurge.

piichystichoust (pa-kis'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. ira^t'c,

thick, + arixoc.j
a row, line.] Thick-sided ;

in

bot., having thick sides: said of cells.

Pachythenum (pak-i-the'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. ira^i'f, thick, + Or/pirn, a wild beast.] A
genus of gigantic edentate mammals of Post-
Pliocene age, from the bone-caves of South
America.

Pachytylus (pa-kit'i-lus), n. [NL. (Fieber,

1852), < Gr. Kaxtf, thick, + rMoc, knob, knot.]

.

paciencet, pacientt. Obsolete forms of pa-
ticnt't'j /tutu ttl.

pacifiable (pas'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< OF. vaciflable,
< pacifier, pacify: seopacify.} Capable of being
pacified.
The conscience . . . Is not paciJIabU whiles sin Is with-

in to vex It ; the hand will not cease throbbing so long as
the thorn Is within the flesh.

Kit. T. Adamt, Works, I. 251.

pacific (pa-sif'ik), a. [< F.pacifique = Sp.;xi-

cifico = Pg. It. fiacifico, < L. pacificus, peace-
making, peaceful, < pax (pac~), peace (see

peace), + facers, make. Cf. pacify.} 1. Serv-

ing to make or restore peace ; adapted to recon-
cile differences; peace-making; conciliatory;
mild; appeasing: as, to offer pacific proposi-
tions to a belligerent power.

Returning, in his bill

An olive-leaf he brings, pacific sign.
Milton, f. L, xL 860.

2. Peaceful; not warlike : as, a man of pacific
disposition.

My own aldermen conferr'd the bays,
To me committing their eternal praise,
Their full-fed heroes, their pacifc mayors.

Pope, Dnnclad, 111. 281.

3. Characterized by peace or calm
; calm; tran-

quil: as, & pacific state of things.
The conversation became of that pacific kind which im-

plies curiosity on one side and the power of satisfying It

on the other. Oeorge Kliot, Mill on the Floss, 1. 11.

4. \_cap.} Appellative of the ocean lying be-
tween the west coast of America and the east

coast of Asia: so called on account of the ex-

emption from violent tempests which early

navigators supposed it to enjoy ; hence, relat-

ing to or connected with that ocean.

Or like stout Cortex, when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific and all his men

Look'd at each other with a wild surmise
Silent, upon a peak in Darien.

KeaU, On First Looking into Chapman's Homer.

Pacific iron, an iron band round a lower yard-arm Into
which the boom-Iron screws. = Syn. 1-3. Pacific, Peace-

able. Peaceful, gentle, quiet, smooth, unruffled. Pacific,

making or desiring to make peace ; peaceable, desiring to

be at peace, free from the disposition to quarrel ; peaceful,
in a state of peace.

pacifies (pa-sif'i-se), n.pl. [NL., fern. pi. of L.

pacificvg, peace-making, peaceful: seepaoi/Jc.]
1. Same as pacifical letters. See pacifical. 2.

A missal or eucharistic litany near the begin-
ning of Western liturgies, corresponding to the
in Him of Eastern offices. It fell Into disuse about
the ninth century, but the Kyrie still remains as a trace
of It In the Ambrosian liturgy, however, it continues to

be used on Sundays in Lent, ana on Holy Saturday a litany
Is still said at the beginning of the Roman mass. See

.

calt (pa-sifi-kal), a. [< ML. pacifcalis,

peace-making, < 1t.pacifictts, peace-making : see

pacific.} Pacific. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquite, p.
497. [Rare. ] Pacifical letters, in the early church,
oriKinally, letters recommending one in peace and com-
munion with the church to the church in other countries ;

later, more especially, such letters recommending the
bearer to the alms of the faithful. Also letters oj peace,

paeifica or literle pacifica (<i|)i-.a< or 'wi<rroA<u .(ina. ).

No stranger shall be received without letlen pacifical.
Canon VII. ofAntioch, in Fulton's Index Canonnm, p. 237.

pacifically (pa-sif'i-kal-i), adv. In a pacific

manner; peaceably; peacefully.
pacificate (pa-sif'i-kat), t. t. ; pret. and pp.
pactficated, ppr. paciftcating. [< L. part/icafu*,

pp. of pacificare, pacify: seepacify.} Tomake
peaceable ; free from disturbance or violence ;

give peace to.

The citadel of Its whole kingdom it has thus gained
by assault, and will keep inexpugnable ; outwards from
which the remaining dominions, not indeed without hard

battling, will doubtless by degrees be conquered and pa-
cifteaUa. Carlytr. Sartor Resarttis, p. 117.



pacification

pacification (pa-sif-i-ka'shon), u. [< F. paci-

fication = Sp. pacification = Pg. pacificacfto
=

it.pacificazioue,( L. pacificatio(n-), <
pacificare,

pp. pacificattm, pacify: see pacify.'] The act

of pacii'ying or reducing to a state of peace ; ap-

peasement ;
reconciliation ;

the establishment

of peaceful relations or of a condition of peace.

He [Henry VII.] sent ... to the French king his chap-

lain as best sorting with an embassie of mujMOtun.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 46.

This Pacification has given us no small occasion of Joy

and Satisfaction, as believing it will prove to the common
Benefit of both Nations [England and Portugal].

Milton, Letters of State, Aug. ,
1656.

Edicts of Pacification, in French hint., royal edicts in the

sixteenth century which granted concessions to the Hu-

Kiienots. Such edicts were issued in 1563, 1570, etc., but

the most important was the edict of Nantes, 1598 (which

see, under edict).

pacificator (pa-sif'i-ka-tor), H. [< OF. (also F.)

pacified tear = Sp. Pg. pacificador = It. pacifi-

catore, < L. pacificator, a peacemaker, < pacifi-

care, make peace, pacify : see pacify.'] A peace-

maker; one who restores amity between con-

tending parties or nations.

He [Henry VII.] had in consideration the point of hon-

our, in bearing the blessed person of a pacificator.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 50.

pacificatory (pa-sif'i-ka-to-ri), a. [< L. pacifi-

catorius, peace-making, < pacificator, a peace-
maker: see pacificator.'] Tending to make

peace ; conciliatory.

Whereupon acertayne agreement pacificatorie was con-

cluded betweene them. roxe, Martyrs, p. 1949.

"
Molly 's but four-and-twenty," said Sylvia, in a pacifi-

catory tone. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xxxix.

pacificoust (pa-sif'i-kus), a. [< L. pacificus,

pacific: see pacific.'] Peaceful. Cotgrave.

He watch'd when the king's affections were most still

mApacificous. Bp. Hackct, Abp. Williams, i. 63. (Dairies.)

pacifier (pas'i-fl-er), n. One who pacifies.

It. pacificare, < L. pacificare, make peace (cf.

pacificus, making peace: see pacific), < pax
(pac-), peace (see peace), + faeere, make : see

-fy.] 1. To appease; calm; quiet; allay the

agitation or excitement of: as, to pacify a man
when angry.

Soft words pactfy wrath. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 379.

My Guide at last pacify'd them and fetched my Hat, and
we marched away as fast as we could.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 92.

My dear sir, be pacified. What can you have but ask-

ing pardon? Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

2. To restore peace to; tranquilize: as, to

pacify countries in contention.
He pacefyed the contre thorugh-oute,
As well in meddes as at endys had.

Itom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2530.

He went on as far as York, to pacify and settle those
countries. Bacon.

= Syn. To conciliate, assuage, still, lull, smooth, compose,
soothe, mollify.

Pacinian (pa-sin'i-an), a. [< Pacini (see def.)
+ -an.] Pertaining to the anatomist Pacini

(1812-83), or described by him, as an anatomi-
cal structure. Also Paccinian. Pacinian body
or corpuscle. See corpuscle.

pack1
(pak), n. [< ME. pah = D. pak = MLG.

packe, LG. pack = Gr. pack = Icel. pakki = Sw.

packe = Dan. pakke, a pack, bundle, parcel,
etc.

;
also in Rom. : OF. pacque, pasque = It.

pacco (ML. paccus), dim. OF. pacquet, paquet,
F.paquet (> E. packet, q. v.) = Sp. paquete = It.

pacchetto, pachetto; also in Celtic: Gael. Ir.

pac = Bret, pak, a pack, bundle, parcel, etc.

The Teut. forms are prob. from the Rom. forms
;

whether these are from the Celtic is uncertain.
The ult. root is prob. that of L. pangere (^pag),
Skt. pag ,

fasten : see pact. In some later uses

(defs. 8-11) the noun is from the verb.] 1. A
bundle of anything inclosed in a wrapping or
bound fast with cords

; especially, a bundle or
bale made up to be carried on the back of man
or beast: in modern times applied especially
to such a bale carried by a peddler.
There the poure presseth by-fore with a pale at hus rygge

[back]. Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 55.

He rolled his pack all on his back,
And he came tripping o'er the lee.

Bold Pedlar and Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 249).

The imagery [of speech] doth appeal
1 in figure, whereas

in thoughts they lie but in packs. Bacon, Friendship.
A furnish'd pack, whose wares

Are sullen griefs, and soul-tormenting cares.

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 8.

A pedlar's pack, that bows the bearer down.

Cowper, Task, i. 465.

2. A collection ; a budget ;
a stock or store : as,

a pack of troubles; &pack of lies.
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I rather chose

To cross my friend in his intended drift

Than by concealing it, heap on your head

A vack of sorrows which would press you down.
Shak.,T. G. of V., iii. 1. 20.

3. A bundle of some particular kind or quantity,
(a) A local and customary unit of weight for wool and

Max, generally 480 or 240 pounds, (b) A measure of coal

containing about three Winchester bushels, llallnreu.

IProv. Eng.] (c) The staves and heads of a cask secured

in a compact bundle; a shook, (d) A bundle of sheet-

iron plates intended to be heated together or rolled into

one (e) A package of gold-leaf containing 20 "books" of

25 leaves each. (/) A load for a pack-animal.

4. A complete set, as of playing-cards (52 in

number), or the number used in any particular

game.
The pack or set of cards, in the old plays, is continually

called a pair of cards, which has suggested the idea that

anciently two packs of cards were used, a custom common
enough at present in olaying at quadrille.

'Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 433.

"
Sir Mulberry Hawk,"said Ralph.

" Otherwise the most

knowing card in the paack, Miss Nickleby," said Lord

Frederick Verisopht. Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xix.

5. A number of animals herded together by
gregarious instinct for combined defense or of-

fense (as a pack of wolves), or kept together for

hunting in company (as a pack of hounds). See
liound.

He cast off his friends as a huntsman his pack,
For he knew when he pleased he could whistle them back.

Goldsmith, Retaliation, L 107.

He kept a pack of dogs better than any man in the coun-

try. Addison, Sir Roger and Will Wimble.

6. A set or gang (of people) : used derogatori-

ly, and especially of persons banded together
in some notorious practice, or characterized by
low ways : as, a pack of thieves.

And yit they were hethene al the pak,
That were so sore adrad of alle shame.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 299 (1st version).

The Archbishop of Canterbury was lately outraged in

his House by a pack of common People.
HoweU, Letters, I. vi. 43.

Eickerstaff ... is more a man of honour than to be an

accomplice with a pack of rascals that walk the street on

nights. Swift, Squire Bickerstaff Detected.

7f. A person of low character: as, a naughty
pack. See naughty.
The women of the place are ... the most of them

naughtie packet. Haklttyt's Voyages, II. 207.

Codes. God save you, sir !

Master. What does this idle pack want?
Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 76.

8. A considerable area of floating ice in the

polar seas, more or less flat, broken into large

pieces by the action of wind and waves, and
driven together in an almost continuous and

nearly coherent mass. A pack is said to be open
when the pieces of ice are generally detached, and close

when the pieces are in contact.

In one hour after we reached it [free water], the place
we left was consolidated into pack.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 35.

9. In hydrotherapy, a wet sheet with other cov-

ering for closely enveloping the body or a part
of it

;
the process of thus wrapping, or the state

of being so wrapped. 10. In the fisheries:

(a) The quantity or number of that which is

packed, as fish: as, the salmon-jwicA; was large
that year. (6) Same as steeple.

After a fortnight's drying, the fish should be put into a

pack or steeple, for the purpose of sweating. Perley.

11. In coal-mining, a wall of rough stone or of

blocks of coal built for the purpose of support-

ing the roof Mazy pack. See mazy. = Syn. 1. Pack-

et, parcel, burden, load. 2. Assortment. 6. Brood, Co-

vey. See ./&><*!. 6. Gang, crew, lot

pack1
(pak), v. [< ME. paeken, pakken = D. pak-

ken = MLG. paeken, paken = G. paeken = Icel.

pakka= Svt.packa= DaTi.pakke=OF.pacquier,
pacqwer, packer (ML. paecare), pack; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To put together com-

pactly in a bundle, bale, package, box, barrel,
or other receptacle, especially for transporta-
tion, or convenience in storing or stowing;
make up into a package, bale, bundle, etc.: as,
to pack one's things for a journey.

And gepliche he secheth

Pruyde, with alle the portinaunce, and packeth hem to-

gederes. Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 329.

The gifts she looks from me are pack'd and lock'd

Up in my heart. Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 369.

The farmer vext packs up his beds and chairs,
And all his household stuff.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

2. To fill with things arranged more or less

methodically ;
stow : as, to pack a chest 6r a

hamper.
Our thighs pack'd with wax, our mouths with honey,
We bring it to the hive, and, like the bees,
Are murdered for our pains. Shak.

,
2 Hen. IV., iv. 6. 77.

pack
There were my trunks, packed, locked, corded, ranged

in a row along the wall of my little chamber.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxv.

3. To arrange or dispose with a view to fu-

ture use and activity; especially, to prepare
and put up in suitable vessels for preservation,
or in a form suitable for market : as, to pack
hen-ings; to pact pork, fruit, eggs, etc.

Almost as neat and close as Nature packs
Her blossom or her seedling.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

4. In Itydrothcrapy, to envelop (the body or some

part of it) in wet cloths, which maybe covered
over with dry ones. 5. To stuff an interstice

or space with something that will render it air-,

vapor-, or water-tight ;
make air-tight, steam-

tight, etc., by stuffing: as, to pack a joint, or

the piston of a steam-engine. 6. To force

or press down or together firmly ; compact, as

snow, ice, earth, sand, or any loose or floating
material.

In Eobcson Channel the ice was packed closely to the

Greenland coast, while to the north the sea was covered

with level ice, broken in occasional places by water-spaces.
A. W. Greely, Arctic Service, p. 98.

7. To assemble or bring together closely and

compactly; crowd, as persons in a room or a

vehicle.

He [Ca?sar] was fayne to packe vp his souldiers in lease

roume closer together. Golding, tr. of Caesar, fol. 122.

Two citizens, who take the air,

Close pack'd, and smiling, in a chaise and one.

Cowper, Task, i. 80.

8. To bring together, arrange with, or manipu-
late (cards, persons, facts', statements, etc.) so

as to serve one's own purposes; manipulate.
(a) In gaming, to arrange (the cards) in such a way as to

secure an undue advantage.

There be that can pack the cards, and yet cannot play
well. Bacon, Cunning.

To pack the cards, and with some coz'niug trick

His fellow's purse of all his coin to pick.
J. Dennyi (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 157).

And mighty dukes pack cards for half-a-crown.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 142.

(b) To bring together (the persons who are to constitute

some deliberative body) improperly and corruptly, with
the view of promoting or deciding in favor of some par-
ticular interest or party: as, to pack a jury; to pack a

committee.

What course may be taken that, though the King do
use such providence . . . and leave not things to chance,

yet it may . . . have no shew, nor scandal, nor nature of

the packing or bringing of a Parliament ; but, contrariwise,
that it tendeth to have a Parliament truly free and not

packed against him. Bacon. Incidents of a Parliament

If any durst his factious friends accuse,
He packed a jury of dissenting Jews.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 607.

It is evident that, so far as New York and Pennsylvania
are concerned, all efforts to pack the delegations to the

National Republican Convention this year will meet with

strenuous opposition. The Nation, XXXVIII. 132.

9. To carry on the back; transport on the

backs of men or beasts.

I take old Manitou to carry me to and from the grounds
and to pack out any game that may be killed.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 139.

The |gold-]"dust" . . . filled the buckskin pouches, not

unfrequently to such plethoric dimensions as to require
the assistance of a sumpter horse to pack it down from
the mines. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 52.

10. To load with a pack or packs.
An it be not four by the day, I'll be hanged : Charles'

wain is over the new chimney, and yet our horse not

packed. What, ostler ! Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 3.

11. To send off or awaysummarily; specifically,
to dismiss or discharge from one's employment :

with off, away, etc.: as, to pack o/&n impudent
servant.

You lie not in my house ; I'll pack you out,

And pay for your lodging rather.

Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, iv. 1.

She shall be soon pact after too, that 's flat.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Mr
. Alerton ... for a while used him [Morton] as a

scribe to doe his bussiness, till he was caused to pack him
away. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 253.

She will be packed of to live among her relations.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xix.

To pack out, to unpack or give out, as a cargo of fish : as,

the schooner packed out 500 barrels of mackerel.

II. iutrans. 1. To engage in putting together
or stowing goods, etc., in packs, bundles, bales,

boxes, barrels, etc., for transportation or stor-

age. 2. In mining, to strike light blows on the

edge of the keeve, so as to assist the separation
of the ore from the veinstone. See toss. 3.

To admit of being stowed or put together in an

orderly arrangement in small compass : as, the

goods pack well. 4. To settle into a compact
mass ;

become compacted or firmly pressed : as,

wet snow packs readily. 5. To gather toge-



pack
ther in packs, flocks, or bands : as, the grouse
begin to pack. 6. To depart in haste, as when
summarily dismissed; be off at once: generally
with off, away, etc.

Go, pack thoii hence unto tbc Stygian lake.

Greene, Alphonsus, 11.

Then down came Jacob at the Kate,
And bids her pack to hell.

Wanton Wife ofBath (Child's Ballad*. VIII. 158).

Gentle or simple, <>(// she shall pack.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xxi.

To send (one) packing, to pack (a person) off, or dis-
miss (him) without ceremony.

So once again Is Gaveston sent packing out of the King-
ddiii. and goes into France. llaker, Chronicles, p. 100.

Its walls had been cracking
.Since Harry the Eighth Kent Its people a-packiny.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 161.

packet (pak), . [A corruption of pact.'} An
agreement or compact ; a pact.

I Was not a pack agreed twlxt thee and me?
C. A pact to make thec tell thy secrecy.

Daniel, Works, Big. K k 5. (Naret.)

It was found straight that this was a gross pack betwixt
Saturnlnus and Marina. North, tr. o! Plutarch. (A'ora.)

pack-t (pak), v. [< pact2 , .] I. intrans. To
form a pact; especially, to confederate forbad
purposes ; join in collusion.

Go pack with him, and give the mother gold.
Shot., Tit And!, Iv. 2. 155.

H. trans. 1. To plot; contrive fraudulently.
The forging and packing of miracles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 226.

This Is pack'd, sure, to disgrace me.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Iv. 5.

2. To join in collusion
; ally for some bad pur-

pose.
That goldsmith there, were he not pack'd with her,
Could witness It, for he was with me then.

Shat., C. of E., v. 1. 219.

pack3
(pak), a. [Appar. elliptical tor in pack,

i. e. in league: see pacfc2.] Intimate; confi-

dential; "thick." [Scotch.]
Nae doubt but they were fain o' ither,
And unco pack ana thick thegither.

Burnt, The Twa Dogs.

package (pak'aj), . [< OF. pacquage, the act
of packing; as

jpaefc
1 + -age.'} 1. A bundle or

parcel ;
a quantity pressed or packed together :

as, a package of cloth. 2. A unit of freight or

luggage ;
an article of transportation, as a box

or a bundle. 3. A charge made for packing
goods. 4. A duty formerly charged in the

port of London on goods imported or exported

by aliens, or by denizens who were sons of
aliens. Original package, In commerce and Ameri-
can constitutional law of foreign and interstate commerce,
the package or casing in which goods are handled In the
course of transportation in the commerce in question.
Thus, if wine is imported in hogsheads, the hogshead is

the original package ; if in bottles packed In cases handled
separately, tne case is the original package.

packaging (pak'aj-ing), n. [(package + -ing
1
.']

The act of making into packages. Packaging-
machine, a machine for bundling yarns or other goods
Into compact shape for transportation ; a bundling press.
E. 11. Knight.

packall (pak'al), n. A sort of basket made in

South America from the outer parts of the
leaves of the ita-palm.
pack-animal (pak'an'i-mal), . A beast of

burden used to carry packs, or to transport
goods in bales, boxes, etc., on its back. See
cut under pack-mule.
Fourteen miles of pack-animal trail have been built

around the Big Bend, in order to make all portions of the
claim accessible. Set. Amer., S. 8., LIV. 85.

pack-cinch (pak'sinch), . A wide girth, about
33 inches long, made of strong canvas or hair,

having a hard-wood hook at one end and a ring
at the other, used with the pack-saddle in ad-

justing the burden of a pack-animal: it is in

general use in the United States army, and is

of Spanish-American origin.

pack-cloth (pak'kloth), n. A stout coarse
cloth used for packing goods; packsheet; bur-

hip.

pack-duck (pak'duk), n. A coarse sort of linen
for pack-cloths.
packer (pak'er), w. [= D. pakker = MLQ. Q.

/lacker = Sw. packare (cf. ML. paccarins and
juifcator); zspack1 + -er1

.'] 1. One who packs;
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Rough-looking miners and packtrt, whose business It Is

in guide UK- lout; iiiiilc trains that go where wagons can-

not, and whose work In packing needs special and peculiar
skill. T. ttuoKcelt, The Century, XXXV. 604.

6. A government officer charged with the in-

spection of provisions packed for export. 6.
A ring by which the space between the tubing
and the walls of an oil-well is closed and made
gas-tight. See oil-veil packing, under intckini/i.

7. The variously constructed mechanism by
which the grain cut by a reaping-machine i

packed or compressed on the binding-table and
held till embraced and bound by the twine,

packet (pak'et), n. [Formerly also pai-i/m-i

(= Q. packet) ; < Of.pacquet, paquet, F. paquet
= Sp. paquete = It. paccltetto, dim. of pacque,
a pack: see puck 1

.] 1. A small pack or pack-
age ; a parcel ;

a mail of letters.

The licit hciiish and Popish, and all those other packets
of miracles, which we receiue by the lesultes annuall re-

lations from the East and West Indies.

Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 93.

All Letters more than 80 Miles Is 3d. Single and 6d. Dou-
ble Paajuet 12d. an Ounce.
Quoted In AMorii Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 133.

Yur Lashlp staid to peruse a Pacquet of Letters.

Conyreve, Way of the World, 11. 4.

I have lately been looking over the many packet* of let-

ters which I have received from all quarters of Great
Britain. Steele, Taller, No. 184.

2. A despatch-vessel; a ship or other vessel

employed to convey letters from country to

country or from port to port ; a vessel employ-
ed in carrying mails, goods, and passengers at
stated intervals; hence, a vessel starting on
regular days, or at an appointed time. Also
called packet-boat, packet-ship, packet-ressel.
From the earliest times New York has been the port of

departure for packets steering for our Southern ports.
The Century. XXXVIII. 356.

3. The panel of a packhorse. [Cheshire, Eng.]
Wright. 4. A pack (250 leaves) of leaf-metal.

packet (pak'et), v. t. [< packet, n.] 1. To
bind up in a package or parcel.

My resolution is to send you all your letters well sealed
and pocketed. Swift, Letters.

When Mr. Miintz has done, you will be so good as to

pacquet him up, and send him to Strawberry.
Walpnlc, Letters, II. 472.

2. To despatch or send in a packet-vessel.
Her husband was pocketed to France. Ford.

packet-boat (pak'et-bot), n. Same zspacket, 2.

packet-day (pak'et-da), . Mail-day; the day
for posting letters, or for the sailing of a packet-
ship, fiimmonds.

packet-note (pak'et-not), . A folded writing-
paper, 9 X 11 inches.

packet-ship (pak'et-ship),
n. Same as packet, 2.

packet-vessel (pak'et-ves'el), . Same as

packet, 2.

packfong (pak'fong), n. An erroneous form of

paktong.
packhorse (pak'hdrs), . A horse used as a

pack-animal in carrying burdens ; hence, figur-

atively, a drudge.
I was a pack-hone in his great affairs, . . .

'['.' vi>>;ili-r 111- M 1 I spilt mil "II

Shak., Rich. III., L 3. 122.

The slaves of custom and establlsh'd mode,
With packhorse constancy we keep the road.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 252.

Flour Is to be had in the stony land only by seeking it

within the Austrian frontier, and to the Austrian fron-

tier, accordingly, the packhontctt go, with a strong convoy
of Turkish soldiers to guard them.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 286.

pack-house (pak'hous), n. A warehouse for

receiving and storing goods,

pack-ice (pak'is), n. in the polar seas, a col-

lection of large pieces of floating ice of indefi-

nite extent. Compare pack1
, n., 8.

As the Ude turned, a strip of pack-ice about a mile wide
separated us from open water to the south.

A. W. Oreely, Arctic Service, p. 91.

packing 1 (pak'ing), . [Verbal n. olpack 1
. r.]

1. Any material used for filling an empty
space, closing a joint, and the like ; stuffing, as
the filling of a piston or a well-tube.

One day, in the forenoon, the engine was working badly,
the iKickin-i having got too loose.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. e.

packing-paper

bringing together or manipulating to serve
one's own purposes. See yw/V', , -. t., 8.

We affirm, then, that the results which these tables pre-
sent, anil whli-h M-i-m so favourable to Mr. .Sadler's theory,
are produced by packing, and by packing atone.

Macaulay, Sadler's Kef. Refuted.

Metallic packing. In tnath. (a) A system of puking In
whl( h metal is used, as metallic rings for piston-packing.
Such rings are either so cast as to be
elastic, or they are divided Into teg-
menu and fitted with springs to press
them against the Interior of the cylin-
der soas to form a steam-tight contact.

I n 178(1 he |Cartwrlght | devoted him-
self to improvements, which Include
metallic packing to the piston In the
steam-engine, which he patented in

nafi and 1801.

A. Barlotf. Wearing, p. 285.

(6) Tubes of lead or other soft metal
filled with some vegetable material,
such as hemp or cotton. The ends of
the tubes are either forced or sol-

dered together. Oil-well packing,
a packing Inserted between the pipe
and the interior surface of the boring
In an oil-well to keep surface water,
or water from the sides of the hole,
from running Into the well, and to

prevent oil In some wells from being
forced out around the pipe by a pres-
sure of gas. The packing originally
used was a leather bag tilled with
flaxseed, called a teed bag, made In the
form of a ring. The fUxseed, swelling
on being wetted, closed tightly the

opening to be stopped. This packing
swelled so tightly as to be very diffi-

cult to remove a difficulty which
led to the Invention of many substi-
tutes. One of these Is the modern
water-packing, which consists of an
annular leather packing, concave on

c , t ^
the upper surface, surrounding the at/T
pipe, and held In position by a screw-

joint. The weight of the superincumbent water presses
this packing closely against the Interior of the bore.
Another form of oil-well packing, which stops efflux of
oil under Internal gas-pressure, as well as Influx of sur-

face-water, Is shown in the accompanying cut.

packing- (pak'ing), n. [Verbal n. olpack%, r.]

Collusion; trickery; cheating.
Here

'

packing, with a witness, to deceive us all I

Shak., T. of the S., T. 1. 121.

Oil-well Packing.
a, an elastic fob-

stance surrounding
the main tubing: f,
the ordinary coupling
racing on the wash-
er t, their surfaces
ground together and
made water-tight ; rf,

a loose nut running
r-threalupon a screw

cut on the

tubing ; e e, elli

I

. iPtit

iprings, dovetailed or
otherwise fastened tn

the sides of the loose
nut rf, and partially

There may be tricks, packinti, do yon se>

Margton, Jimmn, and Chapman, Ea

2. In printing, the fabric used on printing-

specificaiiy. a" person who'se business it is to presses between the iron platen or cylinder and

pack good's for transportation.-^. One who ^^^S^^SSffKSlK^A hard packing is made of glazed millboard or of smooth
hard paper, which prevents indentation.

3. In maaonri/, small stones embedded in mor-
tar, employed to fill up the vacant spaces in
the middle of walk; rubble. 4. The act of

prepares and packs provisions, as beef, pork,
oysters, fruit, etc., for preservation or for

market. 3. A machine used for packing. 4.
One who is engaged in transporting goods, etc.,
on pack-animals.

see?
Eastward Ho, T. 1.

That which Sulpltius writes concerning Origens Books
gives cause vehemently to suspect there hath bin packimi
of old. Milton, Reformation in Eng. ,

I.

packing-awl (pak'ing-al), n. A form of awl
which pierces a hole through packing-cloth or
other material, and carries with it packthread
for sewing or fastening.
packing-block (pak'ing-blok),

//. A rectangu-
lar block gained into center-sills and double-

spring draw-bar timbers, and serving to con-
nect them firmly together longitudinally. Car-
BuiMer'n Diet.

packing-bolt (pak'ing-bolt), n. In a steam-
engine, a bolt which secures the gland of a
stuffing-box. /.'. //. Knight.
packing-box (pak'ing-boks), n. 1. A box or
case in which goods, etc., are packed for trans-

portation. 2. In a steam-engine, same &s stuf-

fing-box.

packing-case (pak'ing-kas), n. Same as pack-
ing-box.

packing-cell (pak'ing-eel), . In hot. See len-

ticel, I.

packing-crib (pak'ing-krib), H. A place where
mackerel are packed in barrels ana marked ac-

cording to their respective grades.
packing-expander (pak'ing-eks-pn'der), n.

A spring or other device for spreading the pack-
ing of a valve or piston against the surface upon
which it traverses.

packing-gland (pak'ing-gland), n. In a steam-
engine, tne cover of a stuffing-box, which is

screwed or pressed into the stuffing-box to hold
the packing tightly against the piston.
packing-leather (pak'ing-leTH'er), n. 1. A
ring of leather on a plunger or piston travers-

ing against the cylinder or barrel, to form with
it a tight joint or packing. 2. A dust-guard.
packing-needle (pak'ing-ne'dl), . A strong
needle for sewing up packages wrapped in bur-

lap or packing-sheet. See cut under needle.

packing-nut (pak'ing-nut), n. A form of pack-
ing-gland or stuffing-box cover which screws
into the stuffing-box.

packing-officer (pak'ing-of'i-ser), . An ex-
cise-officer who superintends or inspects the

packing of excisable articles.

packing-paper (pak'ing -pa'per), n. Strong
paper used for wrapping parcels: a strong and
thick kind of wrapping-paper.



packing-penny

packing-pennyt (pak'iiig-pen"i), n. A small
sum given in dismissing a person To give a
packing-penny, to send (a person) packing, or about his

business.

Fie, fle ! Will you give
A packing penny to virginity?
I thought you'd dwell so long in Oypres isle,

You'd worship Madam Venus at the length.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iii. 8.

packing-press (pak'ing-pres), . A powerful
press, generally hydraulic, employed to com-

press goods, as cotton, linen, hay, straw, etc.,

into small bulk for convenience of transport.

packing-ring (pak' ing -ring), . A ring of

metal or rubber used as seat for a coupling-
Valve in a railway-car, or to make a joint air-

tight, etc. Soi. Amer., LIV. 69.

packing-shed (pak'ing-shed), n. A shed where
fish are packed.
packing-sheet (pak'ing-shet), n. 1. A sheet

for packing or covering goods. 2. In hydro-
therapy, a wet sheet for packing or -wrapping
a patient. Also packsheet.

packing-stick (pak'ing-stik), n. A stick used
for straining up the cords around rolled fleeces

in packing wool for transportation ;
a woolder.

pack-load (pak'lod), n. The usual load or

pack which a beast of burden carries, as 300

pounds for a mule, or 150 for a burro.

packman (pak'man), n.
; pi. packmen (-men).

One who carries a pack ;
a peddler.

The course of the day would, in all probability, bring
them another packman, who would "border with them,"
prating of the town he had last quitted.

Jea/reson, Live it Down, xxviii.

A class of persons termed "duffers," "packmen," or

"Scotchmen, and sometimes "tallymen," traders who go
rounds with samples of goods, and take orders for goods
afterwards to be delivered.

5. Lowell, Taxes in England, III. 38.

pack-moth (pak'moth), n. A certain clothes-

moth, Anacampsis sarcitella, whose larva eats
wool and woolen fabrics. Harris, Insects In-

jurious to Vegetation, p. 493.

pack-mule (pak'mul), . A mule used to carry
packs or burdens.

Pack-mule, as used in the Rocky Mountains, United States.

packneedle (pak'ne"dl), n. [< ME. paknedle,
paknelde,pakneelde ; <packl + needle.] A large
needle for sewing up packages; a packing-
needle. See cut under needle.

Amonge the riche rayes I rendred a lessoun,
To brochehem with upak-nedle and plaited hem togyderes.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 212.

pack-papert (pak'pa"per), n. Packing-paper.
Packe paper, or cap paper, such paper as mercers and

other occupiers use to wrappe their ware in.

Nomendator (1585), p. 6. (Nares.)

packpauncht, n. [< pack*, v., + obj. paunch,
w.] A greedy eater. Stanihurst.

pack-road (pak'rod), n. A road or trail suit-
able for pack-animals, but not for vehicles.
A wild region of tumbled hills, traversed but by a few

pack-roads. J. R. Green, Making of Eng., p. 61.

pack-saddle (pak'sad"!), . The saddle of a
pack-animal, made to be loaded with packs or

burdens, and furnished with straps, hooks, and
rings sewed to it for securing the packs. Such
saddles are variously fitted according to the nature of the
pack, which may consist of provisions or utensils, arms or
ammunition, or even wounded men.
Your beards deserve not so honourable a grave as to

stuff a botcher's cushion, or to be entombed in an ass's
pack-saddle. Shak., Cor., ii. 1. 99.
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packsheet (pak'shet), . Same as packing-
sheet.

packstaff(pak'staf), n. ; pi. packstaves (-stavz).
A staff on which a peddler rests the weight of

his pack when he stops.
To make all "as plain as a pack-sta/."

J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 319.

Not riddle-like, obscuring their intent,

But pack-sta/e plaine, uttering what thing they ment.
Bp. Hall, Satires, vii., Prol.

(Sometimes used attributively in contempt.

O, pnclcsiaff rhymes !

Why not, when court of stars shall see these crimes?

Marstnn, Scourge of Villainy, i. 42.)

packthread (pak'thred), n. Strong thread or

twine used for sewing up packages or bales, or

for tying up parcels.
A woman's crupper of velure, . . . here and there pieced

with packthread. Shak.
,
T. of the S., iii. 2. 64.

You may take me in with a walking-stick,
Even when you please, and hold me with a pack-thread.

Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, v. 1.

I slid down by a bottom of packthread into the street,
and so 'scaped.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 4.

pack-train (pak'tran), . A train of pack-ani-
mals with their loads.

No one who has not tried it can understand the work
and worry that it is to drive apack-train over rough ground
and through timber. The Century, XXX. 223.

pack-wall (pak'wal), n. Same as pack1
,
11.

packware (pak'war), n. Goods carried in a

pack; especially, the articles offered for sale by
a peddler.
Desirous to utter such popish pelfe and packware as he

broght with him, he opened there his baggage of pestilent
doctrine. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1388.

packwax (pak'waks), n. Same &spaxwax.
packway (pak'wa), . A pack-road.
paco 1

(pa'ko), n. [Peruv. See alpaca.'] Same
as alpaca.

paco2 (pa'ko), n. [<pacol
.~]

In South America,
a gossany ore: so called because of its brown-
ish color, resembling that of the paco.
The principal ores [at Cerro de Pasco] are the pacos so

called, analogous to the colorados of the Mexican miners :

they are ferruginous earths, mingled with argentiferous
ores, and evidently resulting from the decomposition of
the sulphurets.

J. D. Whitney, Metallic Wealth of the U. S., p. 169.

paco3 (pa'ko), . Same as pacu.
pacoct, pacokt, . Middle English forms of

peacock.
pacoury-UVa (pa-kou'ri-u'va), n. See Platonia.

pacquett (pak'et), n. and v.
"
An obsolete spell-

ing of packet.

pact (pakt), n. [= F. pacte, OF. pact, pache
= Sp. Pg. pacto = It. patto = OFries. pacht =
D. MLG. pacht = MHQ.phaht,pfacht, G. pfacht
= Dan. pagt, < L. pactum, an agreement, < pa-
cisci, pp. pactus, inceptive form of OL. pa-
cere, agree, bargain, covenant; akin to pangere,
fasten: seepack1

. Cf.pack2.] An agreement;
a compact.

O wretch, doost thou not knowe
One cannot vse th' ayde of the Powers belowe
Without som Pact of Counter-Seruices,
By Prayers, Perfumes, Homage, and Sacrifice?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

This world of ours by tacit pact is pledged
To laying such a spangled fabric low,
Whether by gradual brush or gallant blow.

Brmtminff, Sordello.

But ye're all in the same pact all in the same pact
and not one o' ye caring for anything but your own selfish
ends and enjoyments. W. Black, In Far Lochaber, vii.

Nude pact. See nude. Pact de non alienando, a
covenant common in mortgages in Louisiana, binding the
mortgager not to alienate, encumber, etc., the mortgaged
property. This pact renders an alienation, etc., in viola-
tion of it, void as against the mortgagee. Pacte com-
missoire, in French law, a clause in a contract of sale

whereby tne vendor stipulates that, if the buyer does not
pay the price agreed upon within a certain time, the sale
shall be rescinded. In the Province of Quebec, under the
law anterior to the civil code, this condition was implied
in all sales. Pretorian pact, a pact supported by a con-

sideration, and therefore (in Roman law of the later peri-
ods) recognized and enforced by the pretor.

pacta, n. Plural of pactum.
paction (pak'shon), n. [< OF. paction = OSp.
paccion, < L. pactio(n-), an agreement, < pactus,
pp. of pacisci, agree : see pact. Ct. compac-
tion2

.'] A compact, agreement, or contract.

They made a paction 'tween them twa,
Get up and Bar the Door (Child's Ballads, VIII. 126).

The paction evangelical, in which we undertake to be
disciples to the holy Jesus.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 349.

pactional (pak'shon-al), a. [< paction + -/.]
Of the nature of a pact. Bp. Sanderson, Cases
of Conscience, p. 126.

pactitioust (pak-tish'us), a. [< LL. pactitius,
pacticius, stipulated, < L. pactus, pp. of pacisci,

pad

agree, stipulate: see Jtact.] Settled by agree-
ment or stipulation. Johnson.

Pactolian (pak-to'li-an), a. [< L. Pactolius (=
Gr. Ila/c/l(of), < L. 1'actolus, < Gr. Ha/craWf, a
river in Lydia.] Of or pertaining to Pactolus,
a river in Lydia, famous for the gold anciently
found in its sands.

Pray pay to Mr. William Trim, or Order, the Sum of
How sweetly it runs! Pactolian Guineas chink every
Line. Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

pactum (pak'tum), .; pi. pacta (-ta). [L.: see

pact.'] 1. In /Scots law, a pact or agreement be-
tween two or more persons to give or perform
something. 2. In Bom. law, such a convention
or agreement as did not fall within the number
of those to which full effect was given by the law,
and thus distinguishedfrom con.tractus. ^.contract
was a pact or agreement of the parties, plus an obligation
affixed by the proper formalities. A pactum did not (un-
til a late period) give rise to an action (a few pacta, called

pacta leffitima, excepted), but an exception was given if a

ty tried to enforce a claim in violation of the pactum.party
If, fof, for instance, a creditor had given a formal release tac-

ceptilatio), the obligation was entirely destroyed, so that
no action would lie ; if he had made a covenant not to

sue (pactum de non petendo), the action would lie, but the

pretor would give the debtor an exception (exceptio doli).

Nudum pactum. See nude pact, under ntide. Pac-
tum illicitum, a general phrase covering all contracts

opposed to law, either as being contra legem (contrary to

law), contra bonos mores (contrary to morality), or incon-
sistent with the principles of sound policy.

pacu (pak'o), n. [S. Amer.] A South Ameri-
can characinoid fish of the genus Myletes, found
in fresh waters, especially of Brazil. Also paco.
pad 1

(pad), n. [A dial. var. otpath, perhaps in

part due to the cognate D. pad, a path: see

path.] A path; a footpath; a road. [Obsolete
or slang.]

I am no such nipping Christian, but a maunderer upon
the pad. Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

The Squire of the Pad and the Knight of the Post.

Prior, Thief and Cordelier.

To Stand pad, to stand by the wayside begging. [Gipsy,
or thieves' slang.]

I obtained three children, two girls and a boy, between
the ages of five and ten years, of their parents, at a com-
mon "

padding-ken
"

in Blakeley Street (now Charter

Street) for three shillings, to stand pad with me from
seven o'clock until twelve p. m. on a Saturday.
Letterfrom G. A. Brine (1876X quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 642.

pad1 (pad), v.
; pret. and pp. padded, ppr. pad-

ding. [< pad}, .] I. intrans. To travel on
foot ; tramp slowly or wearily along ; trudge or

jog along.

Something most like a lion, and it came a great padding
pace after. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

The muzzled ox that treadeth out the corn,
Gone blind in padding round and round one path.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 277.

II. trans. 1 . To travel on foot over or along ;

proceed on foot through ; journey slowly, stead-

ily, or wearily along. [Obsolete or slang.]

Though the weather be foul and storms grow apace, yet
go not ye a^ne, but other your brothers and sisters pad
the same path.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 46.

2. To tread or beat down; make smooth and
level by treading : as, topad a path TO pad the
hoof, to go on foot

; "foot it. [Slang.]

pad2
(pad), n. [Early mod. E. also padd,

padde; < ME. padde, pade (not in AS., the

alleged AS. "padde resting on the early ME. pi.

pades in the AS. Chronicle, under date of 1137,
but written many years later) = MD. padde,
pedde, D. padde, pad = MLG. padde, LG. pad
(> G. dial, padde) = Icel. padda = Sw. padda
= Dan. padde, a toad. Hence paddock^-, etc.]
A toad

;
a frog. [Now rare.]

I seal prune that paddok and prevyn him as a pad.
Coventry Mysteries, p. 164.

Apad In the strawt, something wrong ; ahidden danger ;

"a snake in the grass."

Here lyes in dede the padde within the strawe.

Collier's Old Ballads, p. 108. (Balliwell.)

Ye perceive by this lingring there is a pad in the straw.

Bp. Still, Gammer Gurton's Needle, v. 2. (Dames.)

pad3
(pad), n. [Early mod. E. padde; perhaps

a var. ot pod (as nalfl of nob1
, etc.), in sense of

'bag': see pod. In def. 1 (c), cf. MD. pad,
patte, the sole of the foot (Kilian) ;

with this

cf. F. patte, paw (see patrol, paw).] 1. A soft

cushion, or something of the nature of a cush-

ion, or a stuffed part, as of a garment, a saddle,

etc., used to fill up a hollow, to relieve pressure,
or as a protection.
He was kept in the bands, hauing vnder him but onely

a pad of straw. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 854.

In certain Beasts, as the Cow and the Sheep, the front

edentulous part of the upper jaw is invested by a horny
epithelial pad, against which the teeth of the front of the
lower jaw bite. Mivart, Encyc. Brit., XXIL 108.



pad

Specifically () In rriVA/ 1

', ;i wjiddril mmnt worn > pin
tect thu lug by a batsman or wicket-keeper, (li) In rni-

hrniiliT/t, ;i siiKill quantity of llhrous tnatcrhil, such jus niw
cotton or silk, usi-il for raising p;irts of ;i pattern, the stitch

covering it dosuly. (r) One of the large, HeHhy, thirk-
skinnril protiilnT;im-t>s of the sole of tin? foot of varfoun

qtudrapdl,Mtbdoaor(oxi henee. n|ieaiically, thefix>t
of a fox. ((/) OIH- of the tylari of a bird's foot ; one of tin-

cushion-likr riiliir^-'iiirnls on thu under side of a hint'*

tmis. Coinp;irr /n'<'l jxnt iitid fit<'nin. {} In unat.
,
the sple-

niuni of the rorpus c;illoslim. See gplenium. II. Gray,
Anat. (ed. 1H.S7), p. (iili (/) In eatoni., a projecting part
of the lx>dy covered only with :i jiifinlinuir or neini .Int i

nous sheath : generally used in composition : as, the wing-
jtailH of n jmpii; the foot-jjrtrf* or ciiHliiiins on the tarsi.

2. A cushion used as a saddle
;
a saddle of lea-

ther and padding, without any tree, such as are
used by country market-women or by equestri-
an performers in a circus. 3. A number of
sheets of writing-, drawing-, or blotting-paper
held together by glue at one or more edges, form-

ing a tablet from which the sheets can be re-
moved singly as used : as, a writing-rf ; a blot-

ting-;)rf. 4. A bundle; bale; pack: as, a, pad
of wool

;
a pail of yarn. Among fish-dealers a

l><tfl of maclcerel is 60 (sometimes 120) fish.

I had two pads of soles, sir, and lost 4. that ii, one pad
by them.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 67.

5. The handle of some tools: as, the pad of a

keyhole-saw. 6. In ship-building, a piece laid
over a ship's beam to give the camber. 7.

pi. Thick ribbons, double-faced and watered,
much in use at certain times for watch-guards.
Compare Petersham ribbon, under ribbon Op-
tic pad. See optic.

pad" (pad), v. t.; pret. and pp. padded, ppr.
padding. [<parf3 , .] 1. To stuff or furnish
with a pad or padding : often with out.

I thought we knew him : "What, it 's you,
The padded man that wears the stays !

Tennyson, The New Timon.

2. To expand by the insertion of extraneous
or needless matter, or the use of unnecessary
words : as, to pad an article in a newspaper ;

to pad put a page in a book. 3. In calico-print-

ing, to impregnate (the cotton cloth to be print-
ed) with a mordant. It is done in a machine
called a padding-machine (which see).
The cloth intended to be dyed is flrst steeped and pad-

ded about in buffalo's or sheep's milk, and next exposed
to the sun. W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-Printing, p. 321.

4. To glue the edges of (sheets of paper) to-

gether, so as to form a pad. [Colloq.]
A half-pint of the cement will pad a vast quantity of

sheets. The Writer, 111. 82.

5. In mech., to puncture with numerous fine

holes, as the end of a pipe, or the rose on the
end of a nozle. [Eng.]
In order to prevent a false reading of the water gauge,

it was fu'ilt/, ,t
'

that is to say, the end of the tube in the

top of the upcast shaft was perforated with numerous
small holes. The Engineer, LXVII. 39.

Padded cell, padded room, in a prison or an insane-asy-
lum, a room having the walls padded or cushioned, to pre-
vent prisoners or violent patients confined in it from doing
themselves injury by dashing themselves against thewalls.

pad4
(pad), n. [Also ped; < ME. pedde; per-

haps another use of pad3 . Hence pcddcr, ped-
ler. pedlar, peddler, etc., and (prob.) in comp.
padlock.] A. pannier ;

a basket, ffalliirell.

pad r>

(pad), . [Abbr. ofpad-nag,pad-horse.] A
road-horse; a horse for riding on the road, as

distinguished from a hunter or a work-horse,
etc.

;
a roadster.

A careless groom of mine has spoiled me the prettiest

pad in the world with only riding him ten miles.

Steele, Spectator, No. 88.

pad6
(pad), n. [Appar. abbr. ofpadder1 or 'pad-

man. Cf. footpad.} A robber; a footpad.
These freeborn sounds proceeded from four MUb
In ambush laid, who nad perceived him loiter

Behind his carriage. Byron, Don Juan, xi. 11.

pad" (pad), v. i.
; pret. and.pp. padded, ppr. pad-

ding. [< pad, n.
;
associated also with pad 1

,

r.] To be a footpad, or highway robber; fre-

quent roads or highways in order to rob.

These pad on wit's high road, and suits maintain
With those they rob. Swift, To Mr. Congreve.

padart, . [Origin obscure.] Groats; coarse
flour or meal.

In the bolting and sifting of near fourteen years of such

power and favour, all that came out could not be expected
to be pure and tine meal, but must have amongst it partar
and bran in this lower age of human fragility.

Sir H. Wotlon, Reliquiw.

pad-bracket (pad'brak'et), n. A wall-bracket
of a shape adapted to receive a saddle: used
in a stable or harness-room.

pad-clinking (pad'kliti)* king), a. Given to

hobnobbing witli footpads; frequenting the

company or society of footpads. [Slang.]
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liiKiil day, my veterans, my champions. My bonny, pad-

rlutlciiii/, imt-aftrr-cight-orlock-parade, George stn-n

bucks, good day. //. Kingririf, Hillyars and Hurtons, xix.

pad-cloth (|>ad'kl6tli), n. A cloth or blanket

covering the loins of a horse; a housing-cloth.
pad-crimp (pad'krimp), n. In

saddlery,
a press

in which dampened leather is molded into form
between the dies of a former with protruding
and hollow parts. When the leather dries, it

retains the convex shape acquired under pres-
surc.

Padda (pad's), n. [NL. (Reichenbach, 1850),
< native name for rice.] A genus of ploceine
birds of the subfamily Spermcstinte (or a subge-
nus ot MIIHIII i, lite type of which \sl\oryzivora,
the paddy-bird, commonly called Java sparrotc.

paddet, See pad"*.

padder 1
(pad'er), n. [< pad* + -eri.] A high-

way robber; a footpad.
Well. Viy more, dine gratis.
Mar. Under what hedge, I pray you 1 or at whose cot?

Are they paddert or abram-men that are your consorts?

Maainger, New Way to Pay Old Debts, 11. 1.

padder2 (pad'er), n. [<p<f3 + -erl.] One who
pads or cushions.

paddies (pad'iz), n.j>J. [Origin obscure.] Pan-
talets or knee-drawers with flounces. [South-
ern U. S.]

padding (pad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of pads, v.]
1 . The act of stuffing so as to make a pad. 2.
The cotton, hair, straw, or other material used
in stuffing anything, as a bolster, saddle, or gar-
ment ; the stuffing used to keep in shape any
part of a garment according to the fashion
which requires it to be more in relief or drawn
tighter than the natural forms allow. The mate-
rials used are, especially (a) a rough felted cloth, a kind
of shoddy ; (6) fibrous and loose material : (c) wadding,
batting, and bombast.

3. In calico-printing, the process of imbuing
the fabric all 'over with a mordant which is

dried. A design is next printed on it in acid discharge
(usually lime-juice and bisulphate of potash), the result

being that after the cloth has been dyed In the bath and
cleared, white patterns appear upon a ground of uniform
color. These white patterns or spaces may be afterward
printed upon in steam or pigment colors. Calicoes pro-
duced in this way are said to be in the padding or plaquaye
style.

A brown ground is produced over the entire surface by
padding In solutions of a salt of manganese.

II'. ;;/,-.,;/ o/< /,V.v, ;
,
/..-,

L'd SIT., p. -i\'l.

4. Any unnecessary matter inserted in a col-

umn, article, book, etc., merely to bring it up to

a certain size
; vamp; hence, written or printed

matter of no real value or utility ; whatever has
merely the effect of increasing the size of any-
thing without adding to its interest or value.

Anybody who desires to know what is within the power
of the average clergyman may take up one of the inferior

magazines and read one of the articles which serve for

padding. Saturday Rev.

I am perhaps more struck now with the enormous
amount of padding the number of third- and fourth-rate
statues which weary the eye that would fain approach
freshly the twenty and thirty best.

Henry Jamet, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 206.

padding-flue (pad'ing-fl6), . In calico-print-

ing, a drying-chamber in which cotton cloth is

dried after the process of padding. It has several

forms, but each generally comprises an inclosed passage of
considerable length through which heated air Is circulated
in one direction, while the padded piece is unwound from
a roller and passed through the flue in the opposite direc-

tion, being dried during its passage, and finally rewound
upon another cylinder. See pads, p., 3, and padding, 8.

padding-ken (pad'ing-ken), n. A low lodging-
house patronized by footpads, professional beg-
gars, thieves, vagrants, etc. [Thieves' slang.]

Ragged Schools and City Missions are of no avail aspre-
ventitlves of crime so long as the wretched dens of in-

famy, brutality, and rice, termed padding-kern, continue
their daily and nightly work of demoralization.

Min/lifn; London Labour and London Poor, I. 454.

padding-machine (pad'ing-ma-shen'), n. In

calico-printing, an apparatus for imbuing cot-
ton cloth uniformly with a mordant solution in
the process of dyeing. It consists of a combination
of rofJers for unwinding and receiving the fabric, which is

caused to pass through a vat containing the mordant

paddle1
(pad'l), r. ; pret. and pp. paddled, ppr.

paddling. [Also dial, paidle; prob. a var. of

pattle
1

, freq. of pat1 : see pattle
1
, pat1

, patter1 .

Ct.pattleV, a var. ofj>a<Wfe2.] 1. intrant. 1. To
finger idly or fondly; toy or trifle with the fin-

gers, as in fondling.

Paddling In your neck with his damn'd fingers.
Skat., Hamlet, ill. 4. 186.

2. To dabble or play about in or as in water.

And then to paddle in the purer stream
Of his [the Son of Glory's] spilt blood is more than most

extreme. Quartet, Emblems, 111. 2.

paddle-end
\\f twa ha'e jxiiitt't i' the burn,

Krae mornin' sun till ilihr.

/.'"/MX, Anld Lang Syne.

3. To sail or swim along or about with short
strokes of a paddle or oar; row or move about
or along by means of a paddle.

.She was as lovely a pleasure-boat
As ever fairy hail ixidilled in.

J. II. Drake, Culprit Kay.

4. To move along by means of paddles or float-

boards, at* a steamboat.
Round the lake

A little clock-work steamer paddling piled,
And shook the lilies. Tennyton, PrlnceH, Pro!.

5. To move in the water by means of webbed
feet, flippers, or fins, as a duck, turtle, fish.

penguin, etc.

Ducki paddle In the pond before the door.

Couper, Retirement, 1. 499.

II. trans. 1. To finger; play with; toy with.

To be paddling palms and pinching Angers.
Shot., W. T., i. Z. 115.

2. To propel by paddle or oar: as, to paddle a
canoe. 3. To strike with the open hand, or
with some flat object, as a board

; spank. [Col-
loq.] To paddle one's own canoe. See canoe.

paddle 1
(pad'l), n. [< paddle 1

, v., in part con-
fused with paddle*, n.] 1. An oar; specifically,
a sort of short oar having one blade or two (one
at each end), held in the hands (not resting in

the rowlock) and dipped into the water with a
more or less vertical motion : used especially
for propelling canoes.

He seized his paddle, and tried to back out of the snare.

Kingstey, Hypatla, 111.

2. The blade or broad part of an oar. 3. In
zool.: (a) A fore limb constructed to answer
the purpose of a fin or flipper, as that of a pen-
guin, a whale, a sea-turtle, a plesiosaurus, or an
ichthyosaurus. See cuts under Ichthyosauri!*
and penguin, (b) In Ctenophora, one of the rows
of cilia which run parallel with the longitudinal
canals of the body ;

a ctenophore orpaddle-row.
(c) The long flat snout of the paddle-fish. 4.
One of the float-boards placed on the circumfer-
ence of the paddle-wheel of a steamboat. 6. A
panel made to fit the openings left in lock-gates
and sluices for the purpose of letting the water
in and out as maybe required; aclough. 6. An
implement with a flat broad blade and a handle,
resembling a paddle. Specifically (a) In r/lan-mak-
ing, a somewhat shovel-shaped implement used for stirring
and mixing the materials. (6) In brickinakiny and similar

industries, an instrument for tempering clay, (e) An im-
plement used for beating garments while held in running
water to wash. {</) See the quotation.

The tools used bythe puddler are not usually numerous,
consisting only of a long straight chiselled-edged bar call-

ed a paddle, and a hooked flat-ended bar known as the
rabble. W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 280.

7. The lump-fish, Cyclopterns lumpus. Seepad-
dlecock. Also cockpaiale. [Eng.]
paddle2 (pad'l), n. [Also dial, paidle and
pattle, pettle, appar. for orig. "xpaddle, dim.
of spade: see spade1

. The word nas been in

part confused vnthpaddlc1
, .] A small spade,

especially a small spade used to clean a plow ;

a plow-staff; a paddle-staff.
Thou shall have a paddle upon thy weapon, . . . and . . .

thoii Shalt dig therewith. Dent, xilli. IS.

paddle-beam (pad'1-bem), n. One of two
large beams projecting beyond the sides of a

vessel, between which the paddle-wheels re-

volve.

paddle-board (pad'1-bord), n. Oneof the floats

on the circumference of the paddle-wheel of a
steam-vessel ;

a paddle.
paddle-boat (pad'1-bot), . A boat propelled
by paddle-wheels.
paddle-box (pad'1-boks), H. The box or sheath,
of curved upper outline, which covers a paddle-
wheel of a side-wheel steamer, to protect it and
to keep it from throwing water on board the
vessel.

paddlecock (pad'1-kok), . [Also paidlecock,
enckpaidlc; < paddle (f) + cock1

."] The common
lump-fish, Cyclopterns lumpua: so called in al-

lusion to its dorsal ridge enveloped in tubercu-
lar skin, which resembles the comb of the do-
mestic cock. See cut under Cyclopterus.
paddle-crab (pad'1-krab), n. A crab whose
legs are flattened like the blade of a paddle and
used for swimming; a swimming-crab. The
common edible crab of the United States, Cal-
linectrs liaxtatiis, is an example. Also pad-
illiii<i-crab. See cut on following page.
paddle-end (pad'1-end), n. A feature or ele-

ment of ornamental design, consisting of an
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propulsion of the vessel. 2. A wheel fitted

with paddles, used to aid, by its revolution, in

b i certain washing opera-
tions, as in leather-man-

ufacture, etc Cycloldal
paddle-wheel, a paddle-
wheel having narrow floats

arranged longitudinally one

Paddle-crab (Callintetes hastattts).

oval enlargement at the end of a line or band
resembling the handle of a spoon,
paddle-fish (pad'1-fish), n. The spoon-billed
sturgeon, Polyodon (or Spatnlaria) spatula, a

ganoid fish of the family Polyodontidie (orSpatu-
lariidee), attaining a length of five or six feet,

A. Transverse Section of American Feathering Paddle-wheel. B.

Quarter-elevation of Feathering Paddle-wheel, being the general
form used for American fast steamers, with light frame and extra rim

to protect buckets, a, gunwale-bearing ; b, shaft ; f, wheel-flanges ;

d, paddle-eccentric; f, paddle-eccentric bearing;/, radius-bar; g,

runs; A, braces; i, rocker-arm ;j, bracket; *, bucket; /.water-level.

Paddle-fish (Polyotton spatula'). A, under view ; B, side view.

abundant in the Mississippi river and its larger
tributaries. It has a very long spatulate or paddle-like
projection of the snout ; the body resembles a sturgeon's,
but is scaleless

; 15 or 20 fulcra are appressed to the upper
margin of the caudal fin. Also called spoon-billed cat and
duek-bUled cat, in reference to the salient feature of the
snout and some fancied resemblance to a cattish.

paddle-hole (pad'1-hol), . One of the passages
which conduct the water from the upper pond
of a canal into the lock, and out of the lock to

the lower pond. See paddle^, n.
,
5. Also called

clouqh-arch.

paddler (pad'ler), n. One who or that which
paddles or uses a paddle ; hence, one who acts
in a purposeless way, as a child paddles in the
water.

He may make a paddler i
1

the world,
From hand to mouth, but never a brave swimmer.

Beau, and Fl, Wit at Several Weapous, i. 1.

paddle-row (pad'l-ro), . The paddle or cteno-

phore of a ctenophoran.
paddle-shaft (pad'l-shaft), n. The shaft by
means of which the paddle-wheels of a steam-
boat are driven.

paddle-sloop (pad'1-slop), n. A sloop of war
propelled by paddle-wheels.
In 1860 it was the author's chance again to meet Gari-

baldi, for he was in command of the paddle-sloop Argus,
despatched to Sicily to look after British interests when
the famous one thousand (really 800) landed at Marsala.

The Academy, No. 899, p. 52.

paddle-staff (pad'l-staf),w, 1. A staff headed
with a broad iron, used by mole-catchers. 2.
A spade with a long handle, used by plow-
men to clear the share of earth, stubble, etc.

;

a paddle.
paddle-tumbler (pad'l-tum"bler), . In some
operations of leather-manufacture, a water-
tank in which skins are washed while kept in
constant motion by means of a paddle-wheel.
Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 373.

paddle-wheel (pad'1-hwel), n. 1. A wheel
(generally one of two placed at the sides of a

European or English Feathering Paddle-wheel.

wheel-flanges ; , radius-bars ; c, bucket ; d, wheel-arm : f,
" "

Common Paddle-wheel.

a, shaft
; b, i', rims ; <-, <-, paddles ; it, .i, urins.

steam-vessel) provided with boards or floats on
its circumference, and driven by steam, for the

e gr
enter the water with greater effect to the feathering-wheel.

above another, in a slightly retreating order, the better
to distribute the pressure, and to lessen the concussion

against the water. Feathering paddle-wheel. Same
as featliering-wheel.

paddlewood (pad'1-wud), n. A tree of Guiana,
As])idosperma cxcelsmn of the Apocynacete. it
has a singular fluted or buttressed trunk, from the pro-
jecting radii of which the Indians make paddles. The
hard elastic wood also affords rollers for cotton-gins.
The seeds are beautifully winged. Also called wheel-tree,
from the form of a section of the trunk.

paddling-crab (pad'ling-krab), n. Same as

paddle-crab.
paddock1

(pad'ok), . [Early mod. E. also

padock, < ME. paddok; < pad2 + dim. -ock.} 1.

A toad or frog. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

For who . . .

Would from a paddock, from a bat, a gib,
Such dear concernings hide?

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 189.

Here a little child I stand,

Heaving up my either hand:
Cold as paddocks though they be,
Here I lift them up to thee.

Eerrick, Another Grace for a Child.

2. The tadpole-fish. [Local, Scotch.]
paddock2

(pad'ok), n. [A corruption ofparrock,
prob. due in part to association with pad! : see

parrocJc.} A small field or inclosure; especially,
a small inclosure under pasture immediately
adjoining a stable

;
a small turfed inclosure in

which animals, especially horses, are kept.
Villas environed with parks, paddocla, [and] plantations.

Evelyn.

The prices of admission to the paddocks, the grand stand,
and the various points of advantage throughout the
grounds, are higher than on our racing tracks.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 15.

paddock2
(pad'ok), v. t. [< paddock, n. Cf.

parrock, v.} To confine or inclose in or as in a

paddock.
Shakespeare himself would have been commonplace had

he been paddocked in a thinly-shaven vocabulary.
Ijowell, Books and Libraries.

paddock-cheeset (pad'ok-chez), . The aspara-
gus. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
paddock-pipe (pad'ok-plp), n. One of various

species of Equisetum, or horsetail
; also, Hip-

puns vulgaris, the mare's-tail: so named from
their hollow stems and fenny locality.
paddock-rud (pad'ok-rud), n. The spawn of

frogs. Halliwell. [Local, Eng.]
paddock-stone (pad'ok-ston), n. Same as toad-
stone.

paddockstool (pad'ok-stol), w. [< ME. paddok-
stole ; < paddock* + stool.'] A toadstool.

padji

Paddy1
(pad'i), 11.

; pi. Paddies (-iz). [A dim.
of Pat, abbr. of Patrick, < Ir. Padraic, a fre-

quent Christian name in Ireland, after St.

Patrick (< LL. Patricins), its tutelar saint: see

PatV.} 1. An Irishman. [Slang.] 2. [I.e.] A
sailors' name for the lesser sheathbill of Ker-

guelen Island, Chionis minor. See sheathoill and
Chionis. 3. [1. c.] The ruddy duck, Erisrna-
tura mlrida. Also paddywhack. [North Caro-

lina.] 4. [I.e.'] Same as paddywhack, 3.

Paddy's watch. Same as paddywhack, 3.

paddy2
(pad'i), a. [Origin obscure.] Mean

;

poor; contemptible; low in manners or char-
acter.

paddy3
(pad'i), n. [Also padi; < Malay padi,

rice.] Eice in the husk, whether in the field or

gathered. [East Indies.]

paddy-bird (pad'i-berd), n. The Java sparrow
or ricebird, Munia orPadda oryziroru : so called
from its frequenting paddy-fields.
paddy-field (pad'i-feld), n. A rice-field ; afield
in which rice is grown. [East Indies.]

A strolling company of players will act on the threshing-
floor beside the paddy-fields in the old primitive fashion.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, p. 38.

paddy-melon (pad'i-mel'on), n. Same aspade-
melon.

paddy-pounder (pad^-poun^der), . In the
East Indies, a machine for removing the husk
from rice.

The dried pulp is then removed by pounding in common
paddy-pounders. Spans' Encyc. Mamif., I. 706.

paddywhack (pad'i-hwak), n. [< Paddyi +
whack, used with vague emphasis.] 1. [cap.]
Same as Paddy1

,
1. 2. Same aspaddyt, 3.

3. A cheap almanac or calendar, on one sheet.
Also called paddy and Paddy's watch. [Local,
Eng.]
pad-elephant (pad'eFe-fant), H. [< pad1 +
elephant. Cf. pad-horse, pad-nay.} A road- or

working-elephant, as distinguished from a hunt-
ing- or war-elephant.
padeliont (pad'e-11-on), n. [< P. patte de lion,
lit. lion's paw: 'patte, paw; de, of; lion, lion.

Or else < F. pied de lion = Sp. piede leon = Pg.
pe de leao = It. piede de leone, lion's foot: L.

pes (ped-), foot; de, of; leo(n-), Hon.] A plant,
Alchemilla vnlgaris. See lion's-foot.

Pied de lion, lions foot, hare foot, ladies mantle, great
sanicle, padelion. Cotgrave.

padella (pa-del'a), n. [It., a frying-pan: see

pail, patella.} A large metal or earthenware

cup or deep saucer containing fatty matter in

which a wick is inserted: used in illumina-
tions.

pademelon (pad'e-mel-on), n. [Also pad-melon,
pedmelon, accom'. paddy-melon, and melon; an
Australian name.] A brush-kangaroo or whal-
labee

;
an ordinary kangaroo of the genus Hal-

matunts, such as H. thetidis and related species.
See cut under Halmaturns.

In the neighbourhood of these scrubs the game was

especially plentiful ; and kangaroos, paddy-melons, walla-
bees. and kangaroo rats crossed the road continually.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 47.

pad-hook (pad'hiik), n. 1. A kind of center-
draft hook used on trawl-lines in New England
since 1884, having the shank flattened at the

upper end instead of an eye, whence the name.
2. In saddlery, a curved hook on the back-

pad for holding up the bearing-rein.
pad-horset (pad'hors), n. [< pad\ a road, +
horse1 . Cf. pad-nag andpad3.} A road-horse;
a pad-nag; a pad.

Oh for a pad-horse, pack-horse, or a post-horse,
To bear me on his neck, his back, or his croup!

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 3.

Padina (pa-dl'na), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763).]
A genus of olive-colored seaweeds with mem-
branaceous or coriaceous broadly fan-shaped
fronds, which maybe either entire or variously
cleft, each lobe being then fan-shaped. The
frond is smooth, olive-colored (or greenish toward the

summit), and marked with concentric bands along each
of which is developed a fringe of slender orange-colored
jointed hairs. They are tufted annual plants, 2 to C inches
in height^ growing on stones about low-water mark, mostly
in warm seas. The common (perhaps the only) species

'

is P. pamnia, the peacock's-tail.

padishah (pa'di-sha), n. [Pers. (> Turk.) pddi-
shah, < pad, protector, master (Skt. pati, mas-
ter: see despot), + shah, king: see shah.} Great

king ; emperor : a title given by the Turks to the

Sultan, and by extension to various European
monarchs.

padji (paj'i), H. [Ceylonese.] ACeyloneseboat.
See mndel-paroou-a.
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padlette (pud'lot), w. A spangle used in em-

broidery and decorative costume.

padlock: (pad'lok), . [Perhaps orig. 'a lock for
,'i pannier or hamper' (one of its present uses),
< pad*, /><<!, a pannior, + lock 1

.] A portable
lock with a pivoted bow or hasp or a sliding
hasp, designed to lit over a staple or engage a

ring and to hang suspended when closed, such
locks are made in a great variety of styles, and range from
siin pic Hute-locks tu coinplinitt'd permutation-locks. Some
p;ul locks are self-locking ; others art- locked with a key, the

keyhole being in the side or at the bottom.

Whate'er the talents, or howe'er design'd,
We hang one jingling padlock on the mind.

Pope, Dunclad, iv. 182.

Dead padlock, a padlock having no spring for either bolt
or hasp, the key turning the bolt, while the hasp is opened
by the hand.

padlock (pad'lok), r. t. [< padlock, .] To
fasten by or as by means of a padlock.

Let not . . . such an unmerciful and more than legal

yoke be padlocked upon the neck of any Christian.

MUton, Colasterion.

padmelon (pad'mel-on), . Same a,spademelon.
pad-nag (pad'nag), n. [< jpad

1
, a road, + nag?.

( T. /lad-horse.] An ambling nag; an easy-going
pad.
A New Epilogue by Mrs. Pack in a Riding Habit, upon

a Pad-Nayg, representing a Town Miss Travelling to Tun-
bridge. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Qaeen

[Anne, II. 16.

pad-nag ( pad'nag), .. [< pad-naff, n.] To ride
a pad-uag. [Rare.]

Will It not, moreover, give him pretence and excuse of-

tener than ever to pad-nag it hither to good Mrs. Howe's
fair daughter'/

Jiichardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 235. (Dames.)

padou (pad'6), n. [< F. padou, appar. < Padoue,
It. Padua, Padua. Cf. paduasoy.] A sort of
silk ferret or ribbon. Simmonds.

padovana, padovane, n. Same &spavan.
padow-pipe (pad'6-pip), n. Same as paddock-
/"'/"'

pad-plate (pad'plat), n. In saddlery, an iron bow
for stiffening a harness-pad and forming a base
for the harness-mountings.
padre (pii'dre), n. [Sp. Pg. It. padre, lit. father,
< L. pater = E. father : see father.] Father:
used with reference to priests in Spain, Italy,

Mexico, southwestern United States, South
America, etc.

padrone (pa-dro'ne), n.
; pi. padroni (-ne). [It.,

a patron, protector, master: see patron.'] A
master

; especially, a person, generally an Ital-

ian, who owns hand-organs and lets them out
to itinerant players, or who systematically em-
ploys destitute children to beg for his benefit;
also, an Italian labor-contractor

;
one who lets

out Italian laborers in a body.
pad-saddle (pad'sad'l), n. A saddle made of
leather and padding without a tree. E. H.
Knii/lit.

pad-screw (pad'skro'), n. In saddlery, a screw-
bolt with an ornamental head, used for fasten-

ing the pad-sides to the pad-plate.
padstoolt (pad'sto'l), . [= D. paddestoel = G.

paddenstuhl; as pad% + stool.] A toadstool:
same as paddockstool. Levins.

Hermolaus also writeth this of the Lycurium, that it

groweth in a certaine stone, and that it is a kind of mush-
rom, or padstoole.

Topse.ll, Beasts (1607), p. 494. (HaUiicell.)

Reverse.

Paduan (Imitation of coin of Domitian), in

British Museum. (Size of the original.)

(pad'top), n. In saddlery, the orna-
"mental leather that forms the top or finish to

the pad. E. H. Knight.
pad-tree (pad'tre), n. In saddlery, a piece of

Pad-tree and Pad.

a, pad-tree ; f>, pad ; c, rf, tf, pad-plate ; e e, terrets ; f, check-hooK .

wood or metal which gives shape and rigidity
to the harness-pad. E. H. Knight.
Paduan1

(pad'u-an), a. and n. [< It. Paduano,
< 1'adiHi, Padua.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Padua, a city of northern Italy, or to the prov-
ince of Padua.
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II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of Padua.
2. One of the

imitations of
Koman bronze
coiusiind medal-
lions made in

the sixteenth

century by Gio-
vanni Cavino,
assisted by his
friend A. Bassi-

ano, both of Pa-
dua in Italy.
These pieces weVe
struck in copper,
alloyed, and in sil-

ver, and were de-

signed as works of
art- not as forgeries.

paduan-, padu-
ana, Same as

pOMMi
paduasoy (pad'-
u-a-soi), .

[Also padusoy,
padesoy; appar.
orig. ''Padua soy,
tr. F. soie de
Padoue: see pa-
dou and soy.] A
smooth, strong,
rich silk, origi-
nallv 111-1 jmfnonailV manUiaC-
tured at Padua,
used for garments of both women and men in

the eighteenth century ; also, a garment made
of this material.

My wife herself retained a passion for her crimson pailu-
asay. because I formerly happened to say it became her.

Goldtmith, Vicar, IT.

Item, from Mrs. Malaprop, for betraying the yonng peo-
ple to her, . . . two guineas, and a black vadvmy.

Sheridan, Rivals, i. 1.

p. 86. An abbreviation of the Latin paries sequa-

les, equal parts.

paean1 (pe an), n. [Also pean ; < L. peean, < Gr.

Tmiav, Epic jra7&n', a hymn in honor of Apollo,
< ttatdv, llaiuv, a name of Apollo (first applied,
in Homer, to the physician of the gods).] Ori-

ginally, a hymn to a help-giving god, especially
Apollo, under the title of Peean or Pseon, con-

taining the invocation 'Io Psean' (la or ifc

Naiav), asking for aid in war or other trouble,
or giving thanks for aid received; hence, a

war-song sung before a battle in honor of Ares,
or after a battle as a thanksgiving to Apollo;
in later times, a hymn in praise of other gods,
or even of mortals

; hence, a song of triumph
generally ;

a loud and joyous song.
With ancient rites,

And due devotions, I have ever hung
Elaborate Paeans on thy golden shrine.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

I sung the joyful Pxan clear,

And, sitting, burnished without fear

The brand, the buckler, and the spear
Waiting to strive a happy strife.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

Through all his tones sound the song of hope and the

ptean of assured victory. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, iv.

paean
2
(pe'an), n. Seepseon.

paganism (pe'an-izm), n. [< Gr. vaiavta/j6f, a

chanting of the peean, < iratav, a choral song:
see psean 1

.] Songs or shouts of praise or of

battle ;
shouts of triumph. Mitford.

Paecilo-. For words beginning thus, see Pcecito-.

paedagogict, paedagognet, etc. Obsolete forms
of pedagogic, etc.

paederastia (ped-e-ras'ti-a), n. [NL.] Same as

pederasty.
Paederia (pe-de'ri-S), n. [NL. (Linnaeus. 1771),

irreg. < Qr.'xatdepuf,
a rosy-flowered plant used

for wreaths, also rouge, and a kind of opal.]
A genus of plants of the gamopetalous order

Rubiaceee, the madder family, type of the tribe

Psederieie, characterized by the two hair-like
twisted stigmas and two-celled ovary. There
are 9 or 10 species, one In Brazil, the others in tropical
Asia. They are twiners with shrubby stems, fetid when
bruised, bearing opposite leaves, and small flowers in

cymes. P. faetida is diffused from India to China and the
Malayan islands. It is the bedolee futta of Assam, and is

sometimes called Chinese fever-plant. In Hindu medi-
cine it furnishes a specific for rheumatism, administered
externally and internally ; its root is said to be used as an
emetic. Its stems yield a strong, flexible, and durable fiber,
of a silk-like appearance, seemingly adapted to the finest
textile purposes.

Paederieae (ped-e-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1830), < Pxderia + -ex.] A tribe
of plants of the order Rubiaces, distinguished
by the solitary basilar ovnles, inferior radicle,

Paeonieae

valvate corolla, ami capsule of two carpels.
II inrlu.li-s 7 < iiiTtt and about 2y species, mostly vines,

ith stems or leaves fetid when bruised, mainly tropical.

paedeutlCS (pe-ilii'tiks), . [< <!r. -niAn
of or pertaining to teaching (TO. rraticiTtna, the
science of teaching, ij irafevruc# (sc. ri^vr/), edu-

cation), < iraiitfaiv. teach, < iraif (iraiA-), a child:
see pedagogue.] The science of teaching or of
education. Also paidfutics.

P32disca(i>e-'lis'kji),H. [NL.(Treit8chke, 1830),
< Gr. iraiaioKt/, a young girl, fern, of muiianoc., a

young boy, dim. of xaie, a boy, girl.] A large
genus of small tortricid moths. There are over

Misnamed Gall-moth (Pmditea taligneatta).

a, moth (cross shows natural size) ; *, Ball, with protruding pupa-
shell ; e, moth with wings closed ; rf, larva.

100 specles.60 of which Inhabit North America north of

Mexico, as P. Kudderiana or taligneana, which commonly
makes galls on the stems of various goldenroda in the
United States, and is sometimes called gait-moth, a name
more properly belonging to a species of Gtltchia. See
also cut under gaU-molh.

paedobaptism, paedogenesis, etc. See pedo-
baptism, etc.

paent. . See pagan.
paenula (pe'nu-la), .

; pi. peenulee (-le). 1. In
classical antiq., a long sleeveless cloak, pro-
vided with an opening for the head only, worn
by travelers. 2. Eccles., a chasuble, especially
in its older form as a sleeveless circular or ellip-
tical vestment, with an opening for the head
and reaching nearly to the feet. See chasuble,

phelonion. Also spelled pcnula.
paeon (pe'on), n. [=F.peon =8p.peon,<L.pee-
on,<. Gr. JTCUUV, a songin nonorof Apollo, a metri-
cal foot (see def.),< Uai&v, a name of Apollo: see

peean1 .] In anc.pros., a foot consisting of four
times or syllables, one of which is long, the other
three being short. According to the position of the
long in the first, second, third, or fourth place respective*
ly, the foot assumes four forms, distinguished asjir/tt peeon
(_ w %, w), fecund peean (~ ~ ~), third peean ( ~ w), and
fourth psron ( ). The preon has a magnitude of five
nioree or primary times (i. e ., is pentasemlc), Its resolved
form being the pentabrach (

-- ~ - ~). Tliree of these
times belong to the thesis and two to the arsis, or vice versa
(w w w |

w w, or w w
|

w w w), so that the picon belongs to
and is the type of the hemiolic or peeonic class of feet. Only
the first picon and the fourth peon were In use in Ttnomo
verse, the contracted form, known as the Cretic, being,
however, more common ; the second and third occurred
in verses analyzed by the ancients as mixed Ionic, or epl-
onic. The Cretic (- ~| -) was sometimes known as
the ptron diagyioB, as distinguished from tliep/fonepibatus
(* | I

"-c-fc=*-
| ), in which each short of the pentabrach

was doubled (i. e., represented by a long). The pawn re-

ceived its name from Its original use in compositions In
honor of Apollo (see pxanl). See diagyiot, epunttu. Also
spelled, less correctly, pjean.

In the first pteon, an equivalent of the erotic, an arsis

consisting of a long and snort Is followed b> a thesis con-

sisting of two shorts. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 98.

Peon dlagylos. See diagyita.

Paeonia (pe-6'ni-S), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675),
< L. peeonia, peony : see peony.] A genus of

plants of the order Banunculacca, type of the
tribe Pseoniese. About 7 species are known, natives of
north temperate regions. They are perennial herbs, with
large radical and alternate pinnately divided leaves, and
showy white, red, or purple flowers, each producing from
2 to 5 many-seeded pod-like follicles. Seepeon^andcAi&e.

paeonic (pe-on'ik), a. and it. [<.pseon + -ic.] I.

a. In anc. pros.: (a) Of or pertaining to a pteon ;

constituting or equivalent to a peeon, or con-

sisting of pin IN.- : as, apxonic foot, colon,verse ;

pteonic rhythm. The pseonic rhythm or move-
ment was regarded by the ancients as especially
enthusiastic and fiery in character, (b) Having
the pedal ratio of a paeon (2:3); hemiolic: as,
the piFnnif (hemiolic) class of feet. See Aemt-
olic.

II. n. A pasonic foot or verse.

Paeonieae (pe-o-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Paeonia ( -ex.] A tribe of plants of
the polypetalous order Ranunculacex, consist-
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Paeoniese

ing of the genus Pseonia. and distinguished by
the five to ten large and broad petals, and the '

~"
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 138.

many-seeded carpels enveloped by a disk.
paganicallyt (pa-gan'i-kal-i), adv. In a pagan

paeonin (pe'9-nin) [<:>' + -"'-J A
mamier . as a pagan. Cudworth.

pageantry
eists as spu- (6) A boy or young man who attends upon the members and

officers of a legislative body while in session : as, a Senate

pane; the pages in the House of Eepresentatives.
stable-

, .

poisonous red coloring matter obtained tt rn
pagan.
gee paganize.poisonous reu coloring uunix ""

rjaeanise r. See pagantze.

phenilic acid by the action of sulphuric and
iJJ ^ {pa

'

gan .i8h), a. [<
oxalic acids. It gives to wool and silk brilliant

*ji athenish ; pertaining to or
shades of crimson and scarlet.

pseonyt, An obsolete form of peony.

paff (paf), H. [< G. paff! pop! bang! piffpaff,

pop! an interjection of contempt.] A mean-

ingless syllable, used, with piff, to imitate what

is regarded as jargon.
Of a truth it often provokes me to laugh
To see these beggars hobble along,
Lamed and maimed, and fed upon chaff,

Chanting their wonderful piff and paff.

Longfellow, Golden Legend, v.

pagadoret (pag'a-dor), . [< Sp. Pg. pagador, a

payer : see payer.] A paymaster or treasurer.

This is the manner of the Spaniards captaine, who never

hath to meddle with his souldiers pay, and indeed scorn-

eth to be counted his souldiers pagadore.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

pagan (pa'gan), . and a. [In ME. payen, paien,

Sp. pagano= Pg. pagao, pagS= It.pagano, a pa-

gan, heathen; < LL. paganus, a heathen, prop,

adj., heathen, a later use of paganus, rustic,

rural, as a noun a villager, countryman, peas-

ant, rustic
;
also (opposed to military) civil, civ-

ic, as a noun a citizen; prop, of or pertaining
to the country or to a village, < pagus, a district,

province, the country : see pagus. Cf. heathen,

lit. 'of the heath' or country. From L.paganus
comes also ult. E. paynim, and from pagus, ult.

E. pats'
2 and peasant.] I. n. I. One who is not

a Christian or a member of a Christian commu-

nity ;
in a later narrower sense, one who does

not worship the true God that is, is not a

Christian, a Jew, or a Mohammedan; a hea-

then. See the quotation from Trench ;
see also

paynim.
Meuint [I find] ine the writinge thet amang thepaenes

the prestes thet lokeden chastete ine the temple weren
to-deld uram the othren thet hi ne loren hire chastete.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 236.

The Christian Church fixed itself first in the seats and
centres of intelligence, in the towns and cities of the

Roman Empire, and in them its first triumphs were won ;

while long after these had accepted the truth, heathen

superstitions and idolatries lingered on in the obscure
hamlets and villages of the country ; so that pagans or

villagers came to be applied to all the remaining votaries

of the old and decaying superstitions, inasmuch as far

the greater number of them were of this class. The first

document in which the word appears in this its secon-

dary sense is an edict of the Emperor Valentinian, of date

A. D. 368. The word "heathen
"
acquired its meaning from

exactly the same fact, namely, that at the introduction

of Christianity into Germany the wild dwellers on the
" heaths

"
longest resisted the truth.

Trench, Study of Words, p. 102.

lagan + -ish1 .]

characteristic of

pagans. Bp. Hall.

paganism (pa'gan-izm), N. [= F. pagamsme,
OF. paienisme (}'E. paynim, q. v.) = Sp. Pg. pa-

ganismo = It. paganismo, paganesmo, paganesi-

mo, < LL. paganismus, heathenism, < paganus,
heathen: we pagan.] The religious beliefs and

practices of pagans; religious opinion, wor-

ship, and conduct which is not Christian, Jew-

ish, or Mohammedan.
In the country districts paganism & the name indi-

cates) lingered longest,

paganityt (pa-gan'i-ti), n. [= OF. paienete,

payennete, etc., < LL. paganita(t-)s, heathen-

ism, < paganus, heathen: see pagan.'] The
state of being a pagan ; paganism. Cudworth,
Intellectual System, p. 561.

'

and pp. pagan-
paganiser = It.

..., , f -, -i
act as a pagan,

< i,. paganus, pagan: see pagan and -4ze.] I.

trans. To render pagan; convert to heathenism;

adapt to pagan systems or principles.
God's own people were sometimes so miserably depraved

and paganized as to sacrifice their sons and daughters unto

devils. HaUywell, Melampronoja (1681), p. 29.

The week was accepted for its convenience ;
but while

accepted it was paganized; and the seven days were allot-

ted to the five planets and the sun and moon.
Fronde, Cassar, p. 473.

II. intrans. To adopt pagan customs or prac-
tices

;
become pagan.

This was that which made the old Christians Paganize,

thenisme they did no more, when they had done thir ut-

most, but bring some Pagans to Christianize.

Muton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Also spelled paganise.
paganlyt (pa'gan-li), adv. In a pagan manner.
Dr. H. More, Immortality of the Soul, i. 14.

page 1
(paj), n. [< ME. page, < OF. page, F.page

= Sp. Pg. It. pagina = D. G. Dan. Sw. pagina,
< L. pagina, a page, writing, leaf, slab, plate,
ML. also a card, book, and prob. plank (see

pageant), <pangere, O\j.pagere,pacere, fasten:

see pact. From the same source (L. pagina)
are pagine and pageant, and pagination, etc.]

1. One side of a written or printed leaf, as of a

book or pamphlet. A folio volume contains 2 leaves

or 4 pages in every sheet ; a quarto (4to), 4 leaves or 8

ing.

<et)A
ile-boy; a groom.

Page of a stabylle, equarius, stabularium.

Prompt. Pan., p. 377.

(d) A shepherd's servant, whether boy or man. HalliweU.

[Local, Eng.]

2f. In general, a child
;
a boy; a lad.

A child that was of half yeer age,
In cradel it lay, ami was a propre page.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 52.

A braver page into his age
Ne'er set a foot upon the plain.

The Weary Coble o' Cargill (Child's Ballads, III. 32).

3. A contrivance of cord and steel clips for

holding up a woman's train or skirt to prevent
it from dragging on the ground. Imp. Diet.

Plover's page, some small bird found in company with

plovers, as the dunlin or purre. [West of Scotland.]

(paj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. paged, ppr. pag-

[< page2 , n.] To attend as a page.
Will these moss'd trees,

That have outlived the eagle, page thy heels,

And skip when thou point'st out?
Shak.,T. of A.,iv. 3.224.

pageant (paj'ant or pa'jant), n. and a. [< ME.

pagent, pagiant, pagiaunt, padr/iant, paiande,

payante, with excrescent -t; earlier pagen, pa-

gyn, a scaffold, < ML. pagina, a scaffold, a stage
for public shows, < L. pagina, a leaf, slab (ML.
also prob. plank): see page 1

-.] I. . If. A
scaffold, in general movable (moving on four

wheels, as a car or float), on which shows, spec-

tacles, and plays were represented in the mid-

dle ages ;
a stage or platform ;

a triumphal car,

chariot, arch, statue, float, or other object

forming part of or carried in public shows and

processions.
And bytwene euery of the pagentii went lytell children

of bothe kyndes, gloryously and rychely dressyd.
Sir A. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 8.

In 1500,
" the cartwryghts [are] to make iiij new wheles

to the pagiaunt." York Plays, Int., p. xxxv.

The maner of these playes were, every company had his

pagiant, or p'te ,
wd> pagianti weare a high scafold w'th 2

rowmes, a higher and a lower, upon 4 wheels. In the low-

er they apparelled themselves, and in the higher rowme
they played, beinge all open on the tope, that the behould-
ers might heare and see them. The places where they

played them was in every streete.

Quoted in A. W. Ward's Eng. Dram. Lit., I. S2.

At certain distances, in places appointed for the purpose,
the pageants were erected, which were temporary build-

ings representing castles, palaces, gardens, rocks, or for-

ests, as the occasion required.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 26.

2. The play performed upon such a scaffold or

platform; a spectacle; a show; an entertain-

ment ; a theatrical exhibition ; hence, a proces-
sion or parade with stately or splendid accom-

or t pages in every DUCCI< , a qiunui \*wy, * JC<*TCI a* i

pages; an octavo (8vo), 8 leaves or 16 pages; a duodecimo paniments; a showy display.
(12mo), 12 leaves or 24 pages ; and an octodecimo (18mo),
18 leaves or 36 pages. Abbreviated p., plural pp.

You shall see them on a beautiful quarto page, where a

neat rivulet of text shall meander through a meadow of

margin. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

2. A heathenish or ungodly person ;
in old 2. In printing, types, or types and

^
cuts, prop-

slang, a prostitute.
In all these places [villages out of London]

I have had my several pagans billeted
For my own tooth. Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

=Syn. 1. Heathen, etc. See gentile, n.

H. a. Pertaining to the worship or worship-
ers of any religion which is neither Christian,

Jewish, nor Mohammedan
;
heathenish

;
irre-

ligious.
What a pagan rascal is this ! an infidel !

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 31.

With high devotion was the service made,
And all the rites ofpagan honour paid.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ill. 952.

A herald of God's love to pagan lands.

Cowper, Charity, 1. 136.

erly arranged as to length and width for print-

ing on one side of the leaf of a book or pam-
phlet. 3. Any writing or printed record: as,

the page of history ; also, figuratively, a book :

as, the sacred page.
But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page,
Rich with the spoils of time, did ne'er unroll.

Gray, Elegy.

Look on this beautiful world, and read the truth

Inherfairpaje. Bryant, The Ages.

4. In the manufacture of bricks by hand-mold-

ing, a slideway formed of iron rails on wooden
supports. Each brick, as molded, is laid on a thin

piece of board called a pallet, and slid on the page to the

taking-off boy, to be wheeled away to the hack-ground.
[Eng.] Even page. See even*. Full page, in printing,
a page containing its full complement of printed lines.

paganalia (pa-ga-na'li-a), n. pi. [L., < paga- page1
(paj), r. /.; pret. and pp. paged, ppr. pag- p

nus, of a village: see pagan.] laBom.antiq.,a. ing. [< page1
, n.) 1. To mark or number the

local annual festival celebrated by every pagus, pages of (a book or manuscript). 2. To make
or fortified village with its surrounding district, up (composed type) into pages.

[< pagan + -dom.] page2 (paj), n. [< WE.page = D. paadje^ pagiepagandom (pa'gan-dum), .

Pagans collectively ; pagan peoples as a whole.
All pagandom recognized a female priesthood.

If. A. Rev., CXL. 390.

paganict (pa-gan'ik), a. [= OF. paienique =
It. paganicO) < LL. paganicus, heathenish, L.

rural, rustic, < paganus, a rustic, LL. a hea-
then : see pagan.] Of or pertaining to the pa-
gans; relating to pagans; pagan.
Notwithstanding which, we deny not but that there was

also in the paganick fables of the Gods a certain mixture
of History and Herology interserted, and complicated all

along together with Physiology.
Cudworth, intellectual System, p. 239.

paganicalt (pa-gan'i-kal), a. [< paganic + -al.]
Same as paganic.

= G. Sw. Dan. page, < OF. page, paige, F. page
(Sp. paje = Pg. pagem, after F.) = mod. Pr.

pagi = It. paggio, < ML. pagius, a servant, prob.

Any forein vsing any part of the same craft that cumyth
into this citie to sell any bukes or to take any warke to

wurk shall pay to the vp-holding of their padyiant yerelie

iiijd. Quoted in York Plays, Int., p. xxxix.

If you will see a pageant truly play'd, . . .

Go hence a little and I shall conduct you,
If you will mark it. Shak. ,

As you Like it, iii. 4. 55.

We see the pageants in Cheapside, the lions and the ele-

phants ;
but we do not see the men that carry them : we

see the judges look big, look like lions ; but we do not see

who moves them. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 59.

In the firstpageant, or act, the Deity is represented seated

on his throne by himself.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 229.

Once In a while, one meets with a single soul greater
than all the living pageant which passes before It.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, x.

3. Hangings of tapestry and the like decorated

with scenes, incidents, etc.

II. a. Brilliant and showy; ostentatious.

Were she ambitious, she'd disdain to own
The pageant pomp of such a servile throne.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, v. 1.

;eantt (paj'ant or pa'jant), v. t. [< pageant,

j To exhibit in show
;
flaunt.

With ridiculous and awkward action,

Which, slanderer, he imitation calls,

Uepageants us. Shak., T. and C., i. 3. 151.

To set a pompous face upon the superficial actings of

State, to pageant himself up and down in Progress among
the perpetual bowing and cringings of an abject People.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

for pagensis, lit. a peasant, < li.pagus, country: pageant-houset (paj'ant-hous), . [ME. pa-
seepagan. The supposed derivation < Gr. vat- gent house, pagiaunt house; < pageant+ house1

.]
i 1 /j:_ _i -.. The building in which the movable stages called

pageants, used in medieval plays and proces-

sions, were kept when not in use. York Plays,

Int., p. xxxvi.

pageantry (paj'an-tri or pa'jan-tri), . [< pa-
geant + -ry.] Pageants collectively; theatrical

display ; splendid display in general.
What pageantry, what feats, what shows . . .

The regent made in Mytilene
To greet the king. Shak., Pericles, v. 2. 6.

Siov, a little boy, a young slave (dim. of ^nif, a

boy, servant), is untenable.] 1. A male ser-

vant or attendant. Especially (o) A boy attendant

upon a person of rank or distinction ; a lad in the service
of a person of rank or wealth.

With Neptune's pages oft disporting in the deep.
Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 113.

The laird's page or henchman, who remained in the

apartment to call for or bring whatever was wanted, or,
in a word, to answer the purposes of a modern bell-wire.

Scott, Legend of Montrose, v.



pageantry

They dishonour nml maki 1 n pa'pantry of the sacrament.
.l.r. Tuiilnr, Works (cd. \W.,\ II. 8IN1.

The streetoH strew'd w'i> llowres, and full of ]*ii[fantry,

banners, and bravery. h'rflitn. IM.-n-y, May 26, 1644.

pageauntt, An obsolete form of pageant.
page-cord (piij'kord), H. In printing, twine
used to tie up pages of type so that they can
be safely handli-il.

pagehood (paj'hud),i. [< page" + -hood.} The
state or condition of a page.

sin hours herself like the very model of pagehood.
Scott, Abbot, xlx.

Pagellus (pft-jel'us), . [NL. (Cuvier), dim. of

L. pai/rit.*, pi'iier. sea-bream: see Pagrus.'] A
tfrnus of sparoid fishes with several rows of

rounded molar teeth on the sides of the jaws,
Mini long front teeth like canines. There are sev-
eral European species : the common sea-bream of Europe
Is /'. centrodonlui, the Billhead ; the Spanish sea-bream Is

P. oweni. By Cuvier the genus was made to Include some
tropical fishes now placed elsewhere.

pagencyt, ii. [< pagen(t), pagean(t), + -cy.] A
pageant, stage, or scaffold. Salliwell.

pagentt, . An obsolete form of pageant and of

pagine.
pageryt(pa'jer-i), H. [< page*

+ -ry.] The em-

ployments or the station of a page.
These [stealing, etc.] are the arts,

Or seven liberal deadly sciences,
Of pagery, or rather paganism.

B. Joruon, New Inn, i. I.

Paget's disease. 1. Eczema about the nipple,

terminating in carcinoma. 2. Arthritis and
osteitis deformans.

pagi. . Plural of pat/us.

pagilt, n. See pagle.
pagina (paj'i-nil), n.

; p\.paginee(-ne). [NL., <

L. pagina, page: see page1
, pagine.'} In bot.,

the surface, either upper or under, of any flat

body, such as a leaf.

paginal (paj'i-nal), a. [< ML. paginalis, epis-

tolary, lit. of a page, < L. pagina, page: see

pagei, pagine.] 1. Of or pertaining to pages;
consisting of pages.
An expression proper unto the paginal books of our

times, but not so agreeable unto volumes or rolling books
in use among the Jews. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

2. Page for page.
A verbal and paginal reprint.

1'iillenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, Int., p. xv.

paginate (paj'i-uat), v. t.; pret. and pp. pagi-
nated, ppr. paginating. [< ML. paginates, pp.
of paginare, page, also brief, abstract, epito-
mize, < L. pagina, page: see page*-.] To num-
ber or mark with consecutive numbers, as the

pages of a manuscript, etc., in order to facilitate

reference.

It Is entitled "The View of France," and forms a small

quarto, not paginated. JV. and ','. , 6th ser.
,
IX. 428.

pagination (paj-i-na'shon), n. [< F. pagination
= Sp. paginacion = Pg.,

paginaytto, < ML. pagi-
natio(n-), <. paginare, page, paginate: seepage1

,

paginate.] 1. The act of paging. 2. The fig-
ures or marks on pages by which their order is

indicated and reference to them facilitated.

The recollections of these two players were so inaccurate
that they at first totally omitted the Troilusand Cresslda,

'

which is inserted without pagination.
I. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 207.

paginet, . [ME., alsopagyne and pagent; < OF.

pagine, < L. pagina, a leaf, a written page: see

page^. Cf. pageant.] 1. A page.
The philisopher fnl wyse was and sage
Which declarid In hys first pagent.

Rom. ofParteaay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 79.

2. A writing; Scripture.
Perfeccioun of dyuyne pagyne. Ham-pole, Psalter, p. 4.

paging (pa'jing), . [Verbal n. of page*, v.]
Order of the pages of a book or writing, or the
marks by which this order is indicated ; pagina-
tion.

paging-machine (pa'jiug-rna-shen'), w. A ma-
chine analogous to a numbering-stamp, and op-
erating upon the same principle, used for print-
ing page-numbers in blank-books, numbering
documents or tickets, and similar work. Com-
pare numbcrinij-ftamii.

paglet(pa'gl), " [Alsopaigle,pagil ; originob-
scuro. Cf . pagglc. J The cowslip, Primula reris.

Blue harebells, pagles, pansies, calaminth.
B. Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

pagodt, . [Also pagodc ; now pagoda : see pa-
i/o<la.] 1. Apagoda; hence, any Oriental tem-

ple.

They [in Pegu] have many Idol-houses, which they call

'ii, M (In- tups whereof are covered with Leaf-gold.
Y Clarkr. (leog. Desi-rip. (1671), p. S8.

4231
The presence seems, with things so richly odd,
The mosque of Mahoitnd, or some queer pagod.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 289.

2. An image of a deity; an idol.

The hilt [of a "creeze"] of Wood, Horn, the better sort

of Oold, Silvi r, cir Ivory, cut in the ngure of a deformed
I'"-'-'. & Clarlre, Oeog. Descrlp. (171), p. 3.

See thronging millions to the pagod run.
And offer country, parent, wife, or son E

Pope, EpU. to Satires, I. Ii7.

pagoda (pa-go'dil), . [Formerly also pagoil. pn-
ijnilr (seepagodj, pagathoe, etc.; < P. pagode =
G.pagode, < Sp. pagoda = Pg. pagoda, pagode;
< Pers. (> Hind.) butkadah, an idol-temple, a

pagoda, < but, an idol, image, statue, + kailnli.

temple. Cf. equiv. Hind, hut-klinim, < but, an

idol, + l.liinni. a house. The Chinese name is

peh-kuh-t'a or poh-kuh-t'a ('white bone tower'),
pao-t'a (

'

precious pile or tower'), or simply fa,

gile,
tower.] 1 . In the far East, as India, China,

urma, etc., a sacred tower, usually more or
less pyramidal in outline, richly carved, paint-

Great Pagoda, Tanjore. Southern India. (DrarMian style of

architecture.)

ed, or otherwise adorned, and of several stories,
connected or not with a temple. Such towers
were originally raised over relics of Buddha, the bones
of a saint, etc., but arc now built chiefly as a work of
merit on the part of some pious person, or for the purpose
of improving the luck of the neighborhood. In China pa-
godas are from three to thirteen stories high (always an
odd number). See payod, 1.

Near the pagoda, under a sacred canopy, hangs, within
two feet of the ground, the Great Dagon bell.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 121.

2f. An idol.

In that klngdome [Pegu) they spend many of these Su-

gar canes in making of houses and tents which they call

Varely, for their idotes which they call Pagodfg.
Hakhiyt't Voyages, II. 289.

Many deformed Pagathoes are here [in Callecutj wor-

shipped. S. Clarke, Geog. Descrip. (1671), p. 20.

3. [Formerly also pagody ; so called with ref.

to the figure of a

pagoda on the
coin. The natives
in Madras called
the coin Aim and
rin-nliii (Telugu)
or vardhan (Ta-
mil).] A gold coin
current in India
from the six-

teenth century. There were several varieties. Its

value was approximately $1.70. Half- and quarter-pago-
das were coined in silver.

At the going out of Goa the hones pay custom?, two and
forty pagodie* for euery horse, which pagody may be of

sterling money slxe shillings eight pence, they be pieces
of golde of that value. UaUuyt't Voyaget, II. 219.

A portrait-painter, In the hope of picking up some of
the pagodas which were then lightly got and aa lightly
spent by the English in India [etc.].

Xacauiay, Warren Hastings.

4. [cap.] [NL.] In zool., a genus of mollusks.

Agajsiz, 1837.

pagoda-sleevet (pa-go'da-slev), . Same as

pagodc. 'J.

pagoda-stone (pa-go'da-ston), H. A limestone
found in China inclosing numerous fossil ortho-

ceratites, whose septa when cut present a re-

semblance to a pagoda. The Chinese believe that
the fossils are engendered In the rock by the shadows of
the pagodas that stand above them.

pagoda-tree (pa-go'dii-tre), M. One of several
trees so called in allusion to their form. That of

Japan and China Is Sophora Japonica; that of India. /'/'

cut Indica, also Plumeria actrti/oKu, a tree with fragrant

Obrerse. Reverse.

Pagoda, in the British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

Paguridae

htowoms. naturalized from tropical America; that of the
West Indies, I'lumrria alba (see nmcgay-trre}.

- To shake
the pagoda-tree, u> make a fortune in India: an expn-
lon In frequent use In the latter part of the eighteenth

tuiil the first part of the nineteenth century.

The Nahob of a couple of generation* put, woo had
enriched himself when the pagoda-tree was worth thr

itiating. Saturday Rev., Sept. 3, 1881, p. S07.

pagodet (pa-god'), . 1. Same as pagod. 2.

A part of fashionable dress of the first half of

the eighteenth century, apparently at first

adopted by women and then by men who af-

fected fashion. It consisted of an outer sleeve fnnnel-

ihaped and turned hack, exposing the lining and an Inner
sleeve of lawn or lace. Also pngoda-fleeve.

pagodite (pa-go'dit), n. [< pagoda + -ite?.] A
name given to the mineral which the Chinese
carve into figures of pagodas, images of idols,
and ornaments. It Is properly a variety of plnlte,
though the name Is sometimes extended to Include a com-
pact kind of pyrophylllte. Also called agalmalolite and
flgure-ttone.

pagodyt, n. See pagoda, 3.

Pagomys (pag'o-mis), n. [NL., so named, ap-
parently, because the common species of arctic

seas, P. fcetidus, is sometimes called floe-rat; <

Kinged Seal (I'afomft

Gr. jrdj-of, frost (ice), + i"c, mouse.] A genus
of Phocidx founded by J. K. Gray in 1864; the

ringed seals.

Pagonetta (pag-o-net'ft), n. [NL., < Gr. irfyor,
frost (ice), + wyrra, duck: see Anag.] A genus
of sea-ducks : same as Harclda.

Pagophila fpa-gof'i-ia), . [NL., < Gr. miyof.
frost, + fitof, loving.] A genus of Laridte
named by Kaup in 1829

;
the ice-gulls or ivory-

gulls : so called from the fondness of the birds
for ice. There It but one species, P. eburnea. the adult
of which Is pure-white all over, with black feet. 8ee cut
under ivory-gull.

pagri, . See puggree.
Pagrina (pa-gri'nii), I'

1 - [NL., < Pagrus +
-ilia2.] In Giinther's classification of fishes, the
fourth group of the family Sparidx, typified by
the genus Pagrus, having conical teeth in front

and molars on the sides. The Pagrina are carniv-
orous. There are several genera, of which the principal
ore Sparus, Pagntt, and PageUut. By most authors called

Spanme.
pagrine (pa'grin), a. and n. I. a. Pertaining
to the Pagrina, or having their characters;
sparine.
H. n. A member of the Pagrina; a sparine.

Pagrus (pa'grus), n. [NL., < L. pagrus, pager.
<Gr. ffdypof.saidtobe forj&ypos, the sea-bream.]
The typical genus of Pagrina, having two rows
of molar teeth on the sides of the upper jaw,
and large canine teeth in front

; the sea-breams.
It includes several species very closely related to the gut-
heads or genus Kparvt, and by some referred to that ge-
nus. P. mdgaru a common European species, Is known
as the braize or bedtrr; it is red, and weighs five or six

pounds.

Paguma(pa-gu'mji), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1864);
a made word.] 1. A geuus of palm-cats or

paradoxures of the family Virerrid and sub-

family Paradoiurime, having a short sectorial
tooth. Several species inhabit Asia and some of the ad-

joining islands. The best-known Is the masked pagiune.
P. larrata, of a grayish-brown color, with black feet and
head, the latter marked with a white frontal streak and
white rings around the eyes. P. leueomyttax inhabits Su-
matra and Borneo.

2. [/. <:] An animal of this genus; a pagume.
pagume (pa'gum), . A member of the genus
Paguma: same as palm-cat.
pagurian (pa-gu'ri-an), a. and n. [< NL. Pa-
gurtts + -ian.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

genus Pagurus in a broad sense.

II. . A member of the genus Pagurus: a
hermit-crab.

Paguridae (pa-gu'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Pagurus
+ -idee. Cf . Or. Ilajot'pi'&u, a humorous patro-
nymieal name, with ref. to vdyovpos, a crab.]
A family of anomurons decapod crustaceans,
represented by the genus Pagurus, formerly
coextensive with the Paguroidea, now restricted
to aquatic hermit-crabs with short antenmiles.
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See hermit-crab, and cuts under cattcrvmriiil,

Eupagurus, and I'aguroidea.

Pagufidea (pag-u-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Pagiiroidea.

paguroid (pag'u-roid), . and . I. a. Resem-

bling a hermit-crab; specifically, of or pertain-

ing to the Paguroidca.
II. n. A member of the Pagnroidea.

Paguroidea (pag-u-roi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., < Pa-

ijurus + Gr. ndof, form.] A superfamily of

hermit- or soldier-crabs, represented by the

Paguridse and Coenobitidte, having the posterior
abdominal segments modified for attachment of

the animal to the shell in which it takes up its

residence. Most of the species of this family inhabit
the deserted shells of mollusks, such as whelks, which

Diogenes-crab {Canobita tricarinata }, one of the Pagnroidca.

they change for larger ones as they increase in size. They
are provided with a tail, and with two or three pairs of

rudimentary feet, by means of which they retain their po-
sition in their borrowed dwelling. The carapace is not

strong, but the claws are well developed, one being al-

ways larger than the other. The most common British

species is Eupagurus bernhardus. Also Paguridea. See
also cuts under cancrisocial and Eupagurus.

Pagnrus (pa-gu'rus), . [NL. (Fabricius), <

L. pagurus, < Gr. v&yovpof, a crab, < rcriyvvvai

(/ Toy-), fix (of. fl^yof , hard), 4- ovpd, tail.] The
typical genus of hermit-crabs of the family Pa-
guridae. The species have a soft tail and live

in the shells of various mollusks. See cut un-
der cancrisocial.

pagus(pa'gus), .; fl.pagi (-JI). [L., a district,

province, canton, village, the country; < pan-
gere (\/pag), fix, fasten: see pact. Hence ult.

pagan.'] 1. In Bom. antiq., a fortified place
or village in a rural district, within which the

population of the surrounding territory took
refuge in the event of any threatened attack.
Every pagus had its own magistrates, who kept a register
of persons and property, collected the taxes, and per-
formed other necessary acts of local administration.

2. In early Teut. liist., a division of the people
or of the territory larger than a vicus or village.
In early England it seems to have been equivalent to a
hundred or wapentake (a division or subdivision of a
county).

From Ecgberht's day, however, we have grounds for be-
lieving that the whole of the West-Saxon kingdom was
definitely ordered in separate pagi, each with an ealdor-
man at its head, and these pagi can hardly have been other
than shires. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 224.

pah1
(pa), interj. [A mere exclamation. Cf.

ball, pooh, etc.] An exclamation expressing
contempt or disgust; bah!
Pah ! pah ! Give me an ounce of civet, good apothecary

to sweeten my imagination. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 132.

pah2
(pa), n. [Also pan; New Zealand.] In

New Zealand, a fortified native or Maori camp.
We had the opportunity of seeing a Maori pah in full

fighting condition. The Century, XJCV1I. 923.

Pahlavi, Pehlevi (pa'la-ve, pa'le-ve), n. and
a. [Pers. Pahlavi.} I. "m. The name given by
the followers of Zoroaster to the language
in which are written the ancient translations
of their sacred books and some other works
which they preserve; also, the character in
which these works are written. Encyc. Brit.

II. a. Of or pertaining to or written in Pah-
lavi.

The Pahlam books present the strangest spectacle of
mixture of speech. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 134.

palioehoe (pa-ho'e-ho'e), n. [Hawaiian word,
meaning 'smooth,' 'polished,' also 'tone.']
Compact lava. The spongy or rough lava is
called a-a.

Thepahoehoe or velvety lava, which is folded and twist
ed in the manner of a viscid fluid, and may be compared
to the homely illustration of a thick coat of cream drawn
towards one edge of the milk-pan.
W. T. Brigham, Notes on the Volcanoes of the Hawaiian

(Islands, p. 81.

Paictes (pa-ik'tez), n. [NL. (Sundevall, 1873),
< Gr. vainTTjf, a dancer or player, < iraifrtv, sport,
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play, dance, < jrm'c, a child.] Same as Pnile-

pitta.

paid (pad). Preterit and past participle ofpay*.
paidt.P-o. Contented; satisfied; pleased. Also

pai/d, payed. [Obsolete or dialectal (Scotch).]
Whoso that halt hym payd of his poverte,
I holde hym riche, al nadde he nat a sherte.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 329.

Also praying Heydon that he wold sey to Richard Ernold
of Crowmer that he was sory, and evyl payd that his men
maden the afray up on hym. Paston Letters, I. SI.

paideutics (pa-du'tiks), M. Same as psedeutics.

paidle1
,
r. A dialectal (Scotch)fonn ofpaddle1

.

paidle
2

,
n. A dialectal (Scotch) form ofpaddle2 .

paiet, i'. and n. A Middle English form of pay1
.

paig, n. Same &sj>aca.

paiglet (pa'gl), n. See pagle.

paijamas, n. pi. See pajamas.
paik (pak), v. t. [Origin obscure.] To beat;
drub. [Scotch.]
paik (pak), n. [<.paik, v.~\ A beating ;

a drub-

bing. [Scotch.]
They got their paiks, wi' sudden straiks.

Battle of KOKeerankie (Child's Ballads, VII. 154).

pail (pal), n. [< ME. pail, payle, < OF. paile,

paielle.payelle, paille, paele,paelle,paesle,poisle,
F. poele = Pr. padela = Sp. padilla = It. pa-
della, a pan, frying-pan, = Ir. Gael, padhal, a
pitcher, ewer, < L. patella, dim. of patina, pan:
see pan 1 and patella. The senses 'bucket,
pitcher, ewer,' etc., appear to be developed
from that of

'pan,' but perhaps other words
are confused with that derived from L. patella.
Cf. AS.psegel, a wine-vessel (glossed gillo), Dan.
peegel, half a pint.] A vessel of wood (staves)
or sheet-metal (usually tin), nearly or quite
cylindrical, with a hooped handle or bail, used
for carrying water, milk, or other liquids.

And Tom bears logs into the hall,
And milk comes frozen home in pail.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 926 (song).

May 1st. To Westminster; in the way meeting many
milk-maids with their garlands upon their paile, dancing
with a fiddler before them. Pepyt, Diary, III. 118.

pail-brush (pal'brush), n. A hard brush, fur-
nished with bristles at the end, used in dairies,
etc., to clean the angles of vessels.

pallet, n. An obsolete form of peel*.
Lesly, in his account of the Scottish Borderers, says they

care little aboat their houses or cottages, but " construct
for themselves stronger towers of a pyramidal form, which
they call Pailes," which cannot be so easily destroyed.

Destruction of Troy, Notes, p. 470.

pailert, n. [< OF. pailler, paillier, bed-straw,
a rick or stack of straw, < paille, straw: see

pale*, pallet
1

.']
A straw bed.

As for vs here in Italy, even as our maner was in old
time to lie and sleep vpon straw-beds and chaffy couches,
so at this day wee vse to call our patters still by the name
of Stramenta. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xix. 1. (Dames.)

pailett, n. An obsolete form ofpallet1 . Chaucer.

pailful (pal'fiil), n. [< pail + -ful.~\ The quan-
tity that a pail will hold.

Yond same cloud cannot choose but fall by paUftds.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 24.

paillasse (pa-lyas'), n. [Also palliasse; < F.

paillasse, a bed of straw, (. paille, straw : see

palliard.} 1. Originally, a straw bed
;
in mod-

ern upholstery, an under-mattress. 2f. A gar-
ment trimmed with plaited straw sewed on like

galloon or passement : women's dresses were so
ornamented about 1785. 3f. A buffoon whose
costume was generally striped like the ticking
or stuff of which the covering of a mattress is

made, whence the name: a character assumed
by masqueraders.
paillasson (F. pron. pa-lya-s6n'), n. [F., < pail-
lasse, a bed of straw, < paille, straw: see pail-
lasse.'} A kind of straw bonnet for women, in-
troduced about 1850.

pail-lathe (pal'la&H), n. A lathe for turning
the outer and inner sides of wooden pails, mak-
ing the e^ids true, and forming the croze.

paille-maillet, . Same as pall-mall.
paillett, . An obsolete form of pallet

1
.

paillette (pa-lyef), n. [F., < paille, straw : see
pale*, pallet1 .} 1. A spangle or glittering piece
of metal (or glass) forming a part of costume,
either sewed to a garment or hanging with
others in a bunch secured to a feather or in a
similar position where it could move freely.
2. In enamel-painting, a bit of metal or colored
foil.

The lights were picked out in gold, while the brilliant
effect of gems was obtained by the use of paillettes or col-
cured foils. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 184.

Also papilette.
paillon (F. pron. pa-lyon'), n. [F., a spangle,
foil, < paille, straw: see pale*.} Bright metal

pain

foil, used in decorative art to show through a
thickness of enamel or painting to alter its color
or give it brilliancy; by extension, gilding ap-
plied upon a surface, as of wood, papier-mache',
etc., upon which painting is to be done in trans-
lucent colors.

pail-machine (pal'ma-shen*'), n. A machine
for making wooden pails; a pail-lathe.
pailmailt, . Same &s pall-mall.
pail-Stake (pal'stak), n. Abough with branches,
fixed in the ground in a dairy-yard for hang-
ing pails on. Halliwell. [Local, Eng.]
paimentt, n. An obsolete spelling of payment.
pain1

(pan), n. [< TAE.paine,payne, peine,peyne,
< OF. peine,paine, payne, poine, poene, F. peine=
Pr. Sp. Pg. It. pena, < Ij.poena, 'Mli.pena, a fine,

penalty, punishment, later also hardship, pain,
< Gr. xoivii, a fine, penalty, retribution, punish-
ment, vengeance. Hence ult. (< L. pcena) E.

penal, penalty, punish, punitive, impune, impu-
nity,penitent, penitence,penance, repent, etc., said

(through AS.) E.pine?.} 1. Penalty ; punish-
ment suffered or denounced; suffering or evil
inflicted as a punishment for a crime, or an-
nexed to the commission of a crime.

Therto he nom gret, peine of horn, and from Salesburi to

Wight he wende. Rob. of Gloucester, p. 377.

His offence is so, as it appears,
Accountant to the law upon that pain.

Shak., M. for M. ,11. 4. 86.

The keeper telleth me it is pain of death for any to
speak with me.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 263.

2. Uneasiness or distress of body or of mind
;

bodily or mental suffering, (a) That property of
sensations or states of consciousness which induces in the
sentient being an effort or a desire to suppress or be rid of
them : the opposite of pleasure. Pain may have any de-

gree of intensity, from the least perceivable to a maximum
at or about which consciousness is destroyed. It may be
local or general, physical or mental, or both together. In
many sensations, as those produced by burns, the prick of
a pin, or a colic, the element of pain is so predominant
that such sensations are distinctively called pains.

For to bye and to delyvere us from Peynesot Helle, and
from Dethe withouten ende. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 2.

Absent thee from felicity awhile,
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain,
To tell my story. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 369.

My pain hath drawn my head so much awry, and holds
it so, that mine eye cannot follow mine hand.

Donne, Letters, xiv.

By pleasure and pain, delight and uneasiness, I must
all along be understood ... to mean not only bodily pain
and pleasure, but whatsoever delight or uneasiness is felt

by us, whether arising from any grateful or unacceptable
sensation or reflection.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. 16.

Specifically (6) In the plural, the throes or distress of
travail or childbirth.

She bowed herself and travailed
; for her pains came

upon her. i Sam. iv. 19.

(c) Uneasiness of mind ; mental distress
; disquietude ;

anxiety; solicitude; grief; sorrow.

Whon God sat in his blisse bosked in heuene,
He seij the peple thorw peine passen in-to helle.

Joseph of Arimathie(E. E. T. S.), p. 4.

What pain do you think a man must feel when his con-
science lays this folly to his charge? Law.

3. Labor; exertion; endeavor; especially, la-
bor characterized by great care, or by assidu-
ous attention to detail and a desire to secure
the best results

; care or trouble taken in doing
something: used chiefly in the plural: as, to

spare no pains to be accurate
;
to be at great

pains or to take great pains in doing something.
The form pains has been used by good writers
as a singular, as in the quotation from Shak-
spere below.

Ser, think you notbutweshalldoour payn
To coumfort yow, and do yow suche seruice
As our connyng and Powre may suffice.

Qenenjdes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 1018.

Many couet much, and little paynes therefore intende to
take. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

Thou lovest it not ;

And all my pains is sorted to no proof.
Here, take away this dish.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3. 43.

What ignorant persons you are, to take upon you so te-
dious a journey, and yet are like to have nothing but your
travel for your pains .' Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 193.

He took me under his shelter at an early age, and be-
stowed somepains upon me. Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

4f. Trouble; difficulty.

Up I clomb with moche payne.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1118.

I bridle in my struggling Muse with pain,
That longs to launch into a bolder strain.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Bill of pains and penalties, a bill introduced into Par-
liament to attaint particular persons of treason or felony,
or to inflict pains and penalties beyond or contrary to the
common law. Such bills (or acts) are, in fact, new laws



pain
made oaa sprrinl (K-r:isimi in.i\ iv.iuire. Imp. Diet. Lan-
cinating pain. see laminate. OB r underpain of,
under penalty of.

I observe that to such grievances as society cannut
readily cure It usnt.lly fmhiils utterance, tin pain o/ Its

scorn. Charlotte llmni*, Shirley, xxll.

To die in the paint, to be tortured to death.

And uf o thyiiKc ryght Hiker maystow be,
That eerteln for to dyen in the i*\iix,
That 1 Bhal never mo ilisovi . i. Hie.

Chaucer, Trollus, 1. 674.

To take pains, ti> be careful ; make an effort. Seedef. :i.

Riot In the Waste of that Estate
Which thou hast taken so much I'aiiu to get

Conyreut, linit. of Horace, II. xiv. 4.

= Syn. 2. Pain, Ache, Tiringe. All the words expressing
physical pain are applicable, by familiar and therefore
not emphatic iluinv, to p.m of mind. I'ain Is the general
term ; ache represents n continued local pain ; it Is often

compounded with a word expressing the place, as head-
achf, loothache. Ttringe represents a sudden, momentary
pain, as though one had been griped or wrung. .See at/ony.

2 (''. Bitterness, heartache, affliction, woe, burden.

pain 1

(pan), r. [< ME. pai/iu-ii, /H-inm. /*< ///,
OF.peiner, pcner, jtainer, pwiirr.

I'. /K iner =
Sp. Pg. penar = It.penare, sML.jiuvmre, inflict

as a penalty, punish, < L. paena, penalty,jpain :

aeepain l
,n.] I. trans. If. To inflict suffering

upon as a penalty or punishment ; torture ;

punish.
Fals witnes vpon him thel berid,
And nailed him upon the roode,
And pruned him there til that he deled.

Uymmt to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

On that Roche dropped the Woundes of our Lord, whan
he was paynrd on the Crowe ; and that Is cleped Golgatha.

Mini:/, i ill,-. Travels, p. 70.

2. To trouble or annoy with physical or men-
tal suffering, (o) To render physically uneasy ; Inflict

physical pain upon ; distress.

Excess of heat as well as cold imii us. Locke.

(o) To render uneasy In mind ; trouble or annoy with men-
tal suffering ; distress ; disquiet ; grieve.

I am pained at my very heart. Jer. IT. 19.

A coarse taste Is one which finds pleasure inthingswhich
pain the fully developed normal man by suggestions of

physical pain, immorality, and so forth.
./. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 544.

3f. To cause to take pains ; put to exertion :

used reflexively.
VVherfor I am, and wol ben ay redy
To peynen me to doyow this servyse.

Chaucer, Trollus, 1. 969.

So blessed beo Peers Plouhman tliatpeynftfi hym to tulle,
And trauaileth and tuleth fora tretour al-so sore
As for a trewe tydy man alle tymesylyke.

Fieri Plowman (C), nil. 4S9.

4. To put to trouble or pains. [Rare.]
O, give me pardon,

That I, your vassal, have employ'd and pain'd
Your unknown sovereignty !

Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 891.

= Syn. 2. To hurt, agonize, torment, torture, rack, excru-
ciate.

Il.t intrans. To suffer; be afflicted with pain.
And Grace gaf hym the croys with the corone of thornes,
That Crist vp-on Caluarie for mankynde on peynede.

Piers Plowman (C), all. 324.

pain'
2
!, . [ME., also payn, payne, < OF. pain, F.

pain = Sp. pan = Pg. p&o = It. pane, < L. pants,
in., sometimes pane, neut., bread, a loaf; akin
to pabulum, food, paseere, feed: see pasture.
Hence, from L. pants, ult. E. panter&, pantry,
appanage, etc.] Bread.
The prophete his payn eet In penaunce and wepyng.

Fieri Plowman (A), vlii. 106.

Than take youre loot of light paune as y haue said gett.
Babeei Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 138.

pain3t, a. An obsolete spelling of pane1
.

painablet (pa'na-bl), a. [< pini + -able. Cf.

penible.] Capable of giving pain ; painful.
The manicles of Astyages were not, therefore, the less

weighty and pttinable for being composed of gold or silver.

Evtltjn, Liberty and Servitude, II.

paindemainet, . [ME., also payndemayn, also

l>iiyiiin<ti/in; i>nyae maync, paynman, also simply
dt'inni/n, < OF. jiain demaine, < ML. panig do-
iiiiniriix. lit. -Lord's l>iv:i<l,' so callril bi-oansi-

stamped with a figure of Christ: L. pants, bread ;

LL. dominions, of the Lord: see dominical."]
Bread of peculiar whiteness; the finest and
whitest bread.

WTiyt was his face as payndemavn.
Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 14.

pained1
(l>and), ti. [< paini + -ed2.] Having

pain; indicating pain; as, a pained expression.
Visit the speechless sick and still converse
With groaning wretches; and your task shall be ...
To enforce the pained Impotent to smile.

Shot., I. L. L.,v. 2. 864.

pained-t, a. An obsolete form of paned.
painful (pau'ful), . [< ME. paynful; < /ii-
+ /?.] 1 . That gives or is characterized by
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pain; of a nature to pain, render uneasy, or in-

Ilii-t suffering, whether bodily or im-ntal: .iis-

In'ssin^'. us, a /minl'iil ojirration in surgery; a

/miiifitt effort; a painful sul>j.-.-t.

The aged man that coffers-tip his (juld

Is plagued with cramps and gouU anil jxtiitful flU.

Shale., Luerecc, 1. 856.

It was, Indeed, painful to be daily browbeaten by an
enemy. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., vl.

2. That requires or necessitates labor, exer-

tion, care, or attention ; troublesome ;
difficult ;

toilsome.

Our gaynew and our gilt are all beuntrch'd
With rainy marching in tli. ;"'".'"' Held.

Shale., Hen. V., Iv. S. 111.

A painful passage o'er a restless flood.

Coicper, Hope, I. 3.

3f. Painstaking; industrious; busy; careful;
laborious; hard-working.

I think we have some as pain/ul magistrates as ever was
in England. Latiiitfr, Sermons, p. 142.

We will you deliuer him one or more of such pain/uU
young men as he shal thinke mectest for his purpose.

HaUuyfi Voyage*, I. 801.

A moderate maintenance distributed to every painjutt
.Minister, that now scarce sustains his Family with Bread.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., ii.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Racking, agonizing, tormenting, tortur-

ing, excruciating, arduous, severe, grievous, trying, afflic-

tive.

painfully (pan'ful-i), adv. In a painful man-
ner. (a) With suffering of body ; with affliction, uneasi-

ness, or distress of mind. (o) with great pains or pains-
taking ; laboriously ; with toll : with careful effort or dili-

gence. (c) Oppressively ; unpleasantly : as, a floor look-

Ing painfully clean.

painfulness (pan'ful-nes), . The state or

quality of being painful, in any sense of that
word.

Fainfulneait by feeble means shall be able to gain that
which in the plenty of more forcible Instruments is through
sloth and negligence lost Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. f 22.

painimt, painimryt. Seepaynim, paynimry.
painless (pan'les), a. [< paini + -less.] Free
from pain ; not attended with pain : as, a pain-
less surgical operation.
painlessly (pan'les-li),

adv. In a painless
manner; without suffering or inflicting pain.
painlessness (pan'les-nes), n. The state or
character of being painless : as, the painless-
ness of certain diseases.

painstaker (panz'ta'kfer), n. One who takes

pains ; a careful, laborious person.
I'll prove a true paint-taker day and night. <lnii.

painstaking (pauz'ta'king), n. The taking of

pains; assiduous and careful labor.

Then first of all began the dalles to fortifye their campes,
and they were dismayde in heart, bleause they were men
not acquainted with paynet takymje.

Golding, tr. of Csssar, fol. 190.

For my pained-taking that day the king greatlye com-
mended me, and honorably rewarded me.

Webbe, Travels (ed. ArberX p. 84.

painstaking (panz'ta'king), a. That takes

pains or trouble
;
characterized by close, care-

ful, assiduous, or conscientious application or
labor

; industrious ; laborious and careful : as,
a painstaking person.
The good burghers, like so many painttaking and perse

vering beavers, slowly and surely pursuing their labors.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 166.

painstakingly (panz'ta'king-li), adv. With
painstaking, or careful attention to every de-
tail ; carefully.
painsworthy (panz'wer'THi), a. Deserving of

pains or care; recompensing pains or care.

Edinburgh Rev.

paint (pant), r. [Early mod. E. also paynt,
peinet; < ME. payitten, peinten, peyntyn, poynten,
< OF. 'peinter, paincter (= Sp. Pg.pintar), freq.
of paindre, poindrc, F. peindre (pp. peint, paint,
point, F. peint) = It. pimere, pingere, < L. pin-
gere, paint : see picture.} I. trans. 1. To coat
or cover with a color or colors; color or cover
with a paint or pigment.
There be two tables of our blessyd Lady, which seynt

Luke paynted with his awne handes at Padowa.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 6.

She painted her face and tired her head. 2 Kl. ix. 30.

To gild refined gold, to paint the lily.

Shot., K. John, Iv. 2. 11.

2. To depict or delineate in colors or paints of

any kind, usually on a prepared surface ; rep-
resent in colors ; represent in a picture : as, to

paint a landscape or a portrait; topaint a battle-

scene; also, to execute in colors: as, to paint a

picture.
The iilith tyme he ahewyd the pepyll a plctur poyntyd

on a clothe, of the passion of our lorde..

erkington, Dlarie of Eng. Travel], p. 3.

paint
On the south side of the wall of another court, there

was a very pretty and merry story van
Coryat, Crudities, I. 78.

A couple, fair

As ever painter painted, poet sang.
Tennyton, Aylmer's Field.

3. Figuratively, to delineate, depict, or de-
scribe in words; present vividly to the mind'B

eye; set forth or represent as in a pictnn :

formerly with out: as, to jminl the joys of
heaven.
Their infamous life and tyrannies were layd open to all

the world, their miserable ends painted out In playes and
pageants, to shew the mutabllitie of fortune.

Pitttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 49.

Claud. Disloyal?
It. John. The word Is too good to paint out her wlcked-

nes*. Shak., Much A.I.., iii. :. 112.

He painted to himself what were Dorothea's Inward sor-

rows, as if he had been writing a chorlc wall.

Georyt Eliot, Ml.ldleniarch, xzzvlL

4. To color, deck, decorate, or diversify ; orna-

ment; adorn.

Is al this printed proces soyd, alas,

Ryght for this fyn? Chaucer. Trollus, II. 424.

He can purtraye wel the pater-noster and peynte it with
auea. Piers Plowman (II), XT. 176.

The Rose and Lilly paint the verdant Plains.

Congreve, Birth of the Muse.

Ye mists and exhalations, that now rise

From hill or steaming lake, dusky or gray,
Till the sun imnt your fleecy skirts with gold.

MOton, P. L., T. 187.

Knaves are men
That . . . point the gates of Hell with Paradise.

Tennyinn. Princess, IT.

To paint coffee, to color the berries of coffee artificially
with a view to defraud. To paint out. (a) see def. :).

(A) To erase or blot out by covering with pigmenU : as, to

paint out an unsatisfactory picture. To paint the town
red, to go on a boisterous and disorderly spree. [Slang,
U.S.]

Mere horse-play ; it Is the cow-boy's method of painting
the town red, as an Interlude In bis harsh monotonous life.

The Century, XXXVI. 888.

II. intrans. 1. To practise painting; use pig-
ments in depicting faces, scenes, etc.

My Lord mighty merry ; among other things, saying that
the (jueen Is a very agreeable lady, and paintt well.

Fepyt, Diary, L ML
2. To lay artificial coloron the face, usually with
the view of beautifying it; hence, to blush.

Let her paint an inch thick, to this favour she must come.
Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 213.

Mn. Fitz. You make me paint, sir.

Wit. They are fair colours,
Lady, and natural !

B. Jonton, Devil Is an Ass, II. 2.

3. To indulge in strong drink ; drink. [Slang.]
The Muse is dry,

And Pegasus doth thirst for Illppocrene,
And fain would paint Imbibe the vulgar call

Or hot or cold, or long or short.

Kimjley, Two Years Ago, ralv. (Dariet.)

4f. To counterfeit
; disguise.

Andy wole ncithlr glose nepeynt,
But y waarne thee on the othlr side.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

paint (pant), n. [< paint, r.] 1. A substance
used in painting, composed of a dry coloring
material intimately mixed with a liquid vehicle.
It differs from a dye In that It Is not designed to sink Into
the substance to which It is applied, but to form a super-
ficial coating. The term mrment is sometimes restricted
to the dry coloring material of which a paint is made.
2. Color laid on the face

; rouge.
His colours laid so thick on every place,
As only show'd the paint, but hid the face.

Dryden, To Sir Robert Howard, 1. 76.

All paintt may be said to be noxious. They Injure the
skin, obstruct perspiration, and thus frequently lay the
foundation for cutaneous affections. Dunfftiton.

3. In rubber-manuf., any substance fixed with
caoutchouc in the process of manufacture, for
the purpose of hardening it. Various materials
are employed, such as whiting, plaster of Paris,

sulphate of zinc, lampblack, pitch, etc Copper
paint, a paint composed of finely divided metallic copper
mixed with a medium, usually oil and wax, used to coat the
bottoms of vessels to prevent fouling. Indian paint, (a)
The red Indian paint. Sanguinaria Canadenrig, the blood*
root, (b) The yellow Indian paint, Uydrastit Canademu,
the yellow puccoon, or yellowroot. LlthlC paint. See
lithic?. Luminous paint, a paint made by heating pow-
dered oyster-shells and sulphur together in a closed cru-
cible. This forms a polysulphid of calcium, which Is mixed
with a mastic varnish to form the paint. The polysulphid
of calcium has the peculiar property of emitting in dark-
ness light which It has previously absorbed. Luminous
paint has been used for clock -dials, match-safes, lanterns
for powder-magazines, etc. It has been suggested for

many other purposes, but the amount of light emitted is

so small that Its practical application has failed except
under a few special conditions. Mineral paint, any dry
earthy material powdered and used as a paint : specifical-

ly, a hematite Iron ore so used. Mixed paints, paints
prepared by the manufacturer In a condition ready to be
used by the consumer. Paint is usually sold in the form
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nhorescent "paint. Same as luminous paint. Pick's

paint a protective dressing in skin affections, composed
of gelatin, glycerin, and zinc oxid with water.

paintable (pan'ta-bl), . [< paint + -alle.]

That can be painted; admitting of artistic n

production in colors.

It is a strange Victor Hugoish conception, not without

grandeur and poetry : paintable perhaps by an artist who

combined in himself Michael Angelo, Tintoretto and iur-

ner- nineteenth Century, XXIV. 41.

paint-box (pant'boks), ii. A box, usually with

compartments, for the convenient holding ot the

different paints used by an artist or painter.
.--i_j. i ,-j /t'-h~;;\ n

Tlieat., a suspended

pair

By woe, the soul to daring action swells ;

By woe, in paintless patience it excels.

Savage, Wanderer, ii.

paintmentt (pant'ment), n. [< paint + -ment.~\

Paint; color.

And Nature's paintments, red, and yellow, blew,
With colours plenty round about him grew.

Good Newes and Bad Newes (1622). (Ifares.)

paint-mill (pant'mil), n. A machine for grind-

ing paints.

Painted-lady {Pyraine,

Daint-burner (pant'ber'ner), n. A gas- or oil- natural or other objects on
P
lamp, with a blowpipe, used to burn off old paint

means of colors,

in order to prepare a surface for repainting,

painted (pan'ted), p. a. 1. Coated or covered

with paint, or with designs executed in colors.

How to the gude green-wood he 's gane,
She to her painted bower.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 308).

2. In zool, highly colored; having a bright,

rich, or varied coloration, as if artificially

painted. 3. Depicted in colors.

As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

plane or other surface by

Mine eye hath play'd the painter, and hath stell'd

Thv beauty's form in table of my heart.

Shak., Sonnets, xxiv.

After dinner I visited that excellent painter Verrio,

whose works in fresco in the King's palace at Windsor will

celebrate his name as long as those walls last.

Evelyn, Diary, July 23, 1679.

Masury's Paint-mill (Section).

aa.uppermillstone-bed;
stone-bed (both beds are hollow

dd, ef the lower bed is supported upon and
a hollow vertical shaft /, a

, pillars supporting a a; <:<:, lower mill-

w and fitted with annular stone pates
tated horizontally by

, nd bevel-bearing ft si ; i i, the driving pul-

ley and idler-pulley. The shaft/is splined in the gear f, and is
ey an er-pu. ,

raised or lowered by the screw-gearing fi q. Water is run through the

pipe r into the open spaces a a and c c in the millstone-beds, escaping

through s andy this keeps the mill cool. The paint passes from

Hence 4. Existing merely as a picture or rep-

resentation; artificial; counterfeit; feigned;

unreal; disguised.
This Lecherye leyde on with a laughyng chiere,

And with pryue speche and peynled wordes.
Piers Plowman, (B), xx. 114.

The grappling vigour and rough frown of war
Is cold in amity and painted peace.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 105.

Are the flames of another world such painted fires that

they deserve only to be laughed at, and not seriously con-

sidered by us? Stilliwjfleet, Sermons, I. ii.

Painted bat, a bat of the genus Kerivmda : so called from

the bright and varied colors, which make them appear

Painter's colic, lead-colic. Palnter's-easel larva.

See pluteus. Painter's etching. See etching.

painter2 (pan'ter), n. [A var. of panted, q. v. J

A rope attached to the bow of a boat, and used

to fasten it to a stake, a ship, or other object. cnute'is not shown.

Lazy painter, a small rope used for securing a boat in .,,/,,
smooth water.-To cut one's painter, to set one adrift; paint-mixer (pant'mik"ser), n. A cast-iron

hence, to send one away ; hinder one from doing mischief
ylin(Jer, fitted with a vertical shaft with pad-

or injury. <j] eg uged to mix paint with oil, turpentine, etc .

painter3 (pan'ter),)). [A var. of panther, q. v.] paint-remover (pant're-mo"ver), . A caustic

A panther: applied in the United States to the aikaiine paste used to 'take off old paint in or-

puma, cougar, or American lion, Felis concolor. der to prepare the surface for repainting,
painterlyt (pan'ter-li), a. [< painter* + -ly

1
.] paint-room (pant'rom), . The room in a the-

Like a painter. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i. ater where the scenic artist works,

paintership (pan'ter-ship), n. [< patnteri paintr0ot (pant'rot), n. The Carolina redroot,

-skip.] The state or condition of being a paint- iMCjtnantheg tinctoria.

er. [Rare.] paint-strake (pant'strak), n. _Naut.,
the up-

Admit also a curious, cunning painter to be the chiefe permost strake of plank immediately below the

painter; let him striue also to continue still in his chiefe
plank-sheer. Also sheer-strulce. See stroke,

paintourship, least another passe him in conning. /-^o-n'*-.i^\ fY MT? vieiniwe ntttn-
Bp Gardiner, True Obedience, fol. 47. pamturet (pan tur), n. [_<.

M-TJ. pemtae, peyn

, . ture, peyntowre,poyntowre, < OF. pamture, petn-
pamter-Stamer (pan'ter-sta ner), n. 1. A

ture ^peinture = Sv.Pg-pintttra = lt.pint'ura,

painter of coats of arms; a heraldic painter or
ftlgo

'

(^ithout the nasal, which is due to inf.),
draftsman. 2. A member of the livery c

pittura, < L. pictura, painting: see picture and

paint.] 1. The art or act of painting.

Eight as she [Nature] kan peynte a lilie whit

And reed a rose, right with swich peynture
She peynted hath this noble creature.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 83.

Painted Bat (Kerivoula ficfa).

like butterflies as they repose on the leaves of trees.

Painted bunting, Pleclrophanes pictus, a very common
longspur of western and northwestern America, of many
variegated colors. Painted Cloth, tapestry, especially
a cheap form of it. The designs were principally human
figures, and had sage sentences issuing in scrolls from
their mouths and otherwise introduced : hence the phrase
was applied to hackneyed and trite rimes and sayings.

A witty poesy, a saw that smells of the painted cloth.

Rowley, Match at Midnight, i.

Care not for those coarse painted-cloth rhymes made by
the uniuersity of Salerne. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 57.

Painted duck. See due*. Painted ftnch. See finch,
and also cut under Passerina. Painted glass, (a) See

glow-staining and glass, (6) Minute and delicate decora-

tive work done in the middle ages on rondels and lens-

shaped pieces of glass, in imitation of miniatures in manu-

scripts : but few pieces remain, a collection having been

brought together by the Marquis d'Azeglio in 1876. In a
few cases rock-crystal was used instead of glass. Paint-
ed goose. See goose. Painted hyena, the African hy-
ena-dog. See cut under Lycaon. Fainted quail, any
quail of the genus Excalfactoria. Painted ray, a batoid

fish, Raia maculata. Painted snipe, any snipe of the ge-
nus llhi/nchtea.

painted-cup (pan'ted-kup), n. A plant of the

genus Castilleia, primarily C. coccinea, the scar-

let painted-cup: so called from the highly col-

ored dilated bracts about the flowers.

painted-grass (pan'ted-gras), n. Same as rib-

bon-grass,

painted-lady (pan-ted-la'di), n. 1. The thistle-

butterfly, Vanessa (or Pyrameis) cardui, of an

orange-red color spotted with white and black.

See cut in next column. 2. The sweet pea, paintless (pant'les), a.

Latnyrws odoratus,

painter1
(pan'ter), n. [< ME. payntour, < OF.

peintour, peintor, painteor, also (nom.) peintre,

pany or gild in London bearing this name.

paint-frame (pant'fram), n. Theat., a movable
iron framework used for moving scenes from

the stage to the paint-bridge.

paintiness (pan'ti-nes), n. The quality of be-

ing painty, or overcharged with paint : said of

a picture.
painting (pan'ting), w. [< ME. peintunge, peynt-

ynge, poyntyn/je; verbal n. of paint, v.] 1. The

act, art, or employment of laying on paints.
Specifically, the art of forming figures or representing ob-

jects in colors on any surface ;
or the art of representing,

by means of figures and colors applied on a surface, ob-

jects presented to the eye or to the imagination, in gen-
eral in such a manner as to produce the appearance of paintwork (pant'werk), n
relief and of distance. mirfsmnfi or articles.

This is the very painting of your fear :

This is the air-drawn dagger which, you said,_

2. A picture ; specifically, a likeness, image, or Pj^j^^^f^.1,
1

;^
scene depicted with paints.
For righte as the Bokes of the Scripture of hem techen

the Clerkes how and in what manere thei schulle beleeven,

righte so the Ymages and the Peyntynges techen the lewed
folk to worschipen the Seyntes.

Mandevttle, Travels, p. 313.

We visited divers other churches, chapells, & monas-

teries, for the most part neatly built> & full of pretty

payntings. Eoelyn, Diary, May 6, 1644.

And with choice paintings of wise men I hung
The royal dais round. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

3. Color laid on.
This painting,

Wherein you see me smeared.
Shak., Cor., i. 6. 68.

Encaustic painting. See encaustic. Florentine school
of painting. See Renaissance. Graffito painting. See

graffito. Gray cameo-painting, a method of glass-paint-

ing in which the markings and shadings are very delicate,

producing asort of light-graymonochrome. Ionic school
of painting. See Ionic. Italian mural, etc., paint-
ing. See the qualifying words. Muffle-painting. See

muffle^.

^ [< paint + -less."} 1.

Without paint. 2! 'incapable of being painted
or represented ;

not to be painted or described.

[Rare.]

2. Paint or painted decoration.

And zit there is at Alizandre a faire Chirche, alle white

withouten peynture ; and so ben alle the othere Chirches,

that waren of the Cristene Men, alle white with inne.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 66.

3. A picture ;
a painting.

Both the ymages and the peyntures
Gan I biholde bysyly. Rom, of the Rose, 1. 142.

Painting done on
surfaces or articles.

The paintwork and furniture looked as though the whole

had been blackleaded. The Engineer, LXIX. 7.

[< paint + -yi.] 1. Over-

charged''with paint ; displaying obtrusively or

inharmoniously the colors which have been
used or the manner of using them.

His cattle are conscientiously painted, perhaps a little

too painty. The Studio, III. 129.

As the picture stands, ... it is refreshingly airy and

sunny, and makes the pictures about it seem heavy and

painty by comparison. The Nation, XLVIII. 313.

2. Smeared or spotted with paint: as, his clothes

are all painty.

pair
1
(par), n. [< ME. paire, payre, peire, peyre.

peir, peer, peere, per, a pair (applied to any
number of like things), < OF. paire, peire, F.

paire, f., also OF. pair, m., apair, couple, = Sp.

Pg. par = It. paro, pajo = D. paar = MLG.
par, MHG. par, Mr, G. paar = Icel. par = Sw.

Dan. par, (L.par, apair, (par, equal: seepar2 ,

peerf.'] 1. Two things of a kind, similar in

form, identical in purpose, and matched or used

together: as, a pair of gloves ;
a, pair of shoes.

Let it then suffice

To drown one woe, one pair of weeping eyes.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 16SO.

Two Pair of the purest white worsted Stockings you can

get of Womens Size. Howell, Letters, I. i. 14.



pair

2. A .single tiling compiled essentially of two
pieces oi- ].:u-is uliicli ar<> useil only in combi-
nation ami mimei I only in t lie plunii: as, a pair
of scissors, trousers, or >peet;icleg.

With that the wicked carle, the malster Smith,
A paire of red whot yrou tongs did take
Out of the burning cinders. Hint thurfwltll
1 mil r his side liiin nipt. Spe)uet; F. Q., IV. v. 44.

l.o a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of
in his hanil. Rev. vl. :>.

Set Forms are a pair of Compasses.
Selden, Table Talk, p. BO.

3. A couple; a brace; a span: as, a pair of

pistols ; /Kiii- of horses.

And peyer of grett Candylstykes.
Torlrinyton, Uhirie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

To-morrow is our wedding day,
And we will then repair

Unto the Bell at Edmonton,
All in a chaise and pair.

Cowper, John Ullpin.
"Come to my dressing-room, Becky, and let us abuse

the company" which, between them, this vairot friends
did perfectly. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xi.

A human heart should beat for two,
Whate er may say your single scorners;

And all the hearths 1 ever knew
Had got a pair of chimney-corners.

F. Lacker, Old Letters.

Specifically 4. A married couple ;
in general,

two mated animals of any kind.
Alle shullen deye for hus dedes by dales and hulles,
And the foules that flen forth with othere bestes.
Except onliche of eche kynde a peyre,
That In thy shynglede schlp with the shal be saued.

Pirn Plowman (CX xl. 231.

Two women faster welded In one love
Than pain at wedlock. Tennyson, Princess, vi.

5. A set of like or equal things: restricted to a
few (mostly obsolete) phrases : as, a pair (or
pack) of cards; apair (or flight) of stairs; &pair
of organs (that is, a set of organ-pipes, hence an
organ): &pair of gallows (that is, a gibbet); a
pair of beads (see bead).

Of smal coral abowte hire ami she baar
Apart of bedes gauded al with grene.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 159.

Whattalkest thou to me of the hangman? If I hang
I'll make a fat pair of gallows ; for if I hang, old Sir John
hangs with me, and thou knowest he Is no starveling.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 74.

I ha' nothing but my skin,
And my clothes ; my sword here, and myself ;

Two crowns In my pocket, two pair of cards.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, I. 1.

Prudence took them into the dining-room, where stood
a pair of excellent virginals. nairli*

Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, IL Pa V
Though you live up two pair of stairs, Is any home hap-

pier than yours, Philip?
Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, xxxiv.

6. In archery, a set of three arrows. 7. In
mining, a set or gang of men working together
at the same hours. 8. In deliberative bodies,
two members belonging to opposing parties
who for their own convenience (as to permit
one or both of them to be absent) arrange with
each other to refrain from voting for a

specified
time or on a specified question, thus nullifying a
vote on each side

; also, the arrangement thus
effected. See pairing!. 9. In poker, two of
the same denomination, without regard to suit
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Ing a set : as, apair of horses, gloves, oars ; a wedded pair;
;. loving run],!,- ; hut pair also means two things alike and
put together, and ample has liy colloquial use come to be
often applied to two, nowevcr accidentally brought toge-
Hi'T a-, uive him a cnuple of apples. Yoke, on the other
hand, applies only to two animals customarily yoked toge-
ther : as, a yoke of oxen. Brace Is rather a hunters' term,
with limited and peculiar application : as, a brace of par-
t ridges, pistols, slugs. Dyatt is used In philosophical and
mathematical language only. Duad Is a special mathe-
matical word signifying an unordered pair.

pair1
(par), f. [= O. paaren = Sw. para =

pakald
vthelesse I geese all thlngU to be peyrement for the

cleer science of lesus Crist my Lord, for whom I made alle

thingis pryrrmrnt. Wydif, i'hil. 111. 8.

Engle his wife he drofe away, A held In peyrment.

pair-toed (par'tdd), a. In
oniilli vnlcp topH nr rvan

S'| ]dactyl > Having the toes in
two before and

Hob. o/Brunne, p. 68.

pairs, two before and two
behind. SIT

::i/i/inl(ictyt.

parre; from the noun: see pair 1
-, .] I. i- pairtrick (par'frik). n.

dialectal (Scotch) formtrails. 1. To form a pair or pairs ; specifically,
to be joined in pairs as birds are in the breed-

ing season; mate; couple.
Your hand, my Perdita : so turtles pair,
That never mean to part, .s'/m*-., W. T., Iv. 4. 154.

2. To suit
;

fit
;
mateh.

Had our prince,
Jewel of children, seen this hour, he had pair rf

Well with this lord. Shak., W. T, v. 1. 118.

This with the other should, at least, have pair'd.

J/ittim, A. A., 1. 2U8.

Etheliuda 1

My heart was made to At and pair with thine.

Jiotre, The Boyal Convert, ill.

To pair Off. (a) To separate from a company In pain
or couples.

At the end of the third set supper was announced ; and
the party, pairing off like turtles, adjourni-d to the sap
per-room. Peacock, Headlong Hall, xiii.

(ft) To abstain from voting by arrangement with a member
of the opposite party to do the same : said of members of
deliberative assemblies. See pairing! .

The judges are certainly the hardest-worked class of
office-holders except members of Congress in session,
and even they can pair of. The Century, XXX. 829.

II. trans. 1. To join in couples ; specifically,
to cause to mate : as, to pair a canary with a
siskin.

Miml are so hardly matched, that even the first.

Though paired by Heaven, in Paradise were cursed.

Dryden, To John Dryden, L 22.

Turtles and doves of differing hues unite,
And glossy jet Ispair'd with shining white.

Pope, tr. of Ovid's Sappho to Phaon, 1. 44.

2. To unite or assort in twos as well suited to
each other.

Virtue and grace are always paired together.
Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, Iv. 2.

The first summons, Cuckoo ! of thy bill.
With Its twin notes inseparably paired.

Wordfunrth, Sonnets, iii. 14.

Innocent child and snow-white flower!
Well are ye paired in your opening hour.

Bryant, Innocent Child and Snow-white Flower.

[ME. pairen,payren,peiren, by apher-
esis for empairen, impair: see impair 1

.] I.
trans. To impair.

Lefe of this Langore, as my lefe brother.
That puttes the to payne and peiret thl sight,

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 3588.

Whatsoever Is new is unlooked for and ever it mends
some, and pairt others. Bacon, Innovations (ed. 1887).

II. intrans. To become impaired; deteriorate.

If tlio thingis that schulen perische & paire
Vnto tbi sighte thus semeli bee,
Weel maist thou wite y am weel faire.
Of whom ech thing hath his bewte.

Political Poenu, etc. (ed. FurnlvallX p. 186.

The life of man Is such that either it paireth or amend-
eth. J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1858X II. 29.

Pair-toed or Zygodac-
tyl Fool' oT Woodpecker.

pairwlse (par'wiz), adv. [<
pair1 + -wise.] In pairs.

iji rum in n uwupusvu).
Such as continued refractory he "jJw^S

1*
.'(. ^ \*~

"*

tied together by the beards, and ,Suo.
4

hung pairwue over poles. Cailyle.

pais't, n. A Middle English form of peace.
pais-t (pa), n. [< OF. pats, Y.pays, country: see
peasant.] In law, the people from among whom
a jury is takenAct In pals. See art. -Estoppel en
pail. See wtpppef. In pals, In pays, literally, In the
country, or In the community ; in the Knowledge or Judg-
ment of the vicinage. The phrase, In Its original use, has
no exact equivalent In modern English. Per pall, by a
jury of the country. Questions of facts coming before the
common-law courts were mostly determined perpait. The
chief if not the only exception was where a question was
made as to a matter depending upon a record, In which
case no jury was called, but the trial was by bare inspec-
tion of the record. From these twoclasaes of trials came
the custom of designating matters which if litigated could
not be determined by the record as matters in paif.

pais
:!

,
n. [W. pats, a coat, petticoat.] In ar-

cheeol., a garment worn by the ancient Britons,
and perpetuated in the belted plaid. The name
Is used alike by archaeologists for the plaid in one piece
and also for the filibeg. //. S. Cuming, In Jour. Brit. Ar-
chKol. Ass., X. 172; Planche, Hist of Costume, p. 14.

paisa.no (Sp. pron. pa-e-sa'no), . [Sp., lit.

rustic, peasant: see jteasant.] The chaparral-
cock or road-runner, Geococcyx californianus.
See Geococcyx, and cut under chaparral-cock.
[Southwestern United States.]

paiset, a. and f. An obsolete form of poise.
paisiblet, a. A Middle English form of peace-
able.

paitrelt, ". A Middle English variant form of

pvitrel.

paitrick (pa'trik), M. Adialectal (Scotch) form
of partridge.

The paitrick whlrrln' o'er the ley.
The swallow jinkln' round my shiel,
Amuse me at my spinning-wheel.

Burns, Bess and her Spinning-Wheel.

paiwnrt. n. An undetermined plant, said by
Halliwell to be the herb saxifrage. fProv.

EngJ
gun. See gun 1

or color : as, a pair of aces or deuces A pair of paired (pard), a. 1. Arranged in pairs : said of
colors, the two flags carried by an Infantry regiment, as corresponding parts situated on opposite sides
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of it, and the other bears devices, mottos, etc.. peculiar to insects, etc. 2. Mated, as any two individuals
the regiment A pair of knives*. See kn\fe. Con-

*
different sexes. Paired fins, in ichth., the lateral

tractible, expansible, etc., pair. See the adjectives. fins, pectoral or ventral: distinguished from median or
Double pair royal, four similar cards, as four kings. vertical fins.

pajamas (pa-ja'mSz), n.j>l. [Also paijamas, py-
jamas; < Hind, pdejdmd, in popular usepaijdmd,
pdjdmd, pajdmd, drawers (see def.), Ut. 'leg-
garments,' < pde (< Pers. pai), foot, leg (= E.

foot), + jama, garment.] Loose drawers or
trousers, usually of silk or silk and cotton, tied
round the waist with a cord, used by both sexes
in India, and adopted from the Mohammedans
by Europeans as a chamber garment, in collo-

quial or trade use the term is sometimes extended to In-
clude also covering for the upper part of the body.

pajero, . [S. Amer.] A kind of small spot-
ted wild cat of South America, Felii pajeros :

sometimes taken as a generic name of the same :

same AS pampas-cat.
pajockt, n. [Also (Sc.) peajoek; < pea? (Sc.
pae), earlier po, pa, a peacock, + Jock?, Sc.

tain games, as three kings or three queens.
Hath that great pair-royal

Of adamantine sisters late made trial
Of some new trade? Quartet, Emblems, v. 7.

On a pair-royal do I wait in death :

My sovereign, as his liegeman ; on my mistress,
As a devoted servant ; and on Ithoclea,
As if no brave, yet no unworthy enemy.

Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

The game Is counted ... by fifteens, sequences, pairs,
and pairialx, according to the numbers appertaining to the
partitions occupied by the half-pence.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 399.

There goes out a pair of shears*, there is little or no

Luna. Thou thyself art a wicked villain, despite of all

grace.
First Gent. Well, there went but a pair of shears between

>"* Shak., M. for M., I. 2. 28.

Then
former

One who impairs or injures.
Enviouse mennis sein that I am a peirer of hooll scrip-

turis. Wydif, Prol. to James.

pairialt, n. Same as pair royal (which see, un-
der pair1

).

pairing 1

(par'ing), n. [Verbal n. of pair1
, r.]

In deliberative assemblies, a practice by which
two members belonging to opposite parties
agree that both shall be absent for a speci-
fied time, or that both shall abstain from vot-

ing on a particular question, so that a vote is

nullified on each side. Also called pairing off.

pairingSf (par'ing), n. [< ME. peyringe; verbal
n. of pair', r.] Impairment; injury.
What profltitb it to a man If he wlnne al the world, and

do peyringe to his soule? Wycl\f, Mark viil. 88.

pairing-time (par'ing-tim), n. The time when
animals, as birds, pair for

'

quotation from Hamlet considered by many
commentators to mean ' a peacock.'

For thou dost know, O Damon dear.
This realm dismantled was

Of Jove himself ; and now reigns here
A very, very pajock.

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 296.

Pajock it certainly equivalent to peacock. I have often
heard the lower classes in the North of Scotland call the
peacock the "peajock"; and their almost invariable name
for the turkey-cock Is

"
bubbly-jock."

Dyce, quoted in Fumess's Hamlet, p. 26S.

Pajonism (paj'on-izm), n. [< Pajon (see def.)+ -ism. ] The system of doctrines promulgated
by Claude Pajon, a French Protestant clergy-
man of the seventeenth century, who denied all
immediate and special interferences by God in
either the course of events or the spiritual life

/'air and couple properly express two individuals
or unities naturally or habitually going together or mak-

-meat. Cf. impairment.] Impairment;
injury ; damage.

., appar. < pak, pack, + -aid,
var. of -ard.] A pack ; burden.



pakald
It forlheres to fene me
This patald bere me bus [behooves]
Of all I plege and pleyne me.

York Plays, p. 143.

4236

palace-court (pal'as-kort), . The court of the
'

palace of Westminster, which had

Palaeophis

In the widest sense, and also with Gigantostraca.

,,,. the limits of 12 miles around the palace, except-
pake (pak ,

v. . ; pret. and pp. poked ppr. pal.-
fa

.

f L don _ This court was ingti.

/,/. A dialectal variant of peatf, peek\ "J^ .

Q^ middle of the seventeeuth century,
and was abolished in 1849.

palaceous (pa-la'shius), a. [< NL. palaceus, <

L. pala, a shovel: see pale
3

."]
In lot., having

the edges decurreut on the support : said of a

leaf as thus becoming spade-shaped. Gray.

pakfong, n. See paktong
pakket, and v. A Middle English form of

poet1 .

pakokt, a. A Middle English form of peacock.

paktong (pak'tong), n. [Chinese, < peh, white,

+ tuny, copper.] The Chinese name of the

alloy known as German silver (which see, under

silver). Also, erroneously, packfong or pakfontj.

nalH. . A Middle English form of palel.
<**

fend^
complice. [Slang.] paladin (pal' a-din), n. [< F. paladin, < It. pala-

Highborn Hidalgos, dino = Sp. paladin = Pg. paladim, paladino, <

With whom e'en the King himself quite as a pal goes ML valatinus, a warrior, orig. one of the im-
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 63

.^ hougehoM . gee pa iatinflj Jn the cycle

*I^G^^<^H5JS^tt2&S2 of romances of Charlemagne, one of the knight-

without the slightest change. On the Continent it iaprala ly champions who accompanied that monarch
oipral. in Englandjt sometimes takes the^form of pel. to war; hence, by extension, a knight errant ;

a heroic champion.
He seems to have imagined himself some doughty pala-

din of romance. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

The Count Palatine was, in theory, the official who had
the superintendence of the households of the Carlovin-

gian emperors. As the foremost of the twelve peers of

France, the Count Palatine took a prominent place in

mediaeval romance, and a paladin is the impersoniftcation
of chivalrous devotion.

'

Isaac Taylor.

rpral. In Engla
C. 6. Leland, Eng. Gipsies and their Language, vi.

pala1
(pa'la), .; pl.j>ate(-le). [NL.,<L.i>aZa.

a spade, a shovel: see pale
3

, peel
3

,
and palus'.]

1. The flattened and spade-like fore tarsus of

certain insects, usually employed forswimming.
See Corisidse.2. One of the nodules or ossicles
in the mouth-parts of some starfishes, as brittle-

stars, borne upon the torus angularis, moved
by proper muscles, and collectively serving as

teeth. More fully called pala angularis. 3.

The conessi-bark (which see, under bark2 ).

Pala angularis. See def. 2, torw, and cut under Astro-

A number of short flat processes, the palse angulares, are

articulated with it [the torus angularis of an ophiurian]
and moved by special muscles. They doubtless perform
the function of teeth. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 483.

pala2
(pa'la), n. Same as palay, 1.

palabra (pa-la'bra), n. [Sp., a word: see pa-
laver, parole, andjxzra&fe

1
.] A word; hence,

speech; talk; palaver.
To conquer or die is no theatrical palabra in these cir-

cumstances, but a practical truth and necessity.

Carlyle, French Kev., III. v. 6. (Danes.)

palace (pal'as), n. [Early mod. E. also pallace;
< ME. palace, palas, palais, paleis, pales, palys,

palays, paleys, paloys (= OFries. palas = D. pa-
leis = MLG. palas, palas, pallas, pallas = MHG.
palas, G. palast = Sw. palats = Dan. palads, <

OF. palais, paleis.palois, F. palais = Pr. palais,

palait, palaitz = Sp. Pg. palacio = It. palazzo =
AS. palant, palentse = OS. palencea = OFries.

palense = OHG. phalanza, phalinza, palinza,
MSG. phalange, pfalze, paliza, Q. pfalz, < li.pa-
latium, ML. also palacium (also "palantimn (f):

ct.palantia, palatinate), a palace, so called with
ref. to the residence of the emperor Augustus on
the Palatine hill in Rome (where Nero afterward
built a more splendid residence), < Palatium,
rarely Pallatium (Gr. Ha/lanov, ria/Wj>r>t>, Ila/U

Aavriov), the Palatine hill, supposed tohave been
named with ref. to Pales, a pastoral goddess ;

cf.

Skt. pala, a guardian, < -y/ pa, protect.] 1 . The
house in which an emperor, a king or queen, a

bishop, or other exalted personage lives : as, an
imperial palace; a royal palace; a pontifical
palace ; a ducal palace.

palae, . Plural of palai.

pala-. For words so beginning, not found be-

low, see pale-.

PalsearctlC, . See Palearctic.

Paljechinidse (pa-le-kin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

p.,;..).;,, . -(- */ia> "l The rpTirpqentfttivp fam-
^Sv^oL ndlatedm
lly ofPalsechmmaea or paleozoic tessellated sea-

commonly regarded as conterminous with the

higher group, and contains numerous genera.

palsechinoia (pa-le-ki'noid), a. and re. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the tessellated sea-urchins or

Palsechinoidea.

II. n. A member of the Palsechinoidea.

Palsechinoidea (pa"le-ki-noi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Palsechinus + -oidea.] An order or suborder
of paleozoic sea-urchins having pluriserial in-

terambulacral plates. See Tessellata.

Palsechinus (pa-le-ki'nus), n. [NL., errone-

ously for *
Palseechinus, < Gr. 7rahat6f, ancient,

+ ixlv f >
sea-urchin : see Echinus.'] The typical

genus of Palsechinidse, founded by Scouler in

1840. P. sphsericus is a Carboniferous species.

palseichthyan (pa-le-ik'thi-an), a. and n. [< Pa-

Iseichthyes + -an."] I. a. Same as palseichthyic.
II. re. A member of the Palseichthyes.

Palseichthyes (pa-le-ik'thi-ez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. 7ra/l<z(6f, ancient, + <0t>f, pi. tx^vcf, fish.]

In Gunther's system of classification, one of

four subclasses of fishes, composed of the Chon-

dropterygii and the Ganoidei, or the elasmo-
branchs and the ganoids. It is characterized by the

presence of an optic chiasm and the development of a
contractile conus arteriosus, with several pairs of valves

[< NL. Palse-

,
or charae-

, if, a small crustacean.]

_ fossil crustaceans founded by Meek
and Worthen in 1865 upon P. typus, a synthet-
ic form, of Carboniferous age, from the North

American coal-measures, subsequently giving
name to an extensive group of crustaceans, the

Palseocarida, which it represents.
Palaeocircus (pa"le-o-ser'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

iraAaiof, ancient, 4- \ipKOf, a kind of hawk or

falcon of wheeling flight, < KipiMf, a ring, circle :

see circle, circus."] A genus of fossil birds of

prey founded by Milne-Edwards (1870) upon
remains from the Miocene of Europe. The spe-
cies is named P. cuvieri.

Palseourina (pa-le-ok'ri-na), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of Palseocrinu's, q. v.] In some systems, one
of two orders of Crinoidea : distinguished from
Neocrina.

palaeocrinoid(pa"le-Q-kri'noid), a. and re. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Palseocrinoidea.

II. re. A member of the Palxocrinoidea .

Palaeocrinoidea (pa"le-o-kri-noi'de-a), n.pl.

[NL., < Palteocrina + -oidea."] A suborder or

superfamily of Crinoidea, represented by such

genera as Actinoerinus, Cyathocrinus, and Platy-

crinus, and containing all the earlier extinct

crinoids; encrinites, or fossil crinoids.

Palseocrinus (pa-le-ok'ri-nus)?
n. [NL., < Gr.

Tra/laidf, ancient, H- uphov, a lily.] A genus of

fossil crinoids.

Palaeodictyoptera (pa"le-5-dik-ti-op'te-ra), .

pi. [NL., < Gr. ffa/laicif, ancient, + NL. Dictyop-

tera, q. v.] An order of insects, now extinct, the

remains of which have been found in Permian
and older rocks. They appear to have combined the

characters of the Hemiptera and the Neuroptera, as is well

shown in one of the genera, Eugereon. This was a gigantic

form, having net-veined wings recalling those of Neurop-
tera, while the mouth-parts were formed into a beak like

that of the Hemiptera.

Palseogsea (pa'le-o-je'a), re. [NL.,< Gr. 7raAaif.

ancient, + yala, earth.] In zodgeog., the Old

World; the eastern hemisphere: the opposite
of Neogsea. It includes four of Sclater's six

faunal regions the Palearctic, Ethiopian, Ori-

ental, and Australian.

palaeogsean, paleogsean(pa"le-o-je'an), a. [<

NL. Palaeogxa + -an."] Of or pertaining to Pa-

Palaeonemertea (pa"le-o-ne-mer'te-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. n-oAaiof, ancient, + NL. Nernertea,

q. v.] Hubrecht's name (1879) of a division of

anoplonemertean worms, correlated with Schi-

zonemertea, having the lowest and most primi-
tive organization in Nemertea,whence the name.
The group is represented by such genera as Ca-

rinella, Cephalothrix, and Folia.

palseonemertean (pa"le-o-ne-mer'te-an), a. and
re. [< NL. Palxonemeriea.'+ -are.] I. a. Of,

pertaining to, or having the characters of the

PaUeonemertea.
II. n. A member of the Paleeonemertea.

palaeonemertine (pa'le-o-ne-mer'tin), a. and.
Same as palseonemertean.
Palaeonemertini (pa"le-o-nem-er-ti'nl), w. pi.

[NL. (Hubrecht), < Gr.VaAaidf, ancient, + NL.

in his owne psone to se them taken downe.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 36.

Thou seem'st a palace
For the crown'd Truth to dwell in.

Shale., Pericles, v. 1. 122.

Equally time-honoured is the use of the word palace to
describe an English bishop's official residence. Yet there
seems to be a feeling among the present bishops that it

would be well to abandon it, and in one case (Lichfleld)
this has been done. N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 78.

Hence 2. A magnificent, grand, or stately
dwelling-place; a magnificent mansion or build-

ing.
To a riche Cite hi buth icume,
Uaire hi habbeth here In inonie

;
At one paleis suthe riche,
The lord of ther inne nas non his liche.

Floriz and Slauncheflur(E, E. T. S.), 1. 87.

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there 's no place like home.

J. H. Payne, Home, Sweet Home.
Crystal Palace. See crystal. Mayor of the palace.
See mayor.

palace-car (pal'as-kar), n. A railway-car ele-

gantly equipped' and furnished with reclining-
chairs, sofas, etc. [U. S.]
The traveller no longer climbs the Continental Divide

in a jolting coach and six or a laboring freight-wagon, but
takes his ease in a Pullmana/aee-ear.

Harper's Weekly, XXXIII., Supp., p. 57.

Palsemon (pa-le'mon), n. [NL. (Fabricius),
< L. Palxmon,<, Gr. natoi/uw, a sea-god.] The
typical genus of Palsemonidse. It contains numer-
ous species, commonly called prawns, found in both fresh
and salt water of various parts of the world, some attain-

ing a length of nearly two feet. Such are the East Indian
P. carcinus and the West Indian P. jamaicensis. A small-
er prawn of this genus, P. ohionis, is found in the Ohio
river. The name is an old one, and has been applied with

great latitude to forms now placed in other genera.

Palsemonidae (pal-e-mon'i-de), re. pi. [NL., <

Palsemon + -idse.] A family of caridean ma-
erurous decapod crustaceans, typified by the

genus Palsemon, and containing numerous spe-
cies known as shrimps and prawns.

palseo-. For words so beginning, not found be-

low, see paleo-.
Palaeocarida (pa"le-o-kar'i-da), n. pi. [NL.
(Packard, 1876), < Gr. xa'Xaiof, ancient, + Kapts,
a kind of small lobster.] One of two main series
of Crustacea (the other being Neocarida), rep-
resented by the earlier and more generalized
types of crustaceans, of which the king-crabs
are the only living representatives. They abound-
ed in the paleozoic age, almost to the exclusion of other
forms. Packard names Palseocarida as a subclass with
two "orders," TriloUta and Merostomata, the latter includ-

ing Euryptfrida. The term is synonymous with MerostQ.

zonemertini. The month is behind the ganglia, and the

proboscis is unarmed. It corresponds to a family Gym-
nocephalidsf. Synonymous with Palieonemertea.

Palseoniscidae (pa'le-o-nis'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Palseoniscus + -idee.] In Gunther's classifi-

cation, a family of lepidosteid fishes, named
from the genus Palasoniscus. They have a fusiform

body covered with rhombic ganoid scales ; a persistent

notochord, but ossified vertebral arches ; the tail hetero-

cercal, and the fins with fulcra ;
the dorsal fin short; the

branchiostegals numerous, the foremost pair being de-

veloped as broad gulars; and the teeth small, and conic or

cylindric. The forms, all now extinct, were numerous in

the Paleozoic epoch, extending from the Devonian to the

Liassic formations.

palaeoniscoid (pa"le-o-nis'koid), a. [< Palseo-

niscus + -oid. ] Resembling the Palseoniscidae ;

related to or possessing the characters of the

Pa Iseoniscidse.

Palseoniscus (pa"le-o-nis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

TraAmof, ancient, +' ovionof, a sea-fish, cod : see

Oniscus."] 1. In ichth., the typical genus of Pa-
leeoniscidie. Aaassiz, 1833. 2. A genus of fos-

sil crustaceans.

Palaeophis (pa-le'o-fis), re. [NL., < Gr. vofcufc

ancient, + otiif, a serpent.] A genus of fossil

ophidians of Eocene age, founded by Owen,
forming the earliest known representatives of



Palseophis

the order Opliiilin. 1'. /ijiapifut was a species about
12 feet long, whose remains occur hi the Sheppey clay. /'.

typhoeux, from I ho Kocene of llrackleshaiu, was a larger
speeii'8, 'M feet long, apparently irsriuMiun ;i pyllniii or
IMI.I constrictor.

Palaeophycus ( kus), . [ML., < Gr.
-n'/iiinr. ancient. + in

/,<;, a seaweed.] The
iianir given liy Hull In certain markings found
in various localities in Now York in the calcif-

eroiis sa in 1st one (Lower Silurian). These mark-
iiiKx WITC suppi^i i] nt some kind of seaweed.
Some of the Ijiwer Silurian fucolds Included In the gen-
em Palie?hi>rtlu, /'"/,* -v/''/''"- .v IrfhuH, etc., are consid-
ered tn hr i In' ducks or burrows of worms. Their nature
and rttHNitU-j* arc extremely doubtful.

The genus ralteophi/cu* of Hall Includes a great variety
of uncertain objects, of which only a few are true Alpo.

Dawmn, Ueol. Hist of Plants, p. 38.

Palaeopteris (pa-le-op'te-ris), n. [NL., < Or.

ira'/MOf, ancient, + irnpit;, a fern.] A genus of
fossil ferns, established by Schimper (1869).
The ferns included In this genus differ from the living Adi-
'irit<n,< In some details of fructification, and under the
name of Palxopttris are Included species previously re-

ferred by authors to the genera Cyclopteru, Sphenopurit,
Natiiyerathia., and others. This genus, as constituted by
Schimper, is chiefly of Devonian age ; but several specie*
supposed to belong to it are reported from the Carbonife-
rous. .Same as Archieopterig. Dawton, 1871.

Palaeorhynchidae (pa'le-o-ring'ki-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Palseorhynchus + -idee.] In Giinther'a

system of classification, a family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Paleeo-

rl/i/iicli H.V. They have a long compressed body, long ver-
tical fins, a long beak (toothless or with very small teeth),
the dorsal tin extending the whole length of the back, the
anal reaching from the vent to the caudal, the caudal
forked, and the ventrals thoracic in position and composed
of several rays. The species are all extinct ; they lived

during the later Cretaceous and early Tertiary, and, as is

supposed, in the deep sea.

Palaeorhynchus (pa'le-o-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. ffaXaiuf, ancient, + pvyxos, snout, beak.]
An extinct genus of fishes which were provided
with an elongated beak resembling that of the

swordfish, and which form the type of the fam-

ily Palxorhynchidx.
Palaeornis (pa-le-6r'nis)j

n. [NL., < Gr. ra/a<-

of, ancient, + &pytf,
a bird.] The typical ge-

nus of Paleeornithina, founded by Vigors in

1825 : so called because some bird of this kind
was known to the ancients of Greece and Rome.
One species was named by Linntous P. alexandri, on the

supposition that it was that mentioned by Onesicrftus, a
historian of Alexander the Great. These birds are known
as rinff-parroti, from the characteristic collar around the
neck. P. torquatus is the common ring-parrot of India,
in parts of which country it abounds, sometimes in flocks
of thousands. This appears to be the bird often figured
as an attribute or accessory of some of the Hindu goddess-
es in sculpture and painting, like the owl of Minerva or
the dove of Venus. Palteornis is the largest as well as
the name-giving genus of its group, with upward of 20

species, inhabiting chiefly the Oriental regions, but also

Africa. The general color is green, the bill waxy-red in

the male, the lores feathered, the tail long and cuneate,
the wings pointed, and the form rather lithe. The voice
is verylourt and harsh, but the birds may be taught to talk
a little, and prove tractable In confinement. See cut under
ring-parrot.

Palaeornithidae (pa"le-6r-nith'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Palaornis (-ormth-) + -idee.] The f'a-

Ixornithinee elevated to the rank of a family.
In Gal-rod's arrangement, the usual scope of the group' is

extended to include the cockatoos, which are generally
placed in a separate family. Cacatuida ; in this case the

family is divided into two subfamilies, Palaarnithina and
Cacatuinte.

Palaeornithinae (pa/le-6r-ni-thi'ne), n. pi.

[NL.,< Palaomis (-omith-) + -ins.] A sub-

family of PtlttaewOj typified by the genus
PaUeomix, found in the Austromalayan re-

gion, India, and Africa, including Madagascar.
They are technically distinguished by the pres-
ence of two carotids, and the absence of an
ambiens. See Palseornis.

palasornithlne (pa-le-6r'ni-thin), a. [< Paljf-

uniifi (-iinii/l:-) + -j/ifl.] Of or pertaining to

the Palseiiniilhiilii' : possessing the characters
of the Pul'<'ititiii<iu' : as. patapraOMMMMBera.
palaeosaur (pd'le-o-sar), n. [< NL. Pal&osau-

rux.] A fossil reptile of the genus Palseosaurnx.

Palaeosauria (pa'le-o-sa'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. :

see I'li/ii'dniiiinis.] A group of reptiles named
from the genus 1'uln'iutitnrux. Also Palieosttiirii.

Aiinxxi:, 1835.

Palseosaurus (pa'le-o-sa'rus), . [NL., < Gr.

irahuif, ancient, + aai'/tof, lizard.] A genus of

fossil reptiles based by Geoffrey on teeth of
Triassic age, referred by Owen to his order
I'lii i-iii/niitia, later considered to belong to the
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Palseoselachii(p'16-o-se-la'ki-i), .(. [NL.,
< (lr. wviaiAf, ancient, -r NL. Si-im-lni. <|. v.]

(border of Selackoidei, represented alone

by the family Sotidanidx: distinguished from
.\. ii-ilin-liii. II'. .1. llnmrrll.

Palxospalaz (pa-le-os'pa-laks), n. [NL., < Gr.
ita'/Mivr, ancient, + aira^jof, a mole.] A ge-
nus of fossil insectivorous mammals, based Dy
Owen upon remains found, along with those
of the elephant, deer, and beaver, in a lacus-
trine deposit at Ostenil on the Belgian coast.
The type species. /'. null/nun, was as largo as a

hedgehog.
Palaeospiza (pa'le-o-spi'za), . [NL., < Gr.

ira).at6f, ancient, + <nr/fa, a bird of the finch

kind.] A genus of apparently passerine fossil

birds founded by J. A. Allen in 1878 upon re-

mains from the insect-bearing shales of Flo-

rissant, Colorado. The species It named P. belta. It
was little larger than a sparrow. The specimen is In a

very perfect state of preservation, plainly showing the

Impress of the feathers, which are rarely visible in or-
uithicli

-
hnltes.

Palaeostoina (pa-le-os'to-mS), w. [NL., < Ur.

va?M(6f, ancient, +' ar6ua, mouth.] A genus of

sea-urchins : same as Leskia, 2.

palaeothere (pa'le-o-ther), . [< NL. Pateo-

therium.] An animal of the genus Palsevthe-

rium, or the family PaUeothcriicUe.

Palamedeidae

part of a foot, or about :i.l Knglish indies.

Also dochait, dactytodwhme.
palaestra, . See

pot
palaetiological, palaetiologist, etc. See pale-

ll, :!<}</,, <ll. . II-.

palafltte (pal'a-fit), n. [< F. palntitti, < It. pa-
liiiiiin. ,-i tent e of piles, OH. also palificata, a
fence of piles, a p:ili*a<le, < /Kilifmirr = K. pali-

fur, make a foundation of piles: see jialifiea-

Hon.] In archaol., a lake-dwelling or hut of

prehistoric times constructed on piles over the
surface of a lake or other body of water. This
name Is given especially to the remains of this character
found In many of the lakes of Switzerland and the neigh-
boring lakes of Italy. Closely similar structures are actu-

ally In use In -New Guinea and elsewhere.

palagonite (pa-lag'o-nit), n. (X Patagonia, in

Sicily, where it is found, -I- -ite^.] A volcanic
rock closely allied to basalt and having a de-

cidedly vitreous structure. Fragments of palago-
nlte having a more or less angular form, and Intermixed
with small pieces and dust of basaltic lava, form the so-

called
palagonite-tufT, which occurs In large quantity in

Iceland, .Sicily, the Eifel (In Germany), and other volcanic
districts

palagonitic (pa-lag-6-nit'ik), a. [<
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of pa-
lagonite. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 189.

palama (para-ma), .; pl.n/m(-me). [NL..
< Gr. -ii/ii in,, the palm of the hand : see /< //'.]

palasotherian, paleotherian (pa'le-o-the'ri- In ornith., the webbing or webbed state of the

an), a. [< 2'aleeotherium + -an.] Pertaining toes of a bird, constituted by any of the condi-
tions known as totipatmation, palmalioH, and
ttmtpalmatfon, according as all four toes or the
three front toes are webbed, or the front toes
are only partly webbed. See cuts under pal-
mate, semipalmate, and totipalmate.

palamate (para-mat), a. [< NL. palama +
-<!'('.] I la v ing a palama or palatine ; more or
less palmate or webbed, as a bird's feet.

Palamatism (para-ma-tizra), n. [< Palamae
(see Palamite) + -urn.] In eh. hist., the doc-
trines of the Palamites. Bee Palamite.

to the palaeotheres or Paleeotheriidie, or having
their characters.

Palaeotherlidae (pa'le-o-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < PalKotheriuni 4- -idw.] A family of fos-

sil perissodactyl mammals, typified by the genus
Palseotheriunt, and including also such genera as

Propaleeotherium and Palaplotherium (or Plagi-
olophus). These animals lived In late Eocene and Mio-
cene times, and were of a general tapir-like aspect. They
had the typical number of 44 teeth, interrupted by wide
diastemata ; the canines were well developed ; the skull
was taplroid ; and there were but three toes on the fore

feet, as weU as on the bind. Also Palantheridtr.

palaeotheriodont (pa'le-o-the'ri-6-dont), a.

[< NL. Paleeotherium + Gr. ofoif (Main-) = E.

tooth.] In odontog., noting a form of dentition
characteristic of the Palteotheriidx, inwhich the

upper molars have the external tubercules lon-

gitudinal and subcrescentic in section, the inner

being united with them by obliquely transverse
crests.

Palaeotherium (pa'le-6-the'ri-um),
. [NL., <

Gr. Tra/laioc, ancient, 4- Or/piov, a wild beast, <

0f/p, wild beast.] 1. The typical genus of Pa-
Iteotheriidx, first discovered in the gypsum of

'

The movement was as much a political as a religious one,
and may as fitly be named, as It was named, CanUcnze-
nism as Palainatiftm.

J. M. Settle, Eastern Church, I. 872, note.

Palamedea(pal-a-me'de-ii),n. [NL.(Linneus<,
< ii.Palamedes,^(ir. tta'/.aufiitK, son of Nauplins,
king of Eubrea, a hero who lost his life before

Troy, famed for his supposed inventions: prob.
'inventor,' < n-aXouj?, the hand, craft, device,
art : see palm 1

."] The typical genus of the fam-

ily Palamedeidte, containing one species, P. cor-

nuta, the kamichi or horned screamer. The gen-
eral aspect of the bird Is very peculiar; the bill Is shaped
somewhat as In gallinaceous birds : the legs are long and
massive, with the tiblte naked below, the toes long, with

*

ratmvttitrittm maftiuttt.

the Paris basin, of Upper Eocene age. The
original species is named P. magnum. Several
others have been described. 2. [1. <.] A spe-
cies of this genus ;

a palseothere.

palaeotheroid (pa'le-o-the'rpid),
a. [< NL. Pa-

Iseothtrium + -oW.] Pertaining to the genus
Palieotheriuni; related to or resembling the Pa-
leeothcriidn 1

.

Palaeotringa (pa'le-o-tring'ga), n. [NL., prop.*
Palieotrynga, < Gr. iro/aiof, ancient, + rpt/yjaf,

a kind of wagtail.] A genus of fossil mesozoic

birds, based by Marsh in 1870 upon remains of

Upper Cretaceous age from the greensand of

New Jersey. They were snipe-like birds, apparently,
and seem to have been originally discovered by Dr. 8. 0.
Morton In 1834. Several species have been described, as
P. wtiu, /'. ntgatu, and P. littoralit. The last-named was
as large as a curlew.

palaeotype, paleotype (pa'le-o-tlp), n. [< Gr.

jraXoioj, old, ancient, + riirof, stamp, impres-
sion, type: see type.] A phonetic system of

spelling devised by Alexander J. Ellis, in which
die introduction of new types is avoided by
the distinctive use of all the available present
forms (italic, roman, small capital, etc.) of the
old types, some of them being turned and thus
made to do double duty. Compare Glossic and

palaeoselachian (pa'le-6-se-la'ki-an), a. and M. palasste (pa-les'te), i. [< Gr. xal.aiorij, later

I. a. Pertaining to the Palxwrlachii, or having form of TO/OCTI? = iraJiajui, the palm of the hand,
their characters. hence a palm, four fingers' breadth: seepalm 1

.]

II. ii. A member of the Pal&oselachii. An ancient Greek measure of length, the fourth

long straight claws and ballnx incumbent ; the wing has
a pair of stout spurs, roetacarpal and phalangeal ; and the
head has a slender recurved horn, o or 6 Inches long. Sy-
nonymous with Anhiina.

Palamedeae (pal-a-me'de-e), . pi. [NL., pi.
of

Palamedea.] In Sclater's system of classifica-

tion (1880), an order of birds, containing only
the family Palamedeidte.

palamedean (pal-a-me'de-an), a. [< NL. Pala-
medea + -mi.] Pertaining to the Palamedeida,
and especially to the genus Palamedea, or hav-
ing their characters.

Palamedeidae (pal'a-me-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pulamedea + -ida.] A family of chenomor-
phic birds, represented by the genera Palame-
dea and Chaunii, forming a separate suborder.
Palamedeie or Anhimoideee, related to the la-

melli rostral birds and to the Alectorides; the
kamichis and chahas. The skull Is simply desinogna-
thoiis, with recurved mandlbular angle, conforming in
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general to the lamellirostral type, though not in the shape

of the rostral part ; the trachea! structure is likewise

anserine ; the alimentary canal is very long, with saccu
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Autenix, a. v.] The typical genus of the fam- palatalization (pal"il-tal-i-za'shon), H, [<pal-

ily Palauierygidie. Owen, 1846. ataliec + -ation.] A making palatal; a con-

Palaquie* (pal-a-kwl'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Radl- version (especially of gutturals) into palatal

kot'er, 1887), < Palaqiaum + -ess.] A tribe of sounds, as of k into eh, <J into J, * into sh.

trees of the gamopetalous order Sapotacese,

typified by the genus Palaquium, besides which

it includes the two genera Bosnia and Pycuaii-

The palatalization of the guttural does not necessitate

the t-coloring of the vowel. Amer. Jour. Philol.,VII. 288.

palatalize (pal'a-tal-Iz), r. t.; pret. andpp.^ai-
ntalized, ppr. palatalizing. [< palatal + -ize.]

To make palatal ; change from a guttural to a

palatal pronunciation.

teenth century. Simeon, abbot of a monastery at Con-

stantinople in the eleventh century, taught that by fasting,

prayer and contemplation, with concentration of thought
on the navel, the heart and spirit would be seen within,

luminous with a visible light. This light was believed to

be uncreated and the same which was seen at Christ s

transfiguration, and is known accordingly as the Un-

created Light of Mount Tabor. The doctrine was more

carefully formulated and defended by Palamas, who

taught that there exists a divine light, eternal and un-

created, which is not the substance or essence of deity,

but God's activity or operation. The Palamites were fa-

vored by the emperor John Cantacuzeue, and their doc-

trine was affirmed by a council at Constantinople in 1351.

They were called by their opponents Euchites and Mas-

salians. Also Hesychast, Umbtlicanimus.

palampore, palempore (pal'am-por, pal_em

sepals, 6 petals, and 12 stamens. There are about

60 species, found mainly in the East Indies. They are

trees charged with abundant milky juice, and often reach

great size. They bear rigid leaves, shining or closely cov-

ered with minute red or brown hairs, and clusters of

rather small flowers at the nodes. P. Outta is the true

gutta-percha tree, formerly referred to different related

genera. See yutta-percha and Isonandra.

palasinet, a. [ME.. < OF.palasin, fern, pala-

siiie, of the palace, <palais, palace : see palace.
Of. palatine*.] Belonging to a palace.

These grete ladyesjxtiasi/n*.
Rom. of the Rote, 1. 682.

with 3 species, J

as ?Samily
"A"nl

'

toiaaSyD n5"n' """""""- ^ and in all about 96 species.

Paiamite (pal'a-mit), . [< Pulum(as) (see Palaquium (pa-la'kwi-um), . [NL (Blanco,

def.) + -tef] One of the followers of Gregory 1837), from the native name in the Philippine lm ,.
Palamas, a monk of Mount Athos in the four- Islands.] A genus of trees of the gamopet- palate (pai'at), n. [< ME. palat, palet, < OF.

.~... L*r^ aious order Sapotaceee and the suborder En- *
palat *palef(F.palais.arising from a confusion

sapotese, type of the tribe Palaqmeee, having 6 etween pa i(,is palace, and "palet, "pale, the

vernacular OF. form) = It. palato (cf. Sp. Pg.

lialadar, < L. as if *palatare),<~L.palatum, rare-

ly palatus, the palate, the roof of the mouth.]
1 . The roof of the mouth arid floor of the nose

;

the parts, collectively considered, which sepa-
rate the oral from the nasal cavity. Most of the

palate has a bony basis, formed of the maxillary bones and

palate-bones, or of spe-
cial plates or processes
of these bones, the ex-

tent of which represents
the bony or hard palate.
Behind this, and con-
tinuous therewith, in

man and many other ani-

mals, is the soft palate,
a musculomembranous
fold or curtain hanging
down between the back

part of the buccal cavi-

ty and the upper part of

the pharynx, technically
called the velum palati
or veil of the palate. The
uvula hangs from the

middle of the free edge of this velum, and its sides are con-

tinuous with the contracted walls of the passage, called

the pillars or arches of the palate, and constituting the

isthmus of the fauces. In osteology the term palate is of
At each meal ... she missed all sense of appetite: course restricted to the bony parts. In fishes the palate is

palatable food was as ashes and sawdust to her.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiv.

intrenched camp attached to frontierlfortresses. palatableness (pal'a-ta-bl-nes), n. The char-

[Turkey.] acter of being palatable or agreeable to the

palanaiiin, palankeen (pal-an-ken'), n. [For- taste, literally or figuratively,

merly also palankin, palancltine (also palankee, palatably (pal'a-ta-bli), adv. In a palatable

palkee) ;
< F. palanquin = It. palanchino = Sp. manner; agreeably.

but now extensively elsewhere, and used all + _ny (see .bility)'.] "Palatableness.
over the East. palatable (pal'a-ta-bl), a. [< palate + -able.']

Agreeable to the" taste or palate ; savory ;

such as may be relished, either literally or fig-

uratively.

There was a time when sermon-making was not so pala-
> in minute

hexagons. Mrs. Qaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xii.

palandriet, n. Seepaleitdar.

palankas (pa-lang'kas), . [Turk, palanglia, a

small fort or stockade.] A kind of permanent

Oh, sir, says he, since the joining of the two companies
we have had the finest Bettelees, Palempores, Bafts, and
Jamwars come over that ever were seen.

Tom Brown, Works, I. 213. (Davies.)

Scraps of costly India chintzes and palempoursweTe in-

termixed with commoner black and red calico in

Human Palate.with teeth ofupperjaw.
m, molars ; fm, premolar!

c, canine ;. i', incisors.

table to you as it seems to be at present.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, xix.

that part of the roof of the mouth which corresponds to

the palatal bones, behind the vomer and in front of the

pharyngeals. See palatal, n.
, 1, and cuts under aramxog-

nathaus, mouth, nasal, and tonsil.

2. Taste; relish: from the idea that the palate
is the organ of taste.

The smaller or middle-sized Pikes being, by the most and
choicest palates, observed to be the best meat.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 130.

couch), < Skt. palyanka, Prakrit pallanka, a

couch, a bed.] A covered conveyance, general-

ly for one person, used in India and elsewhere
in the East, borne by means of poles on the

shoulders of four or six men. The palanquin
proper is a sort of box about 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and

anat., of or pertaining to the palate ; palatine :

as, palatal arteries, nerves, muscles ;
thepalatal

plate of the maxillary bone. Also palatial.
2. Uttered by the aid of the palate, as certain

sounds. See II., 2 Palatal glands, index. Same
as palatine glands, index (which see, under palatine?).

II. . 1 . A palatine bone or palate-bone prop-
er, one of a pair, right and left, of facial bones

entering into the formation of the hard palate.
They exhibit the utmost diversity of shape and relative

size, but preserve constant position and relation in the

bony framework of the upper jaw, where they are inter-

posed between the supramaxillary bones in front and the

pterygoid bones behind, and thus form an integral part
of the preoral visceral arch. In their simplest form, the

palatals are mere rods or plates extending horizontally
from the pterygoids to the maxillaries. Their connection
with the latter is closest, most frequently by fixed suture
or ankylosis ; with the former it is usually freer, often by
movable articulation. There are many modifications of

A very keen sense of the pleasure of the palate is looked

upon as in a certain degree discreditable.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 87.

3. The power of relishing mentally; intellec-

tual taste.

No man can fit your palate but the prince.
Beau, and Fl., Philaster, it 4.

Men of nice palates could not relish Aristotle as dressed

up by the schoolmen. T. Baker, On Learning.

They are too much infected with mythology and meta-

phorical affectations to suit the palate of the present day.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.

,
i. 1.

4. In hot., the projection of the lower lip of a

personate corolla, more or less completely clos-

ing the throat, as in Linaria and Antirrhinum.

5. In entotn., the epipharynx, a fleshy lobe

beneath the labrum. See cut under Hymenop-
tera Cleft palate, a congenital defect of the palate
such as to leave a longitudinal fissure in the roof of the

mouth.

Palanquin.

as much in height, with wooden shutters made on the prin-

ciple of the Venetian blind. It used to be a very common
conveyance in India, especially among the European resi-

dents, but the introduction of railways and the improve-
ment of the roads have caused it to be almost wholly
abandoned by Europeans. In Japan the palabquin is

called norimond, and is suspended from a pole or beam
passing over the top. A similar conveyance called a kiao-
tsii is extensively used in some parts of China ;

it is, how-
ever, furnished with long shafts before and behind instead
of the pole, and is carried by mules. Compare kago.

Palanchines or little litters . . . are very commodious
for the way. Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 221.

The better sort [in India] ride upon Elephants, or are
carried on men's shoulders in Sedans, which they call

Palankeenes. S. Clarke, Oeog. Descrip. (1671), p. 47.

King Solomon made himself & palanquin
Of the wood of Lebanon.

Cant. iii. 9 (revised version).

Palapterygidae (pa-lap-te-rij'i-de), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Palapteryx (-yg-) + -idse.~\ A family of sub-
fossil birds of great size, found in New Zealand,
of dinornithic characters and much resem-
bling the moas, but differing therefrom in pos-
sessing a hallux, being thus four-toed, like the

apteryx. Like the Dinornithidie, they were contempo-
rary with man. but are now extinct. The family is com-
posed of two genera, Palapteryx and Euryapteryx, each
of two species.

Palapteryx (pa-lap'te-riks), n. [NL., prop.
"Palseapteryx, < Gr. iraAa(6f, ancient, + NL.

these bones in the lower vertebrates, and in the higher palate (pai'at), v. t. : pret. and pp. palated, ppr.
the tendency is to shortening, widening, heightening, and ;,. f< nn in tf ,, n TO nmvfiive bv the
complete fixation, with some connections not acquired Pal %te

' "'-1

in lower animals. Such modifications reach a climax in

man, where the palatals have a singular shape somewhat
like the letter L, and very extensive articulations with no
fewer than five otherbones the sphenoid, ethmoid, supra-
maxillary, maxilloturbinal, vomer and with each other.
The bone here consists of a horizontal part, or palatal
plate, which extends mesad and meets its fellow of the

opposite side, thus forming the back part of the bony
palate, and of a vertical plate which reaches into the orbit

taste; taste.
Yon are plebeians.

If they be senators : and they are no less

When, both your voices blended, the great'st taste

Most potato theirs. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 104.

Such pleasure as the pained sense palates not
For weariness, but at one taste undoes
The heart of its strong sweet.

A. C. Suinburne, Two Dreams.
of the eye by a part called the orbital process. Each bone
thus enters into the formation of the walls of three cavi- palate-mant (pal'at-man), n. An epicure or

ties, of the mouth, nose, and eye ; it also assists to form gastronomer. [Rare.]
three fossse, the zygomatic, sphenomaxillary, and ptery-
goid ; it bounds part of the sphenomaxillary fissure, and
contributes to closure of the orifice of the antrum of High-
more. The bone furnishes attachment in man to the azy-

gos uvulse muscle, the tensor palati, the superior con- %r mir'*fm' ohtairiirif/a tracing of the move-
strictor of the pharynx, and both internal and external

s

-- ... ments of the soft palate.

That palate-man shall pass in silence.

Fuller, Worthies, II. 382.

palate-myograph (parat-mi"o-graf), . An in-

pterygoid muscles. Notwithstanding its complexity of

figure and relations, it is a simple or single bone, devel- palatial1
(pa-la'shal), a. [= OF. palatial, pala-"

See del = Pg. paludal',' < ML. as if 'palatialis, < L.oped in membrane from one center of ossification,

cuts under Amtra, craniofaeial, Crotalus, desmognathmis,
drom&ognathous, Felidse, palatoguadrate, Physeterinae,
Python, and sphenoid.
2. A sound usually produced by the upper sur-

palatium, palace: see palace.] Of or pertain-

ing to a palace ; resembling or befitting a pal-

ace; magnificent. Also palatian.
face of the tongue" against a part of the palate palatial

2
(pa-la'shal), a. and n. [Irreg. for

further forward than that at which our k and g palatal, q. v.] I. a. Palatal: as, the palatial
are made ; but sometimes used of any sound retraction of the tongue. Borrow*.
made between the tongue and any part of the H. n. A palatal.
hard or soft palate. Thus, the German eh of ieh is palatian (pa-la'shan), a. [< ML. as if *palatia-
called palatal, and that of aeh guttural; the Sanskrit has IMS, < L. palatium, apalace : seepalace.] Same
palatal sounds distinguished from gutturals ; our i and e nfl i>//7// finll Disraeli Svbil "D 45
and y are called palatal, as also the compound ch and j.

"
li+Vn Vr>5 iot'iVi /, onrl .,

'

r'< n'nlnte -I- if ~\

The term is a loose one, and requires definition as used by palatic (pa-lat ik), a, and w. [< palate 1- -JC.J

any authority. I. a. Palatal; palatine: as, palatic teeth.



palatic

The three labials, b, p, in, are parallel to the three gin-
gival, t, il, n, and to the thriM JMtotfoft

1

, k, K. 1.

HMi r, Kit-menu of Speech, p. 88.

II. " A palatal.

palatiform (pii-la'ti-form), a. [< L. /Milaiimi.

palafp, + jin-iuii, form.] In i-iiliiui., noting the

lingua (properly the liiiKula) when it is closely
unit cil to the innrr surface of the labium, as in
ma n v I'lili-u/ilii'ii. Kirlii/.

palatiglossus (p4-la-ti-gloi'nB), .; i>l. imim,
i/liissi (-1). [NIj.J Same as palatoglossun.

palatinate (pa-lat/i-mU), . [< F .'pulatinat =
Sp. l'f,

r
. ixtlntiiiiiilo = It. iialatinato, < ML. *pn-

Idtiiitititu, the province of a palatine, < iinlnli-

IIIIH, a palatine: see palatine*-.'] The office or
i Utility of a palatine; the province or dominion
of a palatine. Specifically [cap.], In German hi*., for-

merly an electorate of the empire, consisting of the Lower
or Rhine I'aliitinute, and the Upper i'alatinate, whose cap-
ital was Amberg. About 1620 these were separated, the

Upper Palatinate and the electoral vote passing to Bava-
ria, while a new electorate was created later for the Pa-
latinate. In 1777 the two were reunited ; in consequence
of the treaties of Luncville (1801) ami of. Paris (1814 -15),
Bavaria retained the Upper Palatinate and a portion of
the Lower 1'alatinatc west of the Khine, while the remain-
der of the Lower Palatinate was divided among (laden,
Hesse, Prussia, etc. The Bavarian portions now form the
governmental districts of Palatinate and Upper Palati-
nate.

It was enacted that . . . each palatinate should elect In
its dietlnes its own judges. J. Adams, Works, IV. SOS.

The palatinates of England were all couuties palatine,
but in Ireland the term palatinate has been applied to a
county, province, and kingdom.

Johns llopkiiu Univ. Studies, III. 370.

palatine 1
(para-tin), a. and . [< F. palatin

(OF. also iKiloaiii : see palasiiie) = Sp. Pg. It.

l><il<itino, < L. palatinus, belonging to the im-

perial abode or to the Palatine hill, ML. pala-
tinus, palantinus, palent'mus (in full, comes pa-
latinus), a title given to one who had any office

in the palace of a prince, a palatine (whence
also, in a particular use, paladin, q. v.), < pa-
lutium, the Palatine hill, a palace: seejxitece.]
I. a. 1. Pertaining to a palace : applied origi-
nally to persons holding office or employment in
a royal palace. Hence 2. Possessing royal
privileges: as, a count palatine.
For the name of palatine, know that in antient time,

under the emperors of declining Rome, the title of count
palatine was, but so that it extended first only to him
which had the care of the household and imperial revenue.

Selden, Illustrations of Drayton's Polyolbion, xl.

He explained "the universal principle" at Herford, in
the court of the princess palatine.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., II. 37S.

Count palatine. See def. 2 and countf. County pala-
tine. See cmtntyi. Earl palatine, ill Kng. hist., same
as count palatine. Elector palatine, the ruler of the
electoral palatinate in Germany, and an elector of the old
German empire. Palatine earldom, in 1117. liht.. same
as county palatine.

II. . 1. Originally, one who was attached to
the palace of the Koman emperor. In the Byzantine
empire, an official charged with the administration of the

emperor's private treasure, or the body of administrators
of nuance. In medieval France and Germany, a high ad-
ministrative or judicial official ; later, the ruler of a palat-
inate. (See count palatine, under counts.) By the Funda-
mental Constitutions of South Carolina, 16(19. the oldest
of the proprietors was given the title of palatine; the

palatine's court was a court consisting of the eight pro-
prietors. The same name is sometimes given to the pro-
prietor of the province of Maryland, which was a palat-
inate from 1834 to 1692, and from 1715 to 1776.

2f. A fur tippet.
Palatine. That which used to be called a sable-tippet,

but that name is changed. Ladies Diet., 1694.

palatine" (pal'a-tin), . and . [< F. palatin
= Sp. Pg. It. palatiuo, < NL. "palatinus, of the

palate, < L. palatum, palate: see palate.'] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the palate ; palatal : as,
the palatine bones; palatine teeth of fishes.

See maxillopalatine, sphenopalatinc, pterygopala-
tine Anterior palatine canal. See canali. Pala-
tine arch. See palate, i. Palatine artery, (a) As-

cendinij, a branch of the facial, supplying tne glands,
muscle?, and mucous membrane of the soft paliue, Mir
tonsil and the Eustachian tube, (b) Inferior, same as

ascending jxilatine. (c) Descending, a branch of the in-

ternal maxillary, which passes through the posterior pala-
tine canal to supply the mucous membrane, glands, and
gum of tin; hard palate, (d) Of pharyngeal, a branch sup-
plying the soft palate, sometimes of considerable size,
when the ascending palatine is small, (e) Superior, same
as descending palatine, Palatine canal. See anterior

palatine canal (under caiiali), Ami posterior palatine canal,
below. Palatine cells, the sinuses of the orbital part
of the palate-hone, usually continuous with those of the
ethmoid. Palatine duct. Same as palatine canal.
Palatine foramina or fossae. See foramen. Palatine
glands, numerous small glands of the palate, opening
mto the mouth. Also palatal ylands. Palatine index,
the ratio of the maximum breadth of the vault of the
hard palate to its maximum length multiplied by 100.

Palatine nerves, three branches, the anterior, middle,
and posterior, of Meekel's ganglion, collectively known as
the descending palatine, passing through the posterior
palatine canals and distributed to the hard and soft pal-
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ate, tniiHil, and membrane of the none. Palatine pro-
cess. See pnicrai. Palatine ridges, the transverse ru-

gosities of the mucous membrane of the hard palate.
Palatine spine. See (pntterior) natal fpine, under luuul.

Palatine suture, tin- median suture of the bony
palate. Palatine vein, (a) Inferior, a tributary of the
facial vein from the soft palate. (b) Superior, one of sev-
eral branches i <f the ptei-ygoid plexus of the internal maxil-

lary vein. Posterior palatine canal, a canal for the

passage of vessels and nerves, opening at the posterior part
of the bony palate, on the outer side of the horizontal

plate
of the palate-l>one. It leads from the Hphenomuxil-

lary fossa, and is formed by grooves in the contiguous sur-
faces of the palate-bone and maxilla. Transverse pala-
tine suture, the suture between the horizontal plate of
the palatine and the palatine process of the maxilla.

II. n. One of the palatal bones; a palatal.
Palatine3 (pal'a-tin), a. [< Pallet (see def.) +
-iue.] Pertaining to the village of Pallet, near
Nantes, the birthplace of Abelard. Thus, the
school of Abelard is sometimes referred to as
the Palatine school.

palatinite (pa-lat'i-nit), n. [< palatine (f) +
-iti-.] 1. A variety of augite porphyry con-

taining much enstatite. Bosenbiuich. 2. Adia-
basic variety of tholeite (which see). iMxpeyrex.
palatipharyngens (pa-la'ti-far-in-je'iis), .

Same as

palaverer

qinnliiite. A similar arrangement characterizes repti!- .->
;

but In fishes this arch may lie complicated by the addition
of several different |>l er> foiil l>m-s, or hi other ways. The
simpler arrangement is well shown in the cuts under de*-

moffnaUunu and dromaognathmt* ; the more complex, in
the cut under palatoquadrate. See also tuts under Lrpido-
siren and I'etromyzon.

palatoquadrate (pa-la'to-kwod'rat), a. and n.

[< L. palatum, iwlatf, + NL. i/ntii/nilinii. quad-
rate bone.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the palate
and to the quadrate bone, or their representa-
tives Palatoquadrate arch. In axV., the pterygo-

Arf

palati-tensor (pa-la'ti-ten'sor), n.; pi. palati-
tensores (-ten-so'rez). [NL., < L. palatum, pal-

ate, + NL. tensor.] Same as tensorpalati. Bee
tl l/.-HII'.

palatitis (pal-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < L. palatum,
palate, + -iti*.'\ lapathol., inflammation of the

palate,

palativet (pal'a-tiv), n. [< palate + -tee.] Of
or pertaining to the palate; pleasing to the

taste; palatable.
Glut not thy sense with palatine delights.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor, li. 1.

palatoglossal (pa-la'to-glos'al), a. and n. [< L.

palatum, palate, + Or. y^ixaa, tongue, + -al.~\

I. a. Of or pertaining to the palate and the

tongue Palatoglossal fold, the anterior pillar of the
fauces.

II. M . The palatoglossus.
palatoglossus(pa-la

i

't6-glos'us), n.; pl.palato-
glossi (-i). [NL.', < L. palatum, palate, + Gr.

yluoaa, tongue.] A small muscle in the anterior

pillar of the palate, attached to the styloglos-
sus. Seefauces, and cut under tonsil. A\soj)ala-
tiglossus, glossopalatinus, glossostaphylinus, con-
strictor isthmi faunum.
palatognathous (pal-a-tog'na-thus), a. [< L.

]>alatum, palate, -r Gr. ywiSof, jaw.] Having
congenital fissure of the palate.

palatomaxillary (pa-la'to-mak'si-la-ri), a. [<

li.palatum, palate, + maxilla, jaw, 4- -ary.] Of
or pertaining to the palate-bone and the supe-
rior maxillary bone

; maxillopalatiue : as, the

palatomaiillary suture. Palatomaxlllary appa-
ratus, in ichth. See cut under Acipemer. Palatomax-
illary artery. Same as superior palatine artery. pala-
tomaxillary canal, the posterior palatine canal (which
see, under palatine^).

palatonasal (pa-la'to-na'zal), a. [< L. pala-
tum, palate, 4- nasus, = E. nosei,+ -al.~\ Of or

pertaining to the palate and the nose ; nasopal-
atine : as, the patatonanal passage.

palatopharyngeal (pa-la'to-fa-rm'je-al), a.

and . [< L. palatum, palate, 4- NL. pharynx
(pharyng-) + -e-al.] I. a. Of or pertaining to
the palate and the pharynx, or roof and back
part of the mouth Palatopharyngeal cavity, the

posterior part of the oral cavity in the lamprey. Palato-
pharyngeal fold, the posterior pillar of the fauces.

II. H. The palatopharyngeus.
palatopharyngeolaryngeal (pa-la'to-fa-rin'-

je-6-la-rin'je-al), a. [< Li. palaiwn, palate, +
NL. pharynx (pharyng-), pharynx, + laryiur

(larynt)-), larynx, + -e-al.] Of or pertaining to
the palate, the pharynx, and the larynx.
palatopharyngeus "(pa-la'to-far-in-je'us), n.;

pi. palattipharyngei (-5). [NL., < L. palatum,
palate, + NL. pharynx (pharyng-), pharynx.]
A small muscle in the posterior pillar of the

palate, inserted into the stylopharyngeus. See
faims, and cut under tonal. Also called pafatipharyngetu,
pharyiiffopalatinttg, tht/reopalatiniut, constrictor igthmifau-
ciwn posterior.

palatopterygoid (pa-la-top-ter'i-goid), a. [<

paltitiiiii, palate, 4- E. pterygoid.] Of or per-
taining to the palate-bone and the pterygoid
bone; pterygopalatine; palatoquadrate: as, the

paliit<i/itfri/</oiil suture or articulation. Pala-
topterygoid arch or bar, a bony articulated rod or plate
u Inch extends along the roof of the mouth from thequad-
rate bone behind to the maxillary bone in front, and forms
an often movable part of the upper jaw. So such arrange-
ment exists in mammals, in all of which the pterygoid bone
is disconnected from any suspensorinm of the lower jaw.
In birds the arch consists simply of the palate-bone, fixed
in front and raovably articulated behind with the ptery-
goid, which Utter is also movably articulated with the

Palatoquadrate Arch and Suspcniiorjum of Lower Jaw of the Pike
(Eiox iMcitti), ieen from the inner iidc.

a, cartilage interposed between H.\l, the hyomandibular bone, and
Sy. the

syniplectic : b, cartilage serving as a pedicle to the pterygo-
palatine arch ; c

, process of hyoniundibular, with which the operculum
articulates; rf, head of hyomandibular. articulating with skull ; Ecft.
ectppterygoid ; Eft, entopterygotd ; \tff, metaptcrygoid : On, quad-
rate ; Hf, hyuid; /'/, palatine; .in, articularWe ; .!/<*, Meckel's
cartilage.

palatine bar. See palatwn, palatal, and the quotation ;

also cuts under Martipobranchii and Pttromyzm.
The potato-quadrate arch (of an osseous fish) Is repre-

sented by several bones, of which the most constant are
the palatine In front and the quadrate behind and below.
Besides these, there may be three others : an external, ec-

topterygold, an internal, cntopterygold, and a metaptery-
goid. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 136.

Palatoquadrate cartilage, in irl<ih. See cut under
Spatitlaria.

II. n. In selachians, a cartilage or bone com-
bining or representing both the palatal and the

quadrate (as well as certain others which are
differentiated in true fishes), and intervening
between the cranium and the lower jaw, form-
ing the suspensorium of the latter. It Is developed
in all the plagiostomous fishes, or sharks and rays. The
palatoquadrate is articulated with the base of the skull.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 448.

palatorrhaphy (pal-a-tor'a-fi), w. [< L. pala-
tum, palate, + Gr. fxupt/,"a, sewing, < pdirreiv,

sew.] Same as utapliylorrhaphy.
palatostaphylinus (pa-la'to-s'taf-i-li'uus), n.

[NL., < L. palatum, palate, 4- Gr. ara^vAjy, uvn-
la.] Same as uvular mugcle.

palatouche, . Same as polatouche.
palatum (pa-la'tum), w.

; pl.palata (-ta). [L.:
see palate.] The palate; thereof of the mouth,
including both the bony and the membranous or
hard and soft parts Circumflexus or tensor pala-
ti, the stretcher of the palate, a muscle arising from the

scaphoid fossa at the base of the internal pterygoid plate of
the sphenoid bone and adjacent parts, winding around the
hamular process of the pterygoid, and inserted with its fel-

low in the median line of the soft palate. Levator pa-
lati. See levatar. Velum palati, or velum pendulum
palati, the veil of the palate ; the soft palate. See palate, 1.

palaver (pa-lav'er), w. [< Pg. palavra = Sp.
palabra = OF. (and F.)palabre, F. parole = It.

parola, talk, speech, a word, parole, < LL. para-
bola, a speech, parable, < L. parabola, a compari-
son: see parable*. Cf. palabra, parl, parley!,
parole, from the same ult. origin. The word
palaver seems to have been picked up by Eng-
lish sailors and travelers on the west coast of

Africa, where Portuguese was the chief lan-

guage of intercourse with Europeans.] 1. A
long talk

;
a parley ; a conference, such as takes

place between travelers or explorers and sus-

picious or hostile natives
; superfluous or idle

talk.

In this country and epoch of parliaments and eloquent
palavert. Carlylt.

Hence 2. Parley; conference.
I am told you are a man of sense, and I am sure you and

I could settle this matter In the course of a fire minutes'
palaver. Scott, Pirate, zzziv.

3. Flattery; adulation; talk intended to de-
ceive. [Vulgar.] =8yn. 1 and t See prattle, n.

palaver (pa-lav'er), r. [< palaver, n. Ct. par-
ley

1
, v.] I. intrans. To talk idly or plausibly;

indulge in palaver.
Now. neighbors, have a good caution that this Master

Mug does not cajole you ; he is a damned palavering fel-

low. Foote, Mayor of Garratt, U. 2.

For those who are not hungry it U easy to palaver about
the degradation of charity and so on ; but they forget the
brevity of life, as well as its bitterness.

Charlotte Brontt, Shirley, xiv.

n. trans. To flatter; cajole. [Vulgar.]
palaverer (pa-lav'er-er), n. One who palavers;
a cajoling or nattering person.
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settled a new town at Arrahat-

paleiform

palay (pa-la'), , [E.Ind.] 1. Atree,JlnY/,,<!
tuck ^bouTflfty'miies above Jamestown, paling in the

tiactoria : its leaves afford the pala-mdigo, an
1)eck

'

above two miles from the point, from one
reach^of

article inferior to the genuine indigo, bee

irory-tree. Also pala. Z. A high-climbing

plant, Cryptostegia yramli flora, of the Asdcpia-

dacese, cultivated in India and elsewhere. Its

fiber is fine, strong, and flax-like, and its milky

juice contains a caoutchouc.

pale 1
(pal), . [< ME. pale,paal, < OF. (and F. >

pal = Sp. palo = Pg. pao = It. palo, < L. paltis, paie2 (pal), a. and . [< ME. pale, paale, < OF.

rarely neut.paluni, a stake, prop, stay, pale, orig. ,,0^ palle, pasle, F.pdle = Sp. pdlido = Pg. It.

*paglus (cf. dim. paxillus), < pangere (/j>60, pallido, < L. pallidus, pale, pallid, wan, < pal-

fix, fasten: see pact. Cf. pole*-, from the same
(er<!i De pale. Cf. pallid (a doublet of palel)

source, through AS.; and cf. deriv. palise,pali- an(j pauorj from the same ult. source.] I. <i.

sade.J 1. A stake; a pointed piece of wood
i_ of a whitish or wan appearance; lacking

driven into the ground, as in a fence; a picket. eoior; not ruddy or fresh in color or complexion;

pallid; wan: as, a, pale face.

trie river to the other. Beverley, Virginia, L 1 25.

2. To inclose ;
encircle ; encompass.

Whate'er the ocean pales, or sky iuclips,

Is thine, if thou wilt ha' it.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 7. 74.

So shall the earth with seas \xpali-d in.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, v.

cf

With new wallis vp wroght, water before,

And pals haue thai pight, with pittis and caves,

And other wilis of werre wroght for our sake.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6610.

In that small house, with those green pales before,

Where jasmine trails on either side the door.

Crabbc, Works, I. 109.

But each upbore a stately tent

Where cedar pales in scented row

Kept out the Hakes of the dancing brine.

Browning, Paracelsus.

2. A fence or paling; that which incloses,

fences in, or confines
; hence, barrier, limits,

bounds.
Iff thou go with any man in felde or in towne,
Be wall or by hcge, by pales [palace] or by pale.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 63.

But, too unruly deer, he breaks the pale
And feeds from home. Shak., C. of E., ii. 1. 100.

The child of Elle to his garden went,
And stood at his garden pale.
The Child of Elle (Child's Ballads, III. 2-26).

Never have I known the world without,
Nor ever stray'd beyond the pale.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

3. An inclosed place ;
an inclosure ;

the inclo-

sure of a castle.

Past to his palais, & his pale entrid.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8025.

4. A district or region within determined

bounds; hence, limits
; bounds; sphere; scope.

The Silures forgett not to infest the Roman pale with

wide excursions. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Hoary priest ! thy dream is done
Of a hundred red tribes won

To the pale of Holy Church.
Whittier, Mogg Megone.

5. In her., a broad perpendicular stripe in an

escutcheon, equally distant

from the two edges and usu-

ally occupying one third of it :

the first and simplest kind of

ordinary. When not charged,
it is often represented as con-

taining only one fifth of the

field. 6f. A perpendicular
stripe on cloth.

But what art thow that seyst this tale,

That werest on thyn hose a pale >

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1840.

7. In ship-building, one of the interior shores

for steadying the timbers of a ship in con-

struction. E. S. Knight Cross pale, in her. See

crossi. In pale, in her., borne vertically, and when
only one bearing is spoken of in the middle of the field.

When two or more charges are blazoned in pale, they
should be set one above the other, occupying the middle
of the field and each in a vertical position if practicable ;

such objects placed horizontally one above another must
be blazoned as barwise in pale. Pale Indorsed, in her.,

a pale between two indorses. Per pale, or party per
pale, divided into two equal parts by a vertical line : said

of the escutcheon. Also counterly and grafted. The Eng-
lish pale, that part of Ireland in which English law was

Now certeinly he was a fair prelat,
He was nat pale, as a for-pyned goost.

CMucer Gen Prol. to C. T., 1. 206.

^
Will, when looking well can't move her,

Looking ill prevail? Suckling,

And my most constant heart, to do him good,
Shall check at neither pale affright nor blood.

Various forms of Paleffi.

a the spikelet of Avena satjva (oat), showing the palea inside the

flowering glume; b, the same, the parts separated (P, the palea);
c part of the receptacle of Achillia Millifolmm with the paleae ; d,

part of the stem of a fern (Asfiditim marginaltl, covered with

paleae.

2. In oriiith., a fleshy pendulous skin of the

chin or throat, as the dewlap or wattle of the

turkey.
Song, paleaceous (pa-le-a'shius), a. [Also palsea-

ceous; = F. paUacf, < NL. *paleacem,< L. palea,
chaff: seejjafe*.] In lot., chaffy; covered with

2. Lacking chromatic intensity, approximating arc tic.'} Of or pertaining to the northern part
to white or whitish blue or whitish violet: thus, of tne Old World, or northern sections of the

moonlight and lilacs are pale. A red, yellow, eagtern hemisphere : distinguished from Nearc-

or green may be called pale if very near white.

This night methinks is but the daylight sick ;

It looks a little paler. Shak., M. of V., v. 1. 126.

tic PalearctiC region, in Sclater's system of zoogeog-

raphy, the most extensive of six faunal regions into which
the land-surface of the globe is divided, including all

Europe, northern Africa, and northern Asia, being the

regions north of those called Ethiopian and Indian. The
southern boundary is indeterminate, but in a general way

The flowery May, who from her green lap throws

The yellow cowslip and thepale primrose. souuiern ixmmmry IB umci^iuiui.^, "v ... . K . ,

Milton, Song on May Morning.
correBpondfl to th

'
e Atlas range in Africa and the Hima

The first Writing was turned so pale that they took no lavas in Asia. It is divided into several subregions.

pains to rub it out. Lifter, Journey to Paris, p. 108. palebelly (pal'bel"i), n. The young of the

3 Of light color as compared with others of the American golden plover. G. TrumbuU. [Mas-

jtt^y^t'fiSESZ pS^^pal'brest),
n. Same * palelelly.

bark. See bark*.- Pale catechu. Same as yambier.- [Massachusetts. J ,,.,-, A
Pale cod-liver oil.

Seecc^-iiner.-^Palepld.goldjnuch palebuck (pal'buk), n.
JJTr. p.^Meeklok.]

An

(.pale
1

,

Striped as with different colors.

........e presez a preker ine, fulle proudely arayede,
That beres alle of pourpour, palyde with sylver :

Bvcclv on a broune stede he profers fulle large.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1375.

Buskins he wore of costliest cordwayne,
Pinckt upon gold, and paled part per part.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. it 6.

Lack-luster, as in

American Indian calls the white man paleface ; to hepallid
or wan is a sign of ill health. Paleneta may be a brief or

momentary state ; pallid and wan express that which is

not so quickly recovered from. Pale has a wide range of

application ; pallid and wan apply chiefly to the human
countenance, though with possible figurative extension.

II. t n. Paleness; pallor. [Rare.]
A sudden pale, pale-deadt (pal'ded), a. Lack-luster,

Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose, death
; ghastly. Shak., Hen. V

.,
IV. 2. 48.

Usurps her cheek. Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 589.
palednCSS (pa'led-nes), n. Paleness. J. 1

Argent, a pale
azure.

pale2 (pal), v.
; pret. and -pp. paled, ppr. paling, mont, Psyche, vii. 71.

[< OF. pallir, palir, F. pdlir, grow pale, < L. pale-eyed (pal'id), a.

pallere, be pale: see pale
2

, .] I. intrans. To

grow or turn pale ; hence, to become insignifi-

cant.
October's clear and noonday sun
Paled in the breath-smoke of the gun.

WhttKer, Yorktown.

The wife, who watch'd his face,

Paled at a sudden twitch of his iron mouth.
Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

II. trans. To make pale ;
diminish the bright-

ness of; dim.

The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,
And gins to pale his uneffectual fire.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 90.

. Beau-

Havingpale or dim eyes.

No nightly trance, or breathed spell,

Inspires the vale-eyed priest from the prophetic cell.

Milton, Nativity, 1.180.

paleface (pal'fas), n. A name for a white per-
son attributed to the American Indians, as if

translated from a term in their languages.

The hunting-grounds of the Lenape contained vales as

pleasant, streams as pure, and flowers as sweet as the
" heaven ol the palejaces."

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxni.

pale-faced (pal'fast), a. Having a pale or wan
face.

And now the pale-faced empress of the night
Nine times had filled her orb with borrowed light.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Epistles, xi. 61.Afar a jagged streak of lightning burned,

Paling the sunshine that the dark woods lit.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, in. 247.
palefrenier (pal'e-fre-ner), n. [OF., < palefret,

n"whichlhedominion"oftheEng. pale3(pal).. [Also .pee* (see peel*),< OF. pale, a palfrey: see palfrey.-} In the middle ages
lish was restricted for some centuries after the conquests < L vala a spade shovel a bakers' pale, a and later, a stable-servant who had charge ol

of Henry II. John distributed the part of Ireland then wjnn^J53Mli0TOL1 1 A bakers' shovel or horses, and particularly of the riding-horses or

^&S3WS^ra&M% peel^WrZinent for trying the quali- palfreys. A&o^tenpalfrenier. Seo,Monas-
limits varied at different times. ty of cheese

;
a cheese-scoop. E. H. Knight. tery, xxxv.

Nothing, indeed, but the feuds and weakness of the Irish pale4 (pal), n. [ME. paly, paley, payly, chaff, pale-hearted (pal har'ted), a. Dispirited;
tribes enabled the adventurers to hold the districts of

< QF paille F. paille. chaff, straw, = Sp. paja cowardly ;
craven. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. oo.

whTt'watthIn?efort^ = pg- polha= It. paglia, straw, (.'L. palea, chaff, paleichthyological, ;

J. R. Oreen Hist Eng. People, IV. iv. = Gr. nab], fine meal. Cf. Skt. palala, straw. le-ik*thi-o-loj'i-kal), . [<

To leap the pale, to overstep the bounds
;
be extrava- Hence ult. palleft, palliasse, etc.] If. Chaff. -<c-/.] Of or pertaining to i

gant. 2. In lot., same as^a^ea (a). paleichthyologist, palaeichthyologist (pa-le-

Your full feeding wil make you leane, your drinking palea (pa'le-a), n.
; pi. palese (-e). [NL., < L. ik-thi-ol'o-jist), n. [< paleichthyolog-y + 4MJ

too many healthes will take all health from you, your palea, chaff: see pale*.~] 1. In lot. : (a) One
leaping tA jxrfe will.cause you looke.pale. of the chaff-like bracts or scales subtendingThe Man in the Home (1609). (flares.)

Beep, indeed.
Their debt of thanks to her who first had dared
To leap the rotten pales of prejudice.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

One who 'is versed in or writes on paleichthy-

ology. Science, III. 430.

the individual flowers in the heads of many paleichthyology, palaichthyolpgy (pa-le-ik-

(6) The scales on the stems thi-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. mzAa/of, ancient, + E. tch-
'

of certain ferns, (c) The scale-like, usually thyology.] That branch of ichthyology which

membranaceous organ in the flowers of grass- treats of extinct or fossil fishes. Also paleo-

pale 1
(pal), 11. t.; pret. and pp. paled, ppr. pal- es which is situated upon a secondary axis in ichthyology,

ing. [< ME. palen, < OF. paler, patter, < L. the axil of the flowering glume and envelops paleiform(pa'le-i-form), , * L. palea, chaff,

palare, inclose with pales, < palus, a pale : see the stamens and pistil. It is always bicarinate + forma, form.] Having the appearance ot

imlfi, n.] 1. To inclose with pales; fence. and is usually bidentate. Also called palet. chaff. Thomas, Med. Diet.



paleis

palelSt, A Midilli' KiigliHh form of pnlni-i .

palely (piil'li), nrfr. Witli paleness; with a pale
or wan look or appearance.
Amelia took the news very pakly nml calmly.

TluKkeraij, Vanity Fair, xviil.

palcmpore, palempour, H. Sec puiamporr.
palendart, palandriet (pareu-djir, pal'an-dri),
H. (OF. /Hililnill'ii, /Miltniili'iii, I

1

'. hiil<indr<: =
8p.

Pg. liiilinidni = It. iniliiii/lriii. /iiiliniilrn, < ML.
IHiliniilitriii, a kind of ship; cf. bilundfr.] A
kind of coasting-vessel ;

a inlander. Also pal-
Inn iIn-.

Palandrie be great flat vessels made like Ferlboats to

transpnrt horse. UaUuyfi Voyage*, IL 122.

paleness (pal'nes), n. The character or con-
dition of being pale ; wanness; defect of color;
want of freshness or ruddiness; whiteness of
look. = Sy 11 . See pale*, a.

paleo-. For words so beginning, not found be-

low, see palm-.
paleo-anthropic, palaeo-anthropic (pa 'If -6-

an-throp'ik), it. [< Ur. ira)jiiuf, ancient, +
avtipunof, man.] Of or pertaining to prehis-
toric man.

paleqbotanical. palaeobotanical (pa*le-6-bo-
tan'i-kal), a. [< paleohotnn-y + -ie-al.] Of or

pertaining to paleobotany. Also paltophytic.

paleobotanist, palaeobotanist (pa*le-o-bot'a-
nist), M. [< iMili'iibiitan-y + -igt.] One versed
in or engaged in the study of paleobotany.
paleobotany, palaeobqtany (pa*le-o-bot'a-ni),
n. [< Or. 7ra/.ai6f, ancient, + E. botany.] That
department of paleontology which treats of fos-

sil plants, as distinguished from paleozoology,
or the study of fossil animals; the science or

study of fossil plants ; geologic botany. Also

/inlcophytology. Compare paleozoology.
paleocosmic, palasocosmic (pa'le-o-koz'mik),

. [< Gr. 7ra/<f, ancient, T noa/tof, world.]
Pertaining or relating to the ancient world, or
to the earth during former geological periods.

Antediluvian men may ... In geology be Pleistocene
as distinguished from modern, or Palxocoymic as distin-

guished from Neocosmlc.
Dataott, Origin of the World, p. 286.

paleocrystic, palaeocrystic (pa*le-o-kris'tik),
a. [< Gr. jroAaiof, ancient, + Kpi>of, frost : see

crystal."] Consisting of ancient ice: first ap-
plied by the explorers of the British north po-
lar expedition (1875-6) to the ice-floes encoun-
tered on the furthest northern advance of the

party under command of Captain Markham.
paleo-ethnological, palaeo-ethnological (pa'-
le-6-oth-no-loj i-kal), a. Pertaining to the sci-

ence of paleo-ethnology.
paleo-ethnologist, palaeo-ethnologist (pa'le-

o-eth-nol'p-jist),
. [< paleo-ethnolog-y + -ist.]

One who is versed in paleo-ethnology.
paleo-ethnology, palaeo-ethnology (pa'le-6-

eth-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. jraAif, ancient, + E.

ethnology.] The science of the most primitive

peoples or races; the ethnology of the earliest

times.

Paleogene, Palaeogene (pa'le-o-jen), . [< Gr.

TroAa/oycv^f, < 7raAaif, ancient, + -yevfa, born:
see -gene.'] In geol., a division of the Tertiary,

suggested, but not generally adopted, which
would embrace the Eocene and Oligocene,
while that part of the Tertiary which is newer
than Oligocene would be denominated Sc</< m\
This subdivision of the groups newer than the Cretaceous
has been advocated as being more in harmony with the
results of paleontological investigation than that at pres-
ent maintained.

paleograph, palaeograph (pa'le-o-graf), . [<
Gr. >ra/<j<0f, ancient, + ypatytiv, write.] An an-

cient manuscript. Eclectic Ret.

paleographer, palaeographer (pa-le-og'ra-fer),
n. [< fMMD0rqpft-j| + -eri.] One who is skilled

in paleography.
paleographic, palaeographic (pa'le-o-graf'ik),
n. [= F. pMMynMMMOlM/ as paleograpli-y +
-to.] Of or pertaining to paleography.
paleographical, palaeographical (pa'le-o-
graf'i-kal), a. [< paleograpnic + -/.] Based
on or connected with paleography ; relating to

paleographv.
paleographically, palaeographically (pa'le-

o-graf'i-kal-i), adv. As regards paleography ;

fcy paleography.
paleographist, palaeographist (pa-le-og'ra-
fist), n. [< piilrniir<i/ili-y

+ -ixt.~\ A paleog-
rapher.

paleography, palaeography (pa-le-og'ra-n), n.

[= F. paleographir = Sp. paleografia = Pg. pa-
Ifoiiraphia = It. paleografia, < NL. palseogra-

phia, <. Gr. n-oAa/of, ancient, T -ypa<t>ia, < yp&$eiv,

write.] 1. An ancient manner of writing; or,
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more generally, ancient methods of writing col-

lectively. 2. The science or art of decipher-
ing ancient documents or writing, including the

kmmlcdgfl of the various characters used at

different periods by the scribes of different

nations and languages, their usual abbrevia-

tions, etc.; the study of ancient written docu-
ments and modes of writing. See i-piiim/iliy,
and compare diplomatic*.

While, epigraphy ... Is the science which deals with
Inscriptions engraved on stone or metal or other enduring
material as memorials for future ages, palmgrapky takei

cognizance of writings of a literary, economical, or legal
nature, written generally with stile, reed, or pen, on tab-

lets, rolls, or books. Km-iie. Brit., \ \ III. 14S.

paleoichthyological, palaeoichthyological
(pa'le-o-ik*thi-o-loj'i-kaf), a. Same as jNUMafc-

paleoichthyologist, palaeqichthyologist (pa'-
It n-ik-thi-ol'o-jist), n. Same &s paletclithifnln-

gi.it.

paleoichthyology, palaeoichthyology > pa le

o-ik-thi-ol'6-ji), n. Same &s paieichtnyoloyy.
paleola (pa^le'o-la), ii.; pi. palcolie (-le). [NL.,
dim. < L. palea, chaff: see pale*.] In hot., a di-

minutive palea, or one of a secondary order :

same as lodicule. Gray.
paleolate (pa'lf-6-lat), a. [< paleola + -ate1

.]

In hot., furnished with paleola?.

paleolith, palaeolitk (pa'l-o-lith), n. r< Gr.

Tra)a<6c, ancient, + /<0of, stone.] An unpolished
stone object or implement belonging to the
earlier stone age.

paleolithic, palaeolithic (pa'le-o-lith'ik),a.and
. {(.paleolith + -ic.] I. . Characterized by the

existence of ancient and roughly finished stone

implements. The so-called "stone age," or prehistoric
division of the ' ' recent" or " human "

period, has been sepa-
rated Into two subdivisions, the pateoliUae and the neoitlA-

ic, in supposed accordance with the degree of progress made
In working fllnU and other stony materials into shapes suit-

able for weapons and implements of various kinds. The
paleolithic epoch has been subdivided in various ways by
different investigators In various regions. In France some
have called deposits containing the rudest flint Implements
CktUean, from the locality St. Acheul near Amiens

;
other

deposits with more finished work have been denominated
Mouxterian (from Moustler, on the Vezere) ; and those with

objects of still higher grades of finish have received the
names of Solutrian (from Solutre, Saone-et- Loire)and May-
dalenian (from La Madeleine, on the Vezere). Neither the

larger nor the minor subdivisions of the stone age have any
general chronological value.

II. . A stone implement of the paleolithic
or stone age. [Rare.]

The Smithsonian Institution has just Issued a circular
of enquiry, asking for information as to the discovery of
rude relics resembling paltolithict.

Amer. Antiquarian, X. 128.

paleolithical, palaeolithical (pa'le-o-lith'i-
kal), a. [< paleolithic + -al.] Same as paleo-
lithic. Boban Collection of Antiquities (1887),
H. 8.

paleologist, palaeologist (pa-le-ol'o-jist), n.

[< paleolog-y + -ist.] One conversant with pa-
leology; a student of or a writer on antiquity.
paleology, palaeolqgy (pa-le-ol'o-ji), n. f= It.

jialeologta, ( Gr. as if Tra^/woXoj/a, < ira'/.atoMyEtv,

speak of or examine ancient things, < ira^o/of,

ancient, + teyeiv, speak : see -ology.] The study
of antiquities ; archaeology.
paleontographical, palaeontographical (pa-
le-on-to-grari-kal), a. [< paleontograph-y +
-ic-nl. Cf. F. paltontographique.] Descriptive
of fossil organisms; of or pertaining to paleon-
tography.
paleontography, palseontography (pa'le-on-
tog'ra-fi), . [= F. paleontographie, < Gr. va-

hu6f, ancient, + i>v, oeing, neut. pi. &vra, be-

ings, + -ypatyia, <
ypaQeiv^ write.] Descriptive

paleontology ;
the description of fossils or a

treatise upon them.

paleontologic, palaeontologic (pa-le-on-to-loj'-

1k), O. [=F. palcontologique ; as paleontolog-y
-f--ic.] Same &spaleontoloi/ii-n/.

paleontological, palaeontological (pa-le-on-

to-loj'i-kal), a. [< paleontologic + -al.] Of or

pertaining to paleontology.
paleontologically, palaeontologically (pa-le-

on-to-loj'i-kal-i), adr. In a paleontological
sense

;
from a paleontological point of view.

paleontologist, palaeontologist (pa'le-on-tol'-
o-jist), n. [= F. paleontologiste ; Mpaleontol-
<>g-y + -wt.J One who is versed in paleon-
tology.
paleontology, palaeontology (pa'le-on-tol'o-

ji), M. [= F. paleontologie, < Gr. iro2/nor, an-

cient, + av, being, neut. pi. 4rra, beings, +
-foyia, < teyuv. speak : see -ology.] The science
of the former life of the globe ; the study of the
life of former geologic periods; that branch of bi-

Palermitan

ology which treats of fo.ssil organism-, and M-
]iecially of fossil nninnils: paleox.oology and
paleoliotany. A l-o i-alled iiii/r/n ,,/,,,,,!_

paleophytic, palaeophytic (pa'le-o-lii'ik). n.

[< (ir. Tuirnim, iineicnt, + (fivrov, plant, + -n:
\

1. Same MI iiiiliiihnliiiiiriil. 2. l{elntin|r to or
considered from the stanilpoint of fos.sil plant-:
as, a /iiiliii/ilitttir period.

paleophytological, palaeophytological i pa le

o-t i to-loj'i-kal), a. [< paleophytotog-y + -u--<il.
]

Of or pertaining to paleophytology.

paleophytologist, palaeophytologist (pa'le-o-
fi-tol o-jist ). .

|
<. /iliii/i/i i/t'iln;/-i/ + -i"i.\ One

who is versed in the subject of paleophytology.
paleophytology, palaeophytology (pa'le-o-n-
tol'6-ji), . [< <ir. -n'/iiini. ancient. + tpvrfo,

plant, + -^oyta, < jv, speak: see -ology. Cf.

liln/toloi/y.] Same as piilfiiliiitiniy.

paleornithological, palaeornithological (pa-
le-dr'ni-tho-loj'i-kai), a. [< palrornitlHiliMj-y
+ -i'c-/.] Of or pertaining to paleornithology.

paleornithology, palaeornithology (pii-le-or-

ni-thol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. rca'/Miof, ancient, -r E.

i>fiiiiliiiliMin.\ The science of fossil birds; the

department of paleontology which treats of fos-

sil birds.

paleotechnic, palssotechnic (pa'le-o-tek'nik),
a. [ < Gr. ira/.ai6$, ancient, + rlxvti, art : see tech-

nic.] Pertaining to or practising primitive art.

paleotropical, palaeotropical (pa'le-o-trop'i-
kal), a. [< Gr. mi2<uof, ancient, + E. tropical.]
Of or relating to the tropical or subtropical re-

gions of the Old World. The western paleotropical
region Is the Ethiopian, the middle Is the Indian, and the
eastern is the Australian. P. L. Sclater, 1858.

paleous (pa'le-us), a. [= It. pagliom, < L. as if

"paleosus, < palea, chaff: see pale*.] Chaffy;
like chaff.

Strawsanclpafcotu bodies. Sir7'.firow,Vulg.Err.,il.4.

paleoyolcanic, palaeovolcanic (pa'le-o-vol-
kan'ik), a. [< Gr. ira'/ai6f, ancient, + El. rol-

canic.] Volcanic and of a period older than the

Tertiary. Rocks newer than the Cretaceous have been
called by Kosenbusch neavolcanic, and are frequently dis-

tinguished by geologists as modern volcanit, or simply as

rolcanic, while the paleovolcauic rocks are most generally
designated as eruptive.

Paleozoic, Palaeozoic (pa'le-o-zo'ikl, . [= F.

nalco:oi(iue, < Gr. fro/a/of, ancient, T su^,life.]
In geol., belonging to or constituting a geologi-
cal formation characterized by the presence of
ancient forms of life: applied to the oldest divi-

sion of the geological series, beginning with the
lowest stratified fossiliferous group, and extend-

ing upward to the base of the Triassic, or to the

top of the Permian. The grand divisions of the Pale-
ozoic are, proceeding upward or to groups later In age, the
Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and Permian. (See these

words.) Of these the Permian is much the least important.

paleontological point of view, be properly separated Into
two great divisions, a newer and an older. The former em-
braces the Silurian

;
the latter, the Devonian, Carbonifer-

ous, and Permian. The older Paleozoic Is distinguished
by the great predominance of graptolites, trilohites, and
hrachlopods, and by the absence of vertebrate* ; the newer
Paleozoic, by the number and variety of the fishes and am-
phibia, by the disappearance of graptolltea and trilobites,
and by an extraordinarily developed flora, largely cryp-
togamic In character, from which a very considerable

part of the coal of the globe has been formed. Rocks of
Paleozoic age are spread over wide areas. They are es-

pecially important in the eastern and northeastern United
State* and In the I'pper Mississippi valley, in which re-

gions they usually form the surface-rock, being covered
only with detrital formations of the most recent age.
Almost the whole of the bed-rock In New York and Penn-
sylvania Is of Paleozoic age, and here the various groups
of this series were studied out by the Geological Surveys
of those States from 1834 on. To the labors of Sedgwlck
and Murchison In Wales and western England, carried on
at about the same time with the beginnings of the New
York and Pennsylvania .Surreys, Is due the larger share
of the credit of disentangling the complicated structure
of a region where the Paleozoic rocks are extensively de-

veloped, and it Is there that the materials were obtained
for the establishment by Murchison of the Silurian and
Devonian systems, which, with the Carboniferous and Per-

mian, form the Paleozoic epoch.

paleozodlogical, palaeozoological (pa'le-6-zd-

o-loj'i-kal), a. [<paleo:oolng-y + -ic-<il.] Of or

pertaining to paleozoSlogy ; relating to fossil

animals, without regard to fossil plants.

paleozoology, palaeozoolqgy (pa'le-flKzo-ol'o-

ji), H. [= F. paleo:oologie, < Gr. ira/.ai6f, an-

eient, + Cv*n', *n animal, + -fay la, < 'ttyetv,

speak: see -ology.] Geologic zoology; the de-

partment of paleontology which treats of zo81-

ogy, as distinguished from paleobotany; the

study of fossil animals. It is the chief province
of phylogeny.
Palerinitan (pa-ler'mi-tan), a. and n. [< Pa-
lermo (see def.) + -ite2 + -an.] I. a. Of or
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pertaining to Palermo, a city of Sicily, or its

inhabitants, or the province of Palermo.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Palermo,

a city and province of Sicily.

paleron, . Same as jHiiililfini.

palest, . A Middle English form of palace.
Palestinian (pal-es-tin'i-an), a. [< L. I'nlses-

tina, Paleextine,(Gr. Hal-a/arivr/ (also, in the ear-

lier writers, % UaSuuffrlvq 2v/)!a or fi St'p/a i/ l\a'Aai-

nTivri, 'Palestinian Syria'), Palestine (prop. fern,

(sc. yfj, land) of TLaAcuarlvaf, of Palestine, as a
noun an inhabitant of Palestine), prop, the

country of the Philistines, as in Josephus ;
ex-

tended under the Romans to all Judsea, and
later (in the 5th century) to Samaria, Galilee,
and Pera?a: see Philistine.] Of or pertaining
to Palestine, or the Holy Land, a region in

southwestern Syria.
palestra, palaestra (pa-les'tra),. ; pLpalestne,
palxstree (-tre). [= F.pale'stre = Sp. Pg. It.

palestra, < L. palaestra, < Gr. Trahaiarpa, a wres-

tling-school, < iraAaieiv, wrestle, < ird^, wres-

tling; cf. KoMsiv, swing, throw.] In Gr. antiq. :

(a) A public place appropriated to exercises,
under official direction, in wrestling and athlet-

ics, intended especially for the benefit of ath-
letes training to contend in the public games.
(6) Wrestling and athletics.

palestral (pa-les'tral), a. [< ME. palestral =
It. palestrale; as palestra + -a?.] Sameas^a-
lestric.

Of the feste and pleyes palestral
At my vigile, I preye the take gode hede
That al be wel. Chatuxr, Troilus, v. 304.

palestrian (pa-les'tri-an), a. [< palestra +
-taw.] Same as palestfic.

palestric (pa-les'trik), a. [= P. palestrique =
Sp. palestrico = Pg. It. palestrico, < L.palxstri-
cus, < Gr. 7ra/lanyKK(5f, belonging to the pales-
tra^ Ttakaiarpa, wrestling : see palestra.} Of
or pertaining to the palestra or the exercise of

wrestling; athletic.

palestrical (pa-les'tri-kal), a. [< palestric +
-al.~\ Same as palestric."

palet1
(pa'let), re. [< pale* + -et.~] Same as

palea, 1, and in more common use by botanists.

palet2t, n. See pallet^.

paletst, ". A Middle English form of palate.
palet4 ,

n. See palette.

L. palus, a stake
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a spade: see jjofeS.] 1. A thin usually oval or paliform (pal'i-fdrm), a.

oblong board or tablet with a hole for the thumb
at one end, on which a painter la;

when painting. 2. The set of colors or pig-
ments available for one class or character of Palllia (pa-lil'i-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of Pa-
work; the set of colors which a painter has on lilts, of or pertaining to Pales (see def.).] In
his palette when painting a picture: thus, in Bom. antiq., an annual festival held on April
ceramics the under-glaze palette is much more '

limited than the over-glaze.

hole for the thumb (see palel, pains), +forma, form.] Resembling
lays his pigments a palus, or having its form : as, a paliform lobe
of colors or pig- or process.

21st in honor of Pales, the tutelary divinity of

shepherds. The festival was also solemnized as the
It is impossible to give Turner's palettes, which proba-

bly varied very much at different times.
P. G. llamerton, Graphic Arts, xxi.

3. In metal-working, a breastplate against which
a person leans to furnish pressure for the
hand-drill. 4. In med. : (a) A light wooden
spatula used for percus-
sion in massage. (6) A
light splint for the hand.

5. A small plate pro-
tecting the gusset of the
armor. 6. In entom., a

disk-shaped organ formed
by three dilated tarsal

joints which are closely
united. It is found especially
on the front and middle tarsi of
the males of certain aquatic
beetles ; the joints have cupules

natal day of Rome, which was reputed to have been found-
ed on that day by Eomulus. The ceremonies included
bloodless sacrifices, lustration of the people by means of

Palette of right arm, made
to swing sidewise, to allow
the lance to be laid in rest;

15th century,

smoke and sprinkling with water, purification of stables
with laurel-boughs and of domestic animals by causing
them to pass through smoke produced by burning pre-
scribed substances, and, finally, bonfires, music, and feast-

ing.

palillogy (pii-lil'o-ji), it. [Also, improp., palil-
ogy ; = It. palilwjia, < L. pnlilogia, for *palil-
Imjiti, < Gr. m&tMaym, a repetition of what has
been said, < va^.ff.Xo-yof, repeating (Tra/lM/lo/civ,

repeat),< vakm, again, + Wywv, say.] In rhet.,

repetition of a word or words
; especially, im-

mediate repetition of a single word or phrase :

in this more restricted sense same as diplasiax-
mus, epizeuxis, or gemination. The following is

an example :

The living, the lining, he shall praise thee.

Isa. xxxviii. IB.
or suckers beneath, by which the insect clings to smooth .

surfaces. palimpaccniUS (parirn-ba-kl'us), n.
; pl.palim-

7. In ornith., a parrot of the genus Prioni- bacchii (-1). [L., < Gr. i-- a -

tttrus: so called from the conformation of theifiiras: so caiiec irom me coniormauon 01 tne xe'f> * faAtv, oacK (reversed), -r paxxtlof. bac-
tail. 8. In conch., see pallet

2
,
10 To set the chius.] In anc. pros. : (a) A foot consisting of

palette, to lay upon it the pigments in a certain order.
Fairholt.

palette-knife (pal'et-mf), H. 1. A thin, flexi-

ble, round-pointed blade set in a handle, used
by painters for mixing colors on a palette or
on a grinding-slab, and by druggists for mixing
salves. These knives are of various forms, ac-

cording to the uses to which they are put. 2.
In printing, a thin blade of flexible steel, about
one inch in width, and six or more inches in

length, fitted to a handle, used by pressmen to
aid the distribution of printing-ink on any flat

surface.

palewise (pal'wiz), a. In her., same as paly*
(which see).

paleyst, paleyset, .

two long syllables followed .by a short syllable
( ~). Usually called antibaccliius. (b) Less
frequently, a foot consisting of a short syllable
followed by two long syllables (~ ). Now
commonly called bacchius (which see).
>alimpsest (pal'imp-sest), n. [= F. palimp-
seste = Sp. Pg. palimpsesto = It. paUnsesto, < L.

palimpacstus, m., < Gr. 7ra/U/j^(TTov, a palimp-
sest, neut. of mj/./'/^oToc, scratched or scraped
again, < Kaktv, back (to the former condition),+ ^orof, verbal adj. of tyazLv, ^ffjv, rub, rub
smooth.] 1. A parchment or other writing-
material from which one writing has been
erased or rubbed out to make room for another

;

hence, the new writing or manuscript upon
such a parchment.

Amongst the most curious of the literary treasures we

Gremlle, Memoirs, May 12, 1830.

Middle English forms of

palace.

paletiblogical/palaetiological (pa-le"ti-o-loj'- palfrenier, re. Same as palefrcnier.
i-kal), a. [< paletiolog-y + -ic-al^] Of or be- palfrey (pal'fri), n. [< ME. palfrey, palefrei/,

longing to paletiology. Whewell, Hist. Induct, palefrai, palefrei, < OF. palefrei, palefreid, pale-
Sciences, xviii. 6, 5. froi, palefray, pallefroy, palefroy, P. palefroi =

paletiologist, palastiologist (pa-le-ti-ol'6-jist),
Pr. palafre, palafrei = Sp. palafren = Pg. pala-

' An
/
mscrlbed slat, etc., particularly a mon-

n. [< paletiolog-y + -isQ One who is Versed frem = It. palafreno, a palfrey, = D. paard = umental
9 8S

.
wh

jch has been turned and en-

paletiology. Whewell, Hist, Induct. Sci- ^LG. pert = OHG.parafrid,parevrit, parefret, i^
aved Wlth new inscriptions and devices on

parfrit, pherfrit, pferfrit, MHG. pferit, phirit,
the reverse 8ldp -

pfert, G. pferd, a horse, < ML. paraveredus, pa-
ravredus, parafredus, palafredus,parefredits, an
extra post-horse, < Gr. irapd, beside,+ ML. vere-

dus, post-horse, perhaps < L. vehere, draw, + palinal (p^l'i-nal),
o.

rheda, reeda, reda, a traveling-carriage; prob. of
Celtic origin.] A saddle-horse; an ordinary
riding-horse, as distinguished from a war-horse :

especially, a woman's saddle-horse.
He yaf horse and palfreyeg, and robe and armures full

ences, xviii., Int.

paletiology, palaetiology (pa-le-ti-ol'o-ji), n.

[Prop. *palie-cetiology ; < Gr. iraXaioe, ancient, +
atria, cause, + -Aoj-i'a, < Uyuv, say : see -ology.
Cf . setiology.'] That science, or mode of specula-
tion or investigation, which explains past con-
ditions by the law of causation, by reasoning
from present conditions, or which endeavors to
ascend to a past state of things by the aid of the
evidence of the present. Whewell, Philos. In-
duct. Sciences, I. x. 1.

paletocquet, n. [OP.: see pallock.] In the
fifteenth century, a coat of fence, apparently
a brigandine or jesserant. See those words.

paletot (pal'e-to), n. [< F. paletot, a paletot, P.alfreyed (pal'frid), a. [< palfrey + -ed2.~\ Rid-
an overcoat: see paltock.] A loose outer gar-

inS on
> or supplied with, a palfrey.

ment for a man or a woman. Such dire achievements sings the bard, that tells

palette (pal'et), re. [A.\so pallet, palet; < F. pa- Olpalfrey'd dames, bold knights, and magic spells.

lette, a flat tool for spreading things, a saucer, a TidcM, On the Prospect of
-

slab for colors, OP. also paellette, paelete = Pr. Pjlli
1
(pa'le), re. and o.

feire and riche.

By his (Ferdinand's) side was his young queen, mounted
on a milk-white palfrey, and wearing a skirt, or under-
garment, of rich brocade. Prescott, 1'erd. and Isa., ii. 19.

the reverse side.

A large number of brasses in England are palimpsests,
the back of an ancient brass having been engraved for the
more recent memorial. Encye. Brit., IV. 219.

.... [< Gr. vaXtv, backward,
-a/.] Directed or moved backward, or not-

ing such direction or motion : as, the palinal
mode of mastication, in which the food is acted
on as the lower jaw retreats : opposed to proal.
E. D. Cone. See nrovalinal.

I,
.HIM J I'ln; .I1IU illlUUrel} IUU 1 J f^t^f f^m
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 132. palindrome (palin-drom), n. [= F.palindrome

Sp. Pg. paleta, < It. paletta, a flat blade, a spat-
ula, palette, dim. of pala, a spade, < L. pala,

,
. .

= Sp. palindronto = Pg. It. palindromo, < Gr.

ira.Uv6poiJ.Of, running back, < Kakiv, back, +
dpa/ulv, run.] A word, verse, or sentence that
reads the same either from left to right or from
right to left. The English language has few
palindromes. Examples are "Madam, I'm
Adam" (supposed speech of Adam to Eve);
"lewd did I live & evil I did dwel"(</o/w Tay-
lor).

Spun out riddles, and weav'd flftle tomes
Of logogriphes and curious palindromes.

B. Jonson, An Execration upon Vulcan.

- ,. ,, [Hind., Pali, etc., Pali.']
I. n. The sacred language of the Buddhists in

Ceylon and Farther India: a Prakritic dialect,
or later form of Sanskrit.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Pali language palindromic (pal-in-drom'ik), a. [<
or alphabet. W*fi recurring (of the tide), <^

m
pali

2
,
n. Plural of palus.

palier-glissant (P. pron. pa-lia'gle-son'), .

Gr. i

running back: see palindrome."] Pertaining to

v__ __ ^ ri
or of the nature of a palindrome; that forms

[F.paTiergtissaiii: palier,ihe}&ndingof a stair-
or constitutes a palindrome; that reads the

case; glissant, slippery, ppr. of glisser, slip: see same either forward or backward: as, palin-
glissant.] In maeh., same as water-bearing.

dromic verses.

palificatipn (pal"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [Formerly palmdromical (pal-in-drom'i-kal), a. [< pal-
also pallification; < F. purification, < palifier,

'"dromic + -til.] Same as palindromic.
strengthen soil by stakes, = It. palificare, make Palindromist (pariu-dro-mist), . [< paliii-
a foundation of stakes or piles, stake, < ML. <'ro ' e + -ist.'] A writer or inventor of palin-
*palificare (in palificatio(n-), a series of stakes dl

;<?mes.
at a mill-dam), < L. palus, stake (see palei), + Paling (pa ling), .

faccre, make (see -fy). Cf. palafitte.] The act
or method of rendering ground firm by driving

Various forms of Palettes (def. i).

piles or posts into it.

Among which notes I haue said nothing of pallification
or pyling of the ground-plot commanded by Vitruvius

Sir H. Wotton, Beliquisv, p. 19

[< ME. palynge; verbal n.
of BoW, .] 1. Pales or stakes collectively.

2. A fence formed by connecting pointed
vertical stakes by horizontal rails above and
below; a picket fence; hence, in general, that
which incloses or fences in ; in the plural, pales
collectively as forming a fence.



paling
The park paling was still the boundary on one side, and

she noon paused one of the gates Into the grounds.
Jane Autten, Pride and Prejudice, xxxv.

The moss-grown paling* of the park.
W. II. Aimworth, Rookwood, III. 1.

3f. Stripes on cloth resembling pales. 4f.

The putting of the stripes called pales on cloth.

The deglse, endentyng, harrynire, owndynge, palynge,

wyridynK, <T bendynge, and semblahle waste of cloth In

vault. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

paling-board (pa'ling-bord), . An outside part
of a tree sawed. off in squaring the log to ht it

to be sawed into deals.

palingenesia (pal'in-je-ne'si-ii), . [ML.: see

p<iliiir/ciif'/tt/.~\ Same as palingenesis.

The restoration of Herodotus to his place in literature,
his Palingeneria, has been no caprice.

De Quincey, Herodotus.

palingenesis (pal-in-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

irdfav, again, + yfveaic, production. Cf. -

<inirxy.] 1. A new or second birth or produc-
tion

;
the state of being born again ; regenera-

tion.

Out of the ruined lodge and forgotten mansion, bowers
that are trodden under foot, and pleasure-houses that arc

dust, the poet calls up a palingenesis. De Quincty.

New institutions spring up, upon which thought acts,

and in and through which it even draws nearer to a final

unity, a rehabilitation, a palingenetit.
JSncyc. Brit., III. 288.

2. In mod. biol., hereditary evolution, as dis-

tinguished from kenogenesis or vitiated evolu-

tion; ontogenesis true to heredity, not modi-
fied by adaptation ;

the "
breeding true " of an

individual organism with reference to its pedi-

gree; the development of the individual ac-

cording to the character of its lineage. See

hiogeny. Sometimes called palingcny.
To the original, simple descent he [Haeckel] applies

the term palingenenis ; to the modified and later growth,
coanogenesls. K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 126.

3t. The supposed production of animals either

from a preexistent living organism, on which
they are parasites, or from putrescent ani-

mal matter. Brands and Cox. 4. In en torn.,

metaboly or metamorphosis ;
the entire trans-

formation of an insect, or transition from one
state to another, in each of which the insect

has a different form.

palingenesy (pal-in-jen'e-si), n. [= F. palin-

genesie = Sp. It. palingenesia, < ML. palinge-

nesia, < Gr. Kafayyeveaia, new birth, < n-d/Uv,

again, + yiveais, birth : see genesis."] Same as

palingenesis.
palingenetic (pal'in-je-net'ik), a. [< palin-

genesis, after genetic.] Of or pertaining to palin-

genesis Palingenetic process. See the quotation.

The term palingenetic proeea (or reproduction of the his-

tory of the germ) is applied to all such phenomena in the

history of the germ as are exactly reproduced, in con-

sequence of conservative heredity, in each succeeding

generation, and which, therefore, enable us to directly in

fer the corresponding processes in the tribal history of

the developed ancestors.

Uaeckd, EvoL of Man (trans.), 1. 10.

palingenetically (pal'in-je-net'i-kal-i), adv.

In a palingenetic manner; by palingenesis.
Haeckel.

palingeny (pal'in-je-ni), . [< Gr. wafav, again,
+ -ytveta, < -yevt/f, producing : see -geny."] Same
as palingenesis,

2.

paling-man (pa'ling-man), n. One born within

that part of Ireland called the English pale.

palinode (pal'i-nod), . [Formerly also pali-

nody, < F. palinodie = Sp. Pg. It. palinodia, <

LL. palinodia, < Gr. mikivviia, a recantation, <

jrd/Uv, again,+ <j>if/, song : see ode1
. ] 1 . A poet-

ical recantation, or declaration contrary to a
former one ;

a poem in which a poet retracts

the invectives contained in a former satire;

hence, a recantation in general. 2. Specifi-

cally, in Scots lair, a solemn recantation de-

manded in addition to damages in actions for

defamation.

palinodia (pal-i-no'di-ft), . [LL.: see pali-

node.'] Same as paliiimii .

Orpheus la made to sing a palinodia, or recantation, for

his former error and polytheism.
Cudtmrth, Intellectual System, p. SOS.

palinodial (pal-i-no'di-al), <i. [< palinode +
-i?.] Relating to r of the nature of a palinode.

palinodie (pal-i-nod'ik), a. [<. Gr. To?jvy<5^,
< jrd7.fi>, again, + i^f/, song.] In OHO. pros., con-

sisting of four systems,
of which the first and

fourth are metrically equivalent and the sec-

ond and third are also metrical equivalents;
inserting between a strophe and its antistrpphe
a strophe and antistrophe of metrically differ-

ent form (scheme: a 6 b'a'); pertaining to or

4243

characteristic of such an arrangement: ns, a

l>iiliiindif pericope; the paliimilii- form of com-

position. See ijniflii; iiirmdie, periodic?, pro-
odic.

palinodical (pal-i-nod'i-kal), a. [< fialinntlr +
-if-iil."] Same as palinoilinl.

Hay'st thou so, my palinodical rhymster?
Deklcer, Satlromantlx.

palinodist(pari-n6-dist),. [<palinode+ -ist.~]

A writer of palinodes.

palinodyt (pal'i-no-di), . Same AS palinode.
Palinurldse (pal-i-nu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < 1'ali-

nin-i/H + -!>/>.] A family of loricate macrurous

decapod crustaceans, typified by the genus Pa-
liminix. They are of cylindrical form; the feet are

monodactyl, not ending in pincers ;
there Is no basal an*

tennal scale ; the first abdominal segment Is nnappen-
daged ; and the trichnbranchial podobranchlie are divided
Into branchial and eplpoditic portions. The Palinuridjr
Inhabit tropical and temperate seas, and In common with
Scyllaridte have a peculiar mode of development, the lar-

vte being at one stage known as glaM-crabt, having no re-

semblance to the adulta, and formerly referred to a special
supposed group of crustaceans called Phyttotamata. They
are sometimes called thorny hotter*. See cuts under gUut-
crab and Palinuru*.

palinuroid (pal-i-nu'roid), a. [< Pa1inurus +
-aid."] Resembling the genus Palinurus; of or

pertaining to the I'alinuridte or Palinvroidea.

Palinuroidea (pal'i-nu-roi'de-S), . pi. [NL.,
< 1'alinurus + -oidea.] A group of palinuroid
crustaceans. Haan.
Palinurus (pal-i-nu'rns), . [NL., < L. Palinu-

rus, in the JSneid, the steersman of the vessel of

-Kni'iis.
|

1. [I. c."] An instrument for deter-

mining the error of a ship's compass by the

bearing of celestial objects. 2. The tvpical
and only living genus of Paliniiridfe. P. rul-

Spiny Lobster (PaliHMrMS vxlfarir].

gari* is known as the spiny lobster, rock-lob-

ster, or sea-crawfish. It is common on the coast of

Great Britain, and Is brought In large numbers to the

London markets. The antennse are greatly developed,
and the carapace is spiny and tuberculate.

3. A genus of stromateoid fishes : same as Li-

rus.

Pali plague. See plague.

palisade (pal-i-sad'), . [Formerly also pali-

sado, paltiadoe (after Sp. Pg.); = D. palissade
= G. palisade, pallisade = Svr.palissad = Dan.

palissade, < F. palissade (= Sp. palizada = Pg.
palicada = It.palizzata; ML. palissata, pali-

zata), a palisade, < palisser, inclose with pales :

see palise.] 1. A fence made of strong pales
or stakes set firmly in the ground, forming an
inclosure, or used as a defense, in fortification It

is often placed vertically at the foot of the counterscarp,
or presented at an angle at the foot of a parapet

Some help to sink new trenches, others aid

To ram the stones, or raise the palitade.
Dryden, .Sneid, xi.

2. A stake, of which two or more were in for-

mer times carried by dragoons, intended to be

planted in the ground for defense. They were 44

feet long, with forked Iron heads. In the seventeentfi

century an attempt was made to combine a rest for the

musket with the palisade. Also called mrine-feather and
Swedish feather.

3f. A wire sustaining the hair: a feature of the

head-dress of the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury. 4. pi. [cap.'} A precipice of trap-rock
on the western bank of the Hudson river, ex-

tending from Fort Lee northward about fifteen

miles. Its height is from 200 to 500 feet. The
name is also used in various other localities for

formations of a similar character,

palisade (pal-i-sad'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. pali-

i, ppr. piili.fiidint/. [= F. palissader; From

pall

the noun.] To surround, inclose, or fortify
with a palisade or palisades,

palisade-cell (pal-i-sfid'eel), n. In bot.,nno of

tin- ri-!ls composing paliHade-tissuo.

palisade-parenchyma ( i
>al - i - sad'pS - reng'ki -

tnii I. ii. S.-mii- as imli'iiiili
-ti MM -

palisade-tissue (rwl-i-sa<rtisli r>), . In hut..

the green parenchymatons mesophyl next the

upper surface of a bifacial leaf, consisting of

cells elongated in a direction at right angles
to the epidermis. Xiiiiin; M,I. 407. See cut
under *< llular.

palisade-worm (pal-i-sad'werm), w. A kind of

strongle which infests horses, Strongylus
armu-

lun; also, any roundworm or nematoid of large

size, as Eustrongylus gigas, which grows to be
over three feet long.

palisado (pal-i-sa'do). . and r. Same as pali-
node. [Obsolescent.]
They protected thl trench by paluadoct, fortified by

fifteen castles, at regular distances.

Irring, Granada, p. 403.

They found one English palundord and thatched hone
a little way from the Charles Riverside.

K Krxntt, Orations and Speeches, L 4ts.

palisander (pal-i-san'der), n. [Also palisnii-

der; < F. palissandre, paliiandre, violet ebony;
from a native name in Guiana.] A name of

rosewood and the similar violet-wood and jaca-
randa-wood. See Jacaranda and rosewood.

paliset, n. [ME. palyce, < OF. palisae, police,

paUisse, < ML. palilium, a pale, paling, < L.

palus, a pale: see pale
1
. Hence palue, ., and

palisade?\ A paling; palisade.

Palyce or pale of closyng, pains. Prompt. Pan., p. 379.

paliset, " ' [ME. palysen, < OF.paligger, pattif-

scr, paltider, inclose with pales, guard with

pales, (palisse, a paling: seepalise. .] To in-

close or fortify with pales ; palisade.
That stoone la vndyr an awter

Palytyd with Iren and stele ;

That is for drede of stelynge,
That no man shoulde hit A-way bryng.

Political Poenu, etc. (ed. FnrnlvallX p. 122.

palish (pa'lish), a. [< pale^ + -isfci.] Some-
what pale or wan : as, a palish blue.

In the good old times of duels . . . there llred, in the

portion of this house partly overhanging the archway, a

/<//// hands w.im:m.
O. IT. CaNc, Old Creole Days, p. 28.

palissee (pal-i-sa'),
a. [< OP. palisse

1

, pp. of

palisser, inclose with pales:

seepa/tse.] laher.: (a) Same
as pily paly. See pily. (b)
Broken intobattlementswhich
are pointed both upward and
downward.
Palissy ware. See ware2 .

Paliurus(pal-i-u'rus),M. [NL.
(de Jussieu, 1789), < L. paliu- i'c

ru, < Gr. KaMovfxx;, a thorny
shrub, Christ's-thorn.] A genus of shrubs of the

order Khamnex, the buckthorn family, and the

tribe Zizi/phece, characterized by the dry hemi-

spherical fruit, expanded above into an orbicu-

lar wing. There are two species, one of the Medlterra
nean region, the other of southern China. They are thorny
erect or prostrate shruhs, bearing three-nerved alternate

ovate or heart-shaped leaves in two ranks, and small flow-

ers clustered In the axils. They are ornamental as shrub-

bery, and may be used as hedge-plants. P. augtralit {P.

acleat*) Is one of the Christ's-thoms (sharing the name
with Zizyphta Spina-Chritti). See Chrut't-thorn.

palisander (pal-ik-san'der), w. Same as pali-
sander.

palket, . A Middle English form otpoke*.

palkee (pal'ke), n. [Also palki ; < "Hind, palki,
a palanquin: see palanquin."] In India, a word
in common use among all classes for palankeen.

palkee-gharee (pal'ke-gar'e), w.
[<

Hind.palki,
a palanquin, + gdri, a cart, carnage.] In In-

dia, a hack carriage drawn by one or two ponies,

plying for hire in the larger towns.

pall
1
(pal), n. [Early mod. E. also paul; < ME.

pal, patte, pel, pelle, pielle,< AS. pall=OP. pallr,

pale, paile, paale, poele, poile, paesle, etc., F.

poeTe = Pr. palli, pali = Sp. palio = Pg. It.

pallia, mantle, shroud, < L. palla, a robe, man-
tle, curtain; of. L. pallium, pall, a coverlet, a

(Greek) robe or mantle : see pallium."] 1. An
outer garment; a cloak; a mantle.

Bis (Hercules'sl Lyons skin chaung'd to tpall of gold.
Speruer, F.Q., V. v. !4.

"What will you leave to your mother demrl" . . .

"My velvet pail and silken gear."
The Onttl BroUter (Child's Ballad*, H. 255).

Specifically (a) A robe put on a king at his coronation.

After this he [the archbishop] put upon him (Richard

II.) an upper Vesture, called a Pall, saying, Acclpe Pal-

lium. Balrrr, Chronicles, p. 138.



pall

(6) Same ta pallium, 2 (6).

Thisjxrffe is an induement that euery archebysshop must

haue, and is nat in full auctoritie of an archebysshop tyll

he haue recyued his palle [of the PopeJ, and is a thynge of

whyte lyke to the bredeth of a stole.

falnjan, Chron., I. ccxxi.

By the beginning, however, of the ninth century, the

pall, though it still kept its olden shape of a long stole,

began to be put on in a way slightly different from its first

fashion ; for, instead of both ends falling at the side from

the left shoulder, they fell down the middle, one in front,

from the chest to the feet, the other just as low behind on

the back. Rock, Church of our 1'athers, ii. 138.

2. Fine cloth, such as was used for the robes

of nobles. Also called cloth ofpall.
He took off his purple and his girdle of pott.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

His robe was noither grene na gray,
Bot alle yt was of riche palle.

Alt Yyod on ay Mounday (Child's Ballads, I. 273).

He gave her gold and purple pall to weare.

Spenter, F. Q., I. vii. 16.

3. A curtain or covering.
The grassy pall which hides

The Sage of Monticello.

Whittier, Randolph of Eoanoke.

Specifically (a) A cloth or covering thrown over a coffln,

bier, tomb, etc. : as, a funeral pall. At the present time

this is black, purple, or white ; it is sometimes enriched

with embroidery or with heraldic devices.

An Urn of Gold was brought,

Wrapt in soft Purple Palls, and richly wrought,
In which the Sacred Ashes were interr'd.

Congreve, Iliad.

And thou [Death] art terrible the tear,

The groan, the knell, the pall, the bier,
And all we know, or dream, or fear

Of agony, are thine.

Hatteck, Marco Bozzaris.

Among the things given to Durham cathedral at the

death of Bishop Bury, there was a green pall, shot with

gold, for covering that prelate's tomb. (Wills, etc., of the

Northern Counties, p. 25.)

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 93, note.

Within are three tombs, all covered with magnificent

palls embroidered in gold with verses from the Koran.
Macaulay, in Trevelyau, I. 326.

(6) A canopy.

Ther is no prince preuyd vndir palle,
But I ame moste myghty of all ;

Nor no kyng but he schall come to my call,

Nor grome that dare greue me for golde.
York Plays, p. 308.

Four Knights of the Garter . . . holding over Her Ma-

]esty a rich pall of silk and cloth of gold.
First Year of a Silken Reirrn, p. 261.

(e) An altar-cloth. (1) A linen altar-cloth ; especially, a

corporal. [Archaic.] (2) A linen cloth used to cover the

chalice ; a chalice-pall. This is now the usual meaning of

pall as a piece of altar-linen. Formerly one corner of the

corporal covered the chalice ; the use of a separate pall,

however, is as old as the twelfth century. The pall is now
a small square piece of cardboard faced on both sides with
linen or lawn. In carrying the holy vessels to and from
the altar, the pall, covered with the veil, supports the

burse, and itself rests on the paten and the paten on the
chalice. (3) A covering of silk or other material for the
front of an altar ;

a frontal. [Archaic.]

His Ma> attended by 3 Bishops went up to the altar,
and he offer'd a pall and a pound of gold.

Evelyn, Diary, April 23, 1661.

The custom was among the Anglo-Saxons to have, dur-

ing the holy Sacrifice, the altar-stone itself overspread with
a purplepaW, made almost always out of rich silk and elab-

orately embroidered. Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 263.

4. Figuratively, gloom : in allusion to the fune-
ral pall. 5. In her., the suggestion of an epis-

copal pall; a Y-shaped form,
said to be composed of half a
saltier and half a pale, and
therefore in width one fifth of
the height of the escutcheon:
it is sometimes, though rarely,

represented reversed, and is

always charged with crosses

patte fitch6 to express its ec-
ire, a pan argent^ clesiastical origin. Alsopairle.
KSSSS -Per pall in &r., divided' in the

fitche sable. direction of the line of the bearing
called the pall that is, in the direc-

tion of the lines of a capital Y and therefore into three
parts, of three different tinctures : said of the field.

pall1
(pal), v. t. [< pain, n.] To cover with or

as with a pall ;
cover or invest

;
shroud. [Rare.]

Come, thick night,
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell.

Shale., Macbeth, i. 5. 52.

Methought I saw the Holy Grail,
AH pall'd in crimson samite. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

pall2 (pal), v. [< ME. patten, by apheresis for

appallen, apallen, appal: see appal. In part
perhaps < W. pallu, fail, cease, neglect; ct.pall,
failure.] I. intrans. To become vapid, as wine
or ale

;
lose taste, life, or spirit ; become in-

sipid; hence, to become distasteful, wearisome,
etc.

Beauty soon grows familiar to the lover,
Fades in the eye and palls upon the sense.

Addison, Cato, 1. 4.
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Thy pleasures stay not till they pall,

And all thy pains are quickly past.

Bryant, Lapse of Time.

The longer I stayed debating, the more would the en-

terprise pall upon me.
Ji. D. Blackmare, Lorna Doone, xxxvii.

II. trans. 1 . To make vapid or insipid.

With a spoonful of pall'd wine pour'd in their water.

Massinger, The Picture, v. 1.

Reason and reflection . . . blunt the edge of his keenest

desires, and pall all his enjoyments. Bp. Atterbury.

Nor pall the Draught
With nauseous Grief. Prior, Henry and Emma.

2. To make spiritless ; dispirit; depress; weak-

en; impair.
It dulleth wits, ranckleth flesh, and palleth ofte fresh

bloods. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

I'll never follow thy pall'd fortunes more.

Shak.,A. andC., ii. 7. 88.

Base, barbarous man, the more we raise our love,
The more we pall and kill and cool his ardour.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, v. 1.

pall
2

(p&l), [< pall2 , t'.] Nausea or nausea-
tiou.

The palls or nauseatings ... are of the worst and most
hateful kind of sensation. Shqfteebury, Inquiry, II. ii. 2.

pal!
3
t,

v. t. [ME. pollen; cf. OF. paler, chase.]
To knock; knockdown; beat; thrust.

And with the ferste plaunke ich palle hym doune.
Piers Plowman (C), xix. 34.

Thai mellit with the mirmydons, that maisturles were,
Put horn doun prestly, pallit horn thurgh.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11132.

pall
4

,
n. See pawl.

pall
5

(p41), . [< Hind, pal, a
small tent, also a sail, a dam,
dike, < Skt. -J pa, protect.] In

India, a small tent made by
stretching canvas or cotton
stuff over a ridge-pole support-
ed on uprights.

pall6,
n. Seepalt.

palla (pal'a), n.
; pi. pallse (-).

[L., a mantle: see pall
1

.'] 1.

In Bom. antiq., a full outer robe
or wrap, akin to the Greek hima-

tion, worn out of doors by wo-
men. 2. Eccles., an altar-cloth;
a piece of altar-linen (palla al-

taris)', especially, a corporal
(palla corporalis, palla domini-

ca), or a chalice-pall.

palladia, n. Plural ofpalladium.
Palladian1

(pa-la'di-an), a. [<
Pallas (Pallad-), Pallas (see Pal-

las), + -Jan.] Of or pertaining
to the goddess Pallas or her at-

tributes
; pertaining to wisdom,

knowledge, or study.
All his midnight watchings, and expence of Palladian

oyl. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 31.

Palladian- (pa-la'di-an), a. [< Palladia (see
def .) + -an.'] Of or pertaining to or introduced

by Andrea Palladio (1518-80), an Italian archi-

tect of the Renaissance.

The house is not Gothic, but of that betweenity that in-

tervened when Gothic declined and Palladianwsa creep-
ing in. Walpole, Letters, II. 174.

Palladian architecture, a type of Italian architecture
founded by Palladio upon his conception of the Roman
antique as interpreted by Vitruvius, and upon the study

pallah
of the Colosseum, baths, triumphal arches, and other secu-

lar buildings of the Rximans. It has been applied more

frequently to palaces and civic buildings than to churches.

In the Palladian style the Roman orders are employed
rather as a decorative feature than as a constructive ele-

ment, and applied without regard to classic precedent.

Palladianism (pa-la'di-an-izm), . [< Palla-

dian- + -i*i.] The system, style, taste, or

method in architecture of Andrea Palladio and
his followers.

palladiont, n. [NL., < Gr. Hafoaitav: see pal-

ludiiim.] Same as palladium. Chaucer.

palladium (pa-la'di-um), n.; pi. palladia (-a).

[= F. palladium = Sp. paladion (paladio, the

metal) = Pg. It.

palladioA'L. Pal-

ladium,<GT. Ila/l-

~Aadu>v, a statue of

Pallas (see def.),

Roman Matron
wearing the Palla.

(From a statue found
at Herculaneum.)

Ulysses carrying off the Palladium of

Troy. From a Greek vase of Hieron.

(From "Monumenti dell' Instituto.")

XaeJ-), Pallas (Mi-
nerva): see Pal-
las. In def. 3,

recent, directly <

Gr. UaZUf, Pal-

las.] 1. A statue
or image of the

goddess Pallas
;

especially, in art

and legend, a xo-

anon image. On
the preservation
of such an image,
according to the

legend,depended
the safety of

Troy. Hence
2. Anything believed or reputed to afford ef-

fectual defense, protection, and safety: as, trial

by jury is the palladium of our civil rights.

Part of the Crosse, in which he thought such Vertue to

reside as would prove a kind of Palladium to save the

Citie where ever it remain'd, he cans'd to be laid up in a

Pillar of Porphyrie by his Statue.

Milton, Reformation inEng., i.

It turns thepalladium of liberty into an engine of party.
D. Webster, Speeches, Oct. 12, 1832.

3. Chemic al symbol, Pd; atomic weight, 106.5.

One of the rare metals associated with platinum.
It was separated from native platinum by Wollaston in

1803, and named alter the planet Pallas, which had just
before that time been discovered by Olbers. Palladium
is dimorphous. It occurs in Brazil native, in minute oc-

tahedral crystals ;
and on the Harz it has been found in

small hexagonal plates. It is, however, a decidedly rare

substance, and the chief supply comes from the working
over of the platiniferous residues of various mints. It re-

sembles platinum in appearance, but is harder ; its specific

gravity is 11.4. It fuses more readily than platinum or

any other of the so-called platinum metals, melting, as is

stated by some authorities, about as easily as wrought-iron.
It is both ductile and malleable, and would be a very use-

ful metal if it were not so scarce as to be expensive and

irregularly attainable. The graduated surfaces of some
astronomical instruments have been made of palladium, a

use for which this metal is admirably adapted on account
of its color and its unalterability in the air. Alloyed with

silver, it has been employed by dentists as a substitute

for gold. Palladium-gold. See porpezite.

palladiumize (pa-la'di-um-lz), c. t. ; pret. and

pip.pattadiumized, -ppr-palladiuniiziny. [<.palla-
dium + -ire.] To cover or coat with palladium.
Art Journal.

pallae, n. Plural of palla.

pallai (pal'a), n. [African.] An African ante-

lope, Mpyceros melampus. It Inhabits southern and
western Africa, stands about three feet high at the withers,

Palladian Architecture. Teatro Olimpico, Vicenza, Italy.

lamfKS-i.

and is of a dark-reddish color above, dull-yellowish on the

sides, and white beneath. There are no false hoofs, and



pallah

only the male ban horn*. These are about twenty Inches
loiiK, iimmlntcil, un<l Ihr two to^t-lln-i rom|>ose a lyrate
JiKiiii

1
. Also nillni ii/ijHiFlii, :md hy the Dutch colonists

rwdfMk (red hiR-k).

pallandret, s.-mn- as puii-ndnr.
Pallas (wil'as), w. [L., < Gr. IIaAX<4f. Pallas:
see def.J 1. Athene, the goddess of wisdom
and war among the Greeks, identified by the
Romans with Minerva. See Athene and Mi-
nerva. 2. One of the planetoids revolving be-
tween the orbits of Mars and Jupiter: discov-
'ivil itlifs ml iii tlir order of time) byOlbers,
at Bremen, in 1802. On account of Its minuteness,
and the nebulous appearance by which It Is surrounded,
no certain conclusion can be arrived at respecting Its

magnitude. It diameter has been estimated at 178 miles,
and Its period of revolution Is 4.81 years. Its light under-
goes considerable variation, and IU motion In Its orbit Is

greatly disturbed by the powerful attraction of Jupiter.

421;.

tin- hack or to the drying-place. 7. A lip or pro-
jection on the point of a pawl engaging the teeth
of a wheel, as the pallet on a pen-
dulum oron the arbor of a balance-
wheel in a clock or watch, or, in
some forms of feed-motions, for

transforming a reciprocating mo-
tion into a rotary motion, or the
reverse. It is always used with
the escapement of a clock or

watch, whatever its shape. See

gathering -palU-t. 8. A ballast-

locker, formerly built in the hold
of a ship. 9. One of the disks on
the chain of a chain-pump. 10. In conch., one
of the accessory valves of a mollusk, as of a pid-
dock or teredo. See cut under accessory.

Pallet. 7.

palliative
A clapper dudgeon Is a beggarbom ; some call him a pal-

Ivtrd. Dekkir. \ il. ln^-., slg. (I -i. (.Vnni.)

Thieves, panders, palliardi, sins of every sort ;

Those are the manufactures we export.
Dryden, Hind and Panther, 11. 60S.

palliardiset, n. [< F. paMardine, foniicnti.ni,
< ptiillanl, a dissolute person: see palliard.]
Fornication.

Nor can they tax him with palliarduf, luxury, epicurism
Sir 6. Bud,, Hist. KJch. III., p. 1M. (Latham.)

a nod* ait the PalliaSSO (pal-ias'), M.

which oscillate
on the pivot .

Same us // ///*..
pi. [NJj., neut. pi. of

I,, pnl l ,,i inx, cloaked: see palliate, a.] A sec-
tion of opisthobranchiate eutbyneurous gastro-
pods, having a mantle-flap : opposed to Kon-pal-
liutii. and corresponding to Ti'i-lilir<ni<->,iiit. The
I'alliata are divided Into two sulKirders called Ctenidto-

-/<iiin.l I'liiillidiubmncHata, (names which are thusPallas iron. A meteorite brought from Siberia pallets (pal'et), ... K ME. pallette, palet, a head- dTp'Scd ImonK sSSpodi"
by Pallas (see pullanite) in 1772. The larger part piece, the head, < OV.paUt, a headpiece, a cap suborders of zygobranchiate i,

being also used for two other

and pp. palliated,
of fence, the head, also, in fencing, a stick, ba- palliate (pal'i-at), o. t.

; pret.

"K-zz^a^^^jsssss"^ SttJWS.LVVrfrS 1>al '
a 8take

j BMSn*, Ea^rtftSsS****
tals of yellow olivin (chrysolite). Similar meteor-

stick: see pafei.J If. A headpiece, or cap of cloaked), pp. of palluire(> It. palliare =: Sp.pa-

(about 1,200 pounds) is preserved at St. Petersburg, but
fragments have been widely distributed in different mu-
seums.

**

or crysl
Ites found elsewhere (at Atacama, Rlttersgriin in Saxony,
etc.) have been called pallatite.

pallasite (twl'as-it), n. [< Peter 8. Pallas, the
name of the discoverer, + -ite%.~\ See Pallas
iron and meteorite.

pall-bearer (pal'bar'er), n. One who with
others attends the coffin at a funeral : so called
from the old custom of holding the corners and
edges of the pall as the coffin was carried, whe-
ther on a vehicle or by men.
palle (pal'le), n.pl. [It., pi. of palla, ball: see

gastropods).

fence, of leather, or of leather and metal.
Thel had non other slgne to schewc the lawc
But a preuy pallette her pannes to kepe,
To hllle here lewde heed in stede of an houe.

llichanl the Kedelea, Iii. Sil.

2f. The crown of the head; the skull
;
the head.

Than Elynour sayd, Ye callettes,
I shall breake your palette*.

Stelton, Elynour Kumrnyng, L 848.

3. In her., a diminutive of the pale, of which it

.. , ... .. ,
is only one half the breadth. See pale*, 5.

The balls forming the cognizance of the pallet-arbor (pal'et-ar'bor). n. In tcatch- and
tarnily of the Medici, six of them (five red and clock-making, an arbor bearing a pallet.
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einS charged InM clock8of thl. klnd the paifef-arOor, are set In small
upon .e shield, which frequently occurs in cocks. Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 185.
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liar = Pg. palliar = F.pallifr), cloak, clothe, <
L. pallium, a cloak: see pallium. Cf. pain, p.]
If. To cover with a cloak; clothe.

Being palliattd with a pilgrim's coat and hypocrltlc sane.
'I'y. Sir T. Uerbert, Travels (lute), p. 841.

2f. To hide
; conceal.

You cannot palliat mlschlefe, but It will
Throw all the fairest concrlngs of deceit
Be always scene. Daniel, Phllotu, IT. 2.

3. To cover or conceal ; excuse or extenuate
;

soften or tone down by pleading or urging ex-

tenuating circumstances, or by favorable rep-
resentations: as, to palliate faults or a crime.

Hope not that any falsity In friendship
Can palliate a broken faith.

:>), a youth.] 1.
One of a body of Greek or Albanian soldiers
who were in the pay of the Turkish govern-
ment, or maintained themselves by robbery.
2. One of a body of irregular troops or of guer-
rillas in Greece at the time of the war of inde-
pendence against Turkey.
Some of the palicari ran towards us and were going to

id In a civil

. In organ-building, an

, ?!!.
movab

,
le

,,

** f a
h the Wlre at the end of the tracker

R. Curzon, Monast In the Levant, p. 286.

pallescence (pa-les'ens), n. [< nallescen(t) +
-ce.] Paleness or pallor; general whitishness

;

a pale coloration.

pallescent (pa-les'ent), a. [< L. pallescen(t-)s,

from adhering to it. One mold only Is used, and each
brick as it is shaped Is turned out on a flat board called
^pallet and carried to the hack or hack-barrow for removal

.. ,, _ ^ ,-,
to the drying-place. Compare tlopwolding.

ppr. of pattescere, grow pale, < pallere, be pale : pallet-tail (pal'et-tal), n. In clockieork, one of
see pafe2.] Growing or becoming pale ; inclin- the rocking arms or extensions which connect

the pallets engaging the teeth of an anchor-es-
capement and some other kinds of escapements
with the arbor on which the arms oscillate.

Ford, Lady's Trial, U. 4.

His frolics ('tis a name
That palliates deeds of folly and of shame).

Cotrper, Tirocinium, 1. S3.').

Their Intoxication, together with the character of the
victim, explained, but certainly could not palliate, the vul-
garity of the exhibition. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 461.

4. To reduce in violence
; mitigate ; lessen or

abate : as, to palliate a disease. =gyn. Palliate. Ex-
tenuate, excuse, gloss over, apologize for. Palliate and
extenuate come at essentially the same idea through differ-
ent figures : palliate Is to cover In part as with a cloak ex-
tenuate Is to thin away or draw out to fineness. They both
refer to the effort to make an offense seem less by bring-
ing forward considerations tending to excuse ; they never
mean the effort to exonerate orexculpate completely. Theyhave had earlier differences of meaning, and palliate has
a peculiar meaning of its own (see def. S); palliate also
would tie likely to be used of the more serious offense ; but

making, a process of molding in~which the mold Oth
1

c
.
rw '8e

,
the

J*?
1^11 e now essentially the same.

is sanded after each using to prevent the clav Palllat (pal *)i ^ [< '/ palliatiu, cloaked:

*l'et-ing), n. Nattt., a light plat-
bottom of powder-magazines to

r), n. In organ-
building, soft leather used for facing the inside
surface of a pallet, so as to make it air-tight,

pallet-molding (pal'et-raol'ding). n. In brick-

If. Eased; mitigated.

ign

ing to paleness or pallor ; somewhat pallid or
pale; wan.
pallet 1

(pal'et), n. [< ME. paillet, paliet, < F.
paillet, a heap of straw, dim. of paille, straw, < pallia, n. Plural of pallium.
L.na!ea, chaff: see pale*.} A mattress, couch, pallia! (pal'i-al), a. [< ML
or bed, especially one of straw.

On apailet, al that glade nyght,
By Trollus he lay. Chaucer, Troilua, HI. 229.

Upon uneasy pallet* stretching thee.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., ill. 1. 10.

He slept on a miserable pallet like that used by the monks
of his fraternity. PretcoU, Ferd. and Isa., II. 8.

pallet2 (pal'et), n. [A more E. spelling of pa-
lette, q.v.] 1. An oval or round wooden instru-
ment used by potters, crucible-makers, etc.,
for forming, beating, and rounding their wares.

2. In gilding, an instrument used to take
up the gold-leaves from the pillow, and to ap-
ply and extend them. 3. In bookbinding: (a)A shallow box of brass, fitted with an end- and
side-screw and handle, in which are fastened
the types selected for lettering the backs of
books, (ft) A brass plate engraved with the

Cardinal Pole, in that act In this queen's (Mary's] re:

tosecureahbey-landstothelrowners, . . . iliil not. HS sonic
think, absolve their consciences from restitution, but onlymade a palliate cure, the church but suspending that pow-
er which in due time she might put In execution.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., VI. v. s.

The nation was under its great crisis and most hopefulmethod of cure, which yet, if palliate and Imperfect, would
only make way to more fatal sickness.

lip. Fell, Life of Hammond, f 8.

i. pallialis, < li.palli- 2. In roo'/., having a pallium ; of or pertaining
um, a mantle, pallium : see pallium.] 1. Of or to the PaZWato; tectibranchiate.

pertaining to a mantle or pallium. 2. Specifi- palliation (pal-i-a'shon), n. [=F. palliation =
cally, in conch., pertaining to the pallium or Sp.pn/iaa'on = Pg. palliacSo = It. palliazione,
mantle of a mollusk. paUial adductor the anterior < L. palliatio(n~), a cloaking, < palliare, cloak :

adductor muscle of bivalve mollusks, the posterior being
distinguished as pedal. It is the one which Is small or
abortive in the heteromyarian and mouomyarian bivalves.
See cut under Tridaenida. Palllal impression, pal-
llal line, the impression, line, or mark made by the man-
tie-margin on the Inner surface of the shell of a bivalve
mollusk. According to the continuity or Interruption of
this line, or rather of the structure of the mantle which
impresses this difference, bivalves are called inlfgnmuHflt
or sinupalliaie. See cuts under bivalve, dimyarian, Oa-
dinia, integmpalliate, and TrigonUda. Palllal shell <t

shell which Is secreted by or contained within the mantle,
such as the bone of the cuttlefish. Pallial sinus, sinus
or recess In the pallial impression of aimipalllate mollusks
It is the siphonal impression, or mark of the retractile si-

phons which many bivalves possess, and thus affords it

toOIagkl] character. See tinupalliate, and cuts under bi-
* o valve and dimwtrian.

&*s*&&2i^'e3$SbBtts3ta
tie, cloak: see pallium.'] A dress; a robe.

TMi palliameot of white and spotless hue.

Shot.. Tit And., L 1. 182.

4. In painting, same as palette. 5. In organ-
bttilding, a hinged wooden valve intended to
admit or to release the compressed air; es-

pecially, a valve operated by a digital of a
keyboard, by which the air is admitted to a -y.-

~
.

groove or channel over which stand the pipes
belonging to that digital ; also, a valve (waste- ?.

traw: e pale*,

pallet) which allows the surplus air to escape
when the storage-bellows is too full. Also
called rnli-i--pii//i-t. See cut under organ*. 6.

w. [< F.patllard, one who
dissolute person, < paillf,

see palliate.'] If. A cloaking or concealment ;

a means of hiding or concealing.
The generality of Christians make the external frame of

religion but a palliation for sin.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 9. (Eneye. Diet.)

Princes, of all other men, have not more change of Ray.
ment in thtr Wardrobes then variety of Shift* and paUia-
tiom In thlr solemn actings and pretences to the People.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, iivu.

2. The act of palliating or concealing the more
flagrant circumstances ofan offense, crime, etc. ;

a lessening or toning down of the enormity or
gravity of a fault, offense, etc., by the urging
of extenuating circumstances, or by favorable
representations ; extenuation.
This ... Is such *. palliation of bis fault as Induces me

to forgive him. QoUmtth, Vicar, xxx.

3. Mitigation or alleviation, as of a disease.
If the just cure of a disease be full of peril, let the pny-

slcian resort to palliation. Bacon, Nat. Hint.
= 8yn. See palliate.

. A vagabond who
lies upon straw; a lecher; a lewd person.
A Palliard is he that goeth In a patched cloke, and hys

Doxy goeth in like apparell.^ irner s

694.

. serving ..
extenuate by excuses or favorable representa-
tion. 2. Mitigating or alleviating, as pain or
disease.



palliative

II. M. 1. That which extenuates : as, & pallia-
tire of guilt. 2. That which mitigates, allevi-

ates, or abates, as the violence of pain, disease,

or other evil.

Those palliatives which weak, perfidious, or abject poli-

ticians administer. Sw\ft.

As s.paUiatioe, add bicarbonate of sodium till a perma-
nent precipitate falls, and then expose for several days to

the sun. Lea, Photography, p. 306.

palliatory (pal'i-a-to-ri), a. [= Sp. paliatorio;
as palliate + -ory]

'

Palliative,

pallid (pal'id), a. [< ~L.pattidus, pale, <pallere,
be pale: see pale$, a doublet of 2>allid.] 1.

Pale ;
wan ;

deficient in color : as, a pallid coun-

tenance.
I which live in the country without stupifying am not

in darkness, but in shadow, which is not no light, but a.pal-

lid, waterish, and diluted one. Donne, Letters, iv.

Bathed in the pallid lustre stood

Dark cottage-wall and rock and wood.
Whittier, Pentucket.

2. In liot., of a pale, indefinite color. =Syn. 1.

Wan, etc. (see pale?), colorless, ashy.

pallidity (pa-lid'i-ti), re. [= It. pallidita, <

ML. as if *pallidiia(t-)s, < 1,.palUdus, pale : see

pallid] Pallor; paleness; pallid coloration.

pallidly (pal'id-li), adv. With pallidity; palely;

wanly.
pallidness (pal'id-nes), n. Pallidity ; paleness ;

wanness. Feltham. =Syn. Seepalev, a.

Palliobranchiata (pal*i-o-brang-ki-a'ta), re.

pi. [NL.: seepalliobranchiate.] DeBlainville's

name (1825) of the Brachiopoda, as one of two
orders of his Acephalophora, the other being
Budistee.

palliobranchiate (pal"i-o-brang'ki-at), a. [<
Nli. palliobranchiatus, <.~L. pallium, cloak, man-
tle, + branchiee, gills.] Breathing by means of

the mantle, or supposed to do so
; specifically,

of or pertaining to the Palliobranchiata.

palliocardiac (pal"i-6-kar'di-ak), a. [< L. pal-
lium, cloak, + Gr. KapSia = E. heart : see car-

diac."] Pertaining to the mantle and to the
viscericardium or pericardial sac of a mollusk,
as a cephalopod : as, the palliocardiac muscle.

pallion
1

1 (pal'yon), n. [Alsopallioun; a reduc-
tion of pavilion. Cf. OF. pallion, pallioum,
palium, etc., pallium.] A tent; a pavilion.

They lighted high on Otterbourne,
And threw their pallions down.
Battle of Otterbourne (Child's Ballads, VII. 22).

pallion2 (pal'yon), re. [< It. pallone, a ball,

bullet, ballon (see balloon^, ballon), = Sp. pal-
Ion, a quantity of gold or silver from an assay.]
A small pellet, as of solder.

A quantity of very small pellets, or pallions of solder
are then cut. Goldsmith's Handbook, p. 89.

palliopedal (pal'^-o-ped'al), a. [< L. pallium,
cloak, + pes (pea-) = E. foot.] Pertaining or
common to the pallium or mantle and to the
foot of a mollusk.

They are present in Haliotis, where they pass off from
the common pedal ganglionic mass (the pauio-pedal gan-
glia). Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 348.

pallisadot, n. Same as palisade.
Palliser gun. See gun*-.

pallium (pal'i-um), n.
; pi. pallia (-a). [= F.

pallium, OF. pallion, pallioum = Sp. palio =
Pg. It. pallio, < L. pallium, a coverlet, mantle,
cloak; ef. palla, a mantle, cloak: see palfl.]
1. In Bom. antiq., a voluminous rectangular
mantle for men, corresponding to the Greek hi-

mation (see himation), and considered at Rome,
because worn by Greek savants, as the par-
ticular dress of philosophers; also, a toga or
other outer garment ;

a curtain, etc., of rectan-

gular shape. 2. Eccles. : (a) In the earlychurch,
a large mantle worn by Christian philosophers,
ascetics, and monks, (b) A vestment worn by
certain bishops, especially patriarchs and met-
ropolitans. It seems to have come first into use in the
Eastern Church, where it is known as the omophorion, and
to have been worn by patriarchs, and given by them to
metropolitans. Some authorities think that it was of
primitive origin and at first worn by all bishops, while
others hold that it was originally an imperial garment,
bestowed by the emperor as a mark of distinction upon
patriarchs and others, and afterward given to metropoli-
tans and bishops generally. It has always been of wool,
as indicating the pastoral office. It seems at first to have
been a mantle rolled together and passed round the neck
so as to fall both in front and at the back. It then became
contracted in width and was worn nearly as it still is in
the Greek Church, as a wide woolen band fastened round
the shoulders and descending nearly to the feet In the
Latin or Boman Catholic Church it gradually assumed a
different shape, and is now a narrow band like a ring, pass-
ing round the shoulders, with two short vertical pieces,
falling respectively down the breast and the back. It is
ornamented with crosses, and has three golden pins by
which it is attached with loops to the chasuble. The
pallium was worn anciently in the Western Church by the
Pope and by Gallican metropolitans. From the sixth cen-
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tury it began to be given by the Pope to some metropoli-
tans outside of his own diocese, in sign of special favor or

distinction at first, according to some authorities, only
with approval of the emperor. By the seventh or eighth

century it came to be regarded as a sign of acknowledg-
ment of papal supremacy. At present, in the Koman
Catholic Church, a bishop elected or translated to a see of

metropolitical or higher rank must beg the Pope for the

pallium, and receives it after taking an oath of allegiance
to the Pope. The Pope wears it whenever he officiates,

bishops only on certain great feasts. Anglican archbish-

ops no longer wear the pallium since the Reformation,
but it forms partof the heraldic insignia of the archbish-

ops of Canterbury, Armagh, and Dublin. Also called pall.

(c) An altar-cloth; a frontal or pall. 3. In

conch., the mantle, mantle-flap, or mantle-skirt

of a mollusk, an outgrowth of the dorsal body-
wall. It is a specialized, more or less highly and very
variously developed integument, including epithelial, vas-

cular, glandular, and muscular structures, and forming
folds or processes which represent the foot and other parts.
It is often wanting. See cuts under Lamellioranchiata,

Pulmonata, and Tridacnidee.

4. In ornith., the mantle; the stragulum; the

back and folded wings together, in any way
distinguished, as by color in a gull, etc. 5.

A cirro-stratus cloud when it forms a uniform
sheet over the whole sky.
M, Poey has proposed the name of Pallium, but this

term has not met with general acceptance.
Scott, Meteorology, p. 126.

pall-mall (pel-mel')> [Formerly also pale-

maiU, pallmaill, pallemaille, paillemail; also,
in more recent spelling, pell-mell; < OF. pal-

mail, palmaille, pallemaille, palemaille, paille-

mail, paillemaille, etc., = Sp. palamallo = Pg.

palamalha, < It. palamaglio, pallamaglio, the

game of pall-mall, lit. 'ball-mallet,' < palla, ball

(< ML. palla, ball, < OHG. palla, MHG. G. ball:

see balfl-), + maglio, < L. malleus, a mall, mallet:
see mall1

.'] 1. A game, formerly played, in

which a ball of boxwood was struck with a mal-
let or club, the object being to drive it through
a raised ring of iron at the end of an alley.
The player who accomplished this with fewest

strokes, or within a number agreed on, was the
winner.
To St. James's Park, where I saw the Duke of York play-

ing pelemele, the first time that ever I saw the sport.

Pepyt, Diary, April 2, 1661.

The game might develop into golf or pell mett. ... If
the point played to was a hole in the ground, golf arose ;

if you played to a stone, tree, or rock, or through an iron

hoop elevated on a post, pell mell, jeu de mail, Pila Mal-
leus was the result. . . . Lauthier describes the attitude
and "

swing
"
at pell mell in words that apply equally well

to golf. . . . Generally speaking, the aim was to "loft"
the ball, in fewer strokes than your adversary took, through
an elevated iron ring.

A. Lang, Golf (Badminton Library), pp. 4, 11.

2. The mallet used in this game.
If one had paille-mails it were good to play in this alley,

for it is of a reasonable good length, straight, and even.
Fr. Garden/or Engl. Lad. (1621). (Nmee.)

3. A place where the game was played. The
game was formerly practised in St. James's Park, London,
and gave its name to the famous street called Pall Mall

(locally pronounced pel-mel').

In the pavilion of ye new Castle are many faire roomes,
well paynted, and leading into a very noble garden and
parke, where is a pall-maill, in ye midst of which, on one
of the sides, is a chapell. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1644.

pall-mallt (pel-mel'), adv. [Elliptically for in

pall-mall fashion ; prob. alluding also to pell-

mell.'] In pall-mall fashion
;
as in the game of

pall-mall .

Others I'l knock pall-mall.
Cartwright's Lady Errant. (Name.)

pallometric (pal-o-met'rik), a. [< Gr. mttfotv,
quiver, quake, + ficrpov, measure: see metric.]

Relating to the measurement of vibrations in
the surface of the earth produced by artificial

methods.

pallor (pal'or), n. [= F. pdleur = Sp. palor =
Pg. pallor = It. pallbre, < L. pallor, paleness, <

pallere, be pale : see pallid, pale
1

*.] Paleness;
wanness.

palm1 (pam), re. [Early mod. E. also pawn;
< ME. palme, paume, pawme, pame, the palm of
the hand, also palm-play, < OF. palme, paulme,
paume, the palm of the hand, a ball, tennis

(palm-play), F. paume, the palm of the hand,
tennis (jeu de paume), = Sp. Pg. It. palma, <

L. palma, f., the palm of the hand, a hand's

breadth, etc., alsopalmus, m., = Gr. iralaftij, the
palm of the hand, = AS. folm (= OHG. folma),
the palm of the hand, the hand, > ult. E. fumble,
q. v. Hence ult. palnfi.] 1. The flat of the
hand ; that part of the hand which extends from
the wrist to the bases of the thumb and fingers
on the side opposite the knuckles; more gen-
erally and technically, the palmar surface of
the manus of any animal, as the sole of the
fore foot of a clawed quadruped, as the cat or

palm

mouse, corresponding to the planta of the pes or

foot. In man the palm is fleshy, and presents two special

eminences, the JAenar(ball of the thumb) and, opposite to

it, the hypothenar, mainly due to the bulk of the subjacent
muscles. The habitual tendency of the fingers in grasping
and holding throws the skin into numerous creases, sev-

eral principal ones being quite constant in position. The
character of these creases, in all their detail and variation

in different individuals, is the chief basis of chirognomy
or palmistry. See phrases under line?.

Therwith the pous and paumcs of his hondes

They gan to froote and wete his temples tweyne.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1114.

With yche a pawe as a poste, and paumes fulle huge.
Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 776.

2f. The hand; a hand.
Ther apered a. paume, with poyntel in fyngres
That watz grysly & gret, & gyrmly he wrytes.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1533.

3. A lineal measure equal either to the breadth
of the hand or to its length from the wrist to

the tips of the fingers ;
a measure of length equal

to 3 and in some instances 4 inches
; among the

Romans, a lineal measure equal to about &J

inches, corresponding to the length of the hand.

During that triumvirate of kings, King Henry VIII. of

England, Francis I., king of France, and Charles V., em-

peror, there was such a watch kept that none of the three

could win a palm of ground but the other two would
straightways balance it. Bacon, Empire (ed. 1887).

4. A part that covers the inner portion of the

hand : as, the palm of a glove ; specifically, an
instrument used by sailmakers and seamen in

Sailmakers' Palm.

a, palm-leather; t, thumb-hole; f, metal shield fastened to palm-
leather ; d, small countersinks, into some one of which the butt of the

needle enters in sewing to prevent the needle from slipping.

sewing canvas, instead of a thimble, consisting
of a piece of leather that goes round the hand,
with a piece of iron sewed on it so as to rest in

the palm. 5. The broad (usually triangular)

part of an anchor at the end of the arms. 6.

The flat or palmate part of a deer's horns when
full-grown.

The forehead of the gote
Held out a wondrous goodlypalme, that sixteene branches

brought. Chapman, Iliad, iv. 124.

7t. An old game, a kind of hand-tennis, more

fully called palm-play.
Also, that no maner persone pleye at the pame or at

tenys, withyn the yeld halle of the seid cite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 387.

8f. A ball.

Paume to play at tennys with, [F.] paulme. Palsgrave.

An Itching palm. See itch. Oil of palms. See off.

To cross one's palm. Same as to cross one's hand (which
see, under crews!). To gild (one's) palm, to give money
to; fee;

"
tip."

He accounts them very honest Tikes, and can with all

safety trust his Life in their Hands, for now and then Gild-

ing their Palms for the good Services they do him.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[II. 220.

To grease the palm of. See grease.

palm1 (pam), v. t. [(palm*, n.] 1. To handle;
manipulate.

Our Cards and we are equal Tools.
We sure in vain the Cards condemn :

Our selves both cut and shnffl'd them. . . .

But Space and Matter we should blame ;

They palm'd the Trick that lost the Game.
Prior, Alma, ii.

Frank carves very ill, yet will palm all the Meats.

Prior, Epigrams.

2. To conceal in the palm of the hand, in the
manner of jugglers or cheaters. 3. To impose
by fraud : generally followed by upon before the

person and off before the thing: as, to palm off
trash upon the public.
What is palmed upon you daily for an imitation of East-

ern writing no way resembles their manner.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxxiii.

palm2 (pam), re. [< ME. palme, < AS. palm =
OS. palma = D. palm = MLG. palme = OHG.
palma, MHG. G. palme = Icel. pdlmr = Sw.

palm = Dan. palme = F. palme = Sp. Pg. It.

palma, < L. palma, a palm-tree, palm-branch,
the topmost branch, any branch, a palm-branch
as a symbol of victory, also the fruit of the

palm, a date, also the name of several other

plants ;
so called from the resemblance of the



palm
leaves of the palm-tree to the outspread hand

;

< iiiiliiin, the palm of the hand: Bee jiiilin^. The
(ir. name of the date-palm was <tavif: see plie-

iiij-.] 1. A tree or shrub of the order l'nlni;i .

The palms form ;i natural plant-group of great Interest,
in appraniiifi- lustily pictui-fsi|in.- anil often i-h'Kant, and
in list-fulness surpassnl by no family except the grasses.
Thi- pulpy fruit of some species, most notably of the date,
ami the xrfd-kiTnel of other*, preeminently the cocoa-
nut, are edible. 1)11 is yiflik-il liy the fruit-pulp of some
(oil-palm) and by the seeds of others (cocoanut, bacaba,
etc.). The pith of the

sago-palms is farinaceous, and the
large terminal bud of the cabbage palm serves as a vege-
table, as do the young seedlings of the palmyra. The sap
of the wild date-tree and other species yields palm-sugar
or jaggery ;

that of the coqulto, palm-honey. The juice of
various species becomes toddy or palm-wine, which in fer-

menting serves as yeast, and distilled affords a spirituous
liquor. Aside from food and drink, the betel-nut, a kind
of ratechu, and a kind of dragon's-blood are palm-pro-
ducts: a candle-wax exudes from Ceroxylim; vegetable
ivory is the nut of the ivory-palm. Palm-wood is useful
for building (date-palm, palmyra, etc.), for flue work (por-

cupine-wood), for piles (pahnettoX an" for flexible articles

(ratan). The leaves of many species serve for thatching
(husau-palm, royal palmetto, palmyra, etc.X f r making
hats, baskets, and fans, and in place of paper (palmetto,
talipot, etc.). The leafstalks of some (kittul, piassava)
furnish an Important fiber, as also does the husk of the
cocoanut. There are many other uses. The cocoanut-,
date-, and palmyra-palms lead In importance. The palm
of the Bible is the date-palm. (For symbolic use. see def.

2.) As ornamental
plants

in temperate regions the palms
are Indispensable where sufficient hothouse room can be
had.

The palme eke nowe men setteth forth to stande.
Palladiui, Husbondrie (B. E. T. 8.X p. 152.

Breadths of tropic shade and palmi In cluster, knots of
Paradise. Tennyson, Locksley HalL

2. A branch, properly a leaf, of the palm-tree,
anciently borne orworn as a symbol of victory or

triumph; hence, superiority; victory; triumph;
honor

; prize. The palm was adopted as an emblem of

victory. It Is said, because the tree is so elastic as, when
pressed, to rise and recover its correct position. The Jews
carried palm-branches on festal occasions, and the Roman
Catholic and Oreek churches have preserved this usage
in celebrating the entry of Christ into Jerusalem. See
Palm Sunday. See also def. 3.

And come to the place where ye aungell of our Lord
brought a palme vnto our blessydLady, shewyng vnto her
ye daye of her dethe. Sir R. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 82,

It doth amaze me
A man of such a feeble temper should
So get the start of the majestic world.
And bear the palm alone. Shot., J. 0., I. 2. 131.

For his true use of translating men.
It still hath been a work of as much palm,
In clearest judgments, as to invent or make.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

3. One of several other plants, popularly so
called as resembling in some way the palm, or,

especially, as substituted for it in church usage.
Among plants so designated are, in Great Britain, chiefly
the great sallow or goat-willow, Ralix Caprea, at the time
when its catkins are out, and the common yew (the latter
Is universally so called in Ireland); in Europe also the
olive, holly, box, and another willow ; and in the northern
United States the hemlock-spruce.

In colour like the satin -shin Ing palm
On sallows in the windy gleams of March.

Tumiis'in. Merlin and Vivien.

Alexandra palm, Ptychospenna Alexandra, a feather-

palm named after Alexandra, Princess of Wales. Bam-
boo-palm, an African species, Raphia vinifera. Its leaf-

stalks and leaves are variously useful, and It is one of the
wine-palms. Bangalow palm, the Australian Ptycho-
uperma el-'ffanf. Seefeathcr-palin, below. Blowing-cane
palm. Heelriartella. Bourbon palm,

" '
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(Kenlirt) mnnrtstarhya of Australia. Z&nor& palm. Same
as I'ashiuba palm.

palma (pal'mii), .; ill. pitlimr (-me). [L. : see

/"I/in
1

.\ 1. The palm of the hand of man, or
the eorresponding part of the manus of other
iinimalH. In a bird It Is the under side of the pinion ;

In a quadruped, the under side of the fore foot, exclusive
of the part represented by the digits.

2. Ill entom. : (a) The enlarged first joint of the
front tarsus of a bee, the remaining joints be-

ing called digiti, or fingers, (ft) The tarsus of
an insect when it is dilated and densely covered
with hairs beneath, as in many Coleoptera.
Palmaceae (pal-ma'se-), . pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1835), fern. pi. of "palmaceus: see palmaceous.]
Same as Patnite'i.

palmaceous (pal-raa'shius), a. [< NL. palma-
ceus, < L. palma, palm : see palm'*.] Of or per-
taining to the rn/in;i . or palm family.
palma Christ! (pal'ma kris'ti). [Formerly
jxilnie-crist; = B\ Pg. It. palma-chriti = 8p.
palma-cristi,<.NIj.palmaCnri8ti, hand of Christ:
see palnft and Christ.'] The castor-oil plant,
Ricinus communis. See cut under castor-oil.

The green leaues of Palma ChriiK, pound with parched
Barley meale, do mitigate and asswage the Inflammation
and swelling sorenesse of the eyes.
Lyte's Herbal, p. 412, quoted in Wright's Bib. Word-Book.

palmacitfl(parma-sit),n. [< li.palma, palm (see

palm2 ), + -c- + -j'te2.] A name used by Bron-

gniart, under which are included various fossil

remains of vegetation supposed to be related to

the living Palmacete. The specimens thus designated
are chiefly fragments of trunks of trees, both with and
without the marks of leaf-bases, spines, etc. The palms
are first seen in the upper part of the Cretaceous.

palmae 1
,
n. Plural of palma.

Palm2(parme),n. pi. [NL. (Linnwus, 1737),

pi. of L. palma, a palm.] The palm family, an
order of monocotyledonous plants of the series

Calycina, characterized by the one- to three-
celled free ovarVj solitary ovules, and small

embryo immersed in a little hollow near the out-
side of the hard or oily albumen. About 1,100 spe-
cies are known, classed in 129 genera, 7 tribes, and 18 sub-
tribes. They are mainly tropical, especially American, and
are most abundant on coasts and islands ; fewer in Asia and
Australia ; fewest in Africa ; reaching lat . 44* N . In Europe,
30 In America, 34" In Asia. The species are usually local,

excepting the cocoanut and four or five others. They are
trees or shrubs, mostly unbranched, generally perennial,
and continued only by a terminal and sometimes edible
bud. Their large leaves are pinnatelyor radiately parallel-
veined, undivided and plaited In the bud, divided slightly
or completely on expansion. The flowers are small, regu-
lar, often rigid or fleshy, often dioecious, usually with six

stamens, borne on a branching spadix, with several or many
sheathing bract-like or woody spathes. The fruit Is a
berry or drupe or dry fruit, the outside commonly flbrous,
within membranous, crustaceous, woody, or stony. See

palmZ, and cuts under Corypha, Piassava, nervation, cocoa,
and Ceroxylim. Also called Palmacrx.

palmar (pal'mar), a. and n. [= F. palmaire =
Sp. Pg. palmar = It. palmare, < L. palmaris,
belonging to the palm of the hand, < palma,
the palm of the hand : see palm 1

.] I. a. Per-

taining or relating to the palma or palm of the

hand, or to the corresponding part of the fore
foot of a quadruped. The epithet is chiefly technical,
in anatomy and zoology, and is correlated with plantar ;

with reference to the hand, palmar is the opposite of dorsal.

Palmar arch, (a) Deep: the continuation of the radial

artery, placed deeply in the palm of the hand, toward the

palmate
Palmar cutaneous nerves. See nrrrr. Palmar fas-
cia, (a) S'tjierjicial : the extension of the supernctal fascia
nl tin fun arni in the palm. (It) Deep: a somewhat pedal-
ized sheet of fascia into which the tendon of the palmari*
longiis expands in the palm, continuous with the fascia!

sheaths of the ringers, confining the subjacent muscles,
etc., and serving as a flexor tendon. See cuts under mus
de. Palmar folds, the wrinkles of the palm of the hand.
Palmar InterOBseus. See inUnmrus.

II. n. 1. An anatomical structure, as a mus-
cle, contained in or connected with the palm :

as, the long and short palmary. See palmar i*.

2. InrooV., one of the joints or ossicles of the
branches of a crinoid which succeed the bra-
cbials ; one of the joints of the fourth order, or
of a division of the brachials; a palmare.
palmare (pal-ma're), n.

; pi. palmaria (-ri-8).

[NL.,neut.of L.paJmarw, palmar: see;>aZiar.]
Same as palmar, 2. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 500.

palmaris (pal-ma'ris), n.; pi. palmarcs (-r6z).

[NL. (sc. musculus), < li.palmari, pertaining to
the palm of the hand: wv palmar.) 1. A muscle
which acts upon the palm of the hand, or the

corresponding part of the fore paw of a quadru-
ped; a palmar. 2. A palmar nerve Palmaris
brevis, a thin subcutaneous muscle at the Inner part of

the palm of the hand. Palmaris cutaneus. Same as

palmaris brevis. Palmaris longus, a superficial muscle
of the forearm, arising In man chiefly from the internal

condyle of the humerus, and Inserted into the palmar
fascia. See cuts under muscle. Palmaris lOQgus bl-

caudatus, that form of palmaris longus which has two
tendons of Insertion. Palmaris magnus. Same as

flexor carpi radialis (which see, underjVaror). Palmar!B
minimus. Same as jxilmaris longu*. Palmaris pro-
fundus, palmaris superflcialls. See palmar cutaneous
nerves, under ttfrve.

palmary 1
(pal'ma-ri), a. [<L.;i/w/n>, palmar:

see palmar.] Same as palmar. [Rare.]
palmary- (pal'ma-ri), a. [< L. palmarius, of
or belonging to palms, neut. palmarium, that
which deserves the palm, a masterpiece, also an
advocate's fee, < palma, the palm: see palm'*.]

Worthy of receiving the palm; preeminent;
chief; conspicuous.
Sentences proceeding from the pen of "the flrst philoso-

pher of the age
"
in his palmary and capital work.

Bp. Home, On the Apology for Hume's Life and Writings.
Lord Macanlay, In his most unfair Essay on Horace

Walpole, gives, as a palmary sample of bis Gallicisms :

"It will now be seen whether he or they are most patriot."
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 317.

Palmataet (pal-ma'te), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of
L. iinl mil lux. marked with the palm of the hand :

see palmate*.] in ornith., the palmate or web-
footed birds collectively, considered as a major
group of aquatic birds

;
the swimming as distin-

guished from the wading or grallatorial birds.
In Nitzsch's classification (1829) the group
consisted of the Longipennes, Nasvtte, Vngui-
rostres, Steqano-

podes, and Py-
gopodes.
palmate (par-
mat), a. [= F.

sis(Latania Bnrbanica). Broom-palm, Attalea /untfera
and Thrinax argentea: so named from the use made of
their leaves or leafstalks. Carana-palm, Mauritia Ca-
rana. --Catechu palm, Areca Catechu. See catechu and
Areca. Chuaan palm, the Chinese hemp palm. See
hemp-palm. Club-palm, the palm-lily. See Cordyline.
Cohune palm. See Attalea. Desert-palm. See

Wathinytoma. Dragon's-blood palm, Calamia Draco.

European palm, Chamarops hitmilix. Fan-leafed
palm. snme:is/Rii-jOT/i. Feather-palm, speclfloaWLi
palm of the genus Ptychoitperma, but also any palm with
plume-like leaves. Fern-palm, (a) A name of Cycas re-

voluta and other species of the genus, on account of their
resemblance both to ferns and to palms. (&) See Macro-
zamia. Qebang palm, Carypha Oebanga, a Javan spe-
cies, whose leaves serve for thatching, etc., and whose

Mortem or moriche palm, Same as ita-pafm.Sew
Zealand palm. Same as nitau-palm. Nipa-palm. See
Nipa. Order Of the Palm, a German society founded
at Weimar in 1617 for the preservation and culture of the
(iennan language. It disappeared after 1IISO. Also called
Fruit-Brintfing Society. Pashiuba palm, Iriartea (Ce-

if>rjrfo)orrAiia. Patawa palm, tKnocarpus Pataua,
an oil-yielding species in Brazil. Plnang palm, thebetel-
nut palm, Areca Catechu. See Areca, 3. Plndova palm,
Attalfa compta, a species with leaves useful for match-
ing, etc., and edible seeds. Royal palm, (treodoxa rema
of the West Indies an i Florida. San Diego palm. See

Waihinijtonia. Tallera palm, tara palm, Corypha Ta-
liera. Tucum palm, tucuma palm, Attrocarymn Tit-

cuma. See Astrocaryum. Umbrella palm, HtdyKrpe
(Keniia) Caiiterburyana of Lord Ilowe's Island. N ew Si >ut h
wales : HO called from its dense head of long pinnate
leaves. Walking-stick or whip-stick palm, Bactdaria

Palmate Antlers of a Moose.

Palmar Arches.

wrist, its branches supplying the deep muscles. (6) Super-
in-ui! : the continuation of the ulnar artery in the palm,
forming an arch opposite the anterior border of the

thumb, convex distauy. It gives off the digital arteries.

Palmar arteries, the arteries of the palmar arches.

meatlo= Pg.pal-
mado = It. pal-
mato, < L. pal-
matun, marked
with the palm of

the hand (NL.
palmate), < pal-
ma, the palm of

the hand : see

palm*-. ] i.Like
an open palm;
resembling a hand with the fingers extended.
The term is specifically applied to the antlers of certain

deer, as the elk of Europe and the
moose of America, which are broad
and flat, like a palm, with project-
ing finger-like or digitate points.

2. Web-footed, as a bird;

palmiped; webbed; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the
Palmata. Compare seminal-

mate, tottpalmate. 3. In oof. ,

originally, having five lobes,
with the midribs diverging
from a common center; by
later botanists extended to

leaves that are
lobed or divid-

ed so that the sinuses point to or
reach the apex of
the petiole, some-
what irrespective
of the number of
lobes. See digi-

tate, and cuts un-

Palmate Foot of a
Sea-duck.

antenn*, In
antennae which



palmate
short and have a few long branches on the outer side,

resembling, when spread apart, the fingers of a hand.

Palmate tibiae, in entmn., tibiae which are flattened and
have the exterior margin produced in several strong teeth

or mucrones : a form commonly found in fossorial legs.

palmated (pal'ma-ted), a. [< palmate^ + -ed2.]

Same as palmate^.
palmately (pal'mat-li), adv. In a palmate
manner; so as to be palmate Palmately cleft,

cleft in a palmate manner, as when the divisions of a pal-

mate leaf extend half-way down or more, and the sinuses

or lobes are narrow or acute. See cfe/(2, 2, and cuts under

leaf. Palmately compound, an epithet applied to a

compound leaf with the leaflets inserted in a palmate
manner, as in the buckeye, lupine, etc. : same as digitate,

as used by later authors. See cut under leaf. Palmate-
ly divided. Sume as palmately compound. Palmately
lobed, lobed in a palmate manner, as when the divisions

of a palmate leaf extend nearly or quite half-way to the

base, and the lobes or sinuses are rounded. See lobed, and
cut under Jatropha. Palmately nerved. See nerva-

tion. Palmately parted, parted in a palmate manner,
as when the divisions in a palmate leaf almost reach but

do not quite reach the base. See parted. Palmately
veined. Same as palmately nerved.

palmatificl (pal-mat'i-fid), a. [= F.palmatif.de,
<Nli. palmatus, palmate (see palmate), + ii.fin-

dere (i/fid), cleave.] In hot., same aspalmately
cleft (which see, under palmately).

palmatiform (pal-mat'i-form), a. [= F. pal-

matiforme, < NL. palmatus, palmate,-!- L.forma,
form.] In jot, having the form of a hand: ap-

plied to a leaf whose ribs are arranged in a

palmate form, radiating from the apex of the

petiole. Also palmiform.
palmatilobate (pal-mat-i-16'bat), a. [< NL.

palmatus, palmate, + lobatus, lobate: see lo-

bate.] In hot., same as palmately lobed (which
see, under palmately).

palmatilobed (pal-mat'i-lobd), a. [< NL. pal-

matus, palmate, + lobus, a lobe, + -ed2.] In

bot,, same as palmately lobed (which see, under

palmately).
palmation (pal-ma'shon), n. [< NL. *palma-
tio(n-), < palmatus, palmate: see palmate.] 1.

The state of being palmate ;
a palmate figure

or formation
; digitation.

The curious axis deer of India . . . resembles, in mark-
ing, the fallow deer ;

but its horns, when developed, will

have no palmations. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXI. 296.

2. Webbing, as of the
foot of a palmiped bird.

Compare setnipalmation,

totipalmation, palama.
palmatipartite(pal-mat-
i-par'tit), a. [< NL. pal-
matus, palmate, + par-
titus, divided: see par-
tite.] In bot., same as

palmately parted (which
see, under palmately).
palmatisect (pal-mat'i-sekt), a. [< NL. pal-
matus, palmate, + L. sectus, pp. of secure, cut :

see section.] In6o(.,sameas
palmately compound (which
see, under palmately).
palmatisected (pal-mat-i-
sek'ted), a. [< palmatisect
+ -ed2.] Same as palmati-
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Palmatipartite Leaf.

palmbark-tree (pam'bark-
tre), n. An elegant Austra-
lian shrub, Melalewca Wil-

Palmatisected Leaf of Ge-SOUL ranium Roberlianutn.

palm-barley (pam'bar"li),
n. A kind of barley fuller and broader than
common barley. Halliwell.

palm-bird (pam'berd), n. A bird that nests in

palm-trees : applied to many of the weaver-birds
or Ploceidee, as the baya.
palm-butter (pam'but'er), n. Same as palm-
oil.

palm-cabbage (pam'kab"aj), . The edible bud
of the cabbage-palm.
palm-cat (pam'kat), n. A viverrine quadruped
of the subfamily Paradoxurinee ; a paradoxure :

so called from their climbing in and feeding
to some extent upon palms. There are several
genera, as Paradoxurus, Nandinia, and Paguma, and the
species are numerous. The common palm-cat is Paradox-
urus typus. They are also called luwacks, pagumes, palm-
martens, and by other names. See cut under Paradoxu-
rus.

palm-color (pam'kul"or), n. A color resem-
bling that of tlie palm; bay-color.
palm-crab (piim'krab), n. The tree-crab, Bir-

gus latro: so called from its climbing palm-
trees to get at the fruit. See cut in next
column.

palm-cross (pam'kr6s), n. See cross*, 2.

palme-cristt, . [< NL. palma Christi.] The
paltna Christi or castor-oil plant. Fallows.

Palm-crab (BirgTts latro).

palmed (piimd), a. [<palml + -ed2.] Having
palmate antlers, as a deer: chiefly a poetical

expression, with reference to the European stag.
This animal does not acquire the crown or terminal pal-
mation of the antlers until he is full-grown.

The proud, palmed deer
Forsake the closer woods.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxiii. 319.

Palmella (pal-mel'a), n. [NL. (Lyngbye, 1819),
a dim. form, having reference to the jelly-like

appearance ;
< Gr. Tra/l^df, vibration, < ird/l/le<i>,

shake, vibrate.] A genus of fresh-water algse,

typical of the Palmellacese, having globose or

oblong cells, with chlorophyl usually green, but
sometimes changing to orange or reddish color.
The cells are surrounded with a thick integument, which
is generally soon confluent into a shapeless mass of jelly ;

multiplication is mostly by division. The forms included
in this genus are probably not autonomous, but represent
arrested polymorphous forms which multiply rapidly by
the process of cell-multiplication, without developing, for

a protracted period, the true plant. The particular plants,

however, to which they belong have never been deter-

mined. Palmella stage, or palmella condition, a

general phrase sometimes applied to certain of the lower

algae which exhibit the peculiar gelatinous masses de-

scribed above. In the Schizomycetes this condition or stage
has lately been called the zooglaea staye. See Zooglaea.

Palmellaceae (pal-me-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Palmella + -ace*.] A so-called order of fresh-

water alga?, taking its name from the genus Pal-

mella, including forms of doubtful autonomy.
They are strictly unicellular, with the cells either single
or numerous, constituting families, and embedded in an

amorphous stratum of jelly. Reproduction is mainly by
fission. Also Palmellese.

palmellaceous (pal-me-la'shius), a. [< Pal-
mella + -aceous.] Resembling or belonging to

the genus Palmella. Also palmelloid.
Palmellese (pal-mel'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Pal-
mella + -ese.] Same as Palmellaeeee.

palmellin (pal'mel-in), n. [< NL. Palmella +
-in2 .] The red coloring matter detected by
Phipson in Palmella crnenta, a fresh-water alga.
It is soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol,

ether, and carbon bisulphid.

palmelloid (pal'mel-oid), a. [< Palmella +
-aid.] Same as palmfllaceous Palmelloid con-
dition, in bot., same as palmella stage (which see, under
Palmella).

palmelodicon (pal-me-lod'i-kon), n. Same as
musical glasses (b) (which see, under glass).

palmer1 (pa'mer), w. [<.palml + -erl.] 1. One
who palms or cheats, as at cards. 2. A ferule.

palmer2
(pii'mer), n. [< ME. palmer, palmere,

palmare,\ OF.palmier, paulmier, paumier = Sp.
palmero = Pg. palmeiro = It. palmiere, < ML.
palmarius, a pilgrim who bore a palm-branch
(see def.), < L. palma, a palm-branch: see

palm2.] 1. A pilgrim who had returned from
the Holy Land, had fulfilled his vow, and had
brought with him a palm-branch to be depos-
ited on the altar of his parish church

; hence,
an itinerant monk who went from shrine to

shrine, under a perpetual vow of poverty and
celibacy. The distinction between pilgrim and
palmer seems never to have been closely ob-
served.

Than longen folk to gon on pilgrimages,
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes.

Chanter, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 13.

Here is a holy Palmer come,
From Salem first, and last from Rome ;

One that hath kissed the blessed tomb,
And visited each holy shrine,
In Araby and Palestine. Scott, Marmion, L 23.

An escallop shell, the device of St. James, was adopted
as the universal badge of the palmer.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 6.

Though now and then an individual may have been seen
who carried a short palm-branch bound to his staff, such,
however, was not the palmer's usual badge ; but instead a
small cross formed by two short slips of a leaflet from the
palm-tree : this cross he sewed either to his hat or upon
his cape. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 439.

palmetto

2. A palmer-worm.
Ernche lit.], the womies called cankers or palmers.

Fiona, 1611.

A hollow cane that must be light and thin,
Wherein the "Bobb" and Palmer shall abide;
Which must be stopped with an handsome pin,
Lest out again your baits do hap to slide.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 153).

3. An artificial fly whose body is covered with
hairs bristling in all directions: used by an-

glers.
Imitations of these [hairy caterpillars), known to the

American by the familiar term of hackles, and to the ac-

curate inhabitant of the British Isles by the correct name
of palmers. Sportsman s Gazetteer, p. 298.

4. A wood-louse. Encyc. Diet Palmer's staff,
in her., same as bourdon^, 3.

palmer3
t (pa'mer), n. [< OF. palmier, a palm-

tree, < palme, a palm : seepalm*.] A palm-tree.

Here are very many palmer or coco trees, which is their

chiefe food. Ilakluyt's Voyages, II. 264.

palmerin (pal'mer-in), . [< Palmerin (see
def . ).] One of a line of romantic heroes of the

age of chivalry, who took their names or their

titles from Palmerin de Oliva, an illegitimate

grandson of a Greek emperor of Constantinople.
This Palmerin derived his name from the circumstance of

his exposure in a wicker basket on a mountain-side among
palms and olive-trees in Spain. He afterward became
famous for his exploits in Germany, England, and the Ori-

ent. The exploits of the Palmerins, as celebrated in the
famous Spanish romances called by their name, are evi-

dently modeled after those of Amadis of Gaul. In litera-

ture the name is often applied as a term of distinction to

any redoubtable champion of the age of chivalry.

That brave Rosicler
That damned brood of ugly giants slew,
And Palmerin Frannarco overthrew.
Beau, and FL, Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 2.

The oldest ballads tell us nothing at all ... of the

Palmerins, nor of many other well-known and famous
heroes of the shadow-land of chivalry.

Ticknmr, Span. Lit., I. 119.

palmer-worm (pa'mer-werm), n. [< palmer'2 +
worm.] 1. A caterpillar; especially, a hairy
caterpillar injurious to vegetation, but what
kind is unknown or undetermined. The name oc-

curs three times in the Bible (Joel i. 4 ;
11. 26 ; Amos iv. 9) as

the translation of the Hebrew gdzdm, rendered in the Sep-
tuagint ofiir>i and in the Vulgate eruca. Some have sup-
posed it tobea destructive kind of locust, asPachytylusmi-
gratorius; but in Joel the name is expressly distinguished
from "locust." The Hebrew name is referred to a root

meaning 'to cut oft" ; the Greek Kanirrt refers to the bend-

ing or looping of some caterpillars, apparently pointing
to a looper or measuring-worm that is, the larva of some
geometrid moth ; and the Latin eruca may have the same
significance. The destructiveness of many of these gec-
metrids would fully bear out the Biblical implication.
See oubit.

There is another sort of these Catterpillers, who haue
no certaine place of abode, nor yet cannot tell where te

find theyrfoode, but, like vnto superstitious Pilgrims, doo
wander and stray hither and thither, (and like Mise) con-
sume and eate vp that which is none of their owne ; and
these haue purchased a very apt name amongst vs Eng-
lishmen, to be called Palmer-worms, by reason of their

wandering and rogish life (for they neuer stay in one

place, but are euer wandering), although by reason of their

roughnes and ruggednes some call them Beare-wormea.

They can by no means endure to be dyeted, and to feede

vpon some certaine herbes and flowers, but boldly and
disorderly creepe ouer all, and tast of all plants and trees

indifferently, and Hue as they list.

Topsell, History of Serpents (1608), p. 106.

That which the palmerworm hath left hath the locust

eaten. Joel i. 4.

2. In the United States, the larva of the tineid

moth Ypsilophus pometella, which in eastern

parts of the country appears on the leaves of

the apple in June, draws them together, and
skeletonizes them.

palmery (pa'mer-i), n.
; pi. palmeries (-iz). [<

palm2 + -ery.] A palm-nouse. Compare fern-
ery.

palmette (pal'met), n. [< F. palmette, dim. of

palme, palm: see palm 2
.] In class, archseol.,

an ornament more or less resembling a palm-
leaf, whether carved in relief on moldings, etc.,
or painted; an anthemion. See cut on follow-

ing page.
palmetto (pal-met'6), n. [Formerly palmito;
< Sp. palmito (= Pg. palmito = It. palmisto =
F. palmfete), dim. of palma, palm: see palm 2

.]

Any one of several fan-leafed palms of different

genera. The one most properly so called is Sabal Pal-

metto, the cabbage-palmetto, a tree from 20 to 35 feet high,
abounding on the southeast coast of the United States. It

forms part of the device in the seal and flag of South Caro-

lina, the Palmetto State. Its wood is not attacked by the
teredo and is very durable under water, and is therefore
much used for piles and wharves. The fibrous leaves of

this and the dwarf palmetto, S. Adawoni, are made into

hats, baskets, and fans, and also furnish an upholstering
material. The palmetto, or hemp-palm, of southern Eu-

rope and North Africa, is Cham&rops humilis, a dwarf spe-
cies, affording abundant fiber, consumed chiefly as "vege-
table horsehair." The same names are given to the Chi-



palmetto

ze. Acropolis of Athens.

/<". whose leafstalks on decaying
of textile use.

nese Trachyearpui t:

leave a fibrous mattei

During our voyage we llued on nothing else but raxpices,
of a certalne round graine little and blacke, and of the
rootes of palinitos which we got by the riuer Bide.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, III. S42.

Blue palmetto, Raphidophyllmn Hystrix of South Caro-

lina, Georgia, and Florida, a species with an erect or creep-
ing stem, 2 or 3 feet long, and leaves circular in outline.

Cabbage-palmetto, see def. above. Dwarf palmet-
to, Sabal Adamtoni, of the southeastern United States,
with creeping or buried stem. See def. above, and ttaw-ptil-
metttt. Humble palmetto, a West Indian tree. Carlit-

dorica iiutitfiiin. Palmetto flag, the flag of the State of

South Carolina, which, from the occurrence in it of a vari-

ety of dwarf palm or palmetto, is called the Palmetto State.

Royal palmetto. () Sabal umbraciilifera of the West
Indies, also called bitj or butt thatch, from the use made of

the leaves. It is a flue tree, growing Ml feet or more high,
(ft) Same as 8ilk-to}> palmetto. Saw-palmetto, a form of

the dwarf palmetto with creeping stem and spiny-edged
petioles. Silk-top palmetto, the name in Florida of

Thriiiax parviflora,, found there and in the West Indies: a
tree some SO feet high, turned to minor uses. Called in

the West Indies royal palmetto. Silver-top palmetto,
the name in Florida of Thrinax aryentea, a tree of the same
range and size as the last, the leaves silvery-silky beneath.
Its uses resemble those of the cabbage-palmetto. Also
called I'firklfii and brittle thatch. Small palmetto, a
name of the palm-like genus Carlwlmica of the natural
order Cyclanthacefe.

palmetum (pal-me'tum), . [NL., < L. palme-
tiim, a palm-grove, < palma, palm: see|>atoi

2
.]

A palm-house.
palm-fiber (pam'fi*br),H. Fiber obtained from
the leaves of the palmyra, carnauba, and other

palms.
palm-honey (piim'hun'i), . See coquito.

palm-house (pam'hous), . A glass house for

growing palms and other tropical plants.

palmic (pal'mik), a. [< palm* + -if.] Same as

palmitic.

palmicolous (pal-mik'o-lus), a. [NL., < L.

piilma, palm, + colere, inhabit.] Growing on
the palm-tree. TJiomas, Med. Diet.

palmiferous (pal-mif'e-rus), o. [= F. nalmifere
= Sp. palm iftiro = Pg. It. palmtfero, < L. palmi-
fer, palm-bearing, < palma, palm, + ferre = E.

oenri.J Bearing or producing palms.
palmification (paFmi-fi-ka'shon), n. [< L.

palma, palm, + -ficare, <.facere, make (see -fy).~]

See the quotation, and compare caprijication.
The Babylonians suspended male clusters from wild

dates over the females ; but they seem to have supposed
that the fertility thus produced depended on the presence
of small flics among the wild flowers, which, by entering
the female flowers, caused them to set and ripen. The
process was called pairnijtcatioii. Encyc. Brit., IV. 82.

palmiform (pal'mi-lorm), a. [= F. It. /iniini-

forme, < L. palma, the palm of the hand, +
forma, form.] Same as palmatiform.
palmigrade (pal'mi-grad), a. [< L. palma, the

palm of the hand, the sole of the foot (of a
web-footed bird), + gradi, walk.] Walking on
the soles of the feet ; plantigrade.
palmine (pal'min), n. [< palm2 + -ie2.] Same
as ptilniitiii.

palminerve (pal'mi-nerv), a. [< L. palma.
palm. + iicrnia, nerve.] Same as palminerrtd.

palminerved (pal'mi-n6rvd), a. [< palminerve
+ -frf2.] In bot., palmately nerved. See ner-

ration.

palmiped, palmipede (pal'mi-ped, -ped), o.

and H. [= F. piumipedc = Pg. It. /><f//i/(/r,
< L. /><ilini/iiH (i>iilmii>nl-), broad-footed, web-
footed, < palma, the palm of the hand, the sole
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of the foot (of a web-footed bird), + pru (ped-)
= K. fun!.] I. a. Web-footed, ;is a liinl ; hav-

ing the toen webbed or palmate; of or pertain-
ing to the 1'almipedea. Bee second cut under

/Hi/mate.
II. H. A web-footed bird; any member of

till' I'liliili/H-ili-x.

Palmipedat (pal-mip'e-dK), . pi. [NL., irreg.
neut. pi. of 1'iilniipes: see'palmiped.] 1. InBlu-
iiK-n Icx-li's classification, a singular association
of web-footed carnivores, edentates, rodents,

sin'tiians, and mouotremes in one order, the

eighth. Thus it contained seals and walruses,

otters, beavers, manatees and dugongs, and
the ornithorhynchus. 2. In niiger's classifi-

cation
{1811), a family of his Prensiculantia,

containing the web-footed rodents only, as cer-

tain water-rats (Uydromys) and the beaver.

Palmipedes (pal-mip'e-dez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of
L. palmipi-x, broad-footed: see palmiiied.] An
order founded by Schaeffer in 1774, and in

Cuvier's system the sixth order of birds, cor-

responding to the Anseres of Linneeus and the
Natatores of Illiger; web-footed or swimming
birds.

palmipedoust (pal-mip'e-dus), a. [< palmiped
+ nun.'] Same as palmiped. Sir T. Brotcrie,

Vulg. Err., iv. 1.

Palmipes (pal'mi-pez), n. [NL., < L. palmipes,
broad-footed, web-footed.] Same as Asteriseus.

palmist (pal'mist or pa'mist), n. and a. [<

palm* + -ist.] I. n. Same &apalmister: now
more often used.

II. a. Of or pertaining to palmisters or pal-
mistry: as, the palmist art.

palfflister (pal'mis-tr), n. [Sometimes palm-
ster, as if < palm + -ster ; < palm 1 + -ist (cf. pal-
mist) + -trX] One who deals in palmistry, or

pretends to tell fortunes by the palm of the

hand, especially by its lines.

Deceiving and decelvable palmstert, who will undertake
by the view of the hand to be as expert in foretelling the
course of life to come to others as they are ignorant of
their own in themselves. Ford, Line of Life.

palmistry (pal'mis-tri), n. [< palmist + -ry.]
1. The art or practice of telling fortunes by a

feigned interpretation of lines and marks on the

palm of the hand. Also called chirognomy and

chiromancy. See phrases under line*.

We shall not proceed to query what truth is in palmit-
'"/. or divination from those lines in our hands of high
denomination. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 24.

With the fond Maids in Palmistry he deals;
They tell the Secret first which he reveals.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

2. Manual dexterity. [Humorous.]
He found his pocket was picked : that being a kind of

lii,ui*trii at which this race of vermin [gipsies] are very
dexterous. Additon, Spectator, No. 130.

palmitate (pal'mi-tat). . [< palmit(ic) + -atei.]
A salt of palmitic acid.

palmite (pal'mit), n. [< NL. Palmita: see

palmetto.] A rush-like plant, Prionium Pal-

mita, of South Africa, the leaves of which af-

ford a very tenacious fiber.

palmitic (pal-mit'ik), a. [= F. palmitique; as

palm* + -fc2 + -c.] Pertaining to or obtain-
ed from palm-oil. Also palmic palmitic add,
<'

i p,M:;-_i( '-j-
;ln ftcid existing as a glycerin ether in palm-

oil and in most of the solid fats. The acid forms fine

white needles, or pearly crystalline scales.

palmitin (pal'mi-tin), n. [= F. palmitinc; as

palnfi + -ite2 + -in2.] The principal solid

ingredient of palm-oil,

Palm o,l Tree (

rntu).

solid colorless
crystalline substance, melting

at about 45 C. : it is the triglyceride of pal-
mitic acid. Also palmine.
palmitot, . An obsolete form of palmetto.
palmi-veined (pal'mi-vand), a. In bot., having
the veins arranged in a palmate manner.

palm-kale (pam'kal), n. An Italian variety of

borecole, grown also in the Channel Islands.
It reaches the height of 10 or 12 feet, and bears Its leaves,
which are curved, at the top, thus imitating a palm.

palm-leaf (pam'lef), n. 1. The leaf of a palm.
Hence 2. A fan made from a dried palm-leaf,
particularly from a leaf of the fan-palm or of
the palmetto ;

a palm-leaf fan. [Colloq., U. 8.]
The slave . . . filled the bowl of a long-stemmed chi-

bouk. and, handing it to his master, retired behind him,
and began to fan him with the most prodigious paltn-Uqf I

ever saw. C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 283.

Palm-leaf fan. See def. 2.

palm-lily (piim'lil'i), . See Cordyline.
palm-marten (pam'niar'ten), n. Same aspalm-
i;it.

palm-matet (piim'mat), . f < MIX palm-maete,
:\ tVrule, prop, 'iialmaete (E. 'palmate), etc., <

ML. palma ta, a slap or blow on the hand (pal-

palmy
mnti'iiiiii, a I'rrulc or whip), < L. /<//, the palm
of the hand: nee palm 1

7] Same an/erute'.

palm-oil (pam'oil), n. A fatty substance ob-
i a i HIM! from several species of palms, but chiefly
from the t'ruit of the oil-

palm, Klieix UuinefMxix, of

western Africa, in cool

climates It acquires the con-
sistence of butter, and In of ui

orange-yellow color. It U em-

ployed In the manufacture of

soap and candles, and for lubri-

cating machinery, the wheels
of railway-carriages, etc. By
the natives of the Hold Coast
this oil Is used as butter, and
when eaten fresh It U pleas-
ant and wholesome. Also
called i*ilin butler.

palmosseus (pal-mos'e-
UK). .

; pi. palmonsci (-i).

[NL., < L. palma, the

nand, + osseuti, of bone:
see OSXCOUM.] An inter-

osseous muscle of the

palm : distinguishedfrom
tlornosseug. Cones.

palm-playt (pam'pla),.
An old game of ball played with the handj a
kind of tennis in which the ball was struck with
the hand and not with a racket or bat. Also

palm-playing and palm.
During the reign of Charles V. palm play, which may

properly enough be denominated hand-tennis, was exceed-

ingly fashionable In France, being played by the nobility
for large sums of money.

AYnitt, Sports aud Pastimes, p. 160.

palm-playing (pam'pla'ing), n. Same as paint-
play.

He comes upon
The women at their palm-playing.

D. (3. Rouctti, Dante at Verona.

palmster (pam'ster), n. Same as palmister.

palm-sugar (patn'sbug'ar), n. Sugar obtained
from palm-sap : same as jaggery.
Palm Sunday (pam sun'da). The Sunday next
before Easter, being the sixth Sunday in Lent
and the first day of Holy Week. Its observance,
in commemoration of Christ's triumphal entry into Jeru-

salem, Is as old as the fourth century In the Eastern

Church, and as the fifth or sixth century in the West-
ern. By the sixth or seventh century formal processions
had become customary, which the Oreek and the Roman
Catholic churches have retained. The popular observ-
ance of the day by carrying branches of willow or other
trees continued In many places in England after the Ref-

ormation, and the custom of solemnly blessing and dis-

tributing palm and other branches and carrying them in

procession has been revived In many Anglican churches.

palm-tree (piim'tre), n. [< l&E.palmetre, < AS.

palm-tre6w (= Icel. palmtre = Sw. palmtra),
< palm, palm, + treoic, tree.] A tree of the
order Palmte. See palnfi and Palmse^. .

palmula (pal'mu-lS), n.
; p\.palmulx(-\e). [NL.,

dim. of L. palma, the palm of the hand: see

jnilii'1.] In musical instruments with a key-
board, a finger-key or digital.

palm-veined (pam'vand), a. In lint., palmately
nerved. See nervation.

palm-viper (pam'vi'p*r), n. A venomous snake
of South America, Craspedocfphalus bilineatux.

palm-warbler (pam'war'blr), . Dendroecn

palmarum, a very common warbler of the east-
ern parts of the United States, belonging to the

family Sylvicolidie or Mniotiltidie. it is from 6 to

5} inches long, and about 8 In extent of wings ; the male
is brownish-olive above, with dusky streaks, the rump
yellowish, the cap chestnut-brown, the under

parts
rich-

yellow with reddish streaks, the two outer pairs of tail-

feathers with square white spots at the ends of their in-

ner webs, and the wings without white bars The bird is

Insectivorous and migratory, breeding In northern New
England and thence northward, wintering from the Ctro-
linus and Texas to the West Indies. It nests on the ground,
and has somewhat the terrestrial habits of a titlark. Also
called ytttow red-poll irarbltr.

palm-wasp (pam'wosp), n. A wasp, Polybius
palmarum, which makes its nest in palms. See
cut under Polybitis.

palm-wax (pftm'waks), n. A substance se-

creted by the wax-palm. See Ceroxylo*. An-
other palm affords the camsuba-wax. largely used In place
of beeswax. Sec camauba and Coprrniaa.

palm-wine (pani'win), n. Same as toddy, 1.

Compare arrack.

palm-worm (pam'werm), n. A kind of centiped
found in America, of large size. Imp. Diet.

palmy (pa'mi), a. [<pao 2 + -y
1
.] 1. Bear-

ing or abounding in palms.
Betwixt them lawns, or level downs, and flocks

Grazing the tender herb, were interposed,
Or palmy hillock. Milton, P. L, Iv. 254.

2. Of or derived from the palm.
The naked negro . . .

Boasts of his golden sands and palmy wine.

OoUmilh, traveller, 1. 70.



palmy

3. Worthy of thepalm; flourishing; prosperous.

In the most high and palmy state of Rome.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 113.

Those were indeed the palmy days of speech, when men
listened instead of reading, when they were guided by the

voice and the tones of the living orator.

K A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 248.

palmyra (pal-mi'ra), n. [NL., < L. Palmyra,

4250

I see thee yet, in form as palpable
As this [dagger] which now I draw.

palpitate

the facial, from the lower eyelid, (c) Superior: tributaries

to the angular part of the facial, from the upper eyelid.

Darkness must overshadow all his bounds,
Palitable darkness, and blot out three days.

Milton, P. L., xii. 188.

Hence 2. Plain; evident; obvjous; easily per-

Shak., Macbeth, ii. i. 40. palpebralis (pal-pe-bra'lis), n.
; pi. palpebralen

(-lez). [NL., < LL. palpcbralis, of or on the eye-. ., .

lids: see palpebral.} The muscle which lifts

the upper eyelid, commonly called lecatorpal-

pebrse superioris.. r ------ . ..

ceived or detected: as, jwipaWfl lies; a, palpable palpebrate (pal'pe-brat), a. [< L. palpebra,

eyelid, + -atel.] Having eyelids.

- " '"""- - l.]

It grows to a height" of 80 or sometimes 100 feet, its

cylindrical trunk bearing a round head of leaves which

are 8 or 10 feet long, with a blade of circular outline,

plaited and palmately incised. From it are obtained tod-

Its fruit is eaten roasted and makes

The which'e is man and bus make and moillere-is issue,

So is god godes sone in thre peraones the Trinite.
-

,

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 235. palpi,

Smart.

vegetable. The wood of old trees is extremely hard and

strong, is used for many purposes, and is to some extent

exported. The leaves serve for thatching and for all man-

ner of plaited ware, and, with those of the talipot, are uni-

versally used by the Hindus to write on with a style. I

abounds in most parts of India, especially on sandy tracts

near the sea, and makes a striking feature of the land-

dy and jagg'ery. Its fruit is eaten roasted ana makes These lies are like their father that begets them; gross

a jelly, and the roots of young seedlings are
used^as

a as a mountain, open, palpable.

I took my wife to my cosen, Thomas Fepys, and found
, ,

them just sat down to dinner, which was very good ; only

the venison pasty was palpable mutton, which was not

handsome. Pepyf, Diary, I. 5.
hair.

3. In med., perceptible by palpation. = Syn. 1. palpicorn '(pal'pi-
_* Tangible. 2. Manifest, evident, unmistakable, glaring, korn), a. and n. [<
2. [cap.} In 2007., the typical genus of Palmy- gross.

ridie. P. aurifera is a beautiful species, with palpableness (pal'pa-bl-nes), n. The property

gold-colored parapodia two inches long. of being palpable ; plainness ;
obviousness ;

Same as grossness.
palpably (pal'pa-bli), adv. In a palpable man-

Same as ner
;
in such a manner as to be perceived by the

touch; hence, plainly; obviously: as, palpably
The wood mistaken.

of the palmyra, thecocoaiiut, and perhaps other palpal (pal'pal), a. [< palp + -al.} Forming

palms, exported from India. or formed by a palp ; pertaining to a palp or to

Balmvre (pal'mlr), n. A worm of the genus palpi ; palpiform Palpal organs, in arachnology,

complicated modifications of the digital or terminal joint

prominent superciliary ridges.

)alpi, n. Plural of palpus.

palpicil (pal'pi-sil), n. [< NL. palpus, a feelgr,

+ cilium, q. v.] A tactile hair, or filament

sensitive to touch ;
a filar tentacle ; a trigger-

hair, such as is found attached to the thread-

cells of many ccelen-

terates. See trigger-
Also palpocil.

gold-colored parapod
palmyra-palm (pal-mi'ra-pam), n

palmyra, I.

palmyra-tree (pal-mi'ra-tre), n.

palmyra, 1.

palmyra-WOOd (pal-mi'ra-wud), .

Palmyra.
Palmyrene (pal-mi-ren'), a. and n. [< L. Pal-

myrenus, Palmirenus, < Palmyra, Palmira, a city
of Syria: see palmyra.} I. a. Of or pertaining r _
to Palmyra or its inhabitants. palpate (pal'pat), v. t.; pret. and pp. palpated,

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Palmyra, ppr. palpating. [< L. palpatus, pp. of palpare,

originally called Tadmor, an ancient city of touch, stroke : see palp, v.} To feel or feel for,

Syria. as if with a palp ; explore by touch, as with the

The Palmyrene [Zenobia] fingers ; perform palpation upon ; manipulate.
That fought Aurelian. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

palpate (pal'pat), a. [< NL. palpatus, < pal-

of each pedipalp, found only in male spiders. They con- beetle.

sist of a kind of spring box in which the spermatophores PalplCOmia (pal-pl-kor m-a), )(. pi. [I

are received from the genital orifice and conveyed to the
palpicorn.} A tribe of pentamerous Coleoptera

body of the female. See cut under Araneida. vAr.T-eaBTit.Afl hv the familv HiidrtmlM"
"

NL. palpus, palp, +
L. cornu = E. horn.}

I. a. Having palpi
like horns or anten-

nae, as an insect;

having the charac-
ters of the Palpicor-
nia; pertaining
the Palpicornia.

II. n. 1. A long
labial palpus, like an antenna. 2. A palpicorn
beetle.

[NL. : see

Under Side of Bead of a Water-
beetle (HydrophilHs trictngulans},
greatly enlarged, showing I, labruin ;

s, mandibles; 3, maxillary palpus :

tO 4, ligula : 5, mentum ; 6, palpiger, in

this case two-jointed ; 7, labiat palpus,
or palpicom ; 8, antenna.

Palmyrian (pal-mir'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Pal- pus, a feeler: seepalp Provded
I W****,F *w \l

- J, -- u J I vl LUC IIUUAUOI ^CllClOlilJ V

myra, Palmyra, + -tow.] Same>a.s Palmyrene with palps.
; ,-^/T bearing the maxillary palpus.

Palmyridae (pal-mir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pal- palpatlon(pal-pa'shon),. [=F.j;a/pafao,<L. .
*

> i__ T A j> ;i_ _* j~ _ ni.,.1, Ai4-A.-< . i . . ,. i '.../ ,> \ n Ktnn>4* / nisiJtifiw t\-r\ wifilnnnlnis y ***/**

myra + -idle.} A family of marine polychsetous palj

annelids, typified by the genus Palmyra.

palo (pa'16), n. [Hind.] Same as gulancha.
Also giloe and galo.

palo-blanco (pa'16-blang"k6), . [Sp., < palo.
Unlesse their pliancies may have a sight and sensible pal-

pation of that more clarified subsistence, they will preferpalO-blanCO (pa'16-blang"6), (. p., pao, potion of that more care sussence

stick (see pale*), + bianco, white (see blank).] Infidelity itself to an unimaginable> idea.

Qlanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, ii.

2.

or

A variety of the haekberry, Celtis oceidentalis,

var. reticulata. It is a small tree, often reduced to a

low shrub, found from Texas throughout the Ilocky Moun-
tains to Oregon.

palolo (pa-16'16), n. [Native name in Samoa
and the Tonga Islands, = Fijian mbalolo, also . .

balolo.} 1 A remarkable marine worm of the Palpatores (pal-pa-to rez), n. pi.

family Nereides, Palolo viridis, found in vast

numbers in the Polynesian seas, and much
used for food by the natives. It is a notobranchi-
ate polychsetous annelid, formerly placed in the genus
Lysidiee, or forming a genus (Palolo) by itself. It visits

the Samoan, Fijian, and Gilbert archipelagos to spawn
once a year, in October, at the last quarter of the moon.

2. [cap.} [NL.] A generic name of this worm,
called Palolo viridis. Also Palola. J. E. Gray,
1847.

palpt (palp), v . t. [< F. palper = Sp. palpar =
It. palpare, < L. palpare, palpari, stroke, touch

softly, feel. Cf. palpate, n.} To feel; have a

feeling of.

And bring upalped darknesse ore the earth.

Heywood, Brazen Age, ii. 2.

represented by the family Hydrophilidee, hay-
ing long slender palps usually exceeding in

length the short, several-jointed, clavate an-

tennse. See cuts under Hydrobius and Hydro-
Also Palpicornes.

[< NL. palpus, q. v., +
i entom., an outer lobe

generally thin and scale-like,
See cut under

palpifer +
having the

Syn. Palpifer-

ous, Palpigerous. These epithets are often used indis-

criminately, but the proper usage will be evident from the

definitions given. Any insect which has palps is both

palpiferous and palpigerous, but mouth-parts of insects

are either palpiferous or palpigerous, according as they
bear maxillary or labial palps. See cut under mouth-part.

palpiform (pal'pi-form), a. [= F. palpiforme,
< NL. palpus, a feeler, palp, + L. forma, form.]

Having the form or function of a palp or feeler.

Kirby. See cuts under Hymenoptera and Pen-

tastomida. Palpiform lobe of the maxilla, in entom.,
the galea or outer lobe when it is two-jointed, having the

structure and function of a palpus. Sometimes called inner

palpus. See cut under galea.'

piger (pal'pi-jer), n. [< NL. palpus, q. v.,

L. gerere, bear.] In entom., a lateral ap-

pendage of the labium of some insects, situated

between the mentnm and the ligula, and bear-

ing the labial palpus. In so far as it is basal, it rep-
resents the cardo of the maxilla ; in so far as it bears a

Specifically, in med.j
manual examination,

a method of exploring various organs by
feeling them with the hand or hands Palpa-
tion-corpuscles. Same as tactile corpuscles (which see,

under corpuscle).

pal-pa-to'rez), n. pi. [NL., < L.

palpator, a stroker, < palpare, pp. palpatus,
stroke: see palp, v.} 1. In Macgillivray's sys-
tem of classification, an order of birds, the ^^__
gropers, such as rails, gallinules, and coots:

palpiger (pal'pi-jer), n.

also called Latitores, or skulkers: equivalent
to the modern family Rallidse, or rather to the

ralliform birds at large. [Not in use.] 2. In

entom.: (a) In Latreille's classification (1802),

a group of beetles corresponding to the modern

family Scydmsenidse. (b) A suborder of har-

vestmen or Opiliones, in which the palpi are

slender and filiform, with or without a tarsal

claw, the maxillary lobe of the first pair of legs
is free, the sternum is short, and the genital ,~~
aperture is close to the mouth: distinguished palpigerous .(pal-pu e-rus), a. |< palpiger

-

from Laniatores. -*J Bearing labial palps; having the char-

palpebrie (-bre).
acter or function of a palpiger. Ktrby. = syn.

LevSiOT^llSebrffl^uD? Palpfonaninse (pal"pi-ma-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL.,Levat I
< falpimanus + -ink] A subfamily of salti-

palpus, it represents the maxillary stipes, or palpifer.

The suture between the mentum and its attached palpi-

ger is often obsolete. The name was first applied by New-
man to a section of the part called lingua by Kirby and
labium by McLeay and others. See cuts under Insecta

and mouth-part.

feeler. See palpus Labial palp. See labipalp. rioris. See levator'.

Maxillary palp. Same as /ate, 4. palpebral (pal'pe-bral)

palpability (pal-pa-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. palpabi- us> of OT on the eyelid's, < L. palpebra, the eye- peculiarly thickened fore legs, no inframaxil-
lite = Sp. palpabilidad = Pg. palpabilidade; as

\[&.} 1. Of or pertaining to the eyelids: as, lary organ, andno calamistrium, typified by the

the palpebral muscles; palpebral folds of con- genus Palpimanus: distinguished fiomEresinee.

junctiva. 2. Of or pertaining to the eyebrows ;
Also Palpimanidee, as a family. O. P. Cambridge,

superciliary: a loose use of the word nailer's 1872.

palpebral muscle. See muscle. Palpebral arteries, Palpimanus (pal-pim'a-nus), n. [NL. (Dufour.
two branches, the superior and the inferior, of the oph-
thalmic, supplying the conjunctiva, caruncle, lacrymal
sac, and eyelids. Palpebral cartilage. See cartilage. ** -----

=, .A.
Palpebral conjunctiva, the conjunctiva lining the recently the sole genus of this subfamily.

eyelids, as distinct from the ocular conjunctiva. Pal- but two 'spinnerets ; thejfpre legs have three cla

pebral fissure. See fissure. Palpebral folds, the re-

ble, in any sense of that word; palpableness;
tangibleness.
He it was that first found out the palpability of colours.

Martinus Scriblerus, xiv.

palpable (pal'pa-bl), a. [< WE. palpable = OF.
(and F.) palpable= Sp. palpable= Pg. palpavel
= It. palpabile, < LL. palpabilis, that can be
touched, < L. palpare, palpari, touch, feel : see

palp, v.} 1. That maybe felt; perceptible by
the touch

; manifest to sight or touch
; hence,

appearing as if it might be touched or felt.

"
A, ha !

"
quod he,

"
lo, so I can

Lewdely to a lewed man
Speke, and shewe hym swyche skiles
That he may shake hem bi the biles,
So palpable they shulden be."

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 869.

jjcuitul liaauio. occ_/te[tf C. fiui^cuioi lUAUO, ll"

flection of the conjunctiva from the eyeball to the inner

l ^pai-jjiin ii-uuo^, it. LAIOJ. \*^ --v; ui
,

1820), < palpus, a feeler, + L. manus, a hand.]
The typical genus of Palpimaninee, and until

. It has

iws, and
the other legs but two. There has been much dispute as

to the proper place of this genus.
surface of the eyeli'd, above or below. Palpebral llga- palpitant (pal'pi-tant), a. [< L. palpitan(t-
ment, a fibrous band attached externally tothe marginof ____ of 1M 7m7,,,Y, nalratati

~

the orbit and passing in the eyelid, beneath the orbicularis

muscle, to be attached to the free margin of the tarsal car-

tilage. Also called tarsal ligament. Palpebral nerves,
branches of the lacrymal and infraorbital nerves, given
respectively to the upper and lower eyelids. Palpebral

ppr. otpalpitare, palpitate.] Palpitating; pul-

sating or throbbing visibly ; quivering.
The white evanescence of innumerable cascades, deli-

cately palpitant :ts a fall of northern lights.

Lou-ell, Fireside Travels, p. 188.

orifice, the opening between the eyelids. Palpebral _i_i4.-4. /,,!/: *5t\ ,. , . ,irB t ,] r,r> uuhii-
veins. (a) External: tributaries of the orbital branch of palpitate (pal_pl-tat).

!. , Jiret. 81

the temporal, from the eyelids, (b) Inferior : tributaries to fated, ppr. palpitating. [< L. palpitatits, pp. of



palpitate

li<il)>iti<rr (> It. i>(itpitiirc = Sp. I'g. /idl/iitar =
F.palpiter), throb, pant, palpitate, froq. of /</-

II/ITI. feel, move quickly: see palp, .] To
beat or pulsate rapidly ; throb; nutter or move
with slight throbs (sniil speeitically of the heart

when it is characterized by an abnormal or ex-
citeil nioveineiit); tremble; quiver.
As 't were u hundred-throated nightingale,
The strong tempestuous treble thnibb'd and paliiitated.

/,//*), Vision of Sin, ii.

Iler { Mrs. iirowning'sl genius certainly may be compared
to those sensitive, palpitating flames which harmonically
rise anil fall in response to every sound-vibration near
Hi, ni. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 114.

palpitation (pal-pi-ta'shon), '* [< P- palpita-
linii = Sp. iii/liiiliii-ioH = Pg. palpitagtto = It.

IMil/iitiizioiic, < L. i>alj>itatio(n-), < palpitate, pp.
/iiil/iii/ilun, throb: see palpitate.] The act of

palpitating, throbbing, quivering, or trembling ;

specifically, a beating or pulsation of the heart,

particularly a violent and unnatural beating or

pulsation, such as is excited by violent action,

by emotion, or by disease.

I could scarce find any Palpitation within me on the
left Side, when yours of the 1st of September waa brought
me. HouxU, Letters, I. vl. 16.

tut, in any house where virtue and self-respect abide,
the palpitation which the approach of a stranger causes.

Kwersfin, Friendship.

palpless (palp'les), a. Haying no palps.
palpocil(pal'po-sil), n. Same as palpicil. E.R.
Ltinkt xli r.

palpulus(pal'pu-lus), n.; -p\. palpuli (-\i). [NL.,
dim. of palpus, q. v.] In entom., a small pal-

pus ; specifically, one of the maxillary palpi of

Lepidoptera, which are generally much smaller
than the labial palpi.

palpus (pal'pus), w.; yl.palpi (-pi). [NL.: see

//?;<.] In sool.: (a) One of the jointed or-

gans attached to the labium and maxilla? of

insects
;
a feeler. The labial palpi are two In num-

ber, rising either from the llgula or from the edge of
the mentum ; the

maxillary palpi are

placed one on the
outer side of each
maxilla. Besides

these, certain Cole-

optera have a sec-
ond two-jointed
l> ilpih'i in appen-
dage on each max-
illa, formed by a
modification of the

galeU or external He;uJ of Cockroach (Rlatta ameiicana).

lobe. The palpi
vary much in form
and in the number
of joints, which is

never more than
six ; they are sometimes aborted or entirely absent, as
in the Hemiptera. In the Lepidoptera this term is com-
monly restricted to the large labial palpi, the much smaller

maxillary ones being distinguished as palpuli. The palpi
are supposed by some to be organs of taste or touch. In
the spiders the maxillary palpi are greatly developed,
forming the pedipalps ; these, In the scorpions, become
chelate appendages, commonly called the front legs.
Small palpi are also developed from the mandibles and
maxillie of certain crustaceans. See cut* under Acarida,
AUorhina, Erotylus, ffalea, Hymenoptera, Insecta, Meloe,

mouth-part, fiyinphon, Araneida, scorpion, Hu-
i,zu<lPodophthalmia. (b) One of the

i, labial palp; v. maxillary palp : 3, pal-
piger ; 4, divided lingua ; s. paraglo&sa ; 6.

l*"'^ 7 ' bto l

,

8> po'PiK" "<> st'P
(fused); o.cardo; 10, lacmia ; ii.galoa; ,

mentum ; 13, subnientum.

,

thus,Cryptophialus,

lous uiollusks. More fully called labialpalpux.
See second cut under Lamellibranchiata.cia.-
vate, cuneiform, divided, labial, maxillary, etc.

, pal-
pi. See the adjectives.

palsgrave (palz'grav), n. [Formerly alsopalts-
grare; MD. paltsgrave, D. paltsgraaf (G. pfalz-
i/rnf) ;

< MD. palts (G. pfalz), palace, + grave,
t>. graaf (G. graf), count : see palace, palatine

1
,

and </rareB.] A count palatine ;
a palatine.

Occupying the Palsgrave's palace consuming his choice
wines with my companions. Scott, Legend of Montrose. 11.

palsgravine (palz'gra-ven), n. [< palsgrave +
-iiir, fern, sufnx, as in margravine.} The con-
sort or widow of a palsgrave.
palsicalt (pal'zi-kal), a. [< palsy

+ -ie + -/.]
Affected with palsy ; paralytic. Bailey, 1727.

palstaff (pal'staf), n.
; pi. palstaves. [Also pal-

i<iri',paalstaf,paalstab; < Dan. paalstav, < Icel.

iialatafr, a pole with an iron spike, a kind of

heavy missile, < pall, a pale (pole T), also a kind
of hoe or spade,

+ stafr = E. staff. Not con-
nected with D. palsterstaf, a pilgrim's staff, <

palster, a staff, T staf, a staff : see palster and
staff.'] A form of celt which resembles a chisel.

It has instead of a socket a tongue which fits

into a handle.
The total number of analyses of swords, spears, and

javelins, axes, and so-called celts and palstaves, known to

me. is one hundred and eight.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. ccccxx.

At the b. it t , ,111 of the well [at Sorgentl di VicarelloL un-
der the shapeless fragmeuta of copper, there was nothing
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but gravel; at leant tin- workmen and their leaden thought
so. It was not gravel, however

;
it was a Mratuin of ar-

row-heads and paaUtabs and knives of polished stone, of-

fered to the sacred spring by the half-savage people settled

on the shores of the Logo dl Bracctaiio i [<>i t IK f<, initia-

tion of Rome. Lanciani, Anrirnt Koine in tin- Light
[of Eecent Discoverleu, p. *7.

palstert (pal'ster), H. [< MD. i>alter, a staff,

a pike, D. palxter, a staff, walking-stick (also, in

comp. , patsterxtok, palnterstaf, a pilgrim's staff),

perhaps < part, a pale, stake, stick, + -ster, E.

-Mter.] A pilgrim H utafT. llniiiinli.

palsy (pal'zi), n. and ". [< M K. palsey, i>alsye,

IMilnsyt; palfxic (td&o piirlrxir, pitriilixit; etc.), <

OP. "palasie, "jialesie, paUurine (also \xtralynie),
P. paralysis = Pr. parelini = 8p. pardlisix, per-
lesia = Pg. paralysia = It. paralisia, < L. para-
lysis, < Or. jra/xi/txT/r, palsy, paralysis: see />n

raly#ifi.] I. n. A weakening, suspension, or

abolition of muscular power or sensation; pa-
ralysis. See paralysis.
There oure Lord heled a Man of the Palan/e, that lay 38

Zeer. MaiulenUt, Travels, p. 88.

What you have spoke, I am content to think
The /"/*'/ shook your tongue to.

Keau. and /-'I., Maid's Tragedy, i. 2.

What drug can make
A withcr'd palnj cease to shako '!

Ttnnytm, Two Voice*.

Bell's palsy [named after Sir Charles /.'//. the English
anatomist), paralysis of the facial nerve due to a lesion in

Its course. Crutch-palsy, paralysis of the arm caused
by the pressure of a crutch on the nerves in the axilla.

Lead-palsy. Humeaflead-paralyiw. Mercurial palsy,
paralysis caused by the presence of mercury in the system.

Scriveners' or writers' palsy. See vritm' cramp,
under cramp. Shaking or trembling palsy. Same
as paralysis ayitaiw (which see, under paralyris).

II. i. Palsied. [Rare.]
For shame they hide

Their palsy heads, to see themselves stand by
Neglected. Quarla, Emblems, i. 1.

palsy (pal'zi), v.; pret. and pp. palsied, ppr.
palsying. [< palsy, .] I. trans. To paralyze ;

affect with palsy or as with palsy; deprive of

action or energy.
All thy blessed youth

Becomes as aged, and doth beg the alms
Of pained eld. Shak., M. for M., III. 1. 36.

A universal shivering ponied every limb.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 130.

Pained all our deed with doubt,
And all our word with woe !

M. Arnold, Obermann Once More.

H. intrans. To suffer from palsy ;
be affected

with palsy.
The heaviness of a broken spirit, and of pining and pal-

tying faculties, settled slow on her buoyant youth.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, JL

palsywort (pal'zi-wert), n. [<palsy, n., + wort,
a plant.] The cowslip, Primula reris, at one
time believed to be a remedy for palsy.
paltt (palt), v. [Appar. a var. of pelt

1
;
but cf.

OP. espautrer, "to palt, pelt, thrash, beat, crush,
bruise" (Cotgrave) ; cf.alsopaH3 , beat, knock.]
1. trans. To beat; pelt.

Were 't best
I clime up to yon hill, from whose high crest
I with more ease with stones may palt them hence?

lleywood. Dialogues, iv.

Tell not tales out of schoole,
Lest you be palled.

Ballad on Duke o/ BucKiujham. (Nara.)

II. intrans. To strike; throw stones.

Am I a Dog, thou Dwarf, . . .

To be with stones repell'd and palled at?
Or art thou weary of thy life so soon?

foolish boy !

Sylvester, tr. of Du Barton's Weeks, IL, The Trophies.

paltt (pftlt), . [<palt, r. CLpelft, n.] A blow.

Lifting up the wooden weapon, he gave him such sujnlt
on the pate as made his braines forsake the possession of
his head, with which his body fell Into the sea. Purchas.

palter (pal'ter),. [Formerly also paulter; cf.

paltry.] I. intrans. 1. To talk in a trifling

manner; babble.
One whyle his tonge It ran, and paltered of a cat,
Another whyle he stammered styll upon a rat.

Up. Still, Gammer Gurton'a Needle, II. 3.

2. To talk insincerely; equivocate; trifle; shift;
use trickery.

These juggling fiends, . . .

That palter with us in a double sense.

Ska*., Macbeth, v. 8. 20.

It was not enough to (eel that the King's government
w*paltfrinff with them. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 16.

Who never sold the truth to serve the boor,
Orpalter'd with Eternal God for power.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington.

II. trans. 1. To trifle away; use or spend in

a paltry manner ; squander.
/,'//. But, brother, do you know what learning is?

Mir. It la not to be a justice of peace, as you are,
And palter out your time 1' the penal statutes.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, II. 1.

paludament

2. To fashion by trickery; patch up.
I keepe my old course, to palter vp something In Prow,

vslng mine old poeaie still, (irrene, Fretlx to Perhnedes.

palterer (pal'ter-er), n. One who palters or

equivocates; an insincere dealer; a shifty per-
son; atrifler; a trickster.

There be of you, it may be, that will account me a jialtrer,
for hanging out the signe of the Kudde-lu-rriiiK in my title-

page, and no such feast towards for ought you i-.-m M->-.

Xaihe, Lenten stillte (Hail. Misc., VI. Hit). (Itanrs.)

\ttepalterer with the sacred truth of Clod,
Be thy soul choked with that blaspheming Ue !

Shelley, The Celu-l, Iv. 1.

palterlyt (pal'ter-li), a. [Also paulterly; <

*iialter, n. (see palter, v., paltring, and /mllri/),
+ -/y

1
.] Mean; paltry.

It U Instead of a wedding dinner for bis daughter, whom
I saw In palterly clothes, nothing new but a bracelet that

her servant had given her. Pepys, Diary, Feb. &, 1060.

palterlyt (pal
'

ter-li), adv. [Also paulterly; <

jHilti-rly, a.] In a palterly manner.
Thou lewd woman, can I answer thee anything, thou

dealing thus jnulterly with me.
Terence in KiiglM (1914). (Nan*. )

paltOCkt, paltokt (pal'tok), n. [< UK. paltock,

/niltok, < OP. paletot, palletoc, paletoque, palle-

tocque,palletocq, paletttt, palletot, a cloak, cas-

sock, P. paletot, an overcoat, paletot, < MD.
paltrock, D. paltsrok, palsrok (= MLO. paltrok,
LG. paltrokk), a pilgrim's robe; prob. < OF.

pale, palle, a cloak (see pall
1
), + MD. rock, D.

rok, a robe, = MLG. G. 8w. rofk, a coat.] A
kind of doublet or cloak with sleeves, in use in

England from the fourteenth to the sixteenth

century.
Proude pittite* come with hyin moo than a thousand.
In paltotes and pyked shoes.

Pien Plowman (B), xx. 218.

The earliest entry, under date April, 1S57, relating to

the gift of an entire suit of clothes to the future poet, con-

sisting of a jialtock or short cloak, a pair of red and black

breeches, and a pah- of shoes. Athenjnan, No. 3082, p. 672.

Paltock's innt. A very poor place. Vavies.

Swlftlye they determlnd too flee from a countrye so

wycked,
Paltacki Inne leaulng, too wrinche thee nauye too south-

ward. Stanihurtt, .tin-id, iii. 66.

Comming to Chenas, a blind village, in comparison of
Athens a Paltocket Inne, he found one Miso well govern*
Ing hU house. Gatton, Schoole of Abuse, p. 52.

palton bark. See bark2 .

paltrily (pal'tri-li), adv. In a paltry manner;
in a mean or trifling manner; despicably;
meanly.
paltriness (pal'tri-nes), w. The state of being
paltry, vile, or worthless.

paltring (p&l'tring), n. [For 'paltering, < 'pal-

ter, n. (see palterly, paltry), + -ing
1

. Cf. pelt-

;/2 .] A worthless trifle.

Ciabatterie [It.], triflings, paltrini.it. not worth an old
shoe [var. ruscallii: foolish things, paultrle, not worth an
old shoe, trash ed. 1608). Flurio, 1611.

paltry (pal'tri), a. and n. [Formerly &lso poul-
try, paultrie; dial, palterey (Brockett); = LG.
paltrig, ragged, = G. dial, palterig, paltry; ap-
par., with adj. suffix -w1 , < "palter, a rag (seen in

palterly), < MLG.*j>after, 'potter, a rag (in comp.
palterlappcn, polterlappen. rags), = G. dial.

palter, a rag, an extended form of MLG. LG.
palte, a rag, = MD. palt, a piece, fragment.
= Fries, palt, a rag, = Sw. palta (pi. paltor) =
Dan. pjalt (pi. pjalter), a rag, tatter. Cf. 7i/-
tcr, v., and paltring.} I. a. Mean; worthless;
despicable: as, & paltry trifle; often in a miti-

gated sense, of little value or consequence.
Par. A quarrel, ho, already! what's the matter?
Gra. About a hoop of gold, & paltry ring.

Shale., M. of V., T. 1. 147.

These words of your* draw life-blood from my heart :

On that advantage, bought with such a shame,
To save a paltry life and slay bright fame.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 6. ifi.

A low, paltry set of fellows.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

What low, poor, paltry, hypocritical people an argument
on religion will make of the pare and chosen souls !

Emersnn, Essays, lit ser., p. 217.

= 8yn. Despicable, Pitiful, etc. (tee contemptible), Insignifi-
cant, petty, miserable, wretched, trifling, trivial.

Il.t n. A wretched, worthless trifle. Florio.

I little delight In the rehearsal of inch paltry.
O. Honey, Four Letter*, IL

paludal (pal'u-dal), a. [= It. paludale, < L.

palus (palud-), a swamp, marsh.] Of or per-
taining to marshes; marshy. Also palustral,

palnstrial, palustrine Paludal fever. 8ee/*ri.
paludament (pa-lu'da-ment), n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. paludanieato, < L. paludametitum, a military
cloak, from a verb represented only in pp. pa-
ludatus, dressed in a military cloak, esp. in a

general's cloak.] Same as jtaludamentum.



Paludamentura.
Statue of the Emperor Augustus,

Villa Albani, Rome.

paludamentum

paludamentum (pa-lii-da-men'tum), .; pi.

paliMlametita (-ta).

'

[L. : see paludament.~] The
cloak worn by an
ancient Roman gen-
eral commanding an

army, his principal
officers, and his per-
sonal attendants, in

contradistinction to

the sagum of the

common soldier,
and the toga or garb
of peace. It was sleeve-

less, open in front, reach-

ed down to the knees, and
hung loosely over the

shoulders, being fastened
at the neck, in front or

(more typically) on one

side, with a clasp.

Paludajnentutn, an

adaptation of the Greek

chlamys, worn by the

emperor as head of the

army, purple in colour,

though white was also

allowed.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 456.

Paludicella (pa-lu-

di-sel'ii), re. [NL.,
< L. palus (pallid-), a marsh, + cella, a cell.]

The typical genus of Paludicellidse. P. articu-

lata is British, olive-green, and paludicole.
Paludicellidae (pa-lu-di-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Paludicella + -idee.] A family of ctenosto-

mous ectoproctous polyzoans, typifiedby the ge-
nus Paludicella : so called from inhabiting fresh
water. In these moss-animalcules the polypidom is fixed,

filamentous, diffusely branched, coriaceous, with uniserial
cells placed end to end, and having tubular unilateral ten-

taculate apertures and circular lophophores with uniserial
tubercles. Also written Paludicellaidx. Allinan.

Paludicellini (pa-lu"di-se-li'ni), n. pi. [NL.,
< Paludicella + -4ni.~] Same as Paludicellidx.

Paludicola (pal-n-dik'6-ia), re. [NL. : seepalu-
dicole.J A genus of Old World ant-thrushes,
the type of which is Pitta nipalensis. Hodg-
son, 1837. Also called Heleornis, Hydrornis,
and Gigantipitta.
Paludicolae (pal-u-dik'6-le), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of Pahidicola.J An order or suborder of gral-
latorial birds, including those which inhabit
marshes and are precocial, as the gruiform and
ralliform birds, or cranes, rails, and their allies :

distinguished from Limicolse. More commonly
called Aleetorides.

paludicole (pa-lu'di-kol), a. [< liL.paludicola,
a dweller in 'a marsh, < L. palus (palud-), a

marsh, + colere, inhabit.] Inhabiting or fre-

quenting marshes ; palustrine ; paludine.
paludicoline, paludicolous (pal-u-dik'o-lin,
-lus), a. Same as paludicole.
Paludina (pal-u-di'na), re. [NL., < L. palus
(palud-), a marsh.] The typical genus of Palit-

dinidee: same as Viviparus.
paludine (pal'u-din), a. [< L. palus (palud-),
a marsh, + -ine1

."] Same as paludinous.
Pahldinidae (pal-u-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Paludina + -idse.~] A family of fresh-water

pectinibranchiate gastropods, typified by the

genus Paludina: same as Viriparidse. See
pond-snail.

paludiuous (pa-lu'di-nus), a. [< paludine +
-mis."] Of or pertaining to marshes

; paludal.
paludious(pa-lu'di-us), a. [< Ij.palus(palud-),
a marsh.] Marshy; fenny; boggy. Bp. Gau-
den, Tears of the Church, p. 60.

paludism (pal'u-dizm), n. [< L. palus (palud-),
a marsh, + -ism."] Malarial poisoning.
Health improves under the treatment proper for chronic

paludism. Science, XI. 140.

paludose (pal'u-dos), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. palu-
doso, < L. paludosus, swampy, marshy, < palus
(palud-), a swamp, marsh.] Marshy, (a) In lot.,

growing in marshy places. (6) In zool., living in marshes ;

paludicole.

palulus (pal'u-lus), n.; pi. paluli (-15). [NL.,
dim. of palus, q. v.] One of the small detached
rods situated about the columella of an acti-
nozoan

; also, same as palus.
palumbus (pa-lum'bus), n. [NL., < L. palum-
bus, m., palumba, f., usually palutnbes or pa-
lumbis, m. f., a wood-pigeon, ring-dove: see
Columbai."] A pigeon or dove : sometimes used
as a generic designation of those pigeons which
are closely related to the common Columba pa-
lumbus.

palus (pa'lus), .; pi. pali (-11). [NL., < L. pa-
Inn, a stake, pale: see pale*, pole*.] In corals,
one of the laminaa or plate-like processes which
extend upward from the bottom of a coralite to

. Paly of six argent
ules. 2. Paly

.

and g
bendy
gules.

. .

argent and
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the calice ;
an extension from the inner edge of

certain septa to or toward the columellar space
or axis of the visceral chamber. They are connected

by their outer edges with the septa, and their inner edges
are free or united with the columella. Pali are various in

number, size, and shape, and occur only in connection with

certain cycles or series of septa, and from these they differ

in structure. The term is chiefly used in the plural. Also

palulus.

palustral (pa-lus'tral), a. [As paluatr-ine +
-/.] Same as paludal.

palustrian (pa-lus'tri-an), a. Same as paludal.

palustrine (pa-lus'trin), a.

[Cf. Sp. OF. palustre; irreg. <

L. paltis (palud-), a swamp, on

type of lacustrine."] Same as

paludal.
palveiset, n. A corrupt form
of pavise. Florio.

palwar (pal'war), n. Same as

pulwar.
paly* (pa'li), a. [< OF. pale, <

pal, a pale: see jpofe
1
.] In

her., divided into four or more
equal parts by perpendicular
lines: as, paly of six argent
and gules. There should always
be an even number of parts. Also

palewise. See also cut under border.
- Barry paly, bendy paly, etc. See

barryV, etc. Paly bendy. Same as

bendy paly (which see, under bendy).

Paly bendy sinister or sinisterwise. Same as paly
bendy, but with the diagonal lines drawn bendy sinister.

Paly pily. Same as pilypaly (which see, under pily).

paly2 (pa'li), a. [< pale? + -yi."] Pale
;
want-

ing color. [Poetical.]
Fire answers fire, and through their paly flames

Each battle sees the other's umber'd face.

Shak., Hen. V., iv., Prol., 1. 28.

O'erhung with paly locks of gold.

Whittier, The Reformer.

paly3 (pa'li), re.; pi. palies (-liz). [< ME. paly,
etc.: see pale*.] If. Same as pate

4
,
1. 2. A

roll of bran such as is given to hounds. Halli-

well.

pam (pam), re. [Abbr. < F. pamphile, the knave
of clubs, < Gr. nd/i^iAof, a person's name, lit.
' beloved of all,' < irdf (irav-), all, + Qitof, beloved,
dear.] The knave of clubs in the game of loo.

Ev'n mighty Pam, that kings and queens o'erthrew,
And mow'd down armies in the fights of loo.

Pope, R. of the L., iii. 61.

pamban-manche (pam'ban-manch), re. [Ta-
mil.] A canoe of great length used on the
Malabar coast of India for conveying persons
on the rivers and back-waters. It is hollowed out
of a single tree, and is from 30 to 60 feet long, and not ex-

ceeding 3 feet broad. The largest ones are sculled by about

twenty men, double-banked, and when pressed they at-

tain a speed of twelve miles an hour. Also called ser-

pent-boat, snake-boat.

pamet, . A Middle English form of palm 1
,
1.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 472.

pame (pa-ma'), a. [Heraldic F.] In her., hav-

ing the mouth open : said of a fish used as a

bearing.
pamentt, A Middle English form of pave-
ment.

pameroon-bark (pam-e-ron'bark), re. A highly
fragrant resinous tree, Trichilia moschata. See
muskwood.

pampt (pamp), v. t. [< ME. pampen, < LG.
pampen, also slampampen, pamper oneself, live

luxuriously, = G. dial, pampfen, pampen, cram
with food, stuff, perhaps < pampe, broth, pap:
see papl. Hence freq. pamper.] To pamper;
indulge.
Thus the devil fareth with men and wommen : First he

stirith hem to pappe and pamp her fleisch, desyrynge deli-

cous metis ana drynkis. Reliquiae Antiquse, i. 41.

pampa (pam'pa), re. [= G. pampa, < Sp. and
Pg. pampa, < S. Amer. (Argentine Republic)
pampa, in Peru bamba (Quichuan&nwj&a, banba),
a plain.] A vast treeless plain such as char-
acterizes the region lying south of the forest-
covered belt of the Amazon valley, especially
in the Argentine Republic: so called in the
southern part of South America. Similar plains
north of the Amazon are called llanos. Both words are

frequently used by writers on South American physical
geography. (See plain.) Humboldt uses gteppe and savan-
na as nearly equivalent to both pampa and llano.

pampas-cat (pam'paz-kat), re. A small South
American wildcat inhabiting the pampas, Felis

pajeros or F. passerum. It somewhat exceeds a
house-cat in size, being about as large as the European wild-

cat, F. catiii, with a rather small head. The color is yel-

lowish-gray, white below, fully streaked on the sides, and
banded on the legs with white or blackish. It is a com-
mon animal, and derives its name pajero from frequent-
ing weedy places. It preys on birds and small mammals.
See cut in next column.

Pampas-cat, or Pajero (Felts paj,

pampas-deer (pam'paz-der), n. A small deer
of the pampas of South America, Cariacus cam-

pestris, the male of which has antlers dichot-

Pampas-deer (Cariacus campestris}.

omous at the end, and with a simple brow-snag.
It is one of two species forming the subgenus
Blastocerus.

pampas-grass (pam'paz-gras), n. A fine orna-

mental grass, Gynerium argenteum, introduced
from the La
Plata region.
Its ample sil-

very-silky pan-
icles are borne
on stalks from 6

to 12 feet high.

pampas-rice
(pam'paz-ris),
n. A variety
of the com-
mon sorghum,
Sorghum vul-

gare, with a

drooping pan-
icle: grown to

some extent in

the southern
United States.

pampean
(pam'pe-an),a.
[< pampa +
-e-an,~] Of or

pertaining to

the pampas of

SouthAmerica.
Pampean for-

mation, in geol.,
the alluvial and
comparatively re-

cent deposits that

overspread the

pampas of the Argentine Republic. They are extraordi-

narily rich in the remains of quadrupeds, of which more
than a hundred extinct species have been described, some
of them being animals of great size.

The plain, at the distance of a few miles from the coast,

belongs to the great Pampean formation, which consists
in part of a reddish clay, and in part of a highly calcareous

marly rock. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 104.

pampelmoes, pampelmouse (pam'pel-moz,
-mous), n. [(Y.pamplemouifse.i Sameaspow-
pelmous.
pamper (pam'per), v. [Early mod. E. pampre;
< ME. pamperen, pampren, also, in comp., for-

pampren, pamper; = G. dial, pampeln, cram;
freq. ofpamp.'] I. trans. To treat luxuriously ;

indulge with rich food or with luxurious ease
and comforts

; gratify to the full with whatever

delights or ministers to ease and luxurious

living.
Ye that reigne in youth and lustynesse,

Pampired with ease, and joyless in youre age.
Court of Love, 1. 177.

Pride may be pamper'd while the flesh grows lean.

Camper, Truth, 1. 117.

H.f intrans. To indulge one's self.

Plume of Pampas-grass.



pamper
To day wu pamjier with H full rt-piiHt

Of lavish mirth, at night we weep as fast.

Quark-*, Kinlili'ins, v. 7.

pamperedness (jnin'perd-BW), . The state

iif being pampered. /'/>. Hull, Hard Texts,
llos. xiii. (>.

pamperer (pm'pta-4r), n. One who pampers.
(Vw/wr, Conversation, 1. 48.

pamperize ipam'pcr-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

piiHijH'risnl, ppr. //((//" <;/. |
< pumpi-r +

-!><.] To feed luxuriously; pamper. Si/ilini/

Smith.

pampero (pam-pii'ro), n. [< Sp. pnmpi-m =
I'g. puinpi'iro, a wind that sweeps over the

pampas. < pampa, a plain: see pampa.] A
cold and dry southwesterly wind that sweeps
over the pampas of the Argentine Republic,
and northeastward to the Brazilian coast, in

the rear of barometric depressions. The pampero
is entirely analogous in character to the thunder-squall of

the northern hemisphere which accompanies the passage
of cyclonic disturbances, and underrnns and displaces the

hot, humid air-current* that have preceded.

pampestriet, A corrupt form of palmistry.

pamphagOUS (pam'fa-gus), a. [< Gr. irajiipayof,

all-devouring, < iranfyaytiv, devour all, < ffac

(irav-), all, + 0a)'C(v, devour.] Omnivorous.

Pamphila (pam'fi-la), n. [NL., < LGr. ira,i

XC, beloved of all, < Gr. vac, (vav-), all, + f /

beloved, dear.] A beautiful genus of hesperian

pan

3. In the sixteenth century, in Kngland, a fas >.ii, i '
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ride comprising a few printed sin-els Pitched *^^j^ ajtoSftivrtMtr, 9*m*ll
together, containing ni>\vs-lallads and short po- ,,mrian pirm*.
ems on popular subjects: also know n as a m n .-

DamDre (uam'per), n. [< V.]impre = Sp. pa'm-,-.,.-; n...

HJJJW =^ /,,
U
= 1,. ,,,,,. ,,,,-

mi, < L. piiiii/iiinix, u tendril, a vine-leaf.] In

arch., an ornament consisting of vine-leaves

and grapes, with which hollows, as the circum-
volutions of twisted columns, are sometimes

liuol;, which developed later into the newspa-

per.

suppressing the printing and publishing of unlicensed

news-books and pamphlet* of news.
Proclamation o/ Charlet /., 1680.

4. A short treatise or essay, generally contro-
ilerorat dl.

versial, especially one on some subject of tern-
pamprodactylous (pam-pro-duk

'

ti-lus), a.

porary interest which excites public attention *W]f <(j r xa{ (iron-) M, + m>6.
atthetimoof its appearance ;

a writing intend-
forwar(i +

"

ed to publish one's views on a particular ques-

tion, or to attack the views of another.

Contest thon
With wiiit.-

m with deep premeditated lines,

i-n iKunMeti studiously devised?

Shot., lilea. VI., III. 1. '.

Dar'st thou presume in verse to meet thy foea.

Thou whom the penny pamphlet foil'd in prose?
Itrydrn, Aba. and Achit, II.

r ' pMds r '-

FoMofaColr.
I'll.

Instead of a peaceful sermon, the simple seeker after

righteousness has often a political pamphlet thrust down
his throat, labelled with a pious text from Scripture.

Jrciny, Knickerbocker, p. 300.

The brief forms of these novelettes [tales of Oreene and

which passed under this name were Issued.

J. R. Green, Short Hist Eng. People, p. 404.

Ernestine pamphlet. See Ernestine. Pamphlet of

To

Pamphila A

butterflies or skippers, belonging to the family

Hesperiidx, founded by Fabricius in 1808. There
are many species, some of which have English names, as

P. comma, the pearl-skipper ; P. sylvanus, the clouded

skipper ; P. paniscut, the chequered skipper.

ard de Bury, Philobiblon, c. vhi., A. D. 1344) ;

origin unknown. The F. pamphlet, G. pamphlet,
D. Dan. pamflet, Sw. pamflett, Russ. pamfletu, a

pamphlet, usually a libel, are all from E. The
word has been variously referred (1) to a sup-

posed OF. "paume-faeillet, < paume, palm, hand,
+ fueillet, a leaf (as if

' a leaf of paper held in

the hand '); (2) to a supposed ML. "pagina fila-

hi. a threaded (sewed) leaf '; (3) to a supposed
use of F. par un filet, 'by a thread'; (4) to a

supposed OF. "pamfilet, ML. *pamphilettin, < L.

I'n inithila, Gr. TLafuj>i/.ri, a female historian of the

1st century, who wrote epitomes of history.
These explanations are all untenable. A pos-
sible solution is found in (5) L. papyrus, paper,
on the assumption that pamphlet, ML. panflHuit,

represents a ML. "pamphiletua for *
pampiletus,

lit. 'a little paper' (cf. Sp. papeleta, a slip of

paper, a paper case), with dim. suffix -ttus (E.

-et), < "pampttus, a supposed variant of "pam-
/linis, paper (cf. MD. pampier, paper), this be-

ing a nasalized form of ML. papirus, papyrus,
L. papyrax (< Gr. jrairvpof, sometimes irairtpof),

paper: see paper. For the nasalization (pap-,

>pamp-), et. OF . pampilette forpapilette, a span-
gle; OF.po<poH,<L.pepo(n-),amelon (see pum-
piori); E.ptiinp. fiumper, as related topap*, etc.

Cf. also ML. pampilux, putiphinus, papilus, va-

riants of L. pampmiis. a vine-leaf (see pampiiu*.

pampre) ;
these may have affected the form and

sense of pamphlet.] If. A manuscript consist-

ing of one sheet or of a few sheets of paper or

parchment stitched (or otherwise fastened) to-

gether.
We cared more for lean pamphlets than fat palfreys.

R. de Hvry, Philobiblon, trans, (ed. Orolier), II. 71.

Full vnderstanding in this lend pamflet to have.
Testament of Love, Hi.

do, little pamjilet. Ocdevc (ed. Mason, 1796), p. 77.

2. A printed work consisting of a few sheets of

paper stitched together, but not bound ; now, in

a restricted technical sense, eight or more pages
of printed matter (not exceeding five sheets)
stitched or sewed, with or without a thin paper

wrapper or cover.

Paunflette* and bookys.
Caxton, Book of Eneydos (14M), Prol.

.finger.] In

ornith., having all four toes

turned forward, as the colies:

a condition unique among birds.

pan 1
(pan), n. [< ME. panne,

ponne, < AS. panne, a pan, also

in comp. hetijod-panne, the skull

(see hcadpan, and cf. brainpan),
= OFries. panne, ponne = tlD.panne, D. pan =
MLG. LG. panne = OHG. panna, phanna, pfan-
na, MHG. phanne, pfanne, G. pfanne, a pan, =
li-el. panna = 8w. panna = Dtai.pande, a pan,
also the forehead ;

= Ir.panna = W.pan, a pan ;

ance of the pamphlet, and a new world of readers was seen < ML. panna,< L. patina, a shallow bowl or dish
-

In the rapidity with which the stories or scurrilous libels
(= Gr. iraratni, Sicilian ftaravri, a flat dish), per-

haps < patere, be open: see patent!. Ct. paten
1

,

patin^, patina, patella, etc.] 1. A broad shal-

low vessel of tin, iron, or other metal, used for

various domestic purposes: as, a frying-pan; a

saucepan; a milk-pan.
And bringeth eck with yow a bolle or a panne,
Ful of water.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 199.

Models of Herculaneui pots and pant.
Cmcper, Prog, of Err., 1. 898.

2. An open vessel used in the arts and maim
factures for boiling, evaporating, etc.: as, a

sugar-pan; a salt-pan. The name is also ap-

plied to closed vessels used for similar pur-

poses: as, a vacuum-pan. 3. In metal., a pan-

shaped Vessel, usually made of cast-iron, from
4 to 6 feet in diameter and 3 or 4 feet deep, in

which the ores of silver which have already

undergone the stamping process are ground to

a fine pulp and amalgamated, with the addi-

tion of various chemicals, generally sulphate of

copper and salt. This process, which Is a kind of

modification of the patio process. Is extensively used In

the mills on theComstock lodes, and Is frequently called

the Wathoeproceu.
4. In tin-plate manuf., a cold pot with a grat-

ing at the bottom, in which tinned iron-plate
is put on edge to drain and cool. It is the

fourth in the series of iron pots used in

tin-plate manufacture. E. H. Kniijht. b. The

part of a flint-lock which holds the priming,

write a pamphlet or pamphlets.
Who [is] like Elderton for ballading, Greene for pam-

vhleting; both for good fellowship and bad conditions!
O. Uaney, Four Letters, U.

pamphletary (pam'flet-a-ri), a. [(.pamphlet +
-///.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a pam-
phlet.
Might serve as newspaper or pamphlftary introduction.

Cartyle, In Froude.

pamphleteer (pam-fle-ter'), n. K pamphlet +
-rer. Cf. F. pamphletaire, after E.] A writer

of pamphlets: sometimes used in contempt.
Political pamphleteers were formerly common in England,

especially about the beginning of the eighteenth century,
and in France particularly at the time of the revolution.

Nevertheless, 'tis as true that nothing ever could be
baser than the df

ous ink horns, and employ them for so many blots upon
the memory of a righteous man.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., ill. 1.

Wherever pamphlets abound, there is freedom ; and
therefore have we been a nation of pamphleteen.

I. D'ltraeK, Amen, of Lit., II. 362.

pamphleteer (pam-fle-ter'), t>. t. [<pamphleteer,
.] To write and issue pamphlets.

pamphract (pam'frakt), a. [< Gr. iraf (TTOV-),

all, + <t>/iaKTOf, fenced, protected.] Entirelyall. T KMMCror. renceu, iiroiecieu.j rjiituriv *
.

~
r:. ., , .. r

shielded or completely covered, as with a coat communicating with the charge by means of

of mail fRare 1
the touch-hole. See cut under Jlin t-lock.

pampiliont (pam-pil'ion), . [Alsopampjttan,

patntipilyoH ; perhaps < Gr. ira$ (irav-), all, +
iril.iov, dim. of iriXoc, wool or hair wrought into

felt. ] A fur, or perhaps a furry cloth, first men-
tioned as used for trimming garments.
The ounce, rowsgray, glnnet, pampilion.

Middleton, Triumphs of Love and Antiquity.

Lollo's side coat is rough pampilian,
Oilded with drops that down the bosom ran.

Sp. Hall, Satires, IV. ii. 19.

pampinaryt (pam'pi-na-ri), a. [ME. pampina-
ry ; < L. pumpinarius, of or pertaining to ten-

drils, < pampinus, a tendril or young shoot of

a vine : see pampine, r.] Of or pertaining to a

tendril or young shoot.

Though thai wol growe, and scions pampinary
With fruyte, for fruytfull lete hem not be told.

Palladiut, Hnsbondrie (K. E. T. B.\ p. 65.

pampinationt, [= ME. pampinacion = F.

pampination, < L. pampinatio(n-), a lopping or socket for a hinge. . H. Knight. 11. In

Most of our attempts to fire the gunpowder In the pan
of the pistol succeeded not. Boyle, Works, L SI.

"Ah !" said my grandslrc, as he shook
Some powder in his pan,

"What could this lovely creature do

O. '. Hairnet, My Aunt.

6. Anything hollow shaped somewhat like a

pan ; hence, the skull ; the upper part of the

head
;
the cranium. Compare brainpan.

Not i K.nly thon, but every myghty man,
Though he were shorn ful hye upon his pan,
Sholde have a wyf.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 64.

7. A pond or depression for evaporating salt

water to make salt. 8. A natural pond of any
size containing fresh or salt water, OP only
mud. [South Africa.] 9. Consolidated mate-
rial underlying the soil: used (especially in

Scotland) for hard-pan. 1O. In carp., the

trimming of vines, < pampinare, trim vines:

see pampine, .] The act of pruning, especially
the pruning of the leaves of vines.

This moone Is eke for pampinacion convenient.

Palladiui, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. s.), p. ISO.

pampinet, '. ' [ME. pampinen; < L. pampinare,

lop off (the superfluous tendrils or shoots of

vines), trim, (.pampinits, a tendril or young shoot
of a vine, a vine-leaf.] To prune; trim.

A vyne whoos fruit* hnmonre wol pntrifle

Pampuned Is to be by every side.

Palladiui, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 186.

pampiniform (pain-pin'i-f&rm), a. [= F. pam-
pinifttrme = It. pampinifonne, < L. pamjnnus,
tendril, + forma, form.] Tendril-like

; resem-

bling tendrils. Pampinifonn plexus, a plexus of

veins In the spermatic cord, from which the spermatic

the arctic seas, a large heavy piece of floe-ice.

Large pieces of the floe ice, called MM by the whalers,

were forced aside or rammed, the blows giving a heavy
shock to every one on board.

Sfhley and Soley, Rescue of Oreely, p. 161.

12. The broad posterior extremity of the lower

jaw of a whale : a whalers' term.

Canes made full length from the ivory
of the pan of the

sperm whale, turned and polished, with a hand-piece of

the same material, and a ferrule of copper or perhaps sil-

ver. Fuheria of U. S., V. it B2.

See rod.- A flash in the pan, a
f*. Annular pan. See

A cat in the pan.
fluff in the pant. MejMU*jM
annular. Blow-up pan. See Moir up. To flash in the

pan, seeyfcwM. To savor of the pan or of thefry-
ing-panl, to savor of heresy, betray its (or one's) origin.

In the which although there be many things that M-
eourelh nf the pan, and also he himself was afterward a



pan
bishop of Rome, yet, I dare say, the papists would glory
but a little to see such books go forth in English.

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Letters(Parker 8oc.,1863),II. 160.

To turn a cat-ln-pan. See ca(i and clearing-pan.

pan 1
(pan), t\

; pret. and pp. panned, ppr. pan-
ning. [(pan 1

, .] I. trans. 1. In mining, to

wash with the pan, as gravel or sands for the

purpose of separating the gold or other thing
of value they may contain : often with out. 2.

To secure; catch; obtain. [Colloq.]

The crew panned about 10,000 seals, but did not suc-

ceed in putting them on board, because of an accident to

the propeller. Fisheries ofU.S.,\. il. 477.

Panned out, exhausted ; bankrupt. [Slang, western U. S-]
- To pan out, to yield or afford, in any sense. [Colloq.]

II. intraiis. To make an appearance or to

come to view, as gold in a miner's pan when
washed from impurities ; hence, to show a re-

sult; turn out more or less to one's satisfac-

tion : followed by out. [U. S.]

pan2
t (pan), v. [Origin obscure

; according to

some, < F. pan, a piece of clothing, = Sp. pano
= Pg. It. panno, < L. pannus, a piece of cloth :

see pane 1
.] I. trans. To join; close together.

II. intrans. To unite; fit; agree. [Prov.
Bug.]

Weal and women cannot pan,
But wo and women can.

Douce, MS. Additions to Ray's Proverbs. (Hattiwett.)

Pan3
(pan), n. [L., < Gr. Udv, a rural god

(see def.).] In anc. Gr. myth., the god of pas-
tures, forests, and flocks. The original seat of his

worship was in Arcadia, whence it gradually spread over
the rest of Greece. He was represented with the head
and chest of an elderly man, while his lower parts were
like the hind quarters of a goat, of which animal he often

Van teaching Apollo to play on the Pandean Pipes.

(From statue in Museo Nazionale, Naples.)

bore the horns and ears also. He was fond of music, and
of dancing with the forest nymphs, and was the inventor
of the syrinx or shepherd's flute, hence termed Pan's pipes
or Pandean pipes. (See Pan's pipes, under pipel.) Sudden
terror without visible or reasonable cause was attributed
to his influence (seepanicS). The Romans identified the
Greek Pan with their own god Inuus, and sometimes also
with Faunus (see faun).

pan4 (pan), n. [Var. of pane*-.'] 1. A square
of framing in half-timbered houses. Gwilt.
2. A leaf of gold or silver. Simmonds.
pan5

(pan), n. [Also pawn; < Hind, pan.'] A
betel-leaf in which an areca-nut is wrapped to
form a masticatory. See betel, areca-nut.

pan-. [L., etc., pan-, < Gr. irav- (before a labial

Tra//-, before a guttural way-), a reduced form of

navr-, iravro-, combining form of iraf (mzir-),
neut. vrdv, all.] An element in many words
of Greek origin, meaning 'all,' 'universal.'
It is used also as an English formative, as in Pan-Ameri-
can, involving all Americans, or all the Americas ; Pan-
Presbyterian, involving all Presbyterians ; Pan-Anglican,
etc.

panabase (pan'a-bas), n. [Irreg. < Gr. jraf

(mil)-), all,+ /3ao-if, base : see base?, TO.] Tetra-
hedrite or gray copper ore. See tetrahedrite.

panacea (pan-a-se'a), n. [= F. panacee = Sp.
Pg. It. panacea, < L. panacea, an herb to which
was ascribed the power of healing all diseases,
< Gr. Kavaneia, a universal remedy, prop. fern.
"f

iravaiieiof for nava/cf^, all-healing, <of

(mn>-), all, + OKO?, cure.] 1. A remedy for all

4254

diseases or evils
;
a universal remedy or medi-

cine
;
a catholicon.

The chemists pretended that it was the philosopher's
stone ; ... the physicians, that it was an infallible pana-
cea. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, Gesta Roraanoruin.

2. An herb or root believed to possess extraor-

dinary healing properties, probably ginseng.

There, whether yt divine Tobacco were,
Or Panacheea, or Polygony,
Shee fownd, and brought it to her patient deare.

Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 32.

Panaceas (pa-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1865), < Panax + -aeeee,~\ A series

of polypetalous plants of the order Araliacex,
distinguished by the valvate petals alternate
with the stamens, and the homogeneous albu-
men of the seed. It includes about 28 genera,
mainly tropical, of which Panax is the type.

panacean (pan-a-se'an), a. [< panacea + -an.]
Of the nature of a panacea. Whitehead, Odes,
xliii.

panache (pa-nash'), n. [Alsopenache (formerly
pennacne, pinnach) ;

< F. panache, OF. panache,
pennache = Sp. penacho = Pg. pennacho = It.

pennachio, a plume of feathers, < LL. as if

*pennatulum, neut. ofpennatulus, provided with

wings, winged, dim. (in form) of L. pennatus,
winged, < ii.penna, a feather, plume, wing: see

pen?.'] 1. In arch., the triangular surface of a

pendentive. 2. A plume as worn in a hat or

helmet, or in a woman's hair; especially, in

medieval armor, a massive group of feathers set

erect, often used as a heraldic bearing.
A panache of variegated plumes. Prescott.

3. In zool., a tuft, bunch, or cluster of hairs,

feathers, or the like; a scopula; a panicle.
4. In astron., a tuft-like solar protuberance or

eruption.
panada (pa-na'da), n. [Also panade, formerly
panado (after Sp.); < F. panade, < Pr. Sp. Pg.pa-
nada = It. panata, panada, < L. panis, bread:
see pain'*.] A dish made by boiling bread in

water to the consistence of pulp, and sweet-

ening and flavoring it; also, a batter for mix-

ing with forcemeats, formerly employed for

basting.
To make a Pmtado. The quantity you will make set on

in a posnet of fair water
;
when it boils put a mace in and

a little piece of cinnamon, and a handful of currans, and
so much bread as you think meet

;
so boil it, and season

it with salt, sugar and rose-water, and so serve it.

A True Gentlewoman's Deliyht (167), p. 74. (Halliwell.)

panade 1
(pa-nad'), M. Same es panada.

panade-t, n. [ME. ; origin obscure.] A kind
of two-edged knife. Halliwell.

By his belt he baar a long panade [pavade, Tyrwhitt].
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 9.

panadot, Same as panada.
panaasthesia (pau-es-the'si-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

xaf (imv-), all, + alaOrjaif, perception : see ses-

theia.~] Common sensation; coaneesthesia
;
the

total of the sensations or feelings of an indi-

vidual organism at any given moment.
The personal or impersonal panxsthesia which we have

at a given moment is the resultant, or rather the algebraic
sum, of the conscious disintegrative phases of all these

partial activities.

Prof. A. Hmm, Jour. Mental Science, cxxbt. 33.

panaesthetism (pau-es'the-tizm), n. [< panses-
tliesia (-sesthet-) + -ism.'] 'The facts or the doc-
trine of panresthesia. E. D. Cope, Amer. Nat.,
June, 1882, p. 468.

Panagaeidae (pan-a-je'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Pa-
nagseus + -idee.~] 'A family of caraboid Coleop-
tera, typified by the genus Panageeus.
Panagaeus (pan-a-je'us), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

n-avdytof, all-holy: see Panagia.] The typical
genus of Panagse-
idse, having red

markings disposed
in the form of a
cross. P. crux-ma-

jor is a common
British species.
Panagia, Pana-
ghia (pa-na'gi-a),
w. [< LGr. Tlavayla,
an epithet of the

Virgin Mary, fern,

of Gr. Travayfof, all-

holy, < iraf (irav-),

all, T a-ytof, holy.]
1. In the Gr.or Or-
thodox Eastern Ch.,
a title of the Vir-

gin Mary. This title

Signifies literally 'all- Panafxus cnix-major.
holy,' an intensive Of (Cross shows natural size.)

Panax
the epithet holy applied to other saints, and is of all her
titles that which is in most general use.

2. \l. c.] In the Russian Ch., an ornament worn

hanging on the breast by bishops.
A marvellously rich museum of sacerdotal robes and

ornaments, ecclesiastical objects, rich vestments em-
broidered with pearls and precious stones, mitres, pana-
fjias, or portable pyxes worn on chains round the necks of

bishops, . . . and other priceless relics.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 337.

The elevation of the Panagia, in the Gr. Ch., a monas-
tic ceremony in commemoration of the Assumption, con-

sisting in the elevation on a paten, after a meal, uf a loaf

previously divided crosswise into four equal parts, the in-

ner angle of each of which is cut off and joined on again.
A fragment of it is taken by thehegumenos and each of the

monks, and a cup of wine passed round. ./. M. Neale.

panagiarion (pa-nag-i-a'ri-on), . [NGr. irava-

ytdpiov, < LGr. Ha.va.yia, an epithet of the Virgin
Mary: see Panagia.'] In the Gr. Ch., a paten on
which the loaf used in the ceremony called the
"elevation of the Panagia" is placed. J. M.
Neale, Eastern Church, i. 942.

Panama fever, hat, etc. See/ereri, etc.

Pan-American (pan-a-mer'i-kan), a. [< ptui-
+ American.] Involving all tLe various divi-

sions of America collectively : as, a Pan-Amer-
ican alliance Pan-American Congress, a congress
of representatives from the United States, Mexico, Hayti,
and all the states of Central America and South America,
held at Washington, 1889-90, for the purpose of consulta-
tion on matters common to the various states, and for the
furtherance of international commerce and comity.

Pan-Anglican (pau-ang'gli-kan), a. [<pan- +
Anglican.] Representing, belonging to, or per-

taining to the entire body of Christians who pro-
fess the doctrines and hold to the polity of the

Anglican Church.

panaris (pa-na'ris), n. Same as panaritium.
panaritium (pan-a-rish'i-um), n. [NL., < L.

panaricittm, a disease of the finger-nails, a

corruption of paronychium: see paronychia.~\
Deep-seated suppurative inflammation in a fin-

ger (rarely in a toe), especially frequent in the

ungual phalanx: same as whitlow or felon
2

.

Panaritium periostale, suppurative periostitis of the

phalanges.

panarthritis (pan-ar-thri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

mif (T<ZV-), all, + NL. arthritis.'] Inflammation

involving all the structures of a joint.

panary (pan'a-ri), a. and n. [Also pannary; =
F. panaire, < ML. "panarius, only in neut. pa-
narium, as a noun, a place where bread is kept,
< L. panis, bread : see^at/t

2
.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to bread.

The so-called panary fermentation in bread-making is

a true alcoholic fermentation, and whether induced by
yeast or leaven the result is precisely the same.

Encyc. Brit., III. 254.

II. n. A storehouse for bread; a pantry.
Halliwell.

Panathensea (pan-ath-e-ne'a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

IlavaOqvata, < Trof (mzv-), all, + 'Adfyvr/,'Athene.]
The chief national festival of ancient Athens.
It was held in honor of Athene, the patroness of the city,
and was designed to remind the people of Attica of their
union as one people by the mythical agency of Theseus.
A splendid procession ascended to the shrine of the god-
dess on the Acropolis, and gymnastic games and musical

competitions were held in the plain below. There were
two celebrations of the Panathena3a the lesser and the

greater : the former was observed annually, the latter every
fourth year. The greater differed from the lesser only in

the degree of its solemnity and magnificence.

Panathensean (pan-ath-e-ne'an), a. [< Pana-
thensea + -an.~\ Of or pertaining to the Pana-
thensea.

Panathenaic (pan-ath-e-na'ik), a. [< Gr. Ila-

vaBrnta'Mf, < Ha.va6qva.ia, the festival so called :

see Panatheneea."] Of or

pertaining to the Pana-
thensea, or the people
or interests of all At-
tica. Panathenaic am-
phora, one of a class of
decorated amphora?, always
archaic or archaistic, bear-

ing the figure of Athene Par-
thenos and scenes relating
to the games, etc., of which
a greater or less number,
filled with oil from the sa-

cred olives, were allotted as

prizes to the victors in the
Panathenaic games. See also

amphora, 1. Panathenaic
frieze,the frieze, sculptured
in low relief, designed by
Phidias, and representing
in an ideal form the sacred

procession of the Panathe-
naic festival, which sur-
rounded the exterior of the cella of the Parthenon at Athens,
within the peristyle. See Elgin marbles, under marble.
Panathenaic games. See Panathenaa.
Panaz (pa'uaks), n. [NL. (Linnreus. 1753), <
L. panax, < Gr. -irava.1; , same as vdvaKef, a certain

plant, neut. of iravaKi/f, all-healing : see pana-

Panathenaic Amphora A speci-
men of the oldest type.
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crnticr), < )><in<-i-<iti>nn, pancratium: seejw/" ,

UK///.] IVrtiiiiiing to the pancratium; athletic;

excelling in gj
hence, giving or

or subjects; universally accomplish. -.1.

cea.] A genus of plants of the order Aralim-i :i .

type of the serifs I'linin-ra; characterized by the

two-celled ovary, pedicels jointed under the

flower, usually panicled or racemed umbels,
and obliquely decurrent stigmas. There are about
30 species, natives of tropical Asia and Africa, Australia,
and the raclfli- islands. They are shrubs or trees, usually
smooth and bearing ru.liately or pinnately compound
leaves and small llowers in compound umbels. /'- Hatn-

biic\W.w<, a tree or tall shrub of Australia, is called moun-
tain- or elderbfrri/-n*ti. See Jinhbone-tree, lanceicood, and
inj-tree. See jllso yiitseny, formerly classed as Panax.

pancake (pan'kak), . 1. A thin cake of batter
fried or baked iu a pan or griddle; a flapjack;
a griddle-cake; also, a cake made of dough or pancratical(pan-krat'i-kal), a.

batter and fried in fat. -al.] Same as pancratic. Sir T.

As fit . . . as a pancake for Shrove Tuesday. Err., vii. 18.

Shale., Ail's Weil, ii. 2. 25. pancratist (pan'kra-tist), n. [= It. pancratigta;
Some folks think it will never be good times till houses as pancratium + -ist. Cf. pancratiast.] Same

are tiled with pancake*. Franklin, un paiirrutiast.
2. An imitation leather made of scraps agglu- pancratium (pan-kra'shi-um), n. [= F. pan-
tiuated by cement or glue, and pressed into a crace = Sp. Pg. pancratia = It. pancrazio, < L.
j-j. _i i TI ; j s :.. i _- r> u

pancratium, < Gr. irayKpaTtov, a complete con-

test (see def.), < n-ayic/xmfo, all-powerful, < war

(vav-), all, 4- upAroc, strength.] 1. PI. pancratia

i i IL-

Pancratlc eyepiece, an eyepiece adapted to telescopes
or microscopes, and so constructed as to lie caimlilr of

giving a variable magnifying power. It Is an erecting

eyepiece composed of two combinations of lenses contain-

ing two lenses each, and the magnifying power Is made to

vary by altering the distance betwrtn ttif combinations.

, Vulg.

flat sheet. It is used for iu-soles, etc. E. H.
kunfht Pancake ice, in the arctic seas, the flat ice

which forms in bays or comparatively smooth water.

Our run on July 1st was through an open sea, in which
no semblance of a pack was noted until about 5 P.M. It

then consisted of small pieces of pancake ice, which would
in no way interfere with the progress of any steaming ves-

sel. A. W. Qreely, Arctic Service, p. 5S.

Pancake Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday : so called because,

according to an old custom, pancakes are eaten on that

day. [Colloq.]

pance (pans), M. [Early mod. E. also pounce; a
vr. of pansy: seepansy.] Apansy. [Prov.Eng.]
panceron (pan'se-ron), . [OF.: see pauncher.]
Same as pauncher.
panch (panch), n. 1. An obsolete or dialectal

form of paunch. 2. Naut., a thick strong mat,
made by interlacing spun-yarn or strands of

rope, and used in various places on a ship to

prevent chafing. Also paunch, paunch-mat.
Rubbing-panch, a wooden shield on the fore side of a

mast to protect it from injury when the masts or spars are

raised or lowered.

panchart (pan'kart), n. [Also pancarte; < F.

pancarte, ( ML. pancharta, < Gr. TTOC (TTOV-), all,

+ xaPT7lf> paper, > L. charta, a chart, charter:

see chart.] A. royal charter confirming to a

subject the enjoyment of all his possessions.

John Bouchet, in the third part of his Annales of Aqni-
taine, maruelleth at an old panchart or record which he
had seen, by the teuour whereof it appeared that this Otho
Intituled himselfe Duke of Aquitaine.

HoUmhed, Rich. I., an. 1196.

(-&). In Gr. antiq., a gymnastic contest or game
combining wrestling and boxing. The combatants

pancheont, panchint (pan'chon, -chin), n. [An
assibilated form of 'pankin, pannikin; perhaps
in part a simulation of puncheon.] A coarse

earthenware pan, used to contain milk and
other liquids.
The pinners which had been lost some time were brought

and put in a panchin which Gudwife Medcalf had but

newly poured the milk out of. GlanviUe, Witches, p. 421.

I. the inflorescence of Pancratium mart
timttm ; 3, the bulb with some young leaves ;

a, the flower, longitudinal section.

See

markable for a cen-
tral cup formed of
united petal-like
bases of the sta-

mens, and usually
ornamented with a toothed or twelve-lobed border.

sea-daffodil.

panchway, pansway (panch' wa.pan'swa), n. pancreas (pan'kre-as), n. [= F. pancreas =
[Also paunchway, paunsway; < Beng. pansoi, Sp. Pg. It. pancreas, < NL. pancreas, < Gr. TTOJ-

pansi, Hind, pansoi, a boat (see def.).] A pas- Kpeac, the sweetbread, < irof (TOV-), all, + Kpta$,

senger-boat used on the Ganges and Hoogly, flesh.] 1. A lobulated racemose gland, situate

Pancreas Aselli, a colli-i-tl >l lymphatic glands In the

IIH-Si-Mtrn <>f hnmc ! N :U 1 1 1 1 1 :l I
- foMIH'lt.V rnlllJATed Ul Or

mistaken for a pancreas.
gjnBBMtk exercises generally: pancreas-ptyalin(pan'kre-aH-ti'a-lin),M. Amy-
or having mastery over all tilings

i,,,,^,, ,..,, liv iolyti.- ferment of thi- p:m.-rea,or
Lniverwilly accomplished, psim-i-.-jitir diastase.

Dante is content with nothing less than a pancratic train- nancreatic (|i!in-ki-(--nt'ik), . [= Y.pancrea-
g and has a scorn of dilettanti specialists, and tinatrks. rj T* / , /

NL.yx/ i-;-</ir..< i>inirri'(iti, pancreas: see /mn-
crcas.] Of or pertaining in any way to the pan-
creas: as, a pancreatic verve; /<' nnlx -tissur.

See cuts un.lci /< n<n-as and ntvmiirh. Accessory
pancreatic duct, an occasional supplementary duct de-

rlve.i from the lesser pancreas, or some part of the head
of the gland. Pancreatic arteries, branches of the

splenic artery, variable in sl/e and number, supplying the

pain-mis. Pancreatic juice, the special secretion of

the pancreas. It is a clear viscid secretion, having an
alkaline reaction. It contains proteid bodies in consid-

erable quantity, and among them three distinct ferment*,
which have important uses In digestion. By them starch

Is rapidly converted into dextrose, fats are emulsified and
alto decomposed, and protelds are converted into pep-
tones. The proteolytlc action of pancreatic juice takes

place in alkaline solution only. Pancreatic plexus, a

division of the coeliac plexus, accompanying the pancre-
atic arteries. Pancreatic secretion. Same as pancre-
atic juice. Pancreatic veins, small tributaries of the

splenic vein.

pancreatica (pan-kre-at'i-ka), n.; pi. pancrea-
fought naked, either with bare fists or with the softc-atus,

,-
/

c>) [NL., feni. of paiitTcattcwi : seepan-
and the contests were, at Olympla as almost everywhere, '. L

regulated by strict rules to guard against unfairness. The creax.] A pancreatic artery,
exercise was, however, very severe, as the fight was con- pancreatin (pan kre-a-tin), n. [< pancreat(tc)
tinued until one of the adversaries was either killed, which + -,-'.] A name formerly used for the active

principle of the pancreatic juice.

genus of ornamental plants, pancreatitic (pan*kre-a-tit
7
ik), a [< pancre-

donous order Amaryllidex,
oh'(") + :*] Pertaining to or affected with

pancreatitis.
pancreatitis (pan'kre-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < pan-
creas (-creat-) + -itt's.'] Inflammation of the

pancreas.
pancreatize (pan'kre-a-tiz), r. t.; pret. and pp.

pancreatizi'd, piir. paucreatizing . [< pancrea-
t(in) + -ize.] To treat with pancreatin, so as to

digest more or less completely,
pancreatoid (pan'kre-a-toid), . [< Gr. 7rdjvac
(Kpear-d, pancreas, -f- tI(Sof, form.] Resembling
the pancreas in structure, function, or appear-
ance.

pancreatomy (pan-kre-at'6-mi), n. [< Gr. TO)-

npfac, pancreas, + -ro/iia. { TC/IVCIV, ra/miv, cut.]
Incision into the pancreas,
pancreectomy (jian-kre-ek'to-mi), . [< Gr.

Tra\Kf>eac, pancreas, + ixrtfiveiv, cura/ielv, cut out,
< CK, out, -I- rtfivciv, ra/uiv, cut.] Excision of

the pancreas or a part of it.

pane-wheel (pangk'hwel), n. A wheel (for a

vehicle) having the form of a disk, as in an-

cient chariots. [Rare.]

pancyt, An obsolete spelling of pansy.

pand (pand), n. [< F.prnte, a valance (influenced
in form perhaps by OF.pand, /tan, the skirt of a

gown: seepane1
), <. pendre, hang: see pendant.]

A narrow curtain attached to the top or to the

happened not seldom, or acknowledged hii defeat
written paiujkratiun, pankration.
2. [cop.] [NL.] A (

of the monocotyle*
the tribe Ama-
ryllese, and the
subtribe Cya-
thiferte, having
a funnel-shap-
ed perianth
with narrow
lobes, and ova-

ry-cells con-

taining many
ovules. There
are about 12 spe-
cies, natives of the
Mediterranean re-

gion, the Canaries,
and the East In-

dies. They produce
long narrow leaves
from a coated bulb,
and large hand-
some white flow-

lower part of a bed
;
a valance. [Scotch.]

Where 's the . . . beds of state, pands, twills, and testers,

napery and broidered wark ?

Scott, Bride of Idmmermoor, xxvL
,

haying an awning of matting over the stern, in the abdomen near the stomach, extending pan(ja (pan'da), n. [E. Ind.] A carnivorous
It is propelled with four oars and steered with
a fifth.

panclastite (pan-klas'tit), n. [< Gr. vac (TTOV-).

all, + /AooT(5f, broken (< lAav, break), + -ite2.]

An explosive composed of liquid nitrogen
tetroxid mixed with carbon disulphid or other

liquid combustible, in the proportion of three

volumes of the former to two of the combus-
tible. The materials can be separately carried, and are

mixed as needed for use. The strength of this explosive
Is slightly less than that of dynamite, except when nitro-

toluene is substituted for carbon disulphid, when it has
the same strength.

pan-cover (pan'kuv^er), n. In old forms of fire-

arms, the piece that covers the priming-pan.
In early firearms It was a mere protection from damp, re-

quiring to be removed before the match was applied. In

the flintlock It is the piece of steel which covers the prim-
ing-pan and on being struck by the flint falls back, leaving
the pan exposed, while the sparks struck from it fall upon
the powder.

pancratia, . Plural of pancratium, 1.

pancratian (pau-kra'shi-an), a. [= F. pancra-
ticn ; as pancratium + -ait.] Pertaining to the

pancratium ; pancratic.
pancratiast (pan-kra'shi-ast), w. [= F. pan-
cr<ttiaste,<. L. pancratiastes, < Gr. iraynpaTiaorfa,
< KayKpaTia&tv, practise the pancratium,< iray-

Kp&riov, pancratium : see pancratium.'] A com-
batant or competitor in the pancratium.

VCY quadruped, d-flurusfulgem, of the arctoid series

of fissiped Ferse, representing a family Jiluridte;

the wan, chitwah, or red bear-cat. The animal
inhabits the Himalayan regions in northern India and

pancratiastict (pan-kra-shi-as'tik), a. [<n-
G. West, tr. of Pin-cratiast + -ic.] Pancratic.

dar's Nemean Odes, xi. 2.

Human Pancreas, with associate parts.

PD, pancreatic duct, traversing the pancreas and uniting with BD,
common bile-duct, to open at x into Dm, the duodenum ; Ao, aorta,

S'ving
off the cccliac axis, whence SfA, the splenic artery, to Sfl.

e spleen ; below this artery is the splenic vein, contributing to form
t'f. the vena porta? ; YC1, vena cava inferior ; y, some intestinal ves-

sels; D, a pillar of the diaphragm.

transversely from the region of the liver to that

of the spleen, often inclosed in a loop of the

duodenum, and pouring its secretion, pancre-
atic juice, into the duodenum by one or several

ducts. The pancreas of the calf is known as tmetbrtad,
more especially called by butchers ibmach-nctetbrcad, to

distinguish it from throat-fireetbread, which Is the thymns
gland of the same animal. See nccftbread,

2. See the quotation.
Upon the bile-ducts In Dlbranchiata are developed yel-

lowish glandular dlverticula. which are known as "pan-
creat," though neither physiologically nor morphologically pandall (pan-dal'), n. In her., a spindle-cross,
is there any ground for considering either the so-called Also nemliill.
liveror the so-called pancreas as strictly equivalent to the _-._j _ /r.-.-Mon^ > TF TnH (nan betel-

pancratic (pan-krat'ik), n. [= F. pancrattqiie gland8 M dl,10,ninated in the Vertebrata. pandan (pandan), n.
(*.. Ind., <.pan, D

'cits (in adv. pan- E. It. Lankeiter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 67ft. leaf : see p<m.] Asa= Sp. pa>urdtici>,< L. 'pancraticus (in adv. pan-

Tibet, is of the size of a large cat, of a bright-fulvous color

above black on the lower parts and limbs, and marked on

the ears and snout with white ; the tall is long and bushy.

Pandaean, . See I'mitti'im.

pandaemoniac, pandsmonium. See pande-
iaiidt moniitm.

.

small decorative box, usu-
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ally of metal and especially of Indian maim- pandemoniac, pandsemoniac (pan-de-mo'iii-
facture. Compare spier-bus. ak), a. [<.pandemonium + -Hc(a,tterdrioni<tr).]

Of or pertaining to pandemonium; character-[NL.
Same

Pandanaceae (pan-da-na'sf-e), n. pi.

(Liiidley, 1835), < Pandanug + -acese.]
as Ponu&MtBt
Pandanese (pan-da'ne-e), n.pl. [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), < randan itn + -gee.] The screw-pine fam-

ily, an order of monocotyledonous shrubs and
trees, belonging to the series Nudifloree, and dis-

tinguished by the clustered or panicled spa-
dices. There are about 83 species, of 2 genera, Pan-
danus and Freycinetia, natives of the tropics of the Old
World and Oceania. They bear very long and attenuate

rigid leaves, set in three close-twisted spirals, with spiny
margins and keel, and often with recurved thorns. The
small sessile many-bracted dio3Cious flowers are destitute
of floral envelops and contain numerous stamens, or a

single ovary of one carpel followed by a large roundish
multiple fruit of many carpels united in spiral rows, pulpy
within, and with a fleshy or woody surface.

istic of pandemonium.
pandemonium, pandemonium (pan-de-mo'ni-
um), H. [= F. ptiiHlcitiinnutn = Sp. pfttidcmoiiio
= Pg. pandemonium, < NL. Pandsemonium (Mil-

ton), < Gr. Traf (TTOV-), all, + 6ai/iuv, a demon:
see demon."] 1. The abode of all the demons
or evil spirits ;

hell : a name invented and used

by Milton rather as a proper name than a gen-
eral term.

Pandsemonium, the high capital
Of Satan and his peers. Milton, f, L., t 766.

Hence 2. Any lawless, disorderly, and noisy
place or assemblage. 3. A loud noise, as from
pandemonium.
Suddenly a regularpandemonium of shrieks, and direct-

ly the scurrying by of a number of the sable birds.

Amer. Nat., XXIII. 20.

carene, and Seychelles islands, with a few on the Austra-

Pandanus (pan-da'nus), u. [NL., < Malay^nw-
dang, conspicuous.] The screw-pine, a genus of pander (pan'der), n. [Also writtenpandar, for-
plants, type of the order Pandanem, distinguish- merly also pandor; < ME. Pandare, Pandarus,
ed by its one-ovuled carpels. It includes about 60 name of the man who, according to Boccaccio's
species, all tropieal, natives especially of the Malayan, Mas-

poem Filostrato" and Chaucer's paraphrase
and expansion of it, "Troilus and Criseyde,"
and Shakspere's play "Troilus and Cressida,"
procured for Troilus the love and good graces
of Cressida (in Chaucer Criseyde). The name
appears in the fabulous histories of Dictys Cre-
tensis and Dares Phrygius as that of a soldier.
No such person is mentioned in ancient litera-

ture
;
but Homer and Virgil mention a Pandarus

(Gr. IldwSapof ) who was a leader of the Lycians,
auxiliary to the Trojans ;

and Virgil mentions
another Pandarus, a son of Alcanor, compan-
ion of ^Eneas.] 1. One who caters for the lusts
of others

;
a male bawd

;
a pimp or procurer.

If you ever prove false to one another, since I have
taken such pains to bring you together, let all pitiful
goers-between be called to the world's end after my name ;

call them all Pandars; let all constant men beTroiluses,
all false women Cressids, and all brokers-between Pan-
dars! Shot., T. and C., III. 2. 210.

Flower and Fruit of Pandanus oftoratissi,

lian, African, and Asiatic continents. They are usually
erect, with robust or slender trunk, unbranched or with
upwardly curved candelabrum-like branches, which pro-
duce strong aerial roots. The roundish fruit is often pen-
dulous and sheathed with colored bracts. See screw-pine,
chandelier-tree, keora-oU, and tent-tree.

pandar. pandaress, etc. See pander, etc.^jiij.vi.n/i , jjcuincii ODD, f u^. K_>c*2 jvwnwn . cnj. . ( -.. i ^.
t ** * *

pandatlon(pan-da'shon),. [< ~L.pandqtio(n-), Hence 2. One who ministers to the gratifica-
a warping, <.pandare, bend, bow, curve, warp.]A yielding, bending, or warping: sometimes
used with reference to architectural members
or construction.

Pandean (pan'de-an), . and n. [Irreg. < L. Pan, pander (pan'der), v
< Gr. Uav, Pan:'see Pan 3

. No L. or Gr. form n."] I. intrans. 1.

supporting Pandean occurs.] Of or pertaining
to Pan. Also spelled Pandsean Pandean pipes.
Same as Pan's pipes (which see, under pipe^).

He looked abroad into the street ; all there was dusk
and lonely; the rain falling heavily, the wind playing
Pandean pipes and whistling down the chimney-pots.

Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, iv.

II, n. A traveling musician who plays on
Pan's pipes.

pandect (pan'dekt), n. [Usually in pluralpan-
dects, < F. pandectes = Sp. Pg. pandectas = It.

tion of any of the baser passions of others.
What goodly Body's spruce hypocrisy
Should to his filthy mind the Pander be.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 49.

[Also pandar ; < pander,
To cater for the lusts of

others. 2. To minister to others' passions or

prejudices for selfish ends.
This most mild, though withal dreadful and inviolable

prerogative of Christ's diadem [excommunication] serves
for nothing with them but to prog and pander for fees.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

He had, during many years, earned his daily bread by
pandering to the vicious taste of the pit. Macautay.

II. trans. To cater for the gratification of the
lusts or passions of; pimp .for.

__ Reason pandars will Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 88.

,
< L. pandeetfe, pi. of pandecta, also panderage (pan'der-aj), n. [< pander + -a</e.l

pandeetes,< Gr. iravdticrtK, all-receiving, all-con- The act of pandering. Imp. Diet.
taining; pi. iravieia-ai, a name for a general uni- panderess (pau'der-es), n. [Also pandaress,
versal dictionary or encyclopedia, later also pandress; < pander + -ess.'] A female pander ;

the Pandects of Justinian
;
< vrdf (nav-), all, + a procuress.

feXtaSai, receive.] 1. A digest or comprehen- panderism(pan'der-izm),w. [Also pandarism;
sive treatise; a treatise containing the whole < pander + -ism.'] The character or occupation

of a pander.
of any science.

Therefore, by Faith's pure rayes illumined.
These sacred Pandects I desire to read.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

Thus thou, by means which th' ancients never took,
A pandect mak'st, and universal book.

But that I must consider such as spaniels
To those who feed and clothe them, I would print
Thy panderism upon thy forehead.

Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 3.

panderize (pan'der-5z), v. i.; pret. and pp. pan-
Donne, On Coryat s Crudities,

derived, ppr. panderizing. [Also pandarize; <

Specifically 2. pi. [cap.] A collection of Ro-
man civil law made by the emperor Justinian
in the sixth century, containing decisions or
judgments of lawyers, to which the emperor
gave the force and authority of law. This com- panderly (pan'der-li), a. [Also pandarly; <

pander + -ize.] To act the part of a pander.
Your father shall not say I pandarizde,
Or fondly winkt at your affection.

Marston, The Fawne, iii.

pander + -ly
l

.~\ Pimping; panderous; acting
the pander.

you pandarly rascals ! Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 122.

, ...j most important of the body of Roman civil
law, consists of fifty books. Also called the Digest.

pandemia (pan-de'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 7r<zi>*7-

fuof, belonging to all the people, < traf (TTOV-),
all, + (%/oc, a district, the people of a district :

see demeZ.~\ A disease which affects the peo- vriceite
pie of a whole country generally ; a very wide- ",j.. / <JA \

spread epidemic panaerous (pan der-us), a. [Also pandarous;

pandemic (pan-d'em'ik), a. and n. [= F. pan-
<
gSSf

+ ~

t
'ms^ 9f or Perta ng to

>
or char-

demique = Pg. It. pandemico, < L. as if "pan-
acterlstlc of

'
a Pander or pandensm.

demicus, < LL. pandemus, < Gr. vdvSnuoc, public, \ T.i!
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belonging to ffi whole people, < rfJ&K all! #J tnenTsto^aW" dUlge"Ce

T o^of, people, country: see deme2.~] I. a. Middleton, Tlie Witch, iii. 2.

Incident to a whole people; epidemic: as, a pandiculated (pan-dik'u-la-ted), a. [< L. nan-
pandemic disease.

diculatm, pp. of pandiculari, stretch oneself , <
Those instances bring a consumption, under the notion pandere, spread out.] Stretched out; extended

of a pandemwlt or endemick, or rather vernacular disease Asli
t 'gla Harvey, Consumptions. pandiculation(pan-dik-ii-la'shon),. [=F.pan-H. n. A pandemic disease. dictation = Sp. pandi<Mlacion"= Pg. pandicu-

. Pandoridae

o, < L. pandicnlnri, pp. pandieulatus, stretch
oneself out: see pa ndiculated.] A stretching
of one's self, as when one is newly awaked
from sleep, or sleepy or fatigued; a restless-
ness and inclination to stretch observed at the
outset of certain paroxysms of fever, hysteria,
etc. : sometimes, somewhat incorrectly, used
in the sense of 'yawning.'
In the next edition of my opium confessions, ... by

mere dint of pandiculation, I will terrify all readers of
mine from ever again questioning any postulate that I
shall think fit to make. De Quincey, Confessions.

Pandinidae (pan-din'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Thorell,
1876), < Pandinus (the typical genus) + -idee.}A family of scorpions, containing the largest
forms known, and well represented in the
United States. The sternum is pentagonal and longer
than broad, the immovable mandibular finger is desti-
tute of teeth, and the hands are large and flattened, and
generally broader than long.

Pandion (paii-di'on), n. [NL., < L. Pandion, <
Gr. llavSiuv, in legend the father of Procne,
who was changed into a swallow.] The only
genus of Pandionidee, founded by Jules C6sar
Savigny in 1809; the ospreys or fishing-hawks.
See cut under osprey.
Pandionidae (pan-di-on'i-de), . pi. [NL., <
Pandion + -idee.] A family of Jtaptores, repre-
sented by the genus Pandion; the ospreys. The
plumage is peculiar in lacking aftershafts, being compact
and closely imbricated, and oily ;

the legs are closely fea-

thered, having no flag ; the head is closely feathered to the
eyes ; there is a slight occipital crest ; the remiges and
rectrices are hard, stiff, and acuminate

;
the wings are long

and pointed ; the tail is moderate ; the feet are immense-
ly large, strong, and scabrous, with rough reticulations ;

the toes are cleft to the base, and the outer one is versatile ;

the talons are large, of equal lengths, tapering and terete,
not scooped out underneath ; the bill is toothless with a
large hook ; the nostrils are oval, oblique, non-tuberculate,
and situated in the edge of the cere. There is no supra-
ciliary shield, leaving the eyes flush with the side of the
head. The relationships of the family are with the bliz-
zards and eagles, the external modifications being all in

adaptation to aquatic and piscivorous habits.

pandionine (pan-di'o-nin), a. [< Pandion +
-ine8.] Of or pertaining to the genus Pandion,
or any of the groups which that genus is con-
sidered to represent.

pandit, . Same as pundit.
pandle(pan'dl),n. [Origin obscure.] Ashrimp.
[Prov. Eng.]
pandle-whew (pan'dl-hwu), n. The whewer
or widgeon, Mareca penelope : so called from its

fondness for shrimps. [Norfolk, Eng.]
pandoor '

(pan'dor), n. [Alsopandour, < F. pan-
dour, pandoure ; origin uncertain ; perhaps so
called from having been levied first near the

village of Pandur, in Hungary.] 1. Formerly,
a member of a body of Austrian infantry levied
in southern Hungary, dreaded for their savage
mode of warfare; hence, a robber or violent
marauder.
When leagued Oppression pour'd to Northern wars
Her whisker d pandoors and her fierce hussars.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, 1. 862.

2. An armed servant of the nobility in Croatia
and Slavonia.

pandoor2
,
n. Same as pandore?.

pandort, . An obsolete spelling of pander.
Pandora 1

(pan-do'ra), n. [L., < Gr. HavMpa, lit.

the all-endowed, < TTOC (JTOV-), all, + 6&pov, gift.]
1. In class, myth., the name of the first mortal

woman, on whom all the gods and goddesses
bestowed gifts. 2. In zool., a name (mostly
generic) variously
used, (a) In conch. :

(1) The typical genus
ot Pandorida. (2)[l.c.]
A bivalve of this ge-
nus. (6) In acalephs, a

genus of beroid cteno-

phorans. Eschscholtz,
1829. (c) In entom,:

(1) A genus of dipte-
rous insects. (2) A
genUS Of coleopterous Pandora rostrata.

insects. Chevrolat,
1843. (d) [1. c.] A fish, Pagellus erythrimts, of the family
Sparida. Pandora's box, a box which Pandora was
fabled to have brought from heaven, containing all human
ills. She opened it, and all escaped and spread over the
earth. At a later period it was believed that the box con-
tained all the blessings of the gods, which would have been

preserved for the human race had not Pandora opened it,

so that the blessings, with the exception of hope, escaped.

pandora2
,
n. A variant of bandora for bandore 1

.

pandore 1
(pan-dor'), n. Same as bandore1 .

pandore2
(pan'dor), . [Also pandoor ; origin

obscure.] An oyster of a large variety found
near Prestonpans on the Firth of Forth, much
esteemed in England. Stormontn.
Pandoridae (pan-dor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pan-
dora + -idie.'] A family of bivalve mollusks,
the type of which is the genus Pandora. The
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animal has the mantle. borders extensively connected,
short siphons separated lit their elicit. a linnuifonn foot,

and a single appi ndiriilate luanchia on rai h .side. 'I'he

shell is inequivalve, nacreous Internally, with the binge
formed ol lameilii i crests and the ligament Intnnal

Sp.-eies oeeur ill almost all seas. A .,,minon Amerinm
speeies is I'linil'ini or t'li'linji/n'ra trttinfiita.

Pandorina(paii-do-ri'na). . |M>. (Ehrenberg,
1H30), < (jr. UaiMtpa, I'andora, + -/'.] A gc-
niis of fresh-water alga-, giving name to the

urder I'liinliiriin'ir. Kvery fnndly or ciBiiobium eon-

slsts of sixteen cells, closely crowded together and sur-

rounded by a thin gelatinous envelop, throiit:li whieh

piotruile two cilia from each cell. Non sexual iniilllpli-

ralion is aeeomplished hy eaeh of the sixteen celts break-

ing up into sixteen smaller cells, each of which becomes
invested with n gelatinous envelop and grows to the size

nl tin nri^inal parent colony. Sexual reproduction Is by
HUMUS of zygospores, whieh develop into colonies of six-

teen celN similar to the original parent colony.

Pandorineae (pau-do-rin'e-e), . pi. [NL., <

I'aiulorina + -ca?.] An order of fresh-water

alga) of the class Ccenobiex (Zoiittporese in part
of authors), taking its name from the genus
1'iiniliirinii.

pandour. n. See pandoor.
pandowdy (pan-dou'di), n. [Also pandoulde;
origin not clear.] A pudding made of bread
and apples baked together, usually cooked with

molasses.

pandress (pan'dres), n. Same aspanderess.
pandura (pan-du'rii), n. A Neapolitan musical

instrument, of a larger size than the mandolin,
and strung with eight metal wires. It is played
with a ijuill.

pandurate (pan'du-rat), a. [= F. pandur6, <

L. as if 'pandiiratus, < pandura, a musical in-

strument.] Fiddle-shaped.
pandurated (pan'du-ra-ted), a. [< pandurate
+ -cd"-.] Same as pandurate.

panduret (pan'dur), . 1. Same as pandura.
2. A short sword with a curved blade, used

especially by hunters. Denimin, Weapons,
p. 527.

panduriform (pan-du'ri-form), o. [= F. pan-
iliirifiiniu; < L. pandura, a pandore (see pon-
dnri- 1

), + forma, form.] Pandurate.

pandy1
(pan'di), n.

; pi. pandies (-diz). [< L.

pande, imp. sing, of pandere, extend; pande
palmam,

' hold out your hand,' being the pnrase
used when the schoolmaster ordered his schol-

ars to hold out their hands for punishment.]
A stroke on the palm of the hand, as with a

cane or strap: a punishment in schools.

pandy1
(pan'di), i'. t.; pret. and pp. pandied,

npr.pandying. [< pandy1
, n.] To slap, as the

hand.
And she boxed their ear, and thumped them over the

head with rulers, and pandied their hands with canes, and
told them that they told stories, and were this and that

bad sort of people. Kingdey, Water-Babies, p. 187.

Pandy
2
(pan'di), B.; pl.Panrfi'es(-diz). [< Hind.

panda, iiiiiHlti, a Brahman.] A Hindu; a Se-

poy : especially applied by the British troops
to the Sepoys in the Indian mutiny of 1837-8.

pandynamometer (pan-di-na-mom'e-ter), H.

[< Gr. iraf (miv-), all, + E. dynamometer.~\ In

meclt., an instrument for indicating and re-

cording the angular torsion of a rotating shaft

which transmits power, or the moment of the

driving-couple which turns the shaft, as a basis

for the computation of the power transmitted.
It consists of two toothed bevel-wheels, keyed to dif-

ferent points of the shaft, which change their relative

positions angularly by the twisting of the shaft An In-

termediate toothed bevel-wheel, supported on an arm
keyed to the shaft and intermeshed with the other wheels,
communicates motion to the pencil of a recording-appa-
ratus.

pane1 (pan), n. [Early mod. E. alsopain ; < ME.
/HI lie, a part, < OF. pan, a pane, piece, panel, F.

pun, a skirt, lappet, panel (of a wall), side, = Sp.

paUn = Pg. It. panno, cloth, < L. pannus, a cloth,
a garment, a head-band, fillet, bag, satchel, a

rag, etc., ML. pannns, alsopannii, piece. = Gr.

irr/vof (Doric also Trdvof) (> Ii.fi/MLS), thread on
the bobbin, woof, web. From the L. pannus, be-

sides E. pane 1
,
are the diminutive panel, also

pawn1 (and pannicle?, counterpane?). From L.

yiiniwsisult. E.pnnicte.] If. A distinct part or

piece of any surface ;
a division ; specifically,

a marked division in a wall or fence.

Vch pane of that place had thre sates.
Alliterative Paemt (ed. Morris), I. 10S3.

The knyght shewed me a pane of the wall, and said,

"Sir, see you yonder parte of the wall which Is newer than
all the remnant?"

Kerners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xxli.

2f. A pale ;
a stake.

To a pane on ende strongly thai tied.

That other ende bare againe the ualey brode,
Ful litill it held as thay forth glode.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.X L 724.
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3f. In costume: (<i) A piece of cloth of a dif-

ferent color inserted in a garment for orna-
ment ; a stripe or panel inserted in a garment.
Me [Lord Mountjoyl ware jerkins and round hote, . . .

\> Ith laced paiiet of russet cloath.

fynei Miarymn, 11. 46. (Kara.)
Yon tissue slop,

Yon holy-crossed pen*. Mantim, Satires, It 7.

The Switzera wcare no coates. but doublet* and how) of

panet intermingled with re.l and yellow, and some with

blew, trimmed with long putfesof yellow and blewe sarce-

net rising up between the panet.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 41, sig. E.

(6) An opening or slash in a dress, either for

the purpose of displaying a garment under-
neath or for the insertion of a piece of cloth

of another color or fabric. 4f. A skirt, as of a

coat; a lappet or flap; also, a robe.

As toone as thel were come the) kneled to ilr Oaweln,
and folded the panet of her mantels.

Merlin (E. E. T. a), Hi. 601.

He lat brlnge a cnpe of seluer,
And eke A jxine of menluier :

Thanne he sede, "Haue this to thin honur."
Kin' i Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. M.

Item ; 1. pane furryd with meneyere.
Ponton Lettert, I. 483.

Strikes off a skirt of * thick-laced satin doublet I had,
. . . cuts off two panet embroidered with pearl.

B. Jonton, Every Man out of his Humour, Iv. 4.

6. A piece, part, or portion having mainly a

plane surface and a rectangular or other defi-

nite symmetrical shape. Specifically (a) A plate
of glass inserted In some aperture, as a window.

Hurling the hall, and sleeted rain,

Against the casement's tinkling pane,
Scott, Marmlon, iv., Int.

(6) A square In a checkered pattern.

Quilles and tethers intermyxte with gossamplne cotton
of snndrye colours and chekered lyke thepanet of aohMt*
borde.

R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 198).

(c) A flat-dressed Bide or face of a stone or log.

l'n H? is the hewn or sawn surface of the log.

Lattett, Timber, p. 74.

('l A panel or division of a work; a sunken part sur-

rounded by a border, (e) In irrigation, a su 1x1 (vision of

the Irrigated surface between a feeder and an outlet-drain.

The meadows first laid out are watered by contour chan-

nels following the Inequalities of the ground, . . . but In

the more recent parts the ground Is disposed in panet of

half an acre, served by their respective feeders.

i; London Labour and London Poor, II. 410.

panegyry

panegyret (pn'e-jir), ;i. [<Gr. Trow); r/xr, n

eral anemlly : M pOMgyri*.] Same BH JMHH-
i/i/rir. .*;/''''

-'"'

panegyric (pan-e-jir'ik), a. and n. [= K. /<'-
i/i/ni/iii, OF. /mill i/i i-ii- = Sp. iianegiricv = I'g.

JMiiiryyricti
= It. /Hiiii'i/iin-n, < \,. y/;i.///.

laudatory, a panegyric, < <ir. -r//jT/)M, of or

pertaining to a general assembly, solemn, fes-

tive; as a noun, so. >.<i}of, a festival oration,

eulogy, panegyric; < jrav^n/wc, a general as-

sembly, a high festival: see panegyrte.] I. .

Addressed to a festal assembly; epidii-tic:

hence, containing praise or eulogy; of the na-

ture of panegyric ;
encomiastic.

True fame demands uul panegyric aid.

W. Uarte, The ronfewor.

H. n. 1. A eulogy, written or spoken, in

praise of some person or achievement; a for-

mal or elaborate encomium.
We give you Thanks, not only for your Present!, but

your Compliments too. For this is not so much a mak-
ing of Presents as Panemriekt.

K. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 1.
A stranger preach'd at F.uston Church, and fell Into a

handsome panej/yricon my Lord's new bnildingthe church.

Eeetyn, Diary, Sept 9, 1670.

2. Praise bestowed on some person, action, or

character; laudation: as, a tone of exaggerated
panegyric.
Let others . . . bestrew the hearses of the great with

panegyric. Qoldtmith, Citizen of the World, xllll.

Their characteristic excellences drew from him some of

hla heartiest bursts of eloquent paiieyyric.
Whippie. Ess. and Rev., II. 10.

= Syn. Encomium, etc. See cvloyy.

panegyric* (pan-e-jir'ik), v. t. [< panegyric, . ]

To praise.

(/) The side of a tower, spire, or other building, (g) One
of the eight sides of the table of a brilliant-cut diamond.

(A) One of the sides of a bolt-head or large nut. Nuts are

designated according to the number of sides, as t\n-paned
nuts, elght-paned nuts, etc. Fulminating pane, or

Franklin's pane, an electrical condenser, consisting of a

pane of glass with sheets of tin-foil so attached to the two
sides as to leave an uncovered margin of an inch or two :

used like a Leyden jar In experiments with statical elec-

tricity. Luminous pane, in elect., a sheet of glass cov-

ered with pieces of metal foil, generally arranged in some
mental design, which is rendered luminous by the dis-

,

charge of an electrical condenaer through the foil from

point to point.

pane 1
(pan), v. t. ; pret. and pp. pawed, ppr.paw-

ing. [< ME.panen;<pane1
, .] To insert panes

or panels in. See paned.
pane2

t (pan), n . [< ME. pane, < OF. pane, panne,

AMI
panegyrical (pan-e-jir'i-kal), a. [< panegyric
+ -al.] Same as panegyric.

panegyrically (pan--jir'i-kal-i), arfti. By way
of panegyric. .Sir J. Mackintosh.

panegyricon (pan-e-jir'i-kon), n. [< NGr. n-ovi/-

yvpmov (T), neut. of Travr/yvpinfa, festival pane-
gyric: see panegyric.] In the Gr. Ch., a col-

lection of sermons by various authors to be read
on festivals. There Is no authorized book of this kind,
different collections being used in different places, so that
such books are not printed, but manuscript.

panegyris (pa-nej'i-ris), . [NL<-> < Gr. iravi/-

j-i'p/C, a general assembly, < iroj- (TQP-), all, +
ayvpic, ayopa, assembly : see aooro.] A festival ;

a public meeting.
Will there not open a glorious scene, when God (to use

SL Paul's words) shall celebrate the grand paneyyruf
S. Uarrit, On Isaiah 111!., p. 262. (Latham.)

The Olympic panegyrit, though no longer the central

point of attraction of a free Hellas, was still a reality, and
its celebration continued for another two centuries.

C. T. Sruion, Art and Archasol., p. 330.

panegyrise, '. See panegyrize.

panegyrist (pan'e-jir-ist), n. \=Y.panfgyriste
= Sp. panegirista = Pg. panegyrista = It. pane-
girista, < LL. panegyrinta, a eulogist, < LGr.

mu77j-wprrffa, one who attends a panegyris, < Gr.

pene, penne,F. panne ='Pr. pena. penna = OSp. iravriyvpi&tv, attend a panegyris, deliver a pane-

pena, peHa, Sp. pana, a skin, hide, worsted, gyric, < iraifyvpif, a general assembly: see pa-
n<!/>(ris.} One who writes or utters a panegyric ;

one who bestows praise; a eulogist; an enco-
miast.

plush, < ML. panna, penna, skin, fur, perhaps
a fern, form of L. pannus, a cloth, piece, etc. ;

otherwise another use of L. penna, feather (cf.

MHG. federe, feather, plush) : see pane1 and

pen2.] A hide or side of fur; fur.

Ermyne and werr, callltpanin, bestly furring.

And haldln so without other discrlpcloune.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 100.

pane3
(pan), n. [< F. panne, the face of a ham-

mer, appar. < G. bahn (MHG. bane, "pane), a

way, road, plane, face of an anvil or hammer.
See peen, with which this word has been con-

founded.] The flat striking face of a hammer,

paned (pand), a. [Early mod. E. also puinul,

panned; < ME. paned, ipaned; < pane 1 + -erf*.]

If. Having panes, panels, or stripes of a differ-

ent color inserted: as, paned hose or breeches,

usually made full and stuffed out with cotton,
etc.

And a mantel of scarlet,

l/Hiiii'l al with meniuer.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.\ p. 122.

With all the swarming generation
Of long stocks, short pand hose, and huge stuff 'd doublet*.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Uater, i. 2.

2. Provided with panes; composed of small

panes or squares.

Brick-panJ, or frame buildings filled in with bricks.

Stephen Girard't WiU.

paneguriet, . Same &s panegyry.

Conscience will become his panegyritt, and never forget
to crown and extol him unto himself.

Sir T. Browne, Christ, MOT., 1. 84.

panegyrize (pan'e-ji-riz), .
; pret. and pp. pane-

gi/rized, ppr. panegyrizing. f< Gr. iravtryvpiltiv,

attend a public assembly, deliver a panegyric :

see panegyrist.'} I. trans. To praise highly;
write or pronounce a panegyric or eulogy on.

And therefore did none of His disciples exaggerate or

panegyrize the accomplishments of their Great Master,
but relate matter of fact only.

Evelyn, True Religion, II. 148.

In another part of this letter ... he paneyyruet the

camp hospital of the Queen. Pretcott, Kerd. and Isa., L 14.

II. intrant. To indulge in panegyric ; bestow

praises. Bailey, 1731.

Also spelled panegyrise.

panegyryt (pan'e-ji-ri), n. [< Gr. jraviftvptft *

general assembly, a high festival : see panegy-
ris.'} 1. A festival; a public meeting: same as

panegyric.
Whether this may not be not only In Pulpits, but after

another persuasive method, at set and solemn Paneguriet,
In Theatres, porches, or what other place or way may win
moat upon the people to receive at once both recreation
and Instruction, let them in autority consult.

Miltnn. Church-GoTemment, II, Pref.

2. A panegyric.
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paneityt (pa-ne'i-ti), n. [< 'L.panis, bread (see

pain?), + -c-ity.] The state or condition of be-

ing bread.
Romish Bakers praise the Deity

They chipp'd while yet in its Paneuy.
Prior, To F. Shepherd.

panel (pan'el), n. [Formerly also pannel ; <

ME. panei,, panele, a piece of cloth, a sort of

saddle, a list (of names), etc., = D. paneel =
G. panele = Sw. Dan. panel, wainscot, < OP.

panel, paneaw, paniau, penel, penneau, panneel,

pannel, a panel, F. panneau= Sp. panda = Pg.

panello = It. panncllo, < ML. pannellus, apanel,
dim. of L. pannus, cloth, rag: see jxjiw

1
.] 1.

A piece, especially a rectangular piece, as of

cloth, parchment, or wood. Specifically (at) A
piece of cloth put on a horse's back to serve as a sort of sad-

dle, or placed under a saddle to prevent the horse's back
from being galled ; also, a pad or pallet used as a saddle.

Broght thai nother on his bak,
Ne sadel ne panel.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 14, 982. (Encyc. Diet.)

They ride on bullocks with pannels, as we terme them,
girts, and bridles. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 221.

(!>) Formerly, the slip of parchment containing the names
of those who were summoned to serve upon a jury; a

Jury-list. See def. 3.

Shal neither kynge ne knyjte, constable ne meire,
Ouer-lede the comune, ne to the courte sompne,
Ne put hem In panel, to don hem pligte here treuthe.

Piers Plowman (B), iii. 315.

He [the sheriff] returns the names of the jurors in upan-
el (a little pane, or oblong piece of parchment) annexed to

the writ. Blackstone, Com., III. xxiii.

(c) In painting, a piece of wood, generally of oak, chest-

nut, or white poplar, on which a picture is painted as on
canvas

; also, a picture painted on such a piece of wood.
The earliest paintings in oil were generally executed on
panels, which were composed of various pieces of wood
cemented together.

He gave the Pannel to the Maid.

Smiling and court'sying,
"
Sir," she said,

"I shall not fail to tell my Master."

Prior, Protogenes and Apelles.

2. A surface or compartment of a surface more
or less distinct from others: a term used more
especially in architecture and the constructive
arts. In particular (a) Any area slightly sunk below or
raised above the general face of the surrounding work ; a

Panels. Section of the south door of the Baptistery at Florence.

(By Andrea Pisano.)

compartment of a wainscot or ceiling, or of the surface
of a wall, etc., sometimes inclosing sculptured ornament.

This fellow will but join you together as they join wain-
scot ; then one of you will prove a shrunk panel and, like
green timber, warp, warp.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3. 89.

(6) In joinery, a tympanum or thin piece of wood, framed
or received in a groove by two upright pieces or styles,
and two transverse pieces or rails : as, the panels of doors
window-shutters, etc. See cut under door, (c) In ma-
tonry, one of the faces of a hewn stone. (d) In dress-mak-
ing, an ornament of a skirtj consisting usually of a broad

piece
of stuff appliqncS, or of embroidery, or the like, mak-

ing a definite stripe on each side different from the rest
of the skirt, leaving part of the original material between,
(e) In bookbinding, a part of the side depressed below the
general surface, or the space on the back between two
bands. (/) In coal-mining, a separate compartment or
area of a coal-seam, divided from the adjacent ones by
thick masses or ribs of coal, 40 50, or even 60 yards wide.
Such panels may measure 300 feet or more on a side.
3. In law: (a) The persons summoned to sit on
a jury. (6) The jury selected for the trial of a
cause.
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A judgment in its favour ends
When all the pannel are its friends.

Green, The Spleen.

(c) In Scots law, the accused person in a crim-

inal action from the time of his appearance.
4f. The stomach of a hawk.
Meates w<^h endew sonest and maketh the hardest panell.

A Perfect Booke/or Kcpinye o/SparhawkesorGoshawkes, p. 7.

5. Milit., a carriage for the transportation of

a mortar and its bed. 6. In sporting, a rail in

a post-and-rail fence.

In the Jar of the panel rebounding,
In the crash of the

splintering wood,
In the ears to the earthshock resounding,
In the eyes flashing fire and blood '.

A. L. Gordon, Poems, p. 116.

Bottom panel, one of the panels of the lowest tier in a

paneled door. Flush panel. See fmhi. F-panel, in

wainscoting, doors of furniture, and the like, a panel hav-

ing the shape of the Greek letter r. Lying panel, (a)
In arch., a panel so placed that the fibers ofthe wood lie

in a horizontal position. (6) In carp., a panel whose longer
dimension is horizontal. Panel game. See panel-game.
Raised panel, in carp. , etc., a panel of which the face

projects beyond the surrounding frame or plane. Stand-
ing panel, in carp., a panel whose longer dimension is ver-

tical. T-pauel, a panel having the general shape of the
letter T.

panel (pan'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp. paneled, pan-

elled, ppr. paneling, panelling. [Formerly also

pannel; < panel, n.] If. To place a panel or

saddlecloth on
;
saddle.

He ... pannelled his squire's beast.

Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iii. S. (Dames.)

2. To form with panels ;
divide into or deco-

rate with panels: as, to panel a wainscot; to

panel a dress.

Mr. Wall describes the church in full, its vast width,
breadth, height from marble floor to panelled dome.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 170.

3 . To decorate with medallions or spaces of any
shape framed and occupied by a design differ-

ent from that of the rest of the ground. 4. In

teleg., to arrange in parallels, as wires.

panel-door (pan'el-dor), n. See door, 1.

panel-furring (pan 'el-fer"ing), n. In a passen-
ger-car, horizontal bars or strips of wood be-
tween the posts. The exterior panels are fas-

tened to the furring.

panel-game (pan'el-gam), n. Theft or cheat-

ing practised by the aid of a sliding panel (by
means of which valuables may be abstracted
from a room without the occupant's know-
ledge) or any similar device, as in a panel-
house.

panel-house (pau'el-hous), . A house, espe-
cially a house of ill fame, in which the panel-
game is practised.

paneling, panelling (pan'el-ing), n. [Verbal
n. ot panel, .] 1. The making of panels, as in

a door. 2. Panels collectively : as, the panel-
ing of a ceiling.
The very old wainscot which composed the floor and

the panelling of the room was scrubbed with a degree of
labour which the Scottish housewife rarely bestows on her
most costly furniture. Scott, Redgauntlet, ch. v.

3. The diversifying of a surface by means of

panels.
Panelling was used for the adornment of external walls

from the earliest ages down at least to the destruction of

Babylon. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 162.

panellationt (pan-e-la'shon), n. [Also pannel-
lation; < ML. pannellatio(n-), < "pannellare, im-

panel, < pannellus, panel : see panel.'] The act
of impaneling a jury.

They in the said panellation did put Eich. Wotton, . . .

and other privileged persons, which were not wont ancient-

ly to be impannelled.
A. Wood, Annals of Univ. of Oxford, an.1516.

panel-picture (pan'el-pik"tur), . A picture
painted on a panel. See panel, n., 1 (c).

panel-plane (pan'el-plan), n. In carp., a plane
haying a handle (called a toat) and a long stock,
which may be deeper than that of a jack-plane.
panel-planer (pan'el-pla/ner), n. 1. A plan-
ing-machine for dressing the surface of panels
and feathering their edges to fit them to the
grooves in the stiles. 2. A machine for rab-

beting down the edges of panels, so as to leave
the middle part raised

;
a panel-raiser.

panel-rail (pan'el-ral), n. In a passenger-car,
a panel-furring strip extending from end to end
of the car, and notched into the posts.
panel-raiser (pan'el-ra"zer), n. A machine for

forming a raised panel on a board by rabbeting
away a part of the surface around the edges.
Some forms cut a molding about the panel.
panel-saw (pan'el-sa), n. A saw used for cut-

ting very thin wood. Its blade is about 26 inch-
es long, and it has about six teeth to the inch.

pangenesis

panel-Strip (pan'el-strip), . A narrow piece
of wood or metal to cover a joint between two
panels, or between a post and a panel, as on
the outside of a railroad-car.

panel-thief (pan'el-thef ), n. A thief who steals

by the aid of a sliding panel, a secret door, or

any similar device
;
a robber in a panel-house.

panel-truss (pan'el-trus), . A truss in which
the timbers or bars are arranged in a regular
succession of rectangles or panels diagonally
braced.

panel-wheel (paii'el-hwel), n. In glass-engrav-
ing, a wheel which cuts a groove with a flat

bottom and sides more or less sloped or curved.

panel-working (pan'el-wer"king), n. In coal-

mining, a method of working a coal-mine by
which the colliery is divided into panels. See

panel, n., 2 (/).

panetert, Seepanter9 .

paneulogism (^pan-u'lo-jizm),
w. [< Gr. Trdf

(wav-), all, + ev/.oyia, eulogy: see eulogy.] Eu-

logy of everybody and everything; indiscrimi-
nate praise. [Rare.]
With all its excellencies and they are many her book

has a trace of the cant of paneulogism. National Rev.

pan-fish (pan'fish), n. 1. A fish of the right
size and quality for frying whole in a pan.
This fish is a good pan-fish.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 323.

2. A saucepan-fish or casserole-fish
;
the king-

crab, Limulus polyphemus.
panful (pan'ful), n. [< pan1 + -ful.] The
quantity that a pan will hold,

pang 1
(pang), n. [Early mod. E. also pangue (in

imitation of Frenchified spellings like tongue,
etc.) ;

< ME. "pange (in derived verbpangen), an
altered form of prange, pronge, pang, throe (by
loss of r, due to confusion, perhaps, with pinch,
pine%, V.poindre = AS.pyngan,(. L. pungere (see

point), stab, etc., but paralleled by the similar
case of speak, < AS. specan for sprecan): see

prong. The W. pang, a pang, convulsion,
may be from E.] A sudden paroxysm of pain ;

a transitory or recurring attack of agony ; an
acute painful spasm; a throe; hence, a sudden
and bitter sentiment of sorrow, disappoint-
ment, injury, etc.

The poor beetle that we tread upon .

In corporal sufferance finds a ;/"//-/ as great
As when a giant dies. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 80.

Haste, virgins, haste, for I lie weak and faint
Beneath the pangs of love. Qtiarles, Emblems, v. 2.

Through thy great farewell sorrow shot
The sharp ]><ni'j of a bitter thought.

Whittier, Naples.

=Syn. Anguish, Tortvre, etc. (see agony), twinge, gripe,
ache, suffering.

pang1
! (pang), r. t. [< ME. pangen; < pang1

, .]

To cause to suffer a pang or pangs ; pain ; tor-

ture.

His chylde in the pestylence was in leopardy,
And tare panged that he myght not meue hym.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

I grieve myself
To think, when thou shalt be disedged by her
That now thou tirest on, how thy memory
Will then be pang'd by me.

Skak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 98.

pang2
(pang), v. t. [Perhaps a var. of equiv.

pamp, by some association with pang1
.] To

press ; cram, in any way ;
cram with food.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
It [drink] kindles wit, it waukens lair,

It pangs us fou o' knowledge.
Burns, Holy Fair.

pangaling (pang'ga-ling), n. Same as pango-
lin, \.

pangenesis (pan-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. vac
(TTOV-), all, + yeveaif, production.] A provision-
al hypothesis advanced by Darwin to explain
the phenomena of reproduction in organisms.
It rests on the assumptions that the organic units (cells)
of which an organism is composed differ from one an-
other according to the function of the organ to which
they belong ;

that they undergo multiplication by bud-
ding or proliferation, giving rise to minute gemmnles,
which are diffused to a greater or less extent throughout
every part of each organism ;

that these gemmnles pos-
sess the properties which the unit had when they were
thrown off; and that when they are exposed to certain
conditions they give rise to the same kind of cells from
which they were derived. The name is also applied to
the theory or doctrine that every organism has its origin
in a simple cell called a pangenetic cell.

I venture to advance the hypothesisof/^ifyfjiesw, which
implies that every separate part of the whole organisation
reproduces itself. So that ovules, spermatozoa, and pol-
len-grains the fertilized egg or seed, as well as buds
include and consist of a multitude of germs thrown off

from each separate part or unit.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, II. 350.



pangenetic

pangenetic (pan-je-net'ik), a. [< NL. /HIH.I, n>

MX, after </<;/< lit:]

'

Of or pertaining to pangen-

pangeometry (pan-je-om'et-rij, n. [< <ir. -n<-

(TTCII'-), all, + K. geometry.] That geometry
which results from an extension of the proper-
ties of ordinary space, especially non-Euclidean

geometry.
pangfuld'iiiifj'ful), a. [< pang* + -ftil.] Full
of pan^s; tortured; suffering.
Overwhelmed with grief and Infirmity, he bowed his

lirail upon his ptlnuj'iil bosom.
JlichanlHiin, Clarissa Unrlowe, VII. 224. (Davici.)

pangless (pat'g'les), a. [< pang 1 + -lens.] Free
from pang or pain.

Death for thee

Prepared a light and panylem dart.

Byron, To Thyrs*.

pangolin (paug'go-lin),M. [Malay.] 1. A scaly
ant-eater; a phatagin; any edentate quadru-

Long-tailed Pangolin (Mam's

ped of the genus Manis or the family Munidie

(which see). Also pangaling, pengolin. 2.

leap.] [NL.] A genus of pangolins. J.E.Gray.
Also Punnolimis (Kafinesque).iong-taAleA pan-
golin, Manis longicauda.

pangoniet, [< OF. pangonie = Sp. It. pan-
r/ouid, < L. pangonius, pangonus, < Or. *iray-

ywviof, some precious stone, < TTOC (TOP-), all, +
yuvia, angle.] Some precious stone. Minsneu.

pangrammatist (pan-gram'a-tist), n. [< Gr.

jrof (miK-), all, + y/w/i/i<moT#f', one who teaches
letters: see grammatist.] One who occupies
himself with framing sentences containing
every letter of the alphabet. An example of such
sentences is. "John P. Brady, give me a black-walnut box
of quite a small size."

panguet, . An obsolete spelling of pang1
.

panhandle (pan'han'dl), n. The handle of a

pan ; hence, a long narrow strip projecting like

the handle of a frying-pan. Specifically tip-l, In

the United States, a long narrow strip projecting from the
State or Territory of which it forms a part, and interposed
between two other States or Territories : as, the Panhandle
of Idaho; thePanhandle ol West Virginia, projecting north-

ward between Pennsylvania and Ohio.

panharmonicon (pan-har-mon'i-kon), n. [NL.,
< Gr. jro (irov-), all,+ appovinfa;, harmonic, musi-
cal: see harmonic.] A mechanical musical in-

strument of the orchestrion class, invented by
J. N. Maelzel in 1800. Also called Orpheus-har-
monica.
Panhellenic (pan-he-len'ik), a. [= F.panhel-
lenique (cf. Gr. naveM.ffi>iof, of all the Greeks,
neut. naveMfyvtov, the whole Greek people), <

Gr. naiteZfa/vef, all the Greeks, < iris ("'<"'-), all,

-I- "E/UvvEf, Greeks, Hellenes : see Hellene, Hel-

lenic.'] Pertaining to or concerning all Hel-

las, or all persons, interests, achievements, etc.,

belonging or pertaining to the Greek race : as,

the Panhellenic festival or games at Olympia.
Panhellenion, Panhellenium (pan-he-le'ni-
on, -um), .; pi. Panheltenia (-&). [NL., < Gr.

vu>v, thehe whole Greek people, neut. of

f, of all the Greeks: see Panhellenic.']

A council or congress or a building or temple

representing, or interesting in common, all

Greece or all the Greeks.
Panhellenism (pan-hel'en-izm), n. [=F.j>an-
lu'lli'-iiixnie; as Panhcllen(ic) + -ism.'] 1. The
desire or effort to unite all Greeks into one

political body : an idea which in the third cen-

tury B. c. was put into partial and incomplete
realization in the Achean League, and in mod-
ern times was pursued at the beginning of the

present century by the Greeks and their sympa-
thizers in Europe and America, and is still the

cherished hope of modern Greek statesmen.
2. The general body of interests and ideas hav.

ing to do with all persons and things of Greek

origin.
Panhellenist (pan-hel'en-ist), n. [< Pa>ihellen-

(ic) + -int.'] One who favors Panhellenism, or

is affected in any way by Panhellenism, in

either of its senses.
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Panhellenium, w. See 1'anhi-Hfnum.

panhistophyton (pan-liis-tof'i-tou), . [NL.
so called as being found in all the tissues of the

silkworm; < Gr. rraf (ftav-), all, + iarAf, web,
tissue (see hixtoid), + C/VTOV, plant.] A name
used I>y Lebert to denote one of those bacteria-

like organisms which, according to Pasteur's

experiments, accompany and possibly cause
the destructive disease in the silkworm of com-
merce, Scricaria mart, known as pebrine. They
are small ellipsoid or somewhat elongated bodies, which

may penetrate through all parts of the caterpillar and the

butterfly, where they multiply with great rapidity.

panic 1 (pan'ik), n. [Formerly alsopanicA-, />-
i/.y; < Mlv pnnik, (. AS. panic = OLG. penik =
HHQ.phciitfh, jifrnich, venich, rench = F. paiiir
= It. panico, < L. panicum, also panicium ( > Sp.

linni~o=Pg.pamco,panifo= It.panicio), panic,

panic-grass, (pants,
oread: see;>ana.] Agrass

of the genus Panicum.

Panyk and mylde in hoote and drle is sowe
As nowe. Light, resolute lande thai desire.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 106.

Betwixt Turin and Slan I saw a strange kind of come
that I never saw before ;

but I have read of It It Is called

Panicke. Coryat, Crudities, I. 102.

panic2 (pan'ik), a. and n. [Formerly also pan-
ich,panique, pannique ; < F.paniquc = Sp.panieo
= Pg. It. panico, panic, a panic, < Or. IIo-

vi/a5f, belonging to Pan, neut. ro iravuiov (with
or without Aet/ia, fear), panic fear (L. lympha-
ticus pavor : see lymphatic

2
), sudden or ground-

less fear, such as is caused by sounds heard
at night in lonely places, supposed to be in-

spired by Pan, < Ildv, Pan: see Pan3 .] I. a. 1.

{.cap.] Of or pertaining to the god Pan: as,

Bacchic and /Jaic figures. 2. Inspired or as
if inspired by Pan : applied to extreme or sud-
den fright: as, panic fear.

These are panic terrors

You fashion to yourself.
Fletcher (and another'!), Prophetess, v. 1.

He had also the power of striking terrors, especially such
as were vain and superstitious : whence they came to be
called panic terrors. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

II. n. 1. A sudden fright, particularly a sud-
den aud exaggerated fright affecting a number
of persons at once; terror without visible or ap-
preciable cause, or inspired by a trifling cause
or by misapprehension of danger.

Many of the Moors, In their panic, flung themselves from
the bridge, and perished In the Uuadayra ; others were
cut down and trampled under the hoofs of friends and
foes. Irving, Moorish Chronicles, xviit.

Panic is an outburst of terror affecting a multitude In

common, and rendered more furious by sympathy or In-

fection. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 61.

Specifically 2. An exaggerated alarm which
takes possession of a trading community on
the occurrence of a financial crisis, such as may
be caused by the failure of an important bank,
or the exposure of a great commercial swindle,

inducing a general feeling of distrust, and im-

pelling to hasty and violent measures to secure

immunity from possible loss, thus often pre-

cipitating a general financial disaster which
was at first only feared. =8yn. L Apprehension,
Fright, etc. See alarm.

panicalt (pan'i-kal), a. [<panic% + -al.] Same
as panit't.

pan-ice (pan' is), . Ice formed along the shore,
and subsequently loosened and driven by winds
and currents : used only in the vicinity of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The gradual rise of the land [in i*brador] for a second

time brings the successively rising surfaces under the In-

fluence not only of pan-ice, but of snow-drifts acting in

the manner described.
B. Y. Bind, In Can. Naturalist, N. S., Vin. 277.

Paniceae (pa-nis'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Panicum
+ -#.] A' tribe of grasses characterized by
spikelet s containing but one complete flower,

by the awnless flowering glume and hardened

fruit-bearing one, and by pedicels jointed to

the spikelet, but not to the rachis. it includes

22 genera, of which Panicum is the type, and Patpalum,
Sftaria, Cenchna, and Pcnnitetum are among the more
important.

panic-grass (pan'ik-gras), n. Same as panic1
.

panicky (pan ik-i), a. [< panic (panick) + -y
1
.]

Pinkie.

Branch with the Paniculate
Inflorescence of LagerilranttiaBE!

[< panicle + -etft.]

Panionic

panicle (pan'i-kl), n. [= F. puniriilf = Sp.

/iiniii-iili}, /innojii = I'g. piniirulii = It. piiiiiriiln,

< L. j/inni-iilii, a tuft on plants, a panicle, dim.
of paint.*, thread wound
upon the bobbin in a
shuttle: see pune^,] A
form of inflorescence

produced, in its simple
and normal type, when a
raceme becomes irregu-

larly compound by some
of the pedicels develop
ing into peduncles, eacli

bearing several flower*.

or branching again ana
again in the same order.
In the compound clusters thus

produced, the secondary and
tertiary ramifications usually
differ In type, giving rise to
a mixed Inflorescence; hence
the term panicle, as generally
employed In botanical descrip-
tions, signifies any loose and
diversely branched cluster In

which the flowers are pedicel-
late. See also cut* under vJrf/K-

mia, inftoretcence, melic-gran,
oat, and Ogmunda.

panicled (pan'i-kldj, a. _ .

Furnished with panicles; arranged in or like

panicles,
panic-monger (pan'ik-mung'ger), n. One who
creates or endeavors to create panics : used in

contempt. The Nation, Dec. 20, 1883.

panicograph (pan-i'ko-graf), . Same as pan-
iconograph.
panicography fpan-i-kog'ra-fi), n. Same as

paniconography.
paniconograpti (pan-I-kon'o-gr&f), n. [Aspan-
iconograph-y.] A plate or a print produced by
paniconography.
paniconographic (pan-i-kon-o-graf'ik), a. [<

paniconograph-y + -ic.] Relating to or produced
by paniconography.
paniconography (pan-i-ko-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

irdf (irav-), all, + C'IKUV, an image (see icon), +

yp&rcw, write.] A commercial process for pro-

ducing a design in relief on a zinc plate adapted
for printing in a press. It is a form of zincog-

raphy.
panic-stricken, pani9-stnick (pan'ik-strik'n.
-struk), a. Struck with a panic or sudden and

overpowering fear.

The Italians were panic-ftruck at the aspect of troops so

different from their own. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., u. 1.

paniculate (pa-nik'u-lat), a. [= F. panicule
= Pg. panintlado = It. panicolato, < NL. pani-
culatus, panicled, < L. panicula, a panicle: see

panicle.] In hot., arranged or branched in the
manner of panicles ; borne in panicles.

paniculated (pa-nik'u-la-ted), a. [< paniculate
+ -cif*.] In hot., same as paniculate.

paniculately (pa-nik'u-lat-li), nrfr. In hot., in

a paniculate manner.
Panicum (pan'i-kum), . [NL.(Linnaeus, 1737),
< L. panicum, panic-grass : seepanic1

.] A large
and polymorphous genus of grasses. It Is charac-

terized by having the pedicels Jointed under each spikelet,
and the branches of the panicle not continued beyond the

spikelets; the lower flower of the spikelet manifest but

imperfect, either staminate or neutral, the upper flower

closed and hard ; and the lowest of the commonly four
lumes minute and awnless, without bristles or appen-
ages beneath. It Includes about ItiO species (by some es-

timated at more than 300), widely scattered through colder

regions, some of them almost cosmopolitan. They are an-

nual or perennial, prostrate or erect, with flowers some-
times in few unbranched spikes, or commonly in an ample
and very spreading panicle. A general name for plants
of the genus Is panic-gran*. It contains, besides wild and
weed grasses, a considerable number of Important grain
and forage-plants. For the latter, see mittei, Iradi-kane,

guinea-gram, concha-grant, thnmalo-gratt, umbrella-gran,
bamboo. 1 (b). For others less important, see barn-gran,
cocktpwr-gratt, bur-gran, 2, ginger-gran, crab-gran, \,fn-
ger-rrratu, old-witch gran.

panidiomorphic (pan-id'i-o-m6r'fik), a. [< Gr.

jraf (7rai>-), all, + E. idiomorphic.] A term ap-

plied by Rosenbusch to rocks in which all the

components are idiomorphically developed.
See idiomorphic.

panidrosis (pan-i-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. rrdf

(TTOV-), all, + iop&c,, perspiration: see hidrosif.]

A perspiration over the whole body.Of or pertaining to panic ; inclined to panic or

sudden fright; disposed to disseminate panic ; panier 1
",

n. Seepannieri.
affected by panic : used particularly with refer-

ence to operations of trade or commerce: as,

the market was very panicky. [Colloq.]

The injury to crops is not sufficient to cause any panicky
feeling. The American, VIII. 334.

Our national party conventions have come to be panicky
hordes, the prey of Intrigues and surprises.

Sew Princeton Ret., V. 206.

panier-, "- ot-*?/^nrrcT-.
Panionic (pan-i-on'ik), a. [< Gr. 1}avluvfc, the
whole body of Ionians,< ffof (TQI>-), all,+ "luvrc,

theIonians:see/oiViri,/otf.] Of,pertaining to,

or concerning all the Ionian peoples or nations.

The purification of Delos by the Athenians and the res-

toration of the Panionic festival there. In 428 B. c.

Eneyc. Brit., VTTI. 875.



Panisc

Panisc, Panisk (pan'isk), n. [< L. /V///J.WH.V,

< Ur. UavloKof, dim. of ndi; Pan: see /VoiS.]

In myth., the god Pan pictured as a satyr: an
inferior manifestation of the personality of Pan.

The PanMt, and the Sylvans rude,

Satyrs, and all that multitude.
B. Jonson, The Penates.

PaniSGUS (pii-nis'kus), . [L., < Gr. Havi'twof :

see Panisc.']' 1. In myth., same as Panisc. 2.

[NL.] In en torn., a genus of hymenopterous in-

sects.

Panislamic (pan-is-lam'ik), a. [< pan- + Is-

lam + -ic.] Relating to or concerning all Is-

lam, or all Mohammedan peoples or countries;
of the nature of or having to do with Panislam-
ism.

The most famous, after the Pan-Islamic pilgrimages,
are the great Shiite sanctuaries. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 93.

Panislamism (pan-is'lam-izm), n. [< pan- +
Islamism.] A sentiment or movement in favor
of a union or confederacy of all Mohammedan
nations, particularly for ends hostile to non-
Mohammedans.
panivorous (pa-niv'o-rus), . [< L. pants,

bread, + rorare, devour.] Eating bread; sub-

sisting on bread.

panjam (pan'jam), n. [E. Ind.] Cotton long
clotli of a kind manufactured in southern India.

panjandrum (pan-jan'drum), n. [Also rarely

panjandarum ; a word used by Samuel Foote
in a string of rigmarole as a test for Macklin,
who boasted of his memory; < pan-, all, +
-jandrum, a Latin-looking element of no mean-
ing.] An imaginary personage of much power
or pretension ;

a burlesque potentate, plenipo-
tentiary, or Great Mogul.
And there were present the Picninnies, and the Joblil-

lies, and the Garyulies, and the grand Panjandrum him-
self. S. Foote, quoted in Pointer's Biog. Essays, p. 366.

"
Well, no, not exactly a nobleman." "Well, some kind

of a panjandarum. Hasn't he got one of their titles?"

H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 86.

pank (pangk), v. Same as pan ti. [Prov. Eng.]
panlogism (pan'16-jizm), n. [< Gr. jrdf (TTOV-),

all, + /W/of, word, < Uyew, speak: see Logos,~\
The doctrine that the universe is the realization
of the Logos,
pan-man (pan'man), n. A man having charge
of pans in manufacture.
This communication between pan and roaster is closed

during the working of the batch by a sliding damper . . .

under the ready control of the pan-man.
Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 108.

panmelodion (pan-me-16'di-on), n. [< pan- +
melodion.~\ A musical instrument played by
means of a keyboard, the tone being produced
by the friction of wheels on metal bars. It was
invented by Franz Leppich in 1810.

panmixia (pan-mik'si-a), n. [Prop, 'pammixia
(cf. Gr. KO.fijUKTof, Trafi/iiyfic, mixed of all sorts),
< Gr. Trdf (TTOV-), all, + filftf, mixing, < /uyvi'vat,
mix: see mix 1

.']
The principle of cessation or

reversion of natural selection.

Weismann calls this principlepanmma because, by such
withdrawal of natural selection from any particular part,
promiscuous breeding ensues with regard to that part.

Nature, XLI. 437.

panmug (pan'mug), M. An earthenware crock
in which butter is sent to market. It contains
about half a hundredweight. [Local, Eng.]
pannade (pa-nad'), . [< OF. pannade, pen-
nade, penadie, a curvet (> pannader, pennader,
penader, paonnader, F. panader, strut), < paon-
ner, pavonner, strut like a peacock, < paon, <

L. paro(n-), peacock: see pawns and pea*.~\
The curvet of a horse.

pannage (pan'aj), n. [Formerly also pannage,
pawnage; < ME. *panage, pownage, < OF. pasn-
agc, panaige (ML. reflex panagium, pannagium,
pasnagium), prob.< ML.j>asnaticum, "pastiona-
ticum, the right of pasturing swine in woods,
< L. pastio(n-), pasturing, < pascere, feed: see

pasture. Some confusion with L. panis, bread,
may have occurred.] 1. The money taken by
agistors for the privilege of feeding hogs upon
the mast of the forests. Wharton. 2. The
mast of beech, acorns, etc., used as food for
swine.

They eten mast, hawes, and sv/yclipoimage.
Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 7.

What usefull supplies the pannage of England would
afford other Countries, what rich returnes to it selfe, if it
were not slic'd out into male and female fripperies !

S. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 31.

Pannaria {pa-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Delessert,
1825), <L. pan nus, a cloth: see pane1

.'] An ex-
tensive genus of parmeliacepus lichens, typical
of the family Pannariei, having a subfoliaceous
thallus, which is either monophyllous or lacini-
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ately multifid, becoming nearly crustaceous,
and bearing mostly scutellifonn apothecia.
Pannariei (pan-a-ri'e-i), n. ]>l. [NL., < Pan-
nuria + -ei.] According to the classification of

Tnckerman, a family of parmeliaceous lichens,

taking its name from the genus Pannaria. The
thallus is usually more or less lead-colored,

horizontal, and frondose-foliaceous or most

commonly squamulose.
pannariine (pa-na'ri-in), a. In l>ot., belonging
to or resembling the genus Pannaria.

pannary (pan'a-ri), a. and n. Seepanary.
pannelt, . and V. An obsolete form of panel.

pannellationt, n. See panellation.
Pannetier green. See greeni.

panneuritis (pan-nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. mif

(7rai>-), all,+ NL. neuritis, q. v.] Universal neu-
ritis Panneuritis endemica (or epidemica), beri-

beri.

pannicle1
! (pan'i-kl), . [Also pannikell, pan-

nikel; < OF. pannicle, panicle, < ML. "pannicula,
dim. of panna, a pan: see pan1

.']
The brain-

pan ;
the skull

;
the crown of the head.

To him he turned, and with rigor fell

Smote him so rudely on the Pannikell
That to the chin he clefte his head in twaine.

Spenser, 1\ Q., IU. v. 23.

pannicle2 (pau'i-kl), n. [= It. pannicula, < L.

"pannicula, fern. dim. ofpannus, a cloth, ML. a

surface, etc. : seepannieulus.] In anat., a mem-
brane; also, same as pannieulus carnosus: more
fully called fleshy pannicle. See also dermohu-
meralis.

pannieulus (pa-nik'u-lus), .
; pi. panniculi

(-11). [NL., < L. pannieulus, a small piece of

cloth, a rag, dim. ofpannus, a cloth: seepane1
.]

A layer of muscles or other tissues; specifical-

ly, an abbreviated form foT pannieulus adiposus
or pannieulus carnosus (see below) Pannlc-
ulus adiposus, a layer of subcutaneous areolar tissue,

containing fat in its meshes, connecting the true skin with
the subjacent fascia. Pannieulus carnosus, the layer
or system of subcutaneous muscles, by which movements
of the skin and some superficial parts may be effected, as
in the dog or horse. Such muscles are largely developed in
most mammals, though only to a slight degree in man, in
whom they are represented by the platysma myoides and
the other muscles of expression, as well as some others in
different parts of the body. The pannieulus of a horse is

that muscle by which the animal shakes flies off its skin.
The pannieulus of the hedgehog is the orbicularis, by
means of which the animal rolls itself up in a ball. The
body of the oniithorhynchus is almost entirely invested
in a pannieulus of extraordinary extent and thickness.

pannier1
(pan'ier), . [Also panier ; < ME. pa-

nier, panyer, panyere, payner, paner, < OF. pa-
nier, panyer, F. panier (> Pr. panier= Sp. panera
= It.pamere), m., alsopaniere,panyere, f

., abas-
ket, hamper, pannier, < li.ptmarium, a bread-

basket, neut. of *panarius, adj., pertaining to

bread, < panis, bread : see pain'
2

. Cf. pannier2.]
1. A bread-basket; a basket for provisions;
hence, any wicker basket.

I counte nat a panyer ful of herbes
Of scole termes.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 324.

Dependent on the baker's punctual call,
To hear his creaking panniers at the door.

Cowper, Task, i. 245.

2. One of a pair of baskets slung across the
back of a beast of burden to contain a load.

I wil sel mi horse, mi harneis, pottes and paniers to.

Plane of Jtobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 427).

Store of household goods, in panniers slung
On sturdy horses. Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

3. A basket for carrying objects on the back
of a man or woman, used in mountainous coun-
tries and where the use of beasts of burden is

not common. 4. An adjunct of female dress,
intended to distend the drapery of the skirt at
the hips. It consisted essentially of a light framework
of whalebone or steel wire of suitable form, secured at the
waist ; it is now also made of the material of the dress,
puffed and made full.

Dresses, tight at the waist, began to be made very full
round the hips by means of ... a monstrous arrangement
of padded whalebone and steel, which subsequently be-
came the ridiculous paniers that were worn almost down
to the present century. Encyc. Brit., VI. 472.

5f. Apart of a woman's head-dress; a stiff frame,
as of wicker or wire, to maintain the head-dress
in place. 6. In arch., same as corbel^. 7. A
shield of twisted osiers used in the middle ages
by archers, who fixed it in the ground in an up-
right position and stood behind it. 8. In hy-
draul. engin., a basket or wickerwork gabion
filled with gravel or sand, used in the construc-
tion of dikes, or to protect embankments, etc.,
from the erosion of water.

pannier2
(pan'ier), . [Also panier; < OF.

"panier, < LL. panarhts, a bread-seller, prop,
adj., < L. panis, bread : see^ain2 . Cl.patmieri,

panomphean

pantry, pantlcr.] In the inns of court, for-

merly, a servant who laid the cloths, set the

salt-cellars, cut bread, waited on the gentlemen
in term-time, blew the horn as a summons to

dinner, and rang the bell
; now, one of the do-

mestics who wait in the hall of the inns at the
time of dinner. Also pannier-man. [Eng.]
panniered (pan'ierd), a. KjxHwier1 + -erf2.]

Loaded, as a beast of burden, with panniers;
provided with or carrying panniers. Words-

worth, Peter Bell, i.

pannier-hilt (pan'ier-hilt), n. A basket-hilt.

[Bare.]
Your dun, rusty,

Pannier-hilt poniard.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii 1.

pannier-man (pan'ier-man), n. Same as pan-
Hier2 .

pannikelt, n. See pannicle^.
pannikin (pan'i-kin), . [< panl + -i- + -kin.

Cf. mannikin, etc.] A small pan ; hence, a cup
for drinking, especially one of metal.

But when we raised the pannikin . . . there was nothing
under it. R. D. Kackmore, Lorna Doone, lii.

panning-machine (pan'ing-ma-shen'
1

'), . A
biscuit- or cracker-kneader. It rolls and shapes
the dough, and deposits it on pans in suitable

portions ready for baking.
pannont, An old spelling of pennon.
Pannonia leather. Same as leather-cloth.

Pannonian (pa-no'iii-an), a. and w. [< L. Pan-
nonia, Gr. Hawovia, Pannonia (see def.), + -an.]
I. . Of or relating to Pannonia or the in-

habitants of. Pannonia, an ancient Roman prov-
ince south and west of the Danube, compris-
ing parts of modern Austria, Hungary, Bosnia,
Slavonia, etc. It was divided into several prov-
inces under the later empire.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Pannonia.

pannose (pan'os), a. [= Sp. pafloso = It. pan-
noso, ragged, < L. pannosus, rag-like, ragged,
(pannus, cloth, rag: see pane1

.] In hot., hav-

ing the appearance or texture of felt or woolen
cloth.

pannosely (pan'os-li), adv. In a pannose man-
ner.

pannous (pan 'us), . [< pannus + -ous. Cf.

pannose.'] Pertaining to or of the nature of

pannus.
pannus (pan'us), n. [NL., < L. pannus, cloth

(web): see pane1
.] Superficial vascular opaci-

ty of the cornea. Pannus crassus, a very vascular
and opaque form of pannus. Pannus siccus, pannus
associated with xerosis. Pannus tenuis, a form of pan-
nus in which the blood-vessels are few and scattered, and
the cloudiness inconsiderable.

pannuscorium (pan-us-ko'ri-um), n. [A bad
compound of L. panmis, a cloth, a garment, +
corium, leather.] A kind of soft leather-cloth
used for boot- and shoe-uppers.
panny (pan'i), n.

; pi. pannies (-iz). [Origin ob-

scure.] A house: a cant term. Halliwell.

pannyaring (pan'i-ar-ing), w. [Appar. of Afri-
can origin, with E. suffix -(/!.] The system,
practised on the Gold Coast, of putting one per-
son in pawn for the debt of another: sup-
pressed by British influence in 1874.
The jurisdiction of England on the Gold Coast was de-

fined by the bond of the 6th of March, 1844 an agreement
with the native chiefs by which Her Majesty receives the

right of trying criminals and repressing human sacrifices,

pannyaring, &e. Encyc. Brit., X. 786.

panocha (pa-no'cha), n. [Mex.] A coarse

grade of sugar made in Mexico.
The sugar and panocha exported ... to the Mexican

Gulf ports and coast of Lower California.

U. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixvii. (1886), p. 602.

panococo (pan-o-ko'ko), . [S. Amer.] 1. One
of the necklace-trees, Ormosia coccinea. 2. A
large tree, Swartzia tomentosa, of Guiana, whose
trunk is supported by several narrow but-
tresses. It affords a very hard and durable dark-colored
wood. Also spelled panacoco and panococco. Also called

palo santo.

panoistic (pan-o-is'tik), a. [< Gr. n-df (TTCV-), all,
+ $6v, egg, + -istie."] Producing ova only : ap-
plied to the ovaries of some insects, as distin-

guished from those which are meroistic, or pro-
duce vitelligenous cells as well as ova.

So far as is at present known, only the Orthoptera and
the Pulicida) possess panoistic ovaria.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 381.

Panolia deer. See deer.

panomphean (pan-om-fe'an), a. [< L. PIIIIOII/-

pheeus, < Gr. iravoiupatof, sender of all ominous
voices (an epithet of Jupiterl, < irdf (TCV-), all,
+ OjU0ak>f, prophetic, < ofx/ii/, the voice of a god,
oracle.] Giving all divination or inspiration :

sending all ominous and prophetic voices : an
epithet of Zeus or Jupiter. [Rare.]



panomphean
We want no half-gods, Patvimphean Joves.

Urt. Brmrmny, Aurora Leigh, v.

panophobia (pan-o-fo'bi-ii), H. [NL., < Or. irar

(JTOV-), all (or Udv, Pan: see pnitir*), + -^oflia,
< fi-JeaUai, fear.] Morbid, vague, and ground-
less fear, us seen in melancholia.

panophthalmia (pan-of-tlml'mi-ij >, . [NL., <

Gr. jrof (irav-), all, + E. ophthalmia.] Same ax

panophthnliiiilix.

panophthalmitisfpan-of-thal-mi'tis), . [NL.,
< Gr. irdc (rnv-), all, + NL. ophthalmitis.] In-

flammation of the entire eyeball.
panoplied (pan'6-plid), a. [(.panoply + -erf*.]

Wearing a panoply or full suit of armor.
Sound lull one bugle blast ! Lo ! -at the sign
Armies all panoplied wheel Into line !

0. W. Holma, Freedom, Our Queen.

panoplist (pan'o-plist), . [<;ii/</-// + -i.it.']

One completely clad in defensive armor, or pro-
vided with a panoply.
panoply (pan'o-pli), M. [< F.panoplie = Sp. Pg.
It. panoplia, < Gr. iravoirMa, a full suit of armor,
< n-df (TTOV-), all, + 5rr/, armor : see hoplite.] 1 .

A complete set or suit of arms, offensive and
defensive; the complete defensive armor of

any period, especially that from the fifteenth

century onward, when all the pieces were of

wrought steel and accurately adapted to their

purpose: often used figuratively.

He, In celestial panoply all arm'd
Of radiant Mini work divinely wrought.
Ascended. Miltnn, P. L., vl. 760.

Last cnme the knightly Normans, In their mall shirts and
hoods of steel, with til the panoply of chivalry.

Scott, Kenilworth, xsxvil.

2. A group or assemblage of pieces of defensive

armor, with or without weapons, arranged as a
sort of trophy.
panopticon (pan-op'ti-kon), n. [< Gr. va( (irav-),

all, + 6jrr<i>>, neut. of imrusAt, of or for seeing:
see optic. Cf . Gr. irav6imit, all-seeing, irAixmrof,
seen of all.] 1. A proposed prison of supervi-
sion, so arranged that the inspector can see each
of the prisoners at all times without being seen
by them : proposed by Jeremy Bentham.

In a Panopticon, what can be the necessity of curious
locks? . . . Lock-picking is an operation that requires time
and experiment, and liberty to work at It unobserved.
What prisoner picks locks before a keeper's face?

Bentham, Panopticon, postscript, L 1 14.

2. An exhibition-room for novelties, etc. Art
Journal.

panorama (pan-o-ra'ma), . [= F. 8p. Pg. It.

panorama, < NL. panorama, < Gr. Trdf (TOV-), all,
+ upa/ui, a view, < itpav, see.] 1. A complete
or entire view: also, a picture representing a
wide or general view, as of a tract of country.
Before me lay the whole panorama of the Alps.

Longfellow, Hyperion, 111. 7.

2. A picture representing scenes too extended
to be [beheld at once, and so exhibited a part
at a time by being unrolled and made to pass
continuously before the spectator. 3. A cy-
clorama : in this sense also called circularpano-
rama.

panoramic (pan-o-ram'ik), a. [= F. panora-
inique; &s panorama + -ic.] Pertaining to or of
the nature of a panorama Panoramic camera,
a photographic camera especially devised for the taking
of panoramic views. The camera Is caused to rotate by
clockwork, or otherwise, the plate being at the same time
automatically moved so that, as the lens Is turned toward
successive parts of the landscape, fresh parts of the plate
are constantly exposed through an aperture In a mask
in the camera, until, if desired, a complete revolution has
been accomplished. A picture made with this apparatus
differs from an ordinary picture in that It is not a simple
view, such as is seen at a glance In nature, but such a view
as would appear to the eye could it be directed on all sides

simultaneously. Also called pantotcope, or pantoncopic
camera. Panoramic lens, a wide-angled rectilinear lens ;

a lenscapable of projecting views which Include 90 or more
of angular extent.

panoramical (pan-o-ram'i-kal), . [< panoram-
ic + -at.] Same as panoramic.
panoramically (pan-o-ram'i-kal-i), adv. As in

a panorama; like a panorama: as, panorami-
ci/lli/ changing states.

Panbrpa (pa-n6r'pa),
n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1748),

intended for 'Panarpe (f), < Gr. ffof (irav-), all,
+ a/m>/, a sickle.] A genus of neuropters of
the family PMOrpfctoar order Panorpatee, hav-

ing well-developed narrow wings, setaceous an-
lonnfe, and serrated tarsal claws. The adults are

commonly called Korpion-JKa. The eggs are laid In shal-
low holes In the ground. The larvie resemble caterpillars,
and are probably carnivorous. The genus formerly corre-

sponded to the whole family, but is now restricted to such
species as P. communi* or <iennanifa, the common scor-

pion-fly of Europe, or the American P. rttfettcent. They
are delicate Insects, but have a means of defense In emit-
ting a disagreeable odor when molested. See cut In next
column.m
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. [< -f- *kerd.]

Scorpion-fly {Panerfa ttupttattt).

( Lower flfure allows terminal portion of body in profile.)

Panorpat'ae (pan-dr-pa'te), H. pi. [NL., < Pa-

imrpa + term, -atte, pi. of -ata.] A group of
insects named by Latreille in 1803 as a section
of the neuropterous family Planipennen, conter-
minous with the family'Panorp'd, but regarded
by Brauer and others as an order. Also named
\1< -cn/iti i-d by Packard. See Mecoptera.

Panorpida (pa-n6r'pi-de), n. pi. [NL. (Ste-
phens, 1835), < Panorpa + -idx.] A family of
\i iiroptera, conterminous with the order Panor-
pate (or Mecoptera), containing the scorpion-
flies of the genus Panorpa and their near allies

of the genera Boreas, Bittactis, and Merope. The
mouth is rostrate, the head exserted, the prothorax small,
and the tarsi are five-jointed. The abdomen enda In a

forclpate appendage likened to the tail of a scorpion.
These Insects are of slender, weak form, with four wings,
a small constricted prothorax. the head produced Into a

beak, long filiform antennas, long slender legs, three ocelli,
and the wings little netted and variously spotted. They
are found in damp places ; the larvie are terrestrial, and
In general resemble caterpillars. So far as known, they
are carnivorous. See cut under Panorpa.

panorpine (pa-n6r'pin), a. [< Panorpa +
-ine1 .] Resembling a scorpion-fly; of or per-
taining to the Panorpidie.
panotitis (pan-o-ti'tis), n. [< Gr. iraf (irav-), all,
+ ovf (ur-), ear

;
+ -itis. Cf. otitu.] Inflam-

mation of the middle and internal ear.

panpharmacon (pan-far'ma-kon), n. [NL.,
prop, "pampharmacon (of. Gr. ira/if&p/Miu>t,
skilled in all drugs), < Gr. irdf (irav-), all, +
ijiap/iaKov, drug: see pharmacon.] A universal
medicine. Scott.

panphobia (pan-fo'bi-8), H. Same as panto-
phobia.

Pan-pipe (pan
'

pip), . Same as Pan's pipes
(which see, under pipe1

).

At the end of the lime-tree avenue Is a broken-noted
damp Faun with a marble panpipe, who pipes to the spirit
ditties which I believe never had any tune.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xlvii.

Pan-Presbyterian (pan'pres-bi-te'ri-an), a. [<

pan- + Presbyterian.] Pertaining to or repre-
senting the entire body of Christians who pro-
fess the doctrines and hold to the polity com-
mon to the various Presbyterian bodies: as, a

Pan-Presbyterian Council. General councils of the
"Alliance of the Reformed Churches throughout the world
holding the Presbyterian system

"
were held at Edinburgh

in 1877, at Philadelphia In 1880, at Belfast, Ireland, In 1884,
and at London In 1888.

pan-pudding (pan'pud'ing). n. A pancake.
[Eng.]
The pan-pudding* of Shropshire, tile white puddings of

Somersetshire, the hasty-puddings of Harashlre, ana the
pudding pyes of any shire, all Is one to him, nothing comes
amiss. John Taylor, Works (1630). (Xarei.)

pan-rock (pan'rok), . The rockflsh, Soccus
liiicntuH, when of a size suitable for frying.

panst, n- pi- A Middle Knglish variant ofpence.

Pansclayic, Pansclavism, etc. Variants of

Panslaric, etc.

panset, n. [OF. : see paunch.} The projecting
part of a doublet in front. (See doublet, 4.) It

was copied in the steel breastplate of the time
it was in use.

panser (pan'ser), H. [< OF. panniere, < pansr,
/inner, the belly: see paunch.]
The armor for the lower part
of the body in front, as distin-

guished from that covering the
breast and that of the back.
The panser either covered the body as
far up as the nipples, the upper part
having a gorget or some similar pro-
tection for the throat, or. especially in

the fifteenth century, was confined to
the protection of the abdomen, and was bolted either to
the plastron above or to the brlgandlne, to which It formed
an additional defense.

Panser made to

be applied over a
iTigiimline or (ram-
beson ; ulh or i5th
century.

pansherd i pa
Src tin- quotation.
What becomes of the rest of the earthen materials the

unsound bricks or "
bats," the old plaster and mortar, the

refuse slates and tiles and chimney-pots, the broken pans
and dluhr* and other crocks In a word, the potsherds
and paniherdi, as the rubbish carters call them what
Is done with these?

Mni/hrw, London Labour and London Poor, II. 320.

panshont (pan'shon), n. An obsolete variant
of pancheon.
pansied (pan'zid), a. [Appar. < OF. panne,
peniie, pp. of panser, penxtr, think, consider,
also dress, arrange, etc. (see pansy), + -eift.]

Conceited that w, extravagantly or gaudily
adorned.
In 23 Hen. VIII. It was ordered "that no Gentleman

being Fellow of a House should wear any cut or panned
Hose or Bryches, nr panned Doublet, upon pain of putting
out of the House." y. and Q., 7th ser., II. 101.

pansiere. . Same as pouter.
Panslavic (pan-slav'ik), a. [< pan- + Slavic.]

Pertaining to all the Slavic races or to Pan-
slavism.

Panslavism (pan-slav'izm), n. [< Pnnxlar(ic)
+ -uni.] 1. The plan of or a desire for a unity
of civilization and literature among Slavic peo-
ples. 2. A scheme or movement for effecting
the union of all Slavic peoples in a confedera-
tion under the hegemony of Russia (or, as some
propose, under the hegemony of a resuscitated

Poland).
Panslavist (pan-slav'ist), M. [< Panglac(ic) +
-itt.] An adherent or promoter of Panslavism.
A genuine Pamtamtt . . . that party which Is con-

stantly crying out against the Introduction Into Russia of

foreign ideas, institutions, or manners.
Contemporary lire.. [.II. 580.

Panslayistic (pan-sla-vU'tik), a. [< Panslav-
int + -ic.] Of or pertaining to Panslavism or
Panslavists ; advocating Panslavism.
Panslavonic (pan-sla-von'ik), a. [< pan- +
Slavonic.] Panslavic.

pansophical (pan-sof'i-kal), a. [< pansoph-y +
-ic-al.] Having, or pretending to have, a know-
ledge of everything; relating to universal wis-
dom or knowledge.

It were to be wished, Indeed, that it were done into
Latin . . . for the hnmbling of many conceited enthusi*
asts and panvipMral pretenders.

WoriMngton, To llartlib, p. 231. (Latham.)

pansophy (pan's9-fl), n. [= F. pansophie = Pg.
pansophia, < Gr. as if *7ravoo<pia t

< irdwoiof, all-

wise, < irdf (JTOV-), all, 4- o-o^of, wise.] Univer-
sal wisdom or knowledge. [Rare.]
The French philosophers affect ... a sort of parunphy

or universality of command over the opinions of men,
which can only be supported by the arts of deception.

Boothby, On Burke, p. 266. (Latham.)

panspermatism (pan-sper'ma-tizm), n. [< Gr.
jrdf (vav-), all,+ ontp/ui (oirtp/iar-), seed,+ -ixm.]
The doctrine that the atmosphere is full of in-

visible germs of infusorial and other animal-
cules. The term is especially applied to the doctrine
that all cases of apparent spontaneous generation are In
fact due to the presence of such germs : and also to the
germ-theory of disease. Also pantpennia, pantperanm,
panipermy.
The hypothesis, devised by Spallanzanl, that the atmo-

sphere
Is full of Invisible germs which can penetrate

through the smallest crevices. This hypothesis Is cur-

rently known as pampennatwm. or the "theory of omni-
present germs," or (less cumbrously) as the "germ-
theory." J. Fitlre, Cosmic Phllos., I. 420.

panspermatist (pan-sper'ma-tist), 11.
[
< pan-

sperntat(igm) + -tut.] One w'ho accepts the doc-
trine of panspermatism. Also panspermist.
panspermia (Dan-sper'mi-ft), n. [NL., < Gr.

xavovtpuia, mixture of all seeds: see pan-
spermy.\ Same as panxpermatism.
panspermic (pan-sper'mik), a. [< pansperm-y+ -io.] Of or relating to panspermatism.
panspermism (pan-sper'mizm), n. [< pan-
sperm-y + ->m.J Same as pangpermatism.
panspermist (pan-sper'mist), n. [< pausperm-y+ -tst.] Same as panxpermatist.
panspermy (pan-sper'mi), n. [< F. pangpemtie,
< Gr. iraixnrepjua, mixture of all seeds, < rdf (ITOV-),

all, + oirfp/ja, seed: see sperm.] Same as;>-
ttpermatigm.
panstereorama (pan-ster'e-o-ra'mft), n. [NL.,
< Gr. jrof (irar-), all, + <rrf'pc6f, solid, + opa/ia,
view. Cf. imnttrnmfi.] A model, in relief, of a
town or country in wood, cork, pasteboard, or
other material.

pansway, ". Sccyx/HrAiray.
pansy (pan'zi). n.

; pi. pansics(-iiz). [Formerly
also pangie, paunsie (dial, also formerly panee,
paunceY. < OF.pensee, F. pmsee (> NGr. xevafc).
pansy, heart's-ease, lit. 'thought' (remem-
brance), < penxer (pp. fern, pensee). think: gee



pansy

pcnsirc."] A favorite species of violet, Violn

tricolor: tbe heart's-ease. The wild plant is ex-

tremely variable, becoming in the variety aroenxis, or

field-pansy, an inconspicuous annual field-weed ; in others

it is more showy. The innumerable garden varieties, with

large richly and variously colored flowers, have been de-

veloped by long culture and by hybridizing with various

perennial species. The pansy is an otticinal herb, the root

being cathartic and emetic.

The white pink, and OM pansy freak'd with jet.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 144.

Those eyes
Darker than darkest pmrn'es.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

pant 1
(pant), v. [< ME. panten, appar. < OF.

l>anti>yer(= Pr.panteiar), also panteler, F. pan-
teler, pant, gasp, throb, cf. OF. pantais, pantois,
shortness of breath, as in hawks (see pantos);
ult. origin uncertain. The E. dial, panic, pant,
is prob. a mere var. of pant1.] I. intrant. 1.

To breathe hard or quickly; gasp with open
mouth and heaving breast, as after exertion;

gasp with excited eagerness.
I pant for life ; some good I mean to do,

Despite of mine own nature.

Shale., Lear, v. 3. 243.

A Moorish horseman had spurred across the vega, nor
reined his panting steed until he alighted at the gate of

the Alhambra. Irving, Granada, p. 38.

2. To throb or heave with violence or rapidity,
as the heart or the breast after exertion or emo-
tion.

Lively breath her sad brest did forsake ;

Yet might her pltteous hart be seene to pant and quake.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 20.

He . . , struck his armed heels

Against the panting sides of his poor jade
Up to the rowel-head. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 45.

3. To bulge alternately in and out, as the skin

of iron ships when the plating is structurally

very weak.

"Pantinff" is more often experienced at the bows than
at the sterns of iron and steel ships.

The Enyineer, LXVI. 213.

4. To languish; pine.
The whispering breeze

Pants on the leaves and dies upon the trees.

Pope, Winter, 1. 80.

6. To long with breathless eagerness ; desire

greatly or with agitation : with for or after.

As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth
my soul after thee, O God. Ps. xlii. 1.

Oh life, not death, for which v/cpant;
More life, and fuller, that I want.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

= Syn. 1. To puff, blow. B. To yearn, sigh, hunger, thirst.

II. trans. 1. To breathe (out) in a labored
manner

; gasp (out) with a spasmodic effort.

"No no no," I panted out,
"

I am no actress."
Miss Burmy, Evelina, letter xlvi.

There is a cavern where my spirit
\V as panted forth in anguish, whilst thy pain
Made my heart mad.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iii. 3.

2f. To long for; desire with eagerness and
agitation.
Then shall hearts pant thee. Herbert.

pant 1
(pant), n. [< pant1

, v.] 1. A quick,
short effort of breathing; a gasp. 2. A throb,
as of the heart.

Leap thou ... to my heart, and there
Ride on the pants triumphing.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 8. 16.

Often I trod in air ; often I felt the quick pants of my
bosom. Goodwin, Fleetwood, vi.

pant2 (pant), . [Origin obscure.] A public
fountain or well in a town or village. [Prov.
Eng.]
pantablet (pan'ta-bl), n. [Also pantaple, pan-
tapple, and abbr. pantap ; a corruption of pan-
tofle, q. v.] A slipper: same as pan tofle.

Comes master Dametas . . . chafing and swearing by
the pantable of Pallas, and such other oaths as his rustical

bravery could imagine. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

Bareheaded, in his shirt, a pair of pantaples on.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 2.

If any courtier of them all set up his gallows there,
wench, use him as thou dost thy pantaHes, scorn to let
him kiss thy heel. Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 3.

[It has been noticed that pantable and slipper occur in
the same inventory as denoting different articles, but
doubtless the exact application of these words varied from
time to time.] To stand upon one's pantables, to
stand upon one's dignity.

Then comes a page : the saucy jacket-wearer
Stood upon 'spantables with me, and would in ;

But, I think, I took him down ere I had done with him.
Beau, and Ft. (?), Faithful Friends, iii. 2.

pantaclet, pantoclet, . Corrupt forms ofpan-
tofle.

Whether a man lust to weare Shoo or Pantocle.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 84.
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If you play Jacke napes in mocking my master and despis-

ing my face.
Even here with a pantade I wyll you disgrace.

Old Plays, 1. 215. (Hares.)

pantacosm (pan'ta-kozm), n. [Prop. *panto-

cosm, < Gr. Trdf (ifavr-), all, + K&r/iof, world.]
Same as cosmolaoe.

pantagamy (pan-tag'a-mi), n. [Prop. *pantog-

amy, F. pantogamie, ? Gr. n-fif (TTCIVT-), all, +
-yaftia, < yd/j.of, marriage.] A peculiar domes-
tic relation maintained between the sexes in

certain quasi-religious and communistic com-
munities in the United States, especially (for-

merly) among the Perfectionists of the Oneida

Community, by which every man was virtually
the husband of every woman, and every woman
the wife of every man.
A scheme of pantagamy, by which all the male and all

the female members of the community are held to be in a
sense married to each other.

Johnson's Univ. Cyc., III. 951.

pantagogue (pan'ta-gog), n. [< Gr. froj (TTO.VT-),

all, + djuyof, drawing forth, s ayciv, lead: see

agent.] A medicine which expels all morbid
matter.

pantagraph (pan'ta-graf), n. See pantograph.
pantagraphic, paritagraphical (pan-ta-graf

'-

ik, -i-kal), a. See pantograpliic.
Pantagruelian (pan'ta-gro-el'i-an), a. [< Pan-

tagruel (see def.) + -tan.] Of or pertaining to

Pantagruel (see Pantagruelism) ; partaking of

or resembling Pantagruelism.
Pantagruelism (pan-ta-gro'el-izm), . [< Pan-

tagruel + -ism.] 1. Tne philosophy or methods
ascribed to Pantagruel, one of the characters
of Rabelais

;
the practice of dealing with serious

matters in a spirit of broad and somewhat cyni-
cal good humor. 2. A satirical or opprobrious
term applied to the profession of medicine.

Pantagruelist (pan-ta-gro'el-ist), . [< Panta-

grueWsm + -ist.~\ A believer in Pautagruel-
ism; one who has the peculiar cynical humor
called Pantagruelism.
Everywhere the author [Rabelais] lays stress on the ex-

cellence of "Pantagruelism," and the reader who is him-
self a Pantagruelist (it is perfectly idle for any other to at-

tempt the book) soon discovers what this means.
Enctie. Brit., XX. 196.

pantaleon (pan-tal'e-on), . [Also pantaleonc,

pantalon; said to have been so named (by Louis
XIV. ) after the inventor Pantaleon Hebenstreit,
aPrussian.] 1. A musical instrument invented
about 1700 by Pantaleon Hebenstreit. it was
essentially a very large dulcimer, having between one and
two hundred strings of both gut and metal, which were
sounded by hammers held in the player's hands. It was
one of the many experiments which culminated in the

production of the pianoforte.
2. A variety of pianoforte in which the ham-
mers strike the strings from above.

pantalets (pan-ta-lets'), " pt. [Also panta-
lettes; < pantal(oon) + dim. -et.] 1. Long
frilled drawers, worn by women and girls.

Pippa reasons like a Paracelsus in pantalets.
Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 318.

2. A false or adjustable prolongation of the

legs of women's drawers, renewed for iieatness
as is done with cuffs and the like : worn about
1840-50.

After a while there came a fashion for pantalettes, which
consisted simply of a broad ruffle fastened by a tight band
just below the knee. If. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 391.

pantalettes, n. pi. See pantalets.

pantalon1 (pan ta-lon), M. [F.: see pantaloon .]

The first movement or figure in the old qua-
drille, the name being derived from a song to
which this figure was originally danced.

pantalon2 (pan'ta-lon), n. Same aspantaleon.
pantaloon (pan-ta-16'n'), n. [< F. pantalon =
Sp. pantalon = Pg. pantalcto, < It. dial, panta-
lone, a buffoon, pantaloon, so called in allusion
to the Venetians, who were nicknamed Panta-

loni, from the name of St. Pantaleon (It. Panta-

leone), the patron saint of Venice, whose name
was a favorite one with the Venetians; < L. Pan-
taleon, < Gr. TlavrcMuv, a proper name, lit. 'all-

lion' (perhaps favored as supplying an allu-

sion to the lion of St. Mark), < naf (vavr-), all,
+ AJV, lion. The name is also explained (by
Littre) as for *

Pantelemone, < MGr. iravrefaqfujv,

all-merciful, < Gr. war; (KO.VT-), all,+ eteq/iuv, mer-
ciful (see alms, eleemosynary) ;

but neither this
nor the form tAeav (cAfoir-), ppr. of c)xtlv, have
mercy, suits the case. A third explanation,men-
tioned by Byron, makes the It. I'antaleone stand
for "piantnleone, as if 'the planter of the lion'

(the standard bearing the lion of St. Mark), <

plantar, plant, + leone, Hon.] 1. In early II, il-

ian comedy, a character usually represented as

pantelephonic

a lean and foolish old man (properly a Vene-

tian), wearing spectacles and slippers, ll'rii/kl.

The sixth age shifts

Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side

;

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 158.

Now they peepe like Italian pantelovms
Behind an arras.

Heuwuod, If you Know not Me (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 257).

2. In mod. pantomime, a character usually rep-
resented as a foolish and vicious old man, the

butt of the clown, and his accomplice in all his

wicked and funny pranks,
pantaloonery (pan-ta-lo'ne-ri), n. [< panta-
loon + -ery.] The tricks or behavior of a pan-
taloon; buffoonery. [Rare.]
The clownery and pantaloonery of these pantomimes

have clean passed out of my head. Lamb, My First Play.

pantaloons (pan-ta-lon?/), n. pi. [< F. panta-
lon (pi. pantalons,"used only for two or more
pairs) = Sp. pantalones, pi., = Pg. pantalonas,
pi., = NGr. 7ravTaMm,< It.pantaloni, pantaloons,
< Pantalone, a Vene-
tian : see pantaloon.
Cf. Venetians, a form
of hose or breeches,
also of Venetian ori-

gin.] If. A garment
for men, consisting of

breeches and stock-

ings in one: so called

because worn byVene-
tians.

I could not but wonder
to see pantaloons and shoul-
der-knots crowding among
the common clowns.

Roger North, Lord Ouilford,
[I. 289. (Dames.)

2. In the early years
of the nineteenth cen-

tury, tight-fitting gar-
ments for the thighs
and legs, worn by men
of fashion, generally
buttoned around the
lower part of the calf,
or sometimes tied with
ribbons at this point.
Hence 3. Trousers
the modem trousers having succeeded to the

pantaloons by a gradual transition.

It appeared to the butcher that he could pretty clearly
discern what seemed to be the stalwart legs, clad in black

pantaloons, of a man sitting in a large oaken chair, the
back of which concealed all the remainder of his figure.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xix.
= Syn. 3. See trousers.

pantamorph (pan'ta-morf), n. Same as pan-
tomorph.
pantamorphic (pan-ta-m6r'nk), a. Same as

pantomorphic.
pantanencephalia (pan-tan-en-se-fa'li-a), .

[NL., < Gr. fl-af (vavr-), all, + ave)ne0a/tof ,
with-

out brain : see anencepnalio .] In teratol., total

absence of brain.

pantapt, pantaplet, See pantable.

pantast (pan'tas), n. [Also pantass, pantasse,
pantcss, pantais; < OF. pantais, pantois, a dis-

ease of hawks: see pant1
.] In falconry, a de-

structive pulmonary disease of hawks.

pantascope (pan'ta-skop), n. See pantoscope.
pantascopic (pan-ta-skop'ik), a. See panto-
scopic.

pantechnetheca (pan-tek-ne-the'ka), M. ; pi.

pantechnethecse (-se). [NL., irreg. < Gr. raf

(TTOV-), all, + T^xvy, art., + Stjia/, repository, re-

ceptacle: see theca.] Same as pantechnicon.
pantechnic (pan-tek'nik), a. [< Gr. irtif (irav-),

all, + Tixifq, art: see technic.] Related to or

including all arts.

pantechnicon (pan-tek'ni-kon), n. [NL. (cf. Gr.

vavTExvos, assistant of all arts), < Gr. TTOC (TTOV-),

all, T Texyii, art.] A place where all kinds of

manufactured articles are collected and dis-

played for sale.

pantelegraph (pan-tel'e-graf), n. [< Gr. TTOC

(irav-), all,-f E. telegraph.] A device for trans-

mitting autographic messages, maps, etc., by
means of electricity.

pantelephonic (pan-tel-e-fon'ik), (7. [< Gr.

Trcif (irac-), all, + E. telephone + -ic] Refer-

ring to those vibrations of the diaphragm of a

telephone which seem to be independent of its

form and dimensions, and in virtue of which all

sounds are reproduced rather than those only
which correspond to its natural period. Sci.

Amer.,N. S., LVI. 343.

Venetian Hose in one piece from
1st to feet, i6th

century prob-
ably the garment called by for-

eignersfantaieonf, or pantalooiib.



pantellerite

pantellerite (pan-teiv-nt), . |<
, see del.) + -i'fc2.] The name Riven liy r'ii

nrr (o a rock occurring on the islmid of 1'iin-

telleria, between Sicily am! Tunis. It i8 in-

termediate in composition between ilucitc and
liparite, mid more or less trachytic in char-
acter. H/111-lllllll.Tll.

panter 1
(pan'ter), ii. [< piinti + -rrl.] One

wlio pants. Ciiiii/ri-rc.

panter'-'t ( pan'ter), n. [Also )i<iinl< r; < ME. ji'in-

/<i-, iiiiiitirr, /iiiiinlrr, < OK. iMiiitit-iT, jHiiitlin-n .

F. piiiitii-i-i , a draw-net, = It. )i>iti-ru, < L. JHIH-
tln-r, a hunting-net, < Or. iravOr/pa, a huntin(r-
net, < n-of (irav-), all, + Ih/pav, hunt, < llf/p, ani-

mal.] A net; snare; trap.
The tmialc foules, of the seson fayn,
Ttmt of the panter and the nette ben scaped.

Chaucer, (lood Women, 1. 181.

panter't (pan'ter), . [ME. also pa>nl<r, iiniii-
li r : < OF. panetier = Sp. panrtcro = It. panal-
liir<;< Ml/. />itnc,tariut<,panitarius,one in charge
of the pantry, < paneta, one who makes bread,
a baker, < L. panis, broad : see pain'*. Of. jinn l-

li r. jxintry, pannier*.] A keeper of the pant ry .

If thou l>e admitted In any offyce, as Butler or Fattier
In sonic places they are lx>th one.

Habmi Coot (E. E. T. 8.X p. 66.

panter't, An obsolete variant of panther.
Compare painter^.

panterert (pan't6r-er), . [ME., < pnntcr3 +
-cc 1

.] Same as /mn/i !''.

"Panterer yclio the prey," quod the kyns.
Chron. VUoduu.. p. 15. (llaUiuxU.)

pantesst (pan'tes), . See pantos.
pantheism (pan'the-izm), n. [= F. panthcisnie
= Sp. /Hiiili'i.tmo = Pg. pantheismn = It. pinitr-
iniHii, < NL. "pantheimnus, < Or. viif (irav-), all,

-I- ft o{-, God: see theism.'] If. The worship of

all the gods. 2. The metaphysical doctrine
that God is the only substance, of which the
material universe and man are only manifes-
tations. It is accompanied with a denial of God's per-
sonality. Pantheism is essentially unchristian

;
and the

<n 'I implies rather the reprobation of the speaker than
any very definite opinion.

pantheist (pan'the-ist), n. [= F. pantheists =
Sp. /iiin/fi-stn = Pg. panthcista = It. panteixta,
< NL. 'panthcista, < Gr. rrof (irav-), all, + Prof,
God: see thcist.] One who holds the doctrine
of pantheism ; one who believes that God and
the universe are identical.

He [John Toland] printed a Latin Tract, Infilled "Pan-
theistlcon : sive Formula celehrandac Sodalitatis Socrati-

ceo." . . . That Formula ... is written by way of Dia-

logue between the President of a Philosophical Society
and the Members of it. ... These Philosophers ... are
Pantheists, and consequently acknowledge no other God
than the Universe.

Hff oj Toland (1722), prefixed to his Mlso. Works
[(J. Whiston, London, 1747).

pantheistic (pan-the-is'tik), a. [= F. panthc-
istique ; as pantheist + -'c.] 1. Of or pertaining
to pantheism ; identifying or having a tendency
to identify God with the universe. 2. Relat-

ing to all the gods.- Pantheistic statues or figures,
in sculp., statues which hear the united symbols of several
deities.

pantheistical (pan-the-is'ti-kal), o. [(panthe-
ist

!

/r + -nL] Same as pantheistic.

pantheistically (pan-the-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In
the manner of thinking, or from the point of

view, of a pantheist.
pantheologist (pan-the-ol'o-jist), n. |X pan-
tlienloi/-;/ + -int.'] One who is versed in pan-
theology.

pantheology (pan-the-ol'o-ji), n. [= Sp. pan-
teoloffla = Pg. panthcologia = It. panteologia, <

Gr. ffof (irav-), all, + deatoyia, theology: see

llii'tiliH/i/.] A system of theology comprehend-
ing all religions and a knowledge of all dei-

ties.

pantheon (pan'the-on), n. [= F. pantlimn =
Sp. panteon = Pg.'pantheon = It. panteoa, < L.

IHintheoii, < Gr. irdvOttov, a temple consecrated
to all gods, neut. of irdi&iof, common to all

gods, < iraf (irav-), all, + flt/of, divine, < 6e6f, a

god.] 1. A temple or shrine dedicated to all

the gods. The name is specifically applied to a mag-
nlflccnt Imililing erected at Koine by Agrippa, about 25
n. c.. in connection with public baths, and dedicated by
himself as a temple of all the gods, because of its beauty.
For nearly thirteen centuries it has served as a Christian
church, having been dedicated about 607 by Boniface IV.
to the Virgin Mary and all the martyrs. It is now known
as Santa Maria delta Rotonda, from its circular plan. Its

external diameter is 188 feet, and It is covered l>v a bcini

spherical dome 142 feet ,6 inches in span, the entire

height being about 141 feet. It is lighted by a circular

oiiiicc. -jr> fret in diameter, at the summit <'f ttic dome.
It has in front a noble octastyle portico of Corinthian col-

minis 103 feet wide. See cut in next column, ;iml cut
Mild

/I

pantler

panther-WOOd (pHii'llier-wi'ul;. //. See ritrnu-

ini-iil.

Pantholops (pan'lho lops), ii. [XI.,.. irreg. <

C,r.~ni (-in 1

-), all, -f- l.i Jr. "/c,,/,,^ theanteliipe:
Bee

antclnjie.J
A genus of antelopes, of which

a species, the chiru. /'. li<t<li/.-<nii, occurs in

northern India.

pantiblet, . Same as pan tnhli.

pantile (pan'til), . and a. [Also penlilf ; <

/>' (!) + till".] I. n. 1. A tile with a curved
surface, convex or concave with reference to

its width, such tlle are laid, in covering a roof, tht
the longitudinal junction of two rows of tiles placed with
the concave face outward is covered by a row placed with
the convex face up.

The I'lay House at Dorset Stairs Is now pulling down,
where there Is to be (old old Timber tit for liiiildini; <>r

Repairs, Old Boards. Bricks, Ulaso'd I'nnlilrt and I hnii

Tiles, also Kire Wood, at very reasonable rate*.

Quoted In Athlon i Social Life In Kelgn of (juecn Anne.II. 4.

2. A form of tile practically combining two of

the original fonn, so shaped that its cross-sec-

)

I'l.tn >( the I'.intho.n <.f At'tipp.!. now the Church of Sta. Maria i*2lU

Kotonda, Rome. (Adapted from Durand and Baumeister.)

A, the rotunda : ft, the portico. (The light shaded parts represent
existing foundations of other parts of the ancient baths.)

2. All the. divinities, collectively, worshiped
by a people : as, one of the divinities of the
< i reek pantheon.
One temple of pantheon that is to say, all goddca.

J. Udall, On Rev. xvl.

3. [cap.] A work treating of the whole body of
divinities of a people: as, Tooke's "Pantheon."

4. [cap.] A memorial structure in honor of
the great men of a people, or tilling some such

purpose : especially, such a building serving as
a mausoleum, as the Pantheon (church of Ste.

Genevieve) in Paris. Westminster Abbey is

often called the Pantheon of the British.

panther (pan'th6r), n. [< ME. panter, pantere,
< OF. panterc, panthcrc, V.panthere = Sp. pan-
tera = Pg. panthera = It. pantera, < L. pan-
thera, panther, < Gr. iravOqp, a panther; ulterior

origin unknown. The apparent formation in

Gr.
;
< Trof (irav-), all, -I- Or/p, beast, gave rise to

various fancies about the animal.] 1. A leop-
ard. See also cut under leopard.

Black Panther (a variety of Felts

The spotted Panther, and the tusked Bore,
The Pardale swift. Speraer, F. Q., I. vi. 26.

Tall dark pines, . . . from beneath
Whose thick mysterious boughs In the dark morn
The panther't roar came muffled. Tennyson, (Enone.

2. The American cougar or puma, Felts concol-

or. See cut under cougar. Also called painter.

[U. 8.]

pantheress (pan'ther-es), n. [< panther +
-<.] A female leopard or panther.
As a last resource, he may decline to lead the untamed

pantherett to the altar. Saturday Rev., Jan. 18, 1868.

pantherine (pan'ther-in), a. [= F. pantherin,
< L. pantherinus, of a panther, < panthera, a

panther: see panther.] Resembling a panther,
as in coloration ; pan! i tie : as, the pantherine
snake.

panther-lily (pau'ther-lil'i), . See lily, 1.

panther-moth (pan'ther-moth), n. A Euro-

pean geometrid, Cidaria unangtilata: an Eng-
lish collectors' name.

tion is a double curve, and so laid that the part
of every tile that is convex upward overlaps
the part of the next tile that is concave up-
ward.
In this form of so-called nan-tile each tile has a double

curve, forming a tegula and imbrex ttoth in one.

Kneyc. Brit., XXIII. 388.

II. .
I
< pantile, n. Dissenting chapels are

said to have been often roofed with pantiles.]

Dissenting.
Mr. Ti. knp 's a good churchman, mark that ! He is

none of your occasional cattle, none of your hellish pan-
tile crew. Mrs. CenOinre, Ootham Election, I.

pantile-lath (pan'til-lath), n. A form of lath
used in London, 1J inch wide and 1 inch thick,
sold in bundles of 12.

The smaller ones |mckct-stlcks| are easily and best made
of those laths called by bricklayers double laths, and the
larger ones pantile laths.

Workshop Receipts, 1st scr., p. 127.

pantile-shop (pan 'til-shop), n. A meeting-
house. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
pantiling (pan'ti-ling), n. [< pantile + -1113'.]

Tiling, or a system of tiling, in which pantiles
are used.

Pantiling Is bat little more than half the weight of

plain tiling. /:.//,-. lint.. IV. 463.

pantingly (pan'ting-li), uilr. In a panting
manner; with gasping or rapid breathing.

Once or twice she heaved the name of " father
"

Pantingly forth, as if It press'd her heart.

Shalt., Lear, Iv. a 28.

pantisocracy (pan-ti-sok'ra-si), H. [< Gr. vaf
(irav-), all, -r laof, equal, + Kpartiv, rule.] 1. A
Utopian community in which all the members
are equal in rank and social position. 2. The
principle of such a scheme or community. This
scheme was advocated by Southey, Coleridge,
and Lovell about 1794.

All are not moralists, like Southey, when
He prated to the world of Pantunmvn/.

Byron, Don Juan, ill. 93.

It was all a poet's dream, hardly more substantial,

though more exertions were used to realize It, than the
dream entertained by Coleridge, Southey, and Lovell, of

establishing pantisoeraey on the banks of the Susque-
hanna. Quarterly Ker.

pantisocrat (pan-ti'so-krat), n. [< Gr. iraf

(iravr-), all, +l<TOf , equal, + upareiv, rule.] Same
as pantixocratist. South'-;/.

pantisocratic (pan-ti-Ro-krat'ik), a.

socrat + -ic.] Of or pertaining to pantisoc-
racy: as, a i>antisocratic scheme.

pantisocratist (pan-ti-sok'ra-tist), 11. [< pan-
tisnerat + -i.s/.] One who accepts or favors the

principle of pantisocracy. Maeaulmj.
pantler (pant'ler), . [<ME. pantlcre.pantelcre;
an altered form of pantere, E. panter^, prob.
in terminal simulation of butler: see panter.]
An officer in a great family who has charge of

the bread; in general, a servant who has care
of the pantry.
A good shallow young fellow : a' would have made a

good vatMcr, a' would ha' chipped bread well.

Shalt., 2 Hen. IV, II. 4. 258.

Thomas Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, to bear the third

Sword before the King ; and also to exercise the Office of

Pantler. Batrr, Chronicles, p. 136.



pantler
He was a fellow of some birth

;
his father had been

king's pander. R. L. Stevenson, Francois Villon.

panto-. See pan-.
pantoblet, Same as pantable.

pantod (pan'tod), n. [< Gr. Trdf (TTOVT-), all, +
E. orl: see od3.] Od in general; the supposed
odic force of matter. Reicheribach.

pantoflet, pantofflet (pan'tof-1), n. [Also pan-
toufle, and corruptly pantonle, pantable, panta-
ple (see pantable), and paittacle; = D.pantoffel,

formerly also pattuffel, = MLG. pantnffel, pan-
toffel, LG. pantuffel, pantufele, pantoffel = Q.

pantoffel (&\so abbr. LG. tuffel, til/el = G. dial.

to/el = Dan. toffel = Sw. toffel, toffla) ;
< F.

pantouflc = Sp. pantuflo = Pg. pantufo = It.

pantofola, pantufola, dial, patojle (late ML.pan-
tofla), slipper; origin unknown.] A slipper.

Of the hinder part of their horse hides they make very
fine sandals & panto/Us. Haklmjt's Voyages, I. 97.

I can wait on your trencher, nil your wine,
Carry your pantofles, and be sometimes blest

In all humility to touch your feet.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

There were divers of the Pope's patitoJUs that are kissed
on his foote, having rich Jewells embrodred on the instep.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.

pantograph (pan'to-graf), n. [Also panto-
graph; = F. pantographe = Sp. pantdgrafo= Pg. pantographo = It. pantografo, < Gr. Trdf

(Trair-), all, + ypaQeiv, write. Also, erroneously,
pentegraph, as if < Gr. jrftre, five, + ypdfatv,

write.] An instrument for the mechanical
copying of engravings, diagrams, plans, etc.,
either upon the same scale or upon a reduced
or an enlarged scale. It consists of four perforated
limbs or rules, a, b, d, e, of wood or metal, arranged in pairs,
jointed together at the crossing, the two pairs being also

Pantograph.

r, b, d, and e are rule.-) perforated with a series of holes placed at
tduated distances for adjustment to different scales for enlarge-

menflrb
; similar

a,

graduae stances or austment to -

ment or reduction of the picture to be transcribed; aand b are per-
intly but movably jointed at c to a traversing support ; rf and e

jointed together at e and h. The perforations are made at
uniform distances, in accordance with a scale of measure-
ment. The pivoted joints by which the two pairs are con-
nected are constant, while the joints between the inter-

secting limbs of each pair may be shifted by inserting the
joint-pins //in different holes in each limb. By chang-
ing the pins the copy may be reproduced on any scale
either larger or smaller than the original, or it may be
kept of the same size, the proportion being indicated for
convenience by figures on the limbs (not shown in the cut)!
In use, the end pivot i is fixed to the table, the pivot e

sliding on the plane surface according to the impulse
given to it. The pivot g carries a tracing-point which is

passed over the original lines to be reproduced, and the
pivot ft carries a pencil or needle which traces the copy
or pricks it in the paper. The pantograph is used for

transferring patterns to calico-printing cylinders, in some
processes of wood-carving, in making wooden type, etc.
Polar pantograph, a modification of the pantograph
arranged for reproducing profiles of curved figures, as the
tread of a car-wheel, the interior of a bell, or any other
irregular form. It consists essentially of two arms sup-
ported in a light frame and united by means of a rack on
each and a pinion common to both, so that the movement
of one arm controls that of the other. When the point of
the instrument is placed against the tread of a car-wheel,
and is moved over it, the other arm reproduces a tracing
that is an exact copy of the tread, showing such flattened
places as may have resulted from wear, and such other
irregularities as are present,

pantographic (pan-to-graf'ik), a. [= F. panto-
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pantographical (pan-to-graf'i-kal), a. [<. pan-
tographic. + -/.] Same as pantbgrajihic.

pantographically (pan-to-graf 'i-kal-i), adv. 1 .

In the manner of a pantograph or of work pro-
duced by a pantograph ; according to a method
of mechanical pantography. 2. In the man-
ner of a general description, or of a view of an

object as a whole.

pantography (pan-tog'ra-fi), n. [== F. panto-
flrapkie = Pg. pantographia, < Gr. Trdf (VUVT-),

all, + -ypacfia, < ypdifieiv, write.] 1. General de-

scription; entire view of an object. 2. The
process of copying by means of the pantograph.
pantological (pan-to-loj'i-kal),. [< pantolog-y
+ -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to pantology.

pantologist (pan-tol' o-jist), n. [< pantolog-y +
-ist.] One who treats of or is versed in pantol-
ogy-
pantology (pan-tol'o-ji), . [= It. pantologia,
< Gr. ?rdf (TTOVT-), all, + -Ao//, < ^iyeiv, speak:
see-ology.] Universal knowledge ;

a systemat-
ic view of all branches of human knowledge ;

also, a work giving or professing to give infor-

mation on all subjects, or a summary of univer-
sal knowledge.
pantometer (pan-tom'e-ter), w. [= F.pantome-
tre = Sp. pantometro = Pg. It. pantometro, <
Gr. Trdf (iravr-), all, + fitrpov, measure : see me-
ter2.] An instrument for measuring angles of
all kinds, in order to determine elevations, dis-

tances, and the like.

pantometric (pan-to-met'rik), a. [< pantome-
tr-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to pantometry.
pantometry (pan-tom'et-ri), n. [< Gr. Trdf

(iravr-), all, + -fierpia, < /icTpov, measure: see
meter2.] 1. Universal measurement. 2. Mea-
surement by means of the pantometer.
pantomime (pan'to-mim), . and a. [1. = G.

pantomim, < F. pantomime = Sp. Pg. It. panto-
mimo, m., < L. pantomimus, < Gr. iravr6/uuot, one
who plays a part by dancing and dumb-show,
lit. 'all-imitating,' < Trdf (TTOVT-), all, + pi/J.of, imi-
tator: see mime. 2. = D. G. Dan. pantomime =
Sw. pantomim, < F. pantomime = Sp. Pg. It.pan-
tomima, f., an entertainment by pantomimes :

see above.] I. n. 1. One who expresses his

meaning by action without words; a player who
employs only action mimicry, gestures, move-
ments, and posturing in presenting his part.
[Obsolete or rare.]
Betweene the notes, when the players went to make

ready for another, there was great silence, and the people
want weary ; then came in these maner of conterfaite vices,
they were called Pantomimi.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 21.

I would our pantomimes also and stage players would ex-
amine themselves and their callings by this rule.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermon on 1 Cor. vlt 24.

Not that I think those pantomime*
Who vary action with the times
Are less ingenious in their art
Than those who dully act one part.

Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 1287.

2. (a) Under the Roman empire, a kind of spec-
tacular play resembling the modern "ballet of

action," in which the functions of the actor
were confined to gesticulation and dancing,
the accompanying text being sung by a chorus

;

in modern times, any play the plot of which is

expressed ly mute gestures, with little or no
dialogue ; hence, expression of anything by
gesture alone: as, he made known his wants in

pantomime.
In the early days of the Empire tragedy was dissolved

into choral music and pantomimic action ; and the panto-
mime, a species of ballet of action, established itself as a
favourite class of entertainment.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 8.

(6) A popular theatrical entertainment of which
many are produced in Great Britain about the
Christmas season, usually consisting of two
parts, the first or burlesque being founded on
some popular fable, the effects being heighten-
ed by gorgeous scenery and catching music,
and the second, or harlequinade, consisting
almost wholly of the tricks of the clown and
pantaloon and the dancing of harlequin and
columbine.
The brilliancy of the dresses and scenery . . . and the

excellence of the music, in the pantomimes, are great im-
provements upon the humble attempts of the vagrant mo-
tion-master. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 247.

-, - -- .. . = ---
.. f - II. a. Representing only in mute action.

graphique = Pg. pantographieo ; as pantograph pantomimic (pan-to-mim'ik), a. and n. [= F.
or pertaining to^or produced by a pantomimigue= Sp! pantomimico = Pg. It. pan-

tomimico,<. L. pantomimicus, pantomimic, < pan-
tomimus, pantomime: see pantomime,] I. a.

Pertaining to or of the nature of pantomime or

dumb-show; representing characters and ac-
tions by dumb-show.

pantograph. Also pantagraphic. Pantographic
machine, a milling-engine for finishing cutters for cut-
ting-gear. The cutters are first turned and cut approxi-
mately to the required size, and are then finished in the
pantographic machine, which shapes the cutter from a
templet and reduces the size as necessary.

pantoum
And to these exhibitions, mute and still, . . .

Music, and shifting pantomimic scenes,
Diversified the allurement.

Wordsti'orth, Prelude, vii.

These earliest religions representations in Spain, whe-
ther pantomimic or in dialogue, were thus given, not only
by churchmen, but by others, certainly before the middle
of the thirteenth century. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 2S1.

II. . A player in a pantomime.
I am acquainted with one of the jxmtomimio.

Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iv. 4.

pantomimical (pan-to-mim'i-kal), a. [< pan-
tomimic + -ill.] Same as pantomimic.

pantomimically (pan-to-mim'i-kal-i). tidr. In
the manner of pantomime ; by pantomime ; by
mute action or dumb-show.
pantomimist (pan'to-ml-mist), . [< panto-
mime + -ist.~\ One who acts in pantomime.
Owhhigh as a pantomimtit would have commanded

brilliant success on any stage. Would that there were
more like him in this wordy world.

T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle, iv.

pantomimus (pan-to-mi'mus), n. [L. : see j>an-
tomime.'] Same as pantomime, 1.

pantomorph (pan'to-m6rf), n. [Also panta-
morph; < Gr. irai>r6[io/><f>of, assuming all forms, <

;raf (jravr-), all, + fiofMjir/, form.] That which as-

sumes all shapes or exists in all shapes.
pantomorphic (pan-to-mor'fik), a. [Also/jaji-

tamorphic; < pantomorph + -ic.] Taking all

forms or any form.

panton (pan'ton), n. [Cf. G. dial, pantine, a
wooden shoe. Cf.patten 1

.] 1. A horseshoe con-
trived to recover a narrow and hoof-bound heel.
Also called panton-shoe. 2. An idle fellow.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
pantophagist (pan-tof 'a-jist), . [< pa-
tophag-y T -int.] One wto or that which eats
all kinds of food, or is omnivorous.

pantophagOUS (pan-tof'a-gus), a. [= F.pan-
tophage, < Gr. mzvro^yof, all-devouring, \ Trdr

(rravr-), all, + 0ayv, eat.] Eating all kinds of
food

;
omnivorous

; pamphagous.
pantophagy (pan-tof'a-ji), n. [= F. panto-
phagie, < Gr. vmrojaym, indiscriminate eating,
< Travro^dj of, all-devouring : seepantophagous.]
The habit of eating all kinds of food.

pantophobia (pan-to-fo'bi-S), n. [NL., < Gr.

Trdf (mzvr-), all, + -^o/3/a, < 0/3r0a<, fear.] In

pathol., a morbid fear of everything.
pantopod (pan'to-pod), 11. One of the Panto-

poda. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 409.

Pantopoda (pan-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

mif (mzvr-), all, + iroif (irorf-) = E. foot.] One
of many names of the Pycnogonida or sea-

spiders. See Pycnogonida.
pantoscope (pan'to-skop), n. [A\opantascope;
< Gr. Traf (travr-), all, -r moireiv, view.] 1. A
form of lens including a very wide angle, de-
vised especially for photographic use. 2. Same
as panoramic camera.

pantoscopic (pan-to-skop'ik), a. [Also 2>anlii-

scopic; < pantoscope + -ic.] Having or afford-

ing a wide range of vision Pantoscopic camera.
Same as panoramic camera. Pantoscopic spectacles,
spectacles of which the glasses are so shaped as to have
different focal lengths in the upper and lower parts, and
which are thus adapted for the use of persons who need
glasses of different strength when viewing objects close at
hand and at a distance. Also called Franklin spectacles.

PantOStomata (pan-to-sto'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,
neut.pl. of "pantostomatiis.-eeepantostomatous.]
In Saville Kent's system, one of four classes of
Protozoa (consisting of Amoebina, Gregarinida ,

Foraminifera, Radiolaria, and certain Flagella-
ta), having no special oral orifice, food being
ingested anywhere through the general surface.
Also called Holostomata.

pantostomatous (pan-to-stom'a-tus),. [<NL.
pantostomatus, < Gr. Trdf (TTOIT-), all, 4- aro/ia

(oro/iar-), mouth.] Ingesting food at any or

every point on the surface of the body ; having
a temporary mouth anywhere ; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Pantostomata : a more
precise word for the older polygastric. S. Sen t.

Pantotheria (pan-tp-the'n-a), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. Trdf (TTOIT-), all, + Bi/piov, a wild beast.] An
order of American Jurassic mammals, contain-

ing most of the known forms. They have smooth
cerebral hemispheres ; teeth 44 or more ; canines present
with bind or grooved fangs, premolars and molars imper-
fectly differentiated

; and the lower jaw with a mylohyoid
ridge, unankylosed symphysis, uninflected angle, and ver-
tical or rounded condyle at or below the horizon of the
teeth. 0. C. Harsh, 1880.

pantotherian (pan-to-the'ri-an), . and n. [<
NL. Pantotheria + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to
the Pantotheria, or having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Pantotheria.

pantouflet, " Seepantofle.
pantoum, w. Seepantvn.



pantry

pantry (pan'tri), . ; pi. iiiintrtf* (-triz). [<

ME.punf/'iV, iinith-i/i; /HI HI trii; < F. /nun ti-rie (=
Sp.//Hrhrm = It. pinti-ttiiTiiD, < ML. PaMfWM,
office of u pantler, < paneta, a baker. < L. //<-.
bread: sec ;>/< r :l

, /iinillrr.\ If. The office of

u pantler.
In your olfyce of thu Pantrue, see that yuur bread he

chipped uild lonwel A note now much you spend in a

daye. Jfaftem Boo* (E. E. T. S.X p. 00.

2. Ail apartment or closet in which provisiouit
are kept, or where plate and knives, etc., are
cleaned.

What will you have dune with him that I caught (teal-

ing your plate In the paiitry? In the fact I caught him
In the fact. dotdmiith, Uood-natured Man, I.

pants (pants), ii. pi. [Abbrev. < pantaloons, q. v.]
Same us pantaloons, 2. [Colloq. and vulgar.]
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The thing named panft* in certain documents,
A word not made for gentlemen, but "gents."

0. W. Holme*, A Rhymed tenon.

Qent and pattt*. tet these words go together, like the

things they signify. Tin- une always wears the other.
K. Q. H'kilr, Words and their Use*, p. 211.

pantnn (pan'tun), . [Malay.] A kind of short

improvised poem in vogue among the Malays.
This form of verse (under tne name pantoum) has been
adopted in French, and has been to some extent used In

English. See the quotation.

The paiituns are Improvised poems, generally (though
not necessarily) of four lines, in which the rtrst and third
and the second and fourth rhyme. They are mostly love

poems; and their chief peculiarity is tnut the meaning
intended to be conveyed is expressed in the second coup-
let, whereas the first contains a simile or distant allusion
to the second, or often has, beyond the rhyme, no con-
nexion with the second at all. The Malays are fond of

reciting such rhymes
"
In alternate contest for several

hours, the preceding pantun furnishing the catchword to
that which follows, until one of the parties be silenced or

vanquished." Kacye. Brit., XV. 320.

Panurgidset (pa-ner'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < /'-

nurgus + -idee.] A family of bees, named from
the genus Panurgus. Also Punurgwla, Panur-

(/ideit, Panurgites.

Panurgus (pa-ner'gus), n. [NL., < Gr. maxAp-
yof, ready to do anything: see panurgy.] A
genus of bees of the family Apidte and subfam-

ily Andrenina, formerly giving name to a fam-

Rock-twin {PaHyflila mtlanalfttea).

A species of PannrfMS.

ily Panurgidte. In then- habits they resemble bees of
the genus Andrena, digging burrows and provisioning
them in a similar manner. P. bantoianiu, of Europe,
burrows five or six inches deep In sandy soil.

panurgyt (pan'er-ji), n. [< Gr. iravovpyia, un-

scrupulous conduct, < Travoiyjj-of, ready to do

anything, < jraf (irav-), all, 4- Ipyov, work.] Skill

in all kinds of work or business
;
craft. Bailey.

Panuridae (pa-nu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Panu-
rus + -/<('.] A family of parine passerine birds
named from the genus Panurus.

panurine (pa-nu'rin), . [< Panurus + -ine1
.]

Of or pertaining to the genus Panurus.
Panurus (pa-nu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. n-oc (TOV-),

all, + o'vpa, tail.] A genus of titmice, formerly
placed in ParuUe, now made type of the family
Panurirtie. The genus was founded by Koch in 1816,
the same year that Leach named it CalamophUut. P. or C.

Marmtctu Is the bearded tit of Europe. The generic name
refers to the great length of the tail, as If the birds were

'

all tall" Also called Myxtacimtx and Hi/pcrittex.

panyardt (pan'yiird), H. [A corrupt form of

/iniiiiier
1

. Cf. lanyard for limn ier.~\ A pannier.
I saw a man riding by that rode a little way upcn the

road with uir hist niKht, und he being going with venison
in his paHyards to London, I called him in, and did give
him his breakfast with me. /'<///*. Diary, Aug. 7, 1061.

panymt. " Same as i><njuiin.

Panyptlla (pa-nip'ti-lft), . [NL..< Gr. iravv, al-

together (< Trdf (TTOV-), all). + rrriXoi1

, a feather.]
A genus of birds of the family Cypselidee and

subfamily Cypselina, having the ratio of the

digital phalanges abnormal, all the front toes

being three-jointed, and the toes as well as the
tarsi feathered; the rock-swifts. The hallux is

elevated and lateral, but not reversible, and the eyelids are
naked. The wings are extremely long and pointed ; the
tall Is about one half as long as the wings, forked, and
with stiffened but not mucronate feathers. There are sev-

eral species, all American, the best-known of which is the
common rock-swift of the western United States, /'. ttixa-

lilin or melaiwleuca, black and white, 0} inches long, 14

inches In alar extent. It nests sometimes by thousands

In the most Inaccessible precipice*, and flies with almost
Incredible velocity.

panzoism (pan-zo'izm), n. [< Gr. wof (TOV-),
all. + *i.u,. life.] All the elements or factors

collectively which constitute vitality or vital

energy, a. Spencer.
The great world-powers, such as Evolution, Persistence

of Force, Heredity, I'anzoistn, and Physiological ('nits.

X. A. Bee., CXXVII. 63.

panzooty (pan-zo'o-ti), n. [< Gr. irof (xav-), all,

+ C""> animal. Cf. episooty.'J A zymotic
disease affecting all kinds or very many kinds
of animals.

paolo (pa'o-lo),
it. [It., < L. Paulas, Paul.] An

old Italian silver coin, worth about ten United
States cents.

pap 1
(pap), " [< ME. pappe, < OSw. papp, Sw.

dial, papp, pappe, 8w. patt = Dan. patte =
NFries. pap, pape, dim.papke, breast, pap; cf.

Lith. papas, pap. The L. papilla, pap, nipple,
teat, also pustule, pimple, is a dim. of papula,
a pustule, pimple (see papilla, papula, pimple),
and is not related to E. pap1

. The word is sup-
posed to be ult. of infantile origin, like pap% and

pap3 , papa.'} 1. A teat; a nipple; the breast

of a woman.
Zif It be a feraele, thel don away that on Pappe, with an

hote Hlren ; and elf It be a Womman of gret Lynage, thel

don awey the left Pappe, that thei may the better beren a
Hcheeld. ManderOle, Travels, p. 164.

Nourlsh'd and bred up at her most plenteous pap.
Drayton, Polyolblon, L 204.

2. A conical hill resembling a nipple or teat :

as, the Paps of Jura (an island west of Scot-

land).

pap2
(pap), H. [<ME. 'pap, 'pappe (incomp.pap-

mete : see papmtat) = D. pap = G. pappe, pap,
paste, = Dan. pap = Sw. papp, pasteboard; cf.

OF.papa = 8p. papa= It. pappa, pap ; also OF.
papin, pappin, m., papine, (.. pap; < L. papa,
pappa, a word with which infants call for food

;

supposed to be imitative of the orig. insignifi-
cant syllables pa pa, a natural utterance of in-

fants, taken in this instance to refer to food,
and in others to other notions: seepapi, pap3 ,

papa 1
, etc.] 1. Soft food for infants, usually

made of bread boiled or softened with water
or milk.

Many doctrines have grown to be the ordinary diet and
food of our spirits, and have place in thepap of catechisms.

Donne, Letters, xrlL

Oh, folly worthy of the nurse's lap !

Olve it the breast, or stop its mouth with pap.
Carper, Conversation, L 486.

Hence 2. The emoluments of public office, as

salaries, fees, or perquisites. [Slang.]

They soon made It appear that, at the end of four rears,
not only should an officer make an accounting and submit
to an audit, bat should vacate his place, so that somebody
else might get some of the pap he bad enjoyed during this

period. The Xatiuii, XLVIII. 379.

3. The pulp of fruit, or pulp of any kind.

The pap of the latter [verdigris diffused through wut.-r
I

being flrst passed through a sieve.

Worlahnp Receipt*, 1st ser., p. 95.

To give pap with a hatchett, to do a kind thing In an
unkind manner.

They give us pap with a spoone before we can speake,

and, when we speake for that wee love, jxip with a hatchet.

L\jly t Court Corned., sig. Z 12 b. (Sam.)
He that so old seeks for a nurse so young shall have pap

a in, a hatchet for his comfort.

Marriaije and Wit-inn (Harl. Misc., II. 171, Park's ed.).

pap- (PP), F- '! pret. and pp. popped, ppr. pap-
ping. [< pap2 , n.] To feed witn pap.

Oh ! that his body were not flesh and fading
'

But 111 to pap him up nothing too dear for him.
Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, Iv. 4.

pap3 (pap\n. [Ashorterformofpapn 1
.] Papa;

father. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

papa 1 (pa-pa' or pa'pft), . [= F. papa = D. G.
Dan. 7i/xi (pa-pa') = Sw. pappa (pap'pa) =

papal

Sp. Pg. papa' = It. IHII>IIH (Florio), papa, papa,
father; cf. LL.papn (gen. ymy<,i >. /./(.., (gen.

papati*), n bishop (si-i- /HI/HI-); rf. also LL.
IIII/HIX, IIH/I/HI*. n ^civcrniir, tutor, < <<r. -<in-7rar,

atlier (mostly in voc., as a child's word, I.'

MGr. also irdxaf, nandf, and ira); a redupl. of

the syllable pa, a natural infantile utterance,
made to mean 'father,' as the similar utter-

ance ma, mama, is made to mean 'mother'

(see mama); cf. pp :1
, /'"/'-. /"'/'' *-'' a'*

/<p2.] Father: a word used chiefly by chil-

dren.

Where there are little masters and misses In a house,
the only remedy is to bribe them with goody goodies, that

they may not tell tales to papa and mamma.
Am/t, Directions for Servant*, General Directions.

"Here, Papa, Is some money," Amelia said that night,

kissing the old man, her father, and putting a bill for a
hundred pounds Into his hands.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, 1.

papa2
(pa'pa), n. [LL. a bishop, ML. pope, <

Lur. irajrof, father: applied, like\ father, to ec-

clesiastics, esp. to the bishop of Rome, whence
ult., through AS. papa, the E. pope: see papa 1

and /'"/"' I
A title formerly bestowed in the

Christian church on bishops, and often on the
inferior clergy, but now restricted to parish
priests in the Greek Church.
As In the lYimitiue Church the yonger Bishop called

the elder Papa. Pwcluu, Pilgrimage, p. 142.

Although he [the Roman pontiff] had not, as yet, as-

sumed the distinctive insignia of his office the triple
crown and the upright staff surmounted by the cross he
more and more discouraged the application of the name
of papa (pope) to any but himself. Kiwyc. Brit., XIX. 406.

papa3
(pa'pft), n. [NL. ; el.pajno, papion, and

baboon,] 1. A baboon ; a papio or papion.
2. The specific name of the king-vulture of

tropical America, Sarcorhamphus or (lypagus
papa. See cut under Icing-vulture. 3. A name,
both generic and specific, of a coccothrauutiue
bird of the Bouin Islands, Coccotltraustes papa
or ferrirostris, or Papa ferrirostrin. Reickeii-

bach; Kittilitz.

papable (pa'pa-bl), a. [< F. papable = It. pa-
pabile,(. ML. *papabilin('m deriv. p<ipabilita((-)s,

papal power), < papa, pope: see papal, pope'.]

Capable of being made a pope ; eligible to the

papacy. [Rare.]

By the death of the other two the conclave hath re-

ceived little alteration ; though Mondovlo were /iqjMsMs,
and a great soggetto In the list of the foresters.

Sir a. Wottan, Rellquue, p. 707.

papabot, papabote, papabotte, u. [Creole F.]
The Bartramian sandpiper. J. J. Audubon.

[New Orleans, Louisiana.]
papacy (pa'pa-si), . [< ME. paitacie, < OF.
papacie, < ML. papatia, papal office, < papa,
pope: see papal, pope1

.'] 1. The office, dig-

nity, and authority of the Pope or Bishop of

Rome; the papal jurisdiction ; the ecclesiasti-

cal organization subject to the Pope.
This I 'in - Secundns was that learned Pope which before

he undertooke the Papacy was called .neas Sylvius.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 147.

He here Instilled into this aspiring prelate the hope of

attaining the papacy. Hume, Hist Eng., xxviii.

2. The succession or line of popes, with its ec-

clesiastical and political traditions. 3. That

system of ecclesiastical government which rec-

ognizes and is based upon the apostolic prima-

cy and supreme authonty of the Pope or Bishop
of Rome over the church universal ;

the Church
of Rome ;

the Roman Catholic Church.
The threatened breach between the papacy and Its an-

cient ally the King of France.
.Viluiiiu, Hist, of Christianity.

papagayt, . An obsolete form of popinjay.

papad (pa'pa-in), . [<papa(ya) + -i'2.J A
proteolytic ferment obtained from the half-ripe
fruit of the papaw-tree, Carica papaya. It dif-

fers from pepsin In that its proteolytic action goes on In

neutral or alkaline solutions as well as in acid solution*

Also papayin. papayotin, and caricin.

papal ipa'pal), a. [< ME. papal, papall, < OF.
(and F.) papal = Sp. Pg. papa/ = It. papale, <

ML. papalis, of the Pope, < LL. papa, a bishop,
ML. pope: see papa?, pope.] Of or relating
to the Pope in his official capacity, or the pa
pacy.

How Borne her own sad sepulchre appears! . . .

Barbarian blindness, Christian zeal conspire,
And Papal piety, and Gothic fire.

Pope, To Addlson, L 14.

His attachment to his family, his aversion to France,
were not to be overcome even by Papal authority.

Macavlay, Lord Mahon's War in Spain.

Contributions from the nation at large for papal pur-

poses, such as crusades and the defence against the Turks,
were collected by the pope's agents In the form of volun-

tary gifts. .StuMw, Const. Hist., I SIC,.



papal

Papal cross. See nrowi. Papal crown, the triple
crown. .See tiara. =Syn. Papal, Popish, 1'apixticdl. Pa-

pal is the ordinary word fur that which belongs to or pro-
ceeds from the Pope ; popish is used in some obloquy or

contempt ; papistical in strong contempt or condemnation.

papalint (pa'pal-in), . [< F. papalin, < It. pa-
patino, soldier of the Pope, < papalc, papal:
see papal."] A papist, lip. Lavinijton.

The Persians ... are ... no less zealous and divided
in their profession than we and thepopattu.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 251.

They |the Turks] may indeed still do mischief to the

Muscovites, or persecute their own Christian subjects, but

they can do no hurt to the papalins.
Dp. Burnet, Hist. Own Time, an. 1697.

papalise, *. See papulize.

papalism (pa'pal-izm), . [< papal + -ism.]
The papal system; papistry.

papalist (pa'pal-ist), n. [< OF. papaliste; as

papal + -ist.] A papist; a Koman Catholic.
Baxter.

Patriot 1'Escuyer . . . determines on going to Church,
in company with a friend or two ; not to hear mass, which
he values little, but to meet all the Papalists there in a

body. Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 8.

papalityt (pa-pal'j-ti), n. [<OF.papaU(e,<."M.ii.
papalita(t-)s, papal power, < papalis, papal : see

papal.] Same aspapalty.
papalize (pa/pal-Iz), v.

; pret. and pp. papalized,
ppr. papa-Using. [< papal + -ize.~\ I, trans.

To make papal ;
imbue with papist doctrines or

notions.

He has been, to some extent, Christianized and papalized,
and he has also been turned into a lanky, lean, unhappy-
looking ride regiment. W. H. liuaell, Diary in India, 1. 82.

II. intrans. To become a papist; conform to

popery. Cowper.
Also spelled papalise.

papally (pa'pal-i), adv. In a papal manner;
from a papal point of view; as a papist,
papaltyt (pa'pal-ti), . [< OF. 'papalte, pa-
paute, papalite, papality : see papalityt] The
papacy ;

the papal office or authority ;
the

Church of Rome. Also papality.

Pope Clement was redy in his chambre of consystorie,
syttyng in his chayre otpapalyte.

Jienters, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. clx.

Withall to uphold the decrepid Papalty they [the Jesu-
its] have invented this super-politick Aphorisme, as one
termes it, One Pope and one King.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

papaphobia (pa-pa-fo'bi-ii), n. [NL., < ML.
papa, pope (see p'opel), + Gr. -^o/3<a, < Qeflfc-

tiat, fear.] Dread or hatred of the Pope or of

popery.
paparchy (pa'piir-ki), n. [< ML. papa, pope
(see pope1

), + Gr. -apxia, < apxtiv, rule.] Gov-
ernment by a pope.
Without understanding the papacy (or paparchy, as

Bishop Coxe insists upon calling it) one cannot understand
the history and literature of Europe from the age of Char-
lemagne. Christian Union, July 5, 1888.

papas, pappas (pa'pas, pap'as), n. [< Gr. iraTrof ,

miTnraf : see papa2 .] A parish priest of the
Greek Church

;
a papa.

The censure of a poor country Papas outweighs, in
present effect, that of a Western Bishop.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 11.

The pappas is a prominent figure in the throngs of idlers,

Srominent
because of his long black gown, his tall steeple-

' Scribner's Mag., IV. 370.

papatet (pa'pat), n. [ME. papat; < OF. papat= SP- Pg- papado = It. papato, < ML. papatus,
the office of pope, < papa, pope : see pope*. Cf .

papacy.] The papacy.
A cardinal was thilke tide,
Which the papat longe hath desired.

Oower, Coal. Arnant, I. 254 (Pauli's ed.).

Papaver (pa-pa'ver), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675),
< L. papaver, poppy: see poppy."] A genus
of plants, type of the order Papaveracese and
the tribe Eupapavereie, characterized by the
dehiscence of the roundish capsule by pores
under the lid-like summit; the poppy, it in-
cludes about 26 species, mainly in temperate or subtropi-
cal Asia, Africa, and Europe. They are hairy or glaucous
herbs, with a milky juice, usually dissected leaves, buds
nodding upon long stalks, and showy red, violet, yellow
or white flowers, generally with two sepals, four petals,
and many stamens. See poppy and opium, also cheesebowl,
canker, 6 (a), headache, 2, and maw-seed.

Papaveraceae (pa-pav-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. L. de Jussieu, 1789), < Papaver + -acex."]
The poppy family, an order of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants, of the cohort Parietales,
distinguished by the two to three sepals, and
minute embryo near the base of fleshy albumen.
It includes about 80 species, in 24 genera, of which Papa-
ver is the type, nearly all from north temperate or sub-
tropical regions. They are usually smooth herbs (often
with a colored juice), covered with a grayish bloom or
with long hairs. They bear alternate, generally lobed
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leaves, and conspicuous (lowers, solitary upon long stalks,
with sepals which fall olf at opening. By some authors
this order is made to include the Fumariaceee as a sub-

order.

papaveraceous (pa-pav-e-ra'shius), a. [< NL.

jxipareracens,
< IM papaver, poppy.] Pertain-

ing to the Papareraceee or to the poppy.
Papavereae (pap-a-ve're-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1862), < Papaver + -eee.] A.

group of plants coextensive with the Papave-
racese as denned above, used as a suborder by
those authors who include the f'umariacese (sub-
order Fumarieee) in the order Papaveraceee.
papaverine (pa-pav'e-rin), n. [= F. papave-
rine; as L. papaver, poppy, + -me2.] An alka-
loid (C2iH2iNO4) contained in opium.
papaverous (pa-pav'e-rus), a. [< L. papaver,
poppy, + -ous.] Having the properties of, or
characteristic of, the poppy; papaveraceous.
Mandrakes afford a papaverous and unpleasant odour,

whether in the leaf or apple.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 7.

papaw (pa-pa'), n. [< Sp. Pg. (> NL.) papaya,
a name of Malabar origin.] 1. The tree Carica

Papaya, or its fruit. The papaw is native in South
America, but now widely diffused throughout the tropics.
Its height is about 20 feet, and its deeply seven-lobed
leaves are 2 feet in diameter and borne on footstalks 2

feet long. The fruit is 10 inches long, commonly of an
oblong form, ribbed, and having a thick fleshy rind. It
is sometimes eaten raw or made into a sauce, or when
green is boiled as a vegetable and is also pickled. The
trunk, leaves, and fruit contain an acrid milky juice (see
papain), which has the property of making quickly ten-
der meat which is boiled with a little of it or wrapped in
the leaves, or, as it is claimed, merely hung up among
the leaves. The seeds are an efficacious vermifuge. The
leaves are saponaceous. Also called melon-tree.

2. The tree Asimina triloba, or its fruit, native
in the United States. It is a small tree with lurid
flowers appearing with the leaves, which, when grown,
are obovate-lanceolate, thin, and rather large. The smooth
oblong fruit is 3 or 4 inches long, filled with a sweet pulp
in which are embedded the bean-like seeds.

3. A bushwhacker : with reference to the sub-
sistence or possible subsistence of bushwhack-
ers on the fruit of the papaw. [Missouri.]
Also written pawpaw.

papaw-tree (pa-pa'tre), . See papaw.
Papaya (pa-pa'ya), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu,
1789), < papaiamdram, the native name in Mala-
bar.] 1 . A former genus of trees, the papaws,
of the order Passifloraeete, now included in Ca-
rica. See Carica a,uA papaw. 2. [i.e.] A tree
of this genus.

The slim papaya ripens
Its yellow fruit for thee.

Bryant, Hunter's Serenade.

Papayacese (pap-a-ya'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1833), < Papaya + -aceae."] A tribe of

trees, the papaw family, of the order Passiflo-
raceee, characterized by the minute calyx, tu-
bular staminate corolla, and pistillate of five

erect separate petals. It includes the genera Carica
and Jacaratia, of tropical and subtropical America, re-
markable for their milky juice, white, yellow, or greenish
flowers, and pulpy edible berries.

papayotin (pap-a-yo'tin), n. [< Papaya + -ot-

+ - 2
.] Same as papain.

pap-boat (pap'bot), n. 1. An open vessel used
for holding pap for children.

A pair of bellows, a pair of pattens, a toasting-fork, a
kettle, a pap-boat, a spoon for the administration of medi-
cine to the refractory, and lastly Mrs. Gamp's umbrella.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xlix.

2. A shell of the family Turbinelttdee ; a false

volute, as Turbinella rapha.
papeH (pap), . [ME.: see pope!.] A spiritual
father; a priest; specifically, the Pope.
The prayer of the pape so incensed the Scot that he

vowed revenge, and watched the pape with a good cudgel,
next day, as he crossed the churchyard, where he beat him.

W. Carr, Traveller's Guide, p. 190.

pape2 (pap), . [Creole P., lit. 'pope'; cf. E.

pope, a bullfinch.] An American finch of the
genus Cyanospiza or Passerina, C. or P. ciris.

Also called nonpareil and incomparable. See
cut at painted finch, under pain ted.

papechien (pap-shian'), n. The lapwing: same
as pea-chicken.

.

<pappa, pap: see pap'2 .] A dissembler
;
a flat-

terer
;
a hypocrite.
That papelard, that hym yeldith so, ...
He is the hounde, shame is to seyn,
That to his casting goth agayn.

Rom. of the Kose, \. 7281.

papelardiet, n. [ME., < OF. (and F.) pa.fi-
lardie, hypocrisy, < papelard, a hypocrite: see
papelard.] Hypocrisy.

paper
I ... have wel lever . . .

Wrie me in my foxerie,
Under a cope of papelardie.

Ham. of the Rose, 1. 6796.

papelinet (pap'e-lin), n. [F. : see poplin."] A
rich material made in the seventeenth century
of silk, and sometimes at least with gold or sil-

ver thread. The manufacture of papeline is said to have
been brought from France to Ireland in the eighteenth
century, and to have led to the manufacture of poplin.

papelonne (pap-e-lo-na'), a. [F., < papitlon, a

butterfly: see panlion."] In lier., covered with
an imbricated pattern: said of the field or a
bearing.
papelotet, . [ME. ; appar. connected with OF.
papin, pap: seepap2

.] A porridge.
In mylk and in rnele to make with papelotes,

To a-glotye with here gurles that greden after fode.
Piers Plowman (C), x. 75.

paper (pa'per), n. and a. [< ME. paper, papir,
paupire = D. papier = MLG. pappir, papir =
late MHG. G. papier = Icel. pappir = Sw. pap-
per = Dan. papir, < OF. papier, F. papier = Sp.
Pg. papel, < L. papyrus, alsopapyrum (ML. also

papirus), paper made of papyrus, also a gar-
ment made from papyrus, prop, the plant pa-
pyrus, < Gr. navv/mf (iraTtvpoc, sometimes vairv-

/jof), the plant papyrus, a kind of rush (see
papyrus), also anything made of it, as linen,

cord, etc. The Gr. word for 'paper' was
Xaprifi, L. charta: see cnart, charter, cardl.] I.

w. 1. A material consisting of a compacted
web or felting of vegetable fibers, commonly
in the form of a thin, flexible sheet : used in

writing, for printing, and for various other pur-
poses. The fibers most used for writing-papers are
those of linen and cotton rags, and for printing-papers
those of straw, wood, paper-cuttings or paper-waste, and
selected grasses. These fibers are prepared by grinding,
bleaching, beating, and boiling until they are reduced
to a fluid pulp, in which state they readily mat or felt

together when freed from the water in which they are

suspended. More than 400 varieties of fibers usable for
this purpose are known ; all have curling filaments that

readily interlace with one another. Paper was formerly
made wholly by hand, pulp from the vat being dipped
up in a mold, from which the water drains away, leaving
a felted sheet, which is then pressed and dried. Some fine

grades of writing-, printing-, and drawing-papers are still

made in this way, but the larger part of the paper, for what-
ever purpose used, is now made by machinery. For some
purposes, as newspaper-printing, the sheet is made in

continuous webs of very great length, and is printed from
the uncut roll. Paper is made in a great variety of quali-
ties, ranging from heavy drawing-board to the lightest tis-

sue-paper, and in every color and shade. It is cut for the
trade by accurate machines In a number of sizes, the sheets

varying somewhat according to fashion or special require-
ments. (See list of sizes given below.) Paper is also mold-
ed from the pulp into cartridge-cases, embossed sheets for

wall-decoration, pails, boxes, and other vessels, boats, bar-

rels, car-wheels, domes for observatories, bricks, building
materials, etc., in all of which lightness is combined with
strength. From the sheet it is transformed by various pro-
cesses and operations into roofing material, carpets, bags,
etc. The principal varieties of ordinary paper are writ-

ing- and printing-papers, coarse papers for wrapping and
other purposes, and blotting- and filtering-papers ; while
some useful kinds are the result of manipulations subse-

quent to the paper-maker's work, as lithographic paper,
copying-paper, tracing-paper, etc. The ordinary counts of

paper are thequireof twenty-four sheets, the ream of twen-
ty quires (of which two are inferior to the other eighteen),
and the bundle of two reams.

2. A piece, leaf, or sheet of this material.

'Tis as impossible to draw regular characters on a trem-

bling mind as on a shaking paper. Locke.

I would see 'em all hang'd before I would e'er more set

pen to papyr. VUliers, Rehearsal, i.

3. Any written or printed document or instru-

ment, as a note, receipt, bill, invoice, bond,
memorial, deed, etc.; specifically, in the plural,

letters, notes, memoranda, etc. : as, the private
papers of Washington.

loyous and glad be,
Now full merily demene you amonge,
For of his paupires strike oute plain be ye !

Here hym haue I slain and put to dethe stronge.
Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4735.

They brought a paper to me to be signed.
Dryden, Spanish Friar, iii. 3.

Having yesterday morning received a paper of Latin
verses . . . composed by a youth under age, I read them
with much delight* as an instance of his improvement.

Steele, Taller, No. 207.

4. A printed sheet of news; a newspaper; a

journal.
To you all readers tnrn, and they can look
Pleased in a paper, who abhor a book.

Crabbe, The Newspaper.
The way to prevent these irregular interpositions of the

people is to give them full information of their affairs

through the channel of the public papers, and to contrive
that those paper* should penetrate the whole mass of the

people. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 85.

5. An essay or article
;
a dissertation on a

special topic.



paper
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In- -lllnt; to Inllrll. and tliMl

r available f-.i :i

t'amtrr, Dlckena, Ivi.

of fl cqllently as ill a sjn eial dealer available f-.i :i

uf imixr in Ms periodical.
'

6. Net;ot hilili' rviilenres of inili'liti'iliii'ss, such
us promissory miles, bills of exchange, dr.:
used collectively: as, commercial /<yr; nego-
tiable IKI/H-I-.

I. iliiin it is that ;i Stale, as hue.; as It eannnt In- made
hy liiw In pay 1U debt)*, should have MM privilege uf issn

ing;i/rof any kind. N. A. AVr, < \\.\l N .,
,

7. The written or printed questions, collec-

tively, set for an examination. 8. llnn^'in^s
of ]>aper, printed, Htainped, or plain; paper for

covering I lie walls of interiors. See ]>a]>er-

luiHi/iiifin and iriill-jiiiinr. 9. Free pauses of
admission to a place of entertainment; also, the

persons admitted by sucdi passes: as, the house
w:is filled with IIII/H r. [Slang.]- Accommodation
Paper. See ncC'iifiiinxltttiiin Intl. llhilrr oi'i-'iui n>"<l<iti"ii.

Albuminized paper, albumin paper, paper coated
with albumin, practically always in the form of white of

i-k'u', as a vehicle for silver prints ill ordinary photographic
pr<>eesne.s. I'rints upon it have a glossy surface. Ar-
rowroot paper, in photoa., a so-called plain or 111-11-

gliisxy paper for positive prints, coated with a weak solu-
tion in water of arrowroot, with sodium chlorid and a
trace of citric acid. It gives good effects for large por-
ti.iit-i and landscapes. Bank-note paper. See bank-
tuitf. Blue-process paper. Same as blur-paper.

- Bris-
tol paper, a stout paper of very even texture and smooth
sin tare, used for drawing : named from the place of its ori-

ginal niamitaetnre. Also called Brixtttl-buard. Brown
paper, a general name for wrapping-paper of a brown
eol.ii'atid uf nil qualities and material!*. Business paper,
rMiiiinri < i.il paper, -HI li as notes, bills of exchange, etc.

Calendered paper, paper made smooth by the pressure
of calendering riillers. Carbolic-acid or carbollzed
paper. See carlnlic.- Carbon paper. Seecarkim-paprr.

Chinese paper, (a) Same as rice-paper. (&) A very
thin, soft paper, of a faint yellowish or brownish tint, pre-
parcd from the bark of the bainlx>o. It is much used for

fine impressions from wood-engravings, and occasionally
for proofs from steel-plate engravings, etc. Cobb paper,
in luKiMinliwi. a mottled paper in which brown Is the

trailing tint: largely used by English binders for the lln-

ings or end papers of books in half-calf bindings. Cold-
pressed paper, paper that has been pressed only on the

fella, leaving it of a rough surface. Commercial paper.
See commercial. Commodity of brown papert. See

commodity. Cotton Paper, paper prepared from cotton-
liber.

Cotton paper (charta bombycina), a form of paper said to

havo been known to the Chinese at a remote period, and
to have passed into use among the Arabs early in the 8th

century. It was Imported into Constantinople, and was
used for Greek MSS. in the 13th century. In Italy and
the West it never made much way.

kncyc. Brit, XVIII. 144.

Cram-paper. See cram. Cream-laid paper, a smooth
paper of ivory or cream-like color, much used for note-

paper and envelops. Cross-rule paper, paper ruled off

in squares to facilitate the drawing on it of designs for

weaving, worsted-work, etc., or to aid in making any draw-

ing in the proper proportions, or In drawing a plan, etc.,
t scale. Crystalline paper, paper thinly coated by
means of a brush with a concentrated solution of salt with

dextrine, or with certain more complicated preparations.

Cylinder paper, paper in which the fibers are drawn
in one direction and are not fully Interlaced. Distinc-
tive paper, a kind of protective paper ; a silk-threaded
fiber paper of high quality, such as that used by the United
States government for the printing of notes, certificates,

bonds, and other obligations, etc. Enameled paper, a

surfaced paper that has been highly polished. Ferro-
prusslate paper, paper that has been rendered sensitive
to tlu< action of light by floating it on or coating it with a
solution in water of red prussiate of potash and peroxid of

Iron. When exposed to light under a photographic nega-
tive, a drawing, etc., those parts of the sheet to which the

light has access through the transparent part of the nega-
tive or drawing are more or less affected according to the

length of the exposure and the variation in transparency of

the originals. When the printing has proceeded as far as

is desired, the sheet is washed in clear water, and those

parts which have been protected from the light become
white, while the parts which the light has affected assume
a more or less deep tint of blue, which is permanent when
the sheet is dried. Also called blue-paper. Fiber-faced
paper, a kind of paper used for bank-notes, checks, etc..

in which shreds and scraps of silk or other fiber are mixed
with the pulp of the paper to alford a protection against
forgery. Compare distinctive paper. Filter paper or

filtering-paper. See filter-paper and filtering. Flat
paper, paprr unfolded and ready for use in printing.
Fossil paper. See fossil and asbestos.- Fourdrlnler
paper, paper made in the Knurdrinier machine, in

whirh at one end the thud pulp Hows in on felts, and at
tlir other end the paper is delivered dry in the fonn of an
endless roll. Gaine'S paper. Same as parchment pttper.

Gunpowder paper. See gunpmrder. Hand-made
paper. see def. i. Hard plate-paper, sized paper bav-
in-.: a hard sin fact' u h it'll dors ni it readily take ink or color.

- Height to paper, in titi^-j'i'timlin>i. tin- extreme length
of a type from its face to Its foot. In Great Britain and the
('tilted States the standard height is eleven twelfths of an
inch. Kreneh and (iennan types arehigher. Hot-pressed
paper, paper polished by pressure between heated plates.

Imperfect paper, sheets of inferior quality, usually the
two outside quirt's of a ream, which are wrinkled, torn, or
specked. India paper. See India. Ingres paper.
1
K. I'li/ii' r Jiiyre*; named from the noted painter J. \. IV

/fi'/r^v (died 1867).) A laid
paper, showing water-mark,

I sMiuev^hat t-oiieh surface, and tinted gray, drab, or the
like, especially prepared for drawing with crayons. In
papert, in 0M A.V/. Iti/r. not yet enrolled on parchment
or i-ee.n-ded in a tinal judgment Iridescent paper, pa
per ashed with a solution .if nutgalls, iron, ana indigo
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sulphates, sal ammoniac, and gum arable in water, and

exposed to the fume* of ammonia. Japanese paper,
paper made from the bark of the paper-mulberry (flruuau-
nttia papyri/era), soft, silky, transparent, and with a satin-

like surface. There are various qualities, of which the
white Is the best and thickest. It Is used for expensive
[niniini.', pioofs of plate-engravings, etc. Laid paper.

1,11:1 Legal-tender paper, papt r money ,i,.i:u.d

by law to lie a 1< gal tender. Linen paper, paper made
from linen or nax-nber : "lin?n paper was first made in the

Hth century" (Kiicyc. llrit.. XVIII. -.'IS).
- Lithographic

paper, nvvlithiyrapliif. Litmus-paper. Secftriw**.

Loft-dried paper, paper in which the sizing Is dried by
atiuo,phi t i> e\ :i[."i aiion. Low to paper, in i

J"'-. Luminous paper, paper of which the pnlplscom-
pounded v, it 1 1 gelatin and a phosphorescent powder. Ma-
chine-Sized Paper, paper made hy dipping the web In a
bath of dissolved rosin and alum. Manila paper, paper
made from manlla-nber. It is usually of dull-mill color,
and Is of marked toughness. Marbled paper, paper
stained with colors In conventional imitation ofvariegated
marbles. It is used chlrtly for the linings and cover* of

books. See inarbliity. Metallic paper. See metallic.

M Paper, paper which has only trivial Imperfection*.
Mulberry paper, a kind of paper prepared In China from
the inner haik of the papei-mnltieny. Negotiable pa-
per. See n'->jtialiU. Nepal paper, a strong unsized pa-

per, made in Nepal from the pulverized bark of the Daphne
cannabina.- News paper, a low grade of white printing-

paper. N paper, paper of the second sorting, and inferior

to M paper. Oiled paper. See nil. On paper, in writ-

Ing ; set down "In black and white." Paper-burnishing
machine, a machine for putting a polish on paper, by
means of a burnishing-stone, by heavy glazed: roll -, or

by any other method.- Paper-clipping machine, a
machine for trimming the edges of books or of paper in

piles, usually a guillotine-knife driven by a considerable

power, and connected with a gage. Paper-coloring
machine, a set of color-rollers, automatically supplied
with pigment, which give a coat of color to sheets of paper
fed between them by means of feed-rollers. Paper-glaz-
ing roller, a roller glazing- or bunilshing-machlne for pro-

ducing a glossy surface on paper. Paper-molding ma-
chine, a machine for molding paper-pulp to any required
form. Paper process of stereotyping, a process of

making plate* for newspaper-printing. A mold of the

type form Is made by beating with a brush prepared paper-

pulp on the face of the type : this mold, when dry, Is filled

with type-metal. Workshop Receipts, 4th ser., Stereotyp-
ing. Parchment paper, an imitation of parchment, pre-

pared from ordinary unsized paper by Immersing It for a
few seconds in a solution of two parts of sulphuric acid or
oil of vitriol In one part of water, at a temperature of 80* K. ,

then washing it In cold water, and removing any remain-

ing traces of the acid by dipping It In a weak solution of

ammonia. It resembles parchment In appearance, and is

tough, translucent, glossy, and almost impermeable to wa-
ter. Also called papyrine and Gaine's paper. Photo-
graphic paper, any paper used for the purposes of pho-

tography; especially, the paper, whether albuminized,
salted, variously sensitized, coated with emulsion, etc.,

used for making positive prints from negatives. Pitched
paper. Same as tarred paper. Pizzixhelli paper, a
sensitized platinum paper prepared commercially for pho-
tographic use. It gives a mat surface and clear gray
tones, which are pleasing

for many subjects. Plain pa-
per, (a) Paper tnat is unruled. (6) In photog.,&ny paper
that has not a glossy surface, such as that of albuminized

paper. Plate-paper, the highest grade of book-paper.
Polygraphic paper, a paper specially prepared: to re-

ceive writing or printing in an aniline ink, and to trans-

fer this readily, under pressure, to another similar sheet

dampened. The second sheet is then used as a matrix
from which a number of impressions of the original writ-

Ing can be struck off In a press. Post paper, a style of

paper which came Into use toward the end of the seven-
teenth century, especially for letter-writing.

Post paper seems to have derived its name from the post-
horu which at one time was its distinguishing mark.

I'r.. Diet., III. -I'M.

Printing-paper, a quality of paper made for printing,
usually of softer stock and surface than writing-paper,
and not so hard-sized. The lowest grade is newt, the

highest If plate. Rag paper, paper made from the pulp
of rag*.

The first mention of ray paper occurs In the tract of

Peter, abbot of Cluny (1122
- 60 A. D.), adversus Judnos, cap.

ft, where, among the various kinds of books, he refer* to

such a* are written on material made "ex raaurts veterum

Innnorum."
At this early period woollen cloth Is proba-

ly Intended. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 218.
p
bl

Roofing-paper, a coarse, stout paper variously prepared,
used to cover roofs. It Is usually securely and smoothly
nailed down, and then thickly coated with tar or paint.
Ruled paper, writing-paper ruled mechanically with

lines, for convenience in writing, keeping accounts, etc.

Safety-paper, a paper which has been so prepared
chemically,or so coated with a chemical pigment, that writ-

ing on it in ink cannot be effaced or cannot be erased
without leaving indelible marks on the paper. Such pa-

per is often used for bank-check*, etc., to guard against
fraud. Sensitized paper, paper that has been cheml
cally treated so that the color of its surface may be altered

by the action of light, used In the various processes of

photographic printing. The name Is most commonly
given to paper that lias been floated on a bath of nitrate

of silver, or coated with an emulsion of silver nitrate or
chlorid ; but it is equally applicable to ferroprusslate
or blue paper*, to bromide papers, to the sensitized pig-

ment-papers used in the carbon process, to platinum pa-
pers, or to any others of like character. Silk paper.
Same as tissue-paper. Silver paper. Same as titnte-

IKiper. Sized paper, paper which has received a thin
surface of glutinous matter to give it greater strength
and proper writing-surface. Sizes Of paper, certain

standard dimensions of paper, the sheet* Iwing commer-
cially cut to those sizes. Printing-, writing-, and draw-

Ing papers of the same names are of different sizes in

Dreat Britain and the I'nited states. The sizes most
used have names and measurements, in Inches, as speci-
fied in the following table, but names the same as heir

paper

given are sometimes applied to sices which are larger or
smaller.

kivlitJ.. United SUM.
Antiquarian writing XI X U
Atlas drawing 26 X 84
Atlas small drawing 26 X 81
Atlas writing 28 X88
rheek folio writing T 17 -'I

I olmnhicr drawing 24 X 841
I'.iliinihler writing 24 X 84) IS X 88)
Copy, or bastard writing ID X SO
Crown drawing 16 x 20
Crown writing IS X 19

Demy drawing 17 -22
Demy printing 17) X 2S

Ik-niy short drawing 14 X 2OJ
Demy writing 16 X 20 18 X O
Double atlas drawing SI) X 66
Double cap writing 17 -at
Double crown printing 20 X 80
Double demy printing.. 22) X 86.. 2 X W)
Double elephant writing 20) X 40 2 X 40
Double medium printing 24 X 88
Double pot printing 17 X 2&J
Double royal printing 20 x 40
Double super royal printing 20 X 48

lileplmiit writing 28 X 28 224, X 27}
i:mperor writing 4S x 72
Extra large post writing 10) X 21
Extra size folio writing 18 X 28
Flat cap writing 14 X 17
Folio post writing 17 X 22

Foolscap drawing 131 X 10}
Foolscap writing 181 X 17 12J X 1

lirand eagle e) X 40

Imperial drawing 22 X SO

Imperial printing 22 X SO 22 X 82

Imperial writing 22 X SO 21 X SO
Medium and half printing 24 X 80
Medium printing 19 X 24 19 X 24
Medium writing 171x22 18 X SS
Pot writing 121 X IIS

Royal drawing 19} X 24

Koyal long drawing 18 X 27)
Royal printing 20 X 25 20 X 26

Koyal writing 19 X 24 19 X 24
Small cap writing 18 X 18
Small double medium printing 24 -86
Small post writing ISi X 161

Super royal drawing 19J X 27}
Super royal printing 22 X28
Super royal writing 101x271 20 X 28
Thick and thin post writing l&J X 19}

Soft plate-paper, paper which Is thick, unsized, and

easily receptive of Impression. Special paper, a list

kept In court for putting down demurrers, etc., to be

argued. State paper, a paper relating to the political
Interests or government of a state. Surfaced paper,
paper having an added film of whiting, which fills mi-
nute pits, and adapts it for the printing of woodcut*.
Surface paper, paper covered with a thin coat of clay
or other substance with Intent to give a smoother sur-

face. Tarred paper, a coarse, thick paper soaked with
a tar product, used for covering roofs, lining walls, etc.,

with the object of securing warmth and drynes*. Test-

Paper, litmus* or turmeric-paper, used as a test for alka-

linity or acidity. Tissue-paper, a very thin paper of fine

and soft texture, used for wrapping valuable or delicate

articles, for polishing fine surfaces, for protecting engrav-
ings in books, etc.; silk paper; silver paper. Touch and
trade papers. In the I'nited States, a permit issued by the
collector of a port, under section 4364 of the I'nited States

Revised Statutes, to a vessel licensed for carrying on fish-

ing, authorizing it to "touch and trade" at any foreign

port during the voyage. Tracing-paper, paper o pre-

pared as to be transparent, and of such texture that it

will receive marks either in pencil or with pen and Ink.

used for copying a design, etc. , by laying It over the origi-

nal and following the lines carefully with a pencil or pen.

Transfer-paper, paper coated thickly with an adhe-
sive pigment, as lampblack, vermilion, Indigo, etc., used
for transferring a deilgn mechanically to an object on
which it is to be copied. A sheet of transfer-paper ls laid

upon the object ; on this Is laid the design executed on

paper or other thin and yielding material, and the lines

of the design are then passed overwith a hard point, which
causes the pigment of the transfer-paper to adhere, along
the lines passed over, to the object under treatment.
Tub-sized paper, paper made by dipping each sheet In

a tub that contains prepared animal sizing. Turmeric-
paper, paper dipped Into a hot Infusion of turmeric, strong

enough to give the paper a pronounced yellow color, and
dried: used as a test of alkalinity or acidity. Vellum pa-
per, a heavy, uniform paper, showing no grain, and having
a very smooth and fine surface. It Is used for some of the
finest printing. Waxed paper, paper on which beeswax
has been rubbed and melted oy means of a hot Iron : use-

ful from Its impermeability to water. Whatman paper,
an excellent brand of F.ngllsh papers, made In different

qualities, with fine or coarse grain. It Is used by drafts-

and aquarellists, printer* of engravings, photogra-
phers, etc. Wove paper, paper laid on flannels or felts

and showing no marks of wires. Wrapping-paper, a

more or less coarse paper used for wrapping, varying in

color usually from pale-buff to brown, made from un-
bleached manlla or old rope. (See also blotting-paper,

bond-paper, tomb-paper, copying-paper, end-paper, (iiung-

paper, man\.Md-pa.per, rice-paper.)

U.. a. 1. Made of paper; consisting of paper,
in any sense : as, a paper box; pajtrr currency.

I have been told that In China the flying of paper kites

is a very ancient pastime, and practised much more gener-
ally by the children there than it Is In England.

Strvtt, SporU and Pastime*, p. 497.

There is but a thin paper wall between great discoveries

and a perfect ignorance of them. Bvrnet,

2. Appearing merely in certain written or

printed statements, and not existing in reality
or in tangible form : as, a paper army.



paper

I now turn to the other class of critics those who speak
without thinking. Their irrepressible contention is only

too familiar to my ears : "It is a paper frontier a frontier

merely marked by pillars stuck in the sand."
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 480.

The damage done by speculation consists in lowering the

price of the whole amount of actual wheat by this enor-

mous inflation of paper wheat.
Set. Amtr., N. S., LVIII. 53.

Paperbaron, paper lord, a person who holds a title which

is not hereditary, or holds a title by courtesy, as a life-peer,

j udge, etc. Paper blockade, boat, carpe t, car-wheel.

See the nouns.- Paper book, in lair, a book or pamphlet
containing a copy of the record in a legal proceeding, pre-

pared for examination by an appellate court : so called

from being on paper instead of parchment, or in paper
covers Paper cigar, a small cigar covered with paper;

a cigarette. Dickem, Bleak House. Paper cloth, cur-

rency, floor-cloth, money, shell, etc. See the nouns.

Paper negative, in photag., a negative made on prepared

paper. In making such negatives, the dry gelatinobro.

mide emulsions are especially used, and the operations of

development, etc., are performed in the same way as for

a negative on glass. The finished negative is rendered

translucent, a usual method being to oil it with castor-oU,

removing the superfluous oil by pressing with a hot iron ;

it can then be printed from in the same manner as a glass

plate It is important that the paper used shall be homo-

geneous and free from grain. Such negatives are conve-

nient from their lightness and unbreakableness.

paper (pa'per), v. t. [< paper, n.] 1. To line

or cover with paper, or apply paper to in any
way; also, to cover with paper-hangings.

In a small chamber was my office done,
Where blinks through paper'd panes the setting sun.

Crabbe, Works, I. 50.

The drawing-room at Todgers's was out of the common
style : ... it was floor-clothed all over, and the ceiling,

including a great beam in the middle, vita papered.
Dickene, Martin Chuzzlewit, ix.

2. To fold or inclose in paper. 3. In book-

binding, to paste the end-papers and fly-leaves
at the beginning and end of (a volume), before

fitting it in its covers. 4. To treat in any way
by means of paper ; perform any operation on,
such as some kinds of polishing, in which paper
enters as a material or medium

; sandpaper, or

smooth by means of sandpaper. 5. To fill, as

a theater or other place or amusement, with an
audience mostly admitted by paper that is,

by free passes ;
fill with non-paying specta-

tors : as, the house was papered nightly during
his engagement. [Slang.] 6f. To register;
note or set down on paper.

paper-bark (pa'per-bark), . An Australian

tree, Melaleuca Leucadendron ; also, a tree of

any species of the allied genus ColUstemon : all

so called because their bark peels off in layers.

paper-birch (pa'per-berch), . See birch, 1, and
canoe-birch.

paper-case (pa'per-kas), n. A box for holding
writing-paper, and sometimes other materials
for writing.

paper-chase (pa'per-chas), n. The game of

hare and hounds, so called from the bits of

paper scattered as " scent" by the "hares" to

guide the pursuit of the " hounds."

paper-clamp (pa'per-klamp), n. 1 . A frame for

holding one or more newspapers, periodicals,

pieces of sheet music, or the like, together by
the backs, with the pages flat so that they may
be readily turned over and conveniently laid by
or hung up when not in use ; a newspaper-hold-
er or newspaper-file. 2. The apparatus which

firmly holds paper in a paper-cutter.
paper-clip (pa-per-klip), n. Same as letter-clip.

paper-cloth (pa'per-kloth), n. A fabric par-
taking of the nature of paper and of cloth, pre-
pared by the natives of many Pacific islands
from the inner bark of the paper-mulberry, the

breadfruit, and other trees, by a process which
includes beating it, after soaking, to a partial

pulp, without wholly destroying the texture.

paper-coal (pa'per-kol), n. A name sometimes
given to a variety of coal, of Tertiary age, which
splits up into thin leaves.

paper-cutter (pa'pfer-kut"er), n. 1. A machine
for cutting paper in piles or in sheets, or for

trimming the edges of books, pamphlets, etc.;
a paper-clipping machine. See cut in next
column. 2. A flat thin blade of ivory, bone,
hard wood, tortoise-shell, vulcanized rubber,
or the like, used to cut open the leaves of books
and other folded papers, and also for folding
paper Gage paper-cutter, a paper-cutting machine
provided with apparatus that regulates with exactness
the space between different cuts.

paper-day (pa 'per -da), n. In common-law
courts, one of certain days in each term ap-
pointed for hearing the causes specially entered
in the paper or roll of business for argument.
paper-enamel (pa'per-e-nam'

/
el), n. An enam-

eling preparation for cards and fine note-pa-
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paper-office (pa'per-of"is), n. In England : (a)

An ancient office in the palace of Whitehall,

London, wherein state papers are kept. (6) An
office in the Court of Queen's Bench where the

records belonging to that court are deposited.
Wharton.

paper-pulp (pa'per-pulp), n. The fine pulp pre-

pared for making paper from any of the various

materials used for this purpose. See paper, 1.

paper-punch (pa'per-puneh), n. An implement
for piercing or making holes in paper for pur-

poses of cancellation, for passing a cord through
it to facilitate filing on a rod or hook, or for

any other purpose.
paper-reed (pa'per-red), n. The papyrus.

This kinde of reede, which I have englished Paper reede,

... is the same . . . that paper was made of in Egypt.
Gerarde, Herball (ed. 1597), p. 37.

The paper reeds by the brooks . . . shall wither.
Isa. xix. 7.

paper-ruler (pa'per-ro"]er), n. One who or an
instrument or machine which traces straight
lines on paper for any purpose.

- . paper-rush (pa'per-rush), n. The papyrus.
paperer(pa'per-er),. One who applies paper JaW-sailor (pa'per-sa"lor), n. The paper-
to anything one

, who covers (as a wallmpaper-W^ or argonaut.

>aper-shell (pa'per-shel), . A soft-shelled

crab. A few hours after shedding, when the shell has
hardened so that on denting with the finger it springs
backwith a slight noise, the paper-shell becomes a crackler.

paper-size (pa'per-siz), . A size for paper.
See size?.

Paper-cutter.

a, frame; t, balance-wheel and regulator ; t, belt-pulley
for driving

the shaft ; rf, table for the paper, with graduated
lines ; e, hand-wheel

differe

ing th<

pers. It is prepared from paraffin and pure ka-

olin, and tinted to any shade desired.

hanging) with paper, wraps (as needles) in pa-

per, or inserts (as pins) in a paper.
The pins are then taken to the papereri, who are each

seated in front of the bench. Ure, Diet., III. 580.

paper-faced (pa'per-fast), a. Having a face as

, 2 He, IV.,

paper-feeder (pa'per-fe'der),/!. Acontrivanee,

varying greatly in form and principle, for de-

livering paper from a pile in single sheets to a

printing-press, envelop-cutter,
-

paper-splitting (pa'per-splif'ing), n. Theoper-
ation of separating the two faces of a sheet of

paper, so as to form two sheets from one. it is

done by firmly cementing a piece of muslin to each face.

etc.

paper-file (pa'per-fil), . A device to hold let-

ters or other papers kept in order for reference.

paper-folder (pa'per-f61*der),w.
1. Sameasjwz-

per-cutter,2. [Eng.] 2. Same as foIding-ma-
chine.

paper-gage (pa'per-gaj), . A gage or rule for

measuring the type-face of matter to be printed
and the width of the required margin.

paper-glosser (pa'per-glos"er), n. 1. A hot-

press for glossing paper or cards. 2. A work-
man who gives a smooth surface to paper.

paper-hanger (pa'per-hang'er), n. One whose

employment is the hanging of wall-papers.

paper-hanging (pa'per-hang'ing), n. 1. The

operation of fixing wall-papers or paper-hang-
ings to walls. 2. pi. Paper, either plain or

variously ornamented, used for covering and

adorning the walls of rooms, etc. : so called be-

cause they form a substitute for the earlier

hangings of cloth or tapestry. Paper-hangings
were not introduced into Europe until the seventeenth

century ; their use in China and Japan for screens and par-
tial w:

paper-stainer (pa'per-sta"ner), .

paper-hangings.
paper-stock (pa'per-stok), n. Material, such as

rags, etc., from which paper is made.

paper-tester (pa'per-tes"ter), n. A machine
for testing the tensile strength of paper, it

consists essentially of two holders sliding in a frame, the

paper being clamped between them and stretched by
drawing forward one of the holders by means of a screw.

The strain transmitted by the paper strip to the second
holder lifts a weighted lever, the movement of which is

shown by a pointer on a scale which indicates the break-

ing strain.

paper-tree (pa'per-tre), . 1. The paper-mul-
berry. 2. The Nepal paper-shrub, Daphne
cannabina, of the Himalayan region. 3. An-
other shrub, Edgeworthia Gardneri, of India,

China, etc., whose bark prepared like hemp
forms a superior paper-material. 4. A tree,

Streblus (Trophis) asper, called paper-tree of

Siam, though common in the East Indies.

paper-washing (pa'per-wosh"ing), . In^Ao-
toa., water which has been used to wash prints,^ '..... rt.i . . _ " T_ ' _1_

Dolls, blue-books, paper-hangings [are] lineally descend-
ed from the rude sculpture-paintings in which the Egyp-
tians represented the triumphs and worship of their god-

kings. U. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 22.

paper-holder (pa'p6r-hol"der), w. 1. A box or

receptacle for holding paper, as writing-paper,
etc. 2. A paper-clamp or -clip.

paper-hornet (pa'per-hor'net), n. Any hornet
or other wasp which builds a papery nest.

The position of the paper-hornet^ nests . . . [is] vari-

ously asserted to be indicative of a "hard" or "open"
winter, as they chance to be placed in the upper or lower
branches of a tree. Pop. Sri. Mo. ,

XXVIII. 642.

paper-knife (pa'per-nif), n. Same as paper-
cutter, 2.

paper-machine (pa'per-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
chine for making paper.
paper-maker (pa'per-ma'*ker), n. One who
manufactures paper or who works at paper-
making Paper-makers' felt. See felti.

paper-making (pa'per-ma'king), n. The art or

process of manufacturing paper Paper-making
machine. Same as paper-machine.

Such water takes from the paper a certain amount of sil-

ver, which it is profitable to recover if the water is in con-

siderable quantity.

paper-weight (pa'per-wat), n. A small heavy
object used to lay on loose papers to keep them
from being scattered

; especially, one made for

the purpose and somewhat decorative, as a slab

of marble, a plate of glass, or the like, with or

without a bronze or other figure to serve as a

handle, or a mass of glass decorated with vari-

ous objects inclosed in it. and the like.

A paper-weight form'd of a bronze lizard writhing.
F. Locker. Beggars.

papery (pa'per-i), a. [< paper + -yl.] Like

paper; having the thinness and consistency of

paper; having the appearance or texture of

paper.
His kitling eyes begin to runne
Quite through the table, where he spies
The homes of paperie butterflies.

Berrfck, Oberon's Feast.

papescent (pa-pes'ent), a. [Irreg. < pap2 +
-escent.] Containing pap ; having the qualities

paper-marbler(pa'per-mar"bler),. Amarker ot^ ot the cooll lacteacent , ^p^ent piants, as
of marbled paper; a workman engaged in pa- Q jchory, lettuce dandelion, ... are found effectual in

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vii. 80.per-marbling.
paper-mill (pa'per-mil), n. A mill in which pa-
per is manufactured.

paper-mulberry (pa
'

per -mul * ber -
i) ,

n. See
Broussonetia.

paper-muslin (pa'per-muz"lin), n. A glazed
muslin used for dress-linings and the like.

paper-nautilus (pa'per-nati-lus), 11. The pa-
per-sailor or argonaut. See argonaut, Argonait-
titl.-i'. and nautilus.

hot countries.

papesst (pa'pes), . [< OF. (and F.) papesse, <

pape, pope, + fern, suffix -esse : see pope1 and

-ess."] A female pope.
Was the history of that their monstrous papeis [Pope

Joan] of our making ?

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, ii. 9.

papeterie (pap-e-tre'), . [F., < papetier, one
who makes or sells paper, < papier, paper: see

paper.] A case or box, usually somewhat or-



papeterie

numental, containing paper and other mate-
rials for writing.

papeyt, [Also imppi-y; appar. < pape*-.] 1.

A house where papes or priests resided.

Then come you to the papey. a proper house, wherein
some time was kept a fraternitic, or brotherhood of s.

I'harltlc, and S. John Evangelist, called the papey (f|or

poore impotent Priests (for in some language I'riests are
called Tapes). Stoat, London (ed. 16II3X p. 166.

2. A fraternity of priests in Aldgate ward, Lon-
don, suppressed by tMward VI. llalliicetl.

Paphia (piVli-il), . [NL., fern, of L. Paphius,
Puphian: see /'u/iliian.] The typical genus of

Paphian (pa'ft-an), . and . [< L. Paphius, <

Gr. nd<t>iof, Paphiau, < Or. Ildpoc, L. Paphos, Pa-
phits, a town in Cyprus celebrated for its temple
of Aphrodite.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Paphos, a city of Cyprus sacred to Aphrodite
(Venus), and containing one of her most cele-

brated temples.
For even the Paphian Venus seems
A goddess o'er the realms of love,
When silver-shrined In shadowy grove.

D. O. Roaetti, Jenny.

Hence 2. Pertainingto Aphrodite or herrites.
3. [I. c.~] In conch., of or pertaining to the

Pajihiidte.
II. it. 1 . An inhabitant of Paphos ;

a Cypriot
or Cyprian. 2. A prostitute. Brewer. 3.

[/. <.] In conch., any member of the Paphiida.
Paphiidae (pa-fi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Paphia
+ -Mas.] A family of siphonate bivalves, typi-
fied by the genus Paphia. They have the siphons
distinct and divergent, the shell aubtrigonal, with the

ligament lodged in an internal cardinal pit, the cardinal
teeth simple, compressed, and the lateral teeth rudimen-
tary. The principal genera are Paphia and Ervillia.

Most of these shells are found in tropical seas.

Papian code. See code.

papier (pap-ia'), n. [F. : see paper."] Paper.
Papier bulle, a paper of a yellowish or rose color used by
draftsmen and by architects for their working drawings.
Sometimes Incorrectly written papier BUM. Papier
glace. Same as ice-paper. Papier Joseph, tine silk pa-

per, or tissue-paper. Papier mache. See papier-mAchi
1
.

Papier pelure, a very thin but smooth. Him and elastic

semi-transparent paper, used for covering candy-boxes,
jelly-pots, etc., and for writing-paper when it U desirable
to have it light for correspondence. Papier verge, a

paper which, when viewed by transmitted light, appears
closely marked with parallel lines of greater transparency
than the intervening spaces.

papier-mache (pap-ia'ma-sha'), . [F. papier
mdche, macerated paper : papier, < L. papyrus,
paper (see paper); nidche, pp. of mdcher, chew,
macerate, < L. masticare, chew : see nuisticate.]
A material composed principally of paper (to
which other substances may be added to impart
special qualities), usually prepared by pulping
a mass of paper to a doughy consistence, wnich
can be molded into any desired form. Ornaments
for panels and ceilings, picture-frames, and the like, ana-

tomical models, jars, boxes, and even boats and car-wheels,
are made from it. A finer sort is made by pasting together
whole sheets of paper of a particular kind ; in thisway trays
and dishes are made, a mold regulating the exact curve of

the rim, etc., a thin tray often consisting of forty or flfty

thlcknessesof paper. Ceramic papier-mache.a papier-
mache prepared oy a special formula requiring the incor-

poration with the paper-pulp of resin, glue, potash, dry-

ing-oil, and other ingredients. When kneaded, it acquires
the consistency of plastic wax or clay, and may he colored

as desired, and molded into any shape. When .Idol It has

many of the properties of wood is hard, strong, and ad-

mits of being cut, carved, or polished.

papilette (pap-i-lef), . [OF., also papikte,

Cniiiilctte,papillote,papillotte,

a spangle, lit. a

tterfly : see papillate."] Same as paillette.

Papilio (pa-pil'i-6), n. [NL. (Linnseus), < L.

inii>ilio(n-j, a butterfly ; whence ult. E. pavilion,
u. v.] If. [1. c.] A general name of all

lepi-
dopters before the introduction of the binomial
nomenclature in zoology. 2. A notable genus
of butterflies: a name variously used, (a) By
Linnaeus (1758), for all butterflies then known : equivalent
to KhoptHocera. (6) By Fabricius (1793), for butterflies of
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pean swallowtail, P. machaon. u the type specie* of the
genus ; Hcudder (1872) decide* that P. antiupa ls the type.
If) most entomologists the name Is now restricted to
swallow -tailed butterflies having ample wings, triangu-
lar fore wings,
himl wings con-
cave next to the

body and usually
extended behind
Into a tail before
the anal angle, and
outer niiiik'in of

bind wings den-

tale,with the teeth

quite prominent Full-frown Larva, half natural . of Phile
near the tall. Die nor SwallowuU (Pafnlu fhiUnitr .

genus thus defined
Is of world-wide distribution, with about 850 species. The
common yellow and black butterfly of North America, P.

tvrma, Is agood example. Another Is theconimon swal-
low-tailed butterfly of Europe, P. inachatm, with long an-

tenna;, very short palpi, and the hind wings tailed. Tills

species expands about three and one half Inches, is yellow
and black, with a red spot at the anal angle. Some of the

papllios are giants, as /'. aniiinachus of Africa, expanding
about eight inches. See Eauitet. 2, and also cut under Pa-

pilitnada.

3. (_l. c.] Some or any butterfly; especially, a

member of the genus Papilio.

Papilionaceae (pa-pil'i-6-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(LimiRMis, 1792), 'fern. pi. of papilionaceug : see

papilionaceous.] A suborder of leguminous
plants, characterized by united sepals, and pa-
pilionaceous petals imbricated with the highest
(or standard) exterior. It includes 11 tribes,
126 subtribes, and 319 genera,
papilionaceous (pa-pil'i-o-ua'shius), a. [= F.

' = Kp. papilionaceo = Pg. papiliona-
ceo = It. papilionaceo, papi-
glionaceo, < NL. papitiona-
Cfux, < L. papilio(n-), but-

terfly: see Papilio.] 1. Re-

sembling the outterfly. 2.

In hut., having the corolla

shaped like a butterfly, such
as that of the pea. A

papilio-
naceous flower consists of a large

upper petal, called the standard or

vexillum, two lateral petals called
alie or wings, and two Intermediate'

petals forming a carina or keel.

See also cut under corolla.

Papilionidae (pa-pil-i-ou'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Leach, 1819), < fapilio(n-) + -Mm.] .

A fam-

ily of butterflies,

by the

Papilio,

liim.iccous Floweraptlinnao
rltnieiiltt

ings r

ved. J. standard :

in*;*, keel.

or
with one of the

Chrysalis of Fhilenor Butterfly (Pafitio
fkitener).

a. dorsal view ; *, lateral view, illus-

trating characteristic mode of hanging by
a girdle.

Philcnor Swallowtail *,Papilio philmor), half natural size.

the families Xymphalida and Papiliunida. (c) By Schrank

(ISOHfor the Sytnphalida alone, (d) By Latreille (1806), for

the Papiliunidje alone. Westwood (1840) gives the Euro-

typified

genus
usually consider-
ed the highest of

the diurnal Lepi-
doptera, or Jlho-

palocera. They
nave broad wings
erect In repose, the
hind wings concave
along the abdominal
border, slender an-
tenna? with the knob
straight or scarcely
curved, slender body,
and six functional

legs of which the first

pair is of normal size

und directed forward.
The larva? are smooth
or only moderately
pilose, never spinose,
thicker in front, tapering behind, with two retractile ten-

tacles on the segment behind the head. The chrysalids
are naked, angular, fastened to a button of silk, and hung
by a silken loop a little above the middle of the body.
The family is divided into 2 subfamilies, Papilioninx and
IHeriiuf, to which some add Parnauiinje. [Other forms
of the word are Papiliona (Dalman, 1816); PapUwniila
(Leach, 1815); Pap&ioiMea (Latreille, 1802); and Papi-
tianidi (Bolsduval, 1829).] See also cuts under Papiliv.

Papilioninae (pa-pil'i-6-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Papilio(n-) + -true.'] One of two or three sub-
families of Papilionidte, containing the genus
Pa/nlio and its allies.

papilionine (pa-pH'i-5>-nin),
a. Resembling or

relating to thei Papilioninte; pertaining to true

papilios.

papilla (pa-pil'il), . ; pi. papilla (). [= F.

l><iliille
= Sp. papila = Pg. It. papilla, < L. pa-

pilla, a nipple, teat, also a bud, a pimple, dim.

otpapula, a pustule: seepapula. Cf.jxjp
1
.] 1.

A pap, teat, or nipple of a mammary gland;
amammilla. Hence 2. Something like a pa-
pilla ; a papilliform part or process, (a) in anot.,

any mammillary process, generally of small size, soft tex-

ture, and sensitive, and subserving a tactile function : as,

thepapUlje of the tongue : the papittjr of the niiger-tips.

(6) In enlom., a small fleshy elevation or process ; specifi-

cally,one of two soft malodorousorgans which can be thrust
out from behind the penultimate abdominal segment in

certain rove-beetles, (c) In hot., a small protuberance;
a nipple-shaped projection. Anal papillse, in tbeAphi-
aida or plant-lice, slight fleshy protuberances at the end of

the abdomen, found only in the male, and used as claspers.

Angular papilla, small ossicles or papillate nodule*

papillitis

borne upon the tori angulares of the mouth of some echl-

noderms, as among the brittle-stars. See patat 'i. Cir-
cumvallate or calycllorm papillae.

See dnvmaiUair.
Conical "i flllforni papillae,

mlnutv conical, Up
or cylindrical papilla?, densely set over the greater part of
the dorauni of the tongue, and terminating usually In a
tuft of simple pmpllur, whose homy epithelial covering
forms hair-like processes. These processes give the tonne
Its furred or velvety appearance. Also called papSUf
miniaur. See cut under tongue.- Engorged papilla. .*

aigorgt. Foliate papilla, small folds of mucous mem-
brane on the sides of the tongue, Immediately in front of
the anterior pillar of the palate. Funglform papilla,
papilla- Intermediate in size and number between the cir-

ciim vallate and the conical paptlhe, scattered over the dor-
sum of the tongue, but more numerous along the sides and
at the tip. They are deep-red In color and of rounded form,
and are narrowed at their attachment like a mushroom,
whence the name. See cut under tungve.- Gustatory
papilla, tin- papilla: of taste the clrcumTallate, the fin,

glform, and the conlnil papllhc. ."ee cut under tongue.
Hair papilla, a conical or fungifonn papilla projecting
from the bottom of the hair follicle Into the base of the
hair-bulb. See second cut under Aniri. Lacrymal pa-
pilla, a slight elevation on the edge of each eyelid, near
the inn. i i-iul. punctured at its apex by the aperture of
the lacrymal canal. Mushroom papilla, the fnngiform
papilla; of the tongue. Optic papilla. See optic, and
cut under eye>. Papilla acustlca, the ridge formed by
the organ of ( 'ortl ; the papilla plralis. Papilla conlca.
Buneutamicalpiijull.-i. Papilla cutis. SumeaspotXf-
lir'ifthe itin. -Papilla flliformes. Same as conical pa-
I'Hl.r. Papilla foliata. Same as foliate papal*. pa-
pilla funguormeB. ttoLmeu/ungiformpaftUie. Papll-
la maxima. Same ss circwnvaUato papilla. Papilla
media, same ttfuntriformpapillx. Papilla minima.
Same as conical papOlm Papilla Of the kidney, the

apices of the Malpighian pyramids : also called mamnwZjr.
See cut under kidney. Papilla of the skin, numberless
small conical elevations, sometimes cleft Into two or more
parts (compound paplllaeX vascular, nervous, and highly
sensitive, which rise upon the free surface or papillary
layer of the corlum or true skin, beneath the epidermis,
and form collectively the mechanical device for the sense
of touch. They are few and small In many parts of the

body endowed with comparatively little sensibility, but in

some places, especially the palmar and plantar surfaces of
the hands and feet, and about the nipple of the breast,

they are very large and numerous, and set In special curved
lines, thus throwing up the cuticle into the many little

ridges observable at the
tips

of the fingers, for example.
See cut under tkin. Papilla renaldS. Sameas nsJfSHS)
of the liidneu. Papilla tactus, the tactile pupilfffi; the

papillie
of the skin. Papilla vallatse. Same as circvm-

~illate papilla. Papilla mamma, the mammilla or nlp-
e. Papilla splralls, the organ of Cortl : so called from
le appearance it presents to superficial inspection as it

winds spirally throughout the cochlea upon the bastlar

membrane. Tactile papilla, the papilla; of the skin,

especially those containing tactile corpuscles ; In Vcrmet
tactile protuberances, or organs of touch, less developed
than tactile setae.

r,

1

;

.

papillar (pap'i-lftr), a. [= P. papillaire = Si>.

papilar = Pg. papillar = It. papillare; < NL.
papillaris, < L. papilla, nipple: see papilla."]
Like a papilla; in tot,, same &a papillate.

papillary (pap'i-la-ri), a. [< NL. papillaris : see

papillar."] 1. Likeapapilla; papilliform ; of or

pertaining to ptipilhr. 2. In entom., rounded
at the tip, and often somewhat constricted near
the base: applied to thick processes. 3. Pro-
vided with papillte; papillate; consisting of

papillae; papillose: as, the papillary layer of
the skin; the papillary surface of the tongue.
Papillary glands. In but., a species of glands resembling
the papilue of the tongue. They occur In many of the
toftio/*. Papillary muscles. See coiumrur came*,
under cvlvmna.

papillate (pap'i-lat), a. [< NL. "papillatug,
covered with papilla (L.ptipilltttu.*, snapedlike
a bud), < L. papilla, nipple, bud, etc. : see pa-
pilla.'] 1. Formed into a papilla ; papillary or

papilliform. 2. Studded with papilla-: papil-
liferous; papillary; in hot., covered with papil-
lii'. or ending in a papilla. A.\so papillated.

papillate (pap'i-lat), r. ; pret. and pp. pjjpil-
lated, ppr. populating. [< papillate, c

trans. To form or become a papilla.

rs-
TT, trann. To cover with papillas ; place pa-

pilla; on.

Something covered by numerous small prominences, as
the papillated surface of an ordinary counterpane.

H. Spencer.

papillate-scabrous (pap'i-lat-ska'brus), a. In
hot., scabrous or rough from the presence of

papilla
1

.

papilliferous (pap-i-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. papilla,
nipple, bud, + ferre ="E. bear1

.'] 1. In tot.,
same as papillate. 2. In ciitom., bearing one
or more fleshy excrescences: specifically ap-
plied to the abdomen when two soft fleshy
organs can be protruded from behind the penul-
timate segment, secreting a milky fluid, and
yielding a strong unpleasant odor, as in cer-

tain Staphylinida.
papilliform (pa-piri-f6rm), a. [= F. papilli-
forme, < L. papilla, papilla, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a papilla: shaped like or
IVMmbling a papilla; mammilliform.

papillitis (pap-i-U'tis), . [XL., < L. papilla,

papilla, + -iti*.] Inflammation of the optic



papillitis

papilla. See choked disk (under rfisA'), and optic

neuritis (under neuritis).

papilloma (pap-i-16'ma), .; pi. papillomatu

(-ma-ta). [NL., < L. papilla, papilla, + -otna.]

A tumor, usually small, growing on some ex-

ternal or internal surface, composed of vascu-

lar connective tissue covered with epidermis
or epithelium, and formed by the hypertrophy
of a normal papilla or of a group of several,
or resembling a structure thus formed. It in-

cludes corns, warts, condylomata, mucous tubercles, and
some forms of polypi and villous tumors. Papilloma
neuropathicum. Same as memts unins lalens (which
see, under metrus). Zymotic papilloma, frambcesia.

papillomatous (pap-i-lom'a-tus), a. [< NL.

papillnma(t-) + -ous.] Of the nature of orchar-

acterized by papilloma.
Dr. Newman was then led to remove a small fragment

of the growth, which presented the microscopic appear-
ances of a pamllomatous adenoma.

Lancet, No. 3412, p. 123.

papillose (pap'i-los), a. [= F. papilleux = Pg.
It. papilloso, < NL. "papillosus, < L. papilla, a

nipple : see papilla.'] Full of papillee ; papil-

liferous; papular; pimply; warty: used loose-

ly of many studded or bossed surfaces scarcely

coming within the technical definition of papil-
late.

papillote (pap'i-lot), . [P., < OF.papillot, a
little butterfly, dim. of papillon,< L. papilio(n-),

butterfly: see Papilio.] A curl-paper : so called

because appearing like a butterfly on the head.

I wish you could see him making squibs of his papMotes.
Walpole, Letters, II. 132.

papilloUS (pap'i-lus), a. [< NL. "papillosus :

see papillose.] Same &s papillose. Arbutknot,

Aliments, i.

papillula (pa-pil'u-la), n.
; pi. papillulse (-le).

[NL. : see papillate.]' Same as papillule.

papillulate (pa-pil'u-lat), a. [< NL. "papillula-

tus, < papillula, papillule: see papillule.] Be-
set with papillula? ; finely papillose or papular :

specifically applied in entomology to a surface

having scattered rounded elevations or depres-
sions, each with a small central elevation.

papillule (pap'i-lul), n. [< NL. papillula, dim.
ofL. pap ilia, a nipple : see papilla.] Inentom.:

(a) A tubercle or verruca with a small but dis-

tinct central elevation: also applied to a small

depression, as a variole, when it has a central

raised part, (b) A minute papilla, or soft fleshy
elevation.

Papin's digester. See digester.

papion (pap'i-on), n. [< F.papion = Sp. papion,
< NL. papio(n-), a baboon (cf. ML. papio(n-), a
kind of wild dog) ;

OF. babion, etc., a baboon :

see baboon.] A baboon of the genus Cynocepha-
lus, as C. hamadryas (or babum) ;

a hamadryad;
especially, the dog-headed baboon, which was
revered and mummified by the Egyptians. See
cut under baboon.

papish (pa'pish), a. and n. A corrupt or dia-

lectal form of papist.
Mark my last words an honest living get;
Beware of papishen, and learn to knit.

Gay, The What d
1

ye Call it, ii. 4.

They were no better than Papishes who did not believe
in witchcraft Smollett, Sir L. Greaves, vii.

papisher (pa'pish-er), . [(popish +-CT1
.] A

papist or Romanist. [Prov. Eng.]
All that I could win out of him was that they were

" mur-
dering papishers." R. D. Blackmore, Loraa Doone, iii.

papismt (pa'pizm), n. [< F. papisme = Sp. Pg.
It.papismo, < ML. *papisrntts, < LL. (ML.) papa,
pope: see pope*.] The system of which the

Pope is the head
; popery.

When I was gone, they set up the whole Papism again,
to the contempt of the late King and Council of England,
without either statute or proclamation.
Bp. Bale, quoted in B, W. Dixon's Hist Church of Eng., xxi.

Ye forsake the heavenly teaching of S. Paul for the hell-
ish Sophistry of Papism. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 2.

papist (pa'pist), n. and a. [< F. papiste = Sp.
Pg. It. papista, < ML. "papista, < papa, pope :

see pope1
.] I. n. One who acknowledges the

supreme authority of the Pope or of the Church
of Rome; a Roman Catholic; a Romanist: usu-
ally a term of opprobrium.
Now t iii)iMn are to us as those nations were unto Israel.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 6.

On the throat of the Papist
He fastened his hand. Whittier, St. John.

II. . Of or pertaining to Roman Catholics
or Roman Catholicism.

papistic (pa-pis'tik), a. [= F. papistiyue = It.

liii/iistico; as papist + -ic.] Same as papisti-
cal.
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papistical (pa-pis'ti-kal), a. [_<papistic + -al.]

Of or pertaining to popery or the papal system ;

of, pertaining to, or adherent to the Church of

Rome and its doctrines, ceremonies, traditions,

etc.; popish: commonly used opprobriously.

Others, forsooth, will haue a congregation,
But that must be after another fashion

Then our Church doth allow no church at all

For that they say is too papistical!.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

Whose [St. Sebastian's] picture ... I have often observed

erected over the Altars of many pajAsticall Churches.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 129.

Even Henry the Fourth of France was not unfriendly to

this papistical project of placing an Italian cardinal on the

English throne. /. D''Israeli, Curios, of Lit., III. 271.

= Syn. See papal.

papistically (pa-pis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a papisti-
cal manner.

papistry (pa'pis-tri), n. [< papist + -ry.~\ The

system, doctrines, and ceremonies of the Church
of Rome; popery: usually a term of opprobrium.
papizedt (pa'pizd), a. [< pope* + -ize + -erf2.]

Conformed to popery.
Protestants cut off the authority from all papiz'd writers

of that age. Fuller, Holy War, p. 10.

papier (pap'ler), n. [< papz.] Milk-pottage.
Ralliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
papmeat (pap'met), n. [< ME. papmete; <.pap

2

+ meat.] Soft food for infants; pap.

I cannot bide Sir Baby ; . . . keep him off,

And pamper him with papineat.
Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

papmouth (pap'mouth), n. An effeminate man.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
papoose, pappoose(pa-pos'),. [Amer.Ind.] A
North American Indian babe or young child,

papyre
The appearances in Ceely's and my own drawings are

suggestive of a possible origin of the term Cow-pox or

Pap-pox. Lancet, No. 3419, p. 503.

pappus (pap'us), n. [= F. pappe = Sp. papo =
It. pappo, < NL. pap-
pus, down, pappus,< Gr.

n-dTTTrof, down, as that
on seeds of certain

plants (cf. 7TGJT7rO(T7rtYJ-

[iara, seeds with down),
or the first down on the
chin: so called in allu-

sion to its whiteness

(as if 'white hair'), <

jraTTTrof, a grandfather:
see papal.] Down, as
that on the seeds of

some plants. Specifical-

ly () In bot., a tuft on an
achene or other fruit ; any
form or structure which takes
the place of the limb of the

calyx on the achenes of the

Composites. It may exist in
the form of a rudimentary
cap, scales, bristles, or hairs,
or in various modifications.
See also cut under Onopor-
don. (b) In entom., fine thick
down covering a surface, (c)

The first downy hair on the
chin.

pappy1
(pap'i), a. [< papl +

soft; succulent.

Tender and pappy flesh. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

The loosened earth [of a marshl swelled into a soft and
pappy substance. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, i. 8.

pappy" (pap'i), n. [A childish dim. of papa 1

Various forms of Pappus.

(a) Taraxacum officinale;
its arvensis; (c) Chat-

Doitglasii ; (tft Status
ta; (f) Hollonia CIIHI-

(J)Cetitaurtti Cyatius.

> C:
.

""fin,
pfstn

Like pap;

pap'
3.] P

Apache Papooses.

commonly carried by its mother bound up and
strapped to a board, or hung up so as to be out
of harm's way.
papoose-root (pa-pos'rot), n. The blue cohosh,
Caulophyllum thalictroides. Its root is said by
some to be an emmenagogue.
papoosh (pa-posh'), n. Same as baboosh. B.F.
Burton, El-Medinah, p. 183.

pappan (pap'an), n. [Malay: see mias.] An
orang-utan. 'See mias.

pappas, n. See papas.
Pappea (pap'e-a), n. [NL. (Ecklon and Zey-
her, 1835), named after Karl W. L. Pappe, who
wrote on the flora of Leipsic, 1827-8.] A small
hard-wood tree, a genus of a single South Afri-

can species, P. Capensis, belonging to the poly-
petalous order Sapindacese and the tribe Nephe-
liese, distinguished by the regular flowers, soli-

tary ovules, deep-lobed or divided fruit, and
unequally five-lobed calyx. The oblong leaves are
crowded at the end of the spreading branches, and have
between them panicled racemes of minute flowers fol-

lowed by an edible red fruit of two or three hard globose
lobes, the size of a cherry, and known as wild plmn and
wild prune, a source of vinegar, wine, and oil. The hand-
some wood is made into small furniture, etc.

pappiferous (pa-pif'e-rus), a. [< NL. pappus
+ L. ferre = E. Sear1

.] In bot., bearing a pap-
pus.
pappoose, >i. See papoose.
pappose, pappous (pap'os, -us), a. [= Pg. pa-
poso = It. papposo, < NL. "papposus, < pappus,
down, pappus: see pappus.] Downy; fur-
nished with a pappus, as the achenia of many
composite plants, as thistles and dandelions.

That pappose plumage growing upon the tips of some of
them [seeds], whereby they are capable of being wafted
with the wind. Ray, Works of Creation, i.

pap-pox (pap'poks), . Same as cowpox.

orpap*.J Papa; father: a childish word.

pap-spoon (pap'sppn), n. A spoon for pap; a

spoon for feeding infants.

There is a gentleman . . . who . . . should have a sil-

ver pap-spoon at any rate, if the teaspoon is irrevocably
accorded to his rival

Thackeray, Titmarsh among Pictures and Books.

Papuan (pap'u-an), a. and . [< Papua (see

def.) + -aw.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to Papua
or New Guinea, a large island north of Aus-

tralia, now divided among Great Britain, the

Netherlands, and Germany. Papuan paradise-
bird. See Paradwea. Papuan penguin. See penguin.
Papuan subregion, in zoiigeog., a region embracing

not only the island of Papua or New Guinea, but also the
islands zoologically related to that.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Papua. 2. One
of a savage race of black color, dolichoceph-
alic, with crisp, frizzled hair, inhabiting many
islands and island-groups of the Pacific near
Australia : so called from the island of Papua
or New Guinea.

papula (pap'u-la), n.; pi. papules (-le). [= F.

papule = Sp. papula = Pg.papirta, < L. papula,
a pustule, pimple. Cf. papilla smApimple.] 1.

In med., a small inflammatory elevation of the
skin not containing liquid visible to the naked
eye; a pimple. 2. In anat. and zool., same as

papilla.

papular (pap'u-lar), a. [<papula + -ar3.] Same
as papulose.
papulation (pap-u-la'shon), n. [< papule +
-ation.] The development of papules.
papule (pap'ul), n. [< F. papule, < L. papula,
a pimple: see papula.] A papula or pimple.
The intensely red skin was covered with innumerable

very small papules. Medical News, LII. 305.

Nodules approximate, with their papules applanate.
B. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algffi, p. 22a

papuliferous (pap-u-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. papula,
a pimple, + ferre '= Ej'bear1 .] Covered with

papules or pimples ; pimply.
papulose, papulous (pap'u-los, -lus), a. [= F.

papuleux, < L. as if *papulosus, < papula, a pus-
tule: see papula.] Of or pertaining to or cov-
ered with papula or pimples.
papwortt (pap'wert), n. The dog's-mercury,
Mercurialis perennis.

papyraceous (pap-i-ra'shius), a. [= F. papy-
race = Pg. papyraeeo, < L. papyraceus, < papy-
rus, paper, papyrus : see papyrus.] 1. Belong-
ing to the papyrus or to papyri ;

made of or

resembling papyrus or paper. 2. In zool.,

papery; like parchment; pergamenteous: as,
the substance of a wasp's nest is papyraceous.

Also, rarely, papyriaii, papyrean.
papyral (pap'i-ral), a. [< L. papyrus, paper,
+ -/.] Made or consisting of paper. [Rare.]

Uncle Jack, whose pocket was never without a wet
sheet of some kind or other, drew forth a steaming papy-
ral monster. Bulwer, Caxtons, vii. !.

papyret, See papyrus.



papyrean

papyrean ipa-pii-'c-an), . [< \,. /.<i/ii//'-. pa-
per, + -i-iin.] S;iinc as papunn-i-iiHx. [ Uar.-.J

1 hr /i>i!><>/, 'in lelif,

A l:ll>let tirm, <I1 \vlliell Ille |Klillter llUI'd

lelinr:tles tllnllullt.

liialdey't ColL of Poems on Agriculture, ill.

papyri, . Plural of /iiipyrux.

papyrian (pft-plr'i-an), <i. [< I,. pn/ii/ni.t, pa-
per. + -jM.] Same iis /iii/iiiriii'iinix. [Hare.]
A Ic-iif, itr piipiirian scroll. Isaac Taylor.

papyrine (pap'i-rin), n. [< I.. ptipyriHtu, be-
lonniii"; I,, tin' papyrus-plant, < im/ii/rnx, papy-
rus: Me pqpynM.J Same as parchment /HI/HI-
(which sec, under /HI/II r).

papyritioUS (pap-i-rish'us), r/. ['< I,. /Hipi/nts,
paper, + -///.] Resembling paper, as tlie

nesls r certain wasps. H'islinm/1.

papyrograph (pa-pi'ro-graf), w. [< Qr. n-oTw-

IIHI; papyrus (paper), '+ y/iaQnv, write.] 1. A
hectograph, manifold-writer, or other apparatus
or device for the mechanical production of a
number of copies of a written or printed docu-
ment. 2. The process or operation of redu-
plicating documents by the agency of such ap-
paratus or methods: same &njMipgrnyraphi/.
papyrograph (pa-pi'ro-graf), r. t. [< pii/iyi-ii-

i/i-ii/ili. ii.] To execute or produce by means of
a papyrograph.
The first draft of these lessons was printed or papyrtt-

yraphed. W. Ji. Ware, Wood working Tools.

papyrographic (pa-pi-ro-graf'ik), a. [< pi>;i-
rni/riipli-ii + -ic.] Relating to or produced by
means of the papyrograph: as, papyrographie
copies of a writing.

papyrography (pap-i-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Qr. vdirv-

/wf, papyrus (paper), + -JfpSfla, < ypaten; write.]
The method or process of reduplicating docu-
ments by the agency of a papyrograph : some-
times restricted to such methods as resemble
closely those of lithography, but employ a pre-
pared paper or pasteboard instead of litho-

graphic stones.

papyrotype (pii-pi'ro-tip), . [< Or. irdirvpoc,,

papyrus (paper), + ri-jrof, impression.] A
process of photolithography devised by Cap-
tain Abney, in which the picture is printed ac-

cording to uual methods on a sensitized gela-
tin film supported on paper, and then transfer-
red to a lithographic stone or to zinc by means
of an impression in lithographic ink from the
moistened film.

papyrus (pa-pi'rus), .
; pi. papyri (-ri). [In

ME. papyrc, < OF. papyre (P. papyrus) = Sp.
It. jiapiro = Pg. papy-
ro, < it. papyrus, < Gr.

trairvpof, the papyrus,
a kind of rush former-

ly growing largely
in Egypt (see def.).
Hence ult. paper.'} 1 .

The paper -reed or

-rush, Cyperus Papyrus
(Papyrus autiquorum),
abounding on marshy
river-banks in Abys-
sinia, Palestine, and
Sicily, now almost ex-
tinct in Egypt. It af-

forded to the ancient

Egyptians, and through
them to the Greeks and
Romans, a convenient and
inexpensive writing-mate-
i i;il The papyrus was pre-
pared liy cutting the cen-
tral pith of the reed into

longitudinal strips, which
were Iniil si.lc Ivy >iilc. with
another layer of strips
crossing them at right an-

gles. The two layers, thus
prepared, were soaked in

water, then pressed toge-
ther to make them ;ulheiv.
luid dried. For books the

papyrus was formed into rolls by cementing together a
iiiitnlier of sheets. Also culled Inltltig.

For In- liespemletlie not, lie makefile no Money, but of
Lether emprented, or of Papi/rt.'

MandemUe, Travels, p. 2a>.

2. An ancient scroll, book, or other document,
or a fragment of the same, written on papy-
rus.

<h* mediteval ft reek papyri a very few remains containing
Bililical or patristic matter have survived, anil cm.- or two
fragments of (inero-t,;itin glossaries lime been published

Kncyc. Brit
,
XVIII

Paquelin's cautery. An instrument for ac-
tiiiil cautery. The i-auterining plutinuni iiolnt Is hol-
low and cnntiiiMs pl.it inuni sixinire. Tlie heat is main-
tained by lilmvini; l-i n/in \ api.i itit.i this (previously heat-
ed) iilatiniiin
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par't fpiir), r. t. [ME. purn-ii. inclose;
cf. also piirnii-k, park.] To inch

Fulstraitlypanrd.
nf and Gawin (ed. Ritson), 1. 3228.

Bot als-swa say 30 are parted In, and na ferrere may
passe: therfore xe magnyfye jour manere of lyffynpf,
and suppose! that xe are blyssed because that je er so
spered in. MS. Lincoln A. L 17, f. 37. (UaUiweU.)

par 1

(piir), . [<prl, r.] An inclosed place
for domestic animals. Forby. [Prov. Eng.]
par- (piir), H.and a. [= F. pair (> E. pair*) =
*!' I'K- par = It. pare, pan, equal,

'
L. pur,

equal ;
as a noun, par, in., an equal, a com-

panion, 7>ar, n., a pair. Hence ult. (from L.

IHII-) K. /x/i'/'i, peer*, parity, disparity, etc., um-
pin; etc.] I, H. 1. Equality in value or in

circumstances.
All measures which tend to put ignorance upon a par

with wisdom inevitably check the growth of wisdom.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 41:!.

2. The norm
; a standard, fixed either by natu-

ral conditions or by consent and agreement.
Its [the barometer's] average height being 29.95 Inches

at the mean sea level In England on the London parallel
of latitude : which height may be called par for that level

FiU Roy, Weather Book, p. 15.

Specifically 3. In ///./</ :unl com., the state
of the shares of any business, undertaking, loan,
etc., when they are neither at a discount nor at ft^lt^aTcaie." c'omparlson^'wTtn's^blng"^ yeta premium that IS, when they may be pur- a distinctness or difference therefrom in one of man/or
chased at the original price (called ixxue par), various ways. InpaUobigryltslgiilllesacondltioudin'cring
or at their face-value (called nominal par). Such

'" uualit )' ir""' normal.

shares or bonds are said to beat par. When they may be para-anaesthesia (par-a-an-es-the'si-ii), n.
[<

purchased for less than the Issue or nominal par, they are Gr. irapa, beside,+ E. anirsthesiii.] Anaesthesia
said to be Mov par, or at a discount ; when the price Is affecting the two sides of the body, especially of
greater than the issue or nominal par, they are said to be ho Inwoi- t.olf
above par. or at a premium.

*"

4. Same as arbitrated par.
The par Is a certain number of pie

country, containing In them an equal M__ ,... . . ... , .......
that in another number of pieces of the coin of another In the early church, uncanonical baptism ; un-
country: e. g. supposing 36 skillings of Holland to have
just as much silver In them as 20 English shillings.

Locke, Farther Considerations on Honey.
Above par, at a premium. Arbitrated par, arbitrat-
ed par of exchange, the amount In the currency of one -

country which Is equivalent at any time to a given amount Same as parabaptigm.
of a foreign currency. The arbitrated par represents the parabasal (par-a-ba'sal), a. and n. [< Gr. irapu,mint par as modified by the transient Influences of supply I,,,,,;,!,, -I- F luinal 1 T

"
Tn flrtsuiMsW aitnats..!

and demand and other circumstances of the time and of 'J,
*

. ,
'"'' f

lluato
next to a basal and articulated therewith.

II. n. One of the parabasalia of a criuoid
;
a

parabasale.

parabematic
part of the plaster, the latter being worth about 1. 1 1 nitctl
States cent*.

I willingly parted with a few pnrnt for the purpose of
islahlixhlug mi intn course with fellow-creatures so fear-

fully and wonderfully resembling the tail-less balloon
It /'. IhtrloH, KI-Medlnah, p. 243.

2 (pa'rft). In the East Indies, a measure of

capacity (at Bombay 3} bushels); also, a mea-
sure of weight (at Ceylon from '.', to ."ill pounds,
according to the commodity, as coffee, pepper
rice, etc.).

para-. |F. Sp. Pg. It. L. para-, < Or. -.

prefix, ira/ja, prep.,
at the side, beside; with

gen., from the side of, from beside, from
;
with

dat., at the side of, beside, alongside, by ; with
ace., prop, to the Hide of, hence by the side of,

beside, near, by, etc.; as a prefix in the same
senses

;
cf. Ski . /</, away, param, beyond ; I,.

per, through, Oscanpcrum, without; AS. ami K.

for-, fore-, etc.: see for-, fore-, per-, etc.] A
prefix of (ireek origin, meaning 'from beside.'

'beside,' 'near,' 'by,' etc. See etymology, it
often denotes correspondence of parts. It la used In the
formation of new scientific terms, but Is not regarded as
an established formative In English. In ehemittry the pre-
fix signifies close relation, as In paraldehyde, a polymer of

aldehyde, or that a compound Is formed from benzene by
substituting other elements or radicals for two hydrogen
atoms In the lienzene ring, and that these atoms have an

ilte position in the ring. (Sue ortho- and inrta .) In

the particular transaction. Below par, at a discount.
Issue Par, the price at which a stock or other value is is-

authorized baptism in private or in a conven-
ticle, as opposed to public baptism in a church

-a-bap-ti-za'shon), n.

sued to the public, sometimes less than the nominal par.

ia'McXd'S^ (par'a-ba-sa'le), .; pi. pra6-
exchange, the weight of pure gold or silver In a coin of *''"' (-"-$) [NL., < fcrr. vapa, beside, + NL.
one country as compared with that In a coin of the same liaxalr, q. v.] One of the joints of a series of

divisions of the branches composing the calyx
of some crinoids, articulating with the basaha.

Cryptocrlnus, the simplest form of the group (of Cyiri-
deal possesses a calyx supported on a stem and composed
of five battalia, five parabiuaiia, and five radialia.

lliixlry, Anat. Invert, p. 508.

llshed value of the coin or standard value of one coun-
try expressed In the coin or standard value of another. In
stating this par of exchange the standard of value of one
country may be regarded as fixed, and that of the other
variable. Thus, In exchange between the United States and
Great Britain, the United States gold dollar may be taken narabasin inn. rub'a >. TVT < r **.
as equal to so many shillings and pence sterling, or, as Is

Para DaSlS U>- "). LL<., <. Ur. irapa-
ound sterling Is fixed, and equal to so Paat (*> def.), < irapa, beside, + ftaaic, a step-

I. Papyrus t.Cyferus
3. The

up|ier part of the cul,
showing tfic involucre and ii>e of
the spikir-lxMrnn; branches, a, a

spike.

more usual, the poi ,
many dollars and cents United .States gold, viz. 1)4.84.

II. a. Normal; standard.
The barometer had risen considerably In general, but not

to its normal or par height.
FiU Hoy, Weather Book, p. 323.

Par value, (a) Face-value. (6) Strictly equivalent value,
as pound for pound or dollar for dollar.

par2
(par), r. t.; pret. and pp. purred, ppr. par-

ring. [< par2, n. ] To fix an equality between ;

arrive at or establish an equivalence in the
values of; agree upon the commercial or finan-
cial par of : said of the agreement between two
or more countries as to the value of the coins
of one in those of the other, or of the others, etc.

When two countries par their gold coins.

Encyc. Brit., Vln. 789.

par3 (par), . [< L. par, a pair : see par*.] A
pair; in anal., a pair (of nerves) : now only in
one phrase Par vagum, in anal., tlie pneumogastric
or vagus nerves : so called from their extensive distribution
in the neck, chest, and belly, far beyond that of any other
cranial nerve. See varrti*.

par4
,
n. See parr.

par5 (par), n. [Cf. par*.] A young leveret.

[Prov. Eng.]
par". [F., < L. per: see per.] A French prep-
osition, meaning 'by,' 'through,' etc., oceur-

ping, step, < f)aiveiv, walk, step.] The chief
of the choral parts in ancient Greek comedy.
It was sung by the chorus, usually divided Into four rows
of six and moving backward and forward facing the audi-
ence, during an Intermission in the action, and while the
actors were off the stage. It was written for the most
part In anapestic tetrameters, and consisted, In fact, of an
address from the poet to the public, giving his views and
advice on affairs of state, as well as, often, his personal in-
terests and claims for recognition or reward. Theparaba-
sis was regularly divided Into six rhetorical parts, which
were again subdivided : but any of these parts might be
omitted or modified. It continued in the fully developed
comedy the tradition of the Bacchic processions In which
Greek comedy had Its origin.

Something similar in purpose to the parabant was es-

sayed in one, at least, of the comedies of Beaumont and
Fletcher, and in our time by Tleek.

LotreU, Study Windows, p. 218.

The distinctive feature of Old, as compared with Middle
Comedy, Is the parabann, the speech in which the chorus,
moving towards and facing the audience, addressed It In
the name of the poet, often abandoning all reference to
the action of the play. KIU-IIC. Brit.. VII. 407.

parabema (par-a-be'mS), n.
; pi. parabemata

(-nia-ta). [MGr. 'vapa^mia, < Gr. irapa, beside,+ fa/to, bema : see MM.J In Byzantine chvrch
arch., either the chapel of the prothesis or the
diaconicon. or sacristy, when these are archi-

tecturally divided, by walls, from the bema or
ring in some phrases occasionally used in Eng- sanctuary. J.if.Xeale. See pastophorion, and
lish. as par excellence: See per and t

par-1
. A form of per- in gome words

cuts under bema and Armenian.
par-1

. A form of per- in some words from Old parabematic (par'a-be-mat'ik), a. [< para-
French, MS parboil, pardon, etc. 8ee /..-,--. bfma(t-) + -,<.] In Byzantine church arch., of
par-. A form of para- before a vowel or A. or relating to the parabemata : said specifically
par. An abbreviation for paragraph and pa- of a dome which, instead of resting on four de-
ren thesis. tached piers, as in the typical form, is sup-
para (pa-ra ), w. [Turk., < Pers. para, a piece, ported on the east side on the extremities of the
portion, bribe.] 1. A coin of the Turkish do- walls of the parabemata, and on the west side
minions, struck in silver and in copper, and either on piers or on the extremities of the walls
current from the end of the seventeenth cen- of the antiparabemata when these are present,
tury. The modern para is of copper, and is the fortieth J. M. Xeale.



parablast

parablast (par'a-blast). ii. [< Gr. vapa, beside,
+ ,3/.aoTof, germ.] 1. The supplementary or

nutritive yolk of a meroblastic egg or metovum,
as distinguished from the archiblast, or forma-

tive yolk. Willielm His. 2. Same as metso-

blast. Microscop. Sci., XXIX. 195.

Sections of the eggs of Trachinns vipara at this stage

show that the parablast of Klein, the intermediate layer

of American authors, is made up of a large number of

free cells, and nuclei are absorbed from the yolk, which
contribute to a very great extent to build up the hypo-
blast. Science, IV. 341.

parablastic (par-a-blas'tik), a. [< parablast +
-iV.] Of or pertaining to the parablast; de-

rived from the parablast.

parable 1
(par'a-bl), . [< ME. parable, para-

bole, < OF. parable, parabole, F. parabole = Sp.

parabola = Pg. It. parabola, < L. parabola,

parabole, a comparison, LL. parabola, eccl., an

allegorical relation, a parable, proverb, taunt-

ing speech, any speech, ML. also a word, < Gr.

napafiokri, a comparison, < 7tapa(ld?.faiv, < irapd,

beside, + pdtAeiv, throw. Hence also (from L.

parabola) E. parole, part, parley, palaver, etc.

Cf. parabola*.] 1. A comparison; similitude.

Been ther none othere resemblances
That ye may likne youre parables unto
But if a sely wyf be oon of tho ?

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 369.

Specifically 2. An allegorical relation or rep-
resentation from which a moral is drawn for

instruction ;
an apologue. It is a species of fable,

and differs from the apologue in that it deals with events

which, though fictitious, might reasonably have happened
in nature. The word is also employed in the English Bible

to signify a proverb, a proverbial or notable saying, a thing
darkly or figuratively expressed.

I will open my mouth in a parable ; I will utter dark

sayings of old. Fs. Ixxviii. 2.

Shall not all these take up a parable against him, and a

taunting proverb against him? Hab. ii 6.

Thou shalt never get such a secret from me but by a

parable. Shale., T. G. of V., ii. 6. 41.

= Syn. Metaphor, Companion, etc. (seesimite); fable, etc.

(see myth).

parable1
(par'a-bl), v. t.; pret. and pp. para-

bled, ppr. parabling. [< parable^, n.~\ To rep-
resent by a parable or allegorical representa-
tion.

That was chiefly meant which by the ancient sages was
thus parabled. Milton, Divorce, i. 8.

parable'
2
t (par'a-bl), n. [< L. parabilis, easily

procured,< parare, prepare : see pare1 .] Capa-
ble of being procured, prepared, or provided.
What course shall he take, being now capable and ready?

The most parable and easy, and about which many are

employed, is to teach a school.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 190.

They were not well-wishers unto parable physic, or rem-
edies easily acquired, who derived medicines from the

phoenix. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ill. 12.

parablepsis (par-a-blep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

wapd, beside, + /3/Ui/c, vision, < ftt-eneiv, see.]
False vision.

parablepsy (par'a-blep-si), n. [< NL. para-
blepsis, q. v.] Parablepsis.
parabola1

(pa-rab'o-la), n. Same as parabole.
Whensoeuer byyour similitudeye will seeme to teach any

moralitie or good lesson by speeches misticall and darke,
or farre fette, vnder a sence metaphoricall applying one
natural! thing to another, or one case to another, inferring
by them a like consequence in other cases, the Greekes call
it Parabola. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 206.

parabola2 (pa-rab'o-la), n. [= F. parabole =
Sp. parabola Pg. ft. parabola, < NL. para-
bola, a parabola, < Gr. Ttapafloliii, a parabola
(see def.), so called by Apollonius of Perga,
lit.

'

superposition,' < irapa.pah.teiv, throw beside,
compare: see parable*-.] 1. A curve commonly
defined as the intersection of a cone with a
plane parallel with its side. The name is derived
from the following property. Let the figure represent the
cone. Let ABG be the triangle
through the axis of the cone.
Let DE be a line perpendicular
to this triangle, cutting BG in
H. Let the cone be cut by a
plane through DE parallel to

AG, so that the intersection
with the cone will be the curve
called the parabola. Let Z be
the point wnere this curve cuts
AB. Then the line ZH is called

by Apollonius the diameter of
the parabola, or the principal
diameter, or the diameter from
generation; it is now called
the axis. From Z draw ZT at
right angles to ZH and in the plane of ZH and AB, of
such a length as to make ZT:ZA::BG2: AB.AG. This
line ZT is called the latus rectum

; it is now also called the
parameter. Now take any point whatever, as K, on the
curve. From it draw KL parallel to DE, meeting the diam-
eter in L. ZL is called the abscissa. If now, on ZL as a base,we erect a rectangle equal in area to the square on KL, the
other side of this rectangle may be precisely superposed

Parabola, as formed from
cone.
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upon the latus rectum, ZT. This property constitutes the

best practical definition of the parabola. If a similar con-

struction were made in the case of the ellipse, the side of

the rectangle would fall short of the latus rectum
;
in the

case of the hyperbola, would surpass it. The modern scien-

tific definition of the parabola is that it is

that plane curve of the second order which
is tangent to the line at infinity. The parab-
ola is also frequently denned as the curve
which is everywhere equally distant from
a fixed point called its focus, and from a

fixed line called its directrix. The normal
to a parabola at every point on the curve

?,''""Sh ,J
bisects the angle between the line parallel

"'""
",[' ;

to the axis and the line to the focus. See rectrix AB.
also cuts under conic.

2. By extension, any algebraical curve, or

branch of a curve, having the line at infinity
as a real tangent. Such a curve runs off to infinity
without approximating to an asymptote. If the branch
has an asymptote at one end but not at the other, it is not

commonly termed a parabola. Bell-shaped, biquad-
ratic parabola. See the adjectives. Campanfform
parabola, a cubic divergent parabola without node or

cusp. Cartesian parabola, a plane cubic curve hav-

ing the line at infinity a tangent at its crunode. See tri-

dent. Cubical or cubic parabola, a parab-
ola of the third order that is, such that

every line in the plane meets it in three

points, one at least real, though it may be at

infinity: especially, the curve better described
as the central cubital parabola, which has a

cusp on the line at infinity, and the normal at
its inflection passing through the cusp. There

is also a non-plane curve so called. Cuspidate parab-
ola, a parabola having a cusp. Divergent parabola,
a plane curve having the line at infinity as an inflectional

tangent. Double parabola, a plane curve of the third

class, having the line at infinity for a double tangent.
Helicoid parabola. See helicoid. Neilian parabola,
the semicubical parabola, which was rectified, before any
other curve, by Wm. Neil in 1657. Nodate parabola,
a parabola having a crunode. Oval parabola, a parab-
ola having an oval. Plane
cubic parabola. seecuWc.
Punctate parabola, a

parabola having an acnode.
Semicubical parabola,

the cuspidal cubical parabo-
la, Otherwise called the Neil- Neil's Semicubical Parabola.

ian parabola.

parabolanus (par"a-bo-la'nus), n.
; pi. parabo-

lani (-ni). [LL., (. parabolas, a reckless fel-

low who risks his life at anything, < Gr. ira-

pdfioljif, venturesome, reckless, < vapafidMeiv,
throw beside: see parable^.] In the Christian
Church in the East, during the third, fourth,
and fifth centuries, one of a class of lay assis-

tants to the clergy,whose especial function was
nursing the sick. The name is generally ascribed to

the fact of their reckless bravery in nursing patients suf-

fering from infectious diseases.

Introduce him to the parabolani.
Kingdey, Hypatia, iv.

parabole (pa-rab'o-le), n. [L., also parabola,
a comparison: see parable^.] In rhet., a com-
parison ; specifically, a simile, especially a for-

mal simile, as in poetry or poetic prose, taken
from a present or imagined object or event:

distinguished from a paradigm, or comparison
with a real past event.

parabolic 1
(par-a-bol'ik), a. [= F. parabolique

= Sp. parabdlico = Pg. It. parabolico, < LGr.

7rapa/3o7uK6f, figurative, < Gr. irapa/iohq, a com-
parison, parable : see parabola^, parabola, par-
ablel.] 1. Of or pertaining to a parable; of
the nature of a parable. 2. Of or pertaining
to parabole ;

of the nature of parabole.
Creation mark the word transcends all experience,

transcends even conception itself. Hence the words de-

scribing Creation must, in the very nature of the case, be
figurative or parabolic.

0. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 20.

parabolic'2 (par-a-bol'ik), a. [= F. para-
bolique = Sp. parabolico = Pg. It. parabolico,
< NL. parabolicus, < parabola, a parabola: see

parabola^.] 1. Having the form or outline of
a parabola ; of, pertaining to, or resembling a

parabola. 2. Having only one point at infini-

ty, or otherwise determined in character by the
coalescence of two quantities Parabolic co-
noid. See conoid, 1. Parabolic curve, a curve whose
equation is of the form

y = a + bx + K& + dx3 + ex* + etc.

Parabolic cylinder, a surface generated by a line mov-
ing parallel to itself so that every point of it describes
a parabola : this is the only surface whose plane sections
are all parabolas. Parabolic epicycloid, geometry,
illuminator, logarithm. See the nouns. Parabolic
mirror. See mirror, 2. Parabolic point, a point on
a surface whose indicatrix is composed of two parallel
straight lines : it is a cusp on the section of the surface
made by the tangent-plane. Parabolic pyramldold,
a solid differing from a pyramid in that the edges that
meet in the vertex instead of being straight lines are
parabolas. Parabolic space, (a) An area bounded by
a parabola and a straight line, (b) A space in which the
sum of the three angles of every triangle is equal to two
right angles : so called because the two points at infinity
on every straight line In such space coincide

; also, every
point in every plane in such a space is a point of no cur-
vature, and is therefore a parabolic point. Parabolic

parachordal

spindle, a solid generated by the rotation of the part of

a parabola cut off by a double ordinate about such ordi-

nate. Parabolic spiral, a curve of the equation r? = p.

parabolical (par-a-bol'i-kal), a. [< parabolic*
+ -/.] Same as parabolic^.
Allusive or parabolical [poesy] is a narration applied

only to express some special purpose or conceit.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 143.

parabolically 1
(par-a-bol'i-kal-i), adr. In the

manner of a parable or of parabole ; by parable
or by parabole.
Which words, notwithstanding parabolically intended,

admit no literal inference.
Sir T. Brown*, Vulg. Err., vii. 1.

parabolically 12
(par-a-bol'i-kal-i), adr. In the

manner or form of a parabola.
paraboliform (par-a-bol'i-form), a. [= Pg.
paraboliforme, < NL. parabola, a parabola, + L.

forma, form.] Tangent to the line at infin-

ity.

parabolismt, The operation of dividing an

algebraic equation by the coefficient of the term
of the highest degree in the unknown.
parabolist (pa-rab'o-list), n. [< L. parabola, a

parable, + -itst.] A writer or narrator of para-
bles. Boothroyd.
paraboloid (pa-rab'o-loid), n. [= F. paraboloids
= Pg. It.paraboloide, < Gr. KapaftoM/, a parabola,
+ fMof, form.] 1. The solid generated by the
revolution of a parabola about its axis

;
a para-

bolic conoid. 2. A curve whose equation is of

the form axn= y.
paraboloidal (pa-rab-o-loi'dal), a. [< parabo-
loid + -al.~] . Pertaining to or resembling a pa-
raboloid.

parabranchia (par-a-brang'ki-a), n.
; pi. para-

branchise (-e). [NL., < Gr. irapd, beside, + fipay-

Xta, gills.] The so-called second gill or sup-
plementary branchia of gastropodous mollusks,
as thedzygobranehia; a modified olfactory tract,
or osphradium. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 648.

parabranchial (par-a-brang'ki-al), a.

branchia + -al.]
branchise.

,
.

Of or pertaining to para-

parabranchiate (par-a-brang'ki-at), a.

branchia + -ate1 .] Provided with a para-
branchia.

paracarpiumt (par-a-kar'pi-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. irapa, beside, + 'icaprefa, fruit.] In bot., an
abortive pistil or ovary.
Paracelsian (par-a-sel'si-an), a. and n. [< Par-
acelsux (see def.)"+ -ian"'] I. a. Relating to

Paracelsus, a Swiss physician, chemist, and
philosopher (1493-1541), or according with his

speculations in philosophy or his practice of

medicine, particularly the latter. He placed stress
on observation and experiment, and was noted in the de-

velopment of pharmaceutical chemistry. His philosophi-
cal views were visionary and theosophlc.

H. n. One who believed in or practised the
views or doctrines of Paracelsus

; especially, a
medical practitioner of his school. Paracel-
sians were numerous in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries.

Paracelsist (par-a-sel'sist), . [< Paracelsus

(see Paracelsian)''+ -ist.~) Same as Paracel-
sian.

paracentesis (par'a-sen-te'sis), n. [L., < Gr.

irapcudvriiaif, < TrapaKevrelv, tap, < irapd, beside, -f

Kcvrflv, pierce: see center1 .] In surg., the per-
foration of a cavity of the body with a trocar
or other suitable instrument, for the evacua-
tion of any effused fluid

;
the operation of tap-

ping, as for hydrothorax or ascites. Different
forms of the operation are specified byname, as

cardiocentesis,paracentesis thoracis,paracentesis
abdominis, etc.

paracentral (par-a-sen'tral), a. [< Gr. irapa,

beside,+ Kkvrpov,.center: see central.] In mint..
situated alongside or next to a center, cen-

trum, or central part : specifically applied to a
fissure and a gyms of the cerebrum alongside
the central or Rolandic fissure Paracentral
lobule. See lobule. Paracentral sulcus or fissure,
a slight furrow running up from the callosomarginal sul-

CUB, marking off the paracentral lobule in front

paracentric (par-a-sen'trik), a. [= Sp. para-
cfatrico = Pg. It."paraeentrieo, < Gr. napd, be-

side, + Kfvrpav, center: see centric.'] Approach-
ing to or departing from the center__ Para-
centric motion. See motion.

paracentrical (par-a-sen'tri-kal), a. [< para-
centric + -a?.] Same as paracentric.
parachordal (par-a-k6r'dal), a. and . [< Gr.

Trapd, beside,+ xop&ri, a cord: see ehordal.] I.

a. In embryol., lying alongside of the cephalo-
chord or cranial part of the notochord: spe-
cifically noting the primitive undifferentiated

plate of cartilage, or cartilaginous basis eranii,



parachordal

lying on each sido and in front of the notoclionl
of the oarly embryo, and laying tlic foundation
of the Hkull. 8co cut under rlninilriirrnniiiin.

In the chick's hoail cartilage is formed along the floor

of the skull liy tho lltth day .if Inciiliatlon. This cartilaKi-
nous baHJliir plate, . . . fonned on each side of tin unto

chord, ... is the parachttrdal cartilage.

Coua, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 151.

II. w. The pnrachordal plate or cartilage.

parachromatin (par-a-kro'ina-tin). n. [< Gr.

irapa, beside, + E. rlirnmnlin.] That portion
of the imcleoplasm which during karyokine-
sis forms the spindle-figure. It differs from
the remainder of the nucleoplasm by a slightly
higher refractive index, and the power of taking
a faint stain. I'jil-m *'.

parachroraatisra (par-a-kro'ma-tizm), n. [<
Gr. irapa, beside, + ^puua(T-), color, + -*.]
Color-blindness.

parachronism (pa-rak'ro-ni/.m), ii. [= F. pa-
rachronixmr = Sp. pardcronixmo = Pg. para-
chronismo= It. paracroniamo, < Gr. irapa, beside,

beyond, -I- XP^mc,, time. Cf. anachronism.] An
error in chronology by which an event has as-

signed to it a date later than the proper one.

parachrose (par'a-kros), a. [Irreg. < Gr. napd-
xpmc,, of false or altered color, < irapa, beside,
+ ^poa, color (cf. xp^'f, coloring).] In min-

eral., changing color by exposure to the weather.

parachute (par'a-shSt), w. [< F. parachute = It.

prtracaduta, a parachute, < L. parare, prepare,
get ready, in Ml., and Rom. also guard against,

prevent, avoid (see pare1
, parry), + F. chute =

It. caduta, a fall: see chute. The game first

element occurs
also in parasol,
parapet. Cf.

Pg. guardaque-
das, a para-
chute (queda =
P. chute), of

similar literal

meaning.] 1.

An appara-
tus, usually of

an umbrella

shape, 20 or 30
feet in diame-

ter, carried in

a balloon, that
the aeronaut

may by its aid drop to the ground without

sustaining injury. Thi> is effected by means of the re-

sistance of the air, which causes the parachute to expand
and then resists its descent. When not In use, the para-
chute closes like an umbrella.

A fire-balloon

Bose ^em-like up before the dusky groves,
And dropt a fairy parachute and past.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

2. A safety-cage (which see). 3. Inzoo7.,same
uspatagium. 4f. A broad-brimmed hat worn
by women toward the close of the eighteenth
century.
parachute (par'a-sh8t), v. t. and *.

; pret. and
pp. parachuted, ppr. parachuting. [< parachute,

/] To descend by or as if by the aid of a para-
chute. [Bare.]
And thus, with an able-bodied aborigen holding on by

my tunic-tails behind, and Khoom Dass and his nephew
acting as locomotive stair-steps below, I parachuted down.

W. U. Kuitell, Diary in India, II. 174.

t-lit), n. In pyro-
,
the lower half of

which is filled with a burning composition, and
is attached to a small parachute which is con-
fined in the upper half of the bomb. At a certain

height in the air, by the ignition of a small bursting-charge,
the upper half of the shell is blown off, the parachute is

released, and the composition set on fire. The half-shell
with its burning composition is kept floating in the air by
the parachute. The parachute-light is used in war for

observing the enemy's position and movements at night.
Also called parachute-light ball.

Garnerin's Parachute descending.

parachute-light (par'a-shst-lit

technics, a thin light bomb, tin

parachutist (par'a-shft-tist), n. [< parachute +
-ist.] One who uses a parachute. [Bare.]
An American Parachutist in England.

Set. Anur., N. 8., LIX. 231.

paraclete (par'a-klet), w. [= F. paraelet = Sp.
pardelito, pardcleto = Pg. paraclito, paracleto =
It. paraclito. < LL. /Minn'li-tus. iiiiriiclitita, < Gr.

Trapatf.qros, an advocate, in N. T. and eccl. ap-
plied to the Holy Spirit: prop, adj., called to

one's aid, < irapaicafaiv, call to one's aid, call be-

side/ vapa, beside, + nafaiv, call.] Originally,
one called in to aid, intercede for, or defend, es-

pecially in a legal process ;
a favorable witness,

a friend, or an advocate
;
an intercessor, helper,

consoler, or comforter; specifically [/).], the

Holy Ghost; the Comforter. The Greek word
riaf><iAijr<K, Anglicized under the form Paraclete, Is trans-
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lated in the authorized version of the Bible 'Comforter

'

in .Mm xlv. 10, -Ji;
;

xv. mi; xvl. 7; hut 'Advocate' in

1 John il. 1. In the last-mentioned passage it Is used of

Christ, a use also implied in John xiv. Iti. In the Western
t 'hurch It was at an early date rendered 'Advocate

'

(Aden
catut, Involving the Idea of Intercession), and by other

early writers ' Comforter
'

(Conjotofor).

I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter . . . (margin: or Advocate, or Helper, Or.

Paraclete], John xlr. 16 (revised version).

Great Paraclete ! to thee we cry :

O highest gift of God most high
'

o fount of life! O tire of love !

And sweet anointing fi "in above.
Vent Creator Spintui, tr. by K. Caswall.

I begin with the notion or signification of the term par-
aclete, which Is here and In other placet used by St. John
to express the office of the Holy Ghost.

Abp. Sharp, Works, V. IL

paracletice, paracleticon, n. [< LGr. TO irapa-

<d.ifrin6v (sc. fiijftJov), the book containing the

troparia, prop. neut. of irapaiA^rmof, supplica-
tory/ Gr. irapanafalv, call to one's aid: eee para-
clete.] In the Or. Ch., an office-book contain-

ing the troparia of the whole ferial office for the

year. See octaeckos.

paracloset, See perclose.

paracme (pa-rak'mo), . [NL., < Gr. rrapax/t^,
the point at which the prime is past, decay, <

irapa, beside, beyond, T
aicpj/, point, prime,

acme: see acme.] 1. In hint., the decadence
of an evolutionary series of organisms after it

has reached its height or acme of development.
Correlated with acme and epacme. Haeckel.
2. [cap.] In entom., a genus of lepidopterous
insects.

paracolpitis (par'a-kol-pi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irapa, beside, + ic<$jrof, womb, + -iti. Cf . col-

pitis.] In pathol., inflammation of the outer
coat of the vagina.
paracondyloid (par-a-kon'di-loid), a. [< Gr.

irapa, beside,+ E. condyle : see condyloid.] Ly-
ing alongside the condyles or condyloid section
of the occipital bone : as, the paracondyloid pro-
cesses of a mammal's skull.

paracorolla (par'a-ko-rol'S), n. [< Gr. irapa,

about, + L. corolla, a garland, dim. of corona,
a crown : see corolla, crown.] In hot., a crown
or appendage of a corolla, commonly trans-
formed into a nectary.
paracousia (par-a-k6 si-S), n. [NL.: seepara-
cusis.] Same as"paracusis. Nature, XXXVIII.
288.

Para cress. A composite plant, a variety of

Spilanthes Acmclla, having pungent leaves,
cultivated in the tropics as a salad and pot-
herb.

paraCTOStic (par-a-kros'tik), . [< Gr. irapa, be-

side, + aKpoonxif, acrostic: see acrostic*.] A
poetical composition in which the first verse

contains, in order, all the initial letters of the

remaining verses of the poem or division.

paracusis (par-a-ku'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. irapa,

beside, + aianxnc, hearing, < anovetv, hear: see

acoustic.] Disordered hearing. Also paracou-
sia. ParacuslS Of Willis, a form of paracusis in which
the hearing is better In the midst of noise. Also called

paracusvt Willisiana.

paracyan (par-a-si'an), . Same as paracyan-
ogen .

paracyanogen (par'a-si-an'6-jen), n. [= F.

paracyanogene ; as Gr. irapa, beside, + E. cyan-
ogen.] A substance formed by heating mer-

cury cyanide to a point short of redness, it is

a dark-brown powder, having the same composition as

cyanogen but a different molecular weight. See cyano-
gen.

paracyesis (par'a-si-e'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irapa, beside, + NL. cyesis, q. v.] In pathol.,
extra-uterine pregnancy.
paracystitis (par'a-sis-ti'tis), w. [NL., < Gr.

irapa, beside, + Kvanr, bladder, + -itis. Cf. cys-

titis.] In pathol., inflammation in the connec-
tive tissue around the bladder.

paradactylar (par-a-dak'ti-lar), a. [< para-
dactylum + -ar$.] In ornith., connected with
or pertaining to the paradactylum : thus, the

marginal lobes, flaps, or fringes of birds' toes
are paradactylur.
paradactylum (par-a-dak'ti-lum), n.; pi. para-
dactyla (-1S). [< Gr. irapa, beside, + cM<crv?.oc,

a finger.] In ornitli., the side of a bird's toe,
when distinguished in any way from the top or
the sole. See acrodactylum.
parade (pa-rad'), n. [Formerly also parado
(after Sp. 5; < F. parade, show, display, parade,
parry, formerly also a halt on horseback, < Sp.
parada (=Vg.parada = It. parata), a halt, stop,

pause, a parade, < parar, halt, stop, get ready,
prepare, L. parare, prepare: in ML. and Bom.
also halt, stop, prevent, guard against, etc., also

parade

. trim, adorn: sec/wnvl. cf. /Kirri/, a dou-
blet of parade. Tho senses '

dress, adorn, set in

order,' and '

halt'(fbr inspection, etc. ) are appar.
all involved in tho present uses of parade?] 1.

Show; display; ostentation.

Be rich, but of your wealth make no parade.

There 's sic parade, sic pomp, and art,
The joy can scarcely reach the heart.

Burnt, The Twa Dogs.

He loves to make parade of pain,
That with his piping he may gain

The praise that comes to constancy.
Tennymi, In Memoriam, xxl.

2. That which is displayed or arranged for dis-

play; a show; a procession; hence, any or-

dered and stately exhibition of skill, as a mili-

tary review or a tournament.
The rites performed, the parson paid,
In state return d the grand parade.

3. Specifically, military display; the orderly
assembly and procession of troops for review
or inspection.

The cherubim,
Forth Issuing at the accustom 'd hour, stood arm'd
To their night-watches In warlike parade.

Milton, P. L, Iv. 780.

4. The place where such assembly or review
is held, or the space allotted to it.

Be It known, lords, knights, and esquires, ladles and
gentlewomen you are hereby acquainted that a superb
achievement at arms, and a grand and noble tournament,
will be held In the parade of clarencieux king at arms.

Old Proclamation, quoted In Strutt s Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 207.

5. The level plain forming the interior or in-

closed area of a fortification, corresponding to

the courtyard of a castle. 6. A public walk,
as on an avenue or esplanade ; a public prome-
nade : as, the marine parade at Brighton, Eng-
land. 7. In fencing, the act of parrying;
avoidance of a thrust by slight movements of
the hand and wrist, which place the strong part
of the blade above the guard in opposition to

the weak part of the opponent's blade nearer
the tip, thus deflecting his sword-point so that

it passes the body without touching: a French
term, used in English for parry. Parades, or more
properly parries, correspond to the thrusts against which
they guard : thus, parade in or of qnarte, parade In or of

tierce, prime, second, etc.

Hence 8. A posture of preparedness to meet
attack or parry thrusts; a posture of defense :

guard. [French use.]
Accustom him to make . . . Judgment of men by those

marks, which . . . give a prospect Into their inside, which
often shews Itself In little things, when they are not In

parade, and upon their guard. l.ncte. Education, | 94.

Circle parade. See circle. Evening parade, a parade
of troops held about sunset. - Horning parade, a pa-
rade or assembly of troops held In the forenoon. Parade
bed. See bedi. Parade guard-mounting (max.), a

guard-mounting in full dress, held on the general parade
of a camp or garrison : distinguished from undrtJtt yuard-
mountinff, which may be held on the company parade-
ground, or wherever convenient, and in undress or fa-

tigue uniform. Parade officer, an officer familiar with
the details of regimental and ceremonial duties, but not

distinguished for knowledge of military science, either

practical or theoretical. Undress parade, a parade held
with curtailed formality and ceremony, as in bad weather
or for roll-cull, publication of orders, etc. The companies
fall In without arms, and the band without instruments.
See also area-parade. = 8yn. 1. Shmc, Ditplay, etc. See
ottentation 2 and 3. Pageant, spectacle,

parade (pa-rad'), v.
; pret. and pp. paraded, ppr.

parading. [< F. parader, parade; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To marshal and array in

military order: as, the troops were paraded at

the usual hour. 2. To march up and down
upon: as, to parade the veranda of a hotel.

Soldiers heavily armed, and with long whips, paraded
the raised gangway or passage which ran the whole length
of the ship. Sharthoute, John Inglesant, xxxir.

3. To exhibit or manifest in an ostentations

manner ; make a parade or display of.

He early discovered that by parading his nnhapplness
before the multitude he produced an immense sensation.

Macaulau, Moore's Byron.

Nothing Is easier than to paradf abstract theorems.
PraaM, Ferd. and Isa., U. 26.

Unfair applications of the laws of variation are. however,
constantly made, and are paraded by a host of litterateurs

and third-rate scientific men as If they were sufficient to

explain all things. Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 142.

= Syn. 3. To display, flaunt, show off.

II. intrans. 1. To assemble and be marshaled
in military order; march in military proces-
sion. 2. To march up and down or prome-
nade in a public place for the purpose of show-

ing one's self.

His [name), that seraphs tremble at, Is hung
Disgracefully on ev'ry trifler's tongue.
Or serves the champion in forensic war
To flourish and paradf with at the bar.

Cmeper, Expostulation, I. S5.



parade-ground

parade-ground (pa-rad'ground), n. A level

space used for the assembly and array of troops,
as well as for exercises in drilling, marching,
etc : same as parade, 4.

paradenitis (pa-rad-e-ni'tis), . [NL., < Gr.

impa, beside, + aii/r, gland, + -itis. Cf. ade-

nitis] In pathol., inflammation of areolar tis-

sue around lymphatic glands.
parader (pa-ra'der), n. One who parades; one
who makes ostentatious display of accomplish-
ments, powers, possessions, cleverness, etc.

parade-rest (pa-rad'rest), w. In milit. tactics,

a position of rest in which the soldier stands
silent and motionless, but which is less fatigu-

ing than the position of ' ' attention "
: it is much

used during parades; also, the command given
to assume this position.
Not a man moved from the military posture of parade-

rest. The Century, XXXVII. 465.

parade-wall (pa-rad'wal), n. In fort., a wall
which rises from the level of the parade to the
interior line of the terreplein, replacing the

rampart-slope in cases where the latter would
occupy too much space within the defenses.

paradidymal (par-a-did'i-mal), a. [< paradi-
dym(is) + -al] Lying alongside the testicle,
close to the epididymis ; pertaining to the para-
didymis, or organ of Giraldes.

paradidymis (par-a-did'i-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irapa, beside, + Si&vfiw;, testicle, lit. 'twin': see

didymous] Same as parepididymis.

paradigm (par'a-dim), . [< F. paradigme =
Sp. Pg. paradigma,<. LL. paradigma,<. Gr. xapa-
fcry/ui, a pattern, example, paradigm, < irapa-

SeiKviivai, exhibit beside, < irapd, beside, + &IK-

vvvai, show.] 1. An example; a model.

Those ideas in the divine understanding, being look'd

upon by these philosophers as the paradigms and patterns
of all things. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 388.

2. In gram., an example of a word, as a noun,
adjective, or verb, in its various inflections.

3. In rhet., an example or illustration, of which
parable and fable are species: a general term,
used by Greek writers.

The rise, splendor, and final decline of her imaginative
literature constitute the fullest paradigm of a nation's

literary existence and of the supporting laws.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 238.

paradigmatic (par"a-dig-mat'ik), a. and n. [=
Pg. paradigmatico, < Gr. irapadcty/iaTiKoc, serv-

ing as an example, ^ Trapdder/fia, an example : see

paradigm.] I. a. Exemplary; model.
The Timteus seems at first to fit very nicely into the doc-

trine of the paradigmatic idea.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 294.

II. t n. In theol., one who narrated the lives of

religious persons to serve as examples of Chris-
tian holiness.

paradigmatical (par'a-dig-mat'i-kal), [<
paradigmatic + -al] "Same as paradigmatic.
Those virtues that put away quite and extinguish the

first motions are paradigmaticoH.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iii. 59, note.

paradigmatically (par"a-dig-mat'i-kal-i), adv.
In the form of or by way of an example,
paradigmatize (par-a-dig'ma-tiz), . t.

; pret.
and pp. paradigmatized, ppr'.' paradigmatizing.
[< Gr. Kapadeiy/iaTl&iv, make an example, < va/id-
Seiyna, an example: seeparadigm] Tosetforth
as a model or example. [Bare.]
When these controversies now depending are at end,

there is no one question concerning any line in those
books so paradiymatized by you . . . but you or any man
shall for the least asking have the full sense of.

Hammond, Works, I. 197.

paradisaic (par'a-di-sa'ik), a. [< paradise +
-a-ic. Cf. paradisiac.] Pertaining to paradise,
or to a place of felicity ; like paradise ; para-
disiac.

A world paradisaic, happy, harmless.
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, n. 297.

paradisaical (par"a-di-sa'i-kal), a. [< para-
disaic + -al] Same as paradisaic.
The paradisaical pleasures of the Mahometans consist

in playing upon the flute and lying with Houris.

Bray, Letters, xliv., To Mr. West.

paradisal (par'a-dl-sal), a. [< paradise + -al.]Same as paradisaic. [Rare.]
At length within this book I found portrayed
Newborn that Paradisal Love of his

D. Q. Jtossetti, On the "Vita Nuova "
of Dante.

paradise (par'a-dls), . [< ME. paradys, para-
dyce, also parais, < OF. paradis, vernacularly
parais, pare'is, F. paradis = Pr. paradis = Sp.
paraiso = Pg. paraiso = It. paradiso= OS. para-
dis= D. paradijs = MLG. paradis = OHG. para-
dys, parodist, pardisi, MHG. paradise, pardise,
paradis, baradis, pardis, G. paradeis, parodies
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= Icel. paradis = Sw. Dan. paradis, < LL. para-
disus, a park, orchard, the garden of Eden, the
abode of the blessed, < Gr. napddeiaof, a park,
deer-park, used as an Easternterm in Xenophon
and others for the parks of the Persian kings
and nobles, in the Septuagint for the garden of

Eden, in the N. T. for the abode of the blessed;
= Heb. pardes_= Armen. pardcz, a garden, <

OPers. 2>airidaesa, an inclosure, Pers. Ar. fir-

dans, a garden, paradise. The AS. name for

paradise was neorxna wang, neorxna wong, Goth.

waggs. The lit. sense (def. 1) is later in E. Cf.

parvis.] If. A park or pleasure-ground con-
nected with the residence of an Oriental prince ;

a garden.
The garden is rather a park or paradise, contriv'd and

planted with walkes and shades of myrtils, cypresse, and
other trees. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1645.

The Assyrian kings . . . maintained magnificent parks,
or "paradises," in which game of every kind was enclosed.

Kncyc. Brit., XII. 393.

2. The garden of Eden.

Adam in obedient ordaynt to blysse,
Ther pryuely in paradys his place watg devised.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 241.

So on he fares, and to the border comes
Of Eden, where delicious Paradise,
Now nearer, crowns with her enclosure green,
As with a rural mound, the charapain head
Of a steep wilderness. MUton, P. L., iv. 132.

3. In tlteol. : (a) That part of the place of de-

parted spirits where the souls of the righteous
are by some believed to await the resurrection.

(6) Sometimes, heaven, or the final abode of the
blessed. Hence 4. A place of extreme beauty
or delight ;

a region of supreme felicity or bliss.

A Paradise of roses was prefigured ; a wilderness of
thorns was found. De Quineey, Philos. of Koin. Hist.

The thorn and the thistle may grow as they will,
Where Friendship unfolds there is Paradise still.

0. W. Holmes, My Annual.

5. In medieval arch. : (a) A small private apart-
ment or study. (6) A court or inclosed area in
front of a church. [This use of the word has induced
the supposition that the word parvis is a corruption of

paradise. ]

6. The upper gallery in a play-house ;
the place

of the "gallery gods." [Slang.] Bird of para-
dise. See Mrdi. Flower of paradise. See henna.
Fools' paradise. See/ooJi. Grains of paradise. See
grainl.

Paradisea (par-a-dis'e-ii), n. [NL., < LL. para-
disus, paradise : see paradise.] The typical ge-
nus of Paradiseidfe. The name was formerly applied
to all the birds of paradise and some related forms, but is

now restricted to P. apoda and its immediate congeners,
inhabiting New Guinea and some of the neighboring isl-

ands. P. apoda is the one longest and best known, also
called P. major, or the greater paradise-bird, as distin-

guished from P. minor or papuana, the lesser or Papuan
paradise-bird. (See cut under Wrdl.) P. sanguinea or
rubra is the red bird of paradise. To these three, all known
for a century or more, has lately been added P. raggiana,
or Raggi's paradise-bird, nearestrelated to the first named.
Others than these 4 species are now usually placed in dif-
ferent genera. See Paradiseidse, and cut under tirdl.

paradisean (par-a-dis'e-an), a. [< paradise +
-an.] If. Same &s paradisiacal. 2. Of or per-
taining to the Paradiseana or Faradiseidse.
Paradiseana (par-a-dis-e-a'na), n. pi. [NL. :

see paradisean.] Birds of paradise: synony-
mous with Paradiseidss. N. A. Vigors, 1825.

paradise-applet (par'a-dis-ap*l), . The to-
mato.

paradise-bird (par'a-dis-berd), n. Any bird of

paradise. See phrase under bird1 .

Paradiseidae (par'a-di-se'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Paradisea + -idee"] A family of sturuoid os-
cine passerine birds of the order Passeres, fa-
mous for the splendor of their plumage, and
preeminently characteristic of the Papuan avi-
fauna ; the birds of paradise. The limits of the fam-
ily have been much in question, and it has been restricted
to the dozen or more species of the genera Paradisea, Para-
disornis, Schleyelia, Diphyllodes, Cincinnurus, Parotia, and
Lophorhina. More properly, however, these and some re-
lated forms, as Astrapia, Paradigalla, Rhipidornis, Semi-
optera, and also Xanthomelas, Lycocorax, Manucodia, and
Phonygama, constitute a special subfamily Paradiseinie,
in which the bill is more or less thick, while the slender-
billed genera Ptilorhis, Seleucides, Drepanornis, and Epi-
machus are placed in another subfamily, Epimachinee.
The splendor of the plumage, and its chief peculiarities
in size, shape, and texture, are characteristic of the male
sex. The general affinities of the birds are with starlings
and crows. See cuts at bird*, Cincinnurus, Epimachus,
and Parotia. Also Paradisiadte.

paradise-stock (par'a-dis-stok), . A horti-
culturists' name for certain hardy slow-grow-
ing apple-stocks upon which more thrifty-grow-
ing varieties are grafted, the result being a
dwarfing of the graft.

Apples ... are " worked "
on the paradise or " doucin

"

stacks, which from their Influence on the scion are known
as dwarfing stocks. Encyc. Brit, XII. 213.

paradox

paradise-tree (par'a-dis-tre), n. A small Ameri-
can tree, Sinutruba glauca, ranging from south-
ern Florida to Brazil, having light coarse-

grained wood and a bitter bark which is some-
times used in medicine as a substitute for S.

(itjicinalis.

Paradisia (par-a-dis'i-a), n. [NL. (Mazzucato,
1811), < Gr. irapdfeaof, a park, paradise: see

paradise.] A genus of ornamental plants, of
the order Liliaccse, tribe Asphodelcse, and sub-
tribe Euaspliodelae, characterized by a three-
celled ovary with many ovules, and funnel-

shaped flowers. The only species, P. Liliastrum, known
as St. Bruno's lily, is a native of the Alps and Pyrenees.
It consists of a short rhizome hearing clusters of thick-
ened fiber-like roots, long linear leaves, and a flower-stalk
with one leaf or none, producing a few rather large white
flowers, of six separate three-nerved segments, slightly
nodding in a one-sided raceme.

paradisiac (par-a-dis'i-ak), a. [= F. paradi-
siaqiie = It. paradisiaco, < LL. paradisiacus,
belonging to paradise, < paradisus, paradise:
see paradise.] Pertaining or relating to para-
dise, or a place of felicity ; suitable to or resem-
bling paradise ; paradisaic.
The paradisiac beauty and simplicity of tropic human-

ity. Kitiysley, Alton Locke, xl. (Davies.)

paradisiacal (par"a-di-si'a-kal), a. [< para-
disiac + -al.] Same as paradisiac.
But particularly to describe and point at this paradisia-

cal residence can be done only by those that live in those
serene regions of Hghtsom glory.

Glanville, Pre-existence of Souls, xiv.

The summer is a kind of heaven, where we wander in a
paradisiacal scene among groves and gardens. POJK.

Paradisiadae (par"a-di-si'a-de), . pi. [NL.]
Same as Paradiseidfe.

paradisial (par-a-dis'i-al), a. [< paradise +
-ial.] Same as paradisiac.
paradisian (par-a-dis'i-an), a. [< paradise +
-ian.] Same as paradisiac. [Rare.]
We may perceive some glimmerings of 1 ight, how bright

and charming she is within, and what a paradisian day is

purpling the hills. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 248.

paradisic (par-a-dis'ik), a. [< paradise + -ic.]
Same as paradisiac. [Rare.]

Hence we inherit such a life as this,
Dead of itself to paradisic bliss.

Broome, Ground of True and False Religion.

paradisical (par-a-dis'i-kal), a. [< paradisic+ -at.] Same as paradisiac.
Paradisornis (par"a-di-sor'nis), n. [NL. ,

< Gr.

wapaSeiaos, paradise, + opvif, bird.] A genus of

paradise-birds, related to Paradisea proper, but

having very long, narrow, and spatuliform mid-
dle tail-feathers, and a high compressed beak.
P. rudolplii of New Guinea, a recent discovery,
is the type. Finsch and Meyer, 1885.

paradot (pa-ra'do), n. [For "parada, < Sp. pa-
rado, a parade: see parade.] Display; flour-

ish.

No less terrible was this paradox and parado of Presby-
terian Discipline and Severity.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 16. (Davies.)

parados (par'a-dos), n. [P., < purer, guard
(see pare*, parry), + dos, back, < L. dorsum,
back. Cf. parachute.] Earthworks behind a
fortified place, designed to protect it from at-
tack in the rear.

paradox (par'a-doks), n. [< "F.paradoxe = Sp.
paradoja = Pg.paradoxo = It.paradosso, < LL.
paradoxum, a figure of speech, < Gr. irapadogov,
an incredible statement or opinion, a paradox,
neut. of irapadoo<;, incredible, < trapa, beyond,+ dofa, notion, belief, < do/criv, seem.] A state-
ment or proposition which at first view seems
absurd, or at variance with common sense, or
which actually or apparently contradicts some
ascertained truth or received opinion, though
on investigation or when explained it may ap-
pear to be well founded. As a rhetorical figure
its use is well exemplified in the first quotation.
As unknown, and yet well known ; as dying, and, behold,

we live
;
as chastened, and not killed ; as sorrowful, yet

alway rejoicing ; as poor, yet making many rich ; as hav-
ing nothing, and yet possessing all things. 2 Cor. vi. 9, 10.

The fraudulent disputation of the sophister tendeth al-

wayes to one of these five ends or marks : that is, by force
of argument ... to make you ... to grant some para-
dox, which is as much to say as an opinion contrary tn ;ill

inens opinions. Blundeville, Arte of Logicke (1619), vi. 4.

These are old fond paradoxes to make fools laugh i' the
alehouse. Shale., Othello, ii. 1. 139.

Some of my readers are hardly inclined to think that the
word paradox could once have had no disparagement in its

meaning; still less that persons could have applied it to
themselves. I chance to have met with a case in point
against them. It is Spinoza's

"
Philosophia Scripturaj In-

terpres, Exercitatio Paradoxa."
De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes.



paradox
Caloric paradox, see -/''"""'"' '"'<-. under sjiheroidal.

Hydrostatic paradox, .see ti,iiiro*tiitir. Mechani-
cal paradox, a proposition to this etlrel '

\ part may
l.r rut away from a given beam, so as to make the beam
stronger than In-fore."

paradoxalt (pw'i-dok-Ml), n. [= F. I'K. //-
rndoxal = It. parndossali ; as paradox + -at.]
I'aradoxical.

How worthy are they to smart that marre the harmony
of our peace by the discordotls jars of their new paradox-
nil conceits! /;/>. Hall, Peace Maker, xxl.

paradoxer (par'a-dok-ser), ii. [< paradox +
*/'.] One who iinlulges in paradox, or who
proposes a paradox.
A very paradoxical cynic or a very cynical paradoxer

might say that the letters must, considering the kind of

IMTKOII

with whom men of Bruins sometimes fall In lore,
>< genuine. De Morgan, In Athemeum, No. S'JOH, p. 503.

paradoxia sexualis (par-a-dok'si-a sek-su-a'-

lis). Premature development of the sexual in-

stini-t iii childhood.

paradoxic (par-a-dok'sik), a. [= Sp. paratlojifo
= It. paradoxgico ; as paradox + -ic.] Of the
nature of a paradox ; paradoxical. [Bare.]

If true, they are certainly paradoxic. Science, XI. 174.

paradoxical (par-a-dok'si-kal), a. [< para-
doxic + -nl.] 1. Of the nature of a paradox;
characterized by paradoxes; apparently absurd,
yet true.

The mind In-inns to boggle at immaterial substances, as

things paradoxical and Incomprehensible.
South, Sermons, IX. ill.

Paradoxical though the assertion looks, the progress Is

at once towards complete separateness and complete
union. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 482.

2. Inclined to paradox or to tenets or notions

contrary to received opinions: applied to per-
sons.

Ooropius after his wont paradoxicall.
Pvrcfian, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

In philosophy, where truth seems double-faced, there
Is no man more parattoxicai than myself.

Sir T. Browne, Rellgio Medici, I. .

Paradoxical contraction. In phynal., the contraction
of the muscles innervated by one branch of the sciatic

consequent on stimulation of the other branch : It is due
to secondary stimulation of the first branch through elec-
trotonic variations. Paradoxical reaction, the phe-
nomena sometimes ensuing on application of the galvanic
current to one ear, when, in addition to tbe sounds pro-
duced in that ear, sounds are heard in the other as if the

opposite electrode were applied to it,

paradoxically (par-a-dok'si-kal-i), adv. In a

paradoxical manner, or in a manner seemingly
absurd or contradictory; in such a way or
sense as to involve an apparent contradiction
or absurdity.

Matter often behaves paradoxically, as when two cold

liquids added together become boiling hot.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 12.

paradoxicalness (par-a-dok'si-kal-nes), w. The
state of being paradoxical.
The seeming paradoxicalnew of . . . |thel statement ri-

suits from the tendency . . . to judge a conclusion which
pre-snpposea an ideal humanity by ita applicability to
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Paradoxiiloma, the art of explaining paradoxes.
Kncyc. Brit., VIII. 194.

paradOXOlOgy (par a-.li,k-sol'o-ji), . [= Sp.
I'lin/i/iu'iiliii/iii = I'g. paradoxoloyia , < NL. jxira-

doxologia, < ( i r. TrapaiogoAoyia, a tale of wonder,
< irapoAo$of ,

incredible (see paradox), + -/

< M-ynv, speak: see -ology.] The holding and

defending of opinions contrary to those gen-
erally prevalent.
Whoever shall Indifferently perpend the exceeding dif

Ilriilty which eitht-r the obscurity of the subject, or un
avoidable paradoxtiloffy. must put upon the attempt, will

easily discern a work of this nature Is not to be performed
on one leg. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., To the Reader.

Paradoxornis (par'a-dok-sdr'nis), n. [NL. (J.
( ioulil, 1K3G), < Gr. irufxj<5ofoc, incredible, + Apt/if,

bird.] The typical genus of Paradoxornithinff .

The type is P. Jlarirnxtri*, the parrot-bullfinch
of India. Also called liathyrhynclnts.
Paradoxornithinae (par'a-dok-s&r-ni-thi'ne),
n. ill. [NL., < Paradoxornis (-ornith-) + -inn .

]

In G. R. Gray's classification (1870), the eighth
subfamily of 1'ringiHidte, represented by the ge-
nus Paradoxornis.

paradoxure (par-a-dok'gur), n. [< NL. Para-

doxurux.'] Any species of the geuug Paradoxu-
rui<; a palm-cat or palm-marten.
Paradoxurinae (par-a-dok-su-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < ParadoxuruM + -fine.] A subfamily of

Viverridte, having the tail very long and sub-

convolute, the hinder part of the soles bald and
callous, and the sectorial tooth typical. It In-

cludes the palm-cat*, or luwacks, nandines. pagumes.
etc., of the genera Paradoxurus, ffandinia, Pairuina, and
Arrtnjalf. See cuts under nandinc, pagumc, and I'arn-

doxurus.

paradoxurine (par'a-dok-su'rin), a. and n. I.

a. Having a paradoxical tail that is,one which
curls or coils in a peculiar way, characteristic
of the Paradoxurinee.

II. . A paradoxure; any member of the
I'aradoxurinee.

Paradoxurus (par'a-dok-su'rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. Trapdrfofof, incredible (see paradox), + oiipa,

tail.] The typical genus of Paradoxurina. P.

typus).

humanity as now existing.
//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 77.

Paradoxidae (par-a-dok'si-de), n. pi. [NL.]
Same as Paradoxididee.

Paradoxides (par-a-dok'si-dez), w. [NL.,< Or.

Trapiioofof, incredible (see paradox), + -ides.~\
The typical genus of Paradoxididie. It contains

very large trilobites, some two feet long, with
sixteen or more thoracic segments, lirongniart.
Also Paradoxites (Coldfuss, 1843).

paradoxidian (par*a-dok-sid'i-an), a. [< NL.
Parailnj-idfx + -inn'.] Of or pertaining to the

genus 1'nriido.riili x
. characterized by the abun-

dance of Paradnxididie, as a geological stratum.
Paradoxididae (par'a-dok-sid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Puriiilnj-iili-H + -(>/>.] A family of trilobitcs,

typified by the genus ParadofUbt, characteris-
tic of the Upper Cambrian, of large size, with

well-developed cephalic shield of cret>coiiti

figure with produced geual angles, from twelve
to t wenty thoracic somites, and reduced pygid-
ium. Also Paradoxidee.

paradoxing (par'a-dok-sing), . [< paradox +
-imj

i
. ] Paradoxical acts or utterances.

If that 1'arllament will prescribe what they onght, with-
out such paradoriny, I should think Ood would subscribe
a Le Dieu le veult readily enough.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 59.

paradoxist (par'a-dok-sist), n. [< paradox +
-i*t.~\ One who makes or affects paradoxes; a
lover of paradox; a paradoxer.
Pope was so delighted with the pugnacious paraduxtet't

reply to DeCronsaz that he made Warhurton's acquain-
tance. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 487.

paradoxologia (par-a-dok-so-16'ji-a), . [NL.]
S.-nne nsparadoj-iiloi/i/.

tHlix is the common palm-cat of India, and
there are many others.

paradoxy (par'a-dok-si), n. [< paradox + -y-*.]

The state of being paradoxical. Cotrridge.

paradventuret, adt. An obsolete form of per-
adrenture.

paraenesis, parsenetic. . See parwettis, etc.

paraesthesia (par-es-the'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

ira/>ri, beside, beyond, + ai(j%o(f, sensation.]
Abnormal sensation, as formication ; abnormal
sense of cold or heat, or the perversion of the
more special senses. Also parestlicsia and pa-

parsesthesis (par -es- the 'sis), . [NL.: see

piir&xthesia.] Same as parsexthesia.

paraesthetic, a. Seeparesthetic.
paraft, paraffet, . Obsolete forms of paraph.
paraffin, paraffins (par'a-fin), . [< F. paraf-
finc, < L. parum, little, -r- affinis, akin : see af-

fine
1
.] 1. The collective name for compounds

of the marsh-gas series which have the gen-
eral formula C,,Hoj|+2 that is, two more than
twice asmany nvifrogen atoms as carbon atoms.
These bodies arc characterized by a remarkable chemical
indifference. They are saturated hydrocarbons, ail the
atoms in the molecule being joined by single bonds, and
therefore they cannot enter into combination without par-
tial destruction of the molecule.

2. Specifically, in com. and maiiuf., a sub-
stance obtained by the dry distillation of wood,
peat, bituminous eoal, wax, etc. It is a tasteless,

inodorous, fatty matter, and resists the action of acids
ami alkalis. It Is largely used in the manufacture of

candles, which equal those of the finest wax, and is used
also as a waterpnioting material for paper and fabrics,
for lining wooden and metallic vessels, as trays and
tanks for acids and voltaic batteries, as an electric Insu-

lator, for coating splinta and other appliances which are

subjected to septic influences, for giving a polish In fine

parage

laundry-work, aa a v. hi. N f,,r th. m m ti. in ni:ilrh>-<,

smcartrldge^xivrrlnK.for pic-c ivinn fin it indvtntahUi
by forming a film or rnatinu DM Hi. sin fur.

,
and for many

iithi-i purixnics. One of the main source* of paraffin is

crude pt-Irolciiin, M liirln icl'lfi! considerable quantity dur-

ing Its preparation for inaik. I

3. Petroleum or kerosene. [Loenl.]

paraffin, paraffine (par'n-fin), r. t.; pret. nii'l

pp. paraffined, ppr. paraffining. [< paraffin, n.
\

To coat or impregnate with paraffin ;
treat with

paraffin.

Wire, Insulated with parafnrd cotton, and then cov-
ered with lead, was used. Electric Km. (Ainer), XIII. 8.

paraffin-butter (par'a-fin- but 'cr), w. See
liiitterl.

paraffinize (par'a-fin-iz), r. /.
; pret. and pp.

ltraffinizrd, ppr. i>araffini:iuy. [< jutraffin +
-i>e.] To paraffin.

The parajlnized preparation Is placed on a layer of cot-

ton to cool, care bong taken to give It such a position u
to avoid deformation. Amer. Hat., XXII. 8W.

paraffin-oil (par'a-fin-oil), n. An oily product
which is given off in large quantity in the de-
structive distillation of bituminous shale. The
lighter oils are used for illuminating, and the
heavier for lubricating purposes. American
paraffin-oil. Same as kerotene. |Eng.|

paraffin-scales (par'a-fin-skalz), ii. i>i. See the

quotation.

During the last twenty years, paraffin has come largely
into use for candle-making. The crude solid product

separated from the light and heavy oils by the mineral
oil refiners, and known as paraffin scale*, is of somewhat
variable composition. Spotu' Kncyc. ManuJ., L 580.

paraffle (pa-raf'l), n. [< F. parafe, paraphf, a

flourish after a signature: see paraph.} Os-
tentatious display. [Scotch.]
These grand parafle o' ceremonies.

Scott, Antiquary, xxi.

paraflagellate (par-a-flaj'c-lat), . [< para-
flaqellum + -ate.'] 'Provided with a parafla-

gellum or with paraflagella.

paraflagelltun (par'a-fla-jel'um), n.; pi. para-
flagella (-&). [NL., { Gr. icapa, beside, + NL.
flagcllum : see flaijcllum, 3.] A small supple-
mentary flagellum often observed beside tin-

long flagellum of infusoriaus. There may be
one or more paraflagella.
Paraf's paste. See pastel.

paragalt, and n. See parcgal.
paragaster (par-a-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. irnpn,

beside, + yaoTr/p, the stomach: see gaxtcr%.i
The cavity of the sac of a sponge ;

the paragas-
tric cavity.

paragastric (par-a-gas'trik). a. [< Gr. napa,
beside, -f }a<rny/>, tne stomach (see parugaxtrr),
+ -ic.] 1. Lying alongside the gastrie cavity :

applied to two ca?cal canals which in ctenopho-
raus are given off from the funnel. 2. Of or

pertaining to the paragaster of a sponge: as,
the paragattrie cavity.

paragastrula (par-a-gas'tr^-la), n. ; pi. parn-
gastrula (-le). [NL'., < Gr. ra^i, beside, + NL.
iiastrula, n. v.] In cmbryoL, that kind of gas-
trula which results from a modification of the

amphiblastula of some sponges. After assuming
a spherical form, the flagellated layer of the free ampin-
hlasttlla liecomcs flattened, depressed, and finally inva

ginated within the hemisphere of the granular cells, to

the inner face of which It is closely applied, thus oblit-

erating the original cleavage-cavity, but at the same time
originating a secondary Invaginatlon-cavity. The two-

layered sac thus produced lit the paragastrnla, whose outer
or epiblastic layer gives rise to the ectoderm, and whose
inner or hypoblastic layer originates the endodcrm, of the
future sponge.

paragastrular (par-a-gas'trij-lar), n. [< para-
gaxtrula + -ar$.] 0"f or pertaining to a para-
gastrula; having the character of a paragas-
trula.

paragastrulation (par-a-pas-trfHa'shon),
[< paragaxtrula + -ation.'] The formation of a

paragastrula by imagination of an amphiblas-
tula.

parage (par'aj), n. [<ME. parage, <OF. (andF.)
parage = Pr. paratge = Sp. paraje = Pg. para-
gem, parage = It. paraggio, < ML. paratienm
(also, after OF., paraaium), equality, < L. par,
equal: see par2 , pairl.] 1. In /uir,"equality of

name, blood, or dignity, but more especially of

land in a division among heirs.

He thought It a disparagement to have a paraae with

any of his rank : and out of emulation did try his substance
that it might not flow so fast into charitable works.

Bp. Hackrt. Abp. Williams, U. 115. (Dariet.)

2. The portion which a woman may obtain on
her marriage. (I 'harttin. 3f. Birth; family;
kindred; descent.

For aproch thou to that prynce of parage noble.
Alliterative />omw(ed. Morris), IL 187.



parage
If she be riche and of heigh parage,

Thanne seistow it is a tormentrie
To soffren hire pride and hire malencolie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 250.

paragenesis (par-a-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ttapa, beside,+ -jiveoic, origin : see genesis.] 1.

In biol., the origination, in an individual of a

given species, of characters due to or in part
derived from another species, as in hybridiza-

tion; hybridism, with reference to the congeni-
tal peculiarities of the resulting offspring. 2.

In mineral., the association of mineral species
with each other with reference to the order and
mode of their formation.

paragenetic(par"a-je-net'ik), a. [(paragenesis,
after genetic.] Of or'pertaining to paragenesis ;

originating by paragenesis; paragenic. Para-

genetic twin. See twin.

paragenic (par-a-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. napa, be-

side, + -yevjfr, produced: see -genous,] Origi-

nating with the germ or at the genesis of an
individual: applied to bodies having original
or congenital peculiarities of structure, charac-

ter, and the like, and specifically in mineralogy
to a mineral whose formation has been influ-

enced by associated species.

parageusia (par-a-gu'si-ii), n. [NL., <Gr. Tronii,

beside, + yeixnt;, the sense of taste, < yemavai,
taste: see gust2.] Perverted sense of taste.

Also parageusis.

Parageuxia is most common for sapid substances.
Amer. Jour. Peychol., I. 510.

parageusic (par-a-gu'sik), a. [< parageusia +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to parageusia.
parageusis (par-a-gu'sis), n. [NL. : see para-
geusia.] Same as parageusia.
paraglenal (par-a-gle'nal), n. and a'. [( Gr.

irapa, beside, + farnyi, the socket of a joint :

see glene.] I. n. The coracoid of a fish
;
a car-

tilage or bone applied to the inner surface of

the chief element of the scapular arch of some
fishes, and bearing at its posterior margin the
actinosts which support the pectoral fin.

II. a. Having the character of or pertaining
to the paragleual : as, & paraglenal cartilage or

bone.

paraglobin (par-a-glo'bin), 11. [( Gr. napa, be-

side, + E. globing] Same as paraglobulin.
paraglobulin (par-a-glob'u-lin), . [< Gr. irapd,

beside, + E. globulin.] A globulin found in

blood-serum, and in small quantities elsewhere
in the tissues. Also called fibrinoplastin .

paraglossa (par-a-glos'a), n.
; pi. paraglossse

(-e). [NL.,<Gr. irapd, beside, + yMmoa, tongue.]
One of a pair of appendages, right
and left, of the ligula, placed usu-

ally on each side of the glossa,
whence the name. In this nomen-
clature the appendages of the ligula are
the single and median glossa, a pair of

paraglossce, and the labial palpi. Para-

glossse occur in many insects of different
orders ; in some hymenopters they are
long blade-like organs, acting as palps.
See ligula, and also cuts under mouth-part,
Hymenoptera, and Insecta.

paraglossal (par-a-glos'al), a. [(

paraglossa + -at.] Having the
-

character of a paraglossa; pertaining to the

paraglossw.
paraglossate (par-a-glos'at), . [< paraglossa
+ -afei.] Provided with paraglossse, as an in-

sect or the ligula of an insect.

paraglossia (par-a-glos'i-a), . [NL., < Gr.

wapa, beside, 4- yhuoaa, tongue.] Parenchyma-
tous glossitis.

paragnathism (pa-rag'na-thizm), . [< parag-
nath-ous + -ism.] In ornith., the state of being
paragnathous. Coues, 1864. See epignathism.
paragnathous (pa-rag'na-thus), a. [< Gr. irapd,

beside, + yvddof, jaw.] lu ornith., having both
mandibles of equal length, their tips falling to-

gether: said of the beaks of birds, and of the
birds themselves. Coues, 1864.

paragoge (par-a-go'je), n. [= F. Sp. Pg. It.

paragoge, < LL. paragoge, < Gr. irapayuj-i?, lead-

ing by, alteration, addition to the end of a syl-
lable, < Trapayuv, lead by, < vapa, beyond, +
ayeiv, lead.] The addition, by growth or ac-

cident, of a non-significant letter or syllable
to the end of a word: opposed to prosthesis
and apocope. Examples are len-d, amongs-t,
agains-t, white-t, tyran-t. Also called epithesis
and ectasis.

paragogic (par-a-goj'ik), a. [= F. paragogique= Pg. It. paragogico; as paragoge + -ic.] Per-
taining to or of the nature of paragoge ;

that
lengthens a word by the addition of one or
more final sounds or letters.

End of Labi-
urn of Eristalis

bear-fforcns,

">g Paa
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ya-stems are really from the locative i + a paragogic ele-

ment a, o, etc. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 431.

Paragogic future, in gram. See cohortative. Para-

gogic letters, in Semitic grammar, letters which, by
their addition to the ordinary form of the word, impart ad-

ditional emphasis or mark some change in the sense.

paragogical (par-a-goj'i-kal), a. [< paragogic
+ -al.] Relating to or characterized by para-

goge; paragogic; added; additional.

You cite them to appeare for certaine Paragogicatt con-

tempts, before a capricious Psodantie of hot-hver'd Gram-
marians. Milton, On Def. of Hurnb. Remonst.

paragon (par'a-gon), n. [< OF. paragon, F.

parangon = li. paragone, paragon (parangone,
a kind of type),< OSp. paragon, Sp. parangoti, &

model, paragon, (.para con, in comparison with :

para, for, to, toward (OSp. pora, < L. pro, for,

+ ad, to); con, with, < L. cum, with.] 1. A
model or pattern ; especially, amodel or pattern
of special excellence or perfection.

Vol. Is she not a heavenly saint?

Pro. No ; but she is an earthly paragon.
Shak., T. G. of V., II. 4. 146.

He rises before us as the paragon and epitome of a whole
spiritual period. Carlyle.

2f. A companion; fellow; mate.
Alone he rode, without his Paragone.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 3ft.

3f. A rival.

For Love and Lordship bide no parayone.
Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1026.

Their Valley, walled with bald Hills before, . . .

Is now an Eden, and th' All-circling Sun,
For fruitfull beauty, sees no Paragon.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

4f. Rivalry; emulation; hence, comparison ;
a

test of excellence or superiority.
Bards tell of many wemen valorous,
Which have full many feats adventurous

Performd, in paragone of proudest men.
Spenser, F. Q., III. 111. 54.

But never let th' ensample of the had
Offend the good ;

for good, by paragone
Of evill, may more notably be rad.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 2.

5f. A stuff, embroidered or plain ,
used for dress

and upholstery in the seventeenth century. 6.
A diamond weighing more than 100 carats. 7.
A size of printing-type, about 3f lines to the

inch, the intermediate of the larger size double

small-pica and the smaller size great-primer,
equal to 20 points, and so distinguished in the
new system of sizes.

paragon (par'a-gon), v. [< OF. paragonner, F.

parangonner= Sp. paragonar, parangonar= It.

paragonare; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To
compare; parallel; mention in comparison or

competition.
By Isis, I will give thee bloody teeth,
If thou with Cresar paragon again
My man of men. Shot.

,
A. and C., i. 5. 71.

Pandsemonium, city and proud seat
Of Lucifer ; so by allusion call'd

Of that bright star to Satan paragon'd.
Milton, P. L., x. 426.

2. To admit comparison with; rival; equal.
Who could paragon

The fervid choir that lifted up a noise
Of harmony ? Keats, Sleep and Poetry.

3f. To go beyond; excel; surpass.
A maid that paragons description.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 62.

II. intrans. To compare; pretend to com-
parison or equality.
He should convert his eyes to see the beauty of Doro-

thea, and he should see that few or none could for feature

paragon with her.

Skelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 9. (Latham.)

paragone (par-a-go'ne), n. [It. : see paragon.'}
1. A touchstone that is, stone of comparison.

2. The black marble of Bergamo : so called
on account of the excellence of the polish it re-
ceives.

paragonite (par'a-gon-It), . [< paragon +
-ite2 7] A kind of mica, analogous to muscovite
in composition, but containing sodium in place
of potassium: it is characteristic of the para-
gonite-schist of the Alps.
paragonite-schist (par'a-gon-It-shist

'

) ,
. Mica-

schist in which a hydrous soda variety of mica,
called paragonite, takes the place of musco-
vite, the most common micaceous constituent
of that rock.

paragonizet (par'a-gpn-Iz), . t. [= Sp. paran-
i/o/tizar; as paragon + -ize.] To compare; par-
agon.

Faire women whose excellencie is disconered by para-
gonizing or setting one to another, which moued the zeal-
ous Poet, speaking of the mayden Queene, to call her the
paragon of Queenes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 195.

paragraphist

paragram(par'a-gram),'n. [< LL. paragramma,
< Gr. napaypa/ifia, that which one writes beside,
< Trapaypcufiew, write beside : see paragraph.] A
play upon words

;
a pun.

Aristotle, in the eleventh chapter of his book of rhetorick.
describes two or three kinds of puns, which he calls para-
grams. Addison, Spectator, No. 61.

paragrammatist (par-a-gram'a-tist), n. [< LL.
paragramma(t-) (see paragram) + -ist.] A
punster.
A country school-master of my acquaintance told me

once that he had been in company with a gentleman whom
he looked upon to be the greatest paragrammatist among
the moderns. Addison, Spectator, No. 61.

paragrandine (par-a-gran'din), n. [< ML. pa-
rare, guard against, parry (see pare*, and cf.

parasol),+ li.granao (grandin-), hail: see gran-
dinous.] An apparatus intended to prevent the
occurrence of hail-storms. It consists of an adapta-
tion of the lightning-rod raised in various ways above the
field or garden which it is desired to protect, and was sup-
posed to prevent the formation of hailstones by attracting
and conducting to earth the free electricity to which they
might owe their origin. It is now considered to be inef-

fective, or of but little effect. Also called paragrele.

paragraph (par'a-graf), n. [Early mod. E.para-
graffe, < ME. paragraf, paragraffe, also paraf,
paraffe (see paraph), also pargrafte, pylcrafte,

pilecrafte (whence pilcrow, q. v.), < OF. para-
graphs (also paraphe, etc.), F.paragraphc = Sp.
pardgraj'o,parrafo = Pg.paragrapho = It.para-
grafo, parafo, < ML. paragraphic, < Gr. Trapa-

ypaQof, a linedrawn in the margin, also, like vapa-
ypc fa, a marginal note, a paragraph, a brief sum-
mary, an exception, demurrer, < irapaypa<j>uv,
write beside, < irapd, beside, + ypa<peiv, write.]
1 . A distinct part of a discourse or writing re-

lating to a particular point, whether consisting
of one sentence or of many sentences : in this

sense the word does not necessarily imply the
division defined below.
This large paragraph of Plotinus Is not without some

small truth in it, if rightly limited and understood.
Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, Hi. 11.

2. A division of written or printed matter, usu-

ally formed by beginning on a new line, and by
leaving a small blank space before the first let-

ter.

It will be noticed also that Sommalius divided the chap-
ters [of "The Imitation of Christ "J into paragraphs, which
many translators have followed

;
and since his time the

paragraphs have been further divided into verses, as they
now appear in the more modern editions.

The Academy, June 15, 1889, p. 407.

3. A short passage ;
a brief notice, as in a news-

paper. 4. A character having the form 51, used
to mark or (in manuscript for the press or in

proof) to give direction for the beginning of
a new paragraph, or as a mark of reference.
This character is a reversed P, the initial let-

ter of paragraph. Abbreviated par Hanging
paragraph. See hanging indention, under indention?.

paragraph (par'a-graf), r. t. [(.paragraph, n.]
1. To form into or write in paragraphs. 2. To
mention or speak of in a paragraph; specifi-

cally, to make the subject of a paragraph or
brief notice in a newspaper.

I am sneered at by all my acquaintance, and paragraphed
in the newspapers. Sheridan, School for Scandal, 1. 2.

3. Same as paraph.
The Duke of Orleans, Monsieur the Prince, and super-

intendents deliver them to the greffler, or clerk, by whom
they are to be allowed, that is paragraphed, in parchment.

Evelyn, State of France.

paragrapher (par'a-graf-er), . One who writes

paragraphs for or as if for newspapers ;
a para-

graphist.
[He] asserts that his poetry will be read when Sliakc-

spere is forgotten. "Possibly, but not before," remarks
a paragrapher. The Literary Era, II. 160,

paragraphia (par-a-graf 'i-a), . [NL., < Gr.

jrapaypdfjieiv, write beside : see paragraph.] The
aphasic symptom of writing one word for an-
other.

paragraphic (par-a-graf'ik), . [< paragraph
+ -ic.~\ 1 . Characterized by division into para-
graphs; exhibiting frequent breaks in writing.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a para-

graph or brief notice
; consisting of paragraphs ;

also, writing or contributing paragraphs.
No style of newspaper writing is more liable to abuse

than the paragraphic. G. S. Merriam, S. Bowles, II. 358.

paragraphical (par-a-graf'i-kal), a. [( para-
graphic + -a/.] Same as paragraphic.

I am very paragraphical, and, you see, have nothing to

say. Walpole, Letters, II. 134.

paragraphically (par-a-graf'i-kal-i), tulr. By
or with paragraphs ;

in paragraphs.
paragraphist (par'a-graf-ist), n. [(paragraph
+ -igt.] One who writes paragraphs; a para-
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clee, Inhabiting rather deep water. \\HiParnlrtiidina as
a group of Saipelidee.

* uujr *
ItltJ/ltltflft',

Paralepis (pa-ral'e-pis), . [NL., < Gr. irapd,
beside, + >(mV, a scale.] The typical genus

paralepsis, paralepsy (par'a-lep-sis, -si), H.
See iiiiralipsin.

paralexia (piir-a-lek'si-U), H. [NL., < Gr. irapd,
beside, + /j'i'/r,"speech ,"< />;//, speak.] Mor-
bid misapprehension of th meaning of written
or printed wonU.
paralgesia (par-al-je'si-8), . [M,., <Gr. irapd,
beside, beyond, + a^-^aif, sense of pain, < /-

yv, feel pain, < oAyor, pain.] 1. Disordered
sense of pain in a part, as when peculiar feel-

ings of local distress follow stimulation. 2.
Hypalgesia.
paralria (im-ral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. irapd, be-
si'lc, oeyond, + a/yof, pain.] Same as paral--.

p'aralian (pa-ra'li-an), n. [< L. paralius, < Gr.
irapaAwf, also irdpa/.of, by or near the sea, naval,
marine, littoral, < irapd, beside, + dfy, the sea.]A dweller near the sea. Smart. [Bare.]
Paralichthys (par-a-lik'this), . [NL.. < Gr.
ndpa'Mf, by or in the 'sea (see paralian), + i^i'f,
fish.] A genus of pleuronectoid fishes, related
to the halibut. It has the lateral line strongly arched
in front, the dursal beginning hi front of the eye, scales

paragraphist

grapher; specifically, one who writes para-
graphs for ne\\spapurR.
Any paraijraphixt in th

newspapers.be Quincey, Herodotus.

paragraphlsticalt (par'a-gni-fis'ti-kal), a. [<
paragraphixt + -/<-/.

|
Saiii.- as /mriii/nniliii:

Uniii. mill /'/.

Para grass. 1. A forage-grass of warm cli-
mate.s, fmiotun Im,-!,,,,,,,/!, j)roducing abun-
dantly and of good quality: so named from
I'ani in Brazil. 2. A commercial name of the
pmssava fiber.

paragrele (par'a-grel), . [< F. 'paragrtlc, <
/in i-ir Ml,, iiiirnrc), guard against, parry, +
i/rcle, hail.] Same as piinii/raiii/iiir.

Paraguayan (par'a-gwa-an), a. and w. [<
Paraguay (see def.) + -<JH.] I. . Of or per-
taining to Paraguay or its inhabitants.

II. H. A native or citizen of Paraguay, a re-
public of South America, lying to the west of
Brazil, and north and east of the Argentine
Republic.
Paraguay tea. See tea.

parafieliotropic (par-a-he'li-o-trop'ik), a. [<
/iiinilii'iiiiii-n/i-ixiH -f

-<<;.] Pertaining to or ex-
hibiting paraheliotropism.
The leaves of some plants when exposed to an Intense

and injurious amount of light direct themselves, by rising
or sinking or twisting, so as to be less Inti-nm Iv illimii
natcd. Such movements have sometimes been called diur-
nal

sleep. If thought advisable, they might be called
parahelnitropic, Darwin, Movement In Hants, p. 411).

paraheliotropism (par-a-he-li-ot'ro-pizm), n.

[< Gr. irapd, about, + fkot, the sun, + rptiretv,
turn, rpoirti, a turning.] In bot., the so-called
diurnal sleep of leaves : a modification of dia-
heliotropism. See the quotation under para-
heliotropic.
The so-called Diurnal Sleep of Leaves, or Parahetiolm-

Darmn, Movement In Plants, p. 446.

Parahippus(par-a-hip'us),n. [NL.,< Gr. irapd,
beside, +

Zirirof, horse.] A genus of extinct
solidungulate perissodactyl quadrupeds, based
by Leidy in 1858 upon North American remains
of Pliocene age, belonging to the family,-liwlii-
theriidse. The animal was a sort of horse with
some tapiroid affinities,

parahypnosis (par'a-hip-no'sis), n. [NL.,< Gr.
Trapa, beside, + inrvof, sleep, + -osis. Cf. hypno-
sis.} Abnormal sleep, as in hypnotized states
or somnambulism,
paraiba (pa-ri'bS), . [Braz.] A Brazilian
plant, Ximaruba versicolor, whose extremely bit-
ter bark is used in powder against insect ver-
min and in infusion as a cure for snake-bites,
and, together with the fruit, is employed as an
anthelmintic.

paraillet, . and n. See pareft.
parakanthosis (par-ak-an-tho'sis), n. [NL.,<
Gr. irapd, beside, + axavOa, a thorn,+ -osis.] Ab-
normal growth of the stratum spinosum of the
epidermis, as in cancer of the skin,

parakeet, n. See parrakeet.
parakeratosis (par-a-ker-a-to'sis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irapd, beside, + NL. keratosis.] Any
disease of the skin characterized by abnormal
quality of the horny layer,

parakinesis, parakiaesia (par'a-ki-ne'sis,
-si-a), n. CNL., < Gr. irapd, beside, + nivr/atf,

motion.] Disordered motor function.
paralactic (par'a-lak'tik), a. [< Gr. irapd, be-
side, + K. lactic'.'} Used only in the following
phrase. Paralactic acid, a modification of ordinary
or fermentation lactic acid, having the same chemical
composition and structure, but different In being opti-
cally active as well aa in Its salts. It Is found in various
j u II-CH of the body. Also called tarcolacric acid.

paralalia (par-a-la'li-ii), . [NL., < Gr. irapd,
beside, + fahd, talk, chat: see lallation.] Dis-
order of articulation so that one sound is given
for another, as I for r.

paraldehyde (pa-ral'de-hld), . [< Gr. ira,m,
beside, + E. OMMfd*.] A colorless liquid with
a disagreeable odor and taste, C6H12O3 , ob-

tS&3ls& jgffsgff&zfr^^
parallaltico, < LGr. irapaMaKTtxAc, of or for the
parallax, < Gr. irapd)lai-t{, parallax: see paral-
lax.'] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or
characterized by parallax.
Thomas Digrey and John Dey, gentlemen and mathema-

ticians amongst us, have learnedly proved by parallactic
doctrine that It |a new star in Cassiopeia] was in the celes-
tial], not in the t'lrim'ntiiry region.

Holland, tr. of Camden (Elizabeth, an. 1672).

Parallactic angle, (a) The angle whose vertex is at any
object observed while its legs pass through a mean and
an extremely removed station of observation- parallax
(6) The angle between the vertical circle and the decltna-

i'.II ill IX.

ParatifHtkys ttftttafus.

weakly ciliated, and some of the teeth enlarged. It con-
tain* a number of species in the American and Asiatic
seas, among which are some highly esteemed food-fishes
such as the bastard or Monterey halibut (P. ra/t/orniciM)
the plaice or summer flounder of New York (P. dentatut)and the southern flounder (P. lethoetiyma). See Halibut
and cut under flounder.

paralinin (pa-ral'i-nin), n. Nucleoplasm. See
nucleus, 1 (a).

paralipomena (par'a-li-pom'e-na), u.nl. [= p.
paralipomeiics, pi., formerly in 'E.'paralipomenon= Sp. paralipdmenon = It. paralipomenon, para-
lippomenon, after the LL. gen. pi., < LL. para-
lipomena (in gen. pi. paralipomenon, in liber pri-
mus or secundus paralipomenon), < Gr. irapa/(et-
ir6fieva, things omitted, omissions (rd fttfttdov TUV
irapafatiro/ifvav, the book of things omitted), ppr.
pass, of n-apoteVfiv, pass over, omit : see para-
ifprit.] Things omitted; collectively, a supple-
ment containing things omitted in a precedingwork

;
a collection of omittedpassagcs. Those

books of the Bible called First and Second
Chronicles are also called.ParaKpomea,former-
ly Paralipomenon (a genitive form, see above).
And as it Is rehearsed In Paralipomenon [marg. lib 1, cap.

10) : One cause of his fal was for lacke of trust In (iod
Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 42.

The fragment given In the paralipomena to Faust, en-
titled Landstrassc, where Mephistophejes casts down his
eyes and hurries past a cross by the wayside, follows, a
hint of the later revelation of his character.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 486.

paralipsis (par-a-lip'sis), n. [Also paraleipsis
and paralepsis (also paraleptty = F. paralipge =
Pg. paralepsis = It. paralepsi, paralipsi, para-
lissi), < NL. paralipsis, < Gr. irapd^Let^tf, a pass-
ing over, < -Kapa}*iirctv, leave on one side, omit, <

irapd, beside, + teiiretv, leave.] A pretended or
suggested omission for rhetorical effect, usu-
iilly introduced by

"
I say nothing of," "not to

mention," or the like.

.

paraleipsis, n. See paralipsis.
paralepidid (par-a-lep'i-did), .

I'limlt'iidiitir,

One of the

[NL.,

,

Paralepididse (par'a-le-pid'i-de), n. pi. [
<
Paratepis (-ltpi<t-)"+ -i<fa.] A

family of inio-
mous fishes, exemplified by the genus Paralrpix,
with elongate body covered with cycloid scales,
long head, deep mouth; slender maxillaries
closely adherent to the premaxillaries, short
dorsal fin at about the middle of the body,
and an adipose fin. The family contains 6 or 7 spe-
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parallel
tlon circle of a star. Parallactic ellipse, the ellipsewhich a star appears to describe annually In consequenceof the earth's revolution around the sun, and I. \ tnm, ,,t

parallax.- Parallactic Inequality, an inequality in the
unions motion di-iN-ndrnt ii|K,n the solar parallax at (he
moon. Its period Is one synodlcal isolation. ,,r 2K.53
days, being double that of the variation, which it thus
alternately Increases and diminishes. The maximum ef.
feet 011 the longitude Is 122".- Parallactic Instrument
In <utroN.,an equatorial Instrument Parallactic rules
an ancient astronomical Instrument for measuring tin!
zenith-distance of a star.- Parallactic unit, the dis-
tance of a star whose parallax is 1", being 200,206 times
the distance of the sun from the earth,

parallactical (pnr-a-lak'ti-kal), a. [<parall<tr-
li<- + -n/.] Same us parallaetie.

parallax (par'a-laku), w. [= F. parallaxe = 8p.
paralajc, p<tr<njix = Pg.

- "~
= It. parnlhume, < (Jr.

-

alternation, parallax, < ,, u/ ^r^u-

aetv, make things alternate, < irapd,

beside, + MUaortv, change, < 4>U

2oj, another.] 1. An apparent
displacement f an object ob-
served, due to real displacement
of the observer, so that the di-
rection of the former with refer-
ence to the latter is changed, in
the nit, the angle 111 'I), being the semldlameter of AB ss
seen from C, ls the parallax of C as seen from B. In as-
tronomy, parallax is due either to our daily motion round
the center of the earth, or to our yearly motion round the
sun. Parallax Is observed, also, when the head Is moved
liefore two Images or other objects In the region of dis-
tinct vision and at unequal distances. There Is also an
effect of parallax when we alternately shut one eye and
open the other.

2. ID. optics, an apparent shifting of the spider-
lines in a telescope-reticle as the eye is moved
before the eyepiece: it is due to the non-co-
incidence of the threads with the focal plane
of the object-glass Angle of parallax, in phyno-
logKalupUct, the angle which the visual axes form at their
point of meeting. This angle becomes greater the nearer
the point of fixation. Annual parallax, the displace-ment of a star owing to Its being observed from the earth
instead of from the sun. Diurnal parallax, the dis-
placement of a bodv owing to Its being observed from the
surface instead of from the center of the earth. Hori-
zontal parallax, the diurnal parallax of a star upon the
nori/xjn. The horizontal parallax is equal to the semi-
diameter of the earth as seen from the star. Parallax
Of altitude, the angular amount by which the altitude
of the moon or other heavenly body is less on account of
parallax.

parallel (par'a-lel), a. and n. [< OF. parallelt,
F. paralltlc = Sp. paralelo = Pa.paraUelo = It.

parallelo, paralello, < L. paraUefus, parallelos,
\. Gr. irapaMrfljos, beside one another, < irapd,
beside, + aA?jJ>W, gen., etc. (found only in
oblifiue cases of dual and plural), one another,
a reduplicated form, < a).*os, another, + d^oj-,
another.] I. a. 1. In geom., of lines (accord-
ing to Euclid in his
definition of parallel
straight lines), lying in
the same plane but
never meeting however
far they may bo pro-
duced in either direc-

tion; of planes, never
meeting nowever far

they may be produced; ,,,c,n,c

in modern geometry, in- two Ii*ht -*

tersecting at infinity. The definition of Euclid Is
the traditional one ; but the modem definition has three
logical advantages: first, It Is not, like the Euclidean defi-
nition, a negative one; second, It makes one conception
applicable equally to parallel lines and parallel planes:and third, it Is a statement which, whether literally true
or not, must be admitted In form for the sake of the Im-

nnt generalizations which result from It.

laving the same direction, tendency, or
course.

How am I then a villain
To counsel Tasslo to this parallel course,
Directly to his good? Shot., Othello, U. 8. SSS.

3. Continuing a resemblance through many
particulars; like; similar; equal in all essen-
tial parts: as, a parallel case; parallel pas-
sages in the Evangelists.
He [the apostle Paul] goes up and down preaching the

Gospel In a sphere as large as his mind was, and with a
seal only parallel with his former fury.

Stillinyfeet, Sermons, I. iv.

4. In music: (a) Of two voice-parts, progress-
ing so that the interval between them remains
the same. Such progression Is called parallel motion,and the intervals by which the two parts are separated an
called parallel inlerral*. When the interval is a unison,
an octave, or a perfect fifth, the progression Is regarded aa
faulty : such progressions are called parallel vnutmt, oe-

tave^mfflla, or simply paroOrb or eoiurcutin;*. Parallel
thirds and sixths are correct, and pleasing when not too
long continued. Parallel seconds and sevenths are rare,
and usually objectionable, (ft) Qf tonalities, same
as ri-lntin:S. In entom., parallel-sided: as,
parallel elytra, wings, etc Parallel ban, battle,

Parallel Lino.
Two lines in a plane are cat
f .1 third, making the sum of



parallel

brake-hanger. See bari, etc. Parallel circles on a
sphere, circles whose planes are parallel. Parallel cir-

cuit, an electrical conductor joining two points which are

also connected by another conductor, to which the first is

then said to be parallel. Parallel coping, in building.

coping of equal thicknessthroughout : used to cope inclined

surfaces, such as gables, etc. Parallel curves and sur-

faces, those curves and surfaces which have the same nor-

mals, and are therefore everywhere equidistant, Parallel

extinction. See extinction.,*. Parallel file. See/iei.
Parallel fissure or sulcus, the superior temporal Hssure,

parallel to the fissure of Sylvius. See Assure. Parallel

forces forces which act in directions parallel to each

other. Parallel hemihedrism. See hemihedrism.

Parallel intervals. Same as eonseealice intervals (which

see,w\Acr consecutive). Parallel key, knife, lathe. See

the nouns. Parallel lines, (a) Defined by Euclid as

"straight lines which are in the same plane and, being

produced ever so far both ways, do not meet." (6) Milit.,

sameasparaHcfe. See II., 5. Parallel motion, (a) A
contrivance for converting reciprocating circular motion

into rectilinear reciprocating motion by the use of link-

work. The ordinary parallel motion, that of Watt, fulfils

its function to a close degree of approximation, but not

exactly. It is designed to cause the piston-rod in impart-

ing motion to, and the pump-rod in taking motion from,
the oscillating beam of a steam-engineTto move respective-

ly in very nearly right lines, and is sufficiently perfect for

all practical purposes. It depends upon the principle that

when the ends of two levers connected by a link oscillate

on different centers in the same vertical plane, describing
arcs convex toward each other, there is some point in the

connecting-link that must move in nearly a right line.

The position of this point depends upon the lengths of the

levers and the relative positions of their fulcrums. A meth-
od for mathe-
matically loca-

ting this point
has been given
byRankine. In
the diagram
the ends of the

equal levers g h
and ij describe
arcs convex to-

ward each oth-
er ; a is the con-

necting-link ; g
and j are the
fulcrums. The
piston-rod is

connected at b
to the link c;
and when the

ILL

Part of Beam of Condensing-engine.

Parallel Rulers.

rt<?', rulers ; b b' , bars pivot-
ed to the rulers. The centers
of the pivots being equidistant
in * and A'. the rulers will there-
fore be parallel to each other
in any position of the bars.

levers are caused to oscillate, one end of the link a is drawn
to the right, while the other is moved to the left, causing
the point of connection, and also the pump-rod / and pis-
ton-rod e, to move in nearly right lines. The first exact

parallel motion discovered, after immense labor by many
mathematicians, was Peaucellier's cell. (See cell.) The
simplest is the Kempe-Sy'vester parallel motion. (6) In
music. See motion. Parallel perspective, rod, etc. See
the nouns.- Parallel roads, benches or terraces on
hill-slopes, indicating former levels at which the water
stood in the valley beneath at a time when this was occu-

pied by a lake, or a lake-like

expansion of a river. The
phrase parallel roads is chiefly
used with reference to the so-

called Parallel Roads of Glen-

roy in Scotland, in regard to
which there has been much
discussion among geologists.
See terrace. Parallel rulers,
an instrument for plotting
courses on a chart, or for draw-
ing parallel lines for other
purposes. It consists of two
rulers connected by cross-bars
of equal length, movable about

joints, so that while the distance between the two rulers

may be increased or diminished, their edges always remain
parallel. Parallel sailing, sphere, etc. See the nouns.

Parallel sulcus. See parallel fissure.

II. n. 1. A line parallel to another line.

That 's done, as near as the extremest ends
Of parallels, as like as Vulcan and his wife.

Shak.,T. andC., i. 3. 168.

Lines that from their parallel decline,
More they proceed, the more they still disjoin.

Garth, Dispensary, iv. 186.

"Who made the spider parallels design,
Sure as De Moivre, without rule or line !

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 103.

2. The intersection of a sphere by a plane per-
pendicular to its axis : such intersections of the
terrestrial sphere are parallels of latitude, and
are commonly represented on maps by lines
drawn to every five or ten degrees (or less dis-

tances) between the equator and the poles.
See latitude, 4. 3. Comparison made by pla-
cing things side by side: as, to draw a, parallel
between two characters.

No high-strain'd Parallel was made but thus,
As good, or brave, as Aphrodisius.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 56.

'Twixt earthly females and the moon
All parallels exactly run. Swift.

He runs a laboured parallel between Schiller, Goethe,
and Kotzebue ; one is more this, the other more that.

Carlyle, Taylor's Survey of German Poetry (Essays,
[III. 316).

4. A thing equal to or resembling another in
all essential particulars ;

a counterpart.
She is the abstract of all excellence,
And scorns a parallel.

Fletcher (and Massinger T), Lovers' Progress, iii. 3.
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In Britain where was he

That could stand up his parallel'
Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 54.

The nearest parallels [to the conquest of Britain] that I

can find are the Hebrew conquest of Canaan and the Sara-

cen conquest of Africa.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 127.

5. Milit., a trench cut in the ground before a

fortress, parallel to its defenses, for the purpose
of covering the besiegers from the guns of the

place. 6. In printing, a mark of reference in a

printed text, thus ||, used to direct attention to a

marginal note or a foot-note. 7. In music. See
I. ,4 Inparallel,amethod of connecting electric batter-

ies ordynamos in which all of thepositivepoles are joined to

one extremity of the circuit-wire, and all of the negative to

theother. (Seebattery.) Theconnectionissaidtobeinsmes
when tlie positive pole of one cell or machine is joined to

the negative of the next. Mundane parallel, in astral.,

situation at equal distances from the meridian. Parallels
of altitude, in astron., small circles of the sphere parallel
to the horizon. Also called almucaiitars. Parallels of

declination, small circles of the celestial sphere parallel
to the equator. Theory of parallels, the geometrical
discussion of the number of lines which can be drawn
through a given point parallel to a given line, with other

kindred matters. The fifth postulate (in some modern
editions the eleventh axiom) of Euclid reads, "And if

a right line incident upon two right lines make the two in-

terior angles on the same side less in sum than two right
angles, then those two right lines will meet on the side

on which the angles are less than two right angles if pro-
duced to infinity.

"
This proposition being much more com-

plicated than any other assumed by Euclid without proof,
a great number of attempts were made by mathematicians
to demonstrate it. Finally, it was conclusively shown, as

Gauss expressed it, that we have no reason to believe that
the celebrated postulate is more than approximately true.

There are thus three possible systems of geometry, the Eu-
clidean and two non-Euclidean systems, according as it is

assumed that there can be drawn through any given point,

parallel to any given line, only one line, two real lines,
or two imaginary lines. Zodiacal parallel, in astral.,

the situation of two planets at the same distance from the

equator.

parallel (par'a-lel), v.
; pret. and pp. paralleled

or parallelled, ppr. paralleling or parallelling.

[<. parallel, a.] I. trans. 1. To place in a po-
sition parallel to something else ; make parallel.
The needle . . . doth parallel and place itself upon the

true meridian. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

2. To make conformable to something else;
make the same or closely similar in many or all

essential particulars.
His life is paralleled

Even with the stroke and line of his great justice.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 82.

3. To match; equal; rival.

For rapes and ravishments he parallels Nessus.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 281.

He parallels
Strong sinnewed Sampson, or, indeed, excels.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Those distinct feelings which can be remembered and
examined by reflection are paralleled by changes in a por-
tion of the brain only. W. K. Clifford., Lectures, II. 82.

4. To show or furnish an equal to, or an equiv-
alent for.

Well may we fight for her whom, we know well,
The world's large spaces cannot parallel.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2. 162.

5. To compare.
I thought once . . .

To have paralleled him with great Alexander.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, i. 1.

I paralleled more than once our idea of substance with
the Indian philosopher's he-knew-not-what which sup-
ported the tortoise. Locke.

6. To take a course parallel with. [Recent.]
Another railroad has paralleled the Nickel Plate, which

has paralleled the Lake Shore.
New York Tribune, March 23, 1884.

II. intrans. To be like or equal ; agree.
Sound paralleleth in many other things with the sight.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 125.

parallelable (par'a-lel-a-bl), a. [< parallel +
-able.'] Capable of being paralleled. [Rare.]
Our duty is seconded with such an advantage as is not

parallelable in all the world beside.

ftp. Hall, Remains, p. 277. (Latham.)

parallelepiped (par-a-lel-e-pip'ed or -pi'ped),
. [Commonly, but erroneously, parallelopi-

ped; = F.paralletepipedc = Sp. paralelepipedo,

,
< -apaM.ri'Aof, parallel (see parallel), +

eiriirsSov, a plane surface, neut. of tTrwrcdof, on
the ground, < siri, on,+ neaov, ground.] A prism
whose bases are parallelograms.
parallelepipedal (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-dal or -pi'-

pe-dal), a. [Also, erroneously, parallelopipe-
dal; < parallelepiped + -al.] Having the form
of a parallelepiped.
parallelepipedon (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-don or -pi'-
pe-don), n. Same as parallelepiped.

parallelogrammic

parallelepipedonal (par-a-lel-e-pip'e-don-al or

-pi'pe-don-al), a. [< parallelepipedon + -al.]

Same as parallelepipedal.

parallelinerved (par'a-lel-i-nervd), a. [< L.

parallcltts, parallel, + nervus, nerve: see

nerve.'] Same as parallel-nerved.

parallelism (par'a-lel-izm), n. [= F. paralle-
lisms = Sp. paralelismo = Pg. It. parallelismo,
< MGr. TmpaAAr/Aia/ji6<;, a comparing of parallels,
< irapa%A7/At(eiv, place side by side : see parallel-

ize.] 1. A parallel position, in any sense of the
word parallel.

The fissures . . . were produced with such irresistible

force as to preserve their linear character and parallelism
through rocks of the most diverse nature.

&'$(, Geol. Sketches, ii. 24.

2. The retention by a moving line of positions

parallel to one another. 3. Analogy.
Now science and philosophy recognize the parallelism,

the approximation, the unity of the two [Spirit and Mat-

ter). Emerson, in N. A. Rev., t'XXVI. 419.

Fortunately, literaryparallelism is not synonymous with

literary plagiarism. N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 66.

Specifically 4. The correspondence resulting
from the repetition of the same sentiment or

imagery, sense, or grammatical construction : a

marked feature of Hebrew poetry.

Parallelisms in sentences, in words, and in the order of

words have been traced out between the gospel of Mat-
thew and that of Luke.

Paley, Evidences of Christianity, i. 8.

5. A parallel or comparison.
To draw a parallelism between that ancient and this

more modern nothing.
Glanrille, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xv.

parallelistic (par"a-le-lis'tik), a. [< parallel
+ -istic.] Of the nature of or involving paral-

lelism; like, but not plagiaristie.

parallelivenose (par-a-lel-i-ve'nos), a. [< L.

parallelus, parallel, + "vena, vein: see venose.]
In entmn., same as parallel-veined.

parallelize (par'a-lel-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

parallelized, ppr. parallelizing. [= Sp. para-
lelizar,<. MGr. irapaUr/Mfciv, place side by side,<
Gr. impaM.ri'Aoc,, parallel : see parallel.] To ren-

der parallel ; place side by side for comparison ;

arrange in parallel columns or positions.

Of lesser grades, the series among Lacertilia of Aero-
donta and Iguania, parallelized by Dum^ril and Bibron,
and of Teidaj and Lacertidse, compared by Wiegmann.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 95.

parallellesst (par'a-lel-les), a. [< parallel +
-lens.] Without a parallel ; peerless. [Rare.]

Is she not parattettess? is not her breath
Sweet as Arabian winds when fruits are ripe ?

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iii. 1.

parallelly (par'a-lel -Ii), adv. In a parallel
manner

;
as a parallel or as parallels ;

in a cor-

responding manner; concordantly.
parallel-nerved (par'a-lel-nervd), a. In l>ot.,

having the nerves parallel, as many leaves.

Also parallel-veined.

parallelodrome (par-a-lel'o-drom), n. [< Gr.

irapaXkril.of, parallel, -F -6po/u>f, < dpa/tflv, run.]
See nervation.

parallelogram (par-a-lel'o-gram), n. [< OF.

parallelogramme, F. parallelogramme = Sp.
paralelogramo = Pg. parallelogrammo, para-
lellogrammo, paralelogrammo = It. paralello-

grammo, paralelogram-
mo, < L. parallelogram- / ~~7

mum, < Gr. wapaMqM- / /
ypaft/tov, a parallelo- /_ /
gram, neut. Of JrapoA- Parallelogram.

AT/Aoypaftfiof, bounded by
parallel lines, < napaM,jj^of, parallel, + ypafi-

ja, line: see parallel and gram2
.] 1. In geom.,

a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are par-
allel. 2f. A pantograph.

I had most infinite pleasure . . . with his shewing me
the use of the Parallelogram, by which he drew in a quar-
ter of an hour before me, in little, from a great, a most
neat map of England. Pepys, Diary, IV. 65.

Complement of a parallelogram. See complement.
Parallelogram of forces. See/orcei.

parallelogrammatic (par-a-lel"o-gra-mat'ik),
a. [= F.parallelor/rammatique = Pg. parallelo-

grammatieo; &s parallelogram + -ad'c2.] 1. Of
or relating to a parallelogram. 2. Having the

shape of a parallelogram: as, a, parallelogram-
motif mark.

parallelogranunatical (par-a-leFo-gra-mat'i-
kal),. [< parallelogrammatic + -al.] Same as

parallelogrammatic.
parallelogrammic (par-a-lel-o-gram'ik), .. [<

parallelogram + -ic.] Having the form of a

parallelogram.



parallelogrammical

parallelograinmical (par-a-lel-o-gram'i-kal),
<i. [< iMiriilMoi/raitiniii' + -nl.\ Same us pur-
allrliH/niiiiHiii:

The table being jjara/MwrnuiiniVn/- and very narrow.

Sterne, Triatrain Shandy, iv. 27.

parallelpmeter (piir-a-le-lom'e-ter), . [< <ir.

irapa'/ '/iffur, puriillcl, + fier/>ov, measure.] An
instrument or apparatus for drtcnniiiiiig par-
allrliMii. The gravity parallelometer of Brashearis used
for tMflrmtntng the deviation from parallelism of tin- p
jMisite sitl.-H of a glass plate.

The plate is sup]K>rtcd U|HIII
three steel pninis. ana a pendulum above, properly sup-
ported, serves as the plate Is tarned to show the thinnest

part of the plate, and further to determine tlte error to be
corrected for different parts of It.

parallelepiped, ". See parallelepiped.

same us jiiir<illi/-iu-ri-/i/.2. In entom., having
the longitudinal veins distinct and more or less

parallel : said of the wings of insects, as in the

l./-/ii(lii/>/i'i-ii : opposed to net-veined.

paralogical (pur-a-loj'i-kal), a. [< paralog-y +
-(<-/.] Characterized by paralogism or incor-
rect reasoning; illogical. Sir T. Browne.

paralogise, *
'

See paralogize.
paralogism (pa-ral'o-jizm), n. [< F. paralo-
gisim- = Sp. Pg. It. p'aralogismo, < ML. "pamlo-
gismus, < Gr. irapaAoyta/iuf, false reasoning, <

irapa}.o)it;coOat, reason falsely, < napa, beside, +
taayi^taOai, reason, < /Wjof, discourse, reason :

see Logos. Cf. paralogy.'] In logic, fallacious

argument or false reasoning ; reasoning which
is false in form that is, in which the conclu-
sion does not follow from the premises; a con-
clusion unwarranted by the premises.
A paralogism not admittabie a fallacy that dwells not

In a cloud. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., IIL i.

The Paralogism (parnlogismus) Is properly a syllogism
of whose falsehood the employer is not himself conscious ;

I'M- Sophism (sophisma, captio, cavlllatlo) Is properly a
false syllogism fabricated and employed for the purpose
of deceiving others. The term Fallacy may be applied In-

differently In either sense.
Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, xiii.

Transcendental paralogism, in Kantian philoi., a logi-
cal error into which the Tinman reason naturally fulls,

especially with reference to the substantiality, simplicity,
and personal identity of the soul, and its relation to the
body, but which can be exposed by the careful use of the
formal logic. = Syn. See xophism.

paralogize (pa-ral'o-jiz), r. i.; pret. and pp. pa-
r<tl(iiji~cd, ppr. paralogizing. [= Sp. paralogiz-
ear = Pg. paralogisar = It. paralogizzare, < Gr.

irapafoyi&aOai, reason falsely : see paralogism.]
To reason falsely. Also paralogise.

I had a crotchet in my head here to have given the ralnes
to my pen, and run astray thorowout all the coast- townes
of England, . . . and commented and paralogized on their
condition in the present and in the preter tense.

A'ashe, Lenten Stude (Harl. Misc., VI. 153). (Dames.)

paralogy (pa-ral'o-ji), n. [< LGr. jro/xzAoy/a, an
excuse, subterfuge, a fallacy, < Gr. irapdtoyor,,

beyond reason, unreasonable, < wapa, beside,
beyond, + /o}0f, reason : see Logos. Cf . pa-
ralogism, paralogize.] False reasoning; pa-
ralogism.
That Methuselah was the longest liver of all the posterity

of Adam we quietly believe ; but that he must needs be so
Is perhaps below paralogy to deny.

Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., Til. 8.

paralysant, paralysation, etc. See paraly-
zant, etc.

paralysis (pa-ral'i-sis), n. [= F. paralytic, OF.
paralisie, etc. (> tfE, parOMtte, prlt'si,palesie:
see palsy), = Sp.perlesia,pardli8i8= Pg.pariili/-
sia = It. punilixi, paralisia, < L. paralysis, <Gr.
irapdhvatc, palsy, < xapahveiv, disable on one side,
< irapa, beside, + Tiveiv, loosen.] 1. The im-

pairment of the normal capacity of the nervous
system for bringing into action one or more
active organs, muscular or glandular, or for re-

ceiving impressions along one or more sensory
paths. Motor paralysis is called aHneria, sensory paraly-
sis arurdhegia. When the peripheral organ is the seat of

gross destrui-tive disease the term paralysis is not em-
ployed, bat It is used for finer changes which set these
organs out of action, as in some cases of muscular paraly-
uls. Paralysis of one lateral side of the body Is hemiplegia ;

of the lower half, paraplf(jia ; and of one limb or a small
part of the body, monoplcgia. Incomplete paralysis of

any part is called paresis.

2. Figuratively, loss of energy; loss of the

power of performing regular functions
; the

state of being crippled, as in an emergency, or

helpless amid any circumstances.
This issue Is so absolutely revolutionary of the normal re-

lations between labor and capital that it has naturally
produced a partial paralysis of business.

A. A. .,CXLII. 598.

The conflict of many races, and the paralysis of all gov-
ernment that followed the fall of the empire, made force

everywhere dominant, and petty wars incessant.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 26.
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Acute ascending ("r descending) paralysis. Seetan-
dry's paralysis. - Acute spinal paralysis, acute ante-
rior poliomyelitis. See poliomyelitis. Alcoholic pa-
ralysis, neuritis from the ue of alcohol. Alternate
paralysis, parnljsis In which the face is atfrcteil mi on,-

side and the limbs on the other. Hee crossed paralysis.
Anterior bulbar paralysis. Same as ouhlnalmopUaSa
progresriva. Atrophlc paralysis, paralysis Involving
marked muscular atrophy; ipeeffleuly, anterior poliomy-
elitis. Atrophic spinal paralysis, anterior poliomy-
ilni-. Bell's paralysis, motor paralysis of the face,
due to injury of the facial nerve. Compare facial paraly.
ns. Brown-Sequard's paralysis, paralysis produced
by a lesion destroying one naif of the spinal cord at some
level, and prodm-ing a hemiakinesia below the lesl n
the same side and a hemfaniestheaia on the opposite side.

Bulbar paralysis, paralysis due to lesion of the ob-

longata. See progressive bulbar paralysis, below. Cere-
bral paralysis, (a) 1'aralysls from a cerebral lesion.

(6) Paralysis due to an encephalic lesion. Cortical pa-
ralysis, paralysis due to a lesion in the cerebral cortex.
Crossed paralysis, paralysis where a single lesion

produces paralysis on the two sides of the body in dif-

ferent pints ; alternate paralysis : also applied to cases
where there is akinesla on one side and anaesthesia on
the other. Direct paralysis, paralysis on the same
side of the body aa the cerebral lesion.- Divers' pa-
ralysis, paralysis, mostly paraplegia, developed in di-

vers after coining from an atmosphere of high pressure.
See caisson-disease. - Ducherme'8 paralysis, (n) .-aim-

as progressive bulbar paralysis, (o) Muscular pseudo-
hypertrophy. Emotive paralysis. Same as hysterical
paralysis. 'ErVa paralysis (named from W. Krli. a Uer-
man neurologist, bora IMu), paralysis of muscles mostly of
the upper arm and shoulder, due to lesion of the upper part
of the brachlal plexus. Essential paralysis, anterior

poliomyelitis. Essential paralysis of childhood,
acute anterior poliomyelitis. See polimnyflitig. Facial
paralysis, paralysis of the muscles of the face ; especially,
Bell's paralysis, or that due to a lesion of the fibers of the
facial nerve. General paralysis, dementia paralytica.
Hysterical paralysis, paralysis without demonstrable

anatomical lesion, occurring In hysterical subjects, and due
to causes similar to those of the other hysterical symp-
toms. Infantile paralysis, anterior poliomyelitis in
a child. Bee poliomyelitis. Infantile spastic paraly-
sis, paralysis in children In which there is more or less tonic

spasm of the muscles Involved and Increased tendon-re
Hexes. It Is due to a lesion above the anterior cornual
region, and Is usually cerebral. Landry's paralysis, an
acute progressive paralysis, usually attacking the legs first

and then the arms, but sometimes descending, affecting
most frequently males In middle life, and fatal In a majority
of well-marked cases, without known anatomical lesion.
Also called acute ascending (or descending) paralysis.
Myosclerotic paralysis. Same as psrudohypertrophic
paralysis. Nuclear paralysis, paralysis dependent on
lesion of the nuclei of origin of motor nerves, as of
those of the eye. Obstetrical paralysis, paralysis of
tin- infant from injuries received during delivery. Pa-
ralysis agitans, a neurosis presenting in typical cases a
regular tremor (continuing during rest, beginning In the
hand and not involving the headX muscular rigidity and
weakness, a peculiar slowness of Toliintary movement, and
a mask-like immobility of countenance. It occurs in mid-
dle life and later, and is very chronic and progressive. It
Is different from senile tremor, but intermediate cases oc-

cur. Also called shaking or trembling palsy and Parkin-
son's disease. Paralysis festinans, a phase of paralysis
agitans In which the patient hurries forward as if seeking
to recover his center of gravity. Also called/cgfiiuifton and
propulsion. Paralysis glpssolabiolaryngea. Same as

progressive bulbar paralysis. Paralysis glossolabio-
pharyngea cerebralis. Same as ptrudiibuKar paralysis.
Paralysis notariorum,wiiters' cramp.-Paralysis of

convergence, inability to converge theeyes, though the in-

ternal recti act normally except for this purpose. Paral-
ysis scorbutica, pellagra. Post-convulsive paraly-
sis, paralysis following spasm, consequent on exhaustion
of the nerve-centers. Progressive bulbar paralysis,
paralysis of the tongue, lips, lower face, and larynx, with
progressive atrophy of the nuclei of the nerves innervating
these parts, resembling progressive muscular atrophy.
Also called paralysis glnssttlabiolaryngea, Duchenne's pa-
ralysis, and poliencephalitis inferior. Progressive pa-
ralysis, dementia paralytica. Pseudobulbar paraly-
sis, paralysis affecting the muscular region concerned in

progressive bnlbar paralysis, but dependent on a cerebral
lesion or lesions. Pseudogeneral paralysis, a mor-
bid condition somewhat resembling dementia paralytica,
but distinct from it, produced in many cases by chronic
intoxications, as with alcohol, lead, syphflls, etc. - Pseu-
dohypertrophlc paralysis, a rare paralysis beginning
in early life, progressing through years to a fatal ending,
and characterized by atrophy of muscular fibers, affecting
various muscles of the body, and in certain of them com-
bined with hypertrophy of their connective and fatty tis-

sues so that the bulk of such muscles may be excessive.
It is more frequent in males, and is apt to run in families.
Also called muscular pseudohypertrophy, hypcrtropkic pa-
raplegia of in/a ney, myosderotic paralysis, progressive mus-
aaar sclerosis, atraphia mtumlonim lipomatosa, lipoma-
toits myoalrophy, lipomaiosis musculorum, luxuriant pro-
gressiva, and myopachusis lipomatosa. Reflex paraly-
sis, paralysis produced by some peripheral irritation act-

ing on the cerebrospinal centers. Regressive paraly-
sis, acute anterior poliomyelitis. Saturnine paraly-
sis. Same as lead-paralysis. Spastic infantile paral-
ysis. See in/antut spastie paralysis. Spastic spinal
paralysis, a form of progressive nervous disease marked
by muscular rigidity, increased myotatlc Irritability, and
paresis. It usually begins in the lower extremities, ex-
cept In general paretics, in whom It Is comparatively fre-

quent. It has been ascribed to primary sclerosis of the
pyramidal tract in the spinal cord. Also called tetanoid

preti<ittj>arapltyia,tpailicptevdaparalytis, and tpatticpseu-
rfo/xinww. Writers' paralysis. Same as writers' cramp
(which sec, under writer).

paralytic (par-a-lit'ik), a. and n. [In ME. par-
latyk; < F. paralytique = Sp. paralitito, perld-
tico = Pg. paralytico = It. paralitico, parletico,
< L. paralyticus, < Or. Trapa/Urueof, paralytic, <

Paramecium

irapa/.iciv, disable on one side: see paralysis.']
I. (i. 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

paralysis: as, a paralytic uflWtion. 2. Affect-
rd with paralysis or palsy; palsied; so consti-

tuted as to be subject to paralysis.

Set comen lodly to that lede, as lajares ful monye, . . .

1'oysened and parlatyk and pyned In fyres.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), II. 1096.

Nought shall It profit that the charming Fair,
Angelic, softest Work of Heav'n, draws near
To the cold shaking paralytic Hand.

I'rior, Solomon, III.

II. . One who is affected with paralysis or

palsy.
The paralytic, who can hold her cards,
But cannot play them, borrows a friend's hand
To deal and shuffle. Cou-per, Task, L 472.

paralytical (par-u-lit'i-kal), a. [X paralytic +
-/.] Same as paralytic. lioyle, Works, II. 187.

paralyzant (par'a-li-zant), w. [< paraly:< +
-anl.} An agent or drug that paralyzes or
induces paralysis. Alien, and Neural., VL 47.

Also spelled paralysant.
paralyzation (par'a-li-za'shon), n. [< paralyze
+ -ation."] The act of paralyzing, or toe state
of being paralyzed. Also spelled paralysation.

paralyze (par a-liz), r. t.; pret. and pp. para-
lyzed, ppr. paralyzing. [< F. paralyser = Pg.
paralysar, paralyze; from the noun: see pa-
ralysis. Cf. analyze, < analysis."] 1. To affect

with paralysis. 2. To render helpless, use-

less, or ineffective, as if by paralysis; deaden
the action or power of in any way: as, the

sight paralyzed him with fear.

Doubt, which paralyses action. Is of the essence of

thought, H. a. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 88.

Also spelled paralyse.

paralyzer (par'a-H-zer), One who or that
whicu paralyzes, or induces paralysis. Also

spelled paralyser.

Alcohol, while a universal paralyzer, really distracts the
nervous capacities in their mutual relations.

Alien, and Xeurnl., X. 376.

Paramaeciidse, paramaecine, etc. See Para-
mcciidie, etc.

paramagnetic (par'a-mag-net'ik), a. [= F.

paramagnetique ; as Gr. irapa, beside, + E.

magnetic.'] Assuming, when freely suspended
between the poles of a horseshoe magnet, a
position in a lino from one pole to the other;
magnetic in contradistinction to diamagnetic.
See diamagnetism.
Iron and slmiliar bodies which are attracted by the

magnet are called Herro-magnetlc, or sometimes Parn-
magnetic bodies. Substances which are repelled are called

Uiamagnetic. ./. E. It, Gordon, Elect and Mag., II. 14.

paramagnetically (par
' a -mag - net

'
i - kal -

i),

inlr. In a paramagnetic manner; in accordance
with paramagnetism.
paramagnetism (par-a-mag'ne-tizm ), n. [= F.

paramagnetimne ; as Gr. irapa, beside, + E.

magnetism.'] The phenomena exhibited by
paramagnetic substances. See diamagnetism.
paramastoid (par-a-mas'toid), a. and n. [<
Gr. irapa, beside, + E. mastoid.'] I. a. Situated
near the mastoid : noting certain cranial pro-
cesses more frequently called paroccipital.

II. . A parainastoid process ; a paroccipital.
It is an apophysis or outgrowth of the exoccipital bone,
very prominent in some animals, and has nothing to do
with the mastoid. In man it Is represented by the jugu-
lar process. See paroccipital.

paramatta (par-a-mat'S), n. [< Paramatta
(see def.).] A light dress-fabric, the weft of
which is combed merino wool and the warp
cotton: said to have been made originally
with wool brought from Paramatta in Austra-
lia. Also called paramat. Imp. Diet,

paramecia, . Plural of paramecium, 2.

Parameciidae (par'a-me-sl'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Paramecium + -<#.] A family of holotri-
chous ciliate infusorians, typified by the genus
Paramecium . They are of flattened asymmetrical form,
with distinct dorsal and ventral surfaces, and the mouth
ventral and ciliated like the rest of the body, there being
no distinction of the oral from the general cuticular cilia.

The family, formerly more extensive, is now restricted
to such genera as Paramecium, Loxocephalus, Placus, and
CvnchophthirHs. It contains some of the longest- and
best-known animalcules, which abound in both fresh -

and salt-water Infusions, and some of which are popularly
known as sliiiper animalciilr*. Also Paramxcida, Para-
mandte, Paramrdna, and Paramecina.

paramecine (par-a-me'sin), a. Resembling a
slipper-animalcule ; oforpertainingtothePara-
mi-ciiilte. Also spelled paramsecine.
Paramecium (par-a-me'si-um). n. [NL. (O. F.
Miiller, 1773), < Gr. irapa/jf/xrif, of longish shape,
oblong, < irapa, beside, + //i?Kor, length.] 1. The
typical genus of Parameeiida; the slipper-ani-
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malcules. having a soft flexible cuticle and

oblique adoral groove. P. bursariiim is an ex-

Parantecium bursarium, a holotrichous ciliate infusorian. (Arrows
show the course of the circulation.)

A. Dorsal view: a, cortical layer, or ectosarc; 0, endoplast; c c,

contractile vacuoles; ft rf', ingested particles of food ; t, chlorophyl

granules. B, Ventral view : a, vestibule ; t>, oral aperture J c, esoph-

agus; d, endoplast; tf, endoplastule or paranucleus; c, interior

protoplasmic endosarc. C. The animal in fissive state, dividing
transversely by fission: a ft', contractile vacuoles; * *, endoplast di-

viding ; c c, two endoplastules or paranuclei.

ample. Commonly, but wrongly, Paramsecium
or Paranueeium. 2. [I.e.; pl.paramecia (-a).]

A member of this genus.
paramenia (par-a-me'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, + 'ftijv, month, > ftrniiaia, menses.]
Disordered menstruation.

parament (par'a-ment), . [Formerly also

sometimes paretnent,'paramento (< Sp. Pg. It.);

< ME. parament, parement = OF. parament,
parement, F.parement = Sp. Pg. It. paramento,<
ML. paraenta,preparation, apparatus, adorn-
ment, < L. pararc, prepare, adorn: see pare1

.]

1. An ornament; an adornment; decoration.

To dauncing chambres ful of parementz.
Chawxr, Good Women, 1. 1105.

There went more to 't
; there were cloaks, gowns, cas-

socks,
And other paramentos.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, i. 1.

Specifically (a) pi. Kobes of state.

Lordes in parament on here courseres.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1643.

(6) A cuff sewed upon the outside of a coat-sleeve and

usually capable of being turned down over the hands, as

was common toward the close of the seventeenth and in

the early part of the eighteenth century.

2. The external face of a wall or any other con-
structed work. Seeperpend^. Chamber of para-
mentst, the presence-chamber of a monarch.

This Cambyuskan
Ros fro his bord ther that he sat ful hye ;

To forn him goth the loude minstralcye,
Til he cam to his chambre ofparamentz.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 261.

paramentot, n. [Sp. : see parament.] Same
as parament.
paramere (par'a-mer), . [< Gr. Trapd, beside,

-t- fttpw;, part.] In biol. : (a) A radiated part or

organ ;
one of a set of radiating parts arranged

like the spokes of a wheel about a common cen-
ter

;
an actinomere : correlated with antimere,

metamere, etc. The arms or rays of a starfish

are parameres in this sense.

The former definition of the term antimere as denoting
at once each separate ray of a radiate, or the right and left

halves of a bilaterally symmetrical animal, is corrected

by terming each ray a parainere, and its [the animal's]
symmetrical halves the antimeres. Encyc. Brit.

,
XVI. 842.

(6) Either half, right or left, of a bilaterally

symmetrical animal : now oftener called anti-

mere.

These two halves [of the body divided by the median
plane], as opposed to antimeresL may be termed parameres.

Claws, Zoology (trans.), p. 27.

(c) Either half, right or left, of one segment or
somite of a bilaterally symmetrical animal.

The whole system of the one to four elements of the
middle ear . . . is to be looked upon as one organ of one
common origin namely, as a modification of the hyo-
mandibular, the primitive proximal paramere of the sec-
ond visceral arch. Nature, XXXVIII. 47.

parameric (par-a-mer'ik), a. [< paramere +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to a paramere ; provided
with parameres. or disposed in parameres; ra-

diate, as a starfish
; actinomeric.

paramese (pa-ram'e-se), n. [Gr. Kapaptari, the
chord next after the middle, fern, of napd/ieecx;,
next after the middle, < Trapd, beside, + fteaof,
middle: MeiMI01,m0Mft.] In anc. Gr. music, the
lowest tone of the disjunct tetrachord : so called
because it lay next to (above) the tone mese. Its

pitch was probably about that of the B next be-
low middle C. Sse tetrachord.

parameter (pa-ram'e-ter), n. [< F. parametre= Sp. pardmetro = Pg. It. parametro, < NL.
parametmm, parameter (see def.), < Gr. Trapd,

beside, + ptrpov, measure : see meter2.] 1.
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In math.: (a) The third proportional to any
diameter of a conic section and its conjugate
diameter: specifically this is the parameter of

the former of these diameters. The parameter
of the transverse axis is called the principal

parameter, or the parameter of the curve, (b)

Any constant quantity entering into an equa-
tion, (c) A variable quantity of which the co-

ordinates of a geometrical locus are direct

functions. Thus, the coordinates of every uni-

versal algebraic curve can be expressed as ra-

tional functions of a single parameter. 2. In

crystal., the ratio of the three axes which de-

fines the position of any plane of a crystal;
more specifically, the ratio belonging to the

unit or fundamental plane for a given species :

this axial ratio and the angular inclination of

the axes constitute the crystalline elements for

a species Method of variation of parameters, a

method of finding a solution of a differential equation by
guessing that it is like the solution of a simpler equation,

except that quantities constant in the latter are variable

in the former. Parameters of an orbit, the elements
of the orbit.

parametral (pa-ram'e-tral), a. [(parameter +
-a/.] In crystal., pertaining to the parameter.
The crystals are very rich in faces, and belong to the

ortho-rhombic system ; their parametral ratios are a : b : c

= 1.2594 : 1 : 0.0018. Nature, XXXIX. 328.

parametric1
(par-a-me'trik), a. [< Gr. Trapd,

beside, -f- ftf/rpa, the uterus, 4- -ic."] Situated or

occurring near the uterus.

parametric2 (par-a-met'rik), a. [(parameter
+ -if.] Pertaining to a parameter Paramet-
ric distribution, in math. See distribution.

parametritic (par"a-me-trit'ik), a. [(paramt-
tritis + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected with

parametritis.
parametritis (par"a-me-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, + fifyrpa, the uterus, + -itis. Cf.

metritis.] Pelvic cellulitis. See pelvic.

paramitom (par-a-mit'om), . [< Trapd, beside,
+ ftiTOf, thread.] A name given by Flemming
to the more fluid portion of the cell-substance
which is contained in the meshes of the mitom
or network of threads ;

the paraplasma of

Kupffer.
paramnesia (par-am-ne'si-a), . [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, [ivr/at-, only in comp., remember-

ing, < lu/ivr/OKetv, remind: see amnesia.] One's

believing that he remembers things when he
has never experienced them

;
false memory.

paramo (par'a-mo), n. [Sp.] A desert plain,
bare of trees, at a high elevation, open to the

winds, and uncultivated and uninhabited. The
word is used by writers on South American geography.
Some Spanish writers employ it for high plateau regions,
even when these are forested.

Paramonadidse (par"a-mo-nad'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Paramonas (-monad-) + -idee.] A fam-

ily of monomastigate eustomatous flagellate

infusorians, typified by the genus Paramonas.
It contains free-swimming a'nimalcules of persistent form,
with transparent colorless endoplasm and a single flagel-

lum, near the base of which is the distinct oral aperture.
Thei'e are several genera, based on the different shapes of

the body.
Paramonas (pa-ram'o-nas), n. [NL. ,

< Gr. Trapd,

beside, + NL. Monas, q. v.] The
typical ge-

nus of Paramonadidse, founded by Saville Kent
to include forms formerly referred to Monas
proper, as P. globosa, P. stellata, and P. deses,
which have a distinct oral aperture.
pa'ramorph (par'a-m6rf), n. [< Gr. Trapd, be-

side, +
fiopijn], shape. Cf. LGr. irapauapijxnni,

transform.] 'ia. mineral., apseudomorph form-
ed by a change in molecular structure without
a change of chemical composition : thus, rutile

occurs as a, paramorph, after brookite, and ara-

gonite after calcite. Seepseudomorph saa&para-
morphism.
paramorphia 1

(par-a-mor'fi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, + uoptyii, shape.] Inpathol., mor-
bid structure.

paramorpbia2
(par-a-mor'fi-a), . [NL., < Gr.

Trapd, beside, -f- NL.' morphia, q. v.] Same as
thebain.

paramorphic (par-a-mor'fik), a. [(paramorph
+ -ic.] Of, relating to, or resembling a para-
morph ;

characterized by paramorphism ;
form-

ed by a change in molecular structure, but
without change of chemical composition: as,
the paramorphic origin of hornblende.

This type of crystal [brookite] is the one which most
frequently shows the paramorphic change to rutile.

Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXXII. 315.

paramorphine (par-a-m&r'fin), n. Same as
thebain.

paramorphism (par-a-mor'fizm), n. [< para-
morph + -ism.] In mineral., a change of the

paramour
molecular structure of a mineral without altera-

tion of external form or chemical constitution:

a variety of pseudomorphism. See paramorph
and pscndomorpli ixt/t .

paramorphosis (par'a-mor-fo'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. rra/id, beside, + /lojxjiuaii;, a shaping.] Same
as parantorphimn.
paramorpb-OUS (par-a-mor'fus), a. [< para-
morph + -ous.] Same as paramorphic.
paramoudra (par-a-mou'drji), n. Same as pot-
stone.

paramount (par'a-mount), a. and n. [Former-
ly ulso peramouni; < OF. (AF.) paramount, par-
amont, pcramont, adv. and prep., above (sei-

!/neur paramount, lord paramount), < par, per
(< L. per, through), by,+ amont, amount, above,

upward, < L. ad montem, to a mountain: see

amount. Cf. the opposite pararail.] I. a. 1. Su-

preme ; superior in power or jurisdiction ;
chief :

as, lord paramount, the supreme lord of a fee,
or of lands, tenements, and hereditaments.
Under the feudal system the sovereign is lord paramount,
of whom all the land in the kingdom is supposed to be held

mediately or immediately. This is still the theory of the

English law, the ultimate property of all lands being re-

garded as in the crown.

Thus all the land in the kingdom is supposed to be

holden, mediately or immediately, of the king, who Is

styled the lord paramount, or above all.

Blackstone, Com., II. v.

But while the influence of the House of Commons in the
Government was becoming paramount, the influence of

the people over the House of Commons was declining.

Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

The administration of justice was rescu ed from the para-
mount influence of the crown.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 381.

2f. Above
; superior to : with a prepositional

force.

The kingdome in parliament assembled is above the

king, as a general! councell is paramount the pope.
Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, i. 7.

3. Eminent; of the highest order
; especially,

of chief or superior importance; above all oth-

ers as regards importance; superior: as, the

paramount duty of a citizen.

John a Chamber . . . was hanged upon a gibbet raised a

stage higher in the midst of a square gallows, as a traitor

paramount. Bacon, Works (ed. Spedding), XI. 136.

Of all the Blessings that ever dropt down from Heaven
upon Man, that of his Redemption may be called the

Blessing paramount. Howell, Letters, iii. 4.

If man's convenience, health,
Or safety interfere, his rights and claims
Are paramount, and must extinguish theirs.

Cawper, Task, vL 583.

Although the season had not yet arrived for asserting
his own paramount claims, he was determined to tolerate
those of no other potentate. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

Lord paramount. See def. 1.

II. n. The chief; the highest in rank or im-

portance; a superior.
Forth

In order came the grand infernal peers :

Midst came their mighty paramount.
Miltm, P. L., ii. 508.

Blest Maid, which dost surmount
All Saints and Seraphins,

And reign'st as Paramount,
And chief of Cherubins.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

paramountcy (par'a-mount-si), n. [< para-
mount + -cy.] The condition or rank of being
paramount. Coleridge. [Bare.]
paramountly (par'a-mount-li), adv. In a par-
amount manner; as a matter of the highest
importance.
paramourt, paramourst, adv. [ME. , prop, two

words, par amour, < OF. par amour, by love, with
love: par, < L. per, through, by; amour, < L.

amor, love: see amor, amour.] With love; in

love
;
as a lover.

I lovede never womman here beforne
As paramoures, ne nevere shal no mo.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 158.

Whan Merlin com to that, he be-hoved to telle of the

damesell that he loved paramours.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 738.

Princes luvit hir, paramour.
The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 148).

For paramourst, In the way of or for the sake of love or

gallantry.

For paramours he seyde he wolde awake.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 168.

paramour (par'a-mor), n. [< ME. paramour,

rramotcre,
a lover: see paramour, adr.] If.

lover, of either sex ; a wooer.
For paramours they do but feyne.
To love truly they disdeyne.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4831.

Adue. alas, my Saviour Lord Jesu !

Adue, the gentillest that ever I knew !

Adue, my most excellent paramour.
Fairer than rose, sweeter than lilly flour.

Lamentation of Mary Magdalen, 1. 678.



paramour
I pon the fluurc

A lovely l-\y "t fain- Ladies K:I(
,

Courted of many a jolly ruramnure.
.Sy.nT, F. Q., II. Ix. 34.

Itul my mint iinil IHT imraiimur took (he pas, miij fonm-il
iniliTtt Mich :i I;iir of 01 itriii:il.s as, 1 li.-li.-tr, :iil [ji^liilnl
could not panilli-l. Sn,i.ll,ll, lliiin|>lllry < 'linki-r, II. I'.rll.

2. A lover, of either Hex, in a bail sense
;
one

who liikrs tin- place of a hu.slianil nr wife wilh-
out legal right : the only sense of the word now
in use.

Mi f tin 1 liou*linmte wag a revi-lmn,
This Is to seyn, he hedde a paramour.

Chaucer, I'roL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 454.

shall I believe
Thai unsubstantial death Is amorous,
And that the lean abhorred monster keeps
Thee here in dark to he his paramour 9

Shalt., R. aud J., T. 8. 106.

I ... took a paramour;
Did her mock-honour as the fairest fair.

Tennymm, Geraint.

3f. Love, as between the sexes; gallantry.
II. \\:.s a- riii of lot,- and imnwmur
AH is the hyve ful of hony swete.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, L 8.

paramourt, v. t. [ME. paramourm; < //,-
i/' i 'in-. n.] To love; be in love with; woo.
Than Blase axed what hed ought to do. And Merlyn selde,

"The! be yunge men and lolye, and have grete nede of
eounsellle, and 1 knowe a faire lady that Vter parammtn.
And I will go and bringe hyn a letter, as It were from IHT.

"

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I. 47.

paramyoclonus (pur'a-mi-ok'lo-nus), n. [NL.,
< Or. ira/>a, beside, + /ivf (/iwif ), muscle, 4- K'/O-

voc,, any violent confused motion: see clonus.']
Clonus in symmetrically placed muscles.

paranema (par-a-ne'mii), .; pi. paraiiemala
(-ina-tii). [NL.,"< Gr. 7r'ap6, about, 4 vi]ua, a
thread.] In hot., same as paraphysis.
paranematic (par'a-ne-mat'ik), a. [< parane-
ma(t-) + -ic.] In hot'., resembling or belong-
ing to a paranema.
paranephritis (par*a-ne-fri'tia), n. [NL. , < Gr.

ira/id, beside, + NL. nephritis."] Inflammation
of the paranephros, or suprarenal capsule.

paranephros (par-a-nef'ros), n. [NL., < Gr.
. imiia, beside, 4 wfpifi kidney.] The suprarenal

capsule ; the adrenal. Thomas, Med. Diet.

paranete (par-a-ne'te), n. [L., < Gr. Trapavr/rr/

(see def.), < ir'apa, beside, + VT/TT/: see nettP.]
In am: (!r. imisie, the next to the highest tone
of either the disjunct or the upper tetrachord:
so called because it lay next to (below) the tone
nete. Its pitch was probably about that of either
the D or the G next above middle C. See tetra-

chord.

parang (par'ang), M. [Malay.] A large heavy
knife used by the Malays. In appearance it resem-
bles a sword-bayonet, and it serves for a variety of uses,
as cutting food, felling trees, the ordinary needs of car

pentry, etc.

parangon (pa-rang'gon). n. [F. paranijon, para-
gon; as adj., without flaw: see paragon.] A
name given by jewelers to a gem of peculiar
excellence. The term is also applied to certain
marbles of peculiar excellence as well as to

gems.
paranoea, paranoia (par-a-ue'a, -noi'a), w.

[NL., < Gr. Ttapavota, derangement, madness, <

n-apavotiv,
be deranged, < irapa, beside, + votiv,

t hiiik.] A chronic form of insanity developing
in a neuropsychopathic constitution, present-
ing systematized delusions of more or less defi-

nite scope, while in other directions there may
appear a fair amount of mental health. The
prognosis is extremely bad.

paranceac, paranoiac (par-a-ne'ak, -noi'ak), .

[< IKI ra na-a + -oc.] A patient exhibiting par-
ancpn.

paranoeic (par-a-ne'ik), a. [< paranoea + -ic.]

I'ertuining to or exhibiting paranuja.
parantheiion (par-an-the'li-on), .; pi. poran-
thrlia (-a). [NL.,<Gr. Trapd, beside, 4avri, over

against, 4- '//Uof,the sun.] A white image of the

sun, more or less diffuse, seen at the same alti-

tude as the sun, aud at an angular distance from
it varying from 90 to 140. Psranthella are due to

rays of light which undergo two successive reflections, in-
u-mal or internal, ii|>n the vertical faces of an Ice-prism
suspended in the atmosphere. Bravai*.

paranthine (pa-ran'thin), . [< Gr. irapmiOrlv,
wither, shed its blossoms (< irapo, beside, + av-

fciv, blossom, < avOaf, a flower, blossom),4 -ine2.]
A species of seapolite.

paranuclear (par-a-nu'kle-ar), a. [< tfL.para-
iiiiclfiiK + -ar3.~] Of or pertaining to a para-
nucleus: as. tin- /iiii'iiiniflcar substance.

Occasionally other structures act like nerve-flbres to-

wards sold, and amonu tln-sc maybe nn-ntioiu-d cntain
paranuclear bodies in the cutaneous epithelium of N'ec-

turus. A. B. Hoodlum, Micros. Science, XXVII. 447.
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paranucleate (par-a-nu'kle-at), a. [< NL. IHI-
rn ii iii-lt n.-i + -ulei.]' Provided with a paranu-
i-lrus: as, n pariniiii-lniti- t->-\\.

paranUCleolUS (par'a-nu-kle'o-lug), . ; j>l. //-
i-ti ii iii-li ill i (-li). [NL.,< Gr. ird/ia, beside, 4 NL.
nucleolus, q. v.] A mass of substance that is

extruded from the nucleus, in pollen and spore
mother-cells, just before their division into

daughti-r-ci'lls.

paranucleus (par-a-nu'kle-u.s), . ; pi. paranu-
clci (-i). [NL., < (Jr. -/;</. Iii-Mili . + NL. nu-

cleus, q. T.] The so-called nucleolus or endo-

plastule of certain protozoans. See cut under
I'aramccium.

In most of the CUiata, by the side of the large obloiig
nucleus, la a second smaller body (or even two such bodies)
which has been very objectionably termed the nucleolus,
. . . but is better called the paranudeut.

Sncyc. Brit., XIX. 864.

Para-nut (pa-ra'nut), . [< Pard, a city in Bra-

zil, 4- nut.] The Brazil-nut.

paranympn (par'a-nimf), w. [= F. paranyniplit-
s= Hp. pa run info = Pg. paranympho, paraninfo
= It. paraniiifo, < Lili. paranympnux, m., brides-

man, paranympha, t., bridesmaid, < Gr. irafta-

w/ajiof, m. bridesman, f. bridesmaid, < napa, \>e-

side,+ vi-fACfri, bride: see nymph. ~] 1. Inancieut
Greece, a bridesman or bridesmaid

; specifical-

ly, the particular friend who accompanied the

bridegroom when he brought home his bride.

The Timnian bride
Had not so soon preferr'd
Thy paranymph. Union, S. A., 1. 1020.

Many brides have died under the hands uf parrtnympht
and maidens, dressing them, for uneasy joy.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. I.

2. One who gives countenance and support to

another.
Sin hat h got a paranymph and a solicitor, a warrant and

an advocate. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

paranymphal (par'a-nim-fal), a. [<paranymph+ -/.] Of or relating to a bridesman or brides-

maid, or to one who in any way gives counte-
nance and support to another.

He who names ray queen of love
Without his bonnet vail'd, or saying grace,
As at some paranymphal feast, is rude.
Nor vers'd In literature. Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 1.

paraparesis (par-a-par'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

irapa, beside, 4- iraptatf, paralysis : see paresis.]
In pathol., partial paralysis of the lower ex-
tremities.

paraparetic (par'a-pa-ret'ik), a. [< parapare-
sis, after parctic.'] Pertaining to paraparesis.
parapatagial (par-a-pat-a-ji'al), a. [< NL. pa-
rapataijium 4 -<d."\ Of or pertaining to the

parapatagium : as, a parapatagial muscle.

parapatagium (par-a-pat-a-ji'um), .; pi. iMira-

pataifia (-a). [NL., < Gr. '-napa, beside, + NL.
patagium, 'q. v.] A fold of skin between the
neck and the shoulder of a bird, continuous
with the propatagium.
parapegm (par'a-pem), . [= P. parapeumr, <

L. parapegma, ( Gr. ttapaxtiyua, a tablet set up
(see del.), a rule, order, < irapairiryvvvai, fix be-

side, set up, < Tiapa, beside,4 vrryvvvai, fix : see

pegm.] In Gr. antiq., a tablet fixed to a wall
or set up in a public place, and inscribed with
a law or ordinance, or with any information or
announcement to the public, as an astronomi-
cal calendar, etc.; hence, a rule or precept.
Our fore-fathers, . . . observing the course of the sun.

and marking certain mutations, . . . registered and set
them down in their parapeijme.t. or astronomical canons.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 13.

parapegma (par-a-peg'mS), .; pi. parapeiiHia-
lii (-ina-ta). [NL., < Gr. nap&mrfua, a tablet set

up: see pit rapt'i/nt."] Same as para net/in.

parapeptone (par-a-pep'ton), n. [< Gr. napa,
beside, 4 E. peptone.] A proteid substance in-

termediate between albumin and peptone, ob-
tained by neutralizing an acid solution in which
pepsin has acted on a proteid body. It closely
resembles syutonine.
parapet (par'a-pet), it. [<F.parapet= 8p.para-
peto = Pg. parapeito, < It. parapetto, a breast-

work, < parare, guard (see pare1
), 4 petto.

.4 . foot of banquette dope ; B, crest of banquette : C. Interior crest :

D. foot of interior >loue ; E . exterior crest ; F. foot of exterior slope :

G. crest of scarp : H, foot of scarp ; /. foot of counterscarp ; J, crest uf
counterscarp; AB. banquette slope: RD, banquette tread ; CD, in-
terior slope ; Cf. superior slope ; EF. exterior slope ; FO", berm :

tiff, scarp ; HI, bottom of ditch ; U, counterscarp.

paraphernalia

breast, < L. pertiis, breast: si-i- ////.] A
wall or rampart rising breast-high. (a) JftKr., a
wall, rampart, or elevation of earth to cover eoldiera from
the attacks of an enemy In front ; a breastwork. Aliout
half way up the Inner side Is a ledge called a banquette,
which the troops mount when they are about to Ore. See
also cuts under emorature and fortification.

Thou hast talk'd . . .

<>f pallaadoes, frontiers, paraptlt, . . .

And all the currents of a heady tight
Shot., I Hen. IV., u.8.66.

(i) In arrh.. a wan or barrier, either plain or ornament-
ed, placed at the edges of platforms or balconies, roots of
houses, sides of bridges, etc., to prevent people from fall-

Ing over ; also, something resembling such a parapet In

appearance or use. See cut under moucharaby.
An arcade, as now, ran along the front of the building,

the length of which was relieved by adome In the center,
and on the balustraded parapet were eight statues on ped-
estals. Athlon, Social Life In Itelgn of Queen Anne, II. 7.

Levelled the summit of the mount so skilfully, and bound-
ed It with the parapet of the city wall.

uavtharnr, Marble Faun, L

Fear not, Isle of blowing woodland, Isle of silvery parapett !

Tennyton, Boadicea.

(e) In anal., the alveolus, or alveolar border of the Jaw-
bone, In which the teeth are Inserted.- Indented para-
pet. See indented.

parapetalous (par-a-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. irapa,
beside, 4 xtn&ov, a"petal.']) In hot., standing at
each side of a petal, as stamens in many Sosa-
cete. They are, however, not necessarily before a sepal
when parapetalous. Compare antipetalwu and antitepa-
low.

parapeted (par'a-pet-ed), a. [<parapet 4 -e<P.]
Furnished with a parapet.
The entrance to a redoubt should he made in the least

exposed side, and be protected by a parapetted traverse

placed behind It. Kneyc. Brit., IX. 4S8.

paraph (par'af), n. [< ME. paraf, paraffe; < OF.
(and P.) paraphe, parafe = Sp. parrafo = Pg.
parrafo = It. paraffo, a paragraph, signature,
nourish: see paragraph.] In diplomatics, the
figure formed by a nourish of a pen at the con-
clusion of a signature, formerly used as a pre-
caution against forgers; the flourish.

In some countries (as In Spain) the paraph Is still a usual
addition to a signature. Brandt and Cox.

A paraph of the word snbscripsl. Eneyc. Brit., VII. 254.

paraph (par'af), t>. t. [< ME. parafen, paraf-
fen, < OF. (and F.) paraplier, parafer; from the

noun.] To append a paraph to ; hence, to sign,
especially with the signer's initials. Aisopara-
graph.
Signed or paraphed by Count N'esselrode.

Timei (London).

paraphasia ( par-a-fa'/iii), H. [NL., < Gr. napd,
beside, 4 NL. aphasia.] In pathol., the use of
one word for another, or of one syllable for an-
other: a phase of aphasia,

parapherna (par-a-fer'ua), . [LL., < LGr.
wapafeava, that which a bride brings over and
above her dower, < napa, beyond,4 <pcpvi/, dower,
< ffptiv, bring, = E. ftearl.] In Bom. late, the

property which a bride possessed and reserved
over and above the dowry she brought to her
husband; that portion of the wife's property
which was held by her under the strict law ap-
plicable to a woman marrying without coming
under the hand.

paraphernal (par-a-fer'nal), a. [= F. para-
phernal= Sp. parafernaleii.nl. ,

= Pg.paraphtr-
nal = It. parufcrnale, < LL. "paraphernalia, <

parapherna: see parapherna.^ Pertaining to
or consisting of paraphernalia : as, paraphernal
property. Bovrier.

paraphernalia (par'a-fer-na'li-ji), n.pl. [ML.,
< neut. pi. of LL. 'paraphernalia: see parapher-
nal.] 1. In lair, those personal articles which
the common law recognized the right of a mar-
ried woman to own and keep, notwithstanding
the marital right of her husband to her per-
sonal property in general, ruder this name all the
personal apparel, bedding, and ornaments which she pos-
sessed and had used during marriage, and which were
suitable to her rank and condition of life, were deemed
hers at common law.

In one particular instance the wife may acquire a prop-
erty in some of her husband's goods, which shall remain
to her after his death and not go to his executors. These
are called her paraphernalia, which la a term borrowed
from the civil law. and Is derived from the Greek language,
signifying something over and above her dower.

Blaclatone, Com., II. xxix.

2. Personal ornaments or accessories of attire ;

trappings; equipments, especially such as are
used on parade, or for ostentations display, as
the symbolic garments, ornaments, weapons,
etc., used by freemasons or the like.

I trust the paraphernalia of the Beefsteak Club perished
with the rest, for the enmity I bear that society for the
dinner they gave me last year.

(irerOle, Memoirs, Feb. IS, 183O.
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A part of the paraphernalia of the school as much as the paraphrast (par'a-frast,), n. [= F . paraphraste

= Sp. parafrastc'= Pg. paraphraste = It. para-
fraste, < LL. paraphrastes, < Gr. !rapaijipaaT}/f,
a paraphrast, < Trapaij>pdL,ei.v, paraphrase: see

paraphrase.'] One who paraphrases; a para-
phraser.
Where easie, natural, and agreeable supplements will

clear the sense [of Scripture], I conceive it is very warrant-
able to suppose some such supplies, and for a paraphrast
judiciously to interweave them.

Dr. H. Mare, Def. of Moral Cabbala, iii.

To compensate his hearers for these losses, the para-
phrast has dwelt lovingly on most of the episodes.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 506.

maps, or the globe.
/>. G. M'Uchell, Bound Together, Highways and Parks.

3. Miscellaneous possessions, as the numerous
small conveniences of a traveler, small deco-
rative objects, and the like. 4. Ornaments, or
ornamental accessories, collectively.

There were apples that rivalled rubies ; pears of topaz
tint ; a whole paraphernalia of plums, some purple as the

amethyst, others blue ami brilliant as the sapphire.
Disraeli, .Sybil, iii. 5.

paraphia (pa-ra'fi-a), . [NL., < Gr. vapd, be-

side, + dipt/, a touch.] Disorder of the sense of

touch.

fice, < tyinovv, muzzle.] In med., strangulation
of the glaiis penis owing to the

prepuce being too narrow to allow the
to be drawn from behind the glans
with phimosis.

paraphonia (par-a-fo'ni-a), n. [NL., < LGr.

irapa<t>uvia, an accompanying sound in unison
or harmony, < mipdfavoc, sounding beside, < Gr.

irapd, beside, + ijiuvrj, sound, voice.] 1. In mu-
sic, a melodic progression by the only conso-
nances recognized in the Greek music namely,
fourths and fifths. 2. An alteration of voice.

paraphragm (par'a-fram), . [< Gr. irapa-

$pay/ja, a place inclosed with a fence, a fence,
fortification, breastwork, < irapa<j>pdaaetv, inclose
with a fence, < irapd, beside, + tppdaaeiv, also

ijipayvvvai, fence, inclose: see phrayma, and cf.

diaphragm.] In Crustacea, a paraphragmal sep-
tum or partition ;

a kind of lateral diaphragm.
paraphragmal (par-a-frag'mal), a. [< para-
phragm + -al.~\ In Crustacea, forming a para-
phragm: applied to a small process or apophy-
sis of an endosternite (intersternal apodeme)

paraphrastic, < Gr. -n-apa^pdarr/f, a paraphrast:

parapsis

Paralysis of both lower limbs with more or less
of the trunk Atoxic paraplegia, weakness and
ataxia of the legs, with increase of myotatie irritability,
and exhibiting anatomically sclerosis of the posterior and
lateral columns of the cord. Congenital spastic para-
plegia, a spastic paraplegia revealing itself soon after

nirth, and due to meningeal hemorrhage during parturi-
tion.- Hypertrophic paraplegia of infancy. Same as

pxeudtihypcrtruphic paralysis (which see, under paralysis).
Hysterical paraplegia, paraplegia due to hysteria.

Paraplegia dolorosa, paraplegia with great pain, espe-
cially that due to neoplasms of the spinal canal. Pri-
mary spastic paraplegia, a spastic paraplegia without
evident cause, and regarded by some as dependent on a
sclerosis of the pyramidal tracts; lateral sclerosis. Spas-
tic paraplegia, a spastic condition of the legs, with more

[< paraplegia +
pertaining to

clear and ample than those of the original.
The translation of the Epistle is much more paraphrastic

than of the Romance. Sir T. Mare, Utopia, p. 3, note.

The question between the relative merits of free and
literal translation, between paraphrastic liberty and ser-
vile fidelity, has been long discussed ; ... it depends for
its answer upon ever varying conditions.

O. P. Marsh, Lecta. on Eng. Lang., xxvii.

The present translation, so far as we have c<

with the original, is inadequate for most prac

v, the side : see pleura.'] Inentom.,
one of the pleura or pieces forming the side of
a thoracic ring, especially of the mesothorax
andmetathorax, and often limited to the latter.
Some authors restrict the term to the epistemum of the
metathorax ; others to the epistema of both the meso-
thorax and the metathorax; and many modern coleopter-

^ f> _
ists use it in the place of parapterum. Also parapleurtm.

orap'ared it Parapod (par'a-pod), n. A parapodium.
.ctical pur- parapoqiat

n. Plural of parapodium.

Unless a paraphrastical Version be permitted.
Howell, Letters, ii. 47.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 427.

parapodium + -ata 2.] A class or other prime
division of Botifera, represented by the genus
Pedalion : contrasted with Lipopoda.

parapo-
et, <

One
of the unjointed lateral locomotor processes or

which unites both with the anterior division of paraphrastically (par-a-fras'ti-kal-i), adv. In series of foot-stumps, foot-tubercles, or rudi-
the corresponding endopleurite and with the

posterior division of the antecedent endopleu-
rite.

mentary limbs of many worms, as annelids.
Parapodia exhibit the greatest diversity in the extent to
which they are developed at the sides of the successive
segments of annelids, and also in their own sizes and
shapes ; and each parapodium that is, the right or left
foot stump of any one segment may be divisible into a
dorsal and a ventral part, the former of which is a noto-
podium, the latter a neuropodium. The term is gener-
ally used in the plural, referring either to the right and
left parapodia of any one segment or to the series of suc-
cessive parapodia. The processes are so called because
they are lateral in position, projecting from the sides of
the worm. Those anterior ones which lie near the mouth
are sometimes specially modified in size, shape, or direc-

tion, suggesting the foot-jaws of arthropods. See cuts
under prxstomium, pygidium, and elytrum.
2. leap.] In entom., a genus of hymenopterous
insects of the family

'

Crabronids, erected by
"(-sez).

"

[NL./ Gr. jrapd^wnf, an o'ffstiootX mtpa- Taschenberg in 1869 for a single species from
r

, produce offshoots, in pass, grow beside, Venezuela.

, beside, + Qvetv, produce, tj>iea6tu, grow.] parapolar (par-a-po'lar), . [<Gr. napd, beside,

a paraphrastic manner.'

Dryden translates it somewhat paraphrastically, but not
less in the spirit of the prophet than of the poet

parapnrase (para-rraz;, n. L< H'. paraphrase Burke, A Regicide Peace, iii.

= Sp. pardfrasi, parafrasis= Pg. paraphrase= paraphyllum (par-a-firum), re.; pi. paraphyl-
It. parafrasi, < L. paraphrusis, < Gr. napd<j>paaif, la (-a). [NL., < Gr. irapa, beside, + ^ivl/W, a
a paraphrase, < n-apafpd^eiv, say the same thing leaf.] In hot. : (of) Same as stipule, (b) A small
in other words, < iropd, beside, + Qpd&iv, say, foliaceous or hair-like organ between the leaves
tell: see phrase.] 1. A restatement of a text of certain mosses. It is sometimes much cut
or passage, giving the sense of the original in or branched.
other words, generally in fuller terras and with paraphysate (pa-raf'i-sat), a. [< paraphysis +
greater detail, for the sake of clearer and more -ater.] In lot., having or producing paraphyses.
complete exposition: opposed to metaphrase, paraphyse (par'a-fiz), n. [< L. paraphysis.]When the original is in a foreign language, Same as paraphysis. ... , , ^
translation and paraphrase may be combined, paraphysis (pa-raf'i-sis), n.; pi. paraphyses

insects of the family
'

Crabronidse, erected by
All his commands being but a transcript of his own life,

and his sermons a living paraphrase upon his practice.
South, Sermons, IV. x.

In paraphrase, or translation with latitude, the author's
words are not so strictly followed as his sense. Dryden,

2. Specifically, in Scotland, one of sixty-seven
versified renderings of as many selected pas-
sages of Scripture, usually bound up with the
metrical psalms, and like them sung in church,
etc. 3. la instrumental music, a transcription;
a variation.

Also paraphrases.
Chaldee Paraphrases. See Chaldee.

paraphrase (par'a-fraz), v. ; pret. and pp. par-
aphrased, ppr. paraphrasing. [= F. paraphraser= Sp. parafrasear = Pg. paraphrasear It. pa-
rafrasare; from the noun.] I. trans. To restate
or translate with latitude ; interpret ; construe ;

Anerect,usuallycolprless,sterile,
unicellular or pluricellular fila-

ment or plate accompanying the

spore-bearing or sexual organs
of cryptogamous plants, in Fumji
they occur with asci or basidia in the hy-
meniura, and are also called cystides; in

mosses, with the antheridia and archego-
nia

;
in ferns, with the sporangia in a

sorus. Their function is doubtful, but in
some cases they may assist in the dis-

charge of spores. See also cuts under
antheridium, conceptacle, and moss. Also
periphysu.
The antheridia are generally surrounded by a cluster of

hair-like filaments, composed of cells joined together,
which are called paraphyses.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 336.

The antheridi-
um (a), with the

paraphyses (/ p),
of Polytrichiitn
commune.

unfold and express the sense of (an author) with
greater clearness and particularityby substitut- Paraphysis envelop, in the Uredinex, same as peridivm.

ing other words for his own. paraplasm (par'a-plazm), n. Same as para-
We are put to construe and paraphrase our own words Plasn'a -

to free ourselves from the ignorance and malice of our ad- paraplasma (par-a-plaz'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
versaries.

StUlingjleet. leapairMemt, a monster, lit. something formed

II. intrans. To interpret or amplify by change
*>eside

'
< P&, beside, + vMaua, anything

f j_. _.,_ formed: see plasma.] 1. A neoplasm. 2. A
malformation. 3. Paramitom.

of words; make a paraphrase
Where '-nslationistopracUcable.theymay^*

Felton, On Beading the Classics. ParaplaStlC ( par-a-plas tlk), a. [< Crr.

irar.hra.sfir ^Va-frs.,^ , r^, ,
C,H formed beside, counterfeit, < be-

;, pole: see polar.] In embryol., situated
beside a pole; not polar Parapolar cells, in Di-
cyemida, those cells of the cortical layer which are situated
behind the polar cells.

parapophysial (par-ap-6-fiz'i-al), . [< NL.
parapophysis + -al.] Pertaining to a para-
pophysis, or having the character of such a
process: as, a parapophysial process; a par-
apophysial articulation.

parapophysis (par-a-pof'i-sis), n. ; pi. para-
popliyses (-sez). [NL., < Gr. trapa, beside, +
awoijivaif, an offshoot: see apophysis.] The in-
ferior or (in man) anterior one of two transverse
processes which may exist on each side of a ver-
tebra, the superior or posterior one being a dia-

pophysis. Parapophyses are not well developed in man,
andare not usually reckoned among the processes of human
vertebrae ; but in some animals they acquire great size and
special form, and may serve for costal articulations. See
vertebra, and cuts under atlas and cenical.

parapoplexy (pa-rap'o-plek-si), . [< Gr. napd,
beside, + airov^ia, apoplexy: see apoplexy.]A stupor or drowsy state resembling apoplexy;
false apoplexy.
paraproctium (par-a-prok'ti-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. wapd, beside, + 7r/xj/cr<5f, anus.] The con-
nective tissue around the rectum.naraWhi-gDav c,.' t - A \ r/ i rof, 111. lormea oesiae, counterteit, <, TrapaT2J? Onewho-paraDhrases

^ parâ rase side + ^orof, verbal adj. of .riWoowv, form, parapsidal (pa-rap'si-dal), a. [<parapsis* (-id-)
mold: see plastic.] Pertaining to a paraplasma. + -al.] Pertaining to parapsides: as, aparap-* ~

[< Gr. impa- sidal suture.- Parapsidal grooves or furrows, two
, / a , t---j"~~, * .. ru .,<LV,v,

v,,, verbal adj. deep longitudinal or somewhat curved furrows on the me-
parapnrasian (par-a-fra'zi-an), n. [< para- of irapaTr).faoe<rtai, be stricken on one side, be
phrase + -ian.] A paraphraser or paraphrast. paralyzed: see paraplegia.] Paraplegic.

mom: seeptosftc.J Pertaining to a p
82Jt^ts^sr;^pgggl^^j^R <*. ,,-

H!l.Ta.tVrlT3 Oion f-r\Q-w^n -f-nel '! i,-n\ - r./__ . . i' "1 A O_ . T j_ ___ _i_ _

As the logicall paraphraeian and philosophical! inter- paraplegia (par-a-ple'ji-a),

soscutum of many Hymenoptera. They extend backward
from the anterior margin, dividing the two parapsides from
the median region.

Pretere do.
-

Uallt Hen. V.", anTi

paraphrases (pa-raf'ra-sis), n. [L. : see para-
phrase.] Same as paraphrase.
Paraphrase is to take some eloquent Oration, or some

notable common place in Latin, and expresse it with other
wordes- Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 93

raplegia (par-a-ple ji-a), n. [= F. paraple- parapsisl (pa-rap'sis), n.; pi. para,,id<;
>,e=

Svp^rap^a
= 'e%.paraplegla= U.para- &, [NI^ < & beside, + 2fo a

legia, < NL, paraplegia CGr. Kapa/wa, Ionic wheel. orbit : see ao\ In entom.. the \:

g*e=
pi

sides (-si-

, ^j. . ^*jy. |

.' i ... \ v^i. imfji*, iM'.^lm-, I l* y^'f,
a lOOp,

rr/jryia, Ionic
wheel, orbit: see apsis.] In en torn., the lateral1 ,.- 1 . . -.

* .' JCi. \JitJlli. OCC U/7<>ti>. I JJ.J CHW/7K.. llltT 1
for

Trapa^m, paralysis on one side, < irapa- part of the me8oscutum of the thorax,riroMAu be stncken on one side, act. napa- this ig separated by suture from the ,

strike on one side, < irapd. beside, +
^acuv, strike: see plague. Cf.hennp/c.jia.]

dorsal



parapsis

hynu'noptera, In which thr p.u :ij.-i'lc- ;in- fmjiortant In

clasHificatiiin. 'lh'\ ;u. r.illnl platjie acapulartg by Hall-

day, and xcapulir hy ThoniHon.

parapsis- (pil-mp'sis), .

| XL., < (ir. ~u,;. lie-

side, 4- (ii/'/r, u touching.] In imtlml., a, disor-

dered sense of loueli; |>;iriiphia.

parapteral (pa-nip'le-riil), <i. [<. imriijittruiii +
-nl.} Of or pei'liiinin^ to the parapterum, iu

either tl ntoinologiciil or the ornitholoi:i<-:il

sense of that word.

parapteron (pa-rap'te-ron), n. Same us /'-

I'li/i/rnnii.

parapterum ( pa-rap'tg-rum), n.
; pi. parapte-

rn (-rii). [NL., also parapteron, < Gr. JTO//. 1

side, -r- TmyxJv, wing.] 1. In entom., the third
one of the three svleritcH into which each plou-
ron, right and left, or lateral segment of each
thoracic somite, is divisible, the first and second
of these sclerites being respectively the epi-
sternum and the epimeron. There are a propleural,
a mesoplcural, and a metaploiiral parapterum on each aide
of ail insert's thorax. See parapteuntm.
2. In iirniili.. the scapular and adjoining fea-

thers of the wing. ll/i</< r.

paraquat (par'a-ket), n. Same as parrakeet.

paraquitot, . Same as parrakeet. Halliwell.

Pararctalia (pur-iirk-ta'li-ii), n. [NL., < Or.

napd, beside, + NL. Arctalia, q. v.] In zoi>-

geog., a prime marine zoological division, the

north temperate realm of the waters of the

globe, including the various coast-lines between
the isocrymes of 44 and 68, the latter being
the northern limit of the reef-building corals.

Pararctalian (par-ark-ta'li-an), a. [CPararc-
talia + -on.] Of or pertaining to Pararctalia;
inhabiting or characteristic of Pararctalia.

pararectal (par-a-rek'tal), a. [< Gr. irapa, be-

side, + NL. rectum: see rectal.] Beside the
rectum.

pararthria (pa-rar'thri-ft), n. [NL., < Gr. irapa,

beside, + apS/mv, a joint (articulation): see

arthritis.'} Disorder of articulation of speech.
parasalpingitis (par-a-sal-pin-ji'tis), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irapa, beside, 4- odXjnjf, a tube, -I-

Inflammation about the Fallopian tubes.

parasang (par'a-sang), . [Formerly alsopara-
sangue ; = P. parasange = Sp. Pg. It. parn-
sanya, < L. parasanga, ( Gr. vapaaayytif, a para-
sang, < Pers. *parsang,farsang (> E. sometimes

farsang, fursung ; Ar.farsekh), a parasang.] A
Persian measure of length, reckoned by Herod-
otus at 30 stadia, and thus equivalent to about

3J English miles. At different times and places,

however, the parasang has been equivalent to

30, 40, or 60 Greek stadia.

parascene (par'a-sen), n. [= It. parascenio, <

Gr. KapaaKi/vtov, in pi. irapaaitfyvia, side-scenes, <

Trapa, beside, + ataprii, stage, scene: see scene.']

Same as parascenium.
parascenium (par-a-se'ni-um), n.

; pi. para-
.*<< ttiii (-&) [NL., < Gr. irapaaKqviov, in pi. vapa-

ontfvta, side-scenes: see parascene.] In clasx.

antiq., the projecting structure on either side

of the stage of a theater, including, besides

apartments, the door or opening (parados) by
which the chorus entered the orchestra.

parasceuastic (par'a-su-as'tik), a. [< Gr. irapa-

OKcvaoTinw;, preparatory, < xapaanevateiv, prepare
(cf. Trapaa/ievi/, preparation: see parascene), <

irapa, beside, + oneva&iv, prepare, < anevot ,
a ves-

sel, aKfvf/, equipment.] Preparatory. [Rare.]

Touching the Latin and Greek, and those other learned

languages, . . . they are the parasctuaxtick part of learn,

lug. Cora*
' Doom (1672), p. 128. (Latham.)

parasceve (par'a-sov), n. [< F. parasceve =
= Sp. Pg. It. parasceve, < LL. parasceve, < Gr.

xapaoKt-vri, preparation, < irapa, beside, + anevf/,

equipment. Cf. parasceuastic."] If. Prepara-
tion : in allusion to the specific use (def. 2).

Why rather, being entering into that presence where I

shall wake continually and never sleep more, do I not in-

terpret my continual waking here to be a paratcfvt and
a preparation to that? Donne, Devotions, Works, III. 667.

Specifically 2. Friday, the day before the He-
brew sabbath : so named because on that day
the Hebrews prepare what is necessary for the
next day ; also, what is thus prepared. The name
is retained in the Roman Catholic missal as a term for Good
Friday, and is sometimes improperly applied to Thursday
of Holy Week, or Maundy Thursday.

It wa the paratceve, which is the Sabbath-eve.
Mark xv. 42 (Rheiius trans.).

The sacred towell and the holy euro
Are ready by, to make the guests all pure ;

Let go, my Alma ; yet, ere we receive,
Kit, nt it is we have our Parasctvt.
Who to that sweet bread unprepar'd doth come,
Better he starv'd then but to Ust one crumme.

Berridc, The Parasceve, or Preparation.
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paraschematic (par'a-ske-raat'ik), . [< (jr.

rn/,.11, in-side, + <r;ry/, sctieme : sec nrln-imiin:]

Imitative.

The growth of these early themes may have been very
luxuriant, and, as Professor Curtlus expresses it, chiefly

.

Max MiiUrr, Selected Essays, L 96. (Kncyc. Diet.)

parasecretion (par'a-se-kre'shon), . [< Gr.

napti, beside, + E. secretion.'} 1. In patlinl.,

the production of a secretion of abnormal qual-

ity. 2. The substance thus secreted.

paraselene (par'a-se-le'ne), n.; pi. parasek-na
(-ne). [= F.paraselene = 8p. Pg. It. paraselene,
< NL. paraselene, < Gr. irapd, beside, +
the moon.] A bright spot on a lunar halo, pro-
duced by refraction through a preponderating

number of ice-crystals floating perpendicularly
or vertically ; a mock moon. Two or more p*r*.i
leiia) are generally seen at the same time, together with
additional arcs or bands variously arranged. Paraselene
are entirely analogous to parhelia. See parhelion.

paraselenic (par'a-se-len'ik), a. [< paraselene
+ -ic.} Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

a paraselene.
parasinoidal (par'a-si-noi'dal), a. [< Gr. irapa,

beside, + NL. sinus + -aid +"-al.] Lying along-
side a sinus, as a blood-channel of the brain.

Parasinoidal spaces, spaces In the dura mater which
receive the blood from the cerebral veins before its dis-

charge into the adjacent superior longitudinal sinus.

They often contain Paechionian bodies.

Parasita (par-a-si'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.,

< L. paraxitus" m.,'a parasite: see parasite.]
In zool., parasites; parasitic animals: applied
to several different groups whose members are

characterized by their parasitism, (a) In Cnuta-
'''". low parasitic forms, as the siphonosUmious and re-

lated crustaceans, often collectively called also Kfaoa,
and made a class or order of that name. Most of them
are known as fish-lice. (6) In entom., lice; in Latreille's

system, a group of apterous insects, the third order of In-

sects, corresponding tulheAnopiuraul Leach. Also Para-
ntica.

parasital (par'a-si-tal), a. [< parasite + -al.]

Parasitic.

He saw this parariUtl monster fixed upon his entrails,

like the vulture on those of the classic sufferer in mytho-
logical tales.

litilu-er. What will he Do with it? viii 7. (Davie*.)

parasite (par'a-sit), n. [< F. parattite= Sp. pard-
xito = Pg. parasito, parasita = It. parassito =
G. Sw. Dan. parasit, < L. porositus, m., parasita,

f., < Gr. irapaairof, one who eats at another's ta-

ble, a guest, esp., in a bad sense, a parasite, cf.

irapaaiTflv, eat with another, live at another's

table, < irapa, beside, + alrof, food.] 1. Origi-

nally, one who frequents the tables of the rich

and earns his welcome by flattery; hence, a

hanger-on ;
a fawning flatterer

;
a sycophant.

I will despair, and be at enmity
With cozening hope ; he is a flatterer,

\pararite. Shot., Rich. II., 1L 2. 70.

Outstript thus by a jtaranite I a slave,
Would run on errands, and make legs for crumbs.

B. Jonxon, Volpone, v. 4.

Specifically 2. (a) In rod?., an animal that

lives in or on and at the expense of another ani-

mal called technically the host; also, by exten-

sion, an animal which lives on or with, but not
at the expense of, its host: in the latter sense,
more precisely designated inquiline orcommensal

(see tuese words). There is scarcely any animal that

may not or does not serve as the host of parasites, and some
parasites are themselves the hosts of other parasites. (See

hypfrparante.) Parasites form no technical group of ani-

mals, since representatives of almost any class or order,
from protozoans to vertebrates, may be parasitic. Most of

the leading divisions of animals, however, include some
members, whether genera, families, orders, or even classes,
whose habit Is extensively or exclusively parasitic. Thus,
among protozoans, the (jregarinida are parasites. Among
worms, many families, some orders, or even classes, are

entirely parasitic, furnishing the most formidable and fre-

parasitic

<l in-lit parasites of man an<) <li>m> .*! :inim:tU. Y*ry many
of the lower crustaceans are parasites. esprriMK M|>M
fishes, mollusks, etc., and upon one ainitln-i : hil>

of the highest crustaceans are modified parasites, or c<>m-

mi-nsaU, as the little crabs that live In uysh-r-sht-lK
Among arachnldaix, the whole class or order of acariils

or mite* Is essentially parasitic, thouk-h inrlu.llng many
forms which lead an ludejiendi'nt lift-, linurts funiiih

many of the parasites, especially of terrestrial animals,
as vertebrate*, and some are parasite* of other Insects.

One order of Insects, the Aruifiura or lice, Is thoroughly
parasitic, and other orders furnish parasitic I.HI..I

genera. Insects and crustaceans both belong to the phy-
lum Arthrnpnla, and it may be said that as a rule Insects
furnish the arthropod parasites of land-animals, and crus-

taceans those of water-animals, or terreatrlal and aquatic
"lice

"
respectively. Few mollusks are parasitic, but /...

tacancha miralatit, a gastropod found In holothurlans, Is

an example. Very few vertebrates are parasite*, but hsgs
(Jfyzifu) bore Into Babe*, fishes of the genus h\erafrr
crawl Into the intestines of holothurlans, and some other
fishes exhibit a kind of parasitism. Parasite* not consti-

tuting any natural division of animals, it follows that.
as mcb, they are not naturally divisible Into zoological

groups. They are, however, conveniently called entopar-
OJifw or ectapanuitn, according a* they Uve In or on their

hosts, or Enlutoa and Kpizoa, upon the same grounds.

According to the extent or degree of their parasitism, they
are also known as paratita proper and commenmt or
inaudine* (see above). Among the most remarkable par*
sites are the male* of some spo< -ii- which have their

own females as hosts, as among cirripeds. Such males are
known as cvmptctnental males, one or more of which are
carried about by the female In her vulva, they being of

Insignificant size and to all Intents and purpose* mere
male parts of her. The above-mentioned parasite* are
exclusive of all those many animals which are parasitic

upon plants, as gall-insects and the like ; and also of those
birds which are parasitic to the extent of laying their egg*
in other birds' nests, requiring their progeny to be hatched
and brought up by foster-parents, as cuckoos and cowblrds.
See cuts under Cecrupt, Kntunitctu, Kpvwa, J'latypiyUa,
and Stytopt. (ft) Particularly, an insect which
lives either upon or within another insect dur-

ing its earlier stages, eating and usually de-

stroying its host. Such
parasites belong mainly to

the Hjtmenoptera and to the Diptera, but there are a few

coleopters and lepidopters to which the name may be ap-

plied. See cut under Anliyatter. (r) In lint., a plant
which grows upon another plant or upon an

animal, and feeds upon its juices. See para-
sitic, and cut under Cercospora.
Fungi have long been divided into two main sections

founded on their nutritive adaptation. Those which con-

stitute the first category feed on living organisms, whether

plants or animals, and are termed parantet.
De Bary, Fungi (trans.), p. 360.

3. \nieratol. See autosite. AuUecioug parasite,
In bat., an organism which goes through the whole course
of IU development on a single bo*t Autoxenous par-
asite, In !>(., same as aiu&cious jwrank. Facultative

parasite. See /an/afir. Heteroscious parasite, in

bot., same as meUrnovt parasite. Metoecious parasite,
in '"'., an organism which passes through the different

stages of It* development on widely different hosts, as

some of the Uredinea. Hetoxenous parasite, in '"'.,

same as metaeriaui paratite. Obligate parasite, In bot.,

an organism to which a parasitic life is indispensable for

the full attainment of its development.
-
Syn. 1. Pararilf,

Sycophant. The object of the gycophant Is to ingratiate
himself with one who is wealthy or powerful, and his

means are especially servility and flattery. The paratite

gets a maintenance or a more comfortable maintenance

by living upon one who is richer ; there is no suggestion
as to the means employed, but the word is contemptuous
as implying a relation of degradation. The derivational

Idea of fiicophaiU Is now quite lost ; the secondary use of

paratite in connection with plant and animal life now af-

fects the original sense of the relation of human beings.

parasitic (par-a-sit'ik), a. [= F. parasitiquc =
Sp. Pg. parasiiico = It. parassitico, < L. parasi-

ticus, < Gr. irapamTuc6f, parasitic, \. irapaatrof, a

parasite: see parasite."] 1. Of the nature of a

parasite; fawning for bread or favors ; meanly
dependent ; acting the sycophant ; like a para-
site in any way ;

of things, secondary; subordi-
nated to or arising from another thing of the

same kind.

The paratilic habit in the souls of men.
Dnanmand, Natural Law in the Spiritual World, p. 327.

Specifically 2. In zoiil. and bot., living or

growing as a parasite; pertaining to or ciar-

acteristic of parasites. See cut under Oro-

bancke,
This unnatural sickly-looking plant (bird's-nest orchis]

has generally been supposed to be parantir on the roots

of the trees under the shade of which it lives.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 12S.

In certain states of body, Indigenous cells will take on
new forms of life, and, by continuing to reproduce their

like, give origin to paratitic growths, such as cancer.
H. Spencer, Social Static*, p. 491.

3. In philol., attached to a word erroneously or

by false analogy: thus, rf in vulgar drotrna, t in

margent, etc., are parasitic Parasitic bee, In m-
tom., one of several genera of true bees which are para-
sites or Inqnilines in the nests of other bees. Thus, mem-
bers of the genus Epeolia (of which E. mereattu I* an ex-

ample) live In the nests of CiUetet; of Co*rcry. In the
cells of MeyaehOe; of Jleteeta, in the cells of Anthophon;
and of Stflit, with Omia. Parasitic bird*, those birds
which lay their eggs in the nests of other birds, as the < lid

World cuckoos and the Sew World cowbirds. Para-
sitic current*. Same as FoucauU current*.



parasitic

When the angular width of the conductor on the arma-

ture is considerable, it is necessary to adopt measures for

the prevention of parasitic currents.

Electric Rev. (Eng.), XXVI. 118.

Parasitic plants those plants which grow upon the liv-

ing parts of other plants, from whose juices they derive

their nutriment, a circumstance by which they are imme-

diately distinguished from false parasites, or tpiphytst,

which merely fix or support themselves upon other plants
without deriving food from them. The mistletoe is a

familiar example of a true parasite. Parasitic plants are

very numerous, and belong to various divisions of the

vegetable kingdom. See parasitism of fungi upon algffi,

under Lichencs; of fungi upon phanerogams, under hosts,

and heteraxixm. See also obligate parasite(under parasite),

facultatice parasite and facultative saprophyte (under fac-

ultative). Parasitic twin, in teratol. See autosite.

Farasitica (par-a-sit'i-ka), . pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of L. parasiiicus, parasitic : see parasitic.'}

1. The Parasita as a group of hemipterous in-

sects ;
the true lice, of the families Pediculidie

and Polyctenidse. 2. A series or subsection of

hymenopterous insects, comprising the Cynipi-

dee, Evaniidse, Ichneumonidse, Braconidee, Chal-

cididee, and Proctotrupidie. It corresponds nearly
with Latreille's subsection Entomophaya, but the latter

also included the Chrysididee. Bartiy, 1837.

parasitical (par-a-sit'i-kal), a. [< parasitic +
-al.~] Same as parasitic.

I shall spend no more waste paper to refute this palpa-
ble errour, so confidently asserted by parasitical court di-

rectoVs. Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty, iv. 129.

parasitically (par-a-sit'i-kal-i), adv. In the

manner of a parasite, (a) In a nattering or wheedling
manner ; by dependence on another. Sir T. Herbert, Trav-

els, p. 177. (6) In, on, or at the expense of another : as, to

live parasiticaUy.

They [Myxm>,yceten] grow parasiticaUy upon decayed
wood, bark, heaps of decaying leaves, tan-beds, etc.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 322.

parasiticalness (par-a-sit'i-kal-nes), n. The
character of being parasitical. Bailey, 1727.

[Rare.]
parasiticidal (par-a-sit'i-si-dal), . [< para-
siticide + -al.~\ Pertaining to or of the nature
of a parasiticide.

Any parasiticidal influence. Science, X. 41.

parasiticide (par-a-sit'i-sid), n. and a. [= F.

parasiticide, < L. parasitus, parasite, + -cida, <

csedere, kill.] I. n. That which destroys para-
sites

; any agent or material means of killing

parasites, as an insecticide, a vermifuge, etc.

The destruction of the parasite within the intestinal canal

by any of the parasiticides which are found to destroy it

outside of the body appears impracticable.
New York Med. Jour., XL. 454.

II. a. Parasiticidal; destructive to parasites,

parasitism (par'a-si-tizm), n. [= F. parasitisms
= Pg. parasitismo ; as parasite + -ism.'} 1. A
habitual living on or at the expense of another ;

parasitic condition, tendency, or habits
;
a state

of dependency on the favor or good offices of

another.

Their high notion, we rather believe, falls as low as
court parasitism, supposing all men to be servants but
the king. Milton, Articles of Peace with the Irish.

The southern Irish nature, by the luxuriance of its fail-

ings, becomes a ready prey and a docile victim of a social

and political parasitism that tends to eat all manliness out
of the character. Fortniyhtly Rev.,y. S., XL. 208.

The American cuckoo is neither in his note nor in his

tendency to parasitism as striking a bird as his foreign
cousin. The American, VIII. 288.

Specifically 2. In zool. and bot., the vital rela-

tion which a parasite bears to its host
; parasitic

infestation. It is a remarkable fact in biology that

parasitism infallibly entails retrograde metamorphosis, de-

generation, or degradation of the type of structure which
would be normal to the organism were it not parasitic.
Thus, parasitic members of groups of insects which are

normally winged lose their wings and suffer other modifi-
cations of structure. Among crustaceans parasitism re-
sults in the most grotesque shapes imaginable mere
caricatures, as it were. Mouth-parts, limbs, and other
appendages are usually reduced to mere suckers, hooks,
or other devices for holding to the host, or even to pro-
cesses like rootlets of plants, deeply penetrating the sub-
stance of the host. In many parasites of comparatively
high organization, as tapeworms, there is no proper diges-
tive system, nor any alimentary canal, the creature being
nourished by soaking in the juices of its host. Hence,
morphological characters resulting from parasitic adap-
tation are essentially degradational, or vestigial, and have
not, or should not be considered to have, the same classi-

flcatory or taxonomic significance which attaches to a cor-
responding amount of morphological difference in organ-
isms which lead independent existences.

parasitize (par'a-si-tiz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. pa ra-

sitizedj ppr. parasitizing. [< parasite + -ize.}
In zool., to infest or make a host of (another
animal), as a parasite.
This Lernsea is luminous at night-time, and flsh parasi-

tized are termed lanthorn-sprats. Day.

parasitoid (par'a-si-toid), a. [< Gr. irapaamif,
a parasite, + dSof, form.] Same as para-
sitic.
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parasitological (par-a-sl-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<par-
axitotog-y + -ic-<il.} Concerning parasites as

objects of science ; pertaining to parasitology.

parasitologist (par'a-si-tol'o-jist), 11. [< pam-
Kitdli>(i-y + -ist.] One who studies parasites, or

is versed in parasitology.

parasitology (par"a-si-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. xapa-

OT-rof, a parasite, -t- -toyia, < Uyctv, speak: see

-ology.} The natural history of parasites; the

science or study of parasitism.

parasol (par'a-sol), n. [< F. parasol = Sp. Pg.

parasol = D.'G. Sw. Dan.parasol, < It. parasole,
a parasol, sunshade, <.parare, guard (seepare

1
),

+ sote,<L.so/, sun: see parry and Sol.'] Alight
umbrella carried by women to shield their faces

from the sun's rays ;
a sunshade Parasol mush-

room, an edible mushroom, Aoaricus procerus, having a

red-brown obtusely obconic, or at length campanulate,
fleshy pileus, from three to seven inches broad.

parasol (par'a-sol), v. t.; pret. and pp. parasoled
or parasolled,"ppr. parasoling or parasolling. [<

parasol, n.~\ To shade with or as with a par-
asol

;
shelter from the sun's rays ; supply with

a parasol.
And if no kindly cloud will parasol me,
My very cellular membrane will be changed ;

I shall be negroned.
Southey, Nondescripts, iii. (Davits.)

The crowd of parasolled ladies.

G. W. CaUe, Creoles of Louisiana, xxxv.

parasol-ant (par'a-sol-ant), n. A leaf-carrying
ant.

parasolette(par"a-so-let'), [<. parasol+ dim.

-ette.} A diminutive parasol. Imp. Diet.

parasol-fir (par'a-sol-fer), n. A Japanese fir-

tree, Sciadopitys vertieillata.

parasphenoid (par-a-sfe'noid), n. and a. [<
Gr. n-apa, beside, + E. sphenoid.} I. n. 1. A
long azygous dagger-shaped membrane-bone
extending in midline lengthwise beneath the

base of the skull in Sauropsida, along the course

of the sphenoid bone proper. It forms part of

the so-called rostrum or beak of the skull. 2.

A median unpaired bone underlying the skull

of amphibians and fishes, articulating with the

vomer in front and with several bones behind.

Longitudinal Vertical Section of Skull of Pike (Esox tucius], show-

ing xxx, the huge parasphenoid ; y, small basisphenoid ; K0, vomer ;

P, pituitary fossa; SyC, Pl'C, anterior and posterior semicircular
canals ; y, V111, exits of fifth and eighth nerves ; Fr, frontal ; *, ali-

sphenoid ; PrO, prootic ; SO, supraoccipital ; EfO, epiotic ; O, exoc-

cipital ; BO, basiucdpit.il.

This does not appear to be the same bone as that of the
same name in the higher vertebrates, and has been ho-

mologized by some authors with the true vomer of the lat-

ter. See def. 1, and cuts under Lepidosiren and Anura.

The anterior half of the parasphenoid is a slender style,

widening out where it comes to underlie the brain-case.

Geol. Jour., XLV. i. 113.

II. a. Lying under or alongside the sphenoid ;

of or pertaining to the parasphenoid, in either

sense; parasphenoidal.
parasphenoidal (par"a-sfe-noi'dal), a. ^para-
sphenoid + -al.} Same as parasphenoid.
Parasphex (par'a-sfeks), . [NL., < Gr. wapd,
beside, -t- o-0;/f ,

a wasp.] A synonym of Enodia.
Parastacidae (par-as-tas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Parastacus + -idee. ] A family of fluviatile craw-
fishes in which the first abdominal somite is not

appendaged, and the apices of the podobranchise
are not differentiated into a branchial plume
and a well-developed lamina. The family belongs
to the southern hemisphere, and contains the genera Asia-

copsis, Ch&rops, Engseus, Paranephrops, Parastacus, and

Astacoides, thus collectively distinguished from Potamobi-
idte.

parastacine (pa-ras'ta-sin), a. [< Parastacus
+ -inel.} Of or pertaining to the Parastacidse.

Huxley.
ParastacilS (pa-ras'ta-kus), n. [NL. (Huxley,
1878), < Gr. vapa, beside, + dcraKof, a crawfish :

see Astacus.} The name-giving genus of Pa-
rastacidse. Two species are P. brasiliensis and
P. pilimanus.
parastas (pa-ras'tas), n.

; pi. parastades (-ta-

dez). [L.,< Gr. irapaaraf, a. pillar or post at ttie

entrance of a building, a pilaster, < irapiaraaBai,
stand beside, Kapiaravcu, put beside, put aside,
< napa, beside, + loravai, stand.] In arch., a

pilaster; specifically, an anta.

Theparastades or antse, which are customary in theOreek
temples, and merely fulfilled in them an artistic purpose,
have been used here principally for constructive reasons.

Schliemann, Troja (trans.), p. 80.

paratactic

parastemon (par-a-ste'mon), . [NL., < Gr.

irapd, about, + arf//iui', the warp of a web (in

mod. bot. a stamen).] Same as staminodimu.

parastemal (par-ij-strr'nal), . [< Gr. napd,

beside, + arepvov, breast-bone.] Lying along-
side the sternum or breast-bone, in the direc-

tion of its long axis Parasternal line, fee linet.

Parastemal region, the region in the front of the

chest between the border of the sternum and the paraster-
nal line.

parastichy (pa-ras'ti-ki), n.
; pi. parastichies

(-kiz). [NL., < Gr. irapd, about, + crr/^of, a row,

rank, line.] In lot., a set of certain secondary
spirals or oblique ranks which wind around
the axis in opposite directions when the inter-

nodes are short and the leaves approximate or

overlap, as the scales of cones.

Two sets of secondary spirals (Parastichies), crossing
each other at an acute angle, may be observed on the stem
when the leaves are close together. Bessey, Botany, p. 151.

parastigma (par-a-stig'ma), n.
; p\. panis/i;/-

mata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. xapa, beside, +
ari-y/M, a prick, spot: see stigma.} In entom.,

a chitinous spot on the wings of some insects,
as in dragon-flies between the costal and post-
costal veins of the forewings.

parastigmatic (par"a-stig-mat'ik), a. [< NL.

parastiyma (-stigma t-) + -ic.} Situated beside

the stigma of an insect's wing; of or pertain-

ing to the parastigma.
Parasuchia (par-a-su'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Trapa, beside, + <roi>^of, a crocodile.] A group
of extinct reptiles of Triassic age, having am-

phicoslous vertebrae, the palate open anterior-

ly for the nares, the coracoid bone large and

reaching the sternum, and the ribs two-headed.
It has been considered as either an order or a suborder of

Crocodilia, or as a suborder of theromorphs. It contains
the family Belodontidx. Contrasted with Eusuchia and
Mesosuchia.

parasuchian (par-a-su'ki-an), . and n. [<
Parasuchia + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Parasuchia, or having their characters: as, a

parasuchian reptile.
II. n. A reptile of the group Parasuchia; a

belodontid.

parasynaxis (par"a-si-nak'sis), n. ; pi. parasy-
naxes (-sez). [LL., < LGr. irapaavva^t(, an il-

legal meeting, < Gr. irapd, beside,+ LGr. aitvai-if :

see gynaxis.} In civil law, a conventicle or un-
lawful meeting. fTharton.

parasynesis (par-a-sin'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

napaavveaic, a misunderstanding, < vapa, beside,
+ aiiveaif, understanding, intelligence : see syn-

esis.} A misunderstanding or misconception of

a word, all of which is present, as when Chinese

is supposed to be a plural, and capable of fur-

nishing Chinee in the singular number. S. S.

Haldeman, Outlines of Etymology, p. 31.

parasynovitis (par-a-sin-o-vi'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Trapd, beside, + NL. synovia + -itis.} In-

flammation in the immediate neighborhood of

a joint.

parasynthesis (par-a-sin'the-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. trapaavvBeaif, explained as "the composition
of a preposition with a verb beginning with a

vowel," < TrapaawBerof,formed from a compound:
see parasyntheton and synthesis.} The princi-

ple of formation of parasyntheta ;
combined

composition and derivation.

parasynthetic (par'a-sin-thet'ik), a. and ti.

[< paras i/nthet-on + -ic.} I. a. Pertaining to

parasynthesis or parasyntheta.
That species of word-creation commonly designated as

parasynthetic. Amer. Jour. Ptalol., V. 187.

II. n. A parasyntheton, or word formed by
parasynthesis.
parasyntheton (par-a-sin'the-ton), n.

; ^[.para-

syntheta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. irapaavvBcrof, formed
from a compound, < Trapd, beside, + crvvderof,

put together: see synthesis.} A word made by
a combined process of derivation and of com-

position with a particle ; especially, a denomi-
native verb involving composition with a pre-
fix: for example, demonetize; French deborder,

overflow; Spanish apedrar, pelt with stones.

In examining the means that were adopted by the mod-
ern languages to supply this important deficiency in ver-

bal derivatives [from Romance languages), we fall upon a
batch of these parasyntheta that are striking for their

originality in formation and often in use.

Amer. Jour. PhUol., V. 187.

parasypbilitic (par-a-sif-i-lit'ik), a. [< Gr.

Trapd, beside, + NL. syphilis: see syphilitic.}

Pertaining in an indirect or remote way to

syphilis : applied to certain diseased conditions.

paratactic (par-a-tak'tik), . [< parataxis,
after tactic.} Of or pertaining to parataxis;
characterized by parataxis. H. Sweet.



paratactical

paratactical (par-a-tak'ti-kal), a. [< /,<//-
lilrtif + -III.} Same M I'Hl'illiirlir.

paratactically (par-a-liik'ti-kal-i), mlr. In <-

iirilain-e will] nr by |>anilii\is.

paratarsial (par-a-tiir'si-al), a. [< piirnlnr-
xiitHi + -nl.] Of or pertaining tn the paratar-
sillln.

paratarsium (par-a-tar'si-urn), n.; pi. para-
liirtiiit (-ii). | Nlj., ? Gr. napd, beside. -1- Ta/io6f,
the sole of the foot: sen <rx.] In ornilli.,

the side of the tarsus, as distinguished from the
aerotarsium : correlated v/Mipnradactylum.
paratartaric (par'a-tar-tar'ik), a. [< Or. ;ra/ja,

licside, near to, + E. tartaric.] Resembling
or related to tartaric acid. Paratartaric acid,
riirrinir arid, see racetnic.

parataxis (par-a-tak'sis), . [NL., < Gr. Tra/>&-

Toftc, a placing side by side, < vaparaaaetv, place
beside, < irapu, beside, -t- rdaaetv, arrange: see

tactic.] In gram., the ranging of propositions
one after another without connectives, as the

corresponding judgments present themselves to
the mind without marking their dependence or
relations on each other by way of consequence
or the like. It is opposed to syntax and hypo-
taxis.

There can hardly be a doubt that In reporting speech or

thought, all languages at first made use of the direct

method, putting the actual words of the speech or thought
after the verb of saying or thinking, without a connecting
word ; in other words, the first construction in such sen-
tences was that of parataxis. Amer. Jour, Philol., V. 221.

parathesis (pa -rath 'e -sis), .; pi. paratheses
(-sez). [X Gr. irapdBeaic, a placing side by side,
juxtaposition, < napariScvai, put beside, < irapa,

beside, + TtOtvat, put, place, < Otaif, a placing:
see thesis.] 1. In gram., apposition, or the

placing in the same case of two or more nouns
which explain or characterize one another.
2. The setting side by side of things of equiv-
alent grade : used by some philologists of mon-
osyllabic or isolating language. 3. In rhet., a
parenthetical notice, generally of something to
be afterward expanded. 4. In the Gr. Ch., a
prayer uttered by a bishop over converts or
catechumens.

paratbetic (par-a-thet'ik), a. [< parathesis
(-thet-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of parathesis; placed in apposition, as two or
more nouns.

paratomial (par-a-to'mi-al), a. [<. paratomium
+ -al.] Lying alongside the tomia of a bird's
bill : specifically applied to the paratomium.
paratomium (par-a-to'mi-um), n.

; pi. parato-
mia (-&). [NL., <Gr. irafid, beside, + NL. tomi-

um, q. v.] In ornith., the side of the upper
mandible, in any way distinguished from the
culmen and the tomium, between which it ex-
tends, llliger; Sundevall. See tomium.

paratonic (par-a-ton'ik), o. [Cf. Gr. jra/xiro-

vof, stretched out beside or along, < Traparfivetv,
stretch out beside or along, produce, < irapa, be-

side, + Tcivetv, stretch.] Arresting or retarding
plant movement or growth : a term proposed by
Sachs, in 1865, to characterize the variations in

intensity of light which produce the movements
of waking and sleeping (nyctitropism) in plants,
in contradistinction to heliotropism. It is the

increasing intensity of light in the morning which induces
the waking of the leaves, and the decreasing intensity in
the evening which induces the closing or nocturnal posi-
tion of the leaves, whereas in the heliotropic curving of
motile organs it is the constant influence of light which
effects the turning. As. employed by other vegetable
physiologists, the word implies also the retarding influence
of light upon growing organs, in distinction from the pho-
totonic or stimulating effect upon leaves. That is, in
leaves exposed for a protractea period to darkness the

growth is arrested, but they have the power of growth
restored on exposure to light, whereas all growing organs
grow more rapidly in darkness than in light, this effect
of light in retarding growth being termed the paratonic
effect.

The power of movement, whether spontaneous 01 para-
tonic, may be temporarily suspended by certain external
conditions. Bessey, Botany, p. 198.

paratonically (par-a-ton'i-kal-i), adv. In a
paratouic manner; so as to manifest a para-
tonic effect.

Cotyledons, besides being heliotropic, are affected para-
tonically by light. Darwin, Movement in Plants, p. 123.

paratort, [< LL. parator, a preparer, con-
triver, < L. parare, prepare: see pare1.] An
apparitor.
You shall be summon'd by a host of Parators ; you shall

be sentenc'd in the spiritual court.

Dn/den, Spanish Friar, IT.

paratory (par'a-to-ri), .; pi. paratories (-riz).

[< ML. paratorium, < L. parare, prepare.] A
place where any preparation is made

;
a church

vestry or sacristy.
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paratyphlitis (par'a-tiMi'tis), . (XL.. < <ir.

-ii/in, beside, + Tiifi'/ur, blind (with ref. to ca)-

cum), + -itu. Cf. typhlitis.] Inflammation of
the connective tissue behind the cncum.
para-umbilical (par"a-um-biri-kal), a. [< Gr.

irafxi, beside, + L. iiiii/iiliciix, umbilicus: see

iiiiihiliral.] Situated or occurring in the neigh-
borhood or by the side of the umbilicus.

parauchenium (par-a-ke'ni-um), .: \>\.parau-
rln-niii (-a ). [XL., < (Jr. mi/ii'i, beside, + aiixfo,
neck: see auchenium.] In ornith., the side of
the neck; the lateral cervical region. [Little
used.]
parauntert, adv. Same as peraunter for peratl-

i'( Htm'*'.

paravail (par-a-val'), a. [Alsoparavaile; < OP.
'paraval, par 'aval, below, < par, by (< L. per,
through), + aval, below, downward, < L. ad ral-

lem, to the valley : see avale. Cf. paramount, of

opposite meaning.] Inferior; lowest: infeudal
law, applied to the lowest tenant holding under
a mean or mediate lord, as distinguished from a
tenant in capite, who holds immediately of the

sovereign.
The king therefore was styled lord paramount ; A. was

both tenant and lord, or was a mesno lord, and B. was
called tenant paravail, or the lowest tenant, being he
who was supposed to make avail or profit of the land.

Blaekttmie, Com., II. v.

paravantt, paravauntt, adv. [< OF. (and F.)

paravant, before, < par, by (< L. per, through),
+ avant, before: see avant-, avaunfl.] First;
beforehand ; in front.

Tell me some markes by which he may appeare,
If chaunce I him encounter paravaunt,

Spentcr, F. Q., III. ii. 16.

paraxial (pa-rak'si-al), a. [< Gr. xapa, beside.
-I- L. axis, axis: see oxufl, axial.] In zoo'l. and
nun/., situated on either side of the long axis
of the body ; lying laterally to the right or left

of the spinal column : opposed to epaxial and
hypaxial: as.the paraxial processes ofvertebra.

paraylet, and n. See parel.
Parazoa (par-a-z6'a),w.;>J. rNL.,<Gr.n-op<i, be-

side, + Cvov, an animal.] The sponges, Spon-
giozoa or Porifera, regarded as a prime division
of the animal kingdom, of equal rank with Pro-
tozoa and .\l< in.-mi. Sollas.

parazoan (par-a-zo'an), a. and n. [< Parazoa
+ -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Parazoa.

II. . A member of the Parazoa.

parazonium (par-a-zo'ni-um), M.; pl.parasonia
(-ii). [NL., < Gr" vapafavta, also irapal^uviiiov,
a dagger worn at the girdle, < irapa, beside, +
$uvr/, girdle: see zone.] In Gr. archeeol., a dag-
ger worn at the girdle.

Bithynia seated, holding two spears and parazonium.
B. V. Head, Hlstoria Numorum, p. 444.

parbake (par'bak), v. t. [Irreg. < par- + bake,
after the supposed analogy ofparboil.] To bake
partially; overheat.

Everything was so hot and so glaring that very few peo-
ple were about ; a few par-baked figures went by.

Miss Thackeray, Mrs. Dymomi, vi.

parbleu (par-ble'), interj. [F.] A corruption
of par Dieu ('by God' : see pardy) : used as an
exclamation or minced oath,

parboil (piir'boil), v. t. [Formerly also perboil;
< ME. parboylyn, < OF. parbouillir, boil thor-

oughly, < LL. perbullire, ooil thoroughly, < L.

per, thoroughly, + bullire, bubble: see 6o/2 .

The word has been taken to mean '

partly boil,'
as if < part + boiP. Hence, recently, parbakf.]
If. To boil thoroughly.
PmubmuUir |F. 1, to parboile throughly. Cotgrave.

Tis nobody's fault but yours ; for an' you had done as you
might have done, they should have been parboiled and
baked too, every mother's son, ere they should come in.

B. Jonson, Every Man In his Humour, IT. 1.

My liver'sporiwiZcd like Scotch holly-bread.
Webtter, White Devil, v. 2.

2. To boil slightly or in a moderate degree;
half-boil.

Parboylen mete, semibullio, Cath. parbulllo.
Prompt. Pan., p. 382.

They [the Samoydes) are of reasonable stature, browne,
actiue, warlike, eate raw incut?, or a little perboiled with
bloud, Oile, or a little water which they drinke.

Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 742.

parbreakt (par'brak), c. [Also perbreak, par-
brake, pcrbrake; < ME. parbraken; < par- for

per-, through (cf. parboil), + break.] I. intrant.

To vomit.
And virulently dysgorged,
As though ye wolde parbratf.

Stelton, Poems (ed. Dyce), II. 77.

When to my great annoyance, and almost parbreaking,
I have seene any of these silly creatures.

u, Passengers' Dialogues (1812). (.Yarn.)

parcel

II. trant. To vomit; beli-h t'urlh; vi-nt.

His goldbrlght shield fire perlarakts. Phaer, .1

Come, snake-trest 81st rrs. g .....
, v clisiniill Klves, . . .

ak hcer your foul, blark, lim-full gall.

r, tr. of Du Bartaa's Weeks, II., The Furies.

, .

Com, partmak hcer your fo

\\h. n he hath parbrak'd hi griered mind.
Up. Hall, Satires, I. r. 9.

parbreakt (pur'brak),n. [< parbreak,v.] Vomit.
II. r MMeparbrcate all the place defiled has.

Spentcr, F. Q., I. L 20.

parbuckle(piir'buk-l), n. [Appar. < par?, equal,
+ buckle'^, v.] A device for raising or lowering
a heavy body, as a cask, gun, etc., along an in-

clined plane or vertical surface. A bight of a rope
i> made round a post or other secure fastening at the level
to which the object Is to be raised or from which It Is to

be lowered. The two ends of the rope are then pasted
under the object and brought over it, and are hauled or
Blackened together to raise or lower the object as may be
required, the object itself acting as a movable pulley. The
name is also applied to a sling made with a rope, as shown
at a in the cut.

parbuckle (par'buk-1), v.
t.j pret. and pp. par-

buckled, ppr. parbuckling, [(.parbuckle, n.] To
hoist or lower by means of a parbuckle.
Parcae (par'se), n. pi. [L., the Fates, pi. of
Parca: perhaps < / par otpar(t-)n, part, lot;

partiri, divide : see part.] The Latin name of
the Fates. See fate, 5.

parcaset, rfc. bee percase.

parceitt, n. [ME., < OF. 'parceit, < L. percep-
tum, perception : seepercept. Cf. conceit, deceit,

etc.] Perception; perceptivity.
It paasld my parceit, and my preifls also,

How so wondirtfuil werkis wolde haue an ende.
Richard the Redetess, ProL, 1. 17.

parcel (par'sel, usually par'sl), n. [< ME.par-
cel, parcel!, parcelle, percel, < OF. parcelle, par-
cele, t., also parcel, m., F. parcelle, t., a small

piece or part, a parcel, a particle, = Pg. par-
cella = It. partictlla, < ML. particella, contr.

parcclla (after F.), a parcel, dim. of L. parti-
cula, particle : see particle.] 1. Apart, either
taken separately or belonging to a whole, (o) A
share ; a portion.

I.itfl loucth he that lorde that lent hym al that blisse,
That tuns partth with the pore a parcel whan hym nedeth.

Piers Plowman (BX x. 68.

Thou shalt shryve thee of alle thy synnea to o man, and
nat a parcel to o man, and a parcel to another.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Having receiv'd amongst his allotted parcel* certain pre-
tious truths of such an orient lustre as no Diamond can
equalL Milton, Church-OoTernment, ii., Int.

(i>) A separable, separate, or distinct part or portion or aec-

tlon, as of land.

Abraham seith that he seigh holy the Trinfte,
Thre persones in parcelleg departable fro other,
And alle thre but o god thus Abraham me taugte.

Pirn Plowman (B), xvil. 86.

Naomi, that is come again out of the country of Moab,
selleth a parcel of land. Ruth iv. S.

I have one parrel of land called Upper Crabtreewent, con-
taining about twelve acres.

WinOirop, Hist New England, II. 438.

(e) A constituent or integral part : used frequently In the
phrase part and parcel.

It is a branch and parcel at mine oath.

SAofc.C. ofB., T. 1. 108.

Nothing parcel of the world is denied to man's inquiry
and invention. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, L 9.

Being parcel of the common mass,
And destitute of means to raise themselves,
They sink, and settle lower than they need.

Covper, Task, v. 847.

Granada, at we have seen, was placed under the sceptre
of Castile, governed by the tame laws, and represented In
its cortes, being, in the strictest sense, part and panel of
the kingdom. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 28.



parcel
Nature answers all he asks ;

Hand in hand with her he walks,
Face to face with her he talks,
Part and parcel of her joy
Blessings on the barefoot boy !

Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

All things are taken from us, and become
Portions and parcels of the dreadful Past.

Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

(a) A fragment ; piece ; bit.

Olyves sum in rootes grafle, and rende
Hem after out with parcells of the roote.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 141.

Wily, what parcel of man hast thou lighted on for a mas-
ter? B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

More beautiful the prospect of that building which is all

visible at one view than what discovers itself to the sight

by parcels and degrees.
Fuller, Worthies, Canterbury, II. 185.

England about to be divided into little parcels, like a

chess-board '. Sydney Smith, To Lord Holland.

() An item or particular ;
a detail.

I sent your grace
The parcels and particulars of our grief.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2. 36.

2. An indefinite number, quantity, or measure

forming a group, mass, or lot : as, a parcel of

fools
;
a parcel of rubbish.

They bought allso a parcell of goats, which they distrib-

uted at home as they saw neede & occasion.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 209.

Now, don't let us give ourselves a parcel of airs, and
pretend that the oaths we make free with in this land of

liberty of ours are our own.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii. 12.

I think the English a parcel of brutes ; and I'll go back
to France as fast as I can. Miss Burney, Evelina, xiv.

Why are they Ipaintersi to be be- knighted, like a parcel
of aldermen ? Thackeray, Char. Sketches, The Artists.

3. A number of things wrapped or otherwise

put up together; a package, containing a num-
ber of articles or a single one ;

a small bundle.
I received that choice Parcel of Tobacco your Servant

brought me. Howell, Letters, iv. 46.

If you wanted to send a parcel to anywhere in the coun-

try, you confided it to the guard of the coach.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 6.

4. pi. In law, that part of a deed or conveyance
which describes the property conveyed, toge-
ther with the boundaries thereof, in order to its

easy identification. 5. Same as parceling, 1.

Bill of parcels. See bill*. Parcels post, that de-

partmentofthe post-office business of the United Kingdom
which relates to the carriage and delivery of small parcels.

parcel (par'sel), v. t. ; pret. and pp. parceled or

parcelled, ppr. parceling or parcelling. [< F.

parceller, parcel; from the noun.] 1. To di-

vide into parts or portions: generally with out.

These ghostly kings would parcel out my power.
Dryden, Indian Emperor, i. 2.

Our time was parcelled out in a succession of tasks.

Goldsmith, Proper Enjoyment of Life.

', Smooth slate

In square divisions parcelled out.

Wordsicorth, Prelude, i.

In the divided or social states these functions are par-
celled out to individuals, each of whom aims to do his
stint of the joint work. Emerson, Misc., p. 72.

Then the great Hall was wholly broken down,
And the broad woodland parcell'd into farms.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2. To particularize ; specify.
What a wounding shame is this,

. . . that mine own servant should
Parcel the sum of my disgraces by
Addition of his envy !

Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 168.

3. To cover with strips of canvas
; wrap with

parceling.
parcel (par'sel), adv. [< ME. parcel; an ellip-
tical use of parcel, n., for in parcel, like part,
adv., for in part. Cf. parcelly.'] Partly; in

part; partially; to some extent.

Thou didst swear to me upon a parcel-gilt, goblet . . .

to marry me. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. L 94.

He is parcel lawyer, and in my conscience much of then-
religion. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

Beat not your brains to understand their parcel-greek,
porcrf-latin gibberish. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 60.

The principalpersonage is Marcelia, parcel witch, wholly
shameless. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 242.

parceled, parcelled (par'seld), a. [< parcel+ -ed.~] Partial
;
not general. Schmidt.

Alas ! I am the mother of these moans !

Their woes are parcell'd, mine are general.
Shak., Rich. III., ii. 2. 81.

parceling, parcelling (par'sel-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of parcel, >.] 1. Naut., long narrow
strips of can-
vas, generally
tarred, wound
spirally about
a rope so as to

give a smooth A Rope Wormed and Partly Parceled.
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surface. Also parsling. 2. Xaut., the process
of wrapping or winding a rope with parceling,
or tarred strips of canvas.

parceling-machine (piir'sel-ing-ma-shen"), ><

1. A press in which yarn, cloth, wool, etc., are

bundled compactly for tying. 2. A machine
in which strips of canvas or cloth are coated
with tar to prepare them for wrapping or wind-

ing around ropes. E. H. Knight.

parcelizet(par'sel-iz),0. t. [<.parcel,n., +-ij<-.]
To divide

;
distribute ; parcel.

Greatnes and glory of a well-Rul'd State
Is not extinguish! nor extenuate

By being parcelled to a plurality
Of petty Kinglings, of a mean Equality.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

parcellation (par-se-la'shgn), n. [< parcel +
-ation.~\ Division into parts or parcels; dis-

tribution.

Hash as such a parcellation of bis troops might seem.
The American, IX. S50.

parcelled, . A Middle English form ofparcel.

parcelle'-'t, A Middle English form of pars-
ley.

parcel-lift (par'sel-lift), . An elevator or

dumb-waiter used in shops and warehouses to

convey packages up or down. [Eng.]
parcellyt (par'sel-i), adv. [< ME. parcelly ; <

parcel + -fy
2
.] Part by part; item by item.

Parcelly, as the heres of eyes don,
With teres makyng sprancles manyon,
Kyght so is Raymound tormented full sore,
Sore wepyng, teres making euermore.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), L 4015.

parcel-maker (par'sel-ma'ker), n. One of two
officers of the British exchequer who formerly
made the parcels of the escheators' accounts,
and delivered them to the auditors.

parcel-mealt (par'sel-mel), adv. [ME. parcel-
mele, parcel-mel; < parcel + -meal, as in drop-
meal, piecemeal, etc. ] Piecemeal; separately;
partly; by parts or portions.

Thre persons parcel-mele, departable from other.
Piers Plowman (C), XX. 28.

parcel-office (piir'sel-of"is), . A place where
parcels are received for despatch or delivery.

parcel-paper (par'sel-pa'per), n. Any loose-
textured unsized paper made or used for wrap-
ping parcels ; wrapping-paper.
parcel-post. Same as parcels post (which see,
under parcel, n.).

parcel-van (par'sel -van), n. A van for the

delivery of parcels. [Eng.]
parcenary (par'se-na-ri), . [Also parcenery ;

< OF. parcenerie, < parcenier, a parcener: see

parcener. ] In law, coheirship; the holding or

occupation of lands of inheritance by two or
more persons. It differs from joint tenancy, which is

created by deed or devise ; whereas parcenary or copar-
cenary is created by the descent of lands from an ancestor.

parcenelt, n. A Middle English form of parce-
ner.

parcener (par'se-ner), n. [< ME. parcener,par-
soner, also parcenel, < OF. parcener, parcenier,

l>arsonnt&r,par<;onier,parfonnier,parconer,6te.,= Sp. parcionero = Pg.parceiro, < Mii.*partitio-
narius,partionarius, having a share, one having
a share, < L. j)artitio(n-) (> OF.pareyon, pardon,
parson, etc. ), a sharing, share : see partition. Cf.

partner.] In law, a coheir
;
one who holds lands

jointly with another or others by descent from
an ancestor, as when land descends to a man's
daughters, sisters, aunts, cousins, or their rep-
resentatives. In this case all the heirs inherit as par-
ceners or coheirs. The term has been sometimes used to
indicate female cotenaiits only.

We ben parsoneres of reson.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 5.

So nevertheless that the yongest make reasonable
amends to his parceners for the part which to them be-

longeth, by the award of good men.
Lambarde's Perambulation (1596), p. 675. (HaUiwell.)

These coheirs are then called coparceners ; or, for brev-
ity, parceners only. Blaclcstone, Com., II. xii.

parceryt (par'se-ri), . [Appar. for "pareelry,
< parcel + -ryj or parcenery, < parcener + -y.~\

Apportionment ; allotment.

This part was to Helenus by wylled parcerye lotted.

Stanihurst, ^Eneid, iii.

parceyvet, . A Middle English form of per-
ceive.

parch (parch), v. [< ME. parchen, paarchen,
parch; origin uncertain: either (a) a var. form
and use of perchen, perschen, a rarer form of

perishen, perischen, perish (in trans, 'kill') (see
perish1 ) ;

or (6) a var. form and use of perchen,
pierce, a rarer form of percen, persen, pierce:
cf. persant, persamit, piercing, as used, e. g., of

parchment
sunbeams (see persant); piercing, used of pene-
trating cold (see pierce).'] I. trans. 1. To ex-

pose to the strong action of fire, but without

burning; roast (vegetable produce especially)

partially by rapid expulsion of moisture.

And he reached her parched corn, and she did eat.

Ruth ii. 14.

M ami Porter moved about as brisk as a parched pea.
Ualibwrtoti, Sam Slick, Cluckmaker, xxv.

2. To dry up ; dry to extremity or to the point
of burning : as, the sun's raysparch the ground ;

parched with thirst.

Nor entreat the north
To make his bleak winds kiss my parclied lips
And comfort me with cold. Shak., K. John, v. 7. 40.

The brandish'd sword of God . . . with torrid heat,
And vapour as the Libyan air adust,
Began to parch that temperate clime.

Miltmi, P. L., xii. 636.

Parched with heat and dust, they were soon distressed

by excessive thirst. Prescott, 1'erd. and Isa., ii. 12.

= Syn. Singe, Sear, etc. See scorch.

II. intrans. To become very dry ;
be scorched.

We were better parch in Afric sun
Than in the pride and salt scorn of his eyes.

Shak., T. and C., i. 3. 370.

A heart high sorrowful and cloy'd,
A burning forehead, and & parching tongue.

Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn.

parchedness (par'ched-nes), . The state of

being parched or dried up.
Neither sheep nor shepherd is to be seen there, but only

a waste, silent solitude, and one uniform parchedness and
vacuity. Dr. 11. More, Bef. of Moral Cabbala, i. 81.

parcheesi, . Seepachisi.
parchemint, parchemynt, n. Obsolete forms of

parchment.
parchemin (par'she-min), i

1

. t. [< F. parche-
min, parchment: see parchment."] To convert
into parchment or a substance akin to parch-
ment, as paper or cotton, by soaking it in dilute

sulphuric acid. [Rare.]
The more readily a fibre is parcheinined by the action

of sulphuric acid, the more difficult it will become to ni-

trate the same; and the less sulphuric acid acts, . . . the
more nitric acid comes into play.

Eisuler, Mod. High Explosives, p. 123.

parcheminert, [ME., < OF. parcheminier,
also parcheminour, < ML. pergamenariius, a
maker or seller of parchment, < pergamena,
parchment: see parchment.'] A maker or seller
of parchment.
The Parchemyners and Bokebynders.

York Plays (title), p. 56.

parchingly (par'ching-li), adt. In a parching
manner; so as to parch.
parchisi, n. See pachisi.

parchment (parch'ment), . [< ME. parche-
ment, perchment (with" excrescent t as in other
Teut. languages), usually parchemin, parche-
myn,.percliemin, < OF. parchemin, perchentin,par-
camin, F. parchemin = Sp.pergamino = Pg. per-
gaminho= It.pergamena= D.perkament=MLG .

perment, permet, permint = OHG. permint, j>er-

ment,permit,l>ermint, berment, l>ermit,pirmit, bir-

mint='MS.&.pergement,pergmit,Gr.pergament=
Sw. T>an.pergament, < L. pergamena, pergamiiia
(also in full charta Pergamena, 'paper of Perga-
mum'),< Gr. H.epyaian^, parchment, lit. 'paper of

Pergamum,' prop. adj. (sc. 6t<t>6tpa, 'skin of Per-

gamum,' or xdprr/, 'paper of Pergamum'), fern,

of (> L. Pergamenus), of Pergamum,
, ittpyapov, Pergamus, Pergamum, a

city of Mysia in Asia Minor, whence parchment
was originally brought.] 1. The skin of sheep
or goats prepared for use as a writing-material
and for other purposes. The skins are first soaked
in lime to remove the hair, and are then shaved, washed,
dried, stretched, and ground or smoothed with fine chalk or
lime and pumice-stone. Vellum is a fine parchment made
from the skins of calves, kids, and still-born lambs. Other
skins prepared in the same way are used for other pur-
poses : as those of the he-goat and wolf for drum-heads,
and the skin of the ass for covering battledores. A kind
of parchment is made by the Eskimos from the entrails
of seals, and is used for bags, blankets, clothing, etc. The
skin of the fur-seal is sometimes dressed as parchment and
used for making cases for holding valuable papers, etc.

Rigte as a lorde sholde make lettres and hym lakked
parchemyn,

Though he couth write neuere so wel sif he had no penne.
Piers Plowman (B), ix. 38.

Thilke Stoyciens wenden that the soule hadde ben naked
of itself as a myroure or a cleene parchemyn.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 4.

Is not this a lamentable thing, that of the skin of an in-

nocent lamb should be made parchment? that parchment,
being scribbled o'er, should undo a man?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 87.

2. The cartilaginous sheath or hull of the cof-
fee-bean.



parchment
When growing, tllr Itllt Milm nt th> *rnl^ [uf mltr.- :i|.

towanU MC)I lhrr, ami lmv<- a IM\. tin- or membrane
uf cartilaginous skin which, when dry, U known as "the

parchti/' -ni."

A. G. /'. l:'t<"t Jautftt, Indian Industries, p. 50.

3. A document written on parchment .

But here
'

a parchment with the seal uf Caesar.

Shall..}. <\, ill. !. 1S3.

1 once requested your Hands an Witnesses tu a certain
Parchment. < M / Wa\ "I tin W "rid, v. IX

Cotton parchment. Meeeottoni. Parchment paper.
:-<< ixtptv. Vegetable parchment, same tin jtarchment
paix-r. Virgin parchment, a Mm- oj'aiity of iiaivhmmt
niailf from tnu skins nf new-horn lambtf or kids.

parchment (piirch'meiit), c. /. [<y//r/i/i /, .
|

To convert into parcl'iment ; parchemiu.
parchment-beaver (parch 'inent- be 'ver), n.

Same as drii-i-imtur.

parchmentert (parch'men-ter), n. [ME. parehe-
menter, also contr. pariiicuter; < parchment +
-</!. Ct.iHiri-liiniiiii-i;] A maker of parchment.
parchmentize (parch'men-tiz), v. t.; pret. and

pp. parchmentized, ppr. parrhmrnti;inij. [<

parchment + -ize.] To convert into parchment ;

parchemiu or parchment.
Blotting paper parchmentized by a new process.

Oner, Diet. Elect, p. 80.

parchment-lace (parch'ment-las), N. See lace.

parchment-skin (parch'ment-skin), n. A dis-

ease of the skin characterized by scattered pig-
mented telangiectatic and atrophic spots, with
contraction of the skin, usually followed by epi-
theliomatous patches and ulceration. It almost

Invariably begins in early life, and Is apt to affect several
children in the same family. Also called parchment-dan
dinea#e, xeroderma.

parchmenty (piirch'men-ti), a. [< parchment
+ -y

1
.] Resembling parchment in texture or

appearance ; pergamentaceous.
The wings of the anterior pair are usually ut parchmenty

consistence. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., I6S9.

parcialt, An obsolete form of partial.

parcidentate (par-si-den'tat), a. [< L. parcus,

sparing, scanty, + drntatus, toothed: see den-

tate.'] In zool., having few teeth or dentate

processes: opposed to pluridcntatc.

parcimonioust, parcimonyt. Obsolete forms
of parsimonious, pantimony.
parcityt (par'si-ti). n. [< OF. parcite = Sp. par-
cidad = It. parcita, < L. parcita(t-)s, sparing-
ness, < pare/us, sparing, scanty, frugal ;

cf . par-
cere, spare, akin to Gr. tmapvof, scarce, rare, and
to E. spare.] 1. Sparingness. Cotyrare. 2.

Sparseness; paucity.
parclose, . See perclose.

pard 1
(pard), . [= F. pard, parde = Sp. Pg.

It. pardo = OHG. pardo, MHG. parde, part, Q.

parder, pardel (cf. pardale), < L. pardus, < Gr.

vdpdof, later form of vupSa't.is, v6/ioa/jf, the pard
(either leopard, panther, or ounce); an Eastern
word ;

cf . Pers. pars, parsh, a pard, parn, a pan-
ther. Hence, in comp., camclopard, leopard.]
The leopard or panther.

Lions and bloody pards are Man's servants.

Fletcher (and Masrinyer ?), Lovers' Progress, 11. 3.

Striped like a zebra, freckled like upard.
Keats, Lamia, i.

pard2
(pard), n. [Short for pardner, a corrupt

form of partner.'] A partner; a mate; an ac-

complice; a boon companion. [Slang, U. S.]

He was the hull irsi man In Uie mountains, pard '.

S. L. Clemen*, Roughing It, II.

pardah, . Same as purdah.
pardalet, n. [= Sp. pardal, < L. pardalix, < (Jr.

7rdp<Sa/.(f , a pard : see^inrd1
.] Same as pard1

.

The pardale swift and the tygre cruell.

Spenser, F. t;., I. vi. 26.

Nexte vnto him came flockes of beasts, great numbers
of horses with Lyons, and Pardailes carted in Cages, which
nee brought as presents to gene vnto Alexander.

./. Brende, tr. of Quint UH nirt ins, v.

pardalote (piir'da-lot), n. A bird of the genus
I'urdaliilHx.

Pardalotinae (par*da-lo-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Vanlalotus + -in.~\" A group of birds named
by H. E. Strickland in 1842 from the genus
I'arditlntiix.

[NL., < Gr. nap-
<

ffripooA/f,
a

pard: see prrfl.] A genus of small short-

tailed birds, allied to the flycatchers. There
are several species, natives of Australia.

Pardanthus (pur-dan' thus), . [NL. (Ker,

180")), so <-:illrd from the spotted perianth; <

Gr. ffdptfof, leopard, + avOof, flower.] A genus of

monocotyledonous plants of the order Iri<li;< ,

the tribe NIM/I'I'''/II,T, .anil the sulilrine AVv/.v//-

riiichiea, now known as lit'lumcuntln (Adanson,
1763), and distinguished by a capsule with re-
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Hexed viilvpH. exposing the tiluck fleshy seeds
on ail erect persistent axis. The only species, /'.

Sinensis, the blacklicrry-llly, native of India, China, and
Japan, is cultivated for Its large uraiige purple-spiillrd
flowers, lasting only a day, and U widely naturalized. It

produces a stout leafy stem from a creeping rootstuck,
with sword-shaped sheathing leaves. 8e liia and leap-
ard-ttourr.

pardao, pardo (par-dii'6, par'do), . fFormer-

ly also /Hirilinr. < ]';. imrdao (see dei.).] An
Indo-Portugiicse money of account of Goa,
worth about 00 United States cents. Simmonds.

They payed In hand one thousand and three hundred
pardateet. Uakluyt'i Voyaga, II. 207.

pardawt, s-e /mi-dun.

pardi (piir-de'), inl< rj. [F. : gee pardy.~\ Same
as pa nli/.

"Pardi," cried Madame Duval, "I shan't let you leave
me again in a hurry." Mia Ilurnry, Evelina, xlvi.

n.
PardalotUS (pUr-da-16'tus), n. [

daXurof, spotted like the parti,

pardine(piir'din),a. [<;>nr(/
1 + -i<-.] Kesem-

bliug a pard; spotted like a pard: as, thepar-
diin- genet, lii'intlii pnrdiiia, of westeni Afnca.

pardo, M. Seepnrrmo.
pardon (piir'don or-dn), r. t. [< ME. pardonen,<
OV. pardon/ r. "pardunnrr, prrdinu-r, F. pardonm r

= Sp.perdonar = I'g. prrdoar = It. pi-rdmum;
< ML. perdonare, give, concede, indulge, simre,

pardon, < L. per, through, + donare, give, <

donum, a gift: see per- and donate.] \. To re-

mit the penalty or punishment due on account
of (an offense); pass by or leave without pen-
alty, resentment, or blame ; forgive ;

overlook.

I have a power to pardon sins, as oft

As any man has power to wrong me.
Beau, and 11 Phllaster, v. 6.

Ills [the king's] power of pardoning was said by our
Saxon ancestors to be derived a lege sute dignitatis: and
It Is declared In parliament by Statute 27 Hen. VIII., c. 24,

that no other person hath power to pardon or remit any
treason or felonies whatsoever.

BlacJUtone, Com., IV. zxxl.

2. To absolve (an offender) from liability for

an offense or crime committed
;
release (a per-

son) from the punishment or penalty due on
account of some fault or offense.

I nener denied iustice to a poore man for his pouertee,
nor pardoned a rlche man for his great goods and richesae.

Golden Book, xlvii.

As you from crimes would pardon'd be,
Let your Indulgence set me free.

Skak., Tempest, EpU., L 19.

The shepherd rais'd his mournful head ;

"And will you pardon me?" he said.

Prior, Despairing Shepherd.

3. To excuse ; indulge ; especially, to excuse
from doing something.

Thrice-noble lord, let me entreat of you
To pardon me yet for a night or two.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., U. 121.

Those who know how many volumes have been written

on the poems of Homer and Virgil will easily pardon the

length of my discourse on Milton.

Additon, Spectator, No. 321.

Pardon me, forgive me ; excuse me : a phrase used when
one makes an apology, and often when one means civilly
to deny or contradict what another affirms : as, pardon me,
but I think you are mistaken: often abbreviated topardon.

And I

(Pardon me saying 11) were much loath to breed

Dispute betwixt myself and mine.

Tennyton, Princes*, L

= Syn. Pardon, Foryit*. These words are often synony-
mous. Strictly, pardon expresses the act of an official or
a superior, remitting all or the remainder of the punish-
ment that belongs to an offense : as, the queen or the gov-
ernor pardons a convict before the expiration of his sen-

tence. Foryive refers especially to the feelings ; it means
that one not only resolves to overlook the offense and re-

establishes amicable relations with the offender, but gives
up all ill feeling against him. Sec pardon, n.

pardon (piir'don or -du), n. [< ME. pardon, par-
doun, pardttft,< OF. pardon, pardun, F. pardon
= Sp. perdon = Pg. perdSo= It. perdono, < ML.
perdonum, indulgence, pardon ;

from the verb.]
1. Forgiveness of an offender or of his offense

or crime; a passing over without punishment;
remission of penalty.

Very frankly he confess'd his treasons.

Implored your highness' pardon, and set forth

A deep repentance. Shak., Macbeth, L 4. 6.

Both confess'd

Humbly their faults, and pardon begg'd.
Milton, V. L., x. 1101.

Grant me pardon for my thoughts :

And for my strange petition I will make
Amends hereafter. Tennyson, Oeralnt

2. In Inn-, a free remission of the legal conse-

quences of guilt or of some part of them ;
an act

of grace proceeding from the power charged
with the execution of the laws, which exempts
the individual on whom it is bestowed from the

punishment the law prescribes for a crime he
has committed. Marshall. Mere mitigation of

pardoner

punishment Is not pardon. Pardon Is sometimes used
in tin- inuii. general sense which Includes amnetty. In

Great Britain the pardoning of offenses against the crown
or the people rests with tin- . !<> n, v < pt In certain

fled cases. Pardon ls granted under the great seal or by
warrant under the sign manual, countersigned by one of

the principal secretaries of state, or by act of rrllaiu. nt.

(menders against the laws of the I'nlted States msy be

pardoned by the President, except In cases of Impeach-
ment In nearly all the Htates, persons convicted of

crimes under the State laws, except In cases of treason

and Impeachment, msy be pardoned by the governor, the

governor and council, or thegovernor and board of pardons.

John Hunne had his pardun, and Houthwel died the

Mght before he should have been executed.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 187.

3. The deed or warrant by which such remis-

sion is declared. Delivery Is essential to Its validity,
and delivery Is not complete without acceptance : but In

some cases constructive acceptance has been held suffi-

cient, as where It was delivered to the jailer, the prisoner
lieing Ignorant of it.

It. A papal indulgence, or remission of the

temporal punishment due to sin, usually for a
stated time.

De le and do penaunce day and nyght euere,
And purchase al the pardoun of faumpelon and of Rome,
And Indulgences ynowe. Fieri Plowman (CX xx. 218.

Thrice he promised he would bring them all pardon*
from Rome. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 34.

To quicken the faithful In the discharge of such a bro-

therly kindness, our old English bishops often granted a

ghostly reward an Indulgence, or, as U was then better

called, t. pardon ot so many days unto all those who with
the fitting dispositions should answer this call made to

them from the grave, and pray especially for him or her
who lay burled there.

Quoted In Jtock'i Church of our Fathers, III. L 72.

5f. Allowance; excuse.
I begg'd

His pardon for return.

Shak., A. and C., ill. 0. 60.

No youth can be comely but by pardon, and considering
the youth as to make up the comeliness. Bacon, Beauty.

To beg, crave, or ask one's pardon, to ask one's for-

giveness: a phrase corresponding in use to pardon me
(which see, under pardon, r.). =Syn. Pardon, Absolution,

Kemitaion, Amnesty. All these words represent a com-

plete work with reference to the offense, so that It becomes
as though it had not been committed. Pardon Is the gen-
eral word (see comparison under pardon, r. f.X Al*"lu-
ti"n is now strictly an ecclesiastical word, as denned.
Remission is, by derivation, a letting go, a sending away;
"remission of sins

"
Is a frequent Kiblical expression ; out-

side of Biblical language, we speak chiefly of the remission
of penalty : as, the remission of a fine or of part of a term
of imprisonment. Amnesty is strictly a political word, as

defined, covering a general pardon of persons, named or

unnamed, who have become exposed to penalty by offenses

against the state or the sovereign. We speak of pardon of

the offense or Uie person ; absolution of the person from
the offense ; remission of sin or of penalty for the person ;

amnesty to all concerned In the insurrection.

Such persons would be within the general pardoning
power, and also the special provision for pardon and am-
nesty contained in this act. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 202.

The blackest sin Is clear 'd with absolution.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 364.

Almighty God . . . hath given power and command-
ment to his ministers to declare and pronounce to his

people, being penitent, the absolution and remisritm ot

their sins. Book of Common Prayer, Absolution.

All peace Implies amnesty, or oblivion of past subjects
of dispute, whether the same Is expressly mentioned In

the terms of the treaty or not.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, ( 153.

pardonable (piir'don-a-bl), a. [< V.pardonnable
= Sp. perdoimule = Pg. perdoaret = It. perdo-
nabiie, < ML. 'perdonabilis, < perdonare, pardon:
see pardon, r.] Capable of being pardoned or

forgiven ;
not requiring the execution of penal-

ty or the intliction of censure ; venial : applied
to either offense or offender.

We confess we derive all that Is fardmaNt In us from
ancient fountains. Uryden.

= Syn. Excusable, etc. See venial.

pardonableness (par'don-a-bl-nes), M. The
quality of being pardonable ; susceptibility

of

forgiveness. Bp. Hall, No Peace with Koine,
xiii.

pardonably (par'don-a-bli), adv. In a manner
admitting of pardon or excuse.

Fancy grows so strong
That listening sense Is pardonably cheated.

Wordncorth, Evening Voluntaries, v.

pardon-bell (par'don-bel), n. The angelus-bell :

so called because special pardons were formerly
bestowed upon those who on hearing it recited

the angelus correctly. See angelus.

pardon-chair (par 'don -char), . A confes-
sional.

pardoner (piir'don-er), n. [< ME. pardoner,
pardonere; < OF.pardonaire (< ML. as if *per-
donarius), F. pardonnevr = Sp. perdonador =
Pg. perdoador = It. perdonatore, < ML. as if

'perdonator, < perdonare, pardon : see pardon,
r.] 1. One who pardons or forgives; one



pardoner

who absolves an offender from punishment or

blame.

England speaks louder; who are we, to play
The generous pardoner at her expense?

Browning, Strafford.

2f. One who is licensed to sell papal indulgences
or pardons.

Ther preched a pardoner as he a prest were,
And broujte forth a bulle with bishopis seles,
And seide that hym-selue myghte asoilie hem alle

Of falsnesse of fastinges, of vows to-broke.

Piers Plowman (C), L 66.

By this gaude have I wonne, yeer by yere,
An hundred marks sith I was pardonere.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 104.

Heywood . . . saw no reason to spare priests,pardoners,
or pilgrims the lash of his joyous wit.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 134.

pardonlesst (par-don-les), a. [< pardon +
-less. ] Unpardonable.

He that compyles a work,
And warned doth otfende

In one thinge ofte, is perdonles
It that he doth not mende.

Drant, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

pardon-screen (piir'don-skren), n. A screen

surrounding or placed before a confessional, to

hide the penitent from public view during the
act of confession.

pardon-stall (par'don-stal), . A stall from
which pardons and indulgences are read, or in

which confessions are heard.

pardy. perdy (par-de', per-de'), interj, [Early
mod. E. (in occasional present use as an archa-

ism); also pardie, pardieu, etc., < OF. pardie,
par&e, F. pardi, pardieu, < par (< L. per), by, +
Dieu (< L. dens), God: see deity.'] Indeed (lit-

erally, 'by God'): a familiar minced oath for-

merly much in use.

Mary, unto them that had rather slepe all dale then wake
one hour, . . . unto such pardie it shall seeme painefull
to abide any labour. Sir T. Wilton, Art of Rhetoric, p. 81.

Ah, Dame ! perdy ye have not doen me right,
Thus to mislead mee, whiles I you obaid :

Me little needed from my right way to have straid.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vi. 22.

Perdie, your doors were lock'd and you shut out.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 4. 74.

It is my duty and function, perdy, to^be fervent in my
vocation. Better and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 1.

"Pardy," returned the king, "but still

My joints are somewhat stiff or so."

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Revival.

pare 1
(par), v. t.; pret. and pp. pared, ppr. par-

ing. [< WE.paren, payren, < OF. purer, V.parer,
deck, dress, trim, etc., particular uses of the

orig.general sense 'prepare,' 'pare,'= Sp.parar,
prepare, = Pg. parar, guard, <ym;r,pare, = It.

arare, deck, trim, guard, ward off, oppose, <
. parare, prepare, get ready, ML. also guard,

guard against, parry, etc. (cf. parachute, para-
pet,parasol, etc., and parry). Hence ult. com-

pare^-, prepare, repair^, separate, sever, several,
etc., empire, imperial, etc., parade, parry, etc.]
1. To trim by cutting or shaving off thin slices
or flakes from the surface or the extremities:
as, to pare an apple ;

to pare a horse's hoof, or
one's nails

;
to pare old or worn-out grass-land.

At Juyn a floore for thresshing thus thai make :

Thai pare it first, and lightly after gete
Hit dolven smal, and chaf therto thay take.

PaUadim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 158.

Your nayles parde. Eabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

He plants, he proins, he pares, he trimmeth round
Th' ever green beauties of a fruitful! ground.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

2. To reduce by cutting away superficial parts ;

diminish by little and little
;
cut down.

I lerned among Lumbardes an lewes a lessoun,
To wey pens with a peys [weight), and pare the heuyest.

Piers Plowman (B), T. 243.

I have . . . pared my present havings, to bestow
My bounties upon you. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 159.

Yea, they would pare the mountain to the plain,
To leave an equal baseness.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

3. To remove by or as by cutting, clipping, or

shaving: with off or away : as, to pare off the
rind of fruit

;
to pare away redundancies.

Now is to repare
Rosaries olde, and drynesse of to pare.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

I was diligent to remark such doctrines, and to pare off
the mistakes so far that they hinder not piety.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 20.

=Syn. 1. Pare, Fed, Shave off. To pare is to remove the
surface only with a knife or similar instrument to peel is
to pull off the akin or rind.

" That is peeled which is de-
prived of a natural layer or integument spread over it."

(C. J. Smith, Synonyms Discriminated, p. 603.) The figura-
tive uses of these two words are limited. Shave or shave
of still seems figurative when not implying the use of a
razor, and is controlled in its meaning by that original
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sense

;
hence it is always limited to dressing off the sur-

face.

parent, n. An obsolete form of pair'
1

.

pareccrisis (pa-rek'ri-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. napa,

beside, + sKK/iiaif, separation, secretion : see

ctTrixis.] Disordered secretion.

paregalt, . and . [Early mod. E. alsoperegal;
< ME. paregal, peregall, parengal, peringull,

peryngall, < OF. paregal, parigal, paringal, per-
ingal, entirely equal, <par, equal, + egal, equal :

see par2 and egal, equal.'] I. a. Entirely equal ;

equal.
As soone as thei were mette the! heilde hem peryngall ;

but the prowesse of kynge Boors was passynge alle other,
for he dide merveiles. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 163.

His herte ay with the ftrste and with the beste
Stod paregal, to dure that hym leste.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 840.

Whilom thou wast pereyall to the best.

Spenser, Hhep. Cal., August.
II. n. An equal.

Everyche other through great vyolence
By very force bare other unto grounde,
As full ofte it happeth and is founde
Whan stronge doth mete with his peregall.

Lydgate, Troye (1655), sig. P. v. (Halliwell.)

Thus was soure croune crasid till he was cast newe,
Thoru partiuge of joure powere to joure paragals.

Richard the Jtedeless, i. 71.

Bal. How lik'st thou my suite ?

Cat. All, beyond all, no peregal.
Marstan, Antonio and Mellida, I., iii. 2.

paregmenon (pa-reg'me-non), n. [NL., < Gr.

irapTfy/ievov, neut. of
napi}y^vo(, perf . pass. part,

of Tcapayetv, lead by, derive, < trapd, beside, +
ayeiv, lead: see agent.] In rhet.,ihe employ-
ment of several words having a common origin
in the same sentence.

paregoric (par-e-gor'ik), a. and n. [= F. pare-
gorique = Sp. paregdrico = Pg. It. paregorico,
< LL. paregoricus, < Gr. TtamyopiKtx;, soothing, <

jrapiyyopof, consoling, < irapa, beside, + ayopeiiuv,

speak in an assembly, < ayopa, assembly: see

agora.'] I. a. In med., mitigating; assuaging
pain.

It [tar-water] is of admirable use in fevers, being at the
same time the surest, safest, and most effectual both pare-
goric and cordial. Sp. Berkeley, Siris, 75.

Paregoric elixir. Same as II.
,
2.

II. n. 1. A medicine that mitigates pain ;
an

anodyne. Specifically 2. A camphorated
tincture of opium, flavored with aromatics.

pareilt, . [< ME. pareil, < OF. pareil, F. pareil= Pr. parelh = Pg. parelho = It. parecchio,
equal, < ML. pariculus, equal, < par, equal: see

par". Cf. apareZ,j>ardl,fromthesamesource.]
An equal ;

a match.
Sir Gawein armed Elizer, and Gaheries dide hym helpe,

and dide on his hauberk that was of grete bounte that in
all the hoste was not the pareile.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 584.

We shall quickly find out more than upareU for St. James
and St. John, the Boanerges of my text.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 94.

pareira (pa-ra'ra), n. [Braz.] A drug derived
from several plants. The true pareira (fully written
pareira brava) is the root of Chondrodendron tomentosum,
formerly supposed to be afforded by Cissampelos Pareira,
which is hence called spurious pareira brava. The latter
has a local medicinal use. There are several substitutes
for pareira brava, some of them worthless. The genuine
is regarded as a mild tonic, aperient, and diuretic, but its

chief use at present is to relieve chronic diseases of the
urinary passages. Pareira-root is the officinal drug, but
pareira-bark has probably something of its virtue. See
abutua.

parent, *' t. [ME. parelen ; by apheresis from
apparel.] To apparel. Lydgate.

If I be parellid moost of price.
MS. Cantab, ft. v. 48, t. 117. (HattiweU.)

pare!
1
!, n. [Also parrel, parral (still used in

technical senses: see parrel); < ME. parel,
parail, parayle: by apheresis from apparel.]
1. Apparel. 2. Arms.

parent, . A Middle English form of peril.

parelcon (pa-rel'kon), n. [NL., < Gr. wapefauv,
ppr. of Ttap&Keiv, draw aside, lead alongside, be
redundant, < Trapd, beside, + E/KEIV, draw.] In

gram., the addition of a syllable or particle to
the end of a pronoun, verb, or adverb. Coles,
1717.

pareliet, . [< F.parelie, a mock sun : see par-
helion.] A parhelion. Dr. H. More, Psycha-
thanasia, I. iii. 25.

parella (pa-rel'a), n. [NL., < F. pareile, per-
relle, a kind of lichen.] A crustaceous lichen,
Leeanora parella, used to produce archil, cud-
bear, and litmus, or some other similar lichen
which serves the same purposes.
parelleif, A Middle English form at peril,
pareile2 (pa-rel'), Same as parella.

parenchymatitis

parembole (pa-rem'bo-le), 11. [NL., < Gr. ~a-

p,u/:to/7, insertion, < Ka.ptjifiak'teiv, put in beside,
< Trapd, beside, + ev, in, T fla'A/etv, throw.] In

rhct., the insertion of something
relating to the subject in the
middle of a period, or that which
is inserted

;
an explanatory

phrase having a closer connec-
tion with the context than a pa-
renthesis. Also called paremp-

Pnrement, or long
Surcoat, of the I4tn
or islh century.

parementt, [ME.: see para -

ment.] 1. Same as parament.
Chaucer. 2. [OF.] A long and
flowing form of the military sur-

COat. This variety of the surcoat, worn
toward the close of the fourteenth cen-

tury, reached the ground (or near it)

behind, but was usually cut shorter in
front ; it sometimes had long and ilow-

ing sleeves, and these and theedgeof the
robe were commonly ornamented with
dags, scallops, or the like. The whole
was usually made of some silk fabric, to
some extent impermeable to rain.

paremptOSiS (par-emp-to'sis),
n. [NL., < Gr. Ttape/JiTTuaif, a

coming in besides, < ^apefiir'm-

TUV, come in besides, < Trapd, besides, + E/OT/TT-

Tfiv, creep in, be inserted in, < ev, in, + nlirretv,

fall.] Same as parembole.
parencephalitis (par-en-sef-a-H'tis), . [NL.,
< parencephalon + -itis.] Inflammation of the

parencepnalon or cerebellum.

parencephalocele (par-en-sef'a-lo-sel), . [<
NL. parencephalon + Gr. K^'/.r/, tumor.] Hernia
of the cerebellum.

parencephalon (par-en-sef'a-lon), . [NL. (cf.
Gr.

7rapj'A-f0a>.;f,
the cerebellum),< Gr. mrpd, be-

side, + r/Kc^aAof, the brain.] The cerebellum.

parencephalus (par-en-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. irapa, beside (amiss), + fjxf^a/of, the brain :

see parencephalon.] One with prevented devel-

opment of the encephalon.
parenchyma (pa-reug'ki-ma), n. [= F. paren-
chyme = Sp. parenqitima = Pg. parenchyma =
It. parenchima, < NL. parenchyma (see def.), <

Gr. miptyxviia, the peculiar tissues of the lungs,
liver, kidney, and spleen (so called by Era-
sistratus as if formed separately by the" blood
of veins that run into those parts), < Trapeyxc 'v

>

pour in beside, < napa, beside, + tyxe
~
tv

, pour
in: see enchymatous.] 1. In anat. and zool. :

(a) The proper tissue or substance of any part
or organ, as distinguished from the connective
or other sustentacular tissue which it contains.

(b) The undifferentiated body-substance or

chyme-mass of the unicellular animal, as an

infusorian; indistinguishable cell-substance;

endoplasm. (c) The general substance of the
interior of the parenchymatous worms. 2. In

bot., the fundamental cellular tissue of plants:
contradistinguished from prosenchyma, orfibro-
vascular tissue. It is the soft thin walled tissue, with

approximately isodiametric cells, which composes the soft

pulp of leaves between the network of veins, the pulp of

fruits, etc. In a dicotyledonous stem it forms the outer

bark, the pith, and the medullary rays ;
in monocotyledons

it is the common mass, of loose texture, through which the
definite fibrovascular bundles are distributed. While the

ordinary or typical shape of the cells is polyhedral or sphe-
roidal, there are numerous modifications, all of which for-

merly received special designations, but only a few princi-

pal types are now distinguished by names. Spongy paren-
chyma is tissue in which the cells are loosely aggregated
and have large intercellular spaces. Elongated paren-
chyma-cells are more compactly combined than short ones,
and in the upper side of leaves have received the signifi-
cant name of palisade-cells. Flattened parenchyma-cells
are seen in the medullary rays of dicotyledons. Collen-

chyma, sclerotic and suberous parenchyma, trichomes,
etc.

,
are further modifications. See collenchyrna, palisade-

cell, sclerotic, suberous, trichome, and cuts under cellular,

cystolith, and tissue.

Also parenchymc.
parenchymal(pa-reng'ki-mal), a. ^parenchy-
ma + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

parenchyma.
Parenchymata (par-eng-lum'a-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of *parencliymatus, < parenchyma, paren-
chyma: see parenchyma.] Pareuchymatous
or acoslomatous worms

;
in Cuvier's classifica-

tion, the second order of En tozoa, or intestinal

worms, being those which have no intestines,
but are solid or parenchymatous. They were di-

vided into four families Acaiithocejihala,
' Tremadotea

"

[read Trematodea], Txnioidea, and Centoidea ; but neither
the composition of the order nor its subdivision corre-

sponds with natural groups.

parenchymatic (pa-reng-M-mat'ik), a. [< pa~
renfJujma(t-) + -ic.] Same as parenchymatous.
parenchymatitis (par-eng-kim-a-ti''tis), n.

[NL., < pareneliyma(t-) + -jtia.] Inflammation
of the parenchyma.



parenchymatous

parenchymatou8(par-cng-kim'ii-tus). . [=F.
\iiin iii'liyiiinli a j- = Sp. iiiin-iii/iiiiiiiitii.fi> = It.

/nii'i iirliiiHiilomi. as /uiiin<-l<i/iitil(/-) + -oux.] 1.

Pertaining Id, containing;, consisting of, or re-

semhliii"; parenchyma, in any souse of that
word. 2. Of or perlainiii"; In the /'(inm/n/
niiitn; ac<elomatons, as ti cestoid worm Par-
enchymatoua degeneration <<r Inflammation. .Same
a* <-lmnhi nti'fltin;i (uliirli He*;, un.trr ,-/.,m/vi. Paren-
chymatous neuritis, neuritis consisting fc or begin-
ning with degenoraUon, "f Hi ucm- niiem. Pareu-
cliymatouB worms, tin- /'/./,,/,/, //mta.

parenchymatouslyfpiir-eng-kim'a-tus-li), f/riY.

As parenchyma ; in or into the parenchyma.
The injection of tincture of iodine parenchymatuutly IB

dangerous in cases where the growth is very vascular.

Therapeutic (Jaatte, VIII. 565.

parenchyma (pa-renc'ktm}, . [< F. ;/<< -

c/ii/iiK
1

,

*
N'lj. piiri-Hrhi/iiiii: see parenchyma.]

Same as /Hll'i ili'lii/niil.

parenchymous (pa-reng'kl-nnw), o. [<.paren-
i-lii/iti' + -mix.

| I'arcncliymatous.
parenchymulafpai'-ciiK-kim'u-lii), .; p\.paren-
cliy HI nln' (-!<). [NL.,dim.of parenchyma, q. v.]
An embryonic stage, immediately succeeding
that of the closed blastula, in which the eso-
teric cells previously differentiated have wan-
dered from the exterior, where they originated,
into the interior, where they presumably give
rise to the endoblastic cells subsequently found
there. ./. Hyatt, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3<l ser., XXI.
341.

parenesis, paraenesis (pa-ron'e-sis), . [= F.

piin'iii'.ii' = Sp. iiiin'iu-sis = Pg. parenesis = It.

pnrenesi, < LL. parxnesis, < Gr. irapaimatc., ex-

hortation, < irapaivflv, exhort, advise, < napd,
beside, + aivtlv, praise.] Persuasion ; exhorta-
tion.

parenetic, paraenetic (par-e-net'ik), a. [= F.

2>an
:netiiiue = Sp. parenetico = Pg. It. pare-

netico, < LGr. jru/HuveTtKuf, hortatory, < Or. ira-

paiveoic, hortation: see parenesis.] Of the na-
ture of parenesis ; hortatory ; persuasive.
parenetical, paraenetical (par-e-net'i-kal), a.

[(pareiictic + -/.] Same as parenetic.
To what end arc such parienetical discourses'.'

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 341.

A Parieneticall or Advialve Verao to hla friend.

Herriclc (title).

parent (par'ont), n. and a. [=F. parent, a kins-

man, cousin, ally, = Sp. pariente = Pg. It. pa-
rente, a parent, < L. paren(t-)x, a procreator, pa-
rent, father or mother; by extension, a grand-
parent, ancestor, also kinsman, relation; for

parien(t-)x, ppr. of parerc, bring forth, beget,
produce, bear.] I. n. 1. A father or mother:
one who has generated or produced : correlated
to child, offspring, descendant,

Those, for their parent* were exceeding poor,
I bought und brought up to attend my boys.

Sha*., C. of k, 1. 1. 67.

2. By extension, any animal in relation to its

offspring, or a plant in relation to other plants
produced from it ; any organism in relation to

the individual organisms which it produces by
any process of reproduction. ,

Out of the above 211 seedlings, 173 belonged to the same
two forms as their parent*, and only 38 belonged to the
third form distinct from either parent.

Dartrin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 212.

3. One who or that which produces ;
an author ;

a cause
;
a source.

And this same progeny of evils comes
From our debate, from our dissension ;

We are their parents and original.

Shot., SI. N. D., ii. 1. 117.

These arc thy glorious worka, Parent of good.
Miltun, P. L., T. 188.

The South was parent of his pain,
The South is mistress of his grave.

If. Arnold, Stan /as from t'arnac.

4f. A kinsman; relative.

Saterdayo to Alexandrya, and there Monday all daye,
where maister Jerom and Allgustyn Panyson, with the

itri'to noubro of their worshypfnll parentu and cosyus.
Sir K. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 5.

II. a. Serving as or pertaining to a parent or

source.
He ordains things sordid in their birth

To bo resolv'd Into their parent earth.

Cowper, Charity. 1. 662.

parentage (piirVn-taj), n. [=F. parentage, re-

lationship, kindred, = It. pun iilni/iiio (ML. pa-
rniliii/iiini}, parentage: us yw/in// + -n//i-.]

Derivation 1'rorn parents: as. the /Hiri

child; in general, birth: origin: us,tlie parentage
of an animal or a plant; by extension, derivation
from an author or source: as, the parenting of

a book, or of a legislative bill. 2. Specifical-

ly, condition with respect to the rank or char-
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actor of parents or ancestors: as, a person of
mean parentage; a man of noble parrntniii-.

I met the duke yesterday, and had much question with
him ; he inked me of what parentagcl was; I told him of
as good as he. Alt., A yon Like It, ill. 4. SB.

sh ( luint..|,her Mings and I together by water to the
Titcr; and I Mini him a very witty, well-spoken fellow,
and mighty free to tell hi* parentage, being a shot-maker's
son. Pepyt, Diary, 1 1 i

3f. Parents collectively.
He mill hiii daughters, and with speeche* sage
Inquyrd whleh of them most did love \\vr parentage t

Spenier. F. O.., II. x. 27.

4. The parental relationship as exhibited in

the recognition and care of cliildren.

To prevent these disturbances of good order Ifnollsh
fondness In families!, Plato ordains conmmnin of wives,
and Interdicts parentage. O. a. Lewet, 11 1st. Miilos., 1. 238.

parental (pa-ren'tal), . [= 8p. parental = It.

parentale,<. 'L. parentalis, parental, < paren(t-)s,

parent: see imrrnl.] Of or pertaining to pa-
rents

; proper to or characteristic of a parent :

as, parental love; parental government ; pun n-

tal duties.

Farewell, my Bess ! tho' thou'rt bereft
Of my parental care. Burnt, Farewell.

-Syn. Paternal, Maternal, etc. See fatherly, motherly.

Parentalia (par-en-ta'li-a), n.pl. [L., neut. pi.
of parentalis, parental: see parental.} Among
the ancient Romans, a periodical observance in

honor of deceased ancestors, including the

visiting of their tombs and the offering to their

shades of oblations of food, flowers, and other

gifts. Sometimes the tombs were illuminated
with lamps. Compare Feralia.

parentality (par-en-tal'i-ti), . [< parental +
-ity.] The condition at being a parent; tho

parental relation.

Iu parentality there must be two persons concerned, the
father and the mother.

Dentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, ivi. 49.

parentally (pa-ren'tal-i), adv. In a parental
manner; as a parent!
parentationt (par-en-ta'shon), n. [= Sp. pa-
rentacion, < LL. parentatio(n-), funeral obse-

quies for parents or near relatives, < L. parcn-
tare, pp. parentatus, offer sacrifice in honor of

deceased parents, < paren(t-)i: see parent.']

Something done or said in honor of the dead ;

funeral rites; obsequies.
Home other ceremonies were practised, which differed

not much from those used In parentationt.
Abp. Potter, Antiquities of Greece, II. IS.

Let Fortune this new jfarfntation make
For hated Carthage's dire spirits' sake.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, Iv.

parent-cell (par'ent-sel), n. A cytula.
parentelef, [? ME. parentele, < OF. paren-
tele, F. parentele = Sp. parentela = Pg. parcn-
tella = It. parentela, < LL. parentela, relation-

ship, < L. paren(t-)s, a parent, relation: see

parent.] 1. Kinship; relationship.
Certea parentele is in two maneres, outlier goostly or

flesshly. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Parentage.
There were not so many noble families strove for him

as there were cities strove for the parentele of Homer.
HiKjer North, Examen, p. 223.

parent-form (par'ent-fdrm), n. In Wo/., a pa-
rent of any kind; a stock: with reference to

morphological considerations,

parenthesis (pa-reu'the-sis), n.
; pi. parentheses

(-sez). [= F. parenthtee = Sp. parenttttis =
Pg. parenthesis = It. parentesi, < Gr. irapMicaif,
a putting in beside, < xapcvriStvai, put in beside,
< napa, beside, + etmStvat, put in, < fv, in, +
TtOtvai, put: see thesis.] 1. An explanatory or

qualifying clause, sentence, or paragraph in-

serted in another sentence or in the course of
a longer passage, without being grammatically
connected with it. It is regularly included bv two
upright curves facing each other (also called parenthetet),
or the variant form of them called brackets, but frequent-
ly tiy dashes, and even by commas. The quotation from
Dryden given below contains a parenthesis.

Your first figure of tollerable disorder is \Parenthesu] or

by an English name the llnsertour], and is when ye will

seeme, for larger information or some other purpose, to

peece or gratfe In the middest of your tale an vn necessary
parcell of speach. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 140.

I In HI shalt be seen

(Though with some short parentheri* between)
High on the throne of wit.

Dryden, To Congrere, 1. 82.

One has to dismount from an idea, and get Into saddle
again, at every parentheti*. 0. W. Hairnet, Autocrat, vlli.

2. The upright curves ( ) collectively, or either
of them separately, used by printers and writ-
ers to mark off an interjected explanatory clause
or qualifying remark: as, to place a word or
clause in parenthesis or within parentheses.

pareoros
The parmtheus( '. including the square form ( ) also

called enttktU and now unually 1/rodret*, were formerly
(as In the first quotation under del. 1) used to separate a
word or words typographically, where quotation marks are
now used. In phonetic discussions (Kills, Sweet, etc.) the
curves are often used for a similar putpoee, to Indicate

that the letters of the words so Inclosed have a fixed pho-
netic value, according to a s>stem previously explained.
The carves are also used to Inclose small marks and letters,
and figures of reference. In order to make them more dli-

tlnct to the eye.

3f. An interval ;
a break

;
an episode.

The created world Is hut a small parrnthent In eternity.
Sir T. Browne, Chrtat. Mor., UL .

Sleep, Nature's none, and, as one aptly terms It, the pa-
rrnthetit at all our cam.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels (IfltMX p. 244.

Abbreviated par.
parenthesize (pa-ren'the-siz), t. t.; pret. and
pp. parenthesized, ppr. parenthcxi:ina. [< pa-
ii n llies-is + -i:e.] 1. To express or insert as a

parenthesis; place within parentheses.

Speaking of Italian quarrels, I am tempted to parenlhe-
na here another which I saw at Clvlta Vecchla.

LmttU, Fireside Travels, p. 248.

2. To interlard with parentheses.
A complicated and much parenthetited speech.

Lancet, No. MM, p. 1277.

3. To curve; make into the shape of the mark
called a parenthesis. [Humorous.]
He (the cow-boy or herder) Is tall and muscular, usually,

with legs somewhat parentheeized by usage to the saddle.

The Century, XIX. 771.

parenthetic (par-en-thet'ik), a. [< MGr. iraplv-
Oerof, parenthetic, put in besides, < irapevrititvai,

put in besides: see parent/tests.] Same as/m-
renthrtiral.

parenthetical (par-en-thet'i-kal), o. [< parew-
llietic + -at.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of a parenthesis ; expressed as or in a paren-
thesis: as, a jximif/icfica/ clause. 2. Using or

containingparentheses: as, &parettthetical style.
3. Occurring like a parenthesis or episode;

incidental.

lie had disposed of Mrs. Paul at her door, and had has-
tened hack, pausing for a parenthetical (tlas at the bar.

The Century, XXXVIII. 18S.

4. Curved; bowed; resembling in shape the
marks called parentheses. [Humorous.]
There an Indian woman, with her semi-Tartar features,

nakedly hideous, and her thin parenthetical legs, encased
in wrinkled tights, hurried round the fane.

/(. /". llurtim, El-Medlnah, p. 397.

parenthetically (par-eu-thet'i-kal-i), adc. In
a parenthesis ;

in the manner or form of a pa-
renthesis

; by way of parenthesis ;
as a paren-

thesis.

parenthood (par'ent-hud), n. [< parent +
-hood.] The state of being a parent; the con-
dition of a parent ;

the parental relation.

The self-sacrifice and the sagacity which inferior crea-
tures display in the care of their young are often com-
mented upon : and every one may see that parenthood pro-
duces a mental exaltation not otherwise producible.

U. Spencer, study of Soclol., p. 371.

parenticidet (pa-ren'ti-sid), n. [= It. parenti-
i-iiln, < L. iiarenticida, a parricide, < paren(t-)g,
a parent, 4- -cida, a killer, < ctedere, kill.] One
who kills a parent ; a parricide. Bailey.

parent-kernel (par'ent-ker'nel), n. The nu-
cleus of a parent-cell; a cytococcus.

parepros (pa-re'o-ros), H. [< Gr.
irapf/opofj

Doric

Ttapdnpof (sc. imrof), a horse hitched beside the

regular pair, prop, adj., joined beside, also ly-

ing along, < xapatipctv, hang beside, lift up be-

side, < irapa, beside, + arlpeiv, lift, raise: see

aorta, artery, meteor.] In Gr. antiq., an addi-

Pareoros, Fran a Greek relief in terra-cotta.

tional horse hitched beside a regular pair; the
third horse in a team of three.



parepididymal

parepididymal (pa-rep-i-did'i-mal), a. [< NL.

pa-repididumix + -a 1.1 Of or pertaining to the

parepididymis.
parepididymis (pa-rep-i-did'i-mis), . [NL.,
< Gr. impa, beside, + NL. epididymis, q. v.]

The organ of Giraldes. See under organ1 . Also

called corpus iniiomiiiatum, paradidymis. pareunia (pa-r6'ni-a), n.
\

parepithymia (par:ep-i-thim'i-a), [NL. < ^^eside,< Tap&Reside
Gr. vapa, beside, + eiriBv/ua, desire.] InpatlioL,

> &
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affected with paresis: as, a paretic affection
;
a

paretic patient Paretic dementia. Same as de-

mentia paralytica (which see, under dementia).

II. . One who suffers from paresis.
He had had some of the mental symptoms of the general

paretic, from some of which he recovered.
Alien, and Neural., VII. 627.

[NL., < Gr. Trapcwof,
'

?, a bed.] Coi-

parhomoeon

with figures in relief or sunk in the surface
;

pargeting.
It hath a strong Fort, two Seraglio's, the walls whereof

glister with red Marble and Parget of diners colours.

Purchas, 1'ilgrimage, p. 385.

Oolde was the parget; and the seeling bright
Did shine nil scaly with great plates of golde.

Spmeer, Visions of Bellay, 1. 23.

4t. Paint, especially paint for the face.

mo. Beauty's self, by herself 1

perverted desire. excellence (piir ek-se-lons'). [F. : par, by ;
Scorn'd paintings, permit, and the borrow'd hair.

parer (par'er), n, [< parel + -erl.] 1. One P*r^,." excellence.] By virtue of manifest Dayton, Eclogues, IT.

who or that which pares; specifically, an in-
guperiority

.

by the highest right, claim, or qual- pargeter (par'jet-er), n. [< parget + -erl.]

ification; "preeminently. One who pargets; a plaster-

parfayt, interj. [ME., also parfei; < OF. par er.

fei, parfoy, by faith: par(< L.j?er),by; fei,foi, pargeting, pargetting
faith: gee/Oft*.] By (my) faith; in faith; verily, (par'jet-ing), . [Formerly

Apple-parer.

The cutter is carried on an upright A t niv

projecting arm k which is once during each r

clined cam on the upper side of the bevel-w]

Hlvotei

n-vo

upper
.1 partial revolution and thro' . _.

may be readily removed from the fork.

Som maner comfort shal I have, parfay.
Ckaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 495.

parfilage (par'fi-laj), n. [P., < parfilcr, undo
the threads, < par, by, + filer, thread, rope :

see file
3
.1 A pastime consisting in unravel-

ing pieces of textile material, especially those

which have gold or silver thread in their com-

position. The practice seems to have originated in an

attempt to save the valuable material in the case of soiled

or defaced stuffs ; but it has sometimes become a sort of

craze, especially in the eighteenth century, when women
would beg from their friends new and valuable garments,
galloons, and the like, that they might prosecute this

amusement.

parfit (par'fit), a. An obsolete or dialectal form
of perfect.

d at bottom, having a parfitly (par'fit-li), adv. An obsolete or dia-
.lution struck by an ,.

,eotal form of perfectty_

also pergetting, < ME. parget-
tynge, spargettynge; verbal
n.ofparget,r.1 Plaster-work
of various kinds ; especially,
a sort of ornamental work in

plastering, with raised or in-

dented patterns and orna-

ments, much used in the in-

terior and often on the ex-

terior of houses of the Tu-
dor period . Numbers of wooden
houses with outer walls so orna-

mented, belonging to the time
of Queen Elizabeth, still exist in

Pargeting, at Wyvenhoe,
Essex, England.

heel./", causing ittomaki. _

ng_the
knife back so that the apple parfitnBSS (par'fit-nes), 11.

lectal form of perfectness.

strument for paring: as, an apple-parer, or a Parfleche (par-flesh') n [Appa:

peach,pawr.-8. In agri., an instrument for **"if&i 3
scraping off weeds or grass or loosening their

roots ; specifically, a horse-hoe having a single
broad flat blade.

is gtretched on a frame so as to take the

desired shape, and allowed to dry.

Among almost all the Plains tribes, the common name

an animal (preferably of a bull-buffalo) from

in water mixed with wood-ashes, and which

England.

The whitenesse and smoothnesse
of the excellent pargeting was a

thing I much observ'd, being almost as even and polish'd
as if it had been of marble. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 10, 1644.

parge-WOrkt, " [An error for parget-wortc.1
i. a Canadian game as pargeting.

A border of freet or parge worke . . . the seeling is of

ic same fret or parge worke.

An obsolete or dia-

A hone and a parer, like sole of a boot,
To pare away grass, and to raise up the root.

Tusser, March's Husbandry.
for a skin so prepared is parfleche, and almost everything
made of it is also parfleche.

Dodge, Our Wild Indians, p. 254.

The women with short peckers, or parerg, because they
vse them sitting, of a foot long, and about flue inches in

breadth, doe onely breake the vpper part of the ground to

raise vp the weeds, grasse, and old stubbesof corne stalks pariormet, parfomet, parlOUrnet, '' ' Middle
with their roots. Hakluyt'i Voyages, III. 271. English forms of perform.

parerethesis (par-e-reth'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. pargana, parganna,, . See pergmmah.

napd, beside, + epeBi&iv, excite: see crethimn.1 pargasite (par'ga-sit), . [< Pargets, a place

Morbid excitement. on the coast of Finland, + -ite^.1 A dark-green

;. 403). (Bowes.)

parhelia, . Plural ot parhelion, parhelium.
parheliacal (par-he-li'a-kal), a. [< parhelion
+ -ae + -al.1 Of or pertaining to or constitut-

ing a parhelion or parhelia Parheliacal ring, a
name given by Bravais to a white horizontal band pass-

ing through the sun, either incomplete or extending
round the horizon, produced by the reflection of the

sun's rays from the vertical faces of ice-prisms in the

atmosphere.

parhelic (piir-hel'ik), a. [< parhelion + -ic.1

Same as parheliacal Parhelic circle. Same as par-
heliacal ring (which see, above).

pi. parhelia (-a).parergon (pa-rer'gon), . [< OF. parergue = crystallized variety of amphiboleorhornblende. parhelion (par-he'li-on),

Sp. parergon = Pg, Tr._ nnmwnn. < T,. narKrann. See hornblende.

an extra ornament,

neut. of vapepyof, beside the" main' work, sub- parget (par'jet), r.
; pret. and pp. pargeted or

*pa'neiion*.NL?nariielion, < Gr. irap$im>, va,

ordinate, incidental, < irapd, beside, + Ipyov, pargetted, ppr. pargeting orpargetting. [<ME. a mock f

Pg. It. parergo, < L. parergon,
See hornblende.

[Also parhelium (formerly also parelie, < P.);
int, < Gr. napepyov, a by-work, parge-board (parj bord), n. Same as barge- _ F parheUe, partite = Sp. parelia, parelio =
jject, an appendix, accessory,

board.
Pg. parhelia, parelio = It. pareglio, parelio, < L.

:,
beside the main work, sub- parget (par jet), r.

; pret. and pp. pargeted or
parelion, NL. parhelion, < Gr. napijlMv, irapfi.toc,

work.] A work executed incidentally; a work
subordinate or subsidiary to another: as, Ay-
liffe's "Parergon."

It was intended to be merely a parergon a "second

subject," upon which daylight energies might be spent,
while the hours of night were reserved for cataloguing
those stars that "are bereft of the baths of ocean."

A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 187.

parergyt (par'er-ji), n. [Irreg. < L. parergon:
see parergon.1 Same as parergon.
The Scriptures being serious, and commonly omitting

such pareryies, it will be unreasonable from hence to con-
demn all laughter. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 16.

paresis (par'e-sis), n. [= "F.paresie,( NL. pare-
sis, < Gr. irapeatt;, a letting go, paralysis, \ Tra-

ptevat, relax, < mzpa, from, + ievai, let go.] An
incomplete degree of paralysis General pare-
sis. Same as dementia paralytica (which see, under de-

mentia).

pareso-analgesia (par"e-so-an-al-je'si-a), .

[NL., < Gr. tretptotf, paralysis, + avaXyriaia, pain-
lessness: see analgesia.1 Same as Morvan's
disease.

paresseuset, n. [F. , prop. fern, otparesseux, idle,
< paresse, idleness.] In the costume of the
seventeenth century, a partial wig ;

a front of

curls, or the like, worn by women when not in
full dress.

paresthesia, n. See partesthesia.

paresthesis, paraesthesis (par-es-the'sis),
n.

[NL. pariesthesis, < Gr. irapa, beside, +

8un
,
< Trapo, beside, + sun. Cf.

pargetyn,pargetm,pargetc, also spargettyn, spar- w^awfe^V An
'

intensification of a circular
chyn, perhaps <: ML.

spargitare^, spnnkle^fre- space in a Solar halo, generally in prismatic
quently, < L. spargere, sprinkle: see spark,

sprinkle. Otherwise < ML. "parietarc, plaster
a wall, < L. paries (pariet-), wall: see paries.1
I. trans. 1. To cover with parget or plaster;
ornament with pargeting.
A plaster . . . with which they not only parget the out-

side of their houses, . . . but also spread the floors and
arches of their room.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 12!).

A room otherwise so handsome, with its family portraits,
and the paryetted ceiling with pendants, and the carved

chimney, in one corner of which my old lord sat reading
in his Livy. R. L. Stevenson, Master of Ballantrae, i.

2f. To paint ;
cover or daub with paint.

From pargetting, painting, slicking, glazing, and renew-

ing old rivelled faces, good Mercury defend us !

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 4.

Hence 3f. To gloss over; disguise.
Call it what you will, blanch it with apologies, candy it

with nature's delights, parget it with concealments, tin-

cleanness is uncleanness still, and like the devil.

Rev. T. Adarw, Works, II. 40.

Forbid him rather, Sacred Parliament, to violate the
sense of Scripture, and turne that which is spoken of the
afflictions of the Church under her pagan enemies to a par-
getted concealment of those prelatical crying sins,

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

II. intrans. 1. To cover something with par-
get or plaster. 2f. To lay on paint.

She 's above fifty too, and pargete !

B. Jonson, Epicoane, v. 1.

colors, sometimes dazzhngly bright. The phe-
nomenon, on account of its rough resemblance to the sun

itself, is popularly called a mock sun. Two or more parhe-

sensation: see esthesis.1 Same as parsesthesia. parget (par'jet), n. [Formerly also pargit; <

paresthetic, parsesthetie (par-es-thet'ik), a.

Of, characterized by, or affected with pawesthe-
sia.

In addition to a number of paragthelic symptoms, there
was a paralysis of the leg on the same side as the head-
injury. Alien, and Neural., X. 442.

ME. parget, perget, pergete, pergitte, pariette,
parget.] 1. Gypsum or plaster-stone. 2. parhelium, n.

Halos and Parhelia.

lia are seen at the same time ; and variously arranged white

circles, arcs, and bands intersect the halo, or lie tangent
to it at the same points. Halos are produced by the re-

fraction of rays through suspended ice-crystals which tend

to fall in one or more special positions, and parhelia are

due to the excess of crystals so situated. When the sun

is near the horizon and the ice-prisms in a vertical position

largely preponderate, parhelia are formed on the halo both
to the right and left of the sun, and at the same level. As
the sun rises, the parhelia gradually separate outward from
the halo. If there is an excess of hexagonal prisms with

their axes horizontal, and if the axes of the prisms are per-

pendicular to the line joining the sun and the observer,

parhelia will be produced which will be situated on the

halo above and below the sun.

Same &$ parhelion. [Bare.]
'

, par-i-

iApuctf,
the ab-

PaUadiits, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 16. normal secretion of sweat.

paretic (pa-ret'ik), a. andn. [< paresis (paret-) 3. Plaster-work; especially, a more or less or- parhomoeon (par-ho-me'on), n.

+ -ic.1 I. a. Pertaining to, of the nature of
, or namental facing for exterior walls, decorated Trap6/ioiov, neut. of 7rap6/xuof, nearly alike, <



parhomoeon

irapn, near, + u/uunf, like.] In imc. i/nl.. same

parhomologous (piir-ho-moro-gus), a. [< /-
I/IIIIIII/IH/-I/ + -</.<.) Pertaining to or chaructcr-

parhomology (piir-ho-mol'iVji), . [< Or. irapa,

beside, + I',. liniHiiliii/i/. I
An apparent homolo-

gy which docs not const it iilc Iriiehoinodynamy,
us of purls occupying successive segments of
(lie body; imitative homodyiianiy.

parhypate (piir-hip'ji-tc). . [< Gr. vapa, be-

side, -f- inriin/ (mi. rapcfy).tht highest note as re-

gards length of string, Imt the lowest note as

regards pilch: sec lii/pittr.] In nnr. dr. mn*u;
the noxt to the lowest tone of either the lowest
or the middle tetrachord : so called because it

lay next (above) the tone hiipnti: Its pitch w;is

probably about that of either middle C or the F
next above it. See It Inn-linril.

Pariah ( pii'ri-ii), n. [Formerly also I'aria (= F.

pariit); < Tamil /inriii/i. /mrinr, common but

corrupt forms of puraiyan, Malayalam jianii/nn.
a man of a low caste performing the lowest
menial services, lit.

' a drummer '

(the Pariahs

being the hereditary drum-beaters). < parai, a

large drum beat at certain festivals.] 1. A
member of a low caste of Hindus in southern

India, lower than the regular castes of the Brah-
manical system, by whom they are shunned as

unclean, yet superior to some other castes in

the Tamil country, where they constitute a con-
siderable part of the population. The Pariahs
are commonly employed as laborers by the agri-
cultural class, or as servants to Europeans.
2. [/. c.] A member of any similarly degraded
class ; one generally despised ; an outcast from
society ;

a vagabond.
The Hebrew child has entered adolescence only to learn

that he wag thu pariah of that ungrateful Europe that
owes to him the best part of its laws, a fine portion of Its

literature, all Its religion. Dixraeli.

Mrs. Morrison was that pariah who, in a village like

Equity, cuts herself off from hope by taking In washing.
, Modem Instance, vl.

Pariah dog, In India, a mongrel and vagabond cur of wolf-
ish habits, infesting villages and the outskirts of towns.

parial1
(par'i-al), a. [< par'

2 + -ial.} Relating
to a pair; occurring in pairs: a,a,parial bones
contrasted with unpaired ones. Owen,

parial'
2
t (pa-ri'Hl), Same as pair royal (which

see. under pair*).
Parian (pa ri-an), a. and . [= F. ]>arien (cf.

Sp. Pg. It. parto), < L. Parius, Parian. < Parox,
Pants, < Gr. fldpoc, Paros. one of the Cyeladeg,
famous for its white marble.] I. . Of or per-
taining to Paros, an island in the j&gean Sea.
Parian chronicle, an important Greek historical In-

scription found In the island of Faros, and now preserved
among the Arundelian marbles at Oxford. It extended

originally from the mythical reign of Cecrops, King of

Athens, taken as B. c. 1BS2, to the archouship of Diogene-
tus, B.C. 264 ; but the end is now lost, and the surviving
part extends only to B. c. 356. The chronicle embraces
an outline of Greek history, with especial attention to fes-

tivals, poetry, and music. Political and military events
are less carefully recorded, many of importance being
omitted entirely. Parian marble, a white marble of
mellow tone and somewhat large grain, highly valued by
the ancients, and chosen for some of their choicest works
in sculpture. The principal supply was obtained from
Mount Marpessa in the island of Paros. Parian porce-
lain. Same as II.

TT. n. A fine variety of porcelain, or porce-
lain clay, of which statuettes, etc., are made :

so named from the resemblance of work in it

to white marble.
Pariasauria (pa-ri-a-sa'ri-ji), . pi. [NL. : see

ftrtaMMnw.] A suborder of theriomorous rep-
tiles, proposed for the family I'ariasauritkr, dis-

tinguished by the one-headed ribs and roofed

temporal fossa. Also called I'oti/loxanrin.

Pariasauridffi (pa-ri-a-sa'ri-de), 'n. pi. [NL.,
< Pariaxaiirux + -irtie.'] A family of theriomo-
rous rept iles, typified by the genus Parittsanriix,

distinguished by the conical teeth. Their bones
have been found in the Permian beds of Cape
Colony.
Pariasaurus (pa-ri-a-sa'rus), . [NL., < Gr.

irapetA, cheek,+ aavpof, lizard.] A genus of the-
riomorous reptiles, typical of the family Paria-

Paridas (par'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Parus + -irfa?.]

A family of oscine passerine birds, named from
the genus Paws, of uncertain definition and sys-
tematic position, authors not agreeing in their
use of the nanv>. It contains most of the birds

commonly called tits, titmice, chickadees, etc.

paridigitate(pnr-i-dij'i-tat), a. [<L. par, equal.
+ itiijitattts, having fingers or toes: seerfijn'/ate.]
In :ool., having an even number of digits,
as two or four fingers or toes: the opposite
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of Impiiriilii/itiili-. Among hoofed quadrupeds
the piiridigiliile condition is culled artiodactyl
(which see for clltn).

paridrosis, . Sec pnrhHronit,
paries (|>n'ri-ez), n.; pi. partite* (pa-ri'e-te/. .

[NL.,<.Li.parii.--i ///-), a wall.] 1. In annt.
nndc'xrf. : () A wall or inclosure; an envelop
or investment ; ft body-wall; any part which in-

closesor bounds a cavity : geiieriilly in the plu-
ral : as, the thoracic or abdominal parietex (that

is, the walls of the chest or belly;. (6) In Cir-

fljiiilin, the free middle p:irt ( tin- shell. ;i-

distinguished from the lateral wings, (c) One
of the perpendicular partitions separating the
cells of a honeycomb or a wasps' nest. 2. In

but., the side or wall of an ovary or capsule,
parietal (pfi-ri'e-tal), . and n. [= F. parietal
= Sp. Pg. parietal = It. parietale, < LL. parie-
tulix, belonging to walls, < L. paries (pariet-),

wall.] I. n. 1. Pertaining to a wall. 2. Per-

taining to buildings or the care of them; resi-

dent within the walls or buildings of a univer-

sity or college, or having charge over the build-

ings and the conduct of the students, etc., of a

university or college. 3. In aunt, and *<;/.,

specifically, pertaining to the walls of a cavity
of the body, in distinction from its contents . op-

posed to visceral : as, parietal and visceral re-

flect ions of the peritoneum. 4. In hot., per-
taining to or arising from a wall: usually ap-

plied to ovules when they proceed from or are
borne on the walls or sides of the ovary Pari-
etal angle, see craniometry. Parietal angle of Qua-
trefages, in cranunn., the angle Included between the
lines tTrawn through the extremities of the bizygomatfc
and transverse frontal diameters. Parietal bone. See
II. Parietal boss. Same as parietal eminence. - Pari-
etal Committee or Board, a committee having charge
of the buildings of a university or college, of the conduct
of the students resident in them, and of the police and
other regulations within its confines. College Word*,
p. 343.

I do not remember a single instance of his being called
before the Faculty for any impropriety, and only one in-

stance in which the Parietal Board took him in hand.

Sumner, N. A. Review, CXXVI. 15.

Parietal convolution, (a) Inferior, the Inferior parie-
tal lobule. (6) Superior, the superior parietal lobule, (e)

Ascending, the posterior central convolution ; the convo-
lution lying Immediately hack of the fissure of Rolando.
See cut under cerebral. Parietal crest. See crest.

Parietal eminence, the central elevation on the exter-

nal surface of the parietal bone. Also called tuber pari-
etale. Parietal emissary vein, a vein passing through
the parietal foramen, connecting the longitudinal sinus
with the veins of the scalp. Parietal foramen, (a) A
small foramen for the passage of a vein, close to the upper
border of the parietal hone, (b) In herpet., an nnossifled

space in the roof of the skull of some reptiles, especially in

Lacrrtilia, along the sagittal or coronal snture. Parietal
fossa, the deepest part, opposite the parietal eminence, of
laetaner surface of the parietal h. me. Parietal gemma-
tion. See lateral gemmation, under gemmation. Parie-
tal goniometer, an instrument for measuring the parie-
tal angle. Parietal gyrl. Seeiryrw*, and cut under cere-

bral. Parietal lobe, the middle lobe of the cerebrum,
separated from the frontal by the fissure of Rolando, from
the occipital by the external occipitoparietal fissure and
the continuation of the line of that fissure to the lower

boundary, and from the temporosphenoldal lobe by the
horizontal limb of the fissure of Sylvius and the continu-
ation of the line of the fissure. See cut under cerebral.

Parietal lobule, (a) Inferior, the convolution of the
cerebrum lying behind the posterior central convolution
and below the horizontal part of the Intraparietal sulcus.

It Is composed of the angular and supramarginal convo-
lutions. (M Superior, that convolution of the parietal lube
which lies above the Intraparietal sulcus and behind the

upper part of the posterior central convolution. Parie-
tal peritoneum. See peritoneum. Parietal placen-
ta, in '"'.. a placenta borne on the wall of the ovary, as In

the violet, sundew, poppy, gentian, etc. Parietal pleu-
ra. See pleura. Parietal protuberance. Same as

parietal eminence. Parietal segment of the skull,
the second cranial segment, between the occipital and the
frontal.

II. n. In a mil., one of a pair of bones of the
cranium, right and left, developed in mem-
brane, forming a part of the top and sides of
the brain-box, between the occipital and the
frontal bone. They are greatly expanded In man and
a few other animals. These bones together constitute,
along with the alisphenoid and baslsphenoid. the second
cranial segment. See cut in next column, and cuts under
Crocodilia, Felidie, and dcuU.

parietale (pa-ri-e-ta'le), H. ; pi. parietalia (-lia).

[NL., neut. of LL. parietalis, belonging to walls :

see parietal.'] One of the parietal bones : more
fully called ox parietale.
Parietales (pa-ri-e-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
th.'iin and Hooker, 1862), so called asnavingthe
placenta parietal ; pi. of LL. parietalis, parie-
tal: see parietal.~\ A cohort of dicotyledonous
polypetalous plants with parietal placenta, em-
brncing nine orders, including the Crueiferte.
Parietaria (pa-ri-e-ta'ri-S), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), < L. parietaria (sc. herba), the herb

parietary: see parietary. ~]
A genus of plants of

parietovaginal

Left Parict.il Bone.

f. coronal border ; i, uiritul border : I, Umbdold border : m, iMStotd
border ; if, tpheoold border i tf, iquamoMl border.

the apetalous order Urticaeex and the tribe I'rti-

eeee, type of the subtribe Parietariefp, known
by its spreading herbaceous stems, and axillary
clusters of three to eight flowers. There are about
8 species, widely scattered through temperate regions.

They are low plants, often supporting themselves by
hooks which terminate long haira, and tn-aring small al-

ternate three-nerved leaves and little bracted flowers.

They are known as pellitory at paritory; also hammer-
wart, and formerly h&xine. P. ojleinatit, the moat com-
mon species, Is the wall-pellltory or llchwort. See pitti-

tory.

Parietarie (pa-ri'e-ta-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Weddell, 1869), < Parietaria + -<.] A sub-
tribe of the tribe I'rtiefte in the order I'rticafftr,

the nettle family, distinguished by entire leaves,
an involucre oftwo to six bracts, and hairs which
lack the stinging property. It Includes 5 genera, of

which Parietaria is the type, with small, inconspicuous
flowers and generally diffuse habit. One species, of the

Canary Islands, Is a small tree.

parietary (pa-ri'e-ta-ri), n. [In older use (HE.)
paritorir, paratory, etc. (see pellitory); = F.

parietaire = Sp. Pg. It. parietaria,^. L. parieta-
ria, the herb pellitory, prop. fern. (sc. herba) of

parietariwt, belonging to walls, < paries (pari-

et-), a wall. Cf. pellitory, from the same source.]
The wall-pellitory, Parietaria offlcinalis.

parietes, . Plural of paries.
parietinet (pa-ri'e-tin), n. [< L. parietintt, ruins,

(parietinuti, belonging to walls, tpariex (pariet-),

wall.] A ruin ; a piece of a ruined wall.

We have many mines of ... bathes found In this Island,
amongst those parietine* and rubbish of old Roman townes.

Ilurton, Anat. of Mel., p. 238.

parietofrontal (pa-ri'e-to-fron'tal), a. and n.

[< L. paries (pariet-), a wall (see parietal), +
frons (front-), front: see frontal.} Same as

frontoparietal.

parietomastoid (pa-ri'e-to-mag'toid), a. Per-

taining to the parietal bone and the mastoid

portion of the temporal bone; mastoparietal.
Parietomastoid suture, the suture uniting the poste-
rior inferior angle of the parietal with the upper border of
the mastoid portion of the temporal bone. See cut above.

parieto-occipital (pa-ri'e-to-ok-sip'i-tal), a.

Pertaining to the parietal and occipital bones
or lobes. Parleto-occipltal fissure, one of the prin-
cipal sulci of the cerebrum, separating the parietal and
occipital lobes. It Is best marked on the mesial surface
of the hemisphere, extending downward and a little for-

ward from the margin to near the posterior extremity of
the callosum to Join the cahtarine fissure. On the convex
surface it Is continued transversely outward for a variable

distance, generally less than an inch, and is here called the
external parietfutccipilal fintwre. See cut u nder cerebral.

Parleto-occipltal suture, the snture between the pari-
etal and occipital bones ; the lambdold suture.

parietoquadrate (pa-ri'e-t6-kwod'rat), a. Con-
necting the parietal and quadrate bones Pari-
etoquadrate arch, an arch characteristic of the skull of

reptiles, In which the connection Is made by the Interven-
tion of the oplsthntlc or squamosal, or of both these bones.

parietosplanchnic (pa-ri'e-to-splangk'nik), a.

Of or pertaining to the walls of the alimentary
canal

; parietovisceral. The word notes specifically
certain ganglia of the nervous system of the higher mof-
lusks, which are situated at the sides or on the neural as-

pect of the alimentary canal, and are connected by com-
missures with the ganglia called cerebral. See cot under
Ijimellibranchiata.

parietosquamosal (pa-ri'e-to-skwa-mo'sal). a.

Pertaining to the parietal and squamosal bones:
as, the iKirirt'i.ii/iinmiiniil suture.

parietptemporal (pa-ri'e-to-tem'po-ral), a.

Pertaining to the parietal and temporal bones :

as, the parietotemporal suture.

parietovaginal (pa-ri'e-to-vaj'i-nal), a. Per-

taining to the superficial andtotheinvaginatd
part of the body of a polyzoan : as, parietoragi-
nal muscles.



parietovisceral

parietovisceral (pa-ri"e-t6-vis'e-ral), a. Per-
t a ining to or connecting the parietes of a cavity
and its contained viscera; parietosplanchnic.

parilt, '< An obsolete spelling of peril.

Parinae (pa-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < L. Parus +
-('?.] A subfamily of oscine passerine birds,

typified by the genus Parus, of definite charac-
ters but uncertain systematic position, usually
referred to the Parities; the typical tits, or true

titmice. The species are of small size, seven inches long
or less ; the bill is short, stout, straight, unnotched, and
unbristled, with undecurved tip and ascending gonys, and
rounded nostrils concealed by overlying antrorse plu-
mules; the tarsi are scutellate ; the toes are short, and co-

herent at the base ;
the wing has ten primaries, of which the

first is short or spurious, and the tail has twelve rectrices,
not acuminate or scansorial ; the wings are rounded and
usually shorter than the long, sometimes very long, tail.

The plumage is soft and lax, and seldom brightly colored.
There are about 75 species, very generally distributed, espe-
cially in the northern hemisphere. The leading genera are

Parus, Psaltripartts, Auriparus, Psaltria, Acredula, and
jEgithalus. See cuts under chickadee, Parus, and titmouse.

Parinarium (par-i-na'ri-um), . [NL. (A. L. de

Jussieu, 1789), < parinari, native name in Bra-

zil.] A genus of rosaceous trees of the tribe

Chrysobalanees, known by the two-celled ovary.
There are about 40 species, all tropical, natives of Africa,

Australia, Brazil, and Guiana, and of islands of India and
the Pacific. They are usually tall, with thick and rigid
alternate evergreen leaves, and white or pink flowers with

many long stamens, followed by ovoid or spherical drupes,
often partly edible. See buri-nut, gingerbread-plum, gin-
gerbread-tree, 2, and nonda.

parine (pa'rin), a, [< L. pants, a titmouse, +
-incl.] Of, pertaining to, or having the char-
acters of the subfamily Parines; related to or

resembling the titmice: as, parine habits
;

a, pa-
rine bill

;
a parine genus.

paring (par'ing), n. [< ME. parynge; verbal
n. of pare~L, .] 1. The act of trimming some-
thing, or of reducing it in size or thickness by
cutting or shaving off small portions from the
surface or extremity.
He could not endure there should be such Parings off

from the Body of his Kingdom. Baker, Chronicles, p. 53.

2. That which is pared off; a thin piece cut,

clipped, or shaved off; hence, a scrap: as,

cheese-parings; the parings of grass-lands.
Thou cam'st but half a thing into the world,
And wast made up of patches, parings, shreds.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iv. 3.

If you please to spend some of the Parings of your Time,
and fetch a Walk in this Grove, you may happily find
therein some Recreation. Hoivell, Letters, iv. 37.

3. The rind or outermost crust.
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metry and its petals, which are linear, awl-

shaped, or absent. There are 7 species, natives of

mountains or temperate regions in Europe and Asia. They

Flowering Plant of Paris quadrifolia.
. the fruit.

, a flower during anthesis;

Virginity . . . consumes itself to the very paring.
Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 155.

Yet, to his guest though noway sparing,
He ate himself the rind and paring.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, ii. 6. 170.

Paring and burning, the operation of paring off the sur-
face of worn-out grass land, or lands covered with coarse
herbage, and burning it for the sake of the ashes, which
serve as a powerful manure, and for the destruction of
weeds, seeds, insects, etc. [Eng.]

paring-chisel (par'ing-chiz"el), n. A joiners'
broad flat chisel, worked by the hand alone, and
not by striking with a mallet, it is generally
longer in the blade than a firmer-chisel, and lighter than
a mortise-chisel, and has the bezel on one side.

paring-iron (par'ing-l-'ern), n. A farriers' par-
ing-knife.

paring-knife (par'ing-mf), n. 1. A knife used
in paring, such as that used in woodworking
for roughing-out work, or by farriers for paring
hoofs. 2. A knife with a guard to regulate
the depth of cut: used for peeling fruit and
vegetables.

paring-machine (par'ing-ma-shen"), n. A key-
grooving machine.
paring-plow (par'ing-plou), n. In agri., a
plow for cutting sods or turfs from the surface
of the ground; a sod-plow. E. H. Knight.
paring-spade (par'ing-spad), re. A breast-
plow. BaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
pari passu (pa'ri pas'u). [L. : pari, abl. of
par, equal ; passu, abl. of passus, step, pace :

see par% and pace*.] With equal pace or pro-
gress; side by side; in complete accord; in
law, equally in proportion ; without preference ;

pro rata.

paripinnate (par-i-pin'at), a. [< L. par, equal,
+pinnatus, winged.] In bot., equally pinnate ;

abruptly pinnate. See cut/under leaf. Com-
pare imparipinnate.
Paris (par'is), n. [NL., from the second ele-
ment of herb-paris, < F. herbe pans, herbe a
Paris (see herb-paris) : so called in allusion to
the regularity of the parts, < L.par, equal: see
joar2.] A genus of liliaceous plants of the
tribe Medeoleee, known by its numerical sym-

are singular plants, with a short unbranched stem from a

creeping rootstock, and the leaves all in a terminal whorl,
in the center of which stands a solitary erect greenish
flower. See herb-paris.

Paris baby. Same as Paris doll.

Paris-ballt. n. A tennis-ball. Palsgrave. (Hal-
liweU.)
Paris basin, blue. See basin, 9, blue.

Paris daisy. Same as marguerite, 2.

Paris doll. A figure dressed in the fashionable
costume of the period, with the materials, silk,

lace, etc., as actually worn, sent from Paris as
a model for dressmakers elsewhere to copy.
Paris-garden (par'is-gar"dn), n. A bear-gar-
den; a noisy, disorderly place: in allusion to
the bear-garden so called on the Thames bank,
London, kept by Robert de Paris in the reign
of Richard II. (1377-99).
Do you take the court for Paris-garden > ye rude slaves.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 2.

So was he dry-nurs'd by a bear, . . .

Bred up, where discipline most rare is,
In military garden Paris.

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. ii. 172.

Paris green. See green1 .

parish (par'ish), . and a. [< ME. parighe, pa-
rissche, parisshe, parisch, parysche, parych, pa-
resche, parosche, parisse, parasite, parsche,<. OF.
parosse, paroiche, paroche, parroche, paroice, ba-

roche, F.paroisse= Sp. parroquia = Pg. parochia= It. parrocchin, < LL. parceeia, corruptly pa-
rocAza,<LGr. napoiKia, an ecclesiastical district,
< Gr. irapoiKof, neighboring, dwelling beside, <

vapd, beside, + omof, house.] I. n. If. In the

early Christian ch., a district placed under the
superintendence of a bishop; a diocese.

The Word Parochia or parish antiently signified what
we now call the Diocese of a Bishop.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 268.

2. In Great Britain and Ireland, a district or
territorial division, (a) Originally, an ecclesiastical
district, the township or cluster of townships in the care
of a single priest or pastor.

Dametas for his part came piping and dancing, the mer-
riest man in a parish. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

We find the distinction of parishes, nay, even of mother-
churches, so early as in the laws of King Edgar, about the
year 970. Blackstone, Com., Int., iv. 112.

In regard to Ecclesiastical jurisdiction, when the Popes
assigned particular churches to each presbyter, and di-
vided parishes among them, Honorius, archbishop of Can-
terbury about the year 636, first began to separate parishes
in England, as we read in the history of Canterbury.

Camden, Britannia, p. clxxxix.

In one of his drawers is the rich silk cassock presented to
him by his congregation at Leatherhead (when the young
curate quitted that parish for London duty).

Thackeray, Newcomes, xi.

(6) Now, also, a civil division of the country for purposes of
local self-government, such as the legal care of the poor,
education, the regulation of sanitary matters, etc. : it is In

general conterminous with the ecclesiastical parish. At
present there are in England and Wales about 13,000 ec-
clesiastical parishes, and about 15,000 civil parishes, of
which not more than 10,000 coincide with the ecclesiastical
districts bearing the same name. In Scotland in 1888 there
were 934 civil parishes or parishes proper (quoad omnia)
and 386 parishes quoad sacra (that is, parishes in respect
of things ecclesiastical only). There are several other
minor classes of parishes, as the land-tax and Burial Act
parishes in England, and the burghal and extra-burghal
parishes in Scotland.

3. In the United States : (.) In colonial times,
in some of the southern colonies, a subdivision

parishen

of the county for purposes of local government.
(b) One of the 58 territorial divisions of Louisi-

ana, corresponding to the county in other States,

(e) A local church or congregation and the geo-
graphical limits, generally imperfectly defined,
within which its local work is mainly confined.
In the Protestant Episcopal Church the original form of the

parish is more or less clearly adhered to, each diocese being
as a rule divided into geographical parishes, and no new
parish being formed or church established in cities without
the consent of the three nearest parishes or congregations,

(r/) An ecclesiastical society, not bounded by
territorial limits, nor confined in its personnel
to communicants, but composed of all those
who choose to unite in maintaining Christian
work and worship in a particular local church :

used in this sense chiefly in New England.
It was remarkable that, of all the busyfoodies and imper-

tinent people in the parish, not one ventured to put the

plain question to Mr. Hooper.
Hawthorne, The Minister's Black Veil.

4. The inhabitants or members of a parish;
specifically, in the United Kingdom, those in-

habitants of a parish who are entitled to vote
in a parish election.

Whan thi parisse is togidir mette
Thou shall pronounce this idious thing,
With crosse & candell and bell knylling.

Myrc, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), 1. 678.

There 's the parish of Edmonton offers forty pounds
there's the parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, offers forty
pounds there 's the parish of Tyburn offers forty pounds :

1 shall have all that if I convict them.
Goldsmith, Answer to a Versified Invitation.

All the highways within the parish mast be kept in re-

pair by the parish, i. e. by the inhabitants who are rated
to the poor (who pay poor-rates).

Chambers's Encyc. (under parish).

On the parish, at the parish charge ; dependent on pub-
lic charity.

He left 4 or 5 children on the parish.
Aubrey, Lives of Eminent Men, II. 387.

Quoad sacra parish, quoad omnia parish. See def.
2 (b). To come upon the parish. Same as tocomeupon
the town (b) (which see, under come).

II. a. 1. Of or belonging to a parish; paro-
chial : as, the parish church or minister ; par-
ish records; the parish school.

I seyde I nolde [would not]
Be buryed at her hous, but at my parisshe cherche.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 64.

After hours devoted to parish duty a clergyman is some-
times allowed, you know, desipere in loco.

Tluackeray, Newcomes, viii.

2. Maintained by the parish or by public char-

ity: as, parish poor.
The ghost and the parish girl are entirely new charac-

ters. Gay, The What d'ye Call it, Pref.

3. Rustic; provincial.
A crippled lad ... [who] coming turn'd to fly,

But, scared with threats of jail and halter, gave
To him that fluster'd his poor parish wits
The letter which he brought.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Parish apprentice, constable, court, district. See
the nouns Parish clerk. See clerk, 3. Parish lantern,
the moon. HalliweU. Parish meeting, a meeting of
the members of the parish or ecclesiastical society con-
nected with a local church. [

Ifew Eng. ] Parish priest,
a priest in charge of a parish ; in Ireland, the principal
Roman Catholic priest in a parish. Formerly, in Great
Britain, parish priest was sometimes used to denote either
a reader in a parish church, a curate, a vicar, or a rector.

A. parish-priest was of the pilgrim -train;
An awful, reverend, and religious man.

Dryden, Character of a Good Parson, 1. 1.

Parish system, a system by which a parish, or an ecclesi-
astical society, is organized in connection with a local

church, having coordinate powers and an associate voice in
the selection of a pastor. See I., 3 (d\ above, and society.
[New Eng.] Parish topt, a large top kept by the parish
for the exercise and amusement of the peasantry. Nares.

He 's a coward and a coystrill that will not drink to my
niece till his brains turn o' the toe like a parish-top.

Shak., T. N., i. 3. 44.

I'll hazard
My life upon it, that a boy of twelve
Should scourge him hither like a parish-top,
And make him dance before you.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ii. 4.

Parish watch, a parish constable.

I must maintain a parish-watch against thieves and rob-

bers, and give salaries to an overseer.

Swift, Story of the Injured Lady.

parishent, . [ME., also paroschian, parisshen,
parisschen, parischen, parschen, also parochien ;

< OF. parochien, parrochien, paroisien, parro-
chienne, F. paroissien = Sp. parroquiano = Pg.
parochiano = It. parrocchiano, < ML. paroehia-
nus, one belonging to a parish, a parishioner,
< LL. parochia, parcecia, parish : see parish.
Cf. parochian, parochin. Hence parishioner.]
A parishioner; also, parishioners collectively.

He was also a lerned man, a clerk
That Cristes gospel trewely wolde preche ;

His parisshens devoutly wolde he teche.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 482.



parishen
Yet I ba'e teen him on a day,
The pride of a* the parishfn.

Burtu, I Coft a Stane o' Haslock Woo'.

parishing (par'ish-ing), . A hamlet or small
villain iiiljuiiiiii); :unl belonging to a parish.
Iliilliirt-ll. [I'rov. Eni,'.]

parishional (i>a-rish'on-al),rt. [< parishen (cf.

ptirifilirit) + -fit.] Of or pertaining to parish-
ioners or ii piii-isli.

If there be In the Cltle many Moschees, the Cathedrall
[mosque or cliurchl bcginneth, and then all other Parish-
iii<il/ [churches] follow. Pure/tax, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

Hishcip Hull uses parixhional, in the expression "parish-
vitialt iiifttiriKH." Strictly, parishunwl ought to mean
"pertaining to parishioners, rather than "pertaining to
a parish." It Is such 11 word as our congressional IB, and
such a word us processional would be, if used to mean
"pertaining to a process." F. Hall, false Phllol., p. 29.

parishioner (im-rish'on-er), n. [Early mod.
E. (He.) partaeMHer; prop, "parishener, < pa-
rixlirii T -er1

, the suflix being nnneeessarily
added, as in nnixii-intirr.'} An inhabitant or
member of a parish; especially, one who at-
tends or is a member of a parish church; a
member of a parish, in any sense. See parish.
Y hull! magistratis gentlemen and remanent parimh-

onen p'nt faithfiillie p'misit to concurre for y* further-
ance of yo work.
Quoted In A. Hume'i Orthographie(E. E. T. S.), ITef., p. vli.

What tedious homily of love have you wearied your pa-
rithimifrs withal, and never cried " Have patience, good
people!" Shot., As you Like It, Hi. 2. 164.

The church . . . was not large enough to hold all the
parishioners of a parish which stretched over distant vil-

lages and hamlets. George Eliot, Felix Holt, lit

Parisian (pa-riz'ian), a. and n. [< F. Parisien
= It. Parigiano, < ML. *Parisianus (also Parisi-

etisis), < LL. Parisii ( > F.Paris, It. Parigi), Paris,
the capital of France, in L. Lutetia Parisiorum,
Lutetia of the Parisii, a people of Celtic Gaul,
bordering on the Senones.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to Paris, the chief city of France, or its

inhabitants, etc.

II. n. A native of or resident in Paris.
Parisienne (pa-re-zi-en'), [F., fern, of Pari-
sien : see Parisian, a.] A female native of or
resident in Paris.

parisite (par'is-it), n. [Named after J. J.

Paris.'] A rare fluocarbonate of the metals of
the cerium group, occurring in hexagonal crys-
tals of a yellowish color in the emerald-mines
of the United States of Colombia.

parisology (par-i-sol'o-ji), n. [< Or. irapiaof, al-

most equal (< Kapd, by, near, + laof, equal), +
-Xoy/a, < Myeiv, say: see -ology."] The use of

equivocal or ambiguous words. Campbell.
[Rare.]

parison (par'i-son), n. [< Gr. vdpiaov, neut. of

Trdpdjof, nearly equal: see parisology."] In a

recently invented glass-blowing machine for

bottle-making, the receptacle which first re-
ceives the molten glass in quantity just suf-
ficient to form a single bottle, and feeds the
metal to the mold. The sizes of the parisons
are varied to correspond with different sizes of
bottles.

Paris red, white, yellow, etc. See red, etc.

Paris violet. Same as methyl^violet.

parisyllabic (parl-si-lab'ik), a. [= F. pari-
xi/lliilii>iin: < I,, pni; puri.t, equal, 4- si/Unlia. syl-
lable : see syllable.] Having the same number
of syllables ; specifically, in Gr. and Lot. gram.,
of nouns, having the same number of syllables
in the oblique cases as in the nominative.

parisyllabical (par'i-si-lab'i-kal), a. [< pari-
Kijllahif + -oJ.] Same as parisyllabic.
ParitiUm (pa-rish'i-um), n. [NL. (Saint-Hi-
laire, 1825).] A former small genus of malva-
oeous trees, now included in Hibiscus.

paritort(par'i-tor),i. [<LL. paritor, a servant,
attendant, < L. parere, obey: see appear. Cf.

apparitor.] A beadle
;
a summoner

;
an appar-

Sole imperator and great genera]
Of trotting 'paritors.

Skat., L. L. L., lit 1. 188.

Thou art not wise enough to be a paritor.
Ford, Love's Sacrifice, UL 1.

paritoryt, . [ME., < OF. paritoire, F. parti-
taire : see parietary, pellitory.] Same as parie-
tary, pellitory.

His forheed dropped as a stillatorie.
Were ful of plantayn and of paritorie.
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 28.

parity1
(par'i-ti), n. [< F. parite = Sp. pan-

dad = Pg. paridade = It. parita, < LL. pari-
ta(t-)s, equality, < li. par, equal: seepnr2.] 1.

Equality; similarity or close correspondence
or equivalence as regards state, position, condi-
tion, quality, degree, etc.
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Your Tsabcl, and you my Mortimer,
Which are the marks of /wirrty, not power,

And these are the titles best become our lore.
B. Joruton, Kail of Mortimer, 1. 1.

Equality In birth, parity In years,
And In affection noway different.

Webster, Cure for a Cuckold, 1. 1.

2. In logic, analogy; similarity; similar or like

course, as of reasoning or argument.
Will not the parity of reason so far hold as to aggravate

those sins which are immediate offences against the Di-

vine Majesty, and which tend to overthrow his Govern-
ment of the World? Stillinffjtett, Sermons, II. Ix.

Where there is no parity of principle, there Is no basis
for comparison. De Quincey, Style, III.

3. Specifically, in eccles. hist., the equality of

religious bodies in their relations to the state,
their standing in universities, etc. ; the princi-
ple of such equality ; in Presbyterian churches,
the equality of all the members of the clerical
order.

parity2 (par'i-ti), n. [< L. parere, bring forth,
beget.] The condition of being able to bear

offspring.

parjetoryt, A word of dubious form and
meaning in the following passage, it may per-
haps be meant for "paryetoru, a wall-painting (see paryet),
or tor parietary, pellitory of the wall.

No marvell If he brought us home nothing but a nicer
tankard drollery, a venereous parjetvry for a stewes.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

park (park), n. [< ME. park, < OF. pare, F.

pare = Pr. pare = Sp. Pg. parque = It. parco
[ML. parcia, parricus) ;

cf . W. park, paring =
Ir. Gael, pairc = Bret, park; also Tent., E. par-
rock, alsopaddock (seepaddock2 ), < ME. parrot,
< AS. vearroc = D. perk, a park, = MLG. perk= OHG. pfarrich, pferrich, MHG. pferrich, G.
pferch, an inclosure, sheep-fold (G. 8w. Dan.
park, a pond, a park,< F. pare). It is uncertain
whether the word is orig. Celtic or Tent.; it is

prob. Teut., connected withpar1
,
a bar, perhaps

with orig. initial s-, and so ult. connected with
par1

,
a bar, beam, etc.] 1 . In Eng. law, a tract

of land inclosed and privileged for wild beasts
of chase, by the monarch's grant or by prescrip-
tion. A chase, was distinguished from a park by not being
inclosed ; and both differed from a forest in having no
peculiar courts or judicial officers, nor any particular laws.

" The onely way," then said the host, . . .

" Is to seek him among the part*.
Killing of the kings deer."

Robin Hood and the Tinker (Child's Ballads, V. 235).

A part is an enclosed chase extending only over a man's
own grounds. The word part, indeed, properly signifies
an enclosure ; but yet It is not every common field or com-
mon which a gentleman pleases to surround with a wall
or paling, or to stock with a herd of deer, that Is thereby
constituted a legal part; for the king's grant, or at least
Immemorial prescription, is necessary to make It so.

Biactotone, Com., II. ill.

2. A considerable extent of pasture and wood-
land, surrounding or adjoining a country-house
and devoted primarily to purposes of recrea-
tion or enjoyment, and often serving to support
a herd of cattle or a flock of sheep, or, in Eu-
rope, stocked with deer.

A prls place was vnder the paleys, a part as it were,
That whilom with wilde bestes was wel restored.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), I. 2845.

My partt, my walks, my manors that I had,
Even now forsake me, and of all my lands
Is nothing left me but my body's length.

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., v. 2. 24.

Parti with oak and chestnut shady,
Partt and order'd gardens great.

Tennyson, Lrd of Burleigh.

3. A piece of ground, usually of considerable
extent, set apart and maintained for public use,
and laid out in such a way as to afford pleasure
to the eye as well as opportunity for open-air
recreation : as, Central Park in New York, or
Hyde Park in London.

Frequent In part with lady at his side,
Ambling and prattling scandal as he goes ;

But rare at home. Camper, Task, it 381.

4. An inclosed piece of ground suitable for till-

age or pasture; an inclosed field. [Scotch.]
6. A nigh plateau-like valley, resembling the

"holes" and "prairies" of the more northern
parts of the Rocky Mountain ranges. [Colorado
and Wyoming.]
When the parti of the Rocky Mountains are spoken of,

It is usually the more conspicuous ones the North, Mid-
dle, and South Parti which are intended to be desig-
nated. Of these, the North Park is in Wyoming, the oth-
ers In Colorado. J. D. Whitney, Names and Places, p. 191.

6. Milit. : (a) The space or inclosure occupied
by the guns, wagons, animals, pontoons, pow-
der, provisions, stores, etc., when brought to-

gether, or the objects themselves : as, a park of

artillery, of provisions, of wagons, etc.

parking
Soon, however, two big guns came trundling along from

our part, and were placed on the banks of the river, be-
twecn the garden and the bridge.

W. a. Rusftll, Diary In India, I. 278.

(b) A complete set or equipment, as of guns,
tools, etc. : as, a park of siege-guns.
There 's a villain ! he'll burn the part of artillery, will

he ? Sheridan CO, The Camp, It 2.

In equipping a siege part, preference will be given to

comparatively heavy piece*.
Hichaelii, tr. of Monthaye's Krnpp and De Bange, p. 64.

7t. A large net placed at the margin of the

sea, with only one entrance, which is next the

shore, and is left dry by the ebb of the tide.

Ilolli/band. 8. In oyster-culture, a sunken bed
on which oysters are placed for reproduction
and growth, and which is filled with water by
each high tide. [U.S.] 9. A prison. 1/nil'i-

inll. [Slang, prov. Eng.]-Englner park, the
whole equipment of stores, Intrenchlng-tools, etc., belong-
ing to a military department of engineers In the field ; also,
the place where this equipment is stored, and the camp
of the officers and men of this service. Hungertord
park, a kind of cup (see cup, 12) used In England In
summer. It is made of ale and sherry In which apples
and lemon-peel are steeped. Park hack, a horse hired
for use in a public park. = SyTL 1. Chase, Wood*, etc. See
/ore*.

park (pftrk), v. [< park, n.] I. trans. 1. To
inclose or shut up in as in a park.
Among wyues and wodewes ich am ywoned [accustomed

to) sitte

Yparroted In puwes (pews). Pien Plowman (C), vll. 144.

How are vrepark'd and bounded In a pale,
A little herd of England's timorous deer !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 45.

The nomadic races [In European Russia] have been
partly driven out and partly pacified and parted in

"
re-

serves," and the territory which they so long and so stub-

bornly defended Is now studded with peaceful villages, and
tilled by laborious agriculturists.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 368.

2. To bring together in a park or compact
body : as, to park artillery. De Quincey.
The wagon-train of Sykea's division of Porter's corps,

which was parttd near and a little to the south-east of

Savage's Station. The Century, XXXVHI. 158,

II. intrans. To frequent a public park. [Kare.]
Then all for parting and parading,
Coquetting, dancing, masquerading.

Brooke, Love and Vanity.

parka 1
(par'kft), n. [Aleutian.] A coat, sack,

or other outer garment made of bird-skins
sewed together with the feathers on the inside,
worn by the Aleuts.

parka2
(par'kS), n. A curious fossil from the

Old Bed Sand'stone of Scotland and England.
It is an egg-packet, probably of some species of the crus-
tacean genus Pteryijottw, which is found in the same beds.

parken, . See parkin.
parkert (par'ker), n. [< ME. parkere; < park +
-er1 . The word is now best known as a sur-

name, Parker.'] The keeper of a park.
Sex pons ther-fore to feys he takes,
And pays feys to parken als I-wys.

Baaeei Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 810.

The office of parter of the forests of Croxteth and Tox-
teth. Record Sac. Lancashire and Cheshire, XII. 7.

Parkes process. See process.
Parkia (par'ki-ft), n. [NL. (B. Brown, 1826),
after Mungo Park (1771-c. 1806), an African
traveler.] A genus of ornamental leguminous
trees of the suborder Mimosete, type of the
tribe Parkiea, distinguished from related gen-
era by having ten perfect stamens. There are
about 25

species,
natives of tropical America, Asia, and

Africa. They bear bipfnnate leaves of many small leaf-

lets, said to reach (i,ix) in one leaf, and large roundish
or club-shaped heads of small flowers, solitary and pen-
dulous from the axils or in copious terminal panicles. The
flowers often exceed 2,000 In a head, the lower ones being
sterile and white or red, the upper perfect and yellowish,
brownish, or red, followed by long pods with edible seeds
or pulp. P. biglanduliua Is the nltta- or nutta-tree of
western Africa, or African locust-tree, the doura of Sudan.
See nitta-tree.

Parkiea (par-ki'e-e), w. pi. [NL. (Wight and
Arnott, 1834), < Parkia + -ea.] A tribe of the
suborder Mimosete in the order Leguminosx, dis-

tinguished by the imbricated calyx-teeth, five-

cleft corolla, and gland-bearing anthers, it con-
sist* of Portia (the type) and Pentadethrn, both tropical
genera of unarmed trees with twice-pinnate leaves and
conspicuous flowers.

parkin, parken (par'kin, -ken), n. A kind of
oatmeal gingerbread. [Prov. Eng. and Scoteh.]
parking (piir'king), H. [Verbal n. otpark, r.J
Parks collectively, or a park-like place ; also, a
strip of turf, with or without trees, in the mid-
dle of a street.

In some cases, similarparking has been left In the mid-
dle of the streets. Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 382.

Spaces were left for a market-place, court-house green,
andparking for the palace.

Johns Hoptiia Hist. Studies, 3d ser., p. 109.



Parkinsonia

Parkinsonia (par-km-so'm-a), .
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FNL. (Plu- parlando (par-lan'do), a. [It., ppr. of parlare,

speak: see part.] In music, noting a passagemier 1703"after John Parkinson, an English speak: see part.] In music
^n<

Li

herbalist (born 1567, died about 1650).] A ge- or a style of singing m which there: some ap Uament (par'li-me

nus of leguminous trees of the suborder Cx- proach to declamation or recitative, involvm;
,

1~
ML. parliameiitum

i,,,-.,,,-,,, i 4-im * ,.;], Tfiifatuftlninirfp.. lifl,vinep sneciallv careful enunciation. The word is also . ,,_!., ,,~.q -p. ,the tribe Euciesalpiniesi, having
a slightly imbricate or valvate calyx, and linear

pod. They are handsome spiny evergreens, with pinnate tg

leaves of numerous minute leaflets, spines in place of
parlan-|;f (par'lant), n. [<

the '- wiMe limocnhout
"
of the' Cape of Good Hope, and P. confers, or parleys.

Torreyana is the green-barked acacia or polo verde of Mex-

ico and Arizona. P. aculeata, the Jerusalem-thorn of Ja-

maica, is a native of America, but is now widely scattered

throughout the tropics ;
it is a shrub about 15 feet high,

with winged leafstalks and fragrant flowers, used for

hedges, and by the Indians in Mexico as a remedy for epi-

lepsy and as a febrifuge.

. parlant, ppr. of

One who speaks,

The place appoynted, parlantes him
In simple meaning meet

Farre from their armie all vnarm'd.

Warner, Albion's England, iii. 19.

1)V i in 1817.

parkish (par'kish), a. [< park + -wfti.]

lating to or resembling a park.
Would give it a very elegant, tasteful, parkish appear-

ance. J- Baulie.

park-keeper (pa^'ke^per), . One who has

the custody of a park, or who is employed to

preserve order in or otherwise to take care of

a park,
parkleaves (piirk'levz), . [Appar. < *park(=

parlante (par-lan'te), a. [It., < parlare, speak :

..,-, see part.] In music, same as parlando.
Parkinson's disease. A form of paralysis, pa- parlatory(par'la-to-ri),n.; pl.^artatones(-riz).

ralysis agitans (which see, under paralysis), [ML.^>arto<onwn,areception-room, parlor: see

parlor.] The parlor or strangers' room of a con-
^e" vent or monastery.

parlecue, parleycue (par'le-ku), v. t. [Sc. also

pirlicue; < F. parler a queue, speak at the end:

parler (see part); a,< L. ad, to, at; queue,
tail : see cue*, queue.] To recapitulate or sum

up.
At the close it was the custom of our minister to par-

leyeue the addresses of the clergymen who had assisted

him that is, he repeated the substance of them and en-

forced their lessons. Reminiscences ofa Quinquagenarian.
Norw. pirkum, hypericum, a reduction of NL.

hypericum, I,, hyperieon: see Hypericum) + parlecue, parleycue (par le-ku), n. [Sc., <par-
------

lecue, parleycue, v.] A summing up or capitu-
lation of discourses previously delivered,

parlementt, w. A Middle English form of par-

leaves.] A plant, Hypericum Androssemum.

Vitice, a kind of withie or willow, called in English

parkeleaues, chastetree, hemp-tree, or Abrahams balme,
Fiona. Uament.

parkway (park'wa), re. A broad thoroughfare parlesyt, n. A Middle English form of palsy.

planted with trees and intended for recreation parley
1
(par'li), . [Formerly also party ;pio\>.

as well as for common street traffic. < OF. parlee, a turn of speech, but in sense

equiv. to part, of which it is practically an ex-

tension: see part, n.] Discourse or conversa-

tion ; discussion
;
a conference ; specifically, a

brief conference with an enemy as under a flag

Opposite the grand stand and across the course is a park-

way for the carriages. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 21.

parlt (parl), r. [< ME. parlen, < OF. parler,
F. parler = Sp. parlar = Pg.palrar = It. par-
lare, < ML. parabolare (also contr. parlare, after

Bom.), speak, talk, discourse, < L. parabola, a

comparison, parable, speech, talk: see para-
ble1 /] I. intrans. 1. To speak.
Patriarkes and prophetes nan parted her-of longe,
That such a lorde and a lyste shulde lede hem alle hennes.

Piers Plowman (B), xviii. 268.

2. To talk ;
confer with a view to come to an

understanding; discuss orally.

Their purpose is to parle, to court, and dance.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 122.

I wrong myself
In parling with you.

Massinger, Maid of Honour, ii. 5.

Knute, finding himself too weak, began to parle,

parliament
No words to spell, no sums to do,

No Nepos and no parlyvoo.
Lowell, Oracle of the Goldfishes.

-ment), n. [Now spelled to

'ituini to?parlamentum ; prop.,
as in early mod. ~E., parlament; < ME. parlement
= D. parlement = G. parlement, parlament = Sw.
Dan. parlament = Icel. pniiiment, < OF. parle-

ment,F.parlement, a speaking, discoursing, con-

ferring, conference, a legislature, court (= Sp.

Pg. It. parlamento, parliament, etc.; ML. par-

lamentum, erroneously piirliamcntum), < parler,

speak, talk: see part.] If. A conference or

consultation.

Thus ended the parlement be-twene the fader and the

sone. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 521.

The Master gunner, who was a madde brayned fellow,

and the owners seruant had a parlament betweene them-

selues. Ualiluyt's Voyages, II. 101.

The interview between the King!William the Conqueror]
and the magistrates of Le Mans is described Iby a local

writer] by a word often used to express conferences in a

word Parliaments whether between prince and prince or

between princes and the estates of their dominions.
E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, IV. 380.

2. A meeting or assembly for conference or

deliberation; especially, an assembly of the

people or their representatives to deliberate or

legislate on national affairs. The word is nearly
confined to the legislative bodies of Great Britain and
its colonies. Sometimes it is used with reference to other

countries, as the German Parliament of 1848, the Italian

Parliament : usually the word diet or the native name is

preferred, as the Hungarian Diet, the German Reichstag,
the Norwegian Storthing, etc.

Prosecutions of Warres betweene a King and his Parlia-

ment are the direfull dilacerations of the world.
N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 67.

Thy parliament* ador'd on bended knees
The sov'reignty they were conven'd to please.

Coicper, Expostulation, 1. 538.

Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags

were furl'd

In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

of trace; an informal treating between two hos-
Specifically 3. [cap.] The supreme legisla-

tile parties before or in the course of a contest

Bee
Shold sende awaye an herauld at armes,
To aske a parley faire and free.

King Arthur's Death (Child's Ballads, I. 42).

What 's the business,
That such a hideous trumpet calls to parley
The sleepers of the house ? Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 87.

Tell me but where,
Sweet queen of parley [Echo], daughter of the sphere !

Milton, Comus, 1. 241.

Left single, in bold parley, ye, of yore,
Did from the Norman win a gallant wreath.

Wordsworth, To the Men of Kent, Oct., 1803.

To beat or sound a parley (milit.). See beati.

II. trans. To utter
; express ; speak.

parl (parl), n. [< parl, v.] 1. Speech; lan-

guage.
A tocher 's nae word in a true lover's parle,
But gie me my love, and a fig for the waiT !

Burns, Meg o' the Mill (second version).

2. Talk
;
conference

;
conversation

; treaty or

discussion
;
a parley.

So' frown'd he once when in an angry parle
He smote the sledded Polacks on the ice.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 62.

After the trumpet has summoned & parle.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

By parl or composition, truce or league,
To win him or win from him what I can.

MUton, P. K., iv. 629.

Those of heaven commune . . .

With the noise of fountains wondrous,
And the parle of voices thund'rous.

Keats, Ode, Bards of Passion.

[Obsolete, provincial, or archaic in both uses.]
To break the parlt. See break.

parl. An abbreviation ofparliament andparlia-
mentary.

Milton, Hist. Eng., vi. parley 1
(par'li), v. [< parley^, n. Cf. parl, v.]

1. intrans. 1. To speak; discourse; confer on
some point of mutual concern; especially, to

confer with an enemy, as on an exchange of

prisoners, or on the cessation of hostilities.

Now stay, daughter, your hour within,
While I gae parley wi' my son.

Cospatricli (Child's Ballads, 1. 156).

They are at hand
To parley or to fight. Shak., K. John, It 1. 78.

As bashfull Suters, seeing Strangers by,
Parley in silence with their hand or eye.

Sylvester, tr. of Ou Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

The housemaids parley at the gate,
The scullions on the stair.

O. W. Holmes, Agnes.
2. To argue. [Prov. Eng.]

II. trans. To utter
; speak.

" That beauty in court which could not parley euphu-
ism," a courtier of Charles the First's time tells us, "was
as little regarded as she that now there speaks not French.

"

J. R. Green, Short Hist. Eng., p. 403.

parley2 (par'li), n. [Short for parliament.]
Same as parliament, 7.

parleycue, . and . See parlecue.

ppr. of'parler, speak : see part] Speech; con-
versation ; discourse

;
talk

; language ;
manner

of expression ; conference.

The interpreter did as he was commanded, word was
brought to Crassus, and he accepted parlence.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 480.

A hate of gossip parlance, and of sway,
Crown'd Isabel, thro* all her placid life.

Tennyson, Isabel.

In common parlance, in the usual mode of speech ;
in

ordinary language.

Pie of Importance in Their Day. Browning (title).

..
He warn a K od citizens to give them no credence yield

them no aid or comfort, nor hold any parleifings with them.
E

'

L _ Bynneri Begum's Daughter, xxi.

.-ip..,,...,, Cri!j r Ii vn"l i- i fA pormntion ofarieyVOO (par-1 vo ), I. . [A Ci

F. parlez-vous in such questions as parlez-vous

francaisf 'do you speak French?': parlez, 2d

pers. pi. of parler, speak ; vous, < L. vos, you, pi.
of tu, thou.] To speak French. [Slang.]
He kept six French masters to teach him to parleyvoo.

Macaulay, St. Dennis and St. George in the Water.
The answer of Killian Van Rensellaer was, in his own nai-lninrnn r-nSr Ii v'1

lordly style, "By wapen recht!" that is to say, by the ParleyVOO (par- ll-vo ), M.

right of arms, or, in common parlance, by club-law. conventional school study and use of the French
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 181. language. [Humorous.]

tive body of the United Kingdom of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland, consisting of the three estates

of the realm,namely the lords spiritual, the lords

temporal, and the commons ;
the general coun-

cil of the nation, constituting the legislature,
summoned by the sovereign's authority to con-

sult on the affairs of the nation and to enact

and repeal laws. Primarily, the sovereign may be con-

sidered as a constituent element of Parliament ;
but the

word a generally used has exclusive reference to the three

estates above named, ranged in two distinct branches, the

House of Lords and the House of Commons. The House
of Lords includes the lords spiritual and lords temporal.

(See House qf Lords, under lord.) The House of Commons
consists of 670 members : viz. ,

for England and Wales, 253

representatives of county constituencies (counties or di-

visions of counties), 237 of boroughs, and 5 of universities ;

for Scotland, 39 representatives of counties, 31 of burghs,
and 2 of universities; for Ireland, 85 representatives of

counties, 16 of boroughs, and 2 of a university. The au-

thority of Parliament extends over the United Kingdom
and all iU colonies and foreign possessions. The duration

of a Parliament was fixed by the Septennial Act of 1716 at

seven years, but it seldom even approaches its limit. Ses-

sions are held annually, usually from about the middle of

February to the end of August, and are closed by proroga-
tion. Government is administered by the ministry (see

ministry and cabinet), which is sustained by a majority in

the House of Commons. Should the ministry be outvoted in

the houseon a question of vital importance, it either resigns
office or dissolves Parliament and appeals to the country.
The precursors of the Parliament were the Witenagemot in

the Anglo-Saxon period and the National Council in the

Norman and Angevin periods. The composition and pow-
ers of Parliament were developed in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries; the right of representation from
shires and towns dates from 1295, and the separation of

the two houses dates from the middle of the fourteenth

century. Parliamentary government was in large measure

suspended from 1461 to the middle of the reign of Henry
VIII. Prolonged struggles between the Parliament and
the crown took place under James I. and Charles I., which
led to the Civil War and the Commonwealth. The Trien-

nial Act of 1694 (modified by the Septennial Act of 1716)
fixed the life of Parliament at three years, and government
by party dates from the same period. The right of election

to Parliament has been greatly modified by the Reform
Acts of 1832, 1867, and 1884, and the Redistribution Act of

1885.

I find that you have made choice of me to be one of your
Burgesses for this now approaching Parliament.

HmceU, Letters, I. v. 4.

When the Duke of Suffolk opened parliament, all the

members, every time the king's name occurred, bowed
until their heads all but touched the ground.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 289.

4. [cap.] One of similar legislative bodies con-

stituting the legislatures of the Dominion of

Canada, New South Wales, Tasmania, Victoria,
and other self-governing colonies of the Brit-

ish empire. The Parliament of the Dominion of Can-

ada, established by royal proclamation in 1867, consists of

two houses a Senate, or upper house, whose members, 80

in number, are nominated for life by the governor-general,
and a House of Commons, whose members are elected for



parliament
flvo years by the people of the different provinces, there
being one rejueseiit;lti\e f"I eveiy J(I,(M uf tile Jtopula-
tlnll. Ill 1) thel enjoin' -s 111.' t\M. houses lift! IIHII;illy

wl> le<I llir /.'''lixtutirc Ci'n<-il itnil the Li':ri*l<ltii-r .!*>< ml'l'i.

The Ilieinhers i.f the l:itlrr hody lire eleeteil ; the members
of Hi.' former b.l.v m;iy !" elected, as In Tasmania, or
Dominated liy the crown, as in New South Wales.

5. In I

1

'

ranee, liet'ore I lie- revolution of 1789,
our of several courts, inelmlinir various pro-
vineial parliaments, and especially the Parlia-
ment, of Paris (see below). 6. In laic, an as-

sembly of the members of the two Temples
(Inner and Middle) to consult upon the affairs
of I lie Mil-let \ . IIHJI. Ilict. 7. [Short for par-
liinni'nl-c/il:i.\ Same as purliniin nl-fiike.

Sadly gorging the boy with apples and parliament.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxvlll.

lii'll, mil thy hoop, and twirl thy tops,
And buy, to glud thy smiling chops,
Crisp parliament with lollypops,
Ami fingers of the lady.

J. and H. Smith, Rejected Addresses, p. 86. (Dame*.)

Act Of Parliament, a statute, law, or edict made by the
sovereign, with the advice and consent of the lords tern-

poral and spiritual and the commons in Parliament as-

sembled. Such an act cannot he altered, amended, dis-

pensed with, suspended, or repealed but by the same au-

thority <>f P:irli:uncnt which has created it Addled Par-
liament, the Parliament in session from April to June,
h.i i. See the quotation.

All attempts of a compromise on the subject [imposi-
tions on merchandise) having failed, James In February,
Hill, dissolved the parliament, and a second parliament
which he summoneu in 1614 proving equally recalcitrant
WHS also dissolved, the fact that it was not allowed the op-
portunity of transacting business earning for it from the
courtiers the name of the addled parliament.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 659.

Barebone's Parliament, the Parliament convened by
Cromwell, July 4th, 1653: so called from a certain Praise-
God Barbon, BarelK>ne, or Barebones, one of its members.
From its small representation it is also known as the Little
Parliament. It constituted Cromwell Lord Protector.

Compare Loiw Parliament. Clerk Of the Parliaments.
See cleric. Convention Parliament. See convention,
3 (c). Drunken Parliament, in ScMiih hint., the Parlia-
ment which assembled after the restoration of Charles II.

It met in 1661, and was strongly Royalist. Free Parlia-
ment. Same as Convention Parliament. Good Parlia-
ment, the Parliament which assembled under Edward
III., in 1376 : so called because of its endeavors to reform
corruption in the court and the government High
Court of Parliament, the general designation oftho
ICnxlish Parliament, which originally acted as the council
of the king, hut whicli after it was established at West-
minster sitting in separate bodies as the Lords and the
rominonH was together technically designated by this

name, and either house was spoken of as the Lords, or the
Commons, "In the High Court of Parliament assembled."
In later times, the phrase is more commonly used of either
house, or both houses, acting in the exercise of judicial
or quasi-judicial functions, such as the inquest by the
Commons and the trial by the Lords of an impeachment,
or the action of either house, or both successively, on a
bill of attainder, a question of contempt, the removal and
punishment of public officers, etc.. as distinguished from
functions of legislation and functions as council of Uie
king.

In theyre most humble wyse beseechen your most royall
Ma'' the lords spual and temporal, and all other your moste
loving and obedient subjecte the comons of this your
moste Hii/he enurte of Parliament assembled.
Bill of Attainder of Katherin Hatcarde. late Queen qf Eng-

lland, etc. (33 Hen. VIII., c. 21X

Imperial Parliament See imperial. Lack-learning
Parliament. Same as Parliament of Dunce*. Little
Parliament. Same as Barebone't Parliament, Long
Parliament, the Parliament which assembled on Novem-
ber .'id, 1640, and carried on the civil war. It was "purged

"

by the republicans in 1648, abolished the House of Lords,
and compassed the death of Charles I. It was violently
dispersed by Cromwell on April 20th, 1063, but was twice
restored in 1659, and was dissolved in March, 1660, after

providing for the summoning of a Free Parliament. In
its later history it was known as the Hump Parliament.
Mad Parliament. See modi. Member of Parlia-

ment, the title of members of the House of Commons
of Oreat Britain and Ireland, and of the lower house in
some of the colonies. Usually abbreviated Jf. P. Mer-
ciless Parliament, the Parliament of 1888, which ex-
hibited articles of high treason against the ministers of
Richard II. Also called Unmerciful Parliament, Won-
ilrrful I'lirliament, Wonder-making Parliament. Ordi-
nance of Parliament. See ordinance. Parliament
heel (natit.\ the situation of a ship when careened by shift
of ballast, etc., or when caused to heel over on her beam
in order to clean or paint the side raised out of water.
Falconer. Parliament mant, a member of Parliament

He had told several of the Jury that they needed not
appear, for he would insist upon his privlledge, which
the Court held a great misdemeanor ... it was an abuse
of his priviledge of Parliament Man.

Sir R. Temple (reported by J. Keble), King's Bench
[Reports, 1685.

Parliament Of Dunces, a Parliament convened at Cov-
entry by llenry IV. In 1404 : so called because all lawyers
were excluded from it. Also called the Unlearned Par-
liament and the Lack-learning Parliament, Parliament
Of Paris, the chief of the French parliaments; the prin-
cipal tribunal of justice of the French monarchy, from
its origin in the king's council at a very early date to the
revolution. From about 1300 the parliament was con-
stituted in three divisions the grand' chambre, thecham-
Itrr <i<:*

n~'fii: f,'v, ;uid the chawtrrf deft entrtifte*. It played a
prominent political part at different times in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Bump Parliament,
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a name given to the Long Parliament after It* reduction
of numbers in consequence of Pride's Purge, in 1648.

The old Parliament, the Hump Parliament (so call'd as
retaining some few rotten members of y other) being dls-
solv'd. k'rrlyn, Diary, Feb. 11, 1680.

Short Parliament, the first Parliament of 1640, which
lasted only a few weeks.

parliament (ptir'li-ment), r. . To busy one's
self with parliamentary matters; attend to
one's duties as member of Parliament. [Bare.]

Some gentle master,
Wha albllns thrang a parliamentin

1

,

For Britain's guid his saul Indentln'.

Burnt, Twa Dogs.

parliamental (piir-li-men'tal), a. [= 8p. i>r-
liniicntal; us parliament + -a/.] Of or pertain-
ing to a parliament ; parliamentary, t'oie, Mar-
tyrs, p. 471.

parliamentarian (par'li-men-ta'ri-an), a. and
. [< piirlinnn'iitiiry + -tin.} I. a.' Of or per-

taining to a parliament; specifically [cap. T, in

Enij. hist., serving or adhering to the Long Par-

liament, in opposition to Kings Charles I. and
Charles II.

II. n. 1 . A partizan of parliament ; specifi-

cally [cap.], in Eng. h ist., a partizan of the Long
Parliament, as distinguished from a Royalist or
Cavalier.

There follow the heads of what they were to contain In
defence of Charles and the chastity of his queen against
the parliamentarian*.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, II. il.

2. A parliamentary debater or manager,
parliamentary (par-lj-men'ta-ri-li), adv. In
a parliamentary manner,
parliamentarism (par-li-men'ta-rizm), n. [<
P. parlementarixme ; as parliamentar-y + -item.']

Parliamentary or representative government.
It [the new Constitution] made no fresh concessions to

parliamentarian. Lowe, Bismarck, II. 373.

parliamentary (par-li-men'ta-ri), a. [< F.

parlementaire = 8p. It. parldmentario = Pg.
parlamentar ; as parliament + -ary.'] 1. Of
or pertaining to Parliament, or, in general, to

legislative bodies.

There are among the expedients of French finance some
that might with parliamentary authority be adopted In

England. Stulito, Const. Hist, | 365.

2. Enacted or done by Parliament, or, in gen-
eral, by the authority of a legislature : as, a par-
liamentary act; parliamentary government.
A revolution, which for the moment left England abso-

lutely at Henry's feet, was wrought out by a series of Par-
liamentary Statutes. J. R. Green, Short Hist Eng., p. 474.

3. In accordance with the rules and usages of

Parliament, or, in general, with the rules and
customs of legislatures; approved or allowed
in legislative or deliberative bodies : as, parlia-
mentary language.
The nomination-day was a great epoch of successful

trickery, or, to speak In a more Parliamentary manner, of
war stratagem, on the part of skilful agents.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxz.

Parliamentary agent, a person, usually a solicitor, pro-
fessionally employed in drafting bills, petitions, etc., and in

promoting or opposing private bills, or in connection with
other private business In Parliament Parliamentary
borough or burgh. See borough, 2 (6), and burgh. Par-
liamentary committee, a committee of the members of
the House of Lords or of the House of Commons appointed
by either house for the purpose of making inquiries, by the
examination of witnesses or otherwise, into matters which
could not be conveniently inquired into by the whole house.
Any bill or any subject brought before the house may, If the
house thinks proper, lie referred toa committee, and all pri-
vate bills, such as bills for railways, canals, roads, or other

undertakings in which the public are concerned, are re-
ferred to committees of each house before they are consid-
ered. Such committees are generally called select commit-
teei. Parliamentary law, the body of settled and con-
trolling usages of procedure In deliberative assemblies,
generally founded on the common experience of such as-

semblies, particularly that of the British Parliament In
American deliberative bodies some modifications have
been Introduced, and In particular bodies by special writ-
ten rules. In F.ngland this law is usually designated as the
lav and usage of Parliament a phrase which also includes
matters of constitutional right and power as affecting either
branch of the legislature in relation to the other, and the
rights and privileges of each as against the other or third

persons. The phrase has also been occasionally used of stat-

utory as contrasted with common law. Parliamentary
train, a train which, by enactment of Pailiament, must
be run by railway companies at least once a day (up and
down journeys) for the conveyance of third-class passen-
gers, at a rate of fare not exceeding a penny (2 United States
cents) a mile. [Eng.]

parliament-cake (par'li-ment-kak), n. Ginger-
bread made in thin crisp cakes.

parliamenteert (par'H-men-ter'), . [< par-
liament + -rrr."] Same us parliamentarian.
AH (one excepted) proved zealous parliamenteert In the

beginning of the Rebellion, 1642.

A. Wood, Athena? Oxon., I.

parliament-roll (piir'li-me^t-rol),
it. A record

of the proceedings of Parliament. [Eng.]

parlous
The third great class of records belonging to the Court

of Chancery consists of the parliatnent-roHn ; these, how-
ever, are far from bring n perfect colleetion, as many of
the documents containing the proceedings of various par-
liaments are hopelessly lost Kncyc. Brit., XX 311.

parliancet, ". [A var. ofparlance, as if < parley
+ -ance.'] An obsolete variant of parlance.
llnL-liii/fx Voyages, 1.229.

parlish (par'lish), a. A dialectal form otpar-
Imix. llulliirrll.

parlor, parlour (piir'lor), . [Formerly also
sometimes /inrlfr; < ME. parlour, /mrliir, par-
lincrr, < OF. parlmr, imrlmr, parlmier, F. par-
loir (= 8p. Pg. It. parlatorio), < ML. parlatori-
vni, a place to talk in, a reception-room in a

monastery, a hall of audience, a council-cham-
ber, etc., < parlare (F. parler, etc.), talk: see

l"'il. [ 1 . Originally, a room set apart from the

great hall for private conference and conversa-

tion; a withdrawing-room. It finally became
the public room of a private house. Bee def . 3.

He ... fond two other ladys setc and she,
Withlnne a paved parlour, and they thre
Herden a maydyn reden hem the geste
Of the Seegee of Thebes, whll hem lestc.

Chaucer, Trollus, IL 82.

Now hath vche riche a reule to cten bl hym-selne
In a pryue parloun. Fieri Plourman (B), x. 07.

To knowe the sondry miners and condition of people,
and the variety of theyr natures, and that in a warme studye
or parler, without peril of the see, or daunger of longe and
paynfull Journeys. Sir T. Elyut, The Oovernour, L 11.

Into a pleasant parlour by
With hand In hand she brings the seaman all alone.

Thr Merchant'! Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 830).

All mens houses and goods were open to them, euen to
the parlourt of their wines. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 456.

2. An apartment in a convent, asylum, inn,
hospital, hotel, boarding-school, or the like, in
which the inmates are permitted to meet and
converse with visitors.

Walk but Into the parlour, yon will find one book or
other, in the window, to entertain you the while.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 285.

3. A room in a private house set apart for the
conversational entertainment of guests; a re-

ception-room ; a drawing-room ; also, in Great
Britain, the common sitting-room or keeping-
room of a family, as distinguished from a draw-
ing-room intended for the reception of com-
pany. In the United States, where the word draining-
room is little used, parlor Is the general term for the room
used for the reception of guests.

Good Margaret, run thee to the parlour;
There shall thon find my cousin Beatrice

Proposing with the prince and Claudia
Shale., Much Ado, 111. 1. 1.

"A great mistake, Chettam," interposed Mr. Brooke,"
going Into electrifying your land and that kind of thing,

and making a parlor of your cow-house. It won't do."

George Eliot, Middlemarch, IL

The house stands for comfort and for conversation, and
parlor* were misnamed If not peopled with Ideas.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 81.

4. Vulgarly, any room more or less "elegant-
ly" or showily furnished or fitted up, and de-
voted to some specific purpose: as, tonsorial

parlors; a photographers parlors; oyster par-
tors; misfit parlors. [Trade cant, U. 8.]

parlor-boarder (pftr'lor-bor'der), n. A pupil
in a boarding-school who has many privileges
not granted to the ordinary pupils.

I saw them this afternoon in the garden where only the
parlor-boarden walk. Thackeray, Doctor Birch.

parlor-car (par'lor-kfir), n. A railway passen-
ger-car or -carriage for day travel, furnished
more luxuriously than the ordinary cars; a
drawing-room car. [U. 8.]

parlor-organ (par'lor-6r'gan),n. A harmonium
or reed-organ.
parlor-skate (par'lor-skaf), Same as roller-

skate.

parlous (par'lus), a. [Formerly also perlous
(also dial, parlish); an obs., dial., or archaic
form of perilous.'] 1. Perilous; dangerous;
alarming; mischievous.
Thou art In a parlou* state, shepherd.

Shalt., As you Like It, ill 2. 46.

I cannot, in my present life and motion, clearly conceive
myself In so panout a state that no hope of better things
should make me shrink from the end of all.

W. K. CKfara, Lectures, I. 130.

2. Notable; knowing; shrewd.
A parloul boy ; go to, you are too shrewd.

Shot., Rich. III., IL 4. 35.

I knew I could be overreached by none ;

A parlota head.
Hiddleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, IT. L

One must be trusted, and he thought her fit,

As passing prudent, and a parloui wit
Dryden, Wife of Bath's TsJe, L I7.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]



parlously

parlously (par'lus-li), adr. [An obs. form of

perilously.] Perilously; dangerously; desper-
ately; amazingly. [Obsolete or archaic.]

You are so parlmisly in love with learning
That I'd be glad to know what you understood, brother.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, ii. 1.

Thou art parlmuily encompassed.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 140.

parlousnesst (piir'lus-nes), n. The quality of

being parlous or perilous; rashness; impetu-
ousness; quickness; shrewdness.

Parma blue. See blue.

Parmacella(piir-ma-sel'a), . [NL.] A genus
of slug-like pulmoiiate gastropods, typical of

the family Parmacellidse. They have a limaciform

body with a long neck, and a large subcentral buckler with
a nearly free border. The species are chiefly inhabitants
of the countries bordering the Mediterranean and the

anary Islands.

Parmacellidae (par-ma-sel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Parmacetla + -idae.] A family of pulmonate
gastropods, typified by the genus Parmacella,
usually merged in the family Limacidse.

parmacetyt, " [Also parmacetty, parmacitty,
permaceti; a corruption of spermaceti, q. v.]

Spermaceti.
Telling me the sovereign 'st thing on earth
Was parmaceti for an inward bruise.

Skat., 1 Hen. IV., L 8. 68.

A kinde of Whale, or rather a lubarta, was driven on
shore in Southampton tribe, from the west, over an infi-

nite number of rocks, so bruised that the water in the Bay
where she lay was all oily, and the rocks about it all be-
dasht with Parmacitty.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 260.

parmasantt, parmasentt, n. Obsolete forms
of parmesan.
parmaynt, n. A Middle English form of pear-
main.

Parmelia (par-me'li-a), n. [NL., < L. parma, <

Or. irappi, a small shield.] A genus of lichens,

giving name to the family Parmeliei and the
tribe Parmeliacei. The thallus is imbricate-foliaceous,
appressed or rarely ascendant, membranaceous, sparingly
flbrillose beneath. The apothecia are scutelliform, sub-

pedicellate, with mostly thin disk and colorless hypothe-
cium. About 50 species are known. See crottlesV, lichen.

Parmeliacei (par-me-li-a'se-i), n. pi. [NL., <

Parmelia + -acei.] According to the classifi-

cation of Tuckerman, a tribe of gymnocarpous
lichens. It includes the families Usneei, Parmeliei,
Umbilicariei, Peltigerei, Pannariei, Collemei, and Leea-
norei. The apothecia are rounded, open, scutelliform,
and contained in a thalline exciple.

parmeliaceous (par-me-li-a'shius), a. [< Par-
melia + -aceous.] In bot., belonging to or hav-

ing the characters of the genus Parmelia or the
tribe Parmeliacei.

Parmeliei (par-me-15'e-I), n. pi. [NL., < Par-
melia + -ei.~\ A family of foliaceous lichens
of the tribe Parmeliacei.

parmelioid (par-me'li-oid), a. [< Parmelia +
-oi(l.] In bot., resembling or belonging to the

genus Parmelia.
Parmenidean (par-men-i-de'an), a. [< Parme-
nides (see def.) + -an.] Of or relating to Par-
menides of Elea (fifth century B. c.), a noted
Greek philosopher, or his system of metaphys-
ics. The fundamental idea of Parmenides's philosophy
was to distinguish those facts and qualities which are uni-

versally true or real from those which are accidental and
not universally true, or are transient

Parmentiera (par-men-ti-e'ra), n. [NL. (Al-
phonse de Candolle, 1845), after A. A. Parmen-
tier (1737-1813), who did much for economic
botany.] A genus of trees of the gamopeta-
lous order Signoniaceee and the tribe Jacarau-
dese, characterized by the sheath-like calyx and
few-flowered axillary clusters. There are about 6
species, natives of Mexico and Central America. Their
leaves are commonly alternate and of three leaflets, with
incurved spines between them. The large greenish flow-
ers are followed by an elongated-fusiform or oblong fruit,
which is fleshy and edible. See candle-tree.

Parmesan (par-me-zan'), a. andf. [Formerly,
as a noun, also permasant, parmasent; < F. Par-
mesan = Sp. Parmesano = Pg. Parmesao = It.

Parmigiano, < L. Parma, a town in Italy ; hence,
as a noun, F. parmesan, etc., a cheese made in
Parma.] I. a. Of or relating to Parma, a city
in northern Italy, or its inhabitants, or the
province or former duchy of Parma Parmesan
Cheese. Seecteesei.

II. n. 1. [I. c.] Parmesan cheese.
There 's no hope of recovery of that Welsh madman

was undone by a mouse that spoiled him a parmasant;
lost his wits for 't. Middleton, Changeling, i. 2.

Forsooth, my master said that he loved her almost as
well as he loved parmasent. Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 4.

2f. An Italian form of drinking.
The Switzer's stoop of Rhenish, the Italian's Parmisant,

the Englishman's healths, &c.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, Proem, p. 27.
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They were drunk according to all the rules of learned

drunkenness, as Upsy-freeze, crambo, Pannizant.
Dek/cer, Seven Deadly Sins, p. S.

Parmese (par-mes' or -mez'), a. [< It. Parmese,
< L. I'armensis, of Parma, < Parma (Gr. Tliipua),
a town in Italy. ] Of or pertaining to Parma in

Italy; Parmesan.
Examples of Parmese, Cremonese, and Milanese art.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 824.

Pamassia (piir-nas'i-a), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < Gr. ttapvaaaof, Tlapvaads, Parnassus : see

Parnassus.'} A genus of elegant plants of the

polypetalous order Uaxifragacese and the tribe

Saxifragese, characterized by the five stami-
nodes and one-celled ovary with parietal placen-
ta; opposite the stigmas. The 14 species are natives
of cold and wet regions, from the mountains of India to the
arctic circle. They are smooth annuals, with broad leaves

mostly clustered at the base of the slender stem, which
bears a single white or yellowish flower, the five petals
marked with greenish or yellowish lines. The common
name of these plants is grass of Parnassus. The ordinary
European species is P. palttgtris, found also in North Amer-
ica from the Great Lakes to Labrador. P. Caroliniana is

common both north and south in the United States ; two
other species are local.

Parnassian (par-nas'ian), a. and n. [< L. Par-

nassius, Parnasius, Parnaseus, < Gr. Uapvdautf,
Parnassian, < Hapvaa6f, later Tlapvaoaos, Parnas-
sus, a mountain in central Greece.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to Mount Parnassus, or to poetry and
the Muses, to whom, with Apollo, this region
was sacred.

Twined with the wreaths Parnassian laurels yield.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 11.

Let laurels, drench'd in pure Parnassian dews,
Reward his mem'ry, dear to ev'ry Muse.

Couper, Table-Talk, 1. 13.

2. [1. c.] Resembling or related to the genus
Parnassius; belonging to the Parnassiinx.
H. n. [I. c.] A member of the genus Par-

nassius or the subfamily Parnassiinee; an Apollo
butterfly.
Parnassii (par-nas'i-i), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Par-
nassius.] Same as Parnassiinse.

Parnassimae (par-nas-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Parnassius + -inss.] A subfamily of Papilio-
nid&, typifiedby the genus Parnassius. They have
very short antennee, stout hairy abdomen, parchment-
like wings sometimes scaleless, and in the females usually
a peculiar abdominal pouch ; the larvae are stout, cylin-
droid, with small tubercles, slightly hairy, and have a fur-
cate appendage of the first segment ; the chrysalis is in-

closed in a light silken tissue powdered \vith a glaucous
bloom and supported by transverse threads. The parnas-
sians belong to the northern hemisphere, and are all lovers
of mountains, whence the name. Also Pariiassinx, Par-
nassii. See cut under nervure.

Parnassius (pUr-nas'i-us), n. [NL., < L. Par-
nassius (< Gr. TLapvdowf ), belonging to the moun-
tain Parnassus, < Ilapvaaof , Parnassus : see Par-
nassus.] A genus of butterflies, founded by
Latreille in 1805, type of the subfamily Parnas-
siinse. The best-known species is the Apollo butterfly,
P. apollo, inhabiting alpine parts of Europe. P. phcebut is

another, found in the Alps. P. smintheus is found in the
Rocky Mountains. These butterflies are usually white,
sometimes tinted with yellow, or rarely yellow, and orna-
mented with crimson and black ocelli.

Parnassus (par-nas'us), n. [= F. Parnasse =
Sp. Parnaso = Pg. It. Parnaso, Parnasso = D.
Dan. Parnas = G. Sw. Parnass, < L. Parnas-
sus, also Parnasus, < Gr. Hapvaaof, later Hapvaa-
ffrff : seedef.] 1. A mountain in central Greece,
in mythology sacred to the Muses. The Delphian
sanctuary of Apollo was on its slope, and from between
its twin summit peaks flows the fountain Castalia, the wa-
ters of which were reputed to impart the virtue of poetic
inspiration.

Hence, figuratively 2. The abiding-place of

poetry and home of poets : sometimes used as
a name for a collection of poems or of elegant
literature.

Not with less glory mighty Dulness crown'd
Shall take through Grub-street her triumphant round,
And, her Parnassus glancing o'er at once,
Behold an hundred sons, and each a dunce.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 137.

There is Lowell, who 's striving Parnassus to climb
With a whole bale of isms tied together with rhyme, . . .

The top of the hill he will ne'er come nigh reaching
Till he learns the distinction 'twixt singing and preaching.

Lowell, Fable for Critics.

Gradus ad Parnassum. See gradus, 2. Grass of Par-
nassus. See Parnassia.

parnelt (par'nel), n. [< ME. pernel, purnele, a
common woman, a slut; a familiar use, like

gilV>, Jill?, f/illian, of a frequent fern, name
Pernel, < OF. Peronelle, < ML. Petronilla, a wo-
man's name, a saint so named, < L. Petro(n-), a
man's name, LL. Petrus, a man's name, Peter, <

-, Peter, lit. 'rock': see peter,pier, etc.]

Elmts bivittatus t ont. of the
Parnidu.

( Cross shows natu-
ral size.)

Gr.
A young woman ;

often in a bad sense, a slut.

But these tender pernels must have one gown for the
day, another for the night.

parochial
Panels [read

1

parnelx] march by two and three,

Saying, Sweetheart, come with me.
Old Lincolnshire Ballad. (HalliweU..)

Parnellism (par'nel-izm), . [< Parnell (see
def.) + -ism.] A movement led by Charles
Stewart Parnell, in favor of home rule for Ire-

land. In 1886 and succeeding years it was gen-
erally supported by the Gladstonian Liberals.

Parnellite (par'nel -it), n. and a. [< Parnell

(see def.) + -ife2.] I. n. A member of a polit-
ical group, followers of Charles S. Parnell in

his policy of home rule for Ireland
; speci Really,

one of his supporters or adherents in the British
House of Commons. They are almost exclu-

sively members for Irish constituencies.
II. a. Pertaining to orsupporting Parnellism;

advocating or favoring the movement for home
rule in Ireland led by Charles S. Parnell.

Parnid.se (piir'ni-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,
1819), < Parints + -idle.] A family of aquatic
clavicorn beetles, typi-
fied by the genus Pa rit us,

having the dorsal ab-
dominal segments partly
membranous, the first to

third segments connate,
the last tarsal joint long,
and the claws large. The
body is finely pubescent, and a
fllrn of air adheres when the
beetles are under water. The
larvae are of flattened oval

form, and usually adhere to
stones under water. The fam-
ily is wide-spread, with about
20 genera; most of the species
are European and North Amer-
ican.

Parnus (par'nus), . [NL. (Fabricius, 1792);
etym. doubtful.] The typical genus of Parni-
dee. The species are European and North Af-
rican.

Paroaria (par-o-a'ri-a), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1832), < F. paroare (Buffon and Vieillot) ; per-
haps of S. Amer. origin.] A genus of South
American tanager-like finches, having gray and
white coloration with a scarlet crest. P. cucul-
lata is an example. They are sometimes called
cardinal tanagers.
paroarium, paroariqn (par-o-a'ri-um, -on), n.

[NL., < Gr. trapa, beside, + fydpiov, dim. of $6v,

egg.] Same &s parovarium.
paroccipital (par-ok-sip'i-tal), a. and . [< Gr.

xapd, beside, + L. occiput, the back of the head :

see occipital.] I. a. Situated on the side of
the hindhead, or in a lateral occipital position.
Specifically noting a lateral bone or process of bone of
the occipital or occipitomastoid region of the skull, espe-
cially the long lateral occipital processes of some mam-
mals. See II., 2.

II. n. 1. A bone of the lateral occipital re-

gion of the skull, distinct from other bones, in
a fish, for example : by Owen considered as the

diapophysis of the occipital vertebra, and iden-
tified with the external, lateral, or superior oc-

cipital bone of some anatomists, and the mas-
toid of others. Also> called epiotic. 2. Acer-
tain lateral projection of the occipital bone
proper; the paroccipital process of the occipi-
tal bone, especially when elongated or other-
wise conspicuous : in some animals also called
mastoid process. [Now little used.]
The relation which the base of the paroccipital bears to

the semicircular canals shows that it must be chieflyformed
by the opisthotic element not by the exoccipital.

Nature, XXXVII. 599.

parochet, >< An obsolete form of parish.
ParochetUS (pa-rok'e-tus), n. [NL. (Hamilton,
1825), < Gr. irapa, beside, + oxtroc, a channel.]
A genus of leguminous plants of the tribe Tri-

folieee, characterized by the somewhat acute

keel, two-valved pod, and digitately trifoliate

leaves. The only species, P. communis, found throughout
tropical mountain-regions of Asia and in tropical eastern

Africa, is a prostrate herb, rooting at the joints, with clover-
like leaves, rather large purple flowers, and linear pods. It
has been named blue-flowered shamrock and shamrock-pea.

parochial (pa-ro'ki-al), . [< ME. parochial,
< OF. parochial (F. paroissial) = Pr. Sp. parro-
quial = Pg. parochial = It. parrocchiale, < ML.
parochialis, of a parish, < LL. parochia, for pa-
rcecia, parish: see parish. The mod. pron. fol-

lows that of the L.] 1. Of or pertaining to

a parish : as, a parochial custom.

And, God wot, I have of thee
A thosand tyme more pitee
Than hath thi preest parochial.

Rom. of the nose, 1. 7685.

Notwithstanding their general and exemplary devotion
to parochial duty.

Gladstone, Gleanings of Past Years, II. 157.

Pilkington, Works, p. 56. (HalliweU.) 2. Local; provincial; narrow.



parochial
III jtinli critii i*ui h.iH been always more or lv*a parochial ;

hi., never, iinlii:il, quire freed itself frcilll Sfi-lalian caul,
and planted itself hoMc.stlynn tin- ;e>th, ti.- point of view.

Lnutll, Study Windows, p. 122.

Parochial board, in Scotland, a body of men In a parish
elected by the payers nf poof rates to manage the relief
of tile |M>or, a duty which in Midland is performed l,y

overseers, anil in some cases by the guardians of the |*>oi.

Parochial relief; relief afforded to paupers by the
[mill authorities.

parochialism (im-ro'ki-al-izm), n. [< parochial+ -ixnt.] 1. The management of the affairs
of a parish by an elected vestry or parochial
lioanl; the system of local government which
makes the parish the unit.

The contending theories of the scope of corporate gov-
ernment might be described as a paroehialum and < i\i>ni

Nineteenth Century, XX. 238.

Hence 2. Provincialism; local narrowness
of view

; narrow-mindedness.
Parochialism . . . has been pretty well broken up by

the press and the telegraph. Hardly anybody can now live
In Intellectual isolation. Contemporary Reo,, XLVII. 320.

parochiality (pa-ro-ki-al'i-ti), . [= Sp. par-
roquialiddd = Pg. parochialidade = It. parroc-
ehialitd; as parochial + -ity.] The state of be-

ing parochial, in either sense. [Bare.]
(This) would be for the Justices to take upon them, In

effect to determine the parochiality of colleges.
Dr. Marriott, Klghta of the Universities, p. 32.

parochialize (pa-ro'ki-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. piirurhiitli:ed, ppr.narochializing. [<.pa.ro-
rhiiil + -i:u.] To render parochial; form into

parishes. Also spelledparochialise. Imp, JHcl.

parochially (pa-ro'ki-al-i), adv. In or by the
parish ;

as a parish ; parish by parish.
The bishop was to visit his whole dlocess, parochially,

every year. Sttilingjteet, Charge (1600X p. 32.

parochiant (pa-ro'ki-an), a. and . [< ML.
parocliianus, one belonging to a parish, prop,
adj., < LL. parochia, torparvecia, a parish: see

rrish.
Cf. parishen, a doublet of paroi-liimi. j

a. Of or pertaining to a parish ; parochial.
A computation [Is] taken of alltheparocAton churches.

Bacon, Considerations on Church of England.

H. . A parishioner ;
a rustic.

May be some russet coat pamchian
Shall call thee cousin, friend, or countryman.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. 11. 76.

If we examine their several stories, they will rather
prove metropolitans than mereparochiam.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X II. 228.

parochient, Same &s parishen.
parocbin (par'6-shin), n. [A. var. of parinlien,
q. v.] A parish. [Scotch/]

parochinert, . A parishioner. [Scotch.]
Many of the Parochiners, dwelling in rowmes of the

parochiue, so remote.
Actt Jamet VI., 1621, c. 6, Murray. (Jamieton.)

parodet, . Same as parody1
.

All which In a parade. Imitating Virgil, we may set

downe, but chiefely touching surfet.

Optick Glaise qf Human (1639). (Sara. )

parodic (pa-rod'ik), a. [= F. parodigue = Sp.

parAHoo
= Pg. It. parodico,<. Or. jra^xfocor, bur-

lesque, < irapv<Sia, parody: see parody1
.']

Per-

taining to parody; of the nature or in the spirit
of parody.
parodical (pa-rod'i-kal), o. [< parodic + -al.]
Same as parodic.
This version (Drant's tr. of Horace] Is very paraphras-

tic, and sometimes parodical.
f. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, HI. 425.

pariodinia (par'i-o-din'i-ft), . [NL., irreg.<;m-
ri'i-i

, bring forth, + Gr. orfi'i^, pain.] Dystocia.
parodist (par'o-dist), n. [< F.parodiste = Pg.
parotlista ; &s'parod-y + -ist.] The writer of a

parody.
The public tins long been agreed as to the merit of the

most remarkable passages (of Milton |, the incomparable
hnrmony of the numbers, and the excellence of that style
which no rival has been able to equal, and no paroaitt to

degrade. llacmday, Milton.

The "Tom Hood" they cared for was . . . the delight-
ful parodist, I he irrepressible and irresistible joker and
Merry-Andrew. A. Dabvm (Ward's English Poets, IV. 681).

parodizet (par'o-dlz), v. t. [< parod-y +
To parody.
I could parodue my Lord Carterel's letter from Dettin-

gen if I had it by me. Shenstonc, Letters (1703), No. Mxi.

parodos (par'o-dos), w. [NL.,< Gr. vdpoiof, a

way by, passing, passage, entrance, gangway
(see defs.), < vapa, by, + Mof, way, road. Cf.

IHirndyV.] 1. IntheMc. (V/-. theater, oneof two
passages at the two extremities of the stage,
separating the stage-buildings from the cavea
or auditorium, through which the chorus regu-
larly entered the orchestra, and which served
also as entrances for the public. 2. In the
owe. ISr. drama : (a) The entrance of the cho-
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rus into tin- orchestra. (It) The song of the
i-horiis. with iin accompaniment of dancing or

rhythmical movement, on entering the orches-
tra. 3. An external gallery or gangway, run-

ning from stem to stern on each side of an
ancient Greek war-ship, outside the bulwarks,
and supported on brackets over the water,

parody* (par'o-di), H.; pl./(ro</i>#(-diz). [For-
niei-ly A\KO parodr ; = V.parixlic = Kp.parotlia
= Pg. It. parotlia, < L. puroflia, < Gr. irapydVa,

parody, < ira/>a, beside, + <rf>/, song, ode : see

''''.] 1. A kind of literary composition in
which the form and expression of grave or

dignified writings are closely imitated, but are
made ridiculous by the subject or method of

treatment; a travesty that follows closely the
form and expression of its original ; specifical-
ly, a burlesque imitation of a poem, in which a
trivial or humorous subject is treated in the

style of a dignified or serious one: also ap-
plied to burlesque musical works.

They were satlrick poems, full of parodiet that Is, of
verses patched up from great poets and turned Into an-
other sense than their author Intended them. Dryden.
The sublime parody of Cervantes, which cut short the

whole race of knights-errant Pretcott, Ferd. and lu. , L 18.

What wonder that Dryden should have been substitute!
for Davenant as the butt of the "

Rehearsal," and that the

parody should have had such a run?
Lmerll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 27.

2f. A popular maxim; a proverb. Wright.
= Syn. 1. Burlesque, Travesty, etc. See caricature,

parody1
(par'o-di), r. t. ; pret. and pp.parodied,

ppr. parodying. [= F. parodier= Pg. parodiar= It. /iaroaiare,parodare; from the noun.] To
turn into a parody; write a parody upon: imi-

tate, as a poem or song, in a ludicrous or ridicu-
lous manner.

I have translated, or rather parodied, a poem of Horace.

Pope.
All ... [Johnson's] peculiarities have been imitated by

his admirers and parodied by his assailants till the public
has become sick of the subject.

Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

parody2 (par'o-di), n.; pi. parodies (-diz). [ME.,
< Gr. xifoiof, passage : see parodos.} Passage ;

passing away.
Amonge al this, the fyne of the parodye
Of Ector gan approchen wonder blyve.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1548.

parcecious (pa-re'shius), a. [< Gr. irapoiicof,

dwelling beside or near, < irapa, beside,+ oucoc,

house.] In hot., having the two sexes devel-

oped beside or near each other, as, for example,
in the Henaticx, when the antheridia are situ-
ated in the axils of bracts near the arche-

gouia, or when both organs are naked on the
dorsal surface of the same stem. Also paroi-
6MK

parceciously (pa-re'shius-li), adv. In a paroe-
cious manner.
paroeciousness (pa-re'shius-nes), n. In bot.,
the state or condition of being paroecious.
paroecism (pa-re'sizm), . [< parac-ious +
-iswi.] Same as paroeciousness.

parcemiograplier (pa-re-mi-og'ra-fer), . [<
Gr. Tta/Mifiia, a byword, a proverb, + ypafetv,
write.] A writer of proverbs.
What else can we infer of the enigmatic wisdom of the

sages, when the royal paraemioffrapher (Solomon) classes

among their studies that of "
understanding a proverb and

the Interpretation f
"

/. D'Israeli, Curios, of tit.. III. S57.

A work of the parcemioyraphtr Demon.
Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 110.

paroicous (pa-roi'kus), a. [< Gr. vapomof, dwell-

ing beside: see paraecious.'] Same as paroe-
ciovs.

paroissien (pa-rwo-si-an'), B. [F. : see par-
ixltcn.] In JPrencli law, an inhabitant or a mem-
ber of a parish.

parol, . and a. See parole.
parole (pa-rol' ) ,

and a . [Formerly also parol,
/HI mil (parol being still common in legal use) ;

< F. parole = Sp.palabra = Pg. palarra = It.

narola, a word (Sp. Pg. parola, loquacity), <
ML. parabola, a word, speech, LL. parable, etc.

;

see parable^. Cf. par/.] I. n. 1. A word or
words

;
word of mouth ; oral utterance or state-

ment
; language ; text.

I do despise ye all ! ye have no mercy,
And wanting that, ye are no gods ! your parole
Is only preach'd abroad to make fools fearful,
And women, made of awe, believe your heaven !

Fletcher, Valentinian, T. 2.

Acqnlted by the eipresse parol of the statute.

Martton, The Fawne, v.

If his great Seal without the Parlament were not suf-

ficient to create Lords, his Parole must needs be fan* more
unable to create learned and religious men.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xv.

paronomasia
2. Word of honor ifiven or pledged; solemn
promise; plighted I'M it h; specifically, a formal
promise or pledge given by a prisoner of war
that he will not try to escape if allowed to go
about at liberty, or that, if released, he will re-
turn to custody at a certain time if not previ-
ously discharged, or that he will not bear arms
against his

captors within a stated period, as
during the existing wur. In civilized warfare the
breaking of parole Is regarded as an Infamous transgres-
sion, and an officer so offending may not expect quarter
should he again fall Into the hands of the enemy.

Love's votaries Inthrale each other's soule,
Till both of them live but upon parule.

Beaumulit, The Antlplxtoni.-.

I have a scruple whether you can keep your paroU If

you become a prisoner to the ladies. Suijt.

This man had forfeited his military parole. Macaulay.

3. Milit., a word or words given out every day
in orders by a commanding officer, in camp or

garrison, by which friends may be distinguished
from enemies. It differs from the countersign In that
the latter is given to all guards, while the parole is given
only to officers of the guard, or to those who Inspect the
guard.

Classical quotation Is the parole of literary men all over
the world. Johnton (1781), In Boswell.

4. In law: (a) Oral declarations; word of mouth.
(6)The pleadings in a suit.

n. a. 1. Given by word of mouth; oral; not
written: opposed to documentary, or given by
affidavit : as, parole evidence.
In this splendid City of Florence there may be many

Rarities, which if I should insert In this Letter, It would
make her swell too big ; and indeed they are fitted for pa-
rol Communication. Hutnll, Letters, L L 41.

You bear your mother? she leaves you to ine.
By her will paroU, and that Is as good.
To all Intents of law, as 'twere in writing.
Sir Jt. Stapyltan, The Slighted Maid, p. 68. (Nartt.)

Proofs (to which In common speech the name of evi-
dence Is usually confined) are either written or parol, that
U by word of mouth. Blaclcttone, Com., IIL xxlli.

The parole evidence of no associate can weigh against
his written manifest, xtedwau, Poeta of America, p. 142.

2. Not given or executed under seal: either
verbal or written, but without seal : as, a pa-
role contract. This use, which originated when a writ-

Ing not under seal was not allowed to be proved to a jury,
Is now practically obsolete.

All contracts are, by the laws of England, distinguished
into agreements by specialty and agreements by parol;
and if an agreement be merely written, and no specialty,
It Is an agreement by parol, and a consideration must be
proved. Bollard r. Walker, 3 Johnson's Cases, 65 (1802).

Flea of parole demurrer, same as age-prayer.

parole (pa-rol'), v. t.; pret. and pp. paroled,
ppr. paroling. [<. parole, n.] To accept a pa-
role from; allow to go about at liberty on
parole. See parole, n.

The President by this act has paroled all the slaves in
America ; they will no more flght against us.

l.i'/> /.on. Emancipation Proclamation.

parole-arrest (pa-rol'a-rest'), n. In laic, an ar-
rest authorized by a justice by word of mouth.

parolistt, . [< parole + -tsf.] A person given
to talkingmuch bombastically. T. Wright, Pas-
sions of the Mind (1621), p. 112. (Hallttcell.)

parolivary (pa-rol'i-va-ri), a. [< Gr. itapa, be-
side, + E. olivary.] 'Situated near or beside
the olivary body of the brain Parolivary body,
the external accessory olivary nucleus. See nudeui.

paromology (par-o-mol'o-ji), . [< Gr. irapo-

uotjoyia, partial admission, < jropo/jo/ojfiv, admit
beside, < -apd, beside, + i>uol.irytlv, admit: see

homologous.] In rhet., a figure by which an
orator concedes something to an adversary in
order to strengthen his own argument.
paromphalocele (pa-rom'fa-16-sel), n. [< Gr.

xapa, beside, + i>/iQa).6<;, navef, + Kifti), tumor.]
Hernia near the navel.

paronlria (par-o-ni'ri-jl), w. [NL., < Gr. irapd,

beside, + tveipof, a dream.] Morbid dreaming.
paronomasia (par'o-no-ma'si-ft), . [< L. pa-
ronomasia, < Gr. Trapovofiaaia, a slight change in
the form or use of a word, a pun, < irapovopafnv,
form a word by a slight change, < irapa, beside,
+ ovo/idffiv, name, < ivo/ia, name.] In rhet., the
use of words similar in sound but different in

meaning, so as to give a certain antithetical
force to the expression; also, the use of the
same word in different senses: a play upon
words. Also paronomasy. Seopun.
The seeming contradiction of a poor antithesis ; . . .

the jingle of a more poor parunanuuia.
Dryden, To Sir R. Howard.

My learned friend had dined that day with Mr. Swan,
the famous punster ; and desiring him to give me some ac-
count of .Mr. Swan's conversation, he told me that he gen-
erally talked in the Parnnomatia, that he sometimes gave
into the Ploce, but that In his humble opinion he shlned
most In the AnUnaclasls. Additon, Spectator, No. 61.

-Syn. Auonance, etc. See pun.



paronomastic

paronomastic (par"o-no-mas'tik), a. [<. paro-
nomasia + -ast-ic.] Pertainingto or of the na-
ture of paronomasia ; consisting in a play upon
words

; punning.
paronomastical (par'o-no-mas'ti-kal), a. [<

paronomastic + -al.]

'

Same as paronomastic.
Dr. H. More, To the Seven Churches, Pref.

paronomasy (par-o-nom'a-si), n. [= P. paro-
nomasie = Sp. Pg. It. paronomasia, < L. paro-
nomasia, a pun: see paronomasia,] Same as

paronomasia.
Marry, we must not play or riot too much with them, as

in paronomasies. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

paronychia1
(par-o-nik'i-a), . [= F. parony-

chie, whitlow, = Sp. paroniquia, whitlow-grass,
= ?g.panaricio= tt.paronichia,<Ij.paronychia,
ML. also, after It., etc., panarido, < Gr. xapuw-
xia, a whitlow, < wood, beside, + bvv% (bvvx-),
nail: see onyx. Cf.onychia.] 1. In pathol., in-

flammation about the nail
;
whitlow. 2. [cap.]

[NL. (A. L. de Jussieu, 1815).] A genus of apet-
alous plants of the order Illecebracex, type of
the tribe Paronychieee, known by the involu-
crate calyx of five hooded segments, each with a
horn, point, or awn on the back. There are about
45 species, of warm and temperate climates Arabia, the
Mediterranean region, and America. They are small erect
or spreading herbs, usually dichotomously branched, with
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paronymic (par-o-nim'ik), a. [(.paronym + -ic.]

Of, or of the nature of, a paronym; parony-
mous.

paronymization (pa-ron"i-mi-za'shon), . [<

paronymize + -ation] The formation of paro-

nyms. Also spelled paronymisatimi.
The names ... be given an English aspect by parony-

misatian. Proc, Amer. Assoc. Ado. Set., July, 1886, p. 529.

The application of the principle of paronymy in a given
case is paronymization, and the word is said to be parony-
mized. Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, VIII. 519.

paronymize (pa-ron'i-miz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

paronymized, ppr. paronymizing. [< paronym
+ -ize.] To transform or convert into a paro-
nym, as a word; render paronymous. Also

spelled paronymise.
The Latin words are commonlyparonymized rather than

translated into inelegant or misleading heteronyms, e. g.

pedunculus is Anglicized as peduncle, not footlet..

Nation, July 18, 1889.

paronymous (pa-ron'i-mus), a. [< Gr. irapu-

vv/fof, derivative : seeparonym.] 1. Havingthe
same derivation

;
allied in origin ; radically al-

lied; conjugate: as, wise, wisely, wisdom; man,
manhood, mankind.
To pairs of words derived from the same root, and dif-

ferenced in meaning only by grammatical class, we apply
the epithet conjugate, or, more rarely, that of parony-
mous. Marsh, Lects. on the Eng. Lang., xxvi.

2. Having the same or a like sound, but differ-

ing in orthography and signification: as, all,

ami; ball, bawl; liair, hare. 3. Derived from
a word in another language with some slight
modification of form. See paronym, 2.

paronymy (pa-ron'i-mi), . [< F. paronymie,
< Gr. napavv/fia, derivation, inflection, < irap&-

vv/wf, derivative: see paronym, paronymous.]
1. The quality of being paronymous. 2. The
formation of a word from a word of another lan-

guage by change of termination or other slight
modification; the principle involved in such
transference of words from one language to an-

other; homosynonymy; isonymy.
The relation between the Latin pons and the French

parotid

Parotia (pa-ro'ti-ii), n. [NL., < L. parotis, the

parotid gland : see parotis.] A genus of para-
dise-birds of the family Paradiscidie, founded
by Vieillot in 1816. The species is P. sexpennis, the
six-shafted bird of paradise, so called from the three pairs

pont is one of paronymy; but between pons and the Eng-
lish bridge it is one of heteronymy.

Buck's Handbook of MeA. Sciences, VIII. 519.

Flowering Plant of Whitlowwort (Paronychia dithefoma).
a, a flower, showing the calyx ; *, a flower, longitudinal section,

showing a part of the calyx, the bristle-like petals, the stamens, and
the pistil.

narrow opposite leaves, and conspicuous shining silvery
stipules. Their minute flowers are usually hidden be-
tween the stipules in dense axillary clusters. The genus
has the general names of nailwort and wlutlowwart. The
flowers of P. argentea and P. capilata furnish an article
known as Arabian or Algerian tea (which see, under tea).
P. aroyrocoma, the silver chickweed, or, as recently named,
silverhead, is a scarce rock-loving species found in the
mountains of the eastern United States, rendered beautiful
by numerous small silvery heads covering its bushy top.

paronychia2 ,
n. Plural of paronychium.

Paronychiaceae (par-o-nik-i-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < L. paronychia (see parony-
chia1 ) + -aceee.] Same as ParonychiesB.
paronychial (par-o-nik'i-al), a. [< paronychia+ -ai] Having the character of paronychia.
Paronychieae (par"6-ni-ki'e-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Paronychia + -ex.] A tribe of plants of the
order Illeeebraceee, distinguished by the annu-
lar embryo, searious stipules, and involucrate
bracts, and including 9 genera, of which Paro-
nychia and Anychia are the best-known. Also
Paronychiaceas.

paronychium (par-6-nik'i-um), n.
; pi. paro-

nychia (-a). [NL., < Gr. irapa, beside, + NL.
onychium. Cf. paronychia1 .] In en torn., a bris-
tle-like organ on the onychium, between the un-
gues or terminal claws of the foot: there may
be one or more to each tarsus.

paronym (par'o-nim), n. [Alsoparonyme ; < F.
paronyme, < Gr. vap(nnifiof, derivative : see pa-
ronymous.] 1. A word which is a derivative
from another.

Plato was determined to preserve the dignified associa-
tions of Being and its paronyms for the abstract studies
he delighted to honor. Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 290.

2. A word of one language which translates a
word of another with only a difference of ter-
mination or other slight change, as English
canal for the Latin canalis : opposed to hetero-

paroophoritis (par-o-of-o-ri'tis), n. [< pa-
roiiplioron + -itis.] Inflammation in the neigh-
borhood of the ovary.
paroophoron (par-o-of'o-ron), n.

; pi. paroiipho-
ra (-ra). [NL., < (Jr. Ttdpa, beside, + NL. oo'pho-
ron, q. v.] A vestige of the urinary part of the
Wolffian body in the female, corresponding to
the organ of Giraldes in the male. It consists
of scattered tubular remnants, situated in the
broad ligament, nearer the uterus than is the

parovarium.
paropsis (pa-rop'sis), n. [NL. ,< Gr. nupa, beside,

-I- oipif, vision.] Disorder of sight-perception.
paroptesis (par-op-te'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. irap6ir-

rr/aif, a half-roasting, < vapd, beside, near, +
bKTTiait, a roasting, < 'OTTTOV, roast.] See meta-

morphism.
paroquet (par'o-ket), n. Same as parraJceet.
paroquet-bur (par'o-ket-b6r), n. Any plant of
the genus Triumfetia, the name alluding to the
echinate capsule. Also bnrweed. [Jamaica.]
paroral (pa-ro'ral), a. [< Gr. vap&, beside, +
L. os (or-), mouth, + -al.] Situated at the
side of the mouth or oral aperture : specifical-
ly applied to the fringe of cilia at the side of
the adoral series in some infusorians, as the
Oj-ytrichidee.

parorchid (pa-ror'kid), n. Same as parorchis.
parorchis (pa-ror'kis), n.

; pi. parorchides (-ki-

dez). [NL., < Gr. irapd, beside, + opxif, a tes-

ticle.] The epididymis.
The vasa efterentla pass to a parorchis.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 617.

parosmia (pa-ros'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. iropd,

beside,+ bo/if/, smell. ]' Inpathol., a perversion
of the sense of smell

; olfactory illusion.

parosmis (pa-ros'mis), n. [NL. : seeparosmia.]
Same as parosmia.
parosphresis (par-os-fre'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

napa, beside, + 6o-0pj?ovf, smell.] Same as pa-
rosmia.

parosteosis (pa-ros-te-o'sis), n.
; pi. parosteoses

(-sez). [NL.,< Gr. irapa, beside, -r barton, bone,+ -osis. Cf. osteosis.] The development of bone
in integument ;

dermal ossification, or a dermal
bone.

parostia (pa-ros'ti-a), . [NL., < Gr. napa, be-
side, -I- bareov, bone.] Defective or disordered
ossification.

parostosis (par-os-to'sis), n. Same as paros-
teosis.

Six-shafted Paradise-bird (Parotia stxfettnis).

of spatulate feathers which spring from the head. The
plumage is lustrous-black set off with an iridescent breast-

plate glancing golden-bronze and steel-blue. It inhabits

Papua.

parotic (pa-rot'ik), a. [< Gr. irapa, beside, +
oi'f (UT-) = E. ear. Cf. parotis.] Situated about
the outer ear; auricular: as, the parotic region;
the parotic cartilage of some reptiles Parotic
process. See the quotation.
In the great majority of the Lacertilia (as in the Che-

Ionia), the side-walls of the skull, in the region of the ear,
are produced into two broad and long parotic processes,
into the composition of which the opisthotic, occipital,
and prodtic bones enter. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 189.

parotid (pa-rot'id), n. and a. [= F.parotide =
Sp. paroiida = Pg. parotida = It. parotide, <

L. parotis (parotid-), < Gr. vapurif
the parotid gland:
seeparotis] I. TO. 1.

The parotid gland, a
lobulated racemose
gland situated near
the ear, secreting sa-

liva,which is poured
into the mouth by a

special duct. In man
the parotid is much the

largest of the three pairs
of salivary glands, and is

deeply situated near the
ear in the recess behind
and partly within the
ramus of the jaw. Its

duct, called the duct

Of Stenson, runs across Parotid, or Parotid Gland.
the cheek horizontally,
pierces the buccinator muscle, and discharges saliva into
the mouth opposite the second upper molar tooth. See
also cut under salivary.

2. In many types of ancient Greek helmets, an
ear-guard or side-guard, a piece on either side

Parotid. Head of Athene Farnese, ML

of the helmet arranged to shield the ear and the
side of the head by stopping a downward blow.
Sometimes it was a rig'id piece or wing projecting diago-
nally upward from the helmet; sometimes it was hinged



parotid
i us tn tin 11 up out of the way when not required for pro-

tection.

II. a. Situiiieil liesiile the car; parotir nr

(larotoiil Parotid arteries, small branches of the
external carotid to the parotid gland. - Parotid duct,
tin- diii-l i if tin- parotid uluiid. Also called Stciwon'i duct,
from Nil sti-iiHuM or Nit-olaiis stenonianus, and frequent-
ly Sti-iuininn tir Stftw'K duct. See cut under paroti't.
Parotid gland, see I., 1. Parotid lymphatic

glands, three or four small glands situated beneath the
pun >tM fasriu. am) more ur less embedded in the substance
of the parotid salivary gland : the largest lies Immedi-
ately in front of the tragns of the ear. Parotid nerves,
brunches of the aurlculotemporal nerve, supplying the

parotid gland. Parotid veins, tributaries of the facial
anil ii-iii|i.ti:il veins.

parotiditis (pa-rot-i-di'tis), . [NL., < parotis
( parotid-) + -itt.v.] Inflammation of the parotid
gland. See mumps. Also called parotitis.

parotion (pa-ro'ti-on), n. [Gr. nafi6rtov: see

parotis.] In Gr. archeeol., a covering or orna-
ment for the ear; a parotid.
parotis (pa-ro'tis), n. [NL., < L,. parotis, < Gr.

7rapur/f, a gland beside the ear, the parotid
gland, or rather a tumor of the parotid gland,
also the lobe of the ear, < itaph, beside, + otf

(<jr-) = E. earl.] Same as parotid.
parotitic (par-o-tit'ik), a. [< parotitis + -ic.]
Affected with parotitis ; having the mumps.

parotitis (par-o-tl'tis), n. [NL., < parotin (see
jiarotin) + -itis.~] Same as parotiditig.

parotoid (pa-ro'toid), a. and n. [< Gr. xapvrif,
the parotid gland (seeparo(irf), -r eidof, form.]
I. a. Resembling a parotid ; specifically, in her-

pet., noting certain cutaneous glands. See n.

They [cutaneous glands] may be aggregated in a mass
belli nil the eye and above the tympanum on each aide, form-
ing the so-called parotoid glands, as in the common toad.

Mii-iifi, F.I i- 1 n. Anat., p. 488.

II. n. One of the cutaneous glands which
form a warty mass or excrescence near the ex-

*

/, Parotoid Gland of a Toad (/' *miric**ia).

t i-rn.-il ear or tympanum of some batrachians,
as toads. They areoften of great size, and their presence,
absence, or other variations furnish zoological characters.
The parotoids are uot like parotids. Often wrongly spelled
paratoid. See also cut under agua-taad.

parqvarian (par-6-va'ri-an), a. [< NL. pa.ro-
rariiim + -.] Existing" or occurring in the

neighborhood of the ovary ;
of the nature of or

|ii-rl:iiiiiti to tho parovariiim.
parovarium (par-o-va'ri-um), n.

; pl.parovaria
(-ft). [NL., < Gr. napa, beside, 4- NL. ovarium,

?.
v.] A vestige of the Wolfflan body in the

emale, corresponding to the vasa efferentia
and coni vasculosi of the male. It consists of a

group of scattered, closed tubules, lying transversely be-
tween the Fallopian tube and the ovary, and united by a
Iniiuituilitiul tube of larger size, prolonged for some dis-

tance downward in the broad ligament It represents the
sexual part of the Wolfflan body. See also wtroophoron.
Also called paroarium^ epoopharon, organ of llosrnmiillrr.

paroxysm (par'pk-sizm), n. [<..paroxyffme =
8p. IV- piirnrismo = It. parossismo, parosismo,
< ML. paroxysm us, < Gr. irapo%va[26f, irritation,
the severe fit of a disease, < mzpofrvm>, sharpen,
irritate, < reap&, beside, + bi-imeiv, sharpen, < 4f{f,

sharp.] 1. In mcd., a fit of any disease; peri-
odical exacerbation of a disease.

A paroxi/fm of asthma when once established, lasts from
half an hour to several days. Quoin, Med. Diet.

, p. 91.

Hence 2. Any sudden and violent action;
spasmodic affection or action ; convulsion; fit.

I will not run into a pnroxynn of citations again in this

point. Milton, Reformation in Eng., L

He attempted, by affected fits of poetical fury, to bring
on a real paroxysm ; and, like them, he got nothing but
his distortions for his pains. Xacaulay, Dryden.

But man begins 1 i f < helpless. The babe is in paroxi/nmt
of fear the moment its nurse leaves it alone.

ii, Courage.
3. Figuratively, a quarrel.
The greatest contention happening here was tliut ;r-

oxyan betwixt 1'aul ami Itarnabas.

Fuller, Pisgah Sight, IV. 1. 29. (Damet.)
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paroxysmal (par-ok-siz'mal), a. [= 8p. Pg. pa-
riisistiuil ; us i>nri>jryxm + -/.] Pertaining to

or marked by paroxysm ;
caused by paroxysms

or convulsions of nature Paroxysmal fever.

See/owrl.

paroxysmally (pur-ok-si/.'mal-i), adv. In a

paroxysmal manner
; by paroxysms.

paroxysmlc (par-ok-siz'mik), a. [< paroxyxm
+ -if.] Characterized or accompanied by par-
oxysm; resembling a paroxysm; coming by
violent fits and starts; spasmodic.
They (modern poets) fancy that they honour inspiration

by supposing it to be only extraordinary and pariaytmic.
Kinysley, Alton Locke, xv.

paroxytone (par-ok'si-ton), a. and n. [< Gr.

irapofwovof, with the acute accent on the penul-
tima, < napa, beside, + ot-vravof, having the ac-
cent on the last syllable: see oxytone.~] I. a.

In Gr. gram., having, or characterized by, an
acute accent on the penultimate syllable. The
epithet paroxytone is sometimes applied to words in Eng-
lish and other languages which do not have the distinc-
tion of acute and circumflex accent as In Greek, In the
sense of accented on the penultimate syllable.

H. n. In in . gram., a word which has an
acute accent on the penultimate syllable.
Not a few paroxytotif* with short ultima, which likewise

end with a middle tone. J. Uadley, Essays, p. 1-3.

paroxytone (par-ok'si-ton), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
paroxytoned, ppr. paroxytoning. [< Gr. irapofv-

rovtlv, put the acute accent on the penultima:
see paroxytone, a.] To write or pronounce with
an acute accent on the penultimate: as, to

paroxytone a word.

paroxytonic (par-ok-si-ton'ik), a. [< parory-
tone, a., + -ic.] Composed of paroxytone words.

As regards the tonic accent and the treatment of the
vowels which come after it, Castlllan may be said to be

essentially n parnxytotiic language.
Eneye. Brit., XXIL 349.

parquet (par-kef), n. and a. [Also parquette;
< F. parquet, an inclosure, inclosed space, as
in a theater, court (bar), etc., a locker, back (of
a mirror), inlaid floor, etc., dim. of pare, an in-
i- Insure, park: see part.] I. n. 1. Properly,
that part of the auditorium of a theater which
extends from the usual station of the musi-
cians, in front of the stage, to the parterre,
which is the part of the floor beneath the gal-
leries; the former pit of an English theater

(pit now being often used in anew sense.equiv-
alent to parterre), or the orchestra of a French
theater. In the United States the word is somewhat
loosely used, being sometimes applied to the entire floor,
sometimes toa section differently bounded from that above
described.

2. In French law: (a) The magistrates who are

charged with the conduct of proceedings in
criminal cases and misdemeanors, (b) The
space in a court-room between the judge's
bench and the seats of the counsel. [French
usage.] 3. That part of the floor of a bourse
which is reserved for the titular stockbrokers.

[French usage.] 4. Stone &s parquetry.
The term parqtiet was originally applied to floors which

were framed in compartments of about three feet square,
each divided into small square or lozenge panels, with the

panels grooved in so as to be flush on the upper surface.
Now the term covers four methods of laying them, and may
Include any desired pattern or number of colored woods.

Art Age, IV. 48.

II. a. Composed of parquetry : as, a parquet
floor.

parquet (par-kef), r. t.; pret. and pp. parquet-
ted, ppr. parquetting. [< F. parqueter, floor, <

parquet, an inlaid floor : see parquet.] To form
or work in parquetry; inlay in wood arranged
in a pattern.
One room parqufttrd with yew, which I llk'd well.

Evelyn, Diary, April 18, 1680.

parquetage (par'ket-aj), n. [< F. parquetage,
flooring, < parqueter, floor, < parquet, an inlaid
floor: seeparquet.'] S&me asparquetry. Fair-
holt.

parqueterie (par-ket-e-re'), n. [F. : see par-
quetry.] Same aspar-"
quetry.

Marqueterle and Par-

qufttrif Library and Draw-
ing-Room Tables.

Alheiurum, No. 3240. p.

[727.

parquetry (par'ket-
ri), . [(F.parquetf-
rie, the making of in-

laid flooring, inlaid

flooring. < parqueter.
floorwith small pieces
of wood fitted toge-
ther: see parquetage. ] A mosaic of woodwork
used for floors, wainscoting, and the like. The

parraqua

pieces are nearly always bounded by straight lines, and
the patterns are simple ; there an nuuijr different ways
of uniting the different pieces and of securing the whole
together. See quotation under pan/vet, 4.

parquette, n. and a. See parquet.
parr, par (pa>)> n. [Prob. so called from the
cross-bars (parr-marks) on its sides : see par 1

.]

1. A young salmon having dark cross-bars and

Parr (Salmo tatar).

spots on the
sides,

not yet ready to go down to

the sea; a brandling. A parr becomes, in the
next stage of growth, a sraolt.

The ruthless pike Intent on war,
The silver eel, and mottled par.

Ode to Ltven-Water (B. Clinker), II. 82. (Dane*.)

"Eachlu resembles Oonachar," said the Glover, "no
more than a salmon resembles a par, though men say they
are the same Ash in a different state."

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxix.

2. By extension, the young of some other fishes,
as the codfish, of corresponding age.
Parra (par'S), . [NL., < L.parro, a barn-owl.]
The typical genus of I'arridse, having the wing
spurred, and naked skin-flaps about the base of
the bill ; the jacanas : synonymous with Jacana.
See cut under jacana.
parrakeet (par'a-ket), n. [Also parakeet, and
paralceeto, paraquito, paraquita; also, after F.,

paroquet, parroquet, paroquet, perroquet, < F.

perroquet, OF. also parroquet = It. parroc-
chetto, perrocchetto, parrucchetto ; < Sp. Pg.
periquito, dim. of Sp. (not Pg.) perico, a par-
rot; appar. lit. 'little Peter,' < Pedro, < L. Pe-

trux, Peter, < Gr. nirpof, Peter, irtrpos, a rock:
see pier, and ct. petrel 1

. Cf. also parrot.] 1. A
parrot; especially, a small parrot; one of many
different birds of the family Paittacidx dis-

tinguished from macaws, cockatoos, lories, and
certain parrots proper. The parrots most frequent-
ly called pnrrakcets are undersized, with comparatively
slender body and long cuneate tail, as those of the genera
Palteornit, Platycfrcus, Pezopnrus, Mflopsittacun, Euphe-
inn, Symphicut, etc., of the Old World, and Conunu of
the New. They are thus distinguished from the larger,

heavy-bodied parrots with short tails, as species of I'rii-

Jss

Ground-parrakeet

inr n* proper. The common parrakeet of the United States
is Conunu carolintngu, green varied with red and yellow.
The commonest parrakeet in India is the rose-ringed,
Pabfomis torquatuf. The rosella or nonpareil parrakeet
is Platucercut eximius, a very beautiful bird, chiefly red
and blue. Nymphicut norxhottandur Is the crested par-
rakeet, or parrakeet-cockatoo. around-parrakeetsareAus-
tralian species of Petopona, as P. Jormonu. Orass-parra-
keets belong to the genus Euphftna. The warbling or
zebra grass-parrakoet Is Mtloptittacu* undulatut. Hang-
Ing-parrakeets are certain lories. (See lory.) Various
loveoirds are often called pamkeets. See the technical
names. See also cuts under Agapmiit, Conunu, coretla,

Euphema, and Melaprittacuf.

I would not give my Paroquet
For all the Doves that ever flew.

Prior, The Dove, st 23.

2. A fish of the genus Crenilabrvn; a parrot-
wrasse.

Some Crenilahri are so brilliant that they are called In

Rome Fapagelli or I'arrakrftt.

Kiehardton, Museum Nat Hist, p. 119.

parral (par'al), n. Same as parrel, 2.

parraqua (par'a-kwft), n. [8. Amer. name of
the bin! called Pnastianus motmot by Gmelin,
and /'. iMirnii/iiH by Latham.] A gnan of the

genus Ortalida. The Texan parraqua is the
chachalaca. See cut under yuan.



par-rational

par-rational (par -rash'on -al), a. [< L. par,

equal, + rationalis, rational.] Equally reason-

able. [Kare.]
I know no difference in these Essentially between Mon-

archies, Aristocracies, or Democracies ; the rule will be

found par-ratioiuUl, say Schoolmen and Pretonans what

they will. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 55.

parrel (par'el), n. If. Same nsparen. 2. The

rope or chain by which the middle of a yard is

fastened to the mast; a breast-rope or breast-

chain. Also parral.
The parrels, lifts, and clue lines soon are gone;
Topp'd and unrigg'd, they down the back stays run.

Falconer, Shipwreck, ii.

3. In arch., a chimney-piece; the ornaments
or dressing of a fireplace Parrel-lashing, the

lashing by which the two eyes of a rope parrel are secured

together.

parrelt, '. t. A variant of parel
1

.

parrel-rope (par'el-rop), . Same as parrel, 2.

parrel-truck (par'el-truk), . Small wooden
balls strung on the jaw-rope of a gaff or the

parrel of a yard to obviate friction in hoist-

ing.

parrhesia (pa-re'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. irappr/oia,

frankness, < napd, beside, -t- pijaif, speech, < freiv,

flow, ipelv, say.] In riwt., frankness or boldness

of speech; reprehension; rebuke.

parrnesy(par'e-si),M. [<NL.^>arrfee?'a.] Same

asparrnesia. lip. Gauden, Tears of the Church,

p. 274.

parricidal (par'i-si-dal), a. [= Pg. parricidal
= It. parricidiale, < L. parricidalis, also parri-

cidialis, < parrieida, a parricide : see parricide
1

.']

1. Of or pertaining to parricide; involving the

crime of murdering a parent.
A war with England would be bold at least, though par-

ricidal. Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

2. Guilty of parricide.
On brothers' and on fathers' empty beds
The killers lay their parricidal heads.

May, tr. of Lucan, vii.

parricide
1
(par'i-sid), n. [Formerly also pari-

cide; < F. parricide = Sp. Pg. It. parrieida, < L.

parrieida, a murderer of one's father or mother,
or of a near relative, or of the chief magistrate
or a free citizen, a murderer, assassin, OL.

paricidas; prob. an assimilated form (with ex-

tended meaning) of *patricida, < pater (pair-),

father, + -ado, < aedere, kill. Of. patricide^.]
1. One who murders his father or mother.

I told him the revenging gods
'Gainst parricidei did all their thunders bend.

Shale., Lear, ii. 1. 48.

Witch ! parricide!
For thou, in taking leave of modesty,
Hast kfll'd thy father, and his honour lost.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 4.

Britain her Safety to your Guidance owns,
That she can sep rate Parricides from Sons.

Prior, Presented to the King (1696).

2. One who murders any ancestor or any one
to whom he owes reverence

; also, in old use,
one who kills his child.

And thus was Solyman murderer and parricide of his own
sonnes : which was in the yeare of our Lord 1552.

Faxe, Martyrs, p. 693.

We most earnestly request your Majesty That deserved
Punishment may be speedily inflicted upon those Parri-

cides, . . . who have not only presum'd to wound our selves

through his sides, but have also dar'd to stab as it were to

the very Heart your Faith of Word and Royal Honour.
Milton, Letters of State, June 28, 1650.

parricide
2
(par'i-sid), n. [< P. parricide = Sp.

Pg. It. parricidio, (. L. parricidium, the murder
of one's father, (.pater, father, + -cidium, < cse-

dere, kill. Cf. JMHTfoMe1.] The murder of a

parent or of one to whom reverence is due.

We hear, our bloody cousins are bestow'd
In England and in Ireland, not confessing
Their cruel parricide. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1. 32.

By the Roman law parricide, or the murder of one's pa-
rents or children, was punished in a much severer manner
than any other kind of homicide.

Blackstone, Com., IV. xiv.

parricidioust (par-i-sid'i-us), a. [< L. parri-
cidium, parricide (seeparricide^),+ -QMS.] Same
as parricidal. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 16.

Parridse (par'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Parra +
-ides.'] A family of charadriomorphic gralla-
torial birds, named from the genus Parra; the

jacanas and their allies. It is characterized by the
extreme development of the toes, and especially of the
claws, which results in a spread of foot enabling the birds
to run with ease over the floating vegetation of the marsh-
es and swamps which they inhabit. Parra or Jacana is

the American representative of the family; Old World
forms are Metopodiits, Hydralector, and Hydrophasianus.
See cuts under Hydrophasianus and jacana.

parritch, parridge, n. Dialectal (Scotch) forms
of porridge.
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parr-marks (piir'marks), . pi The appear-
ance of cross-bars on salmon-fry about two
mouths old. Morris. See cut at parr.

parrock (par'ok), . [< ME. parroJe. < AS.

pearroc, park: see park. Cf. paddock^.] 1.

An inclosure ;
a park ;

a croft or small field.

[Prov. Eng.]
Parrocke, a lytell parke, parquet. Palsgrave.

2f. See the quotation.
When the baylifl or beadle of the Lord held a meeting

to take an account of rents and pannage in the weilds of

Kent, such meeting was called a.parock.
Kenmtt MS. (BaUiwdl.)

parrockt (par'ok), v. t. [< ME. parroken, par-
rokken ; <parrock, n. CLpark, .] To inclose

or shut in
; park.

Paul primus heremita hadde parroked hym-selue,
That no man myghte se hym for muche mos and leues.

Piers Plowman (C), xviii. 18.

parroquet (par'o-ket), n. Same as parrakeet.

parrot (par'ot),' . [Formerly also parrote,

parret, parrat, parat; supposed to be, like F.

pierrot, a sparrow, < F. Perrot, Pierrot, dim. of

Pierre, Peter, < L. Petrus, < Gr. Herpof, Peter, <

^T/>o?, a rock: see pier. Cf. Sp. perico, a par-
rot. >ult. E. parrakeet: see parrakeet. Ct.pet-

rel*-, mag1
, magpie, jack

1
, 10, jackdaw, robin,

etc., names of birds from names of persons.]
1. Any bird of the family Psittacidse or order

Psittaci; a zygodactyl scansorial bird with a

cered and hooked bill. Parrot is the general name
of all such birds, various kinds of them being called

cockatoos, macaws, parrakeets, lories, and by many other

parrotry
And wandring thus certain daies in these unknowen

seas, hunger constrained vs to eate hides, cats and dogs,

mice, rats, parrots, and munkies.
Ilakluyts Voyai/es, III. 473.

Hence 2. A mere repeater of the words or

actions of another Fir-tree parrot. See fir-tree.

(See also sea-parrot.)

parrot (par'ot), v. [< parrot, .] I. trans. To

say or repeat by rote or not understaudingly,
like a parrot; repeat mechanically; also, to

imitate like a parrot.
The verb experience is, to Mr. White, parroting Dean

Alford, altogether objectionable.
F. Ball, False Philol., p. 81.

II. intrans. 1. To chatter as a parrot.

Put you in mind in whose presence you stand ; if you
parrot to me long go to. Chapman,Widow's Tears, v. 6.

2. To repeat, parrot-like, what one has heard
or been taught.

Passages of great musical effect, metrical bravuras, are

absolutely vulgarized by too perpetual a parroting.
De Quiiuey, Style, iii.

parrotbeak (par'ot-bek), . A plant of the

genus Clianthus, especially C. punicew.
parrot-bill (par'ot-bil), n. A form of the mar-

tel-de-fer, similar to the falcon-bill.

parrot-bullfinch (par'ot -bullfinch), n. Any
Asiatic bird of the genus Paradoxornis : so

called from the character of the bill.

parrot-coal (par'ot-kol), . A variety of coal

which crepitates while burning, as cannel-coal.

parrot-crossbill (par'ot-kros'bil), . A kind

of parrot-finch, Loxia pityopsittacus.

paiTOter (par'ot-er), n. One who merely repeats
what has been learned by rote

;
one who servile-

ly adopts the language or opinions of others.

The sons of eminent fathers, who have spared no pains
in their education, so often grow up mere parroters of

what they have learnt, incapable of using their minds ex-

cept in the furrows traced for them.
J. S. Mai, Autobiography, p. 31.

parrot-finch, (par'ot-finch), n. A fringilline
bird of the genus Loxia ; one of the crossbills

called fir-treeparrots. There is something suggestive
of a parrot in the manners of these birds and the way they
handle seeds with their peculiar bills ; one of them, Loxia

pttyopsittacus, is the parrot-crossbill.

parrot-fish (par'ot-fish), n. A name given to

various fishes, principally of the families Labri-

dse and ScaridtBj
on account of their colors or the

shape of their jaws, (a) The species generally of the

Gray Parrot (Psittacus erythacus).

more specific names. When used in a stricter sense, it

usually refers to Old World birds of moderate or rather

large size, of stout build, with strong beak, fleshy tongue,
and short square tail, as in the restricted genus Psittacus,
of which the African P. ei-ythacus, of a gray color with a

bright-red tail, is a characteristic example and one of the

commonest of cage-birds. The natural cries of parrots

are, as a rule, extremely loud and harsh ; but many of the

fleshy-tongued species can be taught to articulate words
and even sentences in a perfectly intelligiblemanner. Most

parrots are expert climbers, and in scrambling about use

the bill as well as the feet, the upper mandible being pecu-

liarly movable. The tongue in some species is also used
as an organ of touch, almost of prehension, objects being
often held and handled between the tip of the tongue and
the hook of the beak. These birds are mostly vegetarian,

feeding upon seeds and especially soft fruits, but some
are carnivorous. Their temper is uncertain, though sev-

eral kinds exhibit the most affectionate and gentle dispo-

sition, at least toward one another. In size and shape
parrots differ greatly, more than is usual among the rep-
resentatives of any one family of birds : some of the small-

est species are no larger than sparrows, as those of the

genus Nasitema, while the great macaws attain a length of

about three feet. Their coloration is equally diversified :

some are black or gray ;
some are snowy-white ; green is

the most characteristic color ; yellow, red, and blue, often

of the most brilliant tone, are very common ;
and many

parrots a^e variegated with all these colors. The sexes

are usually colored alike. Gaudiness of coloration reaches
its extreme in the macaws, while the most beautiful and

dainty tinting is common among the lories, and plain or

somber shades are exceptional throughout the order. Of

parrots of all kinds there are about 350 species, classed in

from 25 to 100 genera according to the views of different

ornithologists. They abound in all tropical countries,
but seldom extend into temperate countries, except Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. In round numbers, the geo-

graphical distribution of parrots is as follows : America is

richest in species, having 150, only one of which occurs
in the United States, though two or three others come
nearly or quite to the Mexican border ; the Moluccas and
Papuan islands have 80 species, Australia 60, and Polynesia
30 ; 25 are African ; and 20 are peculiar to Asia. See also

cuts under cockatoo, Conurtts, corella, Euphema, nuicau;
Melopsittacus, and parrakeet.

I think the best grace of wit will shortly turn into si-

lence, and discourse grow commendable in none only but
parrots. Shak., M. of V., iii. 5. 51.

The Parrot-fish Si-arus squalidus.

family Standee, common in tropical seas, (b) Various spe-
cies of the labroid genus Labrichthys, especially L. psitta-

cula (New Zealand, Tasmania, Australia), (c) Species of

the labroid genus Platygloams, especially P. radiatm, the

blue parrot-fish (Florida), also called Uueflsh and doncella.

See Uvffsh, 5. (d) A blennioid fish, the shanny, Wennirn

pholis (Ireland). () One of certain gymnodonts. See Gym-
nodontes and rabbit-fish.

parrot-flower (par'at-flou'er), n. See herb-lily.

parrot-green (par'ot-gren), . A rather yellow-
ish green of high chroma but somewhat reduced

luminosity, having a rich effect.

parrot-greenfinch (par'ot-gren'
/

finch), n. A
book-name of Psittirostr'a psittacea, a kind of

sunbird inhabiting the Sandwich Islands. See
Psittirostra.

parrotize (par'ot-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. par-

rotized,^fr.pafrotizing. [(parrot + -ize.~\ To

speak as a parrot; become like a parrot. [Rare.]

He that to Parrots speaks must parrotize.
If. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 26.

parrot-lawyer (par'ot-ia'yer), 11. A lawyer who

servilely echoes his clients' opinions. [Rare.]

They have their ban-dogs, corrupt solicitors, parrot-

lawyers, that are their properties and mere trunks, where-

by they inform and plead before justice against justice.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 16.

parrotry (par'ot-ri), . [< parrot + -n/.] The
habit or act of parroting; imitation, as by a

parrot, of words
; especially, servile imitation.

Confessions of sin so rollicking and glib as to denote a

wholly unsubdued natural force within, and avouch them-

selves a mere unprincipled parrotry of sacred utterances.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 182.

Men . . . agreed in forswearing . . . the supine parrot-

ry which had formed so important an ingredient of their

education. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 150.



parrot's-bill

parrot's-bill (par'otH-bil), . A plant of the
geilUS ( 'till tltllllK.

Parrott gun. See </i.
parrot-weed (par'ot-wed), n. The plant //'.<-

m/i/i/ friili-sri-im of tropical America. [West
Indies.]

parrot-Wrasse (par'ot-ras), . A labroid par-
rot-fish : so called from the. parrot-like beak and
K.-iudy c(il(ir;itiou.

parry (par'i), .; pi. /Hii-rii'x (-iz). [Fonnerly
/Hirree; < OF. /Hirer, pri']iaration, ceremony, pa-
rade (= II . /Miriitu, f., a defense), < ML. parata,
preparation, parade, fern, of L. paratus, pp. of
/HI i-ii n; prepare, get ready, ML. ward off, guard,
defend, etc.: see pare*. Ct. parade.] 1. Ade-
I'msivc movement in fencing.
He waa met by an irreproachable parry, but there was

no riposte. Fenciny (Badminton Library), p. 'ft.

2. A fencing-bout; hence, a brilliant attack
and defense of any kind.

Mr. fleorge Jeflerlos and one of the prisoner's witnesses
had a parree of wit,

Itoyer North, Examen, p. 589. (Daviet.)

parry (par'i), v.
; pret. and pp. parrifd, ppr.

I'lin-i/iiii/. [<,<,;!/, .
| I. frOM 1. To turn

aside
; ward off : as, to parry a thrust or a blow,

or an inquisitive question.
He lifts his shield, md parries with his steel
The strokes he sees the adverse weapon deal.

Hook, tr. of Arlosto's Orlando Kurinwi, xlv.

The evil you contend with has taken alarming propor-
tions, and you still content yourself with parrying the
blows it aims, but, as if enchanted, abstain from striking
at the cause. JSmemun, Amer. Civilization.

2. To avoid; evade.
Bigotry . . .

Mighty to parry and push by God's word
With senseless noise. Cowper, Hope, 1. 859.

The French government has parried the payment of our
claims. Everett.

II. intrans. To act on the defensive, as in

warding off a thrust or an argument; fence.

Parry, villain, traitor !

What doost thou with that dagge?
Ueywood, If you Know not me, ii.

With learned Skill, now push, now parry,
From Darii to Bocardo vary. Prior, Alma, lii.

If we cannot parry, ... we can strike ; If we cannot
keep our own lands from being ravaged, we can ravage
the lands of the enemy. Irving, Granada, p. 75.

The strongest of the two duellists . . . bore down upon
his adversary with a terrific onslaught, forcing him to
"break

"
and pan-y wildly.

OrmriUe Murray, Member from Paris, I. 215.

pars (piirz), n.; pi. paries (par'tez). [L., a part :

see part."] In anat.. a part Pars chordalis, the
vertebral or occipitosphenoidal part of the base of the
cranium, the portion originally occupied by the chorda
dorsalis, extending as far forward as the sella turcica,
Pars ciliaris retinae. Same as preretina. Pars Inter-
media, a part of the clitoris considered homologous with
a part of the corpus spongiosum of the penis. Pars In-
termedia Wrlsbergli, the Intermediate part of the facial
nerve. Pars mastoldea, the mastoid part of the tem-
poral bone. Pars papillaris cutls, the more superficial
and compact part or the corium. Para petrosa, the pe-
trous part of the temporal bone. Pars pfana.thr smooth
surface of the lateral mass of the ethmoid bone, which
forms a great part of the inner wall of the orbit of the eye.

Pars postrolandica, the part of the cerebrum behind
the posterior central gyrus. Pars prserolandica, the
part of the brain in front of the anterior central gyrus
Pars reticularis cutls, the deeper part of the corium.
Pars rolandica, the anterior and posterior central gyri
of the cerebrum taken together. Pars squamosa, the
sqnamous part of the temporal bone. Pars tympanica,
that part of the temporal bone which is formed from the
tympanic ring of the fetus.

parse 1
(pars), v. t.; pret. and pp. parsed, ppr.

pursing. [Formerlyalsoperse, per.e; (li.pars,
part: see part. To parse is to tell "qua pars
iii-iitionitt,'vfh&t part of speech' (a word is);
and the verb seems to have arisen from the in-

terrogation ''parsf'i. e. "quxparsorationinT"
used by schoolmasters.] In gram., to describe

grammatically by telling the part of speech of,
as a word, or of each word in, as a sentence, de-

fining and describing its grammatical form, and
showing its relation to the other words in the
sentence

; resolve, as a sentence, into its gram-
matical parts: as, to parse a line in Virgil.
Let the childe, by and by, both Construe and pane It

oner againe. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 26.

I question much whether they were not better speake
plainer English then such Latine as the Angels can nard-
ly construe, and God happily loves not to perse.

N. Ward, Simple Cooler, p. 59.

Let scholars be employed . . . dally In reducing the
words to their original, or theme, to the first case of
mums, or first tense of verbs, and giving an account of
their formations and changes, their syntax and dependen-
cies, which is called parting.

Watt*, Improvement of Mind, I. vll. 6.

parse-t, ''. > An obsolete form of pierce. Pil-

kiii!il,i'.t ll'orl;,-; p. 273. (Hatliicell.)
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Parsee, Pars! (piir'se). n. and a. [Hind. I'arsi
= Ar. /'</;,.,/, < Porn. 1'tlrxi, a Persian. < I'm-x

O AT. Far.*), 1'ersiu: see Persian.
} I. //. One of

the descendants of those Persians who settle*!

in India about the end of the seventh ami tin-

beginning of the eighth century in order to .--

cape Mohammedan persecution, mid who still

retain their ancient religion, now railed Zoro-
natriiinism. See (lui/n / .

Et. . Of or relating to the Parsees or their
doctrines or customs.
Parseeism (par'se-izm), . [< Parsee + -ism.]
The religion and customs of the Parsees. See
Zoroastrianism.

parser (par'ser), n. [<pare1 + -!.] One who
parses,

Parsi. . and a. See Parsee.

parsil (piir'sil), n. An obsolete or dialectal
form of parsley. Hallitrell.

parsimonious (par-si-mo'ni-us), a. [Formerly
also imrrimonious; < F. parcimonieux = Pg. par-
I'iiniiiiioxii, < ML. "parsimoniosus, < L. pariin<>-
/"-'. parsimony: see parsimony.] Character-
ized by parsimony in practice or disposition ;

very sparing in expenditure ; frugal to excess ;

stinting; niggardly.
First crept

The parrimoniotu emmet, provident
Of future. Milton, P. L, viL 486.

Rublnelll's voice was full, majestic, and steady, and, be-
sides the accuracy of his intonations, ... he was parri-
moniota and Judicious In his graces.

Dr. Burney, Hist. Music, IV. 631.

Extraordinary funds for one campaign may spare us the

expense of many years, whereas a long parsimonious war
will drain us of more men and money. Addixm.
= 8yn. Miserly, Niggardly, etc. See penurious,

parsimoniously (par-si-mo'ni-us-li), adv. In a
parsimonious or saving manner ; sparingly,
parsimoniousness (par-si-mo'ni-us-nes), n. The
state or character of being parsimonious, spar-
ing, or stinting.

parsimony (piir'si-mo-ni), . [Formerly also

parcimony ; < OF. parsimonie, F. parcimonie =
Sp. It. parsimonia = Pg. parcimonia, parsimo-
>iia, < L. parximonia, parcimonia, gparingness,
frugality, < parcere, be sparing.] Sparingness
in the use or expenditure of means; most
commonly, excessive or unnecessary economy;
stinginess ; niggardliness.
The ways to enrich are many . . . parsimony is one of

the best, and yet Is not Innocent, for It wlthholdeth men
from works of liberality and charity. Bacon, Riches.

Parsimony, and not Industry. Is the Immediate cause of
the Increase of capital ; Industry, indeed, provides the sub-
ject which parsimony accumulates ; but whatever Industry
might acquire, if parsimony did not save and store up, the
capital would never be the greater.

.t(/i/i Umith, Wealth of Nations, II. :t.

This spirit of economy was carried so far as to bring on
him the reproach of parsimony.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 24.

Law of parsimony. See lawl. = Syn. Stinginess, nig-
gardliness, penuriousnesa. See penuriout.

parsing (piir'sing),
n. [Verbal n. of parse1

, r.]
The art or practice of describing grammatical-
ly the words in a sentence.

parsley (piirs'H), n. [Formerly also parsly,
parsefy, persely, dial, parsil; < ME. parcelye,
persely, persley, parcely, percyly, persili, persile,

persil, parcelie, percyle, percyll, parsil, etc., <
OF. persil, peresil, pierresill, pierre essil, pierre-
cin, percin, persin, etc., F. persil = Sp.pereril,
now perejil = Pg. perrexil = It. petrosello, pe-
trosillo, petrosellino, petrosemolo, preszemolo =
AS. pftersilium, petersilige, petersilie = MD. pe-
terselie, D'.neterseli = MLG. pftersilie, pettercil-

lige = OHG. pedersilli, petrasile, MHO. G. peter-
silie = Dan. petersilie, also perxille = Sw. per-
sifja (< F.), < L. petruselinum, ML. also petro-
nelinon, petrosillum, petrisellum, parsley, < Gr.

ircTpoaftuimi, rock-parsley, < irirpos. rock, + ae-

X/vov,akindof parsley : see celery. ] A biennial

garden-herb, Carum Petroselinum (Petroselinum
sativum), a native of the eastern Mediterranean
region, now widely cultivated and sometimes
running wild. Its aromatic leaves are used to flavor

soups and other dishes
;
and for garnishing it Is a great

favorite on account of its much-divided, finely cut, and
crisped leaves, which, however, in the wild plant are

plain. In the Nemean games the victors' crowns were
of parsley. A variety, the Hamburg parsley, is grown for
its large root, which Is used In soups, etc., or as a sepa-
rate dish. Parsley yields the drug aplol. Parsley-leaves
are often chewed to neutralize the scent of onions. The
parsley-plant is dangerously mimicked by the fool'i-pan-
ley. See below.

Quinces 4 peris Clryppe with parcrly rotes rijt so bygynn
your mele. Babeet Book (E. E. T. 8.\ p. 172.

Her glorious head is compast with a Crown,
Not made of Olive, Pine, or Lawrell bough.
Nor /'unify Wreath, which Grecians did allow
Tlf Olympian games for signals of renown.
Sytcetttr, tr. of l)u Bartas's Triumph of Faith, 1. 11.

parson
I knew a wench married In an afternoon as she went to

the garden tar parsley to stuff a rabKit

.v/,,,/., T. .,[ Hi,- s., Iv. 4. 101.

Asa-parsley +, an old name of some umbelliferous plant,
IM rlniiiHthesanieas/<*>{'*.}Mimb'i/. Bastard parsley,the
iimbeillferoiiH geium Caucalut. - Black parsley, a nrub-
by plant, Thapsia (Jlelanoselinum) deetpiem. of Madeira,
with simple stem mill umbrella-like crown of fine foliage,
three or four feet in diameter. Corn-parsley grain-
neld weed, Carum(PitnttUititm'>ityttum,utt]>Kn\,i World.
Cow-parsley. Same **eow-e*rrdl. -

Fool's-parsley,
a feiiil p<iisonous tiiubelllfer, Mh\un Cynapium, with the
aspect of the common parsley, but without the curled
leaves of Its usual cultivated forms, and having long
hanging Involncels. It Is an old World plant sparingly
naturalized In the eastern United States. Oil Of pars-
ley, see M. Square parsley, Cartm (Ptydtotit) he-

leruphi/Uuin, of Switzerland, etc. (See also bur-parsley,
hedtje-parsley, hemlock-parsley, horse-parsley, etc.)

parsley-camphor (piirs'U-kam'for), n. Same
as aiiinl.

parsley-fern ( pars 'li- fern), n. A European
fern, Cryptoaramme crispu (AUoHonts crixjius) ;

the roek-brake.

parsley-haw(piirN'li-ha),. A small tree, Cra-
i;i'iiiiH iiiiiifolia, of the southern United States:
so called on account of its pinnately lobed and
sharply toothed leaves.

parsley-piert (pars'li-pert), n. [Also parsley-
pert, accom. form, of F. perce-pierre, 'pieree-
stone': MO pierce andjrier.] A rosaceous herb,
Alchemilla arvensis, of the northern parts of the
Old World, introduced in Virginia. It Is only two
or three Inches high, often less, lias orbicular leaves much
divided and cut, and minute green flowers in little beads
In the leaf-axils, half Inclosed by the leafy stipules. Also
called breakstone.

parsling (pars'ling), n. Xaut., same as parcel-
ing.

parsnip (pars'nip), u. [Formerly also parsnep,
pargeniji.pasnfp; < ME. parsenip, pasneep, pas-
ncpe, < OF. pastenaque, also pastenade, paste-
naille, pagtentigue, F. pastenade, panais = Pr.

pastenaga, pastenagla = Sp. Pg. It. pastinaca= D. pastinak, pasternak = MLG. paslernake,
\jQ.palsternak = OHG. pastinaga, pastinac,
MHG. pasteney, MHG. G. pastinake, pasternak= Dan. pastinak = Sw. palstcrnacka, < L. pas-
tinaca, a parsnip, < pastinum, a kind of two-
forked dibble : see pastine. The termination
has been appar. influenced by that of turnip.]A biennial plant, Peucedanum (Pastinaca) sa-

tivum, native through temperate Europe and
part of Asia, and widely cultivated in gardens,
thence again running wild. It Is an erect plant with
pinnate leaves and bright-yellow flowers, having a tap-root
which in the wild plant Is hard and Inedible, even some-
what poisonous, but under culture becomes fleshy, palata-
ble, and nutritious, and has been used as food from ancient
times. It contains sugar, and a wine Is made from It. and
with hops a kind of beer. It is a valuable fodder-plant,
surpassing the carrot in milk-producing quality. Varieties
of the

parsnip
are the common or Dutch, the hollow-

crowned or cup, the Guernsey, the round or turnip, and
the student ; the hist was developed directly from the wild
parsnip In experimental cultivation.

And onyons forto sowe eke tyme is atte,
J'ftKitrrji, and origon, and Tyme Is throwe
In moolde.

Palladius, Huslwndrle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 192.

Rough parsnip, Opopanaz Chironitim. Victorian
parsnip, the Australian plant Trachymrae A usfru/u. (See
also meadotr-parsnip, sea-parsnip, tnter-partnip.)

parsnip-chervil (pa'rs'nip-cher'vil), w. An es-
culent herb, ('htrrophyltum bulbosum, of middle
Europe and western Asia. The root is palat-
able and very rich in starch.

parson (piir'sn), . [< ME. parson, parsone,
persone, persoun, jtersun, < OF. persone (F. per-
sonne), <ML.persona, a person, curate, parson,
< L. persona, a person : see persoti. The par-
son is the persona ecclesiee, or representative of
the church. The forms parson and person are
related as clark and clerk.] If. A person.
This yere (xxl. Hen. VII.] a grete tyre happenyd In

London, betwene the Costume House and Bellnges Qate,
that dyd grete hurte, and dyuers panonet were brent

Arnold's Chronicle (1502), p. xlii.

2. The person in holy orders who has the charge
or cure of souls in a parish ; the incumbent of
a parochial benefice. Four requisites are necessary
to constitute a parson In England, namely holy orders,
presentation, institution, and Induction.

Sometimes conies she [Mali] with a tithe-pig's tall,
Tickling a parmn's nose ss a' lies asleep,
Then dreams he of another beneflce.

Shale., R. and J., I. 4. SO.

He Is called parson, persona, because by his person the
church, which is an invisible body, is represented : and
he Is in himself a body corporate, in order to protect and
defend the rights of the church which he personates.

Blackstone, Com., I. xi.

3. A clergyman in general; a man licensed to

preach : often used colloquially, or with a touch
of contempt: as, a fox-hunting parson.



parson
\nd what 's a bishop? A bishop's a parson dressed up,

who sits in the House of Lords to help and throw out Ke-

form Bills. George Elwt, Felix Holt, xxx.

Herbert of Bosham, . . . the squire parson of the time,

also a careful and admiring biographer.

Stuobs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 146.

4. A tiny finch of Brazil, Spermophila minuta.

5 The parson-bird or poe-bird Gray-coat

parson, an impropriator ;
the tenant in anEnglish parish

whohiresthe tithes //.><;.- Isle ofWignt parson,
the cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo : so called in Hants. C.

Swainson. Journeyman parson. See journeyman.
-

Marvland parsont, in colonial times, a dissolute or dis-

reputable clergyman.- Parson and clerk, a children s

game, played with burnt paper, in which the lingering

sparks are supposed to represent persons.

So when a child, as playful children use,

Has burnt to tinder a stale last year's news,

The flame extinct, he views the roving fire

There goes my lady, and there goes the squire ;

There goes the parson, oh illustrious spark !

And there, scarce less illustrious, goes the clerk!

Cowper, On Names of Little Note in Biog. Brit.

Parson imparsonnee, a rector who is installed in a

church, whether it be representative or impropnate.
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parsonic (par-son'ik), a. [< parson + -ic.] Of

or pertaining to a parson or his office ;
char-

acteristic of parsons ;
suited to or in keeping

with the position or duties of a parson ;
cleri-

cal : as, parsonic pretensions.
An extremely comfortable Prebendal house . . . looks

to the south, and is perfectly snug and parsonic.

Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

His manners I think you said are not to your taste?

priggish and parsonic?
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvii.

Until he [Charles Kingsley] shakes off this porsomchabit
[of preaching] he will not be able to create truly human
characters.

'

George Eliot, Westminster Rev.

Langham, whether he liked it or no, had to face the par-

sonic breakfast and the parsonic day.
Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, II. xii.

parsonical (par-son'i-kal), a. [(parsonic + -af.]

Same &,& parsonic.

parsonically (par-son'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a parson. Chesterfield. [Rare.]

parson-in-the-pulpit (par'sn-in-the-pul'pit), n.

The wake-robin 01 Europe. See Arum, 1, and

"Pope's nose."Parson's weelt, the period from Mon-

day to the Saturday following (both days included).

Get my duty done for a Sunday, so that I may be out a

Parson'sweek. ..... -
14 . (Come*.)

parsonage (par'son-aj;, n. IA lvlE - parsonage,
OF. personage, personnage, parsonnaige, F. per-

sonnage, < ML. personaticum (also, after OF.,per-

sonagium), a church benefice, < persona, a par-
son: see parson. Cf. personage. ] 1. A rectory

endowed with a house, glebe, lands, tithes,

etc., for the maintenance of the incumbent;
the benefice of a parish.
I fynde payne for the pope and prouendre for his palfrey,

And I hadde neuere of hym, haue god my treuthe,

Neither prouendre ne parsonage sut of the >' *

n.. Plowma,

These are the scandalous clamours of their invincible

ignorance, who, as many of the Jews did Christ, follow the

gospel only for their bellies ; they consider not in whose

hands abbeys, and monasteries, and the best parsonages are.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 461.

2. The mansion or dwelling-house of a parson
or clergyman. Also called a parsonage house.

Here hath Master Whitaker chosen his Parsonage, im-

pailed a faire framed Parsonage, and one hundred acres

called Rocke hall.

In the centre of the village stood a handsome white

church, with a clock-tower, and near it the parsonage and

school-house. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 190.

3. Money paid for the support of a parson.

[Scotch.]
What have I been paying stipend and teind, parsonage

and vicarage, for? Scott.

parson-bird (piir'sn-berd), n. The poe-bird,

Parson-bird (Prostttcmadira itffVSS-etlaHdia).

Prosthemadera novie-zelandise. Also called par-
son and tui.

parsoned (par'snd), a. [< parson + -ed2 .] 1.

Furnished with a parson or parsons : as, a par-
soned parish. 2. Done by or in the manner of

a parson. [Rare.]
Ye deaf to truth ! peruse this parson'd page.

Young, Night Thoughts, iv.

Married and parsoned, duly and legally married ; mar-
ried with all the customary rites,

parsonert, n. A Middle English form of par-
cener.

parsonet (par'son-et), n. [< parson + -et.] A
little parson; nence, humorously, a parson's
child. [Bare.]

The Parson dearly lov'd his darling pets,

Sweet, little, ruddy, ragged Parsonets.

Colman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 132.

parson-gull (par' sn-gul),M. The black-backed

gull, Larus marimis : so called from the color-

ation. [Local, British.]

parsonish (par'son-ish), a. [< parson + -*.

Relating to or like a parson,

parsonize (par'son-iz), v.; pret. and pp. parson-

ized, ppr. parsoriizing. [< parson + -ize.~\ I.

intrans. To usurp the functions or put on the

airs of a parson ; play the parson.
II. trans. To convert into parsons ; tinge or

imbue with parsonic notions.

The Bishop of Rochester in England . . . the other day,

in a pastoral, expressed the hope that lay evangelists will

not "presently become parsomzed."
The Congregationalist, June 21, 1880.

[Rare in both uses.]

Parsonsia (piir-son'zi-a), n. [NL. (R. Brown,

1808-10), named after Dr. John Parsons of

Scotland, who wrote in 1752 on the fertiliza-

petalous order Apocynaceee and the tribe Echiti-

deee, type of the subtribe Parsongieee, and known

by the slightly convolute corolla, the slender

and often twisted filaments, and the twining

shrubby habit. There are about 12 species, natives

of tropical Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. They are

smoothish vines, with opposite leaves, and terminal or axil-

lary cymes of small whitish flowers, followed by cylindri-

cal pod-like follicles. Several species are cultivated in

greenhouses, as the kai-ku.

parsouret, n. A Middle English form of piercer.

part (part), n. [Sc.jHMrt; < ME. part, paart,

parte, perte, < OF. part, F. part = Sp. Pg. It.

parte = AS. part = OFries. part = D. MLG.

part= MHG. parte, part, G. part = Icel. partr
= Sw. Dan. part, ( L. pars (part-), part, piece,

portion, share, side, party, faction, part or

role, character, part or lot, portion, fate, task,

lesson, also part or member, etc.
;
akin topor-

tio(n-), a portion, part (> E. portion), parare,
make ready, prepare (>E. pare*-, parade, etc.),

and to Gr. 'nopeiv, aor. iiropov, perf. pass, viirpu-

fiai, furnish, present, give, allot, fate, Kopaweiv,

offer, present, prepare, provide. From the L.

pars (part-) are also ult. part, v., partial, parti-

tion, partitive, party
1

, party*, participle, par-

ticipate, etc., apartment, compartment, depart,

department, impart, bipartite, tripartite, etc.,

parse
1

, parcel, parcener, partner, etc.] 1. A
separate division, fraction, or fragment of a

whole ;
a section or division

;
a piece : as, a

part of the money; apart of the true cross.

I in thy abundance am sufficed,

And by a port of all thy glory live.

Shak., Sonnets, xxxvii.

2. A division of a thing not separated in reality,

but considered or mentioned by itself: as, the

younger part of the community.
But at all insolent and vnwoonted paries of a mans be-

hauiourwe find many times cause to mislike or to be mis-

trustfull. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 241.

And Moses brought fortn the people out of the camp to

meet with God ; and they stood at the nether port of the

mount. Ex. xix. 17.

Those who had formerly attacked [the church of Rome]
. . . had questioned only apart of her doctrines. A school

was now growing up which rejected the whole.

Macaulay, Von Ranke.

I've been here the better port of my life.

S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 18.

3. In math., an exact divisor: as, three is the

fourth part of twelve : the opposite of multiple,

though divisor is the preferable correlative;
an equal constituent portion ;

one of several or

many equal quantities into which a thing may
be divided

part

A thought which, quarter'd, hath but one part wisdom

And ever three ports coward. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 43.

But when the fourth part of the day was gone,
Then Enid was aware of three tall knights
On horseback, wholly arm'd, behind a rock.

Tennyson, Geraint.

4. An organic or essential element ;
a constitu-

ent division of a whole; a member; an organ:

as, avital^art; the hinder parts of an animal.

The whole body fitly joined together and compacted by
that which every joint supplieth, according to the effec-

tual working in the measure of every part. Eph. iv. 16.

His hands still moved,
As if he laboured yet to grasp the state

With those rebellious parts.
B. Jonson, Catiline, v. 6.

I fear I shall begin to grow in love

With my dear self, and my most prosperous parts,

They do so spring and burgeon.
B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

5. In nutsic: (a) One of the voices or instru-

ments involved in the production of a concert-

ed piece or passage. (6) The melody or suc-

cession of tones intended for one of the voices

or instruments in a harmonic or concerted

piece ;
a voice-part, (c) The written or print-

ed score which a single performer uses in the

performance of concerted music : as, a horn

part; to write out in parts. All harmonic music

ge schule haue 3oure licour by an hundrid part bettir

gilt than je had tofore with the floreyn.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 7.

more voice-parts or independent/ MM n"u' ......... . w

simultaneously combined. Except in the case of music

written for a keyboard-instrument, like the pianoforte or

the organ (and frequently there also), a composition is

largely analyzed with reference to the skill and correct-

ness with which the parts are combined with one another.

See part-writing.

6. Individual share
; portion ; moiety.

They [the Moluccans] haue their publike meetings and

Bankets in their Temples very often, euery one bringing
his port of the cheere. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 539.

Let me bear

My port of danger with an equal share.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x. 50.

7. Interest; concern; share.

In heavenly mercies hast thou not apart f

Spenser, F. Q., I. Ix. 53.

We have no port in David, neither have we inheritance

in the son of Jesse. 2 Sam. rx. 1.

A faithful brother I have left,

My part in him thou It share !

Burns, Farewell.

8. Share of action or influence ;
allotted duty ;

function, office, or business : as, to take an ac-

tive part in public affairs.

Syr Anasore the knyght, And ser Darell,

And All the toder knyghtez euerychone,
Eche for his parte quyte hym self full wele.

Generydes(K E. T. S.), 1. 3013.

It is the part of the lyric poet to abandon himself with-

out reserve to his own emotions. Macaulay, Milton.

9. The character assigned to an actor in a play
or other like performance; a r61e; also, the

words spoken by an actor in such a character.

Kever did Cozenage with more lovely art,

Or face more honest, act a fouler part.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 178.

And then the justice,

In fair round belly with good capon lined,

With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,

Full of wise saws and modern instances,
And so he plays his port.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 157.

Ix> Yates ! Without the least finesse of art

He gets applause I wish he'd get his part.
Churchill, Rosciad.

10. Share of ability, mental endowment, or ac-

quirement; in the plural, abilities; powers;
faculties; talents; accomplishments.
A Man of many good Parts, and worthy enough of his

Prince's Favour, if with that Favour he had not grown

proud. Baker, Chronicles, p. 145.

Natural parts and good judgment rule the world.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 11. 4.

Men who get into the pulpit rather to show their part*

than convince us of the truth of what they deliver.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

1 1 . Side or party, or the cause or interest repre-

sented by one side or party ;
cause : as, to take

one's part; for my part, I object.

Arcite, and eek the hundred of his parte.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1724.

Were there but three men to tak mypoirt,
Yon King's coming full deir suld be !

Sang of Uie Outlaw Murray (Child's Ballads, VI. 28).

Then gan the part of Chalengers anew
To range the field, and victorlike to raine,

That none against them battell durst maintaine.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 25.

Onelie for my awn part I will avoid al novelties, and
content my self with the letteres quhilk we have in use.

A. Hume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

A brand ! preserved to warm some prince's heart,

And make whole kingdoms take her brother's part.

Waller, To my Lady Morton.



part

12. Kpgion ; quarter; place; spot.
Now t hi fume shall go fur ami thee furse holdyn,
And all prouyns ami i-rtr* thi pes shall desyre.

Uestntctinn uf Trny (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 217.

She sits at home
l.ikr :i _M r:it i[ll( rn. lllld HCIlilK lijln forth to fetch in

Her tritiute from n\\ imrt*.
Beau. and fl., Knight of Malta, ill. 2.

13t. State; condition; plight.
Ami yf ye llstu to hauu kuowellche of my part,
1 inn in lirl |lie;iltli|, K<! thanked mote be be,
As of body. Political Paeuut, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 40.

"
If thu," quod he, "had done after my rede,

Tim sliiil.li-st not now hnue ben in this parte."
Oeneri/des (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3818.

14f. Act; action; conduct.
Kind him, my Lord of Warwick, chide him hither,
This part of his conjoins with my disease.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 64.

Among other the mad parti of Xerxes, It is reported
that hee fell in loue with a Plane Tree In Lydia.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 356.

15. [<.part,r.] The parting of the hair. [U.H.]
Art and part. Heeartu. Bairns' part ofgear. Same

us le.:jitiine. Charging part. See charge. Concertante
parts. See concertantf. Conductor's part. See eon-
auctor. Copulation Of parts. Sec amdalinn. Dead
man's part. Same as dead'g-part. Essential part,
matter or form as a part of the entelechy. Extreme
parts. Seeejtfreme. Formal part. See formal. For
my (his, her, etc.) part, so far an concerns me (him, etc.).
See defs. 8 and 11.

/''.- my part, I confess, madam, wit loses its respect with
me when I see it In company with malice.

sin rnl<n\. School for Scandal, i. 1.

For the most part. See most. Free, given. Inner
part. See the adjectives. Heterogeneous part, a part
different in kind from another joined with it to make np
a whole. Homogeneous parts, like parts which go to
make np a whole. In good part, in a friendly manner ;

favorably; graciously.

I'uf. The winter managers were a little sore, I believe.

Daiujle. No ; I believe they took it all in goad part.
Sheridan, The Critic, i. 2.

In 111 part, with displeasure ; unfavorably. In part. In
'

some degree ; to some extent ; partly.

Moved by choice
; or, If constrained in part,

Yet -nil with Nature's freedom at the heart
Wordsworth, Departure from Grasmere.

Integrant or mathematical part, a part lying outtide
of another part in space. Inversion Of parts. See in-

version Logical part*, meridional parts, middle
part. See the adjectives. Napier's circular parts.
See circular. Part and parcel, an essential part.

Every man, woman, and child was constantly taught
by every fireside, to feel that he or she was part and pared
of a great new movement in human progress.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 329.

Fart and pertinent, in Scoti law, a phrase used in char-
ters and dispositions to cover appurtenances and appen-
dages. Thus, lands are disponed with parts and perti-
/ /it* : and that expression may carry various rights and
servitudes connected with the lands, such as a seat in a

parish church. See pertinent. Part of speech, in gram.,
a word viewed as a constituent part or member of a sen-

tence, having a certain part to contribute to its complete-
ness ; a word as member of a class having one limited and
definable office in speech or in the practical use of lan<

guage, as a noun, a verb, an adverb, and soon, Seeporaei.
Perfection of parts, see perfection. Potential part

(of a virtueX a secondary virtue adjuvant to the other.

Principal part, (a) A part which, being removed, not

merely mutilates, but destroys the whole. (6) In pram.,
one of certain leading parts of a verb-system, from which,
when given, the rest can be Inferred. Subjective part.
Same as logical part. See extovrion, 5. TO take part
in, to participate in ; have a share or assist in : as, to take

part in a celebration. To take part with, to side with ;

join forces with.

The Mahometans, when they enterprized the conquest
of Egypt, ''."// part irith the Coptis, who were glad to see
the Greeks destroy'd.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 244.

Total part, a part In which the whole is Implied. = Syn.
Part, Piece. Section, Portion, Share, Division. Part is the

general word for that which is less than the whole : as.

the whole is equal to the sum of all its parts. Piece is

a part taken from a whole : as, a piece of meat ; the dish
was broken or the tree was torn to piece. Section is a part
cut olf, or viewed as cut off, from the rest : as, a section of

land, of the party. Portion is often used in a stilted way
where part would he simpler and better ; portion has always
some suggestion of allotment or assignment : as, this is my
purtiftn ; a portion of Scripture ;

"
Father, give me the por-

ti'inot goods that falleth to me "
(Luke \ v. 12). Shan is still

more suggestive of the person connected with the matter :

as, his xhare in the work ; his portion of his father's estate
was $100,000, and he insisted upon receiving his share nt

once. A division is one of two or more part* made by de-

sign, the parts still remaining connected : as, a division of

an army or a fleet, of a subject, of a country. See particle.
10. Abilities, Q\fts, Talent*, etc. See genius.

part (piirt), ' [< ME. parten, perten, < OF.
/Hii-tir, F. partir = Sp. Pg. partir = It. partire,*
L. partiri, partire, divide, part, < pars (part-),

part: see
part,

H. Cf. ttrpart, impart.'} 1. trans.

1. To divide; separate or break into parts or

pieces; sever.
Thou shalt part it in pieces, and pour oil thereon.

Ler. ii. 6.

I'nini', make htm stand upon this molehill here,
That raught at mountains with outstretched arms,
Vet parted but the shadow with his hand.

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 68.
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2. To divide into shares ;
distribute in parts.

And thanked (lod that he myght ban hire si,

That no wlghte his blisse parten ihal.

Chaucer, Men-haul's Tale, 1. 388.

30 saye as youre selffe has sene,
Tlier-fure array gou all on rawe,
11; selfe tchall parte itt gou be-twene.

York Plays, p. 233.

Nor could I weary, heart or limb.
When mighty Love would cleave in twain
The lading of a single pain,

And part It, giving half to him.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxv.

3. To cause to separate ; cause to go different

ways; separate; sunder.
The Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught but death

part thee and me. Ruth L 17.

Hence good and evil mixed, bat man has skill

And power to part them, when he feels the will

Crabbe, Works, I. 86.

That morn that parted me and bliss.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 113.

4. Specifically, to comb (the hair) away from
a dividing line or parting; arrange (the hair) by
dividing it more or less symmetrically.

Smoothly kernhe his halre,
And part It both wales, to appeare more faire.

Ueywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 206).

Hyacinthine locks
Round from his parted forelock manly hung
Clustering. MOton, P. I.., Iv. 302.

5. To draw or hold apart; separate by inter-

vening: as, to part combatants.
The kyng of kynggez partyd them twayn.
Be cause they shuld noo debate begynne certeyn.

Oenerydes (K. E. T. S.), L 2298.

Part them ; they are incensed. Shot., Hamlet, v. 2. 814.

Our three houses stood pretty near one another ; his
via parted from mine by a river.

Swift, Story of an Injured Lady.

6. \iint.
,
to break or rend

; suffer the breaking
of: as, the ship parted her cable. 7t. Toleave;
quit ; depart from.

Since presently your souls must part your bodies.

Shot., Rich. II., ill. 1. 3.

It 's time the dead should part the quick ;

Mnrjorie, I must be gane.
William and Marjorie (Child's Ballads, II. 160).

St. To mix
; mingle.

With the queene whan that he hadde sete,
And spices parted, and the wyne agoon,
Unto his chambre was he lad anoon.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1110.

To part a line or a warp. See Kn2. To part com-
pany, to separate : go different ways. =8yn. 1. To sever,
dissever, sunder, dismember, tear asunder, disjoin, discon-
nect disunite.

n. intrans. 1. To become separated or de-

tached; stand, fall, or move apart; separate;
divide : as, her lips parted; our routes parted.

Make . . . thy knotted and combined locks to part,
And each particular hair to stand on end.

Shot., Hamlet, L 5. 18.

So parted they ; the angel np to heaven
From the thick shade, and Adam to his bower.

Milton, P. L, viii. 652.

The sun's . . . rays of rapid light
Parted around the chariot's swifter course.

Shelley, Queen Mab, i.

2. To break
; give way ;

become rent, severed,
or detached: as, the cable parted. 3. To let

go; relinquish; give up: with withorfrom: as,

the miser will not part with his money.
We never forc'd him to part with his conscience, but ft

was hee that would have forc'd us to part with ours.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, xi.

For I, that . . . shielded all her life from harm,
At last must part with her to thee.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

4. To go away; depart; set out; leave; retire:

with from or with, to take leave of; bid fare-

well to.

Now In peace my soul shall part to heaven,
Since I have set my friends at peace on earth.

Shot., Rich. III., it. 1. 5.

(The storm) begane in y>- southeast, and parted toward

y> south & east, and vered sundry ways.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 338.

A little after you had parted with him,
He suddenly dropt dead of heart-disease.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

5. To take part or have a share; share; partake.
A trewe man, withouten drede,

Hath nat to parten with a theves dede.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 466.

Part with thy felaw. for that is cnrtesie.

Babees Boot (E. E. T. S.X p. 28.

My lord, d'ye think your nephew here, your Troylo,
Parti in your spirit as freely as your blood

Ford, Fancies, v. 1.

To part from an anchor (naut.\ to break loose from an
anchor by parting the cable : said of a vessel.

part (]>iirt ).<nlr. [Abbr. of I'M part. Of. parcel,

inlr.] Partly; partially; in some measure.

partake
But part be right, and jart be wrang,
r'rue the beggar man the cloak he wan.

llynd Horn (Child's Ballads, IV. 26).

For the fair kindness you have show'd me here.

And, part, being prompted by your present trouble,
Out nf my lean and low ability
I'll lend you something. Shalr., T. N., ill. 4. 877.

Pythagoras was part philosopher, part magician.
Burton, Anat of Mel., To the Reader, p. 31.

He spoke In words part heard, In whispers pan.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

partable (piir'ta-bl). a. [ME. partable; < int
+ -able. Cf.

partible,]
1. Capable of being

parted or divided
;
divisible. Sec

i>tirtililr.

His hole loue nenerthelesse was partable among three
other of his mistresses. Camden, Remains, Wise Speeches.

2f. Having a share.

Thoghe hyt were outher mennys synne,
3yt art thou partable then line.

MS. llarl. 1701, f. 20. (llalliix-ll.)

partaget (par'taj), n. [< F. partaye = Olt.

partaijgio (ML.partagrium), division, < L. par
(juirt-), part: see part, .] 1. Division; parti-
tion

;
the act of dividing or sharing.

This portage of things In an Inequality of private pos-
sessions men have made practicable oat of the bounds of

society, and without compact, only by putting a value on
gold and silver, and tacitly agreeing in the use of money.

Locke, Civil Government, v. f 50.

2. Part; portion; share.

I urg'd him gently.
Friendly, and privately, to grant a nartage
Of this estate to her who owns It all.

This his supposed sister.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, III. 2.

I know my brother, in the love he beares me,
Will not denye me partayc in his sadnesse.

Ford, Til Pity, L 2.

partake (pUr-tak'), r.; pret. partook, pp. por-
taken, ppr. partaking. [< ME. 'part-taken, in

part-talcynge, parte-taker ; < part + take. The
formation is not according to E. analogy, but
is in imitation of L. participare, < pars (part-),

part, + capere, take. Cf . out-take, similarly imi-

tated from the L.] I. intrans. 1. To take or

have a part, portion, or share in common with
others

; participate ;
share : used absolutely, or

followed by o/or in (also, rarely, by with) before
the object shared : as, to partake of the boun-
ties of Providence

;
to partake of refreshments.

We should them love, and trith their neeAt partake.
Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 208.

Being apprehended, his false cunning,
Not meaning topartakt with me t'n danger,
Taught him to face me out of his acquaintance.

Shot., T. N., v. L 90.

He felt that wrong trith wrong partakes,
That nothing stands alone.

Whitticr, The Quaker of the Olden Time.

2. To share in some degree the nature, char-

acter, functions, or peculiarities (of some other

person or thing) : followed by of.

The attorney of the duchy of Lancaster partakes partly
of a judge and partly / an attorney-general. Bacon.

Master of all sorts of wood-craft, he seemed a part of
the forest and the lake, and the secret of his amazing skill

seemed to be that he partook of the nature and fierce in-

stincU of the beasts he slew.

Emerson, Hist Discourse at Concord.

3t. To take sides ; espouse the cause of another ;

make common cause.

Canst thou, O cruel ! say I love thee not,
When I against myself with thee partake f

Shot., Sonnets, clxlx.

Mr. Bellingham and he stood divided from the rest, which
occasioned much opposition even in open court, and much
partaking in the country.

Winth rap. Hist. New England, II. 139.

= Syn. Partake, Participate, Share. There Is not always
a distinction among these words. Share is the most fa*

mlliar, participate the least so. Partake Is the most natu-
ral to apply to that which pleases or concerns chiefly the
actor: as, to partake of food; to partake of the oualitieft

of one's ancestors. Participate and thare especially In-

clude other persons: as, to share another's pleasures, or

participate in his griefs or joys. Participate may imply
the most intimate community of possession or feeling, as

Is suggested by Its being followed by t'n, not "/. Share

may have a direct object " r '"' followed by in.

I come In for my share In all the good that happens to
a man of merit and virtue, and partake of many gifts of
fortune and power that I was never born to.

Addison, Taller, No. 117.

Either in joy or sorrow, my friend should participate in

my feelings. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxil.

All who joy would win
Must thare it Happiness was born a twin.

Byron, Don Juan, ii. 172.

II. trans. 1. To have a part in
;
share.

By and by thy bosom shall partake
The secrets of my heart Skak., }. C., II. 1. 305.

Thou shalt partake my near and dearest counsels,
And further them with thine.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, L 1.



partake

Say, shall my little bark attendant sail,

Pursue the triumph, and partake the gale?

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 386.

Universal nature slumbers,
And my soul partakes the calm.

Cowper, Watching unto God in the N ight Season (trans.), ii.

2f. To admit to participation; invite or per-
mit to share.

My friend, hight Philemon, I did partake
Of all my love, and all my privitie.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 20.

3f. To distribute ;
communicate.
Your exultation

Partake to every one. Shak.
,
W. T., v. 8. 132.

partaker (par-ta'ker), , [< ME. parte-taker,

fiartitaker; as part + taker, or partake + -M*.J
1. One who takes or has a part or share in

common with others; a sharer; a participator:

usually followed by of or in.

If the Gentiles have been made partakers of their spirit-

ual things. Rom. xv. 27.

The law doth straightly them euioyne
To be partakers of this holy meat
And sacred drink.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 3.), p. 18.

Wish me partaker in thy happiness
When thou dost meet good hap.

Shak., T. G. of V., t 1. 14.

2f. An associate
;
an accomplice ;

a partner.

And what was the end now of that politic lady the

queen other than this, that she lived to behold the wretch,

ed ends of all her partakers?
Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 12.

The Church was fired, his enemies ascribing it to his

partakers, and they againe to his Aduersaries.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 297.

partan (par'tan), n. [Ir. and Gael, partan, a

partan, crab.] An edible sea-crab. [Scotch.]
He generously offered, if she would but wait a minute

or so, to hunt out two partans (by which he meant crabs),
so that she might witness a combat between them.

W. Black, In Far Lochaber, iv.

parted (piir'ted), p. a. If. Departed; deceased ;

dead.
Oft have I seen a timely-ported ghost.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 181.

2f. Endowed with parts or abilities.

A man well parted, a sufficient scholar, and travelled.

B. Janxon, Every Man out of his Humour, Pref.

That man, how dearly ever parted,
How much in having, or without or in,

Cannot make boast to have that which he hath.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 98.

For as you
Are every way well-parted, so I hold you
In all designs mark'd to be fortunate.

Webster and Rowley, Cure for a Cuckold, v. 1.

3. In bot., cleft or divided nearly to the base,
as leaves. Also partite. 4. In her., same as

party^, 2 Double-parted, in her., parted in two ways.
See cross double-parted, under crossi. Palmately part-
ed. See palmately. Parted oftwo colors, in her., same
as party perfesse (which see, under fegse\ the two parts of

the field being of two tinctures.

partelt, [ME., var. of parcel.] A part or

portion.
So this pleyinge hath thre partelis; the flrste is that we

beholden in how many thingis God hath gyven us his grace.

Reliq. Antiq., ii. 57. (Hattiwell.)

partenert, n. An obsolete form of partner.
parter (par'ter)

;
n. [< part, v., + -er1 .] One

who or that which parts or separates.
The parter of the fray was night, which, with her black

arms, pulled their malicious sights one from the other.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

parterre (par-tar' ), n. [= It. partere, parterre,
< P. parterre, a flower-bed, parterre, < par, by,
on (s L. per, through), + terre, earth, < L. terra:

see terrace.] 1. In hort., a system of beds of
different shapes and sizes in which flowers are

cultivated, arranged in some design or plan,
with intervening spaces of gravel or turf.

The garden nearest the pavilion is taparterre, having in

y middst noble brasse statues.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1644.

When it [the water] has paid its tribute to the royal pile
[Alhambra], and visited its gardens and parterres, it flows
down the long avenue leading to the city.

Irving, Alhambra, p. 64.

2. The part of the floor of a theater beneath
the galleries: in some modern English theaters
called the pit a sense to be distinguished from
the original meaning of pit.

partes, Plural of pars.
Parthenium(par-the'ni-um),M. [NL.(Linn8eus,
1737), < L. parthenium, < Gr. napdimov, a name
of several different plants, < TtapBevmf, maidenly,
pure, < wapBevoc, a maiden, virgin.] A genus of

composite plants, of the tribe Helianthoidese
and subtribe Melampodieee, known by the small
broad rays, and the thickish compressed or tri-

angular acheues, often firmly united to the en-
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veloping bract, and with narrow margins sepa-

rating half-way at maturity. There are about 6

species, natives of North America and the West Indies.

They are usually rough hairy herbs, with alternate leaves,

undivided, toothed, or pinnately dissected, and small heads

of whitish or yellowish flowers in a terminal panicle. P.

Uysterophorus, a weed throughout wanner America, and
used medicinally, is known in Jamaica as u-ila wormwood,
whitehead, brou'ii-bush, bastard feverfew, and West Indian

mugwort. P. integrifolimn, of the southern United States,

is used as a febrifuge.

parthenochlorosis (par"the-no-klo-r6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. mip8ivo<;, a virgin, + NL. chlorosis.']

Chlorosis in girls.

parthenogenesis (par'the-no-jen'e-sis), .

[NL., < Gr. napOevos, a virgin, + yhieatf, produc-
tion: see genesis.'] 1. Reproduction by a vir-

gin; in eool., one of the phenomena attending
alternate generation among animalswhich have

sex, a kind of agamogenesis in which an imper-
fect female individual, hatched from an egg
laid by a perfect female after ordinary sexu-

al intercourse, continues to reproduce its kind

for one or more generations without renewed

impregnation. Parthenogenesis characterizes

the reproduction of many insects, as aphids or

plantJice.
Agamogenesis is of frequent occurrence among insects,

and occurs under two extreme forms ; in the one the pa-
rent is a perfect female, while the germs have all the mor-

phological characters of eggs, and to this the term parthe-

nogenesis ought to be restricted.

Huxley, Anat. Invert, p. 383.

One sin involves another, and forever another, by a fatal

parthenogenesis. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 223.

2. In bot. : (a) The production of a perfect em-

bryo without the intervention of pollen. Ac-

cording to Strasburger, the embryos thus formed are ad-

ventitious outgrowths from the cellular tissue of the

nucellus and outside of the embryo-sac. (ft) In certain

cryptogams, a peculiar form of apogamy in

which organs which are morphologically sexual

organs make their appearance, but, instead of

producing sexual reproductive cells, they pro-
duce cells which are capable every one by itself

of giving rise to a new individual.

parthenogenetic (par"the-no-je-net'ik), a. [<

parthenogenesis, after genetic.] 1. Pertaining
to parthenogenesis, or having its characters;

exhibiting the phenomena of parthenogenesis.
2. Born of a virgin.
The enigmatic nature of this inextricable compound

parthenogenetic deity. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 279.

parthenogenetically (par
* the - no -

je
- net '

i -

kal-i), adv. By parthenogenesis.
parthenogenic (par"the-no-jen'ik), a. [< par-

thenogen-y + -ic.] In bot., exhibiting or char-

acterized by parthenogenesis.
parthenogenous(par-the-noj'e-nus), a. [<par-

thenogen-y + -OtM.J Producing young without
sexual impregnation, as many aphids.

parthenogeny (par-the-uoj'e-ni), n. [< Gr.

vapKvof, a virgin, + -yeveia, < -70%, producing :

see -geny.] Same as parthenogenesis.

parthenogonidium (par-the-no-go-nid'i-um),
n.; pi. partlienogonidia (-a). [NL., < Gr. napffe-

vof, a virgin, + NL. gonidiiim.] A gonidium
produced without fecundation. Wolle.

parthenology (par-the-nol'o-ji), TO. [= F. par-
thenologie, < Gr. napftevof, a virgin, + -Aoyia, <

Uyetv, speak: see-ology.] A description or con-
sideration of the state of virginity in health or

disease.

Parthenon (par'the-non), n. [= P. Parthenon
= It. Partenone, < L. Parthenon, < Gr. Jlapfe-

vuv, the temple of Athene Parthenos (the Vir-

Southwest Angle of the Parthenon, from the Museum Hill.

partial

gin) at Athens, also, in gen. sense, the young
women's apartments in a house, < rafOtvOf, a

virgin, maid, young woman.] The Doric tem-

ple of Athene, under the appellation of Parthe-

nos, the Virgin, on the Acropolis of Athens ;
the

ceremonial or official temple of the Athenians
in their quality as rulers of the empire of their

colonies and allies. It is built of Pentelic marble, and
is a peripteral, or, as it may be called, a pseudo dipteral

octastyle, with seventeen columns on the sides, the pronaos
and the opisthodomos within the peripteros having each

a portico of six Doric columns. Its length is 228 feet, its

breadth 101, and the height to the apex of the pediments
was 65 feet. It was badly shattered in 1087 by the ex-

plosion of a magazine of gunpowder which the Turks had

placed in it during the siege of Athens by the Venetians.

The Parthenon, which was completed about 438 B. C., was
the most perfect work of art that has been produced, its

construction and its sculptured decoration in the round,
in both low and high relief, and in color embodying the

best genius and skill of Athens at the pinnacle of her glory.
See Elgin marbles (under marble), and compare cuts under

cella, Doric, Greek, and Hellenic.

Parthenope (par-then'o-pe), . [NL., < L. Par-

thenope, a poetical name of Naples. < Parthe-

nope, < Gr. napOevoirri, one of the Sirens, said

to have been cast up drowned on the shore of

Naples, < napSevof, a maiden, + ui/> (OTT-), face.]

1. The llth planetoid, discovered by De Gas-

paris, at Naples, in 1850. 2. In zool., a generic
name variously used, (a) The typical genus of Par-

thenopidee, founded by Fabricius in 1798. (6) A genus of

mollusks. Scacchi, 1833. (c) A genus of worms. Schmidt,
1837.

Parthenopean (par"the-no-pe'an), a. [< Par-

thenope + -an.] Of or pertaining to Parthe-

nope, an ancient and poetical name of Naples
in Italy : as, the Parthenopean republic.

parthenopian (par-the-no'pi-an), a. and n. [<

Parthenope + -ian.] I. a. Pertaining to the ge-
nus Parthenope or the family Parthenopidx, or

having their characters.

II. n. A member of the family Parthcnopidse.

Parthenopidae(par-the-nop'i-de), ii.pl. [NL.,
-

< Parthenope + -idse.] A family of brachyurous
decapod crustaceans, typified by the genus Par-

thenope. They have a more or less triangular carapace,
small subcircular orbits, and slender antennae whose basal

Joints are very small. The species chiefly inhabit warm
seas. They are sometimes known as long-armed crabs.

parthenopine (piir-then'o-pin), a. and . [<

Parthenope + -ine^.] Same as parthenopian.
parthenosperm (par'the-no-sperm), n. [< Gr.

nap&evof, a virgin, + oirepfia, seed.] Same as

parthenospore.
parthenospore (par'the-no-spor), n. [< Gr.

TrapOivof, a virgin, + oTropti, rrcl : see spore.]
In bot., a reproductive cell or spore closely re-

sembling a zygospore, produced without conju-

gation in certain algae of the class Conjugate?.
Parthian (par'thi-an), a. and n. [< L. Parthia,
< Gr. HapOvaia, Parthia. < UapBot, also THap6valoi,

Jldpdtoi, L. Parthi, the Parthians.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Parthia, an ancient region in Per-

sia, which from the third century B. c. to the
third century A. D. formed the nucleus of an

important Asiatic kingdom Parthian arrow or

shot, a shaft or shot aimed at an adversary while flying or

pretending to fly from him ; a parting shot : in allusion to

the manner of fighting of the ancient Parthians.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Parthia.

partial (par'shal), a. and n. [< ME. parcial, <

OF . partial, partial, F. partial = Sp. Pg. parcial
= It. parziale,< ML. partialis, divisible, solitary,

partial, < L. pars (part-), part : see part.] I. a.

1. Affecting a part only; not general or uni-

versal; not total.

The weakening of a thing is only a partial destruction

of it. South.

So narrow then [1589] was the sphere of publication, and
so partial was all literary communication.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 55.

To know something, and not all partial knowledge-
must of course perplex ; doctrines imperfectly revealed
must be mysterious.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, L 211.

2. In bot., subordinate ; secondary: as, a par-
tial umbel, peduncle, or involucre. 3. Inclined
to favor one party in a cause or one side of a

question more than the other
;
not indifferent

;

exhibiting favoritism ;
in a restricted sense,

unjust, or unfair through favoritism.

She 's vicious, and, your partial selves confess,

Aspires the height of all impiety.
Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 4.

The chief incens'd "Too partial god of day !

To check my conquests in the middle way :

How few in Ilion else had refuge found?
'

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 23.

4. Greatly or unduly inclined to favor a person
or thing; "having a liking for, or a prejudice in

favor of, an object: when used in the predi-

cate, with to before the object.



partial

A fond anil itartial parent. I'npt.

1 1 is
| Leicester's] presence and his conununicationa were

gall nnil \viiiiiiwiiiiil I" his iini-i- luirlUil inlstiTHS.

Scott, Kcnilworth, xL

I pray God he perform what he promlseth, ami that he
hu not over partial in Ninth \Valus Men.

HoweU, Letters, I. ii. 5.

"
Mrlng me that muslin," siviil Mm. (Hegg ;

"It 's a bull
I'm pttrtittl to luill

i :,,,!,,, l'.li,,t. Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

Partial abstraction, the net of concentrating the atten-
tion on one Integrant part of an objeet, and withdrawing
it from others. Partial assignment, an as:.h:nmi>nt of

part of one's property in trust for the payment of some
debts, as distinguished from a tjeiitral axxiytunent of all

property for payment of all debts: sometimes used in i-.m

tnulistinrtion tofpeeirt/ami/mw/i', wlien tile latter is used
in the sense of an assignment for the benctlt of one or more
special creditors only.- Partial battle. See battle*, 1.

Partial cause, see cause, i. Partial conversion,
in lotjic. See conversion, 2. Partial counsel, ill Scot*

law, Improper advice or communications to one of the
parties in a cause, rendering the testimony of a witness
inadmissible; a similar ground of declinature of the juris-
diction of a judge. Imp. Diet. Partial determinant,
differential, differentiation, earth. See the nouns.

Partial eclipse, an eclipse in which only a part of the

eclipsed luminary is covered. Partial fractions, in alg. ,

fractions whose algebraical sum Is equal to a given frac-
tion : thus, for various purposes. ]/ (1 x~) Is expressed
as the sum of the two partial fractions I/ (2 + 2z) and
l/(2 2x). Partial loss, in marine insurance, "loss of
a part out of the whole" (Parsons).-- Partial method,
a method which applies to a part of a science. Partial
term, an undistributed term. Partial tone. Same as

hamwnic, 1 (a\ though sometimes also used to designate
the theoretically simple tones of which harmonics are
themselves made up. Partial turn, in music. See turn.

Partial verdict, in law, a verdict of conviction as to a

part of the charge, and of acquittal or silence as to the
residue. Bis/top. = Syn.l. Incomplete, Imperfect 3 and
4. Prejudiced, prepossessed, warped, unfair, one-sided.

II. . Same & partial tone,

The harmonics are themselves also compound tones, of
which the primes or lowest partial* are the partials of the
original tone. Proc. Roy. Soe., XXXVIH. 83.

partialism (par'shal-izm), . [< partial + -ism.]
In thcul., the doctrine that the atonement was
intended for and affects only a part of mankind.
partialist (par'shal-ist), n. [< partial + -sf.]
1. One who is partial. 2. In thcol., one who
holds that the atonement was made for only a

part of mankind.
I say, as the apostle said, unto mchpartialuts, You will

forgive me this wrong.
Bp. Morton, Discharge of I input. (1633), p. 240.

partiality (par-shi-al'i-ti), n.
; pi. partialities

(-tiz). [< F.partialite = Sp. parcialidad = Pg.
parcialidade = It. parzialita, < ML. partiali-

ta(t-)s, partialness, a party, society, < partialis,

partial : see partial.]
The state or character

of being partial, (a) Inclination to favor one party or
one side of a question more than the other ; an undue
bias of mind toward one party or side.

Polybius, reprehending Tima-us for his partiality against
Agathocles. Hume.
His [Carlyle's] imagination Is so powerful that it makes

him the contemporary of his characters, and thus his his-

tory seems to he the memoirs of a cynical humorist, with
hearty likes and dislikes, with something of acridity in his

partialitiex whether for or against^ more keenly sensitive
to the grotesque than the simply natural.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 136.

(ft) A special fondness ; a stronger Inclination to one per-
son or thing than to others : with to or for : as, a partiality
for poetry or painting.

Well, Maria, do you not reflect, the more you converse
with that amiable young man, what return his partiality
for you deserves 1 Sheridan, School for Scandal, ill. 1.

As there is a partiality to opinions, which, as we have
already observed, is apt to mislead the understanding, so
there is often a partiality to studies, which is prejudicial
also to knowledge and improvement.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, 21.

(ct) A party ;
faction.

In the common wealth dissentlons, angers, quarelles of
ambition amongst your officers of iustice, neither ought
you to dissemble, or in any wise consent vnto; for, at the
instant that they shall grow into quarels, the people shall

he diuided into partialities, wherof may rise great offences
in the common wealth.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 168.

= Syn. (a) Favoritism, unfairness. (6) Liking, predilec-
tion, leaning, fancy.

partialize (par'shal-iz), .; pret. and pp. par-
tiiilized, ppr. partutltelng. (X F. partialiser =
Sp. parcialisar = Pg. parcializar, parcialisar;
as partial + -ize.] I. trans. To render partial.

Such neighlwur nearness to our sacred blood
should nothing! privilege him, nor partialue
The unstooping ilrmnessof my upright soul.

i/i'iii,., Kich. II., 1. 1. 120.

II. intrant. To be partial; favor one side
more than another.

Till world nnd pleasure made me partialitc.

Daniel, Complaint of Rosamond, st. 51. (Encyc. Diet.)

partially (par'shal-i),rfp. 1. In part ;
not gen-

erally or totally; partly.
And partially n lie for truth gave forth.

Stirling, Domes-day, Seventh Houre.
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Abrogate entirely the liberty to exercise the faculties,
and we navcdcath ; abrogate {^partially, and we havepain
or partial death. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 217.

2. In a partial manner; with undue bias of

mind to one party or side ;
with unjust favor

or dislike.

If, partially affined, or leagued In office,
Thou tliMt deliver more or less than tnith,
Thou art no soldier. Shale., Othello, ii. 8. 21&

partibility(piir-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. partibilite;
as partible + -ity.] The quality of being parti-
ble; susceptibility of division, partition, or
severance

; separability : as, the portability of
an inheritance.

partible (piir'ti-bl), a. [< F. partible = Sp. par-
tible = Pg. partivel = It. partibile, < LL. parti-
bili.t. divisible, < L. /ail-tire, partiri, divide: see

part,v. Ct. portable.] Capable of being parted
or separated; divisible; separable; susceptible
of severance or partition.

Note, It were better to make the moulds partible, that

you may open them. Racun, Nat. Hist., f 602.

If the land is not partible, then, "according to the cos-
torn of some, the nrst-born shall hare the whole Inheri-
tance ; according to the custom of others, however, the
last-born son Is heir.

"
F. Pollock, Land Laws, A pp., p. 207.

Partible division. See division.

partibus (par'ti-bus), . [L., abl. pi. of para
(part-), part : see part.'} In Scots late, a note
written on the margin of a summons when
lodged for calling, containing the name and
designation of the pursuer or pursuers, and de-
fender or defenders, if there are only two; if

more, the name and designation of the party
first named, with the words "and others." Imp.
Diet In partibus. See in partibus inftdclium.

particate (par'ti-kat), w. [< ML. pcrtieata, a

perch, < L. pertica, ML. also partica, a measur-

ing-rod, a perch : see perch2 . ] A rood of land.
Jamiegon. [Scotch.]
particeps criminis (par'ti-seps krim'i-nis).
[L. : particeps (< pars (part-), part, + capere,

take), partaking ; criminig, gen. of crinten,
crime: see crime.] An accessory to a crime.

partrcipable (par-tis'i-pa-bl), a. [= F.partici-
pable = Sp. participable = Pg. participavel =
It. participoMle, < ML. as if *participabilis, < L.

participare, participate : see participate.] Ca-

pable of being participated or shared.

Plato, by his Ideas, means only the divine essence with
this connotation, as it is variously Imitable or participable
by created beings, fforris. Miscellanies.

participancy (par-tis'i-pan-si), n. [< partici-

pan(t) + -cy.] The state of being participant;
participation.

participant (par-tis'i-pant), a. and n. [= F.

participant = Sp. Pg. It. participante, < L. par-
ticipan(t-)s, ppr. of participare, participate: see

participate.] I. a. Sharing; having a share or

part : followed by of.

During the parliament, he published his proclamation,
offering pardon to all such as had taken arms, or been par-
ticipant of any attempts against him. Bacon. (Latham.)

II. . 1. One who participates ;
a partaker;

one having a share or part.

Divers of those Participants did assign and conveyed
unto other persons several proportions of their Shares and
Adventures. The Great Level (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 817).

2. In Gregorian music, the next most important
tone in a mode after the mediant, lying in the
authentic modes usually next above or below
the mediant, and in plagal modes usually at
the bottom of the scale. Sec mo<li<lation, 3 (a).
It may be used as the first tone of any phrase in a plain-
song melody, and as the last tone of any phrase except
the last. The participants of the various modes in gen-
eral use are : f, G ; II., A ; III., A or B ; IV., C or F ;

V., G ; VI., C ; VII., A ; VIII., D; IX., D; X., E ; XIII., D ;

XIV., G.

participantly (p&r-tis'i-pant-li), adv. In a par-
ticipating manner; so as to participate; as a

participant.
participate (piir-tis'i-pat), r.; pret. and pp.
participated, ppr. participating. [< li.partici-

patus, pp. of participare (> It. participare, par-
tecipare = Sp. Pg. particijiar = F. participer),
take part in, share in, give part in, impart,
< L. particeps (particip-), taking part in, shar-

ing in, < pars (part-), part, + capere, take : see

part and capable. For the second element, cf.

anticipate.] I. trans. 1. To partake; share or
share in

;
receive a part or share of.

The one [the soul) we parHcijxitt with goddes, the other
(the body 1 with bestes. SirT. Klyot, The Oovernour, Hi. 24.

The Ollue and the Oak participate,
Even to their earth, signes of their ancient hate.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

Of fellowship I speak,
Such as I seek, fit to participate
All rational delight JliUm, P. L.. viii. 380.

participle

2f. To give a share of; communicate; din-

|
it-use.

He | Bradford |
was no niggard of his purse, hut would

Ii i.i-ially participate that he had t hl fellow-prisoners.

t'nir, quoted In lilog. Notice of J. Bradford (Parker Soo.,

[1S53X II- UXV.

n. lull-nil.*. 1. To take part; partake; have
a share in common with others: followed by

, formerly by of, before the object.
There appear to be no simple natures ; but all partici-

pate or consist of two. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

His delivery and thy joy thereon, . . .

In both which we as next participate.
Milton, 8. A., 1. 1607.

Either In joy or sorrow, my friend should participate in

my feelings. OoUmuth, Citizen of the World, \ MI.

2. To have features or characteristics in com-
mon with another or others.

Few creatures participate of the nature of plants and
metals both. /

The clay In many places vnder the cllfts by the high
water marke did grow vp in red and white knots as gum
out of trees ; and In some places so participated together
as though they were all of one nature.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 176.

Participating tone. Sec tone. =Syn. 1. Share, Partici-

pate in. etc. See partake.

participation (par-tis-i-pa'shon), H. [< ME.
partictpacioun, < OF. (and F.) participation =
Sp. participation = Pg. participacSo = It. par-
ticipazione, < LL. participatio(n-), a partaking,
< L. participare, pp. partieipattu, participate:
see participate.] 1. The act or fact of partici-

pating or sharing in common with another or
with others; the act or state of receiving or

having part of something.
But alle thyng that Is good, quod she, grauntest thou

that It be good by the participaciaun of good or no?
Chaucer, Boethlus, iii. prose 11.

Poesy . . . was ever thought to have some participation
at divlneness. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 148.

Those deities are so by participation, and subordinate to
the Supreme. Stillingfleet.

Beyond participation He
My troubles, and beyond relief.

Wordsworth, Affliction of Margaret , st 11.

2f. Distribution
;
division into shares.

It BUfflceth not that the country hath wherewith to sus-
tain even more than live upon it. If means be wanting
whereby to drive convenient participation of the general
store Into a great number of well-dcservtrs. Raleigh.

3f. Companionship.
Their spirits are so married in conjunction with the

participation of society that they flock together In consent,
like so many wild-geese. Shale., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 78.

Medium of participation. See medium.

participative (par-tis'i-pa-tiv), a. [= F. par-
ticipatif; as participate + -ive.] Capable of

participating,
participator (par-tis'i-pa-tor), n. [= Pg. par-
ticipaaor= It. participatore, < LL. participator,
< L. participare, pp. participating, participate:
seeparticipate.] One who participates; one who
partakes, participates, or shares with another:
as, participators in our misfortunes.

ticipittm, participle: see participle.] I. a. 1.

Having the nature and use of a participle.
In German the present participle, In a purely participial

sense as distinguished from an adjective sense. Is as rare
as in English it is common. Amer. Jour. Phtiol., IX. 137.

2. Formed from or consisting of a participle:
as-a participial noun ; a participial adjective.

II. n. A word formed from a verb, and shar-

ing the verbal with the noun or adjective con-
struction. [Rare.]
The new philology embraces the participle, the inflnl

five, the gerund, and the supine, all under the general
name of participial*. '/.''

participialize (par-ti-sip'i-al-iz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. participiitlizca't-ppT.participializiiig. [(par-
ticipial + -t're.] To form into a participle.
[Bare.]
But the question Is not between a naked finite verb on

the one hand and the participialized Unite verb on the
other, but between two finite verbs.

Amer. Jour. PhUol., IX 144.

participially (par-ti-sip'i-al-i), arir. In the
sense or manner of a participle ; as a participle.

participle (par'ti-si-pl), n. [With unorig. -te,

as also inprinciple, syllable, etc. ; < F.participe
= Sp. Pg. It. participio = G. particip, partici-
pium = Dan. particip = 8w. participitim, < L.

participium, a participle; in LL. in lit. sense,
a partaking, sharing, < L. particeps, partaking,
sharing: see participate.] If. Whatever par-
takes of the nature of two or more other things ;

something that is part one thing and part an-

other; a mongrel.



participle

The participles or conflners between plants and living

creatures are such chiefly as are fixed, . . . though they

have a motion in their parts ;
such as are oysters, cockles,

and such like. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 609.

And in the mountaines dwelt the Curdi, that were Par-

ticiples or Mungrels in Religion.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 78.

2. In gram., a verbal adjective that participates
or shares in the construction of the verb to

which it belongs, and so has in a certain man-
ner and degree a place in the verbal system ;

a

word having the value of an adjective as part
of speech, but so regularly made from a verb,

and associated with it in meaning and construc-

are but two simple participles in English, usually called

the present and the past or passive : as, loving, loved; tang-

ing, sung; in some languages there are more, as for exam-

ple in Greek. The division-line between participle and

ordinary adjective is indistinct, and the one often passes
over into the other : thus, a charming girl, a learned man.

Participles are much used in many languages, especially in

English, in forming verb-phrases by combination with aux-

iliaries : thus, I am giving, I have given, it is given, etc.

particle (piir'ti-kl), . [< F.particule = Sp. par-
ticula = Pg. particula = It. particola, particel-

la, particula, < L.particula, double dim. of pars

(part-), a part: see part. Ct. parcel, ult. from
the same source.] 1. A small part or piece,

especially a small part or portion of some ma-
terial substance : as, a particle of dust.

God created every part and particle of man exactly per-

fect that is to gay, in all points sufficient unto that use for

which he appointed it. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 8.

Which seems to be some featherly particle of snow.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

I am part or particle of God. Emerson, Misc., p. 17.

2. Specifically, any very small piece or part
of anything; absolutely, a minute quantity;

anything very small; an atom; a bit: as, he
has not & particle of patriotism or virtue; are

you fatigued? Not & particle.

If the maker have failed in any particle of this, they may
worthily tax him.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

What could be done more for the healing and reclaiming
that divine particle of Gods breathing, the soul?

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

3. In gram., apart of speech that is considered

of minor consequence, or that plays a subordi-

nate part in the structure of the sentence, as

connective, sign of relation, or the like: such

are especially conjunctions, prepositions, and
the primitive adverbs. The term is loose and
unscientific.

The words whereby it [the mind] signifies what connex-

ion it gives to the several affirmations and negations that

it unites in one continued reasoning ... are ... called

particles. Locke, Human Understanding, III. vii. 2.

They make use of an emphasis, but so improperly that

it is often placed on some very insignificant particle, as

upon "if" or "and." Steele, Spectator, No. 147.

Consecutive, exceptive, etc. , particle. See the adjec-
tives. Elementary particles of Zlmmermann. See

blood-plate. = Syn. 1 and 2. Particle, Atom, Molecule, Cor-

puscle, iota, jot, mite, tittle, whit, grain, scrap, shred, scin-

tilla. Atom and molecule are exact scientific terms ;
the

other two of the italicized words are not. A particle is

primarily a minute part or piece of a material substance,

or, as in the case of dust, pollen, etc., a substance that ex-

ists in exceedingly minute form. Corpuscle is a somewhat
old word for particle, to which it has almost entirely yield-
ed place, taking up instead a special meaning in physiol-

ogy. See definitions ; see also part, n.

parti-coated, a. See party-coated.

parti-color, n. See party-color.

parti-colored, a. See party-colored.

particular (par-tik'u-lar), a. and n. [< ME.
particuler, < OF. particulier, particuler, F. par-
ticulier = Sp. Pg. particular = It. particolare,

particulare, < LL. particularis, of or concerning
a part, particular, < L. particula, a part, parti-
cle: eee particle.} I. a. 1. Of or concerning a

part ; pertaining to some and not to all
; special ;

not general.
The three years' drought, in the time of Ellas, was but

particular, and left people alive.

Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 1887).

Our ancestors . . . took their stand, not on a general
theory, but on the particular constitution of the realm.

Macanlay, Sir James Mackintosh.

The Revolution assails not theology itself but only a par-
ticular theology embodied in a particular institution.

.'. R. Seeley, Nat Religion, p. 36.

2. Individual; single; special; apart from oth-
ers

; considered separately.
Make . . . each particular hair to stand an end.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 6. 18.

You know in what particular way your powers of mind
best capacitate you for excelling. Goldsmith, To a Pupil.

It is the universal nature which gives worth to particu-
lar men and things. Emerson, History.
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3. Properly belonging to a single person, place,

or thing; peculiar; specially characteristic:

as, the particular properties of a plant.

As for the Ichneumon, he hath but onely changed his

name now called the Rat of the Nilus. A beast particu-

lar to Egypt. Sandys, TravaUes, p. 79.

It was the particular property of this looking-glass to

banish all false appearances, and show people what they

were Addison, Vision of Justice.

Hence 4. Personal; private; individual.

These domestic and particular broils

Are not the question here. Shale., Lear, v. 1. 30.

Revenge
Thine own particular wrongs, and stop those maims
Of shame seen through thy country.

Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 92.

Augustus began his career by joining with Antony and

Lepidus in a plot for dividing the supreme power, by al-

lowing to be murdered each his own particular friends,

in order to destroy his enemies, the friends of his vile con-

federates. Brougham.

5. Having something that eminently distin-

guishes ; worthy of attention and regard ; spe-

cially noteworthy; not ordinary; unusual;

notable; striking.
Particular pains particular thanks do ask.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 8.

At the east end [of the cathedral] are the remains of the

bishop's throne, and in the portico there is a veryparticu-
lar vase, which probably served for a font.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 247.

I think I never heard a more particular instance of parts
and villainy. Walpole, Letters, II. 17.

He was a sturdy old fellow in a broad-skirted blue coat,

made pretty large, to fit easily, and with no particular
waist Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxv.

6. Attentive to or noting details; minute in

examination; careful.

I have been particular in examining the reason- of chil-

dren's inheriting the property of their fathers, ... be-

cause it will give us farther light in the inheritance of

rule and power. Locke, Government, i. 91.

7. Containing or emphasizing details; minute;
circumstantial; detailed: as, a full and par-
ticular account of an accident.

This [Ponte di Rialto] is both forty foote longer . . . and
a hundred foote broader, as I will anon declare in the more

particular description thereof. Caryat, Crudities, I. 208.

8. Peculiar; singular; standing out from what
is general or ordinary, especially in the way of

showing pointed personal attention.

As for Plutarch, his style is so particular that there is

none of the ancients to whom we can properly resemble

him. Dryden, Plutarch.

I saw in the church-yard of Bolsena an antique funeral

monument (of that kind which they called a sarcophagus),

very entire, and, what is particular, engraven on all sides

with a curious representation of a bacchanal.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. BohnX I. 488.

Shell be highly taken with him for she loves a Gen-
tleman whose Manner is particular.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

Lady Ruelle . . . had been something particular, as I

fancied, in her behaviour to me.
B. Grates, Spiritual Quixote, Till 14.

9. Nice in taste ; precise ;
fastidious : as, a

man very particular in his diet or dress.

A very worthy person, a little formal and particular, but

exceedingly devoute. Evelyn, Diary, Oct 24, 1686.

Timoleon ... is very particular in his opinion, but is

thought particular for no other cause but that he acts

against depraved custom by the rules of nature and rea-

son. Steele, Tatler, No. 171.

10. In logic, not general; not referring to the

whole extent of a class, but only to some indi-

vidual or individuals in it Common particular
meter, long particular meter. See mete?*, 3. Lon-
don particular, of a quality or character supposed to be

approved by Londoners or peculiar to London, by importa-
tion or otherwise : noting especially a quality of Madeira
wine as imported for the London market Particular
average, in marine insurance, a contribution which must
be made by the underwriters in case of partial loss (which
see, under partial) by perils of the sea. The loss is esti-

mated by deducting from the market-value of the dam-

aged property, when sound, its sale-value as injured. See

average*, 1. Particular Baptists. See Baptist.- Par-
ticular cause, a cause which of its own efficiency pro-
duces but one effect. Particular cognition, a cognition
of an actual fact or existence, not of a rule or non-existence.

Particular custom, a custom which prevails only in a

particular locality or district ;
a local usage. Sometimes

used also of a custom which prevails only in a particular
class or vocation. Particular equation. See equation.

Particular estate, in law, the estate that precedes a

remainder ; the earlier of two successive estates where the
future or ultimate ownership is given to one, the gift to
whom is not to take effect until after a precedent estate

given to another has terminated : thus, where a man de-

vises lands to his wife for her life, and after her death to

his children, her estate is called the particular estate, in

contradistinction to the general ultimate ownership of the
children. Particular Integral, In the integral calculus,
that value which arises in the integration of any differen-

tial equation by the giving of a particular value to the ar-

bitrary quantity or quantities that enter into the general
integral. Particular jurisprudence logic, etc. See
the nouns Particular lien. See lien?, 1. Particular

particularism

method. See universal method, under method. Partic-

ular proposition, a proposition in which the subject is

qualified by the word some or its equivalent. The peculi-

arity of the particular proposition is that it asserts the

existence of a certain kind of thing, while a universal

proposition asserts the non-existence of a certain kind of

thing. Thus, the proposition
" Some men are courteous

to all women" is particular, being intended to state the

existence of a certain kind of men ; while the proposition
" There is some man who is courteous to each woman "

is

universal, because it only states the non-existence of a

woman to whom no man is courteous. It is true, the lat-

ter proposition may be understood as also asserting the

existence of men courteous to women, and in that case

it implies a particular proposition along with its main

import. Particular tenant, the tenant of a particular
estate. Particular utilityt of a science or art, the

utility of such science or art as a means of support to its

professors. Short particular meter. See meter*, :i.

= Syn. 1-3. Separate, distinctive. 3 and 4. Peculiar, etc.

See special. T. Circumstantial, etc. See minute i. 9.

Exact, scrupulous.

II. n. 1. A single instance or matter; a sin-

gle point or circumstance ;
a distinct, separate,

or minute part or detail.

Some few particulars I have set down,
Only for this meridian, fit to be known
Of your crude traveller. B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

29th. Called up with news from Sir W. Batten that Hogg
hath brought in two prizes more ; and so I thither, and

hear the particulars, which are good ; one of them, if

prize, being worth 400M., for which God be thanked !

Pepys, Diary, III. 36.

A letter from my agent in town soon came with a con-

firmation of every particular. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

2f. A specialist; one who devotes himself to

doing things on his own account and not in

partnership.
For your spectators, you behold them what they are :

the most choice particulars in court : this tells tales well ;

this provides coaches; this repeats jests; this presents

gifts ; this holds up the arras ;
this takes down from horse ;

this protests by this light ; this swears by that candle ;

this delighteth ;
this adoreth ; yet all but three men.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

They utterly sought ye ruine of y perticulers [private

traders] : as appeareth by this, that they would not sufler

any of y generall either to buy or sell with them.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 178.

3t. Private account or interest; personal in-

terest or concern
; part ; portion ;

account.

For my particular, I can, and from a most clear con-

science, affirm that I have ever trembled to think toward
the least profaneness. B. Jonion. Volpone, Ded.

Some of those that still remained hear on their perticu-
ler begane privately to nurish a faction.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 157.

As to my own particular, I stand to this hour amaz'd
that God should give so greate perfection to so young a

person. Evelyn, Diary, March 4, 1666.

4f. Individual state or character ; special pe-

culiarity.
The particulars of future beings must needs be dark

unto ancient theories. Sir T. Browne, Urn-burial, iv.

Venice has several particulars which are not to be
found in other cities, and is therefore very entertaining
to a traveller. It looks, at a distance, like a great town
half floated by a deluge.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bonn), I. 387.

5. A minute and detailed account; a minute:

as, a particular of premises; a. particular of a

plaintiffs demand, etc. [Obsolete, or used only
in legal phrases.]
A particular of wages due to the Deputy, Army, and

other State Officers and affaires relating to Ireland, an

1587-1688. Evelyn, To Sam. Pepys, Esq.

The reader has a particular of the books wherein this

law was written. Ayli/e, Parergon.

6. Something specially made for, belonging
to, or the choice of a person: as, he drank a

glass of his own particular. [Colloq.] Bill of

particulars. See WH3. In particular, specially ; par-

ticularly ; to particularize.

particulart (par-tik'u-lar),
v. t. [< particular,

a.] To particularize.

particularisation, particularise. Seepartie-
ularization, particularize.

particularism (par-tik'u-lar-izm), n. [= F.

particularisme = Pg. particularismo = G. par-
ticularismus; as particular + -ism."] 1. Atten-
tion or adherence to or exclusive interest in

one's own special interests, party, or state
;
in-

dividual, partizan, or national exclusiveness.

Specifically (a) In a federation, the doctrine or practice
of leaving each state free to promote its peculiar interests

(and to retain its own laws), as distinguished from those

of the federation as a whole ; especially, in recent German
history, the policy of the states annexed to Prussia after

the war of 1866 which wished to preserve their own laws,

etc., or of the states under Prussian influence. (6) The
view that the Hebrews are the chosen people of God, held

by them in ancient and modern times.

The abolition of Judaic particularism, and the impartial
freedom of the heavenly and glorified life that belongs to

Jesus. 0. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 613.

2. Attention to particulars or details.

The marked particularism which has characterized the

study of Lichens for the last thirty years.K Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 1.



particularism

3. lu tlienL, the doctrine that, divine grace is

provided only Cor the particular individuals

chosen by Gfod to tic its recipients, an opposed
to the doctrine that his praco is

freely
and

equally offered to all upon condition of its ac-

ceptance in and by faith.

particularist (piir-tik'ii-ljir-ist), n. [=V.yar-
lii-iil<irixii- = U. /xii'licnltiriata; as particular +
-i.*t.

]
One whose opinions and conduct arc

characterized by particularism, in any of its

Menses; specifically, one who seeks to promote
the interests of individual members of a po-
litical confederation as against those of the

whole; in recent German history, one who de-

sired to preserve the individuality in laws, etc.,

of the states annexed to Prussia in 1860, or of

those states under Prussian influence.

Their Royal Highnesses the Duke of Cambridge and (In

a less degree) the Prince of Wales are looked upon as

friends of the Hanoverian partirularixt*, and are said to

be not too popular in certain circles at Berlin.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 17.

The most rigid partieularist could discern no violation
cither of the spirit or the letter of the Constitution.

If. A. Bets., CXLII. 886.

particularistic (p>ir-tik"u-lft-ris'tik), a. [<par-
tii'iilnrixt + -ic.] Characterized by or partak-
ing of particularism, in any of its senses

;
con-

cerning or restricted to a particular race, com-

munity, body of persons, etc., as distinguished
from general or universal

; specifically, seeking
to promote or favoring the interests of a par-
ticular member of a political confederation, as

opposed to the interest of the whole; relat-

ing to the recent German particularists.
In calling nomistic religions, like Judaism and Matda-

ism, particularistic or national, we do not mean to say that

they are exclusive in character, and that they have not tried

to spread beyond the boundaries of the race and the na-

tion to which they belonged originally.

Encyc. Brit., XX. Ml
Prussia has . . . become an object of hatred to the par-

ticidaristic, ... or what might be called the "state's

rights," element in Bavaria, '/'/ Atlantic, Mill. 464.

particularity (par-tik-u-lar'i-ti), n.
; pi. par-

ticularities (-tiz). [< F. particularity = Sp. par-
ticiilnriil/nl = |y. jxirlii-i/liti'iilnili-

= It. iKirlii-n-

laritd, particularity, < ML. particularita(t-)s, <

LL. particularis, particular: see particular.]
1. The state or character of being particular,
(a) Minuteness of detail.

The particularity of the miracle will give occasion to

him to suspect the truth of what it discovers.

Abp. Sharp, Works, I. vt

The last of the royal chronicles that it Is necessary to

notice with much particularity is that of John the Second.

Ticknor, .Spanish Lit, I. 168.

(6) Singleness; Individuality.

The doctrine concerning all variety and particularity of

things. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 161.

(c) Minute attention to detail ; fusslness. (d) The essen-

tial character or quantity of a particular proposition.

2. That which is particular, (a) A detail ; a minute

circumstance; a particular.

With all the thousand Partictdaritiet which attend those

whom low Fortunes and high Spirit make Malccontents.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, It 1.

A long letter, . . . full of the Diet fabulas, and such par-
ticularities as do not usually find place in newspapers.

Swift, Letter, March 22, 1708-9.

i
M > Individual or private matter, affair, concern, or inter-

est
Let the general trumpet blow his blast,
Particularities and petty sounds
To cease ! Shale., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 44.

They have requested further time to conferr with them
that are to be interessed in this action about* y several!

particularities which In y prosecution therof will fall out

considerable.
Sir E. Saiutyg, in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 81.

(c) Peculiarity ; singularity ; singular or peculiar feature

or characteristic.

She admires not herself for any one particularity, but
for all. B. Jonton, Cynthia's Bevels, It 1.

Several other of the old knight's particularttiti break
out upon these occasions. Additon, Sir Roger at Church.

No man ought to be tolerated in an habitual humour,
whim, or pui-tii-iifun't't of behaviour by any who do not
wait upon him for bread. Steele, Spectator, No. 438.

Fallacy of Illicit particularity, see fallacy. = Syn. 1.

Exactness, preclseness.

particularization (pSr-tik'u-lftr-i-za'shon), n.

[= F. pwNMtorfMMN = It. pafticularizzazione,

partirHlariz:a:inne ; a,s particularize + -ation.]
The act of particularizing. Also spelled far-
ticitlarixatioii.

This power of particidarization (for it is as truly a power
as generalization) is what gives such vigor and greatness
to single lines and sentiments of Wordsworth.

Loicell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

particularize (piir-tik'u-lar-iz), r.
; pret. and

pp. particularised, ppr. 'partifulari:i>ii/. [< F.

IMtrtii-nliirixi'r = Sp. particularism- = IV- /""'-

ticithirixar = It. particularizzare, particoturi;-
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:arr; as particular + -i:e.] I. trnnx. 1. To

specify or mention with details; give the par-
ticulars of; enumerate or specify in detail;

also, to render particular or detailed.

The numbers I particularized are about thirty-six mil-

lions. Burke, Vind. of Nat Society.

Von can not particularize a definition so as to exhaust

any sensible object, since that object stands In relation to

every other thing In the world.
F. B. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 135.

There are also several Important reviews of books, which
we cannot varticularite.

The Academy, Dec. 28, 1889, p. 426.

2. To single out for mention
;
make particular

mention of.

When the clergyman in the Thanksgiving particularized
those who desired now to "oiler up then* praises and
thanksgiving for late mercies vouchsafed to them," once
more Philip Firmln said "Amen," on his knees, and with
all his heart. Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, lit

II. intrans. To mention or give particulars
or details

;
be particular as opposed to general ;

specifically, to mention or be attentive to single

things or to small matters.

Now If the Spirit conclude collectively, and kept the
same Tenor all the way for we see not where he portion -

lariiei then certainly hee must begin collectively, else

the construction can bee neither Orammatticall nor Logl-
call. Milton, On Def. of Humh. Rernonst

He continued In that particularizing manner which dis-

tinguished him " We are now close upon the Norwegian
coast in the sixty-eighth degree of latitude."

foe, Prose Tales, I. 162.

But why particularize, defend the deed ?

Say that I hated her for no one cause

Beyond my pleasure so to do what then ?

Brmrniny, King and Book, II. 276.

Also spelled particularise.

particularly (par-tik'u-lar-li), adv. 1. In a

particular manner ;
with specific or special ref-

erence or distinctness; especially.
To confer with the Emperor about Matters of great

Importance, and particularly about War to be made in

France. Baker, Chronicles, p. 273.

2. In an especial manner; in a high or great
degree : as, to be particularly unfortunate.

His virtues as well as imperfections are, as It were,
tinged by a certain extravagance which makes them par-
ticularly his, and distinguishes them from those of other
men. Addunt Sir Roger at Home.

Besides this tale, there Is another of his [Chaucer's] own
invention, after themanner of the Provencals, called "The
Flower and the Leaf," with which I was . . . particularly

pleased. Dryden, fret, to Fables.

particularmentt (par-tik'u-l&r-ment), n. [<

particular + -meat.] A detail; a particular.

Upon this universal! Ogdoas
Is founded ever)- particularment.

Dr. II. More, Song of the Soul, It 16.

particularness (piir-tik'u-lfir-nes),
H. 1. The

character of being particular; particularity;
individuality. 2. Nice attention to detail

;
fas-

tidiousness; fussiness.

You're getting to be your aunt's own niece, I see, for

particularncm. George Eliot, Adam Bede, 1.

particulatet (pr-tik'u-lat), v. [< ML. parti-
i- a In /u.i. pp. of particulare, particularize, < L.

particula, a part, particle: see particle."] I.

tntrans. To make mention singly.

parting-line

partile (piir'til), n. [< LL. parlilix, divisible,

Millie, <L. pur* (/uirt-). part : sec/wirt.] Exact
to a degree: said of a celestial aspect: opposed
to jilntic. Partlle conjunction*. See coniuncti"it.

partim (piir'timj, ailr. [L.] In MM., partly;
in part : noting names of species, genera, and
other groups which are inexactly synonym*. i^.

Abbreviated p. and pt.

partimen (jiiir'ti-men),
n. [Pr., < ML. /<<';// /<

IHHI, division, partition, < L. purlin; divide:

see part, r.] A form of poetic debate or con-
test among the medieval minstrels of Provence
in Franco. See the quotation.
The partimen . . . Is alto a poetic debate, but It differs

from the tenson In so far that the range of debate Is limit-

ed. In the first stanza one of the partners propose* two
alternatives

;
the other partner chooses one of them and

ilrfi-nds it, and the opposite side remains to tie defended

liy the original propoundcr. Often In a final couplet a

judge or arbiter Is appointed to decide between the par-
ties. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 876.

partimento (piir-ti-men'to), n. [It., < ML.

partintentum, division, partition: see partimen.']
In music, a figured bass used for exercises in

counterpoint, or in playing accompaniments at

sight.

parting (piir'ting), n. [< ME. parting, partynae ;

verbaTn. of part, .] 1. The act of separating
or dividing ; separation, (a) Departure ; leave-tak-

ing ; separation from friends.

And there were sudden parting*, such as press
The life from out young hearts.

Byron, Chllde Harold, lit 24.

(of) A going hence ; death : sometimes hencr-partimj.

Percen with a pater-noster the paleys of heuene,
And passen purgatorie penaunceles at her hennet-part-

vnge,
In-to the bllsse of pared} s. Pirn Plmrman (B), X. 462.

Would I were she 1

For such a way to die, and such a blessing,
Can never crown my parting.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, Iv. 1.

(c) In paper-mating, the operation of separating the damp
sheets, (d) In imiirl. , the separation of gold and silver

from earn other by means of an acid. Both nitric and

sulphuric acids are used for this purpose, the latter more
generally ; but parting by nitric acid Is a process which
has been In use for many centuries. () In mineral., a sepa-
ration of a mineral into layers due not to cleavage, but to

some other cause, as the presence of thin lamella?, formed

by twinning, as, for example, In pyroxene, tltanite, etc.

(/) In comb-tnalcing, a method by which, In order to save

material, two combs are cut from a single piece of shell

but little wider than a single comb. The cutter used
has a vertical motion upon the blank, which has an Inter-

mittent feed beneath It, and receives a succession of cuts,

the teeth of one comb being cut from the Interdental

spaces of the other. K. II. Knight.

2. A point or place of separation or division.

The king of Babylon stood at the parting of the way, at

the head of the two ways, to use divination. Ezek. xxi. 21 .

(a) In geol., a thin seam of clay or shale separating the
thicker beds of rock. (6) Infounding : (1) The meeting sur-

faces of the sand rammed up In the cope and In the drag.

(2) Parting-sand.

3. The division of the hair on the head in

dressing it.

His hair was cut short on the top, and lay on the bead
without parting. Encyc. Brit., VI. 45S.

4. That which parts
or divides. 6f. Share;

fellowship; participation.
For what parting of rightwysnesse with wickidnesse?

Wydi/, 2 Cor. vt 14.

HTo^l2SSi% parting-cup (pUr'tinpkup).
n. 1. A drinking-

cup having two handles on opposite sides, as dis-

tinguished from lot-II. trans. To particularize; mention. Fen-
ton.

They pretended out of their commlsserations to referre

him to the Councell In England to receine a check, rather
then by particularity

his designes make him so odious to

the world as to touch his life.

Quoted in Capt. John SmiOt'i Works, I. 162.

particulate (piir-tik'u-lat), a. [< ML. particu-
latus, pp. of particulare : see particulate, r.] 1 .

Having the form of a small particle; taking
the form of particles.
On heating the solution gradually a little coalescence

appeared, but it did not become particulate even at the

boiling point Green, Proc. Roy. Soc., XL. 32.

The virus (of the cholera-germ] Is particulate, and. as

Indicated by Its self-multiplication within the affected

person, is a living organism. Pop. So. Mo., XXV. 829.

Chanvean was the first to prove experimentally that In

vaccinia and In variola the active principle Is a particulale
non-ditfusable substance.

Klein, Micro-Organlsnis and Disease, p. 46.

2. Of or pertaining to particles ; produced by
particles, as minute germs.
A characteristic of contagium, due to Its particulate na-

ture, is that dilution lessens the chance of infect inn, but
has little effect upon the case if the disease be taken.

Quoin, Med. Diet, p. 397.

To express this aspect of Inheritance, where particle

proceeds from particle, we may conveniently describe it

as particulate. F. Gotten, Science, VI. 273.

partiet, . An obsolete spelling of party*.

ing-cup, which usu-
allv has more. 2.
A kind of cup, made
with new ale and
sherry, sweetened,
to which soda-water
is added immediate-

ly before drinking.
parting-fellowt
(par'ting-fel'6),.-
< parting + fellotc.]
A partner.

Thise scorneres been
partyng-felairee with the
devil.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

parting-glass (par'-

ting-glas), n. A
glass flask used in

assaying for dis-

solving Silver from Paittng-cup. Old Englteh potter?

itsmixture with gold.

parting-line (piir'ting-lin), n. In founding, a
line upon a pattern as it lies embedded in the

sand, below which the draw of the pattern is

upward, and above which the draw is down-
ward. In most cases this line Is undulatory ; the surface



parting-line

of the sand-parting extends, however, on all sides from It

to the edges of the flask-part. E. II. Knight.

parting-rail (piir'ting-ral), w. Iii carp,, a rail in-

termediate between the top and the bottom rail

of a door or partition ;
a lock-rail. E. H. Kit ii/h t.

parting-sand (par'ting-sand), . In molding,

dry non-adhesive sand or brick-dust sprinkled

upon the meeting faces of the two members of

a mold to insure their ready separation.

parting-Shard (piir'ting-shard), . In ceram.,
a thin piece of baked clay used in the pottery-
kiln to prevent different pieces of the unbaked
ware from sticking together.

parting-Strip (par 'ting -strip), n. A narrow

strip used to keep two parts separated, as the

long strip between the upper and the lower sash

in a window-frame, or that between a window-
sash and a window-blind in a carriage or rail-

way-car.
parting-tool (par'ting-tb'l), . A tool used in

many different kinds of work for dividing parts,

trimming, marking outlines, etc. () A turning-
tool with narrow cutting edge for dividing a piece in the

lathe, or for separating a turned piece from the stub-end

or unworked part of the block out of which it has been
formed, (b) An angular gouge for incising outlines, carv-

ing stems, etc. (e) A joiners' bent-edged chisel, with its

cutting edge variously shaped, (d) A marble-workers'

rasp, flat, with curved ends, used for smoothing recesses

difficult to reach. Inside parting-tool, a tool used to

undercut or hollow out from a solid piece rings and other

openings of curved outline.

partisan, * and . See partizanl, partisan
2

.

partita (par-te'ta), n. [It., apart: seepart, n.]

In music, a suite,' or a set of variations.

partite (par'tit), a. [= F. partite, partit = Sp.

Pg. partido = It. partita, < L. partittis, divided,

pp. ofpartiri, divide: see part, r.] 1. Parted
or divided into parts: usually in composition
with qualifying or specifying prefix, as bipar-

tite, tripartite, quadripartite. See the com-

pounds. 2. In bot., same as parted. 3. In

entom., divided by a slit from the apex to the

base, as the wings of certain small moths.

partition (piir-tish'on), n. [< F. partition = Sp.

partition,partija=:'g.partiei

tto = It.partizione,

partigione, < L. partitio(n-), a division, < par-
tiri, pp. partitus, divide : see part, v. Cf . par-
cener.] 1. The act of parting or dividing; the

act of separating into portions and distributing :

as, the partition of a kingdom among several

other states.

O learned (Nature-taught) Arithmetician !

Clock-less, so just to measure Time's partition.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

The partition of Naples, the most scandalous transaction
of the period, he shared equally with Louis.

Prescotl, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 24.

S3. The state of being divided; division; sepa-
ration; distinction.

Like to a double cherry, seeming parted,
But yet an union in partition.

Skak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 210.

3f. Separate part ; apartment; compartment.
An edifice too large for him [man] to fill,

Lodged in a small partition.
Miltott, P. L., viii. 105.

4. That by which different parts are separated.
Great wits are sure to madness near allied,
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, i. 164.

(a) In arch., a dividing wall; a wall or barrier which
serves to separate one apartment from another in a build-

ing.

Condemning the rest of Gods inheritance to an injurious
and alienat condition of Laity, they separated from them
by local partitions in Churches.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

(6) In bot. t the division of a parted leaf ; also, the wall of
a cell in an ovary or fruit; a dissepiment, (e) In zoiil.,

specifically, a party-wall, septum, or dissepiment.
5. In law, a division of property among co-own-
ersbytheiragreement orbyjudicial proceeding.
At common law it is a division of lands and tenements
between coparceners, joint tenants, or tenants in common,
by agreement, so as to terminate their cotenancy and vest
in each a sole estate in a portion of the land, or an allot-

ment, as it was called ; and this was not deemed a convey-
ance, hut a mere severance of interests. Partition has also

long been made by courts of equity, for they have power
to award compensation for inequality, or to decree a sale
and division of proceeds when an actual allotment is im-
practicable or disadvantageous. The same power has of
late been sometimes extended to personal property, but
not usually under the name of partition, nor is the name
used for the ordinary distribution or division of an estate
by executors, etc.

6. In music. Same as score. 7. In logic, and
rhetoric, the separation of an integrate whole
into its integrant parts ;

the separation of any
whole into its parts, except that the separation
of a genus into its species, or of a species into

genus and difference, is not so called.

Division divideth universal things into their particulars,
and partition divideth particulars into their parts, and
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most commonly followeth division, ... as, for example,
when division hath divided a sensible body into a man and

beast, then followeth partition and divideth man into soul

and body, and the body into his integral! parts, as head,

brest, belly, legges, and such like.

Blundeville, Arte of Logicke, ii. 3.

8. In math., a mode of separating a positive
whole number into a sum of positive whole
numbers. Thus, the partitions of 4 are 1 + 1

+ 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 2, 2 + 2, and 1 + 3.- ideal,
metaphysical, etc., partition. See the adjectives.

Owelty of partition f. See omlty. Partition line, in

her., one of the lines by which a shield is divided, espe-

cially a line dividing an ordinary from the field or another

ordinary. See Kn2, 12. Partition of numbers, the

separation of particular whole numbers into sums of whole
numbers ; also, the name of the mathematical theory of

problems relating to the numbers of wavs in which num-
bers can be separated into whole numbers under given
conditions. Partition wall, a dividing wall; a parti-
tion.

A great partition u'all to keep others out
Decay of Christian Piety.

Physical partition. See physical.

partition (par-tish'on), v. t. [(partition, n.] 1.

To divide by walls "or partitions.
I understand both these sides ... to be uniform with-

out, though severally partitionedwltMn. Bacon, Building.

2. To divide into shares : as, to partition an
estate.

Thus the Roman world was partitioned among six mas-
ters. Mahan, Church Hist., iii. 8.

partitional (par-tish'on-al), a. [(partition +
-al.~\ Formed by partitions.

The pods are flattish, two or three inches long, and con-

tain from three to five seeds in partitional cells.

Grainger, Sugar Cane, iv., note.

partitioned (par-tish'pnd), a. [( partition +
-erf2.] In bot", provided with a partition or

wall ; separated by partitions.

partitionmentt (par-tish'pn-ment), n. [(par-
tition + -ment.] The act of dividing ; partition.

As he is to record the story of a definite partitionment
from Virginia of land that once belonged to it, he begins
with a sparkling sketch of the history of Virginia up to

that time. Tyler, Amer. Lit., II. 272.

partitive (par'ti-tiv), a. and n. [( F. partitif=
Sp. Pg. It. partiUvo, < L. as if "partitivus, ( par-
titus, pp. of partiri, divide: see partite, part,

v.] I. a. In gram., denoting a part; defining
a part by expression of the whole to which it

belongs ; indicating a part as related to a whole :

as, the head of a man; a half of it; or, in French,
diipain,

' some bread,' or 'of the bread.'

IS. n. In gram., a word expressing partition;
a distributive.

partitively (piir'ti-tiv-li), adv. In a partitive
manner.

partizan1
, partisan1

(piir'ti-zan), n. and a. [<
F. partisan, OF. partisan = It. partigiano, tor-

meT\ypartegiano,parteggiano, ( ML. as if *par-

titianus, usually, after Rom., partisanus, parti-

zanus, a member of a party or faction, a part-

ner, a farmer of taxes, < partita (> F. partie,

etc.), apart, party: see partyi.~] I. n. 1. An
adherent of a party or faction

;
one who is pas-

sionately or very earnestly devoted to a party
or interest; specifically, one whose judgment
or perception is clouded by a prejudiced ad-

herence to his party.
All the citizenswere such decidedparttgoiw, eitherof the

gonfalonier or of the Salviati, that they would not inter-

marry, or even give a vote for any man . . . who was not
of their side. 7. Adami, Works, V. 118.

The appeal, therefore, is to the people ;
not to party, nor

to partisans. D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

No one can be a right good partisan who is not a thor-

ough-going hater. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 243.

2. Milit., a member of a party or detachment
of troops sent on a special enterprise ; also, the
leader of such a party.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a party or fac-

tion ; strongly biased in favor of a party or in-

terest.

^partisan warfare . . . had long existed between Gra-
nada and its most formidable antagonist, the kingdoms of

Castile and Leon. Irving, Granada, p. 7.

The bestowal of places as the
reward for partisan service, or
at the dictation of influential

politicians, had impaired the

efficiency and energy of the

public servants.
The Century, XXXI. 150.

2. Milit., engaged on a

special enterprise : as,
a partisan corps Parti-
zan ranger (milti.), a member
of a partizan corps.

partizan2 , partisan2

(par'ti-zan), n. [= MD.
pertuisaen, ( OF. pertui-
sane = It. partigiana = Fomls of panics.

partner

Sy.partesana, a partizan or leading-staff, < per-
ttiiser (= It. pertugiare), make full of holes,

bore, < pertnix = It. pertugio, pertugia, a hole,

< ML. pertuxux, a hole, < L. pertwnderc, pp. per-

tusvs, bore through: see perfuse.] 1. A long-
handled cutting weapon used in England and
Scotland from the fourteenth to the sixteenth

century: a name including also the halberd,

fauchard, roncone, etc.

The hills were wooded with their partizans,
And all the valleys overgrown with dar(s,
As moors are with rank rushes.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

The labourers do goe into the fields with swords and

partizans, as if in an enemies countrey.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 6.

2. A man, as a soldier or a guardian of the

peace, armed with a partizan.
They . . . were fighting hard, when the provost, with

his guard ofpartizans, came in thirdsman and staved them
asunder with their halberds, as men part dog and bear.

Scott, Abbot, xviii.

Morning-star partizan. Same as morning-star halberd

(which see, under morning-star).

partizanship (par'ti-zan-ship), n. [(partizan
1

+ -ship.] Earnest or passionate adherence to

a party or faction
; feelings or actions charac-

teristic of a partizan.
partlesst (part'les), a. [< ME. parties; (part
+ -Uss.] 1. Without a part; not sharing.
Who is he that nolde deme that he that is ryht myhty of

good weere parties of the meede?
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 3,

2. Without good parts.
For man of woorth (say they>with parts indow'd
The tymes floe not respect, nor wil relive,
But wholly vnto partlesse Spirits giue.

Dames, Microcosmos, p. 72. (Dames.)

partlett (part'let), n. [Early mod. E., < ME.
partlette; appar. a particular application of

Pertelote, Pertelotte, a woman's name, also ap-
plied to a hen,< OF. Pertelote, a woman's name.]
1. A garment for the neck and shoulders, espe-

cially for women. It was at one time of the nature
of a neckerchief of linen or similar fabric, but a partlet of

crimson velvet occurs in an inventory of Henry VIII.'s

time. The ruffled or plaited edge of some forms of part-
let seems to have given rise to the popular term for a hen.

viij partlettes of Sypers. iij of them garnyshed with golde
and the rest with Spanyshe worke.

Inventory of Dame Agnes Hunger/ord, Archreologia,
[XXXVIII. 370.

Unfledge 'em of their tires,

Their wires, their partlets, pins, and perriwigs.
Beau, and Fl, Knight of Malta, i. 1.

Somewhat later, the sleeves of dresses had puffs at the

shoulders, and, when the dresses were made open above
the girdle, a partlet, or kind of habit-shirt, was worn be-

neath them and carried up to the throat.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 472.

2. A hen.
The faireste hewed on hire throte

Was cleped fayre damoysele Pertelote.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 60.

Thou dotard ! thou art woman-tired, unroosted

By thy dame Partlet here. Shot., W. T., ii. 3. 75.

I forgot to take your orders about your poultry ;
the

partlets have not laid since I went.
Walpole, Letters, II. 23.

partly
1
(part'li), adv. [( part + -fy

2
.] In part ;

in some part, measure, or degree; not wholly:
very often repeated in stating particulars that

make up a whole.
I do now partly aim at the cause of your repulse.

R. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 1.

They betook them partly to thir Weapons, partly to im-

plore divine aid. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

partly2!, aav - An obsolete form of pertly1 .

part-music (part'mu/'zik), n. Music intended
for performance by two or more independent
performers ;

concerted or harmonized music :

almost exclusively applied to vocal music. See

part-singing and part-song.

partner (part'ner), n. [Early mod. E. partener ;

( ME. partener, partiner, partenere, pertenere,

pertynere, a variant (appar. due to association

with the primitive word part, and to the con-

fusion of c and t, which were written alike in

many manuscripts) of parcener: see parcener.]
1. One who shares or takes part in anything;
a sharer or partaker : as, to be a partner in one's

joys and sorrows.
The flesche es pertynere of the payne, that eftirwarde

the saule be comforthede in hir sensualite.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

Syth I have here been partynere
With you of Joy and Blisse.

The Nut-Emm Maid.

2. One who is associated with another or oth-

ers; an associate.

Hen. I'll join with you in any thing.
Via. In vain:

I'll take mine own ways, and will have no partners.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.



partner

(a) One who Is associated with another in some game or

amusement : ( 1 )
I Inc w ho plays on tin- same hide. aft. ttpc.

i iiii ally, ill whist, (i) line ho dunces with another, es-

pecially one of the opposite sc\.

Lead In your Indies every one. sweet partner,
I must lint >cl tin nake you.

Skak., Hen. VIII., I. 4. 108.

My former fears >!" ilancin^ hctoic such a company, and
with Midi a intu>

:

i-. reluiTicil more forcibly than ever.
Mi** tiunu'y, Kvelina, xi.

(/<) One who Is associated in marriage with another of tin-

opposite sex ; a husband or wife. (c)One who Is associated
with another or others as a principal or the contributor
of capital in a business or joint adventure, and usually
shares its risks and profits. See partnership.

3. ///. \niit., pieces of timber let in between
two deek-lieams, to form a framing for the sup-
port of anything which passes through a ves-

sel's dock, as masts, capstan, or pumps.
The mast holes of a ship with wood beams are framed

with a series of cnrlingx termed fore and aft partner*,
cross partner*, and angle chocks, the whole forming a hole
the diameter of which exceeds that of the section of the
mast by twice the thickness of the mast wedges, these
latter varying about from 3 Inches to 8 Inches, according
to the size of the ship. Thearle, Naval Arch., (211.

Dormant partner, a special or silent partner. Osten-
sible partner. eeottennble. Silent partner, sleep-
ing partner, a partner interested in a business in w hich

he has embarked capital, but in the conducting of which
he does not take an active part; a dormant partner.

Special partner, a partner who contributes capital only,
in a limited or special partnership, and whose liability

Is limited by statute to the amount of capital. If the

statute governing partnerships is violated, the special

partner becomes liable as a general partner. See partner-
Mp. =Syn. 1. Participator, participant 1 and 2. FrtjHa,
Companion, etc. See attoaate.

partner (piirt'ner), v. t. [< partner, n.] To
join ;

associate as a partner.
To be partner'd

With tomboys hired with that self exhibition
Which your own coffers yield !

A**., Cymbeline, L 6. 121.

partnership (piirt'ner-ship), n. [< partner +
-xliip.] 1. The state or condition of being a

partner; joint interest; participation with an-
other.

Love, well thou know'st, no Partnership allows.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

But an union of this kind is one of those fatal partner-

Mp* between the stronger and the weaker which can lead

only to bondage. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 77.

Specifically 2. In law, the relation subsisting
between persons who combine their services,

property,
and credit for the purpose of conduct-

mgbusiness for theirjoint benefit. Itlnvolves usu-

ally a reciprocal agency and a community of profits and of

losses, and often a community of interest in the capital.
Since one in such a relation may make himself liable as a

partner to pay debts, and yet fall to secure the right to share

assets, the test of what constitutes a partner varies accord-

ing as merely the relation of the parties to one another Is

considered, or their relation to third persons dealing with
the firm. For the purpose of liability to third persons, a

right to share in the profits as pronts, as distinguished
from receiving a compensation in proportion to pronts,
has been deemed the general test ; but It is subject to ex-

ceptions and qnali locations, and in England and some other

jurisdictions the test is whether the relation was such
that the one sought to be held liable had constituted the

other his agent to contract such obligation.

3. The contract creating the relation of part-
ners. 4. A rule in arithmetic. See fellote-

xhii>, 4. General partnership, a partnership in which
the relation is not qualified as limited or special, and in

which, therefore, all the members are jointly liable for

all the debts. Limited partnership, or special part-
nership, a partnership in which the special partner
contributes to the common stock a specific sum in cash,
and is liable for the debts of the partnership only to the

amount of his investment. This immunity is secured by
compliance with the statutes creating it, which usually
|in>\iile that the special partner shall take no part in

the conduct of the business. Mining partnership, a

partnership which exists when two or more persons, who
ow n or acquire a mining-claim for the purpose of work-

ing it and extracting the mineral therefrom, actually
engage in working the same : the chief peculiarity of the
relation in this case is in the Implied powers of the

partners, and the fact that the transfer of the share of a

partner to a stranger brings in the latter without dissclv-

ing the partnership. Universal partnership,:! form
of association existing in Louisiana, in w Inch all the part-
ners agree to put in common all the wealth they have and

may acquire. Kxception, however, Is now mode of wealth

acquired by gift, succession, or legacy after the partner-

ship hail been constituted.

part-Owner (piirt'o'iier), n. In Intr, a joint
owner or tenant in common, who has an inde-

pendent, although an undivided, interest in

property with another or others.

partricht, . An old spelling of Cartridge.

partridge (piir'trij), . [Also dial, pntridyc.

BoMHtw; early mod. E. partrich, < MK. par-

ISOfl

nf the subfamilies /'< nln-hitr. I'tirni-

lini.r. ;itnl iirli/i/iiiti-, of small si/.e as compared
witli jji'oiiM' i /'< triiniiiii:i ). with four toes, scaly
shanks seldom spurred, fairly well-developed
tail, and naked nostrils, (a)The birds more particu-

larly designated partridge* are the European specie* of the

genera Prrdix and Caceabit. The best-known of these is

tin nnon Kia> paitti'L'c !' r'lixdnerea, the only bird of

Common Gray V< rttx (i'ltrta].

tite kind that Is common In (Ireat Britain, and hence the

one speclflcally called a partridge In English. It ex-

tends through Europe, and In Asia Is replaced by close-

ly related forms, as /'. barbata and P. hodgtonur. < ithcr

Asiatic birds which have partridge as at least the book-
name are species of Oreoperdix, Ammoperdix, Arborophila,
Kambuaeola, etc. Those of the last-named genus are

known as bamboo-partridges, (b) In Europe other birds

properly called partridges ore species of Caccabu. The
red-legged, French, or Guernsey partridge Is Caccabu rufa;
the Greek partridge Is C. grirca; the rock-partridges ore

C. saxatiliK and C. petrom. Related to these in Asia and
Africa are other species of Caccabii. Snow-partridges be-

long to the genus l*ertxi or Tetraoperdix, as L. or T. nineola,
and to TelraoiiaUuM. of the latter genus are the chourtka

(T. aupnu), the Himalayan partridged
1
. himalayenn*), and

other species. The hill-partridges are a dozen or more spe-
cies of Arborophila. found In India and countries further

east, and several of Galloperdix. (See cut under Galloper-

dix.) The very numerous species of francollna are often

brought under Perdicitur, and some of them are called

black partridge*. They are mostly African. (See cut under

/rancottn.) (c) All the partridge-like birds of America are

entirely different from any of the foregoing, and constitute

a separate subfamily called Colina, Ortyginx, or Odonto-

phorina ; these ore In different parts of the United States

(as explained underpheamnt) known lapartridi/es or qvailt
(quail being properly the name of the Old World birds of

the genus Coturnix). The common partridge or quail
of

the United States is the Virginian bobwhite, Colinui or

Ortyx riryiniantu, and it is the only one that is extensively
dispersed in the country. But in the southwestern States

and Territories are found numerous other partridges or

(mails, of the genera Orrmrtyx, Lophortyx, Callipepla, and

Cyrtongx; while ranging through Mexico and Central
America and well Into South America are yet others, be-

longing to the genera Kupti/chortyx, Dendnrtyx, and

Odontophorwt. See cuts under Caccabif. Callipepla, Cyr-
tonyx, helnutquail, Lena, Odantophorina, Orcortyx, and

quail. See also grmue.
And bnmstonys, and also grett plente of Partyrege and

veri good wynes. Tnrkington, I Marie of Eng. Travel), p. 58.

2. By a misapplication of the name (by Eng-
lish sportsmen and others in South America),
species of the family Tinamidse, as Kothura ma-

culosa, the common partridge of the pampas
of the Argentine Republic, and Khynchotus rn-

fescens, the great or large partridge. 3. In

Australia, by misapplication, species of the

family Turniridx. 4. In New England, by mis-

application, the ruffed grouse. 5f. In artillery,

a large bombard formerly used in sieges and de-

fensive works. Froifsart. Compare perdreau.
Partridge cochin. See cochin.

partridge-berry (par'trij-ber'i), n. 1. A trail-

ing plant, Alitchella repens. It is a smooth herb, with
round-ovate evergreen leaves, the paired flowers white,

tinged with purple, bearded within, and fragrant. It Is

common throughout the woods of eastern North America,
reaching to Mexico. Its little twin flowers of early sum-

party

partridge-hawk (jmr'trij-hiik), . The Ameri-
can goBoawk, .(.'; Hifti'ii/iHiiix.

partridge-pea (|>:n'h>i pej, . See eni.

partridge-wood (|';ir'tnj-wud), . A fine hard
cabinet-wood obtained from the West Indies

and Smith America. It Is of a reddish color, beau-

tifully marked with darker-colored parallel lines and
streaks. It Is sufficiently tough to be used for umbrella-

sticks, etc. It appears to be the product of Amlira iner-

m(tt and perhaps of several other leguminous treat,

part-singing (p**t
/
tag'tig)i . In numir, the

:i<-t, theory, or result of siii^iiij; in harmony
that in, with two or more independent parts or

vniees; choral singing: opposed to solo-xingirtfl.

Technically the term Is usually restricted to unaccompa-
nied singing, anil frequently to singing by nmle voices only

part-song tpiirt'song), n. In muxic, a vocal

composition for twoor more independent voicis

or parts ; loosely, a glee or madrigal, and sorae-
t i mi's a round or catch. Part-songs are usually
meant to bo HIIIIK without a i|ianimcnt.

The part-Kng being essentially a melody with choral

harmony, the upper part is In one sense the most Impor-
t .int. Grate* Diet. Muac, II. 669.

parturet (par'tur), n. [< part + -ure; as if by
aphorenis from departure, q. v.] Departure.
Thou wert he at parture whome I loathde to bid farewell.

Twbenille, To Spenser (llakluyfs Voyages, I. 386).

parturiatet (par-tu'ri-at), r. i. [Irreg. for *par-

turite, < L. parturitus, pp. of
partvrire,

be in

labor: see parturient.] To bring forth young.
parturiency (par-tu'ri-en-si), n. [< parturi-
i'n(t) + -ry.] The state of being parturient;
parturition.

parturient (par-tu'ri-ent), a. [= 8p. Pg. par-
turiente = It. partrtricntc, parturiente, < L. par-
turien(t-)s, ppr. of parturire, desire to bring
forth, be in labor, desiderative of parere, pro-
duce: see parent.) Bringing forth or about to

bring forth young: sometimes, as in the quota-
tion, extended to a more general use.

The plant that Is Ingrafted must also be parturient and
fruitful. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. IS36\ II. 23.

parturifacient (par-tu-ri-fa'shient), . [< L.

parturire, desire to bring forth (see parturient),
+ fnden(t-)s, ppr. of facere, cause.] A medi-

cine, as ergot, which excites uterine action, or

facilitates parturition ;
an oxytocic.

parturiometer (par-tu-ri-pm'e-ter),
n. [Irreg. <

Li. parturitw(n-), parturition,-)- Gi./itrpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for determining the ex-

pulsive force of the uterus in parturition.

parturioust (par-tu'ri-us), a. [As parturi(ent)
+ -OM.] Sameas;)nr(Mrie<. IJrayton, Moses.

parturition (par-tu-rish'qn), n. [< F. parturi-
tion = Pg. parturi^So, < LL. narturitio(n-), tra-

vail, < L. parturitus, pp. of parturire, desire

to bring forth, be in labor: see paturient.] 1.

The act of bringing forth or being delivered of

young.
Mrs. Sydney is all rural bustle, impatient for the partu-

rition of hens and pigs.
Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland, vi.

2f. That which is brought forth ; burden; birth.

parturitive (par-tu'ri-tiv), a. [As parturit(ion)
+ -ire.] Pertaining or relating to parturition ;

obstetric.

Partmitine science. Bvltcer, My Novel, xiL 11.

part-writing (piirt'ri'tin^),
M. In music: (a)

That branch of polyphonic composition which
concerns the correct combination with one an-
other of the several voice-parts; counterpoint
(in the modern sense). (6) The sum of the rela-

tions of the voice-parts of a particular piece to

each other; the melodies of the several voice-

parts taken collectively.

party 1
(piir'ti), . and a. [< ME. party, partye,

parti, partie = OFries. partie = D. partij =
MLG. partte,partige = MHO. partie, parti, Q.

partei = Sw. Dan. parti,<. OF. partie, partye, F.

partie, t. (sdso parti, m.), = Pr. partMa, partia
= Sp. Pg. partida, f. ( partido, m.), = It. partita,

t., < ML. partita, t., a part, party, < L. partita,
fern, of partitas, pp. of jiartiri, divide: seeparf,
P.] I. 1.; pi. parties (-tig). It. Apart; a por-
tion; a division.

Flowering Plant of Partridge-ben? (.\titchtlla rtftns}.

The fourthe party of this day Is goon.
Chaucer, ProL to Man of Law's Tale, LIT.

trirln; /nrtriclii . pi'i-fri/rlii; purti/n-iit;

IHii-tnjkr, iii-rtriki-, pi'rti-i/lc, purtriix, < OK. prr-
ilrix, jn nlri~, prrtrir. F. /irntris = S)i. Pi:. /

nli-

= It. prniiir. pi'i-ilii'i; < L. /it rilis, < (tr. T/,iAi,

a partridge.] 1. A gallinaceous or rasorial

bird of the family Tetraonidm and of one or
J71

a, a leaf, showing the nervation ; *, a flower with long stamens ; c.

a Bower with long style ; ft, the fruit.

mer, though pretty, are less noticed than its scarlet fruit,
which from autumn to spring forms a very pleasing com-
bination with the deep-green leaves. The berry is edible,
but Insipid. The plant has medical uses like pipsuwewa.
It is aromatic and astringent, and yields an oil which con-

tains 90 per cent of methyl sallcylate and is largely used
in rheumatism. Also checkerberry, deerberry, and hitf-nne.

2. The wintergreen, (imiltlieria procumbent.

Thow shall go in to that partite* where they be that have
the holy vessel!. *fr(in (E. F, T. 8-X L 53.

Robyn toke the forty pounde
And departed It In two partye.

JjyttU Qe*e ofRobyn Hode (Child s' Ballads, V. 110).

2f. Part; side.

Ther is a kyng not ferre from thlse partine,
In all contres ther as men riden and goon,
Vnder hevyn so grete ther levith non.

Oenerydrt(E. E. T. S.), L 1706.



party

The! hem rengeil by hundredes and by thowsamies, and

closed hym in on nlle partyes, and smote vpon hym with

theire speres at ones, and ouer-threwe hym and his horse.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 195.

For my party, al that I shal eschiewe
Whils that the soule ahidithe In his place.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 72.

3. A company or number of persons ranged on

one side, or united in opinion or design, in op-

position to others in the community ;
those who

favor or are united to promote certain views or

opinions: as, the Liberalparty; the Democratic

party; the party of moral ideas.

Thider preced hothe partyes to the rescowe, and ther was

grete losse on bothe parties. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 158.

You will angry be with none
That are of my partie.

liobin Hood and Queen Katherine (Child's Ballads, V. 319).

There were cliques and parties at Henry's court during
the whole of his reign ; there was a strong party against

VVolsey, there was a Protestant and a Catholic party, and a

Norfolk and a Suffolk party.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 245.

Hence 4. Side; cause.

Maintain the party of the truth.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 32.

Mgle came in to make their party good.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, vi. 82.

I will throw her into his way as often as possible, and
leave him to make his party good as fast as he can.

Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

5. A company or band of persons collected or

gathered together for some particular purpose ;

especially, a select company invited to be pres-
ent and participate in some form of amusement
or entertainment: as, a ple&snre-party ; a din-

nerparty; a theater-party.
If my brother Charles had been of the party, madam,

perhaps you would not have been so much alarmed.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

He enjoyed a party of pleasure in a good boat on the

water, to one of the aits or islets in the Thames.
Miss Edgeivorth, Patronage, xix.

One day there was a donation party at our house. The
ladies of the town brought their wheels and spun quanti-
ties of flax, which they gave to my mother

;
and the young

men made an ox-sled that they presented to pa.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 5.

6. A detached part of a larger body or com-

pany ; specifically (milit. ), a detachment or small
number of troops sent on a special service, as

to intercept an enemy's convoy, to reconnoiter,
to seek forage. 7. In law: (a) One of the lit-

igants in a legal proceeding; a plaintiff or de-

fendant in a suit : sometimes used collectively
to include all the persons named on one side.

The cause of both parties shall come before the judges.
Ex. xxii. 9.

(6) One expressly concerned or interested in

an affair : as, a party to a contract or an agree-
ment; the party of the first part.
Since he made himself a party, it was not convenient for

him to sit in the judicial place. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

8. One who is privy to a transaction or affair,

or connected with it in any way; one who is

more or less of an accomplice or accessory.
An injury sharpened by an insult, be it to whom it will,

makes every man of sentiment & party.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 61.

Louisa. You have formed this plan for my escape but
have you secured my maid in our interest?
Duenna. She is & party in the whole.

Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

9. A person; a particular person, as distinct
from and opposed to any other

;
a person under

special consideration
; a person in general; an

individual: as, an old party of my acquain-
tance. [Now only vulgar.]
Not only it is wee that have pierced the Partie thus

found slaine, but this Party whom we have thus pierced
is ... even the Only begotten Son of the most High Ood.

Bp. Andrews, Sermons (ed. 1628), p. 341.

We vse also to say so, when speaking of any body in se-

crecie, and the partie comes in.

Florio (under zuccoli, zoccoli).

1 Worn, My master's yonder.
Lady P. Where?
2 Worn. With a young gentleman.
Lady P. That same 's the party.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

He 's a genteel-looking party. 1 wonder if he belongs
to Sotor, King, & Co., of New York?

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 6.

10t. Compact; treaty.
All those countryes more feared him then Powhatan,

and nee had such parties with all his bordering neigh-
bours. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 232.

American, Anti-Federal, Antimasonic, Antirent
party. See the qualifying words. A partyt, a little;
somewhat.

Er wynter come and wexe a partie stronge.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 180.

Constitutional Union, Democratic, Federal party.
See the qualifying words. Equal Rights party. See

4310

Locofuco, s. Examination of party. See examination.

Firing party (milit). See firing-party. Flying par-
ty (milit.), a detachment of men employed to hover about

and harass an enemy. Foraging party. See forage.

Free Democratic party. See free. Greenback or

Independent party. See greenback. In partyt, in

part.
"
Sir," quod Kay,

" and ther-fore am I come to yow, ffor

I supposed in 'iiurtye what ye ment."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 25-2.

Labor-Reform party. See greenback. Liberal, Lib-

erty Monarchical, National party. See the qualify-

ing words. Native American party. See American.

New Court party. See court. Nominal party. See

nominal. Old Court party. See court. Party in in-

terest. See interest. People's party, a name assumed

by various ephemeral political parties in the Vnited States,
most frequently workingmen'sparties. Prohibition.Re-
publican, Tory, Wnig party. See the qualifying words.
= Syn. 3. Combination, Faction, etc. (see cabal'), league,

set, clique, alliance, coalition.

II. a. If. Partial; manifesting partiality.
I wol be trewe juge and nought partye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1799.

2. Of or pertaining to a faction or party ; par-
tizan: as, party lines

; party issues.

O scorner of the parly cry
That wanders from the public good.

Tennyson, freedom.

party2 (par'ti), a. [< ME. party, < OF. (and F.)

parti = Sp. Pg. partido = It. partita, divided,
< L. partitas, pp. of partiri, divide : see part, r.

Cf. party
1

.'] If. Divided; in part.

She gadereth floures, parly whyte and reede.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 195.

Specifically 2. In Jier., divided into parts,

usually equal : said of the field, especially when
the division is in the direction
of one of the ordinaries. Thus,
party per/esse is divided by a horizon-
tal line passing through the fease-point ;

parti/ per bend is divided by a line in

the direction of the bend and into equal
parts ; etc. In actual blazoning, how-
ever, the word party is usually omitted,
and instead of writing party per pale or

and azure is written per pale, etc. Also

parted.

party-coated (par'ti-ko"ted), a. [Also, less

prop., parti-coated ; < partyt + coat + -ed2.]

Having a party-colored or motley coat.

party-color (par'ti-kul"or),. [Also, less prop.,

parti-color; < party% + color.] Variegated col-

ors.

party-colored (par'ti-kuHprd), a. [Also, less

prop., parti-colored ; < pariyl + color + -ccft.]

Colored differently in different parts ;
of divers

colors; variegated; presenting a somewhat
striking diversity of colors.

The fulsome ewes . . . did . . .

Fall parti-colour'd lambs. Shak., M. of V., L 3. 89.

To see him run after a bubble which himself hath made,
and the sun hath particoloured, and to despise a treasure.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 259.

My mind was at that time
A party-colored show of grave and gay,
Solid and light, short-sighted and profound.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

party-gold (piir'ti-gold), a. [< party"* + goU.~]
Composed in part of gold, or partly gilt: said

usually of a vessel otherwise made of silver,

partyism (par'ti-izm), n. [< party'
1 + -ism.]

Division into parties ; also, devotion to partv.

[Recent.]
" Broad

"
is an epithet not descriptive of a partisan, but

rather of one who abhors all partifurm.
American Literary Churchman, Dec. 16, 1883.

party-jury (par'ti-jo'ri), n. [(party2 +jury1
.]

A jury consisting half of natives and half of

foreigners ; a half-tongue jury.

party-list (par'ti-list), n. A list of the candi-
dates for public positions proposed by a party
to be voted for. Such a list may be printed or other-
wise inscribed on a ballot, or it may be merely published
or posted up for the information of the public, etc. [Eng. ]

This voting, however, carried on by party-lists on differ-

ently coloured cards, is practically open.
Encyc. Brit., III. 291.

party-man (par'ti-man), n. One of a party;
one who is thoroughly or earnestly attached to

the principles of his party; a partizan.
party-spirited (par'ti-spir'i-ted), a. Having
the spirit of party or of partizans.
party-verdictt (par'ti-verdikt), n. A joint ver-
dict.

Thy son is banish'd upon good advice,
Whereto thy tongue a party-verdict gave.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 234.

party-wall (par'ti-wal), M. [< party1
, division,

+ wall.~\ A wall upon the line between the

premises of adjoining owners, which each has
the right to use as a support for his structure,
and usually also to some extent for chimneys,
water-pipes, etc. It may belong to one owner or partly

parvanimity
to each, but what characterizes it as a party-wall is the ease-

ment which both owners have in what belongs out and
out to neither.

Parula (par'o-la), n. [NL. (Bonaparte, 1838),
dim. of Parus, q. v.] A genus of diminutive
American creeping warblers of highly varie-

gated coloration.belongingto the familySylvico-
liilie or MnioUltiase; the blue yellow-backed war-
blers, p. americana is a beautiful little bird of eastern
North America, migratory and insectivorous, inhabiting
woodland, above blue with golden-brown interscapulars,
below yellow and white with a golden-brown spot on the

breast, the lores dusky, the eyelids touched with white, the

wings crossed with two white bars, the tail-feathers exten-

sively blotched with white ; the length is 43 inches, the ex-

tent of wings 7i. A related species of Texas and south-
ward is P. nigniora, and there are others, as P. pitiayumi.
Also called Compsothlypis.

parulis (pa-ro'lis), n. [= F. parulie = Sp. pa-
rulis = Pg. parulia, parulida, < NL. parulis, <

Gr. irapoiAic, a gum-boil, < napa, near, + ou/Uf,

oJ/W, gum.] A gum-boil.
parumbilical (par-um-bil'i-kal), a. [< Gr. napd,

beside, + L. umbilicus, the navel see umbilical.']
In the neighborhood of the umbilicus. Parum-
bilical veins, branches from the portal vein along the
round ligament of the liver, anastomosing with the epigas-
tric veins.

parura (pa-ro'ra), n.
; pi. pamrie (-re). [ML. :

see parure.] A'n apparel attached to the dal-

matic : it is broader than is usual on the alb.

parure (pa-ror'; F. pron. pa-riir'), n. [< ME.
parure, parour, < OF. (and F.) parwe, < ML.
paratura, attire, dress, finery, ornament, < L.

parare, prepare: see pare 1
. Cf. parade.'] 1. A

set of corresponding articles of decorative char-

acter; also, the total amount of decoration pro-
duced in any one case by similar means, as

a set of embroideries or lace trimmings for a

dress; hence, a set of ornaments intended to

be worn together, or matching with one an-
other: as, & parure of jewels. 2f. Ornament;
adornment.

I bequethe to the said chirche ane hole sute of vest-

mytes of russet velvet. One coope, chesible diacones,
for decones; with the awbes &ndparures.

Test. Vetust., p. 267. (HaUiwell.)

paruria (pa-ro'ri-ii), . [NL. ,
< Gr. irapa, beside,

+ ovpov, urine.] Disordered micturition.

Parus (pa'rus), . [NL.,<L.j;an<s, a titmouse.]
The typical genus of Paridss and Parinse. The
name was formerly applied with little discrimination to

all the birds of this family and some others, but is now

Greater TUmouse ( Parus major}.

restricted to titmice congeneric with the marsh-tit of Eu-

rope, P. palwlris, and the black-capped chickadee of

North America, P. atricapillus. The species are numer-
ous

; among them is the European P. major. See also cut
under chickadee.

pariisia (pa-ro'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. napovaia.

presence, < mipuv, ppr. of irapsivai, be present,
< vapa, near, + elvai, be.] In rhet., the use of

the present tense instead of the past or future,
as in a vivid narration of a past or prediction
of a future event.

parva logicalia (piir'vii loj-i-ka'li-a). [ML.:
Ij.parva, neut. pi. otpamis, small, little; ML.
logicalis, pertaining to logic : see logical.] The
name given in the middle ages to the branches
of logic which were treated in the various sup-
plements added from time to time to the Sum-
mute of Petrus Hispanus. These subjects were the
doctrines of supposition, ampliation, restriction, distribu-

tion, appellation, exponibles, syncategoreumata, obliga-

tions, insolubilia, consequences, etc.

parvanimity (par-va-nim'i-ti), .; p\.parva>iim-
ities (-tiz) . [< L. parvus, small,+ animus, mind.
Cf. magnanimity.] 1. The state of having a
little or ignoble mind; littleness of mind;
meanness: the opposite of magnanimity.
When once it is noted that the apprehension of being

derided for retracting is the sole obstacle that stands be-

tween your reason and so important a change as your con-

version, they will justly esteem yourparvanimity so great
that you deserve derision for so poorly fearing it.

Boyle, Works, V. 215.

2. A person with a little or ignoble mind.



parvanimity
I trust thai rtn f. ],C,S,.MS i,i,l,,,l, not of the clasn of

i:n i

-an), n. [< ML.

F. Hull, Mod.-iii Knuli.-li, |.. ::."..

Parvati (r*r'v-M), n. [Skt., 'of the moun-
tain,' or 'daughter of the mountain (Hima-
laya), '< /in i' i-ii In, mountain.] A Hindu divinity:
same as Itiiri/n.

parvenket, . A Middle English form of peri-
innkli' 1

.

parvenu (piir've-nu), n. and a. [< F. piirn //,

a parvenu, < jtiirrciin, .successful, pp. of /inn-i--
nii -

It. /n i-i-i nin
, arrive, succeed, thrive, < L.

IH i-renire, arrive, < per, through,+ centre, come :

see conn:] I. . One newly risen into notice,

especially by an accident of fortune and beyond
his birth or apparent deserts, whet her as a claim-
ant for u place in society or as occupying a posi-
tion of authority; an upstart.
This I'ontiii (Plus IV.], a genial, politic man of the

world, bot-tonpsnd but placable, a parvenu as compared
with tin- nulilc- birth of hia predecessors, had the qualities
which belong to the position of parvenu.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 293.

I ... have always observed through life . . . that It

Is your parvenu who stickles most for what he calls the
genteel, and has the most squeamish abhorrence for what
Is frank and natural.

Thackeray, Fit*-Boodle's Confessions.

II. a. Like or characteristic of a parvenu or

upstart.
Making the sanctities of Christianity look parvenu and

popular. /.,.v,,,

parvipsoas (piir-vip'so-as), . [NL., < L. par-
t-its, small, + NL. psoas.] The small psoatic
muscle; the psoas parvus. See psoas.

parvipsoatic (par-yip-so-at'ik), a. Of or per-
taining to the parvipsoas.
parvirostrate (piir-vi-ros'trat), a. [< L. par-
rus, small, + rostratus, having a bill, < rostrum,
a beak, bill.] In ornith., having a small bill.

Parvirostres (par-vi-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL. :

in which the bill is very small. [Not used.]
parvis, parvise (par'vis), . [< ME. parvin,

/iin-i-i/s, /iiiri'i/xr, /n/reyce, < OF. parvis, parevis,
pnrei'x, IHII-IIIK, F. parrin, < ML. piiriirixux, l>nr-

tisius, a corruption (after Kom.) of paradixus,
a church close, < LL. paradisus: see paradise.

open place before a church, the porch repre-
sented paradise.] 1. A vacant inclosed space
of greater or less extent before a church (often
slightly raised), and under the jurisdiction of
the church authorities; also, the outer court of
a palace or great house.

It (Villa Mondragone] stands perched on a terrace as
vast as the parvise of St. Peter's, looking straight away
over black cypress-tops Into the shining vastness of the
Campagna. U. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 179.

2. A room over a church porch employed as a
school-room or a storage-room, or as a lodging
for some ecclesiastic.

Over each porch in the nave is a panise, or priest's
chamber. S. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 2OS.

3. A church
porch, where lawyers were in the

habit of meeting for consultation
; specifically,

the portico of St. Paul's Cathedral in London.
A sergeant of the lawe, war and wys.
That often haddc ben at the parvys,
Ther was also.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 310.

I'urrit and portal bloom like trelllsed Imwers,
And the vast minster seems a cross of flowers.

Longfellow, Dlvina Commedia, Sonnets, 11.

parvitudet (piir'vi-tud), . [< L. as if
"parvi-

tudo, < pari-HS, small.] Littleness; minnte-

/iiixxtii/iiiui. passage.) A member of a religious
body of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
which arose in Loinbardy and existed chiefly in

Italy. They denied the iWtrine of theTrinit> .

and restored the rites of the Old Testament,
excepting the sacrifices.

pasan (pa'zan), n. [A native African name.]
An antelope, the oryx.
pasch(pusk), H. [Alspa*A-, and;i</e(<OF.);
early mod. E. and dial, also pace, page, passe;
ME. pnxk. /HI*/.*, /iinr/n . /i/nt*. < AS. pnxcha =
OS. OFries. jiiixrlni = I), jiiinxch, pan.* = MLG.
IIHXI-III', /iinti-ln: /nixrlii n, pnxchen = Icel. pdsknr= Sw.

//rt.sV,-, jMixkn = l)an. I'iKixkc = OF. paske,
liiiar.hf, pasque, F. pdqite = 8p. pdseva = Pg.
l"ixckoa = It.pasqua = LL.pa.irha, < Gr. n6ax<t,

passover, < Heb. pesach, a passing over, the

Passover, < pasach, pass over.] The Jewish
feast of the Passover; hence, the Christian
feast of Easter. [Obsolete or archaic, except
in composition.]
That he be there the thirde day after Pasche with-oute

eny falle. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 118.

O heal this deed on me, Meggy ; . . .

The silks that war shapen for me gen Patche,
They sail be sewed for thee.

Young Redin (Child's Ballads, III. 14).

I will compare circumcision with baptism, and the pane
lamb with Christ's supper.

Tyndalc, Ans. to .Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., I860),

lp.245.

paschal (pas'kal), a. [< OF. paschal, pascal,
F. pascal = Sp.' pascual = Pg. paschal, pascoal= It.pascalc,i>asquale,<i,L.paschalis, <pascha,
passover: seepasch.] Pertaining to the Pass-
over or to Easter.
The whole nation of the Jews, who were then assembled

to celebrate the paschal solemnity.
Bp. Atteroury, Sermons, II. v.

Paschal candle, or paschal taper, in the Ram. Cath.
Ch., a candle blessed by the priest in the service of Holy
Saturday and placed on the gospel side of the altar, there
to remain from Easter eve until Ascension day.
To provide lights for the burial of the poor. In some

churches the Paschal candle was broken, after Trinity
Sunday, and made up again into small tapers exclusively
for the funeral service of the poor people. ... In old
wills bequests were made for the same purpose under
the name of "the poor light."

Rock, Church of our Fathers, il. 472, note.

Paschal controversy, a controversy In the early church

Such controversies occurred especially In Asia Minor hi the
latter half of the second and in the third and fourth cen-
turies. Paschal cycle. See cycfei. Paschal lamb,
(a) Among the Jews, the lamb slain and eaten at the Pass-
over (Ex. ill.). (6) In her., a white lamb passant, carrying
a banner argent with a cross gules (the banner of St.

George, or simply an emblem of the crucifixion). This
was an emblem of the Knights Templars, and occurs
sometimes in heraldry as a bearing of persons not of the
order. -Paschal letters, in the early church, letters
written by the Patriarch of Alexandria to the Bishop of
Rome, aim probably to other patriarchs, and by patriarchs
and archbishops to the bishops under their authority, an-
nouncing the date of the next Easter festival. Paschal
rents, a yearly tribute paid by the clergy to the bishop
or archdeacon at their Easter visitation. Paschal so-
lemnity, the week preceding and the week following Fas-
ti T. Paschal supper, the Passover supper. See Pant-
over. Paschal taper. See paschal candle.

paschalist (pas'kal-ist), n.
|
< paschal + -ist.]

proper day on which Easter should fall.

Tradition hath had very seldom or never the gift of per-
suasion, as that which church histories report of those east
and western paschaliste, formerly spoken of, will declare.

Milton, Prejatical Episcopacy.

pasch-egg (pask'eg), n. [Also dial, pace-egg,
q. v. ;

= D. paaschei = Sw. p&skagg = Dan.
MMMMy; as pasch + egg1

.] An Easter egg.
(o) An egg prepared for Easter by being dyed or decorated.

Pasimachus

pas d'ane fp <li)- I
'': /"'", pace; (t for de,

(if: line, ass: see ass.] One of the side rings
of the guard of the rapier of the sixteenth cen-

tury. See lull, i/imril, and xirord.

pas d'armes (pii diirm). [F.:;w, pace; <P for
''<, of: urmen, pi. of /. :inn: see arm2.] A

, tilt, or tourney. See finxxage o/arnw, vn-

paset, n. An obsolete form of pace1 and of

patat,
pasgarde, . &eepageg<iii/' .

pasn't (pasli), c. t. [< ME. piumhen, paschen,
strike, < Sw. dial. )>nxkn, puddle in water, =
Norw. paska, dabble in water, tumble, work
hard. Cf. 6ot.] To strike violently; dash;
smash.

So Kynde thorgh cornpclona culde ful menye.
Deth cam dryuyng after and al to douste paichte
Kynges and knyghtet, caysers and popes.

Pton Plotman (C'X ixilL 100.

If I go to him, with my armed fist

I '11 it*li him o'er the face.

Nhak.,1. and C., II. 8. 218.

The violent thunder Is adored by those
Are panht In pieces by It.

Webster, White Devil, I. 1.

parvityt (piir'vi-ti), . [= OF. parvite = Sp.
piii-riildd, imrreilad = Pg. parvidade = It. par-
vita, < L. parrita(t-)s, smalluess. < parmx,
small.] Smallness; parvitude. Bay, Works
of Creation, i.

parvule (par'vul), n. [< L. panning, dim. of

pnrrus, small: see parviti/.] A minute pill.

paryphodrome (pa-rif'o-drom), a. [< Gr. impa,
beside, + E. hyphodronie.] See nervation.

pas 1
1 (pa), M. An obsolete form otpass andpace1

,

pas2 (pa), . [F., a step, pace: see pace.] 1.
A step, as in dancing or marching. 2. A
dance : as, pas seul, a dance performed by one
person ; pax de doux, a dance by two persons.
Pas redouble, a quickstep, or quick-march. To take

or have the pas of one (tr. V. avoir le pas sur quelci nn),
to take precedence ; precede ; hence, to go beyond any one
or anything else.

But my aunt and her paramour took the pat, and fonned
indeed such a pair of originals as, I believe, all England
could not parallel. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, ii. 199.

Ka-ttT adornment or gift.

pasch-flower, . See pasque-flower.
paschlte (pas'kit), n. See quartndecimani.
pascuage (pas'ku-aj), n. [< ML. paseuagium, <
L. /inxi'iiitm, a pasture, <. pascuns, grazing: see
pascuous.] In lav, the grazing or pasturing of
cattle. Wharton.

pascual (pas'ku-al), a. [< li.pascuug, of a pas-
ture, + -al.] Same as pascuous.
No hard and fast line can be drawn between Patatal and

Pratal plants.
Alfred Fryer,lorn, of Bot , British and Foreign (1883), p. 875.

pascuant (pas'ku-ant), <r. [< ML. pascuan(t-)s,
ppr. of pascuare, teed, pasture, < L. paxcuum,
pasture: see pascuous.] In her., feeding: said
of a ruminant creature used as a bearing.
pascuous (pas'ku-us), a. [< L. pascuus, of or
for pasture, unit. /"/.SCKMHI, a pasture, < pascere,
feed: see pasture.] In hot., growing in pas-
tures.

i- [<pa*Al,f.] A violent smash-
ing blow.

pash'2t (pash), . [Origin unknown.] The
head

; the face
;
the brains.

Thou want'st a rough path and the shoots that I have
To be full like me. Shot., W. T., I. 2. 128.

pasha (pash 'a), H. [Formerly also pashate,
pacha, also basha, bashaip ; = F. pacha, etc., <
Turk, pasha, < Pers. pasha, pddsnah, also cor-

ruptly bdshd, bddshah, a sovereign, prince,
great lord: see padishah.] A title of rank in

Turkey, placed after the name, (a) Formerly, an
honorary title of a prince of the blood, (ft) A title of the
higher civil and military officials. 'I he military pashas
were long distinguished by the horsetails displayed as a
symlwl In war (abolished under Mahmoud II.): a pasha
of "three tails

"
corresponds to a commanding general,

a pasha of " two tails
"
to a general of division, a pasha of

"one tail" to a general of brigade. The title exists in

Egypt, and has been conferred on various forefgura in
the service, as Gordon Patha, I.mm Pasha.

pashalic (pash'a-lik), n. [< Turk, pdshalik, <

pasha, a pasha : seepoAa.] The territory gov-
erned by a pasha. Also pachalic.

It
[Saphetl

Is a considerable town, having been former-
ly the place of residence of the pasha of this country, on
which account It was called the pathalic of Saphet.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 76.

pashaW, . See pasha.
pashm (pashm), n. [Pers. pashm.] A kind of
wool produced in Tibet.

The pashm, or shawl-wool, Is a downy substance, grow-
ing next to the skin and under the thick hair of those
goats found in Thibet and in the elevated lands north of
the Himalayas.

A. fl. F. Eliot James, Indian Industries, p. 864.

pashmina (pash-me'na), n. Same as pushmina.
Pashto, ". Same as Push to.

pasigraphic (pas-i-graf'ik), a. [= F. pasigra-
phiqite; as pasigraph-y + -ic.] Same as pasi-
i/raphical.

pasigraphical (pas-i-graf'i-kal), a. [< pasi-
graphic + -al.] Of or pertaining to pasigra-
phy: as, a pasigraphical dictionary.
pasigraphy (pa-sig'ra-fi), n. [= F. pasioraphie= Pg. paxigraphia = It. pasigrajia, < Or. iraf,

all (dat. pi. irdot, for all), + -yfxupia, < ypatyttv,

write.] A system of language-signs adapted
to universal use

;
a kind of writing that may be

understood and used by all nations.

pasilaly (pas'i-lal-i), . [< Or. n-df. all (dat. pi.

itaot, for all), + -AoXia, < >jdciv, talk.] A lan-

guage adapted for universal use; universal

speech. See I'olapiik. [Rare.]
Pasimachus (pa-sim'a-kus), n. [NL. (Bonel-
li, 1813), < Gr. vat, all, + //djroffai, fight.] A
genus of ground-bee-
tles or ca ra bills, hav-

ing the mandibles
rounded at the end
and the paraglossfe
adherent to the lat-

eral lobes of the men-
turn. They are large and
handsome, bluish-black or

violet, and occur only In
North America. They are

carnivorous, both as larva;
and as imagos. and the
former either dig tunnels
like tiger-beetles or live

under the bark of trees.

Among nearly 20 species Is

P. ttongaliu, which preys
on the Colorado potato beetle, the Rocky Mountain locust,
and the army-worm, and Is hence most beneficial.

Elongate Ground-beetle (fan-
maehtts eltHfattu).



Pasitelean

Pasitelean (pas-i-te'le-an), a. [< Pasiteles (see in Siberia, also a garden-flower, it is a low herb

^^. (

]

P
Of,

1

portainin

)

gtoorcharaf.teri Zing ^^^^^^^^^
an important school of Greek sculpture wliicn

8ide Also cal i e(| eampana, danc-flmter, and danesblood.

was founded by Pasiteles in Rome toward the American pasque-flower, Amnwi* paten*,. Xuttal-

close of the republic, and continued to nourish liana, foun

under the early empire. The school was archaistic,

seeking Inspiration in the works of the powerful Hellenic

artists who preceded the bloom of art in the fifth century ;

Orestes and Electra, Museo Nazionale, Naples.

Specimen of the Pasitelean School of Sculpture.

but with its studied archaism in proportions, attitudes, and

types it combined careful work from the living model.

Surviving works of the followers of Pasiteles exhibit real

merit and charm, and rise above the feeble imitations of

the later Hellenistic sculptors,

paskt, See pasch.

: ,
from Illinois northwestward. The species is

also found in the Old World. Japanese pasque-flower,
A. Japonica, a garden-flower in and from Japan, with rose-

colored or white blossoms.

pasquil (pas'kwil), . and a. [< It. pasqtiillo,

dim. of pasquino, a lampoon: sea pasquin ,~] I.

M. A lampoon or pasquinade ;
a squib.

Those things which that railing Germane hath heaped

vp in his lend pasquid. Haklmjt's Voyages, I. 585.

Witty pasnu-Us are thrown about, and the mountebanks
have their stages at every corner.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan., 1646.

II. a. Relating to or of the nature of a lam-

poon or pasquinade: as, pasquil literature.

pasquil (pas'kwil), v. t. [< pasquil, .] Same
as pasquinade.
pasquilant, pasquillant (pas'kwil-ant), . [<

pasquil + -ant.'] A writer of pasquils or pas-

quinades; a satirist; a lampooner; a libeler.

Coleridge.

pasquiler, pasquiller (pas'kwil-er), . ^pas-
quil + -iT 1 .] Same as pasquilant. Burton,
Anat. of Mel., p. 149.

pasquin (pas'kwin), . [< F. pasquin, a lam-

poon, also the statue so called (Cotgrave), < It.

pasquino, a lampoon, orig. a statue so called,

"an old statue in Rome on whom all satires,

pasquins, rayling rimes, or libels are fastned

and fathered" (Florio); so named from Pas-

quino, a tailor (others say a cobbler, and others

again a barber), who lived about the end of the

fifteenth century in Rome, and was noted for

his caustic wit, and whose name, soon after his

death, was transferred to a mutilated statue

which had been dug up opposite his shop, on

glycerin or similar sxibstaiices. and jeers pasted upon Pasquin were answered by similar

Daanaeet . Same as pannaqe. effusions on the part of Marforio. By this system of thrust

rJ /!,' Tn\A\ r, Tn Imf V>olrm o-in cr and parry the most serious matters were disclosed, aim
paspaloid (pas pa-loid), a. In Dot., belonging the SSftHUoptota* persons attacked and defended.
to or resembling the genus Paspalum. (/ Disraeli.) Also pasquinade.
Paspallim (pas'pa-lum), n. [NL. (Linnams, Jn,ianu9 the emperor, in his book entitled "C^sares,"

1767), < Gr. TrdcuraAof, a kind of millet, said to be being as a pasquin or satire to deride all his predecessors,

Holeus Sornhum < Trof, all, + Kakn, meal.] A feigned that they were all invited to a banquet of the gods,

large genus of grasses of the tribe Panicete, hav- Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 79.

ing commonly three glumes, and spikelets joint- pasquin (pas'kwin), v. t. [< pasqmn, .] To

ed singly upon undivided branches of the inflo- pasquinade ; lampoon.
rescence, forming narrow one-sided spikes. The It is not, my Lord, that any man delights to see himself

species are variously estimated as from 160 to 300 in num- pasqnined and affronted by their inveterate scribblers,

her, and are mainly natives of tropical America; a few Dryden, Ded. of Duke of Guise,

are in Africa and Asia, with some naturalized in southern
, j,. /,, !-. ,s/l'\ rYF tm<irniinnrl/-

Europe. They are usually low grasses with roundish cori- pasquinade (pas-kw i-nad ), . L< t .pasquinade,

aceous seed-like spikelets. Many species, especially those < It. pasqmnata, a pasquinade, < 1'asqmno, the
in the southern United States, are hardy and valuable gtatue so called : see pasqviti.~\ Same as pus-
pasture-grasses, as P. distichum, known as jmiit-grass, and ^llin _

gyjL /nwcKWi Satire, etc. See lampoon.

f^er'gr^Vn.SouTKn^w^ULSM^AMftta pasquinade (pas-k'wi-nad'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
cultivated in Hungary. (See Hungary rice, under rice.) pasquinaded, ppT.pasquinadiny. [< pasquinade,

M.] To satirize; lampoon; libel in pasqui-
nades. Also pasquil. Smart.

P. filiforme is the wire-grass of Jamaica, and P. conjuga
tum the West Indian sour-grass or hilo-grass. See hureek,
and millet coda (under millet).SRK^CT: fc-p* -L< msss^&s*s*&*^s"
F.passepied,<passer, pass, + pied, < Ij.pes (ped-),
foot: see pass and /oof.] Same as passepied.

pasque, n. See pasch.
pasque-flower (pask'flou"er), n. A plant, Ane-
mone Pulsatilla, wild throughout Europe and

i, Flowering Plant of American Pasque-flower (Anemone pattns
var. Nuttallianti) ; 2, a leaf; a, the fruit ; *, one of tin; nutlets with
the long plumose style.

lampoons or pasquinades ;
the author of a pas-

quil.
Now the roses on Leo XL's tomb really occupy a very

subordinate position at its base ;
but pasquinaders often

maintained that the mors hidden the allusion the more
terrible the import. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 511.

pass (pas), r.
; pret. and pp. passed or past, ppr.

passing. [< ME,passen,pacen, < OF. passer, F.

passer = Sp. pasar= Pg. passar = It. passare, <

ML. passare, step, walk, pass, < L. passus, step :

see pace1 . In earlier use pace1 and pass are

merged.] I. intrans. 1. To come or go; move
onward

; proceed (from one place to another) ;

make one's way: generally followed by an ad-

verb or a preposition indicating the manner or

direction of motion or way by which one moves :

as, to pass on (without stopping) ;
topass away,

from, into, over, under, etc. When used without a

qualifying expression, pass often signifies to go past a cer-

tain person or place : as, I saw him to-day when he passed
(that is, passed me, or the place where I was).

Whoso took a mirour polisshed bryghte
And sette it in a comune market-place,
Than sholde he se ful many a figure pace
By his mirour. Chaucer, Merchant s Tale, I. 340.

And many passed to Venice.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 161.

Sir Griffith Markham, after some time, was set at liberty,
and passed beyond Sea, where he liv'd long after in mean
account. Baker, Chronicles, p. 404.

Now master Gascoigne, shooting very often, could neuer
hitte any deare, yea and often times he let the heard passe
by as though he had not seene them.

Chron. of Gascoiane's Life (ed. Arber).

From Assouan I rid to Phila:, passing near the quarries.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 119.

pass

Claudius pasxed in his general's dress of purple with

ivory sceptre and oak-leaf crown.
C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 308.

Pass on, weak heart* and leave me.

Tennyson, Come not when I am dead.

2. To undergo transition; alter or change,
either at once or by degrees, from one state or

condition to another: with into or to before the

word denoting the new state: as, during the

operation the blue passes into green.
A thing of beauty is a joy forever ;

Its loveliness increases ;
it will never

Pass into nothingness. Keats, Endymion, i.

The still affection of the heart
Became an outward breathing type,

That into stillness past again,
And left a want unknown before.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

When Alfred gave laws to Wessex . . . the conquerors
had assimilated the conquered ;

the British inhabitants of

Wessex had passed into Englishmen.
E. A. Freeman, Arner. Lects., p. 149.

3. To move beyond the reach of observation,

purpose, or action; vanish; disappear; hence,
to depart from life; die: usually followed by
away.

Why! that I have a leyser and a space,

Myn harm I wol confessen, er I pace.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 486.

So pasteth, in the passing of a day,
Of mortall life the leafe, the bud, the flowre.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 75.

Vex not his ghost ;
let him pass! he hates him much

That would upon the rack of this tough world
Stretch him out longer. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 314.

He past ; a soul of nobler tone :

My spirit loved and loves him yet.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ix.

Reverence for the house of worship is passing away.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 252.

All passes, naught that has been is,

Things good and evil have one end.
A. C. Swinburne, Felise.

4. To elapse ;
be spent.

No Age, ever since Gregory the Great, hath passed, where-

in some or other hath not repined and murmured at the

Pontifical Pomp of that Court. Howett, Letters, ii. 5.

I love any discourse of rivers, and fish, and fishing ; the

time spent in such discourse passes away very pleasantly.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 194.

The time when the thing existed is the idea of that space
of duration which passed between some known and fixed

period of duration and the being of that thing.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xv. 8.

5. To receive approval or sanction ; undergo
investigation or discussion successfully ;

be ac-

cepted or approved, (a) To be enacted, as by a legis-

lative or other similar body ;
become law : as, the bill

passed.

But I have heard it was this bill that post,
And fear of change at home, that drove him hence.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

The bill [forthe repeal of the Corn Laws] passed, but the

resentment of his own party soon drove him [Sir Robert

Peel] from office. J. R. Green, Short Hist. Eng., p. 800.

(b) To gain or have acceptance ; be generally received or

current : as, bank-notes pass as money.

This false beauty will not pass upon men of honest
minds and true taste. Steele, Spectator, No. B.

False eloquence pasteth only where true is not under-

stood. Felton.

Were the premises good, the deduction might pass; but
the premises are more than questionable.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 168.

(c) To go successfully through an examination or inspec-
tion ; specifically, in universities, togo successfully through
an ordinary examination for a degree : as, he passed in math-

ematics, but failed in chemistry, (d) To be regarded or

considered ; be received in estimation oropinion (as) : usu-

ally with far: as, he passed for a man of means.

Let thy apparell not exceede, to passe for sumptuous cost,

Nor altogether be too base, for so thy credit 's lost.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 296.

God made him, and therefore let him passfor a man.
Shak., M. of V., i. 2. 61.

And wou'd have his Noise and Laughter pass for Wit,
as t'other his Huffing and Blustring for Courage.

Wyclterley, Plain Dealer, v. 1.

Let me tell you, a woman labours under many disad-

vantages who tries to pass for a girl at six and thirty.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

6. To go on; take place; occur; happen: as,

to bring a thing to pass; to come to pass.

In my next you shall hear how Matters pass here.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 22.

Heaven is for thee too high
To know what passes there ; be lowly wise.

Milton, P. L, viii. 173.

They are so far from regarding what passe* that then-

imaginations are wholly turned upon what they have in

reserve. Sirtft, On Conversation.

7. To express or pronounce an opinion, judg-

ment, verdict, or sentence : as, to pass upon the

merits of a picture or a book.



pass

Though wrll ' miidit iiiitpiMK upon his lit.

Without th..- fiiriii of justice. Shut., l-ear, 111. 7. 24.

Let your justii-e ami speedy sciitriict: patfe against thin

great malefactor I'n-hitj.

Mitt"n. rlmi, Ii tiovernmcnt, ii., i'lin.

8. To Ilirusl or liniyc, us in IVnciii";.

1 limy you. pass with your best \inl.-ih i
.

.s'/i.iA., Hamlet, v. >. 309.

0. To go unheeded or neglected; go by with-

out notice or challenge.
I b"i- v"i will be more vigilante hereafter, that nothing

in such a manm-i.
r.nnlfnrd, riyinouth Plantation, p. 180.

True, we have lust ;ui empire let It past.
Camper, Tank, II. 286.

10. To go through a duct or opening; be voided.

Such |BiiliHtiiiicuK| whose tenacity exceeds the powen of

digestion will neither pass nor be converted Into aliment.
.1 ,-'.f/i..r, Minn-ills, I. V.

11. To be interchanged; be reciprocally com-
municated or conveyed : as, no one knows what

/instil between them.
After Salutations and divers Knibroces which patted In

the first Interview, they parted late.

lloaeU, Letters, I. IIL 15.

Many endearments and private whispersixMwd between
them. Addison, The Tory Foxlmnter.

she wondered if he remembered the kiss that hadfttmt
between them on New Year's Eve.

Mn. Hi, Aril, Sylvia's Lovers, xvi.

12. To be transferred as from one to another:

as, the laud i><tsxr<l to other owners. 13f. To

go beyond bounds
;
exceed toleration or belief.

Why. this pomes ! Master Ford, you are not to go loose

any longer. Shale., M. W. of W., Iv. 2. 127.

Yea, and it paaeth to see what sport e and passetyme
the

godds themselves have at suche folie of these selie mor-
tall men.

Chalontr, tr. of Morue Encomium, K 2. (tfaret.)

14. To circulate; keep moving.
Fill up your glass, let the Jug pan,
How d'ye know but your neighbour 's dry ?

Lever, Song.
Let the toast pott;
Drink to the lass ;

I '11 warrant she '11 prove an excuse for the glass.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, 111. S (song).

15f. To care; have regard: usually with a

negative.
Wee in-i-dr not much pome if the degree do differ sum

what from theyr opinion, for asmuche as the difference

can not bee greate.
/(. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 110).

The poet luuenall reproched the couetous Merchant,
who for lucres sake passed on no perill either byJand or

tea. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 175.

As for these silken-coated slaves, I pats not ;

It is to you, good people, that I speak.
Shot., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 2. 136.

If, when I should choose,

Beauty and virtue were the fee proposed,
I should n"i pass for parentage.

.Ford, Love's Sacrifice, 1. 1.

16f. To win in the old game of passage. See

passar/e, 14. 17. In card-playintj : (a) To de-

cline to avail one's self of an opportunity as,

in euchre, by refusing to order up, assist, or

make the trump. (6) In poker and certain other

games, to throw up one's hand
;
retire from the

game.
Full piteous seems young Alma's Case :

As in a luckless Gamester's Place,
She would not play, yet must not paw.

Prior, Alma, I.

18. To throw a ball from one to another; play
"catch." [New Eng.]
In New England the ordinary term used to express the

throwing and catching of a ball by two or more persons Is

pass.
" Let 's go out and pats." In New Jersey and Penn-

sylvania the verb is catch.
Jour, of Amer. folk-Lore, II. 155.

19. To toll the passing-bell for a death. [Prov.

Eng.] To bring to pass. See briny. To come to

pass. See come. To pass current. See eurrmtt.
To pass Off, to be earned through or conducted, in the

sense of a succession of Incidents and impressions taken

collectively, or of a general impression : as, the anniver-

sary celebration passed of brilliantly. To pass Off for
or as, to be generally received or regarded as ; be taken
for. To pass over, to overlook ; disregard.

If I counseil of wonimcn wolde blame,
Passr over, for I sayde it In my game.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 44i

To pass upon, to pass judgment or adjudicate upon (a

question): as, the court dismissed the cast- without pats-

\ng UfHin the merits. Well to passt, well off; well to

do ;
in comfortable circumstances.

llis mothers husband, who
reputed

was
His father, being rieh and it-ell to pane,
A wealthy merchant and an alderman.
On forraigne shores did tr.ivell now and then.

Scott's PhUotnythie (1616). (HaUiuxU.)

II. trans. 1. To go by ; go past without stop-

ping.

1818

.Some we vyiyted and some we patted by |l)jr reason of I

lacke of tyme, whirhe I net not In ordre as they lye and
Sir /(. Gut/l/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 40.

There are so many things which make that (St. Augus-
tine) a dilHcult Cape to past that hardly any Man would

try to do it, but at a distance. Dumpier, Voyages, II. IIL 9.

Time, as he panes us, has a dove's wing.
I'nsoird, and swift, anil of a silken sound.

Cowper, Task, iv. 211.

2. To go over; cross: as, to pats a stream; to

pass the threshold.

But In seeking topane the Kluer Euphrates was drowned.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 281.

To pane the seas was their intent.

Itutcheu o/Su/ott'i Calamity (Child's Ballads, VII. 300).

The Northern Men said, It was their Bargain to have all

the Spoil in every Place, after they had patted Trent.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 188.

3. To issue or proceed from or through, as in

utterance.
Howo'er harsh language,

Call'd on by your rough usage, pant'd my lips,

In my heart I ever lov'd you.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 3.

I will describe him to you, If I can, but don't iet It pau
your lips. Walpole, Letters, II. 444.

But nevermore did either pan the gate
Save under pall with bearers.

Ttnnyton, Aylmer's Field.

4. To undergo; go through; experience, as

perils or hardships.
She loved me for the dangers I had pats'd.

Shat., Othello, L 3. 167.

6. To undergo successfully, as an examination,

inspection, or the like: as, to pass muster.

All things among men of sense and condition should jxu
the censure, and have the protection, of the eye of reason.

Sttcle, Spectator, No. 438.

The analysis is necessary for the due estimate of bis

value as a historian : the writer who can past such an or-

deal where it Is possible to apply it may be trusted where
It la not possible to apply it.

,
M

.

edieval and Modern Hist., p. 80.

6. To live or exist through; spend: used of

time: as, to pass one's time in idleness.

O, I haveporaVJ a miserable night,
So full of ugly sights, of ghastly dreams.

SAo*., Rich. III., I. 4. 8.

I had a message from Malim Sollman, that I must come
to his house and pout the whole day with him.

Pocodre, Description of the East, I. 80.

The hours we pan with happy prospects In view are

more pleasing than those crowned with fruition.

Goldtmith, Vicar, x.

In the midst of the service, a
lady,

who had patted the

winter at London with her husband, entered the congre-

gation. Additon, Spectator.

7. To let go by without action or notice
;
take

no notice of : as, to pass an affront.

Ills tears, his oaths, his perjuries, I pott o'er :

To think of them Is a disease.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, III. S.

I wonder how the curiosity of wiser heads couldpan that

great and Indisputable miracle, the cessation of oracles.

Sir T. Browne, Keliglo Medici, 1. 29.

I pott their warlike pomp, their proud array. Dryden.

8. To omit; leave out; skip; fail to pay: as,

to pass a dividend. [U. S.] 9t. To regard;
consider; heed: care: usually with a negative :

as, I pass not what they say.
Nor the Utopians past not how many of them they bring

to destruction.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Kobinson), II. 10.

Whoe'er It be, I do not pass a pin ;

Alphonsus means his soldier for to he.

Greene, Alphonsns, I.

If a writer will scenic to observe no decorum at alle,

nor passe how he fashion his tale to his matter, who doubt -

rtli out he may in the lightest cause speake like a Pope,
& In the grauest matters prate like a parrat?

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 126.

10. To do or finish doing; make an end of ;
ac-

complish; finish.
This night

Well pott the business privately and well.

slink-., T. of the 8., iv. 4. 57.

This ceremony being patt'd, my Lord fell to Business.
llnmll. Letters, I. vi :..

11. To surpass; exceed; transcend; excel: as,

it passes belief or comprehension.
He syngeth, dannceth, pattynge any man
That is or was, sith that the world nigan.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 201.

Hee dooth not onely farre paste the Historian, bat for

instructing is well nigh comparable to the Philosopher.
Sir P. Sidney, ApoL for Poetrie.

A quiet life doth pass an empery. Greene, Alphonstu, I.

The peace of God, which pasteth all understanding, shall

keep your hearts and minds through Jesus Christ.
Phil. IT. 7.

War passes the power of all chemical solvents, breaking
up the old adhesions and allowing the atoms of society
to take a new order. Emerson. Harvard Commemoration.

12. To gain the acceptance or approval of;
obtain the official or authoritative sanction of:

pass

U, tl! bill has pas*"! il,, St-nat. 13. To
sanction: approve; mart; ratify; give legal
effect to; allow or cause to become law: as. tin-

Senate Ims /// the bill; a resolution has
lil-l-ll itilsHtl; tlli-V /nl,~lil :t dhi.lili'l nf M-WII

per cent, (that is, authorized the payment of

such n dividrml I,

The greatest matter patted was a proclamation against
the spolle of Cahowes.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 140.

It was in Requital that his Majesty paMf the Petition

of Right. Bovett, Letters, I. v. 6.

My lord, and shall we COB the bill

I mentkm'd half an hour ago?
Tennyton, Day-Dream, Kevlral.

14. To give expression to
; utter; pronounce:

us, tt) IMIX.I judgment on a person or ;m opinion.

Firm and Irrevocable Is my doom
Which I have paa'd upon her.

Shalt., As you Like it, I. S. 86.

To pats a judgment upon Cures, and the good and evil

practice of Physlck, without doubt is one of the nicest

things, even to Men of the Faculty.
Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 240.

The Archbishop of York not only votes for Lord (iren-

ville, bat has passed upon him and his ecclesiastical pro-

pensities a warm panegyric.
Sydney Smith, To Countess Grey.

15. To transfer or transmit from one person,
place, or condition to another; deliver; com-

municate; circulate; hand over: as, to pats
title to property ;

to pass the bottle.

What mean you by this, to call him King who hath

passed his Kingdom over to his Son?
Baker, Chronicles, p. 54.

He brought an accounte which to them all amounted
not to above 400". for which he had patted bonds.

llradjurd, Plymouth Plantation, p. 232.

Over blowing seaa,
Over seas at rest,

Pats the happy news,
Blush It thro

1

the West.
Tennyton, Maud, xvll.

16. To put into circulation; use as current

money by paying or otherwise transferring to

another : as, to pass a light coin ;
to pass coun-

terfeit notes. 17. To discharge from the in-

testinal canal; void, as bile, blood, etc.: as, to

pass a tapeworm. 18. To cause to percolate
or filter through : as, to pass a liquid through
muslin or charcoal ;

to pass gas through water.

I9f. To pierce ; penetrate.
From strong Patroclus' hand the jav'lln fled,

And uass'd The groin of valiant Thrasymed.
Pope, Iliad, xvL 567.

20f. In fencing, to perform ;
execute.

To see thee pats thy punto, thy stock, thy reverse, thy
distance, thy moiitanl. Shalt., M. W. of W., ii. 3. 26.

21. AVittf., to fasten or secure or to use in fas-

tening by taking a few turns, as of rope or small

line around something: as, to pans a gasket,

seizing, earing, etc. 22. To go beyond; ex-

ceed; transgress.

Trewely to take and treweliche to fyjte,
Ys the profession and the pure ordre that apendeth to

knygtes ;

Who-so pasteth that poynt ys apostata of knyjthod.
Piers Plowman (C), II. 98.

He marks the 1 Km mis which Winter may not pass,
And blunts his pointed fury. Covper, Task, vL 192.

To be passed on*, to be considered, regarded, or heeded.

It Is made a matter of sport, a matter of nothing, a

laughing matter, and a trifle not to be patted on, nor to be
reformed. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

To pass away, (a) To spend ; while away ; waste.

Lest she pass away the flower of her age. Ecclns. xl ii. 9.

Their design was to pass aicay the heat of the summer
among the fresh breezes that rise from the river, and the

agreeable mixture of shades and fountains In which the

whole country naturally abounds.
Additon, Ancient Medals, L

(61) To transfer ; hand over Into the possession of another ;

alienate.

When she [the cow) came to be patt away In parte of

payment*, after y agreemente, she would be accepted but
at 4". IS*. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. S79.

To piss by. (a) To go past without visiting or making a

half

Corfu, the first Island of note that we patt by. lyeth In

the Ionian sea, Sandys, Travailes, p. S.

About six miles from Jerusalem we patted by the tents

of the Arabs who were oar conductors ; here we ascended
a hill to the south, from whleh we had a prospect of Sion.

Poeocte, Description of the East, II. L 34.

(Ii) To overlook ; take no notice of ; excuse.

However God may pass by single sinners in this world,

yet, when a nation combines against him, the wicked shall

not go unpunished. Tillotton.

Don't view me with a critic's eye,
But pass my Imperfections by.

D. Kterett, Lines written for a School Declamation.

(e) To neglect ; disregard.



pass

Certain passages of Scripture we cannot, without injury

to truth, past by here in silence.

T. Btirnet, Theory of the Earth.

To pass in (a) To permit to enter : as, the doorkeeper

poised us in. (b) To hand in or hand over : as, the com-

mittee passed in their report. To pass in one's checks
or chips, to hand over one's checks to the dealer for settle-

ment at the end of the game, as in gambling ; hence, to

come to one's last account ;
die. See chipl, n., 6. (Slang,

U. S. ] To pass muster. See muster. To pass off, to

palm off put into circulation : as, to pass off a bad dollar.

To pass (anything or any one) off as or for, to pre

tend that anything, etc., is what it is given out for ;
reflex-

ively, to pretend to be ; assume the character or r61e of :

as, he passed himself of as a bachelor.

Whether in the 17th century an impostor . . . might
not have passed himself off as a bishop. Macaulay.

To pass on or upon, to impose fraudulently ; put upon,
as a trick.

The indulgent mother did her care employ,
And passed it on her husband for a boy.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ix. 57.

TO pass one's word, to make a formal promise or en-

gagement.

Father, thy word is pass'd; man shall find grace.
Milton, P. L., iii. 227.

To pass over, (at) To spend ; exhaust.

We will, with going up & downe, and wrangling & ex-

postulating, pass over y= sommer before we will goe.

Cmhman, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 67.

(6) To disregard ; omit to notice.

There are two exceptional churches in Normandy which
should not be passed over in silence.

J. Fergusson, Hist Arch., I. 512.

To pass publication. See publication. To pass round
the hat. See Aafi. To pass the hail, see hail'i. To
pass the seals, to receive authentication by the affixing

of the seal of state, as in the case of a patent for lands.

To pass the time Of day, to salute or greet by some re-

mark suitable to the time of day, the weather, etc.; ex-

change greetings. [Colloq.j

The police never try to turn me away; they're very
friendly ; they'll pass the time of day with me, or that, from

knowing me so long in Oxford-street.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 489.

pass (pas), n. [< ME. pas, pase, pace (see pace!) ;

= F. passe, condition, = Sp. paso, pace, pas-

sage, etc., = Pg. It. passo (= MD. D. pas =
MLG. pas = G. pase = Sw. pass Dan. pas), a

passage ; partly from the verb pass, and partly
identical with the orig. noun pace, < L. passus,
a step, pace, footstep, track, in ML. and Bom.
also a passage, pass (narrow entrance or pas-
sage), toll for passage, place, etc. : see pace1

, n.,

and pass, v.~\ 1. A passage or way through
which one may pass ; especially, a narrow way ;

a defile in a mountain. Specifically (a) In phys.
geog., a depression in a mountain-range through which
communication may be had from one slope of the range
to the other, or through which a road may be made or a

path opened. The height of the passes in any chain of

mountains usually bears a certain relation to the crest-

height of that chain. The pass-height of a range is, as

compared with the crest-height, rarely as low as one to

two, and is more often as three to four, or as five to six.

Noght warre of the weghes, that waited his harme, [^Egis-

thus|
Past furth thurgh the pase with his proude knightes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13013.

The syxte, hit is a path of pees ; ge, thorw the pas of Al-
toun

Pouerte myghte passe with-oute peril of robbynge.
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 139.

I perceived that the whole pass was guarded, and, wher-
ever the road was a little wider or turned a corner round
a rock or a clump of trees, there were other long guns
peeping out from among the bushes.

R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 234.

(b) A channel connecting a body of water with the sea;
also, one of the channels in the delta of a river : as, the

passes of the Mississippi. [Southern U. S.]

Chef Menteur, one of the watery threads of a tangled
skein of passes between the lakes and the open Gulf.

6. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 355.

(c) In mining, an opening from the stopes through the
attle down to the level below, through which the ore is

allowed to descend into the cars or wheelbarrows for

transportation to the shaft, to be raised to the surface.
Also called mitt.

2. State or condition
; especially, a critical or

embarrassing state or condition; conjuncture
of affairs

; crisis.

We are glad to hear the Business is brought to so good
a Pass, and that the Capitulations are so honourable.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 33.

Nothing were the Clergy, but at the same pass, or rather
worse, then when the Saxons came first in.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

But now the World is come to another Pass, and we all
love to live at Ease, and shun Painstaking.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 194.

Still the darkness increased, till it reach'd such a pass
That the sextoness hasten'd to turn on the gas.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 43.

3. In a rolling-mill: (a) The aperture formed
by corresponding grooves in the rolls. This ap-
erture has the form which is to be given to the bar in sec-
tion, whether it be that of a rail, a tire, an angle-iron, a T-
or I-beam, a half-round, etc. (6) A single passage of
a plate or bar between the rolls. E. H. Knigli t.

4314

4. Permission or license to pass; a permit
or written authority to come or go ;

a ticket or

writing giving one free admission or transit:

as, a, pass to the theater; a railway pass; also

often, by abbreviation, a passport.

Who would not send each year blank passes o'er,

Rather than keep such strangers from our shore?

Hughes, Tofts and Margaretta.

The next step was to get a free pass to Washington, for

I'd no desire to waste my substance on railroad compa-
nies. L. X. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 7.

5. lufeticitig, a thrust; a lunge.

In a dozen posse*between yourself and him, he shall not

exceed you three hits. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 173.

6f. A sally of wit; a jest.
" Steal by line and level

"
is an excellent pass of pate.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 244.

7. A passing of the hand over or along any-

thing; a manipulation of a mesmerist.

Z's passes or personal contact may very probably have
no effect whatever. Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 252.

8. Successful or satisfactory issue from an ex-

amination, inspection, or other test; particu-

larly, in a university, a degree or certificate ob-

tained without honors.

The good news of the pass will be a set-off against the
few small debts.

Collegian's Guide, p. 264. (College Wordt and Customs.)

9f. Stretch; extent.

All the passe of Lancasshyre
He went both ferre and nere.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 106).

10f. A kind of raisin-wine.

Nowe passe is made, that Affrike useth make,
Afore vyndage.

PaUadiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 204.

lit. Branch; division.

The speces of this paas shullen he moore largely in hir

chapitres folwynge declared. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

12. A simple sort of fishway, consisting of a

sloping trough, chiefly used on low dams. 13.
A frame on which the stones or voussoirs rest

in the construction of an arch; a centering.
[Prov. Eng. ] Pass examination. See examination.

Pass Of arms, a passage of arms. = Syn. 1. Passage, etc.

See way.

pass. An abbreviation of passive and passus.

passable (pas'a-bl), a. [< F.passable = Sp. pas-
able = Pg. passavel = It. passabile, < ML. pas-
sabilis, that may be passed (found in sense
'that must be passed or accepted'), < passare,
pass: see pass,?).] 1. Capable of being passed,
traveled, navigated, traversed, penetrated, or

the like : as, the roads are not passable; the
stream is passable in boats.

What, all wide open ? 'Tis the way to sin,
Doubtless ;

but I must on ;
the gates of hell

Are not more passable than these.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iv. 5.

I went to view how St. Martin's Lane might be made
morepossa&fe into y= Strand. Evelyn, Diary, May 14, 1662.

2. That may be passed from hand to hand as

a thing of value
;
current

;
receivable : as, bills

passable in lieu of coin.

Go back ; the virtue of your name
Is not here passable. Shak. , Cor., v. 2. 13.

I've seen folks that had to rub the silver off a thrip to

tell whether it was passable or not.

The Century, XXXVIII. 912.

3. Such as may be allowed to pass ; allowable
;

admissible ; tolerable
; reaching or just rising

above mediocrity.
Many a man of passable information, at the present day,

reads scarcely anything but reviews ; and before long a
man of erudition will be little better than a mere walking
catalogue. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 168.

There are many pages of passable rhyme, with here and
there a quaintness, a fragrance, and here and there a

thought. The Academy, June 29, 1889, p. 445.

passableness (pas'a-bl-nes), n. The state or

quality of being passable, in any of the senses
of that word.

passably (pas'a-bli), adv. Tolerably; moder-
ately.
Other Towns are passably rich, and stored with Ship-

ping ; but not one very poor. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

passacaglia (pas-a-kal'ya), . 1. An old
dance of Italian or Spanish origin, resembling
the chaconne. 2. Music for such a dance, or
in its rhythm, which is triple and slow. A passa-
caglia is regularly constructed upon a perpetually recur-

ring theme, usually in the form of a ground-bass. It is a

frequent component of the old suite, and a favorite form
of organ-music. Compare chaconne. Also passacaglio.

passade (pa-sad'), n. [Formerly also passado
(after Sp.), passato (after It.); < F. passade =
Sp. pasada = Pg. passada = It. passata, a pass
or thrust in fencing, < ML. passata, a pass, pas-
sage, < passare, pass: see pass, v.~] If. In /en-

passage

cing, a lunge forward with a sword, one foot

being advanced at the same time.

Come, sir, your passado. Shak., It. and J., iii. 1. 88.

The best practised gallants of the time name it the pas-
sado; a most desperate thrust, believe it.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

2. In the manege, a turn or course of the horse
backward or forward on the same ground.
passadot (pa-sa'do), n. [A var. of passade, as

if Sp.: see passade.] Same as passade.
passage (pas'aj), n. [< ME. passage, < OF. pas-
sage, F. passage = Sp. pasaje = Pg. passagem
= It. passaggio, < ML. passaticum, right of pas-
sage, also, after Rom.,passagium, passage, right
of passage, toll for passage, a pass, way, road,

canal, etc., < passare, pass: see puss, .] 1.

A passing or moving from one place or state to

another; movement, transit, or transference
from point to point, place to place, state to

state, hand to hand, etc.
;
a moving or going by,

over, along, or through: as, thepassage of a ship
or of a bird

;
the passage of something through a

tube or a sieve; the passage of the sunlight
through the clouds.

He mourns that day so soon has glided by :

E'en like the passage of an angel's tear
That falls through the clear ether silently.

Keats, Sonnets, xiv.

2. A journey in some conveyance, especially a

ship; a voyage.
God send you a good Passage to Holland.

Howell, Letters, ii. 14.

We had a very good Passage also about the Cape of Good
Hope, where we had fair clear Weather.

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 4.

3. A way or course through or by which a per-
son or thing may pass ;

a path or way by which
transit may be effected; means of entrance,
exit, or transit; an avenue, channel, or path
leadingfrom one place to another, such as a nar-
row street or lane, an alley, a pass over a moun-
tain or a ford over a river, a channel, a strait

connecting two bodies of water, a ferry, etc.:

as, the passages of Jordan (Judges xii. 6) ;
the

Gilolo passage in the Malay archipelago ;
the

air-passages of the body.
The first Citee that these kynges stuffed was Nauntes

in breteyne, that was towarde Cornewaile, for it was a pas-
sage ther the Saxons repeired moste.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 176.

The kyng had so stopped the passages that nether vyt-

ayll nor succour could by any way be conueighed to them.

Hall, Hen. IV., quoted in Wright's Bible Word-book,
[p. 452.

There are in Venice thirteen ferries or passages.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 210.

From hence a passage broad,
Smooth, easy, inoffensive, down to hell.

Milton, P. L., x. 304.

Specifically 4. (a) An avenue or alley lead-

ing to the various divisions or apartments in a

building; a gallery or corridor; a hall.

Atthe West end of this glorious Councell hall . . . there
is a passage into another most stately roome.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 257.

Rich windows that exclude the light,
And passages that lead to nothing.

Gray, A Long Story.

The servant led me through a passage into a room with
a fire, where she left me alone.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

(6) In some European cities, a section of a pub-
lic street, or a short independent street, roofed
in with glass, having shops on both sides, and
usually or always closed to vehicles: as, the

Passage du Havre in Paris. 5. Passage-money;
fare; ferriage; toll; price paid for passing or
for being carried between two points or places.

This seven yere and more he hath used this waye,
Yet was he never so curteyse a potter
As one peny passage to paye.

Playe of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 426).

The citizens of Hereford fined, in the second year of

Henry III., in a hundred marks and two palfreys, to have
the king's charter . . . that they might be quit through-
out England of toll and lastage, of passage, pontage, and
stallage, and of leve,.and danegeld, and gaywite, and all

other customs and exactions.
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 26.

6. Liberty or power of passing; access; entry
or exit. 7t. Currency; reception.

Goo, litle book, god sende the good passage;
Chese wele thi way, be symple of manere.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 80.

I would render this treatise intelligible to every rational

man, however little versed in scholastic learning, among
whom I expect it will have a fairer passage than among
those deeply imbued with other principles. Sir K. Digby.

8. That which passes or takes place, or has

passed or taken place; incident; occurrence;

happening ; episode ;
event

; doing : matter ;

affair; transaction.



passage
Oiirsi'lf and nar own wiul, th.it have heliel.l

Your vile ami must l:i-< -iiimi.-, /

/.. Miii-liiii, iMinili Kin-lil, v.

Thou dost in thy jxiitmije* of life

Make mi- li.'lieve that tlnill nit unly mark'd
Kur tin' In >t vengeance ninl the roil nf heaven
To uuiiinh my mislreadlngs.

.*.;,., 1 Hen. IV., Ill 2. 8.

ll'iiwelll set salle fur the Sumim-i lull's; whi'ru safely
urrtuiiiK, hee ileelatv.l the u In ik- pusxatje to the (iouernour,
lest smile other In Idling uii^ht make it worse.

(juotcd ill I'li/il. ./"/in Smith'* Works, II. 131).

One pleasant inmii/f tiapveneil, which wim aete.l liy tin-

Indians. Wintliniii, Mist. New England, I. 15.

There must be now no pa**aye* of love

Betwixt us twain henceforward evermore.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Truth l our only armor in all ptumjft of life and death.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

9. A part of a writing or speech concerning a

particular occurrence, matter, or point ;
a para-

graph or clause, (a) A verse, chapter, section, or other
division or part of a hook or text : as, a pottage of Scrip-
ture ; select postages from the poets.

Every particular Master in this Art has his favorltaJa>
sages lu an Author. Additon, Spectator, No. 262.

Hard at ft, with concordance and examination of paral-
lel pottage*, he goes early next morniiiK-

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. S40.

(6) A part of a conversation ; a speech; a remark; a state-

ment; ait expression.

I would not be partial! to either, hut deliver y truth in

all, and, as nere as I can, in their owue words and pottage*.

Bradford, 1-lymouth Plantation, p. 807.

One of the assistants using some pathetical imssagetot
the loss of such a governour in a time of such danger as

did hang over us from the Indians and French, the gov-
ernonr brake forth into tears.

Winthrop, Hist New England. I. 247.

(c) In music: (1) A phrase or other definite division of a

piece. (2) A figure. (3) A scale-like or arpeggiated group
or series of tones introduced as nn embellishment ;

a run,

roulade, or flourish intended for display. (4) A modula-
tion.

A little helpless innocent bird,
That has but one plain postage of few notes.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

10. A pass or encounter: as, ^passage at arms.

Never Fortune
Did play a subtler game ; the conquer'd triumphs,
The victor has the Toss ; yet in the passage
The pods have been most equal.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

11. The act of passing, enacting, or rendering
valid; approval, sanction, or enactment; au-
thoritative adoption and enactment, as of a

parliamentary motion, measure, or bill: as, the

passage of the bill through the House was ac-

complished with difficulty. 12f. A passing
away; departure; death.

So shalt tin Hi lead
Safest thy life, and best prepared endure

Thy mortal passage when It comes.
Miltun, P. 1.., xl. 380.

13. In falconry, the line taken by herons in the

breeding season over any region on their way
to and from the heronry. Encyc. Brit., IX. 7.

14f. An old game played by two persons with
three dice. "The caster throws continually till he has
thrown doublets under ten, and then he is out and loses,
or doublets above ten and then he passes and wins." Com-
pleat Gamester, p. tS7. (HaUiweU.)

Learn to play at primero and pottage.
B, Jonton, Every Man out of his Humour, I. 1.

Alveolar passages. See alveolar. - Beds of passage,
in ../''"/ ,

beds which lie between other groups of strata, and
exhibit conditions, either of llthologlcal structure or of
fossil contents, indicating a gradual transition from the
character of the underlying to that of the overlying group.
Bird Of passage. See Wrrfi and migration.- In pas-

sage, in pawing ; cursorily ; transitorily.

These fundamental knowledges have been studied but
tn pottage. Bacon.

Intercellular, middle, neurenteric, northeast,
northwest passage. See the adjectives. Passage
hawk, In falconry. See Aawfri. Encyc. Brit., IX. 7.

Passage Of arms, (n) originally, a feat of arms at the

passage of a ford, gorge, or bridge ; especially, the defend-

ing of the passage by a champion or the forcing of K by
an assailant. Hence (6) Any feat of arms, especially one
deliberately brought about as a feat of prowess, (e) Any
quarrel, especially one of words; as, there was a grand
pottage of annjt between them. [Colloq,. ] Pedal pas-
gage. See pedal. -To make a passage, (a) To mi
grate, as whales, from one feeding-ground to another.

(6) To make an outward or a home trip, as a vessel, as dis-

tiniriiish.'.l from cruising about. -Syn. 3. Path, /'ag, etc.

See way.

passage (pas'aj), v. .; pret. and pp. pasxiii/nl,

ppr. passaging. [< F. pnxxayi-r: from the noun.]
1. To pass or cross.

Beauclerk . . . pattayed to Lady Davenant.
Hits Edgeworth, Helen, xvii.

2. To wnlk sidewise: said of a saddle-horse.

See the quotation.
Instruction in passaging. I. e. walking sideways on a

pressure by the rider's leg on the side opposite to that to-

wards which the horse is required to move.
Encyc. Brit., XII. 191.

passage-board (pas'iij-boril), . In //<"'-

Ian III i HI/, a I in nl ]il:iei'il lirl wi-i'ii thr parts of un

organ BO as to make them accessible for tailing,

repairs, etr.

passage-money (pas'aj-mun'i), n. The charge
made for tl tivryanee of a passenger in a

ship or other vessel; fare,

passage! 4, " An obsolete form of //>. </<,.

passager-t (pas'a-jer), n. Same ax passagere.
passageret (pa-sa-zb&r'), " [< F. patsagire.

1. in. of passager, passenger: see patsenger.}
A cluster of curls or loose locks of hair on the

temple : a style of dressing women's hair in the

early part of the eighteenth century.
passageway (pas'aj-wa), n. 1. A passage ; ft

road, avenue, path, or way affording means of

communication; avenue of entrance or exit;
street, alley, gallery, or corridor.

The line of guards and constables kept the pastagevai/s
open, so that carriages were freer In move out at a rapid
pace than when they actually reached some of the regular
thoroughfares of the city.

T. C. Crautford, English Life, p. 44.

2. A hall. [U. 8.]
Meanwhile, there was a step In the i>a*iayeirau, above

stairs. llnirthnriie, Seven tiables, vil.

(pas'aj-ing), n. [< passage, n., +
A pass; an encounter; a passage.

They answer and provoke each other's song
With skirmish and capricious passaging*,
And murmurs musical.

Coleridge, The Nightingale.

2. In the manege, a sidewise forward movement.
Passalidae(pa-sal'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < 1'anmlus
+ -irfa>.] A family of Coleoptera named from
the genus Pasxtilu* by MacLeay in 1S19. By most
modern entomologists they are consolidated with the Lu-
canida. Also Pamalida (Leach, isifl).

Passalorhynchite (pas'a-lo-riug'kit), . [< Or.

Trdaaaln;, a peg, a gag, + />ijxfi snout, muzzle.]
A member of a sect in the early church, said to

have been Moutanists, who observed a perpet-
ual silence, in literal obedience to Ps. cxh. :!.

Also I'attalorhynchian.
Passalns (pas'a-lus), n. [NL. (Fabricius,

1793), < Gr. irdooa/.of, a peg, gag.] 1. A genus
of lamellicorn beetles of the family Lticanidtc,
with a large corneous ligula contained in an

emarginatiou of the mentum. About 100 species
are known, mainly tropical. The only one in the United
States is P. rornntiitt, a large shining flat beetle, having
the elytra striatc and the head armed with a short hook.
It is commonly found about the roots of decayed stumps,
and is known as the horned passalut.

2. [J. c.] A member of this genus. See cut
under horn-buy.
passa-measuret, . [Also accom. passing-mca-
nure ; accom. forms of pa#same;:o, q. v.] Same
as i>assamc;:o.

I can dance nothing but III favoure.llv,
A strain or two of pfuwa-measures galliard !

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, v. 1.

passamentt, n. and r. An obsolete form of

pansfiiient.

passamezzo (pas-sa-med'zo), . [It., < posmirr,
pass, + me::o, middle. According to Kiemann,
the term refers to the alia breve stroke through
the musical time-signature, (, called patina n

mezzo, and hence denoting simply a dance in

quick time.] An old Italian dance, or the music
for such a dance: probably the same as/MiriN,
but often confused with passepied. It is known
in English as passa-meavure, passy-mcasurr,
passing-measure, etc. Also spelled pasxemezzo.

passancet, . [< OF. *paxance,<. passant, pass-
ing: see passant.] A journey.
Thus passed they their patsanrr, and wore out the

weerie way with these pleasant discourses and prettie

posies. Saker, Narbonus (1580X L 131. (HattiteeU.)

passant (pas'ant), a. and n. [< MK. //</. <

< )F. pnxxitHl. 1''. piinxniit = 8p. pasante = Pg. It.

pngsantc, < ML. ;># (/-)., ppr. of paxsare,

pass: see puss, r.J I. a. 1. Walking; walk-

ing leisurely: in heraldry, said of a beast used
as a bearing. The beast is always understood
to hold the heaxl straight and to look forward.
See cut under niiintcrch<in</rri.

Re them espying gan him selfe prepare,
And on his arme addresae his goodly shield.
That bore a Lion pa*ant in a golden tlel.l.

Spentrr, F. Q., III. i. 4.

Put the case she should be passant when you enter, as

thus ; you are to frame your gnit thereafter.
B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, III. 3.

2f. Current. .Sir T. Brmcne, Vulg. Err., i. 8.

3f. Passing; transitory.
The memory of these should quickly fade

(For pleasure's stream
Is like a dream,

Pauant and fleet, as is a shade).

Wtktter, Odes (Works, ed. Hailitt, III. UK).

passel

4f. Cursory; careless; without deliberation or
reflection.

What a severe Judgment all our actions (even our pat
MII/ words and our secret thoughts) must hereafter un

dergo! Barrow, Sermons, II. ivi.

St. Surpassing; excelling.
A pastant name. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1249.

Passant gardant, In her., walking, but with the head
turned and looking out from the escutcheon: said of a
boast used as a bearing. See cut under gardant. Pas-
sant rampant, In krr., walking, with the dexter paw
raised Into a horizontal or nearly horizontal position.--
Passant regardant. In her., walking, but with the head
turned and looking behind him : said of a beast used as a

bearing. See cut under regardant. Passant repassant,
In her., same as counter-passant.

II. n. 1. One who passes or passes through
or over. [Rare.]
A constantstream of | Huguenot) refugees passed through

the town [Dover, England). . . . A nioiigd the pauaiiU ap-

pears the name of "Severln Durfy," probably a relative of

the celebrated wit and song-writer Tom D'trfey.
AUunmum, No. 3247, Jan. 18, 1B80, p. t.

2. An open hem furnishing a sort of tube,

through which a cord or ribbon can be passed.
passaree (pas-a-re'). n. [Origin not ascertain-

ed.] \iint.. a tackle to spread the clues of a
foresail when sailing large or before the wind.
Admiral Smyth.
passaree (pas-a-re'), ' [<. passaree, w.] To
extend (the foot of the foresail of a square-
rigged vessel) by hauling its clue out to an eye
on the lower studdingsail-booni.
With stun'salls both sides, pattaree the foresail, by

means of a rope on each side, secured to the clew of the
foresail

,
and rove through a bull's-eye on the lower boom.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 435.

passatat(pa-sa'tji),n. [It.: eeepassade.'] Same
&s passiide, 1.

Yon may with much sodalnenesse make a pattata with

your left fnote, rracrlte of the DveUo(\iM,\ K2. (Kara.)

pass-bankt (pas'bangk), n. The bank or fund
in the old game of passage. Hitlliicell.

pass-book (pas'buk), n. 1. A book in which a

merchant or trader makes an entry of goods
sold on credit to a customer, for the informa-
tion of the customer. 2. A bank-book.

pass-box (pas'boks), n. A wooden box used to

convey cartridges from the ammunition-chest
or magazine to a gun, when they are too heavy
to be carried in the gunner's haversack.

pass-by (pas'bi), n. 1. The act of passing by.

[Rare]
Thus we see the face of truth, but as we do one another's,

when we walk the streets, In a careless post-by.
OlanmUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, vil.

2. In coal-mininy, a siding on which the tubs

pass each other underground. [Eng.]
pass-check (pas'chek), n. A ticket of admis-
sion to a place of entertainment; specifically,
a ticket given to a person leaving during au
entertainment, entitling to readmission.

passe t, . A variant of patch.
passi (pa-sa'), [V.jjiasse, mtac.,pasee. fern.

pp.otpattter, pass: see pass, r.] In embroidery,
same as tamboiir-tcork.

pass6, passee (pa-sa' ), a. [F., pp., m. and f.

respectively, of jtatotrr: see pass, r.] Past; out
of use ; faded ; specifically, as said of persons,

past the heyday of life.

She might have arrived at that age at which one In-

tends to stop for the next ten years, but even a French-
man would not have called her piut^e that is, for a

widow. For a spinster, it would have been different.

Butarr, My Novel, T. 8.

passed (past, pas'ed), p. a. It. Past.

< iive ear vnto me, A I will relate

A true sad story of my patted fate.

Time*' Whittle (E. E. T. g.\ p. 138.

2. Having passed an examination for promo-
tion, and awaiting a vacancy in the senior grade :

as, a passed assistant surgeon in the United
States navy; a passed assis-

tant engineer. Passed mas-
ter. See matterl.

passee, a. See passe.

passegarde (pas'gard), .

[F., \passer, pass, + garde,
guard.] In medieval armor,
a ridge or projecting piece
on the pauldrons or snoul-

derpieces, to ward off the
blow of the lance. They
first appear in the time of

Henry VI. Also pasgardf,
pass-guard.

passei(pas'el), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of parrel.
As soon as that may pies yow to send me pattrls of code*

and expences ge bere and pay for the said causez, I will

trnely content yow hit of the same. Potion Letters, II. SSi

Pawldron, with Paj

garde a.



passement

passement (pas'ment), . [Formerlypassemen
and iiimtsHHH'Ht; < ME. passement = T).passemvitt
= MLG. pasemenl = Gr. posameitt, < OP. (and F. )

passement, lace, a lacing; appar. for "passeman
= PT.passamen = It. passamano, < Sp. passa-
mano, nowpasamano (= fg.passaman.es), a rail-

ing, balustrade, gangway, edging for clothes,
dim. ptissamanillo, narrow lace, small twist

; ap-

par.< passar, novrjmsar, pass,+ mano, hand (see

pans, v., and main 3
) ("por que pasamos por el

la mano," because we pass the hand along the

railing). In another view the F. passement,
lace, is identical with passement, a passing, <

431(5

Cabin passenger. Sec cabin. Passenger cases, two
decisions of theTnited States Supreme Court in 1849, hold-

ing State laws imposing taxes upon immigration toltevoid.

Passenger falcon, the peregrine. Steerage pas-
senger. See steerage.

passenger-car (pas'en-jer-kiir), . A car for

carrying passengers on a railroad; specifically,
an ordinary car for day travel, as distinguished
from a sleeping-car or drawing-room car, etc.

[U. S.]

passenger-elevator (pas'en-jer-el"e-va-tor), n.

An elevator or lift for persons. [U. S.]

passenger-engine (pas'en-jer-en"jin), TO. A lo-

comotive engine constructed specially for pas-

Passeres

the same source.] 1. A dance said to have
originated in Brittany, resembling the minuet,
but much quicker. It was introduced into Paris by
street dancers in l.

r
S7, and into the ballet during the reign

of Louis XIV., and was often brought into the suite by the
great composers of that time, both French and German.
It was a .favorite dance at the court of Queen Elizabeth,
and remained in vogue until the early part of the eigh-
teenth century.

2. Music for such a dance, or in its rhythm,
which was triple and quick.
Also i/asjiy. _

passer1
(pas'er), it. [<pas* + -/!.] 1. One

who passes, in any sense of that word. 2. A

Passenger-engine.
i, headlight; a. front end; 3, signal-lamp; 4, spark-pipe ; 5, smoke- pipe; 25, driver-spring; 26, main rod; 27, forward crank-pin; 28, side

stack; 6, pilot
^

7, air-brake hose;
^8,

steam-chest
;_$, cylinder^ lo.oil- rod; 39, back crank-pin; 30, back driving-axle; 31, driving-wheel box; 47, reverse-lever; 48, auxiliary reservoir ; 49, main air-reservoir;

pipe ; II, cylinder-cocks ; 12, engine-truck ; 13, bell; 14, sand-box; 15,

sand-pipe; 16, jacket; 17, valve-stem ; 18, guide-cup; 19, cross-head ;

20, guides; 21, link; 22,

valve; 43, tender hand-brake; 44, tank; 45, feed-pipe hose; 46, oil-

. . _,. - j-- -i j-- I'lug-wncci uux ; 47, icvcr:
brake; 32, steam-dome; 33, whistle and whistle-lever; 34, cab; 35, 50, hand-hole,
throttle-lever; 36, boiler-head ; 37, gage-cocks ; 38, donkey-pump ; 39,

rocker-arm; 23, injector-check; 24, injector- reach-rod; 40. equalizer; 41. driving-wheel brake cylinder; 43, tarik-

_ . _.[, cylinder (same as No. 9); b, exhaust-passage; i,

steam-pipe; d, branch pipe (end of dry pipe); e. exhaust-pipe ; /,
smoke-arch.

passer, pass: see pass, v.~\ 1. Lace. 2. A
decorative edging or trimming, especially a

gimp or braid.

Passements of gold vpon the stuffe of a Princely garment.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 115.

passement (pas'ment), v. t. [< passement, .]
To deck with passement or lace

; hence, to or-
nament the exterior of.

Ashamed to be scene among these who are passemented
with gold. Boyd, Last Battell, p. 620.

passementerie (pas-men-te-re' ), n. [F., < passe-
ment, lace : see passement."] Edgings and trim-

mings in general, especially those made of

gimp, braid, or the like : often made with jet
or metal beads: as, jet passementerie; plain
passementerie (that is, without beading). See
passement.
passemezzo, n. See passamezzo.
passenger (pas'en-jer), n. [Early mod. E. also

passinger, earlier passager (the being inserted
as in messenger, porringer, etc.) ;

< OF.passagier,
F. passager (Sp. pasajero = Pg. passageiro = It.

passegiero, passegiere), < passage, passage : see

passage.] If. One who passes or is on his way ;

a passer-by ;
a wayfarer ;

a traveler.

A noble but unfortunate gentleman,
Cropt by her hand, as some rude passenger
Doth plucke the tender roses in the hudde !

Marston, Insatiate Countesse, v.

It is a River apt to swell much upon suddain Rains, in
which case, precipitating it's self from the Mountains with
great rapidity, it has been fatal to many a Passenger.

Ataundrett, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 43.

Shopkeepers may sit and ask, "What do youlack?" when
the passengers may very well reply,

" What do you lack
yourselves ?

"
The Great Frost (A rber's Eng. Garner, I. 86).

2. One who travels in a public conveyance ;
es-

pecially, one who travels in such a conveyance
by virtue of a contract express or implied with
the carrier, as the payment of fare, or some-
thing accepted as an equivalent therefor.
There are ... ferries or passages, . . . where passengers

may be transported in a Gondola. Caryat, Crudities, I. 210.

In this year, 1657, in the month of November, Mr. Gar-
ret set sail on a voyage for England, from Boston ; in whose
ship, amongst many considerable passengers, there went
Mr. Thomas Mayhew.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 274.

All the passengers, except a very fat lady on the back
seat, had alighted. Hawthorne, Sketches from Memory.
3f. A bird of passage ; a casual visitor.
Sometimes are also scene Falcons and lar-falcons Os-

praies, a bird like a Hobby, but because they come sel-
dome, they are held but as passengers.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 115.

4f. A passage-boat.
In Pocchorrosa, he is assigned to leaue fyftie men with

the lyghtest shyp which maye bee a pasrinyer betwene
them ; that, lyke as we vse poste horses by lande, so may
they, by this currant shippe, in short space, certifle the
Lieuetenaunt and th[e| inhabitours of Darienaof suche
thynges as shall chaunce.

R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 163).

He. . . tooke the sea in upassager, and arriued at Calais.
llaKimjt'i Voyages, II. 69.

senger traffic. While capable of higher speed,
its tractive power is less than that of a freight-
engine. See locomotive.

passenger-locomotive (pas'en-jer-16-ko-mo'-
tiv), . Same as passenger-engine.
passenger-pigeon (pas'en-jer-pij'on), . The
common wild pigeou of the United States,

drill used in cutlery to make holes to receive
little ornamental studs of gold or silver. It has
a stop to prevent the point of the drill from
penetrating the handle beyond the required
depth. 3. A gimlet. [Prov. Eng.]
Passer2 (pas'er), n. [L., a sparrow.] A genus
of fringilliform or conirostral oscine passerine
birds, founded by Brisson in 1 760, typically rep-

resenting the family FrintjiUtilse, and a repre-

I'assenger-pigeon (F.ctopistts

Ectopistes migratorius: so called from its very
extensive wanderings in search of food. See
Ectopistes.

passenger-ship (pas'en-jer-ship), n. A ship
which carries passengers.
passenger-train (pas'en-jer-tran), n. A rail-

way-traip for the conveyance of passengers, as

distinguished from a freight- or goods-train, oil-

train, coal-train, etc.

passe-partout (pas-par-to'), n. [F., a master-
key, also a passe-partout in engraving, etc.

,
for-

merly also a resolute fellow; < passer, pass, go
(seepass, v.), + partout, everywhere, (.par (< L.
per, through) + tout, <L. totus, all: see total.'}
1. That by means of which one can pass any-
where; a master-key; a latch-key. 2. In en-

graving, an engraved plate or block forming
an ornamental border around an aperture into
which the engraved portrait or picture may be
inserted

; also, a typographical frame or or-
namental border about a page, etc.: a French
use. 3. A picture-frame consisting usually
of a pasteboard back and a piece of glass, be-
tween which a drawing or engraving is placed,
often with a plain or ornamented mat between
it and the glass, the whole being held in posi-
tion by means of strips of paper pasted over
the edges.
There were engravings and photographs in passe-partout

frames, that journeyed with her safely in the bottoms of
her trunks. Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwaite, vi.

passepied (pas'pya), . [F., < passer, pass, +
pU'il, < 1i.pes (ped-) = E./oof. Of. paspy, from

European House-sparrow (Passtr domestic**).

sentative example of the Oscines or normal Pas-
seres. The name lapsed, or was used with little dis-

crimination, for a century, but is now in nearly universal
use for that genus of finches which contains the common
European or so-called English sparrow (P. domesticus), the
European tree-sparrow (P. montamts), and several other
closely related species. The two species named are both
naturalized in the United States. See sparrow and house-

sparrow.

passer-by (pas'er-bi'), n. One who passes by
or near. Also by-passer.
In an undertone, as if he were afraid a passer-by might

hear him. Disraeli, Sybil, iv. 1.

Passerculus (pa-ser'ku-lus), n. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1838), < L. passerculus, a little sparrow,
dim. ofpasser, a sparrow : see Pasxer^."] A genus
of American fringilline birds, embracing many
of the commonest sparrows of the United States,
of fully streaked coloration, with yellow on the
bend of the wings, slender bill, short and nar-
row unmarked tail, and pointed wings with

elongated inner secondaries. Thecommon savanna-
sparrow is P. savanna, and there are several others.

They are ground-sparrows, and especially abound in low
moist localities.

Passerella (pas-e-rel'a), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), dim. of L. passer,''a sparrow : see Passer?. ]A genus of large handsome fox-colored fringil-
line birds of North America, having enlarged
feet

; the fox-sparrows. P. iliaca abounds in shrub-
bery in most parts of eastern North America, and several
other species or varieties are found in the west See fox-
sparrow.

Passerellinae (pas"e-re-ll'ne), . pi [NL. (S.
F. Baird, 1858), < Passerella + -iw.] A sub-

family of FriiiijiUida', named from the genus
Pa.wrctla, having no definable characters.

Passeres (pas'e-rez), ii. pi. [NL., pi. of L. pas-
ser, sparrow: see Passer

1

*.] An order of the



Passeres

class Ares, tyi>ilied by the tfoims Paxxer, com-
prehending i ( thiin hull' of nil birds, it has
about (he, taxonoinic or chis.-iiflcatory value of groups called
JumUim ill departments of zoology other than ornithol-
ogy. It corresponds inexact |\ to OiMswrw In some o( the
usesof this word, and exactly to the I 'uvieriaii I'iuseritueU
i im-mleil by lllylli ;

also to tlie .Kiiilliianiiilliir of Huxley.
It uonsistsuf tin' Owiw*(Mllllcr) and i'tniimlur, ,-ol'I 'aba-
nis. With some exceptions, these birds(numherlng upward
of f,,oo<i species) have the following characters. They are
anomiilogonatoiis, having no ambiens muscle nor IDOOJ
-"O fc ocaudal. The feinorocaudal and semltendi
nouns muscles are pre.,enl, as is usually also the accessory
semltemlinosux. The flexor longus hallucls, the muscle
which bends the hind toe, Is separated from the flexor
InngiiHdigitorum, which bends the other toes collectively ;

and the hind toe is Inserted low down, or Is perfectly in-
cumbent. The result of this is that the feet arc perfect-
ly fitted for grasping slender supports, and the birds are
thus typically insessorlal. Furthermore, the toes are al-

ways 4, 3 in front and 1 behind (except In Chaliiritis) ; none
ure versatile from their normal position, and the ratio of
their phalanges is always 2, . 4, 5, counting from the flrst
to the fourth digit. As to the means of flight, of which
no Passeres are deprived, the sternum has with few ex-

ceptions a particular conformation, being notched on each
side behind, manubrlated, and provided with prominent
costal processes ; the tensor piling II brevls has a special
mode of insert ion

; the primaries are either 10 or In

number, the secondaries are more than ft, and the greater
coverts are not more than half as long as the secondaries.
The tall has 12 rectrlces(wlth few exceptions). The palate
Is feglthngnathous; the covering of the bill Is hard, with
a cere or other soft membrane, and the nostrils do not
openly communicate ; the oil-gland is nude ; the caeca
are 2 in number; and the carotid Is single and sinlstral.
Passeres are altricinl and psilopiedic, the young being
born helpless and naked. In most birds of this order
the lower larynx, or syrinx, is highly developed as a
musical organ, and according to this character Passeres
are divisible into 2 primary groups Osciiieit or Acromy-
odi, and Claiwtttirex or Mesomyodi. The division of Pas-
seres, however, has severely exercised alike the erudition
and the Ingenuity of the systematlsts, and no proposed
method is fully accepted. The prime division by Oarrod
and Forbes, Into Kteutherodactuli and Iletmmtat/yti, is

superfluous, since those alleged ///,..,-,. which are desmo-
dactylous are not Passeres. Elimination of these obtru-
sive terms leaves the prime division as before, into Aero-
myodi and Mesamyodi. In 1874 Wallace divided Passeres
upon external characters into 4 series : (1) turdoid, with
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Painted Pinch (fatrffltta cl'rit).

decussate opposite leaves, and flowers in spikes with broad
bracts. Liniurut, 1737.

Passerinae (pas-e-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., pi. of

Paaserina.'] 1. Tn Cuvier's system of classifi-

cation, the second order of birds, approximate-
ly equivalent to the Insessores or perchers:
primarily divided into two groups, the ordinary
l'<ixxerin& and the Syndaetyli, and, secondarily,
the former into four groups, Dentirostres, /'/./-

nixtfifi. I'oiiini.iti'i:*, and Tenuirostres. As thus
constituted, It was a thoroughly unnatural group, subdi-
vided In an equally artificial manner. But removing from
It certain heterogeneous elements, as Cyasetvs, Capriiiuil
yus, Podartrus, Colius, Cnracias, I'jAiiia, Merops, Trochiius,
etc. (as was done by Blytli, fuvler's editor In 1848), it repre-
sents the Passeres of modern naturalists.

2. In Nil /seh's classification, the expurgated
Passerines of Cuvier, or Passeres proper.
passerine (pas'e-riu), a. and . [< L. passeri-
nus, of a sparrow, < passer, sparrow : see /'*-
ser2 .] I. a. 1. Resembling or related to a
sparrow ;

of or pertaining to the Passerins, in

any sense, or the Passeres; passeriform. 2.
About as large as a sparrow: as, the passe-
rine parrot, Pxittacula paxserina ; the passerine
ground-dove, C'hamtrpelia pusserina ; the pas-

passing
And as he (God) It the Head of that body, he Is vtatibU,

so he may SUN- i
; ami, a> lie ih the first horn of th< <! 1-1

he did suffer; so that he was defective in nothing ; Dot
In power, u i.<-i not in paulhlllty, as nun.

l':-tuif, Sennom, I.

passibleness < pn*'i-bl-nes), . Passibility.
This heresy of Eutyches and IMusoonu . . . drew after

it tin- hc.e-i of the pauMentme of the Deity, because the
Hi Ity of Christ was become, In their conceit*, the Mine,
nature with the humanity that was passible.

K. Drrmntxi, Diversity of Languages anil Kfllglons
|(ed. IBM), xzv.

Passiflora (pns-i-fl6'ra), n. [NL. (Linnwus,
17:>7i, ii-reg. < I,. puxsio', passion, + jtiin (flor-),
flower. Karly missionanes to South America,
and Spanish writers from 159TI, regarded the
flower as an emblem of the crucifixion, finding
in the five anthers the live wounds, in the tln-> >

button-like stigmas the three nails, in the co-
rona the crown of thorns, in the five petals and
five sepals the ten apostles then present, in

the digitate leaves the persecutors' hands, and
in the tendrils their scourges.] A genus of

climbing herbs or shrubs, type of the order Pas-

sifloractie and the tribe Pasirijioreie, character-
ized by the short calyx-tube, three styles, and
the calyx-lobes, petals, and stamens each four
or five; the passion-flowers. There are about 17S

species, mainly American ; a few are Asiatic and Austra-
lian. They bear lateral unbranched tendrils, and alternate
leaves, undivided or tubed, often with a gland-bearing peti-
ole. Their large and showy flower* are solitary or racemed
In the axils, followed by dry or pulpy many-seeded berries,
which In some species are edible. (See granadiUa, rumba,
maypnp, indiyu berry, 2, vater lemon, and nreet ealabatk
(under calabash), also cut under rimu.) Some species are
narcotic or expectorant, ss /'. Jartida, the West Indian
love-in-a-mist, and the bitter leaves of P. lavr\foiia, the
Jamaican honeysuckle, are used as an astringent. P.
macrvcarpa, the pumpkin passion-flower of Brazil and
Peru, produces a fruit sometimes weighing 8 pounds.
Many species are cultivated for the beauty of their flow-
ers, as P. cirnilea, P. Irennesina, etc. See also ImUhoqfiua
Ihtlcliinan's-lavdaiivm.

all an arrangement requiring some modiflcatlon upon
anatomical grounds. The mesomyodfan Passeres are either

(1) heteromerous, as the families CoKnyidx and Pimidir,
or they are (2) homajomeroua. The latter are either (1)

hnploophonous, as the Tyrannidse, J^itiidte, PhUepittidtf,
and Xenicidte, or they are (2) tracheophonous, as the Fur-
Hariidtf, Pteroptochidtr, Dendr<>colaptid&, and Fornucari-
idee. With few exceptions, mesomyodiau Passeres are
American, and nearly all of these (all but a few Tyran-
nidie) are Central and South American. As to the acro-

myodian Passeret, they are either abnormal or normal.
The abnormal Passerrs are only two Australian families,
Menuridx and Atricfiiidff, together called Psettdoscines.
The rest are Otcinen proper, some 4,700 species In all, so

closely related that they scarcely represent a group of

higher rank than the average
"
family" recognized by or-

nithologists. They are three of Wallace's four series (tur-
doid, tanagroid. and sturnoidX and are separated by sun
devall into Cichloinorphte, Ciniinmtren, Cnliomorptue, Certhi-

omorplur. Cinnyrimorphtc, and Chelidontmwrpfue. Sclater
has six similar divisions, though in different order and
under other names : DtKtinttnt, Latirostres, Curcirostres,
Tenuirostres, Conirostres, and Cultrtrostres. These groups
may be thus explained or illustrated : (1) Cichlmnorpha or
Denlirostres, thrushes, warblers, flycatchers, shrikes, etc. ;

(2) Coliomorphx or Cttltrirostres, crows, jays, tits, etc. ; (3)
Conirostres, finches, buntings, sparrows, tanagers, etc. ; (4)

Cinnyrimorphsc or Tentiirostres, honey-suckers; (5) Cer-

thiomarphaf or Curoirogtre*, creepers ; (0) Chelidonoutor-

phx or Latirostres, swallows. All these birds agree In

being laminiplantar ; and among them or near them must
be found or made a place for the larks, Alaudidte, which
are scutelliplantar, and which, when not placed with
Coniroxtreft, form a seventh superfamily known as Cory-
domorpha.

passeriform (pas'e-ri-f6rm), a. [< NL. passe-
riformis, < L. pasxer, sparrow, + forma, form.]
Sparrow-like in form or structure

; pertaining
to oscine Passeres or Passeriformes, or having
their characters; passerine in a strict sense.

Passeriformes (pas'e-ri-fdr'mez), n. pi. [NL.:
seepn.swn/'or/M.] In'Forbes's classification, an
order of anomalogonatous birds composed of

Turdiformes, Fringilliformes, and 8turnifor*ie?,
or the turdoid, taiiogroid, and sturnoid Passere.i

of Wallace, and thus equivalent to osciue Pas-

seres, or Oacines.

Passerina (pas-e-ri'nS), n. [NL., fern, of L.

linxxeriHus, of or for a sparrow: see passerine.]
1 . A beautiful genus of American Fringillidse;
the painted finches. The plumage Is of bright or va-

riegated colors, or both, as in the indigo-bird, P. cyatteu,
which is rich blue, the lazuli-nnch, /'. amcena, which is

liluc. white, and brown, and the painted finch, or non-

pareil, P. drift, which is blue, red, and yellow. I'ifiUot,

1816. Also Ciianotpita. See cut In next column, and cut
under indigo-oird.

2. A genus of heath-like shrubs, of the apeta-
lous order Tlii/mi'ltrdecee and the tribe Eiitliyme-
liri'if, known by its four-lobed unappendaged
urn-shaped calyx, eight exserted stamens, and
globose stigma. There are 4 species, all South African,
sometimes cultivated fur their flowers. They bear little

Also passerota.
U. n. A member of the Pasxeriiiee, Pasxeres,

or Passeriformes.
Passerlta (pa-ser'i-tS), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray).]
A genus of whipsnakes of the family Colu-
bridee and subfamily Dryophutiiue, having an

fatrm'ta ttjfcteriMMU.

elongated nasal appendage and the pupil of
the eye horizontal. /'. injrtcri:(iim is an ex-

ample.
passeroid (pas'e-roid), a. [< Passer"* + -oid.']
Same as pusnerine.

pass-guard, . See passegarde.

pass-holder (pas'hol'd^r), n. One who holds a
free pass or a season ticket, as to a theater, on
a railway, etc.

passibility (pas-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. possibility
= Sp. /Hixilii/iildd = Pg. passibilitladc = It. pas-
siliilili'i. < LL. passibilita(t-)s, < pasgibilis, ca-

pable of feeling: seepnssi'We.] The quality of

being passible ; the capacity of receiving im-

pressions from external ageuts ; aptness to feel

or suffer.

passible (pas'i-bl), a. [< F. passible = Sp. pasi-
ble = Pg. passivel = It. paxsibile, < LL. passi-
bilis, capable of feeling, < L. pati, pp. passus,
suffer, feel: see passion, patient.} Capable of

feeling or suffering; susceptible of impressions
from external agents.

Passifloraceae (pas'i-flo-ra'se-e), . pi. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1836), < Passiflora + -.] An
order of plants of the cohort Pasaifloralr* ; the
passion-flower family. It Is characterized by the un-
divided or three- to five-parted style, four to many sta-

mens, similar petals and sepals, and especially by the co-

rona, of one, two, or many rows of filamentous bodies, or a
tubular membrane, seated on the calyx-tube or tttween
the petals. It Includes about 23& species, mainly tropical,
especially of South America, classed in 5 tribes and 27 gen-
era, of which Paxriftora (the type), Caricn, Jacaratia, and
TafMinia are the chief. They are shrubs, trees, or herbs,
with a watry juice, round or angled branches, and erect
climbing or twining stems. They often bear axillary ten-
drils and showy three-bracted flowers.

Passiflorales (pas'i-flo-ra'lez), n. pi. [NL., <

Pass/flora -4- -ales."] A cohort of polypetalous
plants of the dicotyledonous series Calyciflitrff.
characterized by the compound one-celled

ovary, with styles distinct or slightly united.
It Includes the

passion-flower, gourd, and loasa families,
mainly vines : the Itegonla family ; and the aatnyda, tnr-

nera,and datlsca families, mainly tropical trees and shrubs.

Passifloreae (pas-i-flo're-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. L.
de Jussieu, 1805),< Ptissiflora + -etf.) A tribe of

plants of the order Passifloracete, distinguished
by the perfect flowers, conspicuous single or
double corona, and flatfish seeds. It Includes 13
genera, chiefly of the African and American tropics, of
which about 1:1 species are shrubs or small trees, and 160
are tendriled climbers.

passim (pas'im), inlr. [L., hither and thither,
everywhere, < passus, pp of pandere, extend:
see pass.] Here and there; in many different

places; everywhere.
passimeter (pa-sim'e-ter), . [< L. uasstm,
step, pace, + Or. iihjiov, measure.] A form of

pocket-odometer resembling a watch in exter-
nal appearance. A vibrating lever operates a regis-
tering device, which indicates the number of steps taken,
the lever moving synchronously with the upward and
downward movement of the body In walking or running.

passing (pas'ing), . [< MK. paxxyity ; verbal n.
of /HI.**, c.] 1. The act of moving on or by;
also, the act of departing; dying.

Yet in these ears, till hearing dies.
One set slow hell will seem to toll

The fotnuii of the sweetest soul
That ever look'd with human eyes.

TVnnyson, In Memoriam, Ivii.

2. Passage ; ratification ; enactment.

If a Lay Lord was attainted, the Bishops assented to his

Condemning, and were always present at the patting at
the Bill of Attainder. Selden, Table-Talk, p. .

3. A gold or silver thread or fine cord produced
by twisting a flat and very small ribbon of the
metal spirally around a silk thread. Passing
is used in embroidery, in couched work, and the
like, laid on the foundation and sewed to it with
tin' silk thread.

passing (pas'ing), a. [ME. passing, passyitge;
ppr. ofjMiiM, '-.

]
1 . That is or are now happen-



passing

ing; current: as, passing events; the

hour.
Again the feast, the speech, the glee,

The shade of passing thought, the wealth
Of words and wit.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

2. Cursory; such as is done, given, etc., while

one passes: as, a, passing glance.
Some frail memorial still erected nigh.

With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture decked,

Implores the passing tribute of a sigh. O-ray, Elegy.

3. Fleeting; fading away.
Trust not in man with passing breath.

Whittier, Chapel of the Hermits.

4. Exceeding; surpassing; transcendent; egre-

gious; eminent; extraordinary.
He is a man of hey discrecioun,
I warne you wel, he is a passing man.

Chaucer, ProL to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 61.

For the pawunge Love that he hadde to hire, whan he

saughe hire ded, he felle in a rage, and oute of his Wytt,
a gret while. llandemlle, Travels, p. 89.

O passing traitor ; perjured and unjust !

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 1. 106.

passing (pas'ing), adv. [< passing, a.] Sur-

passingly; wonderfully: exceedingly; very.

This Ewein was a passinge feire childe, and bolde and

hardy ; but after that he hadde herde speke of kynge Ar-

thur he wolde not suffre that noon made hym knyght.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), U. 238.

Oberon is passiny fell and wrath.

Shak., IS. N. D.,H. 1. 20.

For she was passing weary of his love.

U. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult.

passing (pas'ing), prep. [< passing, .] Ex-

ceeding; beyond; over. [Rare.]

Why, I han't been at itpassing acouple of months. Foote.

passing-bell (pas'ing-bel), 11. A church bell

tolled at the time of a person's death or imme-

diately after. It was a means of summoning Christians

to pray for the soul of the one just departed; and it is

still common as a mark of respect to the dead and an an-

nouncement to the public that a death has just occurred.

The age of the person is commonly indicated by the

number of strokes. This custom is supposed to have

originated from the ancient belief that the sound of the

church bell drove away any demon that might seek to take

possession of the departing soul. In the Church of Eng-
land it is enjoined by canon that the passing-bell be
tolled during the dying and at the burial of any parish-
ioner. Formerly called/orfA-/orc.

All my spirits,
As if they heard my posting-bell go for me,
Pull in their powers, and give me up to destiny.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

When the passing-bell doth tole,

And the furies in a shole
Come to fight a parting soule,

Sweet Spirit, comfort me !

Herrick, Litanie to the Holy Spirit.

passing-braid (pas'ing-brad), n. A kind of

braid made of passing, twisted or braided, as

in making galloon.

passing-byt (pas'ing-bl'), . The passover.
Christ's disciples said to the man, Where is this guest-

chamber, where I might eat the passing-by with my dis-

ciples?
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 251.

passing-discord (pas'ing-dis"k6rd), n. Same
as passing-note.
passinglyt (pas'ing-li), adv. [< ME. passyitgly ;

(.passing + -fy
2
.] In a surpassing degree ; spe-

cially; exceedingly.
He schal dispise deeth. he schal drede no perelis, and

passyngly he schal be maad hardy.
Hook of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 23.

Cris. Do you love singing, lady ?

Chloe. O, passingly. B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

passing-measure (pas'ing-mezh"ur), n. [See
passa-measure.] A corruption of passamczzo.
Prythee sit still

; you must dance nothing but the pass-
ing-meamres. A. Brewer (1), Lingua, iii. 7.

passing-note (pas'ing-not), n. In music, an un-
essential or discordant tone melodically com-
bined with harmonically essential tones, either
between them or next above or below them.
Such accessory tones are usually unaccented.

passing-place (pas'ing-plas), n. A railway sid-

ing where trains may pass one another.

passing-tone (pas'ing-ton), n. In music, same
as passing-note.

passio(n-), suffering, enduring (LL., specifi-
cally, a suffering, a disease), also an event, oc-

currence, < L. pati, pp. passus, suffer, endure,
undergo: see patient.] 1. The state of being
affected or acted on by something external; a
passive as opposed to an active state.

When the ball obeys the stroke of a billiard-stick, it Is
not any action of the ball, but bare passion.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 4.
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2. Susceptibility of impression from external

agents ; receptivity to impressions.

The differences of mouldable and not monldable, . . .

and many other passions of matter, are plebeian notions.
Bacon

3. Suffering; especially, the sufferings of Christ

on the cross; more specifically, his sufferings

subsequent to the Last Supper, sometimes dis-

tinguished from those of the crucifixion: as,

"by thy Cross and Passion," Boole of Com mini

Prayer.
Our sauyour Ihesu cryste was put vnto deth by passyon

of the crosse. Joseph of Ariinathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

All the passion of all the martyrs that ever were.

Latimer, Sermons, p. 232.

To whom also he shewed himself alive alter his passion,

by many infallible proofs. Acts i. 3.

Wherefore suffered he so great and bitter passions' did

he it not to take away your sins?

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 123.

The term Passion belongs more properly to that which

Heunderwentduringtheflfteen ormore hours that elapsed
between the night of the Last Supper and three o'clock on

the following afternoon, beginning with His agony in the

garden of Gethsemane and ending with His death upon
the Cross. Blunt, Diet. Doct. and Hist. Theology, p. 547.

4f. Physical disorder, or suffering resulting
from it

;
disease.

He then sayd that he was called the sonne of Jupiter ;

but yet he felt in himselfe the passions of a diseased body.
J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, viii.

If much you note him,
You shall offend him and extend his passion.

Feed, and regard him not. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 57.

5. Emotion; specifically, intense or vehement
emotion, occupying the mind in great part for

a considerable period, and commanding the

most serious action of the intelligence; an

abounding or controlling emotion, such as am-
bition, avarice, revenge, desire, fear, hope, joy,

grief, love, hatred, etc. ;
a strong deep feeling.

How all the other passions fleet to air,

As doubtful thoughts, and rash-embraced despair,
And shuddering fear, and green-eyed jealousy !

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 108.

Held in holy passion still,

Forget thyself to marble.
Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 41.

As if the civil wars had blotted out the expression of

character and passion from the human lip and brow.

Maamlay, Horace Walpole.

She ended with such passion that the tear

She sang of shook and fell an erring pearl.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

(a) Zeal
;
ardor

;
vehement or ruling desire.

Pan . . . has no passion, unless it be for discourse.

Bacon, Fable of Pan.

In those good days of simplicity and sunshine, a passion
for cleanliness was the leading principle in domestic econ-

omy. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 167.

(6) Love
;
ardent affection ; amorous desire.

I should have been more strange, I must confess,
But that thou overheard'st, ere I was ware,
My true love's passion. Shak., R. and J. t ii. 2. 104.

For health and idleness to passions flame
Are oil and gunpowder. Byron, Don Juan, ii. 169.

(ct) Grief ; sorrow.

Victorious Titus, rue the tears I shed,
A mother's tears in passion for her son.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 106.

Oh, that I could as gently shake off passion
For the loss of that great brave man as I can shake off

Remembrance of what once I was reputed !

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, iii.

(d) Vehement anger; rage: sometimes used absolutely:
as, in a passion.

Monsieur le Nostre spoke much of the good Humour of

his Master ; he affirmed to me he was never seen in Pas-
sion. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 87.

I must be in a passion, Sir Lucius I must be in a

rage. Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

6. An object of great admiration or desire;

something indulged in, pursued, or cultivated
with extreme and serious ardor : as, poetry be-

came a passion with him.

He [General Hawley] is called Lord Chief Justice ; fre-

quent and sudden executions are his passion.
Walpole, Letters, II. 1.

They know not, cannot guess
How much their welfare is a passion to us.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

7. A passionate display ;
an exhibition of deep

feeling.
Sometimes he maketh invocations with broken sen-

tences by starts and strange passions.
Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 139.

She was in such a passion of tears that they were obliged
to send for Dr. Floss. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, i.

8. Same aspassion-music Cardiac passiont. See
cardiac. Heac or iliac passion. Sameasitews, 1. Pas-
sion Sunday, the second Sunday before Easter Sunday ;

the fifth Sunday in Lent: so called because the special
commemoration of Christ's passion then begins. Pas-

passionate

sion Week, the fifth week in Lent, from Passion Sunday
to I'alm Sunday, and immediately preceding Holy Week.
The name Passion Week was given to it from very early
times because with it begins the special commemoration of

Christ's passion. In non-Catholic circles Passion Week is

often Incorrectly identified with Holy Week. = Syn. 5. Pas-

sion, Affection; wrath, fury ; fervor ; rapture, transport.
As compared with a/ection, the distinctive mark of pas-
sion is that it masters the mind, so that the person be-
comes seemingly its subject or its passive instrument,
while an affection, though moving, affecting, or influencing
one, still leaves him his self-control. The secondary mean-
ings of the two words keep this difference,

passion (pash'on), t\ [< OF.jiassioner.passion-
ner = It. passionare, < ML. passionare, be af-

fected with passion, < L. passio(n-), passion :

see passion, .] I. intrans. To be affected with

passion; be extremely agitated, especially with

grief; sorrow. [Obsolete or archaic.]

'Twas Ariadne passioning
For Theseus' perjury and unjust flight.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4. 172.

How now, Queen ! what art thou doing? passioning over
the picture of Cleanthes, I am sure ; for I know thou lovest

him. Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria.

A sloping green of mossy tread,

By a clear pool, wherein she passioned
To see herself escaped from so sore ills.

Keats, Lamia, i.

II. trans. To give a passionate character to
;

imbue with passion ; impassionate. [Rare.]

By lively actions he gan bewray
Some argument of matter passioned.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 4.

O thou, for whose soul-soothing quiet turtles

Passion their voices cooingly 'mong myrtles.
Keats, Endymion, i.

passional (pash'on-al), a. and n. [< OF. pas-
sional, passionnel!' = It. passionale = Pg. pas-
sional, n., < ML. passionalis, passionale, n., book

containing sufferings of the martyrs, < LL.^as-
sionalis, susceptible of passion or suffering, <

L. passio(n-), suffering, passion: see passion.]
1. a. Of or pertaining to passion or the pas-
sions

;
influenced by passion ; passionate.

It [phrenology] divides, for example, all our powers into

mental, moral, and passional intellect, morals, and af-

fections. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 101.

Nowhere in literature is the process of culture by means
of study and passional experience so graphically depicted.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 142.

II. n. 1. Same as passionary.
The Legenda contained the lections read at matins and

at other times, and may be taken as a generic term to in-

clude the Uomiliariuni, Martyrology, Passional, and other
volumes. Encyc. Brit.., XIV. 710.

2. A manuscript of the four Gospels, upon which
the kings of England, from Henry I. to Edward
VI., took the coronation oath. 0. Shipley.

passionary (pash'on-a-ri), .; pi. passionaries
(-riz). [= F. passion'aire = Sp. pasionario =
Pg. It. passionario, < ML. passionarins, passio-

narium,& passional, <LL./jos*io(m-), suffering,

passion : see passion.] A book containing de-

scriptions of the sufferings of the saints and

martyrs, read in the ancient Christian Church
on their respective festivals.

Higden's "Polychronicon." and the passionaries of the

female saint Werburgh, Etheldred, and Sexburgh, which
were kept for public edification in the choir.

Warton, Eng. Poetry, HI. 142.

passionatet (pash'on-at), v. t. [< ML. passio-

iiatus, pp. of passionare, be affected with pas-
sion: see passion, v., and cf. passionate, a.~\ 1.

To affect with passion; move to anger, hate,

love, etc.

Neither did I thinke any so malitious as now I see a

great many : yet it shal not so passionate me but I will doe

my best for my most maligner.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 229.

2. To portray with natural emotion or pas-

sion; personate.
There have they their play-house, where the parts of

women are acted by women, and too naturally passion-
ated. Sandys, Travailes, p. 192.

Great pleasure, mixt with pittiful regard,
That godly King and Queene did passionate,

Whyles they his pittifull adventures heard.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 16.

Thy niece and I, poor creatures, want our hands,
And cannot passionate our tenfold grief.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2. 6.

passionate (pash'on-at), a. [= F. passionne
= It. passionato, < ML. passionatus, passionate,

impassioned: see the verb.] Characterized by
passion; exhibiting or expressing passion, (a)

Easily moved to vehement emotion, especially to anger ;

easily excited or agitated ; also, exhibiting or feeling ve-

hement emotion.

Their scornfull vsage made the Captaine so passionate,
to appease his anger and choler their intent made many
faire excuses for satisfaction.

Capt. John Smith, Works. II. 283.



passionate
| huii._'li jnnotiniuilr mid often wronghcaded, he [Jeremy

Collier] wan H singularly clear OODtvoYUflsUst,
Mariiulaii, Leigh Hunt

We are passionate advocates of our wrong opinion be-

cause it U our. W. It. (Jrey, Misc. Estuiyit, lt ser., p. 211.

<M slnmiuif or exciting strong emotion; highly excited;
\rlieiiu-iit ; warm.

Nephew, what means this pastinnate discount',
This peroration with sui'li circumstance?

Khiik.. -J lien. VI., 1.1. 104.

one iii whom persuasion and belief
Had ripened into faith, and faith hei-nn
A paxnanate intuition. Wirrdswurth, Excursion, iv.

Strangers have wept to hear his passionate notes.

Shelley, Alastor.

(ci Swayed by love ; consumed with passion.

Judge, madam, what the condition of a passionate man
must he, that can approach the hand only of her he dies

for, when her heart is inaccessible.

Stetle, Lying Lover, I. 1.

(</t) Emotional ; susceptible.

Thou art Passionate ;

Hast thou heen brought up with girls?

Fletcher, Wit without Money, II. 4.

( t) Changeful; capricious; of many moods.

You, sweet, have the power
To make me patsionate as an April day.

/'".', Witch of Edmonton, II. 2.

(/t) Compassionate.
This passionate humour of mine.

Shall. , Rich. HI., I. 4. 121 (ed. Knight).

(fft) Sorrowful
; pitiful.

Amphlalus, ... in his noble heart melting with com-
passion at so passionate a sight, desired him to withhold
his hands. Sir r. Sidney, Arcadia, Ml.

she [Lady Constancel is sad and passionate at your high-
ness' tent. Shak., K. John, 11. 1. 544.

= Syn. (a) Irritable, etc. (see irascible), hot-headed, hot,

tlery, violent, choleric. (6) Impassioned, ardent, fervent,
glowing, burning, impetuous.

passionately (pash'on-at-li), adr. In a pas-
sionate manner, in any sense of that word.

passionateness (pash'on-at-nes), n. The state
or character of being passionate or subject to

passion.
passionato (pas-i-6-na'to), a. [It.: seepo*-
siiiiiii/i-.] Passionate: in music, noting a pas-
sage to be rendered with emotional intensity.
passioned (pash'ond), p. a. [< passion + -e<&.

Cf. impassioned.] 1. Moved by passion ; vio-

lently affected.

Diversly passioned is the lover's hart,
Now pleasaunt hope, now dread and grievous fere.

Sir T. Mare, Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxii.

As they read, . . . (Mary's] colour changed, she seemed
deeply passioned. K. W. Enxon, Hist. Church of Eng., xvlll.

2. Expressing passion.
Nor sigh of his, nor phtint, nor passion'd moan.

Keats, Endymlon, II.

passion-flower (pash'on-ttou'er), n. Any plant
of the genus Passiflora. The common blue passion-

Flowering Branch of Passion-flower (Pasttfera itttarnata).

a, the fruit (may-pop).

flower Is P. esmlea, from Brazil. P. incarnata is the

passion-flower of the southern United States, the fruits of
whidi are known as may-pops. Also called passion-pine.

passioning (pash'on-ing), . [Verbal n. of

passion, r.] Tlie state of being affected with

passion ; the act of giving vent to passion ; a

passionate utterance or expression.
And Burns, with pungent passioning*
Set In his eyes. Mrs. Brooding, Vision of Poets.

Passionist (pash'on-ist), . [= F. passioimiste=
Sp. pasionista ; as passion + -isf.] A member of

a Roman Catholic order, called in full "Congre-
gation of the Discalced Clerks of the most holy
Cross and Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ.

1 '

The order was founded by Paolo della Croce In 1720 In

Italy, and has since spread on the Continent and into
Great Britain, the United States, etc. In addition to the
three ordinary vows, they pledge the utmost teal in keep-
ing fresh the memory of the passion of Christ.
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passionless (|iah'<>ii-l<'s), n. [(passion + -leti8.]

Void of passion; not easily r.vilrd to anger;
of a calm temper.

The Queen . . . glanced at him, thought him cold,

High, self-contain'd, and passiindett.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

passion-music (pash'on-mu'zik), n. The mu-
sic of a passion-play ;

a form of cantata or ora-

torio treating of the sufferings and death of

Christ. The Idea of such works appeared in very early
Christian times, having a strictly liturgical origin. Its later

development has tended somewhat toward concert-mu-
sic. The personages usually Introduced are the Evangelist
or Narrator, the Saviour, the Disciples, the People, etc. ; al-

legorical or Idealized characters also occur. Recitatives,

solos, duets, choruses, and even Instrumental numbers, are

employed as In other oratorios, but, at least In the German
passions, the liturgical style controls erery element ;

hence
chorals are often Introduced for the use of the congregation
or audience. The most noted example Is the " Passion ac-

cording to St. Matthew" of J. s. Bach. Also called pas.
sion-oratorio, or simply passion,

passion-oratorio (pash'gn-or-a-t6'ri-6), .

Same as passion-mimic.
passion-play (pash'on-pla), n. A mystery or

miracle-play representing the different scenes
in the passion of Christ. The passion-play Is still

extant In the periodic representations at Oberammergau,
in the Bavarian highlands, perhaps the only example to be
found at the present day.

Passion-tide (pash'on-tld), n. In the Bom.
Catli. calendar, the last two weeks of Lent, com-
prising Passion Week and Holy Week.
passion-vine (pash'on-vin), n. Same as pas-
xion-fltnrer.

passive (pas'iv), a. [< F. passif= Sp. pasiro
= Pg. It. passivo (=. D. passiff = G. 8w. Dan.

passiv, in gram.), < L. passivun, serving to ex-

press the Buffering of an action (paxsivum ver-

Imm, a passive verb); in LL. lit. capable of suf-

fering or feeling: < pati, pp. passus, suffer: see

passion, patient."} 1. Suffering; not acting; in-

active; receiving or capable of receiving im-

pressions from external objects.
In the reception of simple ideas, the understanding Is

for the most part passive.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. 1. { 25.

I hid my head within a Convent, there

Lay patutive as a dormouse In midwinter.
Wordsworth, The Borderers, Iv.

2. Receptive; unresisting; not opposing; re-

ceiving or suffering without resistance : as, pas-
sive obedience; passive submission to the laws.

Half the duty of a Christian in this life consists in the
exercise of passive graces.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 752.

The sweet degrees that this brief world affords
To such as may the passive drugs of it

Freely command. Shak., T. of A., iv. 8. 254.

Passive to his holy will,
Trust I In my Master still,

Even though he slay me.
Whatier, Barclay of Ury.

3. In gram., expressive of the suffering or en-

during of some action, or the being affected by
some action: applied to a derivative mode of

conjugation, by which that which is the object
of the other or "active" form is made the sub-

ject of the enduring of the verbal action: thus,

Lydia a me amatur, 'Lydia is loved by me,' is

corresponding passive to ego Lydiam amo, 'I

love Lydia.' A nearly complete passive conjugation is

formed especially in Latin ; and the name passive is given
also to the equivalent verb-phrases In other languages, as

English, French, and German. Abbreviated pass. Pas-
sive bonds. See active bonds, under active. Passive
Commerce. See active camtnerce, under active. Passive
congestion. Same aa passive hyperemia (which see, un-

Aerhyperemia). Passive debt, a debt upon which, by
agreement between the debtor and creditor, no interest is

payable, as distinguished from artivedrbt that is, a debt
upon which Interest is payable. Whartun. Passive fund.
See/undi, 2. Passive hyperemia. See hyperemia.
Passive insufficiency of a muscle, insufficient length
of a muscle when it is entirely relaxed to allow, In certain

postures of the joints concerned, complete contraction
of the antagonists : thus, the extensors of the lingers are
too short to allow complete flexion of the fingers when
there Is much flexion at the wrist. Passive intellect.
See intellect, 1. Passive motion. See motion. Pas-
sive obedience. See obedience. Passive operations
(milit.), operations undertaken solely to repel an enemy's
attack. Passive power (potentia passiva, in Aquinas,
perhaps In early trans, from Aristotle's "Metaphysics,"
cap. VJ], a faculty of receiving some impression from with-

out, or of undergoing some change. Passive prayer,
among mystic divines, a suspension of the activity of the
intellectual faculties, the soul remaining quiet and yield-
Ing only to the impulses of grace. Passive righteous-
ness. See riyhtetnimea. Passive title, in Scots lav, a
title incurred by an heir in heritage who does not enter as
heir In the regular way, and therefore Incurs liability for
the whole debts of deceased, Irrespective of the assets.

Palerson. Passive trust. See trust. = Syn. 1. Inert, qui-
escent, inactive. 2. Submissive, patient, long-suffering,
stoical.

passively (pas' iv-li), flrfr. 1. In a passive man-
ner; without action; unresistingly. 2. As a

passport

passive verb; in the passive voice: opposed to
<n't ifi h/.

passiveness (pas'iv-nes), n. 1. The state or

property of being passive, or of receiving im-

|in-ssiouB from extemal agents or causes : as,
the passivenens of mutter. 2. Passibility; ca-

pacity of suffering.
You know a spirit cannot wounded be,
Nor wear such marks of human )*usivrncssc.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xiv. 1W.

We shall \oKoatpassiveness with our being.
Decay o.f Christian Piety.

3. Patience
;
calmness ; unresisting submission ;

lack of power to act, or omission to act.

That we can feed this mind of ours
In a V{K passiveness.

Wordsworth, Expostulation and Keply.

passivity (pa-siv'j-ti), v. [= F. passivitd, pas-
MM t('= lt. passiviia, < LL. as if 'passitita(t-)s,
< L. passiwi, passive: see paxttire.] Same as

passirenrSH.

pass-key (pas'kfi), n. 1. A key for opening
several locks; a master-key ; a skeleton key.
2. A latch-key.
pass-lambt (pas'lam), n. The paschal or Pass-
over lamb.

Tiler's not a House but bath som body slain,
Saue th' Israelites, whose doors were markt before
With sacred Pass-tomb's sacramentall gore.

Sylvester, it. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, U., The Lawe.

passless(pas'les), a. [< pass + -less.'} Having
no pass or passage. Coicley, Plagues of Egypt.
passman (pas'man), n.; pi. passmen (-men). [<

pass + man.] lia the British universities, a stu-

dent who passes for his degree without honors.

passmaster (pas'mas'ter), n. The officer of a

parish or poor-law district who passes or trans-
fers paupers from the parish in which they are
found to their own parish or union. [Eng.]
The Pass-Mauler for the City of London.

Kibton-Tvrner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 241.

Passover (pss'6-v^r), . and a. [<.pag* + over;
tr. Heb. pesach (L. pascha, etc.), a passing
over: see pouch.] I. n. 1. An annual feast of

the Jews, instituted to commemorate the escape
of the Hebrews in Egypt, when God, smiting
the first-born of the Egyptians, "passed over"
the houses of the Israelites, which were marked
with the blood of the paschal lamb. It was cele-

brated on the evening of the 14th day of Ablb or Nlsan, the
first month of the sacred year. The name Is also used, by
extension, to Include the seven days that followed (from
the 15th to the 21st of Mson), during which the Israelites

were permitted to eat only unleavened bread ; and hence
the Passover Is also known as the "feast of unleavened
bread." Every householder with his family ate on the
first evening a lamb killed by the priest (Ex. xii.X which
was served up without breaking the bones.

And ye shall observe this thing for an ordinance to thee
and to thy sons for ever. . . . And it shall come to pass,
when your children shall say unto you, What mean ye by
this service ? That yc shall say, It Is the sacrifice of the
Lord's

passnvrr,
who passed over the houses of the chil-

dren of Israel in Egypt, when he smote the Egyptians,
and delivered our houses. Ex. xil. 24, 26, 27.

How could the Jewish congregations of old be put In

mind ... by their yearly Pansover what farewell they
took of the land of Egypt? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. n.

2. [I. e.] The sacrifice offered at the feast of the

Passover; also, the paschal lamb.
Then they killed the passover on the fourteenth day of

the second month. 1 1 'hi on. xxx. 15.

The K Ingdom of God . . . was remarkably taken from
them (the Jews] within so many years after Christ the
true Passover was slain by them as had passed from their
first Passover after their going out of Jtgypt to their en-
trance into Canaan. StiUinyjIeet, Sermons, I. Till.

3. [/. c.] That which is passed over. [Rare.]
I am, It may be, a little of a precisian, and I wish to

Heaven I was malr worthy of the name ; but let that be a

passover, I have stretched the duties of a serving-man aa
far as my northern conscience will permit.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xlv.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Passover: as.

I'assorer cake or bread (the cake of unleavened
bread eaten at the Passover).
pass-parole (pas'pa-rol' ), n. Milit. , a command
given at the head < >t' an army and communicated
by word of mouth to the rear.

passport (pas'port), n. [Formerly alsopo#por ,

iiaitsfjmrt ; = ap.pasaporte = Pg. passaporte =
It. passaporto = O. passport, < F. passeport,
a passport, a safe-conduct, sea-letter, etc., <

passer, pass, + port, port, harbor: seeporf1
.]

1. A document issued by competent civil au-

thority, granting permission to the person
specified in it to travel, or authenticating his

right to protection. In some state* no person Is al-

lowed to leave the country without a passport from his

government, but the regulations of different jurisdictions
regarding the use of passports have varied much, and of
late years have exhibited a tendency toward a relaxation



passport

of stringency, extending in many countries to their total

abolition Passports must give a description of the per-

son. Those of the I'nited States(1887) "requestall whom
it may concern to permit- safely and freely to pass,

and in case of need to give (him) all lawful Aid and Protec-

tion," and are given under the seal of the Secretary of

State. Passports may be given for goods as well as un-

persons ;
and in time of war a ship's passport is a voucher

of her neutral character.

Let him depart ;
his passport shall be made,

And crowns for convoy put into his purse.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 8. 36.

2. A safe-conduct granted in time of war for

persons and effects in a hostile country. Bur-

rill.

Many desyred leaue to departe to the towne of Concep-

tion, where they had graneges and exercised tyllage. He
gaue them tiieyr passeportes with alowance of vytayles, soo

that only thyrtie remayned with hym.
R. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 92).

3. A license for importing or exporting goods
subject to duty without paying the usual duties.

4. Anything which enables one to pass with

safety or certainty ;
a certificate; a voucher.

Neyther Phylosopher nor Historiographer coulde at the

first haue entred into the gates of populer iudgeraents if

they had not token a great passport of Poetry.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

His passport is his innocence and grace.

Dryden, Death of Ainyntas, 1. 76.

This Ring shall be the passport of Intelligence.
Steele, Grief A-la-llode, iv. 1.

For ten long years I roved about, living first in one capi-

tal, then another. . . . Provided with plenty of money,
and the passport of an old name, I could choose my own
society. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

5. That which enables one to attain any object
or reach any end.

The favour of the monarch ... is the only passport to

employment. Brougham.

passport (pas'port), v. t. [< passport, >(.] To
supply or provide with a passport.
Their ships must be passported.

(i. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 81.

pass-shooting (pas'sho'ting), . The shooting
f birds, as wild ducks, as they fly over a station

where the hunter lies in wait for them, it is

practised on a windy day in the late fall, when the birds,
on their way to and from the feeding-grounds, often fly

low. [U. S.]

Pass-shooting is practiced in the East in the pursuit of

the black duck. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 202.

pass-ticket (pas'tik"et), . A ticket of admis-

sion, as to some performance or spectacle;
especially, a free ticket or pass.

passus (pas'us), n.; pl.passits. [< li. passus (pi.

passus), a step, pace: see pace1 and pass, .]

A section or division of a story, poem, etc.
;
a

canto. Abbreviated pass.
Passus signifies a portion or "fytte

"
of a poem. In an

entertainment given to Queen Elizabeth at Kenilworth, a

minstrel, after singing a portion of a song, was instructed
to make " a pauz and a curtezy, for primus passus," i. e. to

signify that the first part was over.

Skeat, Notes to Piers Plowman, p. 1.

password (pas'werd), n. A secret parole or

countersign by which a friend may be distin-

guished from a stranger, and allowed to pass.
passwort (pas'wert), n. A contraction of palsy-
wort.

passy-measuret (pas'i-mezh"ur), n. Same as

Then he 's a rogue, and a passy measures panyn ;
I hate

a drunken rogue. Shak., 1. N., v. 1. 206.

past (past), p. a. and n. [< ME. past, passed;
pp. of pass, v."] I. p. a. 1. Gone by; belong-
ing to a time previous to this

;
not present nor

future : as, past time
;
one's past life.

When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought.

Shak., Sonnets, xxx.

The thought of our past years in me doth breed
Perpetual benediction. Wordsworth, Immortality, ix.

Hence 2. In the predicate, ago.
And ho so coueyteth to know hym such a kynde hym fol-

weth,
As Ich tolde the with tonge a lytel tyme passed.

Fieri Plowman (C), xvii. 368.

Never O fault ! reveal'd myself unto him
Until some half-hour po(. Shak., Lear, v. 3. 193.

3. Spent; ended; accomplished; existing no
more

;
over and done with.

The harvest is past, the summer is ended. Jer. viii. 20.

Past indiscretion is a venial crime.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 491.

4. That has completed a full term and is now
retired: as, a past (or passed) master in free-

masonry. See master^. 5. That indicates or
notes past time: as, &past participle; the past
tense Last past, that has just passed ; immediately
preceding the present.
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Hit was presented that, by the space of foure or fyve

veres or more laxt itaxt, or there-aboutes . . .

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 205.

II. H. The time that has preceded the present;
a former or bygone time, or the events of that

time ;
that part of the history, life," or experi-

ences of a person or thing that is passed: as,

to forget the past; an unfortunate past.

No, Time, thoii shalt not boast that I do change ;
. . .

Thy registers and thee I both defy,
Not wondering at the present nor the past.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxiii.

Clear from marge to marge shall bloom
The eternal landscape of the past.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlvi.

If George could have taken a look into Kate's past, he

would perhaps have been less surprised at the absence of

the bread-and-butter element in her.

R. Broughton, Not Wisely but too Well, xix.

past (past), prep, and adv. [Formerly passed ;

orig. pp., used elliptically, and extended to

purely prepositional and adverbial uses: see

past, p. a.] I. prep. Beyond, (a) Beyond in time;
after : as, past noon ; past dinner-time.

And it was passed .xij. or the sayde processyon myght
come oones aboute, passynge by as faste as they myght
goo but one tyme. Sir Jt. Gnylfurde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

Sara . . . was delivered of a child when she was past

age. Heb. xi. 11.

(6) Beyond in position ; further than ; also, by and beyond:
as, the house stands a little past the junction.

My lord, the enemy is past the marsh.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 345.

Lights creep in

Past the gauze curtains half drawn-to.
D. G. Kossetti, Jenny.

(c) Beyond the reach of ; at a point that precludes or

makes (something) impossible or improbable ; out of the

reach, scope, or influence of ; as, past redemption ; past all

sense of shame ; past comprehension.

A wreck past hope he was. Shale., T. N., v. 1. 82.

He 's past all cure ;

That only touch is death.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

How unsearchable are his judgments, and his waysposf
finding out ! Rom. xi. 33.

Do but winnow their chaffe from their wheat, ye shall

see their great heape shrink and wax thin past beliefe.

Milton, Apology for Smectyrnnuus.

(d) Beyond in number or amount; above; more than;
exceeding.

The northern Irish Scots have bows not past three quar-
ters of a yard long. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Boats hauing not past three yron nailes in them.

llakluyl's Voyages, I. 10.

He has not past three or four hairs on his chin.

Shak., T. and C., i. 2. 121.

He set store on her past every thing ;
for all, nobody but

him thought her so very handsome.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxvi.

(e) Beyond the enjoyment of; over and done with.

As to those of the highest state in the monastic life,

called by them the monks of the Megaloskema, I believe

there are very few of them, though I was told some old

men in their infirmaries, who were past the world, had
taken this vow on them.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 147.

II. adv. By ;
so as to pass and go beyond.

And at times, from the fortress across the bay,
The alarum of drums swept past.

Longfellow, The Cumberland.

pastancet,". [ME., alaopastaunce, pastans; <

OF. passetans, passetens, passetemps, F. passe-
temps = Sp. pasatiempo = Pg. It. passatempo, a

pastime, < L. passare, pass, -F tempus, time : see

2>ass,v.,a.ndtcmporal. Ct.pastime.] A pastime.
Sir Peter Shyrborne, and all other knyghtes that had

lusted those four dayes with the knightes, thanked them
greatly of their pastuunce.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. clxviii.

Thowgh I sumtyme be in Englond for my pastaunce,
Yet was I neyther borne here, in Spayne, nor in Fraunce.

Bp. Bale, Kynge Johan, p. 8. (UattiweU.)

paste1
(past), n, and a. [Earlymod. E. alsopaast;

< ME. paste, < OF. paste, F. pdte = Sp. Pg. It.

pasta, < LL. pasta, paste, < (Jr. irdarj/, f., also

mzora, neut. pi., a barley porridge, appar. orig.
a salted mess, mess of food, < iraar6f (fern.

Traari/, neut. pi. TTOCTTO), besprinkled, salted, <

naaaeiv, Attic irdrTetv, strew, sprinkle. Cf. pas-
ma, from the same source.] I. n. 1. A com-

position in which there is just sufficient moist-
ure to soften the mass without liquefying it :

as, flour paste, polishing-poste, etc. Specifically
(a) Dough ; more particularly, flour and water with ad-
dition of butter or lard, used in cookery for making pies,

pastry, etc.

Also, thath the Wardenes of the said crafte haffe fulle

powere to make serche, with one of the offlceris of the
cite, as well vppon thoo that byeth mele contrary to the
custume of the cite, as vppon gode paste to be made acor-

dynd to the sise, as vppon all oder defavtys.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 336.

[For] raising of paste few could her excel.

Catskin's Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 175).

paste

Miss Liddy can dance a jig, raise paste, write a good
hand, keep an account, give a reasonable answer, and do
as she is bid. Steele, Spectator, No. 306.

(b) A mixture of flour and water boiled and sometimes
strengthened by the addition of starch, and often preserved
from molding by some added substance, used as a cement
in various trades, as in bookbinding, leather-manufacture,
shoemaking, etc. (e) In calico-printing, a composition of

flour, water, starch, and other ingredients, used as a vehicle
for mordant, color, etc. (rf) In ceram., clay kneaded up
with water, and with the addition, in some cases, of other

ingredients, of which mixture the body of a vessel or other

object of earthenware Is made. The paste of common
pottery is either hard or soft. The hard is that which,
after firing, cannot be scratched by knife or file. In porce-
lain the difference is more radical, the paste of soft-paste

porcelain not being strictly a ceramic production. (See soft-

paste porcelain, under porcelain.) The epithets hard and

soft have reference to the power of resisting heat, hard-

paste porcelain supporting and requiring a much higher
temperature than the other. The paste of stoneware is

mingled with a vitriflable substance, so that after being
flred it is no longer porous, whereas the paste of common
pottery absorbs water freely, (e) In plastering, a mixture
of gypsum and water. (/) In soap-manuf., a preliminary
or crude combination of fat and lye.

For the paste operation, no leys should be used contain-

ing foreign salts. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 377.

2f. Figuratively, material.

The Inhabitants of that Town [Geneva], raethinks, are

made of another Paste, differing from the affable Nature
of those People I had convers'd withal formerly.

Hmnell, Letters, I. i. 44.

3. Heavy glass made by fusing silica (quartz,

flint, or pure sand), potash, borax, and white
oxid of lead, etc., to imitate gems ; hence, a fac-

titious gem of this material. To this glass addition

may be made of antimony glass, or of oxids of manganese,
cobalt, copper^ or chromium, the lead often being largely
in excess of a normal silicate. Also called strass.

A Louis XVI. clock, the pendulum formed as a circle

of fine old pastes. Hamilton Collection Catalogue.

4. In mineral., the mineral substance in which
other minerals are embedded. 5. The inspis-
sated juice of fruit to which gum and powdered
sugar have been added Anchovy paste. See an-

chovy. Artificial soft paste, some variety of soft-paste

porcelain. Canquoin's paste, a mixture of chlorid of

zinc, flour, and water. Chlorid-of-zlnc paste, a mix-
ture of zinc chlorid, zinc oxid, flour, and water. Cochi-
neal paste. See cochineal. Coster's paste, a solution

of iodine in oil of tar. Dupuytren's paste, arsenious
acid and calomel, made into a paste with a solution of

gum. Felix's caustic paste, starch, wheat-flour, mer-
curic bichlorid, zinc chlorid, iodol, croton chloral, bro-

mide of camphor, and carbolic acid, made into a paste
with water. German paste. See German. Guarana
paste, a dried paste prepared from the crushed orground
seeds of Paidlinia sorbuis. Hard paste, the material

prepared for making hard or vitreous porcelain. Hard
paste is composed, strictly, of purified kaolin, unmixed,
and is characteristic of Oriental porcelain. Italian

paste. See macaroni, 1. Jujube paste. See jujube, S.

London paste, a caustic composed of sodium hydrate
and unslaked lime in equal parts. Lucas paste, in dye-

ing, a paste or vehicle containing acetate of copper and hy-
drochlorate of aniline, but no sal ammoniac. When used,
it is mixed with several times its volume of starch paste.
Marshmallow paste, a paste made of gum arabic,

sugar, and white of eggs, flavored with orange-flower wa-
ter. Also called gum paste. Michel's paste, a caustic

made of strong sulphuric acid three parts, and finely pow-
dered asbestos one part. Mild paste, in dyeing, a paste
which is not acid. Orange paste, in dyeing, a paste for

producing an orange color. The chief ingredient is lead

sulphate. Parars paste, i" dying, a paste for produ-

cing a fine black dye. It is composed essentially of hydro-
chlorate of aniline, potassium chlorate, and hydrofluosi-
licic acid, and must be applied with copper or brass rollers

which supply the element of copper necessary to develop
the color. Phosphorus paste. See phosphorus. Ser-
vice paste, in porcelain-manvf., a paste prepared to

serve for all ordinary work. Soft paste. See porcelain.

Vienna paste. Same as Vienna caustic (which see,
under caustic).

II. a. Made of paste, as an artificial jewel
(see I., 3); hence, artificial; sham; counterfeit;
not genuine: as, paste diamonds.

Dame Life, tho' fiction out may trick her,
And in paste gems and frippery deck her ;

Oh! flickering, feeble, and unsicker
I've found her still. Burns, On Life.

Paste blue. See blue.

paste1
(past), v. t. ; pret. and pp. pasted, ppr.

pasting. [< pastel, .] 1. To unite or cement
with paste; fasten with paste. 2. To apply
paste to, in any of its technical compositions
or uses

; incorporate with a paste, as a color in

dyeing.
Resist compositions intended for this latter purpose are

usually called pastes, and color so preserved is said to be

pasted. O'SeHl, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 394.

paste'
2
t (past), n. [Also past; a corrupt form

of OF. passe, pase, border, edging, a particular
use of passe, a pass, etc., with ref. to passmcnt,
lace, etc.: see passement.~\ 1. A ruff. 2. A
circlet or wreath of jewels or flowers formerly
worn as a bridal wreath.

Items for making and mending these pastes and dia-

dems are found in old churchwardens' accompts: thus



paste

puiil to Allen Ix'wls, n goldsmith's wife of Ixmrton, for

myilcim i". lijl- A.
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i hiiirh i>f our Fathers, III. II. 174.
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3. Passement or gimp,
pasteboard (ptafcTOrd), n. and . [< part*

1

/wnrrf.] I. a. 1. A kind of thick paper formed

of several single sheets pasted ono upon an-

other, or by nmceraiiii!? paper and casting it

in molds, e'tc. 2. Playing-cards. [Slang.]

Did you pluy with him? He '

fond of
patletaard

and

IIOUCB. Thackeray, Virginians, xxvi.

3. A visiting-card. [Slang.]

In the plato for the cards which she has established In

the drawing-room, you know, Lady Row's patfetmant
al-

ways will conn- up to the top, though I poke It down when-

ever I go into the room. Thackeray, Newcomes, xxiv.

4. A board on which dough is rolled out for

paHtry. tiimiiionth. [Properly paste-board.'}

II. a. Made of pasteboard: as, & pasteboard

box; hence, flimsy; unsubstantial.

A port-tori House built of Court-Cards.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., II.

King looking at It more broadly, found this patteboard

city liy the sen one of the most interesting developments

of American life. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 189.

paste-down (past'doun), n. One of the outer

blank leaves of a book that are pasted down
on the cover.

paste-eel (past 'el), n. A minute nematoid

worm, Anguillula glutinosa, of the family Anguil-

Inlitlte, related to 'the common vinegar-eel, and

found in sour paste.

pastel (pas'tel), n. [< P. pastel = Sp. Pg- pas-

tel a colored crayon, pastel, also the plant

woad, = It. pastello, a pastel, < L. pastillus, a

little loaf or roll, a lozenge, dim. of panix, a

loaf, bread: see JMfcA Of, pastille.] I. The

plant woad, Isatis tinetoria; also, the blue dye
obtained from it.

The pastel vat Is set with a variety of woad.

O'Nettl, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 282.

8 In art: (a) A colored crayon made of pig-

ments ground with chalk, and compounded
with gum-water into a sort of paste, (ft) A
drawing made with colored chalks or crayons ;

also, the art of drawing with colored crayons.

The principle of pattrl is that the colours, when on

the paper, are in a state of dry powder, most of which is

slightly adherent The plain truth is that it is simp y

dry painting. Uamtrtan, Graphic Arts, xviii.

nastelert, " See pastier.

pastelist pastellist (pas'tel-ist), n. [< pastel

+ -ittt ] An artist who uses pastels or colored

crayons. The Academy, Nov. 3, 1888, p. 294.

paste-maker (past'ma"ker), n. A machine for

mixing the ingredients of paste. It consists of a

vertical geared shaft with stirring-dashers revolving In a

vat The lower end of the shaft Is tubular, and is coupled

to a steam-pipe by means of a screw-threaded
_

step-block.

The content* of the vat are warmed by admission of steam

to the tubular shaft. .

paste-point (past'point), n. In printing, one of

the short and sharp spur-points pasted on the

tympan of a hand-press, to perforate the white

sheet as it is printed on the first side, and t

aid the pressman in getting exact register when

printing on the back or in two colors,

paste-pot (past 'pot), n. A pot or vessel for

holding paste.

paster (pas'ter), n. 1. One who pastes. 2.

A narrow slip of paperbearing the printed name

of a candidate (or the names of several can-

didates), and gummed on the back, so that i

may readily be affixed to an election-ticket to

cover and replace the name of a candidate not

acceptable to the voter. [U. S.]

pasterert (pas'tcr-er), n. [A var. of pastelcr.]

A pastry-cook.
Alexander . . . refused those cooks and port/rent that

Ada, queen of Caria, sent him. Ore**, Karewell to Folly,

pastern (pas'tern), n. [Early mod. E. paxtron ;

< OF pasturon, V. pdtiiron, pastern, < paxt>ir>.

a shackle for a horse at pasture, < pasture, feed-

ing, pasture : see pasture. Cf . pester.] 1 . i he

part of a horse's foot which corresponds to th

extent of the pastern-bones, more particularly

of the great pastern-bone, which occupies most

of the extent between the fetlock-joint and tho

coronet of the hoof. This corresponds anatomically

to the first phalanx of the middle finger or toe of a man

hand or foot. See pattern-bone, and cats under hoof, fetter-

bone, Periixodacttjta, and solitiungvlatt.

I will not change my horse with any that treads but on

four patterns. Ca, ha I he bounds from the earth as if h

entrails were hairs. Shak., Hen. V., ill. 7. IS.

So straight she walked, and on her pattertu high.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 52.

In mosses mixt with violet

Her cream-white mule his pastern set

TtnnywH, Launcclot and Guinevere.
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2. A shackle placed on a horse's pastern while

pasturing; a holible or hobbles; a clog; a

tether.
She had better have worn pattern*.

Fletcher, The Chances, 1. R.

pastern-bone (pas'tcrn-bon), . Either one of

the two proximal phalanges of a horse's foot,

the first phalanx being the great pastern, articu-

lated above with the cannon-bone at the pas-
1 1 TII -joint, and the second phalanx t lie siiinll \>n

*-

tn-ii, 'articidated below with the third phalanx,
or coffin-bone, inclosed in the hoof. These bones,

great and small, correspond respectively to the first and

second phalanges of the middle finger or toe of a man s

hand or foot. See cuts under hoof, tolidvngulate, and Fait-

todactyla.

pastern-joint (pas'tern-joint), H. The joint or

articulation of a horse's foot between the great

pastern-bone and the cannon-bone. Anatomi-

cally It la the metacarpo- or metatarso-phalangeal articu-

lation, and corresponds to the Joint or knuckle at the base

of the middle finger or toe of a man's hand or foot a

cut under hoof.

paste-rock (past'rok), n. See Tarranon shale,

under shale.

pastetht, n. [ME. var. of *pastir, pasty: see

pattjfl.'} Same as pUKtif-.

Pasteurian (pas-ter'i-an),
a. [< Pasteur (see

Pasteurism) + -ian.} Of or pertaining to Pas-

teur and his methods; discovered by Pasteur.

Lancet, No. 3468, p. 360. See Pasteurism.

Pasteuring (pas-ter'ing), w. [< Pasteur (see Pas-

trurixm) + -ing
1
.] The process of agingwines

artificially according to Pasteur's method.

Pasteurism (pas-ter'izm), w. [< Pasteur (see

def . )
+ -ism.] 1 . The protective or prophylactic

inoculation of the attenuated virus of certain

diseases, especially of hydrophobia, as devised

by the French scientist Louis Pasteur (born

1822). Pasteur's method in hydrophobia consists, essen-

tially in progressive Inoculation with less and less at-

tenuated Tims until the use of that of a high degree of

Intensity Is attained. The virus, in Its different HfMJJ
of virulency, Is obtained from the spinal cord of rabid

rabbits which have acquired the maximum intensity of

the disease after a repeated transference of the virus from

one animal to another. Sections of the cord free from

foreign germs are allowed to remain, for different periods

of time, In ft sterilized and dry atmosphere, whereby the

virulency of the virus becomes progressively diminished,

until it Is finally completely lost

2. Same as Pasteurization.

Pasteurization (pas-ter-i-za'shon), n. [< Pas-

teur(see def. of Pasteurism) + -W + -atton.] I he

preserving of wines or other fermented liquids

from deterioration, by destroying the fungi and

their spores that would be productive of fur-

ther and deleterious changes. This is effected

by heating the liquid to at least 140 F. Also

spelled Pasteurisation.

Pasteurize (pas-ter'iz), v. ; pret. and pp. / as-

tcurized, ppr. Pasteurizing. [< Pasteur (see def.

of Pasteurism) + -ise.] 1. intrans. To perform
Pasteurization; sterilize fermented liquors, as

beer or wine, by heat.

II trans. 1. To subject to the process of

Pasteurism. 2. To subject to the process of

Paste urization.
Also spelled Pasteurise.

Pasteur's septicemia. See septicemia.

paste-wash (past'wosb), . In bookbinding,

paste much diluted with water,

pasticcio (pas-tich'io), n. [= F.MMMM, < It.

pasticcio, an imitation, a medley, (pasta, paste:

see paste.] 1 . A medley ;
a hotchpotch ; a far-

rago; specifically,
in music, an opera, cantata,

or similar work made up of detached numbers

from various works, even by different authors,

but arranged as if intended to form a contin-

uous dramatic work, a special libretto being

usually written for the music ;
a medley, olio,

ballad-opera, etc.

An Italian opera entitled Lncio Paplrio Dittatore was

represented four several times. Whether this was a pat-

I or by whom the m ' ~"""' '"" " lrf ""

pastine

pastil, pastille (pas'tii. pas-tel'), n. [< P.

jMuMfe < I'. ii.ttili>m, a small loaf or roll: see

MMfel] 1. A small roll of aromatic paste,

composed of tfiiin-liciizoiii. sandalwood, spices,

charcoal powder. , !.-.. ,1,-i^ned to be burned

as a I'mnipitor, disinfectant, etc.

A Turkish officer . . . was seen couched on a divan, and

making l li' v t" puff at a narghile, in which, however,

for lh saki- of the ladies, only a fragrant auWfa waa al-

lowed to smoke. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, 1L

2. A kind of sugared confection, usually of

strong flavor, of a round flat shape, like pep-

permint-drops.
Bows of glass Jars, containing poitiUet and jujubes of

every colour, shape, and
flavour.

In the world.^^^
3. In art: (a) A thin round cake of water-

color, of French origin, in consistency between

the old hard cake and the tube-color. (6) The

method of painting with colors prepared as pas-

tils, or a drawing produced by means of them.

4. In pyrotechny, a paper case filled with a

burning composition, intended to cause the ro-

tation of a wheel or similar object to the pe-

riphery of which it is attached, on the principle

of the pin-wheel or catharine-wheel.

pastil, pastille (pas'tii, pas-tel'), >..; pret. and

pp. pastiled or pastilled, ppr. pantiling or pastil-

ling. [< pastil, pastille, n.] To burn pastils;

fumigate. Quarterly Sen.

pastillage (pas'til-aj), n. [< F. pastillayr, imi-

tation in sugar-work, etc., < pastille, a pastil

see pastil.] In ceram., ornamentation by means

of a surface-application of scrolls, flowers, and

the like, modeled separately in clay.

pastille, ii. and r. See pastil.

pastil-paper (pas'til-pa'per), it. Paper coated

with an odoriferous composition for burning,

used in the same way as pastils.

pastime (pas'tim), n. [< pass, v., + obj. time,

in imitation of F. passetemps, a pastime : see

pastance. ] Sport ; amusement ;
diversion ;

that

which amuses and serves to make time pass

agreeably.
Ill ... make a pattime of each weary step,

Till the last step have brought me to my love.

Shot., T. O. of V., II. 7. SB.

They all three would a walking go,

The pattime for to sec.

Robin Hoodt Delight. (Child's Ballads, V. 212%

Brave paitime, readers, to consume that day
Which without pattime, flies too swift away!

Quarto, Emblems, I. 10.

The (leneral caused his dancing Women to enter the

Room, and divert the company with that paitime.
Dumpier, Voyages, I. 842.

=Bm Paitime, Amtaement, Recreation, Dirertim, En-

trrtainment, play. The italicized wonls keep near to the r

leaning by derivation. The central Idea of a pattime. Is

.. ^ * *__,_ Kl,i K.. tt lat tlnio alln hv

He shall see what frippery a woman Is made up with,

what a pasticcio of gau.es, pins, and ribbons go to com-

pound that multifarious thing, a well-dressed woman
Cumberland, Natural Son, i. 1.

2. In painting, a picture painted in direct imita-

tion of the style and manner of some other than

the artist; also, such an imitation of style.

His style Is upatticcio of the steel-grey and aombr* green

colouring of it Pointelin. The. Academy, No. 8M, p. 436.

3. In decorative art, a copy of any design modi-

fied by the material or the purpose of the copy.

The surface of this (dish) Is covered with a patticdo, at

partial copy,

TUI'illllHK oy III I iviii/iviu. iiuwn ...~ .-

that It is BO positively agreeable that it lets time slip by

unnoticed : as, to turn work Into pattime. Amvtement

has the double meaning of being kept from ennui and o

finding occasion of mirth (see amtae). Recreation Is that

sort of play or agreeable occupation which refreshes the

tired person, making him as good as new. Dircrnon \a

stronger word than recreation, representing that which

turns one aside from ordinary serious work or thought,

and amuses him greatly. Entertainment has come to have

great breadth, ranging from amtitement in Its narrower

sense to diterrion and to the idea of a set exercise, as a

concert, or to the articles of food furnished to guests : gen-

erally, however, entertainment stands for that which la

social and refined.

pastimet (pas'tim), v.i. [< pastime, n.] To pass
the time agreeably; sport; use diversion.

[Rare.]
They hawk, they hunt, they card, they dice, they pattime

In their prelacies with gallant gentlemen.
Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Pastinaca (pas-ti-na'kii), n. [NL. (Tonrnefort,

1700), < L. pastinaca, a parsnip or carrot, < pas-

tinare, dig or trench the ground: see pastine.

Hence ult. parsnip, q. v.] A former genus of

umbelliferous plants, including the parsnip, of

the tribe Peucedanese, now classed as a section

of the genus Peueedanum, distinguished by the

absence of calyx-teeth, involucres, and involu-

cels. See Peueedanum &nA parsnip.

pastinatet, a. [ME. pastynate ; <L. pastinatus,

pp. of pastinare, dig or prepare the ground:
see pastine.] Dug over ; prepared, as ground,

for planting.
Nowe melon seede twofoote atwene Is Isette

In places well ywrought or pattynate.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 110.

pastiche (pas-tesh'),. [F.] Sameasjxwttc-
cio.

pastinatedt.rt. [ME./>asttaterf; <pastinate +
^ftf- } Same as nastinate. Palladius, Husbon-

drie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 65.

pastinet, r. t. [ME. pastinen ; < L. pastinare,

dig and trench the ground (for the planting
of vines), < pastinum, a two-pronged dibble t<

digging, loosening, and preparing the ground



pastine

and for setting plants with, the act of so prepar-

ing ground, the ground so prepared.] To dig;

plow; prepare (ground).
Yf thi lande be leys clene of weedes,

With diche or forowe to pastync it noo drede is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

pasting (pas'ting), n. [Verbal n. oipaste^, v.]

1. The operation of treating with paste, or of

applying paste. 2. The operation or process
of reducing to the form of a paste.

Well-prepared soft soda ought to be free from common
salt ; it is employed to produce the pasting in the first op-
eration. Watt, Soap-Making, p. 4-2.

pastitht, a. Same as pasty'
2

.

pastlert (past'ler), n. [< ME. pasteler, < OF.

pasteler, F. pastelier, < LL. pastillarius, a maker
of small loaves, < L. pastillus, a small loaf: see

pastel.] A pastry-cook ;
a baker.

She daily sent him sundry delicate dishes of meats, tarts,

and marchpains, and, besides the meat itself, the pastlers
and cookis to make them, which were excellent workmen.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 569.

past-master (past
' mas "

ter), n. See passed
master, under master^.

pastophor (pas'to-for), n. [< Gr. jraaro<t>6pof (see

def.), (. iraaTOf, a shrine, + <j>epeiv = E. bear1
.]

In archseol., one of the bearers or minor priests,
who carried the image of a god in a shrine in

processions, etc. Frequent representations of

the practice appear in Egyptian art.

pastophorion (pas-to-fo'ri-on), .; pi. pastopho-
ria (-a). [< Gr. imnrotyoptiov (see def. ), < iraaro-

0opof,"a shrine-bearer.] In the early church, one
of the two apartments at the sides of the berna
or sanctuary in the arrangement as still retained
in the Greek Church. See parabema.
pastor (pas'tor), n. [< ME. pastour, < OF. pas-
tor, pastour, pastre, F. pdtre, a herdsman, shep-
herd, also F. pasteur, a pastor, = Sp. Pg. pastor
= It. pastore, a shepherd, = D. pastoor = G. Sw.
Dan. pastor, a minister of a church, < L. pastor,
a herdsman or shepherd, a keeper, in ML. the

pastor or minister of a church (the shepherd of

the flock), < pascere, pp. pastus, feed, pasture :

see pasture.] If. One who has the care of aflock
or herd; a herdsman; especially, a shepherd.

Gaffray is become a monke for all hys lore,
Neuer trowed man for to se that houre
A wolfe to become an herdly pastour!

Bom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5117.

The hopeless shepherd Strephon . . . called his friendly
rival the pastor Claius unto him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

2. A minister or clergyman installed according
to the usages of some Christian denomination
in charge of a specificchurch orbody of churches.
The word is often used to denote a clergyman considered
with reference to his care of his people, as in visiting the

sick, etc., rather than with reference to his office as preach-
er. The term shepherd (Latin pastor) is applied in the New
Testament to Christ (John x. 11 ; 1 Pet. ii. 25) ; thence it

was transferred to the bishops and other clergy generally
of the Christian church ; in later usage it is ordinarily con-
fined to a minister ordained over a local church.

The sentence was denounced by the pastor, matter of

manners belonging properly to his place.
Winthnp, Hist. New England, I. 310.

The fact is that the man who loomed to such gigantic
spiritual stature in the pulpit was not a great pastor.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 309.

The minister is a pastor as well as a preacher. ... As a
preacher he speaks to the people collectively ;

but as a
pastor he watches over them individually.

Dp. Simpson, Lectures on Preaching, viii.

3_. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of sturnoid passe-
rine birds having the head crested and the plu-
mage in part rose-

colored, as P. roseus
of Europe ;

the rose-

starlings : so named
from association
with cattle, like

cow-bird, etc. Also
called Thremmaphi-
lus, Gracula, and by
other names. 4. A
bird of this genus.
The pastors revel,

drinking, fighting, and
chattering from early
dawn to blazing noon.
P. Robinson, Under the

[Sun, p. 57.

=Syn. 2. Clergyman, Di-
vine, etc. See minister.

pastorablet, a. An erroneous form of pastura-
ble. Lithgoic.

pastorage (pas'tor-aj), n. [< pastor + -age.]
1. Same as pastorate. [Inelegant.] 2. Pas-
turage. [Rare.]

Those [animals] fed by pastorage.
Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi. 8. 23.

Rose-starling (Pastor roseus}.
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pastoral (pas'tor-al), a. and n. [ME. pastorel,

n., a shepherd; <"OF. pastorel, F. pastoral =
Sp. Pg. pastoral = It. pastorale, < L. pastoralis,

pertaining to a herdsman or shepherd, in ML.
also pertaining to the pastor of a church, or

to a bishop (as a noun, pastoralis, m., pastorale,

neut., a pasture), < pastor, a herdsman, shep-
herd: see pastor.] i. a. 1. Pertaining to a

herdsman or shepherd, or to flocks or herds;

rustic; rural: as, & pastoral life; pastoral man-
ners.

In those pastoral pastimes a great many days were sent

to follow their flying predecessors. Sir P. Sidney.

The grace of forest charms decayed,
And pastoral melancholy.

Wordsworth, Yarrow Visited.

2. Descriptive of the life of shepherds; treating
of rustic life : as, apastoral poem. 3. Of or per-
taining to a pastor or his office, dignity, duties,

etc.; relating to the cure of souls: as, the pas-
toral care of a church

;
a pastoral visit

; pastoral
work Pastoral charge, (a) The church and congrega-
tion committed to the charge of a pastor. (f>) In churches
of the Presbyterian and Congregational orders, the address
of counsel made by a clergyman to a pastor on his ordina-
tion or installation. Pastoral epistles. See epistle.

Pastoral flute, a shepherds' pipe. Pastoral letter, a
letter addressed, in a pastoral capacity, by a bishop to the

clergy or to the laity, or to both, or by an ecclesiastical

body, as a synod or a House of Bishops. Pastoral staff.

See staff. Pastoral theology, that branch of theology
which treats of the personal and official duties of pastors,
in distinction from systematic theology, which treats of re-

ligious doctrines. Pastoral work, the work of a pastor
in personal intercourse with his parishioners. = Syn. 1 and
2. Rustic, Bucolic, etc. See rural.

II. n. 1. A poem describing the life and man-
ners of shepherds, or a poem in which the char-
acters are shepherds or shepherdesses ;

in gen-
eral, anypoem the subject of which is the coun-

try or a country life
;
a bucolic.

A pastoral is a poem in which any action or passion is

represented by its effects on a country life. Johnson.

2. Any work of art of which the subject is

rural.

Thou, silent form ! dost tease us out of thought
As doth eternity : cold Pastoral /

Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn, v.

3. In music, same as pastorale.

The pretty little personages of the pastoral . . . dance
their loves to a minuet-tune played on a bird-organ.

Thackeray, English Humorists, Prior, Gay, and Pope.

4. A pastoral letter or address. 5t. A shep-
herd

; also, a swineherd.

Poveralle and pastorelles passede one aftyre
With porkes to pasture at the price gates.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3121.

pastorale (pas-to-ra'le), n. [It., = E. pastoral:
see pastoral.'] In music: (a) A variety of opera
or cantata in which idyllic or rustic scenes pre-
dominate, the dramatic interest usually being
slight. The name is sometimes extended to an
instrumental work of similar character. (6) A
vocal or instrumental piece in triple rhythm,
often with a drone-bass, in which a studied sim-

plicity or an actual imitation of rustic sounds
suggests pastoral life and its emotions, (c)
Same as pastourelle.
pastoralism (pas'tor-al-izm), . [< pastoral
+ -ism.'] Pastoral character; that which pos-
sesses, suggests, or confers a pastoral or ru-
ral character.

Still it [a close-set wooden paling] is significative of

pleasant parks, and well-kept field walks, and herds of

deer, and other such aristocratic pastaralisms. Ruskin.

pastoralize (pa^'tor-al-Iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
pastoraUzedjp-pT.pasioralising. [(pastoral +
-ize.] To make the subject or theme of a pas-
toral; celebrate in a pastoral poem. Mrs.

Browning, Aurora Leigh, iii.

pastoraliy (pas'tor-al-i), adv. [< pastoral +
-ly

2
.] 1. In a pastoral or rural manner. 2. In

the manner of a pastor.
pastorate (pas'tor-at), n. [< pastor + -ate3.]

1. The status or office of a pastor, or the peo-
ple under his spiritual care. Hence 2. The
time during which a pastor remains in charge
of a parish : as, a pastorate of twenty years.
3. The body of pastors in a given community.
pastorist (pas'tor-ist), . [(pastor + -ist.] A
pastoral poet or actor.

Comedians, tragedians, tragi-comedians, comi-tragedi
ans, pastorists, humourists.

Middleton (and another), Mayor of Queenborough, v. 1.

pastorita (pas-to-re'ta), n. [< It. pastore, a
shepherd: see pastor.] A shepherds' pipe, or
an organ-stop imitating such an instrument.
pastorless (pas'tor-les), a. [< pastor + -less.]
Without a pastor.

pasture

pastorling (pas'tor-ling), n. [(pastor + -ling
1
.]

An insignificant or inferior pastor. Up. Hall.

[Rare.]
pastorlyt (pas'tor-li), a. [< pastor + -ly

1
.] Of

or pertaining to a pastor; befitting a pastor;
pastor-like.
Let him advise how he can reject the Pastorly Rod, and

Sheep-hooke of Christ. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

pastorship (pas'tor-ship), n. [(.pastor + -ship.]
The office or dignity of pastor. Foxe.

pastourelle (pas-to-rel'), n. [< F. pastourelle,
a dance (see def.), a shepherd girl, fern, of

pastoureau, OF. pastorel, pastoreau = It. pas-
torello, a shepherd boy, dim. of L. pastor, a shep-
herd: see pastor.] One of the figures of a qua-
drille.

past-perfect (past-per'fekt), a. and n. Pluper-
fect.

The past-perfect is to describe an action as completed at
a past moment. The Academy, Nov. 23, 1889, p. 343.

pastront, ii. An obsolete form of pastern. Pals-

grave.

pastry (pas'tri), n. [< pastel + ^y,~] i t . A
place where pies, tarts, etc., are made.

Go, ran, search, pry in every nook and angle of the kitch-

ens, larders, and pastries.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 2.

2. Viands made of paste, or of which paste con-
stitutes a principal ingredient; particularly,
the crust or cover of a pie, tart, or the like.

Beasts of chase, or fowl of game,
In pastry built. Milton, P. R., ii. 343.

The raspberry jam coyly withdrew itself . . . behind a
lattice-work of pastry. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xii.

Vermicelli, . . . and other kinds of pastry, denoted the
influence of Persian art on the kitchen.

Palgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia, xiii.

pastry-cook (pas'tri-kuk), n. 1. One whose
occupation is the making of pastry. 2. In

England, one who keeps a restaurant.

pastry-man (pas'tri-man), . A pastry-cook.
Addison.

pastry-schoolt (pas'tri-skol), n. A school of

cookery.
To all Young Ladies at Edw. Kidder's Pastry School in

little Lincoln's Inn Fields are taught all Sorts of Pastry
and Cookery, Dutch hollow works, and Butter Works, on

Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays in the Afternoon.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 24.

pasturability (pas"tur-a-bil'i-ti), n. [<pastur-
able + -ity (see -bility).] Capability of affording
pasture ; productiveness or power of production
of such vegetation as supplies food to grazing
cattle and flocks.

A Domesday hide, which one of our latest archfeologists
with good reason maintains is variable according to the

arability or pagturability of the land.

Nation, Aug. 7, 1879, p. 96.

pasturable (pas'tur-a-bl), a. [< pasture +
-al>le.] Fit for pasture. Bees.

pasturage (pas'tur-aj), n. [< OF. pasturage, F.

pdturage, pasturage, < pasturer, pasture: see

pasture, v.] 1 . The business of feeding or graz-
ing cattle; pastoral occupation. 2. Grazing-
ground ;

land appropriated to grazing.
Above all things, good policy is to be used, that the

treasures and moneys in a State be not gathered into few
hands. . . . This is done chiefly by suppressing, or, at the
least, keeping a strait hand upon, the devouring trades of

usury, engrossing great pasturages, and the like.

Bacon, Seditions and Troubles.

3. Grass on which cattle or flocks feed.

The soil apt for vines, and not destitute of corn, afford-

ing pasturage for goats, whereof they have plenty.
Sandys, Travailes, p. 22.

4. In Scots law, the right of pasturing cattle

on certain ground Common pasturage. See com-
mon.

pasture (pas'tur), . [< ME. pasture, < OF.
pasture, F. pdiure = Sp. Pg. It. pastura, < L.

pastura, a feeding, pasture, <pascere, pp.gastus,
cause to feed or graze, feed, nourish, maintain,
support, in middle use feed, graze, browse;
akin to pabulum, food, < j/pa, feed. From the
same source are pastor, pastern, pastil, pastille,

pastel, repast, impester, pester, etc.] If. Food;
nourishment; fare.

He preach'd
How sweet the air of a contented conscience
Smelt in his nose now

;
ask'd 'em all forgiveness

For their hard pasture since they liv'd with him.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night/Walker, v. 1.

The first pastures of our infant age. Dryden.

2. Grass for the food of cattle or other ani-
mals

;
the food of cattle taken by grazing.

Anon a careless herd,
Full of the pasture, jumps along by him,
And never stays to greet him.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 53.
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They cmilil tdl you In the schools, pat off by heart, all

that It [the universal was, and what It had been, and what

It would be. W. K. Cli/irrd, Lectures, I. 2.

pasture

They will fall again
I nto their paxturei, growing fresh and f:it.

Hmu.aml l-'l., I'hllaster, 111.

. Ground covered with grass appropriated for pat'
2
(pat), a. [< /<'-, ad,:

; appar. first in pre.l-

lie grazing of cattle or other animals. icate, where it is prop, the adv.] 1. Apt; nt
;

convenient; exactly suitable as to either time

or place; ready; fluent.

Zulngllus dreamed of a text which he found yery pat to

his doctrine of the eucharist. Rp. Atterlntry.

patamar

3
I lie gni/.iiij,'

IHlt, certes. for notfht their ;ibkle Bhold he,

Kiill well niyifhl In- Iftc hys horn to ;//-, ;

For neuer his malster again sholil sc.

Jtinn. <>/ 7'<irt.-n.i/< I-:. K. T. S.), 1.

To-morrow to fresh woods and iMntiirei new.

JRMm, I.ycldas, 1

And Cousin Ruth ! You are very pat with my grand-

daughter's name, young man !

tt. D. BUukmore, Lorna Doone, Ivii.4. In tin- fisheries, one of the compartments of

:i ilrep-w;iter \vcir, which correspond* to wh1 2. Pert ; brisk: lively, llnlliu-i/1.
(
I'mv. Kntr. |

is termed the big pond in the shoal-water weir ; Pat band. See hand.'

that part of the weir which the fish first enter, pat3
(pat ). " [< Ir - Gael, pait, a hump, lump,

being directed by the leader. See deep-water Ir. paitcoii, Gael, pattern/, a small lump of but-

irrir, under tn-ir.-Common of pasture, in Kngland, ter.] A lump, as of butter, molded or pressed
the right of feeding cattle, etc., on another's ground. into some regular shape,
pasture (pas'tur), r.; pret. and pp. pastured, it looked like a tessellated work of jrt of butter,

ppr. pasturing. [< OF. pasturer, F. pdturer = Dickens.

It. pasturare, < ML. pasturare, feed, pasture, < it was raining, not In drops, but In torrents, with great

L. pastura, pasture: see pasture.] 1. trans. To pats of water coming over, almostlike stones

feed by grazing; supply or afford pasture or Harper-, Mag., LXXVII. ,70.

nourishment to: as, the land will i>nst,irf lifty pat4 (pat), n. A Scotch form otpot.

oxen; the cattle were pastured on the hillside _ He gat hl uiekle pa(: upon tb^fyre.

PalmtM t /rente.

Of jllllllllilllH.

Of or pertaining to'a patagium :

expansion of the integument.
The patayial muscle* of a woodpecker.

+ -al.]

or in the meadow.
As who unhusks an almond to the white
And pastures curiously the purer taste.

Swinburne, At Eleusis.

II. intrans. To graze; take food by eating

growing herbage from the ground.
For the Plssemyres wole sutfren Bestes to gon and ;xt-

turen amonges hem ; but no man In no wyse.
Mtindevaie, Travels, p. 302.

The calm pleasures of the pasturing herd.

Wordsworth, Excursion, ii.

pasture-land (pas'tur-land), n. Land appro-

priated to pasture.
"

Congreve.

pastureless (pas'tur-les), o. [< pasture, + -less.]

Destitute of pasture.

pasturer (pasHur-er), n. A feeder or keeper of

flocks and henfs.

The people haue no vse of money, and are all men of

warre, and patturen of cattel. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 827.

pasty1 (pas'ti), a. [(paste
1 + -y

1
.] Like paste;

of the consistence of paste ;
of the appearance

or color of paste.
But the Seville women have usually sallow, pasty, dead

The Century, XXVII. 5.

Science, X. n.

patagiate (pa-ta'ji-at), a. [<patagium + -att-i. ]

1. Formed into a pataginm, as a fold of skin ;

patagial. 2. Having a patagium, as a flying-

B(|nirrel.

patagium (pat-a-ji'um), n.
; pi. patagia (-&).

[NL., < L. paUigium, < Gr. 'irarainov. a golden

stripe, border, or facing on a woman's gown ;

said to be < varayeiv, clatter, clash, < JTOTOJOC,

A Scotch preterit and past parti- any sharp, loud noise; but the connection is

not obvious.] In .coo/.: (a) The extensible fold

.__ ... [Abbr. of Patrick, Ir. Padraic, a of skin of a flying mammal or reptile; the expan-
common Irish name, < ML. Patricius, a person's gion of the integument of the trunk and limbs or

WvJ of Auchtermuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 120).

pat (pat)

name, < L. patricius, a patrician: seepatri<-i</n

Cf. Paddy1
.] A common name for an Irishman.

Compare Biddy?.

pat7 (pat), tt. [Hind, pat.'] 1. In India, indigo-

plants cut off within a foot of the ground and
made into bundles for delivery at the factories.

2. An East Indian name for jute-fiber.

Importations of the substance [Jute] had been made at

earlier times under the name of pat, an East Indian native

term by which the fibre continued to be spoken of In Eng-
land till the early years of the 19th century.

Encyc. Brit.,

pataca (pa-ta'ka), .

tacca, patacco, base

coin, > F. pataque),
also aug. Sp. pa-
tacim (= E. pata-
coon = It. patac-
cone), a coin so call-

ed.] A Portuguese

XIII. 798.

[Pg. and Sp. (= It. pa-

complexions.

pastya (pas'ti), tt. ; pi. pasties (-tiz). [< ME. --.,

,*,3ye,pastay< OF. j,o4 (F. flM, > E. patty),
silver com formerly

a pasty, pie, < paste, paste : see paste
1
.] A pie

"""k '"' -,PV

covered with a paste or pie-crust : said to be

properly a preparation of venison, veal, lamb,
or other meat, highly seasoned, and inclosed in

a crust or paste.
Thys knight swolewed, in throte noght perlng
More then doth a pastay In ouen truly !

Rom. of Parteiuiy (E. E. T. S.\ L 5946.

With botelles of wyne trussed at their sadelles, and

pa*tt/e of samonde, troutes, and eyls, wrapped in towels.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cxlli.

Come, we have a hot venison pasty to dinner.

Shale., M. W. of W., 1. 1. 20i

Cornish pasty, a common dish among the miners of

Cornwall, consisting of an envelop of paste containing

principally potatoes, turnips, and onions, with a little fat

pork or mutton.

pat 1
(pat), v. t.; pret. and pp. patted, ppr. pat-

tin;/. [< tSE.'patten (not found), prob., with loss

of medial I, from early ME.
flatten, pletten, <

AS. pleettan, strike, slap, = MD. pletten, strike,

bruise, crush, rub, = Sw. &\&\.pldtta, tap, var.

pjatta, tap : see plat*. Cf. MHG. and G. dial.

(B&v.)patzen, pat. Hence freq. patter
1
, pattk1

,

andpodd/e1
. A similar loss of I appears mpatch

torplatdi, and^atei for plate.] To strike gently
with the fingers or hand

; tap.

Gay pats my shoulder, and you vanish quite.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount.

And why does she pat the shaggy bloodhound,
As he rouses him up from his lair ?

Scott, L. of L. M., ii. L'II.

st rm-k for currency
in Brazil

;
a dollar,

or piece of eight.
Also patacoon.
pat-a-cake, n. See

patty-cake.

patache (pa-tash'),
n. [= G. D.patas,
patasehe, < F. pa-
tache = Sp. patache
= Pg. patacho = It.

patacckia, patazzio,

patascia, patachio,
patassa, a small

vessel.] A tender
or small vessel em-

ployed to convey
men or orders from
one ship or place
to another.

This nanie was giuen
especially In charge not
to suffer any shippe to come out of the Hauen, nor to per-
mit any sabraes, I'atarhe*, or other small vessels of the

Spanish Fleete ... to enter thereinto.

HaHuyft Voyaget, I. 600.

patacoon (pat-a-k6n'), n. [< Sp. patacon, aug.
of pataca, acorn so called: aeopataca.] Same
as pataca.
This makes Spain to purchase Peace of her [England)

with his Italian Patacoons. HmoeU, Letters, Iv. 47.

[NL.,< Patecus

tail, or both of these, by which bats, flying-le-

murs, flying-squirrels, flying-opossums, and fly-

ing-lizards support themselves in the air. Except
In the bats, the pataglum does not form a wing, and the

progress of the animal through the air is not a trne flight,

but only a greatly protracted leap. In bats the membranous
expansion Is stretched chiefly between the enormously
lengthened digits of the hand ; In the case of the other

mammals named, the patagium to for the mont part a fold

of the common Integument of the body, stretched from t he

fore to the hind limb. The patagia of the pterodactyls
or extinct flying reptiles were wings, constructed upon
lengthened digits, much like those of bats. The case Is

different with the flying-lizards of the present day, in

which the patagium Is stretched upon extended ribs. See

cut at dromon. Also called parachute. (6) The fold of

integument which occupies the reentrant angle
between the upper arm and the forearm of a

bird, bringing the fore border of the wing to a

smooth straightish free edge when the wing is

closed. The tensor patagii is a muscle which

puts this patagium upon the stretch, (c) In en-

tom., one of a pair of chitinous scales affixed to

the sides of the pronotum of lepidopterous in-

sects, just behind the head, usually covered
with long scales or hairs; a shoulder-tippet.

Compare tegula Dermotensor patagii. fee der-

moteiaor. Extensor patagii, the proper extensor mus-
cle of the patagium in Dirds.

Patagonian (pat-a-go'ni-an), a. and it. [< Pata-

gonia (see def.) 4 '-an.'] 1. n. Of or pertaining
to Patagonia, a region at the southern extrem-

ity of South America, divided between Chili

and the Argentine Republic. Patagonian cavy,
penguin, sea-lion, etc. See the noons.

II. n. One of a race of Indians dwelling in

Patagonia. The race has been said to be the

tallest in the world, but statements on this

point differ.

patah (pat'ft), . [Marathi.] The sword of the
Mahratta cavalry, which has a gauntlet-guard
with two transverse bars by way of grip. Com-
pare kuttar.

Patala (pa-ta'la), n. [Skt. pdtdla, a word of

obscure derivation.] In Hind, myth., the sub-

terranean or infernal region, in several subre-

gions or stories, supposed to be inhabited by
various classes of supernatural beings, espe-

cially ndgas or serpents.
[< Sp. patacon, aug. patamar (pat'a-mar), n. [Also pattemar; E.

Pataca of John V., 1740, in British

Museum. (Sue of the original. !

Ind.; = F. patemar.] A vessel employed in the

coasting-trade of Bombay and Ceylon, it* keel

To pat luba, to pat the knee or thigh as an accompanl- Patsecidse (pa-te'si-de), n. pi.
ment of the juba-dance. Seejuba2._ __ -j- -idee.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

pat 1
(pat),

.

[< put1
, r.]

blow or stroke with the hand or the fingers.

1. A light quick tvpifted by the genus Pattecus. They have an ob-

long body, naked skin, lateral line high up on the sides,

2 Patter head short and with a square or projecting forehead, along
dorsal fin, pectorals narrow and very low, and no ventrals.

Thewrt of those footsteps which scarcely touched the The 8pecic8 are inhabitants of the Australasian seas.

groun< Mrs. Oltphant, Poor Gentleman, xvi.
taecoid (pa.te'koid), a. [< NL. PatXCUS +

pat2 (pat), adv. [An elliptical use, with adver- Gr f2(iofi form.] Of or relating to Patents or
bial effect, ofpat1 , v. Cf. bang1 , slap, in like ad- tne /.

verbialuse.] Fitly; conveniently; just in the patgeciPataecus (pa-te'kus), n. [NL. (Richardson), <

Gr. ndradtoc, in pi. IIdra/iM, Phenician deities of

strange dwarfish shape, whose images formed
the figureheads of Phenician ships.] A genus
of Australian fishes, typical of the family Patn-

- ~ r cidte, and remarkable for their strange form,

Sve?STh^Blk
h
.wly:riook overTaThl^Uu'^

""
resulting

from the protrusion of the forehead.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 372. See cut m next column.

nick; exactly; readily; fluently.

You shall see, it will fall pot as I told yon.
Shot., M. N. D., v. 1. 189.

This falls out pat. Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, Hi. 2.

Hitting so pat on this subject, his curiosity led him to

Paumar. Bomb.,. (From model In South K.



patamar
has an upward curve amidships, and extends only about
half the length of the vessel ; the stem and stern, espe-

cially the former, have great rake : and the draft of wa-
ter is much greater at the head than at the stern. These
vessels sail remarkably well, and stow a good cargo. Imp.
Diet.

patandt, . Same uspattcn'2 ,
1 (c).

Patarelii (pat-a-rel'I), . pi. [ML., dim. of

Patarini.'] Same as Patarini.

Patarine (pat'a-rin), n. and a. [< ML. Pata-

>'"'.] I. . One of the Patarini.

II, a. Of or pertaining to the Patarini.

Patarini, Paterini (pat-a-ri'm, pat-e-ri'ni), n.

pi. [ML. ;
said to be <. Putaria or Patarea, a rag-

men's quarter in medieval Milan, and place of

assembly of the early Patarini. Cf. It. pata-
rino, a porter or day-laborer.] 1. Asectwhich
arose in Milan in the middle of the eleventh

century, and opposed especially the marriage
of priests. 2. A name given in the twelfth

century and later to the Albigenses, Cathari,
and others. Also Patarelii in both senses.

patas, n. [African (?).] The red monkey of

western Africa, Cercopithccus patas or C. rubrr.

patavinity (pat-a-vin'i-ti), re. [< L. Patavini-

ta(t-)s, the mode of speech of the Patavians

(ascribed to Livy by Pollio), < Patavinus, Pa-
tavian, < Patarium, the city now called Padua,
in Italy, the birthplace of Livy.] The man-
ner, style, character, etc., of Padua; specifi-

cally, the peculiar style or diction of Livy, the
Roman historian, who was born at Patavium,
now Padua; hence, in general, the use of lo-

cal or provincial words in writing or speaking.
Patawa palm. See palm2

.

patch (pach), n. and a. [< ME. pacche, prob.,
with loss of medial I (as also prob. in pat1 and
pate^),forplalch: see platch. In this view the
G. dial. (Swiss) batschen, patschcn,putsch, batsch,
a patch, is not related. It.pezza, a patch, piece,
is a diff . word : see piece.] I. n. 1. Any piece
of material used to repair a defective place in
some fabric or construction, as a piece of cloth
sewed on a garment where it is torn or worn,
a bit of masonry, mosaic, tiling, or the like, used
to repair a defect in old work, or a sod or sods

employed to make good an injured spot in a
lawn.

We, that mocke euerie Nation for keeping one fashion,
yet steale patches from euerie one of them, to peece out
our pride. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 37.

2. A piece of cloth cut into some regular shape,
to be sewed with others into patchwork. 3.
A small piece of silk or court-plaster used on
the face, with the apparent purpose of height-
ening the complexion by contrast. In the seven-
teenth century patches were used cut not merely in

squares and triangles, but in
various extraordinary forms and
of considerable size

; they were
even cut into groups of figures
several inches long and elaborate
in outline. In the eighteenth
century, and especially at the
court of France, the fashion of

wearing patches came again into

vogue, and it has been deemed
an essential accompaniment to

powdered hair, reappearing fit-

fully whenever the use of pow-
der has been reintroduccd.
Patches received special names
according to the place where they were applied, as the
coqmtte when on the lips, the e/ronUe or bold when on
the nose, etc.

'Tis not a face I only am in love with ; . . .

Nor your black patches you wear variously,
Some cut like stars, some in half-moons, some lozenges ;

All which but show you still a younger brother.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iii. 5.

My wife seemed very pretty to-day, it being the first
time I had given her leave to weare a black patch.

Pepys, Diary, I. 120.

3. A small piece of leather, greased canvas,
pasteboard, or the like, used as the wadding for
a rifle-ball. 4. A small square of thickleather
sometimes used in the grinding of small tools
to press the work on the stone, in order to pro-
tect the fingers from abrasion. 5 . A block fixed
on the muzzle of a gun to make the line of sight
parallel with the axis of the bore. 6. A small
piece of ground, especially one under cultiva-
tion; a small detached piece; a plot; a com-
paratively small piece or expanse of anything,
as of snow, grass, etc.

We go to gain a little patch of ground.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 4. 18.

A patch of April snow,
Upon a bed of herbage green.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, iv.

A broad beautiful valley, . . . with gardens, orchards,
patches of corn and potatoes, green meadows, and soft
clumps of pine woods. Hmeells, Three Villages, Shirley.

Patches as worn on the face
about 1740.

4824

7f. A paltry fellow
;
a ninny; a fool. The pro-

fessional fool was formerly so called. HalKwell.

Capon, coxcomb, idiot, patch ! Shak., C. of E., iii. 1. 32.

I do deserve it ; call me patch and puppy,
And beat me, if you please.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 2.

8. A harlequin. 1'lanche. 9. In zool., a small,
well-defined part of a surface characterized by

Eeculiar
color or appearance. 10. An over-

ly put on the impression-surface of a printing-
press, to get stronger impression on the type
covered by the patch, and make a clearer print.
Not a patch on, not fit to be compared with ; far in-

ferior to : as, he is not a patch on you in the matter of ly-

ing. [Colloq.]

Soldier, you are too late. He is not a patch on you for

looks ; but then he has loved me so long.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xxxvii. (Davies.)

Peyer'B patches. Same as agminate (/lands or Peyerian
I/lands (which see, under gland).

II. a. Arranged in patches, or separate
squares, or the like.

These dote [impressed upon prehistoric pottery] are so

arranged as to form simply patch ornaments.
Jewitt, Ceramic Art, I. 27.

patch (pach), v. [<. patch, n.~\ I. trans. 1. To
mend by adding a patch : often with up.

In the town there are not above two or three hundred In-

habitants, who dwell here and there in thepatcht up ruines.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 160.

With bits of wreck I patch the boat shall bear
Me to that unexhausted Otherwhere.

Lowell, to G. W. Curtis (P. S.).

Especially (a) To sew a piece of cloth upon (a garment)
where it is torn or worn out. (b) To repair (masonry) by
filling interstices and fractures with new mortar or the
like, (c) To substitute new work for, as for defaced or

partly destroyed work in mosaic or inlaying.
2. To serve as a patch on.

That that earth which kept the world in awe
Should patch a wall. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 239.

3. To adorn by putting a patch or patches
on the face

; also, to adorn with patches, as the
face.

But that which I did see, and wonder at with reason,
was to find Pegg Pen in a new coach, with only her hus-
band's pretty sister with her, both patched and very fine.

Pepys, Diary, III. 120.

Madam, who patch'd you to day? Let me see It is

the hardest thing in dress I may say without vanity I

know a little of it That so low on the cheek pulps the
flesh too much. Steele, Lying Lover, iii. 1.

4. To form of odd pieces or shreds
;
construct

of ill-assorted parts or elements; hence, to
make or mend hastily or without regard to
forms : usually with up : as, to patch up a peace ;

to patch up a quarrel.
If you'll patch a quarrel,

As matter whole you have not to make it with,
It must not be with this. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 52.

It is many years since I learned it [a song] ; and, having
forgotten a part of it, I was forced to patch it up by the
help of mine own invention, who am not excellent at poe-
try. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 176.

They hate one another, but I will try to patch it up.
Simjt, Journal to Stella, Iv.

Thus Uncle Venner was a miscellaneous old gentleman,
partly himself, but, in good measure, somebody else;
patched together, too, of different epochs ; an epitome of
times and fashions. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

5 . To fit or adjust with a patch or wad of leather,
etc. : said of a rifle-ball.

If the bullet is the right size and properly patched.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 545.

Patching up plates, in printing, affixing overlays in

proper places to remedy the defects of uneven plates.
II. intrans. To form patches, as snow on a

mountain-side, vegetation on a ruin, etc.

The patching houseleek's head of blossom.

Browning, Love among the Ruins.

patchable (pach'a-bl) a. [< patch + -able.]

Capable of being patched.
Not patched or patchable any longer.

Carlyle, in Froude.

patch-box (pach'boks), n. A small box used,
especially in the eighteenth century, to con-

Patch-box of Ivory (a showing outside of cover, and b inside with
mirror j; iSth century.

patchwork
tain the black patches which were to bo ap-
plied to the skill. These boxes were made of ivory,
tortoise-shell, silver, etc., sometimes very costly, and hail

usually a mirror inside of the lid.

patched (pacht), p. a. 1. Mended or repaired
with patches; adorned with patches. 2. Party-
colored; habited or dressed in party-colored
clothes, as was formerly the custom with do-
mestic fools or jesters.

Methought I had but man is but a patched fool, if he
will oifer to say what methought I had.

Shot., M. N. D., iv. 1. 215.

3. Irregularly variegated in color, as an animal.
4. Made of patches: as, a, patched quilt.

patchedlyt (pach'ed-li), adv. In a patched
manner; with patches. J. Vdall.

patcher (pach'er), M. [< patch + -!.] One
who patches or mends,
patchery (pach'er-i), .; pi. patcheries (-iz).

[< patch + -ery.] Bungling work; botchery;
gross, bungling hypocrisy.
Here is such patclicry, such juggling and such knavery !

Shak., T. and C., ii. 3. 77.

Vile human inventions, and will worship, and hell-bred

superstitions, and patcheries stitched into the service of
the Lord, which the English mass-book . . . and the Or-
dination of Priests ... are fully fraught withal.

C. Chauncey, quoted in C. Mather's Magnalia, I. 467.

patchhead (pach'hed), n. The surf-scoter, a

duck, (Edemia perspicillata : so called from the
white patches on the head. Also called patch-
polled coot. [Maine.]

patchiness (pach'i-nes), . The condition of

being patchy; the appearance of being patched
or of being made up of patches.
The movement, therefore, gives the impression of patch-

iness, despite the beauty of the melodies.

Athenaeum, No. 3188, p. 743.

patching (pach'ing), (. [Verbal n. of patcli,
t'.] 1. The act of mending by the addition of
a patch or patches. 2. A patch, or patches
collectively; a patched place.

Leat the il favoured sight of the patchim.i be hidden.
J. Udatl, On Luke v.

3. Wadding for a rifle-ball.

Bob poured a large charge of powder into his gun, and,
taking a bullet from his pouch, he felt in his pocket for
the patching. E. Egyleeton, The Oraysons, xiii.

4f. Patchery; hypocrisy.

Blackston, being reproued for his false patching, fell in
a quaking and shaking. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1863, an. 1557.

patchingly (pach'ing-li), adv. In a patching,
or bungling or hypocritical, manner.

Others, though not so willinglie admitting them, did yet
dissemblinglie and patchinfflie vse some part of them.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1184, an. 1548.

patchockt (pach'ok), . [< patch + -ock.~] A
clown; a mean or paltry fellow.

Some in Leinster and Ulster are degenerate, and growen
to be as very patchockes as the wild Irish.

Spemter, State of Ireland.

patchouli, patchouly (pa-cho'li), n. [< F. pat-
chouli, < K Ind.] 1. An East Indian odorifer-
ous plant, Pogostemon Patchouli, of the mint
family. It grows 2 or 3 feet high, bears spikesof densely
whorled small flowers, and ovate leaves 2 or 3 inches long.
It yields a perfume long favorite in the East, and now
common elsewhere. It gives their peculiar odor to India
ink and India shawls. The dried leaves are much used
in sachets, to scent clothing, etc. The essential oil in which
the odor resides is distilled for toilet use. Also called

puchapat.
2. The perfume itself.

He smelt as sweet as patchouli could make him.
TroUope, Dr. Thorne, xxxiv.

patch-panelt (pach'pan"el), a. and n. I. a.

Shabby; worn out.

AVhy, noble Cerberus, nothing but patch-pannel stuff,
old gallimawfries, and cotten candle eloquence.

WUy Beguiled, Prol. (Dames.)

II. n. A shabby fellow.

Hang thee, patch-pannel ! Dekker, Satiromastix.

patch-polled (pach'pold), a. Having a patch
(of white color) on the poll: specifically used
in the phrase patch-polled coot, the patchhead.
patchwork (pach'werk), n. 1. Work composed
of pieces of various colors or figures sewed to-

gether, especially a combination of many small

pieces of stuff, sewed together edge to edge, to
form a curtain, bedspread, or the like.

His error lay in supposing that this ape, more than any
past or future one, is destined to see the tattered gar-
ments of Antiquity exchanged for a new suit, instead of

gradually renewing themselves by patchwork.
Uau-thorne, Seven Gables, xii.

Patchwork was patchwork in those days. . . . Scraps of

costly India chintzes and palempours were intermixed
with commoner black and red calico in minute hexagons.

iln. Gasleell, Sylvia's Lovers, xii.



patchwork
2. Work composed n|' pieces clumsily jint to-

gether; anything formed of ill-assorted parts.
A manifest incoherent piece of patchtcorlr. Sxijt.

A mrl li."l f pi nirliiiiK uliii h wax u jMlfhu'iirk of nil the
!,lnu'1l:l-rs III!' |JIV:lrl|iT ..... llTSl ..... I.

(inhixmiiit, braoongtn and UiHcounurei-H of '" t.it., li.

patchy (puch'i). a. \< /HI/I-/I + -//I.] l. Full
of patches : occurring in patches. 2. Cross;
peevish. Ciinipitrr n'oxs-/Hllrli. I'l'iiHu/M: 3.
Inharmonious : composed of incongruous parts;
lacking unity of design in execution : said i ^pc-
ciallv of a work of art or a piece of dec-oration.

pate' (pat), ii. [< iMK. /mil', the crown of the
head. < < >!'. />/itc, a ])late, with loss of I (as also
in /HI/', /iti/<-lt). for /(//<, a plate, < G.platte, a

plate, also a bald head, hence in vulgar use a
head. MHO. jilnti; a plate, a shaven pate, ML.

u, a shaven pale, the tonsure of a monk:

I ::_.-.

lion, di)

['/'. I

genus I'lllt Illl. \ )A limpet of th

In entomology, the tirst joint of the coxa. 4.
I" fulfil.. a l.innean genus of

gastropods, Ivpe of

the family I'nlilli-

ila: to whicli very
different limits have
been assigned. <)
As originally constitut-
ed and retained tiy I. lu-

mens It was a very het-

erogeneous assemblage
of all forms having a

IKI|I Ilifonn shell, and
'i. u.. I (besides all

Rock-llmpet (/>/<//

sec /iluli; of which pate 1 is thus a var. form.]
1. The crown or top of the head, whether of a

person or of an animal; in general, the head;
the poll; the noddle: usually employed in a
trivial or derogatory sense, like noddle, etc.

He venture one more broken pate.
Catilcin-i Garland (Child's Ballads, VIII. 183).

Shu gave my pate a sound knock, Hint it rings yet.

Fletcher, .Spanish Curate, ni. 4.

The thin grey locks of his failing hair
Have left his little bald pate all bare.

llarham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 54.

2. Tho skin of a calf's head. Imp. Diet. 3.

Wit; cleverness; "brains"; "head."

Kor, quick dispatching (hourely) Post oti Post,
T :il I the Coverts of the Able-most,
For Pate, Prowes, Purse ; commands, prayes, presses them
To come with speed unto lervsalem.

Xiilmtrr, Bethulians Rescue (trans. X I.

4. In the fur trade, the fur from a black patch
on the head of tho wild rabbit. Vre, Diet., IV.
381.

pate- (pat), 11. [Origin obscure.] A badger.
Jlnlliii-fll. [Prov. Eng.]

pate'' (pat), a. [Origin obscure.] Weak and
sickly. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.]
pate (]>iit),. [F.: see paste.'] Paste Patesur
pate, in ceram., decoration by means of tine enamel or

porcelain-paste npplied upon a previously prepared surface
so as to produce a very low relief. It differs from sopra
bianco or tbbUMdMKgteto decoration In that it is treated
as sculpture, tho relief Itself being the object aimed at.

In the finest work the applied paste is always pure-white,
and, as it comes upon a darker ground, the different de-

grees of thickness of the paste give different degrees of

translucency and of whiteness. In Inferior work the
modeling is done without the same care for graded thick-

nesses, and shade is produced by a gray tint. See Solon
porcelain, under porcelain. Pate ten.are.8oft paste in

porcelain : the French name, often used in English.

pat6 (pa-ta'), [F.: see pasty*, patty.] 1. A
small pasty 2. In fort., a kind of platform,
usually of a roundish or oval shape, erected on
marshy ground to cover a gate pate de fole
graa, or Strasburg pate, a pasty made of fat goose-
livers, imported principally from Strasburg in little stone
pots. Properly the contents should be taken out and
served iu a mist of i>.i -i i> . but the name Is usually given
to the iirigiiul importation.

pated (pii'ted), a. [< j>(tlcl + -crf2.] Having
a pate or head (of this or that kind): used in

composition : as, loiig-^><rrf, long-headed, cun-

ning; shallow-TMfcW, ignorant, poorly informed,
lacking iu sense.

Doe you surmise, O shallow-jli men,
That this excuse is all sufficient
To satisfte for such a foule Intent?

Timei' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

pate's (pa-ta'), a. See pat I/':

patefaction (pat-e-fak'shon), M. [<L.jite/<w-
tin(ii-), a laying open, a making known, < patc-
ftifcn; throw open: see iiti/rfy.'] The act of

opening or manifesting; open declaration.

For our sight of God in heaven, our place, our sphere Is

heaven itself, our medium is the pate/action, the mani-
festation, tin- revelation of Ood himself, and our Unlit is

the light of glory. Donne, Sermons, xxi.

patefyt (pat'e-fi), r. t. [< L. patrfarere, throw
open, reveal. < /><tt<->-<; lie open, +faccre, make,
do: see /m/cM.] To reveal

; show; declare.

Thiisiln I wade in predestination, in such sort as Ood
h;itli jHitcrirtt unit opi-iifil it.

J. Bradford, Letters ( Parker Soc., 1853), II. 134.

patella (pa-tel'a), M. ; pi. patcllus, patellae (-Sz,
-e). [= F. patelle = It. i>aMla, < L. patella, a
small pan or dish, a plate, the kneepau, pa-
tella, dim. of /KitiiKi. /intniii. a broad shallow
dish, a pan: see /it<n\, ixitiiiu. /mil'.] 1. A
small pun, vase, or dish. 2. In aunt.. a small
movalile Lone situated in front of the knee-

joint, which it helps to form. Also called l.m-r-

IIHII, /,'<(//>, I'tilii/ti, or urea! x/'xauioid. See cuts
under 1,-nrr-jiiiitl. t'titarrhiiia. and ElijilinntiHie.

3. In ;oiil.: (tt) Acotyle; a cup-like forma-
L'T'J

the Dveagiona) Font-
nUidm Aneytida, Ca-

lyptrtnda, and related
forms. (*) It was sub-

sequently gradually re-

stricted and limited to docoglossate shells, (e) By later
writers It has t>een conflned within narrow hounds, and
to such species as have an oblong conic shell entirely open
below like an Inverted basin, and with no aperture at the

apex the true limpets, as those so named on the Engl Ish
,''.:l-ls S, - JlNo I II! Uh'li'l jlt. n.ti.,',,,,

6. In Iwt., an orbicular apothecium with a mar-
ginal rim. Llgamentum patelle. See Hgamentvm.
Patellacea (pat-e-la'se-il), n. pi. [ML.. < I'n-

tella + -acea. J Same as Patellidie.

patellar (pat'e-lar), a. [< patella + -r3.] Of
or pertaining to' the patella or kneecap : as,

thejwiMMrtendon or ligament. Patellar fossa,
the anterior Intercondyloid fossa, or trochlea, of the femur.
Patellar nerve, a branch of the long saphenous nerve.

distributed to the skin In front of the knee. Patellar
plexus, a plexus on the front of the knee, formed by the
Internal and middle cutaneous and internal saphenous
nerves. Patellar tendon or ligament. See ligamen-
turn patella, under ligamentum. Patellar tendon re-
flex. Same as knee-jerk.

patellate (pat'e-lat), a. [< NL. 'patcllatas, <

L. }iatclla, patella: see^>afHo.] 1. Incntom.,
made pat ell il'orm

; provided with a patella-like
formation. Alsopatcllulate. 2. In hot., same
as patelliform, 1 Patellate tarsus, a tarsus in which
the joints are expanded and closely pressed together, form-
Ing a patella.

Patellidse (pa-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Patella
+ -irfa>.] A family of gastropods, typified by
the genus Patella ; the limpets, (a) Including such

limpets as are otherwise separated as Acmxuta (false lim-

pets) and Ltpetidfe. (b) Restricted to the true limpets.
The animal has gills forming a row of leaflets around the
fool

. and the lingual ribbon has one or two lateral teeth
and three marginal on each side. The shell is a flattened

cone, open below, and has a horseshoe-shaped impression
on the inside, open In front. These limpet* arenumerous
in species and widely distributed. They live in general on
rocky coasts, excavate a place for themselves on some rock
where for the most part they rest, but whence they make
excursions for food, chiefly at night. See cuts under patella
and patcUifttrm. Also Patellacea.

patelliform (pa-tel'i-forui), a. [< L. patella, a

pan, dish, patella,
+forma, form. ] 1 .

Having the shape
of a patella or

kneepan. A.\sopat-
cllate. 2. Having
the form of a de-

pressed and gener-
ally oblong cone or

disk, hollow or un-

partitioned within.

Patellimani (pat-
e-lim'a-ni), n. /.

[NL.,pl. otpatflli-
manus: see patel-

liiuaHotM.'] In La-
treille's classification, a group of caraboid bee-

tles, distinguished from the Simplir-iuutni and
(JuiirlritHaHi by the difference in the dilatation
of the tarsi, tho two anterior tarsi being patel-
late in the males.

patelllmanoua (pat-e-lim'a-nus), a. [< M,.
/><iit Illinium*. < L. /in/I llti. a pan, dish, patella.
+ maims, hand.] In rntt>in., having the tarsi

patellate; having patelliform tarsi; of or per-
taining to the Patellimani.

patelline (pat'e-lin), a. [< Patella + -I'HI.]

Of, or having the characters of, the Patelliilje;

resembling or related to a limpet ; patelliform.
patellite (pat'e-lit), n. [<NL. Pati-llitrn, < Pu-
ti-lln + -ites.] A member of a genus PateUites;
a fossil limpet, as a species of Patella or some
similar shell.

patelloid (pat'e-loid), a. and . [< Patella +
-""'.] I. a. Related to or resembling a patella
or limpet; of or pertaining to the Patelloitlm.

II. . A patelliform shell.

Patelloidea (pat e-ioi'de-ii), n.nl. [NL., < L.

patella, a pan. dish, patella, + Gr. rl&if, form.]
1. In De Blaiuville's classification (lH25),oneof
the four families of his inonopleurobrauchiate

Patclliform Shell of Limpet (Pattlta
iftttfltarim).

patent

I'm acepkalopkott //ici/, containing the ^'i-ii-

iia / inliitlln, Xiftlitnxiritt, and 1'i/lntltmt, liaving
a shell as in I'uli lln. lint not including the l'n-

itlhilif. 2. In Kisso's classitii'ation, a family
ty|iilied liy the genus I'liltlhi.

patellula M':.' lel'u-lit), .: pi. ;i/7//,r (-le).

[M,., dim. of 1.. /mil lln, a pan. dish, patella:
I'ttti-llii.} In i iiliun.. one of the sucking-

disks or -cups on the lower surface of the tarsus
of a male beetle of the genus Dytucus, or other
water-beetle.

patellulate (pa-tel'u-liitj. . Same usiialillntr.

paten 1

(pftt'en), . [Konnerly !ilsoy///< n. /in/in,

I'liimr; < MK. ']iatcn, ]>ntfii, iiatetit, a paten
(eccl.), < L. iMitniH, /iiitniti (Sicilian Or. n-oriiw?),

a broad shallow dish, a pan, a kind of cake. <

/iutt re, lie open: see patent*. Cf. pan*, nit. < L.

IIII/IHH, and dim. /inti-lln.] 1. .\ broad shallow

dish; a bowl.
l li-'\ [tho articles found In mounds, etc.) consist of

jugs, pipkins, patent or bowls, watering-pots - all articles

made for the poor. So/on, Old ling. Pottery, p. 17.

2. l-:i-ri<.--.. a plate or flat dish; iu the com-
munion service of certain liturgical churches,
the plate on which the consecrated bread is

placed. In the primitive church the paten was an ordi-

nary piste ; but wnen wafers expressly prepared took the

place of bread, the paten Inx-ame an ecclesiastical vessel.

It Is wide and shallow, and Is generally made of silver, but
soniftimcsof glass, gold, alabaster, agate, or other hard ma-
terial. In the Koman Catholic Church the paten must l>e

of the same material as the accompanying chalice, of some
hard metal, the Inside of which Is heavily gilded, and, like
the chalice, it must l>e consecrated by the bishop.
3. A plate, as of metal.

Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patine* of bright gold.

S*., M. of V., r. 1. 68.

paten2!, . An obsolete form of patten'*.

patency (pat'en-si or pa'ten-si),. [< ML.*/wi-
tentia, < L. paieti(t-)ii, open: see patent1

.] 1.

The state of being patent or evident. 2. The
state of being spread open or enlarged. Ditngli-
son.

patener (pat'en-er), M. [< paten
1 + -e-2.] Ec-

cles., in the Western Church, iu medieval times,
the acolyte who held the emptypaten raised as

high as his face, with hands muffled in the.offer-

tory veil, from the lesser oblation till the pater-
noster. This is now done by the subdeacon.
See offertory, ., 2 (a, 3).

patent1 (pat'entorpa'tent),.andii. [<ME.;>o-
tente

,
a patent; < OF. (aiid F.) patent, &.,patente,

n., = 8p. Pg. It. patente, a. and n.. = D. G. Dan.
Sw. patent, n., < L. paten(t-)n, lying open, open,
public (littei-apatcntes, an open letter, a letter to
whom it may concern, a patent), jtpr. ofj>atere,
lie open ; of. Gr. ireravvi-vat, spread out. From
the L. ^pat are also tilt. E. pace 1

, pass, ptixsagc,

etc., and prob. expand, expanse, etc.] I. . 1.

Lying open; open; expanded.
They may at times supply the roome which, Iwing emp-

tic, would be patent to pernicious idleness.

Quoted in Strutt'i Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

It [contraction of the external passage of the ear] Is read-

ily relieved by the patient wearing a piece of silver tube,
to keep the passage patent. Qttain, Med. Diet, p. 417.

2. Specifically (a) In 6f., spreading; open;
either widely spreading or diverging widely
from an axis, (b) In zoiil., patulous; open, as

by the size of an aperture, the shallowness of
a cavity, etc. 3. Manifest to all; unconcealed;
evident; obvious; conspicuous.
In this country, the contract (of the king with the peo-

ple| is not tacit, implied, and vague : It is explicit, patent,
and precise. Up. llontiy. Works, III. xllv.

My object here is to assume as little as possible as regards
facts, and to dwell only on what Is patent and notorious.

J. If. Xemnan, (iram. of Assent, p. 416.

4. Open to the perusal of all : as, letters patent.
See letters.

In wytnesse of whfche thingis theis our letters we haue
done be made patrnte*.

Charter of London, In Arnold's Oironlcle, p. 34.

6. Appropriated by letters patent; secured by
law orpatent as an exclusive privilege; rest rain-

ed from general use: patented
Madder ... in King Charles the First's time . . . was

made a patent commodity,. Mortimer, Husbandry.
Oil of flattery, the best patent antifriction known, sub-

dues all irregularities whatsoever.

Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, vlii.

Patent alum. Same uconcrntraird alum (which see, un-
der alnm\ Patent ambiguity, In (air, an ambiguity that
IK apjiarent on the face of a document, as distinguished
from a doubt cast on thf meaning of a document apparently
clear by evidence of some extrinsic fact. Xeclatettl. Pat-
ent barley. See barley.

- Patent drier, a paste com-
posed of sugar of lead, barytes, ami limccd-oil, which is

added in small o.uantitii-3 to house-paints to hasten their

drjiiiK. Patent hammer. sc<- hammrri. Patent in-
side, n newspaper printed on the inside only, and thus
sold to publishers, who nil the imprinted side with matter



patent
of their own selection. [Colloq. ] Patent leather, met-
al, etc. See the nouns. Patent medicine, a drug which
is patented, or the name of which is patented ;

but usually,
and less properly, any drug the manufacture and sale of
which are restricted in any way, whether by patent of sub-

stance, name, label, or the like, or by secrecy as to the
nature and method of preparation. Patent outside, a

newspaper printed on the outside only, sold to publish-
ers and filled up by them like a patent inside. [Colloq.]
Patent yellow. Seeyelloiv. =Syn. 3. Plain, obvious, pal-

pable, unmistakable, glaring, notorious.

II. it. 1. An official document, sometimes
called letters patent (which see, under letter3 ),

conferring or granting a privilege; also, the

privilege so granted: as, a patent of nobility;
a patent conferring the right to engage in a

particular trade or pursuit, maintain a place of

amusement, or the like, usually to the exclusion
of others.

The cause of this fair gift in me is wanting,
And so my patent back again is swerving.

Shak., Sonnets, Ixxxvii.

Thou hast a patent to abuse thy friends.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.
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patentee (pat-en-te' or pa-ten-te'). . [< pat-
I'lifl + -eel.] 'One who hold's a patent; one to
whom a patent is granted.
Notwithstanding the fishing ships made such good re-

turnes, at last it was ingrossed by twenty Pattenttes.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 263.

Michell, one of thegraspingpotejiteeswhohad purchased
of the favourite the power of robbing the nation, was fined
and imprisoned for life. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

patenter (pat'en-ter or pa'ten-ter), n. [< pat-
ent* + -er*.] Same as patentee.
patently (pat-ent-li or pa'tent-li), adv. In a

patent manner; openly; plainly; unmistaka-
bly: as, patently fallacious.

patentor (pat'en-tor or pa'ten-tor), . [< pat-
ent1 + -or*.] 1. One who grants a patent. 2.
One who secures a patent ;

a patentee.
patent-right (pat'ent-rit), n. The exclusive

right secured by letters patent ; specifically, the
exclusive privilege granted to an inventor of

practising or exploiting his invention.

are no more peers than I am, he [William IV.] desiredthem
to appear as such in Westminster Abbey and do homage.

Oreville, Memoirs, Sept. 8, 1831.

2. Specifically (f) A letter of indulgence;
an indulgence ;

a pardon.
Thanne plokked he forth a patent, a pece of an harde roche,
Wher-on were writen two wordes on this wyse y-glosed,

Dilige deum et proximum tuum.
Fieri Plowman (B), xvii. 10.

Our lige lordes seel on my patente
That shewe I first, my body to warente.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 51.

(ft) The grant by a government to the author
of a new and useful invention, or to his as-

signs, of the exclusive right of exploiting that
invention for a specified term of years; also,
the instrument or letters by which a grant of
land is made by a government to a person or cor-

poration. By the United States Revised Statutes, sec.

4886, etc., any person, whether a citizen or an alien, may
obtain patent protection for the term of seventeen years"who has invented or discovered any new and useful art,
machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any
new and useful improvement thereof, not known or used
by others in this country, and not patented or described
in any printed publication in this or any foreign country,
before his invention or discovery thereof, and not in pub-
lic use or on sale for more than two years prior to his ap-
plication, unless the same is proved to have been aban-
doned." The fact that the invention has been first patent-
ed in a foreign country will not debar the inventor from
obtaining a valid patent in the United States, unless the
same has been here "introduced into public use for more
than two years prior to the application." But the patent
will expire with that foreign patent having the shortest
term. In the application of the several clauses of this
statute, distinctions arise of difficult and delicate charac-
ter, which are the constant subject of controversy For
tke United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and the
Isle of Man, patents are granted (under 46 and 47 Viet., c.

57, 1883) to any person, whether British subject or not.
The general principles as to what constitutes an inven-
tion or improvement are substantially the same as above
stated. For each of the principal British colonies there
is a separate statute.

If the affairs committed to such officers and commis-

or register of letters patent issued in Great
Britain; letters patent collected together on
parchment rolls. Every roll represents or contains the
patents of a year, but is sometimes divided into two or
more parts. Every sheet is numbered and is called a mem-
brane. Usually abbreviated pat. when cited : thus, Pat.
10 Hen. III. m. 8, means eighth membrane or sheet of the
patent-roll of the tenth year of Henry III. When the docu-
ment is on the back of the roll, the letter d (dorso) is add-
ed to the citation. Brewer.

The patent rolls of the ninth year of the reign contain
several commissions issued by the king's authority for the
suppression of heresy. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 404.

patera (pat[e-ra), n.
; pi. patera (-re). [L., a

broad flat dish or saucer, \patere, lie open : see
patenfl . Cf. patent, patina.] 1. A shallow,
circular, saucer-like vessel
used by the Romans for

pouring libations in sacri-
ficial rites. It corresponds
to the Greek phiale. 2. In arch., the ^j,iu-

sentation of a flat round dish in bas-relief, used
as an ornament in friezes, etc. Rosettes and other
flat ornaments of various shapes, which bear no resem-

men, according to patent, are to choose them.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 255.

3. An invention
;
a thing invented : as, the ma-

chine is a newpatent. [Colloq.] 4f. A region
or tract of land granted by letters patent; a
concession. [Instances of this use are still retained
as in Holland Patent, a village in Oneida county, New
York, situated in a tract acquired about 1789, under a grantfrom the State of New York, by a company of Hollanders.]
He was, at a court, 3 October, 1632, "required to forbear

exercising his gifts as a pastor or teacher publicly in our
patent, unles it be to those he brought with him "

Quoted in Winthrop's Hist. New England, I. 93.

The woman dwelt now in Plimouth patent.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 191.

Infringement of patent. See infringement. Patent
office, an office for the granting of patents for inventions
the bureau or department of government charged with the
granting of patents for inventions. In the United States
the Patent Office, created in its present form in 1836 isnow a branch of the Department of the Interior ; its head
is called the Commissioner of Patents.

patent1
(pat'ent or pa'tent), r. t. [< patent*,

M.] 1. To grant by patent; make the subject
of a patent; grant an exclusive right to by let-
ters patent, 2. To obtain a patent upon; ob-
tain an exclusive right in by securing letters
patent. [A colloquial inversion of the preced-
ing sense, now established.]
patent2t, . A Middle English form of paten*.
patentability (paf'en- or pa'ten-ta-bil'i-ti), n.
[< patentable + -ity (see &*&).] Capability
t being patented : as, the patentalrility of an

invention, or of a tract of public land.
patentable (pat'en- or pa"ten-ta-bl), a. [< pat-
ent* + -able.'] Capable of beiug'patented ; suit-
able to be patented.

Architectural Paterae.

blance to dishes, are now often called by this name. The
name is also inappropriately given to the flat ornaments
of diverse forms frequently occurring in the Perpendicu-
lar medieval style.

The capital [of the shaft] consists of four plain circles

something like patera, with leaves on each side of them,
the work above this somewhat resembling a Tuscan capi-
tal. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 89.

Druldical patera. See druidic.

Patera process. See j>rocess.
>. Same as

patererot (pat-e-ra ro), n.; pi. patereroes (-roz).A oorruPtion of P**nro.
His habitation is defended by a ditch, over which he has

wtth^
UM4J MMMV IrtUU MUM.

Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, ii. (Davits.)
I can see the brass patararoes glittering on her poop.

Kingsley, Westward Ho, xix. (Dames.)

pateressa (pat-e-res'a), n. ; pi. pateressse (-e).
[ML.; NGr. naTepiroa, a bishop's staff.] The
pastoral staff of a Greek bishop. It has a cres-

cent-shaped head, variously curved and orna-
mented, and is in fact a form of the tau.

paterfamilias (pa/'ter-fa-mil'i-as), n. [L., prop,
two words, pater famitias : pater, father

; fa-
milias, archaic gen. offatnilia, a family, house-
hold: see family.] The father of a family; the
head of a household; hence, sometimes, the
head man of a community ;

the chief of a tribe.
In the early days of ancient Rome the archaic family,

ruled over by the pater-familiax, and called a corporation
by Sir H. 8. Maine, must have formed a strong and effi-
cient form of local government at a time when central
government was comparatively feeble.

Westminster Rev., CXXV. 359.

pateriform(pat'e-ri-f6rm), a. [< L. patera, aflat
dish, + forma, form.] Having the shape of a
patera or saucer.- PateriformJoints of the antenna;
or

PajP
1

,
m entom., joints which are round, very short,and dilated so as to form a nearly flat or concave apical

surface, but a rounded basal one partly hidden in the pre-
ceding joint.

Paterini, n.pl. See Patarini.

paternal (pa-ter'nal), a. [< F. paternel = Sp.
Pg. paternal = It. paternale, < ML. paternalis,
< L. patermis, pertaining to a father, < pater =

paternoster

E. father: see. father.'] 1. Of or pertaining to
a fatlier

; proper to or characteristic of a father
;

fatherly: as, paternal care or affection; pater-
nal favor or admonition.

Here I disclaim all my paternal care,
Propinquity and property of blood,
And as a stranger to my heart and me
Hold thee, from this, for ever.

Shale., Lear, i. 1. 115.

Mr. Gladstone conceives that the duties of governments
are paternal ; a doctrine which we shall not believe till he
can show us some government which loves its subjects as
a father loves a child.

Macaulay, Gladstone on Church and State.

2. Derived from the father; hereditary: as, a
paternal estate.

The omniflc Word, ... on the wings of cherubim
Uplifted, in paternal glory rode
Far into Chaos and the world unborn.

Milton, P. L., vii. 219.

Happy the man whose wish and care
A few paternal acres bound,

Content to breathe his native air
In his own ground.

Pope, Solitude.

Paternal government. Same as paternalism. - Syn. 1.

Parental, etc. See fatherly.

paternalism (pa-ter'nal-izm), n. [< paternal+ -ism.] Paternal care or government; spe-
cifically, excessive governmental regulation of
the private affairs and business methods and
interests of the people ;

undue solicitude on the
part of the central government for the protec-
tion of the people and their interests, and in-
terference therewith.

The fallacy that social co-operation in the form of State
activity is an emasculatingpatemotoni.

Contemporary Rev.
,
LI. 711.

paternalistic (pa-ter-na-lis'tik), a. [<paternal+ -ist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to paternalism.
paternally (pa-ter'nal-i), adv. In a paternal
manner

;
in the manner of a father.

paternet, An obsolete form of pattern.
Paternian(pa-ter'ni-an),M. [<ML. Paterniani.]A member of a sect referred to by Augustine,
who are said to have held that God made the
upper parts of the human body and Satan the
lower. They led impure lives. Also called
Vennstian.

paternity (pa-ter'ni-ti), n. [< F. paternite =
Sp. patemidad = Pg. paternidade = It. pater-
nita, < LL. paternita(t-)s, fatherly feeling or
care, fatherhood, < L. paternus, pertaining to a
father: nee paternal.] 1. Fathership; father-
hood

;
the relation of a father to his offspring.

Where a spiritual paternity is evident, we need look no
further for spiritual government, because in the paternal
rule all power is founded. Jer. Taylor, Works, III. iv.

2. Derivation from a father: as, the child's

paternity is unknown. Hence 3. Origin: au-
thorship.
The paternity of these novels was from time to time

warmly disputed. Scott.

paternoster (pa'ter-nos'ter), n. [< ME. pater-
noster = F. patendtre (also pater) = Pr. pater-
nostre, patrenostre = Sp. padrenvestro = Pg.
padre nosso = It. padre noslro, < ML. paternos-
ter, < L. pater noster, the first two words of the
Lord's Prayer in Latin : pater, father (see fa-
ther) ; noster, our: see nostrum.] 1. The Lord's
Prayer: so called from the first two words of
the Latin version.

And lewede leele laborers and land-tylynge peuple
Persen with a pater-noster paradys other heuene.
Passinge purgatorie penaunceles for here parflt by-leyue.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 295.

So Luther thought the Pater-noster long,
When doomed to say his beads and even-song.

Pope, Satires of Donne, ii. 105.

2. One of the large beads in the rosary used
by Roman Catholics in their devotions, at
which, in telling their beads, they repeat the
Lord's Prayer. Every eleventh bead is a pater-
noster. 3. Hence, the rosary itself.

Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford, bequeaths, A.D.
1361, to his nephew, "a pair of gold paternosters of fifty
pieces, with ornaments, together with a cross of gold in
which is a piece of the true cross." (Test. Vet. i. 67.)

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 330, note.

4. An object composed of beads or of bead-
like objects strung together like a rosary; spe-
cifically, a fishing-line to which hooks are at-
tached at regular intervals, and also leaden
beads or shot to sink it

; also, in arch., a kind of
ornament in the shape of beads, used in baguets,
astragals, etc.

This fish [bleak] maybe caught with a Pater-noster line :

that is, six or eight very small hooks tied along the line,
one half a foot above the other.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 172.



paternoster
He . . . saw through the osiers the hoary old profligate

with hi* fHitrriK'nIi-r pulling the perch out an fa*t :i^ he
COUld (Jilt IliH line ill. //. A'l'nv'.'V, Kavrn^l.oe, lliv.

5f. Profam' cxpli'tivi-s; profanity. [Humor-
ous.] Devil's paternoster'. See the quotation.

Km- an miiche an they dar nut openly wlthseye the co-
mailndemcntzof htr tmvcrcynH, \ rt \\.,1 theyReyn harm, antl

grucehe and nun mure privily, for verray dewpit, whiche
uoi.t.s turn r]i pen the devtlcg jtateriiruttrr, though so he
that the devt'l lie hadde never paternoster, hilt that lewed
folk gcven it swlc.li a name. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Fenny or paternoster). See penny. - To say an ape's
paternostert. See ape.

paternoster-pump (pa'ter-nos'ter-pump), n.

A chum-pump : so called from the resemblance
of the buttons on the chain to rosary-beads.
paternoster-wheel (pa'ter-nos'ter-hwel), n.

A chain-bucket apparatus for raising water; a

chain-pump.
Patersonia (pat-er-so'ni-ft), . [NL. (B.
Hi-own, 1810), after Col. W. "Taterson, an Eng-
lish traveler.] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the order Iridex, characterized by
twin terminal snathes, slender perianth-tube,
the three outer lobes being broad and spreai I i 1 1^'.

and the three inner small and erect. There are
10 species, all Australian. They produce two-ranked grafts-
like leaves from a short rootstock, and several or many
flowers, two, or sometimes many, In every spathe, blue or
purple and of much beauty, hut very quickly perishing.
They arc known in Australia aa the trild fay or purple lily,
and many are now cultivated in gardens.

patetico (pA-tS'ti-ko), a. [It., = E. /mtlutii-.]
Pathetic : in music, noting a passage to be ren-
dered in a pathetic manner.
path (pith), n. [< ME. path, peth, < A.S,.pxth

./'/""',, ,.--,., ------

pfat, G. ptarl, a path, way; not in Scand. or
Goth. ; cf. L. pans ( font-),

a bridge (of any kind),
prob. orig. a 'path,'

'

footway
'

;
Gr. n-drof, a path,

way (irarfii>, walk) ; = Skt. panthan (stem in some
cases pathi, path) = Zendpath, patltan, a path,
way. Cf. Russ. puti, way, road. The Teut.
word cannot be cognate with the Gr., Skt., etc.

(Gr. mirof would require a Teut. *fath) if con-
nected at all, it must have been borrowed at a
very early period, mediately from the Gr. or

immediately from a "
Scythian

" source. Cf.

ii, supposed to have been borrowed in early
times under similar conditions.] 1. A way
beaten or trodden by the feet of men or beasts

;

a track formed incidentally by passage or traf-
fic between places rather than expressly made
to accommodate traffic ; a narrow or unimpor-
tant road ; a footway ; hence, in a more general
sense, any road, way, or route.
The seite is a path of pees ; ge, thorw the pas of Altoun
Pouerte myste passe with-oute peril of robbynge.

Fieri Ploicman (BX xiv. 300.
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patht (path), v. [< path. n.] I. trang. 1. To
1 1 en, I; wall; or go in; follow.

And that the worlde might read them as I ment,
I left this value, t-i palh the vertuuus wales.
if. Whetxtone, Remembrance of Uaacoigne (ed. Arher).

Where, from the neighbouring hills, her paMaitc \Vc> doth
path. Orayton, Polyolbion, II. M.

2. To mark out a path for; guide. 3. To pave.
Andalle theStretes also ben pathedttt the same Stones.

Mandeeille, Travels, p. 307.

II. in trans. To go as in a path; walk abroad.
For If thou path, thy natlue semblance on,
Not Krebus itselfe were ilimnie enough
To hide thee from preuentlon.

Shot., J. C. (folio 123), II. 1. 83.

ISome commentators, Instead of path, suggest hadft, march,
vttt.pau, or pace.]

Pathan (pa-than'), . A person of Afghan race
settled in Hindustan, or one of kindred race in
eastern Afghanistan.
During the next three reigns the valley rendered an un-

willing allegiance to the central authority, and In the reign
of Aurangceb the Pathant succeeded in freeing themselves
from Mogul supremacy. JSncyc. Brit., XVIII. 6H4.

pathematic (path-e-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. iro%/a-
rmof, liable to suffering or misfortune, < itaSri(ta,

suffering, any passive experience, < iradelv, 2d
aor. of iraaxtiv, suffer, endure: see patho:,.]

Pertaining to or designating emotion or that
which is suffered. Chalmers. [Rare.]
pathetic (pa-thet'ik), a. and n. [< OF. pathe-
tique, F. paihetique = Sp. patetico = I'g.pathc-
tico = It.

patetico, < L. patheticux, < Gr. ira-

Or/riKof, subject to feeling or passion, sensitive,
also sensuous, impassioned, < varh/ro^, subject
to suffering, < iraSclv, 2d aor. of iraoxeiv, suffer,
endure: see pathos.} I. a. If. Expressing or

showing passion; passionate.
Yet by the way renews at every station
Her cordial Thanks and her pathetict vows.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, 11. 190.

2. Full of pathos ; affecting or moving the feel-

ings ; exciting pity, sorrow, grief, or other ten-
der emotion; affecting: as, a pathetic song or
discourse

; pathetic expostulation.
Tls pitiful . . .

To break a jest, when pity would Inspire
Pathetic exhortation. Comfit, Task, II. 49).

The effect of his discourses was heightened by a noble
figure and by pathetic action. ilncaulay.

3. In anat., trochlear: in designation of or ref-

erence to the fourth cranial nerve.

II. n. A trochlear or pathetic nerve
;
a pa-

theticus. Pathetic nerves, in anat.. the trochlear
nerves. See cuts under brain and eneephaltm.

pathetical (pa-thet'i-kal), a. \<pathetic + -al.]
Same

Every one lots forth his sprite,
In the church-way paths to glide.

Shale., M. N. D., v. 1. 888.

He left the barren-beaten thoroughfare,
Chose the green path that show'd the rarer foot.

Tennymn, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. The way, course, or track which an animal
or any other thing follows in the air, in water,
or in space : as, the path of a fish in the sea or
of a bird in the air; the path of a planet or

comet; Hie path of a meteor.
There is a path which no fowl knoweth, and which the

vulture's eye hath not seen. Job xxvlii. 7.

The stream adown its hazelly path
Was rushing by the ruln'd wa's.

i:i'i;i.i. A Vision.

3. Figuratively, course in life; course of ac-
tion, conduct, or procedure.

All the
fxit

/i of the Lord are mercy and truth unto such
as keep his covenant. Ps. xxv. 10.

I'll trust my Ood, and him alone pursue ;

His law shall be my ixitli ; his heavenly light, inv clue.

Quarlet, Emblems, iv. -1.

The paths of glory lend but to the grave. Gray, Elegy.
In the latter years of Queen Anne the shadow of Crom-

well fell darkly across the path of Marlborough.
Lecky, Eng. in Ibth Cent. i.

Aggregate path, in meeh. see aggregate. Beaten
path, a Paul frequently traveled over; hence, a well-
known, plain, or customary path or course.

The learned Dr. I'ocncke, as far as I know, is the first

Roropem traveller that ventured to go out of the beaten
path, and look for Memphis at Motrahenny and Mohan-
lllll>- Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 6R.

Free path, the distance which a molecule of a gas trav-
erses without encountering other molecules. The mean
free ;(A of the molecules of hydrogen under normal con-
ditions of pressure and temperature has been estimated
a-

...
.'

, millimeter i.i/'i.rvf/i See </(?.-- irreconcila-
ble paths. See irreeanrUable. Path Of integration.See tntegration.-To break a path, cross one*s path,

See the verbs. =Syn, 1 ami 3, Track, Trail, etc. See

Sweet invocation of a child ; most pretty and pathetical.

5Ao*., L. L. L., L 2. 103.

This very word "good" implies a description in itself
more pithy, more pathetical, than by any familiar exempli-
fication can be made manifest. Ford, Line of Life.

pathetically (pa-thet'i-kal-i), adv. If. Pas-

sionately. 2. In a pathetic manner ; in such a
manner as to excite the tender emotions or feel-

ings; affectingly.
patheticalness (pa-thet'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being pathetic ; pathos.
patheticus (pa-thet'i-kus), n.; pi. patltftici (-si).

[NL.: Bee pathetic.] In anat., one of the fourth

pair of cranial nerves; a trochlear or pathetic
nerve. See trochlear.

pathetism(path'e-tizm),n. [< ptitliet-ic + -.*>.]
Animal magnetism, or the practice of magne-
tizing; mesmerism.
The term pathetium has also of late been proposed.

tie Leuze, Anlin. Mag. (trans., 1848), p. 379.

pathetist (path'e-tist), H. [< pathet-iitm + -int.]
One who practises patriotism ; a mesmerizer.

pathfinder (path'fin'der), n. One who discov-
ers a path or way; an explorer; a pioneer.

By the Frenchers, and the red-skins on the other side
of the Big Lakes, I am called la Longne Carabine: bv the

Mohicans, a just-minded and upright tribe, what is left of

them, Hawk-eye ; while the troops and rangers along this
side of the water call me Pathfinder, inasmuch as I have
never been known to miss one end of the trail, when there
was a Mlngo, or a friend who stood in need of me, at the
other. Cooper, Pathfinder, i.

pathic (path'ik), o. [< Or. Trofl/xoc, taken in sense
of

'pertaining to disease,' < x66ot, disease: see

pathos.] Of or pertaining to disease.

pathic (path'ik), n. [< L. piithiriix. < Gr. Traflwdc

(see def.), lit. remaining passive, < iraffeiv, 2d
aor. of iraaxtiv, suffer, endure : see pathos.] A
male that submits to the crime against nature ;

a catamite. /{. Jonson.

pathless (path'les), n. [< path + -fcvw.] Hav-
ing no beaten way; untrodden: at*, a pathless
forest; a pathless wilderness.

pathology
There Is a pleasure in the ,*ii)ileu woods,
There Is a rapture on the: lonely sboie.

Byrun. < hlidc Harold, IT. 178.

There Is a Power whose can
Teaches thy way along that palhleti coast,
The desert and illimitable air.

Bryant, To a Watnf.ml.

pathoanatomlcal (imth-o-an-a-torn'i-kjil),!/. [<
iir. T</">/<

, <li-case, -f- aitirofij/, anatomy: 866
linn/mull, iniiitiiiiiti-iil.] Pertaining to morbid
anatomy.
pathobiblogical (path-o-bi-o-loi'i-kul), . Same
MfatlmliMjifiil. .Inter'. Jfat., XXIIi'113.

patnobiologist (iiatli-o-lii-oro-jist), . Same as

l>ntlioli>i/int. Amer. liut., XXII. 117.

pathogene (path'o-jen), . [< Gr. nathc, disease,
;, producing: see -gen.] A disease-pro-
inicrococcus. See JUicrococcug.

pathogenesis (path-o-jen'e-sig), n. [NL., < Gr.
K<\(i<;, did-.: -ir, generation.] The mode
of production or development of a disease.

pathogenetic (path'o-je-net'ik), a. [< patho-
</ ni'xui, after f/t-Hflif.] Same as pathogenic.
pathogenic (path-o-jen'ik), a. [< pathogen-oug
+ -ic.J Producing disease.

pathogenous (i>a-thoj'e-nus), . [< Gr. irAffoc,

disease, + -/fwfc, producing: see -gen.] Same
&s jxithoyenic.
The distinction of the bacteria intopathogenous and non-

pathogenous. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LV. 3M.

pathogeny (pa-thoj'e-ni), n. [Alsopatliogony;
< Gr. jraflof, disease, any passive state, + -ytvtia,
< -fevf/f, producing: see -geny.] Same as patho-
genesis.

pathognomonic (pa-thpg-no-mon'ik), a. [< Gr.

mil>o-/v<jfun'iKi'ir, skilled in judging of diseases, <

ir68of, suffering, disease,+ yvitfiuv, a judge, one
who knows or discerns, an examiner : see gno-
mon. ] In werf., indicating that by which a dis-
ease may be certainly known ; hence, belong-
ing to or inseparable from a disease, being
found in it and in no other

;
characteristic : as.

pathognomonic symptoms.
He has the true pathognommiic sign of love, jealousy.

ArlntUmot.

Every one Is asleep, snoring, gritting his teeth, or talk-

ing in his dreams. This is pathoynomonic ; it tells of Arc-
tic winter and its companion scurry.

Kaiu; Sec. Grlnn. Exp., L 431.

pathognomy (pa-thog'no-mi), n. [< Gr. iraOof,

suffering, feeling,+ ynpn a means of knowing.a
token or sign: aeegnome*.] The science of the

signs by which human passions are indicated.

pathogony (pa-thog'o-ni), u. [< Gr. jrdflbf, dis-

ease, + -yovia, < y' j-n
1

, produce : see -gony.]
Same as pathogeny.
pathographical (path-6-graf'i-kal), a. [< pa-
thoijrtipli-y + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to pa-
thography.
pathography (pft-thog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

disease, + -jpaifiia, < yp&qiioi, write.]
tion of disease.

pathol. An abbreviation of pathology.
pathologic (path-o-loj'ik), a. [= F. patho-
loyigue = Sp. patologico = Pg. pathologico = It.

patologico, < Gr. iraBolMymo*;, that treats of suf-

fering or disease, < mrooJojeiv, treat of suffer-

ing or disease : see pathology.] Of or pertain-
ing to pathology or disease.

pathological (path-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< patho-
logic + -al.] Same as pathologic. Pathological
anatomy. See anatomy.

pathologically (path-o-loj'i-kal-i), arfr. In a

pathologic manner; as regards pathology.
pathologist (pa-thol'o-jist), . [< patholog-y
+ -int.] One who treats of pathology; one
who is versed in the nature and diagnosis of
ilisrases.

pathology (pa-thol'o-ji), i. [= F. pathologic
= Sp. jHitiiloijiti = V^.jKilliologia=:lt.palologia,
< Gr. as if *xa0o/l

o)ia (< n-a6Y>/.o)fii>, treat of dis-

ease), for which was used jroSo/.o)/7/ (sc. Ttxwi,

art), < irA&os, disease, + -fayia, < /.tyetv, speak:
see -Hint/;/.] 1. The science of diseases; the
sum of scientific knowledge concerning disease,
its origin, its various physiological and ana-
tomical features, and its causative relations.
General pathology concerns the nature of certain morbid
conditions and processes that prevent themselves In vari-
ous diseases, as pyrexla. edema, and Inflammation. Spe-
cial pathology deals with morbid processes as united in

individual diseases : as, the rperial pathology of typhoid
fever or epilepsy.

The great value of mental pathology to the psychologist
Is that it presents to him the phenomena of mind (e. g.
feeling, imagination) in unusual intensity.

J. Sully, Outline* of Psychol., p. 683.

2. The totality of the morbid conditions and
processes in a disease.

A descrip-



pathology

The quantity and quality of the Mood play a weighty

part in tbeBOMobvy <>f insanity.

Maudxlcy, in Reynolds's System of Med., II. 50.

3 A discourse on disease Humoral pathology.
See humoral. -Vegetable pathology, that part of bot-

any which relates to the diseases of plants.

pathomania (patli-o-m^'ni-a), n. [NL., < far.

milfof, disease, + [navia, madness.] Moral in-

sanity.

pathometry (pa-thom'et-n), w. [< Or.
iraflpc,

disease, + -ftcrpia, <ufi7>ov,measure.] Literally,

the measure of suffering ;
the distinction of suf-

fering into different kinds
;
the perception, rec-

ognition, or diagnosis of different kinds of suf-

fering.
Some of you will remember the poor little thing . . .

who, only seven years old and having tubercle in the

brain said it wasn't headache he suffered from, it was

pain in the head. Pitifully accurate pathometry for such

a time of life ! Dr. Moxon, in Lancet

pathophobia (path-o-fo'bi-a), . [NL., < Gr.

wdOoc, disease, + -(pofiia, < fc/jiaSai, fear.] 1.

Morbid dread of disease; hypochondria. 2.

Morbid dread of any kind, including agora-

phobia, mysophobia, pyrophobia, etc.

pathophorous (pa-thof 'o-rus), a. [< Gr. iraflof,

disease, + -Qopoc,', < fyipitv = E. bear1
.] Path-

ogenic : applied to bacteria.

patliopoeia (path-o-pe'ia), . [< Gr. iraBovaua,

excitement of the passions (cf. irafiovoi6f, caus-

ing disease), < mzftx;, suffering, passion, disease,
'

iroteiv, make, do.] A speech, or figure of

J. M. JJtl IH I/O
J jjaiVUVO) ^ Al iJ. JfK i

IWWJ J^uii/.

Gr. irdflof, suffering, disease, misery; of the soul,

any passive emotion, violent feeling, a passive
condition, etc.

,
also sensibility, feeling ; < iraBelv,

2d aor. of KO.H^UV (perf. vevovtia}, suffer, endure,

undergo, receive or feel an impression, feel,

be liable, yearn ; < V naff, a^so m ntOos, long-

ing, yearning, desire, etc.; related to L. pati,
suffer: see patient, pasioit. Hence pathetic,

etc., and the second element in apathy, antip-

athy, sympathy, etc., homeopathy, etc.] 1. That

quality or character, as of a speech, an expres-
sion of the countenance, a work of art, etc.,

which awakens the emotion of pity, compas-
sion, or sympathy; a power or influence that

moves or touches the feelings ; feeling.

Or where did we ever find sorrow flowing foi'th in auch
a natural prevailing pathos as in the Lamentations of

Jeremy? South, Sermons, IV. i.

Our hearts are touched with something of the same

vague pathos that dims the eye in some deserted grave-

yard. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 348.

A richer, deeper tone is breathed into lyric song when
it is no longer the light effusion of a sprightly feeling or

sensuous desire, but the utterance of a heart whose most
transient motions are touched with the pathos of an infi-

nite destiny. J. Caird.

Specifically 2. In art, the quality of the per-

sonal, ephemeral, emotional, or sensual, as op-

posed to that of the ideal, or ethos. 3. Suffer-

ing. [Rare.]
Shall sharpest pathos blight us, knowing all

Life needs for life is possible to will !

Tennyson, Love and Duty.

pathway (path'wa), . A path; usually, a nar-
row way to be passed on foot; also, a way or
a course of life.

In the way of righteousness is life ; and in the pathway
thereof there is no death. Prov. xii. 28.

In suffering thus thy brother to be slaughter'd,

Thou showest the naked pathway to thy life,

Teaching stem murder how to butcher thee.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 2. 81.

And a deer came down the pathway,
Flecked with leafy light and shadow.

Longfellow, Hiawatha, iii.

patiblet (pat'i-bl), a. [< i,. patihilis, endurable,
< pati, support, endure: see patient.'] Suffer-

able; tolerable; that may be endured. Bailey.
patibulary (pa-tib'u-la-ri), a. [= F. patilnt-
laire = Pg. patibular = It. patiboliire, < L. pati-
oiilum, a fork-shaped yoke, a gibbet, < patere,
lie open: see patent^.] Of or pertaining to a

fork-shaped gibbet ; resembling a gallows.
Another was captivated with the patibulary aspect of

Turnip. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxxvi.

patibulatedt (pa-tib'u-la-ted), a. [< L. patibn-
latua, yoked, gibbeted, < pntibiihim, a yoke, a

gibbet : see patilmlary.'] Hanged on a gallows.
Tote, 1717.

_

patience (pa'shens), n. [< ME. patience, pa-
nV-,< OF. patience, patience, F. patience = Sp.
Pg. pacieiicia = It. pazienzia, pazie:a, < L. pa-
tientia, the quality of suffering or enduring,
patience, forbearance, indulgence, submissive-

ne8S,<patien(l-)K, suffering, enduring, patient :

ap aga
patience of heat or of toil.

If M More look so much on the pleasure that is in mar-

riage why setteth he not his eyes on the thanksgiving
for that pleasure and on the patience of other displeasures?

Tyndale,Ana. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.
, 1850), p. 166.

(6) The character or habit of mind that enables one to suf-

fer afflictions, calamity, provocation, or other evil, with a

calm unruffled temper ;
endurance without murmuring or

fretfulness; calmness; composure.

Whanne oure bewte schal aslake,
God send us pociens in oure olde age.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. SO.

She pined in thought,
And with a green and yellow melancholy
She sat like patience on a monument,
Smiling at grief. Shak., T. N., it 4. 117.

Many are the sayings of the wise, . . .

Extollinn patience as the truest fortitude.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 654.

(c) Quietness or calmness in waiting for something to hap-

pen ;
the cast or habit of mind that enables one to wait

without discontent.

He had not the patience to expect a present, but de-

manded one. Sandys, Travailes, p. 119.

Sad patience, too near neighbour to despair.
M. Arnold, The Scholar-Gipsy.

(d) Forbearance; leniency; indulgence; long-suffering.

Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all.

Mat. xviii. 26.

Hark'ee, Jack I have heard you for some time with

patience I have been cool quite cool; but take care!

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

(e) Constancy in labor or exertion ; perseverance.

The same nyght, with grett Diffyculty
and moche pa-

dens, we war Delived a horde into ower Shippe.
Torkington, Diarle of Eng. Travel!, p. 55.

He learnt with patience, and with meekness taught.
W. Harte, Eulogius ; or, the Charitable Mason.

2f. Sufferance; permission.
By your patience,

I needs must rest me. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 3.

3. A plant, the patience dock. See dock1
,
1.

4. A card-game: same as solitaire. Patience

muscle, the levator scapula;. To take in patience*,
to receive with resignation.

Tak al in pacience
Oure prisoun, for it may 11011 other be.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 226.

=Syn. 1. Patience, Fortitude, Endurance, Resignation.
Patience is by derivation a virtue of suffering, but it is

also equally an active virtue, as patience in industry, ap-

plication, teaching. Passively, it is gentle, serene, self-

possessed, without yielding its ground or repining; ac-

tively, it adds to so much of this spirit as may be appro-

priate to the situation a steady, watchful, untiring indus-

try and faithfulness. Fortitude is the passive kind of

patience, joined with notable courage. In endurance at-

tention is directed to the fact of bearing labor, pain, con-

tumely, etc., without direct implication as to the moral

qualities required or shown. Resignation implies the vol-

untary submission of the will to a personal cause of afflic-

tion or loss ; it is a high word, generally looking up to God
as the controller of human life. Resignation is thus gen-
erally a submission or meekness, giving up or resigning

personal desires to the will of God.

patient (pa'shent), a. and n. [< ME. patient, <

OF. pacient, F. patient = Sp. Pg. patients =
It. paziente, < L. patien(t-)s, ppr. of pati, suffer,

endure
;
akin to Gr. naaxeiv, ira6etv, suffer : see

pathos.] I. a. It. Enduring; physically able

to support or endure; having such a bodily
constitution as enables one to endure or to be

proof against : followed by of before the thing
endured: as, patient of labor or pain; patient of
heat or cold.

They [the Brazilians] are patient of hunger and thirst.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 847.

2. Having or manifesting that temper or cast of

mind which endures pain, trial, provocation, or

the like without murmuring or fretfulness
;
sus-

taining afflictions or evils with fortitude, calm-

ness, or submission
;
full of composure or equa-

nimity; submissive; unrepining: as, a patient
person, or a person of patient temper; patient
under afflictions.

Be patient toward all men. 1 Thes. v. 14.

Signior Antonio, many a time and oft

In the Rialto you have rated me
About my moneys and my usances ;

Still have I borne it with a patient shrug.
Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 110.

They [the cattle] wait
Their wonted fodder ; not like hung'ring man,
Fretful if unsupplied ; but silent, meek.
And patient of the slow-paced swain's delay.

Cowper, Task, v. 82.

I am impatient to he taught ; yet I am patient to be ig-
norant till I am found worthy to learn.

E. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 100.

3. Waiting or expecting with calmness or with-
out discontent; not hasty; not over-eager or

impetuous.

patination
\\'i\\\ patient heart

To sit alone, and hope and wait,
Nor strive in any wise with fate.

William Mnrrix, Earthly Paradise, II. 53.

4. Persevering; constant in pursuit or exertion;

calmly diligent.
Whatever I have done is due to patient thought.

Newton.

5. Capable of bearing ; susceptible.

Perhaps the name " llritisher
"
does not sound very ele-

gant, perhaps it does not exactly belong to the high-polite

style ;
but never mind that, if it is at least patient of the

better sense which I wish to put upon it.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 62.

Patient Intellect. See intellect, 1. =Syn. 2. Uncomplain-
ing, unrepining, long-suffering, brave. 4. Assiduous, in-

defatigable.

II. n. 1. A person or thing that receives im-

pressions from external agents; one who or

that which is passively affected : opposed to

agent.
Mr. Dudley spake to this effect : that for his part he

came thither a mere patient, not with any intent to charge

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 212.

Malice is a passion so impetuous and precipitate that it

often involves the agent and the patient.
Government nf the Tongue.

When we transfer the term "cause,
"
then, from arelation

between one thing and another within the determined
world to the relation between that world and the agent

implied in its existence, we must understand that there

is no separate particularity in the agent, on the one side,

and the determined world as a whole, on the other, such

as characterizes any agent and patient, any cause and ef-

fect, within the determined world.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 76.

2f. A sufferer.

So that poure pacient is parfltest lit of alle,

And alle parflte preestes to pouerte sholde drawe.
Piers Plouman (C), xiv. 99.

Specifically 3. A sufferer under bodily indis-

position undergoing medical treatment: com-

monly used as a correlative to physician or

nurse.

Some old Doctor or other said quietly that patients were

very apt to be fools and cowards.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iv.

Agent and patient. See agent.

patientt (pa'shent), v. t. [< patient, a.] Reflex-

ively, to compose (one's self) ;
be patient.

Patient yourself, madame, and pardon me.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 121.

patiently (pa'shent-li), adv. [< ME. patient-

liche; < patient -f -ly'
2
.] In a patient manner.

(a) With calmness or composure. (6) Without discontent,

murmuring, or repining ; meekly ; submissively, (c) With-
out agitation, undue haste, or eagerness, (d) With calm
and constant diligence : as, to examine a subject patiently.

patin
1
!,

An obsolete form otpate**,

patin2t, n. See patten?, 1 (c).

patina (pat'i-nii), n. [< L. patina, patena, a

broad shallow dish, a pan: see paten 1
, pan 1

.]

1. A bowl; a patella. 2. (a) An incrustation

which forms on bronze after a certain amount
of exposure to the weather, or after burial be-

neath the ground. It is, when perfectly developed,
of a dark-green color, and has nearly the composition of

the mineral malachite (hydrated carbonate of copper).
Such an incrustation, although very thin, is considered

to add greatly to the beauty of an antique object, espe-

cially of a bust or statue, and is of importance as protect-

ing it from further oxidation. Artificial and evanescent

patinas are produced by forgers of antiquities by the appli-

cation of heat or of acids, and in various other ways. Some
modern bronzes acquire a dark colored patina, which is a

disfigurement rather than an ornament. Elaborate inves-

tigation on the part of various chemists has failed to ex-

plain this ill-colored patina very satisfactorily. It is be-

lieved, however, that coal-smoke in large cities may be a

cause of its formation, as under such circumstances it

contains particles of carbonaceous matter; and, also, that

the present almost universal practice of putting consider-

able zinc into the bronze, to facilitate its casting, is one of

the causes of this defect. The dark color of the patina of

Japanese bronze has been shown, in a considerable num-
ber of cases at least, to be in all probability due to the

presence of lead in the alloy. Also patine. (&) By
extension, the surface-texture or -color which
other works of decorative art, as a wooden cabi-

net or the like, gain through the action of time.

(c) The surface, produced partly by accretion,

partly by discoloration and the effects of acid

in the soil, given to marble by long inhuma-
tion. 3. [cap.] [NL.] In conch., a genus of

gastropods. J. E. Gray, 1840.

patinated (pat'i-na-ted), a. [< patina + -ate1

+ -co"2 .] Covered with patina : as, a finelypati-
iidti-il coin.

patination (pat-i-nii'shon), n. [< patina +
-uliini.] The process of becoming or the state

of being covered with patina.
A virtuoso, valuing a coin at ten times its intrinsic worth

for time-hlacki-m-d imtiimtinn. ami adoring its rust.

X.andQ., 7th ser., V. 364.

Time had lent the superadded beauties of patination.

Soulayes Catalogue, Pref. to Bronzes, p. 106.



patine

patine (pat'in), . |< I''. /laiim; < L. iiiin<i. .1

dish: BeejMtMno.pOteK1 .] If. An obsolete I'DI-IM

of //iVl. 2. Same I\H ptitiiiti.
- (}.

patio (pat'i-o), . |Sp., 'iit. //// = IV- /"'-

/fa, /in/in, a iMiurl, pla/.a ; variously rel'erivd to

\,. pilti'ri; lie open, /iiiliil'i:.', l\ nio- open, Spread-
ing (Sl-e JMlll'lltl, /XllHllHIHf. I" 1"

.</
'"'""" ll

walk, public' square, etc., also distiino.-, spaci-

O Sp. ixi>iii-in, space) (see .I/MICI-); and to other

sources.] In Sj;iiii and Spanish-American

Patio, or Court, with Stairway, of a Mexican Mouse.

countries, a court or inclosure connected with
a house, and open to the sky.
A trim Andttluslan luiml-mnid ... led the way acrosa

a little patio or court, la the centre of the edifice.

Irving, Voyages of Companions of Columbus, p. 835.

We lay dowa on our MIL'S in the patio, and endeavoured
to sleep, as we knew we should require all our strength for

the expedition before us.

Lady Bramey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. li.

Patio process. See proceu.

patisht, patiset, * [< OF. patincr, make a stipu-

lation, <patis, putt:, an agreement, stipulation,

pact, <L. pactum, a pact: seepc<.] I. intrant.

To make a stipulation or agreement; stipulate.

Palsgrave.
II. trans. To stipulate for; agree upon.
The money which the pirates patched for his raunsome.

/

'

i,'". tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, ii.

patitur (pat'i-ter), n. [L., 3d pers. sing. pres.
hid. of pnti, suffer, endure: see patient.] Ec-

elts., the mark by which the absence of a preb-
endary from choir, either by sickness or leave,
was denoted. In either case he did not forfeit

any of his revenue. Imp. Diet.

patlettt (pat'let), n. Same as arming-doublet,
f'airholt.

patly (pat'li).aflfo. In a pat manner; fitly; con-

veniently. -Borrow, Works, II. xxvi.

patness (pat'nes), n. The state or quality of

being pat; fitness; suitableness; convenience.

The description with equal patnm may suit both.

Barrow, Works, I. xvli.

patois (pa-two'), n. [P., a dialect, < OF. patois,

jHithoys, patrois, a native or local speech, also

a village, < ML. as if *patrcnsis for patrifnsis,

native, a native, < 1,. pulrin, native country:
see niitriiil.] A dialect peculiar to a distr ' ' or

locality, in use especially among the peasantry
or uneducated da-ses : hence, a, rustic, provin-
cial, or barbarous form of speech.
An Italian Jew rails at the boatmen ahead, in the Nea-

politan jxifotx. /. Taylor, Lauds of the Saracen, p. 10.

\patuis, which is not properly a dialect, but rather cer-

tain archaisms, proverbial pnrases, and nxHles of pronun-
ciation which maintain themselves among the unedu-
cated side by side with the finished and universally ac-

cepted language. Loiretl, Blglow Papers, 2d BIT., Int.

patrelt, patrellet, . Middle English forms of

/iiiitn!
1

.

patres conscript! (pa'ire/. kon-skrip'tl). [L. :

patrex, pi. of /mti r, father; consrripti, pi. of CHII-

scnptus, pp. of COH.ICI iln ! . enroll, enlist: see

conscript.} Conscript fathers: fathers [and]
elect: a usual title of address of the senate of

ancient Koine. See CMMT/;>/. n.
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patria (pa'tri-ii), . [XL., < L. patrin, inii-'s

native land or" country ;
lit. fatherland, prop,

adj. (se. iimi, hind i. I'em. of jmlniix, pertaining
to I fa i he I-, < jinlir. father: tw^c paternal . futliir.

]

In :<ii>l., habitat; the place or region inhabited

by anv aniiiuil, and to which it is indigenous.

patrial (pa'tri-nl), 11. and n. [= OK. iin/rml.

piitni'l = It. palrinli; dj.,< XL. *initrinlix, of

or pertaining to one's native country, < L.

l>fiiria, one's native country: see patria.'} I.

n. In gram., a noun derived from the name of

a country, and denoting an inhabitant of that

country : as, Latin Troax, a Trojan woman ;

Latin Maeedo, a Macedonian.
II. a. In gram., of or relating to a family.

race, or line of descent; designating a race or

nation : applied to a certain class of words.

I.UU of names, personal, patrial, ethnic.
Amer. Jour. PhOal., VII. 209.

patria potestas (pa'tri-ft po-tes'tas). [L.: /.'-

tria, feni. of patriug, belonging to a father (see

patria) ; potestas, power, < posse, have power,
care.] In Horn, autiq., a fathers control and
dominion over his children born in the com-

plete Roman marriage, grandchildren, and other
descendants, extending in early times to the

power of life and death, and including the rights
of sale into servitude, and of emancipation or

discharge of the child from the privileges and
charges of the family. The child had no standing be-

fore the law under the head of private rights ;
if he enter-

ed Into a contract, the benefltewere acquired not for him-

self, but for his father. The public rights of the child, how-

ever, remained intact, as that of Toting and that of holding
a magistracy.

The patria potatat, to long as It lasts, gives to the father

the complete control of the son's actions.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 1.

patriarch (pa'tri-ark), n. [Early mod. E. also

patriark; < ME. patriark, patriarke = OF. pa-
triarche, F. patriarclie = Sp. patriarca = Pg.

patriarca, patriarcha = It. patriarca= D. G. pa-
triarch = Sw. Dan. patriark, < LL. patriarcha,

liiitriarches,< Or. iraTptapxr/c, the chief of a tribe

or race,< irarpta. lineage, a race (< vari/p, father),
+ apxtiv, rule.] 1. The father and ruler of a

family ; one who governs by paternal right ;

specifically, one of the progenitors of the Isra-

elites Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the sons of

Jacob; also, one of those Biblical personages
who were heads of families before the deluge :

the latter are termed antediluvianpatriarchs.

In that Toun dwelled Abraham the Patriark, a longe
ij in,-. Mandtmile, Travels, p. OS.

And the patriarch!, moved with envy, sold Joseph into

Egypt ; but Cod was with him. Acts vIL 0.

And thousand pairs of llulng things besides,
Vnclean and clean ; for t h

'

holy Patriark
Had of all kinds Inclosed In the Ark.

:-,'/,: -I: f. 1
I Of DU K.I til" '-

I I k-, II., ThC A I*.

Hence 2. In subsequent Jewish history, one
of the heads of the Sanhedrim after the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem and the dispersion, the patri-
arch of the Western Jews residing in Palestine,
that of the Eastern in Babylon. 3. In the early

church, and in the Orthodox Greek and other

Oriental churches, a bishop of the highest rank ;

in the Roman Catholic Church, a bishop of the

highest rank next after the Pope, in the early
church the highest dignity, which came In time to be

designated as that of patriarch, belonged from time Im-

memorial, and as was believed from apostolic days, to the

bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch these three

sees ranking as to dignity, precedence, and privileges in

the order named. The Council of Constantinople (A. D.

381) gave the bishop of that see prerogatives of rank next

after Rome, and the Council of Chalcedon (451) confirmed

this, decreeing that this canon conferred an equality of

prerogatives with Rome, still leaving the latter see, how-

ever, a higher rank. Since that tune Constantinople has

always stood at the head of the orthodox Oriental sees,

and since the sixth century Its bishop has borne the title

of ecumenical patriarch. The patriarchal dignity of Jeru-

salem was not recognized till the Council of Chalcedon.

Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem still

remain the four great patriarchates of the orthodox East-

ern Church. In 1682 Moscow was made a
patriarchate,

ranking next after these, but since 1721 the place of patri-
arch of Moscow has been represented by the Holy Govern-

iiiK Synod. Besides the orthodox Oriental patriarchs, there

are others, representing the Armenian, Jacobite, Coptic,
and other Oriental churches, and also Latin or Roman
Catholic titular patriarchs of the same sees. In the Ro-
man Catholic Church the Pope is regarded as having In

his papal capacity a rank superior to his rank as patriarch,
and the cardinals also take precedence of patriarchs.
There are also three minor patriarchs in the Roman Cath-

olic Church of the Indies, of Lisbon, and of Venice. The
title nf iiatriarch seems to have flrst come into use In the

Christian church In imitation of a similar title given to

the head of a Jewish patria. or group of communities.
In general usage it was apparently flrst given, without
definite limitation, to senior bishops or bishops of special
eminence. The bishops of the great patriarchal tees were
at flrst called archbinhapt (In the older sense of that title).

From tin fourth century the title of patriarch came to be

patriarchica!

commonly applied to lln iu-!,.,|. i U --i see*,
and is so used In imperial IIIWH of the >mli , mint. H
was not, however, till the' ninth < culmy tlmt it i>

nllic-tly liniiN-cl In lllc'iM'. KVIIII III", ]MC(ro|,.ilit:il>*, ;lli'l:i'c h

bishops rank next after patriarchs. Sec catlmliri*.

The ITimnti of all England was also Patriarch of all t he

BrIHsh Islands. K. A. freeman, .Norman Conquest, \

In correctness of speech, we are assured by Theodora
Balsauion. the 1'atriarch of Antioch is the only Prelate

olio has a claim to that title the proper appellation of

the Bishops of Rome and Alexandria being Pope; of Con-

stantinople and Jerusalem, Archbishop.
J. H. Ktalt, Eastern church. I. li.

4. One of the highest dignitaries in the Mor-
mon Church, who pronounces the blessing of

the church. Also called erangt-list. 6. A ven-

erable old man ; hence, figuratively, any object
of patriarchal or venerable aspect.

The monarch oak, ilie patriarch of the treat,
shoots rising up, and spreads by slow degree*.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., lit 1068.

He took bis place once more on the bench at the Inn

door, and waa reverenced a* one of the patriarch* of the

village. Irriny, .Sketch- book, p. 04.

Limbo of the patriarchs. See limtxi.

patriarchal (pa'tri-ar-kal), . [= K. ////>-
arcal = Sp. patriarcal = Pg. juili'itirclnil = It.

patriarcale, < NL. 'patriarchalts, < LL. palri-

archa, patriarch: see^Mtrmrc/i.] 1. Of or per-

taining to a patriarch : as, patriarchal power or

jurisdiction.
As Rome was the mother cltlc of the world, so, by hu-

mane Institution, we suffered ourselves to be ranged umlei

vatriarchall authority, as being the most famous In the

West. lip. llaU, ApoL against the Brownlsts, xxllL

2. Subject to a patriarch: as, a patriarchal
church.

Mosul Is in same for ( loth of Gold, and silks for fertll-

Itie, and for the Patriarchal! Sea of the Nestorian Chris-

tians. i"vrcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 77.

3. Pertaining to or of the nature of a patri-

archy.
The Patriarchal theory of society is, as 1 have said, the

theory of its origin In separate families, held together by
the authority and protection of the eldest valid male as-

cendant. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 19ti.

4. Resembling or characteristic of a patriarch ;

venerable.

,The sire turns o'er wi' patriarchal grace
The big ha'-bllile, ance his father's pride.

Buna, Cottar's Saturday Mght.
Also patriarchic.

Patriarchal cross. Sec crwwi .
- Patriarchal dispen-

sation, the period preceding the Mosaic dispensation,
during which each patriarchal head of a family was the

priest of his own household.

patriarchalism (pa'tri-ar-kal-izm), H. (X pa-
triarchal + -ism.] That political condition or

organization in which the chief authority of

each tribe or family resides in a patriarch ; pa-

triarchy.
There are unquestionably many assemblages of savage

men so devoid of some of the characteristic features of

Patriarchalifm that It seems a gratuitous hypothesis to

assume that they had passed through it

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 204.

patriarchally(pa'tri-ar-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a patriarch; in accordance with patri-
archalism.

patriarchate (pa'tri-iir-kat), n. [=F. patriar-
cat = Sp. patriarcatlo = Pg. patriarchado = It.

patriarcato, < ML. patriarchates, the condition
of a patriarch, < LL. patriarchaj patriarch : see

patriarch.'] 1. The office, dignity, or status of

a patriarch ; also, the period of office of a pa-
triarch.

Is not the Chiefe of them accus d out of his owne Booke
and his late Canons to affect a certaine unquestionable /'"

triarchat, Independent and unsnbordinate to the Crowne ?

Hiltmi, Reformation In Eng., II.

Proclus, bishop of Cyziciim, perhaps an unsuccessful
rival of Xestoiius for the patriarchate.

Scha/, Hlit. Christ Church, III. f 137.

2. The residence of a patriarch. 3. The com-

munity or province under the jurisdiction of a

patriarch.
In its earliest times, the Eastern Communion contained

but two Patriarchate*. Alexandria and Antioch.
J. M. Seale, Eastern Church, L 21.

4. A patriarchy or patriarchal community.
They thought of nothing but to have great families,

that their own relations might swell up to a patriarchate.
Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S8\ I. 706.

patriarchdomt (pii'tri-ark-dum), . [< patri-
arch + -//.] The jurisdiction or dominion of
a patriarch. Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

patriarchic (pa-tri-a'r'kik), a. [< LL. patriarchi-

es, < Gr. KaTpiapx'iuk, pertaining to a patriarch,
< varptapxiK, a patriarch : see ptitriarch.] Same
as patriarchal.

patriarchicalt (pa-tri-ar'ki-kal). . [< >>ntn-

+ -/.] Same as patriarchal.



patriarchism

patriarchism (pa'tri-ar-ki/.m), . [< />nlrir<-h
+ -i.im.] Government by a patriarch or tin-

head of a family, who is both ruler and priest.

patriarchship (p&'tri-tok-ehip), . [< putri-
(in-li + -ship.] The office of a patriarch.

patriarchy (pa'tri-ar-ki), n. [= F. patriordnte
= It. patriarchia, < Gr. ira-pia/>xia, a patriarch-

ate, < irarpiapxris, a patriarch: see patriarch.]
1 . A community or aggregation of related fam-
ilies under the authority and rule of a patriarcli
or the eldest valid male ascendant. 2. A sys-
tem of government by patriarchs. 3. The com-

munity or ecclesiastical province under the

jurisdiction of a patriarch.

patricht, AMiddle English form ofpartri(l;ii:

patrician 1
(pa-trish'an), a. and n. [Formerly

also patritian; < F. patricien, < ML. as if *pa-
trieianus, < Ii. patricius (> It. Sp. Pg. patrido),

rarely also patritius, of the rank or dignity of

the patres, < pater, father, pi. patres, the sena-
tors or nobles, 'the fathers': see patres con-

scripti and father.'] I. a. Belonging to or com-

posed of the patres or fathers (the title of the

senators of ancient Rome); hence, of noble

birth; noble; senatorial; not plebeian: as, pa-
trician families

; patrician influence.

II. n. 1. In ancient Rome, a descendant or

reputed descendant ofone of the original citizen

families
; hence, in general, a person of noble

birth.

There hath been in Rome strange insurrections ; the

people against the senators, patricians, and nobles.

Shak., Cor., iv. 3. 15.

The plebs, like the English commons, contained families

differing widely in rank and social position, among them
those families which, as soon as an artificial barrier broke

down, joined with the patricians to form the new nobility.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 526.

2. Under the later Roman empire, a title or dig-

nity conferred by the emperor, often upon per-
sons of plebeian blood, or even upon foreigners.
It was frequently given to propitiate the good will of a

powerful chief. The title was conferred by Pope Stephen
on Pepin the Short, and was assumed by certain rulers, as

Charlemagne.
Some worthy Duke or Patrifian of Venice . . . hadbeene

some benefactor to the Towne. Coryat, Crudities, I. 152.

No kings of Angles or Saxons ruled by an Imperial com-
mission

;
none bore the title of Consul or Patrician of the

ancient Commonwealth.
Ji. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 229.

3. A member of an influential class in certain
German and Swiss cities in the middle ages. 4.

One who is familiar with the works of the early
fathers of the Christian church. Coleridge.
[Rare.]

Patrician2 (pa-trish'an), H. [< Patricias (see
def.) -f- -an.] A member of a Christian body,
probably of the fifth century, followers of one
Patricius, who held dualistic doctrines.

patricianhood (pa-trish'au-hud), n. [< patri-
cian 1 + -hood.'] 1. The quality or character of
a patrician ; nobility of birth.

In Virginia, with its headquarters at Richmond, there
was a good deal of ancestral patricianhood.

Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 142.

2. Patricians collectively; the nobility; the

body of those claiming honor from their de-
scent. [Rare in both uses.]
patricianism (pa-trish'an-izm), 11. [< patri-
cian1 + -ism.'] Claim to honor and preference
on the score of noble descent

;
the doctrine of

inequality of birth.

Simple manhood is to have a chance to play his stake
against Fortune with honest dice, uncogged by those
three hoary sharpers, Prerogative, Patricianism, and
Priestcraft. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 280.

patriciate (pa-trish'i-at), n. [< L. patriciatus,
the rank or dignity of a patrician/ patriciux, a
patrician: see patrician^.] 1. The dignity or

position of a patrician, in any sense of that
word.
The nobility of office and what I may perhaps call the

nobility of elder settlement, such as that of the Roman
patriciate, are only two ways out of many in which certain
families have risen to hereditary preeminence over their

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 309.

2. Patricians collectively; the patrician order;
the aristocracy.
While the privileges of the old patriciate rested on law or

perhaps rather on immemorial custom, the privileges of
the new nobility rested wholly on a sentiment of which
men could remember the beginning.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 526.

3. The period during which the holder enjoyed
the dignity of patrician.
We hold that this was the villa near Salena where the

deposed Emperor Nepos was slain, during the patriciate
of Odoacer. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 146.

patricidal (pat'ri-si-dal), a. [< patricide + -al.]
Relating to patricide ;' parricidal. Imp. Diet.
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patricide
1
(pat'ri-sid), n. [= Sp. It. patrici<lti.

< L. as if *patrici(la (the supposed orig. form of

pitrricitla. a parricide: see parricide^), < puti-r

(patr-), father, + -cida, < csedere, kill.] A mur-
derer of his father. Imp. Diet.

patricide- (pat'ri-sid), . [= Sp. It. jHitriciilin,

< L. as if *patricidium (the supposed orig. form
of parricidium, parricide: see parricide^), <, pa-
ter (patr-), father, + -cidium, < cxdere, kill.]

The murder of a father. Imp. Diet.

Patrick (pat'rik), n. A dialectal variant of par-
trtdge.

patricot (pat'ri-ko), n. [Thieves' slang.] A
hedge-priest or orator among gipsies and beg-
gars. Also patercove.

Aim. A supercilious rogue ! he looks as if

He were ihepatrico
Mad. Or archpriest of Canters.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

A Patrice amongst Beggars is their priest, euery hedge
beeing his parish, euery wandring harlot and rogue his

parishioners. Dekker, Belman of London (ed. 1808), sig. C. 3.

patrimonial (pat-ri-mo'ni-al), a. [= F. patri-
m(iitiI = Sp. Pg. patrimonial= It. patrimoniale,
< L. patrimonialis, pertaining to a patrimony,
< patrimonium, patrimony: see patrimony.]
Pertaining to a patrimony; inherited from an
ancestor or ancestors : as, a patrimonial estate.

He that saw
His patrimonial timber cast its leaf

Sells the last scantling, and transfers the price
To some shrewd sharper, ere it buds again.

Cowper, Task, ill. 752.

Patrimonial or hereditaryJurisdiction, that jurisdic-
tion which a person exercises over others by right of in-

heritance, or as owner of an estate.

patrimonially (pat-ri-mo'ni-al-i), adv. By way
of patrimony; by inheritance.

patrimony (pat'ri-mo-ni), n. [= F. patrimoine
= Sp. Pg. It. patrimonio, < L. patrimonium, a

paternal estate or inheritance, < pater (pair-) =
E. father: see father.] 1. A right or an estate
inherited from one's ancestors; property fall-

ing to a person on the death of his father;
heritage.

I pray you stand, good father, to me now ;

Give me Bianca for my patrimony.
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 4. 22.

A gem but worth a private patrimony
Is nothing ; we will eat such at a meal.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. C.

A patrimony which neither kings nor potentates can
bequeath to their offspring.

D. Webster, Speech at Concord, Sept. SO, 1834.

2. A church estate or revenue
;
the endowment

of a church or religious house,

patriot (pa'tri-qt or pat'ri-ot), n. and a. [< F.

patriote = Sp. Pg. patriota = It. patriotto = D.
G. Sw. Dan. patriot, one who loves his country,
< ML. patriota, < Gr. traTpiurqc, a fellow-coun-

tryman, < trarpia, a race (cf. irar/ticx;, from the

forefathers, hereditary), < irartip = L. pater =
E. father: see father.] I. n. A person who
loves his country, and zealously supports and
defends it and its interests.

There are times and seasons when the best patriots are

willing to withdraw their hands from the commonwealth,
as Phocion in his latter days was observed to decline the

management of affairs. Dryden, King Arthur, Ded.

Such is the patriot's boast, where'er we roam,
His first, best country ever is at home.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 73.

II. a. Patriotic ; devoted to the welfare of
one's country: as, patriot zeal.

Ah, let not Britons doubt their social aim,
Whose ardent bosoms catch this ancient flre !

Cold interest melts before the vivid flame,
And patriot ardours but with life expire !

Shenstone, Elegies, ii.

To shake thy senate, and from heights sublime
Of patriot eloquence to flash down flre

Upon thy foes, was never meant my task.

Cowper, Task, ii. 217.

patriotic (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'ik), a. [= F. pa-
triotique = Sp. patri6tico = Pg. patriotieo =
It. patriottico, patriotic, < ML. patrioticus, < Gr.

7raTpjT(Kdf, pertaining to descent or race, or
to a fellow-countryman, < Trarpiurtii;, a fellow-

countryman: see patriot.] 1. Full of patriot-
ism; actuated by the love of country. 2. In-

spired by the love of one's country; directed
to the public safety and welfare.

O Thou ! who pour'd the patriotic tide
That stream'd through Wallace's undaunted heart,

Who dared to nobly stem tyrannic pride.
Or nobly die, the second glorious part.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

patriotical (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'i-kal), a. [< pa-
triotic + -al.] Same aspatriotic. [Rare.]

patriotically (pa-tri- or pat-ri-ot'i-kal-i), adv.
In a patriotic manner.

patrol

patriotism (pa'tri- or pat'ri-ot-izm). it. [< F.

patriotiiiiue = Sp. Pg. patrioOtmo = It. patriot-
ti.-<iii<> = D. G. patriutixHiim = tiw.patriotimn =
Dan. piitriutixnie; as patriot + -/*/.] 1. Love
of one's country; the passion which moves a

person to serve his country, either in defending
it from invasion or in protecting its rights and
maintaining its laws and institutions.

Being loud and vehement, either against a court or for

a court, is no proof of patriotism. . . . Where the heart is

right, there is true patriotism.
Bp. Berkeley, Maxims, Kos. 2 and 32.

All civic virtues, all the heroism and self-sacrifice of

patriotism, spring ultimately from tlie habit men acquire
uf regarding their nation as a great organic whole, identi-

fying themselves with its fortunes in the past as in the

present, and looking forward anxiously to its future des-

tinies. Lecky, Bug. in 18th Cent., ii.

2. Love of country embodied or personified;
patriots collectively.

Aristocratism rolls in its carriage, while Patriotism can-
not trail its cannon. Carlyle.

Patripassian (pa-tri-pas'i-an), . [< 1SL. patri-
passiatius (see def.), < L. i>ater (patr-), father,
+ pati, pp.passus, suffer, endure: see patient,
pnnsioH.] A Monarchian who denied the dis-

tinction of three persons in one God, and held
that there is only one divine Person, who in his

eternal nature was termed the Father, but in

his incarnation the Son, and who suffered in

the passion as the Son. The term is said to oc-

cur first in literature in a treatise of Tertul-

lian, about A. D. 200. Compare Sabellian.

Patripassianism (pa-tri-pas'i-an-izm), . [<

Patripassian + -ism.] The doctrines peculiar
to the Patripassians.
patrist (pa'trist), n. [< L. pater (patr-), father,
+ -ist.] One who is versed in the lives or

works of the fathers of the Christian church.

patristic (pa-tris'tik), a. [< F. patristique ; as

patrist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the fathers
of the Christian church : as, patristic theology ;

patristic writings.

patristical (pa-tris'ti-kal), a. [< patristic +
-al.] Same as patristic.

patristically (pa-tris'ti-kal-i), adv. In a pa-
tristic manner

;
after the manner of the Chris-

tian fathers.

patristicism (pa-tris'ti-sizm), n. [< patristic
+ -ism.] The doctrines or mode of thought of

the fathers of the church
; patristic thought or

literature.

Patristicism, or the science of the fathers, was thus es-

sentially founded on the principle that the Scriptures con-
tain all knowledge permitted to man.
J. W. Draper, Hist. Intellectual Development of Europe, x.

patristics (pa-tris'tiks), n. [PI. of patristic:
see 'ic*.] That department of study which is

occupied with the doctrines and writings of the
fathers of the Christian church. Also called

patrology.
patrizatet, v. i. [< LL. patrizatw, pp. of pa-
trizare, patrissare, imitate one's father, < L.

pater, father: see father.] To imitate one's
father.

In testimony of his true affection to the dead father in
his living son, this gentleman [Waterhouse] is thought to

hare penned that most judicious and elegant Epistle, and
presented it to the young Earl [Essex], conjuring him by
the cogent arguments of example and rule to patrizate.

Fuller, Worthies, Hertfordshire, II. 45.

patrocinatet (pa-tros'i-nat), r. t. [< li.patro-
cinatus,pp. of patrocinari (> It. patrocinare =
Pg. Sp. Pr. patrocinar^ F. patrociner), protect,
defend, support, < patrocinium, protection, de-

fense, patronage : see patrociny.] To patron-
ize; countenance.
Unless faith be kept within its own latitude, and not

called out to patrocinate every less necessary opinion, . . .

there is no way in the world to satisfy unlearned persons
in the choice of their religion.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 299.

patrocinationt (pa-tros-i-na'shon), w. [< L. as
if *patrocinatio(n-}, < patrocinari, protect: see

patrocinate.] Countenance
; support ; patron-

age.
Those shameless libels, those patrocinations of treason.

Bp. Hall, St. Paul's Combat, i.

patrocinyt (pa-tros'i-ni), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

patrocinio, < L. patrodnium, protection, patron-
age, < patromis, a protector, a patron: see pa-
tron.] Patrocination.

'Tis a vain religion which gives patrociny to wickedness.

Waterhouse, Apology (1653), p. 240.

patrol (pa-trol'), F. ; pret. ondpp.pafroBsd, ppr.
patroUinfj. [= D. patrouilleren = G. patrotil-
liren = Sw. patriillerti = Dan. patrollere, <

F. patrouiller = Sp. /m/nillur = Pg. patnil-
har = It. pattut/liare, patrol ;

the same word



patrol

as F. iidtrouilli-r, paddli- or dabble in (lie wa-
ter, paw, paw alioiil, OF. /mli'iiiiilli r, also

without tlir unont;. medial
/', iinlniiillcr, \(-

r, F. diiil. i>ntnilli r, i><itrn,ull< r (also willi

(lilt, term., /nitiii/ni'i-. pitti-tint/Hrr, putrii/ni-r, pii-

t<nii/i
:

r), jiiiilillr
or ilalilili' in water, begrime, be-

smear. = Sp. palutlitr,\>niM\i- or wade through
inuii (whence appur. in camp use the exten-
sion of tin 1 word to 'patrol' in general); with
a. dim. trrm. F. -miill-er, etc., of freq. force, <

OF. i>ut<; pniii; V. /ntlti- (= Sp. Pg. pata), the

paw or foot of a beast or bird, in vulgar use
also the hanil of a person, etc. Cf. ( i . //(/,
an instrument for striking, the hand, also a

puddle, niire./M/.sT/f-fH.s-x, a webfoot, web-footed

bird, /iiifxclii'ii, strike, tap, dabble, waddle,
splash, dial. pat..m, strike, pat (but prob. not
related to E. pat: see pat 1

). The D. pool
= MLG. LG. pote = G. pfote = Dan. pote,

paw, belongs with E. paw: see paw1
. It is un-

certain whether the verb or the noun precedes
in E. use: see the noun.] I. intrans. 1. To
go the rounds in a camp or garrison ;

march
about in order to check disorder or irregular-

ities, as a guard.
These out-guards of the mind are Bent abroad,
And still patroliny beat thu neighbouring road.

Sir K. Blackmore, Creation, vl.

2. To go tho rounds in a city, as a body of po-
lice.

II. trans. To perambulate or traverse in all

directions, as a patrol in a camp, garrison, town,
harbor, etc., for the purpose of watching, guard-
ing, or protecting ; go over or through in all di-

rections as a patrolman.
The chief part of the stories, however, turned upon the

favorite spectre of Sleepy Hollow, the headless horseman,
who had been heard several times of late patrolling the

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 443.

adrons of

country.

This intervening country was patrolled by squ
cavalry for the purpose of intercepting their pro

Prewott, Ferd. and Isa., i 8.

patrol (pa-trol'), [Formerly zlaopatrole; =
D. patroelje = G. patrolle = Sw.patrull = Dan.

patrol, < OF. patrouille, patouilte, F. patrouille
= Sp. patrulUi = Pg. patmlha = It. pattuylia, a

patrol: seepatrol, .] 1. A walking or march-

ing round, as in a camp, garrison, town, or other

place, in order to watch and protect it.

And the sheriffs, mounted "alia cappariaonee." with their

blue coat attendance, rode the petrorille [read patrouillf]
about the city almost all night, and no one attempted to
make a bonllre. North, Examen, p. 580.

2. The guard or personswho thus go the rounds
;

specifically, a police constable whose duty it

is to perambulate a "beat" or district for a
certain number of hours, for the protection
of life and property, and the preservation of
the peace; also, such constables collectively.
Flank patrols. See fanki. Horse-patrol. Same

as mounted patrol. Mounted patrol, an armed man or a

body of armed men performing patrol duty on horseback.

patrollotism (pa-trol'ot-izm), n. [< V.patrouil-
lotimue, < patrouille, patrol, + dim. -ot + -iitme,

E. -ism.'] A system of military police or patrol.

[Kare.]
The caricaturist promulgates his emblematic tablature :

Le Patrouillotisine chassant le Fatriotisme, Patriotism
driven out by I'atrallutinn. Carlyle, French Rev., I. vli. 1.

patrolman (pa-trol 'man), H.; pi. patrolmen
(-men). 1. A member of the police force of a
town or city who patrols a certain " beat "

;
one

of the patrol ; a policeman ; specifically, in

some large cities of the United States, a mem-
ber of the principal body of the police force

ranking below a roundsman.
The patrolman expressed a preference for a promenade

with us. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 627.

Hence 2. One who goes over a certain course

examining something, as the condition of an
electric circuit.

The chief lineman should have under his care all pole
lines and outside construction of all kinds. . . . He should
also have charge of the carbon-setters and urc-patrolinfn.

Klectrio Rev. (Amer.), XVI. 16.

patrology (pa-trol'o-ji), H. Same as patrixtirn.

patron (pa'tron or pat'ron), n. and a. [< ME.
patron, patroun, a patron, defender, also a pat-
tern (see pattern), < OF. patron, F. patron, a

patron, protector, master, captain, skipper, etc.,
also a pattern, model, = Sp. patrono, patrmi. a

patron, also a pattern, = Pg. patrono = It. pa-
trono, padrone, a patron, master, etc. (see pa-
drone), = D. patroon = G. patnnir = Sw. Dan.

patron, a patron, < L. ptitroiimt, a protector, pa-
tron (of individuals, or of cities or provinces),
also a defender in a court of law, an advocate,
pleader, etc.. in ML. an example, also a pattern.
model, < pater (pair-), father: see father. Cf.

4881

i, pailroiir, and finttcrx, doublets of pa-
ii'"n."\ I. . 1. One who holds a relation of su-

periority and service analogous to that of a

lather; hence, a protector.
I shall be brief and plain. All what my father,
This country's patron, hath discours'd is true.

Beau, and ft.. Laws of Candy, I. 2.

Specifically (a) Among the Romans, a master who hail

freed his slave, or a father who had emancipated his child

and retained some rights over him after his emancipa
tlon those who succeeded to the master or father, aa i In

case might be, usually becoming the patrons In his place
(6) A Roman of iligtlnctlon under whose protection an

other, called the client, placed himself.

It Is the client's duty
To wait upon his j*itmn.
Fletcher (and HaaiwjerT). Lovers' Progress, r. 1.

(c) In Or. antio., an advocate or pleader ; a guardian ; an
official or legal Intermediary.

At Athens . . . domiciled strangers metocl were
subject to a small stranger's tax, had heavier pecuniary
burdens than the native citizen, were required to serve in

the army and navy, and needed a patron for the transaction
of legal business. Woolsey, Introd, to Inter. Law, ( 03.

2. One who protects, countenances, supports,
or encourages a person or a work; an encour-

ager, protector, or favorer: as, & patron of the
fine arts.

He is the pyes pafroun and putteth It In hire ere,
That there the thorne is thlkkcst to buylden and hreue.

Pitrs Plowman (B\ xlL 227.

Books such as are worthy the name of books ought to
have no patrons but truth and reason.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 36.

Hugh was a patron of learned men, and a founder of
monasteries. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. ISO.

3. A special guardian or protector; a saint
whose special care is invoked, and who is re-

garded as a special guardiau : as, St. Crispin,
the patron (or patron saint) of shoemakers.

St. Nicholas was deemed the patron of children In gen-
eral, but much more particularly of all schoolings, amongst
whom the 6th of December (the saint's festival) used to be
a very great holy day, for more than one reason.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. II. 215.

4. Eccles., one who has the right to present a

clergyman to an ecclesiastical living, or to other

preferment; the person who has the gift and
disposition of a benefice. See patronage, 3.

In 1253, however, he (Innocent IV.) recognised In the
fullest way the rights of patrons, and undertook to abstain
from all usurped provisions. Stubbs, Const. Hist,, i 384.

6. A master; a host or landlord.

Half-a-dozen little boys carried It to the inn, where I

had to explain to the patron, in my best Spanish, that we
wanted a carriage to go to the baths.

Lady Braaey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. x.

6t. The master or captain of a galley or other
vessel

;
the officer in command of a ship.

A good new shippe whiche mad never Jorney a fore of

viij C tnnne. The name of the Patrotte was callyd Thomas
Dodo. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel), p. If..

The . . . great master sent one of his gal Masses, whose
patron was called messtre Boniface.

Halcluyt's Voyages, II. 76.

7t. A cartridge-case, a small cylinder of lea-

ther, wood, or metal : same as bandoleer, 3
; by

extension, a larger case for holding several

cartridges. Cat. Spec. Ex. S. K., 1862, No. 4732.

8f. A pattern ; a model ;
an example. See

pattern.
Trewly she

Was her cheef patron of beaute.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 910.

Ther wasse dewly proved iij. qnarteris of brod clothe

convayed In pecea, as hit aperelh by patrons of blacke

paper in our Comen Kofer of record.

Emjluh QUdt (E. E. T. S.), p. 321.

Patrons of Husbandry, an association of American agri-

culturists, commonly known as Granger*. See grange, 4.

II. a. Chosen as patron ; supposed to act as

patron; tutelary: as, & patron saint,

patron (pa'tron or pat'ron), v. t. [< patron, n.~\

To treat, conduct, or manage as a patron ; pa-
tronize.
A good cause needs not to be patron'd by passion.

Sir T. Krmrne, Rellgio Medici, I. 5.

Skinner, ... an undistinguished person of Oxford, pa-
troned by Dorset R. W. Dixan, II 1st. Church of Eng., xvli.

patronage (pat'ron-aj or pa'trpn-aj), n. [< F.

patronage = Pg. ]>airona</c = 'It. 'patronaai/io.

patronage, < t/LL.patronaticum, homage or ser-

vice due to a patron, < L. patronns, a patron:
seonnfron.] 1. The position of or the aid af-

forded by a patron ; the countenance or sup-
port of a patron or of patrons : often used in

the sense of countenance or favor shown in

a patronizing or superciliously condescending
way.

If there was a little savor of patronage in the generous
hospitality she exercised among her simple neighbors, it

was never regarded aa more than a natural emphasis of
her undoubted claims to precedence.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 61.

patronizer

When AiMlfon t'CKan bis rciirn . . . 1

toll's, opposite Will'*. Butt'lII llMlt )>< ru ,1
- t\:itll ill Illr

('oliritlTW of \\ :n \U' k's fiiMlily, Ulin llll'lrl ttl< ;..(',

I'f Vll'lisun kfpt a ' '-(Il-f llMll^r nil fill :vill!|| ^i,l( I tt KllS-

M-l street. Thackeray, English lluniMiiWs, p. lo.

2. (iiiardianship, as of a saint.

Aiming the Roman Cathollcks every vessel Is recom-
mended to the patronage of some particular saint.

Addiion.

3. The right of presentation to a church or <-

.l,.-i;i-.ii,.|i] I,,. n.. lie.-. Ecclesiastical patronage Is re-

stricted to endowed and established churches. It was
abolished In the Church <>t Scotland in 1874, but still pre-
vails almost universally in the < hurcli <>( Knglund.

Let me add, the enntlKulty ..f live i -ix Mammm. the

patronage ot the livings about ft, and, what Is none <>f the
least advantages, a good neighborhood.

Kr<lVn, Diary (1623), p. 7.

4. The control of appointments to positions in

the public service ; also, the offices so control 1 ei I .

He [the President of the United States] has . . . the ex-
clusive control of the administration of the government,
with the vast patronage and Influence appertaining to the
distribution of Its honors and emoluments : a patronage
so great as to make the election of the President the rally-

Ing point of the two great parties that divide the country.
John C. Calhoun, Works, I. 220.

The senators of each State divided their patronage to
suit themselves, fulfilling the pledges of the last election
and bribing voters for the next. ff. A. Kev., CXUI. 577.

Arms Of patronage, In ><rr. . arms added by governors of

provinces, lords of the manor, patrons of benetlces, etc.,
to their family arms, as a token of superiority, right, or

jurisdiction.

patronage! (pat'ron-aj or pa'tron-nj), r. t. [<

patronage, n.] To patronize or support ;
main-

tain
;
make good.
Win. And am not I a prelate of the church ?

Ulnu. Yes, as an outlaw In a castle keeps
And useth it to patronage bin theft

Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., 1IL 1. 48.

patronal (pa'tron-aj or pat'ron-al), a. [< LL.
patronalis, pertaining to a patron, < L. pln>-
niis, a patron: see patron.'] Acting the part of

a patron; protecting; favoring. [Kare.]
Their penates and patronal gods might be called forth

by charms. Sir T. Brmrne, Vulg. Err.

patronate (pa'tron-at or pat'ron-at), H. [= F.

patronat = Sp. "ptttronato, patrona:go = Pg.
patronado, patronato, patrnnao = It. patronatu
= D. patronaat = G. Sw. Dan. patroual, < LL.
patronatus, the quality or condition of a pa-
tron, patronship, < L. patronus, a patron, n pro-
tector: see patron."] The right or duty of ,1

patron. Westminster Her. [Kare.]
patroness (pa'tron-es or pat'ron-es), H. [< ME.
patronex, patronyxe, < OF.;*a<rc*ie, F. patroa-
ncsse, < ML. patroniasa, a female patron, fern,

of L. patronus, patron : see patron.} A female

patron.
Mistress Wilkinson was "a godly matron and . . . sin-

gular patroness to the good saints of God and learned bish-
"

, quoted in J. Bradford's Letters (Parker Soc., 1853),

III. 30.

She . . . was ever their sure refuge and support, their
kind and merciful patroness and friend.

Bp. Atterbvry, Sermons, I. vl.

patronization (pa'tron- or pat*ron-i-za'shon),
n. [(.patronise + -ation.] The act of patron-
izing; patronage. Also spelled patronisation.
[Kare.T

patronize (pS'tron-iz or pat'ron-iz), r. t.; pret.
and pp. patronized, ppr. patroniring. [< F. pa-
troniser, be a patron; as patron + -ize.] 1.

To act as patron toward ; give support or coun-
tenance to; favor; assist: as, to patronize an
undertaking; to patronize an opinion.
The great Addlson began to patronize the notion.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, I. 21.

Patronizing a ready-made clothing establishment, he
had exchanged bisvelvet doublet and sable cloak, with the

richly-worked band under his chin, for a white collar and
cravat, coat, vest, and pantaloons.

Uatrlhorne, Seven Gables, viii.

2. To assume the air of a patron toward; no-
tice in a superciliously condescending way.
Spruce . . . had a weakness for the aristocracy, who,

knowing his graceful Infirmity, patronized him with con-
descending dexterity. Ditratli, Sybil, I. 2.

And patronizes the learned author In a book-notice.
The Century, XXVI. 285.

3. To ascribe to a person as patron or the re-

sponsible party. [Rare.]
For all the king's royal bounty amongst them, mentioned

In my former, they patronized upon the queen debts to the
amount of above 10,000.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 138.

Also spelled natronix* .

patronizer (pa'tron- or pat'ron-i-zer), n. One
who patronizes; one who supports, counte-

nances, or favors; a patron. Also spelled pa-
troniser.



patronizer

Phyodexius, that vain-glorious patronizer of dissensions
and erroneous doctrines.

P. Skelton, Deism Revealed, viii.

patronizing (pa'tron- or pat'ron-i-zing), p. a.

Betokeiiing the condescension of a patron ;
con-

descendingly or superciliously favorable : as, a

patronising smile. Also spelled patronising.

patronizingly (pa'tron- or pat ron-I-zing-li),
(tile. With the condescension or air of a pa-
tron; condescendingly. Also spelled patronis-

fr

patronless (pa'tron- or pat'ron-les), a. [< pa-
tron + -fev.v.] Destitute of a patron.
The Arts and Sciences must not be left patronless.

Shaftesbury, Advice to an Author, ii. 1.

patronomatology (pat-ro-nom-a-tol'o-ji), n. [<
Gr. Tmri/f> (mir/j-), father, + ov<i/m(T-), name,
+ -Aoyi'a, < '/.iyciv, speak : see -ology. Gt.oitoma-

lology. ] The branch of study which is concerned
with personal names and their origins.

patronymic (pat-ro-nim'ik), a. and n. [= F.

patroiiymii/iie = Sp. patronimico = Pg. It. pa-
tronimlcH, < LL. patronymicus, < Gr. miTpuvofu-

K6f, pertaining to one's father's name, < rmri/p

(irarp-), father, + bvoua, omua, a name. Cf. ;e-
ronytnie.'] I. a. Derived from or constituting
the name of a father or ancestor.

II. . A name derived from that of parents
or ancestors: as, Tydides, the son of Tydeus;
Pelides, the son of Peleus

; Fitzwilliam, the son
of William; Williamson, the son of William;
Pavlovitch, the son of Paul

; Maedonald, the son
of Donald; in general use, a family name; a
surname. The usual Anglo-Saxon patronymic
ending was -ing (see -4ng3).

We miss the austere republican simplicity which thought
the ordinary citizen sufficiently commemorated afterdeath

by the bare record of his name, patronymic, and deme on
hia tombstone. C. T. Newton, Art and Archaeol., p. 204.

patronymical (pat-ro-nim'i-kal), a. ^patro-
nymic + -a/.] Same as patronymic.
patroon (pa-tron'), n. [< D. patroon, a protec-
tor, patron: see patron.'] One who received a

grant of a certain tract of laud and manorial

privileges, with the right to entail, under the
old Dutch governments of New York and New
Jersey. The privileges of the patroons were finally ex-

tinguished about 1860, as a result of the efforts of the
Antirent party.

He that within four years would plant a colony of fifty
souls became lord of the manor, or patroon.

Bancroft, Hist, U. 8., II. 281.

Patroons were originally members of the West India
Company, and, on certain conditions as to colonizing, en-

joyed semi-feudal rights over their purchased territory.
The Nation, Jan. 8, 1886.

patroonship (pa-tron'ship), j(. [< patroon +
-ship.'] The privileges or position of a pa-
troon.

The good Oloffe indulged in magnificent dreams of for-

eign conquest and great patroonshipft in the wilderness.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 143.

Pattalorhynchian, .

chite.

patte (pat), n. [F., a paw, foot, flap : see pa-
trol.'} 1. In costume, a narrow band of stuff

applied to a garment, whether for utility, as
when it retains in place a belt or sash, or for
mere decoration. Pattes are sometimes used
to set off a rich application of any sort, as a
jewel. 2. A small strap or band used in tail-

oring and dressmaking for holding together
two parts of a garment which just meet and do
not overlap. The patte may have a button at
each end, or a button and a buttonhole, etc.

patt6, pattee (pa-ta'), a. [Also patee, patty;
'. OF. patte,
broad - pawed,
broad - footed,
in her. pattee,
< patte, paw:
see patte.} In

her., spreading
toward the ex-

tremity; in the
case of a cross, having each of its arms spread
ing or dovetail-shaped. A\soforme, fnrmy. See
also cut under

Form of Patte

Same as Passalorhyn-

A cross patte is a cross small at the centre and widening
towards the extremes.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 118.

pattemar (pat'e-mar), n. See patamar.
pattenH, An obsolete form of paten1

.

patten2 (pat'en), n. [Formerly also pattin, pat-
tine, paten ; early mod. E. patci/ii, < ME. paten, <
OF. patin, a clog, footstall of a pillar (F. patin,
aclog, a skate), < pate, F. patte, a paw, foot: see
patlc, pawl.] 1. In. buihtiny : (a) The base of
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a column or pillar. (l>) The sole for the foun-

dation of a wall. (c\) The sill in a timber-

framing. Also written

patand, patin. 2. A
shoe with a thick wooden
sole; a clog. From the be-

ginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, a peculiar device was
used for the same purpose,
formed of an iron ring with
two or more uprights, sup-

porting a wooden sole which
was thus lifted several inches
above the ground. This ringed

patten has been used in England until a recent time, but
has been little known in the United States.

Se, so she goth on patens faire and fete.

Court of Love, 1. 1087.

She np with her pattens, and beat out their brains.

Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIII. 2S8).

You make no more haste now than a beggar upon pat-
tens. B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

The Patten now supports each frugal Dame,
Which from the blue ey'd Patty takes the name.

Gay, Trivia, i. 281.

Women went clicking along the pavement in pattens.

Dickens, David Coppertield, Ix.

3. A stilt. [Prov. Eng.]
Artach are certeyne longe patentee of woodde of almost

syxe handfuls in length, whiche they make faste to theyr
note with latchettes, and therwith performe theyr iorneys
with great celeritie.

R. Eden, tr. of Sigismundus Liberus (First Books on
[America, ed. Ai-ber, p. 325).

To run on pattens*, to clatter : said of the tongue.

Stil hir tounge on pattens ran,

Though many blowes she caught.
Taming of a Shrew (Child's Ballads, VIII. 185).

patten2 (pat'en), r. i. [< patten'*, n.~] To go on

pattens. Dickens, Bleak House, xxvii. [Rare.]

pattened (pat'end), a. [<.patten%, n., + -frf2.]

Wearing pattens or clogs.
Wherever they went, some pattened girl stopped to cour-

tesy. Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xxiii.

patter
1
(pat'er), ?-. [Freq. otpafl. Cf. puttie^,

paddle^.] I. intrans. 1. To make a quick suc-

cession of small sounds by striking against the

ground or any object : as, the pattering of rain-

drops on a roof.

Then all at once the air was still,

And showers of hailstones pattered round.

Wordsworth, Poems of the Fancy, iii.

Only thro' the faded leaf

The chestnut pattering to the ground.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, xi.

2. To move with quick steps, making a succes-
sion of small sounds; hence, to make a succes-
sion of small sounds resembling those of short

quick steps or of falling rain or hailstones.

Pattering over the boards, my Annie who left me at two,
Patter she goes, my own little Annie, an Annie like you.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

Only the pattering aspen
Made a sound of growing rain.

Lowell, Singing Leaves.

II. trans. To cause to strike or beat in drops ;

spatter. [Rare.]
And patter the water about the boat

J. K. Drake, Culprit Fay, st. 19.

patter
1

(pat'er), . [< patter^, .] A quick
succession of small sounds: as, the patter of
rain or hail

;
the patter of little feet.

patter2 (pat'er), v. [< late ME. patren, < *pater,
< OF. pater, short for ML. paternoster, F. pate-
n6tre, the Lord's Prayer ;

in allusion to the low
indistinct repetition of this prayer in churches :

see paternoster. But prob. in part a particular
use of patter

1
(of. patter-song).'] I. intrans. 1.

To repeat the Lord's Prayer ; hence, generally,
to pray.
But when men are wealthy, & wel at their ease, while

our tung pattereth vpon our praiers a pace : good God, how
many mad waies our minde wandereth the while !

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1673), fol. 44.

2. To talk
; especially, to talk glibly or rapidly,

as a cheap John in disposing of his wares.

[Slang.]
Your characters . . . make too much use of the gob-box ;

theypotter too much ; . . . there is nothing in whole pages
but mere chat and dialogue.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, i.

O, yes ! I gives 'em a good history of what I has to sell ;

patters, as you call it ; a man that can't isn't fit for the
streets. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 15.

The fishermen had gathered about a third, who sold

cheap and tawdry ornaments, but who could patter.
Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 951.

3. To repeat something again and again in a
rapid or mumbling way; mumble; mutter.

Ever he paired on theyr names faste,
That he had them in ordre at the laste.

Brno the Plowman lerned his Patertioster (Hazlitt's Early
[Pop. Poetry, I. 215).

pattern

II. trans. To repeat rapidly or often, espe-
cially in a hurried, mumbling way; repeal hur-

riedly and monotonously; mumble; mutter:

as, to pa ttcr prayers.
Thousands, while the priest pattereth St. John's gospel

in Latin over their heads, cross themselves with, I trow, a

legion of crosses.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 18r.ii), p. (II.

Fitz-Enstace, you with Lady Clare

May bid your beads, and patter prayer
1 gallop to the host. Scott, Marmion, vi. 27.

To patter flash, to talk slang ; speak the language of

thieves. [Slang. ]

patter2 (pat'er), (. [< patter"*, i'.] 1. Talk, es-

pecially glib or fluent talk; the oratory of a

cheap John in disposing of his wares.

Two, who dealt in china, as if to make np for their poor
patter, threw cups and saucers recklessly into the air,

breaking them with great clatter.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 951.

2. Gossip; chatter.

She rather looked forward to meeting some of them, to

have a good patter with them, and see if she had that ex-

traordinary comical patois for which she was once fa-

mous the Romany of Australia.
//. Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, Ixii.

3. The dialect or patois of a class; slang; cant:

as, gipsies' patter; thieves' patter. [Colloq. or

slang.]

patter* (pat'er), v. t. [Australian.] To eat.

The aboriginal adding however the question
" You pat-

ter potehuni 't

" "
Yohi," said John, rather doubtful, for he

is not sure how his stomach will agree with the strange
meat. A. C. Grant, Hush Life in Queensland, I. 236.

patterer (pat'er-er), w. One who patters ; spe-
cifically, one. who endeavors to sell his wares
by long harangues in the public thoroughfares.
[Slang.]

I have no doubt that there are always at least 20 stand-

ing patterers sometimes they are called "boardmen"
at work in London.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 235.

Running patterer. a professional hawker of "last dying
speeches," "confessions," "extras," "second editions" of

newspapers, etc., who describes the contents of his papers
as he goes rapidly along. [Thieves' slang, London. ]

The running patterers . . . seldom or never stand still.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 236.

pattern (pat'orn), n. [Early mod. E. paterne,
patten; a later form of patron (of. apron, prpn.
as if spelled apern): see patron.'] 1. An origi-
nal or model proposed for imitation; an arche-

type; an exemplar; that which is to be copied
or imitated : as, the pattern of a machine. See

pattern-malcer.

I will be the pattern of all patience ; I will say nothing.
Shot., Lear, iii. 2. 37.

I think you are a truly worthy gentleman,
A pattern and a pride to the age you live in.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 4.

I have not only been a Mold but a Pattern for you, and
a Model for you. Conyreve, Way of the World, v. 4.

I do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate,
but as an example to deter.

Junius, Letters, xiii., To the Duke of Grafton.

Hence 2. A sufficient quantity to make a com-

plete article from : as, a pattern of dress-ma-
terial. 3f. Something resembling something
else

; hence, a precedent.
Well could I bear that England had this praise,
So we could find some pattern of our shame.

Shalt., K. John, iii. 4. 16.

4t. Something made after a model
;
a copy.

Where most rebellions and rebels be, there is the ex-

press similitude of hell, and the rebels themselves are the

very figures of fiends and devils, and their captain the

ungT&ciovts pattern ot Lucifer and Satan, the prince of dark-
ness. Book of Homilies (1673).

5. A part showing the figure or quality of the
whole

;
a specimen ;

a sample.
A gentleman sends to my shop for a pattern of stuff ; if

he like it, he compares the pattern with the whole piece,
and probably we bargain. Sirtft.

6f. An instance; an example; emphatically, a
model example.
What God did command touching Canaan concerneth

not us otherwise than as a fearful pattern of his just dis-

pleasure against sinful nations. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

If thou delight to view thy heinous deeds,
Behold this pattern of thy butcheries.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2. 54.

7. A design or figure corresponding in outline

to an object that is to be fabricated, and serv-

ing as a guide for determining its exact shape
and dimensions; in moldint/, the counterpart
of a casting in wood or metal, from which the
mold in the sand is made. 8. In unmix., a spe-
cimen struck in metal by the mint as a model
or sample for a proposed coin, but not ulti-

mately adopted for the currency. Thus, the
Gothic'crown of Queen Victoria, struck us :> model for a
crown piece, but never adopted for currency, is a pattern.

\proof, on the other hand, is an early impression struck



pattern

from dies used for the production >.( coins actually cur-

rent. Sir jifaij.

9. A deeoruiivi- design Intended to oe cam*
out in :niv manufacture; hence, ;-ueIi a design

irhen executed i I*, & Hitr\g )>(iltt'rn ; a heraldic

ii : silk in- daniiisk (if ;i Ix-iint iful \iiilti,n.

Many manufacture of ornamental gcKl i, have IllventOTS

in their employment, who receive wages or salaries for de-

siuniiin imttffiix, .-xactly an others do for copying im-iii .

I v. TV imli\iilii:i! si. HI.- in the tower has a pa carved

upon it, not soaxto hi-i-uk Its outline, but sullkicnt to re-

lieve iiny idea of inoiiotiiny.
J. FeryuaoH, HlBt. Indian Arch., p. 421.

10. Ill tjtiH-mnkiiiii, tin- distribution of shot in

a target* at which :i shot -gun is fired. In a circle

called the "killing-circle" by sportsmen and gun-makers

(which at a range of 40 yards Is from fll to .TO inches in di-

ameter), the shot should bo evenly distributed, so that

there can he no poaalhility of escape for (tame witlim l!i

periphery of this circle. The more uniform the distribu-

tion of the shot the better Is the pattern. The number of

shot in ib.- putt. -ni varies widely, according to the size of

the shot, which is selected In accordance with the kind

of game sought. To secure the desired pattern it is some-

times necessary to re-bore the barrel of a gun several

times.-Dambrod, frill, hawthorn, onion, pome-
granate, etc., pattern. See the qualifying words.

Declared pattern, the number of pellets of a given sue,

which, with a given weight of the shot and a given weight

of a specified kind of powder, a shot-gun is stated by the

maker to be able to deliver and distribute in a "killing-

circle
"
of a stated diameter at a prescribed ranue, and with

a good degree of uniformity in the distribution. Sec def.

10 = Syn. 1. Mixlel, Ideal, etc. See example.

pattern (pat'orn), P. t. [< pattern, .] 1. To
make in imitation of some pattern or model ;

C(.|l\ .

Let any reasonable man judge whether that Kings

Reigne be a fit time from whence to pattern* out the Con

stitutiou of a Church Discipline.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., I.

2. To serve as a pattern, example, or prece-
dent for.

For men, by their example, pattern out

Their imitations.
B. Junmn, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Hi example will live in the memory of those who knew
him as one to be patterned after. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LX. 49.

3. To cover with a design or pattern. 4t. To

match; parallel.

The likeness of our mishaps makes mo presume to pat-

tern myself unto him. Sir P- Sidney, Arcadia, h.

My past life

Hath been as continent, as chaste, as true,

As I am now unhappy ; which is more
Than history can pattern. Stab, W. 1., ill. 2. 37.

pattern-book (pat'era-biik), M. 1. A book

containing designs of industrial work, espe-

cially of embroidery, lace, or the like, whether

in manuscript or printed. 2. A kind of album

or blank-book in which patterns, as of cloth, arc

pasted. Compare pattern-card, 1.

pattern-box (pat'ern-boks), n. In wearing: (a)

A box at each side of a loom in which are

placed a number of shuttles any of which may
be thrown along the shed by an automatic de-

vice, according to the pattern of the fabric.

See pattern-chain and pat-

tern-cylinder. Also called

shuttle-box. (6) The box

perforated to accord with

the harness-cards of a Jac-

quard loom. Also called

l>ri.tm or a/Under.

pattern-card (pat'em-
kiird), . 1. (a) A piece
of cardboard to which a

sample or specimen of

cloth, velvet, or the like

is attached. Hence (fe)

A number of such pieces
of cardboard, forming
a sort of book, or fold-

ing alternately so as to

open out in a long strip

and exhibit, at one time,
a number of patterns of

stuff. 2. In weaving, one

of the perforated pieces of

cardboard used in the Jac-

(|ii;ivd attachment to a

loom. The cards are joined

together in a flexible endless

chain, and pass over the pnttern-lxix. each In turn con-

trolling the harness-system. Whenever a hole in a card

and one in the box coincide, the corresponding rod con-

nected with a warp-thread enters the hole and its warp-

thread is raised. See ioroni.

pattern-chain (pat'ern-ehfa), . In teeming,

a, device for automatically bringing the shut-

tles to the picker, according to the sequence

required by the pattern. In one form, in the shut-

tle-boxes at flu- ends of the race, the links of the chain
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vary in height, so as to raise the rod connected iih the

iliiittle-lxue* more or less, thus bringing one shuttle or

another int.. |.>.itioii U> he struck by the picker.

pattern-cylinder (pat'em-sil'in-der), w.

ii-ritniig, a cylinder, or in some forms of loom a

wheel, with projections
so arranged on its pe-

riphery that its movement shall control the h:ir-

ness-systemand the pattern-boxes, and thus fix

the pattern of the woven fabric. Also called

pattern-drawer (pat'ern-dra'er), 11. One who

designs or prepares patterns for any kind of.

ornamental manufacture.

pattern-maker (pat'ern-ma'ker), n. In MM*.

i-injiii., a workman who makes the patterns used

by moldersin foundry-work. These patterns are usu-

ally made, In the first instance of pine or mahogany, the

pattern-maker working from drawings. If the patternsIlttlllMII-IIItUUJI Wl MIIH !>" v* auB * -- - i j V
are to he much used, they are frequently duplicated in

metal, the pattern after casting being filed and scoured

smooth, then warmed, and coated with wax. Metal pat-

terns have the advantage of not warping like wood pat-

terns. Patterns are also sometimes made of plaster of

I'aris swept by templets while in a plastic state. This

method has been successfully applied In architectural

ironwork in the production of cornices and analogous

forms. Pattern-making is a distinct trade, requiring great

skill in wood-working, combining as It does the finest

joinery-work with the art of wood-carving and the ability

to read and interpret the most complicated meclianica

pa'ttern-molder (pat'ern-mol'der), n. One who
makes molds for iron castings. Simmondg.

pattern-reader (pat'ern-re'd&r), n. One who

arranges textile patterns. Simmond*.

pattern-shop (pat'ern-shop), n. In a foundry,

factory, etc., the room, building, or department
in which patterns are prepared.

pattern-Wheel (pat'ern-hwel),i. 1. In a clock-

movement, the count-wheel, or locking-plate
of

the striking part. Its notches determine the

number of blows to be struck in regular order.

2. In wearing, same as pattern-cylinder.

patter-song (pat'er-s&ng), n. In music, espe-

cially in comic operas, a song whose principal

characteristic is a multitude of words rapidly

sung or spoken to a simple melody.
I call the man a pedant who prefers a symphony to a

patter long or a good breakdown.
Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 20.

pattinsonize (pat'in-son-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

pattinsnni:ed, ppr. pattinsoniang. [So called

from H. L. Pattinson, a metallurgist of Newcas-

tle-on-Tyiie, England.] In metal., to treat by
the Pattinson process. See process.

pattle
1
(pat'l), v. and . [Freq. of pafl; now

usually paddle : aeepaddlef.] S&me&s paddle*.

[Prov. Eng.]
pattle

2
(pat'l), . Same as paddle*. [bcotch.J

Paulician

1 In lint., slightly or loosely articulate; IV-

jointed. 2. In .'""'-. h:mn- few joints: op-

posed to nniltitii'lirithiti'.

paucidentate (pa-si-den'tat)
,/ \< L. pMMK

few, little, + ,l,;it<ilil*. toothed. < liens = f.

tnntl,.] Slightly dentated; having few teeth,

as a leaf.

pauciflorous (pa-si-flo'rus), . [< L. paucus, few,

little, + flox (flor-), flower.] In hot., few-ttow-

p'aucifolious (pa-si-fo'li-us), a. [< L. P",
few, little. + tot iii HI, leaf.] In bot., few-leafed.

paucify (pii'si-fi), r. '.; pret. and pp. paurilird,

ppr. paucifginy. [< L. wtucus, few, little,+ fa-

rm, make (see -/y).] To make few.

We thought your exclusion of bishops out of the upper

house . . . had been . . . to paucify the number of thoae

vou conceived would countervote you.y
liritM Mmom 1848 (Harl. Misc., VII. 028). (I>on.)

pauciloquent (pa-sil'6-kwent), a. [< L. paucus

few, little, + hquen(t-)s, ppr. of fo</i, speak,
talk.] Uttering few words; saying little.

[Rare.].

pauciloquy(pa-sil'o-kwi)
a speaking but little, <

Thou need na start awa' sae hasty,
WT bickering brattle !

I wad be laith to rln an' chase thee,

Wl'murd'ringpottfc.'
Burnt, To a Mouse.

patty1
(pat'i), n.

; pi. patties (-\z). [F. pate, a

pie, a pasty: see panty*.] A little pie ;
a pasty:

as, a chicken patty; oyster patties.

patty2 (pat'i), a. Same a,spatte.

patty-cake, pat-a-cake (pat'i-kak, pat'a-kak),
n. [< pat

1 + 2 + o/iA-e 1 .] A children's game
played by patting the hands together to a

nursery rime.
He played patty-cake steadily with Porley, looking at the

others out of the corner of his eye.

Harper'* Mag., LXXIX 119.

Endless Belt of Pattern-

cardsof lacquard Loom. i>,

cards; 6. revolving cylinder
or prism which carries and
slults the cards.

pattynt, An obsolete form of paten
1

.

patty-pan (pat'i-pan), n. It. A small pan used

for baking patties. 2. Any small pan in which

to bake a cake. 3f. A patty. Lamb's Cookery,

1710. [Rare.]
Patulipalla (pat'u-li-pal'&), n. pi. [NL., < L.

patuht.t, lying open, 4- palla, a mantle: see

jHitiilHiix and /<//.] An order of Conchifera

having an open mantle deficient in siphons:

equivalent to the Oxtracea of Cuvier. Latri'ill/'.

lias.

patulous (pat'u-lus), a. [< L. patiilus, lying

open, <i>atere~, lie open: see patenfl. Ct. petal.]

1. Spreading.
The i*ttiilinix teak, with Its great leathern leaves.

P. Kotnntan, Under the Sun, p. 19.

Specifically (a) In &<><., spreading slightly; expanded :

as, a patulota calyx; bearing the flowers loose or dis-

persed- as a patulnta peduncle. (6) In entom.. noting

wings which when at rest are longitudinal, or nearly so.

but near the body, and partly overlapping each other, as

in certain moths.

2. Gaping: patent; having a spreading aper-
ture.

pau (pa), . Same as pa*2 .

pauchty, n. See panghty.
pauci-articulate (pa'si-ar-tik u-lat), a. L<

"

liaiicim, few, little, + articiilatun, articulate.]

.^^ .., - paucus, few, little, +
.speak. CLpauriloquent.] The utterance

of*few words. [Rare.]

paucinervate (pa-si-ner'vat), a. [< L. JMUCUK,

few, little, + nervus, nerve.] Having but few

nerves, or slightly veined. Thomas, Med. Diet.

pauciradiate (pa-si-ra'di-at), a. [< L. paucus,

few, little, + radius, ray : see radiate.'} Having
few rays, as a fish's fin.

paucispiral (pa-si-upi'ral), a. [< L. paucus, few,

little, + smra, a fold, coil : see spiral.'] Having
few whorls or turns : as, the paucispiral opercu-

lum of a gastropod ;
a paucispiral shell. See

cut under oiierculum.

paucity (pa'si-ti), . [= F- paucite = It. pau-

cita,< L. paucita(t-)s, a small number, fewness,

scarcity,? paucus, few, little, = E. few: seefew.}

1. Smallness of number; fewness.

That Qod Indgeth according to the pluralltie or pauciUe

... of merits or demerits. Purehat, Pilgrimage, p. 140.

There is no evidence that the Holy Office ... was fully

organized before the reign of Isabella. This is perhaps

imputable to the paucity of heretics In that kingdom.
Prexott, Ferd. and Isa., L 7.

2. Smallness of quantity ;
scantiness.

This defect, or rather paucity of blood ... Is unagree-

able ... to many other animals : as may be observed in

lizards, in frogs, and divers flshji.^
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., I1L 21.

It is the abundance, not paucity, of the materials . . .

(tradition] supplies . . . that makes the difficulty.

Darkam, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 125.

paughie (pa'ge), n. Same zapurgu.

naughty, pauchty (pach'ti), a. [Cf. V.pochen,

7>o<7f-/,,boast,makeashow.] Proud; haughty;

petulant; saucy; malapert. [Scotch.]

Ask not that pauyhty Scottish lord,

For him you ne'er shall see.

The (Jay Uott-Uau-k (Child's Ballads, III. -JM>.

pauk. n. See pawk1
.

paukie, pauky, . See pawky.
paul 1

,
n. Seejxitrf.

paul- (pal), r. t. [Perhaps same as palP.] To

puzzle. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

pauldron (pal'dron), . [Also nouldron, powl-

dron, poldern, polnm, paleron; < ME. paleron,

polrynge, polrond, < OF. cxpalteron, a shoulder-

plate, espauleron, shoulder-bone (= Sp. esj>al-

daron, a shoulder-plate), < espalle, F. epaule, the

shoulder: see spaul, and cf. epau-

let.'] The armor of the shoulder

when it is a piece separate from
that of the body and of the

arm. Specifically, the elaborate defense

introduced about 1400, consisting of

splints, sliding one over the other, or of a

single piece so formed and secured by piv-

ots that, as the arm was raised, it moved
toward the neck, falling again by its own

weight as the arm was lowered. The

pauldron of the right shoulder was usu-

ally smaller than that of the left, to allow

of freer movement of the sword-arm, and *, *

especially for passing the lance under the

armpit when couched. The pauldron of the close of the

fifteenth century forms an inseparable part of the articu-

lated and elaborated suit of plate-armor. See epaulet.

Paulian (pa'li-an), ii. [< L. Paulianus, of or

belonging to one named Paulus, < L. Paulus,

Paulltts, a proper name (see def. ).] A member
of a Unitarian body founded in the third century

by Paul of Samosata in Syria. He denied that

the Holy Spirit and the Logos were persons.
Paulianist (pa'li-an-ist), . [< Paulian + -i*<.]

Same as Paulian.

Paulician (pa-lish'au), . [< ML. PaiiliHanus, <

Paiilim ( see def. ).]

"
A member of a sect, proba-
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ened placenta, and numerous seeds each wilhawhite deli-

cate lace-like wing. The tree is a favorite in cultivation,
bly founded by Constantine of Syria during the
latter half of the seventh century, which held
the dualistic doctrine that all matter was evil, regions, but is injured by more northern winters
believed that Christ, having a purely ethereal paul-pbstt (pal'post), n. Same a,spawi-l>itl.
body, suffered only in appearance, and rejected Paul's betony. See betony.
the authority of the Old Testament and reli- Paul's mant. See man.
gious ordinances and ceremonies. The sect is said paultert r.

'

An obsolete form of palter
to have become extinct in the thirteenth century. The h&n1tArlv4 n An obsolete form of nalterlu
name is probably derived from their high regard for the Paulteriyt, An < otpaiterly.

apostle Paul. paultingt, . A variant of pelting?. G. liar-

it is at least undoubted that the Paulicians and Bogo- '*'^#'

miles as well as the Catharists and the Albigenses are to paumt, l'. t. An obsolete form otpalm1
.

be traced back to Manichceism (and Marcionitism). paume 1
*, n. A Middle English form of palm 1

.

Encyc.Brit.,XV.iS7. paume2
(pom), n. [F.,Tprop.jeudepaume,palm-

Pauline (pa'lin), a. [< L. Paulinus, Paullinus, play: see palml, n., 7.] A French game, the
of or belonging to one named Paulus, < Paulus,
Paullus, Paul.] Of or pertaining to the apostle
Paul, his doctrines, or his writings : as, Pauline

theology; the Pauline epistles.
Paulinism (pa'lin-izm), . [< Pauline + -ism.]
The doctrines or teaching of St. Paul; the
Pauline theology. According to the Tubingen school

same as palm-play.
Paume at Vei

j. f It was in the hall of the Jen de
ersailles that the famous revolutionary meet-

ing of the Tiers Etat was held in 1789.

paunce 1
!, [ME. : seepaunch, pauncher.~\ 1.

An obsolete variant of paunch. 2. In armor:
(a) Same as cuirass. (6) Body-armor of linked
mail

; also, the brigandine, in the sense of any
coat of fence for the lower part of the body.

sharp conflict took place in the apostolic church between Also paunch.
the followers of Paul and those of Peter. The former re- nannce-'* fnnTis'* Komn O a !/>/>/> ,, ,,*,,

garded Christianity as a universal religion, the latter as a S, /
(Pan

^'
"

A
bame as panee, pansy.

phase or development of Judaism. The doctrines of these pauncn (panch or panch), n. [Early mod. E.

panch, panche (dial, ornaut. still alsopanch); <
ME. paunche, pawnche, panche.paunce, paunch,
belly, = D.pense,pens = MLG. pause = MHG.
panze, G.panzen,pansen,pantsch; < OF. panche,

of theology, founded by Ferdinand C. Baur (1792-1860), a

sharp conflict took place in the apostolic church between

. s o
supposed ppostolic schools are known respectively as Paul-
intern and Petrinism. Paulinism is also used toi signify
more specifically the teachings of the Pauline epistles, es-

pecially with reference to divine sovereignty, election, etc.

Paulinism cannot be identified with Qentile Christianity
in the ordinary sense as it is known to us from the post-
apostolic age. Andover Rev., VII. 218.

Paulinist (pa'lin-ist), n. [< Pauline + -ist.~]

One who favors or holds to the Pauline theol-

ogy, especially with reference to the doctrine
of election.

Two antagonistic parties of Paulinists and Auti-Paulin-
ists. Quarterly Rev., CXXVI. 482.

Paulist (pa/list), n. [< L. Paulus, Paul,+ -4st.~]

One of a body of Roman Catholic monks who
profess to follow the example of the apostle
Paul, also called Paulites or Sennits of St. Paul.

pance, paunch, belly, a great-bellied doublet,
F. pause = Walloon panchie = Pr. pansa, panga= Sp. panza,pancho = It. panda, panza = Wal-
lachian pentece, < L. pantex (pantic-), paunch,
belly, bowels.] 1. The belly; the abdomen.
He shal haue a penaunce in his paunche and puffe at ech

a worde. Piers Plomnan(li), xiii. 87.

The merit of his wit was founded upon the shaking of a
fat paunch. Steele, Guardian, No. 42.

2. Specifically, in zool., the rumen. See cut
under ruminant. 3. Naut. Seepanch, 2. 4f.
Same aspaunee1

,
2.

work..

Paullinia (pa-lin'i-ji), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737),
named after C. F. "PauUini (1643-1712), a Ger-
man botanical writer.] A genus of shrubby
twining plants of the order Sapindaceee, type of
the tribe Paulliniese, characterized by irregular
flowers and pyriform capsule. The 125 species are
chiefly natives of eastern tropical America, with one in
western Africa. They bear alternate compound leaves,
often with winged petioles, and pallid flowers in axillary

Batter his skull, or paunch him with a stake.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 98.

But I, remorseless, panch'd him, cut his throat.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 3.

2. To fill the paunch of; stuff with food.

If you did but see him after I have once turned my
back, how negligent he is in my profit, and in what sort
he useth to glut and panch himselfe.

Bemxnuto, Passengers' Dialogues. (Hares.)
racemes, from which two tendrils are generally produced. rnuiirhpVT (nan'plipr nr nfin'oliAi^ rMTfThe pear-shaped and rigid-stalked capsules are three-ail- Pauncnert (.pan ner or pan CH6r), n. [M^.
gled or three-winged, hairy within, and divided into from pawncliere, pancher, panchcrde, pawncherde, <
one to three cells, each containing one or rarely two arillate

seeds, which, in P. sorbilis of Brazil, are the source of a
beverage and medicinal paste. (See guarana.) The seeds
of P. cupana, added to cassava-meal and water, form a
drink of the Orinoco' Indians. P. polyphylla of Brazil is

called, from its use, the fish-poison tree. P. curassavica of
South America and several West Indian species are known
as

supple-jack ; their steins furnish walking-sticks.
Paulliniese (pa-li-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonplaud, and'Kuuth, 1815), < Paullinia
+ -eie.~\ A tribe of plants of the polypetalous

OF. panchiere, panciere (f., also pander, m.) (=
It. pandora; cf. D. pantser, pantsier = MLG.
pantzer, panser, panser, panscher = MHG. pan-
sier, panzer, G. panzer = Sw. pansar = Dan.
pandser, < OF. or It.) (ML. pancerea), a piece
of armor covering the belly, a cuirass, <panclie,/_ jt panda), belly, paunch: seepaunch.']

sit. Prompt. Pare., p. 38; Caxton.

(pan'- or pan'chi-nes), n. A
1
--bellied condition.

[NL. paulo-post-futurum (sc. tempus, tense) : L.
paulo, paullo, a little (abl. of paulus, paullus,
little) ; post, after ; futurus, future.] Noting a ,

The gay old bovs are Sa.

unchV old men in the disguise

tense ofGreek verbs, the future perfect
of young ones. Sickens, Sketches, Characters, vii.

Paulownia (pa-16'ni-a), n. [NL. (Siebold and Paune (pan), n. See pone*-.

Zuccarini, 1835), named after Anna Paulowna, Paunedt, a. An^obsolete form otpaned.
daughter of the czar
Paul I.] A genus of or-
namental trees of the
order Scrophularinese
and the tribe Chelonex,
characterized by the
absence of a sterile sta-
men and by a deeply
cleft scurfy calyx with
five broad and fleshy
obtuse valvate lobes.
There is but one species, P.
imperials, native of Japan,
a large tree, resembling the
catalpa in appearance, bear-
ing broadly heart-shaped op-
posite soft-hairy leaves, and
large terminal panicles of

showy pale-violet or blue
and brown-spotted flowers
in early spring. The many
large and conspicuous point-
ed capsules are persistent
one or two winters, contain-
ing loose in each of their two
cells an almond-like thick-

a
Branch of Paulownia imft-

nalis. with the inflorescence and
young leaves, a, the fruit ; 6, the
seed.

paunsway, . Same as panchway.
pauper (pa/per), n. and a. [< L. pauper, poor:
see poor.] I. n. A very poor person ;

a person
entirely destitute of property or means of sup-
port ; particularly, one who, on account of pov-
erty, becomes chargeable to the public ; also,
in law, a person who, on account of poverty,
is admitted to sue or defend in forma pauperis.
See in forma pauperis.

II. a. Of or pertaining to paupers : as, pauper
labor.

pauperess (pa'per-es), . [< pauper + -ess.']A female pauper. [Rare.]

Everybody else in the room had fits, except the wards-
woman, an elderly, able-bodied pauperess.

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, iii. (Dames.)

pauperisation, pauperise. See pauperization,
pauperize.
pauperism (pa'per-izm), n. [<pauper + -ism.~]
1. A pauper condition

;
the condition of those

who are destitute of the means of support and
are a charge upon the community ; dependence
on the poor-rates or some similar fund for sup-

pause

port, or the poverty which makes such depen-
dence necessary.
This is the form of relief to which I most object. It en-

genders pauperism. Whately, Pol. Econ.

Blind sympathy turns poverty into pauperism by incon-
siderate gifts. It weakens instead of strengthening those
it tries to help. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 148.

2. Paupers collectively.
In the autumn of the year 1(528 the western counties were

annoyed by an influx of Irish pauperism.
Jtibton-Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 148.

= Syn. 1. Indigence, Destitution, etc. (see poverty), mendi-
cancy, beggary.

pauperization (pa/'per-i-za'shpn), . [< pau-
perize + -ation.~\ The act or process of mak-
ing paupers of or reducing to pauperism. Also
spelled pauperisation.
The chasm which threatens to engulf our social system

is still further widened by the destruction of small cap-
italists in the battle of competition, and the growth of
great monopolies, advancing pad passu with the pauper-
ization of the laboring class. If. A. liev., CXLIII. 102.

pauperize (pa'per-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. pau-

perized, ppr. pauperizing. [< pauper + -ize.~]

To reduce to pauperism; make a pauper of.

Also spelled panperi.it'.

All gifts have an inevitable tendency to pauperize the
recipient. Dickens, Hard Times, xvii.

pauperoust (pa'per-us), a. [< pauper + -os.]
Poor. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 17;i.

Pauropida (pa-rop'i-da), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Pauropoda.
Pauropidse (pa-rop'i-de), .n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Pauropodidse.
Panropoda (pa-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL. : see

Pauropus.'] An order of Myriapoda, repre-
sented by the family Pauropodidee, intermedi-
ate to some extent between Chilognatha and
Chilopoda, and in some respects unlike either
of these. The genera are Pauropus and Eurypauropus,
the former of cylindric form, the latter expanded and de-
pressed. There are no trachea;

;
the antenna; are branch-

ed ; there are six or eight segments behind the head ; the
young hatch with three pairs of legs, a number subse-

quently increased. These myriapods are of minute size,
about one twentieth of an inch long, and are found in

damp places. Also Pauropida.

Pauropodidae (pa-ro-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Pauropus (-pod-) + -idff.~] A family of myria-
pods, typified by the genus Pauropus, and rep-
resenting an order Pauropoda. Also Pauropi-

Pauropus (pa'ro-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. navpof,
little, small (= L. paulus, little), + nol-f (rod-)= E./pot] The typical genus of the family Pau-
ropodidse and the group Pauropoda, framed for
the reception of Pauropus liuxleyi, a minute cen-
tiped discovered in Kent, England, by Sir
John Lubbock in 1866. It has also been re-
ferred to the family Polyxenidse. Another spe-
cies of Pauropus occurs in North America.
pausal (pa'zal), a. [< pause + -al.'] Relating
to a pause or to pauses. Smith's Diet, of the
Bible.

pausationt (pa-za' shon), n. [< ME. pausacion,
< OF. *pausation = It. pausazione, < LL. pau-
satio(n-), a halting, < L. pausare, halt, cease,
< pausa, pause, cessation: see pause.'] Stop;
stay; rest; pause.

To faint and to freshe the pausacion.
Ballade in Commendation of our Lady, 1. 61.

pause (paz), n. [< ME. pause, pawse = D. poos= MLG. pose= MHG. puse, Gr.pause = Sw. pans= Dan. pause, < OF. pause, pose, a pause, stop,
moment, F. pause = Sp. Pg. It. pausa, < L.
pausa, a pause, halt (used before and after,
but not during, the classical period), < Gr. irav-

aif, a halt, stop, cessation, < irareiv, cause to
cease or stop, iraveaBat, cease. Cf. pause, .]
1. A temporary stop or rest

;
a cessation or in-

termission of action or motion, as of speaking,
singing, or playing.

Give me some breath, some little pause, my lord,
Before I positively speak herein.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2. 24.

In the pauses of the wind,
Sometimes I heard you sing within.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
The Highlander made a pause, saying,

" This place is

much changed since I was here twenty years ago."
Shairp, Poetic Interpretation of Nature, p. 113.

2. A cessation proceeding from doubt or un-

certainty; hesitation; suspense.
I stand in pause where I shall first begin.

Shot., Hamlet, iii. 3. 42.

3. A break or rest in writing or speaking.
He writes with warmth, which usually neglects method.

and those partitions and pauses which men educated in
the schools observe. Locke.



pause
\ mi nit-t 1\ ken the laws,

Td PMUM the iierinil mi' i'im*r,
All' Wi I llelcirie el;lll>e nil claUSC

|'u rniik' harangues.

tautingly
l you the duTell you the duke, shall pi'

With demure confidence
: Neither Hi.- king Ivor's heir*,

, Hen. VIII., 1. 2. 188.

Burnt, 1-rayer to the Scotch Representat.lv . pausgidje (pa'si-de), it. /... [NL., < 1'ausnu +
4. In musical notation: (<i) A rest, or riga for

Kilenre. Sci> /<*/. (6) A fermata or hold,
x^ or T-, iintii-iitiiiK tlutt ii note is to be pro-

longed at tho pleasure of tin- pi-rl'ormrr. 5f.

BtopplBg-pkvOe J I'om-lusioii; ultimate point.
If any onu book of Scripture did give testimony to all,

yet still that SciiptinewhieliKivethn edit to the rest would

require another Scripture to give credit unto It, neither
,lli :: \\ her .oil In I r-l nIM

-iil/r.] A small family of 1 ties named from

the genus I'awutux by Westwood in IKIli. com-

posed entirely of exotic forms, occurring main-

ly in Africa, East India, and Australia. They are

somber in color, and are found in the ground or under
stones and log*, fourteen genera and about 100 specie*
arc known. They are related to the Ptelaphidr, and aonie-

times named or described as nocturnal irvud beetle!, from
their habits and resort*.

pavement

parana, supposed in be :i local I'orm of I'n-

doanaOT I'llllm-iUUI. feln. ol' l'inl,i,i,in. I'mlnium,

Pwluan, < /WI/MI, I'adua ] 1. A
Blow, stately ilaiiee. probably of Italian origin.

but much practised in Spain.

Turning up his mustachoea, and marching as If he would

begin aixm'ii, he went toward /.elm ,IH

which is properly duple and very slow.

Let to the tTern ;

The Spanish fun'nf ... I will dance after thy pipe.

Middletim, Blurt, Master Constable, iv. -J.

The Scottish Jig . . . required a more violent and rapid

motion, and more rustic agility, than the stately patent,

lavoltas, and courantoe*. SeaU, Abbot, uvll.

could we ever come unto smy'paiuie whereon to ret our ""'
r- T- ... . . , ,., :,, :. rl<v tlini

assurance in this way. iKuker, liccles. I'olity, II. 4. PaUSSUS (pa'sus), n. [NL. (LinnSBUS, Ii75).] 2. Music f mi,

6. In I*., an interval in a succession of met- Tho typical genus of Pawsidx, having no ocelli,

rical tmes corresponding to a time or times in * thp antennm two-jointed.

the rhythm, but not represented by any sylla-
e8t Ke U8 of tbe famlly- comprising about 70

ble or syllables in the text. In ancient pro*ody
f

l'^,

11'*'. .. ,. .
f

,,-, T pavast, Same as pavise.
pause was called an emptyKme, and was measured, like a paut'.pawt (pat), V. [A Be. form or^alf.J 1. V* T '

, (
. \ and pp pared ppr. par-

time, as a monosemic, dlsemic, trlsemlc, etc., pause. A trans. To beat ; kick. Pave y'
a
,
v
. \Sf\n

monosemic pause was called a Kmmo, a disemfc pause a IT intrans. 1. To kick. 2. To beat, paw, ".'/ [< ML. pan;, <(>!. fin
<i . \' . /" '

, <

prosthesis. Pauses occur esi)cclally at the end of some , tu -,,,,,,1 w:h ,hn fnnt n a. roatleiw vavarc, uariai'f, L. pavire, beat, stnke, ram
rhythmical section, but are not admissible in the interior 5OWI1 'Jve< = (Jr. TOf,,, gtrike ;

cf . Skt. pan, a

&S&TEF&S 8" *""fa =Byn- L *" "
"O whare was ye, my gude grey steed, . . . thunderbolt.]. To cover or lay with blocks of

pause (pa*) r. ,.
; pret. and pp.

paused^pr. -^^^S^SSS^
IMiiinina. [Larly mod. E. also pawse (= MLG. Uarr'd a' my bridles ring."

posen, also pauseren = Q. pausieren = Sw. Lard John (Child'* Ballads, 1. 186).

pausera = Dan. pausere), < OF. pauser, stop,

stone or wood, or with bricks, tiles, etc.. regu-

larly disposed, and set firmly in their places so

as to m;i k.- a hard level surface ;
in general, to

cover with any kind of pavement: as, to pare

, f - ,,, ., ,_,... [Scotch and North. Eng.
rest, pause, in ML. bring to rest, hence set in

jn Jjj ugeg.]

place, put, place (taking the senses of It.ponere, paut2 (pat), n. [E. Ind. pat.'] Same tuspafl.
The street* |of Venice) are generally paved with brick or

h-ee-*tone, and always kept very neat.

Addition, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bonn), L SOT.

, , - .. . >.__,.. , ^ ,j , , To pave the way, to prepare a way for something com-

pose, oppose, compose, expose, etc., as well as in valet rogue, knave, vagabond.] A vagabond; Ing after; facilitate proceedings by preliminary prepara-

repose, where the sense 'rest' is still obvious).] a]
U|>"

pp. ponitus, put, place, and appearing as OF.
pautener't, " [ME., a.\so pdictener, pautoner;

paxer, put, whence E.posc'*, pose, and in comp. ^ (M.pautonier, pautenier,paltonier, a servant

1. To make a temporary stop or intermission;
cease to speak or act for a time.

Fausinu awhile, thus to herself she mused.
,1-1, 11 T

Sir,- seide hi. men. "a full fell partwr i, he that P*Ved (pavd), a. Kpave +

Through the dark pillared precinct silently
She went now, pauriny every now and then
To listen. William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 31(1.

2. To wait; tarry; forbear for a time.

Tarty, pause a day or two,
Before you hazard. Shak., M. of V., ill. 2. 1.

If Business, constant as the wheels of time.
Can pause an hour to read a serious rhyme.

Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 005.

3f. To stop for consideration or reflection ;
de-

liberate : sometimes with upon before the ob-

ject of consideration or deliberation.

Other offenders wo will pause upon.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 5. 15.

The Arrowes of Mosco at the first made them paute
vpon the matter, thinking, by his bruit and skipping, there

were many Salvages.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 186.

4. To hesitate
;
hold back ;

be shy or reluctant.

Were I hard-favour'd, foul, or wrinkled-old, . . .

Then mlghtgt thou pause, for then I were not for thee.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, L 137.

5f. Beflexively, to repose one's self; heuce,
to stop; cease from action.

And JMIUW us, till these rebels, now afoot,

Come underneath the yoke of government.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4. 9.

6. To dwell; linger: with upon.
One [syllable] must be more suddenly and quickely for-

saken or longer pawned vpon then another.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 64.

=Syn. 1 and 2. To stay, delay, tarry.

pausefully (pAi'Ml-i), adv. [< "pauseful (<

pause + -fid) + -ly
2

."] So as to cause one to

stop or pause. jU. Arnold, Thyrsis.

pauseless (pa/.'les), a. [< pause + -less."] With-
out pause; continuous; unceasing; ceaseless:

us. I IK )'n useless activity of life.

pauselessly (paz'les-li), adv. In a paoseless
manner; continuously; uninterruptedly.
A broad, cool wind streamed pauseltssly down the val-

ley, laden with perfume.
R. L. Stevenson, Silverado Squatters, p. 35.

pauser (pa'z6r), . One who pauses; one who
deliberates or reflects.

The expedition of my violent love
Outran the pouter reason.

Shak., Macbeth, II. 3. 117.

pausing (piVzing), n. [Verbal n. of pause, v.]

A pause ;
a temporary stoppage.

When we build now a piece and then another by fits,

the work dries and sinks unequally, whereby the walla

grow full of chinks and crevices; therefore the

are \\ell reproved by Palladip.

twlcs this day thus hath yow smyten to grounde."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 268.

Early mod. E., also pautner,
pau-

pauton-
,

. purse;
scrip. Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 39.

Pauxi (pak'si), n. [NL., from 8. Amer. name.]
A genus of Cracidte established by Temminck in

_ 1. Having a

pavement.
He ... fond two other ladys sete and she
Wlthlnne & paved parlour. Chaucer, Trollus, II. 82.

2. Resembling pavement; formed into a struc-

ture or combination like pavement: as, the

paved teeth of some fishes,

pavement (pav'ment), n. [< ME. "pavement,
parinient,B.\socoutr.paument,pairment,pament,
< OF. pavement, pariment, Y.]iavement= Sp. Pg.
It. pavimento, \ L. patimentum, a floor rammed
or oeaten down, a pavement, < parire, beat,

strike, ram down : see pare."] 1 . A floor or sur-

face-covering of flags, stones, tiles, or bricks,

or Cushcw-bird (fauxi milu).

1815, having a large galea or casque ; the gale-
ated curassows. There are 3 specie*, P. galeata, P.

tomentoM, and P. mitu, the last being often separated
under the generic name Mitu. Also called Craz, Ourai,

Urax, Uraffii, Mitua, and Lophocerus, and sometimes
41 emended

"
as Paux.

pavachet, . Same asjuinv.
pavadet, . An erroneous reading for panade?.
Chaucer (ed. Tyrwhitt).

pavage (pa'vaj), . [Also pariagc; < OF. (also
F. ) |MMV*(>MJU pavaffium), pavement, paving,
< parer, pave : see pare."] If. A toll or duty
payable for the liberty of passing over the soil

or territory of another. HalKwell.
" All thes thre yer, and mor, potter," he seyde,
"Thow hast hantyd thes wey,
Yet wer tow never so cortys a man
One peney of pauage to pay."
Robin flood and the Potter (Child's Ballads, V. 20).

2. Money paid toward paving streets or high-

ways.
Also we haue grauntyd ... to our citezens \

'

they and
ther tuccessonr* citezens of the same cite bequyt for euer of

pauayr, pontage, and murage by al our reame and all our

pour.

U b'

Concrete Pavement.

A. a. the ground ; *. a tied of concrete ; <-, a layer of o

upon Ihe top of which Is laid a surface of asphalt, or composltkm In

which coal-tar or simiUr material is an
ingredient,

ft and t. ./. a

layer of stones : *, a second layer of smaller stones: f, a layer of

asphalt, or analogous plastic culnjiosition. D. a, blocks of wood set

on the end of their grain , . blocks laid ed|fcwise on the edfe of

their grain, or as nearly so as possible ; f. a layer of matched bosVOI
or planks laid directly on the ground. The spaces between Ihe up-

per ends of a are nlleJ in with concrete or composition.

usually laid in cement, but sometimes merely
on a foundation of earth, or, particularly in an-

cient examples, accurately fitted in masonry
without bond; also, such a covering

Charter o/ London (Rich. II.X In Arnold'* Chronicle, p. 22.

Sir U. rVotttm, Reliquie, p. 14. pavaist, " Same as /irie.

_ '-li), adv. After a pause ;
de- pavan, paven 1

(pav'aii. -en), n. [Also y,arii.

liberately;'by breaks. jnirinn, juirinir; < F. pavane= Sp. pavana, < It.

Granite Parement.

a. concrete of cement erout ; , sand tbrmlng a t)c<l for the K*anile

blocks: f, granite Mocks having interstices rammed tightly full of

sand ; rf , curbs of stone ; * f, lagstone sidewalks.

made of concrete (see concrete, n., 3), and some-

times of wood. Paveroentaareoftenmailelnamosmic
of stone, more or leu artistic In character, or of gland or

uiiglaced tiles, sometime* by their color or decoration

forming elaborate designs. See also cut under emulate.

Also the Parmrntet of Halle* and Charubres ben alle

auuare on of Gold and another of ftylver.

UanJeriile, Travels, p. 188.

He spronge in a-inonge hem. and smote the firstc that

he mette that the heed fill on the panifitt.
Merlin (F. E. T. S.\ ill. 408.



pavement
They found in Ano-Caprca, some years ago, a statue and

a rich pavement under ground, as they had occasion to

turn up the earth that lay upon them.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. liohn), I. 445.

Here is a fine street pavement brought to light, here a

fragment of a theater. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 87.

2. The material of which sxich a flooring is made :

as, the pavement is tile.

At last he sold the pavements of his yard,
Which covered were with blocks of tin.

Thomas Stulcely (Child's Ballads, VII. 309).

For ev'n in heaven his looks and thoughts
Were always downward bent ; admiring more
The riches of heaven's pavement, trodden gold,
Thau aught divine or holy. Milton, P. L., i. 682.

3. The flagged or paved footway on each side

of a street; a sidewalk.

All householders, or, if empty, the owners of house, to

keep the pavement before said house in repair.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 157.

4. In anat. and zoiil., a paved structure ;
a for-

mation like pavement. 5. In coal-mining, the

seam of fire-clay which usually underlies a seam
of coal. [Scotch.] Pavement epithelium. See

""
Muin.

pavement (pav'ment), v. t. [< pavement, n.~\

To pave ;
floor with stone, bricks, tiles, or the

like.

How gorgeously arched, how richly pavemented.
Bp. Hall, Select Thoughts, i. 7.

(pav'ment-pip), . A tube or

pipe leading from a gas- or water-main to the

surface of the ground, to afford access to a

valve or to protect a small pipe rising to the

street-level.

pavement-rammer (pav'ment-ram
i
'er), n. A

power-machine used to ram down the blocks in

paving a roadway.
paven*, n. See pavan.
paven2 (pa'vn), p. a. [Irreg. pp. of pave, v.

Cf. proven.'] Paved. [Rare.]

Up and down the paven sand
I would tramp, while Day's great lamp
Rose or set, on sea and laud.

R. H. Stoddard, By the Margent of the Sea.

paver (pa'ver), n. [Formerly n\sopavier, pavior,

paviour; < ME. pacer, < OF. paveur, paver, <

paver, pave : see pave.] 1. One who lays pave-
ments, or whose occupation is to pave. 2. A
slab or brick used for paving.
Had it been paved either with diamond pavier made of

free stone, ... or with other pavier . . . which we call

Ashler, ... it would have made the whole Piazza much
more glorious. Coryat, Crudities, I. 219.

3. A rammer for driving paving-stones.

pavesadet, pavisadet (pav-e-sad', -i-sad'), n.

[< OF. pavesade, paroisade, F. pavesade = Sp.

pavesadas = Pg.fOVegada,^ It.paresata, a port-
able hurdle carried into the field for protection
to an archer, < pavese, a shield, cover: see pav-
ise."] 1. Any extended or continuous defense
of a temporary nature, as a screen, parapet, or

the like, used in warfare. 2. A canvas screen
extended along the side of a vessel when going
into action, to prevent the enemy from observ-

ing operations on board.

pavesadot, . Same as pavesade.

paveset, pavesset, n. and v. See pavise.
Pavetta (pa-vet'a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737);
from a native name in Malabar, India.] A ge-
nus of shrubs of the order Eubiaeese, the madder
family, and the tribe Ixoreee, distinguished by
the very slender long-exserted style and the
two-seeded drupe. There are about 80 species, found
in the tropics of the Old World and in South Africa. They
bear opposite leaves with stipules often united into a
loose sheath, and white or greenish flowers in branching
three-forked corymbs. P. Borbnnica and several other

species are cultivated under glass as ornamental ever-

greens. The bitter roots of P. Indica are used as a purga-
tive, and are made into knife-handles by the Hindus.

paviaget, Same as pavage.
pavian, n. See pavan.
pavid (pav'id), a. [= Sp. ptividu = Pg. It. pu-
vido, < L. pavidits, fearful, timorous, < pavere,
be afraid.] Timid. [Rare.]
As eagles go forth and bring home to their eaglets the

lamb or the pavid kid, I say there are men who . . - vic-

tual their nests by plunder.
Thackeray, On a Medal of George IV.

pavidity (pa-vid'i-ti), n. [< pavid + -ity."]

Fearfulness; timidity. Coles, 1717.

paviert (pa'vi-er), n. An obsolete variant of

paver.
pavilion (pa-vil'yon ), . [Formerly also imvil-
lioii; < ME. pavilion, pavylloun, paveylon, pa-
vilon = MLG. paulun, paulune, pawelune, LG.
bawelin= G.pavilion= OF. pavilion, paveillon, F.

pavilion, a tent, papillon, a butterfly, = Sp. ptt-
bellon = Pg.panlliSo = H.paviglione, pitilii/tione,
a tent or pavilion, = Vf.pabefl, < L.j)apirto(w-),
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a butterfly, a tent or pavilion : see Papilla."]

1. A tent; a temporary movable habitation;

particularly, a large tent raised on posts.

Ami whan thei gon to Werre, thei leiden hire Houses
with hem upon Charlottes, as men don Tentcs or Pamjl-
louns. MandevUle, Travels, p. 248.

The Switzers . . . tore in pieces the most sumptuous
Pavilions . to make themselves coates and breeches.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 42, sig. E.

Pitch our pavilion here upon the sward.

Tennyson, Princess, iii.

Hence 2. A canopy; a covering.
After the rain, when, with never a stain,

The pavilion of heaven is bare. Shelley, The Cloud.

3. In arch. : (a) A building of small or moder-
ate size, isolated, but properly in a relation of

more or less dependence on a larger or princi-

pal building. The term is also used arbitrarily, usu-

ally to designate a building, as a belvedere or other cov-

ered shelter, or even a large and fully appointed build-

ing in a park or at the seaside, appropriated to purposes
of amusement (6) A part of a building of con-

siderable size projecting from the main body,

particularly in the middle or at an angle of a
front. It is usually carried up higher than the other

parts of the building, and is often distinguished also by
more elaborate decorative treatment.

4. In apiculture, the middle hive in a collateral

system. 5. In her., a tent used as a bearing:
rare and represented in various ways, as a wall-

tent, bell-tent, etc., at the choice of the artist.

6f. A coif or wig.
Shal no seriaunte for that seruyse were a selk houe,
Ne pelour in hus paueylon for pledyng at the barre.

Piers Plowman (CX iv. 452.

7. In anat., the outer ear ; the pinna or auricle

of the ear. 8. In brilliant-cutting, the sloping
surfaces between the girdle and culet, taken

together; also, the whole lower or pyramidal
part of the stone, taken from the girdle and in-

cluding the culet or collet. See brilliant. 9.

In music. See pavilion. 10. A flag or ensign ;

specifically, the flag carried at the gaff of the

mizzenmast or on the flagstaff at the stern of a

ship to indicate her nationality. 11. A gold
coin struck by Ed-
ward the Black
Prince for circula-

tion in France : it

weighed from 67 to

83 grains. The pavil-
ion d'or ('gold pavil-
ion *) was a French gold
coin struck by Philip VI.
of Valois in the four-

teenth century: it weigh-
ed about 79 grains. Also
called ryot or royal.
Chinese pavilion, a

pole having crosspieces,
and on the top a conical

pavilion or hat on which
are hung numerous little

bells, to be jingled by
shaking the pole up and
down : a showy contri-

vance occasionally used
in military bands. Pa-
vilion facet, one of the
four largest facets in the

pavilion of a brilliant.

They are pentagonal in

form, and surround the

culet, their points reach-

ing to thegirdle. See cuts
under brilliant. Pavll-
lon roof, a roof slop-
ing or hipped equally
on all sides. Gwlt. Pa-
vilion System, in the prince| British Museum.
construction of hospi- original.)

tals, a method of dispos-
ing the plan tn such manner that the various wards and

departments occupy separate blocks or pavilions, isolated

from each other, and connected merely by open corridors.

pavilion (pa-vil'yon), v. t. [< pavilion, .] 1.

To furnish with pavilions or tents; fill with
tents.

Jacob in Mahanaim, where he saw
The field pavHitm'd with his guardians bright.

Milton, P. L., ri. 215.

2. To shelter with or as with a tent.

So with his battening flocks the careful swain
Abides pavilioned on the grassy plain.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv.

A wild rose-tree
Pavilions him in bloom. Keats, Endymion, ii.

pavilion (pa-ve-lyon'), n. [F.: see pavilion."] In
musical instruments of the metal wind group,
the bell or flaring mouth of the tube Flute i
pavilion, an organ-stop the pipes of which are surmount-
ed by a bell.

pavimentt, n. An obsolete form of pavement.
pavin (pav'in), n. See pavan. Beau, and Fl.

paving (pa'ving), . [Verbal n. of pare, v."] 1.

The laying of floors, streets, etc., with pave-
ment. 2. Pavement.

Pavise, i4th century.

Reverse.
of Edward the Black

(Size of the

Pavoncella

The grass began to grow ... in the crevices of the

basement paving. Dickens, Uombey and Son, xxiii.

paving-beetle (pa'ving-be'tl), . A pavers'
rammer.
paving-machine (pa'ving-ma-shen*), . 1. A
steam-rammer or machine-paver ;

a pavement-
rammer. The ram is usually suspended at the end of a

pivoted arm that projects from the machine and can be
moved at will to direct the blows.

2. A machine consisting of a hollow roller,

sometimes carrying a furnace suspended to

the axle within the roller, used to soften and
compress the surface of an asphalt pavement.
Also called paving-roller.

paving-stone (pa'ving-ston), . A stone pre-

part-d for use in paving.
paving-tile (pa' ving-til), . A flat brick or tile

for use in laying floors, etc. ;
a paver. These

tiles are often covered with a hard glaze, and are some-
times decorated with patterns in color. Such decorated
tiles were abundantly used in medieval architecture, par-

ticularly in France, and this use has recently been revived.

See encaustic.

pavior, paviour, n. Same as paver.
pavisadet, See pavesade.
paviset (pav'is), . [Early mod. E. also pa-
rats, pin-ice, pari#se, parish,

palveise, < ME. pavise, pavese,
pavesse, parys, < OF. *paveis,

pavois, pavesche = Sp. paves
= Pg. pavez = It. pavese, pa-
vesce, < ML. pavensis, a large
shield

; origin uncertain. The
form suggests a local origin,

perhaps, like OF. Pavois, Pa-

t'ious, < Pavia, a city in Italy.]
1 . A shield of large size, four
or five feet long and broad

enough to cover the whole person, used espe-

cially in sieges. In the quotation the word is

used of a broad-brimmed hat.

One he henttis a hode of scharlette fulle riche,
A pavys pillione hatt, that pighte was fulle faire

With perry of the oryent, and precyous stones.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3461.

2. Same as pavesade.
Owre men had bynne in great daunger [from Indian

arrows] if they had not byn defended by the cages or

pauisses of the shyppes and their targettes.
11. Eden, tr. of Peter Martyr (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 158).

paviset (pav'is), v. t. [< pavise, .] To pro-
vide with large shields.

They had moche adoo, sauynge they were well pauessed,
for they on the walles caste downe stoones, and hurt many.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chrou., II. xc.

pavisert (pav'is-er), n. [ME., also pavyser, <

OF. paraisier, pavesier, pavoisier, pavoiseur, a

soldier armed with a pavise, < pavois, a pavise :

see pavise.'] 1 . A soldier who earned a pavise,
or large shield.

Theire prayes and theire presoneres passes one aftyre,
With pylours. and pavusers, and pryse mene of armes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3005.

2. According to some authors, a man who car-

ried the pavise for the protection of another, as

a crossbowman or archer.

Pavo (pa'vo), n. [L., a peacock: seepea^."] 1.

In ornitli., the typical genus of Paroninse, hav-

ing the upper tail-coverts in the male developed
into a magnificent train capable ofbeing erected
and spread into a disk, the tarsi spurred, and the

head crested; the peacocks. The common peacock
is P. cristatus. P. muticus or spiciferus inhabits Java, and
is very distinct from the former. A third sup-
posed species, related to the Hrst, is P. nigri-

pennis. See peafmd.
2. A southern constellation, the Pea-

cock, situated south of Sagittarius.

pavon (pav'on), . [< OF. pavon, a

peacock, < L. pavo(n-), a peacock: see

Pavo.] A small pennon fastened to

the shaft of a medieval lance.

The Paeon was a peculiar shaped flag, some-
what like a gryon attached to a spear.

Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 19.

Pavonaria (pav-o-na'ri-a), n,

L. pavo(n-), a peacock, + -aria.] A
notable genus of pennatulaceous alcy-
onarian polyps, haying non-retractile

polypites on one side of the slender pavan.

polypidom.
pavonazetto (pa-vo-na-zet'to), . [< It. pavo-
ini-^etto, dim. of pavonazzo, purple, < pavone, a

peacock, < L. pavo(n-), a peacock: see Pan>.~\

Sec murlile, 1.

Pavoncella (pav-on-sel'a), H. [NL. (Leach,
ISKi), < It. i>itr<>iic<

:

ilfi,the"\npvfing.] A genus of

fighting sandpipers of the family $eo1i>]>aei<iie,



Pavoucella

more frequently called I'liiliniKiehiix anil Mnelir-
tr *. /'. fut ;/ n (is is t he co in moil s]iecies. t he male
of which is called it riijf, and t lie female a mrc.
See cut under rn(l'.

pavonet (pa-v<m
;

), [< <>F. //</ . < L. IKI-

i'n(it-). a peacock : see I'urn, /mi-. ( 'I. /HIII-H'-*. ]

A peacock.
More sondry colours then the proud Paonne.

Spetuu-r. K <.>., III. xl. 47.

Pavonia (pa-v<V ni-ji), ". [NL. (Cavanilles,
171)0), named after Don .lose 1'iinni, a Spanish
traveJer (1779-HH), author, with Rui/.. of a Mora
of Peru and Chili.] 1. A genus of nerlis and
shrubs of the order Miilnin ;r and Irilie I'n in :i ,

having from five to eight leaf-like or bristle-like

bractlets, and the carpels generally with from
one to three awns. There are over 80 species, main-
ly in .South America, with a few in Africa, Asia, Aus-
tralia, and the Pacific Islands. They are usually woolly
or bristly hairy, the leaves often angled or lolled, and the
(lowers of various colors, scattered, or seldom In dense
heads. P. coccinea and several other West Indian species
are known as ncarlet inallinr. P. hastata, the spear-leafed
paToniaof Australia, and some others are cultivated furor
minient. Several are in medicinal use in lirazil and India.

2. [/. .] A plant of this genus.
pavonian (pa-vo'ni-an), a. [< L. pnro(n-), a

peacock (see Paro), + -ian.} Of or pertaining
to a peacock; resembling the peacocK, as in its

gaudiness and vanity ; pavonine.

They who are versed In the doctrine of sympathies and
the arcana of correspondences as revealed to the Swedish
Emmanuel will doubtless admire the instinct or inspira-
tion which directed my choice to the pavonian Pen.

Siiuthey, The Doctor, Pref.

Pavonidae(pa-von'i-de), n.nl. [NL., < Paro(n-)
+ -idle.} A family of gallinaceous birds; sy-

nonymous with Pluwianidte. Swaingon, 1837.

Pavoninae (pav-o-ni'ue), n. pi. [NL., < Paco(n-)
+ -inte.} The peafowl as a subfamily of Pha-
ttianidee, typified by the genus Pavo, of uncer-
tain definition. The name was flrst used by G. R. Gray,
in 1840, to include the genera Pavo, Polyplfctron, and
Anjus. It is also called Polyplectronina.

pavonine (pav'o-nin), . and n. [< L. pavoni-
nux, pertaining to a peacock, < pavo(n-), a
peacock: see Pavo.} I. a. 1. Pertaining to,

resembling, or characteristic of a peacock;
pavonian.
The bas-reliefs on this low screen are groups of peacocks

and lions, . . . rich and fantastic beyond description, though
not expressive of very accurate knowledge of leonine or

pavonine forms. Ititxltin.

Scarce one of us domestic birds but imitates the lanky
jtavonine strut and shrill genteel scream [of the peacock).

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xx.

2. Resembling a peacock's tail in iridescence.

[Rare.]

Through all things streamed this soft-colored light, and
everything became a sort of pacunine transparency, and
the good folks' faces glowed with magical lustre.

5. ,lu, ill. Margaret, i. 18.

II. w. Peacock's-tail tarnish; the iridescent
luster found on some ores and metallic pro-
ducts.

pavonious (pa-vo'ni-us), a. [< L. pavo(n-), a

peacock (see Pavo), -t- -ions.} Oeellated, like

a peacock's tail.

pavonizet (pav'o-niz), r. i. [< L. pai'o(n-). a

peacock, + -ize'} To comport one's self as a

peacock; strut. Florio.

pavyt (pav'i), .; pi. paries (-iz). [< OF. parie.}
The hard peach.
Of paeies, or hard peaches, I know none good here but

the Newington, nor will that easily hand till it is full ripe.
Sir W. Temple, Gardening, III. 2S1. (Naret.)

Pavy's disease. Cyclic or paroxysmal albu-

minuria.

paw 1
(p&), " [< ME. pawr, poire, a paw, < OF.

poe, poue, poire, pooe, also note = Pr. pauta =
Cat. pota, a paw, < MLG. LG. pole = L). poot =
G. pfote = Dan. pote, a paw. Cf. W. patcen,
a paw, claw, foot, = Corn, pair, foot, < E.

;

Bret. pao,pav, paw, < OF. Whether OF. />ntr,

F. patte, a paw, is connected is not certain : see

patten?, patrol.} 1. The hand or foot of an
animal which has nails or claws : distinguished
from hoof: as, a monkey's pair: the /unrs of a

cat, dog, rat, etc. In many animals the fore

feet, and in some the hind feet, are prehensile,
and serviceable as hands.

Whatsoever goeth upon his pair*, among all manner of

beasts that go on all four, those HIT unclean unto you.
Lev. xL 27.

2. The human hand, especially when large or

coarse, or when awkwardly used. [Humorous
or contemptuous.]

Be civil to the wretch imploring.
And lay your pair* upon him without roariu
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paw 1
(pa), r. [</<./(.] I. hill-mix. To draw

tin fun- foot along the ground: scrape with tin-

fore foot.

He pnirrth iii the valley, and irjolceth In his strength.
Job xxxlx. -i.

NI> half appear'd
The tawny lion, pairing to get free
Ills hinder parts. Miltim, V. L., vll. 404.

II. tritim. 1. To scrape with the fore foot;
strike with a drawing or scraping action of the

fore foot.

The courser pawrd the ground with restless feet.

Hn/'l.,,. I'.il. and Arc., ill. 467.

The restless coursers paved the nngenlal soil.

KMley, Queen .Mali. Ix.

2. To handle roughly or clumsily, as with paws.
,/olninon.

Our great courK lalen poised his gilt-head cane,
And patp'd his beanl, and mutter'd catalepsy.

Tennymm, Princess, L

3. To fawn upon, as a spaniel upon lug master,

paw- (pa), n. [Perhaps a reduced form of

pawk^, or else of *pawt, "pout, < paut, t'.] A
trick.

They thought the devil had been there,
That play'd them sic a paw then.
Battle of KiUieenntu (Child's Ballads, VII. I.M X

pawa (pa'wS), n. [Native name.] A kind of
ormer or sea-ear, Haliotis iris, of New Zealand.

pawed (pad), a. [< pawl + -ed%.} i. Having
paws. Johnson. 2. Broad-footed. Sherwood.

pawk 1

(pak), n. [Also panic; origin obscure.
Cf. Puck.} Art; a wile. [Scotch.]

Prattls are repute policy and perrellus panlrii.
Gavin Douglat, tr. of Virgil, p. 238, b.

pawk2
(pak), . [Origin obscure.] A small

lobster.

pawkily (pa'ki-li), adv. In a pawky or arch

manner; slyly. [Scotch.]
pawkiness (pa'ki-nes), n. Archness; good-
humored shrewdness. [Scotch.]
There Is also a refreshing tone of good Scottish pairlri-

nea about the book. Watmiiuter Km., CXX V. 579.

pawky (pa'ki), a. [Also paickit, pauky. pan-
icle; < ;>M?A-1 + -yl.] Arch; humorously sly.

[Scotch.]
A thief sae patikie is my Jean,
To steal a blink, by a' unseen.

Burnt, Oh this is no my ain Lassie.

pawl (pal), n. [Also pall, paul; < W. pairl, a

pole, stake, bar, = L. palus, a pole: see pale1
,

pole
1
.} 1. A short iron bar acting as a catch

or brake to prevent a windlass or capstan from

turning back. See cuts under capstan and pat-
tern-chain.

By the force of twenty strong arms, the windlass came
slowly round, patft after pawl.

R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 235.

2. A bar pivoted to a movable or fixed support
at one end, and having its opposite end adapted
to fit the teeth of a ratchet-wheel or ratchet-

bar, used either for holding the ratchet-wheel
or -bar in a position to which it has been

Pawl in !Ioiting-apparams.

a, ratchet-wheel ; A and f, pawls, engaging teeth by gravitation ;

J, it\ frame ; /, handle The wheel is movecl in the direction of the
arrow by the pawl i- whenX is lifted, and by f> when/ is depressed.

moved by other mechanism (as in the case
where the pawl is pivoted to a fixed support),
or for moving it (as when the pawl is pivoted
to a movable support). A pawl may be constructed
and arranged to fall Into engagement with ratchet-teeth

by its own weight, or, as is very common, it may he made
to act quickly and positively by the force of a spring.

A second crank, carrying also a pall, by means of which
a feed or self-acting motion is given to the tahle for the
machine. /*. Cainpin, Mech. Engineering, p. 5&

Cross pawl, in Mp building. See aroa-paui. Gravity
pawl, a pawl which engages ratchet-teeth when actuated

only by tlie force of gravity. Pawl and half pawl, two
pawls of different lengths acting on the same wheel.

Spring-pawl, a pawl actuated by a spring,

pawl (pAl), '. '. [< fiairl, n.} To secure or

stop the motion of (a capstan, windlass, or

ratchet-wheel) with a pawl.
He did not hesitate to give his advice, . . . ordering us

when to heave and when topatrt.
It. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 1*;.

pawl-bitt (pal'liit), n. \aut., a strong piece
of timber placed vertically at the back of the

pawn
windlass for its security, and serving to sup-
port Hie pawls \\liicli are pinned into it.

pawl-post* (pal' po-t . a. Same as /mn LI, ill.

pawl-press iparprc*), . In boofbinMng, a

form of scre\\ -press in which the lever is op-
erated with pawl and ratchet.

pawmentt, . A Middle English form of pare-
ini at. I'riiiii/'l. I'm '\. p.

pawmpilyont, . See /,/.;//.
pawn 1

(pan), n. [< ME. patcne, < OF. pan, a

pawn, gage, pledge; cf. OFrie-. /mml = L).

l>ini(l= MLG. y;nnf = OH(i. Mill!, iihunl, /ifunl.
Q. pfaml = Icel. puntr = Hw. Dan. /nmf. a

jile<lge, pawn. The OF. term is usually iden-
tified with OF. pun. F. /ian, a piece of a gar-

ment, a lappet, panel, pane (< L. //.. n
cloth : see pmn ', /mnel), on the supposition that
it referred orig. to an article of clothing left

as a pawn; but this connection 8eemg to be

forced, and is rendered still more doubtful by
the relation of pcniii/, AS. printing, etc., to the
Tent, words above cited: see penny.] 1. Some-
thing given or deposited as security, as for

money borrowed ; security ; pledge.
Ar. Is yimr jxiirn good and sound, fir?

See. F. Ill pawn my life for that, sir.

ilidilltton. Your Five (iallants, L 1.

They will let them take their money vpon paicne*, hut
not deliuer it theinselues. Purcha*, Hlgritnage, p. 205.

We have no store of money at this time, but you shall
have good pamu; look you, sir, this Jewel, and that gen-
tleman's silk stockings.

It. Jonxm, Every Han in his Humour, Ir. 7.

2t. A pledge or promise.
I violate no paicn* of faiths, intrude not
On private lores. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, II. 3.

3f. A gage; a challenge.
If guilty dread have left thee so much strength
As to take up mine honour's pairn, then stoop.

BUt, Blch. II., L 1. 74.

4. The condition of being pledged or held as

security, as for the payment of a debt or the
fulfilment of a promise, etc. : as, to be in pawn
oral patrn. 5. A pawnshop; a pawnbroker's
establishment. [Colloq.]

Perhaps they comes to sell to me what the pawnt won't
take in, and what they wouldn't like to be seen selling to

any of the men that goes about buying things In the
street. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 121.

At pawn, in pawn, pledged; hence, laid away; not
available.

Alas, sweet wife, my honour is at patrn,
And, but my going, nothing can redeem it.

Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., II. 8. 7.

Gin I should lay my gloves in poirn,
I will dance i the bride.

Sweet H'illir (child's Ballads, II. 97).

pawn1
(pan), v. t. [< MK.'pinrnen, < OF. {inner,

panner, take a pledge, seize, take, pawn; from
the noun.] 1. To give or deposit in pledge,
or as security for the payment of money bor-

rowed; pledge.
Ill pnirn this Jewel In my ear, and yon may paum your

silk stockings. B. Joiaon, Every Man In his Humour, Iv. 7.

2. To pledge for the fulfilment of a promise.
Ill patrn the little blood which I have left

To save the Innocent. Shale., Vf. T., II. 3. 166.

He swore,
And paicn'd his truth, to marry each of us.

Ford, Love s .Sacrifice, ill. 4.

Profane jests of men who pnirn their ouls to be ac-

counted witty. StUlinyJlftt, Sermons, I. iv.

pawn2
(pan), n. [< ME. pairn, panne, poirn,

poiine, poun, < OF. paoii, IIOOH, prop, peon, a

pawn, = Sp. peon, a foot-soldier, a pawn (> E.

peon), = Pg. jiido = It. i>eilone, a foot-soldier,

IKilniia, a pawn, < ML. pedo(n-), a foot-soldier,
an athlete (cf. pedinns, a pawn), in LL. one
who has broad feet (in L. only as a surname),
< L. iir.t (/)/-) = E. font : see J'mit. Cf. peon,

pioneer.} A piece of the lowest rank and value
at chess. See clieiuil.

A shame hath he that at the cheker pleyeth. whan that

apetrn seylth to the kyng chekmate.

Lydyalt, Pylgremage of the Sowle, p. 27.

Little Ireland has always suffered the fate of those who
have small offerings to make. A pairn on the chess-

board, she Is sacrificed at any moment In order to win a

larger piece. Ttt Century, ZZXVIL 885.

Harked pawn. See martrd.

pawn3
(pan), n. [< ( )F. ;>, piirnn. F. jiaun, <

L. yiflro(n-), a peacock : see 7'nro and pra-.} A
peacock ;

in her., a peacock used as a bearing.
And he as py'd and garish as the patrn.

hniiiti'ti, Moon-calf, (\arfx.)

pawn4
t, n. Mast, or similar food for animals.

Also spelled jiinrin .

Which is that Food that the swine feed on In the woods,
as Mast of Beach, Acorns, etc., which some have called
t'airntt. Cuirrl, Diet, and Inter.



pawn

pawn5
t,

. [Prob. a var. of panel."] A gallery.

This house is flue and fifty paces in length, and hath

three pawnes or walks in it, and forty great pillars gilded,

which stand betweene the walks.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 261.

Jet-man's Exchange [London, 1837] was a quadrangular
building, with a clock-tower of timber on the CornhiU

side. It had an inner cloister, and spawn, or gallery, above

for the sale of fancy goods.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 35.

pawn (pan), n. Same as pan*.
pawnable (pa'na-bl), a. [< pawn* + -able.']

Capable of being pawned.
pawnbroker (pan'bro"ker), n. [< paioni +
broker.'] One who is licensed to lend money
on pledge or the deposit of goods at a legally
fixed rate of interest. Pawnbroker's balls, the

three gold-colored balls which usually form the sign of a

pawnshop. The characteristic feature of the coat of arms
of the Medici family in Lombardy was a group of balls, or

disks, variously characterized in different accounts (per-

haps representing different branches of the family) as six

red balls, three gold balls or blue balls, and three coins,

and variously explained as representing pills, by way of

play upon the family name, or as representing the money
of bankers, the coins being indicated by spheres so as to

present a circle in whichever direction looked at. It

seems to have been from this armorial bearing that three

golden balls hung in a cluster and three blue balls painted
on a white ground were early adopted as the sign of money-
lenders, corresponding to the existing emblem of pawn-
brokers.

It is not generally known that the three Blue Balls at

the Pawn-brokers' shops are the ancient arms of Lombardy.
The Lombards were the first money-brokers in Europe.

Lamb, Elia, Newspapers Thirty-five Years Ago.

pawnbroking (pan'br6"king), n. [< pawn1 +
broking, ppr. of "broke in broker."] The busi-

ness of a pawnbroker.
pawncock (pan'kok), n. A scarecrow. Halli-

ioett. [Prov. Eng.]
pawnet, See pawn*.
pawnee1

(pa-ne'), . [< pawnl + -ee1 .] The
person to whom a pawn is delivered as secu-

rity; one who takes anything in pawn.
Pawnee'2 (pa'ne), n. and a. [< Amer. Ind. Fani,
native name, said to have been given to them
by the Illinois Indians.] I. i. One of an Indian
tribe which formerly dwelt principally in Ne-
braska and also in Kansas and Texas. Harassed
by their hereditary enemies the Sioux, they were removed
to a reservation in the Indian Territory in 1876.

II. a. Of or relating to the Pawnees.
pawner (pa'ner), n. [< pawn* + -er1

."] One
who pawns or pledges anything as security for
the payment of borrowed money.

The Pawnbroker's all in a blaze,
And the pledges are frying and singeing,
Oh ! how the poor pau-ners will craze !

Hood, Don't you Smell Fire?

pawnor (pa'nor), 11. [< pawn 1 + -or 1
.] Same

as pawner.
pawnshop (pan'shop), . A pawnbroker's es-

tablishment ; a place in which pawnbroking is

carried on.

pawn-ticket (pan'tik'et), n. A ticket given by
a pawnbroker to the pledger, bearing the name
of the article pledged, the amount of money
lent, the name of the pledger, the name and
address of the pawnbroker, the conditions of
the loan, etc.

pawpaw, n. Seepapaw.
paw-paw (pa'pa), a. Naughty. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
pawt, v. Seepauti.
pawtenert, n. See pauteneri.
paw-waw (pa'wa), n. Same as pow-wow. Car-

Jyle.

For reasons which we cannot well understand, the red
gives place to the white man. With their wigwams and
canoes, their gods and their pawwas, ... they have van-
ished forever. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 4.

pax(paks),. [<L.prti, peace: seepeace.J 1. In
the Bom. Cath. Ch., a small tablet ornamented
with a representation of
some Christian scene or

symbol. In former times, in
the celebration of the mass, it

was kissed by the celebrating
priest, and was then presented
by the acolyte to be kissed by
all the officiating ecclesiastics,
and by the members of the con-
gregation; but it is now used,
except in a few communities,
only during certain masses cel-
ebrated on special occasions or
by high dignitaries. Its use was
introduced into church worship
during the thirteenth century,
taking the place of the then cus-

tomary form of the kiss of peace,
which was abrogated on account
of the confusion and inconve-
nience involved. Also called

osculatory. Pax.- Brass of i sth century.
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The kissing of the pax was set up to signify that the

peace of Christ should be ever among us.

Ti/ndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1800), p. 71.

Innocentius ordained the pax to be given to the people.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1863), II. 311.

Who make the pax of their mistresses hands.

Speeches of Ricort, Progr. of Eliz., II. (Nares.)

2. The kiss of peace. See kiss. Pax voblscum,
peace be to you : a salutation common among the early
Christians. Its use is now confined to officiating clergy-
men in liturgical churches.

pax-board (paks'bord), n. [ME. paxborde; <

pax + board."] Same as pax, 1.

paxbordet, Same as pax, 1.

paxbredet, n. [ME., < pax + brede, board: see

board."] Same as pax, 1.

The pax-brede used to stand on the altar all through
mass. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 162.

paxilla
1
(pak-sil'a), ; -pi, paxillie (-). [NL.,

< L. paxillus, a small stake, a peg, < pangere
(V Pad)i fix

>
fasten: see pact."] A bundle of

movable knobbed or spicular processes at-

tached to a common stalk in the integument
of echinoderms. See cut under Asteriidee.

A handsome new form, of a peculiar leaden grey colour,
and with paxillte arranged on the dorsal surface of the
disk in the form of a rosette.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 121.

paxilla
2

,
n. Plural ofpaxillum.

paxillar (pak'si-lar), a. [t paxilla} + -a>-3.] Of
or pertaining to paxillee.

paxillate (pak'si-lat), a. [< paxillal + -ate1 ."]

Having paxillte.

paxillose (pak'si-los), a. [< Ij.paxilhts = Gr.

7rdo-o-a/lof, a small stake, a peg.] In gcol., re-

sembling a little stake.

paxillum(pak-sirum),. ; pl.paxilla(-a). [ML.]
A diminutive of pax.
paxwax (paks'waks), . [< ME. paxwax, prop.
"faxwax, fexwax: see faxwax.~\ A butchers'
name of the ligamentum nuchse or nuchal liga-
ment of the back of the neck of cattle, etc. It
is a stout strong cord composed of yellow elastic fibrous

tissue, assisting in the support of the head without mus-
cular effort. A similar structure, in various degrees of

development, exists in most mammals, including man.
Also called paxytvaxy, packu'ax, faxwax,Jlxfax, and whit-
leather. See cut under ligamentum.

pay 1
(pa), v.

; pret. and pp. paid, ppr. paying.
[<ME. payen,paien, < OP. payer, paier, paer, P.

payer = Sp. Pg. pagar= It. pagare, < L. paeare,
quiet, pacify, subdue, soothe, ML. satisfy or
settle (a debt), pay, < pax (pac-), peace : see

peace, and cf. pacate.] I. trans. If. To ap-
pease; satisfy; content; please.
Ther he harpede so wel, that he payde al the route.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 272.

I.nke thou grucche not on god, thaug he geue luytel,
Beo payed with thi porcion porore or ricchore.

Piers Plowman (A), x. 113.

Do trewe penaunce, & y am payed,
From eendelees peine y wole make thee free.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. FurnivaU), p. 201.

Ffor hir to paye he was full glade.
Thomas of Ersieldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 104).

2f. To make satisfaction or amends for.

And operis satisfactio that for synnes payeth.
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 81.

3. To satisfy the claims of; compensate, as
for goods, etc., supplied, or for services render-

ed; recompense; requite; remunerate; reward:
as, to pay workmen or servants; to pay one's
creditors.

For all my dangers and my wounds thon hastpaid me
In my own metal. Bean, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

For the carriage of such things as I send you by John
Mutton you must remember to pay him.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 404.

He [Pitt] attacked with great violence . . . the practice
of paying Hanoverian troops with English money.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

So pays the devil his liegeman, brass for gold.
Browning, Ring and Book, iii. 1463.

4. To discharge, as a debt or an obligation, by
giving or doing that which is due : as, to pay
taxes

;
to pay vows.

Sone, vnto thi god pay welle thi tythe,
And pore men of thy gode thou dele.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 54.

Tables with fair service set ;

Cups that had paid the Caesar's debt
Could he have laid his hands on them.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 355.

5. To bear; defray: as, who will pay the cost f

hence, to defray the expense of: as, topay one's

way in the world.
Take ye that, ye belted knight,

'Twill pay your way till ye come down.
Willie Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 233).

6. To give; deliver; hand over as in discharge
of a debt: as, to pay money; to pay the price.

pay
So many ounces he should pay
Of his own flesh, instead of gold.

Northern Lard and Cruel Jew (( 'hild's Ballads, VIII. 278).

I hnvepaid death one of my children for my ransom.

Donne, Letters, xcii.

Why, 'tis his own, and dear, for he du\ pay
Ten crowns for it, as I heard Roscius say.

Marston, Satires, ii. 53.

Come, my hostess says there is seven shillings to pay.
I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 181.

You must not pay this great price for my happiness.
Jt. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xlviii.

7. To give or render, without any sense of obli-

gation: as, to pay attention; to pay court to a

woman; to pay a compliment.
"They 're my attendants," brave Robin did say ;

"
They'll pay a visit to thee."

Robin llimd Rescuing tlte Widows Three Son* (Child's
[Ballads, V. 266).

The next day brought us to Padua. St. Anthony, who
lived about five hundred years ago, is the great saint to
whom they here pay their devotions.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 379.

He used to pay his duty to me, and ask blessing the
moment he came in, if admissible.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, V. 64.

I'll take another opportunity of paying my respects to
Mrs. Malaprop. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

8. Figuratively, to requite with what is de-

served; hence, to punish; chastise; castigate:
still in colloquial use.

Turk Gregory never did such deeds in arms as I have
done this day. I have paid Percy, I have made him sure.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 3. 48.

They patiently enduring and receiuing all, defending the
children with their naked bodies from the vnmercifull

blowes, that pay them soundly.
Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 140.

He paid part of us
;

Yet I think we fought bravely.
Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 2.

Pay (whip) Maidjie as much as you like, and I'll not
say one word ; but touch Isy, and I'll roar like a bull !

Dr. John Brown, JIarjorie Fleming.

9. To be remunerative to
;
be advantageous or

profitable to
; repay.

A lecture of an Egyptian priest upon divinity, morality,
or natural history would not pay the trouble, at this day,
of engraving it upon stone.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 415.

God payst, God to payt. See Godi. To pay a bal-
ance. See balance. TO pay down, to pay on the spot ;

pay in ready money.
We cheerfully paid down as the price of its [slavery's]

abolition twenty millions in cash.

Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 17.

To pay hornet. See home, adv. To pay off. (o) To rec-

ompense and discharge : as, to pay observants or laborers.

When I arrived at this place [Heraclea] I paid off my
janizary, and the next day he came and said he was not
satisfied. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 143.

(0) Naut., to cause to fall to leeward, as the head of a ship.

In a few minutes there was sail enough to pay the brig's
head of. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xlv.

To pay (Off) Old scores, to pay old debts
; hence, figura-

tively, to "get even" with one's enemies.

I have been in the country, and have brought wherewith
to pay old scores, and will deal hereafter with ready mony.

Sedley, Bellamire (1687). (Narei.)

To pay one In his own coin. See coini. To pay one

specially i

pay out more line.

His men . . . sprang into a yawl and began paying out
a heavy line, Captain Joe following with the shore end
of it. The Century, XZXIX. 226.

To pay the debt of nature, to pay one's last debt, to
die. See nature.

The Sire of these two Babes (poor Creature)
Paid Ids last Debt to human Kature.

Prior, The Mice.

To pay the piper or the fiddler, to bear the expense or

responsibility.

They introduce a new tax, and we shall have to pay the

piper. Brougham,
Which of you two comes down, as you say, with the

dust? Who pays the piper for this dance of yours, gentle-
men? J. S. Le Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, xxxiv.

To pay the shot, to pay the cost ; bear the expense.

In this at last we have the Advantage got.
We give the Treat, but they shall pay the shot.

Mrs. Centlivre, Gotham Election.

II. in trans. 1. To make payment or requital;
meet one's debts or obligations : as. liepays well
or promptly. 2. To yield a suitable return or

reward, as for outlay, expense, or trouble; be
remunerative, profitable, or advantageous : as,

litigation does not pay.
And all speculations as to what it will and what it will

not pay to learn. Fitch, Lectures on Teaching, p. 191.

To pay for. (n) To make amends for
;
atone for : as, men

often pay for {\\e\r mistakes with suffering. (6) To give
equal value for; bear the charge or cost of; give in ex-

change for.



pay
of nil that i- ivrHvi- fn.in i.o.l, what doe wo pay for,

more then prayern mnl pi i\ >.^

V,ll,:,,. l.ik khlHteS, Till.

'Tisnot in KIIIIHT alu> \vlin r I'<|<1< :u .- ju;nle to pay
/r thi-ir Ilinimin Litter, .loiiniry to Paris, p. 100.

To pay for a dead horse. *,-, /'' .
- To pay off, to

Jail away to leeward, as the Iu-ail "f H ship.

The little vessel paitl o/ from tin- wiiul. and ran on fur
Mum- linn- iliivrily Ill-ton- it, tearing through the water
w ith cvrrythiiiK lluiiL'.

/;. // IMI,II, Jr., llefore the Mast, p. 24.

TO pay on, to !><-:it with vi^or : redouble blows. [Colloq.]
To pay UP, t" |y fully or promptly.

pay 1

(pa), ll. [< MK. IHIIJ, IKIIII; < ( >F. /!,/:. I'.

l>ui/r = I'r. i>n<jti, /'";/, paia = Sj>. Pg. It.

/K/I/". pay: from Hie verli.
| It. Sni ist'aetion :

((intent; liking; pleasure.
A man may servi-n lift nixl more to pay
In half a yer, althuw it were no more.
Than mini nun <i<itli thai hath servyd fill yore.

t'l."in;i- l':n ll.imrnt ft Fowls, 1 474.

\li lijf to h-il,- ill Word A drill-

As Is muoHt pit-Haunt to tltl pay,
Anil to di-ii- \w-rl whanne it is my day.

Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 9.), p. 14.

It was more for King (.'urnwalls pleasure
Then it was for Kim; Arthurs pay.

BaUail } King Arthur (Child's Ballads, I. Wl).

2. Compensation given for services performed;
salary or wages; stipend; recompense; hire:

as, a soldier's /int/ MIHI allowances; the men de-
nia tided higher /'".'/

Encry common souldier discharged recelued more in

money, victuals, apparel], and furniture then liis pay did
amount vnto. HaUuyfi Voyayet, II. 11. 151.

This trial is Interesting, as it furnishes us with evidence
as to the pay of an editor, or rather author (for Tuchin
wrote the whole paperX of that time.

Athton, .Social Life ill Reign of Queen Anne, II. 76.

3. Pay-day. [Obsolete or colloq.]

They haue euery pay, which Is 45. dayes, ... 15 thai-

lags sterling. HaMuyt's Vnyayet, II. 108.

Deferred pay. Sec defer*. Full pay, the official al-

lowance without deduction to officers of the army and
navy, as for active service. Good (or bad) pay, sure (or
not to be trusted) to pay debt* : said of persons. [Colloq.]
Half pay. See half-pay. In the pay Of, hired by;

employee! for pay by : as, he was in the pay of the company
for many years Pay dirt, pay gravel, In gold-mining,
gravel or sand containing a sufficient amount of gold to be
profitably worked. See dirt.

O, why did papa strike pay gravel
In drifting on Poverty Hat?

Bret Ilarte, Her Letter.

Pay-streak, in gala-mining, that part of the gravel in

which the gold is chiefly concentrated. [I'lacer-mining
of the Pacific States. ) The term Is sometimes, but rarely,
used to denote the valuable or paying part of a lode or
metalliferous deposit inclosed in the solid rock. Syn. 2.

Wa\tft, etc. See salary.

pay- (i>ii), c. /. [Prob. < OF. peier, poier, poyer
(also in coinp. *empeier, ei]>oier = Sp. entpe-
<l<ir), pitch, < L. picare, piteh, cover with pitch,
< pii (pic-), pitch : see pitch-, ., and cf. pitch

1

*,

p.] Naut., to coat or cover with tar or pitch,
or with a composition of tar, resin, turpen-
tine, tallow, and the like: as, to pay a seam
or a rope.
In st. -HI of Pitch, we made Lime, mixed with Tortoise

oyle, and as the Carpenters calked her, I and another

paifd the seames with this plaster.
Quoted in Capt. Joan SmiUi's Works, II. 118.

Paying ladle. See ladle. The devil to pay. Seerferfl.

That can be paid, or is to be paid; capable of

being paid.
Thanks are a tribute payable by the poorest South.

2. To be paid; due: as, bills pityuhlt ; homage
or allegiance payable to the sovereign. Due and
payable. See due.

payably (pa'a-bli), adr. To the extent of be-

iiif,' profitable".
Their lower beds have been found to le pat/ably aurif-

!TOM<. ffn, Diet, IV. 427.

pay-bill (pa'bil). u. A bill or statement speci-
fying the amount of money to be paid, as to

workmen, soldiers, and I lie like.

pay-car (pii'kiir), H. In railroad service, a car
in which a paymaster travels from point to

point almii; the line, to pay the employees.
pay-clerk (pa'klerk). H. 1. A elerk who pays
WHJIOS. 2. A elerk to a paymaster in tlie

I'nited States army or navy.
pay-corps (pa'korj. H. In the United States

navv, the corps of paymasters.
paydt, p. a. An old spelling of i>aiil.

pay-day (pa'da), . The day when payment i>

to be made or debts are to be discharged; the

day on which watresor money is stipulated to be

paid: in etoelejoobiltg, the day on which a trans-
fer of stock must be completed and paid for.
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tabouret* pay away all their wage*, and live uprm trust

till next pay-day. Locke.

pay-director (pii'di-rek'torl. . In the t'tiiled

States mivy.aii officer of the pay-corps, ranking
with a captain.

payedt, /'
" An old spelling of jinui.

payee (pii-e'), i. [< pay 1 + -w1
.] A person to

whom money is paid or is to be paid ; sperili-

eally, in luir. the party in whose favor the

promise or direction to pay negotiable paper
i> expressed.
A bill of exchange li an order by one peraon, called the

drawer, to another, termed the drawee, living In a differ-

ent place, directing him to pay a certain sum of mom y to
a third person, denominated the payee.

Harper', May., LXXX. 470.

payent, ". and H. A Middle English form of

jutifitn .

Payena (pft-ye'njl), . [NL. (Alphonse do Can-
dolle, 1W4), after A. Payen (1795-1871), a bo-
tanical writer.] A genus of gamopetalous
trees of the order Sapotacae, characteri/.ed by
four sepals, eight petals, and sixteen stamens.
There are or 7 species, natlres of the Malay peninsula
and archipelago. They are trees with milky juice, rigid
leaves minutely clothed with reddish scurf or with silky
hairs, and small clusters of pediceled flowers In the axils,
each cluster usually producing a single ovate-oblong berry.
See gutta-putih.

payer (pa'er), n. [< pay* + -*ri.] One who
pays; specifically, the person named in a bill

or note who has to pay the holder. Also payor.
payetrellet, n. Same as poitrel.

pay-inspector (pa'iii-spek'tor), n. In the United
States navy, an officer of the pay-corps, rank-

ing with a commander.
pay-list (pa'list), n. A pay-roll; specifically

(mi/it.), the quarterly account rendered to the
war-office by a paymaster.
paymaster (pa mas'ter), n. 1. One who is to

pay, or who regularly pays; one from whom
wages or remuneration is received. 2. An of-

ficer in the army whose duty it is to pay the offi-

cers and men their wages, and who is intrusted
with money for this purpose. 3. An officer in

the United States navy who has charge of

money, provisions, clothing, and small stores,
and is responsible for their safe-keeping and
issue Fleet paymaster. See jleeta. Paymaster-
general, in the United States army, the chief officer of
the pay-department of the United States war-office. He
has general charge of the payment both of the army of
the United States, and of volunteers and militia when in

Its service, and holds the rank of brigadier-general. In

England there Is an officer of the same name, exercising
similar functions. Paymaster-general of the navy,
a principal official of the United States Navy Department,
chief of the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, holding
the rank of commodore. See department.

paymastership (pa'mas'ter-ship), n. [< pay-
master + -ship.] The office or status of pay-
master.

Walpole once again assumed the paymattenhip of the
forces. Knnie. Brit., XXIV. 335.

payment (pa'ment). n. [Early mod. E. alsoput-
ment; < OF. (aiid F.) payement = Pr. pagamen,
paiamen = Sp. Pg. It. pagamento, payment, <

ML. *pacamentum, payment, < pacarc, pay : see

l>ny
1
.] 1. The act of paying; the delivery of

money as payment, in the course of business.

The king had received various complaints of the Agows,
who had abused his officers, and refused payment of trib-

ute. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 328.

2. More specifically, in lair, the discharge of a

pecuniary obligation by money or what is ac-

cepted as the equivalent of a specific sum of

money;
" the satisfaction, by or in the name of

the debtor, to the creditor, of what is due, with
the object to put an end to the obligation"
(fliiiKlxniit). It Is In the strictest sense distinguished
on the one hand from a discharge by offset or compromise,
and on the other from an advance of the money by a third

person who divests the creditor's claim by taking to him-
self the right to enforce it in the place of the former.

3. The thing given in discharge of a debt or
fulfilment of a promise; recompense; requital;
reward.
Too little t>ayment for so great a debt.

Shot., T. of the S., v. 2. 154.

The Countrey is so fertile that, at what time soeuer come
he put into the ground, the paitnrnt is good with increase.

Pvrchat, Pilgrimage, p. 466.

4. Hence, figuratively, chastisement; punish-
ment.

If It fortuned that a child, having been chastised by an-
other man, went to complain thereof to his own father, it

was a shame for the said father if he gave him not his pay-
ment again. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 382.

North. Yield to our mercy, proud 1'lantagenet
Clif. Ay, to such mercy as his ruthless arm,

With downright payment, show'rt unto my father.

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., I. 4. 32.

Payta bark

Application of payments, appropriation of pay-
ments, thi- determining wliid, ,,f r.\,t.il oMi^atiima
shall )>< ' xfinu*'li-ln''l I M'lno'1, \\h--n !l p:iytn- nt not
sufficient t Thiii*. if :i <l. dt'.i

owing to the same creditor an ope n .1. . ..nut. a bund, and
a note secured by mortgaKr on tin 1. ht.n -

property pays
a sum sufficient to satisfy only one, it la for his Interest
that It lie

applied to the mortgage, au as to free his pro|-rty
from incumbrance; and it Is for his creditor's interest
that It be applied to the open account, which la unw<-m , .1,

and will he outlawed before the l>nil. I h. riuht of ppl|.
cation rests with the debtor at tin linn: ..f paying. If he
does not exercise It, It passes to the creditor. If neither
debtor nor creditor exercise* the right ,

the ronrt, if con-
troversv arises, make* the application on eijultahle princi-

ple*. Equation of payment*. See equation Pay-
ment into court, tin- ileiHmlt In due form with an officer
of the court of a sum sued for, or of so much is admitted
to hi- ,lm

,
for tin h. IM lit of the phiiatitt If he will ac-

cept it

paymistress (pu'iuis'tres), it. A woman who
gives money for goods supplied or services ren-
ilered.

paynt, n. See pain-.

payne't, An ObMleiC spelling otjiain*.

payne-t, ". A Middle English form of pagan.
paynim, painim (pa'nim), n. and a. [< ME.
l>ainiw, i"ninjm, payntme, paynym, payiiemc,
paincm, < OF. paienime, paienumie, paiennutme,
painisme, etc., F. imganisme, paganism: see

paganism.] I. n. 1. Paganism; heathenism;
heathendom; heathen lands collectively.

Thys word was sone wide In paynyme ybrogt
So that princes In layiiinne were of grete thogt.

KiJi. / (Moveeater, p. 403.

Thau Ector was one, as aunter befelle,
tfro the parties of ;j/tn|rnv present at home.

Dettrnetion o/ Troy (E. E. T. 8-X L 2162.

2. A pagan; a heathen.

So that thulke stnde was for let mony a day.
That no crlstene mon ne Painym nuste where the Rode lay.

llly flood (ed. Morris), p. 36.

Other do accomodate It p'Xoacc teipsnm") to Apollo,
whom the paynimet honoured for god of wysedome.

Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, ill. 3.

The Emperours deputle, albeit he were a painim, yet did
ho abhore the murthering of a man whom he fudged to be
an Innocent and gulltlesse person. J. Udallt On Mark XT.

Thus far even the payninu have approached ; thus far

they have seen Into the doings of the angels of God.
Hooter, Eccles. Polity, i. 4.

H. n. Pagan; heathen.
Cornelius Tacitus, a panim writer, and enlmie to the

Christians. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577\ p. 395.

Paynim sons of swarthy Spain
Had wrought his champion's fall.

Seott, Rob Roy, ii.

A people there among their crags,
Our race and blood, a remnant that were left

Paynim amid their circles. Tennyum, Holy Grail.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

paynimryt, painimryt (pa'nim-ri), n. [ME.
puyni/mrru; < paynim + -ry.'] Paganism; hea-
thendom.

paynize (pa'niz), r. t.; pret. and pp. naynized,
ppr. jxiunizing. [After one Payne, the inven-
tor of the process.] To harden and preserve,
as wood, by a process consisting in placing the
material to be treated in a close chamber, de-

priving it of its air by means of an air-pump,
and then injecting a solution of sulphid of cal-

cium or of barium, following this with a solu-
tion of sulphate of lime. The latter salt acts chemi-
cally on the calcium or barium sulphid, forming all

through the wood sulphate of calcium (gypsum) or sul-

phate
of barium (heavy-spar). Wood thus treated Is very

heavy, but very durable and nearly incombustible.

pay-office (pa'of'is), n. A place or office where
payments are made, particularly an office for
the payment of interest on public debts.

payor (pa'or), n. [< pay1 + -or1
.] See payer.

payret, . An obsolete spelling of pair1
.

pay-roll (pa'rol), . A roll or list of persons
to be paid, with note of sums to which they are
entitled.

paysa (pi'sft), n. See pier.

paysage (pa'saj; F. pron. pa-e-zazh'), n. [F.,
< pays, country : see pais*, peasant.] A land-

scape.
But the greatest part of this paymge and landscape Is

sky. Jrr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 103.

Life seems too short, space too narrow, to warrant you
in giving in an unqualified adhesion to a paymge which la

two-thirds ocean.
H. Jama, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 344.

paysagist (pa'sa-jist), . [< paysaoe + -i.r.]

An artist or draftsman who works in landscape ;

a landscape-painter.
The lists are now open to some clever paymgitt to prove

that his art Is the supreme flower of all. Art Age. IV. 4-.'.

payset, '' An obsolete form of poise.

paysyblet, ". A variant of peaceable. ('/(

Payta bark (pa'tii bark). A pale cinchona-
bark shipped from Payta in Peru.



paytamine

paytamine (pii'tam-in), . [< Priyta (barl') +
iiiiiim:'] An amorphous alkaloid obtained frotn

Payta bark.

paytine (pa'tin), w. A crystallizable alkaloid

(C2iH.>4N2O.H20) of Payta bark.

paytrellt, . Seepoiti-cl.

pazaree, . Same &spansaree.
Pb. In clicm., the symbol for lead (Latin plum-
bum).

P. B. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Britan-

nica, British Pharmacopoeia.
P. Bor. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Bo-

ritKxica, Prussian Pharmacopoaia.
P. 0. An abbreviation (a) of Privy Councilor;
(6) of police constable.

Pd., pd. A contraction of paid.
Pd. In clicm., the symbol for palladium.
P. D. An abbreviation of Pharmacopoeia Dub-
lineiisis, Dublin Pharmacopeia.

P. E. An abbreviation (a) ofPharmacopoeia Edi-

nensis, Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia; (ft) of Prot-
estant Episcopal.
pea1

(pe), n. [A mod. form, assumed as sing,
of the supposed plural pease : seepease^. The
plural of pea is peas, as ' as like as two peas,'
'a bushel of peas,' with ref. to the individual

seeds, as in 'a bushel of beans'
;
but when used

collectively the old singular pease is properly
used, as 'a bushel of pease,' like 'a bushel of
wheat or corn.'] 1. The seed of an annual

hardy leguminous vine, Pisum sativum; also,
the vine itself. The pea is marked by its climbing
habit and glaucous surface, its pinnate leaves ending in a
branching tendril, its large stipules, and its large, com-
monly white, papilionaceous flowers, followed by pendu-
lous pods containing sweet nutritious seeds. The origi-
nal form, P. sativum, var. arcense (P. arvense), the common
gray pea or field-pea, is thought by some to be native in
Greece and the Levant, by others to have come from fur-
ther north. Peas were known to the ancient Greeks and
Romans, and their cultivation is now general. Usually
only the seeds are edible, but the pods of the sugar-pea,
skinless pea, or string-pea are eaten, as in the case of

"string-beans." The seeds are now mostly consumed
when green, but are also split when ripe, and used in soups
or ground into meal. (See pease-meal.) Before the spread
of the potato, peas formed in England a principal food of
the working classes. The varieties are very numerous,
those of the marrow class being distinguished by seeds
which are wrinkled and greenish even when ripe.

Yes, yes, Madam, I am as like the Due de Richelieu as
two peas ; but then they are two old withered grey peas.

Walpole, Letters, Oct. 13, 17(15.

The best Master I wot of is the Swabian who gave his
scholars 911,000 callings, with standing on peas, and wear-
ing the fool's cap in proportion. S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

2. Pea-spawn of a fish. SeesiMiicn Angolapea.
See Cajanm. Beach-pea. See Lathyrus. Butterfly-
pea. See CKtoria. Congo pea. Same as Angola pea.
Cow-pea, a twining pulse-plant, Viana (Dolichos) Ka-

tiang (V. Sitiensin), of tropical Asia and Africa, in cultiva-
tion extending into warm-temperate climates. The pods
are sometimes -2 feet long, and are edible while green,
as are their seeds when dry. This is an important crop
in the southern United States. Earthuut-pea, a plant,
Lathyrm tubcroms, of Europe and Asiatic Russia, yielding
edible tubers used like potatoes. Earth-pea, a Syrian
species, Lathyrus amphicarpos, bearing underground pods.
Egyptian pea, the chick-pea. Everlasting pea. See

Lathyrus. Flat pea, one of three slender shrubs with
very flat pods, of the Australian leguminous genus Platy-
lobium, French pea. (at) The common pea or garden-
pen, (b) pi. Canned peas prepared in France, reputed to be
superior to those canned in other countries. Glory-pea.
See CKanthus. Heart-pea, Same as heartneed. Hoary
pea. See Tephronia, and catgut, 3 (6). Milk-pea See
Oalactia, 2. Partridge-pea, (a) Cassia Chaimrcrista, a
plant a foot high with showy yellow flowers, four of the ten
long anthers yellow, the rest purple. It is common espe-
cially southward in the eastern half of the United States.

(6) lleisteria coccinea (F. pois perdrix). See Heisteria.
Pea iron ore. a form of brown iron ore found in England
in the "Corallian beds

"
of the Middle Oolite, and especially

at Westbury in Wiltshire. Pea of an anchor, the bill of
an anchor. Pigeon-pea. Same as Angola pea. Poison-
pea. See Swamsona. Rosary peas, seeds of Abrwpre-
catorius. Sea-pea, seaside pea. the beach-pea. Sen-
sitive pea. Cassia nictitans, a small species in the eastern
United States, whose pinnate leaves fold when touched.
Also called wild sensitive-plant, C. Cliamtecruita (see'
partridge-pea, above) has been called larye-Jtawered sen-
sitive pea. Soy-pea. Same as soy-bean. See soy, and
Sahuca beam (under deani). Spurred butterfly-pea
Centrosema Virginia-turn, of the southern United States!
The genus resembles CKtoria, but is distinguished by a
spur projecting from near the base of the standard.
Sturt's desert-pea, the Australian CKanthus Dampieri.
Swainson pea. See Sicainsona. Sweet pea a fa-

vorite climbing annual, Lathi/rus odoratm, with rather
large sweet-scented flowers, a native of Sicily and south-
ern Italy. There are numerous varieties, differing chiefly
in the color, which runs from pure white to deep purple
See painted-lady, 2.- Tangier pea, Lathiirm Tinijitamis,
a prettygarden species from Tangiers, producing abundant
small dark red-purple flowers.-Tuberous pea. Same
as /ieatn-]m. See Lathyrux and kiiapperts. WOOd-pea.Same as tuberous pea. or sometimes (by translation) Latln/'-
rus sileestris. See Lathyrm. (See also chick-pea, heath-
pea, isrne-pea. meadow-pea, no-eye pea.)

pea'-' (pe), . [= Sc. pne, pa (in pajock) ;
< ME.

pe- (in comp. ), pa, po, poo, < AS. pawa, also
pea (once, in dat. pedn), m., pdwe, f., = D.

4340

paauir = MLG. pntre, pamrc = OHG. pliawo,
fdwo, plialio, fillio, jilido, MHG. pliaice, pfil in:

jilid, pfd, G. pfan-e, pfaw, pfmre, pfoir, ffavtc,
etc., now pj'line, pfau', dial, pfob, pfaub, etc., =
Icel. pa, pai (as a nickname

;
in mod. use only

in comp. pd-fugl = Sw. pdfogel = Dan.
;.

= E. peafowl, q. v.) = F. paon ( > obs. E.
_;

= Sp. pavon = Pg. parao = It. pavone, < L. pu-
vo(n-), ML. also pans, m., para, f., < Gr. *T<HJI>

(in gen. Taavo;, etc.), usually roiif or rauf, also
written rnur, where the aspirate represents the
earlier digamma, orig. *raf"f = Ar. Turk, tdtrus

= Hind, tans (in Hind, also called mor), < Pers.

tdwus, tdus, a peacock; cf. Old Tamil tdkci,

togei, a peacock.] A peafowl. The simple form
pea is rare. It occurs chiefly in the compound namespea-
coc*, peahen, peafowl, pea-chick, pea-pheasant. In the
second quotation pea is restricted to 'peahen.'

His berd was syde ay large span,
And glided als the fether of pae.

Als Y yod on ay Mounday (Child's Ballads, I. 274).

A cock and a pea gender the Gallo-pavus, which is other-
wise called the Indian hen, being mixed of a cock and a
pea, though the shape be liker to a pea than a cock.

Porta, Natural Magic (trans.), ii. 14. ({fares.)

pea-bean (pe'ben), n. See bean*-, 2.

pea-beetle (pe'be"tl), n. The pea-weevil, Bru-
chits pisi.

peaberry (pe'ber'i), .
; pi. peaberries (-{/.).

The so-called male coffee-berry. See coffee, 1.

Sometimes there is but one seed, called, from its shape,
peaberry. Spans' Encyc. itanuf., I. 691.

pea-bird (pe'berd), n. [< "pea, a syllable imi-
tative of its cry, + bird1

.'}
The wryneck, lynx

torquilla.

pea-bluff (pe'bluf), n. A pea-shooter. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
pea-bone (pe'bon), . The pisiform bone of
the wrist: so called from its size and shape.
pea-bug (pe'bug), n. The pea-weevil, Bruclius

pisi. TIL S.]

pea-bush (pe'bush), n. An evergreen heath-
like shrub, Burtonia scabra, of eastern Austra-
lia. It has large purple papilionaceous flowers,
single in the upper axils.

peace (pes), n. [< ME. pece, pees, pes, peis, pais,
< OF. pais, pai:, F. paix = Sp. Pg. paz = It.

pace, < L. pax (ace. pacem), peace, < \/ pae,
pag, as in paciscere, agree, make a bargain,
pangere, fix: see pact. Cf. pacate, pay1

, paci-
fy, etc., appease, etc.] A state of quiet or

tranquillity; freedom from disturbance or agi-
tation; calm; quietness; repose. Specifically
(a) Freedom from war or hostile attacks ; exemption from
or cessation of hostilities

; absence of civil, private, or
foreign strife, embroilment, or quarrel.

And aftre him Mango Chan, that was a gode Cristene
man, and baptized, and zaf Lettres of perpetuelle pes to
alle Cristene men. MandevUle, Travels, p. 230.

The king has also the sole prerogative of making war
and peace. Blackstotie, Com., I. vii.

(b) Freedom from agitation or disturbance by the passions,
as from fear, terror, anger, or anxiety ; quietness of mind

;

tranquillity; calmness; quiet of conscience.

Great peace have they which love thy law. Ps. cxix. 165.

But now a joy too deep for sound,
A peace no other season knows.

Bryant, Summer Ramble.

(c) A state of reconciliation between parties at variance ;

harmony ; concord.

"What tydinges now," quod he, "I praye yow saye."
"Be of good chere," quod they, "donght ye no dele,
Your pece is made, and all shall be right wele."

Generydes (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1806.

St. Anselm and his Peace or composition with Henry the
First. H. W. IHxon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

(d) Public tranquillity ; that quiet order and security which
are guaranteed by the laws : as, to keep the peace; to break
the peace; a justice of the peace.

The king has, in fact, become the lord ; ... the public
peace, or observance of the customary right by man to-
wards man, has become the king's peace, the observance
of which is due to the will of the lord, and the breach of
which is a personal offence against him.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 203.

(e) A compact or agreement made by contending parties
to abstain from further hostilities ; a treaty of peace : as,
the peace of Byswick.
A peace differs not from a truce essentially in the length

of its contemplated duration, for there may be very long
armistices, and states of peace continuing only a definite
number of years. Wuolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 150.

Armed peace. See armed. Articles of the peace.
See article. Bill of peace, in tow, a bill or suit in equity
brought by a person to establish and perpetuate a right
of such a nature and under such circumstances that with-
out the intervention of the court it may be controverted
by different persons at different times, and by different
actions ; or where separate attempts have already been
unsuccessfully made to overthrow the same right, and
where justice requires that the party should be quieted
in the right by a decree of the court. Bird of peace
breach of the peace, clerk of the peace, commis-
sion of the peace. See bird, breach, etc. Conser-
vators of the peace. See conservator. Justice of the

peaceably
peace. See justice.- Kiss of peace. See Ms*. Let-
ters of peacet. Same as pacijical letters (which see,
under pacifiad). Peace Congress. See cmujreft.
Peace Convention or Conference. Same as Peace Can-
grew. Peace establishment, the reduced quantity of

military supplies and number of effective soldiers kept
under arms in a standing army during time of peace.
Peace money, in early Eng. hist., a payment or fine for
breach of the public peace. Peace Of God and the
Church, that cessation which the king's subjects former-
ly had from trouble and suit of law between the terms anil
on Sundays and holidays. Peace Preservation Acts
(Ireland), English statutes of 1870, etc., and especially
the act of 1881. The last contained stringent provisions
in regard to the carrying, importation, and sale of arms.
Peace resolves, in U. S. IM., a series of resolutions

reported to the Congress of the United States by the Peace
Congress of February, 1801, embodying suggestions for the
averting of civil war. The king's (or queen's) peace,
originally, the exemption or immunity secured by severe
penalties to all within the king's house, in attendance on
him, or employed on his business, and gradually accorded
to all within the realm who are not outlaws; the public
peace, for the maintenance of which the sovereign is re-

sponsible. The peace. Same as kiss of peace (which see,
under kiss). To hold one's peace. See holdl.

So hold thipees; thow slest me with thi speche.
Cha-ucer, Troilus, iv. 455.

To keep the peace, to abstain from violation of the
public peace. See breach of the peace, under breach. To
make (a pel-son's) peace (with another), to reconcile the
other to him.

I will mate your pence with him. Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 296.

Treaty of peace. See treaty. =Syn. Stillness; silence,

(a) Amity. (6) Quiet, Tranmtilltty, etc. See rest.

peacet (pes), v. [< ME. peacen, peaseii, pccrti,

pesen, < OF. paisier, pacify, bring to peace,
make peace ;

from the noun : see jieacc, n. Cf.

appease.] I. intrans. To hold one's peace; be
or become silent ; hold one's tongue.
Heruppon the people peacyd and stilled unto the tyme

the shire was doon. Paston Letters, I. 180.

I will not peace. IS. Jomon, Alchemist, iii. 2.

Then since, dear life ! you fain would have me peace,
And I, mad with delight, want wit to cease,
Stop you my mouth.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 543).

II. trans. To appease; quiet; allay.
Which only oblation to be sufficient sacrifice, to peace

the Father's wrath, and to purge all the sins of the world.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850),

fp. 265.

peaceabilityt (pe-sa-bil'i-ti), . [< ME. pesi-
blete; us peaceable -f -ity.] Tranquillity; calm;
peace.
He roos and blamede the wynd and the tempest of the

watir, and it ceesside, and pesiblete was inaad.

Wydif, Luke viii. 24.

peaceable (pe'sa-bl), a. [< ME. pcsable, pesi-
ble, paisible, etc.

; < OF. paisible, pesible, peace-
able, < pais, peace: see peace.] 1. Accom-
panied with or characterized by peace, quiet-
ness, or tranquillity; free from agitation, war,
tumult, or disturbance of any kind

; peaceful.
A hlisful lyf, a paitdble and a swete,
Ledden the peples in the former age.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 1.

His peaceable reign and good government.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 1. 108.

But the treachery, the contempt of law, the thirst for

blood, which the King had now shown, left no hope of a
peaceable adjustment. Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.
2. Disposed to peace ;

not quarrelsome, rude,
or boisterous.

Thre of the barons apart [she] drew hastily
Off moste gretteste, sayng in wyse pesible
As woman full sage and ryght sensible.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3653.

Men of mild, and sweet, and peaceable spirits, as indeed
most Anglers are. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 48.

= Syn. Peaceful, etc. (see pacific), amicable, mild, friendly,

peaceableness (pe'sa-bl-ues), . The state or
character of being peaceable; quietness; dis-

position to peace.
peaceably (pe'sa-bli), adv. In a peaceable
manner, (a) Without war, tumult, commotion, or dis-

turbance; without quarrel or feud: as, the kings of this

dynasty ruled peaceably for two hundred years. (6) In or
at peace; quietly; without interruption, annoyance, or
alarm : as, to live and die peaceably.

Therfore thei suffren. that folk of alle I.awes maype;/t-
bely duellcn amonges hem. Mandeinlle, Travels, p. 262.

Disturb him not, let him pass peaceaHy.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 25.

They were also very careful that every one that be-
longed to them answered their profession in their behaviour
among men, upon all occasiouns ; that they lived peace-
ably, and were in all things good examples.

fenn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, iv.

(c) Without anger or disposition to quarrel; amicably;
as one disposed to peace.

And when his brethren saw thut their father loved him
more than all his brethren, they hated him, and could nut,

speak jicaceably unto him. Gen. xxxvii. 4.

To live peaceably is so to demean ourselves in all the of-

fices and stations of life as to promote a friendly under-
standing and correspondence among those we converse
with. p. Attcrburi/, SeTmuns, II. xxjy.



peace-breaker

peace-breaker (peVhra'ker). . One who vio-

lates or disturbs the public peace, l.utnnrr,

peaceful (pes'l'ul). <i. |< /XHHT + -//.] 1.

Full of, possessing, or enjoying peace; not in

a state of war. commotion, or dix<|uiet ; quiet ;

nudist urlx-d: us, a /i>-/iiil':il lime; :i /ixiciliil

country.
Hull, Twilight, sovereign of oncpnv/l// hour!

H'rr</iW'/rt/i,'Soim .-U, it 22.

Succeeding monarch^ hoard the subjects' cries,
Nor saw <liH|>lc:w'il the ptacr/ul cottage rle.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 86.

That jtrarfful face wherein ull past distress
lint] iiicHcil into perfect loveliness.

William Morriii, Earthly Paradise, I. 168.

2. Pacific; mild; calm: as, a i>nac.rful temper.
And thus with peaceful words upraised her soon.

Mil ' n. r i.., x. :ii>..

I ain grown peaceful as old age to-night ;

I regret little, 1 would change still less.

Bnaeniny, Andrea del Snrlo.

= Syn. Peaceable, etc. (see pacific), tranquil, serene.

peacefully (pes'ful-i), ode. In a peaceful man-
ner; without war or commotion; without agi-
t ii (ion or disturbance of any kind; tranquilly;
calmly; quietly.
peacefulness (peVful-nes), n. The state or
character of being peaceful; freedom from
war, tumult, disturbance, or discord; peace-
ableness.

peace-gild (]>es'gild), i. In the middle ages,
0110 of a number of associations disseminated

through England and northern Europe, the ob-

ject of which was the mutual defense of the
members against injustice and the restriction
of

liberty.
Also called frith.

peaceiyelyt (pe'siv-li), adv. [< 'peaci-ice (< OF.
/Hiinif. peaceable, (. pais, peace: see peace and
-ive) + -fy

2
-] In a peaceable or peaceful man-

ner; without resistance.

You must with your three sons be guarded sate

Unto the Tower ; . . .

Then peaceively let us conduct you thither.

DcHrer and Webster, Blr Thomas Wy at, p. 26.

peaceless(pes'les), a. [< peace + -tegn.~] With-
out peace ;

disturbed.

took upon a person angry, peaceUst, and disturbed.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X I- -''

peacelessness (pes'les-nes), n. Lack or ab-

sence of peace : the opposite of peacefulnegs.
The small, restless black eyes which peered out from the

pinched ana waited face betrayed UMMMttamcM of a
harrowed mind. Q. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 79.

peacemaker (peVma'ker), n. One who makes
peace, as by reconciling parties that are at

variance.

Blessed are the peacemakers; for they shall be called the
children of God. Mat v. 9.

peace-offering (pes'of'er-ing), n. 1. An offer-

ing that procures peace, reconciliation, or sat-

isfaction; satisfaction offered to an offended

person, especially to a superior. 2. Specifi-

cally, an offering prescribed under the Levitioal

law as an expression of thanksgiving. The direc-

tions for it are contained In Lev. III. ;
v ii . 1 1 21. Its char-

acteristic feature was the eating of the flesh as a symbol
of enjoyment of communion with God.

peace-officer (pes'of'i-ser), n. A civil officer

whose duty it is to preserve the public peace,
especially to prevent or quell riots and other
breaches of the peace, as a sheriff or constable,

peace-partedt (peVpar'ted), n. Departed from
the world in peace.

We should profane the service of the dead
To sing a requiem and such rest to her
As to peace-parted souls. Shalt., Ilamlet, v. 1. 261.

peace-party (pes'par'ti), n. A party that fa-

vors peace or the making of peace.

peace-pipe (pos'pip), n. The cajumet or pipe
of the American Indians, considered as the

symbol of peace between tribes, etc., the smok-
ing of it being the accompaniment of a treaty;
tht> "pipe of peace."
peach' (pech), n. [< ME. peche, pesehe, pt-xk, <

OF. /x.-i'/ii . !'. itMir, f., = Sp. pfrnicn, prrxign,

prism (and with Ar. art. alpertrico), m., = Pg.
pt'cego (and with Ar. art. aliterchf), m., = It.

/ir.viw. ;ilso /irrxicii, t'.. = AS. /ifrxiii', iiirxiif,

peach (perttoc-treoif, peach-tree), = D. perzik =
MLti.

i
Tx/7: = OHG. "pfenicli, MHO. pfirsich,

/'Ii: r.iii-h, II. /lir^ii-h, /-//Yx<.7/. . ^lirsi-ln: also

/i.iirxfliiiig = Sw. pcrxika = Dan./crsA't/i (< G.), <

U /Hi-siciim. ui'ut. (sc. win/Min), a peach, persietw
inning, or simply jiersicus, f., also^ersica arbor,
a peach-tree, < Gr. nrp<r<icur, m., mpain&v, neut.,
a peach, also///tfa irtpaucf/, the peach-tree, fujfav

irepoutov, the peach, lit. the ' Persian apple
'

(wa-
in m, fir/Aav) or

' Persian apple-tree
'

( malun, foiMa):
see Persic. Cf. qtrine, quince, lit. 'Cydonian
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apple.' 80 the orunge or citron wax called

/,/"i MV"">"|', 'Medic apple,' and tin- apricot
//.,/

'

\iiim -1111,111
',

'

Ariiirniaii upple.'] 1. The
fleshy drupaceous fruit of the tree I'rvnti* !'

xica. See uef . 2. 2. A garden and orchard tree,
Pruniu (Amygdalnx) I'irxicii. The peach Is a rather
weak irregular Free, 16 or SO feet high, with shining lan-

ceolate leaves, and pink tlowers(scc cut under eaiyn>("nite)
appearing before the leaves. The roundish or elliptical fruit

is 2 or 3 inches In diameter, and covered with down ; when
ripe, the color Is whitish or yellow, hexutlfully flushed with
red ; its flesh Is subacfd, luscious, and wholesome. The
peach Is closely allied to the almond, from which IJarwin
Inclines to derive It Its local origin has commonly been
ascribed to Persia, but the investigations of De Candolle

point to China. It Is now widely cultivated In warm-
temperate climates, most successfully in China and the
t'nlttid States, as In Delaware, on the shores of the

Chesapeake and Lake Michigan, and In California, (ftee

curl, 4, peach-Might, and peach-yellow*.) The canning of

peaches Is now a large local Industry ; large quantities
also are dried, and some are made into peach-brandy. The
seeds often take the place of bitter almonds as a source
of oil, etc. Peach-leaves and -flowers are laxative and an-
thclmintlc. The varieties of the peach are numberless, a

general distinction lying between clingstones and free-

stones (see these words), and again between the white- and
the yellow-fleshed. (Sta nectarine.) The flat peach or peen-
to Is a fancy Chinese variety, having the fruit so compressed
that only the skin covers the ends of the stone. Another
Chinese variety, the crooked peach, has the fruit long and
bent, and remarkably sweet In ornamental use there is

a weeping peach ; and various dwarf and double-Howe! ed

varieties, called Jlouxviny peaches, have been produced
with pure-white or variously, often very brilliantly, color-

ed flowers Guinea p6&ch, a climbing shrub, Sarcnceph-
alvt esculentus, of tropical western Africa, bearing heads
of small pink flowers, and a pulpy collective fruit which
is eaten by the natives. Also called nctrro &uil fiierra Leone

peach. Native peach of Australia. See ipmnda H<J .
-

Negro peach, Sierra Leone peach. Same as Gmnea
peach. Peach myrtle, see myrtle. Wild, peach. See
iriltt orange, under orangti.

peach2 (pech), v. [Byapheresis from appeach,
impeach.} I.t trans. To impeach; also, to in-

form against, as an accomplice.
Let me have pardon, I beseech your grace, and 1 11 peach

'em all. Midalebm, Phoenix, T. 1.

If I did not amidst all this pfach my liberty, nor my
vertue, with the rest who made shipwreck of both, it was
more the Infinite goodnesse and mercy of God then the
least providence or discretion of myne owne.

Evelyn, Diary, 1641.

H. intrans. To betray one's accomplices; turn
informer. [Obsolete or colloq.]

For-thy as wlghtts that are will thus walke we in were,
fotpechyng als pilgrymes that putte are to pees.

York riant, p. 42.

Wilt thon peach, thou varlet?
Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 3.

Will you go peach, and cry yourself a fool

At grannam's cross ! be laughed at and despised?
/;. Jonton, Magnetlck Lady, Iv. 2.

" Was Flashman here then?"
"Yes ! and a dirty little snivelling, sneaking fellow he

was too. He never dared Join us, and used to toady the
bullies by offering to fag for them, and peachiny against
the rest of us." T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 8.

peach* (pech), . [Appar. a particular use of

peacltl, n.] In mining, any greenish-colored
soft or decomposed rock, usually chloritic

schist. [Cornwall, Eng.]
peach4t, " [< Kuss. pechu, nrtxu, an oven,
stove, furnace.] A stove. [Russia.]

They [the Russians! heat then- Peaches, which are made
like the Germane bathstoues, and their Poclads like ouens,
that so warme the house that a stranger at the first shall

hardly like of It. UaklnyCi Voyages, I. 498.

pea-chafer (pe'cha'fer), . A pea-weevil.
peach-black (pech'blak), . [< peach* + black.']
A black obtained from calcined peach-stones.
peach-blight (pech'blit), n. A fungous disease
of peach-trees (usually called rot or frroim rot

when it affects the fruit), caused by Afonilin

fructigena. The full life-cycle of this fungus is

not known, but it is probably the gonidial stage
of some ascomycete.
peach-blister (pech

'
blis '

ter), i. Same as

curl, 4.

peach-blossom (pech'blos'um), M. and a. I. 11.

1. The flower of the peach. See peach*. 2.
A collectors' name of a moth, Thyalira batix.

3. A canary-vellow color; also, a pink color
more yellowish, than rose-pink.

II. a. Pertaining to or resembling the blos-
som of a peach-tree. peach-blossom marble, a
kind nf Italian marble variegated in white and red. with a
few yellow spots. Marble Waiter, ^ 22.

peachblow (pech'blo), . 1. In ceram., a glaze
of Oriental porcelain of warm purple color
or inclining to pink, like the blossom of the

peach. The pieces bearing this name are some-
times mottled and clouded in different shades
of the same color. 2. A variety of potato: so
called from its color.

peach-borer (pech'bor'er), . 1. A day-moth,
exitiosa, of the family ^Egeriidte, the

peachwort
female of which lays i-^s in June on the bark
ol' pfa< h-triTS. near tin- groiiiul. On lialchinu, il..

larvte work their way Into the bark ami l>or: to the sap-
wood, causing an exudation of KMIII, which, rnix<-<l Mitli

the excrement of the Insect, forms a thick mass at tin:

Peach-borer (Dictrca <*>'

vnritata}. (Line shows
natural wzc )

The deep-pink

/ W Y *

PeaerMiorer (#frfa rxitiaia). t. female; a. male.

foot of the tree. The cocoons are spun at or near the stir-

face of the ground ; they are brown, and made of silk mixed
with gum and castings of the larv*. This Ixirer works into

plum-trees as well as peach-trees. The beat remedlea ire
to mound the trees and protect them with vertical straw
bands during the summer.
2. A buprestid beetle, IHcr.rca dtrancato,whost;
larva bores through the
bark and lives in the sap-
wood of the peach and
cherry. Also peach-tree
borer.

peach-brake (pech'brak),
n. In Texas, a dense

growth of the so-called
wild peach, there cover-

ing extensive tracts. See
trim orange,under orn ni/i

'
.

peach-brandy (pech'-
bran'di), n. A spirituous
liquor distilled from the
fermented juice of the

peach.
peach-color (pech'kul'or), .

color of the peach.
peach-colored (pech'kiil'ord), a. Of the color
of a peach.
peach-down (pech'doun), n. The soft down of
a peach-skin.
peacher (pe'cher), . If. An accuser or im-

peacher.
Accusers ur pfachrra of others that were guiltless.

Fom, Martyrs, Wyclif.

2. One who peaches; an informer; a telltale.

[Colloq.]
peachery (pe'cher-i), .; pi. peacherie* (-iz).

[< peach* T -ery.] A place where peaches are

cultivated; a peach-grove; a garden where

peach-trees are trained against walls; a house
in which peach-trees are grown.
peach-house (pech'hous), ft. In hort., a house
in which peacn-trees are grown, for the purpose
either of forcing the fruit out of season, or of

producing it in a climate unsuitable for its cul-

ture in the open air.

pea-chick (pe'chik), . The chick or young of

the peafowl.
pea-chicken (pe'chik 'en), n. The lapwing.
Also called papechien.
peach-oak (pech'ok), . See chestnut-oak (un-
der oak) and icitl<nr-oak.

peach-palm (pech'pam), n. A tall pinnate-
leafed palm of tropical South America, Bactrix

Gaxipees ((luilielma xprcioxa). The stems are some-
times clustered, and are armed with black thorns. It in

cultivated along the Amazon, etc., for its egg-shaped fruit,
which is borne in large clusters, bright-scarlet above,
orange below. Its thick firm flesh, when cooked, Is mealy
and well flavored. It affords a meal which is made into

cakes, and by fermentation a beverage.

peach-stone (pech'ston), . The hard nnt in-

closing the seed or kernel within the fruit of
the

peach.
peach-tree (pech'tre), . The tree that pro-
duces the peach Peach-tree borer, fame as

peach-borer, 2.

peach-water (pech'wa'ter), H. A flavoring ex-

tract used in cooking, obtained from the fresh
leaves of the peach by bruising, mixing the

pulp with water, and distilling. It retains the
flavor of bitter almonds possessed by the leaves.

peach-wood (peoh'wud), M. A dyewpod ob-
tained from Nicaragua, similar to brazil-wood,
and perhaps from the same tree. Also called

\icaragua troorf. See brn:il. 'J.

peach-worm (pech'werm), H. One of the leaf-

feeding caterpillars which infest the peach:
as, the blue-spangled peacli-tcorm, the larva of
< 'iillimorpha fulcicosta. See cut under I'alli-

peachwort (pech'wert), . The plant lady's-
tluimb. Polygonum Persicaria: so named from
its peach-like leaves. See lady's-thumb and
Hearts-case.



peachy

,y (pe'chi), a. [< /weft
1 + -i/

1
.] Kesem-

^.^e,' a peach, especially in color or texture;

of the nature of the peach.
I don't believe that the color of her peach;/ cheeks was

heightened a shadow of a shade.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 74.

peach-yellows (pech'yel"6z), n. A peculiar

and very destructive disease affecting the cul-

tivated peach-tree. It is entirely confined at present

to the orchards of the eastern United States, where it an-
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peacock-iris (pe'kok-I'ris), n. A bulbous plant

from South Africa, Moriea ( Vieusseuxia) glau-

copis, also known as Iris Pavonia. The flowers are

pure-white with a blue stain at the base of the three larger

divisions of the perianth. The name extends more or less

to the other species formerly classed as Viemseuxia.

peacockizet, * [< peacock + -ize.] To act

the neacock; strut.

pemuice, tte twi pale and dwarfed, and[the fruit red-

ing of the fruit ; in the second year it is more marked, the

whole tree having a sickly languishing appearance, with

the entire foliage dwarfed and rolled or curled up, and

yellowish or brownish-red (whence the name) in color.

The diseased tree rarely dies in the second year of attack,

and rarely lives beyond the fourth or fifth year. Little or

no valuable fruit is produced after the second year. The
cause of the disease is at present unknown, but from the

!i "
sems very

Zazzeare, to play the simple selfe-conceited gull, to go

letting or loytring vp and dowue peacackwing and court-

ing of himself. Fiona.

pheasant of the genus Polyplectron, the males of

which are doubly spurred. See cut under Poly-

plectron.

peacock's-tail (pe'koks-tal), n. A beautiful

seaweed, Padina pavonia, with broadly fan-

shaped fronds which are marked with concen-

tric lines every one of which is fringed at its

upper margin. Also called turkey-feather laver.

pea-cod (pe'kod), n. Same as peasecod.

peak
and spread in a vertical disk completing a semicircle, or

more, of the most brilliant iridescent colors, chiefly green
and gold. The tail-feathers proper and the primaries are

chestnut ;
the neck and breast are blue of a peculiarly rich

tint called peacock-blue. The head is crested with a

bunch of about twenty-four upright plumes. The length

proper is about four feet, the train, when fully developed,

measuring from two to four feet more. The peahen is much
smaller and more plainly feathered, without the train.

The peacock was sacred, among the Greeks and Romans,
to Hera or Juno, but is now commonly regarded as the

symbol of vainglory and as a bird of ill omen. The flesh

is edible, like that of other gallinaceous birds. The cry

is extremely loud and harsh. See Pavo, japanned ; also cut

under ocellate.

t4 (peg, pek), n. [Amer. Ind.] Among
^.^.j American Indians, in colonial days,

a sort of money consisting of beads made from
the ends of shells, rubbed down and polished
and strung into belts or necklaces, which were

valued according to their length and the per-
fection of their workmanship. Black or purple

peag was worth twice as much as white, length
for length.

as the Brahmas. In shape it resembles three low blunt-

ly serrated combs pressed together Into one, that in the

middle being the highest. The name is derived from

a fancied resemblance of the shape to that of a pea-blos-

purple cylinder, and the other a white; they are both

,
-f -- made in size and figure alike, and commonly much re-

ameter, and running from 1,200 to 1,400 to tne Dea .comb (pe'kom), n. A form of comb char- sembling the English bugles, but not so transparent nor

barrel : distinguished from count clams, running
F
act ei.istic of some varieties of the domestic hen, *> brittle. Beverley, Virginia, ill. U 46.

800 or fewer to the barrel. See little-neck. [New
Jersey.]
pea-coal (pe'kol), n. Coal of a very small size,

like peas. Also called pease.

pea-coat (pe'kot), . [Seepea-jacket.] A short , . .,

double-breasted coat of heavy woolen material, P |0 V?
in form resembling a short top-coat.

peacock (pe'kok), . [< ME. pecok, pekok, pe-

kokke, pakoc, usually pocok, pokok (which re-

mains in the surname Pocock, beside Peacock) ;

< nea2 a peacock (see pea2 ),
+ cocfr1 .] A bird

n _ . _ -.C 11 AT n1n f*f

Finding the swiftest pursuer close upon his heels, he

threw off, first his blanket, then his silver-laced coat and

belt of peag, by which his enemies knew him to be Canou-

chet, and redoubled the eagerness of pursuit.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 371.

,. Acrabof the genus Pin- peaget, Same aspedage.

notheres, inhabiting as a commensal the shells Without paying of any manner_pf^imposition
or dane

bivalve

*
of the genus Pavo, specifically the male, of

dove(pe'duv)
which the female is a. peahen and the young a P6a-dov<e Pf <J*
pea-chick. See peafowl.

The pokok with his aungelis federys bryghte.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 356.

maica of the zenai-

da-dove, Zenaida
amabilis. See Ze-

naida.Men bryngen grete Tables of Gold, and there on ben

Pecokes of Gold, and many other maner of dyverse foules,

allcofGold. ATonrfecate, Travels, p. 219. pea-dropper (pe'drop"er),

A peacock in nis pride, a peacock with his tail fully tool for planting peas. It is the same in prin-

dUplayed. ciple as the corn-planter.

And there they placed o peacock in his pride, pea-finch (pe 'finch), n. The pied finch, or chaf-

Before the damsel Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette. finch. Frinqilla coAebs. ... ,

* The blossom of copies of Spanish paintings by herself, for she was a skilfu
Peacock-eyemarble.anltalianmarbleofmingledwhite, pea-flower (pe'flou'er), . 1. The blossom of cop

blue, and red color, presenting in marking a fanciful re- any pea. 2. One of several West Indian legu-
'

money, peage tribute, or any other manner of tolle whatso-

euer it be. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 548.

Trade was restrained, or the privilege granted on the

paymentof tolls, passages, paages, pontages, and innumer-

able other vexatious imposts.
Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., iii., an. 1070.

peagle (pe'gl), . Same a,spagle.

pea-gooset, Same as peak-goose.
What art thou, or what canst thou he, thou pea-goose,

That dar'st give me the lie thus? thoumak'st me wonder.
Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

pea-green (pe'gren), n. A shade of green such
In agri., a hand- as that of green or fresh peas. It is luminous

but not very chromatic, not markedly yellow-
ish nor bluish.

She had hung it [the room] with some old-fashioned

pea green damask, that exhibited to advantage several

Pea-crab (Pinnotheres astreum),
enlarged.

ore. See erubescite.
"

tion of one's beaut/, elegance, or other fine ferto-pea (under pea1
).

qualifications; hence, to render proud, vain, or peafowl (pe'foulj, n. [= Icel. pafngl = Bw.
T- . -' , . ', ftJtfnffal Tin rt t\f1flf

haughty; make a display of.

lean never deem that love which in haughtie hearts

^enus pflw;of which the
-

re are

species. The common peafowl, P. cristatui, is a native

of India, said to have been introduced into Europe by
Alexander the Great, and now everywhere domesticated.

The male, female, and young are respectively called pea-

cock, peahen, and pea-chick. The peacock is one of the

II. intrans. To strut about like a peacock, or

in a manner indicating vanity: as, she pea-
cocked up and down the terrace.

peacock-bittern (pe'kok-bit'ern), n. The sun-

bittern, Enrypyga helias; the pavao. See cut

under Enrypyga.
peacock-blue (pe'kok-blo), . A blue color of

the peculiar hue of a peacock's breast.

peacock-butterfly (pe'kok-but"er-fti), n. The io

butterfly, Vanessa io, a common European spe-
cies : so called from the eye-spots of the wings.

peacock-fish (pe'kok-fish), . A beautiful la-

broid fish, Crenilabrw pavo, variegated with

Disraeli, Henrietta Temple, i. 2.

Pisolite Pea-grit series,
vision of the Inferior Oolite.

Same as pea-shooter.
-< pea? + /tew1 .] The

hen or female peafowl.

pea-jacket (pe'jak'et),
n. [< 'pea, also "pie

-
(< D. pij, pije =

proceeds of a desire onely to pleas, and as it werepeacock
themselves. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Tut : he was tame and meek enow with me,
Till peacock'd up with Lancelot's noticing.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

m*Z8*gB^E&a&&**~imeenus Pavo. of which there are two if not three ^w - V^> J'ys.*' /.*, __. ,

Peacock-fish (Crenilabrtts pavo).

green, blue, red, and white. It is an inhabi-
tant of the European seas.

peacock-flower (pe'kok-flou'&r), n. 1. Atree
of Madagascar, Poinciana regia, with twice-pin-
nate leaves, and racemes of showy orange-col-
ored or yellowish flowers having long richly
colored stamens. 2. Same as flower-fence.

peacock-hatter (pe'kok-hat"er), n. In the mid-
dle ages, a plumist or milliner.

en coat, = Sw. dial, paje, paja, a coat
; supposed

to be connectedwith Sw. dial, part, pade, a coat,

which affords a transition toAS.^>dd= OS. peda
= OHG.pheit, WKQc.pheit,pfeit= Goth, paida,
a coat), + jacket. The Dan. pijxkkert, a pea-

jacket, is from E.] A heavy coat, generally of

pilot-cloth, worn by seamen in cold or stormy
weather.

peak 1
(pek), n. [< ME. pec, < Ir. peac, any

sharp-pointed thing ;
akin to pike^, pike*, ptck*,

peckl, etc. : see pike*.] 1 . A projecting point ;

the end of anything that terminates in a point.

How he has mew'd your head, has rubb'd the snow off,

And run your beard into a peak of twenty.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 2.

cifically (n) A projecting part of a head-covering;

the leather vizor projecting in front of a cap. (f>) The
Speci

Peacock (Pavo fristatus).

largest of the gallinaceous birds, and in full dress is the
most magnificent of all birds. The gorgeous train which
constitutes its chief ornament is often four feet long, and
consists of an extraordinary mass of upper tail-coverts,

not true tail-feathers, which latter the train overlies and
far outreaches. These tail-coverts are elegantly formed
of spray-like decomposed webs enlarged and recomposed
at the end, and marked with glittering ocelli or "eyes."
This whole mass of plumage Is capable of being erected

high sharp ridge-bone of the head of a setter-dog. Sports-

man's Gazetteer. <f) Same us pee.

2. A precipitous mountain
;
a mountain with

steeply inclined sides, or one which is particu-

larly conspicuous on account of its height above

the adjacent region, or because more or less

isolated. Those parts of the crest of a mountain-range
which rise higher than other parts near them, especially

if somewhat precipitous, are often called peaks.

Towards the north-west corner, a promontory of a good

height, backed by a comb-like range of peaks, rises at once

from the water. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 376.

3. Naut. : (a) The upper corner of a sail which

is extended by a gaff ; also, the extremity of the

gaff. See cut under gaff. (V) The contracted

part of a ship's hold at the extremities, for-

ward or aft. The peak forward is called the

forepeak; that aft, the after-peak. Also spelled

peek.
The captain shut him down in ike fore peak, and would

not give him anything to eat.

R, H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 44.

Peak-downnaul, a rope attached to the peak or outer

end of a gaff, to haul it down by. Peak-halyards. See



peak
halyard. Feak-purchaae, :> tm-kli- on the standing |irt
of the peak-halyard, for swaying the peak up. Peak -

tye, u tye used in some nhips fot hoiHting the peak of a

heavy -MM. The Peak, a mountainous and picturesque
region In Derbyshire, Kngland, northwest of <'aBtMon. It

Is nearly 2,000 feet alxivo the sea-level. Also called the

////A I'enk.

peak 1

(pek), i
1

. [< ;izA'J, .] I. intritux. To
rise upward as a peale.

In these Cottian Alpes which begin at the town Seguslo
thure jtea/ceth tlpit ini^litic liiKli iiumiit, that no man almost
can passe over without dmiKer.

lli'ilint'l, tr. of Amrnlanus, p. 47.

II, trim*. An///., to raise (a gaff) more oblique-
ly to the mast To peak the oars. 'See oar'.

peak2
(pek), v. i. [Perhaps < jieaki, with ref . to

the sharpened features of a sick person.] 1.

To look sickly; be or become emaciated.

Weary se'nnlghts nine times nine
Shall he dwindle, peak, and pine.

Shot., Macbeth, I. S. 23.

2t. To make a mean figure ;
sneak.

peak :t

t, v. i. An obsolete spelling of peek?.
peak4

,
n. See peay.

peak-arch (pek'iirch), . In arch., a pointed
arch. [Kare.]
peak-cleat (pek'klct), n. A cleat fastened to

the side of a boat near the bottom, opposite
each rowlock, with a hole in it large enough
to receive the handle of an oar which is peaked.
See to peak the oars, under war1

.

peak-crest (pek'krest), . A. peaked or point-
ed crest: distinguished among pigeon-fanciers
from shell-crest,

peaked1 (pe'ked or pekt), a. [< peak1 + -ed2 .]

Pointed; ending in a point : as, abated beard.

peaked2 (pe'ked or pekt), a. [<.peak% + -erf8.]

Having a sickly, thin, or emaciated appearance ;

drawn: said of the face or the expression.
The old Wlddah Elderkin, she was jest about the poor-

est, peakedeit old body over to Sherburne, and went out
to days' works. //. /;. Stowe, Oldtown Stories, p. 130.

You're as pale and peaked as a charity-school girl.
Julian Hawthorne, Dust, p. 373.

peak-gooset, . [Also reduced to pea-goose; ap-
par. <pe<ik% + goose.'] A silly fellow ;

a ninny.
If thou tie thrall to none of these,

Away, good peak-goose, away, John Cheese !

Ascham, The Scholeniaster, p. 48.

peaking (pe'king), a. [<peak* + -n<7
2
.] 1.

Sickly; pining. 2. Sneaking; mean-spirited.
Hang handsomely, for shame ! come, leave your praying,
You peaking knave, and die like a good courtier.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, 111. 2.

I stole but a dirty pudding, last day, out of an alms
basket, . . . and the peaking chftty-face page hit me In
the teeth with It. Mawinger, Virgin-Martyr, II. 1.

peakish 1

(pe'kish),
a. [< peak 1 + -isA 1 .] De-

noting or belonging to peaks of hills; having
peaks; situated on a peak; belonging to the
district known as "The Peak." [Rare.]
From hence he getteth Ooyt down from herpeakith spring.

Drayton, Polyolblon, xl. 107.

Her skin as soft as Lemster wooll,
As white as snow on peakuh Hull,
Or swanne that swims in Trent.

Drayton, Shepherd's Garland. (Kara.)

peakish'-' (pe'kish), . [Early mod. TZ.pekyshe;
< in-ill;- + -ijtA 1 .] 1. Having features that
seem thin and sharp, as from sickness

; peaked.
[Colloq.] 2f. Simple; rude; mean.

The prltythe parson's brayne
Could not reach nor attalne
What the sentence mente.

Skelton, Ware the Hawke.

Once hunted he vntlll the chace,
Long fasting, and the heate
Did house him in upeakinh graunge
Within a forrest great.

Warner, Albion's England, vlll. 189.

Peakrel (pek'rel), n. and n. [Also Peakril; <

Peak (see def.) + -cr-el, as in cockerel, pickerel,

etc.] I. . An inhabitant of the Peak in Derby-
shire, England. [Local, Eng.]

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Peak : as, a
Peakrel horse.

peaky1
(pe'ki), n. [< peak1 + -u 1

.] Consisting
of peaks; resembling a peak ;

characterized by
a peak or peaks.

Hills with peaky tops engrail'd.

Tennyson, Palace of Art

peaky2 (pe'ki), a . [Also peeky, ptcky; appar. <

peak- + -i/
1
.] Showing the first symptoms of

decay: said of timber and trees. fU. 8.]

peal 1
(pel), ii. [< ME. pelf; prob. by aphere-

gis < ME. a/id, a call in hunting-music (also
chimes f ),< OF. apel, appel, pi. appeaujr, chimes,
< apelcr, appeler, call upon, appeal: see /;(//.
Cf . pcnT-,] 1 . A loud sound, or a succession of

loud sounds, asof bells, thunder, cannon, shouts
of a multitude, etc.
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During which tyme there was shot a wonderful! peak of

gunnesout of the tmin Hall, Hen. VII.. an. -Ji.

What peal* of laughter and impertinence shall u< )

exposed to! Addinon, Fashions from Knuu >-.

2. Asetof bells tuned to one another; achiroe

orcarillon; a ring. Thenumberof bells varies wi.l. l>

they are usually arranged In diatonic order, so as to afford

opportunity for playing melodies. See carillon, 1.

If the Master for the time being shall neglect or forget
to warn the Company, onec within every fourteen days, for

to ring a blsett sett [that Is, an appointed] peale, be shall

pay for his offence one shilling.

Jiivjtuli GOdi (E. E. T. &), p. 200.

This caused an universal Joy,
Sweet ptalu of bells did ring.

The Seven Champion* o/ChriMendom (Child's Ballads, 1. 87).

3. A musical phrase or figure played on a set of

bells, properly a scale or part of a scale played
up or down, but also applied to any melodic

figure; a change In peal, In bell-ringing, In order,

rhythmically and melodic-ally : opposed to an Indiscrimi-
nate clanging and jangling.

peal1
(pel), r. [<j>ea/

1
, .] I. intrans. To sound

loudly; resound: as, the pealing organ.
Hoaannas pealing down the long-drawn aisle.

Wnrdnrorth, Power of Sound, I.

A hundred bells began to peal.
Teunymin, Morte d'Arthur.

II. i rn us. 1. To assail with noise. [Hare.]
Nor was his ear less peal'd

With noises loud and ruinous.

Milton, P. I -, 11. 920.

2. To utter loudly and sonorously ;
cause to ring

or sound
;
celebrate.

The warrior's name
Though pealed and chimed on all the tongues of fame.

.'. Barloit, Columblad. rlli. 140.

All that night I heard the watchman peal
The sliding season. Tennyatm, Gardener's Daughter.

3f. To stir or agitate.

peal-t, r. [ME. pelen; by apheresis for apelen,

appeal: see appeal, c.] To appeal.
Yf he dose horn no ryjt lele,

To A baron of chekkcr thay man hit pelt.
Babcet Boot (E. E. T. S.I, p. 318.

I pele to god, for he may here my mone,
of the duresse which greuythe me so sore,
and of pyte I pleyne me fertherc-more.

Political 1'ormt, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 78.

pea!2t, " [ME. pels; by apheresis for apele:
see appeal, n.] Appeal; plaint; accusation.

For there that partye pursueth the pele is so huge
That the kynge may do no merry til liothe men acorde,
And eyther hane equlte. Pier* Plowman (B), \ vii. 302.

Whech woman seyd to me that che sewyd nenen the

pele. Pattm Letten(\ai\ III. 19.

peal3,
n. See peel

3
.

pea!4 t, . ' An obsolete variant of pile&.

pealer, . See peeler^.

pealip (pe'lip), . A catostomine fish, the split-
mouth or hare-lipped sucker, Lagochila or Quas-
silabia lacera, of the streams of the western
United States.

pealite (pe'lit), n. [After A. C. Peale, of the
U. S. Geological Survey.] A variety of geyser-
ite from the geysers of the Yellowstone region,
containing 6 per cent, of water.

peal-ringer (pel'ring'er), . One who rings a

peal or chime of bells; a bell-ringer or change-
ringer.

peal-ringing (pel'ring^ing),
. The act, pro-

cess, or result of ringing bells in a peal; bell-

ringing; change-ringing.
pea-maggot (pe'mag'ot), n. The grub or larva

of a tortricid moth, Semairia nebritana, which is

destructive to pease, a common British species.

pea-measle (pe'me'zl), . The Cystictrcunpisi-

formin, a measle or cysticercoid
of some ani-

mals, as the rabbit, being the scolex or hydatid
form of Ttenia gerrata, a tapeworm of the dog.
pea-moth (pe'm6th), n. A European tortricid

moth, whose larva feeds on pea-pods and is

known as pea-maggot.
pean', . Seejwrnii.

pean2
(pen), n. [OF. panne, a

skin, fur: see pane%.~\ In her.,
one of the furs, having the

ground sable, powdered with
ermine spots or.

pean3
,
n. and r. See

peat.
peanut (ne'mit), B. 1. One of
the edible fruits of Arachix hynogtea. 2. The
plant that bears these fruits, better known in

England as groundnut. SeeArachit. Alsocalled

ground-pen, earthnut, Manila ntit,jur-nut, goober,
and jiimliir.

peanut-digger (pe'nut-dig'er), n. A harvest-

ing-plowtor raising from the ground peanut-
vinos with the pods attached.

pea-ore (pe'or), n. The name given to a variety
of brown hematite which occurs in nearly or

quite spherical form, about the size of a pea.

pearl

pea-pheasant O'^'f'' 2
'

!"'). [< i""- + phta*-
iiiit.] A peacock of tlir (,'i'ims /'/.</,/. i-tmn; a

|irn( k-plic'iisaiit. Si-e cut uiuli-r i'lili/it/ii'lron.

pea-pod (po'pod), n. 1. The pod or poricarp of

the pea. 2. A "double-ended" rowboat used

by the lobster-fishermen of the coast of Maine.
Pea-pod argui, a rare British butterfly, LampUet

I,.,!:::

pear 1

(pSr), n. [< ME. /-ir, < AS. /.//. t
,m

= D. peer = MLQ. LO. here = OlHi.pira, (rira,

MHO. Mr, G. Write = Icel. pera = Sw. piiron =
Dan. peere = OF. (and F.) poire = Pr. Sp. Pg.
It. pera, f., a pear, < L. ptrum, ueut., a pear,
pirus, f., a pear-tree. CfTpear/.] 1. The fruit

of the pear-tree.

And thanne the Prelate zevethe him som maner Frute,
to the nonibre of 9, In a Platere of Hylver, with Pent or

Apples or other manereKrute. llandeciUe, Travels, p. 245.

2. The tree Pyrus communii. The wild tree is

common over temperate Europe and Asia, often scrubby,
but under favorable conditions becoming, as under cul-

ture, a handsome tree of good height, Inclining to a py-
ramidal form. Though close to the apple botanic ally, it

differs In its more upright habit, smooth shining leaves,

pure-white flowers with purple stamens, the granular tex-

ture of the wild fruit, the juicy melting <|Ulilyof the fine

varieties, and the form of the pome, which tapers toward
the base and has no depression around the stem. The tree
Is long-lived, specimens existing which are two or three
hundred tears old. The pear was known In a number of
varieties in the days of Pliny, but its excellence Is of much
later date. In recent times It has received great attention,
it H culture being pushed with special zeal In France. It la

a highly successful fruit In the lulled States. The varie-

ties of pear are numbered by thousands, but only a few
are really important. The Heckel Is an American variety
the fruit small, but unsurpassed In quality. The Hartlett,
known In Europe, where it originated, as Williaiiu't ban

Chretien, Is also universally popular. Pomologtsta place
some others, aa the bettrre aAnjov, as high as these or

higher. Dwarf pean (that U, those grafted or budded on

quince-stocks) are more convenient for gardens : standard

pears (that is, those grafted or budded on seedling-pear
stocks) are commonly more profitable. In some regions,
as England and northern France, a liquor is made from
the juice of the fruit. (See prrryi.) Pear-wood has a

compact fine grain, and U highly prized for cabinet- and
mill-work, etc., and second only to boxwood for wood-en-

graving and turnery.

Of good pire com gode perus,
Wcrse tre wers fruyt herns.

Cur0r Mtindi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab. (E. R T. S.\ 1. 87.

3. A pear-shaped pearl, as for the pendant of

an ear-ring. Evelyn, Mum Ins Muliebris oar-
llc pear, a name of CraUna yj/nandra and C. Tapia. small
trees of tropical America. See Cratxva. I West Indies. |

Grape-pear, an unusual name of the June-berry. Pear-
haw. See AaicZ, 3. Pear lemon. See lemon. Pear-
thorn. Samensprar-Aaw. Prickly pear. Seeprukty-
pear. SHOW or snowy pear, a form of the common
pear, sometimes classed as J^ru* nivalit, found in mid-
dle and southern Europe. Its fruit becomes soft and
edible under exposure to snow. Swallow-pear, the
wild service-tree, Pyrut tonninalit, whose fruit, In con-
trast with the choke-pear, may be swallowed. (Local or

obsolete.) Wild pear, a timber tree or shrub, Clrthra

tiiiiiiJiit, of tropical South America : probably so called
from resemblance In leaves and habit. (West Indies.)
Winter pear, a name given to any pear that keeps well
until winter, or that ripens very late. Wooden pear, a

tree or shrub of the Australian genus Xylomelvm, espe-
cially A', iiyrifnrme. The fruit Is 2 or :< Inches long, thick
and woody, narrowed above the middle, at length split-

ting. (See also alliyator-pear, anchocy-pear, choke-pear,

hanyiny-pear.)

pear'
J
t, '' ' An obsolete form of peer 1 .

pea-rake (pe'rak), n. An agricultural imple-
ment especially designed for harvesting the

field-pea. It combines a rake for gathering the
vines together and on the rake-head a toothed
cutter which cuts them off.

pear-blight (par'blit), . A very destructive
disease of the pear-tree. It destroys trees seemingly
In the fullest vigor and health In a few hours, turning the
leaves suddenly brown, as if they had passed through a
hot flame. It Is caused by a minute bacterium, which was
discovered by Burrill In 1877 and named Micrococciu

amiilimonu. See Mitrococctu and blight. Pear-blight
beetle, the pin-borer.

pearcht, An obsolete spelling of perch^ and

perrh't.

pear-encrinite (par'en'kri-nit), n. An encri-

nite or fossil criuoid of the genus Apiorrinu.i.

pearle(par'i), n. [Dim. of pear1
.] A peg-top:

so called from its resemblance to a pear.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
pea-rifle (pe'ri'fl), n. A rifle throwing a very
small bullet, especially used by sharp-shooters
before the introduction of conical balls. The
range not being very great, the light ball answered Its

purpose, and the smallneas of the bore allowed the metal
of the barrel to be extremely thick a supposed merit.

peariform (par'i-f6rm), a. [Improp. (accom. to

ywvir
1

) fur /lirifirrm, < L. pinim, pear, + forma,
shape.] Pear-shaped.
pea-rise (pe'ris), n. In her., a stalk of the pea-
vine, leafed and blossomed and sometimes

podded, used as a bearing.
pearl (perl), . [< ME. pcrle (the alleged AS.

/, 'pterl, a pearl, rests on a dubious gloss



pearl

"enula, J>#T/," where enula is uncertain); = D.

IMin-l, paarl, peerle = MLG. parle, perle, perlin
= OHG. pernlu, perala, perla, berala, berla,

MHG. berle, G. perle = Icel. perla = Sw. perla
= Dan. perle; = OF. perle, pelle, F. perle = Pr.

Sp. /icHrt = Pg. j;erota, jjerjo = It. perla ; < early
ML. perala, perulus, perla, a pearl, prob. var. of

pirula, a little pear, dim. of L. pirum, a pear:
see pearl. Cf. Sp.perilla, a little pear, a pear-

shaped ornament, Olt. perolo, a little button

or tassel (Florio). Cf. JM*rP.] 1. A nacreous

concretion, or separate mass of nacre, of hard,

smooth, lustrous texture, and a rounded, oval,

pear-shaped, or irregular figure, secreted with-

in the shells of various bivalve mollusks as a re-

sult of the irritation caused by the presence of

some foreign body, as a grain of sand, within

the mantle-lobes. The formation of a pearl is an ab-

normal or morbid process, comparable to that by
which

any foreign body, as a bullet, may become encystedIn ani-

mal tissues and so cease to cause further irritation. In

the case of the mollusks which yield pearls, the deposition
is of the same substance as the nacre which lines the

shell, hence called mother-of-pearl, in successive layers

upon the offending particle. Fine pearls have frequently
been found in working the mother-of-pearl shell. Chemi-

cally, pearls consist of calcium carbonate interstratifled

with animal substance, and are hence easily dissolved by
acids or destroyed by heat. The chief sources of the sup-

ply of pearls are the pearl-oysters and pearl-mussels,
Aviculidee and Unionidse, and foremost among the for-

mer is the pearl-oyster of Indian seas, Meleagrina marga-
ritifera. Pearls are generally of a satiny, silvery, or blu-

ish-white color, but also pink, copper-colored, purple, yel-

low, gray, smoky-brown, and black. The flnest white pearls
are from Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, Thursday Island, and the

western coast of Australia. The yellow are from Panama.
The flnest black and gray pearls are obtained in the Gulf
of California, along the entire coast from Lower California

to the lower part of Mexico. There are two distinct va-

rieties of pink pearl : those from the common conch-shell,
Strtnnbus gigas, of the West Indies, and those from the
unios or fresh mussels found in Scotland, Germany,
France, and the United States (the flnest being obtained

principally from Ohio, Tennessee, Kentucky, Texas, and
Wisconsin), also from the small marine shell Trigona
pectonensis of Australia. Purple, light-blue, and black

pearls are found in the common clam, Venus rnercena-
ria. The yellow color of Oriental pearls generally re-

sults from the decomposition of the mollusks in which
they are found. The value of a pearl depends entirely on
its perfection of form (which must be either round, pear-
shaped, or a perfect oval), on its luster or "

orient," and
on the purity of its color, a tint of yellow or gray detract-

ing very much from the value. Pearls are sold by the

pearl-grain, four grains equaling one carat. (See carat, n.,

4.) From 1880 to 1890 the demand for pearls and the ra-

rity of their occurrence resulted in an advance in price of

from 250 to 300 per cent., the larger pearls having advanced
more, proportionally, than the smaller ones. Until about
1865, pearls were generally valued as multiples of a grain.
The value of a pearl larger than one grain was estimated
by squaring its weight and multiplying this by the value
of a one-grain pearl : thus, a two-grain and a live-grain

pearl were worth respectively 4 and 25 times the valueof
a one-grain pearl.

Perles many,
A man shold not finde nawhere more fine ;

Precyous rich were, of huge medicine.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4506.

Hir steraps were of crystalle clere,
And all with perelle ouer bygone.
Thomas of Ersseldoune (Child's Ballads, I. 99).

Infancy, pellucid as a pearl.

Browning, Eing and Book, II. 125.

2. Anything very valuable
;

the choicest or
best part; a jewel; the finest of its kind.

I see thee compass'd with thy kingdom's pearl,
That speak my salutation in their minds.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 56.

Ah, benedicite ! how he will mourn over the fall of such
a pearl of knighthood ! Scott, Old Mortality, xxxv.

3. Something round and clear, as a drop of
water or dew ; any small granule or globule re-

sembling a pearl ; specifically, in phar., a small

pill or pellet containing or consisting of some
medicinal substance.

Drinking super nagiilum. a devise of drinking . . .

which is, after aman hath turned up the bottom of the cup,
to drop it on his nail and make a pearl with that is left

;

which if it slide and he cannot make stand on, by reason
theres too much, he must drink again for his penance.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

But the fair blossom hangs the head, . . .

And those pearls of dew she wears
Prove to be presaging tears.

Milton, Epitaph on Marchioness of Winchester, I. 43.

I have patients who carry pearls of the nitrite of amyl
constantly with them, which they use to ward off impend-
ing attacks. Medical News, L. 286.

4. A white speck or film growing on the eye ;

cataract.

A pearl in mine eye ! I thank you for that ; do you wish
me blind? Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

5. Mother-of-pearl; nacre: as, a pearl button.
6. A size of printing-type, about 15 lines to

the inch, intermediate between the larger size

agate and the smaller size diamond: it is equal
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to 5 points, and is so distinguished in the new

system of sizes.

This lino is printed in pearl.

7. In her. : (a) A small ball argent, not only as

a bearing but as part of a coronet, (ft) The
color white. 8. One of the bony tubercles

which form a rough circle round the base of a

deer's antler, called collectively the bur.

You will carry the horns back to London, . . . and you
will discourse to your friends of the span, and the pearls

of the antlers, and the crockets !

W. Black, Princess of Thule, xxv.

9. In entom., a name of many pyralid moths;
any pearl-moth. 10. A fish, the prill or brill:

perhaps so called from the light spots, other-

wise probably a transposed form of prill.

[Prov. Eng.] 11. Eccles., a name sometimes

given to a particle of the consecrated wafer:

still current in the Oriental Church. 12. A
name given by gilders and manufacturers of

jewelry to granules of metal produced by melt-

ing it to extreme fluidity, and then pouring
it into cold water. The stream in pouring should
be so small, and the crucible held at such a distance

from the water, that the metal will break up into flne

drops (pearls) before reaching the water, which instantly
cools them. The cooled granules are usually pear-shaped.
The epithet granulated is more commonly applied in the
United States to metals prepared in this way, as granu-
lated copper, silver, zinc, etc., used in the preparation of

jewelers alloys on account of their convenience in weigh-
ing, and for other purposes pure granulated zinc being
much employed by chemists for generating pure hydrogen
gas, as in Marsh's test for arsenic, etc.

13. In lace- and ribbott-making, one of the loops
which form the outer edge. Alsopurl. 14. In

decorative art. See purl. Baroque pearL See 60-

roque. Blind pearls, irregular, lusterless, and valueless

pearls, used for medicinal purposes in the East. Epi-
thelial pearls, small spheroidal masses of flattened epi-
thelial scales, concentrically arranged, occurring in epi-
theliomata. Also called bird's-nest bodies and epidermic
spheres. Half pearls, pieces cut from pearls that are

very irregular and have only one lustrous side or corner,
which is slit off. They are extensively used in jewelry, and
are much less expensive than whole pearls, but are very
liable to become discolored if wet> as the layers of the

pearl, being cut across, absorb the water, and any impuri-
ties it may contain show through the layers. Imitation,
artificial, or false pearls are of two kinds, solid or mas-
sive pearls and blownpearls. (See Lemaire pearl and Roman
pearl.) The first are known as Venetian pearls, and are
manufactured chiefly on the island of Murano, near Venice.

They are made from small white or colored glass tubes, the
desired hues being produced by the use of oxid of tin and
other metals. Blown pearls consist of small globules of

thin glass, coated on the inside with the so-called oriental-

pearl essence, or essence d'orient. Their manufacture is

attributed to Janin or Jalquin, who lived in Paris about

1680, and who was the first to line hollow glass balls with
this mixture, which he prepared with the scales of a small

flsh, the bleak, common in France and Germany, and mu-
cilage. The mixture was first suggested by his observing
the pearly luster of the scales that were detached from the
fish when they rubbed against one another in a trough.
The scales of 18,000 flsh are required to make one pound
of oriental-pearl essence. Inner pearl, in lace-making,
ornamental loops worked around the edge of an opening
in lace, as distinguished from pearl, which is a loop on the
outer edge. Large pearl, in confectionery, the condition
of clarified sugar-syrup when it has been boiled to such a

consistency that, when a drop is taken between the finger
and thumb, these may be separated to the greatest extent
without breaking the connecting thread of syrup. In this

condition the sugar forms a large drop, or "pearl," if sus-

pended from a rod. Lemaire pearl, an imitation pearl

composed of a solid glass ball externally coated with a var-

nish composed of oriental-pearl essence, white wax, alabas-

ter, and parchment glue. A. Casttllani, Gems. Little

pearl, in confectionery, the condition of clarifled sugar-
syrup when it has been boiled to such a consistency that,
when a drop is taken between the flnger and thumb, the

finger and thumb may be separated to nearly the full ex-

tent without breaking the thread of syrup. Also called

small pearl. Oriental-pearl essence. See essence.

Pearl millet. Same as cattail millet (which see, under
millet). Pearl onion. See onion. Roman pearl, an
imitation pearl made of a ball of alabaster or similar min-
eral substance, upon which is spread pure white wax, which
in its turn is coated with oriental-pearl essence. Seed-
pearls, very small pearls or slightly imperfect pearls which
are usually drilled and secured by means of a horse-hair
to mother-of-pearl or other light-colored material to be
worn as ornaments. Large quantities are used in the
East for medicinal purposes, in the composition of elec-

tuaries supposed to possess stimulating and restorative

qualities. Small pearl. Same as little pearl. Smoked
pearl, mother-of-pearl having black or very dark veins
or cloudings. Virgin pearls, unpierced pearls of flne

quality.

pearl (perl), v. [< pearl, n. Cf. purl2, !;.] I.

trans. 1 . To adorn, set, or stud with pearls.

By hir girdel hung a purs of lether,
Tasseled with grene and perled with latoun.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 65.

2. To make into a form, or to cause to assume
an appearance, resembling that of pearls : as,
to pearl barley (by rubbing off the pulp and
grinding the berries to a rounded shape) ;

to

pearl comfits (by causing melted sugar to hard-
en around the kernels, thus forming small
rounded pellets).

pearlin

They [comflte] will be whiter and better if partly pearl-
ed one day and flnished the next.

Workshop Receipts:, 2d ser., p. 162.

The [rice-cleaning] machinery is shown at work, and in-

cludes the whole process of cleaning, brightening, and

pearling the rice. Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 212.

II. intrans. 1. To resemble pearls. [Rare.]
Her long loose yellow locks lyke golden wyre,
Sprinckled with perle, and perllng floweres atweene.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 155.

2. To take a rounded form, as a drop of liquid:

as, quicksilver pearls when dropped in small

quantities. 3. To assume a resemblance to

pearls, or the shape of pearls, as barley or com-
fits.

Put some of the prepared comfits in the pan, but not too

many at a time, as it is difficult to get them to pearl alike.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 162.

pearlaceous (per-la'shius), a. [Also perla-
eeous ; < pearl + -aceous.'] 1 . Resembling pearls
or mother-of-pearl ; pearly ;

nacreous
; marga-

ritaceous. 2. Dotted or flecked with white, as

if pearled, as a bird's plumage.
pearlash (perl'ash), n. Commercial carbonate
of potash. See potash.

pearl-barley (perl'bar'li), n. [Appar. tr. of F.

orge perle, 'pearled barley,' which is appar. an
accom. of orgepele, 'pilled barley' (Cotgrave),
1. e. peeled barley: see peel

1
, pill

2
.'] Seebarleyi.

pearl-bearing (perl' bar "ing), a. Producing
pearls, as a pearl-mussel or pearl-oyster ;

mar-

garitiferous.

pearl-berry (pe-rl'ber'i), n. See Margyricarpits.

pearl-bird (perl'berd), n. 1. The guinea-fowl,
Numida meleagris : so called from the pearla-
ceous plumage. Also calledparWie. See cut
under Numida. 2. An African scansorial bar-

bet of the genus Traciiyphonus, as T. margarita-
tns, so called from the profusion of pearly-white
spots.

pearl-bine (perl'blo), n. Pearly blue; clear

pale blue, like the bloom on a plum.
pearl-bush (perl'bush), . A fine flowering
shrub, Exocliorda grandiflora, making, when
grown, a dense bush 10 feet high and equally
broad.

pearl-disease (perl'di-zez"), . [Tr. G. perl-

sucht.] Tuberculosis in cattle. Also pearly
disease.

pearl-diver (perl'dl'ver), . One who dives
for pearl-oysters.

pearled (perld), a. [< ME. perled; < pearl +
-ed2 .] 1. Set or adorned with pearls, or with

anything resembling pearls.
And many a pearled garnement
Embrouded was ayein the dale.

Goiver, Conf. Amant., L
Under the bowers
Where the Ocean Powers
Sit on their pearled thrones.

_ Shelley, Arethusa, iv.

2. Resembling pearls.
Her weeping eyes in pearled dew she steeps.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, vii. 1.

3. Having a border of or trimmed with pearl-

edge. 4. Blotched.

To whom are all kinds of diseases, infirmities, deformi-
ties, pearled faces, palsies, dropsies, headaches, if not to

drunkards! S. Ward, Sermons, p. 150. (Danes.)

pearl-edge (pferl'ej), n. A narrow kind of

thread edging to be sewed on lace
;
a narrow

border on the side of some qualities of ribbon,
formed by projecting loops of the threads of

the weft. Compare picot.

pearl-eye (perl'i), n. Opacity of the crystal-
line lens of the eye; cataract.

pearl-eyed (perl'id), a. Having a pearl-eye;
afflicted with cataract.

pearl-fishery (perrfish/'er-i), . The occupa-
tion or industry of fishing for pearls ;

the place
where or the means by which pearls are fished

for.

pearl-fishing (perrfish
//

ing), n. Pearl-fishery.

pearl-fruit (perl'frb't), n. See Margyricarpus.
pearl-grain (perl'gran), . A unit of measure-
ment for pearls ;

a diamond-grain. See pearl,

n., 1, and carat, n., 4.

pearl-grass (peri'gras), n. 1. An Old World
grass, Alelica nutans, affording some pasturage
in woody places. 2. Briza maxima, and per-

haps Arrhenatlierum avenaceum. [Prov. Eng.]
pearl-gray (perl'gra), a. and n. I. a. Of a clear

cool pale-gray color, resembling that of the

pearl.
II. w. A clear pale bluish-gray color.

pearl-hen (perl'hen), . A pearl-bird.

pearlin, pearling2 (per'lin, -ling), . [Cf. Gael.

pearluinn, Ir. peirlin, fine linen, cambric ; ori-

gin uncertain.] Lace made of silk or other
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thread. It also seeing to have meant ' fun- liin-u

or cambric.' /. Kaillir. [Scotch. ]

" What will you leave to your mother dew/" . . .

" My velvet pall, and my pearlin gear."
The Cruel llnttier (Child's Ballads, II. 261).

He '8 awu to buy pearling*,
Ciii our lady ly In.

Lambert UiUcin (Child's Halladi, III 102).

pearliness (piVli-nes), H. The state of being
pearly.

pearling' (pcr'ling), n. [Verbal n. of pearl, r.
\

1. The operation of taking off the hull or peri-

carp of grain; the decortication of grain, as in

preparing pearl-barley. 2. The act or i in I us

try of fishing for pearls; pearl-fishing. 3. In

intaglio-engraving, glass-cutting, and the like,

the producing of incised ornaments resembling
half-balls or other rounded forms.

pearling-, . See pearlin.

pearling-mill (per'Ung-inil), n. A machine for

pearling barley, preparing hominy, etc. The

Pcarling-raill.

The two figures are vertical sections at right angles to each other.

a, hopper; o, shoe : c, chute : rf. screw-conveyer ; t, cylinder : /. shaft,

rotating in r and carrying the heaters or arms f,' A. opening, for dis-

charge of grain from cylinder;/ ,-, chute: /.revolving screen; *, fan-

blower which forces an air-blast through the chute i to remove dust.

operation consists essentially in beating and

fanning to separate the particles of hulls from
the product.

pearl-lashing (perl 'lash 'ing), n. Ifaut., the

lashing which holds the jaws of the gaff.

pearl-mica (perl'mi'M), n. Same as marga-
rite, 2.

pearl-mOSB (perl'm&s), n. Same as carrageen.

pearl-moth (perl'm6th), . A pyralid moth of

pearly appearance, as species of Botys or Mar-

garitin.

pearl-mussel (perl'mus'l), n. A pearl-bearing
bivalve mollusk of the family Unionidee, as Vnin
or Afargaritana. See cut under Unio.

pearl-nautilus (perl'nft'ti-lus), n. The pearly
nautilus (which see, under naiitilits): distin-

guished from paper-nautilus.
pearl-opal (perl 6'pal), n. Same as caeholong.

pear-louse (par'lous)i n. The flea-louse orjump-
ing plant-louse of the pear, Psyllanyri,

an in-

sect which infests the buds in Europe and
America. See cut under Psylla.

pearl-oyster (perl'ois'ter), n. A pearl-bear-
ing bivalve mollusk of the family Aviculitlte,

as Mdeagrina margaritifera of Indian seas, and
other species. See cut under Mi'le/ii/rhiu.

pearl-plant (perl'plant), . The gromwell and

corn-gromwell, Litkospermuiii officinale and /..

am n* : so culled on account of their hard

shining nutlets.

pearl-powder (perl'pou'der), n. 1. A cos-

metic intended to give the appearance of a fair

skin.

The simple young fellow, surveying the ballet from his

stall ;il tin M]MT:I. mist. Nik earmliie for blushes, pearl

putrdrr for native snows.

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, Iv.

2. A powder used as a flux in enameling, usu-

ally one of the Halts of bismuth.

pearl-purl (perl'perl), . A cord used in em-

limidery. usually of gold or gold-covered, re-

sembling a small string of beads. It is used
like passing, sewed to the foundation.

pearl-sago (perl'sa'go), n. Sago in the state

of fine hard grai MS about t he size of small pearls,
which they somewhat resemble.

pearl-shell (perl'shel), n. A shell covered with
it nacreous coating. r with mother-of-pearl.

pearl-side, pearl-sides (perl'sid, -sidz), n. A
fish, the Hheppey argentine, MMMvMem peit-

nanti, having pearly spots on the sides.

pearl-sinter (perl'sm'ter), n. Same BB_/fn7c.

pearl-skipper (prl'skip'er),n. A British hes-

perian butterfly, I'amphila comma.

pearl-spar (perl'spar), . A variety of dolo-

mite : so called because of its pearly luster.

pearl-stitch (perl'stich), n. Same as pearl, 13.

pearlstone (pferl'ston), M. Same as perlite.

pearl-tea (p*rl'te), . Same as gunpoiciltr tea

(which see, under gunpowder).
pearl-tie (perl'ti), n. In lace-making, a bride

or bar, more especially when decorated with

picots.
pearl-tumor (ptrl'tu'mor), n. 1. A soft white

spheroidal mass of flat e'pithelioid cells of silky
luster sometimes developing in the pia mater,
and more rarely within the brain. 2. A some-
what similar growth found in the middle ear.

Also called cholesteatoma, pearly tumor, and se-

baceous tumor. 3. A tuberculous nodule in

cattle.

pearlweed (perl'wed), n. Same as pearlicort.

pearl-white (perl'hwit), n. 1. A substance

prepared from the scales of the bleak, Albumus
lucidus, and of various cyprinoid and clupeoid
fishes, used in making artificial pearls and for

other purposes. See imitation pearttt, under

pearl, and oriental-pearl essence, under essence.

2. A cosmetic of various composition, usual-

ly a basic nitrate of bismuth.

pearl-winning (perl'win'ing), n. Pearl-fishing.

pearlwort (perl wert), n. Any plant of the

genus Sagina, which consists of small matted or

tufted herbs of both hemispheres, with thread-

like or awl-shaped leaves, and minute flowers.

These plants were once regarded as a remedy for

the eye-disease called pearl. Also pearliceed.

pearly (per'li), a. [< pearl + -yi.] 1. Re-

sembling a pearl in size, shape, texture, or

color; pearlaceous.
Tis sweet tbe blushing morn to view,
And plains adorn 'd with pearly dew. Dryden.

2. Resembling mother-of-pearl; nacreous; mar-

garitaceous. 3. Producing, containing, or

abounding in pearls; margaritiferous ; pearl-

bearing. 4. Dotted, flecked, or spangled as if

with pearls; pearled. 6. Clear; pure; glit-

tering; translucent or transparent, as a color:

as, pearly white. 6. In the technique of the

pianoforte, noting a touch that produces a clear,

round, sweet tone, or noting a tone thus char-

acterized. pearly ark, a bivalve of the family Xueu-
Kdte; a nuUbell. Pearly bodies. Same as epithelial

pearlt (which see. under pearl). Pearly gaper, a bivalve
of the family PMaaamyida. Pearly nautilus. See
navtihu. Pearly tubercle, In pathnl., same itffrutum.
Pearly tumor. Same as pearl-tumor, 2.

pearmain (par'man), n. [Early mod. E. also

pearemaine (simulatingpear1
); earlier permain,

i. ME. permayn, permati, also in comp. parnitnt-,
< OF. permain, parmain, permein, pormain, a
kind of pear; "poire de permain, the permain
pear"; of. "poire d main, a kind of great pear,
which weighs almost a pound" (Cotgrave); ap-

par. < L. permagnus, very large, neut. permag-
num, a very large thing, < per-, very, + magnus,
great, large: see per- and main'2.] A name of

several excellent varieties of apple.
The ptan-maine, which to France long ere to us was

knowne. Draytan, Folyolblon, xvili. 075.

pearmonger (par'mung'ger), n. A dealer in

pears.
Pert as a pear-monger I'd be

If Molly were but kind.

day, New Song of New Similes.

pea-roe (pe'ro). n. Same as pea-spawn.
pearse't, r. An obsolete form of pierce.

pearse'-'t, >'. ' An obsolete form of jxzrxe
1

.

pear serf, n. An obsolete form of piercer.

pearse-treet, An obsolete form of peach-
tree. Miiislicu.

pear-shaped (par'shapt), a. Shaped like a pear;

pointed or peaked above and ovate beneath;

specifically, in hot., obovoid or obconical with
more tapering base; pyriform Pear-shaped
helmet, a form of morion wi'thout a comb, and having
the crown or body nearly conical but with a curved out-

line. See r.nH/>.r<(fi, irtoriimt, and caba&et.

peasantry

pear-shell (pir'shcl), . A shell of the gcnii.-

I'yriiln <ir family 1'i/riiliila- : a tig-shell.

pear-slug (par'slug), . The slimy larva of

.Sc/a/idria certixi, a saw-fly of the family Teulhrr-

iliiuilir, which lays its eggs in the leaves of the

pear and cherry.

peart (pert), . [A dial, form
otfierfl.] Lively;

smart; chipper; feeling well; in good spirits.

[Obsolete or prov. Kng. and U. S.J
Qodinrtte, a pretty peart uusc, a loving or lovely girl.

i ../ ,,.,,,

Give your play-gull a stoole, and my lady her foole,
And her usher potatoes anil marrow ;

But your poet wen he dead, set a pot on his head,
And he rite* aa Mart at a sparrow.

Brtt. KM., U. 17. (UaUitrrU.)

Quick she had always been, and peart (as we say on r i

moor), and gifted with a leap of thought too swift for mo
to follow. R. D. Blaclmore, Loroa Uoone, ilv

peartly (pert'li), atlr. In a peart manner.
Then, aa a nimble so,ulrrlll from the wood,
Ranging the hedgea for his fllberd food,
Hits peorUy on a bough his brvwne nuts cracking.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, p. 136. (HaUiireU.)

pear-tree (pSr'trS), n. [< ME. peretree (= 8w.

parontrdd = 'D&n.paretrte); <pear + tree.] The
tree that produces the pear.

The peretree plannte Is aette in places cold
Atte (feveryere, and there as is a warmer ayer
In Novemb'r.

Palladia*, Uusbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 86.

pear-withe (par'with), n. A shrubby climbing
plant, TH minii in Jarooa, natural order Bignoni-
acete, of tropical South America, having a fruit

like a calabash, but smaller.

peasant (pez'ant), ti. and a. [Early mod. E.

blsopesant, < 'ME. pesant, peysan, < OF. pai-

sant, paissant, prop, poison, F. payitan = Sp.

paisano = It. paesano; with sumx -<in, < OF.
pais, pays, F. pays = Pr. paes, pats, pays =
Sp. pais = It. paese, country, < ML. 'pageiute,
neut. of pagensis, < pagus, a district : see pa-
gan.] I. n. A person of inferior rank or con-
dition living in the country or in a rural vil-

lage, and usually engaged in agricultural la-

bor; a rustic; a countryman. A peaaant may or

may not be the proprietor of the land which he culti-

vates ; In Great Britain he is distinguished from * farmer
as having leas property, education, or culture, or Inferior

aoclal position : but the word U very vague. The French
peasant (pai/san) and the tier-man peasant (bauer) were
until recently greatly restricted in their civil ami political

righta. The word la not uaed In the tutted States, where
there is no comparatively stable body of agricultural la-

borers corresponding to the. European peasantry.

And the nexte mornynge whane they wente on londe they
herde of the peytant and suche as they mette that alle tore

Oaleys were rejecte and recoyled bakke by the sayde tem-

pest. Sir K. 6uy(forde, Pylgrymage, p. 64.

I had rather coin my heart,
And drop my blood for drachmas, than to wring
From the hard hands at peatanft their vile trash

By any Indirection. Shat , J. f., Iv. 3. 74.

He [Hernand Teillo] caused forty or fifty souldlen to be
attired like pennant*, with fardels upon their heads and
shoulders. Carrot, Crudities, I. Jl.

The jxamnU fiock'd to hear the minstrel play,
And games and carols closed the busy day.

foyer*, Pleasures of Memory, i.

Peasant jewelry, Jewelry of the simple and traditional

character worn by the peasantry in some parts of Europe,
usually of thin gold and set with Inexpensive atones, aa

garneta, rough pearls, and the like. This Jewelry Is often

spirited and truly decorative In design, and has been much
studied and collected of late years. Peasant pottery,
pottery of simple make and decoration produced among
the peasantry of any country for their own use. That of

central Italy has attracted great attention, and the pottery
of South America and also of Mexico is of this character.

Peasant proprietary, a body of peasant proprietors, or
that economic or land theory which favors the parceling
out of the land among peaaant proprietors. Peasant
proprietor, a peasant who owns a small fann and works
it himself. Peasant waist, a

particular
kind of waist or

body to a dress, made after the fashion of some iwasants'

costume, especially the Swiss. Peasants' war, in Her-

man kuL, a rebellion which broke out In 1524, chiefly

among the peasants and in southern Germany. It waa
characterized by great atrocities on both aides, and was

suppressed in 1525.

II. a. Of or pertaining to, or characteristic

of, peasants ;
rustic

;
rural : often used as an

epithet of reproach.
Their jwtunnt limbs. Shot.

,
Hen. V., IT. 7. 80.

O, what a rogue and peanant slave am I !

Shale., Hamlet, ii. i 578.

peasantly (pez'ant-li), a. [< peasant + -ly
1
.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of peasants; of
a peasant ; peasant-like.

Cateret: m. A faggot made of great sticks or cloven

wood ; also, a kind of peatantly weapon, used In old time.

Cotffrare.

He Is not eateem'd to deserve the name of a compleat
Architect, an excellent Painter, or the like, that bearea not
a generous mind, above the peamntly regard of wage* and
hire. MOtan, On Def. of Humb. Remooat.

peasantry (pez'ant-ri), . [< peasant + -rjf.]

1. Peasants collectively; a body of peasants.
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A bold peasantry, their country's pride, pease-pudding (pez'pud"iiig), . Pease-por- or by admixture of other substances, as coal-

When once destroy'd, can never be supplied. ridsre cooked in a bag or mold and made very dust, tar, etc. These machines are, in general, grind-

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 55. . .5 ersaud pressers, which pulp the material in order to ren-

2t. Rusticity ;
coarseness.

pease-soup (pez'sop), n. Same as pea-soup. ^^^^ "* "^^ " ** "^ '

As a gentleman, you could never have descended to su li

peaseweep (pez'wep), . [Imitative.] 1. Same
peat.moor (pet'mor), n. Same us peat-moss.

Bulled, Remains (Thyer's ed.), p. 332. (Latham.) &8 pewit (b). [Local, Eng.] In the United States such deposits are called

..,

'

Qoo .-nrl
Pease weep, pease weep, swamps or bogs. See peat

1 and peat-moss.
peascod,". oee peasecod. Harry my iiest and gar me greet. Old rime.

il. pease, formerlypeasen,pea-
'

, ,. .; i , Peat is very largely dug in the moorlands of Somerset-
O TV, r,rpPT! finnri. L,,mmnus clilons.

8hire| near E^ington and Shapwick, between Glastonbury
and Highbridge. Some of these beds have been worked
for fuel from the time of the Romans, and probably earlier,

while others are of more recent formation. The peat moors
or "turbary lands" have an irregular distribution; and
the peat, which in places is 14 or 15 feet thick, is due large-

"le growth of the common sedge (Carex), whence
ioor derives its name.

'.ward, Geol. of England and Wales (2d ed.), p. 526.

Tom'. ""Do wi' "em ! why, pepperifevery one's faces as we peat-mOSS (pet'mos), n. 1. Moss entering into

pese, to which, regarded as a plural, i

mod. E. form jjcal), < AS. pise, piose.
taking peas from their pods,

pea-shooter (pe'sh6"ter), n.

Sum tyme it happenethe that men fynden summe as

grete as a pese, and summe lasse ; and thei ben als harde as

tho of Ynde. Mandeville, Travels, p. 158.
comes near, 'cept the young gals, and breaks windows wi

them too, some on 'em shoots so hard."
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. iv.Not unlike unto the unskilful! painter, who having

drawn the twinnes of Hippocrates (who were as like as peaglee '

s operation. See operation.
one pease is to another) .^ Euphue9 an(J hj9 England . p|asonti .

*
An obsolete plural of^a,el

Lenticula is a poultz [pulse] called chittes, whiche . . . pea-SOUp (pe'sop), . A soup made chiefly of

I translate peason. peas.
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 101, margin, pea-spawn (pe'span), . See spawn.

2. Peas collectively. For the distinction be- peastone (pe'ston), n. Same as pisolite,

tweenpeas and pease, see pea^. peasy (pe'zi), . [<pease^ + -y
1

.']
Lead ore in

Hit most be a cnect, a crouned wyght small grains about the size of peas. [North.
That knowth that quaysy [sickness] from ben & pese. Eng.]

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 215.
peatl (pet), n. [< ME. "pete (ML. AL. peta),

Al kyndes of pulse, as beanes, peason, fytches, tares, and
suche other, are rype twyse in the yeare [in Hispaniola].

peat.

[ed. Arber, p. 73).

3. A small size of coal: same as pea-coal. S.

Wilson, Steam Boilers, p. 268.

pease2t (pez), v. t. Same as peace.
Send it her, that may her harte pease.

Court of Love, 1. 397.

For the mast/nfie of the saied quarrelles and debates.

Hall, Henry VI., an. 4.

peaseboltt (pez'bolt), . Pease- or pulse-straw.
Davies.

With straw-wisp and pease-bolt, with fern and the brake,
For sparing of fuel, some brew and do bake.

Tuner, October's Husbandry, st. 38.

peasecod, peascod (pez'kod), n. [Formerly also

pescod; < ME. pesecodde, pescodde; < pease^ +
cod1

.] The legume or pericarp of the pea; a

pea-pod. Peasecods were much used in rural England
as a means of divination in affairs of the heart. Mm pea-
cod.

Not yet old enough for a man, nor young enough for a

boy ; as a squash is before 'tis a peascod, or a codling when
'tis almost an apple. Shalt., T. N., i. 5. 167.

Were women as little as they are good,
A pescod would make them a gown and a hood.

Cf. beat3
, sod, < beeft, v., mend (a fire,

Cf . purse, var. of burse.'] 1 . Partly de-

various conditions of climate and topography,
and of considerable importance in certain re-

gions as fuel. Peat occurs in many countries and in

different latitudes, but always either in swampy local-

ities or in damp and foggy regions. It is formed of vege-
table matter undergoing decay, and in some respects it is

the modern representative of the coal of the earlier geo-

logical epochs, and its formation illustrates the conditions

the composition of or producing peat; moss
of the genus Sphagnum. 2. A peat-bog or

-swamp: a name frequently given in Great

Britain to those accumulations of peaty matter
which in the United States are commonly
known as peat-bogs.

Peat mosses cover many thousand square miles of Europe
and North America. About one seventh of Ireland is cov-

ered with bogs, that of Allen alone comprising 238,500

acres, with an average depth of 26 feet.

A. Geikie, Text Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 444.

pea-tree (pe'tre), M. 1. Any plant of the legu-
minous genus Caragana. The Chinese pea-tree is

C. Chamlagu, a low or spreading shrub occasionally planted
for ornament. The Siberian pea-tree is C. arborescens, a

shrub or low tree. Its seeds are fed to fowls and are of

some culinary use ; its leaves yield a blue dye. It is some-
times planted for ornament.

2. A shrub of the genus Sesbania. s. (Agati)

nndiflora,
sometimes specified as West Indian pea-tree,

.n East Indian shrub naturalized in Florida and some
of the West Indies, having white or red flowers 3 or 4

inches long. Swamp pea-tree, the fuller name of plants
of this genus, is applied somewhat particularly to S. oeci-

._ r ,
dentale.

under which coal has originated. Peat is abundant in Peat-reek (pet'rek), n. The smoke of peat.
northern Europe, and particularly so in Ireland, where i peat.reek flavor, a special flavor communicated to
Is perhaps of greater importance as fuel than in any otbj

wnisky which is distilled with peat used as fuel. This fla-

country. It occurs in India, especially in the NeUgherry
hills and in Bengal ; also in various parts of the United

vor is frequently simulated by adding a little creosote to

States, and there" are in the latter country regions (es- Sin /i*'m A snil mivArl witVi npar-
pecially in New England) where it is occasionally used as peat-SOll (pet soil), n. A SOU
fuel. The vegetation of which peat is made up in the va-

'

rious countries where it occurs is quite different, and oc-

species which have taken part in

portant element in much of the European peat. Thepeat
of Bengal, on the other hand, Is said to be formed almost

the soil of a peat-moss or -bog that has been re-

claimed for agricultural purposes.

peat-spade (pet'spad), n. A spade having a

wing set at right angles to its blade, for con-

01 ucngtu, uu mo uuioi imnu, ID OMU va uo ,. i,nu ,,,,., venience in cutting blocks of peat from a bank,
exclusively from one plant, the wild rice, Oryza sylmstris. rjeatV (pe'ti), a. [< peat1 + -w1 .] Resembling
The peat of New England is made up of a considerable -,/. .fhniimlinf/in npat- composed of ueat
variety of aquatic plants. Peat is very spongy, and con- Peat ' abounding m peat ,

C(

tains a large amount of water near the surface ; the deeper An old peaty soil extends for miles along the estuary of

down it is taken, the more compact it is. A great variety the Thames, though hidden beneath the surface,

of processes for compressing and hot-drying it have been Huxley, Physiography, p. 234.
.ke them a gown and a hood. invented and put in use in different parts of the world.
Witif Recreations (WM). (Nares.) % A gmall Wock of peat-bog or -moss, resem- PeaUCellier Cell.

_
See cell.

The pea that may be extracted from a ripe peascod is a blmg an ordinary brick in shape, cut and dried peau d Orange (po do-ronzn ). [* ., lit. orange-
living body, in which, however, the vital activities are, f -, skin': peau, skin; a7 for de, of; orange, orange.]
for the time, almost quiescent. ! pprnm a dpcnrnHnn consisting' in a slight"-- '

There other with there spades the peats are squaring out. MM., a oecori >uu*uug
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv. 143.

Carbonized peat. Same as peat-charcoal. Meadow-
land peat, peat composed of decayed coarse grass mingled
with soft subsoil.

peat2t, n. and a. An obsolete variant of pet1 .

peat-bed (pet'bed), n. Same as peat-bog and

peat-moss, 2.

The Torbay Submerged Forest comprises peat-beds that
have yielded Roman remains, and these beds rest on clay or
estuarine mud which contains relics of the Bronze period. * .,._.-..,,

Woodward, GeoL of England and Wales (2d ed.), p. 625. pea-weevil (pe we"vl), n

Huxley, Physiography, p. 220.

peasecod-belliedt (pez'kod-bePid), a. Having
the lower part project- \]

ing and stiffly quilted
and bombasted: said
of the doublet fashion-
able at the close of the
sixteenth century. The
lower point sometimes pro-

jected so far as to cover the
sword-belt in front. Com-
pare belly-doublet and pease-
cod-cuirass.

peasecod-cuirasst
(pez'kod-kwe-ras"), n.

A cuirass having a
form similar to that of

the peasecod-bellied
doublet, introduced
about the time of

Henry III. of France.
Breastplates of this fashion

S^SSe
1^? $Te "easecoa.-'elHea .

active prosecution of the religious wars, when these fantas-
tic forms gave way to others, plainer and more practical.

peasecod-doublet (pez'kod-dub"let), n. A

roughening of the surface with bosses resem-

bling those of the skin of an orange.

pea-vine (pe'vln), . 1. Any climbing pea-

plant, generally the common pea. 2. Specifi-

cally (o) A plant of the genus Amplricarpiea.
See hog-peanut. [U. S.] (6) Vicia Americana, a

common species throughout the United States,
with from four to eight pairs of leaflets, and

"

i flowers a few in a cluster.

A kind of curculio,

peat-bog (pet'bog), n. The common name in

the United States for those accumulations of

peat which are known by this name in Great

Britain, but also, and more generally (except
in Ireland), as peat-mosses and peat-moors.
peat-charcoal (pet'char"k61), n. Charcoalmade
by carbonizing peat. This is done in various ways,
as in piles, open kilns, pits, and ovens. Peat-charcoal has
been much experimented with, and used in metallurgical
operations to some extent for fully three hundred years.
The carbonization of ordinary air-dried peat produces a

very friable charcoal, and the denser the peat is made, by
compression or in other ways, the better the article pro-
duced.

In France peat-charcoal, under the name of Charbon roux,
is much used for making gunpowder. Ure, Diet., III. 527.

peasecod-bellied doublet. See peasecod-bellied.
'

''-'-;-"'*<
.!-.-' ..., -,.

lease-crowfDez'kro^.B. The cor, tprT1 , peat-coal (pet'kol), . A soft lignite, of earthy

sea-swallow. [Local, British.]
character.

They are now lost, or converted to other uses, even lit-

erally to plough-shares and peas-hooks. -
,

~ *
Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 203. peat-gas (pet gas), n.

pease-meal (pez'mel), . A flour made from lation of peat,

pease. In founding it is sometimes used for facing molds Peat-nagg (pet nag),_M.
for brasswork, and also in place of strong sand to give
tenacity to weak sand.

ie bog.
Gas made by the distil-

Bruehus pisi, which infests peas. It is an indige-
nous North Ameri-
can insect, which
probably fed on
some other legume
before the cultivat-

ed pea was intro-

duced; it has spread
to Europe, and is

now found in Great
Britain and along
the Mediterranean.
The egg is laid on
the outside of the

pod, and the newly
hatched larva bur-
rows into the near-
est pea, in which it

feeds and grows to
full size. Before
transforming to the

pupa it provides for
its exit by cutting a
round hole through
all but the outer
membrane of the

pea. The beetle does
not issue until the

following spring.

Pea-weevil (Bruchus pisi).

, beetle, side view; b, larva ; t, pupa.
(Small figures indicate natural sizes.)

See Bruchus. Also called pea-beetle,

pease-porridge (pez'por'ij),
made of pease-meal.

. A porridge

been dug. [Scotch.]
peat-machine (pet'ma-shen"),
similar in principle to the brick-machine, for

preparing peat for fuel, either without addition

peazet, An obsolete form ofpause. Spenser.
A machine, peba(pe'ba),ra. [S.Amer.] A kind of armadillo,

Danypiis peba ; also, the seven- or nine-banded

armadillo, Tatusia septemtincta or novemcincta.



peba

Peba, or Texan Arrn.ulillu ( Tatusia novemciittla }.

The true peba is South American, but the name
lias also been given to the Texan armadillo,

pebble (peb'l), n. ("Formerly also /< bit; /iih-

bli',- (. ME. "jiiblih', "pibbil (in pibbl<:/iluni; /uli-

bilxlini), iinblili; <. AS. "ptipol, "poprl, in //;</-
stun, iiii/ii'l-xldu, a pebble-stone. Origin un-

known; hardly borrowed, as Skeat suggests,
fi-oin L. fMt|MMa, a pustule, jiii/ii//n, a pustule,

nipple (see papula, papilla). An Icel. *pi>iinll,

a ball, is cited, but not found.] 1. A small
rounded stone. The term is usually applied to stones
worn and rounded by the action of water, pebbles are
less In size than cobbles ; and ordinary gravels are chiefly
nmde up of sand, the grains of which pass by impercep-
tible gradations of size Into pebbles, with which are fre-

i|iicntly intermixed more or leas of rounded fragment*
large enough to be. called cubbies.

My fords with pebbles, clear as orient pearls, are strow'd.

Draytun, Polyolbion, xxv. 270.

The market-place and streetes, some whereof are deli-

ctously planted with limes, are ample and stralte, so well

paved w 111 a kind of pibble that I nave not seen a neater
towne In France. Evelyn, Diary, April 21, 1044.

I bubble into eddying bays,
I babble on the pebble*.

Tennyton, The Brook.

2. In jewelry, an agate. Scotch agates are com-

monly known as Scotch pebbles. 3. A trans-

parent and colorless rock-crystal used as a sub-

stitute for glass in spectacles, or a fine kind of

glass so used. 4. Pebble-leather.

The waxed or colored split la stained on the flesh side,

nnd it Is strictly known as the " colored pebble."
C. T. Dacit, Leather, p. 600.

5. A large size of gunpowder; pebble-powder.

Large cannon powder, such as pebble. ... Is ... en-

closed in cases. Encyc. Brit., XI. 32.

6. One of several different pyralid, tortricid,
and bombycid moths: an English collectors'

name. The garden pebble Is Boty* forficali* ; the check-
ered pebble, Teras contaminana. The nombycid pebbles
of the genus AT

ot.odotda are also called prominent* and
toothbacks. Brazilian pebble, Egyptian pebble, etc.

See the adjectives. Mocha pebble. Same as Mocha
stone (which see, under .*<<). Variegated pebble. See

pebbleware.

pebble (peb'l), v. ; pret. and pp. pebbled, ppr.

pebbling, [(.pebble, n.] I. in trans. To assume
a prominent grain, or a rough or ribbed ap-

pearance, as leather when treated by the pro-
cess called pebbling.

In currylnit It will " set out," pebble, "stone out,"
"
glass

In black and past*." C. T. Davit, Leather, p. 464.

II. traits. To prepare, as leather, so as to

cause the grain to become prominent and to

present a roughened or ribbed appearance. See

pebbling.

pebbled (peb'ld), n. [< pebble + -rd*.] Abound-

ing with pebbles ; pebbly.
And the blithe brook that strolls along
IU pebbled bed with summer song.

Scott, Kokeby, iv. 2.

pebble-dashing (peb'l-dash'ing),
w. In build-

iinj, mortar in which pebbles are incorporated.

pebble-leather (peb'l-leTH'er), . Leather pre-

pared so us to show a rough or ribbed grain;

pebbled leather.

pebble-paving (peb'l-pa'ving), n. A pavement
laid with pebbles, or water-worn stones.

pebble-powder (peb'l-pou'der), n. A gunpow-
der prepared in cubes or prisms, sometimes MS

I wo inches on a side. It is slow-burning.

1847

yranite.yrem fatpr, gray granUc, tapitlaiuli. porphyry,
red porphyry, terpenHnt. tarltgated pebble, veined gran-
He, or rerd-antique. Meteyard, Wedgwood Handbook.

Variegated pebbleware, the name given by Joslah

Wcdgwimd in 177H in pehbluware presenting
" colors ami

veins": it thus seems to have been given to those veined
nr s|H>ttd wares which were not otherwise specially des-

ignated.

pebbling (peb'ling), w. [Verbal n. of pi-l,lili.

v.] In li'dlliir-niniiiif., a special kind of grain-

ing, in which an artificially roughened or in-

dented surface on the grain side of leather is

produced by working upon that side with a
roller having a pattern which is the reverse of

the pattern to be impressed on the leather. The
term Is properly restricted to the act of producing an ir-

regular pattern, such as would be produced by pressing
Irregularly distributed minute pebbles upon the leather:

whence the name. A pattern consisting of straight or

approximately straight lines Is called a ttraight grained
pattern, and the leather would be called ttraighti/rained.
Tin- 1. i / includes pebbling, which Is but a, spe-
cial kind of Kraining, of whlcl

'

another variety.

ch glassing or glazing U still

pebbling-machine (pel/ling-ma-shen'), . In

leutlier-manuf., a machine resembling a polish-

ing-machine in its construction, used to per-
form the special work called pebbling. The peb-
bling la done by a roller having on IU surface the pattern,
in reverse, which It Is desired to Impart to the grain of the

leather. The roller U pivoted to elastic bearings at the
lower end of a swinging arm, and Is antagonized by a

table curved to correspond to the arc through which the

roller acts. The leather IB supported by the table while

subjected to the action of the roller. The Imparting of

a pattern In imitation of more costly leather is strictly a

variety of graining, though often called pebbling. Since
the machine used for glassing, glazing, or polishing i

transformed into a pebbllng-machlne by a change in the
roller only, the machine Is variously and Indifferently
called polishing-, ylaainy-, graining-, or pebbling-macMne.

pebbly (peb'li), a. [< pebble + -y
1
.] Full of

pebbles ; abounding with small roundish stones.

Slow stream, or pebbly spring. Coleridge.

Our keel grated the pebbly barrier of a narrow valley,
where the land road was resumed.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. S45.

pebrine (peb'rin), n. [< F. pebrine (see def.).]
An epizootic and zymotic disease of the silk-

worm of commerce, evidenced outwardly by
dwindling and inequality in size, and by black

spots like burns. Inside, the body li filled with mi-
nute ovoid corpuscles (Microtporidije), upon the presence
and multiplication of which the disease depends. Peb-

rine U both contagious and Infectious. The Pasteur

system of selection consists in the microscopic examina-
tion of the moth after egg laying, and the rejection of eggs
laid by those found to be diseased. The microbe which
causes pebrine was named by Lebert Panhintophyton, and
classed auiong the paorosperma.

pebrinOUS (peb ri-nus), a. [< pebrine + -onx.\
Affected with pebrine.

pecan (pe-kan or -kon'), it. [Formerly also

paccan ; = F. pacane = 8p. pacana, pacano ;

appar. of native Amer. origin.] 1. A North
American tree, Hicoria 1'ecan (Carya olivie-

formin). It abounds on rich bottom-lands from Illinois

southward and southwestward, thriving especially in Ar-

peccation

peccability (pek-a-bil'i-ti), . [< prrcablr +
-ill/ ( see -l,illll/).\ The state of being peccable,
or subject to sin ; rapacity of sinning.

The common peceability of mankind.
Decay o/ Chrutian Piety.

peccable (pek'a-b')! a. [= F. pn-riMi- = Sp.

/iii-nlilf 1'g. /iifi-iiril = It. jiti'i'iilnli-,
< ML.

///
. -i nhiliK

( T), liable I o sin or offend, < L.pecan .

sin : see jnccant.] Liable to sin ; subject to sin.

In a low noisy smoky world like oun,
Where Adam's sin made peccable hli ieed '.

Browning. King and Book, II. 107.

peccadil (pek-a-dil'), n. Same as jn-cfiidi/1-i.

I'liltini, Bm-lcs('|tie upon l!nrles(iue, p. 162.

tliiirie*.) [Kare.]
peccadillo (pek-a-dil'6), n. [< 8p. peea<iill.
dim. of jurado, t L. jirrculum, a sin, v pi"
sin: see ]>eccant.] A slight trespass or offense ;

a petty crime or fault.

TU low ebb with his accusers when such peccadillo* aa

these are put In to swell the charge. /.;-. Atlerbury.

Who doean't forgive? the vlrtuoni Mrs. Grundy. She
remembers her neighbour's pcceadUloa to the third and
fourth generation. Thackeray, Philip, via

peccancy (pek'an-si), n.
[< pr<m(t) + -cy.] 1.

The state or quality of being peccant ; badness,

(a) The state of having sinned or given offense, (ft) The
state of being an offender or offending thing or part, In

aome sense not implying moral guilt ; the condition of be-

ing bad or defective.

2. Offense; criminality; transgression. W. ilon-

tatjue, Devoute Essays, I. xxi. $ 2.

peccant (pek'ant), a. and n. [= OF. peccant,

peehant = Sf" pecante = Pg. It. peccante, < L.

pectan(t-)s, ppr. of peccare, miss, do amiss,

transgress, offend, sin.] L " 1. Sinning; of-

fending; guilty; causing offense.

In worse condition than a peccant soul.

Milton, Areopagltlca.

But malice vainly throws the polion'd dart,
Unless our frailty shows the peccant fiti.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 194.

Of course a peccant official found It his interest to spend
large sums of money on bribing the newswriters.

Quarterly Rev., CLXIII. 18.

2. Morbid
;
bad

; corrupt ;
not healthy.

There are aome other rather peccant humours than
formed diseases. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, I. 62.

France might serve aa a drain to carry olf the peccant
humours In the political constitution at home.

Qeldanith, Seven Years' War, L

3. Imperfect; erroneous; incorrect: as, & pec-
cant citation. Ayliffe.

For Euripides Is sometimes peccant, as he Is moat tunes

perfect " Jonton, Discoveries.

H.t . An offender.

This conceitedness, and Itch of being taken for a coun-

sellor, maketh more reprovers than peccant* ii\ the world.

Whitlock, Manners of Eng. 1'eople, p. 888.

peccantly (pek'ant-li), adv. In a peccant man-
ner; sinfully; corruptly; by transgression.

peccary (pek'a-ri),n.; pi. peccaries (-riz). [Also
pecary; prob. from a S. Amer. name, cited by
Pennant as paquiran.] A kind of swine indige-
nous to America, belonging to the family IHco-

tylidxundthegenuHLHcotyles. See the technical
words. Peccaries are the only Indigenous representatives
of the Old World Suitljr, or swine, now living In the Xew
World. There are 2 species, the Ttxan or collared pec-

cary, D. tirrtfuatut, also called lajaru. and the white-lipped
peccary of South America, 1). laoiatvt, sometimes placed
In another genus, fitttophonu. The range of the peccaries-
Is from Arkansasand Texasthrough Mexico and the greater
part of South America. The animals are as large as small

pigs, and go In droves ; they are extremely vicious and

Also culled i'iilii'-iiiiirili-r
and ii*mnti<' /m

pebble-stone (peb'1-ston), . [< ME. pibble-

Klone, pibbilaton, < AS. papolstdn : see pebble.}
A pebble.

With gravel, or with litcl pibble xtmiys,
Unto the'mydwarde fllil ayeme this forgh Ifurrow].

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 150.

I'll. Duke of Gloucester's men,
Forbidden lati- to carry any weapon.
Have nll'd their pockeU full of pfbble stonet.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ill. 1. 80.

pebbleware (peb'1-war), . A variety of Wcds;-
\vood ware in which different colored clays are

intermingled in the body of the paste. According
to the colon, the ware is known as agate, Egyptian pebble.

Pecan (littoria Pftatt).

kansas and the Indian Territory. It is the largest tree of

IU genus, reaching sometimes a great height ; but its wood
Is of little use except for fuel. Its leaves have thirteen or

fifteen slender-pointed leaflets.

2. The nut of the pecan-tree, which is olive-

shaped, an inch long or over, smooth and thin-

shelled, with a very sweet and oily meat. It

is gathered in large quantities for the general
market.

Paccan or Illinois nut. . . . It grows on the Illinois, Wa-
bash, Ohio, anil Mississippi. It is spoken of by Don I'lloa

iiii.l.T the name of Pacanos, In his Notli-ias Americanas,
Km ret. 8. Jefenon, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 68.

Bitter pecan, n rather small bitter-seeded hickory, Hico-

ria (Carya) aq\tatica, of the southern United States. Also

called water- or ncamp-hickory.

pecan-nut (pe-kan'nut ). n. Same as pecan, 2.

pecary, . See /.-miry.

Collated Peccary (Dicvtyles

pugnacious, and make formidable antagonists. The flesh

Is edible, but liable to become Infected with the fetid hu-
mor of the gland on the back, unless this is properly re-

moved. See also cut under Artiodactyla.

peccation (pe-ka'shon), n. [< LL. pecfatio(n-),
a fault, sin, < L. peccare, sin: see peccant.] The
act of sinning; sin. [Rare.]



peccation

Though he (Philip] roared out peccavi most frankly when
charged with his sins, this criminal would fall (o peccation

very soon after promising amendment.
Thackeray, Philip, vi.

peccavi (pe-ka'vi). [L., I have sinned, 1st pers.

sing. pret. ind. act. otpeceare, sin: see peccant. ~\

I have sinned; I am guilty; it is my fault.

I have a trick in my head shall lodge him in the Arches
for one year, and make him sing peccavi ere I leave him.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 1.

pecco (pek'6), w. Same as pekiH:

pecet, '< An obsolete spelling of piece.

pech, pegh (pech), v.i. [Imitative.] To pant;
puff; breathe heavily. [Scotch and North.

Bug.]
Up Parnassus pechin'. Burns, Willie Chalmers.

pechan (pech'an), . The stomach. [Scotch.]

pechblend, pechblende (pech'blend), . [< G.

pecli, pitch, + blende, blende.] Variants of

pitchblende.

peche 1^ A Middle English form of peach1
.

peche2
t,

*' A Middle English form of peach2 .

pechurane (pesh'u-ran), n. [< F. pechurane, <

G. pech, pitch, + F. uraue, uranium.] Same as

pitchblende.

pecite (pe'sit), n. An insulating material com-

posed of wax and plaster. It Is applied to the piece
to be insulated while in a plastic condition. It may after-

ward be worked and polished, aud withstands a tolerably
high temperature.

peck1
(pek), v. [< M.E.2>ecken,pekken, a var. of

picken,pikken,yick: seejpw* 1
.] I. trans. 1. To

strike with the beak, as a bird; hence, to strike

lightly with some sharp-pointed instrument.

To be furious
Is to be frighted out of fear ; and in that mood
The dove will peck the estridge.

Shale., A. and C., lii. 13. 197.

And this we take for a general rule : when we find any
Fruits that we have not seen before, if we see thempeck'd
by Birds, we may freely eat, but if we see no such sign, we
let them alone ; for of this fruit no Birds will taste.

Dumpier, Voyages, I. 39.

2. To pick up or take with the beak.

After what manner the chicken pecked the several grains
of corn. Addison, Spectator, No. 505.

3. To make or effect by striking with the beak
or any pointed instrument : as, topeck a hole in
a tree.

The best way to dig for insects is to peck up a circular

patch about eighteen inches in diameter, throw aside the
frozen clods, and then to work carefully downwards.

J. a. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 213.

II. intrans. To make strokes or light blows
with the beak or some pointed instrument.

The liuely picture of that ramping Vine
Which whilom Zeuxis limn'd so rarely fine
That shoals of Birds, beguiled by the shapes,
Peckt at the Table, as at very Grapes.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

To peck at. (a) To strike with repeated slight blows.

(b) To attack repeatedly with petty criticism ; carp at.

Mankind lie pecking atone another. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Heaven mend her faults ! I will not pause
To weigh and doubt and perk at flaws.

Whiltier, Lines on a Fly-Leaf.

peck1
(pek), H. [<peckl,v.] 1 . A stroke with

the beak, or with some sharp-pointed tool.

2. Meat; victuals; food. [Slang, Eng.]
The black one-legged fiddler is strumming away to en-

liven the party ;
and the peck and booze is lying about.

Pierce Eyan, Life in London (1821).

liquid measure), < picoter, peck (as a bird):
see peck1 and jjicfc

1
.] 1. A quantity; a great

deal.

A peck of white pennies, my good lord judge,
If you'll grant Hughie the Graeme to me.

Hughie the Graeme (Child's Ballads, VI. 56).

Contented to remain in such a peck of uncertainties and
doubts. Milton.

'Tis fine but may prove dangerous sport, and may in-
volve us in a peck of troubles. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

Her finger was so small, the ring
Would not stay on which they did bring ;

It was too wide a peck.

Suckling, Ballad upon a Wedding.

Specifically 2. The fourth part of a bushel,
a dry measure of 8 quarts for grain, pulse, etc.
The standard British or imperial peck contains 2 gallons or
554.548 cubic inches. Four pecks make a bushel, and eight
bushels a quarter. The old Scotch peck, the fourth part of
a flrlot, or the sixteenth part of a boll, when of wheat, was
slightly less than the imperial peck ; but when of barley
was equal to about 1.456 imperial pecks. (See firlot, boll*. )
In the United States a peck is the fourth part of a Win-
chester bushel that is, equals 537.6 cubic inches.

A peck of coals a-piece will glad the rest.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 282.
3. A peck-measure.
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To be compassed, like a good bilbo, in the circumfer-

ence of a pec*, hilt to point, heel to head.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 5. 112.

He had his faults, which we may as well hide under a

bushel, or let us say a peck, for it would not take a very

large vessel to cover them. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 94.

pecker (pek'er), M. [< peck1 + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which pecks, picks, or hacks

;
es-

pecially, a bird that pecks, as in the compounds
nutpecker, oxpecker, woodpecker, flower-pecker.

The titmouse and thepecker'i hungry brood.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 18.

2. A picker or pickax.
The women with short peckers or parers ... do onely

breake the upper part of the ground to raise vp the weeds,

grass, and olde stubbs of corn stalks with their roots.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 271.

3. In weaving, the picker of a loom
;
the shut-

tle-driver.

When the shaft [of the draw-boy] . . . rocks from side

to side of the machine, it will carry the pecker . . . with it,

and the groove and notch at the points of the pecker com-

ing into contact with the knots upon the cords draws
them down alternately. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 136.

4. In teleg., a relay. Earlier forms of this ap-

paratus pecked like a bird: hence the name.

[Eng.] 5. Courage; spirits; good cheer.

[Slang, Eng.]
Dispirited became our friend

Depressed his moral pecker.
W. S. Gilbert, Haughty Actor.

To keep one's pecker up, to be of good heart ; not to
lose courage. [Slang, Eng.]

peckhamite (pek'am-It), n. [Named after S. F.

Peckham, an American chemist.] A silicate of

iron and magnesium found in rounded nodules
in the meteorite of Estherville, Emmett county,
Iowa. It is intermediate between enstatite and

chrysolite in composition.
pecking (pek'ing), n. [Verbal n. of peek1

, v.]

1. Same as place-brick. 2t. pi. Pieces pecked
or knocked off.

Shavings and peckings of free stone.

Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 619.

3. The sport of throwing pebbles at birds to

bring them down.

They crossed a road soon afterwards, and there close to
them lay a heap of charming pebbles. "Look here," shout-
ed East, "here 's luck ! I 've been longing for some good
honest pecking this half-hour. Let's fill the bags, and have
no more of this foozling bird's-nesting."

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 4.

pecking-bag (pek'ing-bag), n. A bag in which
to carry pebbles for use in the sport of pecking.
He ... strides away in front with his climbing-irons

strapped under one arm, his pecking-bag under the other,
and his pockets and hat full of pill-boxes, cotton-wool, and
other etceteras. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 4.

peckish (pek'ish), a. [<peckl
, n., + -ish 1

.] In-
clined to eat; appetized; somewhat hungry.
[Colloq., Eng.]
Nothing like business to give one an appetite. But when

shall I feel peckish again, Mrs. Trotman ?

Disraeli, Sybil, vi. 3.

pecklet (pek'l), w. [A form of speckle, with loss

of orig. s-.] Same as speckle.

peckledt (pek'ld), a. [Speckle + -ed'*.] Same
as speckled. Cotgrave.
Jacob the patriarke, by the force of imagination, made

peckled lambs, laying peckled roddes before his sheepe.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., i. 2.

Pecksniffian (pek'snif-i-an), a. [< Pecksniff
(see def.) + -ian.] Characteristic of or resem-
bling Pecksniff, one of the characters in Dick-
ens's "Martin Chuzzlewit," characterized by
an ostentatious hypocritical display of benevo-
lence or high principle.

Pertinacious religious journals of the Pecksniffian
creed. Higginson, English Statesmen, p. 271.

Pecopterideae (pe-kop-te-rid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pecopteris (-rid-) + -ese.] A group of fossil

ferns to which belongs the widely disseminated
and highly important genus Pecopteris. Schim-
per has grouped the Pecopteridete, with regard to their re-

lation to living ferns and with reference to the character
of the fructification, in five subdivisions; but "one has
only to look at the classification of a few species grouped
from the apparent character of the fructifications to see
how unreliable are the diagnoses derived from them"
(Lesquereux). The grouping of the Pecopteridese suggest-
ed by the fossil botanist of the Pennsylvania Geological
Survey is as follows: (1) Including the species referred

by Schimper to the genus Goniopteris, distinguished by an
upward curve of the lateral veins ; (2) Pecopteris proper,
or cyatheids, to which division belong the species an-
swering exactly to Brongniart's definition of the genus
Pecopteris; (3) Pecopteris with hairy or villous surfaces, a
permanent and easily discernible character ; (4) Pecopteris
with pinna; not distinctly divided into obtuse entire lobes
or pinnules, but generally cut on the borders in sharp ir-

regular teeth; and (5) a group containing those species
referred to Pecojiteris which

" do not find a place in the
former divisions." Kidston (1886) divides the Pecopte-
ri/le/f into two subdivisions, Pecopteris and DacliiMheca;

Pecten, I (>.

Pectinated Middle
Claw of Heron, viewed
Iroin above.

pectinal

the genus Pecopteris as limited by him includes species
previously referred by fossil botanists to twenty-four dif-

ferent genera.

Pecopteris (pe-kop'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. iri-

KEIV, comb, + TTTf/j/f, a fern.] A genus of widely
disseminated fossil ferns, occurring in large
numbers in the coal-measures of Europe and
America, and found also in the Middle Devo-
nian of New Brunswick. The name was given by
Brongniart in 1822. About 30 species referred to this ge-
nus were described by Lesquereux, in 1880, as occurring
in the coal-measures of the United States, chiefly in Penn-
sylvania and Illinois. As described by Brongniart, the
genus Pecopteris has bipinnate or tripinnate fronds; the
piiiiuu are long and pinnatifid ;

the pinnules adhere to the
rachis by the whole base, and are often more or less deeply
connate and not decurrent, aud the borders are generally
contiguous or nearly so; the secondary veins, which are
derived from the median nerve of the pinnules, are sim-

ple, bifurcate, or trifurcate. See cut (c) under .fern.

Pecora (pek o-ra), n. pi. [NL., pi. of penis (pe-

cor-), cattle, a herd: see /eel.] Tne fifth Lin-
nean order of Mammalia, composed of the gen-
era Camelus, Moschus, Cervus, Capra, (Ms, and
Bos; the ruminant or artiodactyl mammals,
later called Ruminantia and (with a little exten-

sion) Artiodacti/la. The name is still in use.

pecten (pek'ten),i.; pl.pectines(-ti-nez). [NL.,
< L. pecten, a comb, a kind of shell-fish, < pectere,

comb; cl.Gri.mKeiv, comb, card.] 1. In.zo6V.and

anat., a comb or comb-like part or process;
something pectinated; a pectination, (a) The
bursa or marsupium of a bird's eye, a vascular membrane
in the vitreous humor, folded or

plaited into a pectinated structure.

(b) The comb or pectination of a
bird's claw, as a heron's or a goat-
sucker's, (c) The comb, comb-row,
or ctenophore of a ctenophoran. (d)
One of the pair of comb-like organs
behind the posterior legs of some
arachnidans, as scorpions, (e) In entom., a comb-like or-

gan, formed generally by a row of short stiff hairs, often
found on the legs of insects, and especially on the first

tarsal joint of many bees. It is used for cleaning the an-
tenn&e and other parts of the body.
2. Inconch.: (a) {cap."] [NL.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Pectinidee, having a regular,
suborbicular, auriculate shell, with approxi-
mate umbones, and radiating ribs compared
to the teeth of a comb ; the scallops. The spe-
cies are very numerous and of world-wide distribution. P.
maximus is a common edible scallop of Great Britain, also

called clam queen and .frill. P. opercularis is another Brit-

ish species, also called quin. P. jacobseus, known as St.

James shell, a Mediterranean species, used to be worn as
a badge or emblem by pilgrims to the Holy Land. See

pilgrim-shell. (6) A species of this genus: in this

sense there is a plural/>;<*. Pecten pubicum,
the pubic crest.

Pectenidae (pek-ten'i-de), n. pi. Same as Pec-
tinidte.

pectic (pek'tik), a. [< Gr. m/xn/cdf, congealing,
curdling, < rniyvivai, make fast or solid, fix on,
= L. pangere, fasten : see pact.] Congealing;
curdling : noting an acid found in many fruits,
which in large part makes up fruit-jellies.

pectin, pectine (pek'tin), . [< pect(ic) + -in,

-ine2.] A substance obtained from pectose by
the action of heat, ferments, or an acid, and also

formed in the ripening of fruits. It is soluble in

water, and its solution on evaporating yields a
fine jelly.

Pectinacea (pek-ti-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < Pec-
ten (Pectin-) + -acea.] '!". The scallop family,
or Pectinidae. 2. A superfamily or suborder of

bivalves, comprising the families Pectinidte, Li-

midse, Spondylid, and Dimyidee. The mantle is

completely open and destitute of siphons, the adductor
muscle generally subcentral, and the foot byssiferous ; the
shell has a ligamentary fossette, and similar teeth in front
of and behind it.

pectinacean (pek-ti-na'se-an), n. [< Pectinacea
+ -.] A member of the' Pectinacea.

pectinaceous (pek-ti-na'shius), a. [< Pecti-
nacea + -otis.] Of or pertaining to the Pecti-

nacea; related to or resembling the scallops.
pectinseal, a. See peetineal.

pectinaeus,pectineus(pek-ti-ne'us), n.; -pl.pec-

tinaei, pectiuei (-i). [NL., < L. pecten (pectin-),
a comb: see pecten.] A flat and quadrate
muscle at the upper inner part of the thigh.
It arises from the iliopectineal line of the pubis, and is

inserted into the femur below the lesser trochanter. Also
called pectinalis. See peetineal, and cut under muscle.

pectinal (pek'ti-nal), fl. and . [< NL. pccti-

natis, < L. pecten (pectin-), a comb: see pecten.]
I. a. Comb-like; pertaining to a pecten or pec-
tination; peetineal. [Obsolescent.]

Il.t w. A sawfish which has teeth projecting
from each side of an elongated rostrum, and
the eyes directed upward. See I'rixlix.

Yet are there other fishes whose eyes regard the heav-

ens, as plane, and cartiliiginous fishes ; as pectinaln, or such
as have their bones made laterally like a comb.

Sir T. Bmmie, Vnlg. Err., iv. 1.



pectinalis

pectinalis (pek-ti-ml'lis), .: i>l. //<.""'-

(-16*). [XI.,. (M. mwfu/H*): see /r/i/m/.J SallH-
. ..

aS tllflillll'IHt.

pectinate (pek'li-nat),. [< L.jjetta<x, c-omb-

like prop. pp. ol' pectinnrr..... nib, card, < /<-

(nt/aeombi *<,/,->,.] Having teeth like a

comb: formed iis or into a, pectination; comb-

like in figure; pectinated: its, tin- iirrtimiti

muscles of Hi.' heart; iicctinate scales of a

lish; iii'/'liiiiit' armature of the preoperciilnm.
.sncdtically (a) Having n pectcn, pectination, i.r comb-

likr |.:ni "i oiWui; pectinated: as, the pectinate claw of

i liinl ('') In tat., having resemblance to the teeth of a

uomh, or iirnmk'ed like them: speclllcallv applied to a

pimuilitl.l "i:ui, particularly a ^'""L"?
segments, like' the teeth of n comb. Doubly pecunate
(or dunUy bipeetiaate), In entoin., having tw.> long pro

ceases or teetb originating from each aide of all or

most of the joints, as hl|>ectinatc antenna. Pectinate

antennse in entvtn., antenna; having the joints nearly

uiiinl Sort, :.ii'l ei.cli joint produced in a linear branch

on tin inner side, to that the whole has somewhat the

appearance of a comb. The name is frequently given to

antenna! having such branches on both sides, properly

Wpecf/<,.. -Pectinate claws ... ymgues.
claws hav-

ing a number of long processes on the Inner or concave

.Me.- Pectinate ligament of the Iris, festoon- Hi

processes of elastlcllssue, passing between the ciliary

border of the iris and the posterior part of the cornea at

Its junction with the sclerotic. -Pectinate muscle* the

mUBculi pectinati of the heart. See ptcKnatu*. Pec-

tinate zone, the upper surface of the basllar membrane,

external to ttie organ of Corti. Also called pectinate lami-

na, pectinate portion, habenula pectinata.

pectinated (pek'ti-na-ted), . [< pectinate H

-lX] 1. Pectinate. 2. Interdigitated ;
inter-

laced like the teeth of two combs. [Bare.]

To sit eross-leg'd or with our fingers pectinated or shut

together is accounted bad.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. a.

Pectinated mineral, a mineral which presents short flla-

ments, crystals, or branches, nearly parallel and cquidis-

pectinately (pek'ti-nat-li),
ode. In a pectinate

manner; so as to be comb-like.

pectinati, . Plural otpectinatm.

pectination (pek-ti-na'shon), n. [< pectinate -r

-ion.] 1. The state or condition of being pec-

tinate. 2. That which is pectinate; a comb-

like structure ;
a pecten. See cut under pecten.

The Inner edge of the middle claw is expanded or dilat-

ed In a great many birds; in some It becomes a perfect

comb, having a regular series of teeth. nitpeetinatiou,

as it Is called, only occurs on the Inner edge of the middle

claw It is beautifully shown by all the true herons, by

the whip-poor-wills and night-hawks, by the frigate pel
-

can, etc' Covet, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 132.

3. The state of being shut together like the

teeth of two combs.

For the complication or pectination of the flngures was

an hieroglyphfck of impediment ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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in bird* may represent, holly or In part, the pubis proper,

or prepubis.

pectinella (pck-ti-nel'ii), .; pi. i-ctin,lla

[NL., dim. of L. /'"' (/'"'"<-), comb: see

1,,-,-trn.]
In .///;////, an arrangement of

teeth mid spinous processes forming mi appen-

dage of the stipes of the protonmln. S. .

l<>,,il<i, sti/trx, and .'lit at <i,il<il>runi. PMMnL
pectines, . Plural of jiectm.

pectineus, . s.-e )H -rtiH-i<K.

pectinibranch (pek'ti-ni-tirangk),
n. and it. [<

L. 1,,'di;, (pi-i-tin-), a comb, + brniicliiu; gills.]

I a. Having pectinate brancliiae, or comb-like

gills; of or pertaining to the I'n-liinhrnnclti'i.

II M. A pectinibraneh gastropod.
Pectinibranchia (pek'ti-ni-braiig'ki-ii),

. pt

[Nl>.: MefMtfaftttPMi.] Same as FlNtMonM-
cliinta.

pectinibranchian (pek'ti-ni-brang'ki-an),
a.

and n. Same as pectinibranch.
Pectinibranchiata(pek'ti-ni-brang-ki-a'i

;)( rSL.,neut.p\.otpectinibranchuitus:
see \

<-

tinibranchiate.] 1. In Cuviert classification,

the sixth order of gastropods, divided into three

families, Trochoidex, Captilovles, and MMMM-
den 2 An oriler of prosobranchiate gastro-

pods, having comb-like gills formed of one

(rarely two) longitudinal series of laminae on

the left side of the mantle over the back of the

neck. The animal Is unisexual, and the shell generally

spiral. The order Includes a majority of the aquatic uni-

valves. Ctenubranchiata is a synonym.

Also I'ectinibranchia, 1'ectinobrancliiata.

pectinibranchiate (pek'ti-ni-brang'ki-at),
a.

and n. [< NL. pectinibranchiattui,
< L. pecten

(pectin-), a comb, + branchix, gills.] Same as

pectinibranch.
pectinicorn (pek'ti-ni-k6rn), a. and . [< I*

pecten (pectin-), a comb, + cornu, horn.] I. .

Having pectinate antennre; of or pertaining

to the Pectinicornia.

II . A pectinicorn beetle.T.i *. - i^a_^SB*:_ . ... _W rXTT

Pectinicornia (pek'ti-ni-kdrtH-a), *.pl.
[

n.] A division of lamelli

pectinatonmbricate(pek-ti-na-t6-fim'bri-kat),
a [< pectinate + fimbricate.']

In en tow., hav-

ing the joints and pectinations fringed with fine

hairs: said of pectinate
antenna.

Pectinator (peVti-na-tor), n. [NL. (E. Blytli,

1855) < LL. pectinator, a comber, < L. pertt-

nare, comb: see pectinate.]
1. A notable out-

lying genus of Ethiopian octodont rodents, com-

posing with Ctenodactylus the subfamily Cteiio-

ftoctuliiue, having premolars present but very

small, ears with a small antitragus, and a bushy

tail half as long as the body. /'. spekei inhab-

its Somaliland in eastern Africa. 2. [I. c.}

An animal of this genus: as, Spate's pectintitor.

pectinatUS (pek-ti-na'tus), n. ; pi. pecttnnti (-ti).

[NL. (sc. munculitg) : see jwcfiimfe.J One of the

museuli pectinati, or small prominent
muscular

columns on the walls of the auricular appen-

dages of the heart.

pectine, . See iirctiu.

Pectinea (pek-ti-ne'a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of ix'ctiiiniH, iiettiiiifHx.']
In couch., same as 1 ec-

Ii,ii,l.;: M> /.'. 1830-

pectineal(pek-ti-ne'al)>- [<L.irfr'ii (/./.-),

a eomb,+ -<'-'.] I" <in"t. () Pectinal or pec-

tinate. (b) Having a comb-like crest or ridge:

in this sense without implication of tooth-like

processes, (c) Pertaining or attached to a pee-

tinenl part, us a muscle. See peelinn n*. Also

spelled iM'cliiiirnl.- Pectlneal fascia, the fascia cov-

ering the pirliiiHsus and adductor longus. Pectlneal

line lidjte or crest, a linear prominence of the haunch-

bone' oral 'inuominaiuin, chiefly along the Iliac bone,

then......Hen extending on to the pubis. It varies greatly

In shape and degree of development in different in.ini

mals but represents one of the edges of a primitively

prismatic Iliac bone, separating
the iliac or ventral sur-

face of the ilium from the sacral or articular surface. In
ace o e um ro .

nun it is a fulrly prominent, long, curved line represen

iim the edge of the greater part of the brim or in

the true pelvis, and gives attachment to the pectlnirai

muscle- it i more fully culled OfajMaKMi lint, or ttwM

aiopn-iiii.'i-n. sc.- .-ut under ;/'/ Pectineal process
In &iiif"/"<<f :ipre-acetabularpii-essot the ilium, which

'see pectinicorn'.] A division of lamelhcorn

beetles, corresponding to the family Lucanulte.

Pectinid* (pek-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pecten

(Pectin-) + -ids.] A family of monomvanan

siphonlessbivalves, typifiedby
thegenus Pecten

By the old con-

chologlsta all the

genera of the su-

perfamily Pectina-

eea were Included
in It. Byrecejitcon-
chologlsts It has
been subdivided,
and Is now general-

ly restricted to Pec-

ten and Its near rel-

atlves. These have Ptclfn ,,<,. tr, branchUr ; m. mantle.

gins freef

l

doublel

r

the inner pendent, nlaroentiferons, and

with a row of ocelli at the bases of the filaments; the foot

small, linguiform, and with a byssal groove; and sulwrbicu-

lar valves having submedian beaksand aurlculated in front

and behind, with a more or less Inclosed ligament, and

with a subcircular muscular impression. The species arc

popularly known as KaUopt, and are numerous and repre-

sented in almost all seas. They belong mostly to the

genera Prctfn. Clilamyt or Pieudamvnum,
//in nifM, and Prdmn. Also called Pectenula

Pectinaccx, Pectinea, Pectinea, Pectimdet, and

pectiniform (pek'ti-ni-form), a. [< L. pecten

( pectin-), a comb, + forma, form.] 1. Comb-

like; pectinate; having pectinations or pro-

cesses like the teeth of a comb. 2. In conch.,

having the form or appearance of a scallop, or

bivalve of the family Peclinidee Pectiniform

septum, the median septum betweei. the corpora caver-

nosa of the penis or clitoris.

pectiniliac (pek-ti-nil'i-ak),
n. [< pecten (pec-

tin-) + iliac.] Same as ilionectinxil.

pectinite (pek'ti-nit), n. [< L. pcctrn (pectin-),

a comb, + -ite2 .] A fossil pecten, or some simi-

lar shell.

Pectinobranchiata (pek'ti-no-brang-ki-a ta),

-n i,l [NL.] Same as Ptctiiiibranchiatti.

PectiS (pek'tis), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1767), < L.

l>n-tis, a plant also called consolida and sym-

nhuton ] A genus of composite plants of the

tribe Heleniindeir and the subtribe Taaetinex,

characterized by the elongated style with very

short obtuse branches. There are sbont 42 pecles.

all American, found from Mexico to Brazil and Bolivia.

They are annual or perennial herbs, diffuse or M
and dotted with oil glands, especially over the involucre

They bear narrow opposite leaves with a bristly base, and

small heads of yellow flowers. P. pvnctato Is the est In

dian marigold, a slender smooth species growing on

sands and having linear dotted leaves. Several others are

occasionally planted for their flowers,

nectize (pek'ti/.X r. i.; pret. and pp. ffgluta,

ppr ;-cfi.-iw</. [< Ur. -i/itTof, fixed, congealed

(see /rf/r). + -'-' 1 To eongeal ; change into

a gelatinous mass. //.
>';

' r-

pectoralis

pecto-antebrachialis (pek-t _ -T _.

Us i n. [XL., prop. peeiori-anttbracMalit,
\ L.

/, -I its ( 1,1'i-lnr-j.
hreast.+ N !.."<<'' l>fii-lii //,,! he

forearm: see anli lirui-lninu.] A muscle which

in some animals extends from the bCMMt-bOM
to the elbow, or more exactly from the median

rapheat the pivsternnni and third iiiesoMorne-

lier to the back of the proximal end of the ulna.

pectOCaulUB (pek-to-ka'lmt), n. ; pi. pMMMM
(-H). [NI,.(Lankestcr),iniprop. for";* '('""""-

IllM, < L. ),<<!> n (y..r(i-), comb, + i-inilis. stem.

stalk: see caulis.] The mature internal MN
or stalk common to the several polypidea of a

poly/.oary. See yyinnocaulun. Encyc. /int., XIX..
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pectolite (pek'to-llt), . [For 'pectmolite, < 1 ..

pecten (pectin-)', a comb, + Or. Mfcf, a stone. J

A hydrous silicate of calcium and sodium oc-

curring in radiated or stellate fibrous masses

of a white or gravish color. It Is commonly found

with the seolitea In trap-rocks, as at Bergcn Hill in N.

Jersey. It Is closely related In crystalline form and In

composition to the calcium silicate wollastonlte.

pectora. . Plural otpecttu.

pectoral (pek'to-ral), a. and w. [I. . 1 !>

iiectoral = Pg.'peitoral
= H.pettoruti, < L. /

toralis, pertaining to the breast, < ,<'.< (ir-

tor-), the breast, the breast-bone. II. . v Lb.

nectorule, a breastplate, neut. of pectorali*, a.

Hence ult. poitrel.] I. a. I. Of, pertaining to,

or connected with the breast or chest ;
thoracic

as, a, pectoral muscle, vessel, nerve, etc.; ajx-r-

toronimb. 2. laentum., pertaining to the pec-

tus orlower surface of the thoraxInternal pec-

toral muscle, the trlangularls sternl. Pectoral aorta,

the thoracic aorta. -Pectoral arch. Hame as ptetaral

girdle.- Pectoral cross. See erasi.- Pectoral c

MOU nerveB, the cutaneous branches of the thoracic

~tal.- Pectoral fln, In ichth. the thoracic limb

of a flsh corresponding to the fore limb of a higher verte-

brate used without reference to pectoral situation or st-

Uchment. It Is lateral and behind the head, and In many
cases the hind limb or ventral fln Is In advance of it. Ab-

breviated v. Sec cuts under Jin tatifah. Pectoral

fremltus vocal fremitus of the chest- Pectoral girdle.

See i/tri/fcl ,
and cuts under omi*trrnum and Ichthiiowuna.

Pectoral glands, lymphatic glands along the lower

border of%e fSSSoOi major.- Pectoral int|rc08ta
nerves the six upper thoracic Intercostals.- Pectoral

lamlnte the coxw, or basal joints of the legs, particularly

of the. interior p.lr.-Pectoral, Umb^
the ltar -

posterior pair. rectoriu "">", "- ,".,-.
upper limb of a vertebrate animal. Pectoral muscles,

the pectorales. See pectaralit.- Pectoral nerves, tho-

racic nerves. Pectoral ridge, the anterior or external

bldpltal ridge of the humeros.

It. . 1 . Armor for the breast, excluding the

throat and the lower part of the body, (a) A

small breastplate worn with other garments, whether con-

cealed or visible, (ft) The plastron In the double breast-

plate of the fifteenth century. [Rare. 1

2. An ornament to be worn on the breast; es-

pecially, an ornament of an unfamiliar sort, or

of a sort to which no special name is given : as,

an enameled pectoral. 3. Eccles.: (a) In the

anc. Jetrish ritual, a sacerdotal breastplate of

richly colored and embroidered cloth, worn by
the high priest.

They all spake andwritastheywereroovedandlnspired,
whether illustrating the component letters engraven

on the pectoral, so as to make up the response, or by a te

phim . Krelyn, True Religion. I. 864.

(b) In the Horn. Cath. Ch., a square plate of

gold, silver, or embroidery, either jeweled or

enameled, formerly worn on the breast over the

chasuble by bishops during the celebration of

the mass.
The pryce of all whiche crownes, pectaralet, and cappe Is

inestymable, for they be full set with precyous stones of

the gretest valoure that may lie.

Sir R. Ovylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 7.

(c) A pectoral cross. 4. A food, a drink, or a

drug supposed to be good for persons having

weak lungs.
Being troubled with a cough, pectoral* were prescribed ;

and he was thereby relieved. Wixtnan, Surgery.

5. A pectoral part or organ, (o) One of the pecto-

ral muscles ; a pectoralis. (6) The pectoral fln of a flsh.

Sec I

pectoralis (pek-to-ra'lis), *.; pi. ftctoralc*

(-fez). [NL., < L. pectorali*, belonging to the

breast: see pectoral.] 1. One of the pectoral

muscles, or muscles of the breast, passing from

the thorax to the scapular arch or its appen-

dage. In mammals there are commonly two of those

muscles In lower vertebrates commonly at least three;

when two, they are the pectorala ,Mior and the <

minor (See phrases below.) In birds an intermediate

muscle, pedoralit mtdita, passea from the sternum to the

n ichth., a pectoral fin. (iunther. 185-

Pectoralis major (great pectoral muscle) a large, thick

triangular muscle, immediately beneath the skin of tl

breast, extending outwardly to the shoulder, and insertt

Into the UPIKT end of the humeros. It arises chiefly from

the clavlcteVsternnm, and costal cartilage. AlwcaUed

ertopectorali*. See thin! cut under wnade. Pectoralis



pectoralis

minimus, a rare anomalous section of the pectoralis

minor, arising from the first rib. Pectoralis minor
(small pectoral muscle), a muscle situated immediately
beneath the pectoralis major, arising from the third,

fourth, and fifth ribs, and inserted into the coracoid pro-
cess of the scapula. Also called entopectaralis.

pectorally (pek'to-ral-i), adv. In a pectoral
manner or position ;

as regards the pectoral re-

gion, or breast.

pectoriloquial (pek"to-ri-lo'kwi-al), a. [< pec-

toriloqtt-y + -til.] Pertaining to or of the na-

ture of pectoriloquy.
pectoriloquism (pek-to-ril'o-kwizm), n. [<

pertoriloqn-y + -ism.'] 'Pectoriloquy.

pectorilOQUOUS (pek-to-ril'o-kwus), a. [< pec-

tuiiloqii-y + -meg.] Pectoriloquial.

pectoriloquy (pek-to-ril'o-kwi), n. [< L. pec-
tits (pector-), the breast, '+ loqui, speak. Cf.

ventriloquy.} The transmission of the voice so

that it is heard distinctly articulated in auscul-

tation of the chest. It may be found over con-

solidated lungs, over a cavity, and sometimes
in health.

pectorimyon (pek'to-ri-mi'on), n.
; pi. pecto-

rimya (-a). [NL., < L. pectus ( pector-), breast,
+ NL. ntyoa.J Any myon of the pectoral arch
or shoulder-girdle: distinguished from pelvi-

myon. Coues, The Auk, Jan., 1888, p. 104.

pectose (pek'tos), n. [< Gr. TT^KTOC, fixed, con-

gealed (see pectic), + -ose.] In chem., a sub-

stance which has not yet been prepared in a

pure state, but is believed to be contained in

the pulp of fleshy fruit in the unripe state, also

in fleshy roots and other vegetable organs.
It is insoluble in water, but under the influence of acids

and other reagents is transformed into a soluble substance
called pectin, identical with that which exists in ripe fruits

and imparts to their juice the property of gelatinizing
when boiled.

pectosic (pek-to'sik), . [< pectose + -ic.] De-
rived from or containing pectose : as, pectosic
acid.

Pectostraca (pek-tos'tra-ka), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

in/KToc, fixed, congealed, + oaT/ianou, a tile, a

potsherd, a shell.] Huxley's name of a division

of entomostracous crustaceans, consisting of

the Cirripcdia proper and the Kliizocepliala :

synonymous with the class Cirripedia in an or-

dinary sense.

pectostracan (pek-tos'tra-kan), a. and n. [<
Pectostraca + -an."] I. a. Fixed, as a crusta-

cean
;
of or pertaining to the Pectostraca.

II. n. A pectostracous crustacean.

pectostracous (pek-tos'tra-kus), a. [< Pectos-

traca + -ows.] Same as pectostracan.

pectOUS (pek'tus), a. [< Gr. m/Krdf, fixed, con-

gealed (see pectic), + -os.] Pertaining to or

consisting of pectose or pectin.

pectunculate (pek-tuug'ku-lat), a. [< NL.
"pectunculatus, < L. pectitnculus, a small scal-

lop, lit. a little comb, < pecteii, a comb: see prc-
ten.] In entom., having a row of minute spines
or bristles resembling the teeth of a comb.
Pectunculate maxilla, maxilhe in which the stipes

or basal portion is edged with spines.

Pectunculidse (pek-tung-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pectunculus + -idx.] A family of bivalves,

represented by the genus Peetunculus. The
species are now united with the Arcidse.

Pectunculus (pek-tung'ku-lus), n. [NL., < L.

pectunculiis, a small scallop: see pedunculate.]
1. A genus of bivalve
mollusks of the family
Arcidee, named by La-
marck in 1799. Also
called Axineea. 2. [I.

e.; f>\. pectunculi (-11).]

pi. Fine longitudinal
striations on the walls
of the Sylvian aque-
duct.

pectus (pek'tus), .; pi.

peetora (pek'to-ra).
[L.] The breast.' spe-
cifically (a) lnornith.,the
pectoral region; properly,
the thoracic part of the
under surface, but general-
ly restricted to the anterior

protuberant part of the in- Ptct
ferior thoracic region. See
abdomen, and cut under Mnfl. (6) In entom.. the lower
surface of the thorax. In describing theColeoptera, Orthop-
tera, and Hemiptera, many of the older entomologists com-
monly restricted the term to the part lying below the wing-
covers ; others used the word pectui for the lower surface
of the prothorax. that of the mesothorax and metathorax
being called postpectus. (c) In anat., the chest or the
breast.

pecul, n. See pii-ul.

peculate (pek'u-lat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. pecu-

lated, ppr. peculating. [< L. peculatus, pp. of

peculari, defraud the public, embezzle public
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property, < pcculiiim, property: see peculium.]
To appropriate to one's own use money or goods
intrusted to one's care ;

embezzle ; pilfer ;
steal :

originally, as in the Roman law, denoting em-
bezzlement of moneys of the state.

The worst punishment that can be inflicted on an idle,

drunken, or peculating slave is to turn him adrift to work
for his own living. Westminister Rev., CXXVIII. 455.

peculatet (pek'u-lat), n. [= F.peculat = Sp.

peculado = Pg. It. peculato, < L. peculatus, em-

bezzlement, peculation, < peculari, embezzle,

peculate: see peculate, v.] Peculation.

The popular clamours of corruption and peculate, with

which the nation had been so much possessed, were in a

great measure dissipated. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times.

peculation (pek-u-la'shon ), n. [< L. as if *pecu-

latio(n-), < peculari, peculate: see jieculate.]

The act of peculating; the crime of appropriat-

ing to one's own use money or goods intrusted

to one's care; embezzlement; defalcation.

One of these gentlemen was accused of the grossest

peculations. Burke, On Fox's East India Bill.

I wonder you didn't think of that before you accused

him of fraud and peculation.
Rowells, Modern Instance, xxxiv.

Peculation Act. See Tilden Act, under act.

peculator (pek'u-la-tor), n. [< Speculator, an
embezzler of public money, < peculari, embez-

zle, peculate: see peculate.] One who pecu-
lates

;
an embezzler

;
a defaulter.

She [London] is rigid in denouncing death
On petty robbers, and indulges life

And liberty, and oft-times honor too,
To peculators of the public gold.

Cowper, Task, i. 785.

peculiar (pe-ku'lyar), a. and H. [< OF. peculier
= Sp. Pg. peculiar"= It.peculiare,<li.peculiaris,

pertaining to private property, one's own, prop-
er, special, peculiar, < peculium, property in

cattle, hence property in general : see peculi-

.] I. a. 1. One's own; pertaining to one,
not to many; of private, personal, or charac-
teristic possession and use

;
with to, belonging

specially or particularly.
Adam assigned to every creature a name peculiar to its

nature. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 2.

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty,
But seeming so, for my peculiar end.

Shak., Othello, i. 1. 60.

My wife is to dispose of her part (besides her own jewels
and other peculiar things fit for her own use) as herself

shall think fit. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 440.

Adam . . . beheld

Beauty, which, whether waking or asleep.
Shot forth peculiar graces. Milton, P. L., v. 15.

When I consider the frame of mind peculiar to a gentle-
man, I suppose it graced with all the dignity and elevation
of spirit that human nature is capable of.

Steele, Guardian, No. 34.

When faith is said to be a religious principle, it is ...
the things believed, not the act of believing them, which
is peculiar to religion.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 191.

2. Particular; distinct; individual.

One peculiar nation to select

From all the rest, of whom to be invoked.

Milton, P. L., xii. 111.

Multitudes formed peculiar trains of their own, and fol-

lowed in the wake of the columns.
New Princeton Rev., II. 243.

3. Special; particular; select.

We cannot have a new peculiar court-tire but these re-

tainers will have it. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

The Poets were
Of Gods and Kings the most peculiar Care.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

The daughters of the year,
One after one, thro' that still garden pass'd :

Each, garlanded with her peculiar flower,
Danced into light, and died into the shade.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.
He [John Adams] appears to have been singularly want-

ing in the peculiar tact and delicacy required in a diplo-
matist. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

4. Singular; unusual; uncommon; odd: as, the
man has something peculiar in his manner.

Whene'er we groan with ache or pain,
Some common ailment of the race

Though doctors think the matter plain
That ours is

" a peculiar case."
0. W. Holmes, What we all think.

Peculiar Institution, a cant phrase for negro slavery,
often spoken of by Southerners as "the peculiar domestic
institution of the South." Peculiar People, (a) A name
given to the Hebrew nation. (&) A religious denomina-
tion found in Essex, Sussex, Surrey, and principally in

Kent, England, which believes that one may immediately
cease from sin and become perfect in moral life and in

spiritual perception. They therefore have no preachers,
creeds, ordinances, or church organization. They also

profess to rely wholly upon prayer for the cure of disease.
Also called Plunvfead Peculiars, from the place in which
the sect originated. = Syn. 3. Particular, etc. See special.

II. n. If. Exclusive property; that whioh
belongs to one to the exclusion of others.

pecunial
The joys that the virgin mother had were such as con-

cerned all the world ; and that part of them which was
her pecitliar she would not conceal from persons apt to

their entertainment. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 31.

By tincture or reflection they augment
Their small peculiar, though from human sight
So far remote, with diminution seen.

Milton, P. I,, vii. 368.

When the Devill shewed our Saviour all the kingdomes
of the Earth and their glory, that he would not shew him
Ireland, but reserved it for himselfe ; it is probable true,
for he hath kept it ever since for his own peculiar.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 78.

2. A person or thing that is peculiar: as, the
Plumstead Peculiars. 3. In canon law, a par-
ticular parish or church which is exempted
from the jurisdiction of the ordinary or bishop
in whose diocese it lies, such as a royal pecu-
liar (a sovereign's free chapel, exempt from

any jurisdiction but that of the sovereign); a

parish or church pertaining to an archbishop,

bishop, dean, chapter, or prebendary, etc.,

which is not under the jurisdiction of the

bishop of the diocese in which it is situated,
but under that of some other archbishop, bish-

op, dean, etc. 4. In colonial and provincial
Massachusetts, a parish, precinct, or district

not yet erected into a town
;
a portion set off

from a town and made independent of it in re-

spect to all or most matters of local adminis-

tration, but not in respect to choosing a repre-
sentative to the General Court. 5f. A mistress.

Grose. Court ofPeculiars, in Eng. eccles. law, a branch
of the Court of Arches having jurisdiction over the pecu-
liars of the archbishop of Canterbury.

peculiarise, v. t. See peculiarize.

peculiarity (pe-ku-li-ar'i-ti), n. ; pi. peculiarities

(-tiz). [< ML'. peculiarita(t-)s, peculiarity/ L.

peculiaris, peculiar: see peculiar.] 1. Private

ownership; proprietorship; prerogative.
What need we to chuse ministers by lot; what need we

to disclaim all peculiaritie in goods?
Bp. Hall, Epistles, 11. 6.

2. That which is peculiar to or characteristic of

a person or thing; a special characteristic or

belonging.
There are persons whose little peculiarities of temper

and constitution ... are so blended with blameless man-
ners and a good heart as should shield them from wanton
and cruel aggressions. W. Cooke, Memoirs of S. Foote, I. 2.

That peculiar faculty possessed by inferior organisms of

living on in each part after being cut in pieces is a mani-
fest corollary to the otherpeculiarity just described : name-
ly, that they consist of many repetitions of the same ele-

ments. H . Spencer, Social Statics, p. 496.

3. The quality of being peculiar ; individuality.

Any distinguishing marks of style orpeculiarity of think-

ing. Swtft.

= Syn. 2. Characteristic, idiosyncrasy, singularity.

peculiarize (pe-ku'lyar-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

peculiarized, ppr. peculiarising. [< peculiar +
-ize.] To make peculiar ;

set apart; appropri-
ate. Also spelled peculiarise. [Rare.]
There was to be no more distinction betwixt the chil-

dren of Abraham and other people, and no one land more
peculiarized than another.

Nelson, Companion to Fasts and Festivals of Ch. of Eng-
[land, The Circumcision. (Latham.)

peculiarly (pe-ku'lyar-li), adv. In a peculiar
manner

;
in a' manner not common to others

;

hence, in a remarkable or impressive degree ;

especially ; particularly ; strangely : as, he had
made this subject peculiarly his own ;

she was

very peculiarly attired.

peculiarness (pe-ku'lyar-nes), n. 1. The state

of being peculiar; peculiarity. 2. The state of

being set apart ; appropriateness. [Rare.]
The work was honoured and dignified by the peculiar-

ness of the place appointed for the same.
J. Mede, Reverence of God's House (1638), p. 5.

peculium (pe-ku'li-um), n. [L., property, esp.

private property, that which belongs to one-

self, one's own, orig. property in cattle (cf.fee
1
),

(.pecus (pecor-), pecus (peciid-), cattle, herd, =
E. fee1 : see fee

1
.] Private property ;

a private

purse; specifically, in Horn, law, that which was

given by a father or master to his son, daugh-
ter, or slave, as his or her private property. In
civil law it embraces in its general sense all the property
of which a slave or a son in his father's power had either

the use or, in the case of the latter, the ownership. Ori-

ginally such persons were under an absolute incapacity of

owning anything, and the peculium might in strictness be
taken back at any time. It was, however, gradually made
competent for a son, though under his father's power, to

hold certain kinds of property absolutely, such as the

money he had made in war or in a liberal profession. In

some cases the money reverted to the father on the son's

death intestate.

If we look only to our own petty peculium In the war,
we have had some advantages.

Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

pecunialt (P?-ku'ni-al), a. [< ME. p
< OF. pecunial, pecuniel = It. pecuniale, < LL.



pecunial

pecuniiilis, pertaining to money, < L. pri-mmi,
wealth, property : nee prrunif. Cf. /ii-i'iinni/.\

1. Uelating to money.
It camo Into hys lied that the KngllKhinen dyd Iltle

passe vpon the obseruaclon and kepynge of penall lawes

orptcuniall ntatutes. Hull, Hen. VII., an. 19.

2. Consisting of money; pecuniary; paid in

money.
If any persone wolde upon hem pleyne,
Ther myghte asterte hym no pecunyal pryne.

Chaucer, Friar s Tale, 1. 16.

pecuniarily (pe-ku'ni-a-ri-li), ode. In a pecu-
niary manner; as regards money-matters.

I was In moderate circumstances pecuniarily, though I

waa perhaps better furnished with less fleeting lirh.-

than nuiny others. C />. Warner, Backlog studies, p. 80.

pecuniary (pe-ku'ni-a-ri), a. [= F.pe'cuniaire=
Pi. pecuniari'= Sp. Pg. It. pecuniario, < L. pecu-
niarily, also peciiHiaris, pertaining to money, <

peeunia, money: see pceiiiiic.] 1. Relating to

money : as, pecuniary affairs or losses.

Their Impostures delude not only unto pecuniary ile-

fraudations, but the irreparable deceit of death.
Sir T. Browne.

2. Consistingof money : as, ^pecuniary reward
or penalty.

If I have a general or pcmniary legacy of 1001.
,
or a spe-

cific one of a piece of plate, I cannot in either case take
It without the consent of the executor.

Blaclcstone, Com., II. xxxll.

My exertions, whatever they have been, were such as no

hopes of pecuniary reward could possibly excite ; and no

pecuniary compensation can possibly reward them.
Hurlre, To a Noble Lord.

Pecuniary causes, in eccle*. law, such causes as arise

from either the withholding of ecclesiastical dues, or the

doing or neglecting of some act relating to the church

whereby damage accrues to the plaintiff, toward obtain-

ing a satisfaction for which he is permitted to Institute a
suit In the spiritual court. Wharton. Pecuniary leg-
acy, a testamentary gift of money,

pecuniet, [ME., < OF. pecunie, pecune, F.pe-
cuite = Sp. Pg. It. peeunia, money, cash, < L.

peeunia, property, riches, wealth, in particular

money, orig. property in cattle, <, pecus (pecor-),

pecus (pecud-), cattle, a herd, = E.fee: see/ei.
Cf. pecuHuni.] Money.

As relatlfs indirect reccheth the! neuere
Of the cours of the case so they cacche suluer,
Be the pecunie y-payed tliauli parties chide.

Piers Plowman (C), Iv. 893.

pecunious (pe-ku'ni-us), a. [< ME. pccunyous,
< OF. pecunieujc, F. ptcunicux = Pr. pecunios =
Sp. Pg. It. peeunioso, < L. pecuniosus, having
much money or wealth, < peeunia, wealth,

money: see pecunie.] Full of money; rich;

wealthy. [Obsolete or rare.]

Praye for the, pol by pol yf thow he pecunyout.
Piers Plomnan (C), xill. 11.

But in very truth money is as dirt among those phe-

nomenally pecunious New Yorkers.
Arch. Forbes, Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 152.

ped (ped), n. [< ME. pedde, a basket ;
cf . pad*.]

A basket: same as pad*. [Prov. Eng.]
A haske is a wicker ped, wherein they use to carrie fish.

Orig. WOK. to Spenter't Shep. Cal., November, 1. 16.

ped. In musical notation, an abbreviation for

pedal or pedale.

peda, n. Plural of pedum.
pedaget (ped'aj), n. [< ME. pedage, < OF. ped-
age, peage, pa'age, < L. pes (ped-), = E. foot, +
-a</e.J A toll paid by passengers. Also peag?,

paage. Spelman.
Tribute and pedage and jerls rentes.

Wydif, 1 Esd. [Ezra] Iv. 13, 20.

pedagogic (ped-a-goj'ik), a. and H. [= F. pe-

dai/ogiqiie= Sp. pedagogico= Pg. It. pedagogico,
< Or. Troioajuj-iKoV, of or pertaining to a teacher

or to education, < Kaiiayuyuc, , a teacher of youth :

see pedagogue.] I. n. Of or pertaining to a peda-
gogue or pedagogics; belonging to or resem-

bling a pedagogue or teacher of children: as,

pedagogic peculiarities.
In the pedagogic character he [Higglns] also published

Huloct's Dictionarie, newlie corrected, &c.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 259.

But who will set limit to his |St John's) power and

padagogic wisdom in the matter and form of his teaching?

Scha/, Hist Christ. Church, I. 1 83.

II. H. Same as prtlagi>gi<-x.

pedagogical (ped-a-goj'i-kal), a. [< pedagogic
+ -al.'] Same as pedagogic.
Those pedagogical Jehus, those furious school-drivers.

South, Sermons, V. 1.

There Is a pedagogical value in hearing lectures and In

taking notes of them. The Motion, XLVII1. Ml.

pedagogically (ped-a-goj'i-kal-i), adv. In a

pedagogic manner; according to the methods
of a pedagogue ; also, with reference to peda-
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gogics; by or in accordance with the prinei|>li <

of pedagogics.
pedagogics (ped-a-goj'ikM), H. [PI. of pi -In

'/".'/"'.' see -ics.] The science or art of teach-

ing; pedagogy.
It It to be deplored that no more euphonious and man-

ageable name could lie found for It than Pedagogic*.Km Princeton Kn., II. 301.

pedagogism (ped'a-gog-izm), n. [< />//</(/<
-f- -I'XIH. ] The business, ways, or characteri>t i.--

of a pedagogue.
Ink doubtless, rightly apply'd with some gall In It, may

prove good to heal this tetter of pcdagogim that bespread i

him. Milton, Apology for Smeclymnuus, f tl.

pedagogue (ped'a-gog), n. [Also sometimes

(with ref. to Greek usage) peedagogue; < F.

I'lilitgoguc = Sp. Pg. It. pedagogo,< L. pada-
gogtts, < Or. waioayuyoc (see def. 1), < TO/C (irtui-),

a child, a boy or girl, < a;ctv, lead, conduct.

afuyuf, a guide or conductor. In def. 2, < OF.
pedagoge, m., a schoolroom; ct. pedagogy.] 1.

A teacher of children ; one whose occupation is

the instruction of children; a schoolmaster:
now used, generally with a sense of contempt,
for a dogmatic and narrow-minded teacher.

Among the Greeks and Romans the pedagogue was origi-

nally a slave who attended the younger children of hts

MK*r, and conducted them to school, to the theater,

etc., combining In many cases Instruction with guardian-
ship.

Time was, when th' artless pedagogue did stand
With his vlmlncous sceptre In his hand,
Raging like Bajazet o'er the tugging fry.

On the Death of his Schoolmaster.

The pxdagogue with the youngeat ton and the prostrate
Niobide may be supposed to be on the right.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 322.

2f. A schoolroom, or an apartment set apart as

a schoolroom.
Another part I

of the university! Is what they call the

pedagogue, which Is for noblemen and gentlemen ; there
are six youths in each room, with a master over them.

Pococla, Description of the East, II. 11. 231.

pedagogue (ped'a-gog), v. t.
; pret. and pp.ped-

agogued, ppr. pedagoguing. [< pedagogue, M.]
To teach ; especially, to teach with the air of a

pedagogue.
This may confine their younger Stiles,

Whom Dryden pedagogue* at Will's ;

But never could be meant to tye
Authentlck Wits, like you and I.

1'ii'ir. To Fleetwood Shepherd, 1. 81.

Grave eastern seers instructive lessons told ;

Wise Greece from them recelv'd the happy plan,
And taught the brute to pedagogue the man.

SomenOle, To the Earl of Halifax.

pedagogy (ped'a-go-ji), n. [Formerly also padu-
gogy; = Y.pfdiigogie = Sp. pedagogia = Pg. It.

pedagogia,<.Gr. vaiSa-jurfla, the training or guid-

ing of boys, education, < vatoajuy of, a pedagogue :

see pedagogue.'] 1 . The art of the pedagogue ;

the science of teaching; pedagogics.
The tendency to apply the exact methods of science to

problems of education is one of the most hopeful signs
of present pedagogy. Science, VI. 841.

2. Instruction; discipline.

He delivers us up to Hiepttdagogy of the Divine judg-
ments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 183.iX I. !

The Jews were a people infinitely delighted with pom-
pous and busy superstition, and had ordinances accord-

ingly whilst they remained under that childish pedagogy.
Evelyn, True Religion, II. 181.

There was a sacrifice for the whole congregation pre-
scribed in the Mosaic I'ardagngy.

C. Mather, Mag. Christ., Hist. Boston, 1698.

pedal (ped'al or pe'dal),a.and*i. [= F. petiole,

n., = It. pedale, < li."pedalis, pertaining to the

foot, < pes (ped-) = E. foot : see foot.] 1. a. 1 .

Pertaining to or connected with a foot or the

feet: as, pedal extremities. 2. Technically
(a) Of or pertaining to a foot-like part of the

body, as of a mollusk; podial: as, a pedal gan-

glion. (6) Of or pertaining to the pes or hindfoot

only: opposed to'manual. 3. Pertaining to the

feet of perpendiculars let fall from one point

upon tangents to a fixed locus called a &ai>.

4 (ped al). In music, relating to a pedal.
Pedal action, the entire mechanism of

pedals,
in either

a pianoforte, organ, or harp, Including the pedals them

selves, the connecting apparatus of rods, trackers, levers,

etc., and their attachment to clampers, sliders, etc. Ped-
al adductor, the posterior adductor muscle of bivalve

mollusks, the anterior one being distinguished as pallial.

It Is the only one In the Monomyaria, as oysters and scal-

lops. Pedal aponeurosls the dorsal fascia of the foot.

Pedal artery, the dorsal artery of the foot Pedal
bass, sec organ-point. Pedal board. Same at pedal
keyboard. Pedal check. In organ-buUding, a device for

freventing
damage to a pedal keyboard when not In use.

t consists of a bar which prevents the pedal keys from
being depressed until it is moved. It Is usually controlled

by a stop-knob. Pedal coupler, In organ-buUding, a

coupler which connects one of the manual keyboards with
the pedal keyboard, to that the latter streets the former.

pedal

T'sually rich of the keyboardi may be thai coupled to the

pedili. Pedal curve or surface, the im-n MOM feet of

the pCTixmdtailarn U-t (all fioiu one point upon the tan-

gents to another l"<-n I" which the former U pedaL
Pedal ganglia. ii.fra-esophagel ganglia lu Uie nenrooi

s>tti-ni SnKlMM. See cut under LameUibranchiala.-

Pedal harmony In muric. tune as organ-point.-- Pedal
harp. See Aory. 1.- Pedal key, In organ-building. See

try'. - Pedal keyboard, In organ-building, the key-
board or et of loveri Intended to he played by the feet.

It coniliU of black and white keyi like the manual key.

Ipoards, only on a larger tcale. Ita uwial compass In inml-

ern organt U from the Mcond (' below middle c to the D
or the K next above It It li sometimes contact, the ex-

treme right and left leven being higher than those In the

middle, or radiating, the front enda of the levers being
nearer together than the back endi- both arrangementa
being Intended to help the player to reach all the ken
with equal eaae. The pedal keyboard properly sounds the

top* of the pedal organ : but It may also be
coupled

with
either of the manual keyboard*, and thin may simply ex-

tend the reaourcea of the latter. Pedal keyboard! are

sometimes added to reed-organs, and even to pianoforte*.
Bee pedalier, and cut under organ. Pedal line, a line

through the feet of the three perpendiculars to the three
sides of a triangle, let fall from any point on the circum-
ference of the circumscribed circle. -- Pedal muscle, (a)
In At/num anal., same aa rrtentor bremt digttorum ptdtt
(which tee, under pat*), () In conch.: (1) Any muscle
of the foot or podium of a univalve. (2) The posterior
adductor of a bivalve, when there are two. See cuts

uuder Attartida and Tridacnidm. Pedal note, either

a note or a tone produced by a pedal key or the tame
at organ-point. Pedal organ. In orgm-bvSUH*g, that

one of the partial organs which Is played from a ped-
al keyboard. IU compass U usually ahout two or two
and a half octaves. Its stops are the deepest and most
sonorous In the Instrument, usually of 10- or 32-feet tone.

Pedal origin, the fixed point from which the per-

pendiculars are let fall Pedal passage. In organ-mil-

lie, a passage or phrase Intended to be performed on
the pedal keyboard. Pedal piano, a pianoforte with a

pedal keylioard or pedaller. -Pedal pipe, In mpn ilsaM

ing, one of the pipes belonging to the pedal organ.- Ped-
al ratio. See /oof, 11. Pedal rod. In harp-malting, a

rod connecting a pedal with the mechanism for shorten-

ing the strings. Pedal soundboard, in organ-building.
the soundboard of the pedal organ. Pedal stop, In or-

gan-building, a stop or stop-knob belonging to the
pedal

organ. Pedal vesicle, one of the many little vesicles of

the water-vascular system of an echlnoderm which are

connected with the water-feet or tube-feet, and cause the

latter to protrude when full of water. See cut at KM-
noidea.

II. n. (ped'al). 1. Any part of a machine or

apparatus which i8 intended to receive and
transmit power from the foot of the operator ;

a treadle: as, the pedal* of a bicycle. 2. In
musical instruments, a foot-lever; a metal or

wooden key or projecting bar operated by the

foot, (a) In the pianoforte two or three pedals are in

ate : one to lift the dampers from the strings (the damper-

prdal or loud pedal} \ one to introduce a muffler between
the hammers and the strings, or to lessen the distance from
which the hammers strike, or to move them so that they
shall strike only one string Instead of the usual two or three

(the toft ptdat) ; and sometimes one to hold up the dampers
that happen to be lifted when the

pedal
is pressed down (the

nataining pedal\ The use of the damper-pedal Is Indi-

cated by ixd. at the beginning of the passage where It Is

needed, and by a * at its end. The use of the soft pedal la

usually Indicated by some such expression as nna curda,
'one string.' The use of the sustaining pedal is usually
left to the player's discretion. (6) In the pipe-organ sev-

eral different kinds of pedals are used : those which form
the pedal keyboard, and which are like the keys or digi-
tals for the hands, but much larger (see pedal keyboard,
and cut under ororanl); those which control the drawing
of one or more of the stops (combination pedalt, compon-
tion pedalt, crescendo pedal, diminuendo pedal, tforzando

pedal, etc.): that which controls the opening of the blinds

or shutters of the swell-box (the well pedal), etc. See the

phrases below, (c) In the reed-organ and harmonium, one
of the treadles by which the player operates the feeders

of the bellows. See reed-organ, (d) In the harp, one of

the foot-levers whereby all or some of the strings may be

temporarily shortened, and their pitch raised. In modern
harps seven pedals are used, any one of which may be used
In two ways, raising the pitch either one or two half-steps ;

every pedal affects only the strings of a
particular

letter-

name. By combining the pedals in various ways the In-

strument may be set In any desired key (tonalltyX Bee
cut under harp, (e) Collectively, same as eitherpedaHty-
board or pedal organ.
3. Same as organ-point. 4. A pedal curve or

surface, or one of which another is the pedal
curve or surface Balanced pedal. See mvll-ptdal.
Combination pedal, in oryanlmilding, a metal pedal

which enables the player to control the use of several stops
at once by his feet. Such pedals are placed above the ped-
al keyboard. They are either tingle- or double-acting the

former serving either to draw or to retire certain stops,
the result depending upon the registration at the moment
when the pedal Is used, and the latter serving both to

draw and to retire certain stops, so that the remit U al-

ways the same whenever the pedal Is used. Combination

pedalt are applied to the stop* of all the keyboard!, urn-

ally beginning with those of the great organ. They In-

clude a forte pedal (single-acting), which draws all the

stops of the keyboard to win, h It belongs ; mem pedal
(usually double-acting^ which draws most of the Impor-
tant S-feet and 4 -feet stops of Its keyboard ; and a jaano
prdal (slngle-acttngX which retires all but one or two
of the lighter stops. Combination pedals do not always
affect the stop-knobs; if not, they are so made as to be
hooked down when In use, and when they are released

the combination made by the stop-knobs remains un-

changed. Combination pedalt of all the above varieties

often control also certain of the ttopt of the pedal organ,
so that, when a given combination on the manual! is used,



pedal

appropriate pedal stops are also drawn. Composition
pedal. Same as combination pedal. Coupler-pedal, in

organ-btttidiny, a pedal which controls one of the couplers,

usually that which unites the great and pedal organs.

Crescendo pedal. See crexcendo. Diminuendo ped-
al. See crexcenJu pedal, under crescendo. Double-act-

ing pedal. Wee oomfifoaUM pedal. Extension-pedal.
Same as either damper-pedal or sustainitvj pedal. See def.

2 (a). First negative pedal, the locus to which the

basis locus is the pedal. First pedal, the pedal curve or

surface. Forte pedal. See cinnbiiultwii pt'dal. Harp
pedal, same as soft pedal. Inner pedal. See inner.

Loud pedal. See def. 2 (a). Mezzo pedal. SeecomW-
nation pedal. Oblique pedal, a plane curve the locus

of intersections under a constant angle of lines through a

flxed point with tangents to a fixed curve. Open pedal.
Same as Imid pedal. Piano pedal. See conMiuMon
pedal. Ratchet-pedal. See swell-pedal. Rat-trap
pedal, a kind of foot-piece used on some bicycles and

velocipedes, consisting of a flat iron or steel bar bent into

oblong-rectangular form, and having its meeting ends
welded together. The pedal-pivot passes midwise from
end to end of the pedal, through holes made in the ends ;

and the upper edges of the longer parallel sides are ser-

rated. The whole thus much resembles a small steel trap
with open jaws, as when set for catching rats, etc. , whence
the name. Reversible pedal. See coupler-pedal.
Second pedal, the pedal of the pedal. Sforzando
pedal, in organ-tniildiiuj, a pedal which suddenly and
temporarily brings the entire power of the instrument
into use, so that a forcible accent can be produced. Sin-

fle-acting
pedal. See combination pedal. Soft pedal.

ee def. 2 (a). Sustaining pedal. See def. 2 (a)."
in oryan-buildiny, a pedal which opens theSwell-pi .

shutters or blinds of the swell-box, and so increases the

power of the tones produced by the pipes in it. TO6-
and-heel pedal. Same as balanced pedal.

pedal (ped al), r. .
; pret. and pp. pedaled or

pedalled, ppr. pedaling or pedalling. [< pedal,

.] To work a pedal ;
use the pedals, as of a

piano, organ, bicycle, etc.

It possesses the great advantage over most other edi-

tions of being carefully fingered, and of having the best

method of pedalling indicated for all the difficult passages.
Athenteum, No. 3198, p. 188.

pedale1
(pe-da'le), n.

; pi. pedalia (-li-a). [ML.,
neut. of L. pedalis, pertaining to a foot, a foot

in length or thickness : see pednl.] 1. Afoot-
cloth or carpet spread in front of an altar. 2.

A collection of creeds and canons of general
councils in the Greek Church.

pedale2 (pe-da'le), . [ It., = E. pedal.'] Same
us pedal, 2 (a), or, more often, aspedal keyboard.

Peaaliacese(pe-da-li-a'se-e),.pZ. [NL. (Lind-

ley, 1836), < Pedalium + -aceee.] Same as Peda-
lineee.

pedalian (pe-da'li-an), a. [< L. pedalis, per-
taining to the foot (see pedal), + -an.'] Relat-

ing to the foot, or to a metrical foot; pedal.
[Rare.]

Pedalieae (ped-a-li'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1876), <. Pedalium + -eas.] A tribe

of dicotyledonous plants of the order Pedalineee,

having a two-celled ovary, and distinct anther-
cells hanging from a glandular connective. It

includes 5 genera and about 11 species, mainly
African.

pedalier (ped'a-ler), . [F.. < pedale, a pedal :

see pedal.] In pianoforte-making, either a pedal
keyboard that can be connected directly with
the keys or digitals of the keyboard, or an inde-

pendent instrument played from a pedal key-
board, and appended to a pianoforte.
Pedalineae(ped-a-lin'e-e),.j>Z. [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), < Pedalium + -inese.~] An order of dicot-

yledonous gamopetalous plants of the cohort

Personales, distinguished by the ovary of two
carpels becoming one-, two-, four-, or eight-
celled, and the fruit greatly hardened within,
around the exalbuminous seeds. It includes
about 46 species, belonging to 12 genera and 4 tribes,
natives of warmer regions everywhere, especially of Af-
rica. Martynia, Sesamum, and Pedalium (the type) are
the best-known. They are annual or perennial plants,
covered with rough glandular hairs, mucilaginous over
the whole surface, and usually strong-scented. They bear
opposite leaves, or alternate above, and rather large two-
lipped didynamous flowers, which are solitary or clustered
in the axils in the Old World species, and form a terminal
raceme in the American. See cut under Martynia. Also
Pedaliacex.

pedalinerved (ped'al-i-nervd), a. In lot. See
nervation.

pedalion (pe-da'li-on), . [< pedal + -ion, as in

accordion.] Same as pedalier.
pedalist (ped'al-ist), n. [< pedal + -ist.] A
musician, considered with reference to his skill
in using the pedals of his instrument.
An eminent pianist and remarkable pedalist.

Grove's Diet. Music, II. 678.

pedaliter (pe-dal'i-ter), adv. [NL., < L. pedalis,
pertaining to the foot (see pedal), + adv. term.
-ter.] In organ-music, upon the pedal keyboard :

opposed to maiiualitcr.

pedality (pe-dal'i-ti), . [< L. pedalis, pertain-
ing to the foot (see pedal), + -i-ty.] Measure-
ment by paces. Ash. [Rare.]
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Pedalium (pe-da'li-um), n. [NL. (Royen, 1767),
so called in

'

allusion to the dilated angles of

the fruit
; < L. pedalion, < Gr. xr/6a/,iav, a cer-

tain plant, < irt/od'Aiov, a rudder, < 7n?rfof or ir^S&v,

the blade of an oar, an oar, in pi. m/Sa, a rud-

der.] A genus of smooth annual herbs, type
of the order Pedalinese and the tribe Pedali-

ese, known by the peculiar hard obtuse fruit,

which has a cylindrical solid base, and above
swells into an ovoid form, becoming pyramidal,
with four obtuse angles, on each of which is a

spreading conical spine or horn. The only spe-

cies, P. Murex, is a native of India and tropical Africa.

It is a smooth annual herb, with musky odor, somewhat
branching, with opposite or alternate broad and coarsely
toothed leaves, and yellow flowers solitary in the axils.

The fresh branches stirred in water or milk render it

temporarily mucilaginous without changing the taste,

odor, or color. They are used in markets of India in the

preparation of adulterated buttermilk, and the mucilagi-
nous seeds are used in native poultices.

pedal-point (ped'al-point), n. Same as organ-
point Double pedal-point, in music, a passage in

which two tones, usually the tonic and the dominant, are

sustained while the harmony is developed independently.
See organ-point.

pedaneous (pe-da'ne-us), a. [< L. pedaneus,
of the size or dimension of a foot, < pes (ped-)
= 'E.foot.] Going on foot; walking. [Rare.]

pedant (ped'ant), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw. pedant,
< F. pedant = Sp. Pg. pedante, < It. pedante, a

teacher, schoolmaster, pedant; contracted < L.

psedagogan(t-)s, ppr. of psedagogare, teach, <

psedagogiis, a teacher, pedagogue: see peda-
gogue.] 1. A schoolmaster; a teacher; a ped-
agogue.

A domineering pedant o'er the boy.
Shak., L. L. L., Hi. 1. 179.

He loves to have a fencer, a pedant, and a musician
seen in his lodging a-mornings.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

2. A person who overrates erudition, or lays
an undue stress on exact knowledge of detail

or of trifles, as compared with larger matters
or with general principles ; also, one who makes
an undue or inappropriate display of learning.
Such a driveller as Sir Roger, so bereft of all manner of

pride, which is the characteristic of a pedant, is what one
would not believe would come into the head of the same
man who drew the rest of the play.

Steele, Spectator, No. 270.

He [James L] bad, in fact, the temper of a pedant, a. pe-
dant's conceit, a pedant's love of theories, and a pedant's
inability to bring his theory into any relation with actual
facts. J. R. Green, Hist. Eng. People, vii. 3.

pedantic (pe-dan'tik), a. [< pedan t + -ic. Cf.

D. G. pedaiitisch = Sw. Dan. pedantisk.] Of,
pertaining to, or characteristic of a pedant or

pedantry ; overrating the importance of mere
learning ; also, making an undue or inappropri-
ate display of learning ;

of language, style, etc.,

exhibiting pedantry; absurdly learned: as, a

pedantic air.

We borrow words from the French, Italian, Latine, as

every Pedantick Man pleases. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 64.

He was a man of gallantry, and despised all that wore
the pedantic appearance of philosophy.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

He [Baron Finch] had enjoyed high fame as an orator,
though his diction, formed on models anterior to the civil

wars, was, toward the close of his life, pronounced stiff and
pedantic by the wiu of the rising generation.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

pedantical(pe-dan'ti-kal), a. [{pedantic + -al]
Same as pedantic.

Three-piled hyperboles, spruce affectation,

Figures pedantieal. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 408.

pedantically (pe-dan'ti-kal-i), adv. In a pe-
dantic manner

;
with pedantry,

pedanticism (pe-dan'ti-sizm), . [< pedantic
+ -ism.] Something pedantic; a pedantic no-
tion or expression.

Perhaps, as Cuninghame suggests, Inigo's theory was
simply an embodiment of some pedanticiym of James I.

The Portfolio, No. 235, p. 129.

pedanticly (pe-dan'tik-li), adv. Same as pe-
dantically.

pedantism (ped'an-tizm), n. [< F. pSdantisme
= Sp. Pg. pedaniismo ; as pedant + -ism.] It.

The office or work of a pedagogue. Coles, 1717.

2. Pedantry.
pedantize (ped'an-tiz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. ^etton -

ti:ed, ppr. pedantizing. [<. pedant + -ize.] To
play the pedant ; domineer over pupils ;

use pe-
dantic expressions.
peclantocracy (ped-an-tok'ra-si), n. [< F. pe-
dantocratie (Auguste Comte), < pedant, pedant,
+ Gr. -Kparla, < xparelv, rule.] The government,
sway, or rule of a pedant or of pedants; the

supremacy or power of bookish theorists; a

system of government founded on mere book-

learning.

pedder

pedantry (ped'an-tri), n. [= D. G. pedanterie
= Sw. Dan. pedanteri, < F. pedanterie = Sp.
pedanteria = Pg. It. pedanteria

-

; as pedant +
-ry.] 1. The manners, acts, or character of

a pedant; the overrating of mere knowledge,
especially of matters of learning which are

really of minor importance ; also, ostentatious
or inappropriate display of learning.

Pedantry proceeds from much reading and little under-

standing. A pedant among men of learning and sense is

like an ignorant servant giving an accountof a polite con-
versation. Steele, Taller, No. 244.

Pedantry consists in the use of words unsuitable to the

time, place, and company.
Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, x.

The more pretentious writers, like Peter of Blois, wrote

perhaps with fewer solecisms, but with more pedantry, and
certainly lost freedom by straining after elegance.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 163.

2. Undue addiction to the forms of a particu-
lar profession, or of some one line of life.

There ia&pedantry in manners, as in all arts and sciences ;

and sometimes in trades. Pedantry is properly the over-

rating any kind of knowledge we pretend to. And if that
kind of knowledge be a trifle in itself, the pedantry is the

greater. Swift, On Good Manners.

pedantyt (ped'an-ti), n. [< pedant + -y. Per-

haps an eiTor for pedantry,] Pedants collec-

tively.
You cite them to appeare for certaine Paragogicall con-

tempts, before a capricious P&dantie of hot liver'd Gram-
marians. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

pedarian (pe-da'ri-an), n. [< li.pedarius, per-

taining to the foot, {pes (ped-) = E.foot.] One
of those Roman senators who, as merely ex
officio senators (as the pontifex maximus and
the flamen dialis), or as not yet having been
entered by the censors on the roll, had no

vote,' but had the right to speak, and to make
expression of opinion by walking over to the
side they espoused when a vote or division

was had.

pedaryt (ped'a-ri), n. [< ML. "pedarium (?),

neut. of L. pedarius, pertaining to the foot : see

pedarian.] A consecrated sandal worn by a

pilgrim.
Some brought forth . . . manuaries for handlers of rel-

icks, some pedaries for pilgrims, some osculariea for kiss-

era. Latimer, Sermons and Remains, I. 49. (Davies.)

Pedata (pe-da'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

pedatws: see pedate.] The pedate holothurians,
a division of Holothuroidea, having numerous
ambulacral feet : distinguished from Apoda.
pedate (ped'at), a. [< ii.pedatus, pp. ofpedare,
furnish with feet, foot, < pes (ped-) = E./oof :

see pedal.] 1. Having divisions like toes; in

bot., having the two lateral lobes themselves

Pedate Leaf of Hellebore
(Helleborusfxtidus). Pedate Leaf of }'iola fedata.

divided into smaller segments, the midribs of

which do not run directly into the common cen-
tral point, as a palmate leaf, such as the leaf of

ffelleborus foetidus. 2. In zool.: (a) Flattened
out like a foot

; palmate; serving as or for a foot.

(6) Footed
; having feet or foot-like parts.

pedatifid (pe-dat'i-fid), a. [< L. pedatus, fur-

nished with 'feet (see pedate),+ findere (-\/ fid),

divide, cleave.] In bot., having the veining
pedate, but the divisions of the lobes extending
only half-wav to the midrib: said of a leaf.

pedatinerved (pe-dat'i-nervd), a. [< L. peda-
tus, furnished with feet (see pedate), + nervus,

nerve, + -ed2.] In bot., having the nerves ar-

ranged in a pedate manner : said of a leaf.

pedatipartite (pe-dat"i-par'tit), o. [< L. peda-
tus, furnished with feet, + partitus, pp. of par-
tire, part: see part.] In bot., parted in a ped-
ate manner; having the venation pedate, and
the lobes almost free : said of a leaf.

pedatisect (pe-dat'i-sekt), a. [< li.pedatiix, fur-

nished with feet, + sectus, pp. of secare, cut, cut

off.] In bot., having the venation pedate, and
the divisions of the lobes reaching nearly to the
midrib : said of a leaf.

pedder (ped'er), n. [Formerly also (Sc.)jMar,
jii-ddir; < ME. pedder, peiidarr, jH'dcr, /icdare,

l/eddere. < ped, a basket (see ped), 4- -erl. Hence
peddler.] A peddler; a hawker. [Scotch.]



peddle

peddle (ped'l), c. ; pret. and pp. pnMli-d, ppr.
/inlil/iii/i. (A back-format ion from /mliller,

earlier/" <//< c(cf. luiri/le, < liunjliir).] I. iiilrnnx.

1. To travel about retailing small wares; go
from place to place or from house to house sell

ing small commodities; hawk. 2. To be en-
gaged in a small business; occupy one's self
with Iritles; trille.

No science peddling with the names of tilings.
Or reading stars to find Inglorious fates,
Can lift our life with wings

Far from Death's Idle gulf that for thu many waits.

Lowell, Commemoration Ode, it

II. trans. To sell or retail in small quanti-
ties, usually by transporting the goods offered
about the country, or from house to house;
hence, to dispense or deal out, in small quanti-
ties.

This original unit, this fountain of power, has been so
distributed to multitudes, has been so minutely subdi-
vided and peddled out, that it Is spilled Into drops, and
cannot be gathered. Emerton, Misc., p. 72.

Could doff at ease his scholar's gown
lopeddle wares from town t town.

Whittier, Snow-Bonnd.

peddler (ped'ler), n. [Now taken as < peddle+ -erl
;
but earlier pedler, pcdlur, < late ME.

pedlere, pedlare, a var. of pedder: see pedder.
For the irreg. term, -let, cr. eggler.] One who
travels about selling small wares, which he
carries with him; a traveling chapman; a
hawker.
I haue as inoche plte of pore men as pedlere hath of catts,
That wolde kille hem, yf he cacche hem inygte for couei-

tisc of here skynnes. Fieri Plowman (B), v. 2S8.

A certain Pedler having a budget full of small wares
fell asleep as he was travelling on the way.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 73.

Peddlers' Frencht, vagabonds' cant ; jargon.

Ill give a schoolmaster half-a-crown a week, and teach
me this pedler't French.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

peddleress (ped'ler-es), . [< peddler + -ess.]
A female peddler.
The companion of his travels is some foule snnne-burnt

Queane, that since the terrible statute recanted gypsisme,
and is turned pedleresse.

Sir T. Oaerbmy, Characters, A Tinker.

peddlerism (ped'ler-izm), . [Also pedlarism,
pedlerism; (.peddler + -ism.] Petty dealing.
But If ever they make anything on 't, says he (and if they

are not at last reduc'd to their old antient pedlarittn), 111
forfeit my reputation of a prophet to you.

Tom Brown, Works, L 188. (Dattiet.)

peddler's-basket (ped'lerz-bas'ket), . The
Kenilworth ivy; less frequently, the beefsteak-

geranium. See ivy
1 and geranium. [Prov. Eng.]

peddlery (ped'ler-i), H.; pi. peddleries (-iz). [Also
pedlery, pedlary; < peddler + -y.] 1. Small
wares sold or carried about for sale by ped-
dlers.

The present fairs of Cartmel are held on the Wednesday
before Easter for cattle, Whit-Monday for pedlery, and
November 5th for cattle. Bainet, Hist. Lancashire, II. 683.

2. The employment or occupation of a peddler ;

also, the tricks of a peddler.
Who shewed a miracle to confirm his preaching of ear-

confession and pardons, with like pedlary?
Ttindale, Ans. toSIr T. More, etc. (Parker 8oc., 1850), p. 170.

Justly fearing that the quick-sighted Protestanta eye,
clear'd in great part from the mist of Superstition, may at
one time or other looke with a good judgement into these
their deceitfull Pedlerie*.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., 11.

peddling (ped'ling), a. [Also piddling; orig.

ppr. of peddle, v.] Petty; trifling; insignificant:

as, peddling details.

Away with these peddling persecutions ;
. . . "lay the

axe at the root of the tree.

Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X II. 148.

How can any man stop in the midst of the stupendous
joy of getting rid of Bonaparte, and prophesy a thousand
little peddling evils that will result from restorinx ihc
Bourbons ? Sydney Smith, To John Allen.

pederast (ped'e-rast), H. [< F. pederaste, < Gr.

ir<Ho>pa<rr7/f, a lover of boys, < rniif (iraiS-). a boy,
+ fpav, love.] One who is guilty of pederasty.
Also pederist.

pederastic (ped-e-ras'tik), a. [< Gr. vaiiepaa-

TtKOf, < munefiaaria, pederasty: see pederasty.]
Of or pertaining to pederasty.
pederasty (ped'e-ras-ti), n. [< F. pedi'-rnxtii; <

NL. pyderastia, < Gr. jtaiotpaaria, love of boys,
< mudrpatrrijf, a lover of boys: see pederast.]
Unnatural carnul union of males with males,

especially boys.
pedererot, [Also paterero, pitteraro, etc.: <

Sp. /ledrero, a swivel-gun, < ML. petraria, a

stone-throwing engine: see jietrary. /terrier.]

A piece of ordnance formerly used for dis-

Pedestal found near the Dio
Athens.
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charging stones, fragments of iron, etc., and
also for tiring salutes.

pederistt (pcd'e-rist). . [< /</< r(iixt) + -ist.]
Same as jii-ili nt.il.

pedes, ". 1'lural of peifl.

pedescriptt (i>cd'es-kript), . [< L. pes(ped-),= E. foul, + xiri/itn-i. pp. of srrilM-n: write,
mark: see srrijit.] A mark made by the foot,
as in kicking. Shirley, Honoria and Mammon.
[Humorous.]

pedesis (pe-de'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. itijfinaic, a

leaping, throbbing, < m/Aav, leap, spring, throb.]
A name given bv Prof. Jevons to the physical
phenomenon called the Brownian movement.
Sec llroirHiiin. Journal of firii-net , 1H7H, p. 171.

pedestal (ped'es-tal), w. [= F. pedestal = Sp.
Pg. pedestal, <

It. pirdestallo.
base of a pillar,
the sill of a

door, < jiiuli ,

foot (< L. IH-S

(ped-) = E.

foot), + statto,
< G. stall, a
stall: sec xinll.

\

That which
serves as a foot
or support,
particularly for

apieceof sculp-
ture, a monu-
ment, or other
work of art .

Specifically (a)
ijrsiac Theater, In arch., an Insu-

lated base or sup-
port for a column,

a statue, or a vase. It consists typically of a base or foot,
a die or dado, and a surbase, cornice, or cap. See also cats
under armterium, aiilejii, and dad".

Large yawning Panthers lie,

Carv'd on rich PedeMali of Ivory.
Conyreve, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, L

In the centre of the dome Is a small square pedestal, on
which, it is said, once stood the urn which contained the
ashes of Its founder. J. Fergvaon, Hist. Arch., I. 439.

(ft) In iiiin-li.. the standards of a pillow-block, holding the
brasses in which the shaft turns. K. H. Knight, (e) In
a railroad-car, a casting of Inverted-U shape bolted to the
truck-frame to hold in place the journal-box of the axle,
which rises and falls in the pedestal with the collapse and
expansion of the springs. (Heecutunderear-imdr.) Called
In England an axle-guard or horn-plat^. Car-Builder'*
Diet,

pedestal (ped'es-tal), v. t.
; pret. and pp. pedes-

taled or pedestalled, ppr. pedestaling or pedes-
talling. [< pedestal, n.] To place on a pedes-
tal

; support as a pedestal.

The Memphlan sphinx,
Pedeftal'd haply in a palace-court.

Keatt, Hyperion.

pedestal-box (ped'es-tal-boks), n. In mach.,
a journal-box,
pedestal-cover (ped'es-tal-kuv'er), H. In mach.,
the cap of a pillow-block, which is fastened
down upon the pedestals and confines the boxes .

E. H. Knight.

pedestrial (pe-des'tri-al), a. [< L. pedester
( pedestri-), being or going on foot, pedestrian
(see pedestrians), + -/i/.] 1. Of or pertaining
to the foot.

We read that these people, instead of holding their bow
in the left hand, as Is the usual custom, drew it by the as-

sistance of their feet. The fact Is recorded by Diodorus
Sicnlns and Strabo : the latter of whm informs us of a
curious expedient of this prde*trial archery, used by the

Ethiopians in hunting elephants.
Moteley, Archery, p. 86. (Latham.)

2. Going on foot; pedestrian. 3. Fitted for

walking: as, pedestrial legK of an insect.

pedestrially (pe-des'tri-al-i), adr. In a pedes-
trial manner; as a pedestrian ; on foot.

pedestrian (pe-des'tri-an), a. and n. [< L. /-
dcster (pedestri-), being or going on foot (see

pedestrians), + -an.] I. a. 1. Going on foot;

walking: as, a pedestrian excursionist
; also,

performed on foot : as, a pedestrian journey.
Hence 2. Low; vulgar; common.
In a pedestrian and semi-barbarian style.

KoKoe, Life of Leo, Pref., p. 28.

II. H. 1. One who walks or journeys on foot.

Specifically 2. One who walks or races on
foot for a wager; a professional walker; one
who has made a notable record for speed or
endurance in walking.

pedestrianate (pe-des'tri-aii-at), r. i.
; pret. and

pp. i><tli*tiiin/<tti<l, ppr. /ixlixirianating. [tpe-
+ -ate^A To travel on foot; walk.

pedicel

The trial i-nnrt had held that lilcyi'llng <ra a fuun nf

petteilrianalinq,
*<\<\ tb:it tin- In. -y 1. 1- li;i<l ;. iniicli unlit

HI lln- sidewalk as any pedestrian.
. So. Amrr

,
V S., I.X. 402.

pedestrianism (pe-les'tri-:in-i/ni>. . [= F.

)>i'-ilixtrinin<iiu- ; as /n <li -.Irian + -ism.] The
act or practice of walking; traveling or racing
on foot; the art of a pedestrian or professional
walker or runner.

pedestrianize (pe-des'tri-fn-U). r. I.
; pret.and

pp. pii/i :<tri<ii<i:ca, ppr. }/!, -I, KI i,,, in,/. \< /

ilistrinn + -i>.] To travel along or through
on foot or as a pedestrian : MI, to pedegtrianue
the valley of the Khine.

pedestrio'ust (pe-<les'tri-us), a. f= F. p,,l,*ti.
= Sp. Pg. It. pedrstri ,

< L. jii'ilisl,, ( /,/,.tlri-),

going or being on foot, on land, by land, he

lowly, common, ordinary (for orig. "pedetter,
"/Hilit/n; with suffix -tcr, < /</., i ///'-). one
who goes on foot, < pes (ped-), = E. foot, + m .

supine Hum, go), + -o*.j Going on foot ;
not

winged.
Men conceive they (elephants] never lie down, and enjoy

nut the position of rest ordained unto all pedenhrimu ani-
mals. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., IIL 1.

pedetenton8(pe<l-e-ten'tusV- [< L.peilrtfiitim.

jH-ilrii-nifitim, step by step, cautiously, < pen
(ped-),= E. foot, + tenders, pp. ten tun, stretch

out, extend, + -.] Proceeding cautiously, or

step by step; advancing tentatively. [Rare.]
That pedelentaui pace and ptdettntmu mind In which It

Iwhooves the wise and virtuous improver to walk.

Sydney (Smith.

Pedetes (pe-<le'tez), [NL. (Illiger. 181 1 ), <

Gr. irtiorfrt/s, a leaper, a dancer, < irr/oriv, leap,
spring.] 1 . The sole genus of I'edetinx, called

Cape Jutnptng-hare (Pedtrtt caffrr\.

ffelaniys by F. Cuvier. /'. caffer or eaj>fMsix
is the jumping-hare of South Africa. 2. In
cntom.: (a) A genus of coleopterous insects.

A'l'rfcy, 1837. (6) A genus of hymenopterous
insects.

pedetic (pe-det'ik), a. [< Gr. jri/A>rriK6f, pertain-
ing to leaping, < Tri/fa/nic,, leaping: see pedesis.]

[Rare.]

,

Of or pertaining to pedegis Pedetic movement.
See Brownian movement, under Bmwnian.

Pedetidas (pe-det'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pedetrs
+ -irf*.] The Pcdetinee elevated to the rank
of a family.
Pedetina (ped-e-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Pedetes
+ -IM.] An Ethiopian subfamily of Dipodidte
or jerboas, represented by the genus Pedetes;
the jumping-hares. The form is fitted for leaping, as
in other jerboa-like rodents; the hind quarters are large
and strong: the tail Is long and bushy throughout; the
hind feet are four-toed, with stout hoof-like nails and sep-
arate metatarsals ; the molars are rootless, and there Is a

premolar above and below on each side ; the cervical ver-
tebras are not ankylosed. See cut under Pedetet.

Pediastrea (ped-i-as'tre-e), n. pi. [NL., < Pc-
ditistrum + -<*.] A genus of fresh-water algte
of the class Canobie*, typified by the genus Pr-
diantriim.

Pediastrum (ped-i-as'trum), H. [NL., < (f) L.

}>es (ped-), = E. foot, + Gr. aarpov, a star.] A
genus of fresh-water algie, typical of the order
Pediastreee. Several of the species are very common In

stagnant or running water, being attached in the form of
minute disks to other alga*, water-planta, etc. Each di*k
is of a regular symmetrical form, and consists of >, 18,
or 32 cells, or, when more numerous, probably always a

power of 2. Reproduction is both non-sexual and sexual.

pediatria (ped-i-at'ri-a), H. [NL. : see pliu-
tru.] Same as pt-diu try.

pediatric (ped-i-at'rik), a. [<i>cdiatr-if + -.]
Of or pertaining to the medical or hygienic care
of children.

pediatrics (ped-i-at'riks), n. [PI. of jtediatric:
see -ics.] Medical or hygienic treatment of
children. Also pediatria, prdiatry.
pediatry (iMjd'i-at-ri). . [NL. patfioMc, < Gr.

Tnif (jro/d-), child, + iaTi>ria, medical treat-

ment: see iatrie.] Same aspedititrics.

pedicel (ped'i-sel), ii. [= F. pi'ilirrlli- = S]>.

judircla = Pg. ]M-riiecll<>. < NL. pedicellus, dim.



Raceme of Herberts vul-

garis, showing the pedicels.
a, a flower, enlarged, show-
ing the pedicel ana a part of
tne rachis with the bract.

pedicel

of L. pediculus, a little foot, dim. of pes (ped-)
= E. foot."] 1. In hot., the ultimate division of

a common peduncle; the

stalk that supports one
flower only when there

are several on a pedun-
cle. Any short and small foot-

stalk, although it does not stand

upon another footstalk, is like-

wise called a pedicel. See cuts

under Cordyceps and Diat&ma-
cege. Also pediculus.

The pedicel, or prolongation
of the rostellum, to which in

many exotic species of Orchids
the pollen masses are attached.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by
Unseats, p. 5.

2. In zool. and anat., a lit-

tle foot or foot-like part ;

a footlet; a footstalk,

pedicle, or peduncle, (a)
In zoophytes, the stalk or stem.

(6) In echinoderms, one of the
suckers or ambulacral feet. See
cuts under Echinoidea and Sy-
napta. (c) The peduncle of a

cirriped. (d) The pedicle of a vertebra. See pedicle, 2 (6).

(e) In entom. : (1) The third joint of an antenna, especially
when this is geniculate or elbowed, in which case the

pedicel is articulated laterally to the second joint, or

scape, and serves as a base for the succeeding joints : par-
ticularly used in descriptions of Hymenoptcra, as in the
Chttlcididse and Proclntrupidse. (2) The basal joint of the
abdomen, when this is long and slender, as in many Hy-
menaptcra and Diptera. Also called petiole. =Syn. 2. See
peduncle.

pedicel-cell (ped'i-sel-sel), . In the Ckara-

cex, the short flask-shaped cell which supports
the antheridium.

pedicelLiria (ped"i-se-la'ri-a), n.
; pi. pedicel-

larix (-e). [NL., (.pedicellm, pedicel, + -area.]
In echinoderms, a small two-pronged pincer-
like body upon the exterior, as of a starfish, at-

tached to the spines and to the body-wall. See
cut under EcMnoidea.

The pedicellari& are . . . dermal organs of a peculiar
character which are found in the Asteroida as well as in
the Echinoida. They consist of a stalk-like muscular pro-
cess of the integument^ which is supported at its end by
a fine calcareous skeleton ; it terminates in two or three

pincer-like valves which are movable on one another.

Gegeribaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 207.

Pedicellata (ped"i-se-la'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut.

pi. of*pedicellatus: see pedicellate."] InCuvier's

system (1817), the first order of Echinodermata,
including the three families of starfishes, sea-

urchins, and holothurians, which have pedicels
protruding through ambulacra or their equiva-
lents : contrasted with Anoda.

pedicellate (ped'i-sel-at), a. [< NL. "pedicel-
latus, < pedicellus, pedicel : see pedicel, pedicel-
lus.] Provided with a pedicel or pedicels;
pedunculate; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Pedicellata. Also pedicelled, pedicellated.
See cut under Ceecidotca.

pedicellated (ped'i-sel-a-ted), a. [< pedicellate
+ -ed2.] Same as pedicellate.

pedicellation (ped"i-se-la'shon), w. [< pedicel-
late + -ion."] In liot., the state or condition of

being pedicelled, or provided with pedicels.
pedicelled (ped'i-seld), . [< pedicel + -ed2.]
Same as pedicellate.

pedicelliform (ped'i-sel-i-form); a. [< NL. pedi-
cellus, pedicel, + L. forma, form.] In bot., hav-

ing the form of a pedicel ; resembling a pedicel.
[Bare.]
Ramuli [of Papulospora sepedonioides] pedicelliform,

ascending, septate. Jtf. C. Cooke, British Fungi, II. 618.

pedicellus (ped-i-sel'us), .
; pi. pedicetli (-1).

[NL.: see pedicel.] 1. In lot., a pedicel. 2.
In entom., the third joint of the antenna (count-
ing the bulbus), between the scapus and the
flagellum.
pedicle (ped'i-kl), n. [< L. pediculus, a little

foot, dim. of pes (ped-) = E. foot: see foot."]
It. A foot-iron. Compare manacle (originally
manicle).

Manicles and pedicles of iron.

Quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 205.

2. A pedicel or peduncle.
The cause of the holding green [all winter] is the close

and compact substance of their leaves, and the pedicles of
them. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 592.

Specifically (a) The bony process supporting the antler
of the Cervidx, or deer family. (b) The foot of the neural
arch of a vertebra, usually a contracted part of such an
arch (in comparison with its lamina), whereby the arch
joins the body or centrum of the vertebra. The pedicles of
any two contiguous vertebrae circumscribe the interverte-
bral foramina for the exit of spinal nerves. = Syn. 2 See
peduncle.

pedicular (pe-dik'u-lar), a. [= F. pediculaire= Sp. Pg. pedicular = It. pediculare, < L. pedi-
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cularis, pertaining to lice, < pediculus, a louse,
dim. ofpedis, a louse, < pes (ped-) = E. foot.]
Same as pediculous. Howell, Parly of Beasts,
p. 26.

Pedicularia (pe-dik-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.

pedicularis, pertaining to lice: see pedicular.]
The typical genus of Pediculariidee : so called

from some fancied resemblance to a louse.

The shell is oblong and slightly involute, and
the species live chiefly on corals.

Pediculariacea (pe-dik-u-la-ri-a'se-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Pedicularia' + -acea.] Same as Pedi-

culariidse.

Pedicularlid8e(pe-dik"u-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pedicularia + -'idee.] A family of teenioglos-
sate rostriferous gastropods, typified by the

genus Pedicularia. They have a peculiar dentition,
the central tooth having a mnlticuspid crown, the lateral

being transverse and multicuspid, and the marginal long,

narrow, and paucidigitate ;
the foot is small, and the man-

tle thick and not reflected or extended into a siphon. The
shell is oblong and feebly involute. They are chiefly para-
sitic on corals. By some conchologists they are referred
to a family Amphiperasid&, and both to the Cyprseidse.

Pedicularis (pe-dik-u-la'ris), w. [NL. (Eivinus,
1690), < L. pedicularis, so. herba, lousewort,
prop, adj., pertaining to lice: see pedicular.]
A large genus of scrophulariaceous plants, of
the tribe Euphrasieas, formerly made the type
of a distinct order Pediculares (Jussieu, 1789),
and characterized by the equal anther-cells and
alternate or whorled leaves ; lousewort. There
are over 135 species, mostly montane, alpine, or arctic, na-
tives of Europe, North America, and northern and central

Asia, and (a very few)of the mountainsof South America and
India. They are perennial herbs, with the leaves pinnately
or irregularly cut> developed chiefly at the base of the stem
and becoming bract-like above. The flowers form a ter-

minal spike, usually yellow or reddish, often one-sided,
and followed by compressed projecting curved and beaked
capsules. P. Canadenms is the wood-betony or high heal-

all, common in North American woodlands, with fine-cut
fern-like leaves and curving yellow and red variegated
flowers. P. Sceptrum-Carolinum is the King Charles's

scepter, a tall wand-like Scandinavian species with abun-
dant purple and gold flowers. Some species are cultivated,
chiefly from seed, and are known collectively as lousewort.
a name derived from the common British heath- and
swamp-louseworts or red-rattles, long imagined to breed
lice in sheep that feed on them an idea apparently found-
ed merely on their presence in poor soil.

pediculate (pe-dik'u-lat), a. and . [< NL.
pediculatus, < pediculus, a pedicle: see pedicle,
pedicule.] I. a. 1. Provided with a pedicel or

pedicels; pedicellate; pedunculate. 2. Per-

taining to the Pediculati, or having their char-
acters: as, a pediculate fish.

II. 11. A pediculate fish
; any member of the

Pediculati.

Pediculati (pe-dik-u-la'ti), . pi. [NL., pi. of

pediculatus: see pediculate.] A group of teleost

fishes, characterized by the elongated basis of
the pectoral fins simulating an arm or peduncle,
to which various limits and values have been as-

signed, (o) A family containing the Batrachidee as well
as true Pediculati (= 6, c, d). (b) A family containing all

the representatives of the restricted group, (c) A sub-
order referred to the order Acanthopterygii or Teleo-

cephali. (d) An order divided into the families Lophiidx,
Antennariidx, Ceratzidte, and Malthcidtt. It is generally
accepted in the sense (b) by European ichthyologists, and
in the sense (d) by all recent American ichthyologists.
The principal characters are the connection of the verte-
bral column with the skull by suture, the junction of the
epiotics behind the supraoccipital, the elongation and re-

duced number of the actinosts supporting the pectorals,
and the position of the branchial apertures in the axillae

of the pectorals. See cuts under angler, antennariid, bat-

fish, and Ceratiidx.

pediculation (pe-dik-u-la'shon), . [< LL. pe-
diculatio(n-), lousiness, < L. pediculus, a louse :

see pedicular.] Infestation with lice; lousi-

ness; phthiriasis.

pedicule (ped'i-kul), . [< NL. pediculus : see

pedicle.] In zool. and anat., a pedicel, pedicle,
or peduncle.

Head-louse (PediculMS
cafitis), magnified.

(Leach,
principal fam-

ily of the hemipterous suborder Parasitica.
These lice are small wingless insects which live on the
skin of mammals and suck their blood. The mouth is fur-
nished with a fleshy unjointed proboscis which can be pro-
truded and withdrawn. Within this are two protrusible
knife-like stylets, and at its base, when extended, is a cir-

clet of recurved hooks. The eyes are small, simple, and
two in number, the antenna' are five-jointed, and the legs
are fitted for clinging and climbing. The principal genera
are Pedicuius, Phthirius, and Hsematopinus.
Pediculina (pe-dik-u-li'na), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of pediculinus : see pediculine.] 1. Same as
Pediculides. 2. Lice proper, as a suborder or
other superfamily group of degraded parasitic
hemipterous insects, apterous and ametabolous,
with small indistinctly segmented thorax, en-
larged abdomen, and mandibulate mouth. See
Anoplura, Mallophaga, and louse1 .

pedigree

pediculine (pe-dik'u-lin), a. [< NL. pedicu-
linus, pertaining to a louse, < L. pediculus, a
louse: see Pediculus.] Louse-like; of or per-
taining to the Pediculina.

pediculosis (pe-dik-u-16'sis), . [NL., < L. pedi-
culus, a louse,'+ -osis.] The presence of lice;
lousiness

; phthiriasis.
pediculous (pe-dik'u-lus), a. [< L. pediculo-
sus, full of lice', < pediculus, a louse : see pedicu-
lar.'] Lousy ;

infested with lice
; affected with

phthiriasis.

Like a lowsy pediculous vermin, thou'st but one suit to

thy back. DeMer, Satiromastix. (Davies.)

Pediculous friars. Landor, Dialogues (King James I.

[and Isaac Casaubon).

pediculus 1
(pe-dik'u-lus), n. [NL., < L. pedi-

culus, a footstalk, pedicel: see pedicel."] In

bot., same as pedicel.
Pediculus2

(pe-dik'u-lus), n. [NL. (Linnayus,
1735), < L. pediculus, a louse.] 1. The leading
genus of Pediculidse, hav-

ing the thorax distinct
from and narrower than
the abdomen, and the
head conical and contract-
ed at the base. The head-
louse and body-louse of man,
P. capitis and P. vestiinenti. are

examples. The latter is often
found in the seams of dirty
clothing, and is commonly call-

ed grayback. The crab-louse is

now placed in a different genus,
Phthirius.

2. [I.e.; pi.pedieuU(-li).]
A louse.

In pruritus due to pediculi the

drug excels all others.
Medical News, LII. 520.

Pediculus inguinalis. or pe-
diculus pubis. See Phthmus.

pedicure (ped'i-kur), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.

foot, + cura, cure.] 1. The cure or care of

the feet. Compare manicure. 2. One whose
business is the surgical care of the feet.

Orthopedists, dentists, pedicures, trained nurses, and
veterinarians. Science, XIV. 308.

pedieux (ped-ie'), n. pi. [P., < L. pes (ped-)
= E. foot] The solleret of the elaborate
armor worn in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies.

Pedifera (pe-dif'e-ra), n.pl. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1849), neut. pi. or pcdifer: see pediferous.] A
primary group of mollusks, constituted for the

Gasteropoda and Concliifera: contrasted with
the Apoda, which comprised the Pteropoda, Ce-

phalopoda, and Brachiopoda. [Not now used.]
Pediferia (ped-i-fe'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < L. pes
(ped-), = "E.foot, + ferre = E. bear*.] A fam-

ily of bivalves, embracing all the fresh-water
forms.

pediferous (pf-dif'e-rus), a. [< NL. pedifer, <

L. pes (ped-)', = E".' foot, + ferre = E. bear!.]

Footed; having feet or foot-like parts; pedige-
rous.

pediform (ped'i-form), a. [< L. pes (ped-), =
E. foot, + forma, form.] Having the form of a
foot

; resembling a foot
; foot-shaped ;

foot-like.

Westwood Pediform palpus. Same a&pedipalp.

pedigerous (pe-dij'e-rus), a. [< L. pes (ped-),
= E.foot, + gerere, bear.] Bearing feet or legs ;

pediferous: especially noting those segments
of articulated animals which bear legs or feet.

See cut under Apus.
pedigree (ped'i-gre), n. [Early mod. E. also

pedigre, pedegree, pedigrew, petigree, pettigre,

pettigrew, petygrewe, pettegrye, < ME. pede-
gnt, pedegrw, pedygru, pedegrewe, petygrwe, in

Prompt. Parv. (A. D. 1440), also in documents
a few years earlier, pedegrewe, petygreu, peedi-
gree, and in ML. pedicru, pe de gre, pedigree
the orig. type indicated by these forms being
pedegru, or "pedegrue, or as three words *pe de

grue, obviously of OF. origin. The only OF.
term answering to this form is pied de grue,
crane's foot : pied, piet, pie, nom. also pez, < L.

pes (ped-), foot; de, < L. de, of; grue, < L. grus,
crane : see foot (and pedal, etc. ), dc%, Grus, and
crane1 . No record of the use of OF. pied de

grue in the sense of '

pedigree,' or in any relation

thereto, has been found; if so used (and no other

explanation of the ME. forms seems possible),
it must have been a fanciful application, in

restricted AF. use, perhaps in allusion to the

branching lines of a pedigree as drawn out on

paper (cf. crow's-foot, applied to the lines of

age about the eyes). The crane was at the
time in question very common in England and
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Fran<'0,and it figures in many similes, proverbs,
and allusions. The term appears to be extant
in the surmime I', -itii/i-i ir, I'l-lii/i/ri'iit (from the

early mod. K. /ii'/tii/rm, M K. ptfjfgru, etc.). For
the form, ami the use as a surname, cf. the
modern surname I'c.Kijfir, 1'itifir, < MK. I'uli-

fir, I'lilifir. < OF. jiiril ilc fur, 'iron foot.' Of
the various other explanations of pi-diijw, us
OF. /Mir di'iin'- (Minslieu), 'by degrees,' "/ n
ili'i/n'-:. i. e. doscensusseu parentela maiorum"
(Minsheu), lit. 'father-degrees,' "petit deqrec"
(actually HO spelled in one instance in rjtani-

hurst), or other suggestions involving petty or

dcf/rc<; none is tenable. The mod. F. pedii/n
is from K.] Line of ancestors

;
descent

;
line-

age; genealogy; list of ancestors; genealogi-
cal tree.

Thla lamhe was Oryste whlchc lynally donne came
Be dissent conveyed the pedegrewe
Frame the patryarke Abrahame.

Political Poem*, etc. (ed. KnrnlvallV, p. 15.

Whereas hee
From liihn of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree,
Being put fourth of that Heroick Line.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., li. 6 (folio 1623).

! tell me, tell me, Tam-a-Line,
O ! tell, an' tell me true ;

Tell me this nlcht, an' inak' nae lee,
What pedigree are you?

Tam-a-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 261).

Tho' not Insplr'd, Oh ! may I never be

Forgetful of my Pedigree, or thee.

Prior, The Mice.

The documents . . . contained a full pedigree of the

Spanish dynasties.
Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 126.

The "Stud-Book" . . . contains the names and In most
caaes the pedigree*, obscure though they may be, of a very
large number of horses and mares of note from the earliest

accounts. Encyc. Brit., XII. 183.

=
SjTO. Pedigree, Genealogy, Lineage. Pedigree may be

used with reference either to a person or to an animal, as

the pedigree of a horse; the others only to a person or

family. In some cases it extends to geologic time: as, the

pedigree of Crenoroic horses. Genealogy is the series of

generations, coming down from the first known ancestor.

Lineage views the person as coming in a line of descent,

generally honorable, which, however, need not be traced,
as in a genealogy or pedigree. Pedigree and lineage are

generally much narrower words than genealogy, the last

usually covering some personal history mid including de-

tails of various matters of interest to the persons or fam-
ilies concerned.

pedigreed (ped'i-gred),
a.

[< pedigree + -ed?.]

Having a distinguished pedigree. [Bare.]
Most of the other maternal ancestors of the Chancellor

had belonged to the poor but pedigreed gentry of Branden-

burg- Lowe, Bismarck, I. 11.

Pedilanthus (ped-i-lan'thus), it. [NL. (Neck-
er, 1790), so called with ref. to the oblique

slipper-like involucre; < Gr. irttdav, sandal (see

Pedlpalpi

pedimane (ped'i-man), n. and n. [= F. i'di-
IIKIIII

, < NL. IM-tlllllllHHX. < I,, prs (jll'd-), = K.

fn<il,+ Hi/lulls, }nin<\: see miV.] I. . Foot-

immled; pedimaimu-.
II. n. A pedimanous quadruped, as an opos-

sum or a lemur.

pedimanous (i><j-dim'a-nus), a. [< NL. pi-di-

uifiHiia, foot-handed: see pedimane.'} Having
all four feet like hands; quadrumanoug as well

as quadrupedal : an epithet applied specifical-

ly to the opossums and lemurs, referring espe-
cially to the hand-like character of the hind
feet.

pediment (ped'i-ment), n. [Appar. an error

for 'pedameiit, lit. a prop or support (orig. for

statuary f) (cf. OF. pedament, a pedicel), < L.

pedameiilum (also pedamen), a prop for a vine.

< in-dare, furnish with feet, prop up (as a vine),
< peg (ped-) = E.forit: see foot. Cf. pedate.] 1.

In arch., a low triangular part resembling a

gable, crowning the fronts of buildings in the
Greek styles, especially over porticos, it is sur-

rounded by a cornice, and its flat recessed field or tym-
panum Is often ornamented with sculpture* In relief or In

the round. Among such sculptures are found the finest

remains of Greek art - the pediment-figures of the Par-

thenon, by Fhldlas. In the debased Roman and Renais-

Fectiroented Gable.- Part at wot front of Church of Notre Dame la

Grande, Poitler*. Prance..

pediOCle (ped'i-o-kl), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.

foot, + oculun, eye.]
A stalk-eyed crustacean.

Pedicecetes (ped-i-e'se-tSz), . [NL. (Coues,
1872), emended from Pediocateg (8. F. Baird,

1858), < Gr. irtiiov, a plain,
+ dtntriK, a dweller,

inmate, < o'uceiv, dwell.] A genus of Tetraonidse;
the pintail or sharp-tailed grouse. p.phaifanrUvt
la the sharp-tailed grouse of British America. The corn-

Eastern Pediment of the Temple of Zeus at Oljrmpia.

(Curtius-Grilttner restoration.)

sance styles the same name Is given to gables similarly

placed, even though not triangular in form, but semicir-

cular, elliptical, or Interrupted, and also to small finish-

ing members of any of these shapes over doors or win-

dows. In the architecture of the middle ages small gables
and triangular decorations over openings, niches, eto., are

often called pediment!. These generally have the angle
at the apex much more acute than the corresponding
gable or gablet in Roman architecture, which, on its part,
is markedly higher in proportion, or less obtuse-angled
at the summit, than Hellenic pediment*. See also cut*

under acroteriwn, octastylc, ana pedimented.

Some of the entrances are adorned with pedimentt and

Sharp-tailed Grouse IPedierfttfs

mon bird In the northwestern Vnlted States, as North and
South Dakota, Montana, etc., where It Is called prairie-
hen or prairie-chicken. Is a variety of the more northern
form known as P. colwnbianut.

pedipalp (ped'i-palp), n. and a. [< NL. pedi-

:,
< \j.pes(p_ed-), = 'E.foot, + NL. palpus,'

. A maxillipalp, ormax-

8ngge<t a raean>

tHI.^^..!.*..
Hence-2.Inctecor TOflranymemberofsim-

the

tribe Eorbi.* known by the irregular mi-

and the West Indies to northern Brazil. They bear fleshy

branches, with an acrid milky juice, alternate stem-leaves

and opposite floral leaves, and flowers consisting mostly

involucre are known as riipper-plant*. P. tithymaloide*,
of the West Indies and South America, known as jew-
intih is used in medicine as an emetic.

pedilavium (ped-i-la'vi-um), w. [ML., <L. pes

(l>ed-),='E.foot, + lavare, wash.] The ceremo-
nial washing of feet.

Pedilidae (pe-dil'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Pedilus +
-idee.} A family of heteromerous Coleoptera,

typified by the genus Pedilus, now merged in

the Antlticidte.

Pedilus (ped'i-lus), n. [NL. (Fischer, 1822), <

Gr. TTtA/iov, a sandal, of. nidi;, fetter, anklet,

< n-ofcc (m><!-), TfCa (*>rJ-) = E. foot.'] The

typical genus of Pedilidx. Also called Cor-

pediluvium d>ed-i-lu'vi-um), n. ; pi. /..;,'..</</

(-a). [NL. : see pediluvy.] The bathing of

the feet; also, a bath for the feet. Sydney
Smith.

pediluvyt (ped'i-lfi-vi), n. [= F.jxfMm = Sp.

Pg. It. pedilurio, < L. pes (ped-), = 'E.foot, +
lucre, wash, bathe.] Same as pediluvium.
Pcdimana (pe-dim'a-nii), n. pi. [NL., nent. pi.

of pedinitinux', foot-handed: see pedimane.} 1.

Foot-handed mammals that is, the lemurs: a

synonym of Prosimise, Lemnroidea, and .svir/i-

sirrlihia. Also Pedimani. Vicq-d'A^yr, 1792.

2. A group of marsupial or didelphian mam-
mals, the American opossums: so called from
the hand-like structure and function of both
hind and fore feet. It has lately been adopted
as one of eight "orders" of marsupial mam-
mals.

asm
above the opening

of a screen or the like : it may be entirely open
and consist of light scrollwork only,

pedimental (ped-i-men'tal), a. [< pediment +
-al.] 1 . Relating to or of the nature of a pedi-

ment; found on a pediment; designed to be
used in a pediment.
Intermixed with these architectural remains were the

sculpturesof the temple, thoseculpturesof the temple, those verypedimental sculptures
..ml metopes of which I'ausanlas has given us a brief but

infinitely precious description.
C. T. Ifcwton, Art and Arclueol., p. SS5.

On the theory of a pedimental composition [for the Niobe

group], the prostrate son would occupy one angle, and
would presuppose a prostrate
daughter in the opposite angle.
A. S. Hurray, Greek Sculpture,

[U. 319.

2. Having the form of a

pediment. Thus, the head-
dress worn by women In the six-

teenth century, in which a ker-

chief or band is folded over the

forehead, making an angle pro-

jecting upward, is commonly
called by writers on costume the

pedimental head-drat.

pedimented (ped 'i -men-

ted), a. [< pediment +
-ed.] Provided with a pediment; constructed
in the form of a pediment Pedimented gable,
a gable across the foot of which is carried a molding or

cornice, completing the triangle, and presenting more or

law analogy In form with a classical pediment. See cut

in next column.

pedimeter (pe-dim'e-ter), n. [< L. pes (ped-),
= E. foot, +'Gr. ptrpav, measure.] Same as

podomitir.
pedimetric (ped-i-met'rik), a. [< pedimetr-y +
-if.] Pertaining to pedimetry.
pedimetry (pe-dim'et-ri),

n. [< L. pes (ped-),
= K. font. +' Gr. -ptrpia, < flrpov, measure.]
Measurement by paces.

Pedimental Head-dress.

(From a brass of 1551.)

and i __

rlpft,
Phrynidx, and Korpion.

A pedipalpate arachnidan inflated pedi-
palp. See inflated.

II. a. Of or pertaining to a pedipalpus; re-

sembling a pedipalp. A\sopedi}>alpal. Hvxley.
klnate (ped-i-pal'pat), a. [< pedipalp +

vided with pedipalps,
or maxillary

pertaining to the Pedipalpi.

llpi
1

,
Plural of pedipalpu*.

Pedipalpi- (ped-i-pal'pi), n. pi. [NL. (La-

treifle, 106), < L.

pes (ped-), = E.

foot, + NL. palpus,
a feeler, palp.]
A suborder of the
arachnidan order

Arthrogastra, con-

taining the families

Phrynldte and Tlie-

lyphonidee, common-
ly known as tchip-
scornions. They have
eight ocelli, two median
and three on each side.

The short cheliceres are

two-jointed, while the

palpi are large and long,

ending in more or less

perfectly formed pin-
cers. The first pair of

legs is longest, and the
tarsus is broken into a

long series of joint*. In
a former system, when
the Pedipalpi also In-

cluded tne true scor-

pions, the term was sy-

nonymous with Polyme- ww^^,momata and coexten- ,;.,);. inemberof
Slve with Arlhmgaitra. (About half natural size.)

i- !i.. l:it..|

of Arnrhiiida, divided Into 2 suborders, Am-
'

respectively exemplified by the
See also cut at Phrynidx.above-named famfifea.



pedipalpous

pedipalpous (ped-i-pal'pus), a. [< pedipalp +
-niig.] Having large pedipalps ; pertaining to

the Pedipalpi, or having their characters ; poly-

merosomatous or arthrogastric, as an arach-

nidan.

pedipalpus (ped-i-pal'pus), .; pi. pecttpalpi

(-pi). [NL. : see pedipalp.] A pedipalp.

pedireme (ped'i-rem), n. [< L. pes (ped-), = E.

foot, + remus, an oar: see oar1.] A crusta-

cean whose feet serve for oars. Compare cope-

pod. [Rare.]
Pediremi (ped-i-re'ml), n. pi. [NL. (Amyot
and Serville, 1843), < L. pes (ped-), = 'E.foot,

+ remits, an oar. Cf. pedireme.] A superfam-

ily of water-bugs, or Hydrocorisse, containing
those with true swimming-feet, as the Corisidee

and Notonectidse.

pedissequantt, [Prop, "pedisequent, < L. pe-

disequus, pedisecus, improp. pedissequus, fol-

lowing on foot, < L. pes (ped-), = E. foot, +
sequi, ppr. sequen(t-)s, follow: see sequent.]
A follower.

Yet still he striveth until], wearied and breathlesse, he be

forced to offer up his blood and flesh to the rage of al the

observantpedissequants of the hunting goddesse Diana.

Topsail, Four-Footed Beasts (1607), p. 136. (HaUimU.)

4356

pedotrophic, paedotrophic (pe-do-trof'ik), a.

[< prdotroph-y + -if.] Of or pertaining to the

rearing of children. [Rare.]

He grew more daring, and actually broached the idea

of Piedotrophie Partnership, the term by which the new
Socialism designated a particular and relatively perma-
nent variety of sexual attachment.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 102.

pedotropMst, paedotrophist (pe-dot'ro-fist),

[< pedotropli-y + -ist.] One who practises pe

dotrophy. [Rare.]

They could, with the most generous intentions, pi

nounce the plaintiff a properly qualified pmMropkm.
Harper's Mag., LXXIX. liIDS.

pedlar, pedlarism, etc.

pedler, pedlerism, etc. See peddler, etc.

pedmelon (ped'mel-on), n.

See peddler, etc.

) peddler, etc.

A variant of pade-
melon.

pedobaptism, paedobaptism (pe-do-bap'tizm),
H. [= It. pedobattesinio; < Gr. irate, (TTOH?-), a

child, + fiairrto/i6s, baptism: see baptism.] The

baptism of infants.

The Anabaptists laugh at p&do-bapMsm.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 299.

pedobaptist, paedobaptist (pe-do-bap'tist), .

[< Gr. miic (7raS-), a child, + (Saimemfo a bap-
tist: see baptist.'] An advocate of the baptism
of infants.

pedogenesis, paedogenesis (pe-do-jen'e-sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. waif (TTOH!-), child, + ylveaif, gener-
ation: see genesis.] Larval generation; repro-
duction by larvffl

;
a kind of heterogamy which

resembles alternate generation, and is regard-
ed as a case of precocious development of the

egg in parthenogenesis. It has been shown to

occur in the larvre of certain gall-flies, Ceci-

domyia, etc.

The morphologically undeveloped larva has acquired
the power of reproducing itself by means of its rudimen-

tary ovary a phenomenon which . . . has been desig-
nated Piedogenesis. Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 128.

pedogenetic, paedogenetic (pe"do-je-net'ik), a.

[< pedogenesix, after genetic.] Of or pertaining
to. or reproduced by, pedogenesis.
pedomancy (ped'o-man-si), n. [< L. pes (ped-),
= E. foot, + Gr. [tavreta, divination, prophecy.]
Divination by examining the soles of the feet.

pedometer (pe-dom'e-ter), . [< L. pes (ped-),
= E. foot, + Gr. ficrpov, a measure.] An in-

strument by which paces are numbered as a

person walks, and the distance traveled is thus

approximately recorded. Such instruments usually
register by means of an index on a dial-plate, and are
carried in the pocket like a watch, which they resemble
in shape and size.

pedometric (ped-o-met'rik), a. [< pedometer
+ -ie.] Pertaining to or measured by a pe-
dometer.

pedometrical (ped-o-met'ri-kal), . [< pedo-
metric + -al.] Same as pedometric.
pedomotive (ped-o-mo'tiv), a. [< L. pes (ped-),
= E. foot, + ML. motivus, motive: see motive.]
Moved, driven, or worked by the foot or the feet

acting on pedals, treadles, or the like
; operated

by action of the feet, as a velocipede, etc.

A novel and important improvement in treadles for bi-

cycles and other pedomotive carriages.
Set. Amer., N. 8., LIV. 105.

pedomotor (ped-o-mo'tor), n. [< ~L.pes (ped-),= E. foot, + motor, a mover: see motor.] 1.
A means for the mechanical application of the
foot as a driving-power, as the treadle of a sew-
ing-machine or the pedal of a bicycle. 2. A
bicycle, tricycle, or other similar vehicle. 3.
A roller-skate.

pedonosology, paedonosology (pe"do-no-sol'6-
ji), . [< Gr. irair; (vatA-), child, + K.'nosology'.]
The study of the diseases of children.

pedopleural (ped-o-plo'ral), o. [< L. pes (ped-),= E./oof, + Gr. TrAtvpa, side.] Same as pleura-
pedal.

Pedota (pe-do'ta), n. pi. [NL., < L. pes (ped-)= E. foot. ] One of the major groups of placen-
tal mammals, including those which have feet,
as distinguished from Apoda,

children, < ratf (iraii-), child, + rptfuv,
nour-

ish.] That branch of hygiene which is con-

cerned with the rearing of infants and chil-

dren. [Rare.]

pedregal (ped 're-gal), n. [Sp., < piedra, a

stone: see pier.] A rough and rocky district,

especially in a volcanic region.

A great chain of bergs stretching from northwest to

southeast, moving with the tides, had compressed the sur-

face-floes ; and, rearing them up on their edges, produced
an area more like the volcanic pedragal of the basin of

Mexico than anything else I can compare it to.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 197.

pedro (pe'dro), n. [< Sp. Pedro, < LL. Petnts,
< Gr. IKrpof, Peter.] In the game of sancho-

pedro, the five of trumps.
Pedro Ximenes (pe'dro zim'e-nez). Wine
made from the grape of the same name in

Spain, the most celebrated being that produced
in Andalusia. Compare peter-see-me.

pedum (pe'dum), n.
; pi. peda (-da). [< L. pe-

dum, a shepherd's crook, <pes (pea-) = 'E.foot.]
A pastoral crook or hook.

Head of Pan horned, with pedum at shoulder.
B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 203.

peduncle (pe-dung'kl), n. [= F. pedoncule, <

LL. pedunculus, also L. peduculus, equiv. topedi-
culus, a little foot, dim. otpes(ped-) = E./bot.]
1. In bot., a general flower-stalk supporting
either a cluster or a solitary flower : in the lat-

Peduncle.

Flowering Branch of Periwinkle (finca minor), showing the
one-flowered peduncles.

ter case the cluster may be regarded as reduced
to a single blossom. Gray. See also cut under

pedicel. 2. In zool., a little foot or foot-like

part; a pedicle or pedicel. Specifically -(a) The
stalk of a barnacle. (&) A fleshy process of some brachio-

pods. (c) One of the crura of the brain. See pedunculus.
('/) In entom., a narrowed basal Joint or part forming a
stem on which the rest of the organ is supported : as, the

peduncle of the abdomen. Also called petiole. See cuts
under Eurytoma and mud-dauber. Anterior peduncle
Of the thalamus, a bundle of fibers coming from the
frontal lobe through the anterior part of the internal

capsule to the thalamus. Inferior peduncle of the
thalamus, a bundle of fibers coming from the temporal
lobe, passing under the lenticular nucleus, possibly reen-
forced by fibers from the globus pallidus, and terminating
in the thalamus. Internal peduncle of the thalamus,
that part of the inferior peduncle which terminates in

the stratum zonale of the thalamus. Olivary, optic,
etc., peduncle. See the adjectives. Peduncle of the
pineal body or gland, a narrow white band on either
side extending forward and outward from the base of the

pineal body, along the ridge-like junction of the upper
and mesial surfaces of the thalamus. Also called medul-
lary stria of the pineal body, or habenula (or habena) pine-
alts. Peduncles of the cerebellum, three pairs of stout
bundles of nerve-fibers which connect the cerebellum
with the other chief divisions of the brain. They are dis-

tinguished by their position as the superior, middle, and
inferior peduncles or crura. The superior pair emerge
from the mesial part of the medullary substance of the

hemispheres, and run forward and upward to reach the
nuclei tegmenti of the opposite sides, after decussation
under the formatio reticularis. (Also called crura ad cor-

pora quadrigemina, crura ad cerebrum, processus cerebelli

ad cerebrum, procettsus e cerebello ad testefi, brachia conjunc-
tiva, and brachia conjunctoria.) The middle pair form the
ventral transverse fibers of the pons, emerging from the lat-

eral part of the white substance of the hemispheres. (Also
called crura or processus ad pontem.) The inferior pair are
the restiform bodies of the oblongata, which enter the
hemispheres between the middle and superior peduncles.

peel

(Also called crura or procfttu* ad medulla in . ) Peduncles
Of the corpus callosum, two bands of white substance

given off Iroin the anterior end of the corpus callosum,
which, diverging from each other, pass backward across

the anterior perforated space to the entrance of the fissure

of Sylvius. Peduncles of the septum lucidum, the

peduncles of the corpus callosum. Posterior peduncle
Of the thalamus, the bundle of fibers passing backward
from the pulvinar to the occipital cortex, carrying nervous

impulses of retinal origin. =Syn. 2. Pedicel, Peilifle, and
Peduncle are used in zoology with little discrimination.

Pedicle is the most comprehensive term
; pedicel more

frequently means a very small foot-like part, peduncle a

large and generally soft or fleshy foot-like part; and each
of these has some specific use.

peduncled (pe-dung'kld), a. [< peduncle +
-erf2 .] Same &s pedunculate.

peduncular (pe-dung'ku-lar), a. [<L.MiMMM-
lits, a little foot (see peduncle), +-ar3 .] 1. Of
or pertaining to a peduncle ; growing from a pe-
duncle. 2. In entom., pertaining to the pe-
duncle of the abdomen Peduncular arteries,
small branches supplying the crura cerebri. Pedun-
cular lobe of the cerebellum, the flocculus. Pe-
duncular sulci, the oculomotor and lateral sulci of the
crura cerebri, grooves where the substantia nigra comes to

the surface, between the crusta and the tegmentum. The
inner one is also called sulcus pedunculi (or mesencephali)
medialis; the lateral one, sulcvs pcdmiculi (or mesen-

cephali) lateralis. Peduncular tract. Same as pyram-
idal tract (which see, under pyramidal).

Pedunculata (pe-dung-ku-la'ta), H. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of peduncutotus : see pedunculate.] 1.

InLamarck'sclassificatipn(1801-12),
one of two

orders of Cirripedia, distinguished from SetttHa;
the pedunculate as distinguished from the ses-

sile cirripeds. They have six pairs of biramous

feet, and are such as the Lepadidse and Pollici-

pedidx. 2f. An order of brachiopods, com-

prising all having shells attached by a peduncle
(Lingtila, Terebratula,etv.): contrasted with the

Segsilia (Orbicula, Crania, etc.). Latreitle.

pedunculate (pe-dung'ku-lat), a. [< NL. pe-
dwnculatus, < L. peduiiculiis, a little foot : see pe-

duncle.] 1. In hot., having a peduncle; grow-
ing on a peduncle: as, a pedunculate flower.

2. Provided with a pedicel; pedicellate Pe-
dunculate abdomen, in entmn., an abdomen in which
the first joint is slender and stem-like: opposed to sessile

abdomen. See cuts under Ophinn and mud-dauber. te-
dunculate body. In entmn., a body in which the meso-
thorax has a constricted ring in front, to which the pro-
thorax is articulated, as in many beetles,

pedunculated (pe-dung'ku-la-ted), a. [< pe-
dunculate + -ed*.] Same as pedunculate.
Pedunculati (pf-dung-ku-la'ti), . pi. [NL.,

pi. of pedunculaius : see pedunculate.] The Pe-

diciilati as a family of acanthopterygians, de-

fined by Cuvier as fishes with wrists to the

pectoral fins.

pedunculation (pe-dung-ku-la'shon), n. [< pe-
dunculate + -ion.] The development of a pe-
duncle

;
the state of being pedunculated.

pedunculns (pe-dung'ku-lus), .; pi. pcdiiiiciiH

(-li). [L.: seepeduncle.] A peduncle or pedicel;
a stalk, stem, or other foot-like support or basis

of a part Pedunculus cerebelli medius.peduncu-
lus cerebelli inferior, pedunculus cerebelli superior,
respectively the middle, lower, and upper cerebellar pe-
duncles. Pedunculus cerebri, a crus cerebri, one of the

legs of the brain. Pedunculus conarii, the peduncle of

the pineal body; the habenula. Pedunculus medullse
oblongatse, the restiform body. Pedunculus olivae,
the white fibers which pass out of the 1 lilum of the inferior

olivary nucleus. Pedunculus pulmonis, the root of the

lung. Pedunculus substantise nigrse, the layer of fine

fibers lying next to the substantia nigra on its ventral sur-

face, and believed to originate in the cells of that forma-
tion : it passes downward to become lost in the pons.

pee (pe), . [Cf. pea*.] The point of the arm
of an anchor, intended to penetrate the ground ;

the bill.

peeblet, < An obsolete form of pebble.

peecet, An obsolete spelling of piece.

peek 1
(pek), n. An obsolete or nautical spell-

ing of peat1
.

peek2 (pek), v. i. [Early mod. E. also yicn/r,

peke; < ME. *peken, piken, peep ; appar. ult. a
var. of peep'}.] To peep; look pryingly.

peek3 (pek), n. [Cf.peck*, woodpecker.] A wood-

pecker. [Prov. Eng.] Green peek, the green wood-

pecker, Gecinus ciridis.

peek-a-boo (pek'a-bo), n. Same as bo-peep.

peekee, piki (pe'ke), w. [Amer. Ind.] Cakes
of Indian meal, very thin, and baked on hot

stones, among the Indians of the southwestern
United States.

peel1
(pel), v. [< ME. "pelcn, < OF. pcler, pel-

ler, P. peler = Pr. pelar, pellar = Sp. pclar =
Pg. pellar = It. pelare, strip (of skin, bark),

pare, < OF. pel, < L. pcllix, skin: see pell
1

.

The word was formerly also written pill, by
confusion with pill, plunder, which was in

turn erroneously written peel ; while the OF.

peler, strip of skin or bark, is confused with

peler, strip of hair, < L. pi'lure, strip of hair:



peel 4357

s, /nin, i,ilW.] I. Iran*. 1. To atrip the kin, peel
5

(pel), ' To be equal or have the same

bark, or rin.l 1'rc.in
; strip by drawing or (raring si-ori- in a game. [Scotch.]

olT tin- skin; Hay; d.-i-orti.-al. : bark: as. top,H Peel Act. Same as Hank-charter Act (which see,
(

,
nj) , ,

.

,,
r( . t . and

a tree; to perl an orange. When, as in the ease of undi-r /</.-).
*

lOriirin obscure. 1

;,
. ,!. skill ,. ,i hl i ei.nnot be torn off. hut Is re- nAAl-a/r Miftl'iiksl. n. Same as neelina-ax.

moved with a nitting instrument

inonly i

The Hkilfill i hrphrnl pefl'd me certain wands.

Shalt., M. of V.,l. S. 85.

2. To strip off; remove by stripping.

Ay me! the burk ;('' from the lofty pine,

His leaves will wither and his sap ileeay.

filial!., Lucrece, L 1167.

= 8yn. Secjxire', e. t

II. i at rii .. 1. To lose the skin or rind; be

separated or come off in thin flakes or pellicles :

as, the orangr />'* easily; the bark peel* off.

Xiril'l. 2. To nndri'ss.
| Slang. ]

peel
1

(pi'l), M. [< peel
1

, t'.] The skin, bark, or

rind of anything: as, the peel of an orange.
On twigs of hawthorn ho regal'd,
On pippins' russet peel.

Coteper, Epitaph on a Hare.

= Syn. Rind, ete. See oriu.

peel- (pel), v. t. [<Mi:. tin-tin, p{m,<OF. peltr,

jiili-r. plnndiT: see/iiY/i.] To plunder; devas-

tate; spoil. Isa. xviii. -.

Thy contre Shalt se put In exile all,

Distrood, robbed, ;/. and more wnrse,

By ille Sarisins; Ood glfe thaim his curse!

Jtom. uf Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2189.

Govern ill the nations under yoke,

Peeling their provinces, exhausted all

By lust and rapine. Milton, P. R., iv. 130.

Whence, o thou orphan and defrauded?
Is thy land ueeletl, thy realm marauded?

Jirnmua, Woodnotes, II.

peel'^ (pel), n, [Also wal;

F. pclle = Sp. Pg.' It. p'ala, < Lt pitta, a spade,

shovel, a bakers' peel, the shoulder-blade, the

bezel of a ring: see;a/3.] 1. A kind of wood-

en shovel with a broad blade and long handle,
used by bakers to put bread into or take it out

of the oven. In heraldry it is generally represented
with one or more cakes of bread upon it, which are men-
tioned in the blazon.

The oven, the haven, the mawkln, the peel,

The hearth and the range, the dog and: the wheel.

B. Jaiuun, Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue.

The dough Is quickly introduced on a perl or long
wooden shovel. Kncyc. Brit., III. 257.

2. In printing, a wooden pole with a short cross-

piece at one end, in the form of the letter T,
used to convey printed sheets to and from the

... When, as in the case of undi-r /./.-').
nnot he torn off, but Is re- peel-ax (pel'aks), n. Same as peeling-ax.

''' L -

,en. .the word par. Is com-
{Jjjjrfed ( &,!) . p.tt. [< ;>ec,l + -id*.] 1. Strip-

whln - [Scotch.]

j _..._.! ...H. pedof tin 1 skin or outer rind: as. peeled potatoes _That
useless peovi*

or onions. 2. Barked; abraded: as, "every

Piston rings may he made of a larger diameter by ptmy
the ring all round on tin- lnlde.

./. /.*, Pract. Machinist, p. 28S.

i. iin mini,
]l|>r.

To complain;

;< ,!i

\Jl ' M i i
' M i ->. >v. i '.i i ni'i* t " >-%/** i *"~J _ y-/l. JL\

shoulder WHS/.. -'../. "K/.rk.:sxix. 18. 3t. Bald; peen-hammer (pen ham er), ,

fl thing o' a lascle there at Elian-

Seott, Oojr Mannvring, mix.

A hammer
h.rn

Peefd priest, dost thoa command me to be hut out?

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., I. S. JO.

peelednesst, . Same a* jrilbdMif.

with a cutting or ohMel edge. specifically (a) A
hammer used for straightening and tAing the hackle.

<Mi of ,,,,,,,, or pUte , lron {6) A ,Ume-maoni' heavy
hlunmer ^ju, two opposite catting edge*. Bee cut under

,
I, H,

peel-end (peTend), n. In a biscuit- or cracker-

iniicliini 1

,
the part beyond the cutter. E. H.

Knight.

peeler
1
(pe'ler), n. [< ptvP + -cr 1

.] I. One

LG. piepen = Q. piepen, piepsen_ Dan. ww>e, < L. mpiare, pipare, pipire, alo

pipilare (> It. pipihre) = Gr. mmriftiv, peep,
chirp. as a bird ; an imitative word, and an such

Ct.
. ,

who peels, strips, or flays. 2. A crab or lob- more or ieBg varied in form: see pipti.
sterin the act of casting its shell; a shedder. <,,* i j. To chirp, cheep, or pipe; ut

3. A stout iron bar of considerable length, hav- ^n t̂ ,in 8Ound as a young chick.

ing one end flattened into a broader surface,

somewhat after the manner of a slice-bar, and
the other end formed into a loop or handle,
used by a workman called a " bailer" in placing

charges of
piles, billets, blooms, ingots, etc., of

iron or steel in a reheating-furnace preparatory
to hammering. [Local, Eiig.] 4. A "ripper";
a very energetic person. [New Eng.]

Hiss Asphyxia's reputation In the region wa perfectly
established. She was spoken of with applause undersuch

titles as "a staver," "upealer" "a roarer to work.'

//. B. Stow, Oldtown, p. 117.

. oat with her sucking a peeler la found,

Both ill to the master and worse to some ground.

Tuner, January's Husbandry, I'-
'''

[< I'eel (see def.)
+ -ct-i.]

A policeman: so called from the English states-

man Sir Robert Peel (1788-1850), who while

secretary for Ireland (1812-18) established a

regular force of Irish police, and while home

secretary (1828-30) improved the police system
of London. [Colloq. or slang. ]

He 's gone for aperfer and a search-warrant to break open
the door. Kingnley, Alton Locke, xxxv.

The hatred of a costal-monger to a peelrr Is Intense, and
with their opinion of the police all the more Ignorant unite

that of the governing power.
Maiiheir, London Labour and London Poor, I. 22.

neitey, a lower, a 10 as, arc

fortified tower; a stronghold. The original peel

appears to have been a structure of earth combined with

timber, strengthened by palisades ; but the later peel was a

horizontal poles on which they are dried. 3.

The wash or blade of an oar, as distinguished peel-house (pel'hous), n. Same as peel*.

from the loom. 4. A mark resembling a peeling (pe'ling), n. [Verbal n. of peet
1
,rj.'] 1.

skewer with a large ring ( 9 ), formerly used in The act of stripping off the skin, rind, or bark

England as a mark for cattle, a signature-mark Of a thing; the stripping off of an outer cov-

for persons unable to write, or the like. ering or nud. 2. That which is stripped off;

>eel^ (pel). n. [<ME. pele, pel, pell (ML. pela), rind, peel, or skin stripped
from the object

a var. of pile : see in/A The W.pitl and Manx which it covered or to which it belonged : as,

pelley, a tower, a fortress, are appar. < E.] A pot&to-peelings. 3. In printing, the art or act

of removing from an impression-surface one or

more layers of a paper overlay, to make a light-

er impression.
peeling-ax (pe'ling-aks), n. A double-bitted

ax used for barking trees. E. H. Knight. Also

pecl-aj.

peeling-Iron (pe'ling-i'ern), n. A shovel-shaped

thrusting instrument for prying up the bark and

stripping it from trees.

Peelite(pe'lit), n. [<PceJ(seedef.) + -<tca.] In

Jiritish politics, one of a political party existing
after the repeal of the corn-laws in 1846. originally

(In large part) Tories, but free-traders and adherent* of Sir

Robert Peel, they formed for several years a group inter-

mediate between the Protectionist Tories and the Liberals.

Several of them took office in the Aberdeen administration

(1862-5), and, a* W. E. Gladstone. Sidney Herbert, and

others, eventually joined the Liberal party.

peel-tower, n. Same as peel*.

peen (pen), . [Also pcan, pene, pcin, pientt; ap-

par. < G. pinne, the peen of a hammer : see pin1

and pone8.] That end of a hammer-head or

utter a

And my hand hath found as a neat the rlehcs of the peo-

ple ; and as one gathereth eggs that are left, have I gath-

ered all the earth ; and there was none that moved the

wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped.

Bee procuring such peace In the East (salth Voplacua)
that a rebdllous Mouie waa not heard to peepe.

Purehat, Pilgrimage, p. S67.

2. To speak in a piping or chirping tone.

And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that

have familiar snirita, and unto wizards that peep, and that

mutter : should not a people seek unto their (fod?
Isa. vilL 19.

She muttered and peeped, as the Bible says, like a wi*-

ard. S. Judd, Margaret, L 16.

3. To speak. [Slang.]
peep 1

(pep), n. [= G. piep, jtip = Dun. pip,

peep; from the verb.] 1. The cry of a young
chick or other little bird.

I heard the peep of the young when I could not see the

parent bird. Thoreau, Walden, p. 246.

2. A sandpiper ; a sandpeep. Several small t'nlted

States species are commonly so called from their cry, as

the least and semlpalmatd sandpiper*. Actodnmuu nu'nu-

tilla and Kreuitrlet putilltu.

peep- (pep), f. [Prob. a particular use of peep' ,

chirp, with ref. to a concealed fowler, who,

'peeping' or chirping to beguile the birds,

'peeps' or peers out to watch them. Cf. OP.

piper, peep, to pipe <lu jour, the peep
("day-pipe" Palsgrave). Lessprob. I

ref. to the fancied 'peeping' or peering out of

a 'peeping' or chirping chick. See pipe'*, r.]

I. intrans. 1. To have the appearance of look-

ing out or issuing from a narrow aperture or

from a state of concealment; come partially
into view ; begin to appear.

I can see his pride
Peep through each part of him.

Shak., Hen. VIII., 1. 1. 69.

the peep of day"

, there is

I'ccI timer, liilnocklc. Dumfriesshire, Scolland.

Suchwhere the cattle were kept, was generally vaulted.

strongholds are frequent on the Scottish borders, and
served as dwelling-houses for the chiefs of the smaller

M'|.|- a- urll as fur plan's , if ilrf.'iisr a'-iiinsl Ml.l.li'n ma
raudlng expeditions. The peel represented in the cut is

said to have been the abode of the famous Johnle Arm-
t n ii nr. //;'. Mcf.

When they earn to the fair Dodhead,
Right hastily they clam the met.

Jamie Telfer (Chilifs Ballads, VI. 106).

peel'"' (pel), n. (T^i'li-ip* 11 vnr. of /(/-'.] An
equal; a match: as, they werej>ec/s at twelve.

[Scotch.]m

Hamracr-pcens.

a. narrow peen for riveting : *, broad peen for machinists ; f, cross-

peen for coopers : *, cone peen for chasing ; e. ball peen, upsetting
nwumer for engravers.

similar tool which terminates in an edge, or in

a sharp, rounded, cone-shaped, hemispherical,
or otherwise specially modified point, as dis-

tinguished from the ordinary flat face. See

also cuts under hammer.

peen (pen), r. t. [< peen, n.] To treat by
striking regularly all over with the peen of a

hammer.

Klowere, that were buds but yesterday,

Peep from the ground where'er I pas.
/;n/iin*, The New and the Old.

2. To look (out or in) pryingly, slyly, or fur-

tively, as through a crevice or small aperture ;

look narrowly, slyly, or pryingly ;
take a sly or

furtive look ; peer ; peek.

A fool will peep In at the door. F.oclus. xxl. 23.

But Luther's broom Is left, and eyes

Peep o'er their creeds to where It lies.

LowtU, Villa Franca.

A peeping Tom (In allusion to the legend of Peeping
Tom ofCoventry), an Inquisitive person.

n. trans. To let appear; show. [Kare.]

There U not a dangerous action can
but I am thrust upon It.

peep2 (pep), n. [<
ee*

tive look through
a hurried or partial view; a glimpse; hence,
the first looking out of light from the eastern

horizon.
But up then spake a little page,
Before the peep of dawn.
Battle of Otterbournt (Child's Ballads, VIL 22).

Fan on me like the silent dew,
Or like those maiden show'n

Which by the prrjte of day doe strewe
A hapt ime o re the flowers.

Herrick, To Mutiqne, to becalmc hit Fever.

A door left ajar gave him a peep Into the beat parlor,
where the claw-footed chairs and dark mahogany tables

shone like mirrors. Irring, Sleepy Hollow.

We of the younger generation on the landing catch

Bwwof distinguished men, and hits of their table-talk.

LmrtU, Study Windows, p. W.

2. A crevice or aperture ; a slit or opening af-

fording only a narrow or limited view.

peep out his bead

Skat.,i Hen. IV., 1. 2. 238.

[< peep*, .] 1. A sly or fur-

gh or as if through a crevice;



peep
At the sraa' peep of a window
Belinkin crap in.

Lambert Linkin (Child's Ballads, III. 101).

Specifically 3. The slit in the leaf of a rifle-

sight. 4f. A pip.
He 's but one peep above a serving-man.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, i. 2.

Peep-nicking machine, a gun-tool used to nick or cut
the peep in the leaf of a rifle-sight.

peep-bo (pep' bo), . Same as bo-peep.

peeper 1
(pe'per), n. [(peep

1 + -er1 .] 1. Some
little creature which peeps, pipes, or chirps.
(a) A newly hatched chick. (6) The cricket-frog, Acris

gryllut, a common species of tree-frog, (c) A young pigeon
while its beak remains soft and unsuited for eating grain.

2. All egg-pie. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
peeper2 (pe'per), M. [< yeep* + -er1.] 1. One
who peeps; a spying or inquisitive person.

Peepers, intelligencers, eavesdroppers. Webster.

2. The eye. [Slang.]
"I smell a spy," replied the other, looking at Nigel.

"Chalk him across the peepers with your cheery."
Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xvii.

peep-eye (pep'I), n. Same as bo-peep.
The baby . . . made futile efforts to play peep-eye with

anybody jovially disposed in the crowd.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 79.

peep-hole (pep
'

hoi), n. A hole or crevice

through which one may peep or look.

And by the Peep-holes in his Crest
Is it not virtually contest
That there his Eyes took distant Aim?

Prior, Alma, ii.

peeping-hole (pe'ping-hol), . Same as peep-
hole. Sir B. i'Estrange.

Peep-p'-day Boy (pep-o-da' boi). One of a fac-

tion in northern Ireland about 1784-95. They
were Protestants, and opposed to a Roman Catholic faction
called Defenders. They were so named from their visiting
the houses of their antagonists at break of day in search of
arms.

peep-show (pep'sho), n. A small show, con-

sisting of pictures viewed through an orifice or
hole fitted with a magnifying lens.

A peepshow of Mazeppa and Paul Jones the pirate, de-

scribing the pictures to the boys looking in at the little

round windows.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 12.

peep-sight (pep'sit), n. A plate containing a
small hole through which the gunner sights, at-
tached to the breech of a cannon or small arm.
See cut under gun.
The sights for match-rifles consist usually of wind-gauge

foresight, and an elevating Vernier peep-sight affixed to
the stock of the rifle. W. W. Greener, The Qun, p. 151.

peepul (pe'pul), n. Same as pipul-tree.

peepy (pe'pi), a. [< peep% + -yl.] Sleepy ;

drowsy. [Colloq.]
peer1

(per), v. i. [< ME. piren, puren, < LG.
piren, look closely, a later form (with loss of
I after p, as in E. pat1 , patch, etc.) of pUren,
peer, look narrowly, = Sw. plira = Dan. plire,
blink: see blear1 . Withjieerin this sense, from
ME. piren, is confused peer, "pear, < ME. peren,
< GF.perer (1),j>arer,pareir, < L. parere, appear
(ME. also partly by apheresis from aperen, E.

appear): see appear. Hence also, by variation,
pry1

.'] 1. To look narrowly or sharply: com-
monly implying searching or an effort to see :

as, to peer into the darkness.
Athulf was in the ture
Abute for to pure
After his comynge,
gef schup him wolde bringe.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1092.

Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads.

SAot.,11. of V.,i. 1. 19.

I went and peered, and could descry
No cause for her distressful cry.

Coleridge, Christabel, 11.

And I peer into the shadows,
Till they seem to pass away.

Bryant, A Lifetime.
2. To appear; come in sight.

When daffodils begin to peer, . . .

Why, then comes in the sweet o' the year.
Skak., W. T.,iv. 3. 1.

See how his gorget peers above his gown,
To tell the people in what danger he was.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

3. To appear; seem. [Bare.]
Tell me, if this wrinkling brow .

Peers like the front of Saturn. Keats, Hyperion, i.

peer2 (per), n. [Early mod. E. &\sopeare; < ME.
peer,pere,per, < OF. per, peer, later^mr, F.pair,
a peer; asadj., equal; <L.pdr, equal: seesaw-1,

par*.] 1. One of the same rank, qualities, en-
dowments, character, or the like ; an equal ; a
match.

A cok hight Chauntecleer,
In al the lond of crowyng nas his peer.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 30.
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I ... found him, as I expected, not the peer of her he

loved, except in love.

Margaret Fuller, Woman in the 19th Cent., p. 213.

2. A companion; a fellow; an associate.

He all his peers in beauty did surpass. Spenser.

So I took a whim
To stray away into these forests drear,

Alone, without a peer.
Keats, Endymion, iv.

3. A nobleman of an especial dignity. Spe-
cifically (a) In Great Britain and Ireland, a 'holder of

the title of one of the five degrees of nobility duke,
marquis, earl, viscount, baron

; also, one of the two Eng-
lish archbishops, or one of those twenty-four bishops who
are entitled to sit in the House of Lords. The former
class are distinguished as lords temporal, the latter as

lords spiritual. The House of Peers or House of Lords
consists of (1) all peers of the United Kingdom (corre-

sponding to peers of England prior to 1707 and peers of

Great Britain from 1707 to January 1st, 1801) who are of

full age ; (2) the representative Scottish peers (see peer of

Scotland), elected for each parliament ; (3) the Irish rep-
resentative peers (see peer of Ireland), elected for life ;

and (4) the lords spiritual. Many of the peers of Scotland
and of Ireland, however, are also peers of England, Great

Britain, or the United Kingdom, and sit in the House of

Lords under the titles thus held. (6) In France, formerly
a chief vassal, and later the lord of a certain territory ;

during the period from 1814 to 1848, a member of the

upper house of the legislative assembly. House of
Peers, the upper house of the British Parliament, usually
styled the House of Lords. See lord and parliament, 3.

Peer Of Ireland, a member of the peerage of Ireland.

Twenty-eight Irish peers are elected members of the
House of Lords, and are called Irish representative peers.
Irish peers who do not have seats in the House of Lords
may be elected members of the House of Commons for

English or Scottish constituencies. Peer of Scotland,
a member of the peerage of Scotland. Sixteen Scottish

peers are elected members of the House of Lords, and
are called Scottish representative peers. No Scottish peer
can be elected a member of the House of Commons.
Peer Of the blood royal, in Great Britain, a member of
the royal family qualified to sit in the House of Lords.
Peer of the United Kingdom. See def. 3 (a).-Jeers of

fees, in laic, vassals or tenants of the same 1< >r<W\ bo are

obliged to serve and attend him in his courts, being equal
in function. Spiritual peer, in Great Britain, one of
the prelates qualified to sit In the House of Lords. Tem-
poral peer, in Great Britain, one of those peers of the
rank of dukes, marquises, earls, viscounts, and barons (in-

cluding representative peers) who are qualified to sit in

the House of Lords.

peer2t (per), v. [< ME.^eerai; <peer%, .] I.

intrans. To play the peer; be a peer or equal;
take or be of equal rank.

He wolde haue peerid with god of blis ;

Now is he in helle moost lootheli page.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

II. trans. To make equal to or of the same
rank with.

Being now peered with the lord-chancellor and the earl
of Essex. Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 347. (Latham.)

peerage (per'aj), n. [< peer?
+ -age. Cf. par-

age.~\ 1. The rank or dignity of a peer.
The peerage differs from nobility strictly so called, in

which the hereditary privileges, whatever they may con-
sist in, pass on to all the descendants of the person first

created or otherwise acknowledged as noble.
E. A. Freeman, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 468.

2. The body of peers.
The hereditary summoning of a large proportion of

great vassals was a middle course between the very limit-

ed peerage which in France co-existed with an enormous
mass of privileged nobility, and the unmanageable, ever-

varying assembly of the whole mass of feudal tenants as

prescribed in Magna Carta. It is to this body of select

hereditary barons, joined with the prelates, that the term
"peers of the land" properly belongs: an expression which
occurs first, it is said, in the act by which the Despensers
were exiled, but which before the middle of the fourteenth
century had obtained general recognition as descriptive of
members of the house of lords. Stubbs, Const. Hist, 190.

3. [cop.] A book containing a detailed histori-

cal and genealogical account of the peers and
their connections : as, Burke's "Peerage."

I ... saw the inevitable, abominable, maniacal, absurd,
disgusting "Peerage" open on the table, interleaved with
annotations. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxiv.

peerdomt (per'dum), n. [< peer2 + -dom.]
Same as peerage, 1.

peeress (per'es), . [< peer"* + -ess.'] The con-
sort of a peer ;

a woman ennobled by descent,
by creation, or by marriage. In Great Britain wo-
men may in certain cases be peeresses of the realm in
their own right, as by creation, or as inheritors of baro-
nies which descend to hsirs general.

There are instances of countesses, baronesses, and ab-
besses being summoned to send proxies to council, or to
furnish their military service, but not to attend parlia-
ment as peeresses. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 428.

peerie, n. See peery2 .

peerless (per'les), a. [< peer% + -less.] Un-
equaled ; having no peer or equal ;

unmatched.
But now it is my glory to have loved
One peerless, without stain.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

=Syn. Matchless, unsurpassed.

peerlessly (per'les-li), adv. Without a peer or

equal ; rarely, as one who is peerless.

peewit
The gentlewoman is a good, pretty, proud, hard-favour-

ed thing, marry not so peerlessly to bee doted upon, I must
confesse. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

peerlessness (per'les-nes), n. The state of be-

ing peerless, or of having no equal.
peery1

(per'i), a. [< peer
1 + -y

1
.] 1. Peering;

sharp-looking; expressive of curiosity or sus-

picion; inquisitive; curious; prying.
A queer, shambling, ill-made urchin, . . . with a car-

roty pate in huge disorder, a freckled, sun-burnt visage,
with a snub nose, a long chin, and two peery grey eyes
which had a droll obliquity of vision.

Scott, Kenilworth, ix.

From her twisted mouth to her eyes so peery,
Each queer feature asked a query ;

A look that said in a silent way, . . .

"
I'd give my ears to know what you say !

"

Hood, Tale of a Trumpet.

2f. Knowing; sly. [Old slang.]
Are you peery, as the cant is? In short, do you know

what I would be at now? Gibber, Refusal, iii.

peery2 (per'i), n.; \>\.peeries(-iz,). [Alsopeerie;
origin obscure.] A boys' spinning-top, set in
motion by the pulling of a string.

Mony 's the peery and tap I worked for him langsyne.
Scott, Antiquary, xx.

peest, n. A Middle English form of peace.
peesash (pe'sash), . [E. Ind.] The local name
of a hot dry land-wind of southern India.

peeshoo (pe'sho), n. [N. Amer. Ind. (?).] The
Canada lynx, Lynx canadensis.

peespreh (pe'so-re), n. [Mahratta.] The East
Indian Tragulus memina.

peetert, . A variant of peter1 .

peeter-mant, n. An obsolete form of peterman.
peetweet (pet'wet), re. [Imitative. Cf. pewit.]
The common spotted sandpiper of North
America, Tringoides macularius. See cut at

Tringoides.

peevish (pe'vish), a. [Early mod. E. also pe-
vish, pievish; < ME. pevisclie, pevisse, pevysse,
peyvesshe, Sc. pevis, pevess, pevych, pevage;
prob., with suffix -is/4, < Sc. pew, peu, piie, make
a plaintive noise, cry : see pue. For the form
(adj. in -ish 1 from a verb) and its variations,
cf. lavish.] 1. Querulous; petulant; ill-tem-

pered; cross; fitful.

Why, this it is to be a peevish girl !

That flies her fortune when it follows her.

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 2. 49.

A peevish fellow is one who has some reason in himself
for being out of humonr. Spectator, No. 438.

They thought they must have died, they were so bad ;

Their peevish hearers almost wish they had.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 324.

The sharp and peevish tinkle of the shop-bell made itself

audible. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

2f. Perverse; self-willed; freward; testy.
She is peevish, sullen, froward,

Proud, disobedient, stubborn, lacking duty.
Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. B8.

Pertinax hominum genus, a peevish generation of men.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., iii. 4.

Presbyterians, of late more turbulent in England, more
peevish and singularly rigid than any of the Calvinists,
especially the more sober and learned French, amongst
whom have appeared many of excellent judgment and
piety. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 259.

3. Characterized by or indicating discontent,
petulaucy, or fretfulness.

In these peevish Times, which may be called the Rust of
the Iron Age, there is a Race of cross-grained People who
are malevolent to all Antiquity. Howell, Letters, iv. 43.

A firm and somewhat peevish mouth.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

4f. Childish; silly; foolish; trifling.

So surely if wecustome ourself to put our trust of cum-
fort in the delight of these pieuish worldly things.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation, fol. 9.

I see and sigh (bycause it makes me sadde)
That peuishe pryde doth al the world possesse.

Gascoigne, Steele Glas (ed. ArberX p. 54.

There never was any so peevish to imagine the moone
either capable of affection or shape of a mistris.

Lyly, Endymion, i. 1.

And as if he [God] were indeed arraigned at such a bar,
every weak and peevish exception shall be cryed up for
evidence. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

=Syn. Fretful, Pettish, etc. (see petulant), ill-natured,
testy, irritable, waspish.

peevishly (pe'vish-li), adv. Iii a peevish man-
ner; petulantly; fretfully; with discontent.

Thus we may pass our time : the men
A thousand ways divert their spleen,
Whilst we sit peevishly within.

W. King, Art of Love, xii.

peevishness (pe'vish-nes), . The quality of

being peevish; perverseness ; frowardness:

petulancy; fretfulness; waywardness; capri-
ciousness.

peewit, n. See pewit.
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peg (|><'g). [< ^"' : - /"'.'/.'/''' i"'oi>. < *>'. i>i<n/

= Dim. //"/. :i spike. :i secondary form of Sw.
Dan. /"/.'. pike; nil., and in K.

,
.,

lii'i'liaps directly, of Celtic origin:
cf. \V. pig, 11 peak, point, f'orn. ///,
a prick, \V. /".</"/', n pivot

Shoemakers'
pegs, glued to

i I'.'|"T rib-

txm for feeding
.,

machine.

:i pivot, pin, spindle, pole or axis:

sei' /!//.', pike*.'] 1. A pointed
pin of wood, metal, or other ma-
terial. Specifically (a) Ineani., a point-
ed piece of wuuil ilrivcn into a m>red hole
tu fasten hum 1 1

- IT < it her uui.ilvMirk ; a tree-

nail. (6) In*/i"'H"M //*;/, a M nail pin of tough
\vi>uil it-i it in secilriiiK the uppers to the
sule leal her r in building up the heel.
Slim- ].ru u e II"U l.n -i U m:l'lr "I mi I it

and in a variety of shapes, some being screws. See also
cuts under peg-float, pegger, and peg-strip, (e) In musi>
cid instruments of the stringed group, a pin of wood or
metal to which one end of a string is fastened, and which
may be turned round in its socket so as to tighten or
loosen tho strinK'n tension, and thus alter Its tone. (Also
called ninin'j i" ! m iimiin /"!.) In instruments of the
viol family the pegs are In the head, while in the dulci-

mer, harp, pianoforte, and similar Instruments they are
set along one side of the frame.

O, you are well tuned now !

But I'll set down the ;;/ that make this music,
As honest as I am. Shak., Othello, II. 1. 208.

What did he doe with her fingers so small ? . . .

He made him peggs to his violl withttll.

The Miller awl Yhr King's Daughter (Child's Ballads,
III. 358).

(d) A pin which serves to transmit power or perform any
other function in machinery, etc. (e) A projecting pin on
which to hang anything. (/) A small wedge-shaped pro-
jecting piece of hard wood fixed to a jewelers' board, upon
which the workman performs most of his operations, (a)
A pin used in the game of cribbage to mark the points. (A)
A pin thrust or driven into a hole, and generally left pro-
jecting, as a tent-peg, used in fastening a tent to the
ground, or a vent -///. used to stop the vent of a cask.

2. A foot or leg. Compare pin 1 in like sense.

[Colloq. and humorous.]
The army-surgeons made him limbs ;

Said he,
"
They're only pegs ;

But there 's as wooden members quite
As represent my legs !

"

//"<'. Faithless Kelly Gray.

3. A pin or point fastened to a pole or string,
used to spear or harpoon turtles; a turtle-peg.

4. The uag or wooden ball used in the game
of shinty. [Scotland and north of Ireland.]
5. A stroke; a blow.

Many cross-buttocks did I sustain, and pegs on the
stomach without number.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xxvii.

6. A drink made of soda-water poured upon
spirit, usually whisky or brandy. The name
originated with British officers in India.

I saw Ohyrkin's servant enter his tent with bottles and
Ice, and I suspected the old fellow was going to cool his

wrath with a peg, and would be asleep most of the morn-

Ing. F. M. Crair/ortl, Sir. Isaacs, x.

Muzzle the pegt. Same as muinble-the-peg. To drink.

to pegs, to drink the draught marked in a peg-tankard.
To take a peg lower, to take down a peg, to lower:
humiliate; degrade; take the conceit out of.

We . . . took your grandees rfnicn a pea.
S. Butler, Hudlbras, II. IL 522.

peg (peg), t'.; pret. and pp. pegged, ppr. peg-
.'/'".</ [< Pe

.ff
l

i "] I. trans. 1. To thrust or

drive pegs into for tho purpose of fastening;
fasten by means of pegs; furnish with pegs:
as, to peg boots or shoes.

If thou more murmur'st, I will rend an oak,
And peg thco in his knotty entrails till

'I him hast howl'd away twelve winters.

Shot., Tempest, i. 2. 295.

If they [branches] do not comply well in the laying of

them down, they must be peyg'd down with a hook or two.

Miller, Hardener's Diet (under layer).

2. To spear or harpoon (the green turtle) by
means of the turtle-peg. 3. To fix (a market
price), and prevent fluctuation, by buying all

that is offered at that price, thus preventing
any lower quotations from being made, or sell-

ing all that the market will take at that price,
thus preventing higher quotations, [istork-

exchange slang.]
II. iiilniHS. 1. To work or strive persistently:

generally followed by away or alonij. [Colloq.]
"He's been here ever so long," says Mr. Brice, who of-

ficiated as butler, "pegging aicay at the olives and maca-
roons." Thackeray, Philip, vii.

President Lincoln, when asked what we should do if

the war should last for years, replied,
" We'll keep pegging

""<!</.' C. Q. Lefand, Abraham Lincoln, XL

The rain keeps pegging auviy, in a steady, unmistakable,
business-like fashion.

'

IK. Black, House-Boat, vii.

We hare gradually worked and pegged along year by
year, and by strict economy and hard work Increased our
funds. American Hebrew, XXXIX. 52.

2. To use tlu> turtle-pel;: us, to /"'/for a living.
To peg out. () In rriWw.', t" win the game by mak-

ing the last holes, durim: the course of the play, Before

showing the hands, (ft) To depart ; die. (Slang. |
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pegador (pcg'a-dor). n. [< Sii. "pii/attor, < Jie-

'/<"', stick, cling: see /""/"] The sucking-fish,
l-'.i-ln in -i.i iiiniri'iiiix. and other oclu'iu'idids.

peganite (pe'a-nit ), . [< Gr. mryavov, rue (see
/'linn n nit, + -iii-.] A hydrous phosphate of
aluminium occurring in crystalline crusts of a
green color.

Pegantha (pr-gan'tlift), . [NL., < Gr. in/y//,

water, a fount, + diflof, flower.] The typical
sreims of tho family Priimithida: llnrrkel, 1871).

Peganthidae fpf-gan'ttii-dA). . pi. [NL., <

I'rilHiitlui + -idie.\ A family of narcomedu-
sans: synoiiynious with l'i>ii/j-i niidx. They
are without radial canals, ami without gastral

pouches in the siilnimbrella, but have otopor-
pee. ll:ii i-li I.

Peganum (peg'a-num), . [NL. (Linnaeus.
1737), < li.}>eganon, < Gr. vf/yavm>, rue, so called

from the appearance of the thick fleshy leaves,
< irrryviivat, oe stiff or solid.] A genus of plant s

of the order Rutacete and the tribe Rutest, dis-

tinguished from related genera by the 12 to 15

stamens. There are 4 species, one widely dispersed
over the Mediterranean region and wanner parts of Asia,
the others natives of central Asia and Mexico. They are

branching round-stemmed odorous herbs, with alternate

leaves, and large white solitary flowers opposite the leaves,
followed by a globular :i to 4-celled fruit. See harmaline,
harinel, and tutnnin.

Pegasean (pe-ga'se-an), a. [< L. Pegaseus, per-
taining to Pegasus, < Pegasus, Pegasus: see

Pegasus.'] 1. Of or pertaining to Pegasus;
swift; speedy. Feltham. 2. Relating to po-
etry; poetic. Andrews.

O ye Pegarian Nymphs, that, hating viler things,

Delight in lofty Hills, and In delicious Springs.
DrayUm, Polyolblon, v. 83.

Pegasidae (pe-gas'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < Pegasus
+ -ids?.] A family of fishes of strange forms,

typified by the genus Pegasus. They have the body
entirely covered with

bony plates, ankylos-
ed on the trunk, and
movable on the tail ;

the margin of the

upper Jaw formed by
the intemiaxillarles
and their cutaneous
extensions down-
ward to the end of

the maxillarles; the

gill-cover formed by
a large operculum,
the Interoperculum
befngalong flue bone
hidden below the

gill-plate ; one rudi-

mentary branchioste-
gal ; one short dorsal
and one anal fin op-
posite each other,
pectorals horizontal,
and ventral tins sub-
abdominal and nar-
row. The species are
confined to the Indo-
Chinese seas. They
have been variously

approximated to the lophobranchs, to the acanthoptery-
glans and especially the mail-cheeked fishes, and to the
hemlbranchs. They have been also regarded as repre-
senting a peculiar suborder or even order (//(/porfomviw).

They are known asyfytng sea-hornet.

Pegasus (peg'a-sus), n. [= L. Pegnsus, Pega-
sos, < Gr. n^yao-of, a fabled horse (see def.)
whose name was traditionally derived from

mirf, a spring, having come into existence at

the fountains of Ocean.] 1. Inclass. w;/fA.,the

winged horse of the Muses, sprung from the
blood of Medusa when slain by Perseus. With a
stroke of his hoof he was fabled to have caused to well

forth, on Mount Helicon in Boeotla, the poetically inspir-

ing fountain Hippocrene. He was ultimately changed Into

a constellation.

2. One of the ancient northern constellations.
The figure represents the forward half of a winged horse.

peggy
3. [NL.] In ii-lilli., tlie typical gentix of /'<;/"-
xi<l;i: containing lislies of stranov form. Migge*-
tive of the winged horse of classic mythologx .

peg-fiched (pcg'licht), H. A game played in the
west of Knglaud, in which the players are fur-

nished with

sharp - poi ni

eil sticks, one
of which is

stuck in the

ground, and
the attempt
is made to

dislodge it liy

throwing the

pthersticksat
it crosswise.
When a stick

falls, the owner
has to ran to a

prescribed dis-

i.i- ..
-

ii-.i '-i k

while the rest,

placing the stick

upright, endea-
vor to beat It

into the ground
up to the very
top. IlaUiwell.

peg-float
(peg'flot), n.

In shocmak-
iiiii. a tool

for rasping
the project-

Pen float.

a, drive-wheel ; *, pinion bevel-wheel tjntein :

J, crank ; f, pitman ; /, licU-crank ; f, connect,

ing-rod ; A, float. Turning f causes'torectpnj-
cate vertically and A to reciprocate horizon-

tally. The boot or shoe it ilipped over t, K>
that the float. A, enters the Interior to rasp away
the projecting ends of pegs.

Hying Sea-horse (PegasMS laternaritts).

ing ends of pegs from the insides of shoes.

pegger (peg'er), n. [< pegi + -*.] 1. Otic

who fastens with

pegs. 2. In shof-

making, a machine
fordrivingthe pegs
in a shoe ;

a snoe-

pegging machine.
Bhoe-peggers are made
in a variety of forms,
of which the essential

parts are a feeding de-
vice for delivering the

pegs to the machine, a

driving-mechanism re-

sembling a nailer, and a
contrivance for hold-

ing up the last with
the shoe upon It Some
peggers have also ar-

rangements for cut-

ting oft the ends of

pegs that may project
through the shoe-sole.

Peggers using wooden
pegs in a continuous

band, or pegs of wire,
cut off the pegs auto-

matically and feed the

single pegs or screws
to the driving-mecha-
nism. The operation of

placing the pegs In the
shoe Is always under
the control and guid-
ance of the operator.
See also cut under peg-

ftrip.

pegging (peg'ing),
w. [Verbal n. of

pegt, r.] 1. The
act of fastening
with a peg or pegs,
or of furnishing
with pegs. 2.

Pegs collectively,
material for

Pegger, or

a, f, and tf, peraintr-Jack and iu

parts, pivoted at o to the foot-lever /.

the latter being counterbalanced at t,

to hold the last in position when at
work as shown; A. standard which sup-
ports the punnng machinery ; ' ami/
vertically reciprocating mechanism for

inserting the pegs, actuated by gearim;
m; /', treadle, which is connected with
a vertical rod Dehind A for running the
machine into gear : f, peg-strip, from
which the pegs are automatically cut by
mechanism in / when the strip is placed
therein.

or

pegs. 3. A beating; a drubbing. 4. Thepro-
cessor method of catching turtles with the peg.

5. Dogged or plodding perseverance in work.

[Colloq.]

pegging-awl (peg'ing-al), n. In shoemaking,
a short square-bladed awl for making holes

into which pegs are to be driven.

pegging-Jack (peg'ing-jak), n. An apparatus
for holding a boot or shoe in various positions
while it is being pegged,
pegging-machine (peg'ing-ma-shen'), n. In

shoemakinff, a pegger.
pegging-rammer (peg'ing-ram'6r), n. Infound-
ing, a pointed rammer with which the sand i

packed in making molds.

peggy1
(peg'i), a. [<i>tg

l +
-}/

1
.] Likeapegor

pegs ;
of tne form of a peg.

The lower incisors are peggy and pointed.
Vuotn, Med. Diet., p. 1585.

Die t instrll.ition Pegasus.

tin- renter uf the constellation is about 20 degrees north
of the equator, and four bright stars In it form a large
square.

Peggy- (peg'i), M.; pi. peggies (-iz).
'

nlii

[Prob. in

'both' senses a familiar use of the fern, name
Peggy, dim. of Peg, a var. of Meg, Mag. abbr.
of Margaret. Cf. mag1

, madgel, et.] 1. Any



peggy

one of several small warblers, as the white-

throat, Sylrin ciiitrea, or blackcap, S. atri-

/ii/>i/la, or garden-warbler, S. hortensis. 2. A
slender poker having a small part of the end
bent at right angles, used for raking a fire.

HalUmctt. [Local, Eng.]
peggy-chaw (peg'i-cha), . The whitethroat,

Hi/lria cinerea. [Prov. Eng.]
peggy-Ctltthroat (peg'i-kuf'throt), n. Same
as pcggy-chaw.
pegh, y.

i. See peck.

peg-joint (peg'joint), n. Gomphosis.
peg-ladder (peg'lad'er), re. A ladder, usually

fixed, having a single standard, into or through
which cross-pieces are inserted.

peg-leg (peg'leg), n. 1. A wooden leg of the

simplest form. 2. One who walks on a wooden
leg : so called in contempt or derision . [Slang.]

pegmat (peg'mii), n. [L.: seopcgme.'] Same as

pegme.
The Verses are even enough for such odde pegma's.

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 27.

pegmatite (peg'ma-tit), n. [< Gr. 7^0(1--),
anything fastened together, congealed, or cur-

dled (see pegme), + -zfe2.] Coarsely crystal-
lized granite. Also called granitel, granitelle.

pegmatitic (peg-ma-tit'ik), a. [< pegmatite +
-tc.] Consisting of, characteristic of, or resem-

bling pegmatite Pegmatitic structure, the type
of structure characteristic of pegmatite, the component
minerals being of considerable size and having a tendency
to a similar optical orientation.

pegmatoid (peg'ma-toid), a. [< Gr. iryy/ia(T-),

anything fastened together: see pegmatite.]
Same as pegmatitic,

pegmet (pem), n. [< Ii.pegma, < Gr. irijy/ia, any-
thing fastened together, as a stage or plat-
form, etc., < Kirfvvvai, fix in, make fast: see

pact.] A sort of moving machine or triumphal
car used in old pageants ;

a speech written for
these

; also, a written bill announcing what was
to be expected.
Four other triumphal pegmes are, In their convenient

stages, planted to honour his lordship's progress through
the city. Middleton, Triumphs of Integrity.

In the centre or midst of the pegme there was an aback,
or square, wherein this elogie was written.

B. Jonson, King's Entertainment

pegqmancy (pe'go-man-si), n. [< Gr. m/yr/, a

spring, fountain, 4- ftavrela, divination.] Divi-
nation by the agency of fountains.

peg-Striker (peg'stri"ker), re. One who catches

turtles, lobsters, etc., by driving through their
shells a peg fixed to a string
or a pole.

peg-strip (peg'strip), n. In

slioemamng, a ribbon ofwood
cut to the width and longitu-
dinal section of a shoe-peg.
The separate pegs are both auto-

matically split from the ribbon
and driven nome by the pegging-
machine.

peg-tankard (peg
'

tang"-
kard), n. A drinking-vessel
in which a peg or knob is in- p rf

sorted to mark the level to
which one person's draught is allowed to lower
the liquor. These tankards are said to have contained
two quarts, and to have been divided by pegs into eight
equal draughts.

Our modern Bacchanalians . . . may discover some in-

genuity in that invention among our ancestors of their
peg-tankards, of which a few may yet occasionally be found
fn Derbyshire. /. D'Jsmeli, Curios, of Lit, III. 29.

peg-top (peg'top), n. and a. I. re. 1. A variety
of top, commonly of solid wood with a metal
peg, which is spun by the rapid uncoiling of
a string wound round it. 2. pi. A kind of
trousers verywide at the top, and gradually nar-
rowing till they become tight at the ankles : so
called from their resemblance when on the per-
son to the toy so named. [Properly pegtops."]
His ... tailor . . . produced ... the cut-away coat

and mauve-coloured pegtops, in which unwonted splen-
dour Hazlet was now arrayed. Farrar, Julian Home, xx.

II. a. Shaped like a child's top.
On Sundays the street was reasonably full of young men

in the peg-top trousers which the Swiss still cling to, mak-
ing eyes at the girls in the upper windows.

Uarper's Mag., LXXVI. 465.

Peg-top form, a usual form of the amphora that is, a
cone of slightly convex outline, but especially without
handles. Peg-top vase, a vessel having the peg-top
form.

Peguan (pe-go'an), a. and n. [< Pegu (see def . )+ -aw.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Pegu in Bur-
ma, or its inhabitants.

II. re. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Pegu.
Also called Peguer. 2. The Burmese tree-

shrew, Tupaia pegnana.
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Pehlevi, n. and a. See Pahlavi.

peh-tsai (pa'tsi'), n. [Chin., < pen, white, +
tsai, vegetable.] A variety of cabbage much
eaten by the Chinese.

pehtuntse, n. Same as petuntse.

peignoir (pe-nywor'), n. [F., < peigncr, comb.]
A loose dressing-sack worn by women, usually
of washable material ; by extension, a woman's
dressing-gown or morning-gown ;

a wrapper.
She threw back the ends of her India shawl, which she

had put over her purple cashmere morning peignoir.
New Princeton Kev., IV. 387.

pein, n. See peen.
peinctt, . An obsolete form of paint.

peineH, and v. An obsolete form of pain 1
-.

peine2 (pan), n. [F., punishment, penalty, pain:
see pain

1
.']

A punishment more commonly
called peine forte et dure. See below.
A case of peine occurred as lately as 1726. At times

tying the thumbs with whipcord was used instead of the

peine. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 465.

Peine forte et dure [F., < L. poena .fortis et dura, intense
and severe punishment], a barbarous punishment formerly
inflicted on those who, being arraigned of felony, refused
to put themselves on the ordinary trial, but stood mute.
It was inflicted by putting great weights on the prostrate
body of the prisoner, until he pleaded or died, and was
commonly known as pressing to death.

peintt, c. An obsolete form ofpaint.
peirameter (pl-ram'e-ter), n. [< Gr. Treipav, at-

tempt, make trial or proof of, 4- uerpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for ascertaining the de-

gree of resistance which the surfaces of differ-

ent kinds of roads offer to wheeled carriages,
etc., passing over them. Also parameter.
peirastic (pi-ras'tik), a. [< Gr. irctpaoTtKof, fit-

ted for trying or proving, < ireipav, attempt,
make trial of, < mlpa, a trial, an attempt.]
Fitted for or pertaining to trying or testing ;

making trial
;
tentative : as, the peirastic dia-

logues of Plato.

Peirce's criterion. See criterion.

peiret, Same a,Bi>air%.

peisantt, a. [< QT?.pesant.peisant, ppr. otpeser,
peiser, weigh. Cf.pesanfl.~\ Heavy; weighty.

They did sustaine
Their peisant weight.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, ii.

peiset, v. and n. An obsolete form of poise.
peishwah, n. Same aspeshwa.
peit, n. [Origin obscure.] A whip. [Scotch.]

It is my peit.
Fauee Knight upon the Road (Child's Ballads, VIII. 260).

peitrelt, . Same &spoitrel.
peizet, v. and n. An obsolete form of poise.
peizlesst, a. Same as poiseless.

pejoration (pe-jo-ra'shon), re. [< L. pejor, worse,
compar. of mains, bad', 4- -ation.~\ 1. Deteri-

oration; a becoming worse: specifically used
in Scots law. 2. Depreciation; a lowering or
deterioration of sense in a word.

pejorative (pe'jo-ra-tiv), a. and re. [<L. pejor,
worse, compar. of mains, bad, + -ative.] I.
a. Tending or intended to depreciate or dete-

riorate, as the sense of a word; giving a low or
bad sense to.

II. n. In gram., a word that depreciates or de-
teriorates the sense : thus, poetaster is & pejora-
tive of

poet, criticaster of critic.

pejoratively (pe'jo-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a low or
bad sense.

pejorityt (pe-jor'i-ti), re. [< L. pejor, worse, +
-ity.~] A becoming worse; deterioration; pe-
joration.

" The last state of that man shall be worse than the
first." . . . This pejority of his state may be amplified in
six respects. Sen. T. Adams, Works, II. 66.

pekan (pek'an), n. [= F. pekan.] The fisher,
or Pennant's marten. See cut under fisher.

pekea (pe-ke'a), re. [Native name.] A timber-

tree, Caryocar butyrosum, of the natural order

Ternstmmiacese, of Guiana, whichproduces nuts
that resemble souari-nuts, but are more oily.
Pekin duck. [Named from Pelting, in China.]A favorite variety of the domestic duck, of

large size, solid creamy-white plumage, and
orange beak and legs.

Peking lacquer. See lacquer.
pekket. " A Middle English form ofpeck1 , pick1

.

pekoe (pe'ko), re. [Alsopecfcoe, pecco; < Chin,
(in Cantonese pronunciation) pak-hao, < pel;
white, + hao, hair, down.] A superior kind of
black tea, so called because the leaves are

picked young with the "down" still on them.
pel 1

(pel), re. A stake set up for the use of
swordsmen and others, to be struck at with
their weapons for practice. The beginner is di-
rected to attack it in certain specified ways, keeping him-
self covered by his shield as if engaged in actual combat.

pel'
2
t, M. Ai obsolete form ofpeelS.

Pelagosaurus

pela (pe'la), H. [Chin.] 1. A Chinese scale-
insect or bark-louse, Eriecruspda, a coccid from
whose secretions Chinese wax is prepared. 2.
The so-called Chinese wax, prepared from the
waxy secretions of certain hemipterous insects.

pelade (pe-liid'), . [F., <pc!cr, strip of hair:
see pill2.~\ Same as alopecia arcata (which see,
under alopecia).

pelage (pi'l'aj), . [< F. pelage (= Pr. pctagge =
Sp. pelaje), hair (collectively), < OF. pcil, pel,

F.poil, < L. pilus, hair: see pil<.~\ The hair,

fur, wool, or other soft covering of a mammal :

a common technical term in zoology, used as

plumage is with regard to birds.

Pelagia (l>e-la'ji-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. Trt/layof, the

sea.] 1. The typical genus of jellyfishes of
the family Pelagiidx, founded by P6ron and
Lesueur in 1809. 2. A genus of gymnosoma-
tous pteropods. Quoy and Gaimard, 1833.

Pelagiada (pel-a-ji'a-da), n.pl. [NL., < Pela-

gia T -ada.] A group of hydromedusans rep-
resented by such families of jellyfishes as Pe-

lagiidie, Cyaneidie, and Aureliidse.

pelagian 1
(pe-la'ji-an), a. and. [< L. pelai/ins= Gr. TrcAayiof, pertaining to the sea, < TrWnj-of,

the sea, particularly the open sea.] I. a. Same
&spelagic.

II. n. A pelagic animal.

Pelagian2 (pe-la'ji-an), a. and n. [< LL. Pelagi-
anus, a follower of Pelagius, < Pelagius, a

proper name.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Pela-

gius or Pelagianism.
II. re. A follower of Pelagius; one who be-

lieves in Pelagianism.
Pelagianism (pe-la'ji-an-izm), n. [< Pelagian?
+ -mw.] The doctrines of Pelagius, a British
monk (flourished about A. D. 400), and his fol-

lowers. They held that there was no original sin through
Adam, and consequently no hereditary guilt, that every soul
is created by God sinless, that the will is absolutely free,
and that the grace of God is universal, but is not indispen-
sable; and they rejected infant baptism. Pelagius, how-
ever, held to the belief in the Trinity and in the person-
ality of Christ. His views were developed by his pupil
Coelestius, but were anathematized by Pope Zosimus A. D.

418. Pelagianism was the principal anthropological heresy
in the early church, and was strongly combated by Pela-

gius's contemporary Augustine.

pelagic (pe-laj'ik), a. [< Gr. Trefafyiric, pertain-
ing to the open sea, < Tre^zyof, the sea, the open
sea.] Marine

;
oceanic ;

of or inhabiting the

deep or open sea : said of those aquatic plants
and animals which inhabit the high seas. Also

pelagian. Pelagic birds, the petrel family, ProceUari-
ida. Pelagic fauna, as used by modern thalassographic
zoologists, the fauna living at or near the surface of the
ocean at some distance from land.

The pelagic fish fauna, as defined by the author [John
Murray], consists, first, ofthe trnly pelagic fish, those which
habitually liveon the surface of the ocean. . . . Secondly,
there are a number of fishes inhabiting the depths of the
ocean, from a hundred fathoms downwards, which seem
periodically to ascend to the surface, possibly in connec-
tion with their propagation. Thirdly, the pelagic fauna
receives a very considerable contingent from the littoral
fauna. Nature, XLI. 217.

Pelagic hydrozoans, the Siphonophora. Also called oce-

anic hydrozoans.

Pelagiidse (pel-a-j!'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pelagia
+ -idee.'] A family of jelly-fishes or pelagic
acalephs, typified by the genus Pelagia, belong-
ing to the order Discomedusse. They have a simple
cross-shaped mouth, 4 folded perradial mouth-arms, sim-
ple broad radial marginal pouches without branched dis-
tal canals or ring-canal, 8 marginal bodies, and 16, 32, or
more marginal flaps. Also Pelagidie.

pelagite (pel'a-jlt), n. [< Gr. jrttaj-of, the sea,+ -ite2.] A name given to the manganiferous
nodules brought up by dredging in the deep
parts of the Pacific ocean. They consist largely
of oxids of manganese and iron, but have not
a definite mineralogical composition.
Pelagius (pe-la'ji-us), n. [NL., < Gr. jrfAnjwf,

pertaining to the sea, < iri/iayof, the sea.] In
mammal., same as Monachus.

Pelagonemertes (pel"a-go-ne-mer'tez), .

[NL., < Gr. jrt/toyof, the sea, + NL. Nemertes,
q. v.] The typical genus of Pelagoncmcrtidse.
Mosely, 1875.

Pelagonemertidas (pePa-go-ne-mer'ti-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Pelagonemertes + -idse.~] A family
of pelagic nemertean worms, typified by the

genus Pelagonemertes.
Pelagornls (pel-a-gor'nis), . [NL., < Gr. TTE-

Aaj-or, the sea, H- opvif, a bird.] A genus of
fossil birds from the Miocene of Europe, found-
ed by Lartet in 1857. The remains indicate a
bird resembling a pelican.
pelagosaur (pel'a-go-sar), n. A member of the

genus J't-liii/iixiiiii'iin.

Pelagosaurus (pel"a-go-sa'rus), >i. [NL.,< Gr.

,
the sea, + om/wf, a lizard.] A genus



Pelagosaurus

of crocodiles, of .lurassie age, with amphieie-
li.-Ml vertelii ;!.

pelagra, /'. Sec /,<//-/<//.

pelamis (pel'ii-inisi, . (L. /7<jm/x, /7i//\,
< <ir. /T///H//II;, a young tunny-fish.) A small

tuuny-lish.
The /
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Pelamys (pel'ii-mis), w. [NL.: see /Win/v.|
A genus of BOombrotd fishes, founded by Cuvier
ami Valenciennes in 1831: same us Sunlit.

Pelargi(pe -liir'ji), . yjJ. [NL.,pl. of /'//</;</>,

< Or. 7Tf/.p)'oc, a stork.] In oriiith.: (a) In Mer-
rom's cliissilieation, a group of his (Irall/f, con-

sisting of ciconiiform birds, as storks, ibises,

spoonbills, and related forms. (6) In Siindc-
vall's system, the second cohort of the order
driilln/iiri-.i, composed of the spoonbills, storks,
and ibises, together with the genera Scopus and
lialu'iiii-i'im. (c) A series of ciconiiforin birds;
the storks and their allies. Jfit~x<-li.

pelargfic (pi;-liir'jik), a. [< Gr. rnvtapy/mif, of or

pertaining to a stork, < irt/lnyjyof, a stork.] Of
or pertaining to 1 he l'i-l<iri/i; stork-like; ciconii-

forin : as, the pelargic series of birds.

pelargomorph (pe-liir'go-m6rf ), . A member
of the PtUurywiiofphx,

Pelargomorphse(pv-lar-go-mdr'fe),n.j)f. [NL.,
< Gr. iffXapyof, a stork, + fiop^ii, form.] Ill Hux-
ley's classification of birds (1867), a suporfam-
ily of desmognathous grallatorial birds, corre-
s pi H n I ing to the tlcroilin , 1'i'lnrgi, and Hem i</lnt-

liilin of Nitzsch, or the Pclargi of other authors,
and including such altricial wading birds as the

herons, storks, ibises, and spoonbills. There are
no li:ini|iti'ryi>iiiil processes ; the palatines usnally unite
behind the postnares ; the miixillopalatlnes are large and
apongy ; the inandibular angle la truncate (except in the
llnniiiMlitle*) ; the sternum Is broad, and has two or four
notches ; the hallux Is neither versatile nor webbed ; and

Episcopal Stork (/). t the Ptlargomorfftm

the ratio of the phalanges Is normal. The leading families
are AnleMte, Ctconiiti/r, Ibidid/r, and Plataleidx. The
character of the group Is best shown by some stork, as, for

example, the Indian and African episcopal stork (Dissoura
epi*copwi\ whose generic name, however, indicates a re-

nmrknhlc peculiarity of the tail, which Is black and forked,
with long white under tail-coverts projecting beyond the
true tail-feathers, as illustrated In the figure. Bee reclrif,
tectrix.

pelargomorphic (pe-liir-go-mdr'fik), a. Per-

taining to the Pclaryomorphse, or having their
characters.

pelargonic (pel-ar-gon'ik), a. [< Pelargonium
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to the genus Pelargo-
nium: resembling I lie genus l'< /III'I/HKI/HI/. pel-
argonic ether, an ether of pelargonic acid which is used
as an artificial fruit-essence.

Pelargoniese (pe-lar-go-ni'e-e), H. pi. [NL.
(Robert Sweet, 1820),'< Pelargonium + -ex.]
A tribe of plants belonging to the polypetalous
order (Irrnniaceif, distinguished by the irregular
flowers, perigynous petals, and declined sta-

mens. It consists of the genera Pelargonium and Tro-

ptrolttm, the garden gernniums nnd nasturtiums, natives
of tropical or southern latitudes.

Pelargonium (pel-iir-g6'ni-um),w. [NL.(L'H6-
ritier. 17S7), so called from the resemblance of
the beaked capsules to a stork's bill

; < Gr. jre-

7./>j (, a stork.] An ornamental genus of plants
of the order (Iri'iiniiii'iir, type of the tribe l'i-

Inri/<iit:r, known by the conspicuous stipules.
There are about 175 species, or as some estimate over WO,
of which about 10 are found in northern Africa, the Orient,
and Austrnli'i. and all the others in South Africa. They
arc herbs or shrubs, ot'ten viseM-pubcscent iiml odorous,
sometimes fleshy, bearing opposite undivided or dissected
leaves, and flowers of scarlet, pink, white, or other ri'l.ns

usually I'ontipicuous nnd In umbels. Many species are
cultivated fur their liiintlsoine tlo ers or frngnuit leaves,
and from their strong tendency to hybridize these hn\ e

;
-in-

duced very IIIIUUM those of P. irraiutijtorvm
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<*/'"' :i> riiHttiiHA ; other sp< < i<-.' me the single ami iloul.le

tlowering geraniums of house culture, of which leailing
forms ure the horseshoe-. Ivy-leafed, oak-leafed, lemon,
rose, silver-, gold-, nnd bronze-leafed, and tricolor gera-
nium*. /'. trititf produces tubers which are eaten nt <

':i]

( 'olony. An essential oil is made from the leaves of several

-p. eies. especially. In Algeria, of P. odoraiimmum. See
/. I-HIHIIUI ::_

Pelargopsis (pel-iir-gop'sis), n. [NL. (Glogcr,
I SUM, < (ir. rr:>.ap)6f, a stork, + tytf, look, ap-
pearance.] A genus of Alcedininx; the stork-
billed kingfishers, having the tail much longer
than the bill, and thegonys sharply compressed.

,
like

Stork Ulled Kingfisher (Felarffftit rurifl).

This remarkable form has usually been placed with Hal-

cyon in the dacelontne series, but it Is near CeryU In form,
as well as In the piscivorous habits of the genus. About
8 species inhabit the Indian and Australian regions, In
one of which (/'. melanarhyncha) the bill Is black; in

the rest It Is red. as /'. aurial. P. leucncephala, etc. Also
called Ithamphaleyon and Halcyon.

Pelasgi (po-las'ji), n. pi. [L., < Gr. \le)iaayoi,
the Pelasgi, traditionallyderived from Ilrfaury6c,,
a son of Zeus and Niobe, the eponymous founder
of the Pelasgian race.] An ancient race, widely
spread over Greece and the coasts and islands
of the .Kgea n Sea and the Mediterranean gen-
erally, in

]
ire historic times. The accounts of it are

in great part mythical and of doubtful value, and Its ethno-

logical position is uncertain.

Pelasgian (pe-las'ji-an), a. and n. [< Gr. Ilf-

/dffjvoc, equiv. to flcXaa-yiicof, Pelasgic: see Pe-

lasi/ic.] I. a. Same as Pelasgic.
H. n. One of the Pelasgi.

Pelasgic (pe-las'^ik),
a. [< Gr. nefaurymos, Pe-

lasgic, < iW.ocTjw, the Pelasgi : see Pelasgi.] Of
or pertaining to the Pelasgians or Pelasgi.

Oscan, Etruscan, Fallscan, and Latin, great as are their

apparent diversities, can be readily explained by taking
this Pelajic alphabet as the common prototype.

Itaae Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 130.

Pelasgic architecture, Pelasgic building, in Or. or-

chaeol., masonry constructed, without cement, of unhewn
stones, or of stones rough from the quarry and of irregular
size and shape. This is the earliest variety of masonry found
in ( i reck hinds. Compare Cyclopean.

peldon (pel 'don),' n. [Origin obscure.] In

coal-mining, hard and compact silicious rock.

[Prov. Eng.]
peleH, n. A Middle English form olpeeP.
pele-t, " and r. A Middle English form ofpeal

1
.

pele
:1
t, . A Middle English form of peel*.

pelecant, H. An obsolete form of pelican.
Pelecanidae (pel-e-kan'i-de), n. pk [NL.,< Pele-
i'inni.1 + -id.] A family of totipafmate nata-
torial birds, of the order Steganopodes ; the peli-
cans. The name has been used as nearly synonymous
with that of the order, and variously restricted : It is now
usually confined to the single genus Peleeama, and In-
cludes only the pelicans. See cut under pelican.

Pelecanoides (pel'e-ka-noi'dez), n. [NL. (La-
ce'pede, 1800- 1), < Gr.'jre/U-wiv, a pelican, + fi-

A)f, form.] A singular genus of the petrel fam-

ily, Procellariidse, representing the subfamily
Pelecanoidinie (or Halodrominse) : so called from
the width of the chin and distensibility of the

throat, suggestive of a pelican's pouch. The bill

is broad, and the nasal tubes are vertical, the nostrils open-
Ing directly upward, unlike those of any other petrel ; and
the wings are short, contrary also to the rule in this fam-
ily. The birds dive with facility, and resemble little auks
rather than petrels. Two or three species inhabit south-
ern seas, as /'. vrinatrix. The genus is also called Ilain
tlroma and I'liJRntiria.

Pelecanoidinae (pel-e-kan-oi-di'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Pelecanoides + -inx.] A subfamily of

Procellariidif, represented by the genus Pele-
i-ininiilis alone. Also called Halodrominie.
Pelecanus (pel-e-ka'nus), n. [NL., < LL. pele-

. 1'ilicaHUs, a pelican: see pelican.] The

I. a. Hav-

pelf

only genus of l'i lr<-inil;i , having the bill slen-
der ami several times as long as the head, with
a hook or nail at the end, and the maiuliliu-

lar rami divaricated, supporting an enormous

pODCh. The wings nre extremely long, with very nniner
ous remlgcs. The tail is short, and consists of 2i> or more
feathers ; the feet are short and stout, and all four t ..en arc
webbed. (See cut under Mipalmatr.) The die Is great,
and the form Is robust The weight of the body i

portion to its bulk Is reduced by Its great pneumaticlty.
There are at least 6 perfectly distinct species, and some
authors admit 9. Two inhabit tin- I i.ite.l states the
white and brown pelicans, /'. trachyrhynchut and I',

futcut. (See cut underpelican.) The European species,
inhabiting also Asia and Africa, are /'. onocraUUta and I:

criipui. The Australian Is P. conipieiUalui ; and P. ru-
tetcent or phUippinut is found la various parU of the i Mil

NVoll'l.

Pelecinidse (pel-e-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Hali-

day, 1840), < Pelccintm + -idle.] A notable fam-

ily of Hytncnoptera, represented by the genus
Pelecinus alone. The species are supposed to

be parasitic.
Pelecinus (pel-e-ul'nus), n. [NL. (Latreille.

1801), < Gr. jTf/.tuivof, a pelican: see pelican.]
A remarkable genus of hymenopterous insects,

representing the family Pelecintdte. The trochan-
ters are one-Jointed ; the fore wings are without complete
submarglnal cells ; the abdomen is petlolate, very long and
Blender, 111 the female at least five times longer than the
head and thonu, but shorter In the male, and elavste ; the
iihtcnnaj are long, filamentous, not elbowed

;
and the body

is polished-black.

pelecoid (nel'e-koid), . [< Gr. :

an ax,< mfaKvf, an ax, a battle-

ax, hatchet, + fMor, form.] A
mathematical figure in the
form of a hatchet, consisting
of two concave quadrantal arcs
and a semicircle. Also spelled
peliroid.

pelecypod (pe-les'i-pod), a.

and n. [< Gr. jre^enif, an ax,
hatchet, + iroif (iroo-) = E. foot.]
ing a hatchet-shaped foot; of or pertaining
to the Pclerypoda; lamellibranchiate, as a mol-
lusk.

II. n. A bivalve raollusk; a lamellibranch.

Pelecypoda (pel-e-sip'o-dft), n. pi. [NL. : see

]>elecypod.] The bivalve mollusks; the eon-
chiferous or acephalous bivalves, usually called

Lamelliltranchiata, Aeepnala, or Conchifera: so
named as a class from the shape of the foot in

some forms. Goldfuxs. ThU name, agreeing In
termination with the names of other molluscan classes,
is now preferred by some conchologUta to any of the
prior designations.

pelecypodous (pel-e-sip'o-dus), a. Same as

pelecypod.
pelemelet, n. An old spelling of pall-mall.
peleret, A Middle English form of pillar.

pelerine (pel'e-rin), . [< F. pelerine, a tippet,
< pelerin, a pilgrim: see pilgrim.] A woman's
long narrow cape or tippet, with ends coming
down to a point in front, usually of silk or lace,
or of the material of the dress.

Silks, muslins, prints, ribbons, pelerine* are awfully
dear. L. JS. London, Blanchard, I. 111. (Dane*.)

Pele's hair. [Hawaiian Kanaka a Pele,
' hair of

I vie,' the goddess of the volcano Kilauea.] The
name given in the Hawaiian Islands to lava

which, while fused, has been blown by the wind
into long delicate fibers or threads.

pelett,
n. A Middle English form of pellet.

Pelex (pe'leks), n. [NL., < Gr. irfh/f, a helmet,
casque.] A genus of bivalves, typical of the
order Pelicoidea : same as Tridacna.

pelf (pelf),
n. [Early moA.E.pelfe; <ME. 'pelfe,

< OF. "pelfe, 'peiife, peuffe, F. dial. (Norm.)
peufe, ajso OF. pelfre, pevfre, F. dial, peufre,
spoil, frippery; cf pelfrer, pelfer, pelfir, also

piHeier, despoil, pillage ; appar. connected with

piller, rob (>E. pill*), but the second syllable
is not explained. Cf. pelfry, pilfer.] I. Frip-
"ery; rubbish; refuse; trash. [Now only prov.
ing.]

Another of our vulgar makers spake as Illfarlngly In
this verse written to the dispraise of a rich man and
couetous. Thou hast a misers mlnde (thou hast a princes
pelfe) a lewde terme to be spoken of a princes treasure,
which In no respect nor for any cause is to be called peife,

though it were neuer so tneane, for pe{fe Is properly the

scrappes or shreds of taylors and skinners, which are ac-

compted of so vile a price as they be commonly cast out
of dores, or otherwise bestowed vpon base purposes.

I'uHnihaiii, Arte of Eng. Poetic (Arber reprint), iii. 23.

2. Money; riches; "filthy lucre": a contemptu-
ous term. It has no plural.

I wfl the pallace burne,
With al the princes pelfe.

Gatcaigne, Philomene (ed. Artier).

Master of hlmselfe and his wealth, not a slaue to pas-
sion or pef/e. Punluu, Pilgrimage, p. OS.

pe
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pelf

Must a game be played for the sake of pelf?
Browning, The Statue anil the liust.

pelfisht (pel'fish), a. [<pelf+ -i/ii.] Of or

pertaining to riches; connected with or arising
from the love of pelf.

Peljish faults. Stanihmst, Chron. of Ireland, Ep. Ded.

pelfryt (pel'fri), n. [< ME. pelfrey, also pelfyr

(Prompt. Parv.), < OF. pel/re, frippery, cf. pcl-

frerie, peuferie, frippery: see pelf.] Same as

pelf, 1.

"Long have we been taking away abuses in England,"
said he; "we have done much in that. Monks, frial's,

beads, pardons, pilgrimages, and such other fafty are

gone ; but what of that, if Antichrist still strike his roots

among us?" Cranmer, quoted in B. W. Dixon's Hist
[Church of Eng., xvii.

Pelias (pe'li-as), n. [NL. (Merrem, 1820), <

L. Pelias, < Gr. IM/of, a king of Thessaly, son
of Poseidon, guardian of the Argonaut Jason,
and a victim to the wiles of Medea.] 1. A
genus of vipers of the family Fiperidee, having
the urosteges two-rowed and the nostril open-
ing between two plates : synonymous with Vi-

pera proper. Pelias berus is the common viper
or adder of Europe. See cut under adder. 2.

A genus of crustaceans. Boiix, 1831.

pelican (pel'i-kan), n. [Formerly also pellican,

pelecan; < WE. pelican, pelycan, pelicans, pelli-

can, pellioane, < AS. pellican = F. pelican = Pr.

pellica, pelican = Sp. Pg. pelicano = It. pelli-
cano = D. peliJcaan = Gr. Sw. Dan. pelikan, <

iiL.peleeanus,pelicanus,<. Gr. nefendv, MGr. also

Tre/le/avof, TreAeKavof, or 7reAE/wdf, a pelican. Cf.

7reAKdf (TTEACKO.VT-), a woodpecker, < jre/Uxdv, hew
or shape with an ax, < irt^eKvf = Skt. paraqu,
an ax, a battle-ax.] 1. A large piscivorous
natatorial bird of the family Pelecanidx and
genus Pelecanus, having an enormously dis-

tensible gular pouch. Pelicans of some species are
found in nearly all temperate and tropical countries. De-

riving their whole sustenance from the water, they fre-

quent lakes, rivers, and sea-coasts, and generally secure
their prey by wading or swimming and scooping it into
their pouches ; though some, as the brown pelican, swoop
down on the wing, like gannets. They breed usually on
the ground near water, laying from one to three eggs,
white-colored, equal-ended, and of rough texture. They
are gregarious, and gather in immense companies at their

Brown Pelican (Ptlecanits/iiscus).

breeding-resorts. The birds are about as large as swans,
and their short legs constrain them to an awkward wad-
dling gait, but their night is easy, firm, and protracted.
The sexes are colored alike. The plumage is in most cases
white, variously tinted with yellow and rosy hues. The
American white pelican, P. trachyrhynchm, is five feet
long and eight or nine feet in extent of wings ; the general
plumage is white, with black primaries, and yellow length-
ened plumes on the back of the head and on the breast.
The bill is surmounted in the breeding-season by a curious
horny crest which is deciduous. (See cut at rough billed.)
The brown pelican, P. futcus, is of dark and varied colors,
and rather smaller than the white species. The fable that
the pelican wounds its own breast and feeds its young with
the blood that flows from it has no foundation in fact so
far as this bird is concerned. The young are fed on flsh

brought to the nest in the pouch, and doubtless often mace-
rated to some extent in the gullet a habit common to
the other birds of the same order, as cormorants, gannets
etc. The myth probably arose in connection with the
fabulous phenix, and may have been borne out by some
facts which have been observed in the case of the flamingo
(Phcenicopterw), possibly furthermore acquiring some
plausibility, in its application to the pelican, from a red
tint that is observable on the beak or plumage of some
species. The pelican has from early times been considered
as an emblem of charity. See also cut under totipalmatt.

The pelicane his blod did blede
Ther-with his briddus for to feed

;

Thit be-tokenet on the rode
Oure lord us fede with his blode.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8-X p. 172.

On the one hand sits Charity, with a pelican on her head.
Webster, Monuments of Honour.

What, would'st thou have me turn Pelican, and feed
thee out of my own Vitals ? Congreve, Love for Love, ii. 7.

2. A chemical glass vessel or alembic with a
tubulated capital, from which two opposite and
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crooked beaks pass put and enter again at the

belly of the cucurbit. It is designed for continued
distillation and cohobation, the volatile parts of the sub-
stance distilling, rising into the capital, and returning
through the beaks into the cucurbit.

Lembec, bolt's-head, retort, and pelican
Had all been cinders. B. Jomon, Alchemist, iii. 2.

3f. A six-pounder culverin. Admi
4f. A kind of shot or shell. Davies.
When your relation, General Guise, was marching up

to Carthagena, and the pelicans whistled round him, he
said, "What would Chloe [the Duke of Newcastle's cook]
give for some of these to make a pelican pie?"

Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 8, 1754.

5. In dental gurg., an instrument for extracting
teeth, curved at the end like the beak of a peli-
can. Dunglison. 6. A hook, somewhat in the

shape of a pelican's bill, so arranged that it can
be easily slipped by taking a ring or shackle
from the point of the hook. 7. In her., a bird
with talons and beak like a bird of prey, but

always represented with the wings indorsed
and as bending her neck in the attitude of

wounding her breast with her beak Dalmatian
pelican. See Dalmatian. Pelican In her piety, in

ner., a pelican in her nest feeding her young with blood
which drops from her breast Pelican State, the State
of Louisiana.

pelican-fish (pel'i-kan-nsh), n. A lyomerous
fish of the family fiurypharyngidss : so called
from the large gular pouch. The species originally
so named is Eurypharynx pelecanaides, a deep-sea form
dredged at great depths by the naturalists of the Travail-
leur expedition, near the Canary Islands.

pelican-flower (peri-kan-nou"er), n. A plant
of the birthwort family, Aristolochia grandi-
flora of Jamaica. The name is suggested by
the pouch-like calyx.
pelicanry (pel'i-kan-ri), w.

; pi. pelieanries (-riz).

[< pelican + -ry.] A place where numbers of

pelicans breed year after year. Encyc. Diet.

One pelicanry in the Carnatic, where the pelicans have
(for ages, I was told) built their rude nests.

T. C. Jerdon, Birds of India, ii. 860.

pelican's-foot (pel'i-kanz-fut), . An aporrhaid
mollusk, Aporrhaispes-pelecani, the spout-shell :

so called from the digitate outer lip. See out
at Aporrhaig.
pelican's-head (pel'i-kanz-hed), n. A wooden
battle-club the head of which is rounded, with
a projecting beak on one side, used in New
Caledonia.

pelick (pe'lik), B. [Amer. Ind. (?).] The com-
mon American coot, Fulica americana. [Con-
necticut.]

pelicoid, . See pelecoid.
Pelicoidea (pel-i-koi'de-a), n. pi. [NL. (Menke,
1828), prop. Pelecoided, ? Gr. irfifyZ (nn'/.r/K-), a

helmet, casque (see Pelex), + eldof, form.] An
order of bivalves constituted for the family
Tridacnidse.

Pelidna_(pe-lid'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),
< Gr. mvi/oVof, livid.] A genus of ScoJopacidee,
section Trinnees, the type of which is the red-
backed sandpiper of Europe, etc., Pelidna al-

pina; the dunlins. The American bird is a dif-

ferent variety, P. alpina americana, or paci-
fica. See cut under dunlin.

,

Pelidnota (pel-id-no'ta), n. [NL. (Maeleay,
1817), < Gr. as if *3rcAioV<Orof, < TrcAioVoTO, make
livid, < TTf/UdVof, livid, equiv. to Tre/Uof, livid:
see peliom.] 1. An extensive American genus
of scarabeeoid beetles, having a mesosternal

pelite

Canada to southern Brazil, and has about 50 species, of
medium or large size and variable in coloration. The
spotted pelidnota, /'. pundttta, feeds upon the leaves of
cultivated and wild grapes in the United States during
June, July, and August, and often does much damage. Its

elytra are dull brick-red or brownish-yellow with black
spots. The adults are day-fliers, and the larva; live in
rotten wood, as the stumps and roots of dead trees.

2. [/. c.] A member of this genus.
Pelidnotidset (pel-id-not'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Pelidnota + -idee.] A family of coleopterous
insects, named from the genus Pelidnota by
Burmeister in 1844.

pelike (pel'i-ke), n. [< Gr. *7rtvU'/o?, jrt/.kn, also

TreMxvr/, ITE'/V!-, and m/tt/f, TrtAAa, TTEAA)? (see def.).]

In Gr. arcliseol., a large
vase resembling the hy-
dria, but with the curve
between the neck and
the body less marked,
and having ouly two
handles, attached to the
neck at or near the rim
and extending to the

body.
peliom (pel'i-om), )i. [<
Gr. TrcAwj/na, a livid spot
from extravasation of

blood, < Trrt.tovv, make
livid, < mvUdf, livid,
black and blue, black;
cf. jrfAAof, jrcAof, dark-

colored, dusky.] A
mineral: same as iolite.

Pelion (pe'li-on), n. [NL., < Gr. Tlq'Aiov, a moun-
tain in Thessaly.] In zool. : (a) A genus of

carboniferous stegocephalous labyrinthodont
amphibians, typical of the family Peliontidse.

Wyman, 1858. (5) A genus of butterflies. Kirby,
1858.

Pelionetta (peFi-6-net'a), . [NL. (Kaup,
1829), < Gr. 7rASf, dark, dusky, + vfjrra, duck.]
A genus of Anatidee of the subfamily Fuligulinie,

containing scoters with gibbous extensively

Black-figured Pelike. in the

style of Nicosthenes.

Grape-vine or Spotted Pelidnota (Pelidnota futtctata}.
a, larva ; *, pupa ; c, beetle ; rf, anal joint of larva ; e, antenna of

larva ;/, leg of larva. i to rf natural size ; e and/ enlarged.)

protuberance, mandibles bidentate at top, and
hind legs alike in both sexes. It ranges from

Surf-duck (Pelionetta pcrspicillata).

feathered bill and black plumage, varied with
white on the head, as P. perspicillata, the sea-

scoter or surf-duck, which inhabits both coasts
of North America.

Peliontidse (pel-i-ou'ti-de), . pi. [NL., < Pe-

lion(t-) + -idee.'] A family of stegocephalous
labyrinthodont amphibians, typified by the ge-
nus Pelion, later associated with the Hylono-
midse.

pelisse (pe-les')> [< F. pelisse, a pelisse, OP.
pelisse, pelice, a skin of fur, = Pr. pelissa = It.

pelliccia, a pelisse, < L. pelliceus, pellicius, made
of skins, < pellis, skin, hide: see pell

1
.] 1.

Originally, a long garment of fur; hence, a

garment lined or trimmed with fur.

He [the sheikh] was dressed in a large fox-skin pelisse
over the rest of his cloaths, and had a yellow India shawl

wrapt about his head like a turban.

Bruce, Source of the Kile, I. 115.

His [Prince Esterhazy's] uniform was a pelisse of dark
crimson velvet, the sword-belt thickly studded with dia-

monds. First Year of a Silken Keign, p. 232.

2. A long cloak of silk or other material,
with sleeves, and with or without fur, worn by
women.
She helped me on with my pelisse and bonnet, and, wrap-

ping herself in a shawl, she and I left the nursery.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, T.

Pelisse-cloth, a twilled woolen fabric, soft and flexible,
used for women's outer garments.

pelisson (pe-le'son), . [OF. pelisson, peli<;on." a furred petticoat or frock" (Cotgrave), <

pelisse, a skin of fur: see pelisse.] Same as

pelisse.

pelite (pe'lit), n. [< Gr. TTI/AO(, clay, earth, mud.
+ -He2.] In petrol., a rock made up of very fine

argillaceous sediment. It would include fire-

clay, brick-clay, fullers' earth, and similar de-

posits. [Rare.]



politic

pelitiC (po-lit'ik), <i. l< ft**, a.] I" <li-''t..

i'<iiii|><>sfd of tine sediment or mud. According ti

the clasaincatiim .if Niiiimann. the fraKniimtiil or dt-liitiil

rock M divi.lr.l int. i ,.*.,,/,,/.>. ii',i,in,iiii.: :m.l irlUif,

according a they in. m:i.li- n|i "I .-..arse sand, tine sand,

and mud respectively. The word has been but rarely

iiHi-il by m'lilDKliitu wriilnii in Kngllsh.

pell
1 (]!), " l< Ml'- /"' /"". < OF.pel,peau,

\<\ inmi = 1'r. //, /'//< = Sp. fiii'l
== I'g. ///< =

ll. in-Ill-. < h. iH-llia = Cr. "jn'a, a skin, liiilr,

= E. /W, <i- v. Cf. //!.] 1. A skin or hide.

2t. Fur.

Arayd with prllyi ftyr the old gyse. ^
Coventry Mylteria, p. 240. (HattiuxU.)

3. A roll of parchment Clerk of the Pellt, an

officer of the exchequer In RnKland who entered every
teller

1

! bill In a parchment roll called pellu receptorum

Their sklnnei are no thlcke that a pellet of an haruue-

tnuh will scarce pearce them. HaUvyCi Voyage*. " &.

Hi. i. iniixt >.ni have a plummet formed round,
Like to the pellet of a blrdlng bow.

./. /Vimy(Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 153).

3. In her., a roundel sable: same as ogrciuft.

4. In nmis., a small pellet-shaped boss. T.

/.>.,.._ 5. In ,lrc.ratire art, a small rounded

projection, usually one of many. Compare purF*.

Border of raised acanthus leave* alternated with pellet*.

Smdaget Cataliyur, No. 3 (), p. 17.

Pellet molding. In Komanajue arch., a molding orna-

mented with small hemispherical projections.-- Pellet

ornamentation, ornament by means oi small rounded

projections or bosses, sonietlmes arranged In ornamental

patterns, especially used In pottery, where the pelleti are

composed of small balls of clay affixed to the body of the

pelma

species of the genus; 7'. Peniuylaaitiaa Is the American

pellitory. Alio called hammerwort and hdxinr.

2. The feverfew, CkfyMn&MMtM rarMMMMl
I-,.,, fcrrrl'cir); :,;-.,. 1 !L- >! li'T '-lir;,

-a nl h-n, nn,-,

of the group often classed as Pyretlirum.
The

sneezewort, Achillea 1'tarmica, has been called

wild or baxtnrit illiti>ry.

pellitory-of-Spain, . A composite plant,
A*a-

riirlux f'n i-il It i n in. growing cliicfly in Algeria.
IU root Is a powerful irritant, used u a slalagogue and

local stimulant. The maiterwort, Peuadanvm (Imprra-

loria) OtlruUtivm, has sometime* received this name.

pell-mell
1

(pel'mel' ). adv. [Formerly also itel-

/./. ,,,11,1-mctty; < ME. pellemelle, pelleymelley,

< OF. pellemelle, pmlemttle, also meslmesle, also

p<-ll<-<i mi-Hi; in-Ill
i'i mi ^'.i-itl'-et mesle(F. ptle-

eer! n a parce
(roll of receipts), and also made another roll called pellin

exituum (roll of disbursements). The office la now abol-

ished.

pellet (pel), r. t. [< ME. pellen; appar. a var.

of pallet*, E. ]tit!P>, knock, etc. : see pall?. Ct.

L. piUi-i-r, drive, urge, whence ult. E. compel,

vessel after it Is molded.

pellet (pel'et), t>. t. [<pellet,.] To form into

pellets or little balls.

oft did she heave her napkin to her erne, . . .

Laundering the tilken figures In the brine

That seaaon'd woe had ptUeUd In Ura.
u. jfismtusj ,. a

j
^.

^- ,
., ------ ---- ~f ~~i Slunk- 1 Lover Complunt, 1. la.

expel, impel, etc., and Mitel, mdMfc, etc , and peuetan jet. Seeiefl.

peRUtpCjMB*.] To dnve forth; knock about.
peHeter't, . A Middle English form ofpelter*.

pelleter-'t,' . A Middle English form of pellitory.

pelletierine (pel-e-ter'in). n. [Named after the

French chemist Bertraud Pelletier (1761-97).]

An alkaloid from pomegranate-bark, CgHuRO.
It Is a dextrogyrate Ifquid, boiling at 185' C. Its pharnia-

codynamlc properties resemble somewhat those of curarl.

The tannate la used aa a tttniacid

Knr well I wat I saw them run,
Both south and north, when they begun
To pelt and mell, and kill and fell,

With muskets snell, and pistols knell,

And some to hell.

Battle iif Sheriff-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 280).

pelFt, " An obsolete variant otpeel*.

pell* (pel), . [Prob. a dial. var. of pill*.] A
hole or deep place, such as that formed under

a cascade or waterfall. [Prov. Eng.]

pell
4

(pel), . t. [< pell*, .] To wash into

pells or pools. [Prov. Eng.]
pellack, pellock- (pel'ak, -ok), n. [Formerly
also pellok; < Gael, pelog, a porpoise (T).] A
porpoise.

Pellsea (pe-le'a), n. [NL. (Link, 1841), so called

in allusion to tne dark-colored stipe ; < Gr. ve^<if,

dark, dusky.] A genus of polypodiaceous ferns,

the cliff-brakes, with intramargiual son, and
broad membranous iudusia, which are formed

of the reflexed margin of the frond. More than

50 widely distributed species are known, of which about

a dozen are natives of North America. See cliff-brake (un-
der brakes) and liulian'ii-dreain.

pellage (pel'aj), n. [< pelH + -age. Cf. pel-

n/li . ] Custom or duty paid for skins of leather.

pellagra (pe-la'grS,),
. [= It. pellagra, < NL.

in-lliii/i-ii. < L. pellis, skin, + Gr. aypa, a catch-

ing.]' An endemic disease of southern Europe,
characterized by erythema, digestive derange-

ment, and nervous affections. It exhibits vernal

recurrences or exacerbations, and is frequently
fatal after a few years. Also spelled pelagra.

In the maize-porridge, which is called "polenta," and
which is the chief food of a certain class of Italian work-

ing-men, there Is formed, by putrefaction, during the hot

months, a poison which causes pellagra.
Pop. Sci. Ho., XXIX. 253.

pellagrin (pe-la'grin), n. [< pellagra + -ml.]
One who is afflicted with pellagra.

The extent of the ravages of this affection may be esti-

mated from the fact that, of 500 patients in the Milan Lu-

untie Asylum in 1827, one-third were pellayrini.
Chamber*'* Encyc.

pellagrous(pe-la'grus),a. [< NL. pellaffrosus, <

liclldi/ni, pellagra: BOQ pellagra.] 1. Of orper-

tainiiig to pellagra; resembling pellagra; de-

rived from pellagra: as. pellagrous insanity.

2. Affected with pellagra.
A large number of pettagrmis peasants end their days In

lunatic asylums In a state of drivelling wretchedness or

raving madness. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 477.

pella-mountaint (iH'1'ii.-mouu'tan), n. [Also

l>nliiill-miiiintiiin; appar. corruptions of the ML.
luiiiic I'lili-iiiinii minttaiium."] The wild thyme,
'I'liyiHun tii'i-pHllum : perhaps also a species of

germander, /'. in-rinm Folium.

pellet, " An obsolete form ofpaU1
,

pelleret, See pellurc.

pellet (pel'et), n. [< ME. pelet, pelot, a ball,

bullet (of stone), < OF. pelote, pelotte, a ball,

a tennis-ball, F. pelote = Pr. pelota, pilota =
Sp. pelota = Pg. pellota = It. pillotta, a ball,

pad, pincushion, < ML.pilota, pelota (after OF.),

a little ball, < L. pila, a ball : see pile
3
.] 1. A

little ball, as of wax, dough, paper, lead (a shot),

etc. : as, homeopathic pellets.

Wljsly resceyiiyng rlst a litil at oonys, as oon litil pelot,

and preue therby how it worchith. thanne another tyme

ij. at oonys, if it be nede so that the mater be a litil di-

gostid and litil e^stid.
Boole i'J Vitiate Eurnce. (ed. Furnivall), p. 80.

2f. A stone ball formerly used as a missile, par-

ticularly from a sling; also, a cannon-ball; a

bullet.
As swifte as pelet out of gonne.

Chaucer, House of Fame. 1. 1643.

llle UUlimlvC IB unuu UB n itcina^niv,

pellet-powder (pel'et-pou'der), n. A Bntmh
cannon-powder molded into pellets of various

sizes according to the service it is to perform,
now largely superseded by pebble-powder.
Pellian equation. The indeterminate equation
<u:2 = y't + 1: named from the English mathe-

matician and diplomatist John Pell (1610-85).

Pellibranchia (pel-i-brang'ki-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< L. pettis, skin, + bronchia, gills.] A suborder

of nudibranchiate gastropods
without distinct

gills, respiration being effected by the skin. It

was named by J. E. Gray for the families Lima-

pontiidx and Fhyllirhoidte.
Pellibranchiata (pel-i-brane-ki-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of pellibranclwtus : see pellt-

branchiate.] A suborder or superfamily of nudi-

branchiates destitute of branchias, whose func-

tions are assumed by the skin. It comprises the

families Limapontudx, Klytiidx, and Rhodopidm. Essen-

tially the same aa Pellibranchia and Drrmatopnoa.

pellibranchiate (pel-i-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

[< NL. peltibranchiatug, < L. pellis, skin, +
branehise, gills.] I. a. Breathing by means of

the skin; of or pertaining to theFellibranchiata.

H. . A pellibranchiate mollusk.

pellicant, . An obsolete form of pelican.

pellicle (pel'i-kl), n. [= F. pellicnle = Pr. pel-

licula = Sp. pelicula = Pg. pellicvla = It. pellt-

cula, pellicola, < L. pellicula, a small skin, dim.

of pellis, skin, hide : see pell
1

.'] \. A little or

thin skin; a cuticle; a film; a scum: as, the

nacreous pellicle of some shells ; the coaly pel-

licle of many fossil plants; the filmy pellicle or

scum of infusions in which infusorial animal-

cules or microscopic fungi develop.
The kernell or woodle substance within the date Is di-

vided from the Iteshie pulp and meat thereof by many
white pelliclet or thin skins betweene.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiii. 4.

We are acquainted with a mere pellicle of the globe on

which we live. Moat have not delved six feet beneath the

surface. Thoreau, Walden, p. 856.

2. In chem., a thin crust formed on the surface

of saline solutions when evaporated to a certain

degree. This pellicle consists of crystallized
saline particles. 3. In bot., same as cortical

layer (which see, under cortical).

pellicula (pe-lik'u-la), n. [NL., < L. pellicula,

a small skin : see pellicle.] In bot., same as

cortical layer (which see, under cortical).

pellicular (pe-lik'u-lftr), a. K L. pellicula, a

small skin (see pellicle), + -ar.] Having the

character or quality of a pellicle ;
formed by or

forming a pellicle ; cuticular; filmy.

The pollen tube of Phanerogamia sometimes acquires a

length of two or more Inches without ever departing from

the homogeneous pellicular structure.

Hen/rcy, Elem. Botany, 1 58.

Pellicular enteritis, pseudomembranous enteritis,

pelliculate (pe-lik'u-lat), a. [< L. petticula, a

small skin, + -ate1 ."] Covered with a
pellicle,

pellipert, . An erroneous form otpelleter, for

nelter-. Yuri,- Plays, Int., p. xxiv.

pellitory (pel'i-to-ri), n. [< ME. pelleter, peri-

tory, etc.; a corruption of paritory.] 1. A per-

ennial weed, Parietaria officinalis; specifically,

the wall-pellitory, a small bushy plant growing
on old walls, etc. , throughout the cooler parts of

Europe and Asia. The name is extended to all the

confuse), appar. < OF. pelle, pale, a fire-shovel,

+ mesler, mix, meddle (see pale*, peel*, and

mel); but perhaps in part, like WOT. mesle-

mesle (which occurs), a mere redupl. of ntesler,

mix: cf. E. mishmash, misty-musty, unA mingle-

mangle, similar reduplications.] With con-

fused or indiscriminate violence, energy, or

eagerness; indiscriminately; promiscuously;

confusedly; in a disorderly mass or manner.

That oo peple srayte thourgh the tother all ptttey mtUty.

full deslrouse eche other to apalre and to damage with

her power. Merlin (E. B. T. 8.), lit SOT.

Continue this alarum, fight peU-mtU;
Fight, kill, be damn'd ! Lutt't Dominion, IT. 8.

The gates set open and the portcullis vp,

Let 's pell-mell In, to stop their passage out,

Heywood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 20).

Put 'em pell-mell to the sword.

B. Jonfon, Every Man In his Humour, 111. 1.

De Vargas kept his men concealed until the fugitives

and their pursuers came clattering veil mell Into the glen.
li.in-l. III. .11:1. l:t, p. ;'.

pell-mell
2
t, A variant of pall-mall.

pellock
1
(pel'ok), n. [A var. of pellet with sub-

stituted dim." term, -ock.] A ball; a bullet.

See pellet. [Scotch.]

pellock
2

,
'i. See pellack.

pellucid (pe-lu'sid), a. [= F. pelluade,

pellucidus, perlucidus, transparent, < pellucere,

perlucere, shine through, be transparent, <per,

through, + Ittcere, shine: see lucent, lucid.]

1. Transparent.
Such a diaphanous, pellucid, dainty Body as you see a

Crystal-glass is. HoveU, Letters, I. L 2.

2. Admitting the passage of light, but not prop-

erly transparent; translucent; limpid; not

opaque; in entom., transparent, but not neces-

sarily colorless; translucent.

More pellucid streams,
An ampler ether. Wordnmrth, Laodamla.

Still its water is green and pellucid as ever.

Thonau, Waldan, p. 195.

3. Figuratively, clear
; transparent to mental

vision.
A lustrous and pellucid soul.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 35.

Pellucid zone, the zona pelluclda ; the Inclosing mem-
brane of the mammalian ovum. It Is of considerable

thickness and strength, and under high magnification

shows a radlately striated structure, whence It la also

called zona radiata.

pellucidity (pel-u-sid'i-ti), n. [= F. pellu-

cidite,< l>.jtellucidita(t-)g,perlucidita(t-)n, trans-

parency, s pellucidus, perlucidus, transparent:
see pellucid.] Same as pellucidness.

The chymlsta are never quiet till the heat of their fancy

have calcined and vitrified the earth into a crystalline

pellucidity. Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, 111. 9.

The pellucidity of the air.

Locke, Elem. of Nat. Phlloa., vt

pellucidly (pe-lu'sid-li), adv. Transparently
or translucently.

pellucidness (pe-lu'sid-nes),
. The state or

property of being pellucid : as, the pellucidness

of a gem.
pelluret (pel'ur), . [ME. ,

also pelure, peUere;
< OF. peleuretpelure, pellure (ML. pellura), fur.

T.pelure, rind, paring/ pel, skin, fur: see pelft.]

Fur; fur-work; furs.

And furryd them with armyne,
Ther was never ntpettm half so fjroe.

US. CantSk. fi.U. 88, t. Mi (B

Clothed ful komly for anl and klnges spne,
In gode clothes of gold a-grethed ful riche,

with perrey & peUure pertelyche to the rijttes.

'wOKamoJ Palerne (E. E. f. 8.X 1. &S.

Als wemen bane wtlle. In there wllde yonthe,
To fret horn with fyn perle, & thaire face paint,
With pdur and pall & mony pronde rynges,

Euyn set to the sight and to seme falre.

Deitruction a} Troy (E. E. T. a), L 434.

pelly-mellyt, adr. An obsolete form of pell-

infill.

pelma (pel'mft), n. ; -pl.pelmata (-ma-t). [NL.,
< Gr. jrtt/ia, the sole of the foot.] The sole;



pelma
the planta; the entire under surface of the
foot.

pelmatogram (pel-mat'o-gram), H. [< Gr. irtt-

im(r-), the sole of the foot, + ipa/tfia, a writing.]
A print of the foot.

Pelmatozoa (pel"ma-to-z6'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Ttckfia, the sole of th'e foot,'+ fipox, an animal.]
In Leuckart's classification (1848), the first class

of Echinodermata, distinguished from Actinozua

(sea-urchins and starfishes), and from Scyto-
dermata (holothnrians and spoonworms), and
divided into the two orders Cystidea and Cri-

noidetl. The term is now used for all the crinoids or

stalked echinoderms, divided into Crinaidea, Cystoidea,
and Blastoidea. Same as Criiiaidea in an enlarged sense.

pelmatozoan (pel"ma-to-z6'an), a. and n. [<
Pelmatosoa + -an."] 1. a. Stalked, as an echi-

noderm; pertaining to the Pelmatozoa, or hav-

ing their characters.

II. n. A member of the Pelmatozoa.

Pelobates (pe-lob'a-tez), n. [NL. (J. Wagler,
1830), < Gr. TttiAof, mud, mire, + ftarif, one who
treads, < jiaiveiv, walk.] A genus of tailless am-

phibians, typical of the family Pelobatidse. P.

fusctts of Europe is an example.
Pelobatida (pel-5-bat'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Pe-
lobates + -idee.] A family of arciferous salient

amphibians, typified by the genus Pelobates,
with maxillary teeth, dilated sacral diapophy-
ses, the coccyx connate with the sacrum, and
the vertebra procrelian.

Pelodryadidae (pel'o-dri-ad'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pelodryas (-dryad-) + -idee.'] In Gunther's

classification, a family of anurous batrachians,
typified by the genus Pelodryas, with platydac-
tyl digits, maxillary teeth, ears developed, no

parotoids, toes webbed, and sacral apophyses
dilated. Its species are now usually referred to

the Hylidse. Also I'elodryidee.

Pelodryas (pe-lod'ri-as), n. [NL., < Gr. m?Aof,

mud, mire, + Apv&f, a dryad : see dryad. ] A ge-
nus of batrachians of the family Hylidee, or giv-

ing name to the family Pelodryadidee. P. eee-

ruleus is the great green tree-frog of Australia
and New Guinea.

Pelodytes (pe-lod'i-tez), . [NL. (Fitzinger),
< Gr. in/Atif, mud, mire, + Sivt/f, a diver : see D-y-

tes.~\ 1. A genus of tailless amphibians, typi-
cal of the family Pelodytidx. 2. A genus of

worms. Schneider, 1859.

Pelodytidae (pel-o-dit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Pelodytes + -idee.} A family of arciferous sa-

lient amphibians, typified by the genus Pelody-
tes. It is characterized by maxillary teeth, dilated sacral

diapophyses, the coccyx articulating with condyles of one
or two sacral vertebrae, proccelian vertebrae, and the uro-

style distinct. It includes, besides Pelodytes, several paleo-
tropical and Australian genera.

PelogoniUffi (pe-log-o-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL. ,
< Pe-

logonus + -.] A subfamily of Galgulidee,
typified by the genus Pelogomis. Also Pelo-

gonida.

Pelogonus (pe-log'o-nus). n. [NL. (Latreille),
< Gr. TrjyAof, mud, mire, + y6vf, offspring: see

-gonous.~\ A genus of heteropterous insects of
the family Galgulidee, typical of the subfamily
Pelogoninse. They have the fore legs slender and am-
bulatorial, the sharp rostrum extremely stout at the base,
and the general surface smooth. P. americanus inhabits
the United States from New England to Texas, and is also
found in Cuba. It lives in herbage by the waterside, and
is only about one fourth of an inch long.

Pelomedusa (pe'lo-me-du'sa), . [NL., < Gr.

TrriUf, mud, mire, + Mi-iovaa, one of the three
Gorgons: see Medusa, 1.] A genus of African
fresh-water tortoises, containing such as P.

mahafie, typical of the family Pelomedusidse.

Pelomedusidae (pe"lo-me-du'si-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pelomedusa + -idee.']

'

A family of pleurodi-
rous tortoises,typified by the genus Pelomedusa.
(a) In Gray's system it Is characterized by the depressed
head covered with hard bony plates, a distinct moderate-
ly developed zygomatic arch, and the temporal muscles
covered with hard dermal shields. A number of species
inhabit Africa and Madagascar. (f>) In Cope's system it
is restricted to forms with not more than two digital pha-
langes and four pairs of bones across the plastron.

Pelomys (pel'o-mis), n. [NL. (Wilhelm Peters,
1852), < Gr. m^of, mud, mire, + fa>f, a mouse.]A genus of African rodents of the family Mu-
ridee and subfamily Murinse, having compara-
tivelybroad molars, grooved incisors, compress-
ed palate, short scaly tail, bristly fur, and the
middle three digits of each foot longer than the
lateral ones. A species inhabits Mozambique.
Pelopaeus (pel-o-pe'us), n. [NL. (Latreille,
1804), < Gr. Itf^V (HeAoTr-), Pelops, i. e. 'dark-
face': see Peloponnesian.'] A genus of digger-
wasps of the family Sphegidse, of slender form,
with long petiolated abdomen and dark colors.

Nest of Pelopseits lunafus.
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P. limatus is

a common
North Ameri-
can species
known as

muil -dauber.
See also cut
under mud-
da uber.

Pelopid (pel'-

6-pid), a. and
. [< L. 1'e-

lopidse, < Gr.

Hf/toTr/dm, the
descendants
of Pelops, < II/ AOI/J (IlfAOTT-), Pelops : see .Peto-

ponncsian."] I. o. In Gr. myth., of or pertain-
ing to Pelops, who is said to have been the son
of Tantalus, or his descendants, the Pelopidse,
notorious for their crimes.

II. n. A. descendant of Pelops.
Peloponnesian (pel"o-po-ne'si-an), a. and n.

[< L. Peloponneshts, Peloponnesian, < Pelopon-
nesus, < Gr. IIf/lo7r<SwJ7<TOf, the Peloponnesus, for

ntAoTrof vijaof, the island of Pelops : Hffjnp, gen.
nSojrof, Pelops,
son of Tantalus

(< 7re/Wf, dark,
dark-colored, +
01/1, eye, face);
vijaof, island.] I.

a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Pel-

oponnesus, the
southern penin-
sula of Greece,
including Acha-
ia, Elis, Arcadia,
Sicyonia, Argo-
lis, Laconia,
Messenia, and
part of Corin-
thia Peloponne-
sian or Dorian
school of sculpture,
in Gr. art, one of the
chief schools of clas-

sic sculpture, paral-
lel with the Attic

school, from which
it differed notably in

Peloponnesian Art. The Nike of Pa;- Hsmnrp rnhnatniinl
onius, dedicated at Olympia by the Mes-

'< s ul rc robustliual-

senians in commemoration of the Spartan 'V an(l '" less mi-
defeat at Sphacteria, 425 B. c. nute elaboration of

detail. The Athe-
nian Phidias, whose chief teacher was the Dorian Ageladas,
united the excellences of both schools. Peloponnesian
war, one of the principal wars of ancient Greece, 431-404
B. c. The contestants were Athens and her allies (largely
naval) and Sparta with allies (including several from the
Peloponnesus, whence the name of the war). Its final out-
come was the transference of the hegemony in Greece from
Athens to Sparta.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the Pelo-

ponnesus.
peloria (pe-16'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. n-/k>p, a
monster.] In bot., the appearance of regular-
ity of structure in the flowers of plants which
normally bear irregular flowers. This restoration
of regularity may take place in two ways either by the
non-development of the irregular parts (regular pelo-
ria), or by the formation of irregular parts in increased
number, so that the symmetry of the flower is rendered
perfect (irregular peloria). The latter, which is the more
common, is the original peloria of Liimams : the term was
first used of five-spurred examples of Linaria vulgaris.
See pelorization.

peloriate (pe-lor'i-at), a. [< peloria + -ate1
."]

Characterized by peloria.
In Linaria cymbalariapefortate flowers and otherchanges

were found. Set. Amer., N. S., LX. 293.

peloric (pe-lor'ik), a. [< peloria + -ic.~] Char-
acterized by peloria. Darwin, Var. of Animals
and Plants, xiv.

pelorisation, n. See pelorization.

pelorise, v. t. See pelorize.
pelorism (pel'o-rizm), n. [< Gr. 7TcvU)/>, a mon-
ster (see peloria), + -ism.~\ Same as peloria.
Pelorism is not due to mere chance variability, but either

to an arrest of development or to reversion.

Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, I. 33.

pelorization (pel"o-ri-za'shon), n. [< pelorize+ -ation."\ The becoming affected with pe-
loria. Also spelled pelorisation.
In some instances, by pelorization, it is found that tetra-

dynamous plants become tetrandrous.

JSncyc. Brit,, IV. 129.

pelorize (pel'o-riz), v. t.-. pret. and pp. pelo-
rized, ppr. pelorizing. [^ peloria + -ize.'] To
affect with peloria. Also spelled pelorise.
The most perfectly pelorised examples had six petals,

each marked with black striae like those on the stantlnrd-
petal. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants, I. 338.

pelta

pelorus (pe-16'rus), n. [< L. Pelorus, the tra-

ditional pilot of Hannibal.] Naut., an instru-

ment for detecting errors of the compass by the

bearings of celestial objects.

pelott, " A Middle English form of pellet.

pelote (pe-16f), n. [F., a ball wound from wool,
worsted, silk, etc. : see pellet."] A tuft or flock
of hair or wool, or of a similar fiber.

pelourt, . An obsolete form of piller*.

pelowt, pelowet, Middle English forms of

pillow.

pelt1
(pelt), v. [< ME. pelten, pilten, pulten, ap-

par. < L. pultare, beat, strike, knock, collateral
form of pttlsare, push, strike, beat, batter: see

handle roughly, OF. peloter, play at ball, toss
like a ball, = It. pelottare, pilottare, thump, cuff,
baste (Florio) ; but the required orig. ME.
"peleteti would not contract in ME. topelten, nor

produce the form pulten. Cf. palt, polt
1
.] I.

trans. If. To push; thrust.

Fikenhild a^en hire pelte
With his swerdes hilte.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1415.

2. To assail with missiles
;
assail or strike with

something thrown.
The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1. 12.

Several such obscure persons as these we have had of

late, who have insulted men of great abilities and worth,
and taken pleasure to pelt them, from their coverts, with
little objections. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xi., Pref.

3. To throw; cast; hurl. [Rare.]

My Phillis me with pelted apples plies.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii. 97.

II. intrans. 1. To throw missiles.

The bishop and the Duke of Gloucester's men . . .

Do pelt so fast [with pebblestones] at one another's pate
That many have their giddy brains knock'd out.

Shak., 1 lien. VI., iii. 1. 82.

2. To fall or descend (on one) with violence or

persistency: as, a pelting rain.

The pelting shower
Destroys the tender herb and budding flower.

A. PhUips, Pastorals, ii.

At a touch sweet Pleasure melteth,
Like to bubbles when ruin pelttth.

Keats, Fancy.

3. To proceed rapidly and without intermis-
sion

; hurry on : as, the horses pelted along at
a fine pace. [Colloq.] 4f. To bandy words;
use abusive language; be in a passion.

Another smother'd seems to pelt and swear.

Shale., Lucrece, L 1418.

5f. To submit
;
become paltry. Nares.

I found the people nothing prest to pelt,
To yeeld, or hostage give, or tributes pay.

Mir. for Mags., p. 166.

pelt1
(pelt), n. [<prfji,0.] 1. A blow or stroke

from something thrown.
But as Leucetius to the gates came fast
To fire the same, Troyes Ilioneus brave
With a huge stone a deadly pelt him gave.

Vicars, tr. of Virgil. (Naret.)

2f. Rage ; anger ; passion.
That the letter which put you into such A pelt came from

another. Wrangling Lovers (1677). (Nares.)

pelt2 (pelt), n. [< ME. pelt, appar. developed
from pelter, peltry regarded as < "pelt + -er or

-ry: see pelter
1

, peltry*. The Q.pelz, fur, skin,
is a diff. word, MHG. pelz, belz, belliz, OHG.
pelliz = AS. pylce (> E. pilch), < ML. pellicea, a

skin, a furred robe, > nit. pilch and pelisse : see

pilch, pelisse. Gt.peW-.~\ 1. The skin of a beast
with the hair on it, especially of one of the
smaller animals used in furriery ; specifically,
a fur-skin dried but not prepared for use as

fur; a raw hide: sometimes applied to a gar-
ment made from such a skin.

Off shepe also comythe pelt and eke Felle.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 16.

A pelt, or garments made of wolves and beares skins,
which nobles in old time used to weare.

Nomendator (1585). (Narei.)

They used rawpeto clapped about them for their clothes.

Fuller, Holy War, p. 145.

2. The mangled quarry of a hawk; the dead
body of a bird killed by a hawk. 3. Soft lea-

ther used for covering inking-pads InMng-
pelt, a sheepskin cut and stuffed in the shape of a ball
and fitted to a handle, for use as the inking-ball of a hand-
press. Tanned pelt, a skin tanned with the hair on, es-

pecially one of inferior value, such as sheepskin. =Syn. 1.

Hide, etc. See tkin.

pelta (pel'ta), .; y\.pclt(-i&). [L. ,
< Gr. JTC/in?,

a small, lignt shield, of leather, without a rim.]
1. In classical antiq,, a small and light buckler,
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Mjhtjntrodneed :imong the^Athonian light- pelter' (pel'tet ), n. (< /WM + -/>r>.] 1. One
peltyer

armed troops liy Iphirratos, about 11!>2 B. (;., to
tako l lie pho-i'- of
the heavier shield,

' /"?

in ^v... x^<i
in order to inen-iise

their

niiurliing and skir-

inisliing. 2. In /ml..

an apotheeinm of a
lichen forminga Hat
shield without dis-

tinct exciplo, as in

the genus I'rllii/i-ii ;

Hometimes, also, a
scale or bract at-

tached by its mid-
dle. 3. [(/).] In

conch., a genus of

gastropods, now call-

ed Ititiiciiui. I'ncl;,

1837; (,>/ui tirfagcx,
1844peita liinata.
the small crescent-shaped
shield often borne by the
Amaisons.

Peltandra (pel-tan'dra), n. [NL. (Rafinesque,
1819), < Or. irefaii, a shield, + avt/p (avdp-), male
(in mod. bot. stamen).] A genus of plants
of the subfamily Pliilodendroidem, type of the
tribe I'rltiunlri-.v, distinguished by the orthot- Peltier^effect.
ropouH ovules ; the arrow-arum. Tliere are 3 spe-
cies, natives of American swamps and river-borders from
New York to Ueorgia. They bear large and omameu

shield-shaped leaves.

di rous torloi<e. typified l>y tho genus /'(//.-

/I//K/II.V, incl nd i Mtf a few tropicu I.America n forms.
They are characterize!. In dray's system, by having the
head iwiillrn ami covered with hard bony plate*, and dli
lin.-i zyKumatlc archei covering the temporal mutcles.
-H----!,..!.,,, / i ,- rv-i
eltocephalus (p-l-to-8el a-lus), H. [M.. ( Iln-

meViI and liibrou. 1835), < QT. Tri'/.Tr/, a shield,
+ KHfrn/j/, the beat!.] The typical aud only ge-

. ttOM ot PtUoetpkalidm,
No, I don't mean that. You mustn't be angry with me; Peltochelylds (pel'to-ke-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

I wasn't really in a t /:'. < I'l-ltiiclielyn + ->/.] A division ol t'/,, l,,i,i,i

II. Kutgdey. Ulllyars and Burtons, 111. named from the genus I'tltix-lu-li/*. ;uid in-lud-

pelter- (pel'ter), n.
[(. ME. peltyer, pelleter, ing such as the modern TrittH<i< 7/////C.

/"Iliter, peleter, < OF. peletier, pelletier (F. pel- Peltochelys (pel-tok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

letter), a skinner, turr\er,< !><!,< L. y7/w, a skin, -i'r-ti, -A shield, + jttuf, a tortoise.] Tbename-
hide: seepelfl.] A dealer in skins or hides; a giving genus of 1'cltockflyitltt, based upon fos-
skinner. sil forms occurring in the Wealden.

who or that which pelts. 2. A shower of mis

siles; a storm, as of falling rain, hailstones.
eta. [Colloq.]

Presently, am il hi r shower came; . . . pebbles came rat- -p ,
t

tllng all about Bonnie. She shrnggi-d up her shoulders ^eltOCepnalUS (pel-to-Hef a-lus), n.

iui.l ..hut her eyes during the peUtr.
Kelii/iinu Herald. March I

3. A passion; a fit of anger. [Colloq.]

Pelta Lunata, from statue of an
Am.i/.iii in the Capitoline Museum.
Kotne.

Yea, let aucbe ptUert prate, aainte Needham be their
speede,

Wcncede no t*xt to answer them, but this, The Lord hath

2. A fool.

The veriest JX&CT- pildc male seme

endall'i Flatten of Epigrammet (1677),

See effect.

having a spiral, paucispiral,
or pileiform char-

acter. It includes the families I'alyptrridv,
llipjmnycida, Xenophoridtr, and Naricidx.

Peltogaster (pel-to-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.

irtf.Tt], a shield, + faeri/p, stomach.] A genus
of rhizocephalous cirripeds, type of a family
Peltogantridte. They are parasitic upon hermit-
crabs. See Khizocephala.

peltiform (pel'ti-fdrm), a. [< L. pelta, a shield,
+ forma, shape.] Peltate in form; shield-
shaped.

Peltigera (pel-tij'e-rft), n. [NL., < L. pelta, a
shield, + gerere, carry.] A genus of lichens

aolete; the aeies are combined; and from'the Infundl-
buliform anterior end are Klven off the root-like processes
which ramify and burrow deeply In the substance of the
host. 8ee cut under Khitaeephala.

Peltophorum (pel-tof'6-rum), n. [NL. (T. Vo-
gel, 1837), < Or. jrttn?, a shield, + -?opoc, < jtpeiv

Arrow-arum. Peltanetra uKdulatti (f. Virfiniea).
i. The Inflorescence, inclosed by the spathe during anthesis. .

The fruiting spadix, tnclo&edhy the persistent spathc. 3. Leaf, show-
ing the nervation, a, upper part of the spadix ; *, a fruit

tal veiny arrow-shaped leaves on long sheathing stalks,
and flowers forming a tapering spadix, staminate above,
inclosed In a green convolute and ruftlcd curving spathe,
and enveloping a globose mass of leathery berry-like utri-

cles, each separating in early spring as a ball of reddish
tenacious jelly investing a green and conspicuous spheri-
cal fleshy embryo. Its thick Heshy rootstock contains an
edible starch.

Peltandreae (pel-tan'dre-e), n. pi. [NL. (Eng-
ler, 1879), < Peltandra +'-eee.] A tribe of inono-

cotyledouous plants of the order Araceee and
the subfamily PIModendroideie, consisting of
the genus Pclttiinlrti.

peltarion (pel-ta'ri-on), n. [NL., < Gr. mfad-
ptov, dim. of irttrv, a small, light shield: see

pelta.] 1. PI. peltaria (-ft). In conch., a fossil

body of oval or subcirciilar concavo-convex
form, found in Jurassic strata, supposed to be
the opercnlum of a shell of the genus Neritopsis.
l-'.nciji: Diet. 2. [cap.] A genus of crustaceans.

lous beneath, where it is deprived of'the~corti- ^
e

.SSf^SSSlttttl ".1
th

?
W1
f
A>KT

cal layer. The apothecl, are
P
peltiform, the spore. Z ' T ", ^/l'"^ F"**

fusiform or aclcular and many-ceiled. P. caniua lithe gma. There tMjai.la-8 In tropical America, 1 In

dog lichen or ground-liverwort, formerly considered as a 555 A
,'
rit'a' ttnd 2 ln the Indian archipelago and tropical

cure for hydrophobia (see cut under lichen)- and / aph-
Aurtnl1111- Tney we tall trees without thorns, bearing

thorn is the thrush-lichen, which Is purgative and anthel- '"pinnate leaves of numerous small leaflets, yellow ra-

mlntlc. cenied flowers In panicles at the end of the branches, and

neltieerine (Del-tii'e-rinl a f( Peltinrrn 4-
I)ro *lfl tt ne<llndehl8centpods having wing-like margins

ireiKipeiiue Mujenn;, a. l\t and containing usually one or two small flatU-nediSSS.
-tne*.\ In bot., belonging to, resembling, or Reebrtuiletto
characteristic of the genus Peltigera. Peltops (pel'tops), . [NL. (J. Wagler, 1829),
peltinerved (pel'ti-nervd), a. [< L. pelta, a < Gr. wW.rv, a shield, + 6*. face.] A remark-
shield, + ncnus, nerve, + -eda.] In bot., hav- , able genus of flycatchers of the family Mu*ci-

? nerves radiating from a point at or near eapitte, confined to the Papuan region, havingtho center: said of a
leaf^

See nerration the bill very broad and stout at the base, the
peltmgi (pel ting) n. [Verbal n. of pelfl, v.] nostrils round and exposed, the wings pointed,A beating or belaboring with missiles, as with and the plumage black, white, and crimson.
Stones, snow-balls, etc. The only species is P. blainrillei, about seven Inches long.

Poor naked wretches, whereaoe'er you are,
Tlu ' genus Is also called KroUa and Platytlomiu.

Tliat bide the pelting of this pitiless storm. pelt-rot (pelt'rot). n. A disease in sheep, in
Shot., Lear, Hi. 4. 29. which the wool falls off, leaving the body bare :

A professorship at Hertford Is well imagined, and if he hence sometimes called naked disease.can keep clear of contusions at the annual pellimi*. all
will be well. Sydney Smith, To Lady Holland.

a. [Ppr. of pelft, .] 1.

down hard: as, & pelting shower.

Through pelting rain
And howling wind he reached the gate again

William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, III. 248.

2f. Angry; passionate.
They were all In a pelting heat

Bvnyan, Pilgrim's Progress, It, Hill Difficulty.
Good drink makes good blood, and shall pelting words

spill it? Lyly, Alexander and Campaspe, v. 3. (Xnrct.)
In a pelting chafe she brake all to peeces the wenches

imagery worke, that was so curiously woven and so fnll
of varletle, with her shlttle.

Toptell, Serpents, p. 260. (llallitctU.)

peltast (pel tast), . [< Gr. ir*ra<rr, a light- pelting2! (pel'ting), a. [Appar. a var. of "palt-armed soldier, < MMy, a light shield : see pelta.] ig for paltring : see paltring, and cf. pelterS,
In (r'c. antii/., a light-armed soldier: so called peltry?.] Mean; paltry; contemptiblefrom tho light shield he carried. See pelta, 1. ^^^^ ,ow tmZ

peltate (pel'tat), a. [< L. peltate, armed witli Poor pelting villages, sheep-cotes, and mills,
a light shield, < pelta, a light shield : see pelta.] Shot., Lear, It 3. 18. poltry't, n.

Shield-shaped; in bot., fixed to
the stalk by the center or by
some point distinctly within the

margin; having the petiole in-
serted into the under surface of
the lamina, not far from the cen-
ter: as, a, peltate leaf.

peltated (pol'ta-ted), n. [<pel-
tutr +

-<il'-.] Same *s peltate.

peltately (pel'tat-li), >i,lr. In a
peltate form.

peltatifld (pel-tat'i-fid), . [< L. pcltatus,
teto, +. tidHS, <finderc(^fid), cleave.] In 6ot., peltmonger (pelt'mung'ger), . A dealer in
peltate and cut into subdivisions. pelts; a furrier.

peltation foeUi'ihga), . |< peltate + -ion.] Peltocephalid8e(pel'to-se-fari-de),B./. [NL.,A peltate form or formation. < MMMjMM T -i<tif.] A family of pleuro-

Peltate Leaf of
Hydrocotyle vttl.

'

fart's.

And so is niiK-h spent, In finding out fine fetches and
packing vp pelting matters.

Afcham, The Scholemaster, p. 143.

Pay the poor pelting knaves that know no goodness ;

And cheer your heart up handsomely.
Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, Iv. 1.

peltinglyt (pel'ting-li), adv.

contemptible manner.
Mine own modest petition, my friend's diligent labour

our High-Chancellors roost honourable and extraordinary
commendation, were all peUingly defeated by a shy prac-
tice of the old Fox, whose acts and monuments shall never
die- 0. llartey, Four Letters, 111.

... . , n. ; pi. peltries (-triz). [< ME.
peltry, yellctcri, "pelleterie, < OF. peleterie, pelle-
terie, skins collectively, the trade of a skinner,
< peletier, pelletier, a skinner: Bee pelter^. Cf.

pelft.] 1. Pelta collectively, or a lot of pelts
together: usually applied in furriery to raw
pelts with the fur on, dried or otherwise cured,
but not yet tanned or dressed into the furs as
worn.
The profits of a little trafflck he drove In peltry.

Smollett.

The exports were land productions . . . and peltrv from
the Indians. Banentfl, HUt U. 8., II. 407.

2. A pelt; a fur-skin.

Now and then the "Company's Yacht" . . . was sent
to the fort with supplies, and to bring away the ptUriet
which had been purchased of the Indians.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 178.

Frontiersmen . . . make their living by trapping, pel-
triet being very valuable and yet not bulky.

T. Rootmli, The Century, XXXVI. 882.

[Appar. an error for or an altera-

In a pelting or

tion of pelfry (simulating pelter*, pelting'*, pal-
try).] A trifle

; trash.

As Pnbllns gentllly received Paule, and by hym was
healed of all hys dyseases, so ded myne host Lambert re-

ceyve me also gentllly, and by me was delyvered from hys
vsyne beleve of purgatorye, and of other popjrsh ptUryet.

Bp. Bolt, Vocacyon(HarL Misc., fT440).

peltry-waret (pel'tri-war), . Skins; fnrs;
peltry.

Nowe Been and Bakon bene fro Prase ybrought
Into (landers, as loned and farre ysought ;

Osmond, Copper, Bow-staues, Steele, and Were,
Peltremm and grey Pitch, Teire, Board, and flere.

llaMtiyt, Voyaget, I. 102.

pelt-wool (pelt'wtl), . Wool from the skin
of a dead sheep,
peltyert, . A Middle English form ofpetleri.
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,,!,< titrapteru, yar. MvcnabMna, of southein

Chili and Patagonia. Its wood is very hard and

durable, and much used for wheel-cogs and
similar objects

peludo (pe-lu'do), x, [< Sp. peZiwto, hairy, <

,
< L. hair:

l'vi-iorm), . [< L. pelvis, a basin
+ fonm &rmj i/ Openly cup-

pateriform ; resembling a pelvis in

figure. 2. In lot., shaped like a shallow cup
, .

-

pelvimeter (pel-vim'e-ter), . [< NL.
u-

,
.

/,,, the hairy armadillo, one of the encou-
lv + Grpo>., a measure.] An instru-

berts or dasypodmes, common on the pampas l

| measuring the diameters of the pelvis.
of the Argentine Republic and in Chili, it is _ol ._,-*,_, /] vfm'pt ri) IX NL oetefe
not strictly nocturnal, an/does not burrow, but is found pelVimetry (pel-Vim et-n;, n. \\ iN

^-/
C

r>
on dry plains, and is carnivorous ;

its Hesb is lat, and is pelvis, + Gr. -fierpia, < fierpov, measure.] The
food. The peludo is about 14 inches long, method or practice of measuring the pelvis ;

e elliptical ears, a broad muzzle, and long measm.ement of the pelvis, especially for ob-
tl hairs as well as

esteemed as

and has large ,
tail; the body is covered with bristly hairs as well as , , .

with the carapace, the bands of which are six or seven in

number. See cut under armadillo.

eluret, See pellure.

. .

(pe-lu'si-an), a. IX L. I'elusium. < Gr.

,
Pe

-'- _

elusium (see def.).] Of or pertain-
"

pelvimyon (pel-vi-mi'on), n.
; pi. pclvimya (-a).

[NL., < pelvis + myon.1 Any myon of the pel-

'eiiisiac (pe-lu'si-ak), a. [< L. Pelusiacus, < Pe- vie arch or hip-girdle : distinguished from pec-

liisium : see Pelusian.] Same as Pelusian. torimyon.
The five pelmmya discussed are the ambiens and those

four already
handled^ ^

[< NL. pelvis,

, cut.] In

surg., symphysiotomy.

L. pelvis, a basin, laver; cf. Gr. irti.v%,

pelvic (pel'vik), a. [< NL.peMeia, < i,. pelvis, vOda, a bowl: see petite.] 1. A bony basin

pelvis: see pelvis.] Of or pertaining to the pel- forming the most inferior or posterior one of
vis: as, pelvic bones, those composing the pel- tjje tnree great cavities thoracic, abdominal,
vis; pelvic viscera, those contained in the pel- and pelvic of the trunk of most terrestrial
vis

;
the pelvic inlet or outlet

;
the pelvic cavity ; vertebrates. A perfect pelvis is formed on each side

pelvic measurement. Anterior pelvic region, the

region in front of the pelvis. Pelvic ape-neurosis.
Same as pelvic fascia. Pelvic arch. Same as pelvic

girdle. Pelvic axis, the axial line of the pelvic cavity,
It is a curve, concentric with the concavity of the sacrum
and coccyx, and passes through the central point. Pel-
Vic canal, the cavity of the true pelvis, as forming a pas-

sage for the fetus at birth. Pelvic cavity, the cavity in-

closed by the true pelvis. Pelvic cellulitis, an inflam-

mation of the areolar tissue surrounding the pelvic organs,
more especially, in the female, of the areolar tissue in con-
nection with the uterus and its appendages. Also called

parametritis. Pelvic diameters, (a) Of the false pel-
vis : (1) The distance between the internal lips of the iliac

crests. (2) The distance between the anterior superior
spines of the ilium, (b) Of the true pelvis : (1) Anteropoi-
tenor diameter of the brim. Same as conjugate diameter

of the brim. (2) Anteroposterior diameter of the outlet, the
distance between the tip of the coccyx and the lower bor-
der of the symphysis pubis. (3) Bis-iliac diameter, the trans-

verse diameter of the brim. (4) Bis-ischiatic diameter, the
transverse diameter of the outlet. (5) Coccypubal diameter.

Same as tmtermoiterior diameter of the outlet. (6) Conjugate
diameter of the brim, (a) In anat., the distance between
the sacral promontory and the upper margin of the sym-
physis pubis. O) In obstet., the least distance between the

.

by the haunch-bones, consisting of ilium, ischium, and

pubis, meeting in front at the pubic symphysis, and corn-

pleted behind by the sacrum, with which the iliac bones

articulate, and by more or fewer coccygeal or caudal ver-

tebrse. But the pubic symphysis is wanting, as a rule, in

animals below mammals; there is sometimes an ischiac

anoi often an iliac symphysis. In any case, a recognizable
ilium or ischium or pubis, however rudimentary, consti-

tutes in so far a pelvis. The human pelvis is complete, and

4)

Human Pelvis, from the front.

sacral promontory and the symphysis pubis, measured to

a point on the symphysis about two fifths of an inch be-

low the upper margin. (7) Conjugate diameter of the cavity,
the anteroposterior diameter, measured from the suture
between the second and third sacral vertebrae to the mid-
dle of the symphysis pubis. (8) Conjugate diameter of the

outlet, (a.) The distance between the tip of the coccyx
and the inferior margin of the symphysis pubis. (3) The
distance between the sacrococcygeal articulation and the
inferior margin of the symphysis pubis. (9) Diagonal con-

jugate diameter of the cavity, the distance between the sub-

pubic ligament and the sacral promontory, measured in the

living. (10) Normal conjugate diameter of the cavity, the an-

teroposterior diameter between the concavity of the third
sacral vertebra and the upper margin of the symphysis pu-
bis. (11) Oblique diameter of the brim, the distance between
the iliopectineal eminence and the sacro-iliac synchondro-
sis of the opposite side. (12) Oblique diameter of the out-

let, the distance from the middle of the great sacrosciatic

ligament to the point of union between the opposite rami
of pubis and ischium. (IS) Sacrocotyloidean diameter, the
distance between the sacral promontory and the posterior
part of the cotyloidean cavity. (14) Transverse diameter

of the brim, the greatest diameter measured from side to
side. (15) Transverse diameter of the cavity, the distance
between the points of the inner surface of the os inno-
minatum opposite the middle of the acetabula. (16)
Transverse diameter of the outlet, the distance between
the tuberosities of the ischium. (17) True conjugate di-

ameter of the brim. Same as 6 (6), above. Pelvic dia-
phragm, the muscles forming the floor of the pelvis.
Pelvic fascia. See fascia. Pelvic girdle. See gir-

dfei, and cuts under pelvis and epipleura. Pelvic her-
nia, the protrusion of some part of the pelvic con-
tents through an abnormal or accidental opening situ-

ated below the brim of the true pelvis. Pelvic hernise
are of rare occurrence. The chief ones are known as

perineal, pudendal, sciatic, and vaginal. Pelvic index,
the ratio of the anteroposterior diameter of the brim to
the transverse diameter of the same multiplied by 100.

Pelvic limb, the limb which is attached to the trunk
by means of the pelvic arch ; the hind limb or posterior
extremity, as the leg of man or bird, the hind limb of

quadruped mammals and reptiles, and the ventral tin of a
fish. Pelvic peritonitis, a local inflammation of that
part of the peritoneum surrounding the pelvic organs,
and especially the uterus and broad ligaments. Also
called perimetritw. Pelvic plexus, a plexus of sym-
pathetic nerves, reinforced by branches from the lower
two or three sacral nerves, situated at the side of the
rectum, and of the vagina also in the female. It gives
rise to several secondary plexuses, the more important
of which are the vesical, hemorrhoidal, cavernous, and
uterine. Also called inferior hypogastric plexus. Pelvic
presentation. See presentation. Pelvic region, the

, crest of ilium; 2, base (uppermosOof sacrum; 3, symphysis pubis ;

4, acetabulum or socket ofthigh-bone ; 5, iliac fossa, a part of the false

pelvis ; 6, ischium ; 7, obturator foramen ; 8, iliopectineal line, or brim
of true pelvis. ( Coccyx, not shown, directly behind pubic symphysis.)

of normal composition, but remarkable for its shortness,

width, axial curvature, and obliquity with reference to the

long axis of the body. A perpendicular to the plane of the
inlet would leave the abdomen at the umbilicus, and a per-

pendicular to the plane of the outlet would strike the

promontory of the sacrum. The pelvis is divided into

true and /< the latter being that part which is above
the iliopectineal line, the former below the same line,

which thus represents, in part, the brim or superior strait

of the true pelvis. The false pelvis is broad and shallow,

composed, as far as bone is concerned, chiefly by the flar-

ing iliac fossse, its front wall being made by the lower part
of the abdominal parietes ;

and in the erect attitude the
mass of abdominal viscera rests largely upon this part of

the basin. The true pelvis is more contracted, and chiefly

bony as to its walls. Its inlet or superior plane, cordiform
in shape, is circumscribed by the pelvic brim, which is

formed by the iliopectineal crest, completed in front by
the spine and crest of the pubes, and behind by the curved

ridge and promontory of the sacrum. The lower plane, or

outlet, known also as the inferior strait, is bounded by a

very irregular line of bone, the point of the coccyx being

Pelvis of Horse (sacrum and coccyx removed), leaving the bones
representing the "quarter," viewed from left side and behind, i, crest
of ilium; 2, surface for articulation with sacrum (not shown) to com-
plete the pelvis ; 3, narrow part of ilium ; 4, acetabulum for hip-joint ;

5, a small part of right pubis ; 6, ischium.

in the middle line behind, and the tuberosity of the ischi-

um on each side ; between which three points the bony
outlet is deeply emarginated behind, on each side, by
the great sacrosciatic notch, and in front by the arch of
the pubes, formed by the conjoined rami of the pubes
and ischia. In life these notches are largely filled in

by ligaments (the greater and lesser sacrosciatic liga-
ments on each side, and the triangular or infrapubic liga-
ment in front). The obturator membrane also closes in

Pempherididse
what would otherwise be ti large vacuity on each side,

the obturator foramen. The inlet of the pelvis is not

closed by any structure; but the outlet is floored by the

levator ani muscle, the skin of the perineum, and asso-

ciated soft parts. The pelvic cavity contains the lower
bowel and most of the organs of generation. After pu-

berty the male and female pelves differ usually to a rec-

ognizable extent in size and shape ; that of the male being
more massive and contracted, that of the female lighter
and more expansive. See also cuts under Catarrhina, Dro-

meeus, Elephantin/e, Equida, innominatum, ligament, Or-

nithoscelida, ox, quarter, and sacrarium.

Hence 2. Some pelviform structure or cup-
like part, (a) The infundibuliform beginning of the

ureter, constituting the principal cavity of the kidney,
into which the pyramids project and the urine flows. See

cut under kidney, (fo) The lower, basal, or aboral portion
of the cup or calyx of a crinoid.

3. [cop.] A genus of mollusks Brim of the
(true) pelvis, the periphery of the pelvic inlet, separat-

ing the false from the true pelvis. In man it is formed

by the top of the pubes in front, the promontory of the sa-

crum behind, and on each side by the iliopectineal line.

False pelvis. Sec def. 1. Flat pelvis, a pelvis in which
the conjugate diameter of the inlet 1 proportionally short.

Naegele'S pelvis, an obliquely distorted pelvis. Pel-
vis major, the false pelvis. Pelvis minor, the true pel-
vis. Roberts's pelvis, a transversely contracted pelvis,

resulting from ankylosis of the sacro-iliac articulations.

True pelvis, that part of the pelvic wall and contained

space which is below (in man) or behind the pelvic brim ;

the pelvis between the inlet and the outlet: chiefly an
obstetrical phrase.

pelvisacral (pel-vi-sa'kral), a. [< NL. pelvis,

pelvis, + sacrum, sacrum: see sacral."] Of or

pertaining to the pelvis and the sacrum.

pelvistemal (pel-vi-ster'nal), a. [< NL.^d-
vistern-um + -al.'] Having the character of a

pelvisternum.
pelvisternum (pel-vi-ster'num), n.; pi. pelvi-
sterna (-na). [NL., < pelvis, pelvis, + sternum,

breast-bone.] An inferomedian osseous, car-

tilaginous, or ligamentous element of the pel-
vic arch, supposed to correspond to the omo-
steruum of the pectoral arch : thus, there is a

bony pelvisternum in edentate mammals, and
the ischiopubic symphysal cartilage is a pelvi-
sternum.

pelycometer (pel-i-kom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. it&.v%

(TteKvti-), a basin (taken in sense of 'pelvis'))
+ /jrpov, measure.] A pelvimeter.

Pelycosauria (peFi-ko-sa'ri-a), n. 'pi. [NL., <

Gr. TrfAtf (TO?.-), a basin, + oavpof, lizard.] A
division of reptiles, containing those Thero-

morpha or Theromora which have the coracoid

reduced, ribs two-headed, two or three sacral

vertebrss, the centra generally notochordal,
and intereentra usually present. They lived

during the Carboniferous or Permocarbonifer-
ous epoch.
pelycosaurian (peFi-ko-sa'ri-an), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to the Pelycosauria, or having
their characters.

II. n. One of the Pelycosauria.

pemblico (pem'bli-ko), n. [Also pemWyco ; ap-

par. imitative: see first quot.] The dusky shear-

water or cohoo, Puffinus obscurus. [Bermuda.]
Another small bird there is ; because she cries PemWyco

they call her so ; she is seldome seene in the day butwhen
she sings, as too oft she doth very clamorously.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 115.

The PemMieo is seldom seen by day, and by her crying
foretells Tempests.

S. Clarice, Four Plantations in America (1670)j p. 22.

pemmican, pemican (pem'i-kan), n. [Amer.
Ind.] Originally, a preparation made by the

North American Indians, consisting of the lean

parts of venison driedby the Bun or wind, and
then pounded into a paste, with melted fat,

and tightly pressed into cakes, a few service-

berries being sometimes added to improve the

flavor. It is now made of beef, especially for use in arctic

expeditions, being an easily preserved food, which keeps for

a long time and contains the largest amount of nutriment
in the smallest space. Pemmican is similar in character to

the tassago of South America and the biltong of southern
Africa.

Pemmican is made from the round of beef cut in strips
and dried, then shredded or mixed with beef tallow and
currants. Schley and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 132.

Pempelia (pem-pe'li-a), n. [NL. (Hilbner,

]816), < (?) Gr. 7r/OTvloV, an adj. of uncertain

sense, an epithet of aged persons.] A genus
of pyralidmoths of the family Pln/cidse, well rep-
resented both in Europe and in North America.
P. hammmuli is known in the United States as the apple-

leaf gjceletonizer, since itslarvte feed upon the parenchyma
of the leaves of the apple, leaving them skeletons. See
cut under leaf-tier.

Pempherididae (pem-fe-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pemphcris (-id-) + -idte.J A family of acan-

thopterygian fishes, typified by the genus Pem-

plieris. The species have an oblong compressed body,
short dorsal with few spines, long anal, complete ventrals,
and an air-bladder divided into an anterior and a posterior

portion. They are inhabitants of the tropical seas, and are

of small size.



Pempheris

Pempheris (peni-fe'ns), . (NL., < Gr. m /;;/-

f>/r, a kind of fish.
]

A ^enns of liMhes, typical
of the family I'i IH/I/H i n/nl;i'.

Ptmfktrit manfuta.

Pemphiginae (pem-fi-ii'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Koch,
MH), < I'cniiiltit/Hx + -(.] A subfamily of
. 1

1
ill idiila; containing the gall-making plant-lice

iind others, having the thinl diseuiilnl vein with
one fork or simple, the hind wing with one or

A Memlter of the Pentfkigittu. ( Cross ahows natural size.)

two oblique veins, and the honey-tubes tuber-
culiform if present. It contains a number of wide-
spread genera, of which Schizoneura and Pemphigta are
the most notable. The body is obese and obtuse, and Is

covered with a cottony secretion, and the antennse are
six-Jointed. These aphlds live chiefly on forest trees and
shrubs, seldom molesting cultivated fruit-trees. Also
spelled l'<'ini>lii;rina. See also cut under Panphitnu.
pemphigoid (pem'fl-goid), a. [< pemphigus +
-oia.] Kesembling pemphigus ;

of the nature
of pemphigus: as, pemphigoid eruptions.
pemphigus (pem'fi-gus), n. [NL., < Or. ?r^(f
(-^() -), a bubble, blister, pustule ;

akin to vou-

^jiAvf,
a bubble, > E. gompholyx.] 1. An affec-

tion of the skin, consisting of eruptions (bullw)
of various sizes, from that of a pea to that of a

walnut, usually with accompaniment of fever.
Also called pompholyx and bladdery fever. 2.
In i-ii linn.: (a) [cap.'] A genus of plant-lice or

Poplar leaf Gall-louse lf><mf/iifut fefHli
". fall, just forming, t>cncath ; 6, gall. Just forming, above; c, per.

feet Kail, Iwneath ; it, e, young double galls: /. stem-mother (line
shows natural size) ; f, winged female (cross shows natural size).

aphids of the subfamily Pemphigimf (Hartig,
1841). They are usually large species, with a copious
waxy secretion, which deform the leaves of certain plants
and sometimes produce galls. Thus, P. populicaulut makes
galls at the base of the leaves of the coitonwood (Popului
moniUfen). (ft) An aphid of the genus Pemphi-
iiux: ;if. the vagabond pemphigus, P.vagabunda.

Pemphredon (pem-fre'don), n. [NL. (Latreille,
1790), < Gr. irfftfyinSuv, a kind of wasp; cf. rev-

.iHHHlatHS. (Cross shows n.uiir.il si.'

H/II/I'IUI; lii^/ilili.n , ete., ;i hornet : see .tllllifi liu.\
A goiuiH of wasps, typical of the fsunilv /'.-

I'hi-iiliiniihi; having the fore wilit,'-. with twn
recurrent nervures, one arising from the tir-i

and the other from the !< mil Miluimr^inal eell.
/'. luffubru, a nnnmon Kuropean wasp, burrows III decay-
lug posts, rails, and logs, anil provisions Itstell with plant-
lice. /'. minuttu burrows in the sand.

Pemphredonidae (pem-fre-.li.n'i-de), . /'.

[NL. (I)ahlboni, 1K35), < f'i nijilin-iliat + -iV/>.]
A family of wasps, typified by the genus I'em-

I'lif'il'ni. They arc lilnck, sli-ndi r, mostly small, with
Urge head and ovatolanceolatt- ,i"! I on n

slightly curve<l petiole. The family contains about
genera, whose members make tln-ir cells In wood or li..l-

low plant-stalks or In tin- ground, :m.l provision them
with

aphids. thrlpses, and other small Insect*.

Pemphredoninse (pem-fre-do-ni'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < 1'im/ihredon + -inir.]

'

A subfamily of

Spheijitlte or digger-wasps, containing species
of small size with large head, ovate petiolated
abdomen, and two complete submarginal <-i !U
of the fore wings.
pen 1

(pen), r. t.
; pret. and pp. penned or pent,

ppr. penning. [Formerly also sometimes pend
(to which the pret. pent in part belongs) (see
vend 1

) ; < ME. pennen, also in romp, bi-pennen,
\ AS. "pennian, shut up (only in comp. onpen-
wan(not 'onpinnian), in the once-occurring pp.
onpcunad,

'

unpen,' open) ; prob. = LO. pennen,
liniinen, bolt (a door): appar. from a noun, AS.
pinn ('penn not found), a pin (of a hasp or lock),= 1&.penn, a pin, peg(seem'M' andpej|2) : gee,
however, pen 1

, n. The verb pen seems to have
been more or less confused with the related verb
pini, and, in the var. pendl, with the diff. verb
pind, pound3, put in pound, impound : see pin

1
,

pind, pound9.] To shut, inclose, or confine in
or as in a pen or other narrow place ; hem in

;

coop up ; confine or restrain within very narrow
limits : frequently with up.

My Lady and ray love Is cruelly pend
In doleful] ditrkenes from the vew of day.

Spnuer, F. Q., IIL xi. 11.

I saw many flocket of Ooats In Savoy, which they ptnne
at night in certalne low rooraes under their dwelling-
houses. Coryat, Crudities, 1. si.

Every rule and Instrument of necessary knowledge Unit
God hath given us ought to be so In proportion as may
bee weilded and manag'd by the life of man without pen-
ning him up from the duties of humane society.

Mttton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.
Our common Master did not j>?n
His followers up from other men.

Whittirr, The Meeting.

pen1
(pen), n. [Formerly also pend (see pen*,

v.), < ME. *penn, < AS. penn, a pen, fold; also
in comp. hacapenn (hacti, hook: see hake 1

): a
rare word, appar. from the verb: see pen1

, r.]
1. A small inclosure, as for cows, sheep, fowls,
etc.; a fold; a sty; a coop.

She in pent his flocks will fold.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, II. 69.

2. Any inclosure resembling a fold or pen for
animals.

We have him In a i- n. he cannot scape us.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 1.

The place [in the House of Lords] where visitors were
allowed to go was a little pen at the left of the entrance,
where not over ten people could stand at one time.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 67.

Tom pushed back his chair, and explained that he was
just going to begin building some rail pen* to hold the
corn when It should be gathered and shucked.

E. Kijgleitun, The Qraysons, xxx.

3. In the fisheries, a movable receptacle on
board ship where fish are put to be iced, etc.

4. A small country house in'the mountains of
Jamaica.
The admiral for instance had a semaphore In the sta-

tionary flag shin at Port Royal which communicated with
another at bis /'< or residence near Kingston.

Tom Cringle't Log, p. 230.

pen'-
3
(pen). H. [< ME. penne, pene, a feather, a

pen for writing, a pipe (pi. pennes, feathers,
wings). < OF. penne,pene, F. penne= Pr. pena=
It. penna, a feather, wing, a pen for writing, =
AS. pinn, a pin or peg, also a style for writing (in
the gloss "rnith pinn vel uuritisaex [*writseaxj,
calami") (rare in both uses), = D. 7)01 = MLG.
penne = Icel. penni = Sw. penna = Dan. pen, a
pen,< LL. penna, a pen, namely a quill used for

writing, a particular use of L. penna, also pin-
n,i, ;i feather, in pi. a wing, also a feather on
an arrow, hence poet, an arrow, also (in form
pinna) a pinnacle, a float or bucket of a water-
wheel, etc., also a fin (= AS.finn, E.finl); ML.
also a probe, pin; OL. pesna, orig. petna, with
formative -na, < / pmt, fly, and thus ult. akin
to Gr. irrepdv = E. feather: see./iii

1 and feather.]
1. A feather, especially a large feather, of the
wing or tail; a quill.

pen
A.,.! ..i bin- liii.l,, ., i,il .,( tli,- /,-,,,,< hire Wimge.,

mi n maken liowfs fulle xtrongr, to whote with Arwet
Hii'l (Juuri II. . ilaiulenUr, Travels, p. 200.

The swans, whose prut as white as Ivory.

Greene, Madrigal.

The proud peacock, overcharged with prnM,
Is fain to sweep the groutnl with IIJN grown train.

B. Jinuum, Staple of News, V. 2.

On mighty pen* uplifted, soar* the eagle aloft
Teat qf llaydn't Creation.

2. A quill, as of a goose or other lar^e binl,
rut to a point and split at the nib, used for

writing; now, by extension, any instrument
( usually of steel, (fold,

or other metal) of similar

form, used for writing by means of a fluid ink.

Various forms of Pens.

I, quill pen. In which is the feather, t the hudr. and e On a* I

9, steel pen and penholder, a being the handle, i a ferrule fitted to *
and having a clamping socket into which the |>en r \% inserted and
there held by pressure: 3 and 4. fountain-pens: the body of the
handle a is a hollow reservoir for Ink, it Ihe pen-lwldinf device,
and f aad rf are metal rods passing through small holes into the ink
reservoir, alone whkh the Ink flows by capillary action to keep the
pen f supplied.

Pens of steel or gold have almost superseded the old quill
pens. Pens are also manufactured to some extent of other
metallic substances, Mich a* silver, platinum, and alumini-
um bronze. Oold pens are usually tipped with a native

alloy of osmium and irldltini. They possess the advantage
of being incorrodible by Ink, besides having a ttne, quill
like flexibility, and are exceedingly durable.

The gloae gloryousllche was wryte, wyth a gylt penn*.
Pun Plowman (C'X xx. U.

He askyd pene and yoke, and wrotte hys sonne.

Turlnnyton, Untie of Eng. Travel!, p. 61.

>0(er North wrote to his sister, Mrs. Foley, on March
8, 17OO-1: " Yon will hardly tell by what you see that
I write with a steel pen. It is a device come out of France,
of which the original was very good and wrote very well,
but this Is but a copy 111 made. "

X. and (J., 7th ser, V. 498.

If the sovereign must needs take a part in the contro-

versy, the pen Is the proper weapon to combat error with,
not the sword.

I;., ittiti,,i, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xlll. 17.

Beneath the rule of men entirely great,
The pen Is mightier than the sword.

Bviuer, Richelieu, IL 2.

3. One who uses a pen; a writer; a penman.
Those learned pent which report that the Druids did

instruct the ancient Britons. f'idter.

I had rather stand in the shock of a haslllacu than In the

fury of a merciless pen.
Sir T. Brmrnr, Kellgio Medici (ed. 1680), IL 111.

4. Style or quality of writing.
The man has a clever pen, It must be owned.

Additon, Tory Foxhimter.

St. A pipe ;
a conduit.

The water that goth thorough the leden penne
Is rnst-corrupte, unhoolsom.

Pallailiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 177.

6. A female swan, the male being called a fob.

Yarrell, British Birds. 7. In Cej)halopoda, an
internal homogeneous corneous or chitinous
structure replacing the internal shell in certain
decacerous cephalopods, such as the typical
squids (l.nlii/iiiiilir): also called gladius and
calamary: distinguished from the corresponding
sepiost or cuttlebone of the cuttles. See cut
under

calanuiry Electric pen, a kind of autographic
pen Invented by Edison, consisting of a small perforating
apparatus actuated by an electriimagnetk motor In con-
nection with a battery, and used In the manner of a lead-

pencil.
On moving it over paper, a series of minute holes

Is punched In the paper, thus making a stencil that can be
used to reproduce the lines, letters, or drawings traced by
the pen. Geometrical pen, a drawlng-lni>tnmicnt fur

tracing geometrical curves. A pen or pencil is carried bv
a revolving arm of adjustable length, the motion of which
Is controlled by a set of toothed wheels. K. U. Knight.
Lithographic pen. see lith, graphic. Pneumatic pen, a

pneumatic instrument for producing a stencil for copying.
It traces the lines to be reproduced by means of numerous
minnteperforatlons through the paper. Inkorcolorls then

spread over the surface and nils the perforations, when
the pattern can be printed from It on a number of sheets
of paper. Right-line pen. a drawing-pen or straight-
llne

pen, especially adapted for ruling lines Stylo-
graphic pen, a variety of fountain-pen In which a needle
at the end of the pen serves as a valve to release the
Ink when the point Is pressed on the paper To mend
a pen, to put a worn qnill pen In order by renewing the
nib and slit, and trimming the slopes, as with a penknife.
(See also tmr-pen, drawing-pen, fountain-pen, muae-pen.)

pen2 (pen), r. t. pret. and pp. penned, ppr.
I" lining. [<JCT|2, n.] To write; compose and
commit to paper.

A letter shall lie prnn'd.KMn Bood and the Golden Arrme (Child's Ballads, V. S87X



pen
I would fain see all the poets of these times pen snrh

another play as that. was.
B. Jnnxon, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

If thou can'st learn to write by to-Morrow Morning, pen
me a Challenge. Congree?, Way of the World, iv. 9.

Great men have been among us; hands that penned
And tongues that uttered wisdom.

Wordsworth, London, 1802.

Speaks out the poesy which, penned, turns prose.

Browning, King and Book, I. 48.

penache (pe-nash'), 11. Same as panache.
Penaea (pe-ne'a), . [NL. (Linnseus, 1753), after

Pierre Pena of Narbonne in France, a botan-
ical writer of about 1570.] A genus of smooth

branching undershrubs, type of the order Pe-

nseacese, and known by the four-angled style.
There are 9 species, all South African. They are densely
clothed with little sessile leaves, and bearyellowish or red-

dish flowers sessile in a leafy spike. They are cultivated
under glass as handsome evergreens.

Penaeaceae (pen-e-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1820), < Penita + -acese.] A small but

very distinct order of apetalous shrubs, of the
series Daphnales, distinguished by the four
valvate calyx-lobes, four alternate stamens,
four carpels, aiid eight or sixteen ovules. It in-

cludes about 20 species, of 4 genera, of which Penaa and
Sarcocolla are the chief. They are small heath-like ever-

greens from the eastern part of Cape Colony. They bear
numerous little rigid entire opposite leaves, and salver-

shaped flowers, usually red, solitary in the axils of the up-
per leaves or of broader bracts.

Penaeidse (pe-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Penseus
+ -idee."] A family of decapod crustaceans,
typified by the genus Penseus, having podo-
branchiaB completely divided or reduced to epi-

pleurites, pleurobranchia; not more than four

pairs, and branchiae ramose. They have a super-
ficial resemblance to shrimps, and the numerous species
have been grouped under 12 genera.
Penaeidea (pen-e-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Penseus
+ -(o)idea.] A superfamily group occasionally
used to include the two families Penieidie and
Sergeslidse. More correctly Penesoidea.

penaaoid (pe-ne'oid), a. and n. [< NL. Permits
+ Gr. <5of,'form: see -oirf.] I. a. Resembling
a shrimp of the genus Peneeus; of or pertain-
ing to the Pfnseidse.

II. n. A penoooid shrimp.
Penaeus (pe-ne'us), . [NL. (Fabricius, 1798),
also Penceus, Pcneiis; origin not obvious.] A
genus of shrimps, typical of the family Pen&-
idee, having the three anterior pairs of legs
chelate. Species abound in warm and temperate seas,
and some of them have commercial value as articles of
food. -P. braxttienids is an example. See cuts under cope-
pod-stage, naupliun, and zchizopod-stage.

penakullt,
' A Middle English form of pin-

nacle.

penal (pe'nal), a. [< OF. penal, F. penal = Sp.
Pg. penal = It. penale, < L. pcenalis, pertain-
ing to punishment, (pcena, punishment, penal-
ty, pain : see pain 1

.'] Of or pertaining to pun-
ishment, (a) Enacting or prescribing punishment ;

set-

ting forth the punishment of offenses : as, the penal code
;

a penal clause in a contract.

It is among the citizens of a refined community that
penal laws, which are in the hands of the rich, are laid

upon the poor. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxvii.

Nowhere in the United States is religious opinion now
deemed a proper subject for penal enactments.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 194.

(6) Constituting punishment ; inflicted as a punishment.
Adamantine chains and penal flre. Milton, P. L., i. 48.

Suffering spirits, in the penal gloom and terrors of an-
other world. Sumner, Fame and Glory.

(c) Subject to penalty ; incurring punishment : as, penal
neglect.

There was the act which . . . made it penal to employ
boys under twelve not attending school and unable to read
and write. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 9.

(d) Used as a place of punishment: as, a penal settlement.

Chance-swung between
The foulness of the penal pit
And Truth's clear sky.

WhUtier, Chapel of the Hermits.

(e) Payable or forfeitable as a punishment, as on account of
breach of contract, etc. : as, a penal sum.

The execution leave to high disposal,
And let another hand, not thine, exact
Thy penal forfeit from thyself.

Hilton, S. A., 1. 608.

Penal action, in Scots law, an action in which the con-
clusions of the summons are of a penal nature that is,
when

extraordinary damages and reparation by way of
penalty are claimed. Penal bond. See bond', 7. Pe-
nal code, a code or system of laws relating to crimes and
their punishment. Penal laws, those laws which pro-
hibit an act and impose a penalty for the commission of
"Penal servitude, a species of punishment in British
criminal law, introduced in 1863 in lien of transportation,
consisting in imprisonment with hard labor for a series
of years, varying with the magnitude of the crime, at any
of the penal establishments in Great Britain or in the
British dominions beyond seas. Penal Statutes (a)
Those statutes which impose penalties or punishments for
offenses committed, (fr) In a more general sense, those

statutes which impose a new liability for the doing or omit-

ting of an act. Thus, a statute making the officers of a

corporation personally liable for its debts if they neglect
to file an annual report of its affairs is a penal statute.

Penal sum, a sum declared by bond to be forfeited if the
condition of the bond is not fulfilled. If the Irond is for

payment of money, the penal sum is generally fixed at

twice the amount.

penalise, '. t. See penalise.

penality (pe-nal'i-ti), n. [= F. penalite = Sp.

penaUdad= Yg.penalidade= \t.penalita, < ML.
patnalita(t-)s, punishment, penalty, < L. pcenalis,

penal: see penal. Cf.penalty.] The character
of being penal or of involving punishment.
penalize (pe'nal-Iz), . t.; pret. and pp. penal-
ized, ppr. penalizing. [= Pg. penalizar, trouble,
afflict; as penal + -fee.] To lay under a pen-
alty, in case of violation, falsification, or the
like : said of regulations, statements, etc. ; sub-

ject, expose, or render liable to a penalty : said
of persons. Also spelled penalise.
A double standard of truth ; one for the penalized and

the other for the non-penalized statement.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 6.

In even-distance shooting should a winner win at or
above his handicap distance, he is to be penalised for such
win in the handicap book. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 492.

penally (pe'nal-i), adv. In a penal manner ;
as

a punishment or penalty.
The judgment, or rather the state and condition penally

consequent upon these sinners, namely that they were
without excuse. South, Sermons, II. vii.

penalogist (pe-nal'o-jist), n. An erroneous
form for pcnologist.

penalty (pen'al-ti), n.
; pi. penalties (-tiz). [< F.

penalite, < ML. pcenaUta(t-)s, punishment: see

penality, of which penalty is a, doublet.] 1. Suf-

fering, in person or property, as a punishment
annexed by law or judicial decision to a viola-
tion of law; penal retribution.

What doe statutes avayle without penoltyes?
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Death is the penalty imposed. Milton, P. L., vii. 546.

2. The loss or burden to which a person sub-

jects himself by covenant or agreement in case
of the non-fulfilment of an obligation ;

the for-

feiture or sum to be forfeited for non-payment,
or for non-compliance with an agreement: as,
the penalty stipulated in a bond. Penalties pro-
vided thus by contract may be either in addition to the
original obligation, so that the creditor can ask both, or

may be intended merely to fix the damages which he can
ask in case of breach.

The penalty and forfeit of my bond.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 207.

3. Money recoverable by virtue of a penal stat-

ute
;
a fine

;
a mulct.

Such a one is carried about the Towne with a boord fas-

tened to his neck, all be-hanged with Foxe-tailes, besides

Rpenaltie according to his state in monie.

Pvrchai, Pilgrimage, p. 300.

Hence 4. The painful consequences which
follow some particular course of action, or are

invariably attached to some state or condition:

as, the penalty of carelessness, or of riches
;
he

paid the penalty of his rashness.
He is not restrained, nor restraineth himselfe from the

penalty of women. Sandys, Travailes, p. 48.

To be neglected by his contemporaries was the penalty
which he [Milton] paid for surpassing them.

Macaulay, Dryden.
Bill of pains and penalties. See pain^. On or under
penalty Of (as of death, etc.), so as to incur (or, after a

negative, without incurring) death, etc., as a penalty.

No Christian is allowed to enter the mosque ... on
penalty of death, and even the finnan of the Sultan has
failed to obtain admission for a Frank.

/;. Tuylirr, Lands of the Saracen, p. 86.

Small Penalties Act, an English statute of 1866 (28 and
29 Viet., c. 127) which prescribes imprisonment for stated
terms upon non-payment of penalties imposed on sum-
mary convictions.

penance (pen'ans), n. [Early mod. E. also pen-
nance, penaunce; < ME. *penance, penaunce, <
OF. penance, pennance, penaunce, peneance = It.

penanza, < L. peenitentia, penitence : see peni-
tence.] 1. Penitence; repentance. [Penanand
do penance are generally used in the Douay version where
the King James version has repentance and repent. They
are also used by Wyclif in his translation.]

And I seye to you, so joye schal be in heuene on o syn-
ful man doinge penaunce ["that repenteth," A. V.] more
than on nynty and nyne iuste that ban no nede to penaunce
("need no repentance," A. V.] Wyclif, Luke xv. 7.

2. Sorrow for sin shown by outward acts
;
self-

punishment expressive of penitence or repen-
tance

;
the suffering to which a person volun-

tarily subjects himself, as by fasting, flagella-
tion, self-imposed tasks, etc., as an expression
of penitence ;

the outward acts by which sor-
row for sin is shown.
Penance is only the Punishment inflicted, not Penitence,

which is the right word. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 83.

pen-and-ink
Better not do the Deed than weep it done.
No Penance can absolve our guilty Fame.

Prior, Henry and Emma.
His was harsh penanceon St. Agnes' Eve :

Another way he went, and soon among
Kough ashes sat he for his soul's reprieve.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes, iii.

3. Eccles., SOITOW for sin shown by outward
acts under authority and regulation of the
church

;
contrition manifested by confession

and satisfaction and entitling to absolution;
hence, absolution ensuing upon contrition and
confession with satisfaction or purpose of sat-

isfaction. Absolution has been given on these terms
since primitive times in the church, and this ancient in-

stitution was afterward formally recognized as a sac-
rament by the Roman Catholic, the Greek, and other
churches. The sacrament of penance includes four parts :

contrition, confession, satisfaction, and absolution. It is

required that there should be a genuine and a supernat-
ural contrition for the sin committed that is, a sorrow

produced by the influence of the Holy Spirit, coupled
with a firm purpose of amendment ; that the sin should
be confessed fully and unreservedly to a priest ; and that
satisfaction be made for it by a voluntary submission to
such penalty or discipline as the priest may require and
by restitution to persons wronged ; and absolution can be

granted only on these conditions. It can be administered

by no one who has not received priest's orders. Every
member of the Roman Catholic Church is obliged at least

once a year to confess to bis palish priest and to do pen-
ance under his direction; he cannot partake of commu-
nion without previous absolution, but is not either before
confession or during his penitential discipline regarded
as under ecclesiastical censure, which is inflicted on the
contumacious only.

4. The penalty or discipline imposed by the

priest in the above sacrament.
Ther penance was thei snld go in pilgrimage.

Rob. of Jirunne, p. 303.

Go, sin no more ! Thy penance o'er,
A new and better life begin !

God maketh thee forever free

From the dominion of thy sin !

Longfellow, Golden Legend, ii.

Hence 5. Any act of austerity or asceticism

practised with a religious motive. 6f. Suffer-

ing; sorrow; misery.
His woful herte of penaunce hadde a lisse.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 610.

7. An instrument or means of self-punishment
used by persons undergoing penance either in-

flicted or voluntary. Shirts of horsehair with the in-

ner surface rough and bristling, garments of sackcloth
worn next the skin, and iron belts are frequently men-
tioned. A more unusual form is a garment composed of
links of iron similar to chain-mail, but with the ends of

the wires turned up and sharpened on the inner side. See
scourge anAftayellum To do penance, (a) To repent:
obsolete except in the Douay version of the Bible, and in
the usage of the Roman Catholic Church.

Man, do penaunce whilis thou may,
Lest sudeynli y take veniaunce :

Do y not abide thee day bi day
Bicause y wolde thou dide penaunce?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 201.

(b) To show one's self repentant by submitting to the pun-
ishment of censure or suffering.

Thieves and murderers took upon them the cross to es-

cape the gallows ; adulterers did penance in their armour.

Fuller, Holy War, i. 12.

penance (pen'ans), v. t.; pret. and pp. penanced,
ppr. penancing. [<! penance, n.] To inflict pen-
ance upon ; discipline by penance.
Did I not respect your person, I might bring you upon

your knees, and penance your indiscretion.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 623. (Dames.)

I saw
The pictured flames writhe round a penanc'd soul.

Southey, Joan of Arc, iii.

She seemed at once some penanc'd lady elf,

Some demon's mistress, or the demon's self.

Keats, Lamia, i.

penance-boardt (pen'ans-bord), n. The pillory.
Hulliwell.

penanceless (pen'ans-les), a. [< ME. penaunce-
les; (.penance + -legs.] Free from penance ;

not

having undergone penance.
Passinge purgatorie penaunceles for here parfit by-leyne.

Piers Plourman (C\ xii. 296.

penancer (pen'an-ser), n. [< ME. penauncer,
penaunscer, < OF. penancier, peneancier, < ML.
pee-nitentiarius, a penitent, also one who im-

poses penance, < L. psenitentia, penance: see

penance, penitence, and cf. penitencer, peniten-

tiary.] A penitent. Prompt. Parr., p. 391.

pen-and-ink (pen'and-ingk'), a. 1. Made or

earned on in writing ;
written ; literary : as, a

pen-and-ink sketch; a pen-and-ink contest.

The last blow struck in the pen-and-ink war.

Croft, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 193.

2. Made or executed with pen and ink, as a

drawing, outline, or map.
Mr. Claude de Neuville has made a series of pen-and-

ink drawings illustrating the most striking features of the
architecture of Oxford. The Academy, Dec. 28, 1889, p. 428.



penang-lawyer

penang-lawyer (pc-imiig'la'ycr), . [Prob. a
n irrupt ion f /'< nnnii lii/nr. th'- wild ;ti-eca.] A
walking-stick, usually with a bullions lii'itil,

made fi'din the stem of a ]iulin (Liciniln wuli-

liiln) I'Xportcil from Penung anil Singapore.
D/irii n.

penannular(pO-tmn'u-l;ir),. [< L. /i.vw, //,
almost, + iiiiiiliirix, annular: see amm/fir.]
Having the form of an almost complete ring,
like the so-culled annular brooches,

penantt (pen'ant), . [.MK., also /iciniiiiil,< ()['.

/M'lniiit, />< iHintt = Sp. It. jicnante, < L. /wm-
tcn(t-)x, one who is penitent, a penitent: see

/K'nitenl. C(. IICIKIIICI.} A penitent ; one doing
penance.
Neither bacoun no liraiino blancmangcrc ne mortrewei
Is neither tlsiitliu nu flcsBhu lint fode for apenaunlr.

/'<'/. Plmmnan (B), xlll. 91.

Thou art nat lyk a pftiatnit or a goost
Chaucer, ITol. to Monk's Talo, 1. 46.

penaryt, " [< !< l><rii<iriu.i, of or belonging In

punisnment, < IMVIHI, punishment: see yw/iw
1

.

Cf. penal."] Penal : as, "penary chastise-
ments," B]>. (latulcn, Tears of the Church,
p. 76. (Dorics.)

penashet, An obsolete variant of panache.
Penates (pe-na'ten), . pi. [L., < /*, the
innermost part of a temple or sanctuary, penex,
witli, in, pruitiiM, inward, inside, whence also

/inii-lntrc, enter within: see penetrate.] In

Horn, antii/., the household gods, who presided
over families, and were worshiped in the in-

terior of every dwelling. They included the
Lares. See Ltir\.

penauncet, penauntt. See penance, pcnant.
pen-case (peu'kas), . 1. A case or holder for

a pen. 2. A case for one or more pens with
their holders and usually an inkstand

;
a port-

able writing-case. See penner1
. Also called

pcnna.'
pence, i. Plural of penny.
pence!H, An obsolete form of pencil*.

pencel'
2
t, pencil'-H (pen'sel, -sil), . [Also

pcnscl, penail, < ME. pencel, pensel, < OF. "pen-

eel, pennecel, paimecel, peneheal, contr. olpenon-
eel, pennonccl, a small pennon: see pennoncel,

pennon.] A small pennon or streamer attached
to a staff, spear, or lance.

Anil ek. the bet from sorwe hytn to releve,
She made him were a peneel at hire sieve.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1043.

11] doeeu nentella to stande abouen vpon the hcrse

amonge the lightes.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), I. 30.

Terror was decked so bravely with rich furniture, gilt

swords, shining armours, pleasant promt*, that the eye
with delight hail scarce leisure i<> be afraid.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

A thousand streamers flaunted fair, . . .

Scroll, pennon, prnsil, bandrol there
O'er the pavilions flew. Scott, Marmlon, Iv. 2a

pence-table (pens'ta'bl), n. An arithmetical
table for the easy conversion of pounds and
shillings into pence, or vice versa.

We are quite prepared to hear from many that children
would be much better occupied in writing their copies or

learning their pence-tablet. U. Spencer, Education, p. 138.

penchant (pon-shoiV), M. [F., an incline, de-

clivity, inclination, prop. ppr.
of pencher, in-

cline, lean.] Strong inclination ; decided taste ;

liking; bias.

She was sorry, but from what jicnchant she had not con-

sidered, that she had been prevented from telling me her

story. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, Works (I'?6), vIL 49.

The others showed a most decided penchant for the an-

cient Ureek music. Loogfeuotc, Hyperion, iv. 4.

penchute (pen'shot), n. [Origin obscure : the
form suggests F.pcnte, a slope, peiicher. incline,

slope, and chute, a fall : but the word is doubt-

ful.] A trough which conducts the water from
the race of a mill to the water-wheel. E. U.

Kniflh t.

pencil
1

(pen'sil), n. [Early mod. E. also pen-
.*il. pcnsill; (. iilK.iiencel, pined = D. penseel =
M I .(!. pinai'l = MHGr. penget, bensel, G. pinsel =
led. (mod.) pcwtill = Sw. Dan. pcnscl, < OF.
pincel, F. pineeau = Pr. pinzcl = Sp. 1'p. piii-

ccl(Mlj. /i/.srMM.<, /lincillutt), a painters' pencil,
a brush, < L. pciiirillinu. /'MiciV/x, a painters'
brush, of. pcniciilHs, a little tail, dim. of pcntx,
a tail. Tin 1 word seems to have been asso-
ciated more or less with L. ]>enn<i. a feather,
LL. a pen : see

/><V-.] 1. A small fine brush,
such as may be used by a painter in laying on

paints; technically, a special type of pointed
brush the hairs of which are held by a quill fer-

rule with a wooden handle which is often de-
tiiehiililc. The hair may be sable, fltch, camel's halr,or
ox-h:iir, and may lie brought to a point or be square on the

pencil-tree

r-n'sil-st-'dar), . See cedar,

material; *. a ferrule of sh-_-
the brush to the handle I. 3 and 4- A pencil In which the lead brawn-
able : a b the lead : f, a ferrule whkh screws upon a clamping device
< t. a hollow wooilen handle. 5. An ordinary lead-pencil, the kad
a being cemented In the wood * throughout Its enure lenfrth.

ends. Such brushes are used In water-color and miniature

painting, lettering, striping, and ornamenting.

Sir, you with the pencil on your rhln.

B. Jonton, Cynthia's Bevels, Iv. 1.

The Ink can be used with a common steel pen, and flows

very well when writing slowly, but It Is better to use a
pencil. Wortohnp lleeeiptt, 2d sen, p. 842.

2. Figuratively, the art of painting; also, skill

in painting or delineation ; style of delinea-
tion.

I may well and truly say that he [ Apollodoras] and none
before him brought the pencil! In to a glorious name and
especiall credit Holland, It. of I'liny, zxxv. 9.

The incomparable and most decantated majestic of this

citie doth deserve a farre more elegant and curious pen-
rill to paint her out In her colours then mine.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 196.

His all-resembling Pencil did out-pass
The mlmlck Imag'ry of Lonklng-Olasa.

Cowiey, Death of Sir A. Vandlke.

3. An instrument for marking, drawing, or

writing, formed of graphite, colored chalk, or a
material of similar properties, and having a

tapering end ; specifically, a thin strip of such
substance inclosed in a cylinder of soft wood
or in a metal case with a tapering end. 4.

Writing done with a pencil, as distinguished
from that done with ink : as, a note written in

pencil, 5. In optics, all the rays of light which

diverge from or converge to a given point.
The pencil* of rays proceeding from the different points

of a visible object
D. Stewart, Outlines of Moral Philosophy, | 22.

About half-past eleven, a pencil of bright red light shot

up a signal which the sun uplifted to herald his coming.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 132.

6. In yeom., the figure formed by a number of

lines which meet in one point. 7. In cool., a
tuft or little brush, as of hair or feathers. Also
called jwnifintMm. Aniline pencil See anUine.
Axial pencil, in geam., the figure formed by a number of

planes passing through a given line, which is called the
base or axis of the axial pencil. Center of a flat pencil.
Bet wn/rri. Diamond, hair, harmonic, etc.. pencil.
See the adjectives Flat pencil, the aggregate of straight
lines lying in one plane and passing through one point
Metallic pencil, a pencil made of an alloy of tin, lead,
and bismuth. The paper to be written on with It Is pre-

pared with bone-ash. Pendl Of curves, the aggregate
of plane curves of a given order, say the nth, r*****y
through n points, of which 4n (n 3) 1 are independent

Pencil Of planes, the aggregate of all the planes pass-

ing through a given line. Pencil of surfaces, the ag-

gregate of all the surfaces passing through the same fun-

damental non-plane curve. (See also copying-pencil, lead-

pencil, slate-pencil.)

pencil 1
(pon'sil), v. t.', pret. and pp. penciled, pen-

cilled, ppr. penciling, pencilling. [(. pencil
1

, M.]
1. To paint or draw; execute with a pencil or

in pencil; mark with penciling or as with a

pencil : as, finely penciled eyebrows.
PencOfd pensiveness and colonr'd sorrow.

Shot., Lucrece, L 1497.

Where nature pencUi butterflies on flow'rs. W. Hone.

2. To write with a pencil.
It was an engraved card of Judge Pyncheon's, with cer-

tain pencilled memoranda on the back, referring to vari-

ous businesses, which It had been his purpose to transact

during the preceding day. HmMunt, Seven Oables, xlx.

pencil -t, .

Seejieneel
3

.

pencil-blue (pen sil-blo), n. A distinct shade
of blue obtained from indigo, used in calico-

printing. It was employed, before the intro-

duction of blocks, for painting in parts of a de-

sign by means of an artists' pencil.

pencil-case (pen'sil-kas), H. A holder for a

pencil, either plain or of costly material and

richly ornamented. It may be adapted to receive
an ordinary wooden lead-pencil, or a lead consisting of a
small rod of graphite, of which the point is caused by a

spring constantly to protrude from its sheath. Pencil-
cases are usually provided with a device, such as a slide or
a screw, for drawing the pencil

within the case when not
in use. Those for small leads often have a small liox for

spare leads at the end opposite the point while those for

lead-pencils not unusually have a seal at this end.

pencil-cedar <i"
and ./'""/" /'.

pencll-compas8i|>eii'sil-kmii'|iits).,i. A.I-

man's c.nn|ia-s having a COIM].;I^S-I'|II| upon one
leg ami a socket for a pencil on
tin other, or with mie leg fitted

so that the coiM]>a"-eiid can be
detached and a pencil put on in
its place. In the cut, h and g are the
ten. and d the needle-puint and lead-
liiiMrra. They have shanks fitted to
sockets In A and g, and are fastened In
the socket* by set-screws /, f; a b a

needle-point which (Us a socket in the
lower end of e, and U held by a small
set-screw <; ebasprlng clamp In which
the lead b Is cUupt-d In n the screw k
forces Its jaws togetliT.

penciled, pencilled (pen'iild). a.

[< pennl + -/*.] 1. Marked
with lino lines, as if with a pen-
cil or other Hiiarp-pointed instru-

ment; decorated or executed in
delicate ornament or lines, as dis-

tinguished from broad masses of
, j

color or the like. 2. In . ""'. and
hot. : (a) Tufted; brushy; peni-
cillate. (6) Marked with fine PencU<OT
lines, as if scratched with a pen
or painted with a line lirush : specifically, mark-
ed with a series of concentric lines, as every
feather of the body-plumage of a dark brahma
or a partridge cochin hen. 3. Kadiated; hav-

ing pencils of rays.

pencil-flower (pen'sil-flou'er), . Any plant
of the genus Stylonanthcn : a translation of the

genus name.
penciliform (pen'sil-i-fdrm),

a. [< ML. pcncil-
lut, pencil, T L. forma, form.] Having the
form or appearance of a pencil, as of rays, etc.

penciling, pencilling (pen'sil-ing), n. [Verbal
n. of pencil^, r.J Marks made with a pencil, or
as if with a pencil ; marking in delicate lines, as
that of certain flowers, or that on the feathers

V
Penciling.- Breast-feathers or Partridge Cochin Hen.

of some birds; specifically, with reference to

the females of some varieties of the domestic

hen, as the plumage of the partridge cochin and
the dark brahma, a distinct and beautiful mark-

ing of the separate feathers in concentric lines.

In a finished drawing the uncfTaced penciling Is often

serviceable. Austin, Elements of Drawing (ed. 172), p. 27.

The pencilling! of light that show the exquisite delicacy
and gracefulness of some ancient stone-cut ornament

C. K. Norton, Travel and Study In Italy, p. .-.

pencilled, pencilling. See penciled, ttenciliny.

pencilryt men' sil -n), . [< pencil' + -ry.]

Pencil-work; painting; penciling.
I cannot set impression on their cheeks
With all my circular hours, days, months, and years,
But 'tis wip'd off with gloss and penciln.

Middleton and llmrley, World Tost at Tennis.

pencil-sharpener (pen'sil-sharp'ner), n. An
implement for sharpening the point of a lead-

pencil or a slate-pencil. In the common form the
end of the pencil Is drawn or rotated against a fixed cutter
or a series of cutting edges.

pencil-sketch (pen'sil-skech), n. A sketch
made with a pencil.

It is often instructive to take the woman's, the private
and domestic, view of a public man ; nor can anything be
more curious than the vast discrepancy between portraits
Intended for engraving and the pentv-nkrtchc* that pass
from hand to hand, behind the original's hack.

even Gables, vUL

pencil-tree (pen'sil-tre), . The groundsel-
tree. /WrAfiri* lialim (folia : so named from the

long brush of pappus borne by the fruitinp
head. [Rare.]



pencil-vase

pencil-vase (pen'sil-vas), n. A vase for hold-

ing upright the pencils or slender brushes with

which the Chinese and Japanese write. In shape
it is either cylindrical or with a flaring top like

that of a beaker.

penciont, . A Middle English form of pension.

pencraft (pen'kraft), n. I. The craft of the

pen; penmanship; chirography. 2. The art

of composing or writing; authorship. C.Beade.

[Bare in both uses.]

pen-cutter (pen'kuf'er), n. One who or that

which cuts or makes pens.

pendH (pend), v. t. [An extended form of pen1
,

appar. due to confusion with pind, pound?.'] To

pen; confine; hamper; restrain.

Hidden or pended within the limits and precincts of

Grece. Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 244.

That straitness ne'er was meant to pend or press,

But sure and upright make thy Passage.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 73.

pend1
!, . [See pend1

, v., and pen}.] A pen;
an inclosure.

It shewed and represented to the eye muche what the

facion or Hkenesse of a caige for byrdes, or of a pende
wherein to kepe other beastes.

UdaU, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 135. (Davies.)

pend'
2 (pend), v. i. [< L. pendere, hang; in E.

use first in ppr. (prep. ) pending : see pending.']
To hang, as in a balance; await settlement;

impend. See pending.
Great social questions now pend as to how we shall di-

rect the overflowing charitable instincts of society so as

really to help the needy and not pamper the lazy.
5. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 119.

pend3 (pend), n. [Perhaps a dial. var. and use

of pind, var. of pound3, n."] In Scotland, an
arched or covered entrance or passage through
a block of buildings into an open lane or

close.

pendactylism (pen-dak'ti-lizm), n. [Short
for pentadactylism.'] Same as pentadactylism.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man, ii. 300.

pendall (pen'dal). n. In her., same as pan-
doll.

pendant (pen'dant), a. and n. [Also pendent ;

< ME. pendaunt, pendawnt, pendande, < OF.

pendant, P. pendant = Sp. pendiente = Pg. It.

pendente, hanging ;
as a noun, a thing that hangs

down, a pendant, counterpart, fellow, etc.
;
< L.

penden(t-)s, hanging, in ML., as a noun, a thing
hangingdown, aslope, porch, ear-ring, etc., ppr.
of pendere, hang: see pendent."] I. a. Hang-
ing: same as pendent (which is now the usual

spelling).
Butt this me thynkith an Abusion,
To sene one walke in a robe of scarlet

xij jerdis wide, with pendaunt slevis down
On the ground.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 100.

Neere it is another pendant towre like that at Pisa, al-

ways threatning ruine. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1844.

II. n. 1. A loose hanging part; something
attached to and hanging loosely from an object
of which it is an ornamental or useful part, as

a bead, ball, knob, or ring of any material,

hanging from a necklace, ear-ring, lamp, the

edge of a garment, or a locket hanging from a

brooch, or the like. See cut under badge.
Lordes or ladyes or any lyf elles,
As persones in pellure with pendauntes of syluer.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 7.

The body of this worke is supported by twelue siluer
columnes ; at the four anglesof it, four pendants play with
the wind. Dekker, London s Tempe.

Specifically (a) An ear-ring.

Let not the Nymph with Pendants load her Ear.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

(6) A name given to that part of the knightly belt of the
fourteenth century which was
allowed to hang after passing
through the buckle and some-
times through an additionalloop:
it ended with the chape, which
acted as a weight to keep it hang*
ing perpendicularly, (c) The part
of a watch by which it is sus-

pended, consisting generally of
a guard-ring and a pusher-pin.
E. H. Knight.
2. An apparatus hanging
from a roof or ceiling
for giving light, generally
branched and ornament-
ed; a chandelier or gase-
lier. 3. In arch., & hang-

ing ornament used in the vaults and in timber
roofs of late and debased medieval architec-

ture, and also in some Oriental architecture.
In vaulted roofs pendants are generally richly sculptured,
and in timber-work they are variously decorated with carv-

ing. See cut in next column.

Pendant in the Choi,

4370
It was a bridge ybuilt in goodly

wize
With curious Corhes and pendants

graven faire.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. x. 6.

The Indian petulant . . . only
adds its own weight to that of the

dome, and has no other prejudicial
tendency. Its forms, too, general-

ly have a lightness and elegance
never even imagined in Gothic art ;

it hangs from the centre of a dome
more like a lustre of crystal drops
than a solid mass of marble or of

stone. J. Feryusson, Hist Indian

[Arch., p. 216.

4f. A pendulum. Sir K. Dig-

fy 5. Naut.1 () A Short
f the church of EU, piece of rope with a thimble

^"f

vioE-ic"S or block at one end. (6) A
"Diet, de 1'Architec-

long, narrow, tapering flag.

See pennant, 1.

The galley in which he embarked was sumptuously
adorned with pendants and streamers of gorgeous dyes,
which fluttered gayly in the wind.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 341.

6. Something attached to or connected with

another as an addition ; an appendix.

This, however, is no proper part of my subject, and only

appears as a pendant to the above remarks on the results

of civilization in man. Bibliotheca Sacra, XLV. 31.

7. Something of the same kind, as a compan-
ion picture, statue, group of statuary, poem,
anecdote, etc. ;

a parallel.

The reader may flnd a pendant to this anecdote in a

similar one recorded of Xinienes's predecessor.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iL 26, note.

Ear-pendant, an ear-ring, especially one of large size

and of a material other than fine jewelry, as in the dress

of many barbarous nations. Irish pendant, a stray piece
of rope-yarn or other small cord hanging from the rigging
of a ship ; a loose end in the rigging. Also Irish pennant.

There was no rust, no dirt, no rigging hanging slack,

no fag-ends of ropes and "Irish pendants" aloft.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 206.

Masthead-pendant, a pendant attached to each side of

the lower masthead, with a thimble in the hanging end
to which a heavy tackle, called a pendant-tackle, may be
hooked. Meal pendant. See meal'*. Pendant-tackle.
See masthead-pendant. Rudder-pendant, one of the

strong ropes made fast to the upper part of a rudder, by
means of chains, to prevent its loss should it chance to

be unshipped. (There are many other pendants, such as

yard-tackle pendant, fish-pendant, brace-pendant, and reef-

pendant, their general effect and use being to transmit the

effort of their respective tackles to some distant object.)

pendeloque (pon-de-lok'), n. [P., a pendant,
OF. pendiloche, a pendant; appar. < pendre,

hang,+ loque, rag, tatter.] A pear-shaped pen-
dant, especially a diamond cut in this shape,
but also of other material, as opal, rock-crystal,

coral, etc.

pendence (pen'dens), . [< ML. "pendentia (in

pi. pendentise, offerings suspended on the tombs
of saints), < L. penden(t-)s, hanging: see pen-
dent.'] Hang; inclination.

A graceful pendence of slopeness.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiffl, p. 48.

pendency (pen'den-si), n. [As pendence (see

-cy).~] 1. The state of being suspended ;
an im-

pendice

3. In bnt., hanging on its stalk or support with

the apex pointed vertically downward, as a flow-

er or I'm i I .--pen-
dent counter-
pendent, in her.,

hanging in couples,
or one on each side
of anything : said
of objects used as

bearings. Pen-
dent post, (a) In a
medieval principal
roof-truss, a short

post placed against
the wall to receive
a bottom thrust. Its

lower end rests on
a corbel or capital,
while the upper
supports the tie or
the hammer-beam.
(&) A pendentive.

II. n. Seepen-
dant.

pendente lite

(pen-den'te II'-

te). [L. : pen-
dente, abl. sing,
of penden(t-)s,

pending (see

pendent) ; lite,

abl. sing, of Us ,
^.

(J**-), strife, dis-

pute, quarrel,

Pendent Post, 14th century. Cathedral
'

Ely, England. (From viollet-le-Duc's
Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

G, top of wall ; /, pendent post ; K, COT-
*

. ,
'

_ f . -i j.j.' be! ; H, tie or concave rib ; C, hammer-
suit: see Us1, Mi- beam , ABEF. roof.truss.

gate.] While a
suit or an action is pending ; during the litiga-
tion. See K*1 Alimony pendente lite. See ali-

many. Injunction pendente lite. See ad interim in-

junction, under injunction.

pendentive (pen-den 'tiv), n. [= F.pendentif,

hanging; as pendent + -ive.~] In arch., one of

the triangular segments of the lower part of a

hemispherical dome left by the penetration of

.

pending or hanging.
being undecided or in continuance : as, to wait

Pendant, I (*).

Koget. 2. The state of

continuance: as, to wait

during ihependency of a suit orpetition. Ayliffe.

Mr. Hayes reminded him, during the pendency of the
motion to adjourn, that he must not do so until he had ar-

ranged for the payment of the hall.

W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 329.

pendent (pen'dent), a. and n. [Also pendant
(the usual form in the noun use); < ME. pen-
daunt = P. pendant = Sp. pendiente = Pg. It.

pendente, < L. penden(t-)s, hanging, ppr. of pen-
dere, hang, be suspended, akin to pendere,

weigh. Hence (< L. pendere, pendere) ult. E. ap-

pend, depend, expend, impend, suspend, etc., com-

pend, compendium, compensate, etc., dependant,
dependent, etc., pend2 , pending, pendicle, pendu-
lous, pendulum, pendle, pendice, pentice, appen-
tiee, penthouse, etc., pensile, poise (avoirdupois),

etc.] I. a. 1. Hanging; suspended; pendu-
lous.

With ribands pendent, flaring "bout her head.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6. 42.

Not surely arm'd in steel or iron strong,
But each a glaive had pendent by his side.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, i. 50.

We pass a gulf, in which the willows dip
Their pendent boughs, stooping as if to drink.

Cowper, Task, i. 269.

2. Jutting over; overhanging; projecting: as,
a pendent rock.

The bright arch of rainbow clouds,
And pendent mountains seen in the calm lake.

Shelley, Alastor.

Domes Resting: on Pendentives. Nave of the Cathedral of Angou-
leme, France.

the dome by two semicircular or ogival vaults,

intersecting at right angles. Upon thependentives
is supported, in place of the upper part of the dome of

which they are segments, an independent dome of which
the diameter is equal to

that of the absent upper
part of the first dome, or
sometimes a lantern or a
tower. The true penden-
tive is characteristic of

Byzantine architecture,
and is still commonly
used in the various Ori-

ental architectures based

upon the style of build-

ing of the Greek empire.
In it was found the solu-

tion of the problem of

covering a rectangular
space with a vault of cir-Diagrain of Pendentive.

a b c d e, dome supported on pen-
dentives ; g E . axis of dome ; A a d,
B ba.C cb, D(t c, pendentives.

cularplan. The term pen-
dentive is often extended,
but incorrectly, to any ar-

chitectural device occupying the position of a true penden-
tive, and designed to answer the same purpose, but con-

structed of courses laid in horizontal beds and projecting
each one beyond that below, or of a succession of arches

corbeled out, or in any other manner which will meet the

case. No such device, however, can be a true pendentive,
unless the structure is in both form and construction a

segment of a dome.

pendently (pen'dent-li), adv. In a pendent,

pendulous, or projecting manner,

pendicet (pen'dis), . [A var. of pentice, simu-

l&tingpendent, pendicle: see pentice.'] A sloping

roof; a pentice or appentice; a pent-house.

And o'er their heads an iron pendice vast

They built, by joining many a shield and targe.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. 33. (Nares.)



pendicle

pendicle (pen'di-kl I, .
|
< L. /irili<-nliix. some-

thing Imngin";, a conl, :i noose, < /H inli-n; hang:
sci>

/><
mli ill.

|
1. A sniiill |iii'cc of grim ml .either

ilcpeiiiliii".' mi :i larger 1'iiriii or let sc|iiir:ilcly

I iv tin- owner; a croft. [Scotch.] Hence 2.
i

icni'i-iilly, an appendage.
hy noon wo Inul conn- ill M'_'ht nf the mill, . . . which,

as n jiriiilulr nf Silverado mini', we liclil to be ail outlying

province i>f our nn
/,'. /.. .Vfrivii*//i, Silvrni.lo SjuatteM, I'. I

'

.

pendicler (pen'ili-kler), ii. |< /i<m/icle + -'.]
One wild cultivates a penilicle or croft; nil in-

ferior or small tenant. (Scotch.]

pending (pcn'ding), />.
a. [< L. iH-inli-ii(t-)*,

|ieniliii". hanging, as in jn inli-nli- lili. the suit

lieniliii!.' : see jiiiiili-ii
I .\ I >e| lem I i ii"; : remaining

iindefiiled; not terminated: as, u /leiidiiiii suit ;

while the case \\as
/>< iiiliiuj.

pending (pen'diii";), prep. [First in
'

/n inlmii

the suit," tr. L. /
mli nt< lilr, where prmlinii ( I,.

lii'inli'iili) is prop. ppr. of iirnil (L. /n mli n ).

hang, agreeing with tlio substantive used uh-
soluteK : see i" mliiii/, /i. n., pi'inl-. The saino
on N| met ion appeal's in the use of during.'} For

the time of the continuance of; during; in the

pcrioil covered by: as, / HI/UK/ the suit; peiul-

iiuj the negotiation. When used of an action, pend-
ing properly Indicates the period t>e(ore final judgment.
Sometimes It is more loosely used to Include the time
which may elapse b'.'fore alien judgment is satisfied.

Meanwhile, anil landing the arrangement of the pro-
ceedings, and a fair division of the speechifying, the punliu
In the large room were eyeing . . . the empty platform
and the ladies In the Music (isllery.

Didtent, Nicholas Nlckleby, II.

Mr. i'.'s bachelor's box, a temporary abode which he
occupies pcndiny the erection of a vicarage, . . . Is a cosy
little habitation. Him Draddon, Hostages to fortune.

pendle 4, . [< V.pcndule,<. ML. pendulum, some-

thing hanging: see pendule.] A pendant; an

ear-ring. [Scotch.]
This lady gaed up the Parliament stair,
\\ i' penales in her lugs sue honnie.

Hichie Stone (Child's Ballads, VIII. 2S6X

pendlea
(pen'dl), adv. [Cf. pendlei.] Head-

long; suddenly. [Local, Eng.]
pendle" (pen'dl), n. [Perhaps < W. and Corn.

/ifii, head.] A local name in England of va-
rious beds of the Silurian and Jurassic, as of

certain thick flagstones in the lower Ludlow
near Malvern, of a gray o61itic limestone near

Stonesfield, of a limestone at Blisworth, and of

a fissile argillaceous limestone near the base of

the Purbeck beds at Hartwell.

The top stratum In the stone-quarry at Isllp, co. Oxon,
ia called the ^vw/fr-roek. There is a mountain called
Pendle Hill. BalliuxU.

pendragon (pen-drag'on), . [< W. pen, ahead,
+

dragon, a leader.] A chief leader; a gen-
eralissimo; a chief king. The title was conferred
of old on British chiefs in times of great danger, when
they were invested with dictatorial power.

The dread 1'endrtujon, Britain's King of kings.
, Lancelot and Klaine.
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2. A stamlanl dock, especially one forming nn
ornamental object, as part of a elnnniey--ei .

There are also divers curious rlovks, watches, and pen-
..f i-M|iiiitc oik. /;.././,,. IHary, Sept. , 1680.

pendulent (pen'du-leut), a. [I'rop. */'/'';
< iiniiliili' + -enttfor'-ant).] Pendulous; hang-

ing.

Wayward old willow-trees, which . . . shed, from myri-
ads i>{ iiriuluient gold catkins, when the

pendulum
rnjb'il the^rriorf if otnltati" of tin

ji,-iiiliiliim.
A rimplf

i hi tin- in- < li.nitcal M-IIIW In a matrri il jiatti. I.

saspendi-il hy a weightleim rod and niovii.f without fri<

tloo. Aslnuh " l.'lil :itl:i'-li. .1 by a hiring, it. .,pi],T.i\i

mates to an ideal titnijib- ji-iHluhnn I In-
j>< 1 10,1 ,,f oscil-

hilion c.f a -iu,],li |M ipliihiiii III vaello U

tln-m, H fragrance ,

west wind shook

keenly and refreshingly sweet
//. II. l-rnton. Year In Eden, Tit

pendragonship (pen-drag'on-ship), . [< pen-
ilr<ii/i>ii + -.v/n/i.] The state, condition, orpow-
er of a pendragon.

The Dragon of the great Pendravonship,
That crown'd the state pavilion of the HIM,'.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

pen-driver (peu'dri'ver), . A clerk or writer.

[Jocular.]
She . . . looked round on the circle of fresh-faced pen-

driven for explanation. The Century, XXXVII. 680.

pendro (pi'n'clro), . A certain disease in sheep.

pendular (pen'du-lftr), a. [< pendulum + -nr3 .]

Of or relating to a pendulum: as, pnxlulnr vi-

imition.

pendulate (pen'du-lat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. /</-

ilnliiti'il, ppr. /n ml i<ln ti nit. [< L. pmdulnx, hang-
ing (see pendulous), + -ate2 .] To hang or swing
freely; swing; dangle: vibrate as a pendulum.
The Ill-starred scoundrel (on the gallows] pendulate* be-

tween Heaven and Earth, a thing rejected of both.

Carli/lf, Diamond Necklace, xvl.

pendulatoryt, [< pendulate + -ory.] Hang-
ing: pendulous.

1 have seen above five hundred hanged, but I noyer saw
any have a hctter countenance in ills dangling and prndi-
t'i'i if [i rail /* ;i >!*(/" '| it; su ;i--inu.

rn/iihnrl, tr. of Rabelais, 1. 42. (/*in>.)

pendulet (pen'dul), H. [< V. pi-mlule = Sp. p6n-
iluln = Pg. pendulo = It. priidnln, pendolo = D.

pt'nilulr =r<i. /ii-iiili / = SW./K mli l,/inid>/l = Dan.

pedel,(. NL. pi nduluiii, a pendulum: see ;/<-
iln/nni. Cf. pendle

1
.
"]

1. A pendulum.
By a familiar Instance, the hammer is raised by a li. , I

that uln-,'1 by 11 consequence ot other wheels; those are
moved l,y a spring, ttendule, or IM^C.

Eeelyn, True Religion. I. li

pendulet (pen'du-let), n. [< F. /
mlii/i I. < /

-

iln/i -. a pendiile: see ;xW/c.] In jewelry, game
as

/// nililiil.

penduline (pen'du-lin), u. and u. [< NL. /'/-

iluliiiitx, q. v.] I. n. 1. Building a pendulous
or pensile nest: as, the /w//ir titmou.se,

.fy/itliiiliix iM-iulii/tiuix. 2. Pendulous or pen-
sile, as a bird's nest.

The penduline form of the neat.
C. Smtinton, Brit Birds (1886X p. :il.

II, . A titmouse of the genus ./-.'i/iV/m/ic,

(or I'ltidttlintm).

Pendulinua (pen-du-li'nus), n. [NL., dim. of

L. iiexdulux, hanging: see pen<tulouM.] In or-

nith.: (a) An extensive genus of American ori-

oles or hangnests of the family Icteridte: so
named by Vieillot in 1816 from their pensile or

pendulous nests. ThetypelsP.rtyfyasfCT-. The birds

are, however, usually Included in the larger genus Icterus.

Also called A ontAornut and Bananivanu. (J) A genus
of titmice of the family Fartdte: synonymous
with JKgithalus. Bream, 1828.

pendulosity(pen-du-los'i-ti),n. [< pendulous +
-i-ty.~\ The state of being pendulous; suspen-
sion.

Suetonius delivereth of Germanicus that he had slender

legs, but Increased them by riding after meals : that Is, the
humours descending upon their penduloritu, they having
no support or suppendiuieous stability.

Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., T. IS.

pendulous (pen'du-lus), a. [< L. pcndulus, hang-
ing, hanging down, pendent, < penderc, hang,
be suspended: see pendent. Cf. j>endulum..~l 1.

Hanging loosely or swinging freely from a fixed

point above; hanging; swinging; loosely pen-
dent : as, pendulous ears.

I see him yonder with his pipe pendulout in his hand,
and the ashes falling out of It.

Sterne. Tristram Shandy, vlll. 24.

So blend the turrets and shadows there
That all seem pendulou* In air.

Poe, The Doomed City.

The elm-trees reach their long, pendulov* branches al-

most to the ground. Longfellow, Hyperion, III. 1.

2. In zoiil., specifically applied (n) To the

pensile nests of birds, which hang
like a purse or pouch from the

support. (6) To the penis, clito-

ris, or scrotum when loosely hang-
ing from the perineum or abdo-

men, as in various monkeys, mar-

supials, etc. 3. In lit.. same as

pendent, more especially when
the flexure is from weakness of

the support. 4f. In suspense;
wavering; doubting; undecided.

Whosoever was found jtrnduliiu* and
hrangling in his Religion was brought by
a Sergeant, called Familiar, before the
said Council of Inquisition.

llineell, Letters, I. v. 42.

He (man) must be nothing, believe no-

thing, be of no opinion, but live under
an indifference to all truths and talse-

hoods, in &pendulou state of mind.
/;//. AUerbury, Sermons, II. x.

Pendulous or Inverted oscillating
engine. Seeengine. Pendulous pal-
pi, in I'uiuw

. palpi which are unusually
long and hang below the mouth,

pendulously (pen'du-lus-li), adv.

Ions manner: waveringly.
pendulousness (penMn-lus-nes), M. The state

of being pendulous, or hanging and swinging,
pendulum (pen'du-lnm), n. [NL., a pendulum,
neut. of L. pendulum, hanging, hanging down :

BMcBflJ 1. Anything that

hangs down from a point of

attachment and is free to

swing. 2. In mrrA.,abody
so suspended from a fixed

._ . point as to move to and fro
:

by the alternate action of

gravity and its acquired
energy of motion. The time
occupied by a single oscillation

or suini.' is counted from the time of the descent of the

pendulum from the highest point on one side till It at-

tains the highest IK. hit mi the opposite side. This time is

where ir = 3.14159+,^ is the acceleration of gravity. (Is the

length of the pendulum, anil A 1s the total arc of oscillation.
The quantity In parentheses Is not affected by the radical

sign. It will lie seen that, unless the arc ls v. n In

llsalmoatindi < ndi m t Itsmagnitude. \. i/'/-.><,,'i

Peiiduliiii

period Isalmostinil'
.

peiululttm in any (>ciidlllnill not -m. j.!> It,. -ann foi nillht

for the period applies. / being the mjiiare of Die radius of

gyration divided uy the distance of the c.-nt< i ,,f m,t\itv
from the ails of rotation. The common dock p, minium
usually consista of a rod of metal or wood, suspended so as
to move freely about the point of suspension, and having
a flat circular piece of brass or other heavy material, called

a &*, attached to Its lower end. The metal rod, lioweTer,
is subject to variations In length In consequence of changes
of tenincrature, and, as the accuracy of the pendulum con-

sidered as a regulating power depends upon Its always
maintaining the same length, various combinations of
two different metals, as brass and steel, under the name
of compensation penduluna, have been adopted In order to
counteract the effects of changes of temperature. These
take particular names, according to their forms and ma
terlals. as the gridiron pendulum, the mercurial pendu-
lum, the Ifner pendulum, etc. The yridirim pendulum i'

composed of parallel rods of brass
and steel, arranged hi one plane,
and so connected together that the
different degrees of ex panslon of the
different metals compensate each
other and maintain the compound
rod of fixed length. The mercurial

pendulum, devised by Graham, con-
sista of one rod with a vessel con-

taining mercury at the lower end,
so adjusted In quantity that, what-
ever alterations take place in the

length of the pendulum, the center
of oscillation remains the same, the

mercury ascending when the rod de-

scends, and vice versa. Another
form of compensation or compen-
sating pendulum employs a curved
bar composed of Iron and brass
brazed together, which is attached
to the rod in a horizontal position,
the brass downward. The unequal
expansion of the metalsunderarise Gridiron MercurUI
of temperature tends to lilt the cen- Pendulum. Pendulum,

ter of gravity of the bob, and thus
to compensate for the simultaneous Increase in length of

the rod. The pendulum is of great importance as the reg-

ulating power of clocks. Our clocks are nothing more than

Cdulnms
with wheel-work attached to register the nnm-

of vibrations, and with a weight or spring having force

enough to counteract retarding effects of friction and the
resistance of the air. A recenible pendulum is a pendulum
so arranged that it may be suspended from either of two
axes on its length at unequal distances from its center of

gravity, and so placed that in the two positions each be-

comes axis of suspension and axis of oscillation, so that

the time of vibration shall be the same in both positions.
Hessel's reversible pendulum is symmetrical in external

figure with respect to the plane equidistant from the two
axes. Such a pendulum eliminates the effect of the atmo-

sphere. A pendulum which makes exactly one oscillation

per second is called a ttecondu pendulum (also written tec-

and*' pendulum and tecond't pendulum). The length of a

pendulum Is the length of the simple pendnlum having the
same period that is, the distance between the point of

suspension and the center of oscillation (see rrn/rri). In
the latitude of New York, and at the level of the sea, the

length of the seconds pendulum is 39.1 inches nearly. As
the force of gravity diminishes toward the equator and In-

creases toward the poles, the seconds pendulum is shorter
In lower latitudes and longer In higher. Besides its use
as a regulator In clocks, the pendulum in applied t<> deter-

mine the relative and absolute acceleration of
inavity

at

different places, and In this way the figure of the earth.

3. A chandelier or lamp pendent from a ceil-

ing. 4. A guard-ring of a watch and its at-

tachment, by which the watch is attached to

a chain Axis of oscillation of a pendulum. See
axiti. Ballistic pendulum. See baUittic. Conical
pendulum, a pendulum not restricted to move In one
plane, the center of gravity being only restricted to the
surface of a sphere. Cycloldal pendulum, a pendulum
so constructed as to vibrate in the arc of a cycloid instead
of a circular arc, like the common pendulum. The vibra-
tions of such a pendulum are perfectly Isochronous.

In a pendu- Electric pendulum, (a) See electric, (b) A pendulum
that at some point of its path clows a circuit, this In turn
either reporting the beats of the pendulum at distant sta-

tions for time-comparisons, or directly controlling a num-
ber of clocks. See electric Hoc*, under doclft. Foucanlt's
pendnlum, a conical pendulum with a very long wire
and a heavy lion, designed to exhibit the revolution of the
earth. At the north pole, the plane of oscillation, really
remaining fixed, would appear to rotate about the vertical
once in twenty-four hours. At the equator there would
be no such effect; and at other latitudes there should
be a slower rotation. See compontian a/rotation*, under
rotation Gyroscopic, hydrometrtc, etc .. pendulum.
See the adjectives. Invariable pendulum, a pendn-
lum intended to be carried from station to station, and
to be oscillated at each so aa to determine the relative
acceleration of gravity at those points. This method
assumes that the pendulum Is not bent nor Its knife-

edges altered In position or sharpness In the coarse of

transportation. Hence it 1s called iiirorioMr, not aa be-

ing incapable of change, but aa being secured against
change for a limited time. Long and short pendulum,
a |M-ndnliim for tieterminini: the absolute force of gravity,
consisting of a bob suspended byawire the length of which

Pendulous Nest
of Crated Ca-
cique (CacffHS ft-

IriHt).
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the river. Pendulum governor, in meek., a governorthe river. pendulum governor, in mecn., a govi

consisting of two revolving pendulums, of equal length and penes n. Pll
weight, attached to a spindle, the spindle and the pemlu- penestone

Motley,

Plural of penis

ite = op. peiustrabiltaaa = Pg. penetrabtli-
= It. penetrabilita, < L. as if *penctr<ibili-

trolled. The angular velocity of revolution of the pen-
dulums bears a constant ratio to the velocity of the prime
mover. The pendulum-rods or -arms are thus made to

take and hold a definite angle with the axis of their revolu-

tion, so long as the speed of the prime mover remains con-

stant. Increase of speed in the latter increases this angle,
and decrease of speed diminishes it. The pendulum-arms
are connected by links to a collar that slides on the spindle,
and the motion of this collar is made to regulate a valve

supplying steam or gas to an engine, a belt-shift that
moves a belt on cone-pulleys, or mechanism controlling the

partial opening or closing of a gate supplying water to a

wheel, etc. The supply of power is thus varied according
to requirements, and the variation in velocity is confined
to narrow limits. See governor, 6. Pendulum press,
a punchiug-press in which the punch is driven into the no-.*---!.!- fnmi'fi trn Ml n I" F nfuftnrtili-
die by a swinging pendulous lever usually having a ball peneWaDie (pen e-tra-Di;, a. |= * . penciraote
or weight at the lower end, and actuated by the foot of = Sp. penetrable = Pg. penetravel = It. penetra-

trtlhililr

dade

ta(t-)s, < penetrabilis, penetrable: see penetra-
ble.] Susceptibility of being penetrated; capa-
bility of occupying a place occupied at the same
time by something else.

The immediate properties of a spirit or immaterial! sub-
stance anpenetrwOmf :md indiscerptibility.

Dr. II. More, Immortal, of Soul, i. 2.

All the facts which seem to prove penetrability only
prove that the particles are mobile and separable, not that
the particles themselves are penetrable.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. 4.

the operator, while with his hands he holds the piece to

be punched. Pendulum pump, (a) A direct-acting

donkey-pump in which the fly-wheel oscillates in a verti-

cal plane, (b) A pump in which the reciprocating mo-
tion of the piston is controlled by a pendulum, (e) A
pump the handle of which swings on either side of ite

center of suspension. E. II. Kniijht. Simple pendu-
lum, (a) See def. 2, above, (b) A pendulum consisting
of a spherical bob suspended from a cord or wire.

pendulum-hausse (pen'du-lum-hous), . See
liausse, 1.

pendulum-level (pen'du-lum-lev'el), n. Same
as plumb-level.

pendulum-spindle (pen'du-lum-spin"dl), n.

The revolving shaft or spindle to which a re-

volving pendulum is attached, and which im-

parts motion to the pendulum.
pendulum-wire (pen'du-lum-wlr), n. A kind
of flat steel wire or ribbon used for the suspen-
sion of clock-pendulums. penetrableness (pen'e-tra-bl-nes), n. The prop-
pene1

t,
'* A Middle English form ofpen2 . erty of being penetrable; penetrability.

pene2,
n. and v. Seejwen. penetrably (pen'e-tra-bli), adv. So as to be

Peneian (pe-ne'yan), a. [< L. Peneius, < Gr. penetrable.
Utfvr/'iof, pertaining to the river Peueus,< Hr/vet^ penetrailt (pen'e-tral), n. [= Sp. Pg. penetral
(> L. Peneus), a river of Thessaly, also the god = It. penetrate, <' L. penetralia, the inner or se-
of that river; also, a river of Elis.] Of or per- cret part, the interior of anything: see pene-

tralia.] The interior parts. See penetralia.

bile,'< L. penetrabilis, that can be pierced, <

penetrare, pierce, penetrate: seepenetrate.] 1.

Capable of beingpenetrated, entered, or pierced
by another body.

Let him try (for that 's allowed) thy dart.
And pierce his only penetrable part.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii.

2. Susceptible of moral or intellectual impres-
sion.

I am not made of stones,
But penetrable to your kind entreats.

Shale., Rich. III., iii. 7. 225.

A spirit no longer penetrable to suffering.
Noctes Ambrosianse, April, 1832.

3f. Penetrating. [Bare.]
His Graces sight was so quicke and penetrable that he

saw him, yea, and saw through him, both within and
without. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 11.

taining to the river Peneus, which runs through
the Vale of Tempe in Thessaly, celebrated for
its picturesque beauty.

Illyrian woodlands, echoing falls

Of water, sheets of summer glass,
The long divine Peneian pass.
Tennyson, To E. L., on his Travels in Greece.

Penelope (pe-nel'o-pe), n.

Penelopa, LL.
also Penelopea,
< Gr.

Passing through the penetrailes of the stomach.
Palmendos (1589). (Nares.)

penetralia (pen-e-tra'li-a), n. pi. [< L. pene-
tralia, pi. ,

the interior, an inner room, a sanc-

tuary, etc., also rarely in sing, penetrale, pene-
tral, neut. of penetralis, penetrating, internal:
see penetrailt] 1. The interior parts of any-
thing; specifically, the inner parts of a build-

ing, as a temple or palace ; hence, a sanctuary,

especially the sanctuary of the Penates. 2.
Hidden things; secrets.

The present work will be hailed as a welcome addition
to our knowledge of these hitherto mysterious penetralia
of Mohammedan superstition.

B. Taylor, Pref. to Burton's El-Medinah.

penetrance (pen'e-trans), n. [< penetran(t) +
-ee.] Same as penetrancy. Dr. H. More, Psy-
chozoia, ii. 12.

penetrancy (pen'e-tran-si), n. [As penetrance
(see -ey).] The property of being penetrant;
the power of entering or piercing ; penetrating
power; acuteness; sharpness.
What sagacity of wit, what variety of learning, what

penetrancy of judgment?
Barrow, Pope's Supremacy, Supposition 6, 4.

The subtilty, activity, and penetrancy of its effluvia no
obstacle can stop or repel, but they will make their way
through all bodies. Ray, Works of Creation.

Penelope + -idx."] T"family of^gallinaceous Penetrant (pen'e-trant), a. and n. [= F. pene-
mous with Craeidx. C. L. Bona- trant=^. Pg. It. penetrante, < L. penetran(t-)s,

[NL., < L. Penelope,

woman's name,
esp. the wife
of Odysseus
(Ulysses).] The
typical genus
of Penelopinx,
founded by
B. Merrem in

1786, contain-

ing a number
of South and
Central Ameri-
can species of

birds, such as
P. marail, call-

ed guans.
Guan</v '

Penelopidfe (pen-e-lop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

birds, synonymous
parte, 1831.

Penelopinse (pe-nel-o-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Penelope + -inse.] A subfamily of Cracidse,
founded by G. E. Gray in 1840, typified by the
genus Penelope, and containing six other genera,
Penelopina, Stegnolsema, Pipile, Aburria, Ciiamas-
petes, and Ortalis (or Ortalida). The guans, as
these birds are collectively called, number about 40 spe-
cies, ranging from Texas through the greater part of South
America. They are from 16 to 2fi inches long, of graceful
form, with long tail and varied plumage ; they have bare
skin on the head or throat, and in some cases a crest.
They inhabit woodland, and are to some extent arboricole.
See cuts under Aburria, gtian, Penelope, and Pipile.

penelopine (pe-nel'o-pm), a. [< NL. Penelo-

ppr. of penetrare, pierce, penetrate : see pene-
trate."] I. a. Having the power to penetrate
or pierce ; making way inward

;
subtle

; pene-
trating : literally or figuratively.
The Food . . . mingled with some dissolvent Juices

. . . [is] evacuated into the Intestines, where . . . it is fur-
ther subtiliz d, and render'd so fluid and penetrant that
the thinner and finer Part of it easily finds its Way in at
the straight Orifices of the lacteons Veins.

Bay, Works of Creation, p. 27.

The lady, ever watchful, penetrant,
Saw this with pain. Keats, Lamia, ii.

II. . An acute and penetrating person.
[Rare.]

n , ;?
Penelopized ppr-..
def) + -ize.] To act like Penelope, the wife

pp. penc-
penetratus, pp.

.

[< Penelope (see tmted, ppr. penetrating. .

e -ize. o act like Penelope, the wife of penetrare (> It. penetrare = Pg. Sp. Pr. pee-of Ulysses, when she was pressed by the suit- trar = "F.penetrer),^*, set, or place within, en-

penetration

ter, pierce, penetrate, < penes, within, with (ef.

penitus, within), + -trare (as in intrare, go in,

enter, < intra, within), < / trn, cross over, pass,
as in trans, across, etc. (see trans-), Skt. i/ tar,

cross.] I. trans. 1. To pierce into or through ;

enter and make way into the inner or interior

parts of : as, the rays of lightpenetrated the thick
darkness of the cave.

Volumes of sound, from the Cathedral rolled,
This long-roofed vista penetrate.

Wordsworth, Desultory Stanzas.

lie came near success, some of his troops penetrating the
National lines at least once.

U. S. Orant, Personal Memoirs, I. 417.

2. To enter and affect deeply; influence; im-

press ; hence, to enter and become part of; per-
meate : as, to be penetrated with a sense of grat-
itude.

That little cloud, in ether spread
And penetrated all with tender light.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ii. 20.

The fair forms of Nature were never penetrated with so

perfect a spirit of beauty.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 165.

The schools of China have always been penetrated with
the religion of China, such as it is.

A. A. Hodge, New Princeton Rev., III. 33.

3. To arrive at the inner contents or the mean-
ing of ; see through; discern; discover: as, to

penetrate a mystery; to penetrate a design.
Nature hath her unities, which not every critic can pen-

etrate. Lamb, My Relations.

= Syn. 1. Penetrate, Pierce, Perforate, Bore through, Trans-
Ax. Penetrate may mean no more than to make entrance
into, and that slowly or with some difficulty, or it may have
the meaning of pierce. Pierce means to penetrate deeply
and quickly, and therefore presumably, although not ne-

cessarily, with some sharp instrument. (See Heb. iv. 12.)

Perforate and bore through mean to make a hole through,
the former generally expressing the making of a smaller
hole, the latter expressing sustained labor or slowness : as,
the book-worm perforates leather binding ; the carpenter
bores through a beam ; a bullet perforates or pierces the

body. To transfix is to pierce through, the instrument re-

maining in that which is transfixed : as, to transfix a bird
with an arrow

; to transfix a butterfly with a pin.

II, intrans. To enter by piercing; pass, as
a piercing instrument ; enter and make way ;

reach by piercing: literally or figuratively:
usually followed by to or into.

The contemplations of man do either penetrate unto
God or are circumferred to nature.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 147.

But soon the light . . . descends on the plain, and pen-
etrates to the deepest valley.

Macavlay, Sir James Mackintosh.

penetrating (pen'e-tra-ting), p. a. [Ppr. ofpen-
etrate, v.] 1. Having the power of passing
into or through (something); sharp; subtile:

as, a penetrating odor. 2. Acute; discerning;
quick to discover or recognize: as, a, penetrat-
ing mind.
Men of the largest sense, of the most penetrating insight.

Craik, Hist Eng. Lit, I. 495.

penetratingly (pen'e-tra-ting-li), adv. In a
penetrating or piercing manner; with quick
discernment; acutely. Wright.
penetration (pen-e-tra'shon), n. [= F. pene-
tration = Pr. penetratio = Sp. penetration = Pg.
penetraqeCo = It. penetrazione, < LL. penctra-
tio(n-), a penetrating or piercing, < L. yene-
trare, penetrate,.pierce: see penetrate.] 1. The
act of penetrating or piercing. 2. Power of

penetrating; specifically, in gun., the depth a

projectile will pass into any material against
which it is fired. The penetration into earth or sand
is generally expressed in feet ; into armor or metal plat-
ing, in inches. The English "thick-plate formula," now

much used by artillerists, is t = -
. -i -- in which ( =

U.OU _.0->:>

the penetration in inches, and E = the energy in foot-tons
per inch of circumference of shot
3. Mental acuteness

; discernment; insight: as,
a man of extraordinary penetration.
To a profound philosopher like myself, who am apt to

see clear through a subject, wherethepenra(i(mof ordi-

nary people extends but half way, there is no fact more
simple and manifest than that the death of a great man is
a matter of very little importance.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 266.

4. In optics: (a) Of a microscope objective, its

power of giving fairly distinct vision for points
both inside and outside of its exact focus. (6)
Of a telescope, its space-penetrating power, as
Herschel called it i. e. the number of times
by which the distance of an observed star

might be increased while still appearing of the
same brightness in the telescope as it does to
the naked eye. It is proportional to the square root
of the illuminating power, and for an achromatic tele-

scope is approximately equal to four times its aperture
in inches. Penetration-twin. See tmn. =Syn. 3. Dis-

crimination, etc. (see discernment), sagaciousness, shrewd-
ness, sharpness.



penetrative

penetrative (pcn'e-tni-tiv), . [< OF. IKm im-

lif, F. in'-iii'-lriitif
= I'r. peni'tratiti = Sp. Pg. It.

/inn I ni tint, < Ml,,, /ti-iti'lriiliniit, < I,. i>< n'lnin,

pp. prurtratiiK, penetrate: see itciietratc.] 1.

Penetrating: piercing; keen; subtle; perme-
ating.
The rayne water, after the opinion of most mrn, if it tic

receyueil pure ami rlrane, it is most suhtyl mid penttt'ifi:"
of any other waters. .Sir T. Klilt, ( untie of Health, 11.

His corrigible neck, his face subdued
To penetrative shame.

.S7io*., A. and (,'., Iv. 14. 75.

Air . . . doth . . . require the more exquisite caution,
that it lie not too gross nor UK> penetrative.

Sir 11. Walton, Reliqula), p. 7.

2. Acute; discerning; sagacious.
Penetrative wisdom. Swift, Miscellanies.

The volume . . . reveals to a penetrative eye many traits

of the genius that has since blazed out so finely.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 388.

penetratively(pen'e-tra-tiv-li),rtrft'. In apene-
tnitive manner; with penetration.
penetrativeness (pei/e-tra-tiv-iies), n. Pene-

trating quality or power.
Pencils, . See I'cnieu.i.

pen-feather1 (pen'feTH'er), . [< ;>e
2 + fea-

lln-f.] A large feather ;
a quill-feather; a pen.

The great feather of a bird, called a pen-feather, penna.
Withal*, Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 17. (Ifam. )

pen-feather-t, [< /""' + feather.'] An er-

roneous form of pin-feather.

pen-featheredt, . An erroneous form otpiti-
'

1878

other animal food, and congregate on shore to breed in

IHMignincrieHof great extent. Penguins are conhnecl to the
M.lltlllTn Ill-Ill iHJlllrtr, CSpri ill 1 1 y alx>llt ( 'apt- Hi 'Ml anil tin

Oapeof Uood Hope, and islands in high southern latitudes,

coming nt-art-st the r.juatiT on thr west coast of South

America, as in the cane of HunilioMt' penguin of Ivin.
There are more than a dozen species, referable to three

Your intellect is pen-feathered, too weak-wing'd to soar
so high. Gentleman Instructed, p. 470. (Dairies.)

My Children then were Just pen-feather
1
'd ;

Some little Corn for them I gather'd.
Prior, Turtle and Sparrow.

penfisn (pen'fish), n. [< pen* + Jish
1
.] A spa-

roiil fish of the genus Calamus : so calledbecause
the second iuterhemal spine is pen-shaped. The

f(HHa).

species are mostly Inhabitants of the Caribbean sea. C.

penna is the best-known species, called in Spanish /-'- de

pluma.

penfold (pen'fold), H. [<j!iil +/G-M2.] Same
as pinfold.

penful (pen'ful), H. [< pen* + -fid.] 1. As
much as a pen will hold. 2. As much as one
can write with one dip of ink.

I came to town yesterday, and, as usual, found that one
hears much more news in the country than in London. I

have not picked up a penful since 1 wrote to my lord.

WalpaU, To Lady Ossory, June 27, 1771.

pen-gossip (peu'gos'ip), r. i. To gossip by cor-

respondence.
If I were not rather disposed at this time to pen-gossip

with your worship.
Southey, To Grosvenor C. Bedford, Jan. 6, 1818.

penguin 1 (pen'gwin),. [Formerly also pini/iiiii,

l>eiigii!iii(vt. F. i>iiiij<iiii,piii(iouin = \t.]>ingiiin =
G. pinguiit = Sw. Dan. pingvin, a penguin, =
Russ. pinyrinii, an auk, < E.): origin uncertain.

According to one view < W. pen gwen, 'white
head,' the name being given to the auk in ref.

to the large white spot before the eye, and sub-

sequently transferred to a penguin. Accord-
ing to another view, penguin or pinguin is a cor-

ruption (in some manner left unexplained) of
E. dial, ptiiwing or pinwing, the pinion or outer

joint of the wing of a fowl (< i-n2 , quill, +
icing): this name being supposed to have been
given orig. to the great auk (in allusion to its

rudimentary wings) and afterward transferred
to the penguins.] If. The great auk, Alea im-

peiinix: the original sense. 2. Any species of
file family S/tlti-iiixcidie or .t/iti-iioili/tiilif. (See
N/ilieiiuiritlie for technical characters.) Penguins
are remarkably distinguished from all other birds by the
reduction of the wings to mere (tippers, covered with scaly
fi p

iUhers(see Impennes, Sqitninijtennex), used for swimming
under water, but unfit for flight. The feathers of the up-

Rer
parts have also broad flattened shafts and slight webs,

eing thus like scales ; the feet are webbed and four-toed,
though the hind toe is very short ; the tail Is short and
stiff ; the general form is stout iind ungainly. On land the
birds stand nearly erect and waddle clumsily, but they
are agile and graceful in the water. They feed on fish anil
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Emperor Penguin {Apttnodyttsforsttri"].

leading types. Those of the genus Aptenodytes are the

largest, standing about three feet high, and have a slender
bill. The name Patagonian penguin, applied to these, rov-

ers two species or varieties a larger, the emperor pen-
gnin, A./orsteri or imperator, and a smaller, .1 . pennanti or
rex. (See emperor.) Jackass-penguins, so called from bray-
ing, are medium-sized or rather small, with stout bill, as

ypheniscus demersus of South Africa and S. maaellanicus
of Patagonia. (See cut at Spheniscvs.) None of the fore-

going are crested ; but the members of the genus Eudyptes
(or Catarractes\ as /'.'. chrj/sficome or chrysoiophus, known
as rock-hoppers and macaronis, have curly yellow plumes
on each side of the head. (See cut at Eudyptes.) Other
medium-sized penguins are Pygoscclis toeniata, P. antarc-

tica, P. antipoaa, and Dasyrhamphus adelia. The small-
est penguin, about a foot long, is EudyptUa minor of Aus-
tralian and New Zealand shores. The largest, which was
taller than a man usually is, is a fossil species named
Palaeudyptes antarcticus, from the New Zealand Tertiary.
Papuan penguin, a misnomer of Pyyoscelis tstniata, a

penguin of the Falklands and some other Islands, but not
of Papua.

penguin2 (pen'gwin), . [Also pinguin (NL.
I'inguin); origin obscure.] The wild pineap-
ple, Sromelia Pinguin. Its ovoid succulent berry
yields a cooling Juice much used in fevers.

penguin-duck (pen'gwin-duk), . See duck*.

penguinery (pen'gwin-er-i), n.; pi. penguineries
(-riz). [< penguin 1 + -ery.] A breeding-place
of penguins,
penguin-rookery(pen'gwiu-ruk'er-i), w. Same
as penguinery.
pen-gun (pen'gun), w. A popgun formed from
the barrel of a quill ; also, generally, a popgun.
[Scotch.]
The mankln feels that he Is a born Man, that his voca-

tion Is to work. The choicest present yon can make him
Is a Tool, be It knife or pen-gun, for construction or for
destruction. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 2.

penholder (pen'hol'der), n. [<pe>fi + holder.]
A holder for pens or pen-points. It consists
of a handle or stock, with a device for retain-

ing the pen, usually a socket of metal.

penhouset (pen'hous), n. [Appar. a var. of

penthouse, simulating pen 1 + house.] A pent-
house; an outbuilding; ashed. Imp. Diet.

penial (pe'ni-al), a. [< peni-s + -at.] Of or

pertaining to the penis: as, a penial muscle.
Penial sheath, the prepuce or foreskin of man and the

corresponding structure in other animals Penial ure-
thra. See urethra.

peniblet, . [ME. penible, penyble, pcyneble, <

OF. penible, F. penible, < L. pcena, punishment,
penalty, pain: see pain 1

, penal.] 1. Painful.

Lydgate.
With many woundys fill terryble,
And rebukys ful penyble.

MS. Colt. ViteU. C. xiii., f. 98. (HiilUm-ll.)

2. Painstaking; careful.

The body is ay so redy and penyble
To wake that my stomak is destroyed.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 138.

That wyl serve the to pay,
Peyneble all that he may.

MS. //art. 1701, f. 39. (HalKwett.)

penicil (pen'i-sil), ii. [< L. penicillins, a painters'
brush or pencil, a tent for wounds : see pencil

1
.]

1. In entom., a brush of hairs; a little bundle
of divergent hairs, as those on many caterpil-
lars. 2. A tent or pledget for wounds or ul-

cers.

Penicillata (pen'i-si-la'ta). n. pi. [NL., neut.
T>1. of Ij.penicillatus, penicillate: seepenicillate .]

!u rntinn., in Latreille's system, a group of

peninsularity

ehUognfttb myriiipods, corresponding to the

I'nli/j-fiiidif of \Vestwood : so culled from hav-

ing the body terminated by pencils of Miiall

scales.

penicillate (pen'i-sil-at), a. [< Nlj. iM-uirilla-

tiix, < L. iM-nirilliix, a pencil: sei- /W-HCI/I.] 1.

Forming or formed into a little tuft or brush,
especially at the end or tip: as, a /M-Hirillnti
tail

;
the prnicUlate or brushy tongue of a lory.

2. Provided with a penieillium. 3. Streaky;
scratchy; penciled. 4. In < ntum.. specifically,

provided with peuicils. 6. In but., pencil-
.-hipi-il : consisting of a bundle of hairs resem-

bling those of a hair pencil. Sometimes erro-

neously used for I'mtlit r-*/mpt<t or Ji-ath<-ru.
Crested-peniclllate, pfiirilf<l in the form of a crest or
i-Minh with a unlfarlous tuft of hairs, as the end of the
tall of wime rodento.- Penicillate maxlllas, in ./..,,
nnixillie in which the internal lobe is covered with short
hairs.

penicillated (pen'i-sil-a-ted), a. [< jteniciltate
+ -erf"-.] Same as penicillate.

penicillately (peii'i-sil-at-li), adv. In a peni-
cillate manner; as a hair pencil; in bundles of

short, compact, or close fibers.

Much elongate, and penicillatety exserted from the open
common sheath. //. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Aliw. p. 22.

penicilliform (pen-i-sil'i-form), a. [< L. jieiii-

cilliix, a painters' pencil, + forma, form.]
Formed into a penieillium or pencil; penicil-
late in shape ; resembling a hair pencil.
Penieillium (pen-i-sil'i-um), w. [NL. (Link),
so called in allusion to the form of the filaments,
< L. penicitliiH, a pencil: see pencil

1
.] 1. A

genus of saprophytic fungi of the class Asco-

mycetes, the well-known blue-molds, that are
abundant on decaying bread and numerous
other decaying substances. The mycelium sends

up numerous delicate branches which are septate and
terminated by a necklace of conidia, or In rare Instances

spores are produced in asci. P. crustaceum (P. ylaucum
of authors) is the most common species. See blue-mold,
nifild-, And fermentation.
2. [/. c.] In zovl., same as pencil

1
, 7.

penile 1
! (pe'nil), a. [< penis + -He.] Same .-is

penial.

penile2t, [< OF. "penile, "penisle, < L. psenin-
mtla, a peninsula: see peninsula, and cf. isle1

,

He1
.] A peninsula.

Hee (Edward III. | came to anchor In the hauen of Ilogy
Saint Vast, In < 'onstant ine, a great cape of land or penile
In Normandy. Speed, Hist. Great Britain, Ii. 12. (Dories.)

peninsula (pe-nin'su-ljl), . [= TF.peninsule =
Sp. iteninxula = P"g. peninsula = It. penisola,

peninsolti, < L. pseninsula, peninsula, a penin-
sula, lit. almost an island, < pxne, pene, almost,
-t- itvnila, an island: see isle1 , insular. Cf . pe-
nile%.] A piece of land almost surrounded by
water, and connected with the mainland by a
neck or isthmus. The Peninsula is often used

absolutely for Spain and Portugal.
A convenient harbour for Fisher boats at Kecoughtan,

that so turneth it selfe into Bayes and Creekea, it makes
that place very pleasant to Inhabit ; their comeflelds being
girded therein in a manner as Penitulaes.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 110.

The island looks both low and well-covered, as compared
with the lofty and rocky mountains of the opposite penin-
sula of Sabioncello. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 203.

peninsular (pe-nin'su-lftr), a. and .

[< penin-
xula + -ars.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a

peninsula; in the form of or resembling a
pe-

ninsula. 2. [= Pg. peninsular.] Inhabiting
a peninsula or the Peninsula: as, the peninsu-
lar peasantry. 3. Carried on in a peninsula.
See the phrases. Peninsular campaign, in V. s.

hist., the campaign of April, May. June and July, 1862, in

the civil war, In which the Army of the Potomac under
McClellan attempted to capture Blchmond by an advance
up the peninsula between the Kappahannock and the
James River. The Confederates were commanded by J. E.
Johnston and later by Lee. The campaign resulted in
the withdrawal of the Federal army. Peninsular war,
the military operations carried on in Portugal, Spain, and
southern France by the British, Spanish, and Portuguese
forces (largely under Wellington) against the French, from
1808 to 1SH. The French were driven out of the Penin-
sula.

II. n. 1. A soldier who fought in the Penin-
sular war. [Colloq.]
He speaks of the ruffling captain, who was no doubt " an

old Peninsular." Quarterly Ben., CXLVI. 196.

2. An inhabitant of a peninsula. [Rare.]
Western nations until the sixteenth century scarcely

knew of her [Corea's] existence, despite the fact that the
Arabs traded with the far-off peninxular*.

The Kation, XLIX. 319.

peninsularity (pe-nin-su-lar'j-ti), n. [<
milnr + -ity.] 1. The quality, character, orcon-
ditions inherent in a peninsula. 2. The state
of iuhabiting a peninsula, or of being native of
a peninsula. Hence 3. Provincialism; per-



peninsularity

sistence in antiquated or narrowly local meth-

ods, notions, or prejudices ;
narrowness of mmd.

Compare iimtlarism
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I'nless the understanding do first assent, there can fol-

low in the will towards penitency no inclination at all.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 3.

penitent (pen'i-tent), a. and n. [< ME. peni-
He [Sir Charles Lyell] mixes up in

f

liis
]

letters the vol-
fcn^ <; Qp_ penitent, F. penitent = Sp. Pg. It.

canoes of (Hot and the salt-mines of Cardona

amusing chat about penitente,

'peninsulated, ppr. periinsulating. "[< peninsula
+ -ate2.] To encompass almost completely
with water

;
form into a peninsula.

Erin rlseth of sundrie heads, by east of Erinleie, and

directing his course toward the sunne rising, it penmtu-
lateth Seleseie towne on the south-west, and Paghan at

'

Harrison, Descrip. of Britaine, xii. (Holinshed's Chron.)

On that peninsulated rock called La Spilla, hanging
over yonder deep cavern, he [St. Francis] was accustomed

to pass a part of the night in prayer and meditation.

Eustace, Italy, III. xi.

peninvariant, n. [< L. psene, pene, almost, + E.

invariant.'] Same as seminvariant.

penis (pe'nis), n.; pl.^ewes(-nez), as E. penises

(-ez). [= F. penis= Sp. pene, < L. penis, for orig.

*pesnis, tail, penis, = Gr. mof for *ntm>f , penis ;

akin to MHG. nisei, G. fisel, penis.] The male

organ of copulation ; the intromittent or copu-

penis in the vertebrates is generally, in part at least, ho-

mologous with the organ so named in man, but not in the

invertebrates ; it is sometimes double, as in certain rep-

tiles, crabs, etc. In some invertebrates the term is ex-

tended to organs which deposit spermatozoa without be-

ing intromittent. Many of the older writers on entomolo-

gy included under this term all the external male organs
of generation, dividing them into the phallus, or true in-

tromittent organ, and the forceps or claspers used in copu-

!, penitent, a penitent, ppr. of L.

pssnitere, pcenitere, ML. also penitcre, cause to

repent, intrans. repent, regret (impers. me

!,
I repent, I regret, am sorry, etc.), freq.

of pcenir
ment,
punish
(a doublet

penitential, penitentiary, impenitent, repent, re-

pentance, etc.] I. a. 1. Sorry for sin or for of-

fense committed ;
contrite ;

troubled by a sense

of guilt and resolved on amendment ; repentant.
Nor in the land of their captivity

Humbled themselves, or penitent besought
The God of their forefathers. Milton, P. B., iii. 421.

penknife

This advice was inserted into the Penitential of England
in the time of Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, V. 5.

The penitential, abook which only shrift-fathers or priests

who heard shrifts, that is confessions, might read, con-

tained the penances decreed by the Church for the differ-

ent kinds of sin. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 19.

2f. One who has undergone penitential disci-

pline. S. Butler, Hudibras, it. i. 819.
J. __ . -_'-.. -r

tential 01. co
-

ntr
-

ite manner.

The proud he tam'd, the penitent he cheer'd,

Nor to rebuke the rich offender fear'd.

Dryden, Character of a Good Parson, 1.

2f Doing penance ; suffering.
But we that know what 'tis to fast and pray
Are penitent for your default to-day.

Shak., C. of E., i. 2. 52.

II. n. 1. One who repents, or is sorry for sin,

transgression, or offending; a contrite or re-

pentant person.
I'll play the penitent. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 92.

Finished, as you expect, a penitent,

Fully confessed his crime, and made amends.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 319.

Eccles., one who makes confession of sin and

coda, Lepadidse, Proteolepax, Alcippe, Balanus, Cestoidea,

and Squillidee.

Certain Rptilia possess a pair of eversible copulatory

organs situated in integumentary sacs, one on each side

of the cloaca ; but it does not appear in what manner
these penes are morphologically related to those of the

higher Vertebrata. Huxley, Anat Vert,, p. 99.

penistonet (pen'i-ston), . [From the village of

Penistone in Yorkshire, Eng.] A coarse woolen
stuff or frieze. It was in use in England during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Also peniston, pene-

ston, pennistone, pennystone, and forest whites.

Accounts arising out of the employment of plaintiff to

sell "bayes, peiiestones, and other cloaths," goods, Ac., at

London for the defendant, <fcc., &c.
Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, xi. 91.

Penistone flags. Sandstone quarried for build-

ing and paving near Penistone in Yorkshire,

England.
Penistone series. The name given in the Coal-

brookdale coal-field to the lower division of the

coal-measures, which consists of sandstone and
shales with coal and ironstone. The Penistone
ironstone nodules found in the lower coal-measures often penitential (peu-i-ten'shal), . and n.

[

yield, when split open, impressions of ferns or other or.
penitentiel = Pr. Sp. Pg. penitencial = It.

ganic remains. -- - - -

The Chance Pennystone is the highest bed of ironstone

in the series. In former years Coalbrookdale produced
the best iron in England.
H. B. Woodward, Geol. of Eng. and Wales (2d ed.), p. 190.

penitence (pen'i-tens), . [< ME. penitence, <

OF. penitence, f ."-penitence = Pr. penitencia,

penedensa, pentenza = Sp. Pg. penitencia = It.

penitencia, penitenza, < L. psenitentia, peeniten-

tia, ML. also penitcntia, repentance, < peeni-

ten(t-)s,poeniten(t-)s, penitent: seepenitent. Cf.

penance, an older form of the same word.] The
state of being penitent ;

sorrow for having com-
mitted sin or for having offended; repentance;
contrition.

By penitence the Eternal's wrath 's appeased.
Shak., 1. G. of V., v. 4. 81.

And, when frail nature slides into offence,
The sacrifice for crimes is penitence.

Drydm, Religio Laici, 1. 53.

=Syn. Contrition, Compunction, etc. See repentance.

penitencert (pen'i-ten-ser), n. [< ME. pene-
taimcer, penitauncer, penytenser; (. OF. peniten-
cier, F. penitencier = Sp. Pg. penitendario = It.

penitenziario, < ML. pceniteittiarius, a penitent,
< L. peenitentia, poenitentia, penitence: see peni-
tence. Cf . penancer and penitentiary.'] A priest
who heard confession and enjoined penance in

extraordinary cases.

The pope and alle hus penetauncers power hem faylleth
To a-soyle the of thy synnes. Piers Plowman (0), vii. 256.

I seye nat that if thow be assigned to the penitauncer
for certein synne, that thow art bounde to shewen hyni
al the remenaunt of thy synnes of whiche thow hast be
shryven to thy curaat. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

penitenceryt, . See penitentiary.
penitency (pen'i-teu-si), . [As penitence (see
-ci/).l Penitence.

siastical discipline prescribed for its absolution .

In the early church the penitents formed a distinct class,

which included only those under ecclesiastical censure,
admitted to do public penance under the direction of the

church. Only marked lapses were recognized, but these

were punished with long and severe penalties, sometimes

lasting many years. The privilege of penance was usually

granted but once. The penitents were classified in four

grades mourners, hearers, kneelers, and standers or con-

sistentes. Owing to the change of circumstances and the

relaxation of discipline, public confession gradually ceased

to be required, but private confession of mortal sins has
been considered necessary in the Boman Catholic Church
and of divine obligation. The Greek Church still requires
confession for all grave sins, but its discipline is not so

strict as that of the Roman Church. See penance.

The four orAersot penitents were . . . the Flentes, whose

place was in the porch ;
the Audientes, in the narthex ;

the Consistentes and Substrati, in the lower part of the

nave. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 208.

Penitents, a name distinguishing certain Roman Catho-

lic orders, as the Order of Penitents of St. Magdalen, a re-

ligious community established by one Bernard of Mar-

seilles, about the year 1272, for the reception of reformed
courtezans ; the Congregation of Penitents of St. Magdalen,
founded at Paris with a similar view ;

the White Penitents,
the Black Penitents, etc.

[=F.
peni-

tenziale, < LL. pxniteiiiidlis, ML. also peiiiten-

tialis, pertaining to penitence; as a noun, a

confessor, a priest designated to hear the con-

fession of penitents; < L. peenitentia, repen-
tance: see penitence.] I. a. I. Of, pertaining
to, proceeding from, or expressing penitence
or contrition of heart: as, penitential sorrow;
penitential psalms.

And soften'd pride dro]

prison ;
< ML. pteniten-

tkirius, 'poenitentiarius, m., one who does pen-
ance, one who imposes penance and grants ab-

solution; pseiiftentiaria, f., the office of a con-

fessor; prop, adj., < L. peenitentia, repentance:
see penitence. Cf. penitencer, penancer, from
the same source.] I. a. 1. Relating to pen-
ance, or to the rules and measures of penance.

I appeal to any of their own manuals and penitentiary
books. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 107.

2. Expressive of contrition or penitence; peni-
tential: as, a penitentiarji letter Canon peni-
tentiary, the canon of a cathedral chapter duly appointed
to consider reserved and special cases of penance. Car-
dinal penitentiary, a cardinal who presides over the

tribunal of penitentiaries, and has delegated to him from
the Pope jurisdiction over special cases of penance. Pen-

itentiary priest, a priest vested with power to prescribe

penances and grant absolution in certain cases.

The Greek church, about the time of Decius the em-

peror, set over the penitents a public penitentiary priest.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 109.

II. n.
; pi. penitentiaries (-riz). If. A peni-

tent
;
one who repents of sm or does penance

for it.

So Manasseh in the beginning and middle of his reign
filled the city with innocent blood, and died a penitentiary.

Jackson, Christ's Session at God's Right Hand, ii. 42.

'Twas a French friar's conceit that courtiers were of all

men the likeliest to forsake the world and turn peniten-
tiaries. Hammond, Works, IV. 517. (Trench.)

2. A confessor; a person appointed to deal

with penitents or penances. In particular (a) In
the early Christian Ch., an officer appointed to confer with
all penitents and to decide on their admission to public

penance, or,where necessary, to prescribe private penances.
(b) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., one who prescribes the rules

and degrees of penance ; specifically, an officer vested w ith

power from the bishop to absolve in cases which the or-

dinary parish priest may be incompetent to determine.

The saide deponent departed and went to the Chauncel-
ler into the quere, and he commaunded that he should
take the penytensary vp to the prysoner w" hym to make
hym holy water and holy bread. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 6.

When he [Thomas Cranmer] went to Rome the Pope
made him Pcenitentiary of England : an important and lu-

crative office. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii.

(c) In the papa] court, an office in which are examined and
from which are issued secret bulls, dispensations, etc., the
tribunal in charge being termed the Tribunal of Peniten-

tiaries.

3. A book for the guidance of confessors in

imposing penances, etc., prescribing the rules

and measures of penance.
To each one among them was allotted a course of peni-

tential works and prayer proportionate to his guilt, by the

proper official, for whose guidance in such matters Theo-
dore archbishop of Canterbury, and Ecgberht archbishop
of York, had severally drawn up a hand-book known as

the penitentiary. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 62.

4f. A place for the performance of penance;
a small building in monastic establishments
in which a penitent confined himself. The term
was also applied to that part of a church to which peni-
tents were admitted during the service.

5. A prison in which convicts are confined for

punishment and reformation, and compelled to

labor
;
a house of correction ; the place in which

criminals condemned to penal servitude are
confined.

Guilt, that humbly would express
A penitential loneliness.

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, 1.

With penitential cries they kneel
And wrestle.

X. Arnold, Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse.

2. Eccles., pertaining to the administration of

the sacrament of penance ; hence, of the nature
of penance or punishment.
Hepublished a certen boke of hys own makyng, called pemtentiaryshlp (pen-i-ten sha-n-ship), n. [<

a penytentiall summe, commaunding hys clergy to put it penitentiary + -ship.} The office of penitentiary
euerye where in practyce. Bp. Bale, English Votaries, i. or confessor. Wood, AthenSB Oxon., I. 239.
The tortuous and featureless streets [of Arlesi, which penitently (pen'i-tent-li), adv. Ill a penitent

were paved with villainous little sharp stones making all
manner; with penitence or contrition for sin.

exerc,se^
(t . H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 192. ^ ('pe-ni'tis), n. [NL., < L. penis, penis,

Penitential discipline, in the Rom. Cath. and the Or.
*

... -,
VF v ,.

L
..,' f ,'*;,...

Ch., the administration of spiritual penalties for the main-
tenance of the purity of the church, or the reformation of

Inflammation of the penis ; phallitis.
See l>alanitis, posthitis.

the offender, of both. Penitential garment, any gar- penk (pengk), n. A dialectal form of pinK*.
ment assumed for the purpose of causing physical distress penknife (pen'uif, usually pen 'if), n.; pi. pen-
or suffering, and thus mortifying the flesh. Compare sack- ^^jr"/ \^ [YMF nnmel-mife < nerft +
coftandKeiMm.-Penitentialpriest. Same&spenOen- *"^

e* (,-mvz;. \\ Mfc., petmewyje , \ pen
Tcmfe.] A small pocket-knife: so called from
its former use in making and mending quill

pens.
She had a petikni/e in her hand,

tiary, 2 (a) and (6). Penitential psalms, the 6th, 32d,
38th, 51st, 102d, 130th, and 143d psalms, so called from their

penitential character : in Protestant Episcopal churches
appointed to be read during the services of Ash Wednes-
day, and in the Boman Catholic Church on occasions of

special humiliation.

II. n. 1. In the Bom. Cath. and the Gr. CT>., a
book or code of canons relating to penance and
the reconciliation of penitents.

And wounded him so deep.
Earl Richard (Child's Ballads, III. 11).

He presents no mark to the enemy ;
the foeman may

with as great aim level at the edge of a penknife.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ill. 2. 286.



pen-maker

pen-maker (ppn'iml'kpr), . 1. One who
makes or trims <|iii!l pens.
In 177'.l, however, we have mention of a certain Charles

.Stewart. :i i'u maker, a man of no llxed haliitatlon. It
wonM st em, therefore, that pen-maker* wandered about
the country wiling their wares, turning K..cise-<|iii]l Into

PCIIK, ami making anew those that had heen worn out.
N. and (J., 7th ser., VIII. 220.

2. A tool for cutting pens from quills, it is a
fur-in of pincers, of which the jaws are respectively con-
vex and concave, to receive the end of a i|iiill from which
one half lian been cut away. When the tool Is closed the
outline MI' the pen is shaped by small dies, and the silt Is
cut liy a little Made In the middle.

4375

notation, the hook or stroke ( !*>) that distin-

guishes an eighth-, sixteenth-, orthirty-Becond-
notefrom a quarter-note Distinguishing home-
ward-bound, meal, etc., pennant. >ee the qualifying
wonli.. Irish pennant (iwutX Same as lri*h , ,,,/,,,,i

(whieh see, ndMrjMMHMB
pennart (pen 'iir), H. Same as primer'1

, 1.

pennate (pen ML a. [< L. ;//<///, /iinH<iiux,
furnished with wings, < /n nun, /linnri, u feather.
a wing: see ;'-', /n'l. Cf. pinnate.] 1. In

Pennlsetnm

< Pern, iitiniil. sugar: see
(il/il,i;,ir.~\ A piece of

sugar tnkrn for a cold. ete.

o >> MM

yrntirt*, white suxar, or mint w
like pcctorall

it*.', winged ;
featheml : usually in compo" ..

.,.
on, !ls

I,,,,,,*,,,;,,,,,/,-, hrrriiH'Hnutf, ete. Also PenmferOUS (pc-nif o-nis),

el ,,,./,- h "* " ']

penman (pen'ma,,;>,,; p.'. ,,,, (,nen) [< ^'^""^^".r'^Sr+rS..
I"'"- + "'. J i.-.Al"'''.*"" ''ousideredwithref- ^alm,

ll(t

"
ale .

rapher; also, one who professes or teaches tin

art of penmanship. 2. An author; a writer.

My lord, I am iw penman nor no orator.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, II. 1.

penmanship (pen'man-ship), n. [< penman +
-Hliip.] 1. The use of. the pen in writing; the
art of writing. 2. Manner of writing; hand-
writing: as, accomplished penmanship.
Den-U1 ^ o+nv / i ,. . , i

'
. . i .'i ^ I .'. i. > . A *..**

pen ;

(1.78

form ' <> In <"'-

Hut they arc corrected hy lieinn eaten with llcorlah, or
*ith \ inlets, :inil tit her sueh

Passengers' Dialogues (1B12). (A'ura.)

pennied(pen'iil), u. [<//</<// + -/-.] Having
or possessed of a penny.

The one ;,,.,/ ]|oy has his penny to spare.
Wftrdstrtrrttt, I'uwer uf Music.

_ .. ,, f< L. IK ii mi. a

ferre = E. brarl.] Provided with

feathers; feathered. Also pcnnigrroux.
, ,-iuinr u wCTiiiare penniform (pen'i-fonn), a. [< L. juiniii, a

v o!!e

S

whownh' ''a eoodland-^i Pennatifid ( ,,,-nat'i-fld), a. Same Mpinnvtiji.l.
"?- pennatoust, a. [< L. ueuiialtu, furnished with

wings: see /x'nnatc."} Feathery; softordowny,
like a feather. Paxton. [Rare.]
Pennatula (pe-nat'u-la), M. [NL., fern, of LL.
/ifiinii in/MX, provided with wings, dim. of penna-
tus, winged: see pennatr.] The typicalgenns
of PeinnitHlidte; the sea-pens. P. phosphorea
is a European species. See cut under Alcyo-

pen-master (]>on'mas"ter)/n. A master of the Pennatulacese, Pennatulacea (pe-nat-u-la'sp-
peii_;

a skilful writer or scribe. Fuller, Worthies, u,-&), n.pl. [NL., < Pennatula + -ace,'-aeea'.]
79- [Hare.] An order or suborder of alcyonarian or halcy-

penna (pen a), n.; pi. pcnitie (-e). [L. : see onoid polyps, having the polypary free or loose-
lii 'ii". \ 1. lu o fit i t/i, , a feather; a plume ; spe- ly attached without polypids at the basal end * v "

eilically, a coutour-foather, as distinguished the proximal end, which is branched or sim- P^rV (Pen/i-le8)' L- *.
-

! >.J.._:-._ <.!.- _.'i._.o_ . Without a penny; moneyless; poor

(fc) In <*/., resembling a feather or Its plume. (<)" In~~imt'.,
of or pertaining to the Penn\formct: as, a prnnifiirm

Penniformes (pen-i-for'mez), n. pi. [< L.

penna, feathpr, + forma, form.] A subsection
of the pennatuleous pennatuloid polyps, with

well-developed pinnules, including the fami-
lies I'tirrrididsp and Femiatulidjr. Kiiltiker.

(pe-nij'e-rus), a. [< L. pt
a feather, + gercre,

from a down-feather or plumule; especially,
one of the large stiff feathers of the wings or

tail; one of the remiges or rectrices. See fea-
ther. 2. Same as /-<..
A ix-iniii or case of horn worn suspended from the neck

pie, bearing the polypids variously arranged.
There Is a central horny axis sheathed in a coenoaarc. The
/' i. liils are commonly dimorphic. There are several fami-
lies, as Peitiiatulirf/r, Viryvlariidie or Pamnariiiltr, Ve-
retellidx, Umbellulariidjt, KeniUidie, known as tea-pen*,

' r""""1 " ~.~.v v, i.ui ,1 ....in oiiojji iitivo 1 1 inn me nreK nea-roaf, wa-jettthers, sect-umbrelltu, teo-lridnettg etc
for holding writing materials. s. M. llayhev. pennatulacean (pe-nat-u-la'se-an), a. and H. I.

pennaceous (pe-na'shius), n. KNL.'nennaceKS, " Pertaining to the Pennatulafete, or having
< L. penna, a feather: seej>eX] l.Laornith.,

their characters; pennatularian; pennatuloid.
having the structure of a penua or contour- H. " A member of the Pennatulaceie.

feather; not plumulaceous. 2. Inentom., re- pennatulaceous (pe-nat-u-la'shius), a. Same
sembling the web of a feather; having fine,

'

-lest.']

as pennatulacean.

panache, + -etft. Cf. F. panache, plumed, < pa-
iniclic, a plume : see penache, panache.] Natu-
rally diversified with various colors, as a flower.

Hnng'ring, pennilem, and far from home.
Coteper, Task, t 119.

Penniless bench t
,
a public seat for loungers and Idlers in

Oxford : used allusively with reference to poverty.

Euery stoole he sate on was pennOei bench, . . . hii
robes were rags.

Lyly, Euphnes and his England (ed. Arber), p. 244.

Bid him bear up, he shall not
Hit long on pennilea bench.

Matnmjer, City Madam, IT. 1.

pennilessness (pen'i-les-nes), n. The state of
"ess or without money,

'il), . [W. pennill, pi. pennillion,
, za.] A form of verse used at the

Welsh eisteddfod, in which the singer has to

adapt his words and measure to the playing of
a harper who changes the tune, the time, etc.,
and introduces vanations.
To sing "PenniUion "

with a Welsh harp Is not so easily
s may be Imagined. The singer. . . does

>t a leatner
; Having nne,

tts /'" peuiiiieB! UH_ xl - ., /, ...

close, parallel lines springing diagonally from pennatularian (pe-nat-u-la'ri-an), o. and n. being penniless or without money.
a single line: applied to color-marks and sculp- [< Peiniatula + -arian.]' Same as pennatula- pennill (pen'ii), n. [W. pennill, pL , ...,
ture. fean. a verse, stanza.] A form of verse used at the

pennachet, . An obsolete form of panache. Pennatuleae (pen-a-tu'lf-e), n.p/. [NL.,<Pia-
pennachedt(pe-nasht'),a. [<peimache,penachc, tula + -ete.] A section of polyps, distinguished

by a bilateral arrangement of the polyps on the
rachis, which is elongated and cylindrical, and
provided with pinnules or leaves.

Carefully protect from violent storms of rain ... your PnnatuleOUS (pen-a-tu'le-us), a.

pennached tulips, . . . covering them with matrasses.
Evelyn, Calendarlum Hortense, April,

pennae, . Plural of penna.
pennage (pen'ai), . [< F. penna
< L. prnna, a feather: see pen?.'
Holland, tr. of Pliny, x. 32.

pennal (pen'ai), . [< o.
a freshman, <' ML. pennale, ~^ ^.,.,^>,-
lum, LL. pennariiim, a pen-case, < L. penna, a -

feather, LL. a pen : see pen2 . Cf.pennet-1.] For- Pennatulacese.

merly, in German Protestant universities, one pennet, An obsolete form of pen?.
of the newly arrived students, who were com- penned (pend), a. [< pen2 + -ed2 .]

pelled to submit to the system of pennalism : so pennate. [Rare.]

[Formerly also pennar,

,

lumage.

accomplished as . e snger. . . oes
not commence with the harper, but takes the strain up at
the second, third, or fourth bar, as best suits the pennill
he intends to sing.

Jmtti, Bardic Remains, quoted In Encyc. Brit.,

(VII. 792, note.

taining to the Pennd'tuleee'.

Pennatulida (pen-a-tu'li-de), n. pi. [NL.. <
Pennatula + -idee.]' A family of polyps, with
well-developed pinnules and the zooids on the
ventral and lateral sides of the rachis. See cut Pennine (pen'in), n. [So called from the Pen-

. .. under Alcyonaria. nine Alps.] Same as penninite.
[< Q. pennal, a pen-case, pennatuloid (pe-nat'u-loid), a. [< NL. Penna- penninerved (pen'i-nervd), a. [< L. penna, a
innate, equiv. to penniicu- tula + -oid.] Related to or resembling a mem- feather, -i- nerrus, nerve, + -erf2 .] Inoot., fea-
a Den-case. < L. nenna. a. ber of the genus Pennatula; belonging to the ther-veined. See nervation. Also pinnately

nerred or reined.

penning (pen'ing), n. [Verbal n. otpen^, v.]
1. The act of writing or composing.
It fortuned that one M. Thomas Lodge . . . had be-

stowed some serious labour in penning of a booke, called
I uplines Shadowe. Greene, Prefix to Euphues Shadowe.

2. Expression in writing; wording: as, the
penning of the condition of the bond is to be
observed.

Neverthelese ye must, If It shall come to the obtaining

pelled to submit to the system of pennalism : so pennate. [Rare.]
called from the fact that they constantly carried penner1

(pen'er), n. [formerly also pennar,
about with them their pennales or pen-cases for pennor; < ME. pennere, pennare, < LL. penna-
use in lectures. rium, a receptacle for pens, <" ' '-

penna, apen: see pen2 . Gt.pen-
-= -^^^

pennalism (pen'al-ixm), . [< G. pennalismug,
< pennal, a m'shman : see pennal.] A system
of exceptionally tyrannical fagging practised
by older students upon freshmen, especially in
German Protestant universities in the seven-
teenth century.
pen-name (pon'nam), n. A name assumed by
an author for the ostensible purpose of con-
cealinghis identity; auom deplume; aliterary
pseudonym.
pennant (pen'ant), n. [An extended form of
prnnnit, with excrescent t (as in tyrant, peasant,
etc.), prob. due in part to association with
/>i Hi/mi t. with which in some uses it is confused :

see ]n nilun t. n.] 1. A flag long in the fly as
compared with its hoist. Especially (o) A flag
many times as long as it is wide : also called streamer and
coach-ichip. Its proper place is at the mainroyalmast-
nead of a man-of-war when in commission.

Lincoln, a ship most neatly that was limn'd,
In all her sails with flags and pennants trim .1

Draytan, Battle of Aglncourt.
A squire's mark was a long pennant, similar to the coach-

whip pennant of modern ships of war.

PreMc, Hist. Flag, p. 11.

(6) A pointed or swallow tailed flag having Its fly about
twice Its hoist, used especially to denote the rank of the
commanding or senior officer on board the ship when it
is hoisted : also called broad pennant
as an emblem of s

tests.

2. AViii <., a short piece of rope to which a tackle
is hooked. See pendant, 5 (a). 3. In

-

nal.] 1 . A case to contain a pen
and penholder, made of metal,
horn, leather, or the like. pen-
ners were carried at the girdle as late
as the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury. The cut represents a penner of
cnlr-bouilll (boiled and stamped lea-

therX English, of the fifteenth century.

Prlvely a penner gan he borwe,
And In a let t n- wroot he al his sorwe.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 635.

Then wilt thon repent It. quoth the
gentleman; and so, putting uppe his
penner and inkehorne, departed with
the paper in his hand.

FKK, Martyrs, p. 1168.

2. In her., a representation of
the old pen-case or penner car-
ried at tne buttonhole or girdle.
The penner and inkhorn are often borne together, and
represented as fastened together by a lace or ribbon.

penner2 (pen'er), . [< pen2, r., + -erl.] One
who pens or writes; a writer.

Oh, penny-pipers, and most painfnl pennen
Of bountiful new ballads. Fletcher, Bonduca, v. 2.

pennet 1
(pen'et), . [< pen 1 + -et.] A tempo-

rary pen for sheep or cows
;
a penfold. [Prov.ary pen

'"K-Jdied Imad pennant, (r) Any flag taken *'"& J

niperiority, particularly in athletic con- PCnnet-t (pen'et).H. [Also penet ; < OV.penide,
...

" a pennet, the little wreaUi of sugar taken in
a cold" (Cotgrave), penite, barley-sugar, = Olt.

~ J~ , UD, II 11011 ^,,,._,, **.... .....^
of this new commission, see to thepenning and more full

perfecting thereof. Bp. Burnet, Records, I. it, note 22.

penninite (pen'i-nit), . [< Pennine (Alps) (see
pennine) + -ite2.] A member of the chlorite

group, crystallizing in rhombohpdral forms op-
tically uniaxial or nearly so, and varying in
color from green to violet and pink. It Is a
hydrous silicate of aluminium. Iron, and magnesium.
Kammererite and rhodophyllite, also rhodochrome, are
varieties of a violet or reddish color.

pennipotent (pe-nip'6-tent), a. [< L. penna,
a feather, wing, + potcn(t-)*, powerful: see
potent.] Strong on the wing; powerful in

flight. [Bare.]
Dismount your tow'ring thoughts, aspiring Minds,
Vnplume their wings In flight pennipotent.

Dories, Holy Eoode, p. 15. (Darief.)

Pennisetum (pen-i-se'tum), n. [NL. (Per-
soon, 1805), < L. penna, a feather, + seta, a
bristle.] A genus of ornamental grasses of
the tribe Panicex, distinguished by the joint
at the summit of the pedicel, surmounted by
an involucre of somewhat plumose bristles in-

cluding one to three narrow spikelets. The 40

species
arc mainly African : two or three of them extend

throughout the Mediterranean region, tropical Asia, and
America. They are annual or perennial grasses, with flat
leaves, often with branching stems and spikelets crowded

iare
in



Pennisetum

the tropics funiish a nutritious grain. (See cattail millet

(under miUel), bajra?, karemjia. ) Others are cultivated for

ornament, under the name of feather-grass.

pennistone, . See penistone.

pennite (pen'it), . [< Pennsylvania)
+ ->2

.]

A hydrous carbonate of calcium and magne-
sium occurring as a globular incrustation on

serpentine and chromite at Texas in Pennsyl-
vania.

penniveined (pen'i-vand), a. [< L. penna, fea-

ther, + E. rein.'] In lot., same as ptnninened.

pennon (peu'on), n. [Early mod. E. also penon;
< ME. penon,"pcnoiin, pynoun, < OF. pennon, F.

pennon = Pr. pent), penon = Sp.

pendon= Pg. pendSo = It. pennant,
a banner, pennon, orig. (as in It.)

a great plume or bunch of feathers,

aug. of OF. penne = It. penna, a

wing, feather : seepen%. Of. pinion^,
ult. identical with pennon and pen-
nant (a later form).] 1. A flag; an

ensign ; especially, in Europe in the

middle ages, the flag of the knight
bachelor, or knight who had not yet reached

the dignity of banneret. It is usually described

as being pointed at the fly, but the swallow-tail

flag is also described as a pennon.
By his baner born is his penaun [var. pynoun]
Of gold ful riche, in which ther was ybete
The Mynotaur which that he slough in Crete.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1.

4376

the variations and irregularities in the forms

indicate that the actual sense of the radical

element was not known by the later users, and
thus would go to support a foreign origin, and
to favor the suggested etym. from pand, pawn,

pledge: see pawn 1
, panel.] If. A silver coin

weighing 22| grains, or the 240th part of a Tower

pound. It corresponded to the Roman denarius, and

was also called easterling. (See easterliny, n., 2.) In 1346

penny-fee

Come, friar, I will shake him from his dumps.
(Comes forward.)

How cheer you, sir? a penny for your thought.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

At first pennyt, at first bid or offer.

There went but one of two hundred tunnes, who stayed
in the Conntrey about six weeks, which with eight and

thirty men and boies had her fraught, which she sold at

the first penny for 2100. besides the Furres.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 219.

Clean as a penny, clean and bright. Compare fine as

fitepence, under Jinel. (Dames.)

I will go as I am, for. though ordinary, I am as clean at

a penny, though I say it. Richardson, Pamela, II. 56.

Lord Baltimore penny, a penny coined by Lord Balti-

more, who established a Maryland mint in London in 1659.

Medieval
Knight's
Pennon.

Obverse. Reverse.

Silver Penny of Edward III., in the British Museum.

(Size of the original.)

ita weight was reduced to 20 grains. Similar coins called

pennies were in use in Scotland and Ireland. [In early

times any coin could be called a penny. Thus, the gold

coins called Aorfm, struck by order of Edward III. in 1343,

were called by the people gold pennies, and the half-florins

and quarter-florins respectively gold halfpennies and gold

farthings. ]

& left the Inglis thelond on a forward [bargain] dere

To pay ilk a hede a peny to tham bi gere.
Rob. of Brunne, p. 8.

For a (KM!/ that ye lese on this side, ye shall Wynne tweyn

High on his pointed lance his pennon bore

His Cretan flght, the conquer'd Minotaur.

Druden, Pal. and Arc., i. 115.

2. In her., in modern ceremonial, as at funer-

als, a long and narrow flag, usually from four to

five feet long, on which are depicted the own-
er's arms or a part of them, as the crest and
motto. 3f. A pinion; awing.

Fluttering his pennons vain, plumb down he drops
Ten thousand fathom deep. Milton, P. L., ii. 933.

pennoncel, pennoncelle (pen'ou-sel), n. [< OF.

pennoncel, dim. of pennon, a pennon : see pen-
non. Cf.penceP, a contracted form of jtennon-

cel.'] 1. Same &s pennon, 1. 2. Inner., avery
small flag resembling a pennon in shape and
use.

pennoncier (pen'on-ser), . [OF. ,< pennon, a

pennon: see pennon.'] A knight who had not

attained the dignity of banneret. Also called

knight pennoncier. See knight, 3.

pennoned (peu'pnd), a. [< pennon + -ed2.]

Bearing a pennon.
The grass, whose pennoned spear

Leans on the narrow graves.
0. W. Holmes, Cambridge Churchyard.

pennopluma (pen-o-plo'ma), m. [NL.: seepen-
noplume.'] Same as plumule.
pcnnoplunie (pen'o-plom), n. [< NL. pennoplu-
ma, prop, "penniptuma, < L. penna, a wing, +
pluma, a feather.] A plumule.
penn'orth (pen'ferth), n. A colloquial con-
traction of pennyworth.
Pennsylvania Dutch. See Dutch.

Pennsylvanian (pen-sil-va'ni-an), a. and n. [<

Pennsylvania (see def.) + -an.'] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Pennsylvania, one of the Middle
States of the United States, lying south of New
York and west of New Jersey.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Pennsyl-
vania.

penny (pen'i), n.; pi. pennies (-iz), number of

coins, pence (pens), amount of pennies in val-

ue. [Early mod. E. also pennie, peny, penie; <

ME. peny, penie, peni,pani(f\.penies,pens, pans,
pans), < AS. penig, pennig, peneg, prop, with
suffix -ing, pening, peninge, peninc, peening, pen-
ning, pending, a penny (tr. L. denarius, nummus,
as), a silver coin, the 240th part of a pound, also

(in forms peneg and pening) a pennyweight,
the 24th part of an ounce, = OS. penning =
OFries. penning, penneng, pennig, panning, pan-
neng, pannig = D. penning = MLG. penning (in

comp. penninge-, penne-, pen-)= OHG. phantine,
phending, pfentinc, phenning, pending, MHG.
phenninc, pfenninc, pfennig, G. pfenning, pfennig= Icel. penniugr, mod. peningr = Sw. penning =
D&n. penning, a penny (Icel. pi. penningar = Sw.
jx'ii n ingar, money,= Dan. contr. penge, money) ;

with suffix -ing3 (used also in other designations
of coins, namely farthing, shilling), from a base
*pand (by umlaut pend-), generally explained
as 'pledge,' = OFries. pand = D. pand = MLG.
pant = OHG. MHG. pliant, pfant, G. pfand =
Icel. petntr = Sw. Dan. pant, a pledge, pawn; a

penny in this view being a piece of money given
as a pledge instead of some particular article
of property. This view is not satisfactory ;

but

ion A'v ajsfiitfm on that side.

Reverse.

Penny of George III., in the British Museum
(Size of the original.)

,

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 142.

There caste Ju-
das the SO Pens be-

fore hem, and seyde
that he hadde syn-
ned, betrayenge
oure Lord.

Mandemtte, Trav-

[els, p. 93.

2. In Great Brit-

ain, a copper
(since 1860

bronze) token

coin, of which
twelve are

equal to a shil-

ling and 240 to a

pound sterling.
It weighs 145.833

grains troy, and is

worth in metal
about one fourth
of ita face-value.
It is about equiva-
lent to two cents
United States cur-

rency. Copper
pennies were first

struck in the time
of Jamea I. (about
1609). In Scotland
the value of the old

penny was only one
twelfth of a penny
sterling, the pound
being equal to 20

pence sterling. Ab-
breviated d. (for de-

narius).

Where the same, with a little difference of place, is a

pound, shilling, or penie, one, ten, or an hundred.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 84.

Perjuries are common as bad pence.
Cowper, Expostulation, 1. 387.

3. In the United States, a cent. [Colloq.]
4. An insignificant coin or value

;
a small sum.

I will not lend thee a penny. Shak.
,
M. W. of W., ii. 2. 1.

5. Money in general : as, it cost a pretty penny
(a good round sum); to turn an honest penny.

Lo, how pans purchasede faire places and drede,
That rote is of robbers the richesse with-ynne !

For he that gadereth so his good god no-thyng preiseth.
Piers Plmuman (C), xiii. 246.

What penny hath Rome borne,
What men provided ? Shak., K. John, v. 2. 96.

That eternal want of pence
_ * Which vexes public men.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

Shah Sujali and Shere All cost India a pretty penny, as

we say in Scotland ; but invasions like thatof Ahmed Shah
Dourani would have cost her a good deal more.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 17.

6. Pound : only in composition, in the phrases
fourpenny, sixpenny, eiyhtpenny, tenpenny nails,

designating nails of such sizes that 1,000 will

weigh 4, 6, 8, or 10 pounds. The original form of

the phrases was four-pound nailn, six-pound nails, etc.

that is, nails weighing 4, 6, etc., pounds to a thousand.
These phrases, pronounced four-puri nails, six-pun' nails,

etc., seem to have become confused in the popular mind
with fourpenny, sixpenny, etc., familial' adjectives denot-

ing the price of small purchases ; hence the present form,
and so with eiyhtpenny and tenpenny. See nail, 5. A
penny for your thoughts, I would give something to
know what you are thinking about : a friendly expression
addressed to one in a "brown study."

Obverse. Reverse.

I-ord Baltimore Penny. From the only specimen known tu exist.

(Size of the original.)

Not to have a penny to bless one's self with. See

blessi. Penny-banks Act. See bank?. Penny dread-
ful See dreadful, n. Penny or paternostert, pay or

prayers ;
love or money. Davits.

If I had thought you would have passed to the terms

you now stand in, pity nor pension, penny nor pater-ivister

should ever have made nurse once to open her mouth in

the cause. Gascoigne, Supposes, i. 1.

Peter's pence, an annual tax or tribute in several coun-

tries of northern Europe, consisting of a penny, formerly

paid to the papal see at Rome. In England it is said to

have originated under Offa of Mercia in the eighth cen-

tury, and it was abolished by Henry VIII. The sums now
sent to Rome under the name of Peter's pence are volun-

tary contributions by Roman Catholic people everywhere
for the maintenance of the Pope. Also Peter-pence.

The old payment called Peter-pence, from the days of

the Mercian King Offa, was originally made for maintain-

ing an English college in Rome. Baronius and other

Roman writers misrepresented this payment as a quit-

rent for the kingdom, and an acknowledgment of de-

gendence
on Rome. They have been sufficiently confuted

y Spelman and Collier.

Quoted in R. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., Hi., note.

Pharaoh's pence, the discoid nummulitic fossils in the

stone of which pyramids and other structures are built in

Egypt. To think one's penny silver, to have a good

opinion of one's self.

Almra. Believe me, though she say that she is fairest,

I think my penny silver, by her leave.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng., p. 123.

To turn an honest penny, to make money honestly.

[Colloq.] To turn a penny, to make money. [Colloq. ]

Be sure to turn the penny. Dryden.

penny-alet (pen'i-al), n. [< ME. penny-ale; <

penny + ale.~\ A cheap, common, or thin ale

sold for a trifle ;
small beer.

Ther is payn and peny-ale as for a pytaunce y-take,
Colde flessh and cold fyssh for veneson ybake.

Piers Plowman (C), x. 92.

penny-a-liner (pen'i-a-11'ner), n. One who
furnishes news and other matter to the public

journals as it were at a penny a line or some
other small price; hence, any poor writer for

hire; a hack-writer: so called in contempt.

penny-a-linerism (pen'i-a-li'ner-izm), n. [<

penny-a-liner + -ism."] The occupation of a

penny-a-liner ;
the method or practice of writ-

ing for scanty remuneration ; writing for pay-
ment by space, with a view to cover as much
space as possible ; hack-writing.

penny-bird (pen'i-berd), n. The little grebe :

same as drink-a-penny. C. Swainson. [Local.]

penny-COrdt (pen'i-kord), n. A small cord or

rope. Shak.

penny-cress (pen'i-kres), n. A cruciferous

herb, Thlaspi arvense, found throughout Europe
and temperate Asia, and sparingly naturalized

in the United States. Its conspicuous winged pods
are flat and round, whence the name, which is extended
also to the other species of the genus. See cress, mithri-

date mustard (under mustard), and Thlaspi.

penny-dog (pen'i-dog), n. The tope or miller's-

dog, a kind of shark. See tope. [Local, Eng.]

penny-fathert (pen'i-fa"THer), . A penurious
or miserly person ; a niggard; a skinflint.

Knowing them [rich men] to be such niggish pemi!/-

fathers that they be sure, as long as they live, not the

worth of one farthing of that heap of gold shall come to

them. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. <i.

Illiterate hinds, rude boors, and hoary penny-fathers.
Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

penny-fee (pen'i-fe), n. Scanty wages.
[Scotch.]
He said it wasna in my heart ... to pit a puir lad

likehimsell. . . . that had nae hauding but his penny-fee,
to sic a hardship as this comes to. Kmtt. Rob Hoy, xxiv



penny-flower

penny-flower (pen
'

i -lion 'er), n. Same as
IIIIIIK I/-/IIHI-I r: now so called in allusion to the

large Ihit and orbicular pods.
penny-gaff (pon'i-gaf), . A theater of a very
low class, where the price of admission is a
penny or two. [Slang, Great Britain.]

Tin- illtlVrence between a penny-yaff clown and a fair,
or, as we call It, a canvas-clown, Is this, etc.

Annie Thomas, Walter (iorlng, II. 131.

penny-grass (pen'i-gran), . 1. A scrophula-
riiiceons plant, the common rattle, Hliiiiiiiillni*

Ci-ixtii-i/nlli. which has flat round seeds like sil-

vercoins. See raltletaul Itliiiiinillntx. 2. Bare-
ly, the marsh -pennywort. See pennywort (b).

penny-land (pen'i-land), . In Great Britain,
an early unit of land measurement, supposed
to represent about twenty-one acres.

penny-mail (pen'i-mal), n. 1. Rent paid in

money, as distinguished from that paid in kind.

[Scotch.] 2. A small sum paid to

pensionary
ink, and implying foolishness or improvidence The Baltimore oriole unes . . . pieces of utrinK, skeins
in important affairs. ' 8 'lk

. or the gardener's bun, t<. weave into it* fine pen-
nest. A. K. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. -J-_'7.At present man applies to nature but half his force. . . .

He lives in It, and masters It by a penny-wisdom.
Jimerson, Misc., p. 63.

penny-Wise (pen'i-wi/), a. Saving small sums
at the hazard of larger; niggardly in unimpor-
tant affairs: generally used in the phrase / //-

wise and pound-foolish, careful in small econo-
mies and wasteful in large affairs.

Be not penny-wise; riches have wings, and sometimes
they fly awuy of themselves, sometimes they must be set

flying to bring In more. Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

pennywort (pen'i-wert), n. One of several
round-leafed plants of different genera, (a) Cot-
yledan Umbilicus, sometimes called wall-pennywort. See
Hdneyavrt, 1, and nawlwort, 1. (b) The marsh- or water-
pennywort, llydrtjcotylc vulgaris ; also, the other species
of the genus, as the Indian pennywort, //. Atiatica. (e)
The Kenllworth Ivy, Linaria Cymbalaria. (d) The Cor-
nish moneywort, Sibthorpia Europaa. (e) See Obolaria.

The pennlenest of the earth, the pole (if the north,
the llniteiifiw or convexlt
touched. Bacon, \<l

the proprietor of land, as an acknowledgment pennyworth (pen'i-werth), >i. [Also contr.
of superiority rather than as an equivalent,
penny-pies (pen'i-piz), n. 1. The root-leaves
of Coli/li'doH I'aihiliriift. See /ifinii/icitrt (n).
2. The round-leafed plant Sibthorpia Euroniea.

[Local.]

penny-prickt (pen'i-prik), n. An old game in
which oblong pieces of iron were thrown at a
stick on which a penny was placed.

I hud no other riches; yet was pleased
To hazard all and stake them gainst a kiss,
At an old game I used, call'd penny-prick.

Chapman, Byron a Tragedy, II. 1.

Penny-pricke appears to have been a common game in
the fifteenth century, and Is reproved by a religious writer
of that period. Strvtt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 513.

penny-purse (pen'i-pers), n.

ing coin.

For his heart wits shrivelled like a leather
when he was dissected.

penny-rent (pen'i-:

"They usually give

penn'worth, penn'orth, pen'orth; < ME. "peny-
worth, < AS. peningtceorth, < pening, penny, +
veorth, worth: see penny and worth?] 1. As
much as is bought for a penny; hence, a small
quantity.
The malor wente to the woode warfes, and sold to the

poor people billot and faggot, by the pennyworth.
Fabyan, Hen. VIII., an. 1553.

My friendship I distribute In pennyworths to those about
me who displease me least

2. Value for the money given; hence, a bar-

gain, whether in buying or selling.

Though the pennyworth on his side be the worst, yet
hold thee, there 'a some boot. Shak., W. T., Iv. 4. 650.

A pouch for hold- ' these rt of Vessels ... the Dutch men of Malacca
have plenty, and can afford good pennyworths.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 111.

pensileness (pen'sil-nes), . The state of be-

ing pensile or suspended; a hanging or sus-

pended condition.

urth, the pole of the north, ami
[Ity of heaven, are manifestly
Advancement of Learning, I. 66.

pensility (pen-sil'i-ti), n. [< pensile + -i-ty.]
The state of hanging loosely; pensileness.
pension (pen'shon), n. [Formerly also p<-n-
tl<>H ; < ME. pencion (= D.pensioen = G. Sw.
Dan. jiension), < OF. (and F.) pension, a pay-
ment, pension, money paid for board, board, F.
also a boarding-school, = Sp. pension = Pg. /-
sao = It. pensione, a payment, pension, < L. pen-
xin(-), a weight, a payment or term of pay-
ment, tax, impost, rent, interest, < pendere, pp.
in IIXIIH, weigh, weigh out, hang : see pendent.]
1. A payment; a sum paid; expenditure; spe-
cifically, in the English inns of court, a small
annual charge (.Iv. -lil.) upon each member.
[Obsolete except in the specific use.]

Of princes and prelatus hear pencion schulde aryse,
And of the pore peple no peneworth to take.

Piers Plowman (A), vilL 49.

Th' Almighty made the Mouth to recompence
The Stomachs pension and the Times expence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du BarUu's Weeks, I. 8.

2. A stated payment to a person in consider-
ation of the past services of himself or of some
kinsman or ancestor ; periodical payment made
to a person retired from service on account of
age or other disability; especially, a yearly
sum granted by a government to retired public
officers, to soldiers or sailors who have served
a certain number of years or have been wound-
ed, to the families of soldiers or sailors killedrelied like ;i leather peny-purtr rj_

Bowett, Letters (1650). (Hares.)
Fenc

?
u
?t

"'
. ,
8?e if*'.'*' ,

or disabled, or to meritorious authors, artists,
n. Income; revenue Penological

(pe-no-loj'i-k^l),
a. [< penolog-y + and others.

-tc-al.] Of or pertaining to penology ; pertain- . ...

answered the priest, "some
!. J Of or pertaining to penology ; pertain

ing to punishment for public offenses.

penologist (pe-nol'o-jist), n. [< penolog-y +~

Jarvis, tr. of Don Quixoto'.T illT (Davits.) -*'] One wno is 'versed in penology ;' one
He proposes a jointure of 1200Z. a year, penny-rents, and

who makes a study of penology.
400 guineas a year for her private purse. penology, poenology (pe-nol'o-ji), n. [< L. pce-

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandlson, II. xlvl. no,, < Or. imivi/, penaltyJ expiation (see pain 1
,

penny-room (pen'i-r8m), . A room in which penal), + -foyia, < /Uyeiv, say, speak : see -ology.]

penny entertainments are provided ;
a penny- The study of

punishment for crime, both in its

gaff. deterrent and in its reformatory aspect; the
Till you break in at plays, like 'prentices, study of the management of prisons.
For three a groat, and crack nnts with the scholars penOUt, " An obsolete form of pennon.
In penny-rooms again, and fight for apples. pen-rack (pen'rak), . A rack for holding pens

Fletcher, ^/U, without Money, Iv. 5. ^ penhold'er8 whe
'

n not in uge .

pennyrot (pen 'i -rot), w. The marsh-penny- penst, n. An obsolete form of pence, plural of
wort : so called from its supposed property of penny.
giving sheep the rot. See pennywort (b) and pensat (pen'sii),

n. [< L., a day's provisions or
Hijdrocotyle. ration, < pendere, pp. pensus, weigh, weigh out,
pennyroyal (pen-i-roi'al),n. [An altered form of suspend: see pendent, poise.] i
/mliot-royal, the word penny, common in other salt, etc., equal to 256 pounds.
plant-names, being substituted for the obs. pen-sac (pen'sak), n. The part or
iniUol: see puliol, puliol-royal.'] 1. A much- cephalopods which contains the pen or cala^
branched prostrate perennial herb, Mentha Pu- mary, as of a squid.

A flap or hood -like prolongation of the

TIs no matter if I do halt ; I have the wars for my colour,
and my pension shall seem the more reasonable.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., I. 2. 278.

There are 300 People perpetually here at work ; and, if

one comes young, and grows old In St. Mark's service, he
hath a Pension from the State during Life.

Ili.uvll, Letters, I. L 2a

3. In Eng. eccles. law, a sum of money paid to
a clergyman or church in lieu of tithes. 4. An
assembly of the members or benchers of Gray's
Inn to consult about the affairs of the soci-

ety; also, a similar assembly in Barnard's Inn.
Also spelled pention. 5 (F. pron. pon-sion').A boarding-house or a boarding-school, espe-
cially on the Continent. [Recent.] pension Of-
fice, a division of the Interior Department of the United
States Government, under th charge of the Commissioner
of Pensions, whose duty it Is to supervise the execution
of the laws relating to pensions and bounty-lands.

use is now chiefly domestic. Its essential oil is to some pensativet (pen'sa-tiv), a.

2. A plant of the genus Hedeoma; the Amer-
ican pennyroyal. See Hedeoma, and oil ofhe-
deoma (under <>i/).-Bastard pennyroyal. Sa^neas Shelton tr
blue-curls.- False pennyroyal See /a)iMtw.-Mock ,

pennyroyal, a plant of the genus Hedeoma. Oil of penselt, . Seepencel*.
pennyroyal. See oil. pensfult, a. See pensiful.
pennystone, . See penistone. pensiblet (pen'si-bl), a. [< L. pendere, pp.
pennyweight (pen i-wat),n. [<ptnny_+ weight, pennus, weigh, weigh out, suspend, + -Me]

suspend: see pendent, poise.] A wey of cheese, pension (pen'shon), f. {< pension, .] I. trans.
To grant a pension to: as, to pension soldiers;

organ of to pension an old servant.
Full plac'd and pensinn'd. see, Horatio stands.

P. Whitehead, State Dunces.

n.t intrans. To lodge; be boarded. Com-
pare pension, n., 5.

L v. cl., 1884, p. 338. When they meet with any person of note and emlnency,
[< OF. pensatif= ""d journey or pension with him any time, they desire

1 think SAB Stfn him * write nl8 "ame wltl1 80me 8nort sentence, which
'

thev call the mot of remembrance.
BoweU, Korraine Travell, | 4.

pensionable (pen'shen-a-bl), a.

pensionable. 2. Entitling to a pension: as,

pensionable disabilities.

Our brevet martyrs speedily reduced themselves to a
pensionable condition, and we knew that there was no pen-
sion law applicable to their case.

The Atlantic, LXIII. 797.

pound; now, and since the eighteenth year of

Henry VIII., when the use of the Tower pound
was forbidden, a weight of 24 grains, or ^ of a -..,..1.,
troy ounce. Abbreviated dwt. 45.
penny-whitet, a. Rich; well-endowed.

(if the first sort (the most ancient nuns] we account the
she-Benedictines, commonly called black nuns, but I as- m,, ~.

,
snre you, penny white, being most richly endowed lue "Overnour, i. u.

Fuller, Oh. Hist., VI. i. 38. (Davies.) pensllt, . See pencil^, pentcP.

pennywinkest, . pi. Same as ;><</(. pensile (pen'sii), a. [= Sp. Pg. pensil = It.

pensile, < L. pensilis, hanging, < pendere, pp.
pensus. hang: see pendent.] Hanging; sus-

pended; hanging and swaying; pendulous.
I might here also tell of those Pensile gardens, borne

vp on arches, foure square, each square contayning foure

:at pensionary (pen'shpn-a-ri), a. and n. [= F.
a pensionnaire = Sp. Pg'. It. pvnsionario, < ML.
at

pensionaritis, of a pension, as a noun a pen-

.

[A corrup-

_ ______ ..... ^

pennywinkle (pen'i-wiiig-kl), .

tion of periwinkle*.] Same as
[New Bug.]
pennywinkler (pen'i-wing-kler), n.

/>< riinit/cli'V. [New Eng.]
penny-wisdom (pen'i-wiz'dum), n. Wisdom
orpmdence in small mutters: used with refer-
ence to the phrase penny-wise nnd pound-fiiol-

Same as

A1SSUfSfSSK^SUt "le "" " - P^'onanns OI a pens.on, as a noun a pen-
sioner, ML. also pensionans, one who owes or

pays a pension (> D. pensionaris, a pensionary),
pensifeheadt, n'. A'variant of pensireliead. < ' pewo(-), a pension: see pension."] I. a.

pensifult, pensfult, a. [Appar. irreg.</>en(i')
* O/ the nature of a pension ; consisting in a

+ -//.] Thoughtful; pensive. Kir T. Elyot, pension : as, a pensionary provision for mainte-
nance. 2. Maintained by a pension; receiv-

ing a pension.
If your master be a minister of state, let him be at home

to none but his pimp, or chief flatterer, or one of bis pen-
tionary writers. Swift, Directions to Servant*.

II. n.
;_pl. pensionaries (-riz). 1. A person

who receives a pension from government for

past services, or a yearly allowance from some
company or individual

; a pensioner. 2. For-
merly, a chief magistrate in the larger towns of
Holland Grand pensionary, formerly, the president
of the States General of Holland.

,

hundred foote. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 56.

Over her state two crowns hanging,
With pensile shields thorough them.

/.'. Junson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.



pensioner

pensioner (pen'shon-er), . [Formerly also

petitioner; < OF. pensioner, < ML. pensionarius,
a pensioner: see pensionary.] 1. One who is

in receipt of a pension or stated allowance,
either in consideration of past services or on
account of injuries received in service, etc.

See pens-ion, ., 2. 2. A person who is depen-
dent on the bounty of another ;

a dependent.
And then he tooke his leaue of her grace, and came forth

into the open courte, where all the petitioners stoode.

an, Q. Marie, an. 1555.

Hovering dreams,
The fickle pensioners of Morpheus' train.

ilUlon, II Penseroso, 1. 10.

3. In the University of Cambridge, one who
pays for his commons out of his own income :

the same as a commoner at Oxford.

Pensioners, who form the great body of the students, who
pay for their commons, chambers, etc.

Cambridge University Calendar (1889), p. 5.

Gentlemen pensioners, the former name of the gen-
tlemen-at-arms. See genUeman-at-anns. In pensioner.
See in-pensioner. Out pensioner. See out-pensioner.

pensioning-warrant (pen'shon-ing-wor"ant),
n. In Eng. administrative law, one of a num-
ber of orders or warrants issued from time to

time by the commissioners of the treasury,

conferring pensions, or offices or appointments
entitling to pensions, or fixing the amounts

payable.
pensionryt (pen'shon-ri), n. [< pension(e)r +
-y (see -n/).] A body of gentlemen pensioners.
pension-writ (pen'shon-rit), . In (aw, a pro-
cess formerly issued against a member of an inn
of court when he was in arrears for pensions,
commons, or other dues. See pension, n., 1.

pensitivet (pen'si-tiv), a. [An irreg. extended
form of pensive.] Same as pensire.
For a woman to be good, it is no small help to be al-

ways in businesse ; and by the contrarie, we see no other

thing but that the idle woman goeth alwayes pensitiue.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 317.

pensive (pen'siv), a, [< ME.pensif, < OF. (also

F.) peyisrf'(= It. pensivo), < penser, think, < L.

pensare, weigh, consider, < pender'c, pp. pen-
sus, hang, weigh: see pendent. Cf. poise.'] 1.

Engaged in serious thought or reflection; given
to earnest musing: often implying some degree
of anxiety, depression, or gloom; thoughtful
and somewhat melancholy.
The squyer that hadde hym sniyten returned sorowfull

and pensif to the place that lie com fro, and hilde hym-self
foule disceyved of that he hadde don.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 426.

The hermit trimm'd his little flre,

And cheer'd his pensive guest.

Goldsmith, Vicar, viii.

2. Expressing thoughtfulness with sadness;
betokening or conducive to thoughtful or ear-
nest musing.

Deep silence held the Grecian band,
Silent, unmov'd, in dire dismay they stand

;

A pensive scene ! till Tydeus' warlike son
Roll'd on the king his eyes, and thus begun.

Pope, Iliad, xl. 41.

It was a pretty scene ; but I missed that pensive stillness
which makes the autumn in England indeed the evening
of the year. Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 90.

= Syn. 1. Meditative, reflective, sober.

pensivedt (pen'sivd), a. [< pensive + -ed?.]

Thought on or brooded over.

Lo, all these trophies of affections hot,
Of pensived and subdued desires the tender,
Nature hath charged me that I hoard them not

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 219.

pensiveheadt, . [ME. pensif'hed; <pensive +
-head.] Pensiveness.

This welle . . . wolde . . . the venym perse
Of pensifhede, with all the cruel rage.

Lydgate, Complaint of a Lover's Life, 1. 102.

pensively (pen'siv-li), adv. In a pensive man-
ner; with melancholy thoughtfulness ; with se-
riousness or some degree of melancholy.
pensiveness (pen'siv-nes), n. [ME. pensifnesse ;

< pensire + -ness.] The state or character of

being pensive ; gloomy thoughtfulness; melan-
choly; seriousness from depressed spirits.
penstock (pen'stok),. [<peri* + stock.] 1. In
hydraulic engin., that part of the channel, con-
duit, or trough supplying water to a water-
wheel which extends between the race and the
gate through which the water flows to the wheel.
It is generally made of planks or boards bound
on the outside with stout timbers. 2. A hy-
drant supplying water which is conveyed
through a pipe from the source of supply.
By a series of bolts and adjustments, the penntoclcs can

be fixed ready for use when the tide is highest in the sewer.
Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 482.

3. The barrel of a pump, in which the piston
plays, and through whicli the water passes up.
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pensum (pen'sum), . [< L. pensum, a task, <

pendere, weigh.] An extra task imposed on a

scholar as punishment.
pensyH, An obsolete form of pansy.

pensy2
(pen'si), a. [Also pensie; var. of new -

tfive.] Proud; conceited; spruce. [Scotch.]

pensynt, A Middle English form otpiitson
1

.

pent (pent), p. a. [Pp.ofpeni,pend
1
.] Pen-

ned or shut up ; closely confined.

With hollow eyes and rawbone cheekes forspent,
As if he had in prison long benepent.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 84.

So, pent by hills, the wild winds roar aloud
In the deep bosom of some gloomy wood.

Pope, Iliad, xvi. 923.

penta-. [L., etc., penta-, < Gr. ircvra-, usual com-

bining form of icivre, five : see five.] An ele-

ment in many words of Greek origin or forma-

tion, meaning 'five.'

pentacapsular (pen-ta-kap'su-lar), a. [< Gr.

nkvre, five, + E. eapsular.] In hot., having five

capsules or seed-vessels.

pentacarpellary (pen-ta-kar'pe-la-ri), a. [<
Gr. irevre, five, + Kaptrof, fruit.] In bot., com-

posed of five carpels.

pentace (pen'ta-se), n. [< Gr. TTEVIT, five, + tuaj,

a point: see acme.] A pentahedral summit.
Pentaceras (pen-tas'e-ras), n. [NL. (J. D.

Hooker, 1862), < Gr. wevrs, five, + Kepaf, a horn.]
A genus of the rue family, order liutaceee and
tribe Zanthoxylese, distinguished by the com-

plete separation of the ovary into five horn-
like lobes, surrounded by ten stamens, and five

petals and five sepals. The only species is a smooth
tree of subtropical Australia, bearing alternate pinnate
pellucid-dotted leaves, and long much-branched axillary

panicles of many small flowers. It is a tall evergreen,
reaching 60 feet high, and known as the Moretan Bay var-

nish-tree, or white cedar.

Pentaceros (pen-tas'e-ros), n. [NL., < Gr.

TTCVTC, five, + itepaf, horn.] 1. The typical ge-
nus of Pentacerotidee. P. reticulatus is a wide-

ranging species, measuring about eight inches
in diameter. 2. A genus of acanthopterygian
fishes, typical of the Pentacerotidee, having five

horn-like projections on the head. Cuvier and
Valenciennes, 1829.

Pentacerotidse (pen"ta-se-rot'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentaceros (-cerot-) + -idee.] If. A
family of starfishes, named by J. E. Gray in

1840 from the genus Pentaceros. 2. A family
of fishes, typified by the genus Pentaceros.

Pentacerotina (pen-ta-ser-o-tl'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentaceros (-cerot-) + '-inu2.]" In Giin-

ther's classification, the third group of Perddee :

same as the family Pentacerotidse.

pentachenium (pen-ta-ke'ni-um), n.; vl.penta-
cltenia (-a). [NL., < G'r. jrevrr, five, + NL. ache-

nium, q. v.] In bot., a five-celled fruit other-
wise like a cremocarp.
pentachonium (peu-ta-ko'ni-um), n. Amusical
composition in five parts.
pentachord (pen'ta-kdrd), n. [< LL. penta-
chordus, < Gr. mvraxopdos, five-stringed, < Trfvre,

five, -I- xP^Vt & string, as of a lyre : see chord.]
In mttsic: (a) A diatonic series of five tones.

(6) An instrument with five strings. Compare
hexachord, monochord, etc.

pentacle (pen'ta-kl), n. [Msopentide; < OF.
pentacle, pantacle, apentacle (in magic), a can-
dlestick with five branches, as if < Gr. mvre,
five

; but prob. orig. 'a pendant,' cf. OF. pente,
a pendant, hanging, slope, etc., < pendre, nang:
see pendant, pendent. As applied to a magical
figure, prob. wrested from pentangle (see pen-
tangle), perhaps confused (as if 'an amulet')
with OF. pentacol, pend a col, a trinket hung
from the neck, a pendant (< pendre, hang, + a,

on, + col, neck).] A mathematical figure used
in magical ceremonies,and considered a defense
against demons. It was probably with this figure
that the Pythagoreans began their letters, as a symbol of
health. In modern English books it is generally assumed
that this is the six-pointed star formed of two triangles
interlaced or superposed. (Compare Solomon's seal, un-
der seal.) Obviously, the pentacle must be a five pointed
or flve-membered object, and it should be considered as
equivalent to the pentagram or pentalpha. (See also pen-
tangle.) The construction of the five-pointed star depends
upon an abstruse proposition discovered in the Pytnago-
rean school, and this star seems to have been from that
time adopted as their seal.

They have their crystals, I do know, and rings.
And virgin-parchment, and their dead men's skulls,
Their ravens' wings, their lights, and pentacles,
With characters. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

His shoes were marked with cross and spell ;

Upon his breast a. pentacle. Scott, Marmion, iii. 20.

The potent pentacle, i. e. a figure of three trigons in-
terlaced and formed of five lines.

W. U. Forman, in Jour. Brit. Archasol. Ass., XIX. 140.

pentad

pentacoccous (pen-ta-kok'us), a. [< Gr. vevrc.

five, + KOKKOf, a berry, a kernel: see coccus.]
In hot., having or containing five grains or

seeds, or having five united cells with one seed
in each.

Pentacrinidae (pen-ta-krin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pentacrinus + -idse."\ A family or higher group
of articulate crinoids,namedfrom the genusPew-
tacrinus, containing permanently fixed extant
and extinct forms

;
the sea-lilies and stone-lilies.

They have a small calyx with five basal plates and five ra-

dial dichotomons arms, and a pentagonal stalk with lateral

branches. Most of the species are extinct, and commenced
in or before the I.iassic epoch, but a few live in the pres-
ent seas at great depths. Also called Encrinidse. -See cut
under Pentaerinus.

pentacrinite (pen-tak'ri-nit), n. [< Pentaerinus
+ -zte2.] An encrinite or fossil crinoid of the

genus Pentacrinites or family Pentacrinitidse.

Pentacrinites(pen"ta-kri-m'tez),M. [NL.(Miil-
ler, 1821), < Pentaerinus + -ites.] Same as Pen-
tacrimis.

Pentacrinitidae (pen"ta-kri-nit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentacrinites + -idee.] A family of cri-

noids: synonymous with Pentacrinidee. J. E.

Gray, 1840.

pentacrinoid (pen-tak'ri-noid), a. and n. [<
Pentaerinus + -oid.] I. a. Resembling a crinoid
of the genus Pentaerinus; pentamerous, as a cri-

noid: said also of other sea-lilies: as, the pen-
tacrinoid larval form of Comatula.
U. n. A pentacrinoid crinoid

;
a member of

the Pentacrinoidea.

Pentacrinoidea (pen*ta-kri-noi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL.,< Pentaerinus + -oidea.]
The Pentacrinidee or Pentacri-

nitidae, in a broad sense, as a

superfamily group of articu-

lated crinoids.

Pentaerinus (pen-tak'ri-nus),
n. [NL. (L. Oken, 1815), <

Gr. 7rwc, five, + xpivov, a lily :

see crinoid.] The typical ge-
nus of sea-lilies of the fam-

ily Pentacrinidee, having the
column pentagonal, p. wyville-
thomsoni is an existing species. Some
living ones which have Deen referred
to this genus are larval forms of stalk-

less crinoids, as P. europ&us of Ante-
don rosaceus. Also Pentacrinites.

pentacrostic (pen-ta-kros'tik),
a. and ti. [< Gr. ntvre, five,

+ aKpoor!%iov, an acrostic: see

acrostic.] I. a. Containing five

acrostics of the same name.
OTJ

II. n. A set of verses so dis-

posed as to contain five acrostics of the same
name, there being five divisions in each verse.

pentact (pen'takt), a. and n. [< Gr. rnvre, five,
+ auric (OKTIV-), ray: see actinic.] I. a. Five-

rayed; having five rays, arms, or branches, as a
common starfish, or a sponge-spicule.

II. n. A pentact sponge-spicule.
Pentactae (pen-tak'te), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr.

TT^VTE,
five, + a/cT/f, ray.] A division of holothurians

haying the suckers arrang-
ed in five regular rows.
Pentactid se (pen- tak' ti-

de), n. pi. [NL., < Pentac-
ta (the typical genus) +
-idss.] A family of holo-

thurians, named by J. E.

Gray in 1840 from the ge-
nus Pentacta. They are

among the holothurians
called sea-cucumbers and
sometimes sea-melons.

pentactinal (pen -tak' ti-

nal), a. [< Gr. irivre, five,

-fdnTif (&KTIV-), ray,+ -al.]

Having five rays ; pentact.
Pentactinida (pen -tak -

tin'i-da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. Trivre, five, 4-

(oKr<v-j,a ray, + -ida.] A general name of those
starfishes which have five rays: distinguished
from Heteractinida.

pentacular (pen-tak'u-liir), . [< pentacle
(ML. as if "pentacnlitm) + -ar.] Formed into
or like a pentacle ; having the figure or charac-
ter of a pentacle : as, a, pentacular symbol, em-
blem, or talisman.

pentacyclic (pen-ta-sik'lik), a. [< Gr. vevre,

five, + Ki''/c?.of, a circle: see cyclef, cyclic.] In

bot., having five cycles : said of flowers in which
the floi'al organs are in five cycles or whorls.

Compare monocyclie, bicyclic, etc.

pentad (pen'tad), . [= P. pentode, < Gr. ircv-

'<5f (irevraS-), the number five, a body of five, <

Sea-lily (Pentacrt-
MS -unTjille thom-

Sea-cucumber {Pentacta
/rondosa).



pentad

itivTc, five: see ./iVr.] 1. The number five, in

the abstract: a set of five things considered to-

(fethi'r: :is. the 1'ythugoreaii /ii-ntHd : corrrlati-d

with iHiniii'l, ill/ml, ti-iinl, til i-n(l, etc. Speoifi-

cally 2. A period of five consecutive years.
The means of tlie last two pentad*, 1868-70 and 1871 -

75,
were almost exactly the same as the grand mean.

J. D. Whitney, Climatic Changes, p. 337.

3. In clinit., an element one atom of which will

combine with five univalent atoms or radicals ;

a peiituvulent element.

pentadactyl, pentadactyle (pen-ta-dak'til), .

and n. [Of. L. pentada-ftylus, a starfish; < Or.

mvTafaicTvlMf, with five fingers or toes, five fin-

gers long, < irtvre, five, + ASimflof, a finger, a

finger-breadth : see dactyl.] I. a. Having five

digits, as fingers or toes; quinquedigitate. Also
/it'll tit/litr/y/ous.

II. n. A pentadactyl or quiuquedigitate ani-

mal; any member of the Pi-titndiu'li/ln.

Pentadactyla, Pentadactyli (pen-ta-dak'ti-
la, -11), n. j>l. [NL., ueut. or masc. pi. of penta-
daetylus: see peutatUtctyl.'] A superclass divi-

sion of gnathostomous vertebrates supposed to

have been derived from pentadactylous ances-
tors. See phrases below. Most of the existing spe-
cies have lost one or more of the digits, and some even a
pair <>r all of the limbs, such as the snakes, cetaceans, etc.

Pentadactyla branchlata, a synonym of Amphibia :

a name tivcn by I:. K. Lankester to the amphibians as a
"grade

"
of gnathostomous craniate vertebrates interme-

diate between the Heterodactyla branchiata (true fishes
and dipnoans)and the Penladactylalipolnranchia (reptiles,
birds, and mammals). [Little used.] Pentadactyla
llpobranchin, a name given by !:. R. Lankeater to the
highest "grade

"
of vertebrates, being a series which In-

cludes reptiles, birds, and mammals, as collectively dis-

tinguished from sanithibl&ns (Pentadactyla braiKhiata)&nd
t\ihea(Hetfrodactyla branchiate). [Little used.J

pentadactyle, a. and . See pen tadactyl.

Pentadactyli, n.pl. See Pentadactyla.
pentadactylism (pen-ta-dak'ti-lizm), n. [<
pentudactyl + -ism.'] T^he state or character
of being pentadactyl, or of having five digits
on each extremity.
pentadactylous (pen-ta-dak'ti-lus), a. [<pen-
tadactul + -OH*.] Same as pentadactyl.
pentadelphous (j^ttt-del'fua), a. [< Or.

ntvre, five, + d<5tvSp^5rother.] In bot., group-
ed together in five sets : as, pentadelphous sta-

mens; having stamens united in five sets by
their filaments, as in the linden.
Pentadesma (peu-ta-des'nia), n. [NL. (J. Sa-

bine, 1824), so called witn ref. to the long
stamens which are united at the base into
five short columns; < Gr. irtvTe, five, + ita/ia, a
bond, band, (. octv, bind.] A genus of poly-
petalous plants of the natural order Guttiferse
and the tribe Moronobex, characterized by the
five imbricated sepals similar to the five petals,
the five-celled ovary, and the five-rayed style.
The only species is a tall tree of tropical Africa with a
yellow juice, bearing rigid opposite leaves large red soli-

tary terminal Howers, and edible pulpy berries. See butter-
and-lattoif tree, under Imtterl.

pentadicity (pen-ta-dis'i-ti), . [< pentad +
-ic + -ity.] In cltem., quintivalence.
pentaedron (pen-ta-e'dron), n. See pentahe-
dron.

pentafid (pen'ta-fid), a. [< Gr. nfvre, five,-!- L.

findere, pp. fiai, cleave, split, separate.] In
bot., cleft into five divisions.

pentageront, . [Appar. an error for 'penta-
gonon, < Gr. Kevrayuvav, a pentagon : see penta-
gon.'} Same &a pentaele.

The great arch-ruler, potentate of hell,
Trembles when Bacon bids him, or his fiends,
Bow to the force of his pentageran.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

pentaglot (pen'ta-glot), a. and n. [< Gr. irhre,

five, + jAuotra, Attic j-Hnra, the tongue.] I. a.

Of five tongues; expressed in five different

languages.
II. n. A work in five different languages,

pentagon (pen'ta-gon), n. [< IAi. pentagonium,
pentagon, < pentagonius, penta-
i/iniiifi Gr. TrcvT&yuvof, five-corner-

ed, quinquangular, neut. mvrdyu-
vov, a pentagon, < Trtvre. five, +
yuvia, an angle, a corner.] 1. In

geom., a figure of five sides and
flye angles

.
;f &1j the

?ideg an(j all

the angles are equal it is a regu-
lar pentagon. 2. In fort., a fort with five

bastions.

pentagonal (p< n-tag'o-nal), . [< pentagon +
-a/.] Having five corners or angles. Also pen-
tagonoitx Pentagonal dodecahedron. See ordinary
dodecahedron, under dodecahedron.

pentagonally (peu-tag'6-nal-i), adv. In the
form of a pentagon ;

with five angles.
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pentagonous (pen-tag'o-nuH), . [< LL. iifn-

lai/niiiis. ]iriitiii/iiniiix.<. (Jr. Tficrijuiw, five-an-

gled: see i'iiln;iiiii. }
Same as jn iitdi/innil.

pentagram (pen'ta-gram), n. [< Gr. irtvra-

;/iou/iaf, of five lines or strokes. < jrfvrr, five. +
a line, a mark: see iiram-.] A five-

or five-lobed fig-

ure, as the figure of a five-

rayed star; specifically,
the magic sign also called

pentaele. See pentarli.

sketching with her slender

pointed foot
Home figure like a wizard penla-

'.I
til in

On garden gravel.

Tennyson, The Brook.
Pentagram.

pentagrammatic (pen'ta-
gra-mut'ik), a. [< pentagram + -utic^, after

iinintmatic.] Having the figure of a penta-
gram.
pentagraph, pentagraphic, etc. Variants of

]Hitifo<ti'(ijtli, jiftii/'ttfi'djiliic, etc.

pentagyn (jien'ta-jin), . [< Gr. irevre, five, +
) IT!/, a female (in mod. bot. a pistil).] In hot., a

plant having five styles; one of the Pentayi/iiia.

Pentagynia (pen-ta-jin'i-a), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. jrfiTf, five, -f- yvvi;, female (in mod. bot. a

pistil).] In bot., in the Linnean artificial sys-
tem of classification, an order of plants charac-
terized by having five-styled flowers.

pentagynian (pen-ta-jin'i-an), a. [< pentagyn
+ -i-an.] Same as peiitagynous.
pentagynous (pen-taj'i-nus), a. [<pentagyn +
-ous.] In bot., having five styles.

pentahedral (pen-ta-he'dral), a. [< pentahe-
dron + -a/.] Raving five faces.

pentahedrical (pen-ta-hed'ri-kal),. [< pentti-
hedron + -ic-al.] Same tutnentaliedral. [Rare.]
pentahedron (pen-ta-he'dron), n. [Also pen-
taedron; < Gr. irivrt, five,+ edpa, a seat, a base,
a side.] A solid figure having five faces.

pentahedrons (pen-ta-he'drus), a. [< pentahe-
dron + -ous.] Same AS pentahedral.
pentail (pen'tal), H. [< peri* + tail.] 1. An in-

sectivorous animal of the family Tvpaiidx, one
of the squirrel-shrews of the genus Ptilocercvs

(which see), P. lowi, an inhabitant of Borneo:
so called from its long tail, which is two thirds
naked and ends in a distichous fringe of long
hairs, like a quill pen. 2. The pintail, a duck.

pentalemma (pen-ta-lem'a), H.; pi. penta-
lemmata (-a-ta). [< Gr. irtvrr, five, T fajuua, a

proposition, assumption : see lemma.'] In logic,
a dilemma with five members.

Pentalophodon (pen-ta-lof'o-don), n. [NL.
(Falconer, 1866): see pentalophodont.] A ge-
nus of proboscidean mammals of the family
Klephantidee and subfamilyMaxtodontinm,based

by Falconer upon a Miocene mastodon from the
Sivalik Hills of India, P. sivalensis.

pentalophodont (peu-ta-lof'o-dont), a. [< Gr.

ntvre, five, + Utpoc,, a crest, 4- oooi? (OOOVT-) =
E. tooth.'] Having five-ridged molars, as a mas-
todon of the genus Pentalophodon.
pentalpha (pen-tal'fa), it. [So called as appar.
composed of five alphas; < Gr. irivre, five, +
o?,0a, the letter alpha, A.] A five-pointed star;
a pentaele. See pentaele, and cut under pcnta-
(fram.
Pentamera (pen-tam'e-rS), n. pi. [NL. (Du-
ineril. 1806), neut. pi. of 'pentamerus : see pen-
tamerous.] 1. A group of Coleoptera, contain-

ing those families of
beetles all the tarsi of
which are five-jointed
(with some anomalous
exceptions). About one
half of all beetles are pen-
tnmerous, as the large fami-
lies Ptinidtr, Cteridjf, Lam-
ptfridx, Elateridje. Bltpreg-
Hder. Staphylinida, Sca-

rabfpidff, Carabida, and
others. In Latreille's sys-
tem tlte Pentamera were di-

vided into 6 families, Carni-
vora (or Adephaaa), Brache-

lytra (or Microptcra\ Serri-

cornes, Clavicornef. Palpi-
cornet, and Lamfllicorne*.
The coleopterous groups
contrasted with Pentamera
are Heteromera, Tetramera
(or Crypt<>pentarnera\ and Trimera (or Cryptotetramera).
2. A prime division of the hymenopterous fam-
ily Chalcididee, comprising 13 subfamilies, in

which the tarsi are five-jointed.

pentameran (peu-tam'e-ran), n. [< Pentamera
+ -an.~] A pentameroiis beetle; a member of

the Pentamera.

Euchrtnrta figantta, one of the
Pentamtra.

(One half natural size.)

pentapetalous

Pentameridae (pen-ta-mei'l-de). . /</. [NL.
(MeCciy, Ih44),< Pi-iitiiiiK-rim + -idle.]
a family of bracbiopod*. typified by the

i

1't iitiiiin fit*. They had ovate and srmiewhat pentago-
nal shells, with no hinge area, and partially camerate; In
the interior of the ventral valve were two contiguous ver-
tical septa of varying length converKitiK i"'" "" median
plat, and in the interior of the dorftal valve two longitu-
dinal Hepta of variable dimensions. The species lived dur-

ing the Paleozoic epoch.

pentameroid (pen-tam'e-roid), a. and . I. a.

Of or relating to the Pentumeridte.

II. H. A brachiopod of the family Pentame-
ridep.

pentamerous (pen-tam'e-rus), n. [< NL. pen-
iinui-rux for 'pentameren, <! Gr. irrvrauf/ii/f, in five

parts, < irtvre
, five, + /ftpof, part.] Five-parted ;

five-jointed ; composed or consisting of five

parts or five sets of similar parts. Specifically
(a) In entnm. : (1) Five-Jointed, as a beetle's tarsus. (2)

Having pentamerous tarsi, as a Iwetle : of or pertaining to
the I'eHtatnera. (ft) In bot. and .-"'/.. having five part* or
membern : tut, a peniamerous calyx or corolla ; a pentame-
rma starfish. Frequently written l-ineruut.

Pentamerus (pen-tam'e-rus), u. [NL. (Sower-
by, 1813), < Gr. ircvrafit/r^, having five parts:
seepentamerous.'] A genus of brackiopods, typi-
cal of the family Pentameridte.

pentameter (pen-tam'e-ter), . and a. [< L.

liintameter, < Gr. vcvra/iirpof, of five measures,
< vliTf, five, + /jfrpov, a measure, meter: see
Differ2.] I. n. In anc. pros., a verse differing
from the dactylic hexameter by suppression of
the second half of the third and of the sixth

foot; a dactylic dipenthemimeres or combina-
tion of two catalectic dactylic tripodies, thus:

The first half of the line ended almost without exception
In a complete word and often with a pause in the sense.

Spondees were excluded from the second half-line. The
halves of the line often terminated in words of similar

ending and emphasis, generally a noun and Its attributive.
This meter received its name from a false analysis of some
ancient metricians, who explained it as consisting of two
dactyls, a spondee, and two anapesU. See elegiac, I., 1.

II. a. Having five metrical feet: as, a pen-
tameter verse.

pentametrize (pen-tam'et-riz), v. t. ; pret. and
pp. pentametrized, ppr. pentametrizing. [< />en-
tameter + -ize.] To convert into a pentameter.
Also spelled pentametrise. [Rare.]
The insertion of an apt word which pentametrizei the

verse. Southey, The Doctor, Fragment on Mortality.

pentamyron (peu-tam'i-ron), . [= Gr. KCVTO-

/jvpov, a kind of ointment, < irevrc, five, + ftiipov,

an unguent or plant-essence : see myrobalan.]
In med., an ancient ointment composed of five

ingredients, said to have been storax, mastic,
wax, opobalsum, and uard ointment. Dtinglison.

pentander (pen-tan'der), H. [< Pentandria.'] A
plant of the class Pentandria.
Pentandria (pen-ten'dri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

mvrt, five, + avi/p (avip-), male (in mod. bot. a

stamen).] In bot., in the Linueau artificial sys-
tem of classification, a class of plants charac-
terized by having flowers with five stamens.

pentandrian (pen-tan'dri-an), a. [< Pentan-
dria + -an.] Same as pentandroug.
pentandrous (pen-tan'drus), a. [As Pentan-
dria + -otis.] In bot., of or pertaining to the

Pentandria; having five stamens with distinct
filaments not connected with the pistil.

pentane (peu'tan), . [< Gr. ircvre, five,+ -one.]

Amyj hydrid, CsHjo, a paraffin hydrocarbon
existingin three modifications. Normal pentane \?

obtained from light distillates of cannel-coal and Boghead
tar, and In large quantities from petroleum. The other
modifications are of interest to chemists only. Normal
pentane is used for illumination, in the form either of va-

por or of a mixture of its vapor with air.

pentane-lamp (peu'tan-lamp), H. A lamp con-
structed to burn _pentane vapor mixed with air

previous to ignition. It Is proposed that a pentane-
lamp be used as a photometric standard, on account of the

great accuracy with which it can be adjusted to give a
unifonn illumination.

pentangle (pen'tang-gl), n. [< ME. pentangel,
< ML. "pentangulvm, < Gr. irtvre, five, + L. angv-
lus, angle: see angle3 . Cf. pentaele.] A five-

angled or a five-pointed figure ; a pentagon or a

pentaele. See pentaele and pentagram.
Thay schewed hym the echelde, that waa of schyr goulez,

Wyth the pentangel de-paynt of pure golde hwez.
Sir Gatcayne and the Qrcen Knight (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 620.

That they are afraid of the pentangle of Solomon, though
so set forth with the body of man as to touch and point out
the five places wherein our Saviour was wounded, 1 know
not how to assent. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 10.

pentangular (pen-tang'gu-lar), a. [< pentangle
+ -ar3

; cf. angular.] Having five angles.
pentapetalous (pen-ta-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr.
TJiTf

, five, + mra/ov, a leaf (petal).]
In bot.,

having five petals. Often written 5-]>etatouit.



pentaphyllous

pentaphyllous (pen-ta-fil'ns), a. [< Gr. vevra-

<f>v/,)f, five-leafed, < Gr. vivre, five, + <j>i<U.ov =
Li. folium, a leaf.] In bot., having five leaves.

peritapody (pen-tap'6-di), n. [< Gr. mvrcnrovf,
earlier vevrivovf, with five feet, < irevrf, five, +
iro'uf (TITO!-) = E. foot.] Injtros., a measure or

series of five feet.

A trochaic or iambic pentapody with hemiolie ratio, three

trochees or iambi for arsis and two for thesis.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 101.

pentapolis (pen-tap'o-lis), n. [< Gr. TrevrdiroAic,

a state having five cities, < itevre, five, + ffoAif,

city.] A group or confederation of five cities :

as, the Hebrew, or Doric, or African Pentapolis;
the Pentapolis of Italy.

Pentapolitan (pen-ta-pol'i-tan), a. [< L. Pen-

tapolitamis, < Pentapolis, < Gr. HevrdnoAic, Pen-

tapolis: see def. and pentapolis.] Pertaining
to a pentapolis, specifically to the ancient Pen-

tapolis of Cyrenaica, in northern Africa, a dis-

trict comprising five leading cities and their

territories.

pentapterous (pen-tap'te-rus), a. [< Gr. irfare,

five, -r TTTep6v, wing, = E. feather.] In bot., hav-

ing five wings, as certain fruits.

Pentapterygiit (pen-tap-te-rij'i-I), n.pL [NL.,
< Gr. mvre, five, + Trrepuf (jrrepwy-), wing.] In
ichth.

,
an artificial group or series of fishes whose

fins are five in number. Bloch and Schneider.

pentaptote (pen'tap-tot), . [< LL. pentapto-
tum, < Gr. KevTaKTwrav, neut. of Treirdnrurof ,

hav-

ing five cases, < Gr. irevTE, five, + TTTOKWP (irrur-),
a case, < m'Trrai', fall.] In gram., a noun having
five cases.

pentaptych (pen'tap-tik), . [< Gr. irevre, five,
+ VTVXI, jrrt'f (TTTVX-), a fold, < irrvoaeiv, fold,
double up. Cf. diptych, triptych, etc., and pol-
icy

2
.] 1. An altarpiece consisting of a cen-

tral part and double-folding wings on each side.

Fairholt. 2. A screen of five leaves.

pentarchy(pen'tar-ki),.;pl.j>efewc7Mes(-kiz).
[< Gr. nevTapxia, a magistracy of five, < ITCVT?,

five, + apxq, rule, < apxetv, rule.] 1. A govern-
ment vested in five persons. 2. A group of five

rulers, or of five influential persons.
Those five fair bretheren, which I sung of late,
For their just number called the pentarchy.

P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vi.

3f. Any group of five.

In an angrye moode I mett old Time,
With his pentarchye of tenses.

Old Tom of Bedlam (Percy's Reliques).

pentasepalous (pen-ta-sep'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

TTfvrf, five, + NL. sepalum, sepal.] In bot., hav-

ing five sepals. Often written 5-sepalous.

pentaspast (pen'ta-spast), n. [< L. pentaspas-
ton, < Gr. *mvTaaTraaTm>, a tackle or engine with
five pulleys, < irivre, five, + *cnraoTOf, verbal adj.
of cirav, draw out or forth : see spasm.] An en-

gine with five pulleys. Johnson.

pentaspermous (pen-ta-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.

irfare, five,+ airepfj.a, seed.] In bot., containing
or having five seeds.

pentastich (pen'ta-stik), n. [< Gr. rnvraanxoc,
of five lines or verses, < Kevre, five, + arlxof, a

row, line.] A composition consisting of five
lines or verses.

pentastichous (pen-tas'ti-kus), a. [< Gr. xev-

Taanxof, in five lines or verses: see pentastich.]
In bot., five-ranked : in phyllotaxis, noting that

arrangement in which the leaves are disposed
upon the stem in five vertical rows or ranks,
as in the apple-tree, the cones of the American
larch, etc. It is frequently represented by the fraction
3 that is, the angular distance from the first to the second
leaf is 1 of the circumference of the stem (144), and the
spiral line connecting their points of
attachment makes two turns around the
stem, on which six leaves are laid down,
when the sixth leaf comes over the first.
See phyllotaxis.

Pentastoma (pen-tas'to-ma), n.

[NL., fern, of pentastomus', hav-
ing five mouths or openings : see

pentastomous.] A genus of worm-
like

entozpic parasitic organisms
representing the family Penta-
stomidx and order Pentasto-
moidea; the pentastomes, five-

mouths, or tonguelets : so called
because of four booklets near
the mouth, which give, with the
mouth itself, an appearance of
five mouths. The genus was formerly .,,
classed by Rudolphi, its founder, among anterior and pos'te
the trematoid worms, or flukes but is

rior hooks; c, rudi

now usually referred to the arthropods, ? T, fo'InTand placed in the vicinity of the mites or
of the bear-animalcules (Arctisca). The body is long, an-
nulated, and vermiform, limbless in the adult, with four

Pentastoma tie-

nioides.

A, male. B, fe-

male. C, anterior
end of body : a, b.
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rudimentary legs in the larva. The sexes are distinct.

These parasites, of which there are many species, as P.

tsmioideg, three or four inches long, infest man and va-

rious other animals, and are sometimes encysted in the

human liver and lungs. Also PenUtstomum, Pentaxtomux,
and Linyuatula.

pentastome (pen'ta-stom), n. [< NL. Pentasto-

ma, q. v.] A member of the genus Pentastoma.

Pentastomidffi (pen-ta-stom'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< I'entastoma + -idle,.] The family which is

represented by the genus Pentastoma : same as

Liitgttatiilidie.

pentastomoid (pen-tas'to-moid), a. and n. [<

pentastome + -oid.] I. . Resembling the ge-
nus Pentastoma.

II. n. A member of the Pentastomoidea ; a

pentastome.
Pentastomoidea (pen"ta-sto-moi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentastoma + -oidea.~\ An order of the

class Araehmda, represented by the genus Pen-
tastoma. Also called Linguatulina, Acantho-

theca, Pentastomida, Pentastomidea.

pentastomous (pen-tas'to-mus), a. [< NL.^ew-
tastomus, < Gr. vevrdaroftof,having five mouths or

openings, < irfare, five, + ar6ua, mouth.] Same
&$ pentastomoid.
Pentastomum. Pentastomus (pen-tas'to-mum,
-mus), n. [NL.: see pentastomous.] Same as
Pentastoma.

pentastyle (pen'ta-stil), a. [< Gr. KCVTE, five,

+ orfwlof, a column: see style*.] In arch., hav-

ing five columns in front; consisting of five

columns.

pentasyllable (pen"ta-si-lab'ik), a. [< Gr.
;rfvTaavKXafior. , having five syllables, < ircvre, five,
+ <n>Ua/% syllable : see syllabic.] Having five

syllables ; composed of five syllables.
Pentateuch (pen'ta-tuk), . [Formerly Penta-
teuehes (Minsheu), after OF. Pentateuches (as if

plural) ;
F. Pentateuque, < Uj.'Pentateuchus, Pen-

tateuchum, < LGr. irevrdTevxoc, consisting of five

books, % irevTaTv%o<;, so. /ji/if/lof, the five books
ascribed to Moses, < Gr. irtvre, five, + revxof,

any implement or utensil, a book, < red^fjv, pre-
pare, make ready. Of. Heptateuch, etc.] The
first five books of the Old Testament, regarded
as a connected group. They are Genesis, Exodus, Le-

viticns, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. Theyrecord the crea-

tion, the diffusion of peoples, and the formation of the He-
brew nation and its history through the sojourn in the wil-

derness. Opinions regarding the authorship of these hooks
differ greatly. Some scholars believe that they, with the
book of Joshua, were written substantially by Moses,
Joshua, and their contemporaries ; others hold that they
were compiled at a much later period (in part about the
seventh century B. c., or even in post-exilic times). Sa-
maritan Pentateuch, a copy of the Pentateuch in the
Samaritan or ancient Hebrew character, which perhaps
dates from the seventh century B. c.

Pentateuchal (pen'ta-tuk-al), a. [< Penta-
teuch + -al.] Of or pertaining to the Penta-
teuch.

pentathlete (pen-tath'let), n. [< Gr. vevraS'Ai/-

Tr/i;, < irtvro&W, pentathlon : seepentathlon.] In
class, antiq., a contestant in the pentathlon.
pentathlon (pen-tath'lon), n. [< Gr. irlvraBtov,
Ionic irevTaeB^Mv, a contest including five ex-
ercises (L. quinquertium), < irevre, five, + afftov,
a contest : see athlete.] In anc. Gr. games, a con-
test including five separate exercises leaping,
the foot-race, throwing the discus, throwing the

spear, and wrestling all of which took place
between the same contestants, on the same day,
and in a given order. The winner must have
been successful in at least three exercises.
Pentatoma (pen-tat'o-ma), n. [NL. (Olivier,
1816), < Gr. irivre, five, -(- -rofiof, < rifivetv, ra-

fielv, cut.] A genus of true bugs, typical of
the family Pentatomidx, with about 150 widely
distributed species, some of them known as

forest-bugs and wood-bugs.
Pentatomidae (pen-ta-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Stephens, 1829), < Pentatoma + -idee.] A large
family of Heterop-
tera, typified by the

genus Pentatoma,
containing many
brilliantly colored

plant-feeding bugs,
most of which are

tropical or subtrop-
ical. It is represented
in all parts of the world,
and the genera are nu-
merous. The harlequin
cabbage-bug, Muryan-
tia fiistrionica, is a well-
known example. (See
cabbage-bug.) This ex-
tensive family has been
divided into 8 sub-

families, AmnOummi-
nee, Edewinte, Pentato- (About twice natural size.

Pentecostal

mime, Sciocmnse, Halydina, Phloeinas, Asopinae, and Cyd-
ninse, when the last is not made a distinct family. Also

Pentaktmida, Pentatomides, Pentatomites.

pentatomine (pen-tat'o-min), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Pentatominte.

pentatomoid (pen-tat'o-moid), a. Belated to or

resembling the Pentatomidse; belonging to the

Pentatomoidea, or having their characters.

Pentatomoidea (pen"ta-to-moi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentatoma + -oidea.] A superfamily
of Heteroptera, composed of such important
families as the Cydnidse and Pentatomidee.

pentatone (pen'ta-ton), . [< Gr. nfVTarovoc, of

five tones, < rrevre, five, + r6vof, tone.] In an-

cient and medieval music, an interval contain-

ing five whole steps that is, an augmented
sixth. Compare tritone.

pentatonic (pen-ta-ton'ik), a. [< pentatone +
-ic.] In music, consisting of five tones; espe-

cially, pertaining to a pentatonic scale (which
see, under scale).

pentatrematoid (pen-ta-trem'a-toid), a. and .

1. a. Belated to or resembling'the Pentatremi-

tidse; of, or having the characters of, the Penta-
tremitidee.

II. n. Apelmatozoan of the family Pen tatre-

mitidee or order Blastoidea; a blastoid.

pentatremite (pen-ta-tre'mit), n. [< NL. Pen-

tatremites.] A blastoid of the genus Pentatre-

mites.

Pentatremites (pen"ta-tre-mi'tez), n. [NL..
< Gr. nivre, five, + rpij/ai, a hole.] A leading
or representative genus of Paleozoic blastoids.

P.floreatis is an example. Also Pentremites,
Pentatrematites.

Pentatremitidae (pen"ta-tre-mit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Pentatremites -t- -idse.] A family of

Blastoidea or blastoid pelmatozoans, typified

by the genus Pentatremites. They are of Paleozoic,
and especially Carboniferous, age. Very diiferent limits
have been assigned to the family, (a) By D'Orbigny, 1832,
It was intended to include all the regular blastoid crinoids.

(b) By Etheridge and Carpenter it was limited to regular
blastoids with base usually convex, five spiracles whose dis-

tal boundary is formed by side plates, and hydrospires con-
centrated at the lowest part of the radial sinus.

pentavalent (pen-tav'a-leut), a. [< Gr. mvre,
five, + L. ralen(t-)s, ppr! of valere, be strong,
have power: see value.] In chem., capable of

combining with or saturating five univalent
elements or radicals : applied both to elements
and to compound radicals. Thus, in the case of

phosphoric pentachlorld (PC15), phosphorus is said to be
j'i'>itur<ili>,/t, because one atom of phosphorus unites with
five atoms of univalent chlorin.

penteconter (pen'te-kon-ter), n. [< Gr. irfmy-

KovTT)prif, also TtevriiK&vTopof, with fifty oars, < wev-

rr/Kttvra, fifty, + \/ ap, ep, in eper/iov, an oar : see

oari.] An ancient Greek ship of burden carry-
ing fifty oars.

Pentecost (pen'te-kost), n. [< ME. pentecoste,
< OF. pentecoste, 'F. pentecdte = Sp. pentecosten
= Pg. pentecoste, pentecostes = It. pentecosta,
pentecoste, AS. pentecosten = OS. pentecoston
(dat.) = OFries. pinkosta, pinxta = D. pink-
ster, pinksteren (> E. pinkster) = MLG. pinxte,

pinxter, pinxteren = OHG. "pfingustin (dat.),

ftnfchustin (simulating flnf = E. five), MHG.
phingesten, pfingsten, G. pfingsten = Sw. pingst,
= Dan. pindse, < LL. pentecoste = Goih.painte-
kuste, < Gr. mvrtiKoaTf/, Pentecost, the fiftieth day
after the Passover, lit. fiftieth (sc. r,^pa, day),
< KevTr/Kovra, fifty: see fifty.] 1. In the New
Testament, a Jewish harvest festival called in

the Old Testament (Deut. xvi. 10, etc. ) the feast
of weeks (Hebrew Shabnoth), and observed on
the fiftieth day after the 14th of Nisan, the
date of the celebration of the Passover. The
feast of Pentecost, while primarily connected with the
celebration of the completion of harvest, by the offering
of first fruits, etc., seems also to have been associated in
the minds of the later Jews with the giving of the law on
the fiftieth day after their departure from Egypt. It al-

ways precedes the Jewish New Year by 113 days.
2. The feast of Whitsunday, a festival of the
Christian church, observed annually in remem-
brance of the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
the apostles during the feast of Pentecost.
Pentecost is the third of the great Christian festivals, the
other two being Christmas and Easter. It is connected
with its Jewish predecessor, not only historically (Acts ii.

1-11), but also intrinsically, because it is regarded as cele-

brating the first fruits of the Spirit, as the Jewish Pente-
cost celebrated the first fruits of the earth (Lev. xxiii. 17).
In the primitive church the term Pentecost was used both
for Whitsunday and for the whole period of fifty days end-
ing with Whitsunday.

Pentecost, day of rejoicing, had come.
Longfellow, tr. of Tegner's Children of the Lord's Supper.

Mid-Pentecost Sunday, the fourth Sunday after Easter.

Pentecostal (pen'te-kos-tal), a. and n. [< LL.
l>cntecostalis, pertaining to Pentecost, <.ppnte-
Koste, Pentecost: see Pentecost.] I. n. Of or



Pentecostal

to Pentecost : occurring or happen-
ing ill 1'eMtecost : as, tlic iii-iili'rimliil gift of

tongues; /ifntrmritul oft'erini;*.

II. H. l>l. Offerings formerly made at Pen-
tecost or Whitsuntide by parishioners to their

priest, or by inferior churches to the mother

church, etc. Also called ll'liitxuii-fin-tliiiii/x.

pentecostarion (pen'te-kos-ta'ri-on), H.
; pi.

/a iilwoattiriii (-a). [< LGr. ircvTr/Koardptov (see
ilef. ). < irnTi/Koarf/, Pentecost: see'Pentecost.']
In the f,v. <'li., the service-book which contains
the olliees in use from Easter to All Saints' day.
pentecoster (pen-te-kos'ter), ii. [< Gr. miTr/-

wwir///i, a coinnuiTider of fifty, < m-vrf/Kovra, fifty:
see riiitrci/xi.] In ancient Greece, a commau-
dcv of fifty men. Milforil.

pentecostys (pen-te-kos'tis), w. [< Gr. ircvrri-

noriri't;, a number of fifty, a division including
fifty, < irrvTt/Kovra, fifty: see Pentecost.] In an-
cient Greece, a company of fifty soldiers. Mit-
1'iiril.

pentegraph (pen'te-graf), H. Same as panto-
ifrajtli .

pentekontalitron (pen'te-kon-tal'i-tron), .

[< Gr. HtvrflBrVrd/Urpcw, neut. of ntvriinavra.'/.i-

rpof, weighing or worth fifty litrae, < ircvrf/Kavra,

fifty, + Atrpa, litra.] In ancient Sicilian coin-

age, a piece of fifty litraa : same as dekadraehm.
PentellC (pen-tel'ik), a. [< L. Pentelicus, < Gr.

Ylevre'/.iKof, pertaining to the mountain and
deme UcvreAt/ in Attica.] Of, pertaining to, or
obtained from Mount Pentelicus (IltvTfA*;), near
Athens : noting especially a variety of white
marble resembling Parian, but denser and finer-

grained, apparently inexhaustible quarries of

which have from antiquity been worked in this

mountain. The Parthenon, the Propytea, and other
Athenian monuments are built of It, and In It are carved
the famous sculptures known as the Elgin marbles.

Pentelican (pen-tel'l-kan), a. [< Pentelic +
-an.] Same as Pentelic"

penteteric (pen-te-ter'ik), a. [< Gr. tnvnrfpw^f,
happening every five years, < ircvrcr^/uf, a term
of five years, < irevrtriK, irevraertK, of five years,
< Trtvre, five, + froc, a year.] 1 . Occurring once
in five years, or at intervals of five years. 2.

Occurring in every fifth year, the years of two
consecutive occurrences being both reckoned
in the five: as, the penteteric or greater Pana-
thenaic festival.

penthemimeral (pen-the-mim'e-ral), a. [< L.

IH'iitlieuiimeres, < Gr. irevthjfuftepw, consisting of

five halves, < irivrc, five, + fi/Jt-, half, + plpos,

part.] In anc. pros., pertaining to or consti-

tuting a group of two and a half feet Penthe-
mimeral cesura, the cesura after the first half of the
third foot. It occurs in the dactylic hexameter after the

thesis, and in the iambic trimeter after the arsis.

Penthina (pen-thi'na), . [NL. (Treitschke,
1830), < Gr. irtvBof, mourning for the dead: see

pathos.] A genus of tortricid moths with simple
antennae, tufted thorax, and fore wings twice as

long as broad. The moths are of modest colors, and
their larva; often feed in seeds and buds. The genus is rep-
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I In y are erect perennials, growing in wet soil, with alter-

nate lanceolate toothed tetsile leaves, and terminal cyme>
"I many greenish flowers on one-sldedrccuniMKliriUM ' -.

followed hy reddish flve-l>eaked capsules opening by flve

lids. The flowen fonn a standard example of complete
numerical symmetry in lives, having flve sepals, flve pet-

als, flve stamens of one and flve of another row, and flve

nearly separate carpels. P. tedoide is the ditch-stonccrop
of America.

penthouse (pent'hous), n. [A corruption of

/" iitict . simulating hoiiMe.] 1. A shed or slop-

ing roof projecting from a main wall or the side

Verbena-bud Moth (Petttftitta htl*sana\

>T. tivjrklia seed, showing pupal exuvium, it; b, larva, natural size;
(

. larva, enlarged ; t, moth, hair-line showing natural size.

resented in many parts of the world, having about 100 spe-
cies, of which 19 are of North America and 4 common to
North America and Europe. P. hebesana is found from
Maine to California, feeding in the larval state on the buds
of flowers of the verbena, snapdragon, and Tiyridia.

Penthorum (pen'tho-rum), w. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1753), so called with ref. to the numerical sym-
metry ; < Gr. n-fwr

, five, + o/f ,
a limit, rule :

see horizon] A genus of herbaceous plants
of the polypetalous order Crassnlnceee, distin-

guished from other genera of the order by the
:iliscnce of succulence in its leaves. There are 2

species one Chinese, the other of eastern North America.

or end of a building, and sometimes constructed
over a door or window to protect it from the

weather; an appentice. See also cut under

appentice.
As a Pent-hmut doth preserue a Wall

From Rain and Hail, and other Storms that fall.

Syleetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, I. 6.

And strong power, like a pent-house, promises
To shade you from opinion.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, 1. 1.

2. Anything resembling a penthouse, or occu-

pying the same relative position with regard to

something else.

The houses are not despicable, but the high pent-hmuet
(for I can hardly call them cloysters, being all of wood),
thro' which the people pass drie and in the shade, winter
and summer, exceedingly deforme the fronts of the build-

ings. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

What is most singular is their houses on one side hav-

ing their pent-houses supported with pillars, which makes
it a good walk. I'f'i'H*, Diary, June 15, 1668.

Like a shrivelled beau from within the penthouse of a
modern periwig. Svrtft, Battle of Books.

He dragg'd his eyebrow bushes down, and made
A snowy penthoute for his hollow eyes.

Tennymn, Merlin and Vivien.

penthouse (pent'hous), v. t.
; pret.andpp. pent-

housed, ppr. penthousing. [< penthouse, n.J To
provide with a penthouse or sloping roof; shel-

ter or protect by means of a shed sloping from
the wall, or of something resembling it.

The inferiour Mosques are built for the most part square,
many pent-houi'd with open galleries, where they accus-
tome to pray at times extraordinary.

Sandyt, Travailes, p. 25.

These [wrens] find, 'mid ivied abbey-walls,
A canopy in some still nook ;

others are pent-housed by a brae
That overhangs a brook.

Wordneorth, A Wren's Nest

penticet (pen'tis), n. [Also pentise ; < ME. pen-
tice,pentis (AF. pentiz), by apheresis for open-
tis, < OF. apentis, appentix, a shed : see appen-
tice and penthouse.'] A sloping roof projecting
from an outer wall, or constructed over a door
to shelter it ; an awning over a door or window ;

a penthouse. See appentice and penthouse.
And ore their heads an iror* pentise vast

They built, by ioyning many a shield and targe.
Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xi. S3.

Every street of speclall note being on both sides thereof,
from the pentices of their houses to the lower end of the
wall, hanged with rich cloth of arras.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 38, sig. D.

penticlet (pen'ti-kl),n. Same aspentacle. Fair-

fax, tr. of Tasso, xviii. 74.

pentile (pen'til), n. [A corruption of pantile,

simulating pentice.] Same as pantile.

pentlandite (pent'land-it), n. [< one Pentland
+ -itf2 .] A sulphid of nickel and iron, occur-

ring in massive forms of a light bronze-yellow
color and metallic luster.

pentonkion (pen-tong'ki-on), n. ; pi. pentonkia
(-5). [< Gr. rnvTuyniov, Doric for mvrovyium,
five twelfths of a whole,< irevre, five, + OVJ-KHZ, a
twelfth: see onci.] In the ancient coinage
of Himera, Sicily, a bronze coin in weight about
274 grains and in value one third of a litra.

pentoxid (pen-tok'sid), . [< Gr. irtvre, five, +
E. ojirf.] An oxid containing five oxygen atoms.
Arsenic pentoxid. See arsenic.

pen-tray (pen'tra), . A small tray or dish,

usually long and narrow, used for holding pens

penumbra
and pen-handles: they arc -oinctimes made
highly decorative.

A Persian lacquered pen-tray.
Catalogue of Duke tif Hamilton'! Collection, No. 231.

pent-roof (pent'rfif), H. Ill iirrh., aroof formed
like an inclined plane, the slope being all on
one side. Also culled .i/il-roof.

pen-trough (pen'trdf), n. The trough in which
the penstock of a water-wheel is placed.
Pentstemon (pent-ste'mon), . [NL. (Mitch-
ell, 1748), irreg. for *I'<-iitiix/iiini>i or 'Prnlisti-

niii,i. so called as having the fifth stamen, com-

monly absent in kindred plants, present as a

conspicuous rudiment and in rare cases per-

fect; < Gr. irfvre, five, + arj//iui; warp (in mod.
bot. stamen).] Agenus of perennial herbs ofthe
order Scrojthularineee and tribe Chehnete, known
by the elongated rudimentarystamen, sept icii hi 1

capsule, and angled wingless seeds. Thess species
are characteristic plants of the western United states,

especially of California, from which 8 extend into British

Columbia, and 2 east to the Potomac, with 1 in Georgia,
few In Mexico, and 1 In Japan. They bear opposite

levet, diminished upward Into clasping bracts, and py-
ramidal panicles or racemes of handsome summer flowers,

red, violet, blue, whitish, or yellow, the corolla with a long
tube and distinctly two-lipped above. Many species are
cultivated for the flowers, produced from April to Octo-
ber. Hee beard-tongue.

pent-stock (pent'stok), n. Same as punstock.
Pentzia (pent'si-ft), n. [NL. (Thunberg, 1794),
after C. J. Pentz, a student under Thunberg.]
A genus of composite plants of the tribe Anfke-

mideee, characterized oy the absence of chaff,

by having the bracts in many rows, and five-

angled Mclicncs crowned with a cleft and cup-
like pappus. The 11 species are all South African.

They are small shrubs, hoary with whitish glandular
hairs, and bearing small alternate wedge-shaped toothed
or dissected leaves, and yellow flowers in small heads,

usually in corymbs. P. viryata is the theepjodder tntgh of

South Africa, valuable In planting deserts because it mots

extensively from decumbent branches, and covers ground
rapidly.

penuchle (pe'nuk-1), n. [Also written pj'norAte;

said to be of G. origin ; nit. origin unknown.]
A game of cards differing but slightly from

bezique. [U. S.]

penula, n. See ptenula.
penult (pe-nulf or pe'nult), n. [Short for pe-
nultima.}

'

The last syllable of a word but one.

penultima (pe-nul'ti-mft), n.; pi. penultinue
(-me). [NL. penultima, psmultima (sc. syllaba),
the last syllable but one, < L. psene, pene, al-

most, + nltimm, last: see ultimate.] Same as

pen tilt.

penultimate (pe-nul'ti-mat), a. and . [As
penultima + -ate1

. Cf. ultimate.'] I. a. Im-

mediately preceding that member of a series

which is the last; next before the last; being
the last but one: as, thej)e/Mwiatf syllable; the

penultimate joint. Compare antepenultimate.
H. . That member of a series which is the

last but one; specifically, the last syllable but
one of a word.

penumbra (pe-num'bra), . [< L. psene, prue,
almost, + umbra, shade, shadow: see umbra.]
1. The partial shadow between the full light
and the total shadow caused by an opaque body
intercepting a part of the light from a lumi-
nous body. All pointswithinthepenumbra are excluded
from the view of some part of the luminous body, and
are thus partially shaded ; while all points within the um-
bra, or total shadow, are completely excluded from view

Diagrams of Umbra and Penumbra.

Fig. I. Lunar eclipse. Fig. a. Solar eclipse. S, sun ; E, earth ;

M, moon ; P, penumbra ; U, umbra.

of the luminous body. The flgurea represent the so called

Hipparchan diagrams of a lunar and a solar eclipse-

Any portion of the moon in penumbra appears slightly
dimmed, the more so the nearer it is to the umbra. At a
station of the earth in the moon's penumbra, the disk of

the sun Is partially hidden, forming a partial (or, possibly,
an annular) eclipse.

If the source of light be a point, the shadow is nharply
denned ; If the source be a luminous surface, the perfect
shadow is fringed by an imperfect shadow called a pe-
numbra. TyndaU, Light and Elect., p. 13.

2. The gray fringing border which surrounds
the dark umbra or nucleus of a sun-spot. 3.

In painting, the boundary of shade and light,
where the one blends with the other, the gra-
dation being almost imperceptible.
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penumbral (pe-num'bral), a. [< penumbra + ing or cleaning pens after use. Pen-wipers are

-al.~] Pertaining to or resembling a penumbra, often made up into ornaments more or less

This brightness of the inner penumbra seems to be due elaborate.
to the crowding together of the penumbral Moments where penwoman (pen'wum"an), .

; pi. penu'o/iii/i
they overhang the umbra. C. A. Yuuny, The Sun, p. 116.

(.wim />en ). A woman who writes with a pen ;
a

Penumbral eclipse, an eclipse of the moon in which
the moon enters the penumbra of the earth but not the
shadow.

penumbrous (pe-num'brus), a. [< penumbra

female writer; an authoress.

Hard work is not fit for a penwoman. Johnson.

Why, love, you have not written already ! You have, I

protest ! what a ready penwoman .'

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. 329. (Dairies.)

+ -o,s-.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a

penumbra ; penumbra-like ; partially dark.

In the penumbrous dulness I discerned a mass of white peon (pe'on), n. [< Sp. peon Pg. peao,a, foot-

soldier, a day-laborer, a pedestrian, = OF.
the pei

rock leading to the higher level.

W. Holman Hunt, Contemporary Rev., LII. 24. puon, a foot-sol F. a pawn (in

want
; stricken with poverty ; indigent.

Thus he runs on his course, til 's drunken vaine
Ruines his substance, makes him entertaine
For his companion penurious want.

Tim

/*(/, i/urit, a, J.WI/-DVJIUIOL, i' . j/(i/, a |jawii ^uj

penurious (pe-mi'ri-us), a. [< penury + -*.] chess), < ML. pedo(n-), a foot-soldier, < L. e

1. Pertaining to or characterized by penury or (ped-) = E. foot: see pedal, etc. Cf. pawn*, a
doublet of peon."] 1. A day-laborer ; specifical-

ly, in Spanish America, a species of serf, com-
pelled to work for his creditor until his debtsRare paid. 2. In India: (a) A foot-soldier. (6)mes Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

Better a penurious Kingdom then where excessive
wealth flowes into the gracelesse and injurious hands of
common sponges to the impoverishing of good and loyall
men. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2. Niggard; scanty; not bountiful or liberal.

Here creeps along a poor penurious stream,
That fondly bears Scamander's mighty name.

Pitt, JEneld, iii.

I ever held a scanty and penurious justice to partake of

.

A messenger; an attendant or orderly.

Pandurang is by turns a servant to a shop-keeper, a peon
or orderly, a groom to an English officer.

Saturday Rev., May 31, 1873. (Yule and Burnett.)

(c) A native constable or policeman. 3. In

chess, a piece representing a footman
;
a pawn,

peonage (pe'on-aj), n. [< peon + -age.'] A
form of servitude existing in Spanish America.

. , It prevailed especially in Mexico.
the nature of a wrong. Burke, To a noble Lord, peonia (pe-o'ni-a), II. [Sp., < peon, a foot-sol-
3. Excessively saving or sparing in the use of dier: see peon.] In Spanish America, a land-
money; parsimonious to a fault; sordid: as, a measure, not now used and not well defined in
penurious man. extent. Originally it comprised the land given to a foot-

We should serve him as a grudging master,
soldier in a conquered country supposed to be as much

As a penurious niggard of his wealth. M could be cultivated by one man.

Milton, Comus, 1. 726. peonism (pe'on-izm), n. [< peon + -ism.'] The
I dainty. , state or condition of a peon ; peonage.

Good lord ! what can my lady mean, peony (pe'o-ni), . ; pi. peonies (-uiz). [Former-
Conversing with that rusty dean ! ]y a,laOpasony, after L. ; a\sopiony, early mod. E.She 's grown so nice, and so penurious,
With Socrates and Epicurius.
How could she sit the live-long day,
Yet never ask us once to play?

Swift, Panegyrick on the Dean.

pionee, AM. piny, <ME. pione, pioine, pianie, pl-
ane, < OF. peone, pioine, F. pivoine = Sp. peonia= Pg. It. peonia = AS. peonia (after L.),< L. px-
onia, ML. also peonia, < Gr. imiuvia, the peony,

comprises strong-growing

y e a soen-
ing of close-fisted, niggardly is the least limited to money,andhas the most to do with others; it expresses a meanly

ion peony i .,

medicine, and still has some repute as a nervine.

parsimonious treatment of others
I
a neglectful, self-'defeat

5
^ PeOple (pe'pl), n. [Early mod. E. also peple;

tag, or stingy saving. ^Stingy^ expresses the most of op-
' ME. pepte, pepill, people, peopell, peopyll, poe-

Elizabeth calle

or unreasonable parsimony in giving or providing. Mean
shows a tendency toward emphasizing the idea of a close
or narrow and mean-spirited handling of money. See

penuriously (pe-nu'ri-us-li), ado. In a penuri-
ous or parsimonious manner; with scanty sup-
p'-y-

C'e,
peuple, puple (the spelling wltb/oe or eo

ing intended to render the OF. diphthong),
people, = MHG. povel, povel, bovel, G. pobel =
Dan. Sw. pobel, the populace, mob, rabble, <
OF. pueple, pople, F. peuple = Pr. pobol, poble

polo, < L. populus, the people, the populace;
appar. a redupl. of *pul, "pie in plebs, the peo-

No age is unduly favored, none penuriously depressed.
De Quincey, Essenes, i.

penuriousness (pe-nu'ri-us-nes), n. The state
or character of being penurious in any sense

;

especially, parsimony; a sordid disposition to
save money.
penury (pen'u-ri), n. [< ME. penury, < OF.
penurie, F. penurie = Sp. Pg. It. penuria, < L.
penuria, pxnuria, want, scarcity; cf. Gr. ireim,
hunger, mvia, need, Tret^c, poor, TTOVOC , toil,

community, tribe, race, or nation: as, the peo-
pie of England ;

the people of Israel. [In this
sense the word takes the indefinite article, and
admits of the plural torn*, peoples.]

MandevOle, Travels, p. 106.

A blisful lyf, a paisible and a swete,
Ledden the peples in the former age.

Chaucer, Former Age, L 2.

ness.

He [Sesostris] caused many trenches to be cut thorow
the land, and some of them navigable. Whereby unpro-
fitable marisheswere drained, the countrey strengthened
. . . and such places relieved as laboured with the penury

Sandys, Trayailes, p. 83.

2. Extreme poverty; want; indigence.
Age, ache, penury, and imprisonment.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. ISO.

Clive saw clearly that it was absurd to give men powerand to require them to live in penury.
It**

3t.

peopler

as, the king and the people ; one of tlie people;
the darling of the people.
With glosynges and with gabbyngs he gylede the peuple.

Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 125.

In other things the knowing artist may
Judge better than the people, but a play
Made for delight,
If you approve it not, has no excuse.

Waller, Prol. to Maid's Tragedy.
The popular leaders (who in all ages have called them-

selves the people) began to grow insolent.

Blaclcstone, Com., IV. xxxiii.

The people are the only censors of their governors : and
even their errors will tend to keep these to the true prin-
ciples of their institution. To punish these errors too se-

verely would be to suppress the only safeguard of the pub-
lic liberty. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 85.

3. Those who are closely connected with a per-
son as subjects, domestics, attendants, follow-

ers, etc.
; also, one's family, relatives, etc. : as,

a pastor and his people.

Where-thurghthe kynges lege peopell scholde be dis-

ceuyd. English Gttds(E. E. T. S.), p. 332.

And wh&tpeopyll they brought among them three,
Mynne Auctour seith it is a wonder to see.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1967.

A stranger may go in with the consul's dragoman or in-

terpreter, and, being conducted afterwards to the Pasha's
coffee room, is civilly entertain 'd by his people with sweet-
meats and coflee. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 33.

In the evening we came to an anchoron the eastern shore
nearly opposite to EsmS. Some of our people had landed
to shoot, trusting to a turn of the river that is here, which
would enable them to keep up with us.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 141.

4. Persons; any persons indefinitely; men: a
collective noun taking a verb in the plural, and
admitting in colloquial use anumeral adjective :

as, people may say what they please ;
a number

of countrypeople were there
; people of fashion

;

there were not ten people present.
Might neuer men doo better on a day ther,
Thanne they dede ther, so tewe pepill as the! were.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2860.

Merlin com to Bandemagn as soone as he was departed
fro Nabulall and badde hym sende to the hoste the gret-
test people that he myght. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 666.

He is so couragious of himselfe that he is come to the
field with little people.
King Arthur, 1. 119, quoted in Wright's Bible Word-Book.
And Edom came out against him with much people, and

with a strong hand. Num. xx. 20.

Like one of two contending in a prize,
That thinks he hath done well in people's eyes.

Shale., M. of V., iii. 2. 143.

People were tempted to lend by great premiums and
large interest. Sni/t, Misc.

They are doing a very unfashionable thing, for all peo-
ple of condition are agreed not to admire, nor even to un-
derstand. Gray, Letters, I. 324.

5f. Human beings ; men.
The! be no peple as other be, but it be fendes of helle.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 684.

6f. A set or crowd
; company.

What a people of Consaillours he hathe !

Quoted in Oliphant's New English, I. 388.

Abbot of the people. See abbot. Chosen people the
Israelites

; the Jews. Good people. See good folk, un-
der good. Houseling peoplet. See hanseling^. Pecu-
liar People. See peculiar. People's party. See par-
tyi. =8vH 1. People, Xalioti, Race, TrOte, Clan. People
stands for the ruled in distinction from the rulers, as king
and people, or for the mass of the community, etc., with-
out thought of any distinction between rulers and ruled.
The word nation stands for a political body viewed as a
whole. The unity may be ethnic, instead of political;
this sense, however, is less common. Race is the most
common word for all those who seem to make a whole
in community of descent and are too numerous to be
called a tribe, clan, orfamily : as, the Anglo-Saxon race is
one branch of the Germanic, tracing its descent through
certain Low German tribes. Tribe, apart from certain pe-
culiar meanings, stands for a subdivision of a race: as the
twelve tribes of Israel ; ordinarily the word is not applied
to civilized persons ; we speak of tribes of Indians, Arabs,
Africans. Clan is used chiefly of the old organization of
kinsmen among the Scotch Highlanders; where used of
others, it expresses a similar organization, with intense
loyalty and partizanship.

iei bridcl ther-of grete merveile and grete dispyte
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X ii. 208.

The ants are & people not strong, yet they prepare their
meats in the summer. Prov. xxx. 25.

By heaven and earth,
I were much better be a king of beasts
Than such a people !

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, i. 1.

The French character is now, as it was centuries ago, con-
trasted in sundry respects with the characters of neigh-
bouring peoples.

igh-
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 80.

- . ..... , . t. and pp. peopled, ppr.
peopling. [< F. peupler= Pr. Sp. poblar = Pg.
povoar = It. popolare, people, populate, < ML.
populare, inhabit, populate ; from the noun : see
people, n., and cf. populate.] To stock with
people or inhabitants; populate.

Thou didst prevent me ; I had peopled else
This isle with Calibans. Shale., Tempest, i. 2. 350.

O'er many States and peopled Towns we pass'd.
Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Many a legend, peopling the dark woods,
Nourished Imagination in her growth.

Wordsworth, Excursion,

peopler (pe'pler), . One who



peoplish

peoplisbt (pe'plish), a. [MK. pi-plixli, piH-ptiMxh ;

< )>fi>i>lr 4- -('.</( l.J Belonging CO the common
people; vuL/r.

Ve haddu, as me thnimht. in ili-Hjiitu

livery thyngc that sunned into hiiddc,
As rudcnesse, and ptteptutult upprtiti .

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1677.

peotomy (pe-ot'o-mi), H. [< Gr. mar, penis. +
-roftia, < Tfiit'rn; -iiiiFiv, cut.] Amputation of
the penis.

pepert, A Middle English variant of pep/H-r.

peperine(pep'e-rin), . [< It. prpi'mm, < ;/"
/>< !///',< I ,. /'/;, popper: see y7<y '' <T. /W-

IIIT'IIUI.] A volcanic tufa composed of well-de-

veloped crystals or crystal fragments cement-
ed together. The name was first given to the
tufas of the Albau Mount, near Borne. Tufa, tuff,

peperiite, pnzzutilana, and trass are names Riven, without
much discrimination, to deposits consisting essentially of
more or less finely comminuted volcanic rock, cinders,
and ashes.

Pcperomia (pep-e-ro'ini-S), . [NL. (Kuiz
and Pavou, 1794), < Gr. ir'tmpi, pepper.] A
large genus of herbaceous plants of the apeta-
lous order Pijieracex, the pepper family, and
the tribe I'ipercse, characterized by the single
sessile stigma, and the two stamens with the
anther-cells confluent into one. There are over
400 species, found throughout warmer parts of the world,
especially in America, from Florida to Chili and the Ar-
gentine Republic. They are usually prostrate and fleshy
annuals, or perennial by a creeping rootstock or tuberous

Athene P,,ln , the Minerva Modi-
ca") wearing the Peplum. in the

Capitoline Mu&eutn, Rome.

Same as peplum. J. A.

Branch with Inflorescence of Piperomia tnagnolimfolia.

a, a flower, showing the bract, one of the two stamens, ami the pistil ;

/>, the fruit.

base. They bear alternate, opposite, or whorled leaves, un-
divided and commonly pellucid-dotted, and minute flow-
ers In a dense or scattered spike. /'. inoculate is a dwarf
greenhouse-plant with ornamental spotted leaves, remark-
able for its ready propagation by leaf-cuttings. P. reseda-

Jtora is cultivated for Its delicate spires of pink-stemmed
white flowers. P. uia-jiutiieMw (}'. obtuttfolia) of the
West Indies and Central and South America Is a suc-
culent shrub with obovate or spatulate leaves and long
curving spike-like aments. Several others, all known in
cultivation as Peperomia, are the pepper-elder of British
colonists.

pepint, . An obsolete form of pippin.
pepinneryt, . [= OF. ]>epinerie, P. pepiniere,
a seed-plot, nursery, < pepin, kernel, pip: see

pippin.] A garden for raising plants from
seeds

; a nursery-garden. Halliwell.

pepinniert, Same
To make a good prpiiinier or nource-garden.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvil. (Kncyc. Diet.)

pepita (Sp. pron. pe-pe'ta), n. [Sp., a nugget,
prop, a kernel, seed, pip: see pip, pi.] A lump
of native gold ; a nugget.
The gold is found in the form of grains or pepitas, at

the depth of ten or twelve yards below the surface, em-
bedded in a stratum of clay of several feet in thickness.

Encyc. Brit., IV. 13.

pepla, . Plural of peplum.
peplet, a- An obsolete form of people.
Peplis (pep'lis), H. [NL. (Linnreus, 1737), < L.

lif/ilix, a plant, also called purcilaca (purslane),
and another plant, also called xyce ntecoiiion or
moron-ion a/>hrodes; < Gr. jren-^j'f, irdr/of, also

Trtnfaov, a plant, said to be purple spurge.] A
genus of small herbaceous plants of the poly-
petalous order Lythritricse and the tribe AI'II-

nuiniiu'H; known by the very short style and
filaments, and the commonly six sepals, six or

rarely five petals, and six stamens. There are s

species, natives of Europe, northern Africa, and the colder

parts of Asia. They are weak or prostrate annuals, with
obovate or narrow leaves, and minute solitary flowers ses-
sile in the axils. P. Portula is the water-purslane of Ku-

rnpran brooks and wet sands.

peplisht, '(. An obsolete spelling of peoplish.
peplos (pep'los), H. Same HN pt-plni.
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peplum (pep'lum), n. ; pi. prpla (-lit). [L.. also

pi-jilun, < (ir. iri-'/or (in pi. jr/rr/a, if from u

sing. *ir(ir?jn>), a peplum i.-ec ilef.).] In HIII-.

<:/-. coxtuuii-, a hiina-

tion or upper gar-

ment, in snape liki

a voliiminotis shawl,
worn by women,
thrown overone arm
and thence wrapped
in various ways, ac-

cording to individ-

ual taste, around the

body, sometimes
even drawn over the

head. Thegarmentwas
so called particularly
when of costly material
and richly ornamented,
as distinguished from
the more ordinary hima-
t i' Hi. It was frequently
ascribed to female di-

vinities, particularly to

Athene, for whose statue
in the temple of Athene
1'lllias a rrlVHKIIlial pep-
lum was woven every
year by the high-born
maidens attached for the
term to the person of the

priesteu.

peplus (pep'lus), n. Same as pep
Hyiimiutx, Italy and Greece, p. 215.

pepo (pe'po),
n. [NL., < L. pc/io (pepun-) =

Gr. TTfjfuv, prop. oiKvof iriiruv, a large kind of

gourd or melon not eaten till ripe (whereas
the common O/KVO? was eaten unripe): ireiruv,

prop, adj., also irtireipof, ripe, mellow. Hence
((. GT.iriiruv) ult.E. pomponi,pompion,puni}>ii>n,
pumpkin, and prob. pippin, pip^: see pumpion,
pippin, pip

2
.] In hot., a fruit like that of the

gourd ;
a name given to the fruit of the Cucurbi-

taceie, of which the gourd, squash, cucumber,
and melon are familiar examples. They have a

fleshy interior and a hard or firm rind, most of which is

referable to the adnate calyx. They are either one-celled
with three broad and revolute parietal placentae, or these
placentie, borne on their dissepiments, meet in the axis,

enlarge, and spread, unite with their fellows on each side,
and are reflected t < > the walls of the pericarp, next to which
the ovules are borne. Also called peponida, peponium.

peponida (pe-pon'i-da), n. [NL., < L.pej>o(n-),
a gourd or melon, + -trfa.] Same as pepo.
peponium (pe-po'ni-um), n. [NL., < L.pepo(n-),
a gourd or melon : see pepo. J Same as pepo.
pepper (pep'er), u. [< ME. peper, pepir, piper,
< AS. pipnr, piper = OFries. piper = D. peper =
MLG. pepj>er, peper = OHG. pfeffar, phffer,
MHG. phe/er, pfeffer, Gr. pfeffer = Icel. piparr= Sw. peppar = Dan. peber = P. poivre = It.

pepe, perere,<. L. filter = OBulg. ptpru = Serv.

papar (also biber, ( Turk.) = Bohem. peprsh =
Pol. ptepr: = Buss, peretsii = Lith. pipiras =
Lett, piparn = Hung, paprika = Turk, biber, <

Gr. icarepi, ireirept, pepper, < Skt. pippala, the

long pepper, also the sacred fig-tree (peepul);
cf. pippali, the fruit of the fig-tree. Cf. Pers.

putput, AT. fulful, pepper.] 1. The product of

plants of the genus Piper, chiefly of P. nit/rum,
consisting of the berries, which afford an aro-
matic and pungent condiment. The spikes are

gathered as the berries begin to turn red ; these berries
are rubbed off and dried, when they form the ordinary
black pepper. White pepper consists of the seeds of the
same fruit allowed to ripen and deprived of their pulp ;

or It is sometimes prepared by removing or blanching the
outer layer of the dry black pepper. It is a milder article,
flnding Its largest market in Chin*. Long pepper Is the

itk Pepper ll'iffr tngrit taitfum).

frai\Ki nt Piper longvm and P. Chaba. (SecCAarico.) It
is less powerful, but a considerable article of commerce.
Pepper is stimulant of digestion, in large doses capable
of producing inflammation. It yields to aqueous distilla-

tion a thin and colorless volatile oil. Ground pepper is

rxtcniively adulterated. Pepper was known and prized
by the ancients, and was sometimes made a medium of

exchange.

pepper-and-salt
There is 3 mancrof Peper, ullcupon o Tree

; luriK/Vprr,
blak Peper, and white Peper. NaiuIeviUe, Travels, p. \<:~.

2. Any plant of the genus /''//; I'spi'dally,
one that produce-* I In pepper of commerce (see
def. 1). This is a stout ~lniili, trailing and rootinK at
the joints or climbing on trees: the stems grow to a length
of au feet, bearing large ovate leaves, and flowers and l r-

ries in spikes. It is a native of forests in parts of India,
and is everywhere cultivated In hot,damp, tropical regions.
3. A plant of the genus Capsicum, or one of its

pods. These pods are the source of Cayenne
pepper, and form the green and red pe]jp'-i>
used in sauces, etc.

Ears of Indian com, and strings of dried apples and
jn-;irlirs, tiuiiK in guy festoons nlniiK' the walls, mfugled
with the gaud of red pepper*. Irfin'i, skirlrh-iiook, p. 429.

4f. A bitter, biting drink [peppermint, Morrix],

Ladyes simile hem such pepir brewe.
Kinn. o/the Koe, 1. 6028.

5. A pepper-caster: as, a pair of silver-mount-
ed pep/irrx. [Trade use.] African pepper, (a)
A shrub or small tree, XyhtpM (llabzelia) Jfthiopita, of
western Africa, its fruit aromatic and stimulant, (b) In
the West Indies, also, other plants of the genus Xylfnria.

(c) See Caprii-tnti. AnlS6 pepper, the shrub or tree JTan-

ttuuci/luiii schintfolium (X. Matttxchuricum), of China, etc.

Ashantee or West African pepper. Same as Afri-
can cttltcbs (which see, under cubeb). Bird-pepper. N8
Capsicum. Bitter pepper, H Chinese tree or shrub,
Kt'fulin (.\antftoxiflutn) Daniettii. Also called star-pepper.
-Black pepper. See defs. l and 2. Bonnet-pepper.
See Capncum. -Boulon pepper. Same as AJncan pep-
per (a). Cayenne pepper, cherry pepper. See Capsi-
cum. Chill pepper, (a) See pepper-tree, (b) Same as
chilli. Chinese pepper. Same as Japanese pt-pper.

Cubeb-pepper. see cubeb. Ethiopian pepper. Same
as African pepper (a). Goat-pepper. See Capncum.
Guinea pepper. *&\nvm African pepper (a). SeealsofcU-
pepper and chilli. Jamaica pepper. Same as pimento.
Japanese pepper, a shrub, Xanthoxylum piper/turn,

of China and Japan, or iU fragrant pungent fruit, which Is

used as a pepper. Java pepper, the cubeb. Long pep-
per. See del. 1. Malabar pepper, the common pepper
produced in Malabar, esteemed the best quality. Mele-
gueta, malaghatta, malaguetta pepper. Same as

yrains of paradise (which see, under yrai/ii). Migno-
nette-pepper. See miirtumctte. Monkey pepper.
Same as African pepper (a). Negro pepper. Same as

African pepper (a). Poor man's pepper, (a) One of
the pepperworts, Lfpidium campestre. (o) Same as wall-

pepper. (Prov. F.ng.) Red pepper. See Capsicum.
Shot-pepper, the heavier kinds of Sumatra pepper.

Spur pepper. See Capsicum. Star pepper. Same as
Mter pepper. Sumatra pepper, the common pepper
produced in Sumatra, which is the cheapest quality.
Tasmanian, Victorian pepper. See pepper-tree, 2.

To have pepper In the nose', to behave superciliously.

There are ful proude-herted men paciente of tonge,
And boxome as of berynge to burgeys and to lordes,
And to pore peple hfiti peper in the nose,
And as a lyoun he loketh there men lakketh his werkes.

Piers Plowman (li), xv. 197.

To take pepper In the nose t . See nose i .

Because I entertained this gentleman for my ancient*
he takespepper t" the nose, and sneezes it out upon my an-
cient. Chapman, May-Day, ill (Hares.)

White pepper, see def. l. wild pepper, a shrub, Vi-
t-'.r Irij'nlin . of the East Indies, etc. (See also bell-pepper,

betel-pepper, cherry-pepper, mountain-pepper,water-pepper.)

pepper (pep'er), c. t. [= D. MLG. peperen =
>1HG. phcfferoii, pfefferen, G. pfcffern = Icel.

pipra = Sw. prppra = Dan. pebre ; from the

noun.] 1. To sprinkle with pepper; make pun-
gent: as, mutton-chops well peppered. 2. To
pelt with shot or other missiles; hit with what
pains or annoys ; also, to attack with bitter or

pungent words.

Behnmp them, bethnmp them, belump them, belabour
them, pepper them.

I'n/vharl, tr. of Rabelais, iv. 53. (Dames.)

"I think, "cried he, "I have peppered him well! Ill war-
milt he won't give an hour to-morrow morning to settling
what he shall put on." Miss Bumey, Eveuna, IxxxiiL

3f. To cover with small sores.

And then you snarle against our simple French
As If you had been peppered with your wench.

Stephens, Essays and Characters (1615). (Nares.)

4. To pelt thoroughly ; give a quietus to ; do
for.

I am peppered, 1 warrant, for this world.

Shalt., R. and J., lit. 1. 102.

Alp. Pray God there be not poison in the bowl !

Ale. So were I peppered.
Chapman, Alpnonsus, Emperor of Germany, ill. 1.

Leon. Thou art hurt.
Lieut. I am pepper'd:

I was r the midst of all, and bang'd of all hands.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, 11. >.

pepper-and-salt (pep'er-and-salf), a. and n. I.

a. Of a color consisting either of a light ground
(as white, drab, gray, etc.) dotted or speckled
finely with a dark color, as black or dark gray,
or of black or dark gray thickly and evenly
speckled with white or light gray: said of a
fabric or a garment.

Half a dozen men of various ages . . . were listening
with a look of concentrated intelligence to a man In a pep-
per-and-Mlt dress. Grirrge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xllL



pepper-and-salt

II. n. The plant harbinger-of-spring : so

named from the mixture of white petals and
dark stamens in its umbels.

pepper-bottle (pep'er-bot"!), . Same as pep-

per-caster, 1.

pepper-box (pep'er-boks), n. A small box with
a perforated lid, used for sprinkling pulverized

pepper on food.

He cannot creep into a halfpenny purse, nor into a pep-

per-box. Shak., NI. W. of W., ill. 5. 149.

pepper-bush (pep'er-bush), . See Clethra.

pepper-cake (pep'er-kak), n. [= D. peperkoek
= MLG.peperkolce= G.pfefferkuchen=Svf.pep-
parkaka = Dan. peberkagc.] A kind of spiced
cake or gingerbread.

pepper-caster (pep'er-kas"ter), n. 1. That one
of the casters of a cruet-stand which is made to

contain pepper. 2. An early and clumsy form
of modern revolver, in which the cylinder was
made very long in order to fill the place of a

barrel, and which was consequently very heavy.
The word is sometimes used as a slang term for

any revolver.

Badger and I would trudge to our room arm in arm,
carrying our money in a shot-bag between us, and each
armed with a Colt's patent pepper-caster.

J. Jefferson, Autobiog. ,
ii.

peppercorn (pep'er-korn). n. and a. [< ME.
"pepercorn, < AS. piporcorn, pipercorn (= D. pe-
perkorrel=WLG.peperkorn= MHG.phefferkorn,
Qt. pfefferkorn = Icel. piparkorn = Sw. peppar-
korn = Dan.peberkorn), \pipor, pepper, + corn,
corn: seepepper andcornl.] 1. n. 1. The ber-

ry or fruit of the pepper-plant. Hence 2. A
small particle ;

an insignificant quantity ;
some-

thing of inconsiderable value.

An I have not forgotten what the inside of a church is

made of, I am a peppercorn. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3. 9.

They that enjoy most of the world have most of it but
in title, and supreme rights, and reserved privileges, pep-
percorns, homages, trifling services and acknowledgments.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 8.

While they live the courtly laureat pays
His quit-rent ode, his peppercorn of praise.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 110.

II. a. Of trifling or inconsiderable value or

consequence.
How great a language to convey such peppercorn infor-

mations ! Emerson, Misc., p. 33.

Peppercorn rent, a nominal rent.

pepper-cress (pep'er-kres), n. See cress.

pepper-crop (pep'er-krop), n. The wall-pep-
per.

pepper-dulse (pep'er-duls), . A seaweed,
Laurencia pinnatifida, which possesses pungent
qualities : sometimes eaten in Scotland.

pepper-elder (pep'er-el"der), n. A plant of the

genus Pepcromia.
pepperer (pep'er-er), n. [< pepper + -erl.] If.
One who deals in pepper ; hence, a grocer.
In the nineteenth year of Edward III. (A. D. 1345), a part

of the Pepperers had separated themselves from their old

Gild, and had formed a society of their own.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxxiii.

The pepperer formed an important member of the com-
munity in England during the Middle Ages, when a large
proportion of the food consumed was salted meat, and pep-
per was in high request as a seasoner.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 35.

On June 12, 1345, a number of pepperers, as the grocers
were then styled, met together at dinner by agreement.

The Century, XXXVII. 12.

2. A person of a hot, peppery temper. Dickens.

[Colloq. or humorous.]
pepperette (pep'er-et), n. [< pepper + -ette, af-
ter P. poivrette, < poivre, pepper, + -ette.] The
ash obtained by burning the pits or stones of
olives. It is used as an adulterant for ground
pepper. Also called poivrette.
pepper-gingerbread (pep'er-jm"jer-bred), n.

Hot-spiced gingerbread.
Leave "in sooth,"

And such protest of pepper-gingerbread,
To velvet-guards and Sunday-citizens.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 260.

peppergrass (pep'er-gras), . 1. Any plant of
the genus Lepidium. The garden-peppergrass is L.
salimm, used as a cress : called garden-crew, etc. The
wild peppergrass is L. Virginicwm. See cress and vemer-
wort.

2. The pillwort, Pilularia globulifera. SeeKfa-
laria and pillwort.

pepperidge (pep'er-ij), n. 1. See piperidge.
2. The black-gum, sour-gum, or tupelo. See
black-gum and Nyssa. Also piperidge,
pepperiness (pep'er-i-nes), n. A hot or pep-
pery quality.

peppering (pep'er-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of pepper,
*'.] Hot; pungent; angry.
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I sent him a peppering letter, . . . nor ever will have

anything to say to him till he begs my pardon.
Sinfl, Journal to Stella, March 27, 1711.

pepper-mill (pep'er-mil), n. [= D. pepermolen
= MLG. pepermole = MHG. pfeffermill, G. pfef-

femiiiJile.] A utensil in which peppercorns are

put and ground by turning a handle.

peppermint (pep'er-mint), . [= D.pepermunt
= LG. peperminte = G.pfeffermunze = Sw. pep-
permynta = Dan. pebermynte; as pepper +
mint1

.] 1. The herb Mentha piperita, native
in Europe, naturalized in the United States, and
often cultivated. It is notable chiefly for its

aromatic pungent oil, which is often distilled.

See Mentlia. 2. The oil of peppermint, or some
preparation of it. Peppermint is used to flavor con-

fectionery, and in medicine, often in the form of an es-

sence or water, as a stimulant, carminative, etc., and to

qualify other medicines. See oil of peppermint, under oil.

3. A lozenge or confection flavored with pep-
permint Australian peppermint, Mentha austra-
lis. Small peppermint, a Spanish plant, Thymus Pi-

perella.

peppermint-camphor (pep'er-mint-kam"for),
n. Same as menthol.

peppermint-drop (pep'er-mint-drop), n. A con-
fection flavored with peppermint.
Peppermint-drops are made of granulated sugar.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXII. 785.

peppermint-tree (pep'er-mint-tre), n. One of

three species of Eucalyptus E. amygdalina, E.

piperita, m& E. odorata. All are Australian; the

first, sometimes called white or broipn peppermint-tree, is

also Tasmanian. The name is doubtless from their aro-
matic foliage.

pepper-moth (pep'er-moth), n. A geometrid
moth of Great Britain, Amphidasis betitlaria : so
called from its dingy speckled coloration.

peppernelt (pep'er-nel), n. [(pepper (?); term,
not clear.] A lump or swelling.

Now, beshrew my heart, but 'a has apeppernel in 's head,
as big as a pullet's egg !

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 1.

pepper-plant (pep'er-plant), . Any of the

plants called pepper.
pepper-pod (pep'er-pod), n. The pungent fruit

of plants of the genus Capsicum.
pepper-pot (pep'er-pot), n. 1. Same aspepper-
box and pepper-caster. [Rare in U. S.] 2. A
much-esteemed West Indian dish, the prin-
cipal ingredient of which is cassareep, with
flesh or dried fish and vegetables, chiefly the

young green pods of the okra and chillies.

See cassareep. 3. Tripe shredded and stewed,
to the liquor of which small balls of dough are

added, together with a high seasoning of pep-
per. [Pennsylvania.]
pepperquernt, n. [< ME. pepyrqwerne, pepir-
wherne, peperquerne (= Dan. peberkvsern) ;

<

pepper + quern.] A mill for grinding pepper.
Palsgrave.
pepper-rod (pep'er-rod), n. A low euphorbia-
ceous shrub of the West Indies, Croton Jiumilis.

pepper-root (pep'er-r8t), n. Any plant of the

genus Dentaria.

pepper-sauce (pep'er-sas), . [= D.pepersaus;
as pepper + sauce.] A condiment made by
steeping red peppers in vinegar.
pepper-saxifrage (pep'er-sak"si-fraj ), n. Same
as meadow-saxifrage, 1. Also called meadow
pepper-saxifrage.
pepper-shrub (pep'er-shrub), n. Same as pep-
per-tree.

pepper-tree (pep'er-tre), n. 1. A shrub or
small tree of the cashew family, Schinus Molle,
native in South America and Mexico, and cul-
tivated for ornament and shade in southern
California and other warm dry climates. It is

a fast-growing evergreen of graceful habit, having leaves
with twenty or more pairs of leaflets, and greenish-white
flowers in feathery panicles, which appear at all seasons,
followed by pendent clusters of small red drupes. The
latter are strongly pungent, whence the name. The leaves
emit a pleasant resinous fragrance, and also exude a gum,
whence the shrub is also called (Peruvian) mastic-tree.
Thrown into water, the leaves appear to move spontane-
ously, owing to the bursting of resin-glands. Also called

pepper-shrub and Chili pepper. See Schinus.

2. A shrub or small tree of the magnolia fam-
ily, Drimys (Tasmannia) aromatica, of Victoria
and Tasmania. Its bark has properties like those of
D. Winteri, and its small globular berries serve as a sub-
stitute for pepper.

pepper-vine (pep'er-vm), re. 1. The common
pepper-plant. 2. The Ampelopsis (Vitis) bi-

pinnata, an upright scarcely twining shrub of
the southern United States, having bipinuate
leaves and small purplish-black berries.

pepper-water (pep'er-wa"ter), . A liquor pre-
pared from powdered black pepper, used in mi-

croscopical observations.

peptone

pepperwood (pep'er-wud), H. 1. One of the

toothache-trees, Xantlwxylum Clava-Herculis.

2. See Licania. 3. The clove-cassia. See
Cassia.

pepperwort (pep'er-wert), >i. [<,pepper + worfl.

Cf. D. pepertrortel.] 1. Any plant of the genus
Lepidium; in England, especially, L. latifolium,
the dittander. Mithridate pepperwort is the Euro-

pean L. eampestre, of which the old name was mithridate
mustard, so called because used in the preparation called
mithridate. See dittander, 2, mithridate, and peppergrass.
2. Any plant of the natural order Mursileacese.

Lindley.

peppery (pep' er-i), a. [<pepper + -/i.] 1. Of
or pertaining to pepper; resembling pepper, as
in appearance, taste, etc.

; sharp ; pungent ;

hot: as, a peppery appearance. 2. Choleric;
irritable

; warm; passionate ; sharp ; stinging :

as, a peppery disposition ;
a pepperij answer.

pepsin, pepsine (pep'sin), n. [< P pepsine,
< Gr. TTEI/W, cooking, digestion (< TTEVTCIV, cook,
digest : see peptic), + -zw2

,
-ie2.] The proteo-

lytic ferment found in the gastric juice, in the
presence of a weak acid it converts proteids into peptones,
but in neutral or alkaline solutions it is inert. It is used
in therapeutics, in a more or less pure state, in cases of

indigestion, and as a solvent for diphtheritic membranes
and other superficial necroses.

pepsinate (pep'sin-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. pep-

sinated, ppr. pepsinating. [(pepsin + -ate1 .]
To prepare or mix with pepsin: as, pepsinated
pills. Qxain, Med. Diet., p. 378.

pepsiniferous (pep-si-nif'e-rus), a. [< pepsin
+ L.ferre = E. bear1

.] Producing pepsin.
Pepsis (pep 'sis), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1804),
< Gr. ntyif, .cooking, digestion: see pepsin.]
A genus of very large solitary wasps of the

family Pompilidse. It has the prothorax shorter than
the metathorax, rarely as long as the mesothorax ; head
orbicular ; three submarginal cells ; and a long and narrow
marginal cell, obtusely pointed :it ihc tip. The species are

large enough to prey on tarantulas. P.formosa destroys
the Texan tarantula, Mygale hentzi, and stores its burrow
with the spider as food for its young. P. heros of Cuba is

a sand-wasp two inches long, with a shining-black body,
and wings bordered with reddish brown.

peptic (pep'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. ire-KTiKof, con-
ducive to digestion, < vtmetv, cook, digest, =
L. coqnere, cook, digest: see cook1 .] I. a. 1.

Concerned in or pertaining to the function of

digestion; specifically, pertaining to the pro-
teolytic digestion of the stomach: as, peptic
processes. 2. Promoting digestion ; dietetic:

as, peptic substances or rules. 3. Able to di-

gest ; having a good digestion ;
not dyspep-

tic.

The whole not as dead stuff, but as living pabulum, tol-

erably nutritive for a mind as yet so peptic.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 3.

Peptic cells, the parietal or oxyntic cells of the cardiac

glands. Peptic glands. See gland.
II. n. A peptic substance ; a digestive.

peptical (pep'ti-kal), a. [<peptic + -al.] Same
as peptic.

pepticity (pep-tis'i-ti), n. [< peptic + -ity.]

The state of being peptic; good digestion;

eupepsia.
A most cheery, jovial, buxom countenance, radiant with

pepticity [and] good humour. Carlyle, Dr. J'rancia.

peptics (pep'tiks), n. [PI. of peptic: see -ics.]

1. The science or doctrine of digestion. 2.

The digestive organs. [Colloq. or humorous.]
Is there some magic in the place?
Or do my peptics differ?

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

peptogaster (pep-to-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.

jr7rrett>, cook, digest, + yaarijp, the belly.] The
intestinal tube, alimentary canal, or digestive
tract proper, as distinguished from the pneo-
gaster, or respiratory tract, which is an offset of

the general intestinal system. It includes, how-
ever, the urinary passages, and is divided into presogax-
ter, mesoffaster, epigaster, and itrogaster. See these words.

peptogastric (pep-to-gas'trik), a. [< pepto-
gaster + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the pepto-
gaster ; peptic or digestive, as the alimentary
canal.

peptogen (pep'to-jen), n. [< pepto(ne) + Gr.

-yevf/f, producing : see -gen.] A substance capa-
ble of producing peptone : a general name for

preparations which are said to facilitate peptic
digestion.

peptogenic (pep-to-jen'ik), a. [< pept(ic),

pepto(ne), + -gen + -ic.] Producing peptones :

capable of converting proteids into peptones.
peptogenous (pep-toj'e-nus), a. [< pept(ic),

pepto(ne), + -genous.] Producing peptones.
peptone (pep'ton),n. [<pept(ic) + -one.] The
general name of a class of albuminoids into

which the nitrogenous elements of food (such
as albumin, fibrin, casein, etc.) are converted



peptone

by the action nf the (,'iistric or of the pancre-
atic .juice. 'I liis i-iinviT.-iiui is caused hy the action of

the chrmii -ul ferment pepsin, which is present In the KHB-

trlc juice, r of trypam present in the pancreatic juicr.
Tlirrhicf point* of ditference between peptones anil ollu-r

pioti-ids are that peptones me nut precipitated liy ]M.ta.s.

sinm fcri'in-yiiniile and acetic arid, are not coagulated by
In it and are very readily diffusible through membrane*.

peptonic (pep-ton'ik), . [< peptone + -u-.\

IVrtiiining I" r continuing peptones: as, pep-
Imiii- properties; p<-ptonir pills or tablets.

peptonization fpep*t$-ni-*'8hjjB), u. [< ///-
toni;<' + -niton.] Tile ]>rocess of peptoni/.ing,
or cotivertini; into peptones.
peptonize (pep'to-niz), . t. ; pret. ami pp. pi-p-

toiii^ni, ppr. peptonMng, [< prptonr + -/ .
\

To convert into peptones.
peptonoid (pep'to-noid), n. [< pc]itn>ir + -ni/l.]

A substance resembling or claimed to resem-
ble peptones: used as a trade-name for cer-

tain food-preparations.
peptonuria (pep-to-nu'ri-jl), . [NL., < E. //)-
tuiif + Or. ovpov, urine.] The presence of pep-
tones in the urine.

peptotoxine (pep-to-tok'sin), n. [< pepto(n< ) 4-

to.i-(ii-) + -iinti.] A poisonous alkaloid occur-

ring in peptonized albumin, disappearing as

putrefaction progresses. Billrotli.

Pepysian (pep'is-i-an), . [< Pepyti (see def.)
+ -ian.] Of or relating to Samuel Pepys (163:i-

170:t). for many years an official of the British

Admiralty. He Is Iwst known through his diary, which
gives a valuable picture of English life and manners in

the time of Charles II.

We cannot breathe the thin air of that Pepysian self-

denial, that Himalayan selectness, which, content with
one bookcase, would have no tomes In It but porphyro-
genlti, lKx>ks of the bluest blood.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2!tt.

Pepysian Library, a collection of prints, books, and
manuscripts bequeathed by Samuel Pepys to the library
of Magdalene College, Cambridge.

per (per), prep. [L. : see per-.] Through; by
means of. (a) A Latin preposition, the source of the pre-
fix per-, and used independently in certain Latin phrases
i-ommon in English use, as per se, per saltum, especially
in law phrases, as per capita, per mriam, per pares, per
stirpex, etc., and certain common commercial phrases, as

per centum, per diem, per annum, whence, by an imper-
fect translation, as a quasi-English preposition, in similar
commercial phrases with an English noun, as per day, per

. jter year, per hour, per hundred, per dozen, etc., per
bearer, per express, by credit as per ledger, received per
steamer Southampton, etc. (b) An Old French preposi-
tion (from the Latin), occurring in some phrases now writ-

ten as one word, as peradvetttttre, percase, perchance, per-

haps, etc., and in phrases of heraldry : as, party per pale ;

per bar ; per bend ; per saltier. It occurs as par- in para-
mom, parfaij, pardy (also perdy\ etc. Five per cent,
cases. see casei. per accidens, by accident Per an-
num, by the year ; in each year ; annually. Per capita,
in law, by the head or poll : applied to succession when
two or more persons have equal right. See per stirpes,
below. Per-cent. mark, the commercial sign %. Per
centum, per cent., in or by the hundred. See <;>*. Per
chief. See chief. Per curtain, in laie, by the court: a

phrase prefixed to judicial opinionsindicating the sanction
of the court to the statements therein, as distinguished
from the individual opinions of a particular judge. Per
diem, by the day ;

in each day ; daily : used of the fees

of officers when computed by the number of days of ser-

vice. Per fas et nefas, thiough right or wrong; whe-
ther light or wrong. Per fease, fret, long, etc. See the
nouns. Per my et per tout [OF., by halfanil by all], in

the law of real property, a phrase used to describe a joint
tenancy, under which each tenant is conceived as owning
the whole jointly, and nothing separately nothing be-

longs to him individually, and the whole belongs to him
in association -with his cotenanta. The phrase is pecu-

liarly appropriated to a strict joint tenancy with the

resulting right of survivorship: but some writers have
deemed it equally appropriate to tenancies In common.
Per pals, pale, pall, etc. See the nouns. Per pares,

in laif, by one's equals or peel's, Per saltuni, by a leap;
at a single leap or bound ; without intermediate steps.
Per se, by himself, herself, or itself ; in itself ; essentially.
Per stirpes, in late, l>y families: applied to succession

when divided so as to give the representatives belonging
to one branch the share only that their head or ancestor
would have taken had he survived. Thus, in a gift to A
and the children of B, if they are to take per capita, each
child will have a share equal to that of A ; but if they are
to take per stirpes, A will take one half and the other half
will be divided among the children of B. The twenty
per cent, cases, a number of cases litigated in the courts
of the I'nited states, arising on the construction of a con-

gressional resolution adding twenty per cent, to the sala-

ries of certain officers.

per-. [ME. per-, pur-, < OF. per-, par- = Pr.]>er-
= Sp. Pg. It. per-, < L. per, prep., through, by,
by means of; for, on account of, for the sake
of; in coinp., as a prefix, in the above senses,
or with adjectives and adverbs; as an intensive,
as peniruiiijt, very sharp, perfaeilin, very easy,
1 rliiriflux, pelliii'iiln.t. very clear; akin to Or.

irapa, beside (see para-), to Skt.para, away, and
to E. from. Before I, per- is usually assimilated
to pel-. This prefix occurs as par-, not recog-
nized as a prefix, in parboil, partlan, parson, etc.,
nnd as a merged preposition \nparamour,pnr<li/,
par fay, etc.: see per (ft). But most words in
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which par- formerly occurred have now /XT-, as

)irjit, now prrj'n't. jxirfoitrmc, now pi-rfunii,

etc.] 1. A prefix of Latin origin, meaning pri-

ni.-mly 'through.' See t lie etymology. It occurs

chiefly In words formed In Latin, as in peract, peragrate,

perambulate, etc. Though the primary senae of per- is

usually distinctly felt In English, it is scarcely used in tin:

formation of new words.

2. As an inseparable prefix of intensity, 'thor-

oughly,'
'

very,' as in peracute, perfemtl, pellu-
ciil specifically, in client., noting the maximum
or an unusual amount, as pcroxid, the highest
oxid, or an oxid containing more oxygen than
the protoxid, etc.

peracephalus (per-a-sef'a-lus), .; pi. pi-rn-

ce.phali (-H). [NL.,< ii.per, through, + atcplia-
lun: see acephalus, 2.] In teratol., an acepha-
lous monster without arms and with defective

thorax.

peractt (per-akf), v. t. [< L. peractus, pp. of

jirragrrr, thrust through, carry through, ac-

complish, < per, through, + at/ere, move, con-

duct, do: see act.] To perform; practise.
I would speake nothing to the Cause or Continuance of

these wearisome Warres hitherto ; the one is enough de-

bated, the other more than enough peracted.
y. Ward, Simple Coblcr, p. 38.

In certain sports called Floralia divers lusolencies and
strange villainies were peracted.
Sylvester, Summary of 1m Bartaa (1621), p. 149. (Latham.)

peracute (per-a-kut'), [< L. peracutus, very
sharp, < per-, very, + acutus, sharp: see acute.]

Very sharp ; very violent.

Malign, continual peracute fevers, after most dangerous
attacks, suddenly remit of the ardent heat Harvey.

peradventure (per-ad-ven'tur), adv. (X ME.
p<i racenture, per aventure, neraunter, < OF. (and
F.) par aventure: par, < L. per, by; aventure,
adventure: see adventure.] Perchance; per-
haps ;

it may be.

Pruide now and presumpcioun, per-auenture, wole the ap-
pele.

That Clergye thi compalgnye ne kepeth noiigt to sue.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 413.

A third hath means, but he wants health peradcenture,
or wit to manage his estate. Burton, Anat. of Mel.

, p. 171.

Peradoenture, had he seen her first,

She might have made this and that other world
Another world for the sick man.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

peradventure (per-ad-ven'tur), . [< perad-
vnitiire, adr.] Doubt; question; uncertainty.
For out of all peradventure there are no antinomies with

God. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, v. app. 1.

There Is no peradoenture, but this will amount to as
much as the grace of baptism will come to.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 399.

peragratet (per'a-grat), ff. t. [Also peregrate; <

L. peragratus, pp. of peragrare ("> It.peragrare),
travel or pass through or over, <per, through,+
at/er, country, territory : see acre. Hence pere-
grine, pilgrim, etc.] To travel over or through ;

wander over; ramble through.
Two pillars . . . which Hercules (when he had pere-

ffrated all the worlde as ferre as any lande went) did erecte
and set vp for a memorial! that there he had been.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of 1 j a-tuii-, p. 297.

peragrationt (per-a-gra'shon), 11. [= F. pera-
gration, < li. peragratio(n-), a traversing, (.pera-
grare, pp. peragratus, pass through or over: see

perayrate.] The act of peragrating.
A month of peraijration is the time of the moon's revo-

lution from any part of the zodiack unto the same again.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Iv. 12.

perambulate (per-am'bu-lat), v. ; pret. and pp.
perambulated, ppr. perambulating. [< L. per-
anibulatiis, pp. of perambulare, traverse, go
through, < per, through, + ambulare, go about,
walk: see amble, ambulate.] I. trans. 1. To
walk through, about, or over.

He got out of bed and perambulated the room for some
minutes.

Hiirhfiin, in Memoir prefixed to Ingoldsby Legends, I. 63.

2. To survey while passing through; traverse
and examine

; survey the boundaries of : as, to

perambulate a parish or its boundaries.
The forest, formerly called Penhill vaccary, and some-

times the Chace of Penhill, was perambttlated in person
by the first Henry de Lacy ; and about the year 1824 this

ancient ceremony was repeated.
Bainet, Hist Lancashire, II. 25.

Boundary stones, which used to be annually perambu-
lated by the mayor and corporation.

The American, VI. S59.

H. intrans. 1. To walk, or walk about. 2.
To be carried in a perambulator. [Rare.]

Each perambulating infant
Had a magic in its squall.

Athentrtim, No. 3239, p. 703.

perambulation (per-am-bu-la'shon). . [<
ML. (AL.) pernnilinlatio(n-), < L. peramhitlare,

Perca

perambulate: see peruiubiilatr.] I. The act

ut
1

perainliiilating, or of passing or wandering
through or over.

Then he sent scouU to watch on the sides of the hills

thereabouts, and U> view the way of their prramktil
.\nrth, tr. of Plutarch, p. 181.

In tiieprrnnii'i'l:iii"n of Italy young travellers must be

raiitiouH, among diners others, to avoyd one kind of fur-

bi:i\ or rlii-at, wlR'ix'Unto many are subject.
Hmeell, Korrclne Travell, p. 48.

2. A traveling survey or inspection ;
a survey.

Adrian spent his whole reign, which was peaceable, In

a perambulation or survey of thr Kni:in rmpire.
l:,i. nn, Ad>ani'. mi-lit of Learning, I. 7s.

3. A district within which a person has the

right of inspection; jurisdiction.
It might In point of conscience be demanded by what

authority a private person can extend a personal correc-

tion beyond the persons and bounds of his own perambu-
lation. Heyday.

4. A method used in early Scotch and English
history, and thence followed in the colonial

period in the United States, of determining and

maintaining boundaries and monuments or

marks of boundaries between the possessions
of neighboring tenants, and between neighbor-
ing parishes, and thus to some extent of decid-

ing disputed tenancies and rights of possession,
and questions of taxation. It wai accomplished
chiefly by a rude official survey, usually by parish officers,

which involved walking around the tract, following the

boundary.line.

On Monday last, the justice-seat was kept at Stratford

Langthen, in Essex, where all the judges delivered their

opinions that by the perambulation of the 29th of Edward
I., and also by a judgment of the king's bench in Klchard
the Second's time, all that part of Essex is forest which
was lately delivered to be in the bounds.

Court and Timet of Charles I., II. 248.

Perambulation of a parish, a custom formerly prac-
tised in England and her colonies, but now largely fallen

into disuse, by which, once a year, in or about Ascension

Week, the minister, churchwardens, and parishioners of
a given parish walk alraut its boundaries for the purpose
of preserving accurately the recollection of them. In Eng-
land also sometimes popularly called beating the bounds.

perambulator (per-ain'bu-la-tor), . [< per-
ambulate + -or1 .] 1. One who perambulates.

2. An instrument for measuring distances
traveled. See odometer. 3. A small three- or

four-wheeled carriage for a child, propelled
by hand from behind; a baby-carriage.
The young man from the country who talks to the nurse-

maid after she has upset the perambulator.
M. Arnold, Friendship's Garland (My Countrymen).

perambulatory (per-am'bu-la-to-ri), a. [< per-
ambulate + -ory.] Of or relating to perambu-
lation ; walking or moving about.

His mind took an apparently sharp impression from it

[the water-cart], but lost the recollection of this perambu-
latory shower, before Its next reappearance, as completely
as did the street itself, along which the heat so quickly
strewed white dust again. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

Perameles (pe-ram'e-lez), n. [NL. (Geoffrey
St. Hilaire), < L. pera, < Gr. tri/pa, a bag, wallet

(pouch), -I- NL. Meles, a badger.] The typical
genus of the family Peramelidx; those bandi-
coots which have no disproportionate develop-
ment of the limbs nor greatly elongated ears.

They are small terrestrial omnivorous animals, generally
distributed over the Australian region, of several species,
some of which are also Papuan.
Peramelidae (per-a-mel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

1'erameleg + -ids.] A family of Australian and
Papuan polyprotodont marsupial mammals; the
so-called bandicoots or bandicoot-rats. Tney
have the incisors four above and three below In each half-

jaw, the hind feet syndactylous, with the second and third
toes united In a common integument, the hallux rudimen-

tary or wanting, and the fourth digit larger than the rest.

The fore feet are peculiar among marsupials in having the
two or three middle toes large and clawed and the others

rudimentary. There are no clavicles, and the pouch is

complete, usually opening backward. The leading genera
are I'erameles, aacrotis, and Choeropus. See cut under
Chceropus.

perameline (pe-ram'e-lin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Perametidx.

peramountf, a. An obsoleteform of paramount.
perauntert, adr. A Middle English form otper-

peravailet, a. An obsolete form of paravail.
perbend (per'bend), . See perpend3 .

perboilt, r. '. An obsolete form of parboil.
perbreakt, . See parbreak.
Perca (per'ka), n. [NL. (Linneus, 1766), < L.

I" red, a perch: seeperrh^.] A genus of acan-

thopterygian fishes, formerly used with wide
and indefinite limits to cover many heterogene-
ous forms, variously separated by modern ich-

thyologists; now restricted to snch species as
the common yellow perches of Europe and
North America, as Pr-rca jluriatilis of the for-

mer and P. americana, lutea, or flarescens of



Perca

tlto latter country, and made the type of the
family I'ercidie. Sec perrli^.

percale (F. pron. ppr-kiil'), H. [F. ; origin un-

known.] A kind of French cambric, very close-

ly and firmly woven, with a round thread, and
containing more dressing than ordinary muslin,
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Till we ourselves see it with our own eyes, and perceive

it by our own understanding, we are in the dark. Locke.

I 'perceive yon have entered the Suburbs of Sparta al-

ready, and that yon are in a fair way to get to the Town
itself. Howell, Letters, ii. 40.

2. Specifically, to come to know by direct ex-

perception

Say, the very essence of truth here is this clear percep-
tibility or intelligibility.

Cudvorth, Intellectual System, p. 718.

2. Perception ; power of perceiving. [Rare.]
The illumination is not so bright and fulgent as to ob-

scure or extinguish all perceptibility of the reason.
Dr. U. Mare.

F,i., rou . iuc of a real action of the object upon the mind perceptible (per-sep'ti-bl), . [< F'. perceptible
,,n- Hi, ixhnl i>iTcalc is an English manufacture, (commonly upon the senses), though the know- = Sp. perceptible = Pg. perceptivel = It, percet-
of less body than the French percale.

ledSe may be inferential
; know through exter-

tibile, < LL. perceptilnlix, < L. percipere, pp. per-
nal or internal intuition.

ceptus, perceive: see perceive.] Capable of be-
Yff in the air men not se me myght.
And that thay mow not perceiue me to sight,
I shall me appere vppon the erth playn.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3715.

It was in Vallies that I did rhipflv nrreeine the T and An entity, whether perceptible or inferential, is eitherV^^^t^$^!tt*. rea' r c0 U8- ^<"A>, Fragment on Ontology, i. 1 1.

trary, or side ways to that, according as the Valleys lay =Syn. Visible, discernible, noticeable. See sensible.

pend up between the Mountains. perceptibleness (pi'i'-sep'ti-bl-nes), . The
Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 30.

but without the glossy finish of dress or lining &*^j &**!& T^f" k
^ow t

by virt'ue

s, made either white or printed. The
tiled jicrcalv is an

>ody than the Fr(

percaline (per'ka-lin), . [< percale + -/

Cotton cloth with a very glossy surface, usual-

ly dyed of a single color.

A gray calico skirt and coarse petticoat of percaline.
Harper's May., LXXVII. 740.

percarbureted, percarburetted (per-kar'bu-
ret-ed), a. [< per- + carbureted.] In cheni.,
combined with a maximum of carbon,

percaset (per-kas'). *' [Also parcase ; ME.
per cas, < OP.paroas, < ii.percasiim, bychance :

ing perceived; capable of coming under the
cognizance of the senses; perceivable; notice-
able.

Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching or feel-

state or property of being perceptible ; percep-
tibility

*, <, vr.pm ,
<. L,. prrct,*,,,,,, by c lance : lng are words that expresJ the operations prope? to each mram&U* fnpr ser/ti bm rf Tn vnpr,

per, by ; casus, chance: seeper and easel.] per. sense; perceiving expresses that which is common to them PSJyWWW* U oil), aav. in a peicep-
haps; perchance, all. KM. tlble manner

;
in a degree or to an amount thataps; perchance.

That he hath distroid that faire place
Off Maillers by hys misdoing, percas
Yut may he his pees full wel do to make.

Jtom. of Partenay (E. E. T. s.), 1. 3521.

Wot I not how hyt happede parcase.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1967.

all Jteid.

A man far-off might well perceive . . .

The hard earth shake, and a low thunder of arms.

COM I shall see theissege at Nwse [Neuss]
Paston Letters, III. 122.

Yea, and percase venturing you in perilous and desper-
ate enterprises. Bacon, Advice to Essex (1596).

percet, '. An obsolete form of pierce.
perceablet, a.

perceant (per
persaunt
see pierce.']
or archaic.]

Wondrous quick and persaunt was his spright
As Eagles eie that can behold the Sunne.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 47.

The sophist's eye,
Like a sharp spear, went through her utterly.
Keen, cruel, perceant, stinging. Keats, Lamia ii

tible manner; in a degree or to an amount that
may be perceived or noticed.

perception (per-sep'shon), n. [< F. perception
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine. = Sp percepcion = Pg'.'percepcSo = It, percezi-When we talk of perceiving we generally refer to know- one, < L. perceptio(n-) , areceiving or collecting,

>$tSt'rL^L.riL'i'^filtf0118
' 8en8es> perception, comprehension, <percipere, pp. per-

ceptus, obtain, perceive: see perceire.] 1. Origi-
nally, and most commonly down to the middle
of the eighteenth century, cognition; thought
and sense in general, whether the faculty, the

Which estimation they have gained among weak per- ?Pe
r
.
a

.

tion
,',,r

*h
?. resulting idea. Most psycholo-

J. Sully, Outlines of Psycho)., p. 154.

= Syn. Observe, Notice, etc. See see.

perceiver (per-se'ver), . [< perceive + -er 1
.]

One who perceives, feels, or observes.

ceivers.

perceiverancet

linpd ttmnn wpok n*r "fci "'K Ulea. Most psycnolo-

MUlon Tet'?orJ' K
-
i8t8 8ince Plato had made two departments of mental ac-um, l e ion. tion the orectic and the 8peculative

. the ,atter wag cal]ed

[Also perseverance (a cor- perception, but it did not include belief founded on tes-

For his diet he [Ariosto] was very temperate, and a great
enemy of excess and surfeiting, and so careless of delicates
as though he had no perseverance in the tastes of meats.
Sir J. Harington, Life of Ariosto, p. 418 (quoted in Trench).

2. Appearance perceived.
He [iEmiliiu Paulus] suddenly fell into a raving (with-

out any perseverance of sickness spied in him before, or
tion in him . . .), and his wits i

_ - jrt that he died three days after.
North, tr. of Plutarch's Lives, p. 221 (quoted in Trench).

Bacon.

[The Hobbesians) stoutly contending that we have not
the perception of anything but the phantasms of material
objects, and of sensible words or marks, which we make to
stand for such objects. Dr. H. More, Immortality of Soul.

The two great and principal actions of the mind, .

perception, or thinking, and volition, or willing.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. vl. 2.

All theperceptions of the human mind resolve themselves
into two distinct kinds, which I shall call impressions and
ideas. Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, I. L 1.
ideas.

,
-r,

om smy perseverance o
percee (per-sa ), a. [i . perce, pp. of percer, any change or alteration in him ."..), and his wit* went
pierce: see pierce.] In her., pierced, especially from him in such sort ''

with a round hole in the middle. North> tr- of p'ta*
perceivable (per-se'va-bl), a. [< OF. percevable, percelt, . An obsolete form of parcel. ,,- f ,

<percei-er, perceive: see perceive and -able.] 1. percellet, . A Middle English form of pars-
construction of the imagination, of gaining

Capable of being perceived; capable of fall- ley. knowledge by virtue of a real action of an ob-
ing under perception or the cognizance of the percelmelt, adi: A Middle English form of Ject upon the mind. It includes the first sensation
senses

; perceptible. parcel-meal.
lts objectification, its location, its intuitive assimilation

^tt^&*^XSX&Z3X f5St&
'" ^ Middle English form of^^ ^^^^^^^^Kly m the samestate for

jJsfea*^-|SS percentage (per-sen'taj), . Kper cent.+ .aae.]
-'- "SEM^SS%&&^ **

t) PO M v,
Bate or proportion per hundred : as, the ner-2. Capable of be.ng known or understood. een taae of loss; ihe percentage of oxygen in

Whatsoever Isperceivable either by sense or by the mind, some compound, or of pure metal in an ore-Cudtoorth, Intellectual System, p. 446.
specifically, in com., an allowance, duty, com-

perceivably (per-se'va-bh), arfn. In a perceiv- mission, or rate of interest on a hundred;
>le manner; so as to be perceivable; per- loosely, proportion in general.

perceivancet (per-se'vans), n. [< OF. perce- ^o^i^^^r^^'^^^^ 1̂ ^-
vance, perception. < percever, perceive : see per- Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 87.

Power of perceiving; pereep- percentile (per-sen'til), a. and . [< percen-
t(aye) + -He.] I. a. In percentage: as, percen-
tile measurement.

II. n. See the first quotation.
The value that is unreached by n per cent, of any large
oup of measurements, and surpassed by 100 n [per

Item, is called its nth percentile.
Jour. Anthrop. Init., XIV. 277.

2. The mental faculty, operation, or resulting

sense.

Perception . . . being the first step and degree toward
knowledge, and the inlet of all the materials of it.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. ix. 15.

Perception is most properly applied to the evidence we
have of external objects by our senses.

tion.

Perception is a complex mental act or process. More
particularly, perception is that process by which the mind
after discriminating and identifying a sense impression
(simple or complex), supplements it by an accompaniment

Why, this is wondrous, being blind of sight,
His deep perceivance should be such to know us.

Greene, George-a-Greene.
His particular end in every man is, by the infliction of

pain, dammage, and disgrace, that the senses and common
perceimnce might carry this message to the soul within
that it is neither easeful!, profitable, nor praisewo-thy hi
this life to doe evill. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

perceive (per-sev' ), ;. t.
; pret. and pp. perceived,

ppr. perceiving.
OF. 'perceivre ^ f
etc., also percevert percevoif,parcevo'ir*. perce'-

eter -

1
?= Sp.percebir,percibir= Pg. percept (per'sept), .

The data were published in the Journal of this Insti-
tute as a table of percentiles. Nature, '.'

grated
"
into the form of a percept that is, an apparentlyimmediate apprehension or cognition of an object now

present in a particular locality or region of space.
J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 152.

The manner in which the constituent elements in a per-
ception are combined differs materially from what is strict-
ly to be called the association of ideas. To realize this
difference we need only to observe first how the sight of
a suit of polished armour, for example, instantly reinstates
and steadily maintains all that we retain of former sensa-
tions of its hardness and smoothness and coldness and

'. [< ME. perceii-en, perceyren, < percent, tube. An instrument for measuring tnen to observe how this same sight gradually calisUp
, percoivre, parceivre, percevire, tne percentage of cream in milk. See lactom- ideas now of tournaments, now of crusades, and so through
tier, nfrmmir ,././,/>,*. w e.ter. a'l the changing imagery of romance.

[< L. perceptum, neut. 3. ^ immediate judgm^nTfonndeTon^ense

Cf. conceive, deceive, receive.] 1. In general, to used by modern psychologists.become aware of; gain a knowledge of (some
object or fact).

ISion. Thus, we are said to recognize our friends by
, ,

'^ "'
perception. Also, mathematical, esthetic, and moral judg.

analysis of perception has suggested the way in menta founded on direct observation of imaginary or idealwhich our percepts are gradually built up and perfected. objects are called perceptiotw
Whan she it perceyved she eschewed to come in his pros-

Jm SuUy< Outlines of Psychol., p. 209.

nee, for she was right a gode lady, and full of gretebewte,
-Jon (a form expressing action or an active faculty)-1 right trewe a-geins hir lorde. "perception," "conception," "imagination" "deditc-

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 64. _
n> "_^fVfob^ion." Some of these words express also

But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said Whv
tempt ye me, ye hypocrites ? Mat xxii 1818

The king in this perceives him, how he coastsAnd hedges his own way.
Skate., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 38.

perceptibility (per-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. per-
ceptibilite = Pr. percipilitat = Pg. perceptibili-
dade; as perceptible + -ity (see -bility).] 1. The
property of being perceptible : as, the percepti-
bility of light or color.

It is admitted on all sides that the perception of an ob-
jcct necessarily implies the recognition of the object as
this or that, as like certain objects, and as unlike certain
otherobjects. Every act of perception, therefore, involves
classification. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., II. 107.

Her physical organization, being at once delicate and
healthy, gave her a perception, operating with almost the
effect of a spiritual medium, that somebody was near at
nand. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

A great method is always within the perceptional many
before it is within the grasp of one. De Moryan.
Perhaps the quality specially needed for drawing the

right conclusion from the facts, when one has got them,
is best called perception, delicacy of perception.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, Preface.



perception

Tht' mutnliriH nf tills committee have been gathering
evidence on thin obsnirv lnit ini[Mirt;int iiursliim uf what
may bo called silperscnsuous perceptual.

Pi-i<r. .si*. I'n/ck. Research, I. IS.

4. In linr, ]iartici|iatioii in receipts; commu-
nity of interest in income: as, tho perception of

profits External perception. Seetxtmtal. -Judg-
ment of perception, sice judirment.

- Little percep-
tion |K. 'iii-Hle /K-rceptiiin, LtibnM], a perception which
dors nut risv In tin- lev rl (if consciousness; an cilmiMire per-
ci-ptlon.

perceptional (ptowp'shgn-fl), ". [< pcrci-/iiion
+ -/. ] Of <ir pertaining to perception: as,

/ii-rri'litioiiiil insanity.

Hypericsthetlc or anicsthctic and other perceptional mor-
lii'l Miitc-s. Alien, and Keurol., VIII. 644.

perceptive (per-sep'tiv), a. ami . [< Y.perci-p-
lij'= Sp. \'. pi'i-ri'ptien, < ML. 'jterceptivus, < L.

fn-rciiM-rr.
\>\>. )>i rn-jitiiH, perceive: see perceive.'}

. a. Of or pertaining to the act or power of

perceiving; having tlie faculty of perceiving;
consisting in perce]ition.
The perceptire part of the soul.

l>f H. More, Divine I ii.il, ,_ ,i ,

-

An urchin, pulling to pieces his toys, building card-

houses, whipping Ills top, gathering flowers and pebbles
and shells, passes an Intellectual life that Is mainly per-
ceptive. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho]., t Wi-

ll, a. i'l. The perceptive faculties. [Colloq.]
It [a system of training] at the same time strengthens

and disciplines the faculties of the mind, cultivating the

perception. Pap. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 787

perceptiveness (yer-sep'tiv-nes), w. 1. The
faculty of perception. 2. Readiness to acquire
knowledge from sensations.

perceptivity (per-sep-tiv'i-ti), . [< perceptire
+ -ity.] The character of being perceptive;
the power of perception orthinking; perception.

Perceptivity, or the power of perception.
Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxl. 73.

perceptual (per-sep'tu-al), a. [< L. as if *per-
i-i-jiiiix ("-perceptu-), perceptive, + -al: see per-
n-pi and -al. Of. conceptual.'] Of or pertaining
to perception ;

of the nature of perception.

Secondly, the origin of concepts or universals was traced
to acts of attending to perceptual data for the purpose of

harmonizing them with thuiv*perceptual context.

Atheiurum, No. 3248, p. 121.

Percesoces (per-ses'o-sez), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

irlpmi, a perch, + L. MOT, a kind of pike: see

Esox.~\ A group of fishes so called because its

species partake of the characters of and are in-

termediate between the perciform and esoci-
form fishes, (a) In Cope's classification, an order of phy-
soclistoiiB fishes having the scapular arch suspended from
the skull, ventral fins abdominal in position, and bran-
chial arches well developed, their bones being generally
present in full number excepting the fourth superior
pharyngeal, and the third upper pharyngeal being much
enlarged and complex. (M In Gill's system, a suborder of

teleocephalous flsnes characterized by the abdominal or
subabdominal position of the ventrals, and the develop-
ment of spines In these tins and in the dorsal. It Includes
the atherines, mullets, barracudas, and related fishes.

percesocine (per-ses'o-sin), a. and n. [< Per-
ccsoces + -iwe1

.] I. a. Pertaining to the Per-

cesoces, or having their characters.

II. H. A fish of the order or suborder Perce-
soces.

perch 1
(perch), n. [Formerly sAsopearch; < ME.

jH'rche, < OF. (and F. ) perclie= Sp. Pg. It. perca
(ML. perclta, pare/in, after OF. ), < L. perca, < Gr.

xtpuri, a perch ; prob. so called from its color-

ing: cf. irepKv6f, spotted, blackish, = Sld.pricni,
spotted, dappled: see spark.'] 1. A very com-
mon fresh-water fish of Europe, Perca fluria-
tilis, or one of many other species of the same
family. The common perch has two dorsal fins, the first

with from thirteen to fifteen spines, the second with a
spine and fourteen rays ; the anal has two spines and
seven rays ; the color is generally dark olivaceous, with
six or eight darker bars. The common yellow perch of the

4387
South WiiluH.

) (il) Out- nf v.-iriini* rfiitnuvhiiid fishes, spe-
cified by a qnallfyini: ''!. Si-i' phnMi following. |l'.s. ]

Bachelor perch, till- grass-haw. /Wi"j-.v* sparoides.
ISniithern I". S.| Black perch. (") .'//"/< americana,
as found in fresh water ]iondson Long Island, (6) Out- of
Hi-- il;irk sjirrii s of Itepomi* or of Piniuitix. (c) The black
si a-tiass, Centrnprixtix atrariti*. (rf) One of the dark vi-

viparous perches, as llilreiiui jnckmni. (e) The fresh-wa-
ter drum, or aheepshead, Apttniinolu* trrunniens. [Iowa.]
CO The trlpletail, l.n/nilen mriiunneniu. Blue-banded
perch, H kind nf viviparous perch. Ititrenui lateralix. |(';il

iltirnia.] Chinkapin-perch, MM grass-bass, Pomoxys
sjtarnitlei. [Southern U. 8.] Common perch. In tin-

I'nlted States, the yellow perch. t'>r<'n n,m riania or rtn

vence)ut. English perch, :i misnnniiT of the common yel-
low perch of .North Ainerl<-a. Fresh-water perch, an

embiotocld, Huftfrocarpta trruilri. [California. ]- Goggler,
'"'goggle-eyed perch, tin- nnn> i,:,ss. Golden perch,
theraponoid fish, PlrctnqititexitrCtenoliiteitambiguiu. (New
><mth Wales. 1 Qray perch, the fresh-water drum, Aplo-
dituitus grunnien*. - Green perch, the large-mduthetl
black-bass. Grunting perch, the grunter or buffali*

perch. Little perch, an emhiobifid, Cymatoyajtt'i- u<i

</re<ialu*. [California. ] Macleay perch, the flh Lvtja-
nwt mafleayanu*. [ New South Wales.

] Magpie-perch,
a cirritid fish, Chiludactiiln* yibb<nni*. Norway red
perch, the Norway haddock. Pearl perch, a apaniid
nsli. (jlauciHHrina ttapulare. [New South Wales. j Red-
bellied perch, the long-eaied sunflsh, Leptnni* auritux.

Red-flnned perch, the redfln. Red perch, (a) The
garibaldi, lltijnnipaptt ruhicittulus. [California.] (ft) The
rose-fish, Sevrute* ncipanu. Sacramento perch, ii ipe-

Sacramento Perch {Archoplitel ittterr*filiit).

American Yellow Perch (Perca americarta}.

United States is scarcely different from the foregoing, but
Is technically distinguished as P. amerimiM or flateicem.
See also cuts under yiA and teleost.

2. A fish of one of various other genera or fami-
lies, (a) Any surf-fish or member of the Embiotocida:
more fully called viviparous perch. See surf-fish and aifona.
11'acinc coast, I", s.

| (6) The cunner. chogset, or nipper,
Ctenolabru* adtpersug, more fully called bluf-perch. [New
Kng. ] (c) An Australian fish, Lates cdonorum. [New

cie of Ceiitrarchidff, ArehoplUtJt intemiptui. Salt-Wa-
ter perch, the cunner, Ctenolabrwt adgpemts. Serpen-
tlform perches, the family Ptrcopttida. See cut under
Pereis. Silver perch, (o) A scuenoid fish, BairdMla
punctata or chryntra. [New Jersey.) See rileerfiith. (6)

One of several embiotocoid or viviparous perches. (Cali-

fornia.) (c) A serranoid fish, Macyuaria awtrnlariea. [New
South Wales.] (d) The black or wide-mouthed sunflsh.

Chernobrytttii gulianu. [ L'. s. ] Speckled perch. Same
as silver perch (d). Spineless perch, a pirate-perch.
Striped perch, an emoiotocid, Ditrfina lateralvt.Thlck
llpped perch, an embiot<x;id, Jthacnchilus tnxotes. (Call

fonila.] Tiny perches, the elassomes. Viviparous
perch. See def. -2 (a). Warmouth perch. See war-
mouth. White perch, (a) In the United States, a fish

of the family Labracidff, aorotif americana. See Morone.
(b) The fresh-water drum, sheepshead, or black perch,
Aplodiiwtug yrunniens. [Iowa.] (c) One of several differ

ent embiotbcids or viviparous perches, as llyperpro&moit
argcnteus, Damalifhthys vacca. etc. [ Pacific coast. ] Yel-
low perch, in the United States, the most common name
of Perca ainericatia or Jlaeegcenfi. closely allied to the true

perch (P. flitriatilis) of Europe : the racoon-perch, yellow-
nn, redfin, Hug-perch, etc. (See also blue perch, bujfalo-

perch. loo-perch, pike-perch, pirate-perch, pond-perch, ra-

coon-perch, ring-perch, river-perch, rudder-perch, sand-

perch, sea-perch, strawberrj/-perch, sun-perch, trout-perch.)

perch'
2
(perch), n. [Formerly also pcarch (dial.

perk) ; < ME. perclie, pcrke, < OF. pcrche,perque,
a pole, perch (roost), perch (measure), F. perclie,
a pole, perch (measure), = Pr. per/a = Sp. Pg.
perclia = It. pcrtica, < L. perticii, a pole, a long
staff, a measuring-rod (usually called decempe-
da, 'ten-foot pole'), also a portion of land mea-
sured with such a rod.] 1. Arodorpole; espe-
cially, a rod or pole serving as a roost for birds

;

anything on which birds alight and rest.

From reason back to faith, and straight from thence
She rudely flutters to the perch of sense.

Quarks, Emblems, v. in.

Hence 2. An elevated seat or position.

Not making his high place the lawless perch
Of wing'd ambitions, nor the vantage-ground
For pleasure. Tennyson, Idylls of the King, Ded.

3. A rod or pole used as a definite measure of

length ;
a measure of length equal to iH yards.

Perches of 7 and 8 yards have also been in local

use. See pole
1

.

If you do move me one perch from this,

My pack and all shall gitng with thee.
Bold Pedlar and Robin llood (Child's Ballads, V. 249).

4. A square measure equal to SOJ square yards :

160 perches make an acre. 5. A unit of cubic
measure used by stone-masons. It is usually
IftJ feet by 1$ feet by 1 foot; but it varies

greatly. 6. A pole or staff set up as a beacon
on a shallow place or a rock, or used to mark a
channel. 7. In vehicles: (a) A pole connect-

ing the fore and hind gears of a spring-car-
riage ;

the reach or bar. See cut under barouche,

(b) An elevated seat for the driver. 8t. [<

pi'rrli", c.] The act of perching or alighting
upon a place ; hence, grasp ; hold.

perch-iron

lie, augmenting liys liiKistc, deterniyncd to get the tnwn
of Wernoyle in perche & gyrde It round about with a

strong seage. ll"ll Ili-n. VL, an. :'t:

perch2 (perch), r. [< OF. (also F.) //-//< r,

perch; from the noun: see perch'*, n.T I. in-

tniiia. 1. To alight up settle on a perch or ele-

vateil siip]inrt, as a bird; use a perch ;
roost.

Wrens make prey where eagles dare not perch.
Shak., Elch. III., L S. 71.

All that wear Feathers first or hut
Must one Day //</, on Charon's Mast.

Prvtr, 'i'urtle and .Sparrow.

2. To alight or sit in some elevated posit inn.

as if on a perch.
II. trinix. 1. To place, set, or fix on a perch

or other elevated support .

I'erch yourself as a bird on the top of some high steeple.
/>r. //. Jfan.

She looked up fondly at Pen perched on the book-ladder.

Thackeray, Pendennls.

2. To operate upon ("roughers,"or woolen cloth

;t- in ken from the looms) as follows: The cloth Is

stretched In a frame, and the percher carefully examines
the whole texture for Imperfections, which may consist of

burs and knots, which he carefully removes, or of holes,
which he nicely darns. This process Is also called burl

iinj, and Is preparatory to the process of fulling.

percha (per'chS), w. An abbreviation of gutta-

percliti.

perchance (per-chans'), adv. [Early mod. E.
also perchaunce ; < ME. perchance, prop, as two
words per cTuincc: see per and chance, and cf.

percale, the more common ME. word for this

sense, and perhaps, a modern equivalent.] 1.

By chance ; perhaps ; peradventure.
To sleep ! perchance to dream. Shak., Hamlet, 111. 1. 65.

Creed and rite perchance may differ, yet our faith and hope
be one. Whittier, Mary Garvhi.

2t. By chance ; accidentally.

It is perchance that you yourself were saved.

Shak., T. N., I. 2. 5.

perchant (per'chant), it. [< OF.perchant, ppr.
of percher. perch: see perch

1

*, r.] In sporting,
a bird tied by the feet on a perch to serve as a

decoy for other birds. Wright.

perch-backed (perch'bakt), a. Shaped like a
! perch's back : specifically applied in anthropol-

:- ogy to certain flint implements.
The lunate and perch-backed Implements, having one

side considerably more curved than the other.
J. Evans, Anc. Stone Implements, xxiv. (Encyc. Diet.)

perchemynt, An obsolete form of parchment.
percher 1

(per'cher), w. [< perch'*, r., + -er1 .]
That which perches; specifically, a perching
bird as distinguished from birds that rest on
the ground ;

a bird of the old order Insesxoreg.

percher'
2
(per'cher), . [< perch'* + -er 1

.] A
workman who performs the operation of perch-
ing or burling.

percherst (per'cher), . [< ME. percher. per-

chour, < OF. "percltier (T) (cf. equiv. ML. per-

ticaliit), a wax candle, so called as being fixed

on a small transverse bar, < perche, a pole, bar:
see perch2 , n. Cf. OF. percliier, a vender of

poles.] A wax candle; especially, a large wax
candle usually placed on an altar.

For by the percher [var. morter] which that I se hrenne
I knowe wel that day Is not fer henne.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1245 (MS. GO. 4. 27).

If my memorie should reueale what it doth reteine, . . .

I am sure those that be present would inarm 11 : for now
bill-net h the vearcher without tallow, and at random all

goeth to the bottome.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 193.

Percheron (per-she-ron'), a. and n. [< F. Per-

cheron, < Perche (see def.).] I. a. Noting a
horse of a breed brought to perfection in

Perche, a region of northern France, south of

Normandy.
H. n. A horse of the Percheron breed. These

horses are of large size and stout build, yet of relatively

light and free action. They are much used in France for

the artillery and for heavy coaches, and have been very
largely exported, particularly to the western United States,
where they are now bred extensively. The usual color is

dapple-gray. This horse is sometimes called the A'orman,
or Xorman Percheron, and is at least the equal of the British

Clydesdale horse in economic Importance.

perching 1
(per'ching), H. [Verbal n. ofperch*,

r.] The operations performed on woolen cloth,
as taken from the loom, preparatory to fulling.
See perclft, v. t., 2.

perching2 (per'ching), a. Habitually using a

perch; specifically, in ornith., insessorial.

A type of perching birds In which the peculiar singing
muscles of the larynx have not been developed.

Fortniffhtly Rev., X. S., XIJI. 355.

perch-iron (perch'I'ern), n. A general term

including the iron parts of a carnage-perch.



perch-loop

perch-loop (pi-rch'lSp), n. An iron fastened to

a carriage-perch. It has loops for the straps
which pass to the bed, to limit the swinging of

the body.
perchlorate (per-klo'rat), . [< per- + i-lilo-

rate.] A salt of perchloric acid.

perchloric (per-klo'rik), . [< per- + chloric.]

Noting an acid (HC1O4 ), a syrupy liquid ob-

tained by decomposing potassium perchlorate

by means of sulphuric acid. It is remarkable for the

great readiness with which it gives up oxygen. Brought
into contact with organic matter, it is instantly decom-

posed, often with explosive violence. Applied to the skin,

it produces a very painful wound, which is extremely
slow in healing. Also hi/perchloric.

perch-pest (perch'pest), n. A crustaceous para-
site ot the perch.

perch-plate (perch'plat), n. In a vehicle, one
of the head-blocks and bed-plates which are

placed above and beneath the perch, at the

king-bolt.

perch-pole (perch'pol), n. A pole used by acro-

bats. It is held by one man while another
climbs it.

perch-stay (perch'sta), u. In a vehicle, one of

the side rods which pass from the perch to the
hind axle and serve as braces.

percid (per'sid), n. and a. I. n. A perch, as a
member of the Percidee.

II. a. Like a perch; percoid or percine.
Percidae (per'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Perm +
-idse.] The perch family, a group of acanthop-
terygian fishes, to which widely varying limits

have been assigned, (a) In Bonaparte's system, same
as the first family of acanthopterygian fishes in Cuvier's

system (Percoides in French). It included those with ob-

long bodies covered with scales which are generally hard
or rough, with the operculum or preoperculum (or both)
dentated or spinous at the edge, and the jaws and some
part of the palate toothed. With such definition it In-

eluded not only the modern Percidse proper, but also

many other families, (b) In Gunther's system, the repre-
sentative family of his Acanthopterygii perafarmet, having
perfect ventrals, unarmed cheeks, uninterrupted lateral

line, acute teeth in the jaws and on the palate, no barbels,
the lower pectoral rays branched, and the vertical fins not
scaly, (c) In recent American systems, Percoidea with an
increased number of abdominal and caudal vertebrae, de-

pressed cranium and little prominent cranial ridges, dorsal
flns generally separate, and anal with one or two spines.
The species are inhabitants of fresh waters, and are repre-
sented by two genera common to North America and Eu-
rope (Perm and Stizostedion), several peculiar to the Pale-
arctic region (Acerina, Aspro, Percarina), and the numerous
darters, constituting the subfamily Etheostominee, peculiar
to North America.

percidal (per'si-dal), a. [< percid + -al.~\ Same
as percmd. [Kare.]
perciform (per'si-form), a. and . [< L. perca,
a perch, + forma, form.] I. a. Haying the
form or structure of a perch; percoid; of or

pertaining to the Perciformes.
II. 11. A percoid fish; a member of the Perci-

formes.
Perciformes (per-si-for'rnez), . pi. [NL.: see

perciform.] In Gunther's classification, a divi-

sion of Acanthopterygii, having the body com-
pressed, dorsal fin elongated and with the spi-
nous larger than the soft portion, anal rather

short, and ventrals generally with a spine and
five

rays. It includes the families Percidee, Squami-
pinnes, Mullidx, Sparidse, Scorpsenidx, and several others.

Percina (per-si'na), n.pl. [NL., < Perca + -ina.~\
In Gunther's system, the first group of Percidse.
They have the cleft of the mouth horizontal or slightly ob-

lique, usually two dorsals, and seldom more than ten py-
loric appendages. The Percina are mostly fresh-water
fishes and sea-fishes which enter rivers, and belong to the
family Percidee and others of modem ichthyologists.

Percins (per-sl'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Perca + -inee.]A subfamily of Percidse, to which very different
limits have been assigned. By old ichthyologists
it was used for a large assemblage of genera scarcely de-
finable by exact characters. By recent authors it has been
much restricted, and, in its narrowest sense, includes the
genera Perca and Lueioperca or Stizostedion that is, the
true perches and the pike-perches. They have the pseu-
dobranchiie well developed, the preoperculum serrate,
seven branchiostegals, and a large air-bladder.

percine (per'sin), a. and n. [< NL. *percinus, <

L.perca, perch: see Bereft
1
.] I. a. Resembling

a perch; perciform; percoid; of or pertaining
to the Percina, or, in a narrow sense, to the
Percinee.

U. it. A perch or perch-like fish
;
a percoid ;

a member of the Percina, Percidse, or Percinee.

percipience (per-sip'i-ens), n. [= It. percepenza,
< ML. *percipientia (?), < L. percipien(t-)s, per-
ceiving: see percipient.'] Same as percipiency.
percipiency (per-sip'i-en-si), TO. [As percipi-
ence (see -cy).] 1. The act or power of perceiv-
ing ;

the state of being percipient ; perception.
Made ashamed

By my percipiency of sin and fall.

Mn. Browning, Drama of Exile.
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2. Specifically, the state of mind, faculty, or

mental processes of a percipient. See percipi-

ent, n., 2. Proc. London Soc. Psych. Research,

percipient (per-sip'i-ent), a. and n, [< L. per-

cipieii<t-)n,ppT.otperciperc, perceive: see per-
ceive.] I. 11. Perceiving; having the faculty of

perception.
I have considered, during every period of my life, pain

as a positive evil which every percipient, being must be de-

sirous of escaping. Anecdotes of Up. Watson, I. 143.

A musical ear being nothing more nor less than one
which is percipient of such structure.

JS. Gurney, Nineteenth Century, XIII. 448.

II. n, 1. One who or that which perceives, or

has the faculty of perception.
The soul is the sole percipient, which alone hath ani-

madvertion and sense, properly so called.

Qlanvitte, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv.

Within the limits of appreciation, the same objective
difference may seem great or small according to the per-

cipient's nature and temporary condition.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 92.

2. Specifically, one to whom the unexpressed
thoughts of another (called the agent) are

sought to be transferred in conducting tele-

pathic experiments. [Recent.]
We have therefore been able to convince ourselves that

the agents, concentrating their looks on the given object,

projected on the mental eye of the percipient a picture
more or less resembling it, and we take it as incontrovert-

ible that the above results could not have been achieved

by conscious or unconscious guessing.
Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 535.

Percis (per'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. irepulc, dim. of

KfpK.ii, a perch : see perch1
.] A genus of perco-

phoid fishes, having a moderately elongated
body, oblique mouth, scarcely projecting lower

Percis (Parafcrcis] sexfasciata.

jaw, and teeth on the jaws and vomer. The species
inhabit the temperate and tropical Pacific. One species,
Percis colias, is one of the most common fish of New Zea-

land, and weighs about five pounds. It is known as the

coalfish, rock-cod, and blue cod. Also called Parapercis.

perclose (per'kloz), . [Also parclose (and
erroneously paraclose ) ;

< ME. perclose, par-
clos, parcloos, < OF. perclose, parclose,pardouse,
an inclosure, < L. preeclusa, fern, of prsecluxits,

pp. of preecludere, shut off, shut up: see pre-
clude.] If. Conclusion.

By the perclose of the same verse, vagabond is under-
stood for such an one as travelleth in fear of revengement.

Raleigh.

2f. A place closed, inclosed, or secluded.

And all this season the other englysshemen were on the
felde, and the constable styll in his perclose, & issued not
out. Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., I. cccvL

3. In arch., a screen or railing made to separate
or inclose any object or place, as to inclose a
tomb, or to separate a chapel or an altar from
an aisle.

Vaceria, a raile or perclose made of

timber, wherein something is closed.
Florio.

The fader loggid hem of sly purpos
In a chambre nexte to his joynynge,
For bitwixe hem nas but a perdos.

Occleve, MS. Soc. Antiq. 134, f. 275.

[(Hattiuxll.)
Perctose, 4.

4. Incr.,ademi-garter. [Rare.]
percnopter (perk-nop'ter), 11. [< NL. Percnop-
terus.] A vulture of the genus Neophron.

Percnopterinae (perk-nop-te-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Percnopterus + -inee.] A subfamily of vul-

tures; the Neophroninee. Beielienbacli, 1850.

Percnopterus (perk-nop'te-rus), n. [NL.
(Rafinesque, 1815), < Gr. iripKvoc, dusky, dark-
colored (see percli^), + irrepov, a wing.] A ge-
nus of vultures : synonymous with Neophron.
percoct (per-kokf), a. [< L. percoctus, pp. ofper-
coqucre, cook thoroughly, ripen, < per, through,
+ coquere, cook.] Well cooked; thoroughly
done; hence, trite.

Among the elect, to whom it is your distinction to as-

pire to belong, the rule holds to abstain from any employ-
ment of the obvious, the percoct, and likewise, for your
own sake, from the epitonic, the overstrained.

G. Meredith, Egoist, xxix.

percoid (per'koid), . and . [< Gr. wepKj/, a

perch (see perch 1
), + eUof, form.] I. a. Perch-

like ; perciform ;
of or pertaining to the Per-

coidcs orPercidse, inanysense. Alsopercoideoiis.
II. w. A perch; any member of the Per-

coides or Percidee.

Percopsis

Percoidae (per-koi'de), ii.pl. [NL.: seepercoid.]
Same as Percidee.

Percoidea (per-koi'de-a), 11. pi. [NL., < Perca
+ -oidea.] A superfamily of acanthopterygian
fishes proposed for the families Percids; Seira-

nidee, Hxmidonidse, Sparidee, Gerridee, and re-

lated forms.

percoideous (per-koi'de-us), . Same &spercoid.
percolate (per'ko-lat),'f.; pret. and pp. perco-
lated, ppr. percolating. [< L. percolatus, pp. of

percolarc, strain through, filter, < per, through,
+ colare, filter, strain, < cohim, a strainer, a
colander: see colander.] I. trans. To strain

through; cause to pass through small inter-

stices, as a liquor; filter: literally and figura-

tively.
Therefore the evidences of fact are us it were percolated

through a vast period of ages, and many very obscure to us.

Sir M. Uale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 129.

II. intrans. To pass through small interstices,
as a liquor; filter: as, water percolates through
a porous stone.
As there is no escape for the rain-water which trickles

down the sides of the ravine-like hollow, ... it must all

percolate downwards through the fissures at its bottom.
Darwin, Geol. Observations, L 29.

percolate (per'kp-lat), n. [<percolate, v.] That
which has percolated or passed through a filter

or'strainer; a filtered liquid.

percolation (per-ko-la'shon),
u. [< L. percola-

tio(n-), a straining through, the act of filtering,

<percolare, pp. percolatus, strain through, filter :

see percolate.] 1. The act of percolating; the
act of straining or filtering; filtration; the act
of passing through small interstices, as liquor
through felt or a porous stone.

Percolation or transmission (which is commonly called

straining). Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ S.

2. In phar., the process of extracting the sol-

uble parts of powdered substances by passing
through them successive quantities of a solvent
which yields a clear extract free from insoluble
matters : used in the sense of displacement.

percolator (per'ko-la-tor), n. [= F. percola-
teur; as percolate + -or*.] 1. One who or that
which filters.

These tissues . . . act as percolators.
Hewjrey, Elem. Botany.

2. A form of filtering coffee-pot.
The best and most convenient form of coffee-pot is called

& percolator. Spoils' Encyc. Manuf., I. 423.

3. A nearly cylindrical or slightly conical ves-

sel with a funnel end below, used in pharmacy
for preparing extracts by the process of perco-
lation.

percollicet. H. An obsolete variant ofportcullis.
percomorph (per'ko-morf), a. and . I. a.

Of or pertaining to tfie Percomorphi. Also per-
comorphic,percomorphou8.

II. . A member of the Percomorplti.

Percomorphi (per-ko-m6r'fi), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. irepKi/, perch, + pop^f/, form.] In Cope's
ichthyological system (1870), an order of physo-
clistous fishes, with the ventral fins thoracic or

jugular, skull normal, bones of jaws distinct,
and inferior pharyngeals separate. It thus in-

cludes most acanthopterygian fishes.

percomorphic (per-ko-mor'fik), a. [< perco-
morpU + -if.] Same as percomorph.
percomorphous (per-ko-mor'fus), a. [< per-
comorph T -ous. ] Same &s percomorph.
per contra (per kon'tra). [L.: per, by; contra,

against: see per and contra.] On the contrary.
Percophidae (per-kof 'i-de), . pi. [NL. (Ad-
ams, 1854), < Percopliis + -idas.] A family of

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the genus
Percophin. They have an elongate body, a pointed head,
a short first and a long second dorsal, and complete tho-
racic ventrals moderately approximated. The species are

chiefly inhabitants of the seas of the southern hemisphere.
They are sometimes called eerpenttform perches.

Percophis (per'ko-fis), n. [NL., < Gr. nepm/,
a river-fish, + o<t>i(, a serpent.] A genus of

fishes, typical of the family Percophidie.
percophoid (per'ko-foid), . and n. [< Perco-

}>h(is) + -oid.] I. a. Of or relating to the Per-

cophidee.
II. H. A fish of the family Percophidie.

Percopsidae (per-kop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Percopsis + -idee.] A family of physostomous
fishes represented by the genus Percopsis; the

trout-perches. The body has the form and flns, espe-
cially the adipose fin, of a trout^ and is covered with cten-
oid scales comparable with those of a perch. The margin
of the upper jaw is fonned by the intermaxillary bones,
the opercular apparatus is complete, the gill-openings are

wide, and an adipose fin is present. Only one species is

certainly known.

Percopsis (per-kop'sis). n. [NL. (Agassiz,
1848), < Gr. Tri/iHt/, a perch, + ui(>, face.] The



Percopsis

puftatiit).

typical genus (if /'i-i-i'<iiixill.T. I', i/lllllllnx. of

liic IVesii waters of tlic Suited Stairs, is the

so-calleil trout-peroh.
perculaced, . [A cm-mpt form of /I/-/VH///.W
for /iiirli'ii/lixrit.] Ill /T., latticril.

percullist, . An obsolete variant of porti-nllis.

percunctatort (pte-kungk'tft-tor), <. [< l>. //,
through, + finiflnlni', one who hesitates, < <;-
turi, Jii'sitiiti 1

.] A very dilatory or habitually

procrastinating person.
percunctorilyt (per-kungk'to-ri-li), adv. [Ir-

reg. (in imitation ofiirrl'iiiirtorili/) < /irrrni'( /)-
tor + -i- + -/i/

2
.] In a perfunctory, dilatory,

or listless manner.
This is be that makes men serve Ood ptnunetnrily, per-

functorily ; to go slowly to it, to sit idly at it.

Ren. T. Adams, Works, II. 46. (Datum.)

percurrent (per-kur'ent), a, [< L. pereiimn ( f-)x,

ppr. of pi'rrnrrere, riin or pass through, < /MI;

through, + rnmre, run: sec fiirirnti.] In 1ml..

running through the entire length; running
through from top to bottom, as the midrib of a

dicotyledonous leaf, the nerve of a moss-leaf,
or a grass-palet, etc. It notes specifically nervilles
that traverse the entire area from one secondary or ter-

tiary nerve to another. See nervation.

percursory (per-ker'so-ri), . [< LL. as if "per-
cursoriitH, < percursor, one who runs or passes
through, < L. percurrerc, pp. percurxitx, run or

pass through : see percurrent.] Cursory; run-

ning over slightly or in haste,

percuss (per-kus'), v. t. [< OF. percussir, <

L. percussus, pp. of pereutere, strike or pierce
through, < per, through,+ quatere, shake, strike :

see qtuuili. Cf. concuss, discuss.] 1. To strike

against so as to shake or give a shock to
;
strike.

Thou art in our favour,
For we do love to cherish lofty spirits,
Such as percwut ever the earth, and bound
With an erected countenance to the clouds.

Beau, awl Ft., Laws of Candy, II. 1.

2. Specifically,
in med.: (a) To tap or strike

for diagnostic purposes. See percussion, 4 ().
When some light body, called a plesgiineter, whether a
finger of the left hand, or a piece of wood or the like made
for the purpose, is placed firmly on the body of the patient
ami he is tupped through this, the act is called mediate per-
cnKti.011, in distinction from immediate percussion, where
the body is directly tapped. The tapping is done either
with the tlngers of the right hand or with a small hammer.
The sounds elicited by percussion are the most significant
effects obtained, though the resistance felt, or pain or
muscular contractions produced, may be of value. (o)
To tap or strike for therapeutic purposes. See
percussion, 4 (6).

percussant (per-kus'ant), a. [< OF'. percussant,
ppr. of pcrcuxxir, strike : see percuss.] in her.,
bent around and striking the side : said of the
tail of a lion or other beast when represented
as lashing his sides.

percussed (per-kusf), . [< percuss + -ed3.]
Same tLSpm-iixxmii.

percussion (per-kush'on), . [< F. percussion= Pr. pcrcKtio, pcreussio = .Sp. pcrcusion = Pg.
l>rrruxxflt> = It. percuxsione, < L. percussio(n-),
a beating or striking, < pereutere, beat or strike

through: see percuss.] 1. The act of percuss-
ing. or the striking of one body against another
with some violence

;
forcible collision.

The times when the stroke or percussion of an envious
eye doth most hurt are when the party envied is beheld
in glory or triumph. Bacon, Envy.

2. The state of being percussed; the shock pro-
duced by the collision of bodies. 3. The im-

pression or effect of sound on the ear.

With thy grim looks, and
The thunder-like jMfWMlM of thy sounds,
Thou madest thine enemies shake.

SAa*.,Cor.,i. 4. 59.

4. Iii nicd.: (a) In diagnosis, the method of

striking or tapping the surface of the body for
the purpose of determining the condition of the

organs in the region struck. It is employed
chiefly in the diagnosis of diseases of the lungs,
heart, and abdominal organs, (ft) In therapeu-
tics, tapping or striking in various ways with
the hand or with an instrument as a therapeutic
measure and a part of general massage. 5. In
iiti/Kic, the production of a tone by a stroke or a

blow, as upon any keyboard-instrument. Specifi-

cally (a) In imiRitMl composition, the occurrence of a
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dliwonant tone; the actual sounding of a discord : dint in-

guislii-<l from I'reiKiratitm on the one hand and rwotaHm
on thu other. <M In tin- rfrd-organ, a contrivam-'' fur

striking a n-r-1 ;it the instant it is to !i. *OMIM|< <!. so as to

set It In vibration promptly anil fon ibly. 1 In sfp.km>b
by which this contrivance Is controlled Is often called the

prrciuigvm-irttip.

6. In jitilmixiry, the outer side of the hand; tho

side of the hand opposite the thumb Center of

percussion, see '!. Instrnmentsofpercussion,
musical Instruments In which the tone is pnxlucril by it

blow or stroke from a hammer or similar iniiilfnit.'ntjSiich
as druiiiH luul the pianoforte. Percussion-figure, in

mineral., a figure produced In a thin plate of some crystals

by a blow with a rather sharp point: thus, on a shirt 1.1

mica the percussion-figure has the form of a symmetrical
six-rayed star, two of whose ray are parallel to the pris-
matic edges. Compare irretgure-fiijure.

percussional (pcr-kush'on-al), n. [< i>i-i-i'itx\iii>i

+ -/.] Pert Killing to percussion; percussive.
percussion-bullet (per-kush'on-bulet), n. A
bullet charged with a substance that is ex-

plosible by percussion.
percussion-cap (per-kush'on-kap), H. A small

copper cap or cup containing fulminating pow-
der, used in a percussion-lock to explode gun-
powder.
percussioner fper-kush'on-er), . In //-;<//.-

ing, the workman who fits the nipple and
other connected parts. W.
If. dreeuer, The Gun, p. 251.

percussion-fuse (per-kush'-
on-fuiO, N. A detonating fuse
so constructed that, when
impact suddenly checks the
motion of the projectile, the

firing-mechanism of the fuse
is set free to act upon the

detonating substance, in the

cut, a is the shell The plunger h Is

held by a detent o, which engages a
notch at the rear end with a force

graduated toperm It itgrelease by the
shock of impact, when the plunger
U driven forward to strike and ex-

plode a percussion-cap on the nip-
ple -i. 'I'll-' spring i holds the plun-
ger In engagement with the detent
till the Instant of impact.

percussion-grinder (per-
kush'pn-grin'der), n, A ma-
chine for crushing quartz or
other hard material by a

process of combined
rubbing and pounding. L. ff. Knight.
percussion-gun (per-kush'on-gun), n. A gun
discharged by means of a percussion-lock.
percussion-hammer (ptr-kush'on-hain'er), .

A small hammer used in percussion for diag-
nostic purposes.
percussion-lock (per-kush'ou-lok), n. A kind
of lock for a gun, in which a hammer strikes

upon a percussion-cap placed over the nipple,
and ignites the charge or the cap may be at-

tached to the cartridge, and exploded by a
striker without the aid of a nipple.
percussion-match (per-kush'on-mach), w. A
match which is ignited by percussion.

percussipn-powder (per-kush'on-pou'der), n.

Detonating or fulminating powder.

percussion-primer (pfer-kusn'on-pri'mer), n. A
primer which is ignited by percussion. See

primer.
percussion-Stop (per-kush'on-stop), w. See^er-
cussioii, 5 (b).

percussion-table (per-kush'on-ta'bl), n. In
mcttil., a frame or table of boards on which ore
is concentrated, the separation of the heavier
from the lighter particles being aided by a jar-

ring of the table by means of suitably arranged
machinery. See joggling-table and to:e.

percussive (per-kus'iv), a. and . [= It.per-
cussivo; as percuss + -fee.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to percussion or a light sharp stroke

;

striking; striking against something.
The first musical instruments were, without doubt, per-

cussive sticks, calabashes, tom-toms, and were used simply
to mark the time of the dance.

II. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 28.

The perateeice tones of the oriole invite or compel atten-
tion. The Century, XXXVIII. 234.

II. H. Specifically, in music, an instrument of

percussion.
percussively (pcr-kus'iv-li), adv. In a percus-
sive manner; by or by means of striking or

percussion.
percussor (per-kus'or), n. [= F. percusseur =
Sp. i>ci-cnifor = Pg. percussor = It. percussore, <

L. peri'iisxor. < p<-rrutere, pp. jiercuxsus, beat or
strike through : see percuss.] One who or that
which strikes: an agent or instrument of per-
cussion ; one who percusses.
percutaneous (per-ku-ta'ne-us), a. [<L.pr.
through, -t- rntis, the skin: see

perdition

Passed, done, or effected through or by n

of the skin: as, /"'"(""//> Mention.

stimulation by the same nu'tho.1 on th.

motor jKiintsof various digital must-let* in the human arm.
Amer. Jour. I'nyclwl., I. 184.

percutaneously (per-kii-ta'ne-us-li), titlr. In a

percutaneous manner; through or by means
of the skin.

percuteur (F. pron. per-kU-tcr'), . [F., < /
/-

rnli r. < L. /a milt i'i , strike through: ttt /
<

MMf.j An in>trument for slow or rapid light

percussion for therapeutic purposes, an in neu-

ralgia and other neuroses.

percutient (pt-r-ku'shient), a. ami . [< L.

/H'ri-iiHi n< t-)x, ppr. of pereutere, beat or strike

through: seepercuss.] I. a. Percussive; strik-

ing; of or_pertaining to percussion.
II. n.

strike.

That which strikes or has power to

Where the air Is the percutient, pent or not pent, against
a hard body, It never glreth an exterlonr Bound ; as If yon
blow strongly with a bellowes against a wall.

Hacon, Nat. Hist., i 190.

percylite (per'si-lit), H. [Named after J. I'ercy,
an English chemist and metallurgist.] A rare
mineral occurring in sky-blue cubes: it is an

oxyclilorid of copper.
perdet, interj. Same as partly. Cliaucer.

perdendo, perdendosi (per-den'do, -do-se), .

[It., ppr. ofperdere, lose (see perdition ) ; si, it-

self, < I/, se, itself.] In muxicj dying away; di-

minishing in loudness : practically the same as
morcndo.

Perdicidae (ptr-dis'i-de), u. pi. [NL., < 1'erdU

(Perdic-) + -idee.] The partridges and quails
as a family of gallinaceous birds: now usually
regarded as a subfamily 1'crdicinte.

Perdicinse (p6r-di-si'ue), . pi. [NL., < Perdix

(Perdic-) + -inse.] A subfamily of gallinaceous
birds, typified by the genus Perdix, of small
size (as compared with Tetraonime or grouse),
with naked nostrils and scaly shanks; the par-
tridges and quails. The term is used with varying lati-

tude: (o)forall the birds of the character just stated; (6)
for the Old World forms as distinguished from the Amer-
ican Ortyffina or Odvntophirriiur ; (c) for partridges of the
genus Perdix and its immediate congeners alone. See
cuts under partridge and quatt.

perdicine (per'di-sin), a. [< L. perdix (perdic-),
a partridge, + -ine1 .] Related to or resembling
a partridge or a quail ;

of or pertaining to the

Perdicinse, in any sense.

perdiclet, [ME. perdycle; origin not ascer-

tained.] A kind of precious stone
; eaglestoue.

Prompt. Pan., p. 394.

perdidot, ". [Sp., = F. perdu, lost: see perdu.]
A desperate man. Daries.

The Duke of Ifonmouth, with his party of Perdidm, had
a game to play which would not shew in quiet times.

Roger North, xamen, p. 475.

perdiet, interj. See pardy.
perdifoil (per'di-foil), w. [Irreg. < L. perdere,
lose, + folium, a leaf: see foil

1
.] A deciduous

plant ; a plant that periodically loses or drops
its leaves: opposed to evergreen. [Kare.]
The passion-flower of America and the jasmine of Mala-

bar, which are evergreens in their native climates, become
perdtfoils when transplanted into Britain. J. Barton.

perditelyt, adv. [< "perdite (< L. pcrditus, lost :

see perdition) + -fy
2
.] In an abandoned man-

ner; disgracefully.

A thousand times had rather wish to die,
Than perditly to affect one base and vile.

Ueywood, Dialogues, ii.

perdition (p^r-dish'ou), n. [< ME. perdicioiin,
< OF. perdition, perdicion, T?. perdition= Sp. per-
dition= Pg. perdi^So= It. perdizione, < LL. per-
ditio(n-), ruin, destruction, < L. perdere, pp.per-
ditux, make away with, destroy, waste, ruin,
lose, < per, through, + dare, give: see date1 .]
1. Entire ruin; utter destruction.

Certain tidings . . . importing the mere perdition of
the Turkish fleet. Shut., Othello, U. 2. 3.

Perdition
Take me for ever, if in my fell anger
I do not out-do all example I

Fletcher, Bondnca, IU. 5.

Free revelllngs, carnivals, and balls, which are the prr-
dition of precious hours.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X L 183.

2. The condition of the lost ; the future state
of the wicked; hell.

Would you send
A soul straight to perdition, dying frank
An atheist? Brauning, Ring and Book, II. 301.

3f. Loss or diminution.

Sir, his deflnement suffers no perdition In you.
Shale., Hamlet, v. >. 117.



perditionable

perditionable (per-dish'on-a-bl), a. [< pinli-
tion + -able.'] Fitted for or worthy of perdi-
tion. li.Pollok. (Imp. Diet.)

PerdiX (pir'diks), H. [NL. (Brisson, 1760), <

L. perdix, < Gr. irep8i%, a partridge: see par-

tridge."] 1. Partridges proper, the typical ge-
nus of Per/Utilise, formerly more than conter-

minous with the Perdicins!, now restricted to a

few species like the common European par-

tridge, P. cinerea. See cut under partridge.
2. A genus of gastropods, now referred to Do-
Mum. Montfort, 1810.

perdreaut, n. [OF. perdreau, also perdriel, per-

drial, a military engine for throwing stones,
later also a mortar, prop, a partridge, contr. of

perdriseau, dim. ofperdrix, partridge : see par-
tridge.] A bombshell of small size, such as

was commonly used as a hand-grenade. Ar-
chxol. Inst. Jour., XXIII. 222.

perdue, perdu (per-du'), a. and n. [< P. perdu
(= Sp. perdido = It. perduto, < LL. *perdutus,
L. perditus), pp. of perdre, lose, < L. perdere,

destroy, lose : seeperdition.] I. a. 1. Lost to

sight; hidden; in concealment; in ambush.

Bridget stood perdue within, with her finger and thumb
upon the latch. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 16.

Perdue he couched, counted out hour by hour
Till he should spy in the east a signal streak

Night had been, morrow was, triumph would be.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 138.

2. Being on a forlorn hope ;
sent on a desperate

enterprise.
I send out this letter, as a sentinel perdue ; if it find

you, it comes to tell you that I was possessed with a
fever. Donne, Letters, ciii.

II. . 1. A soldier serving on a forlorn hope
(in French enfant perdu); a person in des-

perate case.

I am set here, like a perdu,
To watch a fellow that has wrong'd my mistress
A scurvy fellow that must pass this way.

Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, ii. 3.

Another night would tire a perdu,
More than a wet furrow, and a great frost.

Sir W. Davenant, Love and Honour, v. 1.

Was this a face
To be opposed against the warring winds?
. . . to watch poor perdu I

With this thin helm? Shale., Lear, iv. 7. 35.

2. One who is morally lost or abandoned.

Drunkards, spew'd out of taverns into th' sinks
Of tap-houses and stews, revolts from manhood,
Debauch'd perdus. Chapman, Widow's Tears, ii. 1.

3. In cookery, something concealed or ambus-
caded: same as surprise.

Let the corporall
Come sweating in a breast of mutton, stuffd
With pudding, or strut in some aged carpe ;

Either doth serve, I think. As for perdues,
Some choice sous'd fish brought couchant in a dish

Among some fennell, or some other grasse,
Shews how they lie i' th' field.

W. Cartwright, The Ordinary. (Nam.)

perduellt, . [< L. perduellis, a public enemy, <

per, through, + duellum, bellum, war: see duel.]A public enemy. Minslieu.

perduellion (per-du-el'ion), n. [< L. perduel-
lio(n-), treason, overt hostility against one's

country, < perduellis, a public enemy : see per-
dnell.] In the civil law, treason,

perduellismt (per-du'el-izm), n. [< perduell +
4sm.] Same as perduellion.

perduloust (per'du-lus), a. [Irreg. < F. perdu.
lost, or < L. perdere, destroy, lose, + -ul-ous.]
Lost

;
thrown away.

Some wandering perdulous wishes of known impossibil-
ities. Abp. BramhaU, Against Hobbes.

perdurability (per'du-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [< ME.
perdurabilyte, perdurablete, < OF. perdurablete= It. perdurabilita, < ML. *perdurabilita(t-)s, <

'perdurabilis, perdurable : seeperdurable.] The
quality of being perdurable ; prolonged dura-
bleness; everlastmgness.
His deth is conuerted in to perdurabilyte of lyf.

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 161.

But yow men semeth to geten yow a perdurablete whan
ye thinken that in tyme to comynge youre fame shal

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 7.

Mr. Fiske believes in the soul and in its perdurability.
Presbyterian Rev., April, 1886, p. 401.

perdurable (per'du-ra-bl), a. [< ME. perdura-
ble, < OF. perdurablej'pardurabk, F. perdurable= Pr. Sp. perdurable = Pg. perduravel = It. per-
durabile, < ML. ''perdurabilis, lasting, < L. per-
durare, last, hold out: seeperdure.] Lasting;
continuing long; everlasting; imperishable.
Whan ludas herde hyiu he cursed the deuyll and said

to him Ihesu cryst dampne the in fyre perdurable.
Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 158.
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Certes, the sighte of God is the lyf perdurable.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Cables of perdurable toughness. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 343.

We shall be able to discover that the body is scarce an
essential part of man, and that the material and perishing
substance can never comprehend what is immaterial and

perdurable. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 248.

True being is one, unchangeable and perdurable.
Adamaon, Fichte, p. 208.

perdurablelyt, adv. A Middle English form of

perdurably.
Thilke same symple forme of man that is perdurablely in

the dyvyne thoght. Chaucer, Bosthius, v. prose 4.

perdurabletyt, An old form ofperdurability.

perdurably (per'du-ra-bli), adv. [< ME. per-
durablcly, perdurabilly; <perdurable + -fy

2
.] In

a perdurable manner; lastingly; everlastingly.
Where regneth the Fader and the Sone, lo !

And the Holy Gost in heuyns lull hy,
And Shall for euer perdurabilly.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), L 6496.

Why would he, for the momentary trick,
'Re perdurably fined? Shak., M. forM., Hi. 1. 115.

Two things, perhaps, retain their freshness more per-
durably than the rest the return of Spring, and the more
poignant utterances of the poets. Lowell, Wordsworth.

perdurance (per-du'rans), n. [= It.perduranza,
< L. perduran(t-)s, ppr. of perdurare, endure,
continue: see perdure.] Same as perduration.

Thyne eternal! contynuance shall bee muche more ex-

cellente and much farre aboue theperduraunce of beauens,
or of the earth.

Bp. Fisher, Seven Penitential Psalms, cxxxiv. 2.

perduration (per-du-ra'shon), n. [= Pg. per-
duraeSo, < L. as if *perduratio(n-), < perdurare,
pp. perduratus, endure, continue : see perdure.]
Long continuance.

perdure (per-dur'), v. i.; pret. and pp. perdured,
ppT.jierduring. [= OF. perdurer, pardurer = It.

perdurare, < L. perdurare, last, hold out, endure,
continue, LL. also make hard, (.per, through, +
durare, last, also make hard : see (lure. Cf . en-

dure.] To last for all time or for a very long
time

;
endure or continue long, or forever.

But themind^erdt(r8whileitsenergizing may construct
a thousand lines. Hickok, Mental Philos. (1864), p. 76.

perdyt, interj. Seepardy.
pere't, . A Middle English form of pearl.
pere2t,

'.

' A Middle English form of peerl.
pere3t,

" A Middle English form of peer2.

peregalt (per'e-gal), a. and n. Same as pare-
gal.

peregratet, v. t. See peragrate.
peregrint, o. and n. A Middle English form of

peregrine.
peregrinate (per'e-gri-nat), . .

; pret. and pp.
peregrinated, ppr. peregrinating. K L. peregri-
natus, pp. of peregrinari, travel (> It. peregri-
nare, pellegrinare = Sp. Pg. peregrinar = F. pe-
regriner), < peregrinm, foreign: see peregrine.']
1. To travel from place to place, or from one
country to another. 2f. To sojourn or live in
a foreign country. Bailey.

peregrinate (per'e-gri-nat), . [< L. peregri-

natuSj pp. of peregrinari : see peregrinate, v.]

Foreign ;
traveled

;
of foreign birth or manners.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
He is too picked, too spruce, too affected, too odd, as it

were, too peregrinate. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 15.

I perceive too that there is something outlandish, pere-
grinate, and lawless about me.

Bulmer, Caxtons, xviii. 2. (Daviei.)

peregrination (per"e-gri-na'shpn), n. [= OF.
peregrination, P. peregrination = Sp. peregrina-
tion = Pr. peregrinacio, pelegrinado = Pg. pere-
grinaqito = It. peregrinazione, pellegrina:ione,
< L. peregrinatio(n~), < peregrinari, pp. peregri-
natus, travel: see peregrinate, v.] A traveling
from one country or place to another

;
a roam-

ing or wandering about in general ;
travel

; pil-
grimage.
Through all the journey and peregrination of human

life, there is matter and occasion offered of contemplation.
Bacon, Physical Fables, x., Expl.

A peregrination is this life
;
and what passenger is so be-

sotted with the pleasures of the way that he forgets the
place whither he is to go?

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 363.

The story of my dangers and peregrination.
R. Peeke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 623).

peregrinator (per'e-gri-na-tor), n. [= F. pere-
gr!nateur= Pg.peregrinador=It.peregrinatore,
< L. peregrinator, < peregrinari, pp. peregrina-
tus, travel: see peregrinate, v.] One who pere-
grinates, travels, or wanders about from place
to place ;

a traveler.

He makes himself a great peregrinator to satisfy his cu-
riosity or improve his knowledge.

Camubon, Credulity, p. 66.

perelle

peregrine (per'e-grin), a. and n. [< ME. pere-

grin, peregryn, "foreign, < OF. peregrin (also

"pelegrin, peterin.) ult. E. pilgrim, q. v.), F.

peregrine = Sp. Pg. percgrino = It. peregrine,

pellegrino, foreign (ML. peregrina falco, OF.
faulcon peregrine, a peregrine falcon), < L. pere-
grinuH, foreign, as a noun a foreigner, stranger,
< pereger, being abroad or in foreign parts, lit.

passing through a laud, < per, through, + ager,
field, land: see per and acre. ] I. a. 1. Foreign;
not native.

Your Lordship is such a frend of nonelties as always
you aske me histories so straunge and peregrine that my
wittes may not in any wise but needes go on pilgrimage.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 165.

The third class includes the whole army of peregrine
martyrs. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 12.

2. Migratory, as a bird
; coming from foreign

parts; roving or wandering : specifically noting
a kind of falcon, Falco peregrinus.

A faucon peregryn than semed she
Of fremde lond. Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 420.

3. In astral., not exerting a strong influence;
void of essential dignities.

A planet is not reckoned peregrine that is in mutual re-

ception with any other.
W. Lilly, Introd. to Astrol., App., p. 344.

II. n. 1. A foreign sojourner or resident in

any state
;
a resident or subject not in posses-

sion of civil rights.
Until Caracalla's general grant of the franchise, the

greater proportion of her [Rome's] provincial subjects were
also spoken of as peregrins. Encye. Brit.,XX 687, note.

2. The peregrine falcon, Falco peregrin UK. The
original implication of the term in falconry is not retained
in ornithology, and the name is extended to the group of
falcons resembling the European peregrine, representa-
tives of which are found in most parts of the world. They
are true falcons of large size and great spirit. The Ameri-
can peregrine, commonly called the duck-hawk (Falco ana-
tum\ is a different variety from the European, and there
are several other geographical races of peregrines. Seefal-
con, and cut under duck-hawk.

Brave birds they were, whose quick-self-lessning kin
Still won the girlonds from the peregrin.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 23. (HalKwell.)

Thou shalt see

My grayhounds fleeting like a beam of light,
And hear my peregrine and her bells in heaven.

Tennyson, Harold, i. 2.

peregrinity (per- f- grin 'j-ti), n. [< F. pere-
grinite = Sp. peregrinidad = Pg. peregrinidade= It. peregrinitd, pellegrinitd, < L. peregrini-
ta(t-)s, condition of a foreigner, < peregrinus,
foreign: see peregrine.] 1. Strangeness; for-

eignness. [Rare.]

"These people, sir, that Gerrard talks of, may have some-
what of a peregrinity in their dialect, which relation has
augmented to a different language." I asked him [John-
son] if peregrinity was an English word. He laughed, and
said, "No. '

I told him this was the second time I had
heard him coin a word. BosweU, Johnson (1835), IV. 136.

2. Wandering; travel; journey; sojourn.
A new removal, what we call

" his third peregrinity,"
had to be decided on. Carlyle, Sterling, ii. 6.

peregrinoid (per'e-gri-noid), a. [<peregrine +
-oid.] Resembling a peregrine: specifically
noting an African falcon, Falco minor.

pereion (pe-ri'on), w.
; pi. pereia (-a). [NL.,

irreg. < Gr. ireptiuv, ppr. of mputvat, go about,
< irepi, around, about, + ttvat, go.] In Crus-

tacea, the thorax : dis-

tinguished from cepJia-
lon (head) and pleon
(abdomen). C. Spence
Rate, Encyc. Brit., VI.
634.

pereiopod (pe-ri'o-
pod), . [< NL. perei-
on + Gr. voiif (Trorf-) =
E. foot.] An appen-
dage of the pereion;
one of the true thora-
cic limbs or legs of a
crustacean. They are
the typical ambulatory or

walking members (though
they may be modified for

swimming or for prehen-
sion), intervening between
the maxillipedsorfookjaws
and the pleopods or abdom-
inal limbs, which latter are usually natatory.

pereiopodite (per-i-op'o-dit), n. [< pereiopod
+ -ite*.] Same as pereiopod.

perelle1
t, An obsolete form of pearl.

perelle
2

(pe-rel'), n. [< ML. parella, the spe-
cific name of the lichen.] In bot., a substance
obtained from a lichen, Lecammi pun-Ua. much
used in the preparation of a red or crimson dye.
The name is also loosely and incorrectly given

Pereion and Pleon of Munidop.

a, pereion, bearing five pairs of

pereiopods ; b, pleon ; c, modified

pleopods, forming the tail-fin.



perelle

to Hiich lichens its arc used to produce cudhciir,

litmus, archil, rlc.

peremptt (per-empt'), r. t. [< L. pcrcmptus,
IK ri-iiitux, pp. of perinicrv (OL. i>in nit ><), t;ikc

entirely away, annihilate, extinguish, destroy,
< per, away, T mure, take, buy: sec etnptimi.
Cf. exempt.] In tow, to kill; crush or destroy ;

quasi] .

Nor is it nny objection that the cause of appeal it) per-

emptett by tilt; desertion of an appeal, lie-cause the office

of the judge continues after such instance \sjxrempted.
Ayli/e, Parergon.

peremptiont (per-emp'shon), . [< OF.pen m/>-
litui, F. /a rt ni/ilitiit, < LL. perrmi>tii>(u-), a, de-

stroying, < L. pcrimcre, -pp. percmntus, destroy:
see perempt.] A killing; a quashing; nonsuit.
This peremption of Instance was introduced In favour

of the publick, lest suits should be rendered perpetual.
Ayli/e, Parergon.

peremptorily (per'emp-to-ri-li), adv. In a per-
emptory manner

; absolutely ; positively ; de-

cisively ;
so as to preclude further question or

debate.

peremptoriness (per'emp-to-ri-nes), . Per-

emptory, authoritative, or dogmatic character
;

positiveness; absoluteness; dogmatism: as, the

/iffi -iiiptorini-Kn of a command or of a creed.

peremptory (per'omp-to-ri), a. and n. [< F.

peremptoire = Sp. perentorio = Pg. peremptorio
= U. perentorio, <.\Aj.pereniptnrius,peremtorins,
destructive, decisive, < peremptor, a destroyer,
< L. perimere, pp. peremptus, destroy: eeeper-
cmpt.~] I. a. 1. That precludes or does not
admit of debate, question, or expostulation;
hence, express; authoritative; positive; abso-
lute : as, a peremptory command or call.

My customs are as peremptory
As wrathful planets, death, or destiny.

Maritime, Tamburlaine, I., v. 2.

We will suddenly
Pass our accept and peremptory answer.

S*o*., Hen. V., v. 2. 82.

The peremptory tone in which he sent forth his sublime
commands ! Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

2. In laic, final; determinate; absolute and
unconditional : as, a peremptory action or ex-

ception.
A peremptory adjustment of the number of saloons to

the population would be extremely difficult.

Harper's Weekly, XXXIII. 42.

3. Fully resolved
; resolute; determined; posi-

tive in opinion OP judgment ; dogmatic : said of

persons.
To-morrow be in readiness to go.
Excuse It not. for I am peremptory.

Shak., TT G. of V., 1. 3. 71.

I was peremptory that unlesse we had 10,000 immedi-
ately the prisoners would starve.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 26, 1665.

Say what you like only don't be too peremptory and
dogmatic ; we know that wiser men than you have been
notoriously deceived in their predictions.

0. W. Holmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 13.

4. Positively settled upon; that positivelymust
be done, etc.

The duke now goes to sea upon the 7th of June, as I
am credibly informed ; though others say the peremptory
day is June the 31st Court and Times of Charles I., 1. 230.

Peremptory challenge. See chaUenye, 9. Peremp-
tory day, in /""'. a precise time when a business by rule
of courtought to be brought on. Peremptory defenses,
in Scots law, positive allegations which amount to a de-
nial of the right of the opposite party to take action.

Peremptory Inference, an inference leading to a cate-

gorical, not a disjunctive, conclusion. Peremptory
mandamus. See mandamus. Peremptory pleas,
pleas which are founded on some matter tending to im-
peach the right of action itself. Peremptory writ, a
species of original writ which directs the sheriff to cause
the defendant to appear in court without any option given
him, provided the plaintiff gives the sheriff security effec-

tually to prosecute his claim. = Syn. 1 and 3. Authorita-
tive, Dogmatic, etc. See magisterial. 3. Express, abso-
lute, imperative, categorical.

II. t ". A peremptory order.

For others they have stood as peremptoriet, but to him
they cannot serve as dilatories.

Bacon, Report on Naturalization (1606), Works, X. 327.

peremptory! (per'emp-to-ri), adv. [< peremp-
tory, .] Unquestionably; positively.

I happened to enter into some discourse of a hanger,
which, I assure you, both for fashion and workmanship,
was most peremptory beautiful.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, 1. 4.

perendure (per-en-dur'), v. i.
; pret. and pp. per-

eiitli/iT/l, ppr. perenduring. [< L. per, through,+ endure, d.perdure.] To last or endure for

ever, or for a long time. Encyc. Brit. (Imp.
Dift.)

perennate (per-en'at), v.; pret. and pp. peren-
Hiili't/. ppr. /iii-t'inintiiii/. [< L. pcreii>Ki/ii,t, pp.
of pi'rniiinn-, keep or last long, < prrcunix, last-

ing the year through, lasting long: see
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'"'"'
1 I.t trim*. To continue to

prolong
indefi-

nitely ;
rene . Manny Masters alt Thimjn (1698),

p. 10.

II. iiilrmm. In lint., to live perennially.

Properly to understand perennation the perennatiny
portions must )>< examined at all periods of the resting
season as well as when they are starting anew into vegeta-
tive activity. Nature, XXXIX. 188.

perennation (per-c-na'shon), n. [< /;///
+ -inn.] Perennial or indefinite existence

; spe-
cifically, in bot., the perennial continuance of
life.

In the case of perennials, the mode of perennation is an

Interesting feature for observation. Xature, XXXIX. 188.

perennial (pe-ren'i-al), a. and . [= OF. per-
i inii'l = Sp. Pg. perennal, < L. perennis (> It.

Sp. Pg. perenne = F. perenne), lasting the year
through, lasting long, continual, everlasting, <

per, through, -r annus, year: see annual. Cf.

biennial, etc.] I. a. 1, Lasting or continuing
without cessation through the year, or through
many years : as, a perennial spring or fountain.

2. Continuing without stop or intermission;

perpetual; unceasing; never-failing; everlast-

ing.
There is t perennial nobleness, and even sacredness, In

work. Carlyle, Past and Present, ill. 1L

Thy glad perennial youth would fade.
if. Arnold, The Scholar Gipsy.

3. In zool., growing continually : noting teeth
which have the pulp-cavity open, ana grow
indefinitely from persistent pulps: as, the per-
ennial incisors of a rodent. 4. In hot., con-

tinuing more than two years: as, a ]>erennial
stem or root. 5. In entom., forming colonies
which are continued from year to year, as the

ants, bees, and termites; also, living more than
one year, as an insect. =Syn, 2. Unfailing, endur-
ing, permanent, constant, abiding, lasting, undying, im-

perishable, deathless, immortal.

II. n. In bot., a plant which lives and blos-
soms or fructifies year after year, such plantsmay
or may not have perennial roots. In trees and shrubs and
herbs with growth from year to year from a strong tap-
root the root is naturally perennial ; but in most peren-
nials with only fibrous roots the roots are produced anew
from time to time or from year to year. The division of

plants into annuals, biennials, and perennials, according
to the duration of their roots, is liable to vary under the
influence of different circumstances. An annual plant in
a northern climate may become a biennial or even a per-
ennial in a warm climate, while, on the other hand, the

perennials of warm climates often become annuals when
transplanted to northern climates.

perennially (pe-ren'i-al-i), adv. So as to be
perennial ; continually ; without ceasing.
perennial-stemmed (pe-ren'i-al-stemd), a. In

bot., having stems which are perennial, or which
live and fructify from year to year.
perennibranch (pe-ren'i-brangk), a. and n.

L. perennis, perennial, -I- branchix, gills.] _.
a. Having perennial branchiee ; retaining gills

permanently ; of or pertaining to the Perenni-
branchiata.

H. n. A member of the Perennibranchiata.
Also perennibranchiate.

Perennibranchia (pe-ren-i-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL.. < L. perennis, perennial, + branchiee,
gills.] Same as Perennibranchiata.
Perennibranchiata (pe-ren-i-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL., neut. pi. of perennibranchiatus : see

perennibranchiate.] A division of urodele am-
phibians, comprising those whose gills are per-
manently retained. It embraces the sirenids, proteids,
and amphinmids, and is opposed to CadwUbranchiata,
which includes almost all the other urodeles, such as the
salamanders, newts, etc. Also called Manentibranchia.

perennibranchiate (pe-ren-i-brang'ki-at), a.

and . [< NL. perennibranchiatus, <L. perennis,
perennial, + branchiae, gills.] Same as peren-
nibranch.

perennityt (pe-ren'i-ti), n. [< F. perennite, OF.
perennite = Sp.pcrennidad= Pg.perennidade =
It. perennM, < L. perennita(t-)s, perennial du-

ration, <.perennis, perennial: see perennial.] An
enduring or continuing through the whole year
without ceasing.
That springs have their origine from the sea and not

from rains and vapours, among many other strong reasons
I conclude from the perennity of divers springs, which
always afford the same quantity of water.

Derham, Physico-Theology, 1U. 6.

pererration (per-e-ra'shqn), . [< L. pererrare,
pp. pererratus, wander through, (per, through,
+ errare, wander: see err.] A wandering or

rambling through various places.
After a long pererration to and fro, to n't urn as wise as

they went. Htncell, Forreine Travell, p. 67.

Pereskia (pe-res'ki-a),n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
after N. C. F. de Peiresc (1580-1637) of Aix in

Provence, author of numerous scientific and

per
OF.

perfect

historical works.] A genus of raeti of the tribe

O/iinilt/'ti', characterized by the numerous large

spreading petals in many rows, and the stigma
with very many clustered or spiral rays. TI..T>-

are IS species, all natives of the West Indies. They arc
shrubs or trees, with round branches, large solitary or pan-
icled flowers, and scaly or spiny pear-shaped or vk'->h;i|> <!

b'-i i ics. The distinct fleshy and veiny leaves bear spines
in their axils, and are In some sprc-ifs thick uml rylimli i

cal, in others broad and membranaceous, unlike those of

other cacti. /. Bleo is the bleo of the I'nlted State* of

(Colombia, with handsome rose-colored flowers, and leaves
which are eaten as a salad. See Barbuda* ytxmberry, under
gooseberry.

pereyet, A Middle Kuglinh form of perry'*.

perf. An abbreviation of perfect.

perfect (per'fekt), a. and . [Early mod. B.
also perjit ; now conformed to the one. L. (per-
fit, parfit remain in dial, use) ;

< ME. perfet,
erjit, parfit, parfyte, parfit/ht, parfyth, etc., <

F. parfit, parfeit, parjite, ptirfaict, perfect, F.

parfait= Pr. pcrfeit, perfait, perjieg, perfaig =
Sp. perfecto = Pg. perfeito = It. perj'etto = D. G.
Dan. 8w.perfekt,< L. perfecting, finished, com-
plete, perfect, pp. of perficere, finish, complete,
(per, through, -rfacere, do: see per- and fact.]
1. a. 1 . Brought to a consummation

; fully fin-

ished
; carried through to completion in every

detail; finished in every part; completed.
Take noble courage, and make perfect what
Is happily begun. Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

Nature finishes everything, and that makes a large part
of her charm. Every little flower Is perfect and complete,
from root to seed. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 349.

2. Full
;
whole ; entire

; complete ; existing in
the widest extent or highest degree.

She allwais loued me with hert parflyht,
And the dede thereof shewid she to ryght.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3994.

It cannot be without some great worke of God, thus in
the old and decrepit Age of the World, to let it haue more
perfect knowledge of it selfe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 48.

There is no such thing as perfect transparency or perfect
opacity. Tyndall, Light and Elect., p. 13.

3. In hot., having both stamens and pistils;

hermaphrodite : said of a flower, also of a whole
plant, as opposed to monoecious, dioecious, etc.

4. Without blemish or defect; lacking in no-

thing; of the best, highest, or most complete
type ;

exact or unquestionable in every particu-
lar: as, a perfect likeness; one perfect but many
imperfect specimens; a perfect face; specifi-

cally, complete in moral excellence ; entirely
good.
The secuude Day next aftre Men funden a Brld quyk

and perfyt. Mandeoille, Travels, p. 48.

Three glorious suns, each one a perfect sun.

Shalr., 3 Hen. VL, II. 1. 26.

Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in
heaven is perfect. Mat. v. 48.

The perfect historian is he in whose work the character
and spirit of an age is exhibited in miniature.

Macaulay, History.

St. Sound; of sound mind; sane.

What faces and what postures he puts on !

I do not think he is perfect.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 2.

6. Completely skilled; thoroughly trained or
efficient: as, perfect in discipline. Compare let-

ter-perfect.

Our battle Is more full of names than yours,
Our men more perfect in the use of arms.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ty. 1. 185.

7. Completely effective
; satisfactory in every

respect.
Distress is a perfect antidote to love.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, II.

8f. Quite certain
;
assured.

Thou art perfect, then, our ship hath touch'd upon
The deserts of Bohemia? Shot., W. T., III. S. 1.

9. Entire
;
out and out

; utter
; very great : as,

a perfect horror of serpents ; a perfect shower
of brickbats met them; ^perfect stranger. [Col-
loq.]
The queen tore her biggonets for perfect anger.

.*, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxiv.

St. Martin, however, was one of the most active in de-

stroying the pagan temples, and used in that employment
to range over his diocese at the bead of a perfect army of
monks. Lecky, Rationalism, II. 33.

Of this habit [bucking] I have a j*r.fect dread, and, if I

can help it, never get on a confirmed t nicker.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 5.

10. In music: (a) Of an interval, melodic or

harmonic, belonging to the first and simplest
group of consonances, that in which inversion
does not change the character of the interval :

as, a perfect unison, octave, fifth, or fourth:

opposed to imperfect, diminished, aiii/iiientfd.

These intervals are now often also called major.



perfect

(6) Of a chord, cadence, or period, complete;

fully satisfactory. Thus, a. perfect chord or triad is a

triad', major or minor, in its original position ; a perfect

cadence is a simple authentic or plagal cadence ;
and a

perfect period is one that is fully balanced or filled out.

(c) In medieval music, of rhythm, time, or mea-

sure, triple. See measure, 112 Most perfect ens.

See em. Perfect being, the being whose essence in-

volves existence; God. Perfect cadence, concord,
consonance. See the nouns. Perfect definition, a defi-

nition which perfectly explains the essence of a thing by
its essential attributes. Perfect demonstration, a dem-

onstration that not only shows that a fact is so, but also
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insect, whether winged or wingless. Perfect metals.
Same as noble metals (which see, under metal). Perfect

metamorphosis, in entom., a metamorphosis in which
there is a well-marked pupa stage between the larva and
the imago. Also called complete metamorphosis. See cut

under Orgyia. Perfec t note. See note. Perfect num-
ber, a number that is equal to the sum of all its divisors

or aliquot parts, as 28 (= 1 + 2 + 4 H 7 + 14). Perfect
octave. See octave, 2. - Perfect proposition, a categor-
ical proposition. Perfect speech, a speech that makes

complete sense.

Speech is either perfect or imperfect. Perfect is that

that absolves the sentence.

Buryensdicius, tr. by a Gentleman, i. 24.

Perfect syllogism, a syllogism from which no part has
been omitted.- Perfect tense, in gram., a tense express-

ing completed time, or a variety of past time involving
some reference to the present : instanced by / have done,
and the like. The same word is added to the titles of oth-

er tenses when a like implication is made: thus, I shall

have done, future perfect ; / should have done, conditional

perfect; and so on. Perfect yellow. See yellow. To
make perfect, in printing, to print on both sides. =Syn.
4. Faultless, blameless, unblemished, holy.

II. n. In gram., the perfect tense. See above.
Historical perfect. See historical, 4.

perfect (per'fekt or per-fekt'), . t. [Early
mod. E. sdsoperfit; = It. perfettare ; from the

adj.] 1. To finish or complete so as to leave

nothing wanting; bring to completion or per-
fection : as, to perfect a picture or a statue.

If we love one another, God dwelleth in us, and his love

'^perfected in us. 1 John iv. 12.

It is the duty of art to perfect and exalt nature.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 214.

Exact Reformation is not perflted at the first push.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

I pray certify me, by the next occasion, what the wine
cost for the common use, and if you have laid out any
more in that kind, that I may perfect my account.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 446.

But a night there is

Betwixt me and the perfecting of bliss !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 313.

That you may well perceive I have not wrong'd you,
One of the greatest in the Christian world
Shall be my surety ; 'fore whose throne 'tis needful,
Ere I can perfect mine intents, to kneel.

Shale., All's Well, iv. 4. 4.

2. To make perfect ;
instruct fully ;

make ful-

ly informed or skilled : as, to perfect one's self

in the principles of architecture; to perfect
soldiers in discipline.

Euery man taking charge may be ... well taught, per-

fited, and readily instructed in all the premisses.
HaUuyt's Voyages, I. 262.

Whence might this distaste arise?
Be at least so kind to perfect me in that.

Webster and Roivley, Cure for a Cuckold, i. 1.

To perfect bail. See 6ai72.=Syn. 1. To accomplish,
consummate.

perfectation(per-fek-ta'sliou),. [< perfect +
-ation.] The act or process of bringing to per-
fection; perfecting. [Rare.]
Does it not appear ... as if the very influence which

we pointed out in the last chapter, as rendering the per-
feetation of the race feasible, must have a distinctively
antagonistic operation ? W. R. Greg.

perfecter (per'fek-ter or per-fek'ter), n. ^per-
fect + -o'1 .] One who perfects, completes, or
finishes

;
one who makes perfect.

Let us run with patience the race that is set before us,

looking unto Jesus the author and perfecter of our faith.

Heb. xii. 2 (revised version).

Perfecti (per-fek'ti), n. pi. [ML., pi. of L. per-
fectus, perfect: see perfect, a.] A body of
Catharists in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies, who assumed the name on account of
the strictness of their lives.

perfectibilist(per-fek'ti-bil-ist),H. [(perfecti-
ble + -ist.~\ One who believes in the perfecti-
bility of human nature in this life

;
a perfec-

tionist.- Society of the Perfectlbillsts. Same as Or-
der of the Illuminati (which see, under llluminati).

perfectibility (per-fek-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. per-
fectibilite = Sp. perfectibilidad = Pg. perfecti-
Ulidade = It. perfettibilita, < ML. 'perfectibili-
ta(t-)s, < *perfectibilis, perfectible: see perfecti-
ble.'] The property of being perfectible ; the
property of being susceptible of becoming or
being made perfect ; specifically, the capability

of arriving at perfection in this life, whether a

general perfection of the human faculties or

Christian perfection.
It is even possible . . . that if Clifford, in his foregoing

life, had enjoyed the means of cultivating his taste to its

utmost perfectibility, that subtle attribute might, before

this period', have completely eaten out or filed away his

affections. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

perfectible (per-fek'ti-bl), a. [= F. perfectible
= Pg. perfectivel It. perfettibile, < ML. *per-

fectibilis (t),<. L. perfcctits, perfect: seeperfect,]

Capable of becoming or being made perfect, or

of arriving at the utmost perfection possible.

perfecting (per-fek'ting), n. [Verbal n. of per-

fect, v.] Printing on both sides.

p'erfecting-machine (per-fek'ting-ma-shen"),
H. Same as perfecting-press. [British.]

perfecting-press (per-fek'ting-pres), . In

printing, a press in which the paper is printed
on both sides at one operation.

perfection (per-fek'shon), n. [< ME. perfec-

cion, perfeccyone, perfeccioun, perfecciun, < OF.

(and F. j perfection = Sp. perfection = Pg. per-

feicao = It. perfeeione, < L. perfectio(n-), a fin-

ishing, perfection, < perficere, pp. pcrfectus,

finish, complete: see perfect.] If. Perform-

ance; accomplishment.
Lovers . . . vowing more than the perfection of ten, and

discharging less than the tenth part of one.

Shale., T. and 0., iii. 2. 94.

Would any reasonable creature make these his serious

studies and perfections, much less only live to these ends?
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

2. The state of being perfect, as in material,

form, design, composition, construction, opera-
tion, action, qualification, etc.; that degree of

excellence which leaves nothing to be desired,
or in which nothing requisite is wanting; en-

tire freedom from defect, blemish, weakness,
or liability to err or fail

; supreme excellence,
whether moral or material; completeness or

thoroughness: as, perfection in an art; fruits

in perfection; the perfection of beauty: often
used concretely: as, she is perfection.

Howbeit I wyll answere these messengers that theyr
comyng pleaseth megreatlye, and that mydoughter shuld
be happy if she myght come to so great perfection as to

be conioyned in maryage to the erle of Queries.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. ex.

Tyme shall breed skill, and vse shall bring perfection.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 89.

If we affect him not far above and before all things,
our religion hath not that inward perfectionwhich it should
have. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 6.

He never plays, but reades much, having the Latin,

French, and Spanish tongues in perfection.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 10, 1677.

The Roman language arrived at great perfection before
it began to decay. Swift, Improving the English Tongue.

Everybody, again, understands distinctly enough what
is meant by man's perfection his reaching the best which
his powers and circumstances allow him to reach.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

3. A quality, trait, feature, endowment, or ac-

quirement that is characterized by excellence
or is of great worth or value

; excellency.
What tongue can her perfections tell ?

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Ye wonder how this noble Daraozell
So great perfections did in her compile.

Spenser, F. Q., HI. vi. 1.

The unity, the simplicity or inseparability of all the

properties of Deity, is one of the chief perfections I con-
ceive him to possess.

Descartes, Meditations (tr. by Veitch), iii.

4. The extreme ; the highest degree ;
consum-

mation: as, the perfection of cruelty. [Colloq.]
Other Saluages assaulted the rest and slew them, strip-

ped them, and tooke what they had ; but fearing this mur-
ther would come to light, and might cause them to suffer
for it, would now proceed to the perfection of villanie.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 36.

5f. In medieval music, triple rhythm or measure.
See measure, 12 Absolute perfection, the absence
of every kind of defect and fault; the perfection of God.
Accidental perfection, an addition to the essence, im-
parting higher powers of acting, of receiving impressions,
etc. Christian perfection. See perfectionism (6). Es-
sential or transcendental perfection, the possession
of everything that is necessary to an essence. Esthetic
perfection, faultless beauty ; the entire agreement of a

cognition with sense. First and second perfection.
Same as first and second entelechy or act. See entelechy,
and energy, 4. Formal perfection, that which in any
being is better to be than not to be ; conformity to the
formal laws of thought. Logical perfection. See logi-
cal. Material perfection of cognition. See materi-
al. Material perfection of knowledge, conformity to
the real world; truth. Moral perfection, a perfection
of the soul or mind. Natural perfection. See natural.
Perfection of cognition, the union of precision with

profundity. Perfection of disposition, the entire dis-

position of matter to the receiving of a given form : nearly
the same s^Jirst perfection, Perfection of energy, that
degree of effort which a being is spontaneously disposed to

perfectly

put forth. Perfection Of parts, the absence of mutila-

tion; integrity. Physical perfection, a perfection of

body. Supernatural perfection, a perfection of mi-

raculous origin. -Third or last perfection, the attain-

ment of the end of the thing having the perfection. To
perfection, (a) fully ; completely ;

to the uttermost.

.lob xi. 7. (6) With the highest degree of excellence or

success: as, he acted the part to perfection. = Syn. 2. Per-

fectness, completion, consummation.

perfection (per-fek'shon), v. t. [< F.perfte-
tionner = Sp. perfeccionur = Pg. perfecionar,

perfeiqoar = It. p'erfezionare ; from the noun.]
To complete ;

make perfect.
Both our labours tending to the same general end, the

perfectioning of our countrymen in a most essential article

the right use of their native language.
Foote, The Orators, i.

The gradual perfeclioning of the respiratory machine.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 58.

perfectionalt (per-fek'shon-al), a. [< OF. per-
fectionnal, < perfection, perfection: see perfec-
'tion and -al.~\ Made complete or perfect.

I call that [life] perfectional which shall be conferred

upon the elect immediately after the blessing pronounced
by Christ. Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xii.

perfectionatet (per-fek'shon-at), t'. t. [< per-
fection + -ate2 .] To make perfect; bring to

perfection.
He has . . . founded an academy for the progress and

perfectionating of painting.
Dryden, Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, 24.

perfectionation (per-fek-sho-na'shon), n. [<

perfectionate + -ion.'] The act of making per-
fect. Foreign Quarterly Set: [Rare.]

perfectioner (per-fek'shon-er), n. One who or

that which makes perfect or brings to perfec-
tion. [Bare.]
Language has been the handmaid of Religion, and Re-

ligion the herald, instrument, and perfectioner of Civiliza-

tion. S. Oust, Mod. Langs, of Africa, Int., p. 19.

perfectionism (per-fek'shon-izm), w. [(perfec-
tion + -ism.'] The belief that a sinless life is at-

tainable. Specifically (o) The doctrine, held by many
Roman Catholics, that those who are justified can observe
the commands of God, and that their sins are not mortal,
but venial. (6) The doctrine, held by many Arminian
Methodists, that a relative perfection called Christian per-
fection is attainable, and is to be distinguished from abso-
lute perfection or from the perfection of angels or of Adam.
(c

/"'

Tl!

.

c) The doctrine expressed in the Confession of the Society
f Friends iu 1676, that the heart can be " free from actu-

ally sinning and transgressing of the law of God, and in
that respect perfect." (d) The belief that one can attain
or has attained a state of absolute moral perfection. Such a
belief is entertainedby persons in various religious bodies.

perfectionist (per-fek'shon-ist), n. [= F.perfec-
tionniste = Sp. perfeccionista ; as perfection +
-ist.~\ 1. One who believes in any form of per-
fectionism.

Our late perfectionists are truly enlightened, who think

they can live and not sin. Baxter, Saints' Rest, iv. 2.

Specifically 2. [cap.'] Amemberof theOneida
Community. See community. Also called Bible

Communist Christian Perfectionist, a believer in

Christian perfection. See perfectionism (b).

perfectionment (per-fek'shon-ment), n. [< F.

oerfeetionnement ; as perfection, v., + -ment.~\
he act of making perfect, or the state of be-

ing perfect. [Rare.]
perfective (per-fek'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. perfec-
tiw = It. perfettivo; as perfect + -ive.] Tend-

ing or conducing to perfecting or perfection.
The affections are in the destitution of their perfective

actions made tumultuous, vexed, and discomposed, to

height of rage and violence. Jer. Taylor, Works, II. xix.

perfectively (per-fek'tiv-li), adv. In a perfec-
tive manner.
As virtue is seated fundamentally in the intellect, so

perfectively in the phancy.
N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, ii. 7.

perfectlesst (per'fekt-les), a. [(.perfect + -less.]

Falling short of perfection; far from perfec-
tion.

Fond Epicure, . . .

(Not shunning the Atheists sin, but punishment),
Imaginedst a God so perfect-less,
In Works defying whom thy words profess.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

perfectly (per'fekt-li), adv. [Early mod. E. also

perfitly ; < ME. perfitely, perfyglitly, parfytele ;

< perfect + -fy
2
.] 1. In a perfect manner;

wholly; completely; entirely; thoroughly; al-

together; quite: as, the matter is not perfectly

clear; the coat is perfectly new.
Alle tho that beleven perfitely in God schul ben saved.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 135.

Ther she lyeth in a fayer Chapell, Closyd in a Coffer, hyr
face bare and nakyed that ye may se it pcrfyghtly.

TorUnffton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 10.

I love you perfectly well. I love both your Person and
Parts, which are not vulgar. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

Some, indeed, who live in the valleys of the low country
are perfectly black. Bruce, Source of the Js'ile, II. 217.



perfectly

2. With the highest decree <>l thoTOttgbneM IT

excellence; ill siicli way as to leave nothing
to 1)0 de.-ircd: as, she dances ]><rl'< i-tlij; he

speaks the language jM-rfi-rtti/.

And can (know] you these tongues perfectly f

Hutu, and Ft., roxcomb, fv. 1.

So may an excellent virtue of the soul smooth and cal-

cine the
body,

and make it serve i>erfectly, and without
i . n. Ilidiis iiulispcsjlioiis.

Jer. Taylor, Works (e<l. 1HS6), I. 845.

3. With tfrciit exactness, nicety, or precision;
accurately; exactly: as, a perfertly adjusted or
hiilaneed contrivance.

I never knew any man in my life who could not bear
another's misfortunes perfectly like a Christian.

/'/. Thoughtu on Various Subjects.

perfectness (per'fekt-nes), H. The character
or stute of being perfect or complete; perfec-
tion; completeness.
perfervid (per-fer'vid), a. [< L. iM-rfi-rri<li<x, a

I'alse reading (though in form correct) for prie-
I'rrriilns, very hot. < L. prtr, before (used in-

tensively), + frrridus, boiling, hot: see/em'rf.]
Very fervid or hot; very ardent.

Instruction, properly so called, they [the colored preach-
ers] are not qualified to give, but the emotional nature Is

aroused by perfervid appeals and realistic imagery.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 861.

perfervidness (per-fer'yid-nes), n. The char-
acter of being perfervid; extreme heat or ar-
dor

; great fervor or zeal.

perficient (per-fish'ent), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg.
It. pirjicicnle, < Ii." pcrficien(t-)s, ppr. of per-
tici're, finish, complete, acliieve : see perfect.']
1. a. Effectual; actual.

The endower [Is] the perflcie/it founder of all eleemosy.
nary [corporations.] Elackstone, Com., I. ivlli.

The perficient objection [to pronouncing grace] was
probably the inconvenience to the service of the repast.

Science, XII. 8.

Perflcient action. See action.

II. M. Literally, one who performs a com-
plete or lasting work ; specifically, one who en-
dows a charity.
perfidious (per-fid'i-us), . [= Pg. It. perfldi-
oso, < L. pcrfidiosus, < perfidia, falsehood: see

perfidy.] 1. Faithless; basely treacherous;
false-hearted.

What of him ?

He 's quoted for a most perfidious slave.

5*0*., All's Well, v. 3. 205.

An air of magnanimity which, perfidious as he was, he
could with singular dexterity assume.

M a f a u In ii. Hist Eng., vli.

2. Proceeding from or characterized by perfidy
or base treachery; false: as, & perfidious act.
= 8yn. 1. Unfaithful, Faithless, Treacherous, Perfidious.
Unfaithful represents negatively the meaning; that Is com-
mon to these words, but it especially means a lack of

fidelity to trust or duty, a failure to perform what Is due,
however much may be Implied in that. Faithlessis nega-
tive In form, but positive in sense; the faithless man does
something which is a breach of faith ; the sleeping senti-
nel is unfaithful; the deserter isfail/dtsii. Treachery and
perfidy are kinds of faithlessness. The treacherous man
either betrays the confidence that is reposed in him, or
lures another on to harm by deceitful appearances: as,
the treacherous signals of the wrecker. The perfidious
man carries treachery to the basest extreme ; he betrays
acknowledged and accepted obligations, and even the
most sacred relationships and claims : as, Benedict Arnold
and Judas an types of perfidy.

His honour rooted In dishonour stood,
And faith unfaithful kept him falsely true.

'ini. Lancelot and Elaine.

Votaries of business and of pleasure prove
Faithless alike In friendship and in love.

Camper, Verses from Valediction.

If King Edward be as true and just
As I am subtle, false, and treacherous.

Shak., Kich. III., i. 1. 37.

conscious of great powers and great virtues, he (Burke]
found himself, hi age and poverty, a mark for the hatred
of a perfidious court and a deluded people.

Min-atiliti/, Warren Hastings.

perfidiously (per-fid'i-us-li), adi: In a perfid-
ious manner; with perfidy; treacherously;
traitorously.

Thou 'ast broke perfidiously thy oath.
And not performed thy plighted troth.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. L 257.

perfidiousness (per-fid'i-us-nes), ii. The char-
acter of being perfidious; treachery; traitor-
ousuess ; faithlessness.

There needs no Pope to dispense with the Peoples Oath,
the Kings themselves by their own perjidiousness having
absolved their subjects. Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

perfidy (per'ft-di), n. [< F. perMie = Sp. Pg.
It. iM-rfidia, < L. perftdia, perfidy, < prrfidus (>
It. Pg. perfido = Sp.'perfido = Y.perfide), faith-

less, < per, from, + flden, faith: see faith.]
Breach of faith or trust; base treachery; faith-
lessness.
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These great virtues were balanced by great vices; In-

human malty; jn'nnlit mop- than I'unir; no truth, no
faith; no regard to oaths. Uuitie, On .Morals, App. 4.

= 8yn. See perjidiotu.

perntt, perfitet, . Old forms olpe>j< et,

perfixt (pcr-liks'), ;. t. [Appar. an error for

I'l-i'fif, in sense of 'pre-appoint.'] To fix; set-

tle; appoint.
Take heed, as you are gentlemen, this quarrel

Sleep till the hour perftxt.

l-'l-tcher (and another\ Two Noble Kinsmen, ill. 7.

perflablet (iVfla-bl), a. [ME..< OF.i>e>-fl<il>l>,

< L. pirjltMUl, that may be blown through, <

perflare, blow through : see perflate.] Capable
of being blown through.

llut make It high, on everle half perJIaNe.
Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 37.

perflatet (per-flaf), . t. [< L. perflatits, pp. of

perflare, blow through, < per, through, + JUn,
blow: seeflatus. Cf. inflate.] To blow through.

If easteni winds did perftate our climates more fre-

quently, they would clarify and refresh our air. Ilartey.

perflationt (per-fla'shon), u. [= F. perflatimi,
< LL. perflatio(n-), a blowing through, < L. per-
flare, pp. perflatiis, blow through: seeperflate.]
The act of blowing through.

Miners, by prrf/ations with large bellows, give motion
to the air, which ventilates and cools the mines.

Woodward.

That
| barn] . . . was so contrived . . . as, by perpetual

perftation, to prevent the mow from heating.
A Journey, etc , quoted in Hall's Mod. Eng., p. 205.

perfoliate (per-fo'li-at), a. [= F. perfolit (cf.

OF. perfoliate, "through-wax, through-leaf (an
herb)" Cot-

grave),=Sp.Pg.
perfoliado, < NL.
perfoliatns, < L.

per, through, +
folium, a leaf:

see foliate.] 1.

In hot., having
a stem which
seems to pass
through the
blade : said of a
leaf. This appear-
ance Is produced
by the congenital
union of the edges
of the sinus of an
amplexicaul leaf. //,,,,. ,
Uvularia perfoliata, honeysuckle (Lonicrra iimftruirtiit)
Baptisia perfoliata,
and r,u /ill ufiim rolundifolium afford examples of perfo-
liate leaves. When opposite leaves have their bases
united, so that the stem passes through, they are said to
be amnate-perfoliate, as in leaves of honeysuckles. See
also cut under connate.

2. In entom., having the outer joints much di-

lated laterally all around, but not forming a

compact club; taxicorn: said of antennte ap-
pearing like a number of round plates joined by
a shaft or stem running through, their centers.
Also perfolia ted.

perforable (per'fo-ra-bl), . [< L. as if "perfo-
rabilis, < perforare, "perforate : see perforate.']
Admitting of perforation; that can be bored
or pierced through.
perforans (per'fo-ranz), n. ; pi. perforantes
(per-fo-raii'tez). [NL., ppr. of L. perforare,
perforate: see perforate.] The long flexor
muscle of the toes, or the deep flexor muscle of
the fingers : so called because their tendons per-
forate the tendons of the perforatus muscles
near the points of insertion.

perforant (per'fo-rant), a. [< L. perforan(t-)s,
ppr. of perforare, perforate: see perforate.]
Perforating, as the tendon of a flexor muscle.
Perforata (per-fo-ra'tft), n.pl. [NL.. neut. pi.
of L. perforatus, perforate: see perforate, a.]
1. One of the groups into which Edwards and
Hairne (1850) divide the corals : distinguished
from Aporosa, Tabulata, and Sugosa. It in-

cludes the Madreporidx, Poritidse, etc. Also
called Porosa. 2. The perforate foraminifers,
a large group (subclass, order, or suborder) of
filose protozoans inclosed in a test perforated
with numerous foraminules besides the main
opening, through all of which the thready pseu-
dopods may protrude : opposed to Imperforata.
Leading forms are the Textulariidie, Laaenidfe,
Gloli</i'riiii<l;r, Ilotaliidie, and Xiimniiiliiiidee.

perforate (per'fo-rat), t'. /. ; pret. and pp. per-
forated, ppr. perforating. [< L. perforatus, pp.
of perforare, bore through (> It. perforare =
Sp. Pg. pei-forar = F. perforer), < per, through,
+ forare, bore: see bore1

, foramen, etc.] To
bore through ; pierce ;

make a hole or holes in,
as by boring or driving.

i. Perfoliate leaves of Uvularin per-
Connate-peifoliate leaves of

perforator
There Is an abundant ii|.]>ly of m-clar in the nectary of

Trop>olum tricolor, yet I have found tbiKplant untouched
in inure than om ^ai'lrn. u hilc tile Hi tueis of other plants
had iici-n extensively jwr/orotel

Daririn, Cross and Self Kcrtlllsation, p. 427.

= Syn. Rare throuyh, Pient, etc. See penetrate.

perforate (per'i'o-rut), . [< L. ; r/oraMM, pi>. :

see the verb.] liored or pierced through ; pene-
trated.

An earthen pot perforate at the bottom.
Bacon, Vat. Hint.

Specifically (a) In bot., pierced with one or more small

holes, or, more commonly, having tranilucent dots which
resemble holes, as In most plantsof the order Hypericineir.
(6) In .fn'iili., noting the nostril of a bird when lacking
a nasal septum, so that a hole appears from side to side of

the bill, as In the turkey-buzzard, crane, etc. (e) In anal.,

ri ; opened through ; affording passage or communiea-
; having the character or quality of a perforation; fo-

raminate. (rf) In zool., full of little holes or perforations ;

cribrone ; foramlnulate ; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Perforata: as, A perforate coral; a perforate foramlnl-
fer. Perforate elytra, I" entom., elytra which have a
dlscal perforation, as In certain Catndieor tortolse-lwetles.

perforated (per'fo-ra-ted),;). a. [Pp. of jjer/o-

rate, t'.] 1. Same as perforate. 2. By exten-

sion, cut through in many places and with ir-

regular and somewhat largo openings. Com-
pare A jour.
A carved oak panel by Grlnllng Gibbons ; the panel Is

perforated and carved both sides alike.

W. *'. Ogden, Antique Furniture.

3. In her., same as cteclie.- Perforated file. See
Jtlei. Perforated medallion. See pierced medallion,
under pierced. Perforated space, (a) Anterior, a de-

pression on either side, near the entrance of the Sylvlan
nssure, floored with gray matter, and pierced with numer-
ous small foramina for the passage of blood-vessels, most
of which are destined for thecorpusstrlatum. Immediately
above. (6) Posterior, a deep fossa situated back of the
corpora alblcantla, and between the crura cerebri, per-
forated by numerous holes for the passage of blood-vessels.

perforati, . Plural of perforatus.

perforating (per'fo-ra-ting),j>. a. In awn/., spe-
cifically, perforRnt ; passing through a perfora-
tion : applied to the deep flexor muscles of the

fingers or toes. See perforans Perforating ar-
teries, (a) Of the foot, small communicating branches be-
tween the dorsal and plantar arteries, In the Interosseous

spaces and near the clefts of the toes. (&) Of the hand,
branches of communication between the deep palmar ar-

tery and the dorsal Interosseous arteries, through the In-

terosseous spaces, (c) Of the thiyh, usually four branches
of the profunda artery which pierce the adductor mus-
cles to supply the parts at the back of the thigh. /) Of
the thorax, branches of the internal mammary which
pierce the intercostal muscles to supply the pectoral mus-
cle, skin, and mammary gland. Perforating cutaneous
nerves, perforating nerve of Casser. See ncree. Per-
forating fibers of bone. Same as Sharpey'sfibert (which
see, under fberi). Perforating peroneal artery, the
anterior peroneal. Perforating rods of Sharpey-
Same as Sharpey's fibers (which see, under Jiberi). Per-
forating ulcer of the foot, an ulcer beginning on the sole
and usually obstinately progressive. Involving the deeper
tissues. Including the Ixmes. It has been observed in

tabes, in dementia paralytica, and with other nervous le-

sions. Also called perforating disease of the foot, inalum
perforans pedis, malverforant du pied. A similar condi-
tion has been found in the hand.

perforating-machine (per
'
fo - ra - ting -ma -

shen'), . 1. A machine for stamping lines of
holes or perforations in sheets of postage-stamps
or paper leaves, as in a check-book or receipt-
book, to facilitate separation ;

a paper-perfo-
rating machine. 2. A machine for stamping
the perforated ribbons of paper used with the

rapid or other forms of automatic telegraphic
machines. 3. A rock-drill or perforator.
perforation (per-fo-ra'shon), . [= T. perfora-
tion = Sp. perforacion == Pg. perfora^ao = It.

perforazione, < ML. pcrfoi-atio(n-), < L. perfo-
rare, pp. perforatiis, "bore through : see perfo-
rate.'} 1 . The act of boring or piercing through.
The perforation of the body of the tree In several places.

Bacon.

2. A hole bored
; any hole or aperture passing

through anything, or into the interior of a sub-
stance.

Each bee, before It has had much practice, mutt lose
some time in making each new perforation, especially when
the perforation has to be made through both calyx and
corolla. Daricin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 433.

perforative (p*r'fo-ra-tiv), a. [= F. perfora-
tif Pg. perfora tiro ; as perforate + -ire.]

Having power to perforate or pierce.

perforator (per'fo-ra-tor), . [= F. perfora-
teur = Pg. perforador = It. perforatore, <. NL.
'perforator, < Li. perforare, perforate: see per-
forate.'} One who or that which perforates,
bores, or pierces, .specifically -(a) In olaUt., an in-

strument for perforating the skull of a fetus when it is

necessary to reduce its size. (6) An Instrument used to

punch the ribbons of paper used in certain kinds of teleg-

raphy.

The per/orator . . . prepares the message by punching
holes In a paper ribbon.

Prtece and Sitcvright, Telegraphy, p. 118.



perforator

(c) A power-machine for drilling rocks in tunneling; a

perforating-machine.

perforatus (per-fo-ra'tus), n. ; pi. pcrforuti

(-ti). [NL., < L.' perforatus, perforate : see

perforate, .] The short flexor of the toes, or

the superficial flexor of the fingers: so named
because their tendons are perforated by the

tendons of the perforans muscles. Perforatus
Casserii muscle, the coracobrachialis.

perforce (per-fors'), adv. [< ME. parforce, <

OF. (and P.) par force = Sp. por fuerza = Pg.

porforca = It. perforza, by force, < L. per, by,
+ ML. fortia, force : see force

1
-."] By force or

violence
;
of necessity.

If Sir Gaultier Paschac Wynne hym parforce, thir is no
man can snue hym fro the dethe, for he hath sworne as

many as he wynneth parforce shall all dye or be hanged.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xxxviii.

Seeing perforce ye must do this, will ye not willingly
now do it for God's sake ?

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), I. 64.

This . . . confounded villain will make me dance per-

force. Goldsmith, Grumbler.

perforcet (per-fors'), v. t. [< perforce, adv.,
after force1 , v.~] To force

;
constrain

; compel.
ily furious force their force perforc'd to yield.

Mir. for Mags., p. 416. (ffares.)

perform (per-form'), v. [< Ni.performen,per-
fourmen, parformen, parfourmen, usually par-
fournen, <OF. parfournir, parfornir, parfurttir,
perfournir, AF. parformer, purfourmer, perfor-
mer, orig. *parfourmir, complete, accomplish,
perform, < par, < L. per, through, + fournir,
"fourmir, provide, furnish: seefurnish1 . The we

is orig. (see etym. of furnish
1
), but the E. per-

form is partly due to association with the un-
related verb form; cf. LL. performare, form
thoroughly, > It. performare, "to performe or
fashion out" (Florio).] I. trans. 1. To effect;

execute; accomplish; achieve; carry on or out ;

do: as, to perform an act of kindness or a deed
of daring; toperform a day's labor

;
to perform

an operation in surgery or in arithmetic.

But whan he saughe thet he inyghte not don it, ne

bryng it to an ende, he preyed to God of Nature that he
wolde parforme that that he had begonne.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 285.

Ogrete God, that parfournest thy laude

By mouth of inuocentz, lo, heer, thy myght.
Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 155.

Did I for this

Perform so noble and so brave defeat
On Sacrovir? B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

The rope-dancing is performed by a woman holding a
balancing pole. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 288.

We have in vain tried to perform what ought to be to a
critic an easy and habitual act.

Macaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

2. To carry out or do whatever is demanded
or required by (duty, a vow, etc.); execute the

provisions, commands, or requirements of
; put

in execution; discharge; fulfil: as, to perform
one's duty; to perform a vow; to perform a
covenant.

The quen & here consail ther-of were a-paiged,
That he so him profered to parfourme hire wille.

William, of Paler'ne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4008.

When I make to any man a promise, I keep it and per-
form it truly. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

I thy best will all perform at full.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.
3. To render; do.

Sol, the only one of the Titans who favoured Jupiter,
performed him singular service.

Bacon, Physical Fables, i.

4. To act or represent on or as on the stage :

as, to perform the part of Hamlet.

Bravely the figure of this harpy hast thou
Perform'd, my Ariel. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 84.

In November [1753] . . . Foote himself performed the
character of Buck at Drury-lane theatre.

W. Cooke, Life of S. Foote, I. 35.

5f. To make up ; constitute
; complete.

Yif thow abate the quantite of the hour ineqnal by daye,
out of thirty, than shal the remenant that leveth performe
the hour inequal by nyght. Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 10.

The confessour heere for his worthynesse
Shal parfonrne up the nombre of his covent.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 561.

6f. To afford; furnish.

Certes ther nis non other thyng that may so wel per-
forme blysfulnesse as an estat plentyvos of alle goodes.

Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 2.

7. To sing, or render on a musical instrument.
= Syn. 1. Perform, Accomplish, Effect, Execute, Achieve.
These words agree in representing the complete doing of
something which is of considerable importance and is set
before one's self as a thing to be done. Generally they
represent the doing of something in which one is person-
ally interested. Effect most views the outcome as a result ;

execute most suggests briskness or energy in action
; achieve

most suggests difficulties triumphed over, with a corre-
sponding excellence in the result. Perform may mean no
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more than a doing which continues till the work is com-

pleted.

II. in trans. 1. To act; do or execiite some-

thing.
Paul found it present with him to will, but could not

find how to perform.
H. BushneH, Nature and the Supernat., p. 53.

2. To act a part ; go through or complete any
work

; especially, to sing or play on a musical

instrument, represent a character on the stage,
etc.

Mohhabbazee'n (or low farce players) often perform on
this occasion before the house.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 208.

He had an exquisite ear, and performed skilfully on the
flute. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

performable (per-for'ma-bl), a. [< perform +
-able."] Capable of being performed, done, exe-

cuted, or fulfilled
; practicable.

Men herein do strangely forget the obvious relations of

history, affirming they [elephants] have no joints, whereas
they daily read of several actions which are not perform-
able without them. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., 111. 1.

performance (per-for'mans), n. [(perform +
-ance."] 1. The act of performing or the con-
dition of being performed ;

execution or com-
pletion of anything; a doing: as, the perform-
ance of works or of an undertaking; the per-
formance of duty.

Useless are all words,
Till you have writ performance with your swords.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, i. 1.

An Acre of Performance is worth the whole Land of
Promise. Howett, Letters, iv. 38.

Promises are not binding where the performance is un-
lawful. Paley, Moral Philos., III. i. 5.

2. That which is performed or accomplished;
action; deed; thing done; a piece of work.
Her walking and other actual performances.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 1. 13.

It is the work of Menu. Poitrieh, who adorned a chapel
in the same manner at Falcouse, two leagues from Bonne,
which is said to be a most beautiful performance.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 222.

3. A musical, dramatic, orother entertainment;
the acting of a play, execution of vocal or in-
strumental music, exhibition of skill, etc., es-

pecially at a place of amusement Specific per-
formance, in law, actual performance, or an action to

compel actual performance, as distinguished from the
payment of damages as a compensation for non-perform-
ance. = 8yn. 1. Accomplishment, achievement, consum-
mation. See perform. 2. Exploit, feat. 3. Production.

performancyt, [As performance (see -cy).~]
Performance. Davies.

performationt, < [< perform + -ation.] Per-

formance; doing; carrying out.

This Indenture made ... for the performation of ye
things vnderwritten. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 164.

performer (per-for'mer), . 1. One who per-
forms, accomplishes, or fulfils.

Even share hath he that keeps his tent, and he to field doth
go: ...

The much performer, and the man that can of nothing
vaunt. Chapman, Iliad, ix.

2. One who performs or takes part in a play or

performance of any kind
;
an actor, actress, mu-

sician, circus-rider, etc.

Mr. Johnson, a performer of sound judgment, who suc-
ceeded in many walks in comedy.

Life of Quin (reprint, 1887), p. 16.

Whilst in past times the performer treated his instru-
.ment [piano] as a respected and beloved friend, and almost
caressed it, many of our present performers appear to treat
it as an enemy, who has to be fought with, and at last

conquered. Orove, Diet. Music, II. 744.

performing (per-for'ming), p. a. 1. Doing;
executing; accomplishing. 2. Trained to per-
form tricks or play a part : as, performing dogs.
perfricate (per'fri-kat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. per-
fricated, ppr. perfricating. [< L. perfricatus,
pp. ofperfricare (> It. perfricare), rub all over,
< per, through, + fricare, rub: see friction."}
To rub over or thoroughly. Bailey.

perfrication (per-fri-ka'shon), n. [< perfricate+ -ion."] A thorough rubbing, especially the

rubbing in of some unctuous substance through
the pores of the skin; inunction.

perfumatory (per-fu'ma-to-ri), a. [< perfume+ -atory.] Yielding perfume ; perfuming.
A perfumatory or incense altar.

Leigh, Critica Sacra (1650), i. 214. (Latham.)

perfume (per-fum' or per'furn), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. perfumed, ppr. perfuming. [< OF. perfumer,
F.parfumer= Sp. Pg. perfumar = It.profumare
(for "perfumare), < L. per, through, + fumare,
smoke: s&efume, v.~\ To scent; render odor-
ous or fragrant: as, to perfume an apartment;
to perfume a garment.
There weeps the Balm, and famous Trees from whence
Th' Arabians fetcht perfuming Frankinsence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

perfuncturate

Away, away, thy sweets are too perfuming.
Quarles, Emblems, v. 15.

There the priest perfumed me o'er with clouds of fragrant
incense.

Constantine and Arete (Child's Ballads, I. 309).

The furze-scent perfumes all the air.

M. Arnold, Stanzas composed at Carnac.

perfume (per'fum or per-fum'), n. [< F. par-
j'niii = Sp. Pg. perfume = It. profumo, perfume ;

from the verb.] 1. A substance that emits a
scent or odor which affects the organs of smell

agreeably. Six flowers form the base of most flower-

perfumes in use : orange-flower, rose, jasmine, violet, aca-

cia, and tuberose. Vauilla dashed with almonds is used
to simulate heliotrope. Besides these are used the ge-
ranium, lavender, rosemary, thyme, and other aromatic
herbs, peel of bitter oranges, citrons, bergamots, musk,
sandalwood, ambergris, and gum benjamin, the leaves of
the patchouli, wintergreen, and others. Many perfumes
are now prepared by chemical methods, instead of by
distillation, maceration, tincturation, or enfleurage, from
vegetable products.

She toke for perfume the ryndes of olde rosemary and
burned them. Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iv. 2.

2. The scent, odor, or volatile particles emitted
from odorous substances, especially those that
are sweet-smelling.

An amber scent of odorous perfume
Her harbinger. MUton, S. A., 1. 720.

Ev'n the rough rocks with tender myrtle bloom,
And trodden weeds send out a rich perfume.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

=Syn. 2. Fragrance, Aroma, etc. (see smell, n.), balmi-

ness, redolence, incense.

perfume-burner (per'fum-ber"ner), n. A ves-
sel in which odorous substances, as pastils, are
burned.

perfume-fountain (per'fum-foun"tan), n. A
portable apparatus for throwing a small jet of

perfume ; especially, an ingenious machine in-

troduced about 1872, in which by the mere pres-
sure of the liquid in a receiver or ball the foun-
tain is created, the liquid running through a
tube into a lower ball which when full takes
the place of the first.

perfumer (per-fu'mer), n. [< F. parfumeur =
Sp. Pg. perfumador = It. profumatore; as per-
fume + -erl.] 1. One who or that which per-
fumes. 2. One whose trade is the making or

selling of perfumes.
Barber no more a gay perfumer comes,
On whose soft cheek his own cosmetic blooms.

Crabbe.

perfumery (per-fu'mer-i), n. [< F. parfumerie,
perfumery, = Sp. perfumeria = Pg. perfumaria= It. profumeria, a place where perfumes are
made or sold; as perfume + -ery.~] 1. Per-
fumes in general. 2. The art of preparing
perfumes.
perfume-set (per'fum-set), n. A set of articles
for the toilet-table, such as perfume-bottles
and puff-boxes, sometimes including such ob-

jects as an atomizer or a spray-tube.
perfumy (per'fu-mi or per-fu'mi), a. [< per-
fume -f -y

1
."] Having a perfume ; odorous

;

sweet-scented.

The sweet atmosphere was tinged with the perfumy
breath which always surrounded Her.

Mrs. Oliphant, Salem Chapel, xiii. (Davies.)

perfunctorily (per-fungk'to-ri-li), adv. In a

perfunctory, careless, or half-hearted manner
;

without zeal or interest
;
in a manner to satisfy

external form merely, or so as to conform to the
letter but not to the spirit ;

with careless indif-

ference ; negligently.

perfunctoriness (per-fungk'to-ri-nes), . The
character of being perfunctory; negligent or
half-hearted performance ; carelessness.

perfunctory (per-fungk'to-ri), a. [= Sp. Pg.
perfunctorio = It. perfuntorio, < LL. perfuncto-
rhm, < L. perfungi, pp. perfunctus, perform, <

per, through, + fungi, do : see function."] Done
mechanically or without interest or zeal, and
merely for the sake of getting rid of the duty ;

done in a half-hearted or careless manner, or
so as to conform to the letter but not to the

spirit; careless; negligent.
What an unbecoming thing it is to worship God in a

careless, trifling, perfunctory Manner ; as though nothing
less deserved the imploying the Vigour of our Minds about
than the Service of God. StUlingJleet, Sermons, III. iii.

Alike I hate to be your debtor,
Or write a mere perfunctory letter.

Lowell, Familiar Epistle.

perfuncturate (per-fuugk'tu-rat), v. t.; pret.
and pp. perfuiicturated, ppr. perfuncttiratiiiy.

[Irreg. < L. perfunctnrus (fut. part, of perfungi,
perform: see pcrfinn-tori/) + -ate 1

."] To execute

perfunctorily, or in an indifferent, mechanical
manner. North Brit. llev. (Imp. IHct.)



perfuse

perfuse (pt-r-fu//), r. t.: pret. and pp. />i-rl'nxi-il, perhapt, adr.
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An old form

['< L. iifi-fuxiix, pp. oi' jii rl'nii-

ili n . IPOUI- over, < //, through, + I'ninlin , pour: in <d worldly wealth andblls

Bee I'oiniiP, /.!.] To sprinkle, pour, or spread whut him ayleth most
i

John Finder, n Sir T. More sov*r nr tnromrll.

ppr.

peribolos

Btamen).] In /</., tin lirin'K surrounding the

rgans (antheridia) of mosses.And though that perhap to other folke he uceme to Hue
In al worldly wealth and Misse, yet himself knoweth best perianth ( per i-anth ), . [= F - perianthr = Sp.

over or through.
tn-s immediately J*T/U*! the blood with mclan- , .

,. ,

i,,,i v . tfarwy, consumptions, perhaps (per-haps ), adv.

t'umfort Against Tribulation

[(1573X To the Reader.

[Formerly ulsoper-

/n n/liilin, /a i iinii-iii = IV. I" I'iniiHiio r^

II ir ill, jii
i I il ii lii, < XI,.

/it
i I mi! I- in i, i

1
1- 1. lir.

-
ii'-

avdr/f, with flowers all around), < Or. jrrp/, aroin nl,

flower.] In bot., the floral envelops,

perfuslon(pf-r-fu'zhoii), .
[
= It. .

h. iii-r/Hfiiiidi-), a i>ouring over, < pcrfuiuliri,

pp. iiirfimiiK, pour over: see perfuse.] A pour-
in;; t trrongh ;

a causing to penneate Perfualon
cannula, :i double-way cannula.

perfusive (per-fu'siv), a. [< /r/'. + -,,-,.]

Sprinkling; adapted to spread or sprinkle.

'usione < hap; <. per + hapl,n.,p}. haps. C!. perchance, whether calyx or corolla or both. The word Is

. ' n^vfnvf ~\ Tttuflvho* nnauiltlv TWrnjl vpntnrfl not. nmeti munr hou't>v<*r wliir. the floral envulonn are
percase.] It may be; possibly; peradventure ;

perchance.
If he outlives me, he shall find that he was higher in

my esteem than perhapt he thinks he is.

Addition, Spectator, No. 100.

Ptrhapt great Hector then had found his fate,

But Jove and destiny prolong'd his date.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 213.

We are strange, very strange creatures, and It Is better,

yu/iov, ergamum. -

mum, an important city of Mysia in Asia Minor,
the capital of the Attalid kings in the third and

not much uswi, however, where the floral envelops are

clearly distinguishable Into calyx and corolla, being mainly
restricted In its application to the petuloldeous inoniM-oty-

ledons, in which the calyx and corolla are so combined
that they cannot be satisfactorily distinguished from one
another. See cuts uml< i ./"< nil momichla-

mydeuui. Elserial perianth. See tntrrial.

perianthial (per-i-an'thi-al), a. [< perianthi-
mn + -al.] Of or relating to the perianth;
provided with a perianth. Also /

/ iinitlnoun.

:. ; pi. perian-
Same as peri-

Pergamene (per'ga-men), it. [< L. Pergainritux,
<(ir. llrpyaiiavoc, pertaining to Pergamum, < Iltp- perhapt, not to~piace 'too much confidence in our reason _^ ll*vi. L^,"V>!

,,A iVrgamu
3

.] Of obtaining to Perga- afone* S^ney S.OA, U, I*d, HoUand. ,.
penanthlum/^er-l-ai^um) fc^jj.

or
> peri

1
(pe'ri), n. [< .peri,< Pers. pan, a fairy, anth

'

Avestan pairi.] In Pers. myth.,ane\t or fairy, periaptt (per'i-apt), n. [= F. periapte = It.

male or female, represented as a descendant of
perianto, periatto, < Gr. jrtpiinrnw, an amulet;

fallen angels, excluded from Paradise till their
Jrop> neut< of Kcpiairrof, hung round, < wcpi,

penance is accomplished.
One morn a Peri at the gate
Of Eden stood disconsolate-.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Paradise and the Perl.

i, lost, spoiled, perished,
her., re-

size : generally equivalent to couped.
Cuz:ens, Handbook of Heraldry,

peri-. [L., etc., peri-, < Gr. vipt-, prefix, nepl,

prep., with gen., around, usually causal, about,

concerning, etc.
;
with dat., around, about, for,

around, + aimJf, verbal adj. of airrciv, fasten.]
An amulet

;
a charm worn as a defense against

disease or mischief, especially one worn on
the person, as around the neck.

second centuries B. c., the seat of a very nota-

ble school of Greek art, and the site of a fa-

mous library, which was later removed to Alex-
andria. See etymology of parchment. Also

Pergatnettiftn. Pergamene art, a renaissance school

of G'reek sculpture which found its inspiration and its

most freunent theme in the victories, important for civili- . ,

latlou, won by King Attains I. of Pergamum, in the last pen- (pe-re ), a. FIT

pp. of pMr, perish :

auced in size: geneio,.^ ..,.,,,,,,.... **, -.
)erlarteritis (per-i-ar-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

iffpi, around. T aprr/pia, an artery, + -itis. Cf.

arteritis.] Inflammation of the adventitia or

outer coat of an artery.

etc. : with"acc., around, by, etc. ; in comp. in periarthritis (per'i-ar-thri'tis), . [NL., < Gr.

like uses, also, like L. per-, intensive, very, ex- P', around, + bpQpov, a joint, + -itis. Cf.

ceedingly; = Skt. pari, round about; akin to arthritis.] Inflammation of the tissues sur-

vapa, beside, L. per, through, etc. : see para-, rounding a joint.

per-.] A prefix in words of Greek origin or periarticular (per'i-ar-tik u-lar),a. [<Gr.jrfp!

fonnation, meaning 'around,' 'about,' 'near,' around, + L. articulua. a joint: see articular.]

equivalent to circum- of Latin origin, as in Surrounding a joint: as. periarttcular effusions.

periphery equivalent to circumference, etc. It periastral(per-i-as'tral),. [<Gr. mpi, around,
U much used In the formation of new scientific com- + aarpov, a star: see astral.] Ot or pertaining
pounds, but not, like circum-, as an English formative. to the periastrou.

periadenitis (per-i-ad-e-ni'tis), n. [NL.,<Gr. periastron (per-i-as'trpn), n.; pi. jjeriastra
vspi, around, + affjv, a gland, + -itis. Cf. ade- (-tra). [NL., < Gr. irtpi, around, + atrrpor, a

nitis.] Inflammation of the tissues surround- star.] In the orbit of any heavenly body which

ing a gland. moves around another, the point where the for-

periadventitial (per-i-ad-ven-tish'al), a. [< mer approaches nearest to the primary: usually
Gr. Kepi, around, + NL. adventitia, q. v., + -al.] applied to double stars, but also generally to

Situated on the outside of the adveutitia or any satellite.

va
a

nceof b
e
arba^m

e

;epr7se

B
nted Sy GaU.cSSS* outer coat of a blood-vessel. perlaugert, n. An obsolete form of periagua.

work of this school is remarkably able, and much more periagua (per-i-a gwa), n. [Formerly Also pert- periaxial (per-i-ak'si-al), a. [< Gr. Kepi, around,
modern In spirit than older Greek work; and it has a force augua, *periauga, periauger, perriatiger, perri- + L. axis, an axis : see axial.] 1. Surrounding

augur, and more corruptly pettiaugua, petty- an axis; peripheral with reference to an axis

auga, petty-auger, prop. piragua, <Sp. (W.Ind.) of the body: as, the j>eriaia/ cceloma.

piragua, a dugout. Cf. pirogue, from the same A alfrerentiation of this [archenteric) space into an axial

source.] 1. A canoe made from the trunk of a

single tree hollowed out
;
a dugout : used by the

American Indians.

This at length put me upon thinking whether it was not

Pergamene Art. Part of the Athene ffroup from the great frieze
of the altaAat Pergamum.

j which raise it far above contemporaneous
Hellenistic art. Previous to 1878 the art of Pergamum
was known by a number of detached fragments from bat-

tle-pieces, scattered throughout European museums; some
of these have long figured in the list of the most notable
ancient sculptures as the Dying Gaul ( "Gladiator") in

the Capitol, and the " Arrla and Pffitus" in the Villa Ludo-
visi, at Rome. Pergamene marbles. See marble.

pergameneous (per-ga-me'ne-us), a. [< L. per-
gainena, parchment (see parchment), + -eous.]

Pergamentaceous ;
thin and parchment-like in

texture ; specifically, in uitom., thin, tough, and
somewhat translucent, as the wing-covers of
some orthopterous insects.

Pergamenian (per-ga-me'ui-an), a. and n. [<

Pert/amene + -tan.] I. a. Same as Pergamene.
il. n. A native or an inhabitant of Perga-

mum.
pergamentaceous (per^ga-men-ta'shius), a.

[Ivrcg. for *i>ergamenaceous, < L. pergamena,
parchment, + -aceous.] Parchment-like; hav-

ing the texture, quality,
or appearance of

parchment ; specifically, in cntom., pergamene-
ous, as the wings of certain insects.

perget (perj), . i. [(f) < L. pergere, proceed.]
To go on

; proceed.
If thou pergesl thus, thou art still a companion for gal-

lants. (.'. Wilkins, Miseries of Inforst Marriage, il.

pergetting, . Seepargctini/.

pergola, pergula (per'go-ia, -gu-la), n. [< It.

pergola, an arbor, < L. pergula, a shed, booth,
shop, a vine-arbor, < pergere, proceed (also pro-
ject?), < per, through, + regere, stretch

right.'] A kind of arbor
;
a sort of balcony

Neer this is a pergola, or stand, built to view the s]

Evelyn, Diary, July 20,

Inequalities of level, with mossy steps connecting them,

and a periaxiai portion a digestive tube and a body-

cavity. Encyc. Brit., XII. 548.

Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, p. 104. (A'orw.)

Specifically 2. Surrounding the axis-cylinder
of a nerve : as, periaxial fluid,

periblast (per'i-blast), n. [< Gr. irrpi, around, +
pfaunvf, a germ.] Cell-substance of an ovum
surrounding the nucleus.

periblastic (per-i-blas'tik),

ages by open sea to Norfolk, carrying 40 to 80 barrels of

pitch or tar.
'

called

zette,
anil Its tribi

See pirogve.
3. A large flat-bottomed boat, without keel
but with lee-board, decked in at each end but

ficial segmentation of the vitellus,

eriblas-eiwiat,

bias-

tula, q. v.] In embryol., the blastula which may
result fromtheblastulation of aperimorula, and

)ut which proceeds to develop into a perigastrula.

open in the middle, propelled by oars, or by periblem (per'i-blem), n. [NL. (Hanstein,
sails on two masts which could be struck.
This was much used formerly In navigating shoal waters

along the whole American coast, and sometimes also on
the Mississippi and its affluents.

These Periaguax are long flat-bottom'd Boats, carrying
from 20 to 35 tons. They have a kind of Forecastle and a

cabin, but the rest open, and no Deck. They have two
masts which they can strike, and Sails like Schooners.

They row generally with two oars only.
Francis Moore, A Voyage to Georgia begun in 1735, p. 49.

1868), < Gr. mpifOjJita, a cloak, <

throw around: see periliolos.] In hot., the pri-

mary cortex, or zone of nascent cortex between
the dermatogen and the plerome in a growing
point.
In the earliest stage of its development this leaf is a

mere papilla consisting of nascent cortex (periblem) and
nascent epidermis (dermatogen).

GoodaU, Physiological Botany, p. 155.

pieces of machinery placed at the two sides of
glison.

pergunnah
(fHHHu . \ I 1 ..in.

j
i .,-,..,,' yuvu i . '.

]

n ... i. ucilrtllctl \,pci~~eii 11.11 ', i

ish India, a subdivision of a zillah or district. + L. anus: see ana?.] Surrounding the anus;
The Tmnty./our Peryvnnahs is the official name of the c ircuraanal ; periproctous.

nofato^trS'^clude^uttL'.
11

S&L'SLSg periandra (per-i-an'dra), n. pi. [< Gr ,

Anglo-Iud. Glossary. around, + avrjp (avdi>), a male (in mod. bot.

throw.] 1. In Gr. antiq., a consecrated court

or inclosure, generally surrounded by a wall,

and often containing a temple, statues, etc.

Hence 2. The outer inclosure of an early



peribolos

Christian church, which constituted the utmost
bounds allowed for refuge or sanctuary. Also

430G periclinally

om or never contains blood-lymph, and does not perichaetilllU (per-i-ke'shi-um), .; pi. iirrii-liif-
ate with other body-cavities, but opens upon the v,.. / ;: \ rVT, < Or irpnl avnund + vairn lono-
.rough the nephridia. See cuts under Lamelli- "".<> \^',\V*.mpuVK nu, f ^OITI/, 10

peribranchial (por-i-brang'ki-al), a. [< Gr.

irepi, around, + fip&yxia, gills: see branchial.]
Situated around or about the branchite.

Water passes . . . into the peribranchial spaces.

Gcgenbrmr, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 400.

peribronchial (per-i-brong'ki-al), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + Booyxia, the bronchial tubes: see

bronchial.] Situated or occurring around or in

the immediate vicinity of a bronchial tube,

peribronchitis (per"i-broug-ki'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. mpi, around, + Bpiyrta. the bronchial tubes,
+ -itis. Cf. bronchitis.] Inflammation of the

peribronchial connective tissue.

pericascal, pericecal (per-i-se'kal), a. [< Gr.

mpi, around, + L. caecum, the blind gut: see

ceecal.] Surrounding or lying in the immediate
vicinity of the intestinal caecum : as, a pericte-
cal abscess

; periciecal inflammation.
Pericallidae (per-i-kal'i-de), . pi. [NL. (Hope,
1838), < Pericallus + -ids'.] A family of Cole-

optera of the caraboid series, named'from the

genus Pericallus, containing about 15 genera,
mainly from India, Africa, and South America.
Pericallus (per-i-kal'us), . [NL. (Macleay,
1825), < Gr. irepi, around, + L. callus, also cal-

lum, hard skin : see callus.] The typical genus
of Pericallidee, comprising a few East Indian

species.

pericambium (per-i-kam'bi-um), n. [NL.
(Sachs), < Gr. mpi, about, + NL. cambium : see

cambium^.'] A term proposed by Sachs for the
thin-walled long-celled formative tissue just
within the endodermis that surrounds certain
fibrovascular bundles. Called cambium-strands

by Nageli and desmogen by Russow.

The thin-walled cells of the central cylinder [of the root
of dicotyledons] are in contact with the inner face of the
endodermis, and are known collectively as the pericam-
binm, Goodale, Physiological Botany, p. 113.

pericardia, . Plural ot pericardium.
pericardiac (per-i-kar'di-ak), a. [<.pericardium+ -ac (after cardiac).] 1. Same a.s pericardial.

2. Situated at or near the cardia or cardiac

region, without reference to the pericardium
itself.

pericardiacophrenic (per"i-kSr-di"a-k6-fren'-
ik), ft. [< Gr. mpiK&poiov, pericardium, + <f>p>iv

atv-), diaphragm.] Of or pertaining to the
----- J - n and thr

canal, seldom
communicate
exterior through the neph
branchiata.

(rf) A membranous sac inclosing the

heart or dorsal vessel of a spider. Ligaments at-

tached to the pericardium are connected with the envelops
of the trachea), and by the dilatation and contraction of

the heart the trachea? are opened and closed. Cardiac
pericardium, the reflected serous membrane covering
the heart; the epicardiuni.

pericarp (per'i-karp), . [= F. pericarpe= Sp.

It.pericarpio=l'g.pcricarpo,(.Nlj.pericarpium,
< Gr. TreptKopmov, a pod, husk, < irepi, around, +
Kap7r6f, fruit.] In flowering plants, the seed-
vessel or ripened ovary. It should accord in struc-
ture with the ovary from which it is derived, but exten-
sive changes frequently take place during fructification

hair, mane, foliage.] In Mttxfineee, the circle

of more or less modified leaves surrounding a

group of sexual organs, comprising antheridia
and archegonia, or archegonia alone. From the
resemblance of these leaves to the bracts or even the calyx
of flowering plants, they are frequently called "flowers"
or inflorescences. Perich&tium includes also the cluster
of leaves at the base of the pedicel or mature sporangium.
Also perichtetc, perichete.

perichaetous (per-i-ke'tus), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + xa ' T>

>> long hair, mane.] Surrounded
by bristles, as the segments of some earth-

worms; specifically, having the characters of
the genus Perichseta. Hollestoii.

by which the original ovarian form is obscured. Thus, by pericnolecVStitis (per-i-kol"e- sis-tl'tis)
ollrtl.tlrttl ttta fiflertltnl ruTT / /-I I *'/-!.abortion the original
number of cells in

the ovary may be re-

duced in the fruit, as
in the oak, chestnut,
elm, and birch ; or by
the intrusion of false

partitions the origi-
nal number may be
increased in the fruit,
as in Datura, Linum,
Astragalus, etc. The
pericarp may acquire
external accessions,
as the wing of the

maple, ash, and hop-
tree, the prickles on
the pod of Datura,
llicinus, etc., or the
barbs of the Koragi-
nacete. Connected or-

gans may modify the

ovary, such as the
adnate calyx of the

apple, the pappus of

the Composite, the

persistent style of

Clematis, the fleshy
calyx of Gaultheria,
or the fleshy recep-
tacle of the straw-

berry. The walls of
the ovary may change
in consistence in the

ruTT / /-I I *'/-!.
[JNJj., < Gr. Kept, around, + xu/ 'l< bile, gall, +
Ki'orif, bladder, + -itix. Cf. cholecystitis.'] In-
flammation around the gall-bladder.
perichondrial (per-i-kon'dri-al), . [< Gr. mpi,
around, + ^oVopof, cartilage : see ahondrus.']

Surrounding, investing, or covering cartilage,
as a membrane

; having the character or qual-
ity of perichondrium.
The ulceration may penetrate the cartilage to the tis-

sues external, forming a perichondrial abscess.
Medical Jfewa, LIU. 507.

distributed to the pericardium and the diaphragm.
pericardial (per-i-kar'di-al), . [< pericardium

perichondritic (per"i-kon-drit'ik), a. [< peri-
chondritis + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected
with perichondritis.

perichondritis (per'i-kon-dri'tis), . [NL., <

perichondrium + -ttis.] Inflammation of the

periehondrium.
perichondrium (per-i-kon'dri-um). H. [= F.

jifrichondre = It. pericondrio, < NL. perichon-
drium, < Gr. mpiy around, + x&vipoc., gristle,
cartilage.] The fibrous investment of carti-

lage ;
a membrane which covers the free sur-

faces of most cartilages, corresponding to the

periosteum of bone. It is simply a layer of ordinary
white fibrous connective tissue prolonged over cartilage
from neighboring parts, and is deficient on the opposed
surfaces of articular cartilages in the interior of joints.

mature pericarp, being leaf-like in the pea-pod, columbine, perichord (per'i-kord), u. IX Gr. mpi, around,
caltha, etc., thickened and dry in nuts and capsules, fleshy + roogj, a string- HPP /-Inrrf dutrSo. ,

orpulpyinberries,andfle8hywithoutbutinduratedwithin, rm *
'i, "j , , .

"> clt(
f
ra"< ewa-i.J

as in all stone-fruits. Where the walls of the pericarp are
1 ne chordal sheath, or investment of the noto-

composed of dissimilar layers, the layers are distinguished chord.
as exocarp, etidocarp epicarp, mesocarp, and putamen. In perichordal (per'i-kor-dal), ft. [< perichord +
cryptogams the pericarp is a variously modified structure / T Snvi-niiiulino- tlio nt/M 1 Q rini-ealia ,,f
containing certain organs of reproduction. Thus in the [ J

, grounding the chorda dorsalis, or noto-
CAaroeea; it incloses the oosperm, while in the .Ftoricfea' it chord, ot a vertebrate: as, perichordal cells;
incloses the carpospores. The term is also sometimes perichordal tissue.
synonymous with the theca or capsule of mosses. perichoresis (per"i-ko-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

pericarpia. n. FhusHotperiearpittm, mpixupriaii;, rotation,' < mpixupeiv, go around,
pericarpial (per-i-kiir'pi-al), a. [= F. pericar- < mpi, around, + xP"i>, {

Pericarp.
a and t, capsules of poppy ; b, capsule

of Aristolochici; it, section of strobilus (or
cone) of pine ; e, nuts of filbert ;/, drupe
of plum or peach ; g, section of drupe.

go on, <'.xapof, place.]A going round about; a rotation. Bp. Kaye., ., _._ Pil; as pericarp + -ial.] Same'as peficarpic. _ _,_
+ -al.] Surroundingorinclosingtheheart; per- pericarpic (per-i-kiir'pik), a. [= F. pericar- [Rare.]
taining to the pericardium, or having its char- pique; as pericarp + -ic.] In lot., of or relat- perichoroidal (per*i-ko-roi'dal), a. [< Gr. mpi,
acter. Also pericardiun, pericardiac, and rare- lng to a pericarp. around, + E. choroid +'-al.] About or external
\ypericardic.- Pericardial arteries, small branches pericarpium (per-i-kiir'pi-um), n.; pi. peri-
given off by the internal mammary and thoracic aorta to carpia (-a). [NL. : see pericarp.] In hot., same
the pericardium. Pericardial cavity or space, in in- as pericarp.
sects, a dorsal division of the abdominal cavity, containing npnVarnoidal <ncri kiir- nniVlsithe heart or dorsal vessel. In many groups it is separated

Pencarpoiaai (\ 1-Kar-poi aa *. f~
from the rest of the abdomen by the alary muscles, which

carP + ~
l" + -"< J ln Dot,, belonging to or re-

collectively have been termed the pericardial septum. sembling a pericarp.

7a
th?

arto* tne
.P
leura^h

j<='i
is

a^- pericecal, a. See periciecal.

pericentral (per-i-sen'tral), a. [< Gr. mpi.
around, -I- nevrpov, center'.] Situated about a
center or central body.- Pericentral tubes, in bot.,
in the so-called polysiphonous seaweeds, the ring of four rates Allman l"87fi

pericardian (per-i-kar'di-an), a, [< pericardi-
m

.

more elongated cells surrounding the large central Dericla.sefr>pr'i'ldai'V ,i f-V ,>/
ttm + -an.-] Same as pericardial.

elongated cell. Also called siphons. i-kiaz), n. [== t . pel icla

[< pericar-
Perichaena (per-i-ke'n, n. [NL. (Fries, 1817),
< peri(dium) + Gr. xalvetv, yawn, gape, open

muscles between the cavity of the pericardium and the
general abdominal cavity. Pericardial veins, small
tributaries from the pericardium to the large azygous vein.

pericarditic (per'i-kftr-dit'ik), a. k .

ditto + -ic.] Of or pertaining to pericarditis.
pericarditis (per"i-kar-di'tis), n. [NL., < peri-
cardium + -itis.] Inflammation of the pericar-
dium.

Ier-i-kar'pi-um), it.
; pi. peri- to the choroid coat of the eye: as, the peri-

choroidal space (the lymph-space between the
choroid and sclerotic coats).

[< peri- pericladium (per-i-kla'di-um), .; pi. peri-
cladia (-a). [NL. (cf. LGr. mpattoofr, with
branches all around), < Gr. mpi, around, < KU-
<Sof, a young slip, branch: see cladus.] 1. In
bot., the sheathing base of a leaf when it ex-

pands and surrounds the supporting branch.
Gray. 2. leap.] In ro67., a genus of ccelente-

w, < Gr.

mpljtMHrtf, a twisting round, a wheeling about
(breaking off), < irepuMai, break off, wheel about,

round.] A genus of myxomycetous fungi,
giving name to the family

"

Perichxnacese. The
pericardium (per-i-kar'di-um), .; pi. pericar- pedmm is distinct, irregular, or plasmodio-
dia (-a). [= F. pericarde = Sp. Pg. It. pericar-

carpous, and circumscissilely or laciniately de-
dio, <' NL. pericardium, < Gr. mpcKapSiov, the ^iscent.
membrane around the heart; prop. neut. of Penchaenacese (per"i-ke-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.

*

around or near the heart, < mpi (Kostafiiiski, 1875), < P'erichsnia + -accee.']
P/ -w, , . -. _ --1 - ' n >

J

\ peri(aium) -r ur. xaiveiv. yawn, gape, open > J'IL---c 7" ' ,,;".,,
in allusion to the peridium, which opens a 1^''

rol
?
nd

'
+ <^,break(>^T,f, fracture).]

3 -, A vjjciia A ,... 1T1111 pr 7 r*rniitiTo- f\f >.io-,i^fio t\S rrf\\

around, + itapdia = E. heart.] In anat. and fami'y of myxomycetous fungi, taking its name Periclean (per-i-kle'an), a.

zool.: (a) A somewhat conically shaped mem- ? m tlle gpnus Pericheena, having a simple or Gr. HepiK^c, Pericles' (see del), -f- -ean.]
brauous sac, inclosing the heart and the origin

double peridium, the outer wall being calca-

A rare mineral consisting of magnesia (MgO)
with a little iron protoxid. It occurs in minute
greenish octahedrons embedded in ejected masses of crys-
talline limestone at Vesuvius, and has also been found
recently in Sweden.

periclet (per'i-kl), n. [< l,.pericultim,pericltii,
_ risk, danger: see peril.'] A danger; danger;
A _peril; risk; hazard.

[< L. Pericles, <

f.), + -ean.] Of
or relating to Pericles (about 495-429 B. c.),

of the great vessels. It is composed of two layers an _reous - ^e foremost citizen and practically chief of the
outer fibrous one, dense and unyielding in structure, and Penchseta (per-i-ke 'ta), K. [NL. (Eondani state of ancient Athens at her greatest period ;nil iini'i' oavntio ,-..-, n .....I ....i 1 . ii.- _ j ,. , , intff\\ ^ f~i / " *' *- -v ian inner serous one, reflected on the surface of the viscus
See cut under thorax.

The last act of violence committed upon him was the
piercing of his side, so that out of his Pericardium issued
both water and blood. StOKngJleet, Sermons, I. vi.

1859), < Gr. TTfp/, around, + xa '"~>l, long hair,mane .] 1 . A genus of dipterous insects. Also
Pcricheta. 2. A remarkable genus of oligo-
ehsetous annelids, having the segments peri-
chastous. It contains several Ceylonese spe-4 blood-sinus or special cavity beneath the _ _ , ooi>

n^lmitn v,

a
^ ?

n
'
in

,

whlch
-
theheartis Perictaete, perichete (per'i-ket), n. [=suspended by ligaments and arteries, but not pericheze, < NL. perichxtium, q. v.] In Iotherwise connected, (c) In mollusks, the spa- same as periduBt&m,^l^r^^TJL^^^L^^ ,

is Perichatial ,(per-i-ke'shal), a.

hence, pertaining to the age of the intellectual
and material preeminence of Athens.
With the close of the Periclean period in Athens the

public desire for more temples seems to have ceased.

Ecyc. Brit., II. 364.

traversed by the contractile vessel which acts
like a heart. It is situated dorsad of the alimentary

+ -al.]
chsetium.

periclinal (per-i-kli'nal), . [As pericline +
-al.] In bot., running in the same direction as
the circumference of a part : said of the direc-
tion in which new cell-wall is laid down.

...,_- [< iH'i-icliii-tiiim periclinally (per-i-kli'nal-i), ddf. In such a
iot., ot or pertaining to the peri- manner as to dip on all sides from a central

point.



pericline

pericline (per'i-klin), . [< Gr. -ti>iH/n->'/r, slop-

ing on all sides, < iri/ii, around, + n/ii>riv, bend.
|

A variety of albite occurring in the crystalline
schists of the Alps, the crystals of which are

usually peculiar in being elongated in thr di-

rection of the macrodiagonal axis Pericline
twin. sec i:i-iii.

periclinium (per-i-kUn'i-nai), .; fLptrltHnia
(-R). [NL. (cf. Gr. irtpii>/iiin: a conch all round
a 'table, -ii>ik/n-//i;, sloping on all sides), < Gr.

iri/>i, around, + n).ivctv, bciul, lean, slope.] In
hnl.. the involucre of the capitulum in the <'<>m-

lioxila: Also /it'i-ii>li/>niiitliiiiin. [Hare.]

periclitatet (pO-rik'H-tat), r. t. [< L. pi-ridi-
Inliix, ji)). of periclitni'i (> It. /M'l'ii'litare = F.

/n'-i-i/'li/i-i-), try, prove, test, put to the test, en-

danger, imperil, < iii-rii-ulmu, in-rii-hiiu, trial, ex-

periment, test, danger, peril: see peril.'] To
endanger.
And why go many grains of calomel ! Santa Maria '. and

such a dose of opium ! periclitatiny, pardi ! the whole family
of ye from head to tail ! Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vUl. 3.

periplitationt (pe-rik-li-ta'shou), . [< L. /><--

>'irlit(tti(n-),(pcriclitar!, pp. periclitatus, prove,
test, endanger: see periclitate.] The state of be-

ing in danger ;
a hazarding or exposing to peril.

pericolitis (per*i-ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. irepi,

around, + Kokov, the colon (see colon2 ), + -itix.

Cf. colitis.'] Inflammation of the peritoneal coat
of the colon, or of the tissues about the colon.

pericolpitis (per'i-kol-pi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kepi, around, + Kiftirof, bosom, lap, womb, +
-itix. Cf. coli>itis.] Inflammation of the con-
nective tissue about the vagina.
pericope (pe-rik'o-pe), n. [LL., a section of a

book, < Gr.' ircpiKoirr/, a cutting all round, out-

line, in LGr. eccl. a section, a portion of Scrip-
ture, < irepi, around, + K6irrciv, cut.] 1. An
extract; a selection from a book

; specifically,
in the ancient Christian church, a passage of

Scripture appointed to be read on certain Sun-

days and festive occasions. 2. In awe. pros.,
a group of two or more systems.
pericomeal (per-i-kor'ue-al), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + NL. cornea, cornea: see corneal.]

Surrounding or situated about the cornea of
the eye : as, pericomeal circles.

pericranet (pw'1-krin), n. [< F. pericrane, <

NL. pericranium: see pericranium.] The peri-
cranium; the skull. [Rare.]

The soundest arguments in vain

Attempt to storm thy pericrane.
D'Urfey, Colln's Walk, i. (Damn.)

pericranial (per-i-kra'ni-al), a. [(pericranium
+ -al.] Surrounding the cranium; investing
the skull, as a membrane

;
of or pertaining to

the pericranium.
pericranium (per-i-kra'ni-um), .

; pi. pericra-
nia (-a). [Formerly also pericranion (also peri-
crane, pericrany, q. v.); = F. pericrd ite = Sp.
pericrdneo = Pg. pericraneo = It. pericranio, <

NL. pericranium, the membrane around the

skull, < Gr. irepinp&viov, ueut. of ircptupavioc,
around the skull (/ mpucpavtof xtT^v or vpl/v, the
membrane around the skull) ; ef. irep'iKpavov, a
covering for the head

;
< irtpl, around, + upaviov,

the skull, the head : see cranium.'] 1. The ex-
ternal periosteum of the cranium. Hence 2.
The general surface or extent of the cranial
bones ; the cranium or skull itself.

pericranyt (per'i-kra-ni), n. [< NL. pericranium,
q. v.] The pericranium ;

the skull.

And when they joined their pericrania,
Out skips a book of miscellanies.

Sw\ft, On Poetry.

Pericrocotus (per'i-kro-ko'tus), n. [NL. (Boie,
1826), < Gr. Kepi, around, + xpo/curo?, saffron-
colored : see crocota, crocus.] A genus of cater-

pillar-catchers of the family Campopkagidx,
having the bill short and weak. There are about
20 species, of brilliant or varied plumage, chiefly black and
scarlet or yellow, inhabiting India, China, the Malay
peninsula and archipelago, Java, Sumatra, and Borneo,
such as P. miniatux and P. speciosus. Some of them are
known as miniixts. The genus is also called Pluxnicornii
and Acix.

periculoust (pe-rik'u-lus), a. [< L. periculosus,
dangerous: see perilous.'] Dangerous; hazard-
ous.

As the moon about every seventh day arriveth unto a
contrary sign, so Saturn, which remaineth about as many
years as the union doth days in one sign, and holdeth the
same consideration in years as the moon in days, doth
cause these periculoujt periods.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 12.

periculum (pe-rik'u-lum), n.
; pi. pericula (-la).

[L. : see peril.] In Scots lair, a risk,

pericystitis (per'i-sis-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

tcpi, around, + KI-OTII;, bladder, + -itig. Cf.

cyxtitiit.'] Inflammation around the bladder.
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pericytula (pcr-i-xit'u-lii), .; pi. itericytulm

(-le). [NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + NL. cytida.]
In i-niliri/1,1.. the parent-cell or cylula which re-

sults from a peri inone nil a by the reformation
of the nucleus, anil which proceeds by partial
and superficial segmentation of the vitellns to

develop into a perimorula, periblastula, and

perigastrula. It is the usual form of ovum or

egg of insects and other arthropods. See yax-
triilniiini.

Peridei (pe-rid'c-i), w.
/*(. [NL. (Nylander), <

l>iri</-iiuii + -ei.] A tribe of lichens in which
the apothecium is peridiiform. The thallus is

thin, maculate, or wanting, and the spermo-
gones have simple sterigmata.

peridental (per-i-den'tal), . [< Gr. irepi,

around, + L. dens (dent-) = E. tooth: see den-

tal.'] Surrounding the teeth Peridental mem-
brane. () The enamel cuticle, (b) Periosteum of the
roots of teeth.

periderm (per'i-derm), n. [= F. periderme, <

Gr. irepi, around, + iep/ia, skin: see derm.] 1.

In soiil,, epidenn or cuticle forming an invest-

ing sheath or tube, as in some tubularian hy-
dromedusans; a kind of hard perisarc or corti-

cal layerof the ccenosarc of certain hydrozoans.
2. In bot., the continuous layers of cork which

cover the stems of many plants after they have
acquired a certain age.

peridermal (per'i-der-mal), . [< periderm +
-at.] Surrounding or investing like a cuticle

;

having the character or quality of peridenn.
peridermic (per-i-der'mik), a. [< periderm +
-ic.] Same as peridermal.
peridesmitis (per*i-des-mi'tis), n. [NL., <.peri-
desmium + -itis.] Inflammation of the peri-
desmium.
peridesmium (per-i-des'mi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

irepi<5eo/jo(, a baud, belt, < irepi, around, + &a-

p6f, a band, ligament.] The areolar tissue
around a ligament.

peridia, . Plural otperidium.
peridial (pe-rid'i-al), a. [< peridium + -al.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a peridium.
A very massive peridial wall which is characterized by

a gelatinous middle layer. De Bary, Fungi (tnins.), p. 312.

perididymis (per-i-did'i-mis), . [NL., < Gr.

ftpi, around, + iidvpof, a testicle.] The tunica

albuginea. See albuginea.

perididymitis (per-i-did-i-ml'tis), n. [NL., <

perididymis + -itis.~] Inflammation of the peri-

didymis.
peridiiform (pe-rid'i-i-form), a. [< NL. peridi-
um + L. forma, form.] In bot., having the
form of a peridium.
peridinial (per-i-din'i-al), a. [< NL. Peridini-

tim + -al.] Related to or resembling Peridini-

um; belonging to the Peridiniidx.

Peridiniidae (per*i-di-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Peridinium + -idee.] The leading family of

cilioflagellate infusorians, represented by Peri-
dinium and several other genera, character-
ized by having a ciliate zone, or girdle of cilia,
in addition to one or more flagella. These ani-
malcules are free-swimming, of persistent form, inhabit-

ing both fresh and salt water, often phosphorescent, lori-

cate or sometimes illoricate, mostly with a single flagellum,
frequently with an eye-like pigment-spot, and always with
a distinct oral aperture. They reproduce by fission and by
sporulation. The modern family corresponds to several
older groups of similar names and less exact definition.

Peridinium (per-i-din'i-um), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1836), < Gr. mpidtvi/f, whirled around; cf.

Ttpidfvof, a rover, pirate, < xtpi, around, + divo?,

a whirling.] The typical genus of Peridiniidse.
There are several species, as P. talmlatvm of Great Brit-
ain and P. sanyu.ineu.m of India. The latter imparts a

bloody color to water that contains it. Some are called
wreath-animalcules.

Peridiodei (per'i-di-o'de-i), . pi. [NL. (Ny-
lander), < peridium + Gr. eitiof, form.] A series
of lichens, according to the classification of

Nylander, including the single tribe Peridei.

peridiole (pe-rid'i-61), n. [< NL. peridiolum,
q. v.] In bot., same as peridiolum.
peridiolum (per-i-di'o-lum), n. [NL., dim. of

peridium.'] In bot., in gasteromycetous fungi,
the smaller peridia or nests of tissue formed
within the general fructification, and inside of
which the hymenium is formed

; also, the inner

layer of a peridium when more layers than one
are present. See cuts under apothecium, ascus,
and Fun</i.

peridium (pe-rid'i-um), n.: pi. peridia (-a).

[NL., < Gr.
'

7n/pi<5ior, dim. of typa, a leather

pouch, wallet, scrip.] The outer enveloping
coat of a sporophore in angiocarpous fungi,

upon which the spores develop in a closed cav-

ity. In the Urcdineie it envelops the aecidium, and is also
called the psttidoperidium, or paraphysis envelop. In the

periependymal

Gaiteromycetes It is alsocalli d tin- ni,fn.i. ;,IM| may lie dif-

ferentiated into an I'U'i i- 1" i i'lii'in
,
u Mi li JI:IIH in various

ways, and an inn' / ////<"//< i jn-i ulioliun), which directly
incloses the gleba. See cuts under LU<-"JM /'/-,, and Sper-
iiiii-liiniinii.

peridot (lier'i-dot), it. [< F. /ii'-riilnl = l'%. It.

l"i-i<loto, ML. pcritot (after F.), also periodua
(appar. after L. iitriixlux, period), a kind of em-
erald; origin not clear.] Same as cln-i/xnliii'.

peridotic (per-i-dot'ik), . [< peridot + -ic.]

1'ertaining to, resembling, or characterized by
the presence of peridot or of peridot itc.

peridotite (per'i-do-tit), . [< peridot + -it,*.
]

A rock composed essentially of olivin, with
which are usually associated more or less of

one or more of the minerals enstatite, dial-

lag.', augite, magnetite, chromite, and picotite.
Lithologists are by no means agreed in regard to the
nomenclature of the varieties of peridotite. M. F.. Wads-
worth distinguishes the following: dvuitv, composed al-

most entirely of olivfn, with a few grains of picotite,

magnetite, or some other accessory mineral : itaxonite, a

variety consisting of olivin and enstatite: Ihmolile, of

olivin with enstatite and diallage; bucluierile, of olivin,

enstatite, and augite; eulytite, of olivin ami diallage;

vierite, of olivin and augite. Of these varieties, the first

lour have been found In meteorites as well as in terres-

trial rocks ; the others, so far as known, are exclusively
terrestrial. Olivin passes readily into serpentine; hence

many olivin rocks are found more or less completely al-

tered Into that mineral, so that the distinction between
olivin and serpentine rocks is one not easily preserved.
Peridotite Is known to be in some cases an eruptive rock,
and Is generally supposed to have been such in all cases.

That most serpentine rocks are the result of the altera-

tion of some peridotic material is also generally conceded ;

that serpentine may have been produced in some other

way Is possible, but has not been distinctly proved.

peridrome (per'i-drom), n. [= F. peridrome =
Sp. Pg. It. peridromo, < Gr. Kepi6po/ios, a gallery

running round a building, < mpifpoftof, running
round, < ncpi, around, + Spaut'tv, run.] In an
ancient peripteral temple, the open space or

passage between the walls of the cella and
the surrounding columns. See cut under opi-
thodomos.

periegesis (perl-e-je'sis), H. [NL., < Gr. irepti/-

y^ffff, a leading around, irepiriyeiofiai, lead around,
< irtpi, around, + qyeiaSat, lead: see hegemony.]
A progress through or around

; especially, a for-

mal progress, or a journey in state ;
a travel-

ing through anything.
In his periegesis, or triumphant progress throughout this

island, it has been calculated that he laid a ty the part of
the inhabitants under contribution.

Lamb, Two Races of Men.

perielesis (per"i-e-le'sis), n. [< Gr.
a convolution, < xepieiteiv, fold or wrap round,
< Kepi, around, -I- elfaiv, roll up.] In Gregorian
music, a long ligature or phrase at the end of a

melody, the tones of which are sung to a single

syllable. Compare pneuma.
periencephalitis (per'i-en-sef-a-li'tis), n. [<
Gr. irepi, around, -r ^Kf0a?.of, the brain (see

encephalon), + -itig.] Inflammation of the pia
mater and tissues immediately subjacent.
Perlencephalitia acuta, an acute psychosis presenting
maniacal delirium followed by apathy and collapse, and
attended with irregular pyrexia and frequent pulse. The
onset, usually after some mental prodromes, is apt to be
sudden ; the end is ordinarily in death or in dementia and
paralysis. There is Intense hypereniia of the pia, arach-

noid, and cortex, with evidence of inflammation. Also
called delirium acutum, typhomania, mania ijramg, phreni-
lii. grate delirium, Bell's disease, acute peripheral encepha-
litis.

periendymal (per-i-eu'di-mal), a. [< Gr. xtpi,

around, + NL. endyma: see endymal.] Same as

periependymal.
perienteric (per'i-en-ter'ik), a. [< perienteron
+ -ic.] Situated around or about the enteron

;

perivisceral ;
co3lomatic

;
of or pertaining to the

perienteron : as, the perienteric fluid of a worm.
Perienteric cavity. Same as perienteron.

perienteron (per-i-en'te-ron), . [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around, + evrepov'j intestine : see archen-

teron.] The primitive perivisceral cavity per-
sisting as a modified blastocale after a blasto-

sphere has undergone gastrulation ; the blasto-

cffile of a gastrula, or the space between the en-

doderm and the ectoderm, as distinguished from
the cavity of the archenteron inclosed within
the endoderm. Usnally the perienteron is speedily
obliterated by the apposition of the endoderm and ecto-

derm ; and then, by the development of a mesoderm and
the splitting up of its layers, or by the extension Into the

perienteron of diverticula of the archenteron which be-

come shut off from the latter, a permanent and definitive

perivisceral or perienteric cavity, in the form of a schizo-
ccsle or of an enterocoele, replaces the original perienteron
to form a body-cavity between the body-wails and the walls
of the alimentary canal.

periependymal (per^i-e-peu'di-mal), a. [NL.,
< Gr. irepi, around, + NL. ej>endyma : see epett-

<lj/iiiat.] Situated or occurring about, or just
outside of, the ependyma: as, perieiiendumal
myelitis. Also periendymnl.



perier

perier (per'i-er), n. [< F. perier (see def.).]

In founding, an iron rod used to hold back the

scum in the ladle. 1C. H. Knight.

periergia (per-i-er'ji-jj), . [ML.: seeperiergy.]
In rhet., same sa periergy .

Another point of surplusage lieth not so much in super-
fluitie of your words as of your trauaile to describe the

matter which yee take in hand, and that ye ouer-labour

your selfe in your businesse. And therefore the Oreekes
call it J'erieryia, we call it ouer-labour.

PvUenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 216.

periergy (per'i-er-ji), . [< 3L.periergia,< Gr.

irepiefiyia, over-carefulness, < Trepiepyof, over-care-

ful/ -epi, around, beyond, + *ipyeiv = E. work.]
Excessive care or needless effort ; specifically,
in rhet., a labored or bombastic style.

periesophageal (per-i-e-so-fa'je-al), a. [< Gr.

n-epi, around, + NL. (esophagus: see esophageal.]

Surrounding the esophagus, as the nervous ring
around the

gullet
of many invertebrates.

periesophagitis (per"i-e-sof-a-ji'tis), n. [< Gr.

irepi, around, + NL. oesophagus, esophagus, +
-itis.] Inflammation of the areolar tissue around
the esophagus.
perifascicular (per"i-fa-sik'u-liir), a. [< Gr. wept,

around, + L. fasciculus, fascicle : see fascicu-

lar.] Existing or occurring about a fasciculus.

perifibral (per-i-fi'bral), a. [< perifibrum +
-al. ] Pertaining to perifibrum ; containing or

consisting of perifibrum: as, a perifibral mem-
brane. A. Hyatt.
periflbrous (per-i-fi'brus), a. [< perifibrum +
-ous.] Same as perifibral.

perifibrum (per-i-fi'brum), n. [NL., < Gr. irepi,

around, + L. fibra, a fiber: see fiber
1
.] The

membranous envelop or fibrous covering of the

skeletal elements of sponges.
This perifhrum envelopes the spicules as well as the

fiber. . . . The cells of the perifibrum as observed in Hali-

chondria and Chalinula were very long, fusiform, and flat.

A. Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 83.

perigamilim (per-i-ga'mi-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kepi, around, + ya/iof, marriage.] In mosses,
an involucre inclosing both male and female

organs. Compare perigone and perigynium.
periganglionic (per-i-gang-gli-on'ik), a. [< Gr.
irepi, around, + E. ganglion : see ganglionic.]

Surrounding or investing a ganglion Perigan-
glionic glands, small connective-tissue capsules contain-

ing a system of glandular tubes filled with a milky calca-
reous fluid, found in the ganglia of the spinal nerves of
certain animals, as the frog. Also called crystal captrules
and calcareous sacs.

perigastric (per-i-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + -j-aaryp (yaaTp-), stomach: see gaster^,
gastric.] Surrounding the alimentary canal;
perienteric; perivisceral : as, the perigastric
space of a polyzoan, corresponding to the ab-
dominal cavity of a vertebrate

;
the perigastric

fluid.

perigastritis (per-i-gas-tri'tis), . [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around,+ yaarijp (-yaarp-), stomach, + -itis.]
Inflammation of the peritoneal coat of the sto-
mach. Also called exogastritis.

perigastrula (per-i-gas'trij-la), n.; pi. perigas-
trulse (-le). [NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + NL. gas-
trula, q. v.] In embryol., that form of metagas-
trula, or kenogenetic gastrula, which results
from surface-cleavage of the egg, or superficial
segmentation of the vitellus. Also called blad-

der-gastrula.
Surface cleavage results in a bladder-gastrula (perigas-

trula), . . . the usual form among articulated animals
(spiders, crabs, insects, etc.).

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 200.

perigastnilar (per-i-gas'tro-lar), a. [< peri-
gastrula + -or8.] Pertaining'to or having the
character of a perigastrula or perigastrulation.
perigastrulation (per-i-gas-tro-la'shon), n. [<
perigastrula + -ation.] The formation of a
perigastrula; the state of being perigastrular.
perigean (per-i-je'an), a. [< perigee + -an.]
Pertaining to the perigee ; occurring when the
moon is in her perigee.
The accelerated perigean tides give rise to a retarding

force, and decrease the apogean distance.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 378.

perigee (per'i-je), . [= F. perigee = Sp. Pg.
It. perigeo, < NL. perigeum (cf. Gr. Trepiyeiof,
around the earth), < Gr. irspi, near, around, +
n, the earth. Cf . apogee.] That point of the
moon's orbit which is nearest to the earth: when
the moon has arrived at this point, she is said
to be in her perigee. Formerly used also for the
corresponding point in the orbit of any heavenly body.
See apogee. Also called epigee, epigeum.

perigenesis (per-i-jen'e-sis), n. [< Gr. wept,
around, + E. genesis.] Wave-generation; a
dynamic theory of generation which assumes
that reproduction is effected by a kind of wave-
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motion or rhythmical pulsation of plastidules.
See the quotations.
H&eckeVB perigenesis is, when separated from his rhetoric,

the substitution of rhythmical vibrations for the different

kinds of gemmules. Science, VIII. 183.

The Dynamic Theory of reproduction 1 proposed in 1871,

and it has been since adopted by Haeckel under the name
of periijenesis. E. D. Cape, Origin of the Fittest, p. 229.

periglottic (per-i-glot'ik), a. [< Gr.trepi, around,
+ jAiirra, j/.aaaa, tongue, + -ic.] Situated

about the base of the epiglottis: as, periglottic

glands.
periglottis (per-i-glot'is), n. [NL., taken in

lit. sense of 'something about the tongue,' <

Gr. 7rep<y/tajm'f ,
a covering of the tongue, < Ttipi,

around, about, + yAtirra, y'/.uoaa, tongue: see

glottis.] The epidermis of the tongue.

perignathic (per-ig-nath'ik), a. [NL., < Gr.

Trepi, around, + yxdfof, jaw : see gnathic.] Sur-

rounding the jaws (of an echinoderm) : as, the

perignathic girdle (the structures which pro-
tract and retract the jaws of sea-urchins). M.
Duncan, 1885.

perigon (per'i-gon), n. [< Gr. mpi, around, +
yuvia, a corner, angle.] An angular quantity
of 360, or four right angles.

perigonal1
(pe-rig'o-nal), a. [< perigonium +

-al.] Same as perigonial. W. B. Carpenter,
Micros., $ 339.

perigonal2 (pe-rig'o-nal), a. [< perigon + -al.]
In cliartography, preserving the angles as near-

ly as possible under the condition of preserving
the relative areas exactly.

perigone (per'i-gon), . [= F. perigone, < NL.
perigonium, < Gr. irepi, around, + yovfi, seed,
generation, < yeveaBat, produce.] In hot., same
as perianth, but also, specifically, the circle of
leaves surrounding the autheridia of certain
mosses. Also perigoniwm.
perigonial (per-i-go'ni-al), a. [< NL. perigo-
nium, perigone, + -al.] In bot., of or belonging
to the perigone : as, the perigonial leaves of a
moss or liverwort.

perigonium (per-i-go'ni-um), n.; pi. perigonia
(-a). [NL.: see perigone.] 1. In Hydrtrida, a
sac formed by the more external parts of the

gonophore.
Shortly after arrival in the sedentary gonophore, whe-

ther this be a medusoid or a simple sporosac, the sexual
elements egg-cells or spermatozoa are found accumu-
lated around the spadix, where they are retained by the

perigonium. . . . The perigonium on the sporosac con-
sists simply of the ectodermal coat, which, before the in-

tervention of the sexual cells, lay close upon the spadix,
while in the medusoid it consists not only of this coat
but of layers which correspond to those which form the
umbrella of a medusa.

G. J. Allman, Challenger Report on Hydroida, XXIII.
[11. p. xxxv.

2. In bot., same as perigone.
See pi*1.

, perijonrdine (per-i-gor'din,
[So called from Perigord, a former

province of France.] 1. A country-dance used
in Perigord: it is usually accompanied by sing-
ing. 2. Music for such a dance, or in its

rhythm, which is triple and quick.

perigraph (per'i-graf ), n. [< Gr. jrepi-ypa^f/, a line
drawn round, an outline, sketch, < Tteptypatyeiv,
< nepi, around, + ypaipav, write.] 1. A care-
less or inaccurate delineation of anything.
2f. In anat., the white lines or fibrous impres-
sions on the straight muscle of the abdomen,
resulting from tendinous intersections. They
are now called the linea alba and linese semilu-
nares or transversee of the rectus abdominis.

perigraphic (per-i-graf'ik), a. [< perigraph +
-ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a peri-
graph (in sense 1).

perigyne (per'i-jln), n. [< NL. perigynium.] In

bot., same as perigynium.
perigynium (per-i-jin'i-um), n.; pi. perigynia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. irepi, about, + ywr), a female
(in mod. bot. a pistil).]
In bot., the hypogynous
bristles, scales, or a more
or less inflated sac, which
surround the pistil in many
Cyperacex. The perigynium,
more or less in the form of a sac,
is especially characteristic of the

genus Carex. The term is also

applied in the mosses and flepa-
ticse to the special envelop of the

archegonia.

perigynous (pe-rij'i-nus),
a. [=F.nerigyne = It.pe-
rii/inti. < Gr. irepi, about, +
yvvn, female (in mod. bot.

pistil). Cf. epigynovs.]

Orbit of Planet.

S, sun! /. perihelion ; a, aphelion.

Perigynium of Carex lu-

pulina. a, the same laid

open, showing the caryop-
sis within.

In bot., surround-
ing the pistil: specifically applied to a flower

peril

in which there is a tubular ring or sheath sur-

rounding the pistil and upon which the vari-

ous parts of the flower are inserted. This ring
or sheath may be produced by the continued marginal
growth of the broad flower-axis after its apex has ceased
to grow, or by the evident adnation of the various parts.
This adnation may be merely the union of petals and sta-

mens to the calyx, the calyx remaining hypogynous, or
it may involve the adnation of the calyx, with the other

organs, to the lower part of the ovary, or nearly to the
summit of the ovary, while the petals and stamens may
be still further adnate to the calyx. Perigynous In-
sertion. See insertion.

perigyny(pe-rij'i-ni),H. [<perigyn-ou8
+ -y.] In

bot., the state or condition of being perigynous.
perihelion, perihelium (per-i-he'li-on, -um), .;

pi.perihelia (-a). [< F.perilwlie= Sp. Pg. perihe-
lia= It.perielio, <

N~L.periheli/it, <

Gr. irepi, around,
near,+ jjtaof, the
sun: see heliac.

Cf. aphelion.]
That point of the
orbit of a planet
orcomet inwhich
it is at its least

distance from
the sun: opposed
to aphelion, it is

that extremity of the major axis of the orbit which is near-
est to that focus in which the sun is placed ; when a planet
is in this point it is said to be in its perihelion.

perihelioned (per-i-he'li-ond), a. [< perihelion
+ -e<i2.] Having, as a planet or comet, passed
its perihelion.

perihepatic (per"i-he-pat'ik), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + r/irap (i/irar-), the liver: see hepatic.]

Surrounding the liver: noting the fibrous con-
nective tissue which invests and, as the capsule
of Glisson, penetrates that organ to invest the
different divisions of hepatic substance proper.
perihepatitis (per-i-hep-a-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around, + ffirap (faar-), liver, + -itis. Cf.

hepatitis.] Inflammation of the serous cover-

ing of the liver.

perihennenial (per-i-her-me'ni-al), a. [< Gr.

irepij about,+ epprfveia, interpretation, < ipfnfvev-

eiv, interpret.] Pertaining to the subject or con-
tents of Aristotle's treatise Tlepl 'Ep/u/vciaf,

' of

interpretation' that is to say, to the logical
forms of propositions. Aristotle's doctrine in this

book does not precisely agree with that of his "Ana-
lytics," and is called perihennenial doctrine.

peri.jourdine, n. See periyourdine.
perijove (per'i-jov), . [< Gr. irepi, around,
near, + L. Jovis, Jupiter : see Jove.] The point
in the orbit of any one of Jupiter's satellites

where it comes nearest to the planet.

perikephalaia, perikephalaion (per-i-kef-a-

dei!.), < irepi, around, about, + netjaAi], the head.]
In Gr. archseol., a covering for the entire head,
as a helmet, or a head-dress of the nature of the

kekryphalos or kerchief entirely inclosing the
hair.

peril (per'il), n. [Early mod. E. perill, perrill,

parel, parrell; < ME. peril, peryle, penile, pe-
rele,pereile,perel,paril,parel,parell,< OF. peril,
F. peril = Pr. peril, perilh = Sp. pcligro, OSp.
periglo = Pg. perigo = It. peri</lio,periclo, peri-

colo,periculo=MD. perijkel (E. obs. pericle),< L.

periculum, periclum, a trial, experiment, test,

essay, etc., also risk, danger,< "periri, try (peri-

tus, tried, experienced); cf. Gr. ireipav, try, E.

/are1
.] 1. Danger; risk; hazard; jeopardy;

exposure of person or property to injury, loss,
or destruction.

And therfore, alle be it that men ban grettre chep in the
Yle of Prestre John, natheles men dreden the longe wey
and the grete periles in the See, in the parties.

Manderille, Travels, p. 270.

They vse their peeces to fowle for pleasure, others their
Caliuers for feare of perrill.

Lulu, Euphues and his England, p. 468.

To smile at 'scapes and perils overblown.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 3.

Since he will be
An ass against the hair, at his own peril
Be it. Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 6.

The rest

Spake but of sundry perils in the storm.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. In law, a source of danger; a possible casu-

alty contemplated as the cause of loss or injury.
Perils of the sea, risks peculiarly incident to navi-

gation, and particularly from wind or weather, the state

of the ocean, and rocks or shores. Against dangers of this

class the carrier does not insure the shipper.

The words perils of the sea embrace all kinds of marine
casualties, such as shipwreck, foundering, stranding, etc.,
and every species of damage t> the ship or goods ut sea by
the violent and immediate action of the winds and waves,



peril

not comprehended In the ordinary wear and tear of the

voyage, or directly referable to the acts and negligence "f

the assured as its proximate cnnsr. Arnold.

=8yn 1. Jeopardy, etc. See danyer and risk.

peril (per'il), ;. ; prct. Mini pp. in ril ill r /a nlli il,

ppr. pi-riliiiii nrpi'i'illiiii/. |
< ( >!'. /H-rillir, put in

peril, be in peril, perish, = Kp. inli</rar = ]
J
g.

inrii/nr = It. /iii'ii'iiliii'i , \>i-i it/linn-, />< ricnlare, <

ML. /H'rii'iiliiri-, i'iiil:iiif,'cr, peril, perish by ship-

wreck, < Ij. i>iri<-nliiiii, (lunger, peril : sec>/i'T<7, .

Cf. jn'rirlitn /<:] I. Irniia. To hazard
; risk ; put

in peril or danger.
il. inlrinis. To bo in danger.
Any soile wherewith it may peril to stain it self.

ililtiin, Church-Oovernment, 11. S.

Perilampinse (pcr'i-lain-pi'ne), . pi. [NL.
(FOrstfr, 18.")(i). < 1'i-rilnnipua + -iiue.] A nota-
ble subfamily of chalcids, mainly tropical. These
parasites are large compact forms with highly arched and
deeply punctured thorax, the stigmul vein of the fore

wings developed, and the abdominal joints evident, as in

Perilatnpus.

Ferilampus (per-i-lain'pus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1809), < Gr. 7rep(/<i//ire<v, beam around, < irtpi,

around, + %6/meiv, shine.] The typical genus
of I'rriitiHtiiiitir, having the abdomen not petio-
late and the antenure scarcely clavate. It is

Ring-banded Soldier-bug ( Ptrillus
cimmcinctus).

a, bug (line shows natural size) ;

b, antenna, enlarged; r, proboscis,
enlarged.

oeal.] Around or in the immediate neighbor-
hood of the larynx.
perilaryngitis '(pcr-i-lar-in-ji'tis), n. [NL., <

Gr. irepi, around, + Aapvyl; ()iapvyy-), larynx,
+ -itis.] Inflammation of the aroolar tissue
around the larynx.
Perilla (pe-ril'S), n. [NL. (Linneus, 1764),
from a native name in India.] A genus of an-
nual herbs of the order Labiates, tribe Saturei-

nese, and subtribe Menthoidex, known by the
four perfect didynamous stamens, the reticu-

lated nutlets, and the declined two-tipped fruit-

ing calyx. The 2 species are natives of eastern India
and China. They bear small flowers in racemes, and usu-

ally purple or deep-violet foliage, on account of which P.
Naiittinenxi, sometimes called beefsteak-plant, has been
much used for ornamental borders. /'. aryuta of Japan
yields an Infusion used to redden table vegetables, etc.;
and the oil yemola, pressed from its seeds, is used in the

preparation of Japanese paper to imitate leather, and of

water-proof papers for umbrellas, windows, etc.

Perillus (pe-ril'us), n. [NL. (Stal, 1867), < Peril-

lus, proper name.] A
genus of pentatomoid
bugs of the subfamily
Asopinee, having the
head smoothand shin-
ing, the thorax with

narrowly elevated
lateral margins, and
the tibiea distinctly
sulcate. There are 6

species, exclusively Amer-
ican. P. circumcinctus is

common in Canada and
the western United States,
and Is known as the rin<j-bamli'd soldier-buff. It is pre-
daceous, and one of the known enemies of the Colorado

potato-beetle.

perilous (per'il-us), a. [Formerly also peril-

lous, also parlous, parlish (see parlous) ; < ME.
perilous, perlowse, < OF. periltos, perilleux, F.

pMlleux = Sp. pellijroso = Pg. nerigoso = It.

periglioso,pericoloso,periculoso,<.Li.periculosus,
dangerous, hazardous, < periculum, danger, per-
il: see peril, .] 1. Full of peril or danger;
dangerous; hazardous; risky: as, a perilous
undertaking or situation ; a perilous attempt.

I have not ben so fer aboven upward, because that
there ben to many perilouse Passages.

MandemUe, Travels, p. 51.

And yet vnto this day it is a right fyllous way.
Sir K. Ouyfforde, Pylgrymage, p. 41.

He [Milton] fought their perilous battle; but he turned
away with disdain from their insolent triumph.

Macaulay, Milton.

In the Norse legends the gods of Valhalla, when they
meet the Jotuns, converse on the perilous terms that he
who cannot answer the other's questions forfeits his own
life. Emerson, Clubs.

2f. Terrible
;
to be feared

;
liable to inflict in-

jury or harm
; dangerous.

For I am perilmit with knyf In honde,
Albe it that I dar nat hir withstonde.

Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 31.

Ahab was a king, but .Tezabel, Jezabel, she was the per-
ilmu woman. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

3f. Sharp ; sarcastic ;
smart. Compare parlous.

A perilous mouthe ys wors than spere or launce.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra sen), I. 80.

= Syn. 1. Risky. See danger.

periloust (per'il-us), adt. [< perilous, a.] Ex-

ceedingly; very.

4399
She is penlout crafty ;

I fear, too honest for us all too.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ill. 2.

perilously (per'il-us-li), ailr. In a perilous
manlier; dangerously; with hazard.

perilousness (per'il-us-ncs), n. The quality of

bei UK perilous ; dangerousness ; danger ; hazard.

perilympb. (per'i-limf), . [< Gr. iftpi, around,
+ NL. lympha, lymph: see lymph.'] The clear

fluid contained within the osseous labyrinth
of tho ear, surrounding the membranous laby-
rinth: distinguished from endolympli. Also
called ti</nor Cotunnii.

perilymphangeitis (per'i-lim-fan-je-i'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. Kepi, around, + NL. lympha, lymph,+ Gr. ayyfuni, a vessel, + -itis. Cf. lymphanye-
itix.] Inflammation of the connective tissue

about a lymphatic vessel.

perilymphangial (per'i-lim-fan'ji-al), . [<
Gr. TTfp/, around, -t- NL. lympha, lymph, + Gr.

ayyelov, a vessel.] Surrounding or about the

lymphatic vessels: as, perilymphanyial or peri-
lymphatic nodules (nodules of lymphoid tissue

surrounding or about the lymphatic vessels).

perilymphatic (per*i-lim-fat'ik), a. [< peri-

lymph + -atte 1
.] Of or pertaining to the peri-

lymph: as, perilymphatic spaces.
perimancyt, Same as pyromancy.
perimeristem (per-i-mer'is-tem), . [< Gr. mpl,
around, + E. meriutem.] In hot., that portion
of the meristem which gives rise to the ex-

ternal cortex and the dermatogen. See meso-
meristem.

perimeter (pe-rim'e-ter), n. [= F. penmetre
= Sp. perimctro = Pg. It. perinietro, < L. peri-

metros, < Gr. vepifurpof, the circumference, <

irtpl, round, + ^rpov, measure: see meter*.]
1. The circumference, border, or outer boun-

dary of a superficial figure ; also, the measure
of this boundary.

If It (a circle] be perfect, all the lines from some one
point of it drawn to the perimeter must be exactly equal.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, I. vi. 1.

2. An instrument for determining the visual

power of different parts of the retina and plot-
ting areas of distinct vision.

perimetral (per-i-me'tral), a. [< perimetr-ic^
+ -a/.] Same as perimetric^.

perlmetric1
(per-i-met'rik), o. [< perimeter +

-ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to the perimeter or
external boundary of a body: as, perimetric
measurements. 2. Pertaining to perimetry.
perimetric2 (per-i-me'trik), a. [< Gr. vepi,

around, + utfrpa, uterus, + -ic.~] Situated or

occurring around or in the immediate vicinity
of the uterus.

perimetrical (per-i-met'ri-kal), a. [< perimeter
+ -ic-al (cf. metrical).'] Of or pertaining to the

perimeter.
perimetritic (per*i-me-trit'ik), a. [< perime-
trit(is) + -ic.~\ Of, pertaining to, or character-
ized by perimetritis.

perimetritis (per'i-me-tri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around, + fi'/rpa, uterus, + -itis. Cf.

metritis.'] Inflammation about the uterus; pel-
vic peritonitis.

perimetry (pe-rim'et-ri),
n. [< perimeter + -y

s
.]

The determination of the boundaries of areas
of distinct vision in the field of view by means
of a perimeter.
perimonerula (per'i-mo-ner'Q-la), n. ; pi. peri-
monerulse (-le). [NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + NL.
monerula.] Inem6ryoZ.,thepionerula stage of a
meroblastic egg which undergoes superficial as
well as partial segmentation of the vitellus, and
develops in succession into a pericytula, peri-

morula, periblastula, and perigastrula. It is

a cytode which includes formative yolk in the
outer wall and nutritive yolk in the interior.

perimonerular (per'i-mo-ner'Q-lar), a. [< peri-
monerula -t--r3.] Of or pertaining to a penmo-
nerula.

perimorph (per'i-mdrf ), n. [< Gr. itepi, around,
+ popfyii, form.] A mineral inclosing another,
or formed around another by its partial meta-
morphism.
perimorphic (per-i-mor'fik), a. [< perimorph+ -ic.] Of, relating to, or of the nature of a

perimorph.
The pseudomorphic or perimorphie hornblende has pre-

cisely the same characters as the original hornblende.
Quart. Jour. Seal. Soc., XLIV. 452.

perimorphous (per-i-mor'fus), a. [<.perimorph
+ -ous.] Same as perimorphie.

perineurial

the partial and superficial segmentation of the

vitellus of a pericytula, ami proi-i-eils to de-

velop into a periblastula and perigastrula. It

Is a body in which an external cell-stratum surrounds and
Incloses an unsegmented mass of nutritive yolk. Sea

pericytula.

perimorular (per-i-mor'^-lar), a. [< perimnr-
ulu + -ar.] Of or pertaining to a penmorula.

perimysial (per-i-mis'i-al), a. [< pt-rimynl-um
+ -di.] Investing a muscle, as a sheath of

connective tissue or a fascia; of or pertaining
to perimysium.
penmysium (per-i-mis'i-um), n.; pi. pcrimyxia
(-il). [NL., < Gr. ntpi, around, + plf, muscle.]
The outer investment or sheath of areolar tis-

sue which surrounds a muscle, sending inward

partitions between the fasciculi.

perineal, perinaeal (per-i-ne'al), a. [= F. j><?-

rineal ; as perineum + -al.'} Of or pertaining to

the perineum; connected with or contained in

the perineum ;
done in or performed upon the

perineum : as, perineal veins, glands, muscles,
etc.

; perineal section, laceration, rupture; peri-
neal operations Perineal aponeurosia. Sune u
perineal fascia. Perineal artery, (a) Superficial, a
branch of the pudic supplying chiefly the back of the scro-

tum in the male and the pudendal labia In the female.

(() Tranmerst, a branch of the superficial perineal or pu-
dic supplying the parts between the anus and the bulb of
the urethra. Perineal body. See perineum, 1. Per-
ineal fascia, the fascia of the pelvic outlet, more espe-
cially that of the true perineum, in front of the anus.
See fascia. Perineal hernia, a rare hernia In the per-
ineum, by the side of the rectum, or between the rec-

turn and the vagina In the female, or the rectum and the
bladder in the male. Perineal nerve, one of the termi-
nal divisions of the pudic, sending superficial branches to
the skin of the perineum, and the back of the scrotum In

the male, or the labia in the female, and deep branches
to the perineal muscles. Perineal region. Same as

perineum. Perineal section, incision mtu the urethra

through the perineum, for the relief of stricture. Peri-
neal strait, the inferior strait of the pelvia.

perineocele (per-i-ne'6-sel);
n. [< NL. perineum

+ Gr. laity, tumor.] tlernia in the perineum.
perineoplasty (per-i-ne-o-plas'ti). n. [< NL.
perineum + Gr. TrJ^zorof, verbal adj. of irMaoeiv,

mold.] A plastic operation on the perineum,
as a perineorrhaphy.
perineorrhaphy (per'i-ne-or'a-fi), n. [< NL.
perineorrhaphia, < perineum + Gr. patf, suture,
< pdirmv, sew, stitch together.] Suture of the

perineum, as when ruptured in childbirth.

perlnephral (per-i-nef'ral), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + ve<pp6f, the kidney.] Situated or oc-

curring around or in the immediate vicinity of
the kidney.
perinephrial (per-i-uef'ri-al), a. [< NL. peri-

nephrium + -al.] Surrounding the kidney; of
or pertaining to the perinephnum.
perinephric (per-i-nefrik), a. Same as peri-
nephrtal.

perinephritic (per'i-nef-rit'ik), o. [< peri-

nephritis + -ic.J 1. Pertaining to or affected
with perinephritis. 2. Perinephric.

perinephritlS (per'i-nef-ri'tis), n. [NL.,< peri-
nephrium + -itis.] Inflammation of the areolar
tissue around the kidney.
perinephrium (per-i-nef'ri-um), . [NL., < Gr.

mpi, around, + veppoc, the kidney.] The con-
nective tissue which forms a more or less com-
plete capsule or sheath for the kidney.
perineum, perinasum (per-i-ne'um), n. [= F.

perince = Sp. Pg. It. perineo, < NL. perinseum,
perineum (LL. perimeon, perineon), < Gr. vepi-

veov, vcpivaiov, also Trcpiveof, Trepivaiof,
sometimes

irepivof, the perineum ; origin uncertain
; by

some explained as if *irt/piveov, < m/piv (irypiv-)
or fftfp/f (xripiv-), scrotum.] 1 . The region of the

body between the thighs, extending from the
anus to the fourchette in the female, or to the
Scrotum in the male. In this, the usual surgical and
obstetrical sense of the word, the term may Include, In
the female, all the deeper parts between the posterior
wall of the vagina and the anterior wall of the rectum, or It

may be more particularly applied to the superficial parts,
the deeper parts receiving the name of perineal body.

2. The region included by the outlet of the

pelvis, extending from the apex of the subpubic
arch in front to the tip of the coccyx benind,
and bounded laterally by the conjoined pubic
and ischiatic rami, the tuberosities of the ischia,
and the great sacrosciatic ligaments, it Is occn-
pled by the termination of the rectum, the urethra, the
root of the penis In the male, or the termination of the
vagina, the vulva, and the clitoris in the female, together
with their muscles, fascia;, vessels, and nerves. In this
sense, the division in front of the anus Is termed the tire-

thral part, or the trueperineum, and the posterior division.
Including the anus, is termed the anal part, ixhiorrctal

region, or the false perineum.

perineuria. . Plural of perineurium.
perineurial (per-i-nu'ri-al), a. [< SL.periHeu-

morula or mulberry-mass which results from riant + -<il.] Investing" a nerve or surround-

perimorula ( per-i-mor'ij-la), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. irepi,

around, + NL. morula, q. v.] In embryol., the



perineurial 4400 periorbital
It [her religion! dwelt upon her spirit, and was incor-

porated with the periodical work of every day.
Jer. Taylor, Works, III. viii.

(a) The smallest constant differenee~which,
2 - Of or pertaining to magazines, newspapers,

added to the value of a variable, will leave that or other publications which appear or are pub-
perineurium (per-i-uu'ri-um), n.

; pi. perineu- of a function (of which it is said to be the 1'shed at regularly recurring intervals.
ria (-a). [NL., < Gr. m-pi, around, + veiipov, period) unchanged, (b) In vulgar arithmetic, In no preceding time, in our own or in any other coun-

one of several similar sets of figures or terms, try '
nas anonymous periodical criticism ever acquired

marked by points or commas pfaced regularly
"early the 8ame Mcende%^PZ? Eng Lit II 566

after a certain number, as in numeration, in *>-_;,, <

circulating decimals and in the extraction of ^^Sz^g^^o^a^^da^^roots. Sometimes called degree. 11. In med.,
one of the phases or epochs which are distin-

guishable in the course of a disease Archae-
ological periods. See archaeological agex, under aye
Calippic, Dionysian, Gaussian, hypothetical, Julian,
lunisqlar period. See the adjectives. Latent period
of a disease. Seelatent. Period of a wave. See tram.

Period of incubation. Same as latent period of a dis-
- . , ease. Sothiac period. Same as Sothiac cycle (which see,

oculws, eye: see ocular.] Sur- under q/dei). Variable period, the period during which

ing a nerve-fiber; of or pertaining to perineu- 9. The point or character that marks the end
Hum. of a complete sentence, or indicates an abbre-
perineuritis (per"i-nu-ri'tis), n. [NL., < peri- viation, etc.; afullstop, thus(.). 10. Inmti/l,.:
nciiriitm + -itix.] Inflammation of the perineu-
rium.

nerve.] The membranous sheath surrounding
a uerve-funieulus. Also called tieimlemma.

perinium (pe-rin'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. irepi,

around, + if ('>'-), muscle, fibrous vessel in

muscle, a vessel of plants.] In lot., a name
proposed by Leitgeb for a peculiar outer layer
that enters into the composition of the walls
of the spores of certain Sepaiicx, such as Cor-
Kiiiiti and SpJixrocarpim. it is frequently beautifully
sculptured, and is derived from the membrane of the spe-
cial mother-cells of the spores.

periocular (per-i-ok'u-lar), a. [< Gr. nepi,
around, + L.

' '

seventeen years in the northern United States, and thir-
teen in the southern. See cut under Cicadids. Peri-
odical diseases, diseases the symptoms of which recur

treatment of subjects incident to writing or editing for
periodical publications, is usually of less permanent and
substantial interest than works on similar subjects pre-
pared for publication in book form.

II. n. A publication issued at regular inter-

.. .

oO, L.jfc*,<Gr. *tpU, a going round, a

way round, circumference, a circuit, or a cycle
of time, a regular prescribed course, a well-
rounded sentence, a period, < Kepi, around, +
<x!of, way.] 1. A circuit; around; hence, the
time in which a circuit or revolution, as of a
heavenly body, is made

;
the shortest interval

of time within which any phenomenon goes

t
', ] L

Your honourable letter he desires
To those have shut him up ;

which failing,
Periods his comfort Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 99.

II. intrans. To end; cease.
"Tis some poor comfort that this mortal scope

Barton.

as forming a book by itself.
"'"

periodicalist (pe-ri-od'i-kal-ist), . ^periodi-
cal + -ist.] One who publishes, or one who
writes for, a periodical. New Monthly Mag.
periodically (pe-ri-od'i-kal-i), adv. At stated
or regularly recurring intervals: as, a festival
celebrated periodically.
periodicalness (pe-ri-od'i-kal-nes), n. The

..
(Wares.) state of being periodical; periodicity. [Bare.]

through its changes to pass through them again periodic (pe-ri-od'ik), a. [< OP. periodic, F. pe- periodicity (pe"ri-o-dis'i-ti), n. [= F. periodi-
immediately as before. riodique= Sp.periodico= T?g. It. periodico = D. cite = Pg. periodicidadc ; as periodic + -ity.~]

periodiek(cf.Gr.periodisck= l)a,Ta.8vr.periodisk'), Periodic character; habitual tendency or dis-
v Ij.periodicus, < Gr. mpuiutf. coming round at position to recur at stated intervals of time.

The flowering, once determined, appears to be subject
to a law of periodicity and habit.

Whewell, Bridgewater Treatise, p. 22.

Some experiments would be made how by art to make
plants more lasting than their ordinary period.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, certain times, periodic, < nepioSos, a going round,
The rays of light differ from those of invisible heat only

a period: see period.'] 1. Pertaining to or of
in point of period, the former failing to affect the retina the nature of a period, cycle or round of yearsbecause their periods of recurrence are too slow. or events.- 2. Performed or proceeding in a Periodicity of an operation, in matt., the number of

_ .

! 15'
series of successive circuits or revolutions : as,

tlm
.
e8

i
t ha

?
l
?
b
,

e re
Pf.

ated ' ive <"*
2. Any round of time, or series of years, days, the periodic motions of the planets round the Pen aOntal (per"i-o-don'tal), a. [< Gr. mpi,
etc. Speciflcally-(a) A revolution or series of years by sun, or of the moon round the earth 3 Han- around

>
+ ol'S (OOOVT-), = E. tooth, + -al.']which time is measured; a

cycle: as, the Calippic period;
mm*fmnM*~ * t n ti. . :*: 11.. __i; ii_.

the Dionysian period; the Julian period, (b) Any specified
division of time : as, a period of a hundred years ; the pe-
riod of a day.

The particularperiods into which the wholeperiod should . - =j ~> ^,^,.-
be divided, in my opinion, are tRese: 1. From the fifteenth odic character of ague; the periodic motion oftotheeudof the sixteenth century. 2. From thence to the a vibratino- tuniiio- fr,vV m- Tn,, i,,ol otti
Pyreneau treaty. 3. From thence down to the present

uug-ioik 01 musical string.
tnne - Bolingbroke, Study of History, vi. Periodic gatherings for religious rites, or other pu
3. An indefinite part of any continued state,
existence, or series of events; an epoch: as,

pening or occurring at regularly recurring in- Surrounding a tooth: specifically noting the
tervals of time; statedly recurring: as a ne- . ?

mf.brane of the socket of a tooth.

riodic publication; the periodic return of a Pen<>ntltis(per-i-o-don-trtis),. [NL.,<Gr.
plant's flowering; periodic outbursts; the peri- ^Y"'

a
}'

' Mo6f (odovr-), = E. tooth,+ -itis.]

J
(per-i-e si), n. pi.

purposes, furnish opportunities for buying and selling
which are habitually utilized.

[NL., < Gr. jrcplotKoi,

Greece, the name given by their Dorian cou-
H. Spencer, Priu. of Sociol., 497. querors to the descendants of the original

complete sentence;
4.Jn^,: (?)

Of orpertainingtoaperiodor ^SS^^f^^S^
^ te,np,e, .ay

^ff^^jg^
^ur, ^^^^-~in^^^ft +^^r^o^VSo spake the archangel Michael ;.then paused, til the end is reached -* Ct.oSphoritt8.-J Inflammation about the

mi, ovary.
to thrvexed q'uestion a^to t

8

rahfe'of^^riooS^n- Peri?Phthalmic (per'-'i-of-thal'mik), a. [< Gr.
tence

or^entence^in
which the meaning is suspended P1

' wound, + o^afycif, eye : see ophthalmic.]

,

As at the world's great period. Milton, P. L., xii. 467.

A really good historian may . . . combine an earnest
faith in the Unity of History with a power of creating
most exact and minute reproductions of jteriods, scenes v .

" """p^i'^*** ,, .
' -> r-*j ~j - "*-~ ^j.. .>,.. .^,,j

and characters. Slubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 89! ^^whicircouldT''"'^
"' heloose sente ce, orsen- SuiTOunding the eye; circumpcular ; orbital,

4. The point of completion of a cycle of years
or round or series of events; limit; end; con-
clusion; termination.

The period of thy tyranny approacheth
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 17.

About foure of the clocke, they made a period of that
solemnity. Coryat, Crudities, I. 39, sig. D.

To end
And give a timely period to our sports,
Let us conclude them with declining night.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Hence 5f. The end to be attained ; goal.
This is the period of my ambition.

Shak., M. W. of W., Hi. 3. 47.

A. S. Hill, Rhetoric p. 152

Milton is the last great writer in the old periodic style
J. W. Hales, Int. to Milton's Areopagitica, p xxiiv.'

Doubly periodic, having two periods. Doubly peri-
odic functions, in math. See function. Periodic com-
et. See comet, l. Periodic continued fraction. See
continued fraction, under continued. Periodic curve
fever, etc. See the nouns. Periodic function. Thia
phrase is used in different senses in the calculus of func-
tions and in the theory of functions. In the former a pe-
riodic function is one whose operation being iterated a
certain number of times restores the variable Thus 1 x
is such a function, since 1 - (1 - x) = x. But in the theory
of functions a periodic function is defined as a function
having a period. For a more general definition, see/wnc-

,
n. [NL.,.' eye>] A

.
genUS

with the eyes approximated

riHofhthalmusltartrtiiltri.

on the upper surface of the head, very promi-

fai

Symposiu

According to
1

the n'nmDer'oTcola it"contains"a'p'eriod1s
ments are "rrangedin'ttie'order'oTtheir atomic'weMit&i'at ?

ne Orbit
, ?

f
,

tne e7e : 8,8, Jieriopiic bones (those
dicolic, tricolic, tetracolic, etc. The end (apothesis) of a feBi^'intervalsoftheserieswillbefoundelementswhich Dones which enter into the formation of the
pe 1' must

^coincide
with the end of a word, and is also J^

ve ?inlar chemical and physical properties that is, orbit).

, around, +
Surround-

as Kna or verses. (See lines', (^^"g^up'rt^eriods'is
si

"!'
in thelnd'ividual differenceVuMts members. ^erl- oral, pastoral, 'andi'nreoral

'

Hied a system. Odic stars. See star. Periodic winds. See monsoon nprinrhita rupr i Av'W tii^ ',, r\rr e rpciiuiuiudi ^jjei-i-oi Di-ta^, n, LiNlj,, s trr. irept,

t and f< periodic
around '

+ L - orbita, orbit: see orbit.'] The
-., ...... . ^ neriod': nelt** periosteum of the orbit of the eye.

brases; a

end o

osition, usually consisting of two or
* i""""" IF<=-''-U I-KI;, . ar in. Aperiodic ^er.mi

'

m ~*
t

, .""ft.":rt ,~
, T *

i
~*" ~^'-J 1. (I* 1. -HaviiKj a period* Derformod LJC \

TOIC- 01 rue cyG,

ed
; but it always involves a cadence at th

^ happpiiiiig at stated intervals; regularly or o)0tt(f, orbit: see <n'V(tfn.\ Of or

eribd, by which it is distinctly separated from statedly recurring at the end of a fixed period P?lltam g to the orbit of the eye : as, p, rior-
>. Usually a period includes eight or sixteen of time : as, periodical diseases ; periodical nub- ,

Pal" Periorbital membrane, the lining mem-
lications. Jt

r

f
"e of the olbit : the orhital periosteum, and its continu-

;he period, by which i

llows. Usuall
leasures.



periosteal

periosteal i per-i-os'ie-al ). ii. [(periosteum +
-ill.] Investing or covering bone or a bone;
of or pertaining to periosteum: as. /u-i-insti-nl

tissue: /H-rinxtiiil vessels.

periosteotome (pcr-i-os'tc-o-t6m>. . [< <;r.

"-ipiuf-inr, periosteum. + -ro/".i;,< r/i/i'f/r, -niitir,

cut.] A knife for dividing the periosteum.

perioSteOUS (per-i-os'te-us), . [< />/r/>..^<Mi
+ -mix.

]
Same as jH-rinnli ill.

periosteum (per-i-os'te-um), n. [= !'. /I/VI'/.A-//

= Sp. It. l>l
I'in.-itill = I'g- /X'l'I'lxll'O, < NL. pl'filtn-

li inn, \Ai. /n'rioK/fini. < <ir. *m-pi&OTH\ I he mc'in-

brane around the bones, neut. of xi/viin-un',

around the bones
(rftpioffreoc r/if/r, the mem-

branearounil the bones), (iripi, around, + oariov,
bone.

|
The envelojiing membrane of bones;

n dense fibrous membrane firmly investing the
surface of bones, except where they are cov-
ered by cartilage. Its Innermost or osteogenlc layer

produces bone-substance, and the whole membrane fur-

ther serves in the attachment of softer parts and the sup-

port of blood-vessels. Compare enditgteum.

periostitic (per'i-os-tit'ik), a. [< perwsiitia +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to periostitis; affected
with periostitis.
The association of the osteo-artliritic and periostitic le-

sions suggested a similar origin for both.

Lancet, No. 3409, p. 404.

periostitis (per''i-os-ti'tis), . [NL., < p< //'.--

tfitm + -i'fjtf.] Inflammation of the periosteum,
periostracal (per-i-os'tra-kal), a. ttperioftra-
CIIHI + -ii/.] Investing the shell of a mollusk,
ns an epidermis ; of or pertaining to periostra-
cum.

periostracum (per-i-os'tra-kum), . [NL., <

Gr. atpi, around, + bcrrpaKov, shell.] The hornv

epidermal investment of the shells of most mol-
lusks.

periotic (per-i-o'tik), . and n. [< Gr. mpi,
around, + ovf (ur-), the ear: see otic.] I. a.

Surrounding and
containing the inner

ear, or essential or-

gan ofhearing ;
com-

posing or entering
into the formation
of the otic capsule,
or otocraue ;

otocra-

uial
; petromastoid ;

petrosal or petrous.
Several periotic bones
are found in nearly all

vertebrates. They may
all remain distinct

throughout life, but they
are usually more or less

confluent with one an

other, and may be, as in

man, completely fused ;

furthermore, they may
ankylose with other cra-

nial bones, and thus give
rise to certain parts of
the compound temporal
bone. Thepartsof askull
called mastoid are com-
monly outgrowths of per-
iotic bones. The set of

periotic bones composes
a bony case for the inner

ear, much as the case of
a watch covers the works,
and this Is termed the

PrO

4401

rm; walk about (cf. -rpi-iiT:^, a walking about.

a public walk, esp. a covered walk, hence dis-

cussion, argument)/ -//', about. + -tin n; walk,
< -<i-i. a path, walk: sec /.//Mi. The literal -

is later in E.] I. a. 1. Walking about
;
itine-

rant.

The plaintive cries of the chair-sealers, frog-venders,
and certain other jx-rijiatetic merchant*, the meaning of

whose vocal ailvi HIM mrntx I i-milil never penetrate.
LmceU, Fireside Travels, p. -2-24.

2. [cap.] Of or pertaining to Aristotle's system
of

] ihilosophy, or the sect of his followers ; Aris-

totelian: as, the I'trijink-tic philosophers.
And an hundred and slxtle yeares before Christ flour-

ished Arlstoliulus, a lew, and PeripateMe Philosopher.
Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 174.

II. . 1. One who walks about ; an itinerant ;

a pedestrian.
The horses and slaves of the rich take up the whole

^trrrt ; while we peripatetics are very glad to watch an op-
portunity to whisk across a passage.

Steele, Taller, No. 144.

2. [.cap.] A follower of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.),
a great Greek philosopher. lu the middle ages
the word was often used to signify a logician.
See Arixtotelianism.

The Platonists denied the great doctrine of the Peripa-
tetics that all the objects of the human understanding en-

ter at first by the senses.
It. Stewart, Philos. of the Mind, L 1.

3. pi. Instruction after the manner of Aristo-

tle; instruction by lectures.

The custom [of instructing by lectures] is old ; it is not
merely a mediaeval one it belongs with hieroglyphics,
cuneiform inscriptions, and peripatetic*.

The Nation, XLVIII. 308.

peripatetical (per*i-pa-tet'i-kal), a. [< peri-

patetic + -al.] Same as peripatetic.

The proud man Is known by his gait, which hperipateti-
cat, strutting like some new church-warden.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 4S6.

Peripateticism (per'i-pa-tet'i-sizm), n. [= Pg.
lt.peripatetifismo(cf. Y.peripatetisme= Sp. Pg.
It. peripatetismo) ; a.s Peripatetic + -wn/.] The
philosophical doctrines of Aristotle and his fol-

lowers
;
the philosophy of the Peripatetics. See

Aristotelianism.

From first to last, Arabian philosophers made no claim
to originality ; their aim was merely to propagate the truth
of Peripateticimn, as It had been delivered to them.

Encyc. Brit., II. 267.

Peripatidae (per-i-pat'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Peri-

patus + -idte.] The only family of Peripatidea ,

containing the genus Peripatus.

Peripatidea (per'-i-pa-tid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Peripatus + -idea.] An order of articulates

periphrase

periphacitis (pcr'i-fa-si'iiM. /-. [NL.. < *ir.

TI/H, around, 4- OM;, lentil (taken

'

i-pa-tid

a.] An
the sii

Periotic Capsule of Turtle
inittas ). Upper figure Internal and
lower figure external view of section

united

otocrane, otic capsule, or
tkull of the ear. When

opbthotic, with //<>, epiotic
with SO, the supraoccipltal ; asc, esc,

ftc, anterior, exterior, and posterior
semicircular canals; /o,/r, fenestra
ovalis. fcnestra rotunda; HO, exoc-

cipital ; BO. basioccipital : BS, basi-

sphenoid : /
"

and /'///. exits of trige-
minus and auditory nerves ; P, pitui-

tary space ; fa, parietal bone : Pi,
pterygoUt.

mastold parts are super-
added, the resulting lM>ne is called pctromastoid. The hu-
man periotic bones form what are called the petrous and
KMUfoirf sections of the temporal bone. Periotic bones
which have been distinguished and named in various ani-

mals arc the epiotic, prodtic, opirthotic, and pterotic. Se
these words, and cut under hyoid.- Periotic fenestra,
a cavity or depression included by the conspicuous supe-
rior semicircular canal, in the fetus or infant.

II. ii. A periotic bone.

peripapillary (per-i-pap'i-la-ri), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + NL. papilla, papilla: see pajiillary.]
Situated or occurriug around the circumference
of the optic papilla.

peripateciant (per -i-pa-te'shan), n. [For "peri-

jinti Hi-inn (= F. iirr!jHiti
:

>ii-ii'n), (peripatetic +
-a.] A peripatetic. Bp. Hull.

I will watch and walk up and down, and be a peripate-
i in n mill ii philosopher of Aristotle's stamp.

'iiv, ,(c, Friar Bacon ana Friur Bungay.

peripatetic (per'i-j4-tot'ik). //. and . [= F.

l'< ri/i<iti
:

ti</iii' Sp. jH-ripati'tieo =r Pg. It.
/

i-/-

/iii/rlicn. peripatetic. < L. /Y; -

i//M/V/w, Peripa-
tetic, of the Peripatetic school ; as a noun. /'/n-
pateticits, a disciple of this school (in ML. also

simply a logician) ;
< Gr. mparanpixif, given to

walking about, esp. while teaching or disputing
(said of Aristotle and his followers, 01 lli-pixttTrfn-

KOI, the Peripatetics, because Aristotle taught
in the walks of the Lyceum at Athens 1. < -rpixa-

established upon the single genus Peripatus.
It has been variously referred to the worms and the myria-
pods, or elevated to the rank of a peculiar class. The
same group, variously cited or considered In classification.

is called Malacopoda, Onychophora, and f'rotracheata. Also

Peripatetic, Penpati, Peripatoda.

peripatidean (per'i-pa-tid'e-an), a. and . [<

Peripatidea + -an.] I. a. Pertaining to the

Pcrinatidea, or having their characters.

II. . A member of the Peripatidea.

Peripatus (pe-rip'a-tus), n. [NL., < Gr. mpi-
mjrof, a walking about. KtpiKartiv, walk about :

see peripatetic.] 1. A genus of myriapods,
constituting the family Peripatidx. it is a syn-
thetic or generalized type, supposed to be the living rep-
resentative of an ancestral form like that from which all

insects are descended. It has been at different times con-
sidered a mollusk, a worm, and an insect ; it is now known
to be a myriapod. It resembles a galley-worm or miUeped,
having a long extensible cylindrical body capable of coiling
up in a spiral like a thousand-legs, and has a gait like a

caterpillar, the body being supported upon simple legs
(17 to 33 pairs in the different species) ending In claws,
placed along nearly the whole length of the body. At
least 14 species are known. One was first described from
the island of Saint Vincent in the West Indies, under the
name P. iul\formi, from its resemblance to an lulus or

milleped. P. capermt inhabits the Cape of Good Hope,
and /'. ii<ir<i--''?"ii<ir;i is found in New Zealand : others
occur in South America, Australia, etc. They are found
nmong the decaying wood of damp and warm localities,
and have the curious habit of throwing out a web of vis-

cid tllaments when handled or otherwise irritated.

2. [/. '.] A species of this genus.
peripetalous (per-i-pet'a-lus), a. [< Gr. irrpi,

around, 4- irtra)av, a leaf (petal) : see petal.]
1. In rooV., situated around or about the peta-
loid ambulacra of a sea-urchin. 2. In bot.,
situated around the petals.

peripetia (per'i-pe-ti'a), n. [= F. peripetie =
.Sp. Pg. peripetia = It. peripezia, < NL. peripe-
ti>i, < Gr. irepnrtTeia, a turning right about, a sud-
den change, < Trcpiircrfc, falling around, < n
Tri-Ten', fall around, < vfpi, around, + K'I--UV,

fall.] That part of a drama in which the plot
is unraveled and the whole concludes: the
denouement.

as

+ -itiii. Of. pliacitix.] In finllml., inflamma-
tion of the capsule of the h-ns.

peripharyngeal (per i-fa-rin'je-al). . [X Gr.

->i>i, aronadj + ^ir;t (?>"/"';/-) the throat: see

lilinryngeal.] Surrounding the pharynx: as,
the jim/ilnni/ii'liul Imnd of cilia of some itsci-

dians. peripharyngeal band, In ascMlnns, a tract

of large cilia which Hum>tinds tin- oral :ip'-i1m of tbr

pharynx, and niny IM- continuous with a similar hypo-
pharyngeal band, as It Is In Appendicularia. Huxley,
Anat. Invert, p. 612.

peripherad (pe-rif'c-ra<l). mlr. [< j:mjilifr-i/
+ -HtP.] Toward the periphery; away from
the center: the opposite of cintnnl. liurl.\

1In iHiiioiii; <if .Ml. Sfii-ni-fs. VIII. ."1:1:;.

peripheral (pc-rif'e-ral), a. [< peri/ilii-i--;/
+

-til.] Of, belonging to, or situated on the pe-
ri|ihery, circiiinference, or surface generally;
characteristic of or constituting the periphery :

as, fii
-i -i/i/iii

-ill parts: iii-riiilifrnl expansion.
Acute peripheral encephalitis. Same as perieneepha-
lit!*. Peripheral akinesla, akfnesla due to lesion of the

anterior coniua of the spinal gray matter, or of the motor
nrrvrs or of the muscles, or. In a more restricted sense, of

tlie nerves or muscle* alone. Peripheral anaesthesia,
anaesthesia due to lesion of the sensory nerves, or end-

organs. Peripheral epilepsy. s- evnevtv . Periph-
eral organs, in zool., organs distinctly separated from the
main part of the body, as the feet and feathers of a bird,
the wings of an insect, etc.

peripherally (pe-rif'e-ral-i). adc. On or from
the periphery or exterior surface; as regards
the periphery: as, peripherally acting inhibi-

tory nerves.

peripheric (per-i-fer'ik), a. [= F. ptriplierique
= Pg. periplicrico = It. periferico ; as periflier-y+ -ic.] 1. Pertaining to or constituting a

periphery. 2. Situated around the outside of

an organ ; external : in botany, noting an em-
bryo curved so as to surround the albumen, fol-

lowing the inner part of the seed-covering. 3.

In zool., radiate : noting the type of structure of

the Cuvierian radiates. See tuassiee, 6. Tow
Baer.

peripherical (per-i-fer'i-kal), n. [< periplifrii-
+ -al.] Same as periphenc.

peripherically (per-i-fer'i-kal-i ), rfr. Periph-
erally. [Kare.]
periphery (pe-rif'e-ri), .

; pl.Mmpfteries (-riz).

[Early
mod. E. periferic ; < ME. periferie, < OF.

peripheric ,
F. periplterie = Kp. perifeiia = Pg.

periplieria = It. periferia, < LL. peripheria,
ML. also periferia, <' Gr. irtptfyipeia, the Hue
around a circle, circumference, part of a circle.

an arc, the outer surface, < mpityepiif, moving
around, round, circular, < Ktpityepeiv, carry
around, move around, < ffp', around, + ifiipeiv

= E. bear1
.'] 1. In geom., the circumference

of a circle ; by extension, the boundary-line of

any closed figure ;
the perimeter.

I An] imperfect run nde declining toward a longitude, ami
yet keeping within one line for his periferie or compasse
as the rounde. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 84.

2. The outside or superficial parts of a body;
the surface generally.
There are two distinct questions involved in this un-

solved problem. The first relates to the transmission of

a nervous Impulse from the periphery to the sentient cen-
tres. .'. Stdly, Sensation and Intuition, p. 39.

Fire of the periphery. See fire.

periphlebitic (per*i-fle-bit'ik), . [< periphle-
bitis + -ic.] Of or pertaining to peripnlebitis.

periphlebitis (per"i-fle-b!'tis), . [NL., < Gr.

mot, around, + ^1/1 (V/t/3-), vein, + -itis. Cf.

phlebitis.] Inflammation of the outermost coat
of a vein.

periphoranthium (per'i-fo-ran'thi-um), n.

[NL., < Gr. irept<tx>/>A, a circuit (< nepi&fpeii', move
around : see periphery), + oi^or, a flower.] In

bot., same aspericlinitini.

periphractic (per-i-frak'tik), a. [< Gr. irtpi-

QpaKTof, fenced around, inclosed, < mpuppaaativ,
fence around, < irepi, around, + ifipaaaetv, fence :

see phragma.] Having, as a surface, such a
form that not every closed line within it can
shrink to a point without breaking. Thus, ai -

anchor-ring is a iieriphractic surface.

periphrase (per'i-fraz), w. [< F. periphrase =
Sp. perifraxis, perifrast = Pg. periphrase = It.

perifrasi, < L. jieripJtrasiit, circumlocution: see

periphrasis.] Same SLS periphrasis. Imp. Diet.

periphrase (per'i-fraz), . ; pret. and pp. peri-
phrased, ppr. periphrasing. [= F. perinhraser
= Sp. perifrasear= Pg. periphrasear= It. peri-

frasare; from the noun.] I. trans. To express
by periphrasis or cireunilocution.

II. hitnnin. To use circumlocution, fmp.
Diet.



periphrasis

around, + <t>pd$eiv, declare, express : seej)/u
-

we.]

A roundabout way of speaking; a roundabout

phrase or expression; the use of more words
than are necessary to express the idea

;
a phrase

employed to avoid a common and trite manner
of expression; circumlocution.

Then haue ye the figure Periphrasis, holding somewhat
of the dissembler, by reason of a secret intent not appear-
ing by the words, as when we go about the bush.

Puttenhatn, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 161.

They speak a volume in themselves, saving a world of

periphrasis and argument.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 26, note.

= Syn. Cirmmlocutian, etc. See pleonasm.

periphrastic (per-i-fras'tik), a. [= F. pfri-

phrustique = Pg. periphrastico, < MGr. irepu/ipa-

ariKdf, < Gr. 7rep<0pafK, express in a roundabout
manner (> irepiijipaaif, circumlocution): see pe-
riphrasis.] Having the character of or char-

acterized by periphrasis; circumlocutory; ex-

pressing or expressed in more words than are

necessary.
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united at the base, and commonly with awl-

shaped appendages. The 12 species are natives of

southern Europe, Asia, and tropical Africa. They are
smooth and leafy twiners, or sometimes rigidly erect
shrubs. They bear loose cymes of rather small flowers,

greenish without and livid or dark within, followed by
smooth cylindrical follicles. The opposite leaves are in

some species entirely lacking. P. Gneca is the milk-vine,
silk-vine, or climbing dog's-bane, valued for covering walls,
and for its handsome leaves and purplish flowers. It is

the common vine of the hedge-rows of southern Europe,
and its acrid juice is used in the East as a wolf-poison.
See Hemidesmug, formerly included in this genus.

Periploceae (per-i-plo'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (It.

Brown, 1808), < Periploca + -ex.] A tribe of

gamopetalous plants belonging to the order

Asclepiadex,t\ie milkweed family, distinguished
by the filaments being distinct or partly so, by
the granular pollen, and acuminate or appen-
daged anthers. It includes 26 genera, of which Peri-

ploca is the type. They are all natives of the Old World,
chiefly in tropical climates, many of them twining vines.

periplus (per'i-plus), . [= P.
periple^

= Sp.
Pg. It. periplo, < L. periplus, < Gr. irepMovf, ire-

piirtoof, a sailing round, < ireptirfaiv, sail round,
< irepi, round, + irfaiv, sail ( > ir^.6of, r?ioif , a voy-
age).] A voyage around a sea, or around a
land

; circumnavigation.
Separated from Hanno's fleet during his periplus.

Je/erson, Correspondence, II. 339.

A long, periphrastic, unsatisfactory explanation.
T. Hoot, Gilbert Ourney.

There is nothing to shock the most sensitive mind in the

periphrastic statement that "Persons prejudicial to the
periportal (per-i-por'tal), a. [< Gr. nepi, around,

public peace maybe assigned by administrative process
*

, f ,nnrtri a wato- SPB nnrtnJ 1 S.vr-rrmTirl -,,,
to definite places of residence."

^ P<>rta, a gate . see portal.} burrounding
G. Kennan, The Century, XXXVII. 381.

periphrastical (per-i-fras'ti-kal), a. [< peri-

phrastic 4- -al.] Same as periphrastic.

periphrastically (per-i-fras'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a periphrastic manner ;

with circumlocution.

periphrazy (per'i-frak-si), n [< Gr. irepi^pa^tf,
a fencing around, < irepujipdaaeiv, fence around,
inclose: seeperiphractic.] The number of times
a surface or region must be cut through before
it ceases to be periphractic.

periphyllum (per-i-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr. irepi,

around, 4- QuMov, a leaf.] Same as lodicule.

periphyse (per'i-fiz), re. [< NL.periphysis.] In

l>ot., same fa periphygis.

periphysis(pe-rif'i-sis), n.
; f}\.periphyscs(-8ez).

[NL., < Gr. weptyvaie, a growing around, over-

growth, < mpKfveodai, grow around or upon, <

irepi, around, 4- <j>iiea6ai, grow.] In hot., a sterile

filament or hair which arises from the hyme-
nium of fungi at various points outside of the
asci Compare paraphysis.
Periplaneta (per"i-pla-ne'ta), re. [NL. (Bur-
meister, 1838), < Gr. irepi, around, 4- ir/iavi/rift, a
wanderer: see planet. Cf. Gr. irepiir'fjavijf, wan-
dering about.] A leading genus of cockroaches
of the family Blaltidee, having the seventh ab-
dominal sternite divided in the female, and long
subanal styles in the male. The principal roaches
of this genus are P. orientalis, the common black-beetle of
the English, and the related P. americana. Both are now
cosmopolitan ;

the former originated in tropical Asia and
the latter in subtropical or temperate America. See cut
under cockroach.

periplasm (per'i-plazm),
re. [< NL. perinlasma

(cf . Gr. ireptir^aa/ia, a plaster put around), < Gr.

irepi, around, 4- irhda/ta, anything formed: see

plasm.] In the Peronosporese, a delicate hya-
line peripheral layer of protoplasm, which in
the pollinodium and oogonium becomes differ-
entiated from the granular central mass, or

gonoplasm. It does not share in the conjuga-
tion. See gonoplasm.
periplast (per'i-plast), re. [< Gr. irepi, around,
4- TrAaorof, verbal adj. of irlt&metv, mold, form.]
The intercellular substance, matrix, or stroma
of an organ or tissue of the body, containing
and supporting the cells or other formations
which are peculiar to such organ or tissue.

periplastic (per-i-plas'tik), a. [< periplast +
-ic.] 1. Having the character or quality of

periplast ; of or pertaining to the matrix of a

part or organ. 2. Surrounding the nucleus or

endoplast of a cell : applied to cell-substance.
His [Mr. Huxley's] "endoplast" and "periplastic sub-

stance
"
of 1853 together constitute his "

protoplasm
"
of

Bead, Protoplasm, p. 13.

peripleuritis (per'i-plo-n'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.
mpi, around, 4- irhevpa, the side, 4- -itis. Cf.

pleuritis.] Inflammation of the connective
tissue between the costal pleura and the ribs,
usually ending in suppuration.

Pe_riploca (pe-rip'lo-ka), . [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < Gr. irepnrioKf/,"ii twining round, < irept-
irheneiv, twine around, < irepi, around, 4- irMxeiv,
plait, twine : see plait.] A genus of gamopeta-
lous twining vines of the order Asclepiadese,
type of the tribe Periplocese, and distinguished
by a corona consisting of short broad scales,

perish

cartilages (those entering into the formation of

the olfactory capsule).
perisalpingitis (per-i-sal-pin-ji'tis), . [NL., <

Gr. nipt, around, + ad/tmyj, trumpet (> NL. sal-

/iinj:,q.\.),+-itis. Cf. salpingitis.] Inflamma-
tion of the tissue around the Fallopian tube, or,
more strictly, of the peritoneum covering it.

perisarc (per'i-siirk), n. [< Gr. irepiaapKof, sur-
roundedwith flesh, \ieepi, around, + aap^(aapK-),
flesh.] The hard, horny, or chitinous ectoder-
mal case or covering with which the soft parts
of hydrozoaus are often protected.
perisarcous (pei'-i-siir'kus), a. [< perisarc +
-ous.] Having the character or function of

perisarc ; forming or consisting of perisarc.
perisaturnium (per'^-sa-ter'ni-um), n. [NL.,
< Gr. irepi, around, near, + L. Saturnus, Saturn.]
The point in the orbit of any one of Saturn's
satellites where it comes nearest to Saturn.
Perisciau (pe-rish'i-an), . and re. [< Gr. -jrepi-

amof (see Periscii) + -are.] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Periscii.

In every clime we are in a periscian state, and with our
light our shadow and darkness walk about us.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mm-., iii. >.

II. n. One of the Periscii.

Periscii (pe-rish'i-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. irepi-

, throwing a shadow all round (said of the

the portal vein of the liver : as,periportal fibrous
tissue.

periproct (per'i-prokt), n. [< Gr. mpi, around,
+ irpuKTUf, the anus.] The circumanal body-
wall of an echinoderm ; the aboral part of the

perisome immediately about the anus: the op-
posite of peristome.
periproctitis (per"i-prok-ti'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

nepi, around, T KPUKTOC, the anus, + -itis.] In-
flammation in the connective tissue about the
rectum.

periproctOUS (per-i-prok'tus), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + irpw/crof, the anus.] Surrounding
the anus

;
circumanal

; perirectal ; specifically,
in echinoderms, of or pertaining to the peri-
proct.

periprostatic (per"i-pros-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + E.prostate + -ic. Cf. prostatic.] Sit-

uated or occurring around the prostate gland.
peripteral (pe-rip'te-ral), a. [< peripter-y +
-al.] In arch., surrounded by a single range of
columns : said especially of a temple in which
the cella is surrounded by columns. See cut
under opistJwdomos.
peripteros (pe-rip'te-ros), n.

; pi. peripteroi
(-roi). [L.,< Gr. irepmrepof, having a single row
of columns all around, < irepi, around, 4- irrep6v,
a wing, a row of columns.] A peripteral edi-

fice
;
a building having a peristyle of a single

range of columns. See cut under opistliodomos.
peripterous (pe-rip 'te-rus) ,

a. [< Gr. mpiwrepof,
having a single row of columns all around, lit.

having wings or feathers all around : see perip-
teros.] 1. Feathered on all sides. Wright.
2. In arch., same as peripteral. 3. In hot., sur-
rounded by a wing or thin border.

periptery (pe-rip'te-ri), n.
; pi. peripteries (-riz).

[= F. peripterc = Pg. periptero, peripterio = It.

perittero,<."L. peripteros : seeperipteros.] Same
as

peripteros.
Peripylaea (per"i-pl-le'a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

irepi, around, + irv'Xij, a gate, door.] An order
of silicoskeletal Badiolaria. The typical form is

spherical, sometimes discoid, rhabdoid, or irregular. The
peripyteans are usually unicapsular or monocyttarian.in
some cases pluricapsular or polycyttarian.

peripylaean (per*i-pl-le'an), a. and n. [< Pcri-

pylsea + -are.] I. a. Having a finely foramin-
ulate silicious skeleton, as a radiolarian

;
of or

pertaining to the Peripylsea.
II. n. A member of the Peripylsea.

peripylephlebitis (per-i-pi-'le-fle-bi'tis), n.

[NL., < Gr. irepi, around, + irWJ?, gate, + <t>Acijj

(0te/3-), a vein, + -itis. Cf. phlebitis.] Inflam-
mation of the connective tissue about the por-
tal vein.

peripyrist (per-i-pi'rist), re. [< Gr. Trepi, around,+ Tri'p, fire, + -ist.] A sort of cooking appara-
tus. Imp. Diet.

perirectal (per-i-rek'tal), a. [< Gr. Kepi, around,
-I- NL. rectum : see rectal.] Situated or occur-

ring around the rectum.
perirenal (per-i-re'nal), a. [< Gr. irepi, around,
4- L. renes, the kidneys: see renal.] Situated
about the kidney ; perinephric.
perirhinal (per-i-ri'nal), a. [< Gr. irepi, around,+

'p'u; (piv-), nose : see rhinal.] Situated about
the nose or nasal fossa? : as, perirhinal bones or

inhabitants of the polar circles), < irepi, around,+ amd, shadow.] The inhabitants of the polar
circles : so called because in their summer-time
their shadows describe an oval.

periscope (per'i-skpp),
n. [< Gr. irepiaKmeiv,

look around, < irepi, around, -f- anoxelv, look.]
1. A general view or comprehensive summary.
[Rare.] 2. An instrument by which objects in
a horizontal view may be seen through a verti-
cal tube. It is used in piloting submarine boats, and
consists substantially of a vertical tube with a lenticular
total-reflection prism at the top, by which horizontal rays
are projected downward through the tube, and brought to
a focus, after which they are received by a lens the princi-
pal focus of which coincides with that point. The vertical

cylindrical beam thus formed is converted into a horizon-
tal one again by amirror inclined at 45 from the vertical
axis of the tube, and Is thus conveyed to an eyepiece,
through which, by turning the tube on its vertical axis
with its attached prism, a view of all the supernatant ob-

jects around the vessel may be obtained. A screen or
diaphragm operated by a tangent-screw is used to cut off

the view of the vertical plane in which the sun is.

periscopic (per-i-skop'ik), a. [= F. perisco-
pique; asperiscope + -ic.] Viewing on all sides

that is, giving distinct vision obliquely as
well as axially. Specifically (o) Noting spectacles or
eye-glasses having meniscus or concavo-convex lenses, and
thus giving a wide field of vision, also other wide-angled
lenses. (6) Noting a peculiar form of microscope-lens,,
composed of two deep plano-convex lenses ground to the
same radius, and having between their plane surfaces a
thin plate of metal pierced with a circular aperture of a
diameter equal to one fifth of the focal length of the com-
bination.

periscopical (per-i-skop'i-kal), a. [< periscopic
+ -al.] Same &s

periscopic.
periscopism (per'i-sko-pizm), re. [< periscope
+ -ism.] The faculty of periscopic vision. See
the extract.

It is probable that the peculiar structure of the crystal-
line lens . . . confers on the eye the capacity of seeing
distinctly over a wide field, without changing the position
of the point of sight. This capacity he [Dr. Hermann]
calls periscopism. Le Conte, Sight, p. 37.

perish1
(per'ish), v. [< ME. perishen,perysshen,

perisshen, perischen, perschen, perchen, < OF.
periss-, stem of certain parts of perir, F. perir
(cf. Sp. Pg. perecer) = It. perire, < L. perire,
pass away, perish, < per, through, -f- ire, go : see
iter1 .] I. intrans. 1. To pass away; come to

naught; waste away; decay and disappear.
As wax melteth before the fire, so let the wicked perish

at the presence of God. Ps. Ixviii. 2.

2. To cease to live
;
die.

They are living yet ; such goodness cannot perish.
Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, i. 2.

How often have the Eastern Sultans perished by the
sabres of their own janissaries, or the bow-strings of their
own mutes !

Macavlay, Conversation between Cowley and Milton.

= Syn. Expire, Decease, etc. See dtel.

Il.t trans. To bring to naught; injure; de-

stroy; kill.

And zif a schipp passed be tho Marches, that hadde
outher Iren Bondes or Iren Nayles, anon he scholde ben
perisscht. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 164.

The Orekes . . .

Made myche murmur and menit horn sore,
As folis, that folily hade faren fro home
To put horn in perell to perysshe there lyues.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7614.

You are an innocent,
A soul as white as Heaven ; let not my sins
Perish your noble youth.

Beau, and Ft., JIaid's Tragedy, iv. 1.



perish

perish-t, ''. An olisolele t'onn of /ni-i'n .

perishability (per i.-h-a-bil'i-ti), . [< .

n/ili- + -it
i/ (see -iniiti/).} Periahableneog.

perishable (per'ish-a-bl), a. [< OF.
/ rixsiilili,

F. jx'-rissii I/It-; MS /n i-isl/i + -iilili .
\

Liable to

perish; subject to decay or destruction; mortal.

Courtesies should be no jxrithaHc commodity.
Hourll, Letters, I. i. S3.

Perishable monition, the public notice by a court for the
Bale of anything in n pcrishnM.- cunilition. Perishable

property, property which from iU nature decays in a

brief ti
, notwithstanding the care it may receive, as

fish, fruit, and the like.

perishableness (per'ish-a-bl-nes), . The char-

acter of being perishable; liability to spt-r<l\

decay in- tlrst niction; lack of keeping or last-

ing qualities.

perishmentt (per'ish-mpnt). n. [< F. pi'-rinfi-

n/i'iil; as perish + -ment.'] The act of perish-

ing; also, injury. [Rare.]

So to bestowe life is no perishmenl, but atiauntage : and
this Is not to loose the life, but to kepe It.

J. UdaU, On John ill.

perisoma (per-i-so'ma), n.
; pi. perisomata (-ma-

tii). [NL., < Gr. Kepi, around, + ni>/ia, body.]
The body-wall of an echinoderm ; the parietes
of the perivisceral cavity (the modified entero-

ccale of the larva) in tho l^-liiiiniliriiinlti. The
mesoderm presents a more or less radially disposed set of

antimeres, while the ectoderm may develop a coriaceous or

calcareous exoskeleton. See cuts under llolothuraidea and

Same as perisomatic. Eiicyc. Brit.

perisomatic (perl-so-mat'ik), a. [< perisoma
(-somat-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a peri-
soma

; parietal, with reference to the body-wall
of an echinoderm : correlated with perivisceral
emA peristomatic, and opposed to visceral.

Portions of the perimmatic skeleton.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 609.

Perisomatic plates, in crinoids, the basal, oral, anal, and
other i liscul or interradial plates : distinguished from ra-

dial plates. Sir C. M'yville Thomson.

perisome (per'i-som), n. [< NL. perisoma, q. v.]
8ame as perisoma.
perisoiuial (per-i-so'mi-al), a. [< perixome +
-in I.] Same as perisomatic.
Perisoreus (per-i-so're-us), n. [NL. (C. L.

Bonaparte, 1831), irreg. < Gr. irepiauptAieiv, heap
up around, < Kept, around, + aupeiieiv, heap up, <

ai>pof, a heap.] A genus of boreal and alpine
birds, of the family Corvidx and subfamily Gar-

ruHme, having plain-colored or somber plumage
and no crest; the gray jays. p. ir\faustu Inhabits

northerly parts of Europe and Asia. P. canadensis is

Canada Jay, or Whisky-jack (Perisoreus canadensis}.
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perlspherical (per-i-sfer'i-kal), a. [< i" r^/ilii r-

ir + -ill.] Same as /n ns/iln i'ii-.

perisplenitis (per i-sple-ni'tis), n. [NL.,lr.
-

.'pi, arounil, T nir'/ i/i; spleen, + -itis. Cf. s/ili
-

iiili*.] Inflammation of the serous covering of

the spleen.

perispome (per'i-spom), . and a. [Abbr. of

/irriximntrnoH.] I. n. In (!r. gram., & WOP I

which has the circumflex accent on the final

syllable.
II. a. In fir. gram., having or characterized

by the circumflex accent on the final syllable.

perispome (per'i-spom), v. t. ; pret. and pp. uer-

txiHinuil, ppr. jH'rixftfiwiHf/. [X i><T/X/WW, n.
\

In

l,i'. i/ram., to write or pronounce with the cir-

cumflex accent on the final syllable.

perispomenon (per-i-spom'e-non), n. [< Gr.

irt/iiaTrijfifvuv, neut. of 7r?/MoTrw//vof, ppr. pass,
of irepunrav, mark with a circumflex, lit. draw
around, < nepi, around, + oirav, draw: see

spasm.] In Gr. gram., same as perispoim:

perispore (per'i-spor), n. [< Gr. irepi, around,
+ <nrd)jof, seed : see spore.] In hot., the outer
membrane or covering of a spore.

Perisporiaceae (per-i-spo-ri-a se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Fries, 1846), < Gr. irept, around', + on-dpof, seed,
-T- -i- + -aces.] A family of pyrenomycetous
fungi. They are saprophytlc or parasitic, simple, and
with the perlthecla membranaceous, coriaceous, or sub-
carbonaceous. It is divided into two subfamilies, Ery-
tipheet and I'erisporiea.

>l. [NL.
-ex.] A

subfamily or group of pyrenomycetous fungi,
of the family Perisiioriacese, having globose,
pyriform, or lenticular astomatous perithecia.
This group embraces many forms parasitic upon the leaves
and stems of plants, but none are so widely destructive as

those of the Erysiphex.

perissad (pe-ris'ad), a. and n. [< Gr. irfpioodf,

beyond the regular number or size, superfluous,
excessive, also odd, not even (< mpi, beyond),
+ -ad1 .] I. a. In chem.. having a valency rep-
resented by an odd number; noting an element
which combines with odd numbers of atoms

only.
II. n. 1. An atom whose valence is desig-

nated by an odd number, as hydrogen, whose
valence is 1, or nitrogen, whose valence is

1, 3, or 5: so called in contradistinction to

artiads, whose valence is represented by an
even number, as sulphur, whose valence is 2,

4, or 6.

As Prof. Odllng termed atoms with such valencies, pe-
rismdf and artiads. Philoe. Mag., 5th ser., XXV. 229.

2. In zoiil., an odd-toed ungulate quadruped;
a solidungulate animal ;

one of the perissodac-

tyls : opposed to artiad.

perisset, r. A Middle English form of perish^.

perissodactyl, perissodactyle (pe-ris-o-dak'-

til), a. and . [< NL. perissodactylus, < MGr.
mpiooodaKTvto<;, with more thanthe regular num-
ber of fingers or toes, < Gr. irtptcc6s, beyond the

regular number or size, + da/crvAof, finger: see

dactyl.] I. a. Odd-toed, as a hoofed quadru-
ped ;

of or pertaining to, or characteristic of,
the Perissodaetyla. Mso perissodactylate, j>eriii-

sodactylic, perissodactylous.

The dentition ... of the kangaroos is perisaodactyle.
E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 847.

II. n. A member of the Perissodaetyla; a pe-
rissad.

Perissodaetyla (pe-ris-o-dak'ti-la), n.pl. [NL..
neut. pi. of perissodactylus: see perissodactyl.]
A suborder of Ungulata containing the odd-toed

peristaltic

hoofed ipiadrupeils : distinguished from .Irtio-

iliii'ti//ii. The digits are unpaired or unequal, the third

beliiK thelargestand some-
times tin only functional
one ; and there are corre-

>[>"iniing modifications of
th< MHt.t'iiipal and meta-
tarsal and of the carpal and
tarsal bones and their ar-

ticulations. The hind feet
are always odd-toed, and
t hoi ifh tne fore feet may
have 4 digits, as in the tapir,
these are uneven. The as-

tragalus has two very un-

equal facets or articular
surfaces on the underside.
Hie femur has a third tro-

chanter. The dorsolum-
bar vertebra; are no fewer
than 22 In number. The
intermaxillary bone* are
tectlform alxiveand united
toward the symphysis, and
their incisors, when pres-
ent, are implanted nearly
vertically and are nearly
parallel to their roots. The
stomach is simple and non-

ruminant; there is a capa-
cloussacculatedcsecum. In
all the living forms horns,
when present, are single
and median, or two.one be-

hind the other. Theonlyllv-
ing representatives of the
suborder are the tapirs, rhi-

noceroses, and horses, in-

cluding aases, zebras, etc.,
of the three families Tapi-
rider, Ithinocerotider., and

Eguidee. The fossil fami-
lies are more numerous, In-

cluding \\iti Anchithtriiiljf.

Palxotheriidx, and Lnphi-
odontidje. Also Perisnodac-

tyli. See also cut under
tolidungvlate.

perissodactylate
fr\tt t-i n rlalf'ti ln^ dle metatarsal, or cannon-hone
(pe-ns-o -aaK ti -iat;, |^arin? g ,ourtn orouter metatai

sal, or splint-bone , 9, first phu
I.ITIX, great pastern, or fetter-bone

IP, sesamoia behind metatarsopha
laiieeal joint, orfetter-joint ; n,sec-
ona phalanx, small pastern, or

coronary bone ; 12, third phalanx,
orcoffin-bone; 13, interphalanjreal
articulation; 14, sesatnoid, called

Perissodactyl Foot (left hind foot

of horse).

i, tower end of tibia ; 2. calca-
netim or protuberance of the hock,
corresponding to human heel

j
3.

astragalus ; 4, cuboid ; 5, navicu-
lar of anatomists, or scaphoid I 6,

outer cuneiform ; 7, third or mid-

Same as Perisso-

Same

the Canada jay, the well-known whisky-jack or moose-
bird, of which there are several varieties in the Rocky
Jl oiintains and northwestern partsof America, Also called

I>i/orm'Mta.

perisperm (per'i-sperm), n. [= F. pensprrme
= Sp. perispermo = Pg. It. perisperma, < Gr.

irfpi, around, + axtpfta, seed : see sperm.] In

bot., a name originally proposed by Jussieu for
the albumen or nutritive matter stored up in

the seeds of plants ; by later authors restricted

to the albumen which is stored up outside the

embryo-sac. Compare endosperm.
perispermic (per-i-sper'mik), a. [< perisperm
+ -.] In bot., provided with or characterized

by perisperm.
perispheric (per-i-sfer'ik), n. [= F. perisphc-

rique= Pg. pt'ri.tpherieo, < Gr. irtpi, around, +
atjiaipa, sphere : see sphere.] Having the form
of a ball ; globular.

Perissodactyt ffkrt of (A) horse. () rhinoceros, and (O tapir
left fore foot in each c.ise ; //, ///, // ', y, second to fifth metacarpals :

t. scaphoid I /, lunar ; c, Cuneiform I /, pisiform : tm, trapezium I t.

trapez'.iil ; "t. majjmitn I H, tincifonii ; I, a, 3. first, second, and third

phalanges of third digit in each foot.

a. [< perissodactyl +
-ate1.] Same aspm's-
SOdaCtyl. Nature, XLI.
84.

Perissodactyli (pe-
ris-6-dak'ti-ll), n. pi. navicular by Veterinarians ; 15,

[Nt., pi. of perisso-

dactylus: see perissodacti/l.]

dactyla.

perissodactylic (pe-ris"o-dak-tirik), a.

as perissodactyl.

perissodactylous (pe-ris-o-dak'ti-lus), a. [< pe-
rixHodactyl + -otis.] Same as perissodactyl.
perissological (pe-ris-9-loj'i-kal), a. [< *pe-
rissologic (= F. perissologique = Pg. perissolo-

ffico; as perissofog-y + -ic) + -al.] Redundant
in words. [Rare.]
perissology (per-i-sol'o-ji), n. [= F. perissolo-

gie = Sp. perisologia = Pg. It. perissologia, <

L. perissologia, < Gr. mpiaaotoyia. wordiness, <

mptoooMyof, talking too much, \ ircptao6f, su-

perfluous (see perissad), + M-yciv, speak: see

-ology.] Needless amplification in writing or

speaking ; use of more words than are neces-

sary or desirable
; verbiage ; verbosity.

perissosyllabic (pe-ris'o-si-lab'ik), a. [< Gr.

iTf/wfjuof, superfluous,+ avtoa[ir/, syllable.] Hav-
ing superfluous syllables. PerissoByllabic hex-
ameter. See hexameter.

peristalitb-^pe-ris'ta-lith),
M. [Irreg. < Gr. irtyw,

around, + urravat, stand (cf. ireplaraais,
a stand-

ing around), + /l/flbf, stone.] In archeeol., a se-

ries of standing stones or members surround-

ing an object, as a barrow or burial-mound.

The monument consists of a ruined chamber, of some
remains of a gallery, and of a second chamber to complete
the cruciform plan, which were all at one time buried In

the earth, and surrounded by a ring of stones, or ferula-
lilh. of an oblong form.

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 131.

peristalsis (per-i-stal'sis), . [NL., < Gr. mpi,
around, + irrdtoif, compression, constriction, <

artUetv, set, place, bring together, bind, com-

press. Cf. peristaltic.] The peculiar involun-

tary muscular movements of various hollow

organs of the body, especially of the alimen-

tary canal, whereby their contents are pro-

pelled onward. As best seen in the small intestines,
it consists of rhythmic circular contractions, traveling,
wave-like, downward, due to successive contractions of
the circular and longitudinal muscular fibers. Peristal-

sis, simple or modified, is characteristic of the whole ali-

mentary canal, from the beginning of the esophagus to
the anus, but it also occurs in other tubes or cavities, as
the ureters, Fallopian tubes, etc.

peristaltic (per-i-stal'tik), a. [= F. peristal-

tit/in- = S]>. i>< ristiiltieo = Pg. It. neristaltico, <

Gr. TrepioTa).TtK6f, compressive, < irepiorOAtw,

wrap around (compress), < irepl, around, +
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n-f'/./.f/r, set, place, bring together, bind, com- peristoma (po-ris'to-mii), .; pi. perixtoinitttt

press. Cf. ywr/.v/rt/xio.] 1. Compressive; con- (per-i-sto'ma-tji). [NL. : see peristome.'] In

tracting in successive circles; of or pertaining zotil., a peristome, in any sense.
to peristalsis ; consisting in or exhibiting peri- peristomal (per'i-sto-mal), a. [< Or. vepi,
stalsis. Peristaltic is sometimes used to designate waves around, + cru/ta, the mouth.] Surrounding
of contraction running in the ordinary direction down the the mouth

;
adoral in a circular manner

; relat-

nVn MI'I' the oTOoiitedJ?
an^"slnltie denote8 those -

ing to the peristome or oral region ; peristomial.

2. ITmt efeetrostatie induction which takes Peristomata (per-i-sto'ma-tii), .pi. [NL <Gr.

place between two or more conducting wires Pl
< wound, + arofia, the mouth.] 1 In La-

marck's classification, a family of trachehpod
gastropods, having the aperture surrounded by
a continuous lip or peristome, and including the

genera Valvata, Paludina, and Ampullaria, now
dissociated in different families. Also Peri-
stomidse. 2. [I. c.] Plural of peristoma.

when inclosed within the same insulating case,

as in an ocean cable : a use due to Sir W. Thom-
son.

peristaltically (per-i-stal'ti-kal-i), a*1

. In a

peristaltic manner. Owen.
peristem (per'i-stem), n. In bot., an abbrevia-
tion of perimeristem.
Peristeria (per-i-ste'ri-a), w. [NL. (W. J. Hook-
er, 1831), so called in allusion to the form and

peristomatic (per'i-sto-mat'ik), a. [<peristo-
ma( t-) + -ic.] 1 . Of the nature of a peristome.

2. In hot., of or pertaining to the peristome.

nivent into a fleshy globular flower. There are
2 or 3 species, natives of the Andes of Colombia. They
are robust epiphytes, with the stem thickening into a

fleshy pseudobulb bearing one or a few ample plicate-
nerved leaves, the scapes springing from its base. The
most important species, P. data, the dove-plant, has the
flowers in a long raceme covering the upper third of the
flower-stalk, which is from 4 to 6 feet tall

; the flowers

single, 1J inches broad, fragrant, creamy-white, with lilac

specks at the base of the lip. (See dove-plant.) It is the
el eepiritu santo, or Holy-Ghost flower, of Panama.

peristerite (pe-ris'te-rlt), n. [< Gr. mpiarepa, f.,

Tre/Morepdf, m.
?
a pigeon, + -ite?.] A variety of

albite, exhibiting when properly cut a bluish

opalescence like the changinghueson a pigeon's
neck.

peristeroid (pe-ris'te-roid), a.

like appendages which is observed on the rim
or mouth of the capsule of a moss when the

operculum is removed. These appendages are in a
single row, or frequently in two rows, when the peristome
is said to be double. The individuals of the outer row are
called teeth, those of the inner cilia. The number of both
teeth and cilia is always four or a multiple of four. See
cuts under moss, cilium, S, and Dicranum.
2. In zob'l,, mouth-parts in general ;

the struc-
tures or set of parts which surround the cavity
of the mouth or oral opening and constitute its

walls, framework, or skeleton : used chiefly of
lower animals, as echinoderms, which have cir-

cular or radiate mouth-parts. Specifically (a)
The circumoral body-wall of an echinoderm ; the peristo-
mial perisoma : the opposite of periproct. See cut under
Astrophyton. (b) In Crustacea, specifically, the space in-
cluded between the pterygostomial plates and the anten-
nary sternite. Milne-Edwards, (c) In the Infusoria, the
oral region with its accompanying cilia or other circum-
oral appendages, (a) In Vermes, the first true somite of
a polycmetous annelid, coming next to the prestomium,
and bearing the mouth. See prxstomium. (e)Iaentom.,
the border of an insect's mouth, or properly the border

j7--,-r,-. -TJTi-'J- l< Qr. n-epwre-

poei6r/e, of the pigeon kind, < Kcptarepa, a pigeon,+ fWoc, form.] Specifically, of or pertaining
to the Peristeroidese.

Peristeroideae (pe-ris-te-roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. :

see peristeroid.] In Suiidevall's system of clas-

sification, the Columbee (including Didus and
Didunculus), or pigeons in the widest sense,
considered as a cohort of anisodactyl Folucres.

peristeromorph (pe-ris'te-ro-morf), n. [< NL.
Peristeromorphee, < Gr. vcpta-epd, a pigeon, + Ulllte(1 an(1 8url u d th t

$?'
f0rm ' ] A member f the Pristeromor-

peristomia . fl^ltperistomium.

vsasMiSMisssfA'S^i^^^S.Diseons or co nmbinfl birds MmlWlS J .. .

stome. 2. Situated around the mouth; en-

is the border of the cavity from which the proboscis or
sucking-organ projects. (/) In conch., the margin of the

and """* PS are

pigeons or columbine birds regarded as a su-

perfamily of schizognathous birds.
the rostrum swollen at the end, and provided
mid basal membrane in which the nostrils open ; narrow
prominent basipterygoid processes ; long spongy maxil-
lopalatines; the mandibular angle neither produced nor
recurved

; the sternum doubly notched or notched and
fenestrated on each side behind, and with the resulting
external lateral processes shorter than the hit
the hallux insistent, with a twisted metatarsa!

cumoral. Science, VI. 5.

,'per-i-sto'mi-an), a. and n.
stome + -ion.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Peristomata.

II. n. One of the Peristomata.
Peristomidae (per-i-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <me resulting T> j 7 , \ f . -. ^ '' * L

uternal ones; Penstom(ata) + -idee.] Same as Peristomata, 1.

ial, and ante- peristomium (per-i-sto'ini-um), n.
; pi. peristo-

the syrinx with one pair of intrinsic muscles.

peristeromorphic (pe-ris"te-r6-m6r'fi^ .

NL. Peristeromorphie. + -ie.] Pertaining to the ft'"' -

U1'n roulld ,<W, around,+ arpt^eiv, turn.]

Peristeromorphie, or having their characters-
Tu

.

rn'"g round; rotatory; revolving: said of the

columbine. paintings of a panorama.

peristeropod (pe-ris'te-ro-pod), a. and n. [<
Peristylar (per-i-sti'lar), a. \_< peristyle + -arS.]

Gr. ircpiartpa, a pigeon,"+Voi'<c (nod-) =E./ooM f
"Bounded by columns; having or pertaining

I. a. Pigeon-toed, as a rasorial fowl; having
to a Pe tyle.

the feet constructed as in pigeons, as a mem-
ber of the Gallinie; of or pertaining to the Pe-
risteropodes.

II. n. A peristeropod gallinaceous bird, as
one of the Cracidse or Megapodidte.
peristeropodan (pe-ris-te-rop'o-dan), a. and .

Same as peristeropod.
peristeropode (pe-ris'te-ro-pod), a. and n.
Same &% peristeropod.

A" Toun^ the court there is a peristylar cloister with
cel18 ' J~ Feryueion' Hist- Indian Ar<*-> P- 385.

peristyle (per'i-stil), n. [= F. peristyle = Sp.
peristilo = Pg. peristylo, peristilo, pei-ystiKo =
It. peristilo, pmstilio, < L. peristylum, peristyli-
um, < Gr. irepiarv^ov, a peristyle, neut. of ireplarv-
/lof, with pillars round the wall, < wtpl, round, +
ffri/tof, a column.] In arch., a range or ranges
of columns surrounding any part, as the cella of

Peristeropodes (pe-ris-te-rop'o-dez), n. pi.
a Greek temple, or any place, as a court or clois-

[NL.: see peristeropod ] "A subdivision of the ter
>
or tQe atrium of a classical house. See cuts

Alectoronwrplix, or Gallinse, formed to include un(Jer Greek and opisthodomos.
those birds which have the hind toe inserted A wider passage than the entrance leads ... to the
low down, as in pigeons ; the pigeon-toed fowls peristyle, or principal apartment of the house.
The antithesis is Alectmopodes. The group includes two J- Fer?ra , Hist. Arch., I. 370.
families : the American Cracidse, or curassows, hoccos,4 .... ..j the Australasia

" "'

peristeropodous (pe-ris-te-rop'o-dus), a. Same
as peristeropod.
peristethium (per-i-ste'thi-um), n.

; pi. periste-
thia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Kepi, around, + <jTij6of,
the breast.] In entom., a name given by Kirby
to that

part of the lower surface of the thorax
which lies in front of the sockets of the middle
legs and is limited laterally by the pleurae. It
is now generally called the mesosterimm, a name which
Kirby limited to the part of the peristethium between the
middle coxae.

about the synovial membrane,
peritet (pe-rif), a. [= OF. perite = Sp. Pg. It,

perito, < li.peritus, pp. of "periri, try : see peril.
Cf. expert.] Experienced; skilful.

That gives our most perite and dextrous artists the
greatest trouble, and is longest finishing.

Evelyn, Sculpture, iv.

(per'i-thes), n. [< NL. perithecium,
q. v.] In hot., same &s perithecium.
perithecial (per-i-the'si-al), . [< perithecium+ -nl.] Pertaining to the perithecium.

peritoneum

perithecium (per-i-tlie' si-um). n.; pi. perithecia
(-[i). [XL., < MGr. irrptOj/Kii, a lid, cover. < Gr.

irepl, around, + fir/K?/,
a cover: see theca.~\ In

bot., a cup-shaped envelop (or ascocarp) with
the margin incurved so as to form a narrow-
mouthed cavity, inclosing the fructification of
certain fungi, lichens, etc. In the Ascomycetes, for

example, it is flask-shaped with a single narrow opening,
the ostiole. The asci arise from ascogenous hyphse, either
from the base of the perithecial cavity or from all points
of the inner surface. See cuts under Cnrdyceps, ergot,

and_ Spermagonium. Also perithece.

perithoracic (per"i-tho-ras'ik), a. [< Gr. Kepi,

around, + Bupat-, the chest: see thoracic.]
Around the thorax.

peritiont (pe-rish'on), n. [< L. as if *peri-
tio(n-), < perire, perish: see perish 1

.] Destruc-
tion; annihilation.
Were there an absolute peritinn in our dissolution we

could not fear it too much. Bp. Hall, Works, VI. 411.

peritomous (pe-rit'o-mus), . [< Gr. mpiro/ios,
cut off all round, < wept, round, + rl/ivEiv, rafteiv,

cut.] In mineral., cleaving in more directions
than one parallel to the axis, the faces being
all similar.

peritoneal, peritonseal (per"i-to-ne'al), . [=
F. peritoneal = Pg. peritoneal; as peritoneum,
peritoneeum, + -aZ.] Of or pertaining to the
peritoneum Peritoneal cavity, the cavity inclosed
by the peritoneum. Peritoneal fever. See feveri.
Peritoneal fossa?, pocket-like recesses of the peritone-
um, such as Douglass's pouch, the rectovesical pouch, etc.
Also called peritoneal recesses. Peritoneal ligaments,
certain reflections of the peritoneum from the walls of the
abdomen or pelvis to the viscera, such as the ligaments of
the liver, spleen, uterus, and bladder. Peritoneal aac,
in echinoderms, that part of the primitive vasoperitoneal
vesicle of the embryo which gives rise to the peritoneum.

peritoneum, peritonaeum (per"i-to-ne'um), /.

[= F. peritoine = ^.peritonea = Pg. It. peri-
toneo, < LL. peritonieum, peritoneum, < Gr. irept-

rdvaiov, prop. neut. of jrcptrovaiof, stretched over
(jreptT6vatof vpijv or xtr"v

>
the membrane inclos-

ing the lower viscera), cf. Tre/wVovof, stretched
over, < KEpiTcivetv, stretch over or around, < irepl,

around, + reivuv, stretch: see tone.] 1. The
membrane lining the abdominal cavity and in-

vesting its viscera. It is a strong, uncolored, trans-
parent, serous membrane, with a smooth, moist, shining
surface, attached to the subjacent structures by the sub-
peritoneal areolar tissue, and forming a closed sac, except
in the female, where it is continuous with the mucous
membrane of the

Fallopian tubes,
or oviducts.

'

From the walls
of the abdominal
and pelvic cavi-
ties it is reflected
at various places
over the viscera,
which it serves
to invest and at
the same time
hold in position
by its folds ordn-
plicatures. These
folds or dupli-
catures are of
various kinds.
Some of them,
constituting the
mesenteries (see
mesentery), con-
nect certain

parts of the in-

testinal canal
with the pos-
terior abdomi-
nal walls ; others
form the so-

called ligaments
of the liver,

spleen, stomach,
and kidneys, the
broad ligaments
of the uterus,
and the suspen-
sory ligament of the bladder ; still others form the omenta,
folds attached to the greater and lesser curvatures of the
stomach. That part which lines the abdominal and pel-
vic walls is called the parietal or external peritoneum ;

that which more or less completely invests the viscera,
the visceral or internal. The cavity of the peritoneum
is divided into two unequal parts by the constriction
at Winslow's foramen; of these, the upper posterior
one, lying back of and below the stomach and liver, is
called the lesser cavity ; the greater cavity lies in front
and below. In vertebrates below mammals, in which
there is no diaphragm, the peritoneum and the pleura
(which is the corresponding thoracic serous membrane)
are thrown into one, lining the whole pleuroperitoneal
cavity and investing its contained viscera. The name
peritoneum is extended to various similar or analogous,
though not necessarily homologous, membranes or tunics
which line the body-cavity of many different inverte-
brates.

2. In brachiopods, an investment of the ali-

mentary canal, by which the latter is suspended
in the perivisceral cavity as by a mesentery.
Special folds form the gastroparietal and ileoparietal
bands, respectively connecting the stomach and intestines
v ith the parietes.

i of Human Female, in longitudinal
ji, somewhat diagrammatical.
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3. In t'iiti>ni. . (he (inter mill of the digestive
lube of tin insect.

peritonitic (per'i-to-nil 'ik), <>. [<periti>nit-is +
-it:'] Of, pertaining t<>. of the nature of, or
affected with peritonitis: as, peritonitic adhe-
sions.

peritonitis (per'i-to-m'tis), . [NL., < perito-
iii mi/ + -i/ix.] [iillainiuation of the peritoneum.
It may exist either as an acute or as a chronic disc-am-,
and may !>< local nr general. Acute diffuse or general
piTjt.initis was formerly often called inflammation o/ the

boicel, involving some confusion with the much less seri-

ous disease enteritis. The causes of acute diffuse t-ritn i

tis are various and often obscure. Cellular peritoni-
tis, peritonitis in which there is simply a hypcrplasia of
the ernlothflial cells of the peritoneum. Hemorrhaglc
Peritonitis, peritonitis with snngulmilunt effusion, as for

instance, in some cases of tubercular peritonitis. Pelvic
peritonitis. See pelvic. Peritonitis chronlca adhe-
siva, chronic peritonitis with the formation of adhesion:)
between the intestine and .the walls of the body cavity or
other organs, or between different parts of the Intestine.

Peritonitis chronica hemorrhaglca. peritonitis with
the formation of a false membrane, with thin-walled blood-
vessels giving rise to hemorrhages between Its layers:
similar to pachymeningitis hemorrhagica. Peritonitis
deformans, chronic peritonitis producing, by the con-
tractions of newly formed tissue, distortions of the ali-

mentary canal, mesentery, and omentiiin. Peritonitis
nbrino-purulenta, peritonitis with effusion of congeala-
ble lymph, with more or less of pus. Septic peritoni-
tis, peritonitis with foul-smelling effusion, as may oc-
cur in peritonitis from intestinal perforation and in puer-
peral peritonitis. Tubercular peritonitis, tubercular
intlainmation of the peritoneum.

peritracheal (per-i-tra'kf-al), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + rpa^eia, trachea: see trachea!.] Sur-

rounding the trachea of an insect. perltracheal
circulation, the circulation of blood between the loose

peritoneal envelop and the trachea proper. Blanchard
and other anatomists have believed that they could trace
such a circulation In Insects.

peritrema (per-i-tre'ma), n. ; pi. peritremata
(-ma-ta). [NL. : seeperitreme. \ Same asj>m'-
Iri-me.

peritrematous (per-i-trem'a-tus), a. [< NL.
I
a ritrema(t-) + -ous.~) 1. Surrounding a hole,

as the sclerite or peritreme of the spiracle of
an insect; of or pertaining to a peritreme. 2.

Surrounding the aperture of a univalve shell.

peritreme (per'i-trem), n. [< NL. peritrema, <
(Jr. irtpi, around, + Tpfj/jui, a hole.] 1. In en-

tuiii., a small circular sclerite, or ring of hard
chitinized integument, often surrounding the
spiracle or breathing-hole of an insect. 2. In
fniifh., the circumference of the aperture of a
univalve

;
a peristome.

The mouth or peritreme of the [snail- Jshell overlies the
thickened anterior border of the pulmonary sac.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 274.

Peritricha (pe-rit'ri-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of "peritriehus : see peritricnous.} An order of
ciliate Infusoria, containing those which have
a zone of cilia about the bodv. These animalcules
are free-swimming or attached, solitary or united in social

colonies, often in the latter Instance forming branched
tree-like growths ; they have the oral aperture terminal
or subtermlnal ; ciliary system consisting of an anterior,
circular or spiral, adoral wreath with occasionally one or
more supplementary equatorial or posteroterminal loco-
motive circlets, the remaining cuticular surface entirely
smooth. In those Instances in which the adoral wreath
takes a spiral form the right limb is more usually Invo-
lute and descending into the oral fossa. The anal aper-
ture is posteriorly located or debouching upon the ves-
tibular or oral fossa. The endoplast is mostly elongate,
band-like. These Infusorians multiply by longitudinal or
transverse fission. There are eight or ten families, all free

excepting the VorticeUidee. See cut under Vortieella.

peritrichan (pe-rit'ri-kan), n. [< Peritricha^
+ -an.~\ A free-swimming animalcule of the
order Peritricha.

peritrichous (pe-rit'ri-kus), a. [< NL. "peri-
trichus, < Gr. irepi, around, + flp/f (rptx-), a hair.]
Having a zone of cilia around the body ;

of or
pertaining to the Peritricha. See cut under
I tn'ticella.

peritroch (per'i-trok), n. [< LGr. nepiTp6xu>v,
a wheel revolving round an axle, < Gr, irepi,

around, + rpo^Af, a wheel, a runner, < rpexetv,
run.] 1. A circlet of cilia, as that of a rotifer.

2. That which has such a circlet, as a cili-

ated embrvo.
peritrochal (per'i-tr6-kal);

a. [< peritroch +
-/.] Pertaining to a peritroch, or having its

character.

peritrochiumt (per-i-tro'ki-um), n. [NL. : see
prritrocli.'} A wheel fixed upon an axle so as
to turn along with it, constituting one of the
mechanical powers called the wheel and axle.
See irln-il.

peritropal (pe-rit'ro-pal), a. [< Gr. irfpirpoirof,
turned round (see {MrUNWOW),+ -?.] 1. Ro-
tatory; circuitous. 2. Same as peritropous.
peritropOUS (pe-rit'ro-pus), n. [< Gr. irepirpoirof,
turned round, < mpl, around, + Tpcircu', turn.1
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I in;,

In lint., horizontal in the pericarp, as a si.-, I;

also, huvingthe radicle pointing toward the side
of the pericarp, as tin embryo. [Hare.]
peritypnlitic (per'i-tif-lit'ik), . [< XL. /;/
h/lili/iti.* + -/.) Pertaining to, of the nature of,
or accompanied by perityphlitis; affected with

perityphlitix.

perityphlitis (per'i-tif-li'tis), M. [NL., < Gr.

trtpi, around, + ru^/ioY, blind (with ref. to the
caecum or blind gut), + -itiy.~] 1. Inflammation
of the caecum, appendix, and connective tissue
behind the ctecum. 2. Inflammation of the

peritoneum covering the caecum and appendix.
periuterine (per-i-u'te-rin), a. [< Gr. irepi.

around, + L. uterus, the womb: see t>-r<m-.\

Surrounding the uterus; situated or located
about the. uterus; perimetral: as, periuterine in-

flammation.

perivascular (per-i-vas'ku-lar), a. [< Gr. mpi,
around, -t- L. vasculum, a small vessel : see vascu-

lar."] Surrounding a vascular structure, as a
blood-vessel

; inclosing or containing an artery
or a vein : as, a periraxmlar network of sympa-
thetic nervous filaments about an artery. Peri-
vascular canals, the canals formed by perivascular
sheaths. Perivascular lymphatic, a lymphatic vessel
or plexus when it I nsheathcs, partially or wholly, a vein or
an artery. Perivascular sheath, the sheath composed
of pial tissue, formlnga canal about the vessels In the brain.

Pertvascular spaces, lymph-spaces between the mid-
dle and outer coats of an artery.

perivasculitis (per-i-vas-ku-li'tis), n. [NL.,<
Gr. irepi, around, + L. vasculum, a small ves-

sel, + -Mi*.] Inflammation of a perivascular
sheath.

perivlsceral (per-i-vis'e-ral), a. [< Gr. irepi,

around, + L. viscera, entrails: see visceral.]

Surrounding and containing viscera, as a cav-

ity ; perienteric ;
cffilomatic : chiefly said of the

large or general body-cavity, called theperivis-
ceral cavity or space, in which are contained the

alimentary canal and its appendages. See cut
under Actinozoa Perivisceral cavity. See the
quotation.

What la called a periuinceral cavity may be one of four
things: 1. A cavity within the meeoblast, more or less

representing the primitive blastocoele. 2. A divertlculuin
of the digestive cavity, which has become shut off from
that cavity (enteroccele). 3. A solid outgrowth, represent-
ing such a divertlculum.ln which the cavity appears only
late (modified enterocoele, or schizocaele). 4. A cavity
formed by invaglnatlon of the ectoderm (eplccele). And
whether any given perivigceral cavity belongs to one or
other of these types can only be determined by working
out its development. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 644.

perivenous (per-i-ve'nus), a. [< Gr. Kepi,

around, + L. vena, a vein: see venous.'] Sur-

rounding or investing a vein : as, inflammation
of the perircnous tissue (that is, periphlebitis).
perivitelline (per'i-vi-tel'in), a . [< Gr. irepi,

around, + L. vitellus, yolk.] Surrounding the
vitellus: as, the periritelline space (the space
between the vitellus and the zona pellucida,
caused by a shrinking of the former).
periwickt, An obsolete form ot periwig.
periwig (per'i-wig), n. [Formerly also perriwig,
perrewig, pereicig, peruwig, periwick, periwinke,
perewake (these forms having peri-, pere- for

per-, appar. by association with peri-, the pre-
fix (cf. periwinkle^-, peritcinkle%, where also pen-
is simulated); earlier perwig, perwigge, perwick,
perwicke, pirwike, in earliest instance perwyke;
an altered form (with wi for

.) of peruke, < OF.
peruque, perruque, perrucque, P. perruque, a
peruke, wig: see peruke. The alteration evi-

dently took place in E., in simulation of the
F. pron., and could hardly Be due to D. peruyk
(Sewel), as Skeat explains it. The D. form at
the time in question was perruycke, perhuycke
(Eilian). Similar interchange of wi () and u
appears in the history of cubeb (ME. quibibe,
etc.), cushion (ME. quisshen, etc.), cud and quid
(AS. cudu, cwidu), quick (AS. cwicu, cucu), etc.
From periwig, regarded appar. as < peri- + "wig,
as something put 'around' the head, was de-

rived, by omission of the supposed prefix, or by
mere abbreviation (as in bus for omnibus, van
for caravan, etc.), the form wig : see wig.] 1.
Same nspernh:
A pervyke for Sexton, the King's fool.

Privy Purse Expentei of Henry VIII., Dec., 1529.

\(FairhoU.)

Sometimes like a periiritj
I sit upon her brow. Manatee, Fanstus, li. 2.

I warrant you, I warrant you, you shall see mee proove
the very pereurig to cover the balde pate of brainelesse
gentilltle. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. 3.

The Janizaries went first ; then the two dragomen, or
interpreters; after them the consul in the Turkish dress,
having on a purple ferljee, or gown of ceremony, but with
a perriirig and hat.

Pocockr, Description of the East, II. I. 102.

perjenete

2f. In fool., a periwinkle.
The luscious Lobster with the Crahflsh raw,
The British Oyster, Muscle, I'erimn.

. . . The Peritriy lies In the Oase [ooze] like a head of

hair, which being touched, draws back it self, leaving no-
thing but a small i-mmd hnl.

.V. Clarke, Four chiefest Plantations (1670^ pp. 87, 38.

periwig (pcr'i-wig), r. t.; jpret.
and pp. juriiri,/-

!/ril, ppr. iM-riiriijijing. [Formerly also perri-
f'fft penrig, from the noun. Cf. peruke, r.] To
ilrcss withaperiwig; hence, to put a head-dress

upon; cover or dress the head of. [Bare.]
Having by much dress, and secrecy, and dissimulation,

as It were, jirriwigy'd his sin and covered his shame, he
looks after no other Innocence but concealment.

South, Sermons, VIII. I.

There (conies) the periwigged and brocaded gentleman
of the artist's legend. Hawthorne, Seven (j allies, xvili.

periwig-pated (per'i-wig-pa'ted), a. Wearing
a periwig or peruke.

O, It offends me to the soul to hear a robustious periwig-
IMteil fellow tear a passion to tatters to very rags.

Shai., Hamlet, lu. 2. 10.

periwinket, An obsolete form of periwig.
Ills bonnet vaiTd, 'ere ever he could thinke,
Th unruly wlndo blows off his perivinlce.

Bp. Halt, Satires, III. v. 12.

periwinkle 1
(per'i-wing-kl). . [Formerly also

perwinklc,perwinde; < M.K.pencynke,partrynke,
pervynke, pervenkc, parrenke, < AS. pervincte,
vervince, late AS. perrenke = F. pervenche =
Bp. Pg. It. nervinca, < li.pervinea, earlier tiiica

pervinca, also written as one word rincaper-
finca, ML. also pervenca, a plant, periwinkle ;

a

peculiarly formed name, appar. < *vinca, a twist

(< rineire, bind), + per, through, + 'vinca, a
twist.] A plant of the genus Vinca, most of-
ten one or other of the familiar garden species,
V. major, the larger, and V. minor, the lesser

periwinkle. These are natives of southern Europe, trail-

ing plants with deep-colored evergreen leaves and blue
flowers, In V. minor varying to white often known as

myrtle*. The small species to the more hardy, and hence
the more common northward. V. herbacea, another Euro-
pean species,

differs from these In that its tops die down
annually. ('. rotea, sometimes called Madagascar peri-
winkle though natlveof tropical America, Is an erect plant
with continuously blooming showy rose-purple or white
flowers, excellent for bedding or In the greenhouse.

The prlmerole he passeth, the panenke of pris.
With allsaundre thare-to, ache and anys.

MS. Harl. 2263, t 63. (HaUiwell.)

Through primrose tufts, in that sweet bower,
The perimnkle trailed its wreaths.

Wordtworth, Lines Written in Early Spring.

periwinkle2 (per'i-wiug-kl), n. [Earlymod. E.
also periwincle, periwynkle, periwinkil, periicinkf,
perewincle; no ME. form found

; commonly re-
ferred to AS. "pinewincle or "mnewincla, found
only in pi. pinewinclan, in the ML. glosses,

"
tor-

niculi, pinewinclan," sea-snails (Wright's Voc.,
ed. WUlcker,94, 14), "chelip, testudo,uel marina
gugalia, slesnffil ['sea-snail'] uel pinewinclan"
(id., 122, 23) ; but according to the entry in Bos-
worth (ed. Toller), pinewinclan is here an error
for winewinclan (due to the frequent confusion
of the AS. p and w, which are very much alike
in the manuscripts) ;

the first element in pine-
winclan or winewinclan is uncertain; the second,
wincle, appears as E. winkle: see winkle. Wedg-
wood, referring to the equivalent dial, name
pennywinkle and pinpatch, explains periwinkle
or the supposed AS. pinewincle as "pinwinkle,
or winkle that is eaten by help of a pin used in

pulling it out of the shell." For this there is

no evidence. The form seems to be corrupt.
Cf. periwinkle

1
, periwig.] 1. A kind of sea-

snail; any member of the family Littorinith?,
and especially of the genus Littorina. See cuts
under Littorina and Littorinidee.

And white sand like honre-glasse sand, and sometimes
periwinldet, or small shelles. BaUuyt'i Voyages, III. 619.

The periwincle, prawn, the cockle, and the shrimp.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xxv. 180.

2. One of several large whelks or conch-shells,
as Busycon (Fulgur) carica, Sycotypus canalicula-

tus, and various species of Purpura, as P. os-

trina, P. lapillus, P. floridana : commonly called
winkles or wrinkles. They are pests in the oys-
ter-beds. [U. 8.]

perizonium (per-i-zo'ni-um), n.; pi. perizonia
(-a). [NL., < Gr. irepl, around, 4- C"""/, girdle.]
In Diatomaceee, the thin non-silicious mem-
brane of a young auxospore. Goebel.

perjenetet, . [ME., also pereionette, < F. poire
ji n

iii-tte, a young pear-tree: poire, < L. pirutn
(see pearl) ; jeunette, fern. dim. ofjevne, <l,.ju-

iH, young: seejuvenile.] A young pear-tree.
Rhe was ful moore bllsfnl on to se
Than is the newe ptreionette tree.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 62.



perjuration

-jo-ra'shon), . [< Lib. 'per- perk't, i'. An obsolete form

ejerarc, perk2 (perk), a. [< W. perc, neat, trim, smart;

Perjury i Foxe. cf. percus, smart; cf. i>ert
l

,
which is in part a

permanency
of Perlidx, having the abdomen robust, bise-

tigerous, and the wings short in the male. The

species are few. P. bicaudata, a British species, appears
in April, and is known to anglers as the stone-fly.

jurer,

jurar=
pejerare, swear raiseiy ic_ .

breaks his oath), < per, through, + jurare.

swear: see jury. ] I. intrans. To swear falsely ;

be false to oaths or vows
;
bear false witness.

See the bare-faced villain, how he cheats, lies, perjures,

robs, murders I Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

II. tntnu. 1. To render guilty of the crime of

\ ----- /t - -
1. *

4
J

a.] I. intrans. To toss or jerk the head with

affected smartness; be jaunty or pert: some-

times with an impersonal it.

The popeiayes perken and pruynen fol proude.

II. n. In entom., a species of the family Per-

lidx.

perleH, . A Middle English form of pearl and

(perl)> n. [F.: MO pearl.-] In med., a

pellet. See pearl, n., 3.

the

The Old ^m
forswear: commonly used reflexively: as

;

witness perjured himself.
Women are not

In their best fortunes strong ; but want will perjure
The ne'er-touch'd vestal. Shak., A. and C., iii. 12. 30.

2f. To swear falsely to
;
deceive by false oaths

or protestations.
And with a virgin innocence did pray
For me that perjured her. J. Fletcher.

= Syn. 1. Perjure, Forswear. Perjure is now technical and

particular ; strictly, it is limited to taking a legal oath

falsely ; occasionally it is used for forswear. Forswear is

general, but somewhat old-fashioned,

perjuret (P^r'jijr), . [< OF. perjure, parjure,
F. parjure = Pr.perjur = Sp. Pg. perjuro = U.

perjuro, spergiuro, < L. perjurus, who bre

oath, <.pcr, through, + jus (jur-), law.

jure, .] A perjured person.
He comes in like a perjure, wearing papers.

Shak., L. L. L.,

perjured (per'jijrd),^. a. 1. Guilty of perjury; perk3 (perk), r.

Whenever delirium is present, it is allayed with the ice-

bag to the head, or by the internal use of ether (in perles),

or of the bromides. Medical News, I. 291.

It is a thousand times better, as one would think, to

bogtrot [in rags] in Ireland, than to pirk it in preferment
no better dressed. Roger North, Examen, p. 323.

You think it a disgrace
That Edward's miss thus perks it in your face. "D/vrli/lai fruar'li rlo't 7 TNT, ( Prrlti 4- -iflfp 1

to Rowe's Jane Shore, 1.4a renw**(Pe
r >e),n.pl. \_nL,.,<.ieu

h k * hM A family of pseudoneuropterous insects, typi-

, Ingoldsby
fied by the genus Perla, presenting such struc-

tural peculiarities that it is considered by
Brauer and others an order by the name of Plc-

coptera; the stone-flies. The prothorax is large; the

antennae are long, tapering, many-jointed ; the wings are

unequal, the second pair larger and resting on the abdo-

men, which usually bears two setee ; the tarsi are three-

jointed. The larva; and pupce are aquatic, and very numer-
ous under stones in streams. The adults fly about or rest

upon herbage near water. See cut under Perla."
Of or

2

rcxj ILLGU vf^ JK^^/'-r * * * " ' *>* \^ f1 . 1 ,1 -. "V . .

that has sworn falsely, or is false to vows or formative k, as in smirk, talk, etc.] I. tntrans.

protestations: as, a perjured villain.

For I have sworn thee fair ;
more perjured I,

To swear against the truth so foul a lie !

Shak., Sonnets, cltt.

2f. Deliberately or wilfully broken or falsified.

perjuredly (per'jord-li), adv. In a perjured
manner

; "by false oaths or vows.

perjurer (per'jo-rer), . [Early mod. E. per-

)urour= Sp. Pg. perjurador; aeperjnre + -ar1 .]

One who is wilfully false to oaths or vows, or

who in judicial or official proceedings wilfully
testifies falsely un&er oath or solemn affirma-

tion.

Violante up and down was voluble
In whatsoever pair of ears would perk.

Browning, Ring and Book, it 512.

II. trans. 1. To hold up smartly; prick up.

About him round the grassy spires (in hope
To gain a kiss) their verdant heads perk'd up.

Sherburne, Salmacis.

The rose perks up its blushing cheek.

Motherwell, To the Lady of my Heart, perline (per'lin), a. [< Perla + -I;

To dress; make spruce or smart; smarten; pertaining to the Perlidss.

perlite (per'Ht), n. [< F. perlite, < perle, a

pearl (seepearl), + -itez.~\
A peculiar form of

certain vitreous rocks, such as obsidian and

pitch-stone,, the mass of which sometimes as-

sumes the form of enamel-like globules. These

may constitute the whole rock, in which case they become

[Prob. dim. form of peeri, with polygonal in form owing to mutual pressure, or they may
be separated from each other by more or less of the unal-

tered vitreous material.

-lit'ik),o. [<.perlite +-ic.~\ Resem-
>r*pertaining to perlite Perlitlc struc-
sort of concentric structure, imperfectly devel

, swear 'tis better to be lowly born,
And range with humble Uvers jn content,
Than to be perk'd up in a glistering grief,

sorrow^^ ^
To peer; look narrowly or sharply.

Adam Bede . . . might be drownded for what you'd care

you'd be perking at the glass the next minute.

George Eliot, Adam Bede, viii.

II. trans. To examine thoroughly. Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
perk4 ,

n. An obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)

Is there neuer a good man that dare beseech her grace
to beware of these double faced periurouri counsayles in

tyme? Bp. Gardiner, True Obedience, To the Reader.

:. [< perfcl + -et.~\ A small

perk or pole. See perk*.

perkily (per'ki-li), adv. In a perky manner;
jauntily; airily; smartly,

perkin (per'kin), n. [Short for *perrykin; <

perry
1 + -kin. Cf. ciderkin.'] A kind of weak

perry.

tore, a L

oped, so as to show in sections more or less circular or

elliptic lines, which are often inclosed between minute

parallel planes, giving the rock a mixed concretionary and
reticulated structure not easily discernible, however,
without the aid of the microscope.

',. An obsolete form of perilous or

of perjury
Thy perjurious lips confirm not thy untruth.

Quarles, Judgment and Mercy, The Liar. (Latham.)

O perjnrimts friendship !

Middleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 2.

perjuroust (per'jo-rus), a. Same as perjurious.

Puffing their souls away in perjurow air.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, Ind.

perjury (per'jo-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

perjurie, perjiiree; < ME. perjurye, < OF. per-
jurie, parjurie, F. parjure = Pr. perjuri = Sp.

Sharp; peering; inquisitive
He is a tall, thin, bony man with . . . little restless,

perking eyes. Dickens, Sketches, iv.

Perkinism
def.) +
duced by .

cian (died 1799), consisting in applying to dis-

eased parts the extremities of two rods made of

different metals, called metallic tractors; trac-

toration. Dunglison.
Perkinism soon began to decline, and in 1811 the Trac-

_ --lus'trat), v. t.; pret. and pp.

perlustrated, ppr. perlustrating. [< L. perlus-

tratus, pp. of perlustrare (> It. perlustrare =
Pg. perlustrar), wander through, view all over,

examine, also purify completely, <j>er, through,
+ lustrare, go around, also purify by propitia-

tory offering: see lustration?] To view or scan

thoroughly; survey. [Rare.]

Mr. Asterias perlustrated the sea-coast for several days,
and reaped disappointment, but not despair.

Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, vii.

perlustration (per-lus-tra'shon), . [= It.

Pg. perjurio = It perjnrw pergmrio, pergiuro,
--

'"s^keVof b^n'iniemge.It'w^er
< L. perjurtum, a false oath, < perjurus, one who ,orgotten

^
. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, p. 18.

breaks his oath : see perjure, n.]

of viewing thoroughly; survey; thorough in-

spection.

By the perlustration of such famous cities, castles, am-

phitheaters, and palaces, . . . hee(may]cometodiscerne
the best of all earthly things to be frayle and transitory.

Howell, Forreine Travell, p. 70.

An obsolete form of pearmain.

cifically, in law, the wilful utterance of false tes-

timony under oath or affirmation, before a com-

petent tribunal, upon a point material to a legal

inquiry.
This la a periurye

To prente vndir penne. York Plays, p. 222.

Do not swear ;

Cast not away your fair soul ; to your treason
Add not foul perjury.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

The crime of wilful and corrupt perjury ... is defined

by Sir Edward Coke to be a crime committed when a
lawful oath is administered in some judicial proceeding
to a person who swears wilfully, absolutely, and falsely,
in a matter material to the issue or point in question.

Blackstone, Com., IV. x.

= Syn. See perjure.

perk1
(pferk), re. [< ME. perlee, parke, an un-

assibilated form of perch*, q. v.] A horizon-
tal pole or bar serving as a support for various

purposes, as a perch for birds or as the ridge-
pole of a tent, or used for the hanging of yarns,
skins, etc., to dry, or against which sawn tim-
ber may be stacked while seasoning, etc. [Ob-
solete or prov. Eng.]
French Discouerers vtterly denie this Historic (of a great

Towne and a faire Riuerl, affirming that there are but
Cabans here and there made withpertes, and couered with
barkes of trees, or with skins. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 751.

_ !.___perklnlstlc
/*! \ r/

pert.

- iauntv'jjauniy,

There amid pcr*i/ larches and pine
Tennyson, Maud, x. 1.

Perla (pfer'la), n. [NL. (Geoffrey, 1764) ;
said

to be from a proper name.] The typical genus

aquatic apterous larva ; , transitional stage to r, perfect insect, or

imago.

permanevole,' < K permanere, continue: see

permanent.'] Permanent ; durable. Lydgate.

permanence (per'ma-nens), n. [= F. perma-
nence = Sp. Pg. permanencia = It. permanenza,
< ML. permanentia, < L. permanen(t-)s, lasting:
see permanent."] The character or property of

being permanent or enduring; durability; fix-

edness; continuance in the same state, con-

dition, place, or office ;
the state of being last-

ing, fixed, unchanging or unchangeable in char-

acter, condition, position, office, or the like
;

freedom from liability to change : as, the per-
manence of a government or state

;
the perma-

nence of liberal institutions.

A kind of permanence or fixedness in being that may be

capable of an eternal existence.
Sir H. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 73.

A house of thick walls, as if the projector had that sturdy

feeling of permanence in life which incites people to make
strong their earthly habitations.

Hawthorne, Septimius Felton, p. 5.

The notion of matter does not involve the notion of per.

manence, but only of the occupation of space.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 212.

=Syn. See lasting.

permanency (per'ma-nen-si), . [As perma-
nence (see -c#).] Same as permancnee.



permanent

permanent (per'ma-nent), <i. and . |< F. />rr-
in flit cut Sp. I '^. jirriiitini'iitt It. jH'riiittm it/i

,

/a rwiii/iii nli , < I ,. JM niiinii-iK I- 1\. ppr. of jM-rmtl-
in IT, remain, < />/ r, through, + iiniiii-n , remain :

see /(//. Cf. illinium-ill.] I. '/. 1. Lasting
or intended to last indefinitely ; fixed or emlur
in;; in character, condition, state, position, oc-

cupation, use, or the like; remain ing or intended
to remain unchanged or unremoved; not tempo-
rary or subject to change; abiding: as, a /;-
iniiiiiiit building; prriniiin nl colors; pttrmnin-iil

employment; prrii/iini nt possession.
Al the tonnes rounde about were permanent and stitfe

on the part of Kyng Henry, and could not be rationed.

Hall, Kdw. IV., an. 10.

I have found it registred of old
In Faery Land inongst records permanent.

Spenser, F. (J., VII. vl. 2.

The dlstinguish'd Yew is ever seen,
Unchang'd his Branch, and permanent his Green.

Prior, Solomon, I.

2. In zm'il., always present in a species or group.
The basal portion of the band is often obsolete [In the

4407

pass through. < /in', through, + mrtin; pass:
see ninilii.t.] To pass into or through without

rupture or displacement of parts; spread
through and till the openings, pores, and inter-
stices of

; hence, to saturate
; pervade: as, wa-

ti-r /a i iiiiiitex sand; the uir vista permeated with
smoke.

According l<i the Pagan theology, God was conceived to
be diffused throughout the whole world, to permeate and
pervade all things, to exist in all things, and intimately
to act all things. Cudirorth, Intellectual .System, p. 503.

The solemn mood
of her pure mind kindled through all her frame
A permeating flre. Shelley, Alastor.

Religion permeated the whole being of the
| Egyptian ]

people. Faith* of the World, p. 129.

permit

permission, < intiniliin. pp. /
/ /)..-H.S permit:

see permit.] The aot of permitting or allow-

ing; license or liberty grand 'I
; consent; leave;

allowance.

The natural permimimi of concuhlnate were only con-
fined U> the ends of mankind, and were hallowed only by
the faith and the design of marriage.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed, 18X I., Prcf.

He craved a fair permution to depart,
And there defend his marches.

7>nnyon, Oeraint.

permissive (pcr-mis'iv), . [= F. permisttif=
Sp. fiermigivo = Pg. permwsivo = It. permisgiro,
permtxttito, < ML. 'permimnvus, < L. permit!: />,

pp. permissun, permit: see permit.'] 1. That suf-

fers, permits, or allows (something to pass or be
permeation (per-me-a'shon), . [= It. permea- done) ; that allows or grants permission ;

unhin -

'inn f ( I i 11 hi if * tu 1

)' HH'ti /i/i{ -\ f i\f>n\n<tiY*> i ,> ^ ^ . i ..,.',....
zionc, < L. as if "permcatioln-), < permeare, pass
through: see permeate.] The act of permeat-
ing, or the state of being permeated.
They [the three persons) are physically (if we may so

speak) one also, and have a mutual inexlstence, and per-
mention of one another.

Cudu-orth, Intellectual System, p. 559.
species descrbed], but the enlarged marginal part is per.

Maura, intellectual Bystem, p. I

manent. Say. permeative (per me-a-tiv), a. [< permeate
Permanent alimony, cartilage, (<. See the nouns. -inc.] That permeates and spreads, or tends to
Permanent blue, .same as artificial ultramarine (which permeate and spread, through every interstice,- under ultramarine). Permanent gases, a name pore or part

those ^tSJtei^a1 Permian (per'mi-an), . and, [<_ML. 'Per-
formerly given to
which it was supposed could i

form by cold and pressure. See aatt, i.~ Permanent" In-
junction. Ink, magnet, etc. See the nouns. Perma-
nent matter. Same as iiKitii'i- nf composition (which see,
under matter). Permanent possibility, the remaining
during some considerable time ready to come into exis-
tence under appropriate conditions : a term invented by J.
S. Mill. The idea expressed is that of necessity, which word
would, however, have been liable to misapprehension. See
possibility. Permanent quantity, a quantity whose
parts exist at the same time. Permanent teeth, teeth
not succeeded by others ; In man, the thirty-two teeth fol-

lowing the milk-teeth. Permanent way, white, etc.
See the nouns. = Syn. 1. Durable, Stable, etc. (see lasting),
enduring, steadfast, unchangeable, immutable, constant.

II. n. In the plural, a general name for light
cotton cloth, sometimes glazed and generally
dyed in bright colors.

permanently (per'ma-nent-li), adv. In a per-
manent or lasting manner; so as to remain : as,
to serve permanently; to settle permanently.
permanganate (per-mang'ga-uat), n. [<pcr- +

in ii nyanate. ] A compound of permanganic acid
with a base.

permanganic (per-mang-gan'ik), a. [< per- +
>ii<i>iiinn(t:te) T -ic.] Obtained from manga-
nese Permanganic acid, HMnO4 , an acid obtained
In a state of aqueous solution from manganese by decom-
posing its barium salt with sulphuric acid. It forms a deep-
red solution, which decomposes with evolution of hydro-
gen on exposure to light or when heated. Potassium per-
manganate is the most important salt. It forms crystals
which are nearly black, but give with water a purple solu-
tion. It is used as an oxidizing agent, and is a powerful
antiseptic.

permansiont, n. [= OF. permansion, parman-
sioii = Sp. permansion, < L. pcrmansio(n-), a re-

,
< Permia, term (see def. 1).] I. a. 1.

Relating to the city or government of Perm
in eastern Russia. 2. Relating to the Per-
mians. 3. An epithet applied by Murchison
and his coadjutors in a geological reconnais-
sance of a part of Russia, in 1841, to a group of
strata overlying the Carboniferous, and forming
the uppermost division of the Paleozoic series.
The rocks of which the Permian system is composed are

largely red sandstone, and then- equivalent in England
had then been known as the \<'ir Red Sandstone, to dis-

dering.
For neither man nor angel can discern

Hypocrisy, the only evil that walks
Invisible, except to Ood alone,
By his pennitnvr will, through heaven and earth.

Milton, P. L., 111. 686.

The whole purpose and spirit of the proclamation is per-
mitrive and not mandatory. The Century, X X X \ 1 1 1 . 41$.

2. Permitted; unhindered; that may or may
not be done or left undone ; at the option of the

individual, community, et<j. ; optional ;
not ob-

ligatory or mandatory. [Rare.]
Thus I erabolden'd spake, and freedom used
Permimm, and acceptance found.

Hilton, P. L., viil 435.

Permissive bill, a measure embodying the principles of
local option as to licenses to sell intoxicating liquors. The
bill was introduced periodically In the British Parliament,
but without success ; It has therefore been dropped, and
its principles advocated under the name {oral option
(which see, under local). Permissive laws, such laws
as permit certain persons to have or enjoy the use of cer-
tain things, or to do certain acts. Permissive waste.
See tcagte.

iinu LIIUII utt.il iviiuwn ;t* uir **'<! Ufa .^unuxtillie, lo (IIS- , , 1 / . / t-\ J T-

tlnguish it from the Old Red Sandstone, which lies be- permiSSlVOly (per-mis IV-ll), adv. By permis-
neath the Carboniferous. Eventually the New Red of Eng- sion or allowance

;
without prohibition or bin-

land was found to be divisible (paleontologically) into two drance.
groups, of which the older was classed with the Paleozoic, nfvrmistinTit Samp
and the newer placed in the Mesozoic. In Germany there JfV

1
?"/' '..,?

a
is a well-marked division of the Permian Into two litho- permit 1

(per-mit ), V. ; pret. and pp. permitted,
ppr. permitting. [= F. permettre= Sp. permitir= Pg. permittir = It. permetterc, permit, < L.
permittere, let go through, let fly, let loose,
give up, concede, leave, grant, give leave, suf-

fer, permit, < per, through, + mittere, send:
see mission. Cf. admit, commit, etc.] I. trans.

logically distinct groups; hence it is sometimes desig-
nated as the Dyat, a name coined in imitation of Trias.
The divisions of the Permian in Germany are a lower se-
ries of sandstones, red and mottled in color (hence the
name Paecilitw has been applied to themX called the
IMhlieyendes, and an upper series of dolomites, marls,
limestones, etc., called the Zechstein. The flora of the
Permian In general closely resembles that of the Carbo-
niferous, and several of the most characteristic plants of
the latter pass upward into the Termian, but rise no higher.
The cycads appear first In the Permian, and are largely in-
creased In number and importance In the Trias. The
Permian fauna is, on the whole, less rich than those of the
overlying and underlying groups. The Permian is of great
economical importance in Europe, as the repository of ex-
tensive deposits of rock-salt, gypsum, and other saline
combinations.

II. n. An inhabitant of Perm; also, one of
a Finnic people dwelling in eastern Russia,
chiefly in the government of Perm.

maining, < permanere, pp. permansus, remain, permillage (per-mil'aj), n. [< L. per, by, +
last: see permanent.'] Continuance; duration!
From imperfection to perfection, from perfection to Im-

perfection ; from female unto male, from male to female
againe, and so in a circle to both, without a permtuwion In
either. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Ill 17.

permeability (per'me-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. per-
mcabilite = Sp. permeabMdaft = Pg. permeabili-
dade; as permeable + -ity (see -bility).]

property or state of being permeable.
These two ends of strength And permeability are secured

by partial linings of lignin.

Dawgon, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 69.

Magnetic permeability, the coefficient of magnetic in-

duction, corresponding in magnetism to the specific in-
ductive capacity of a dielectric in electricity. See the
quotation.

mille, thousand, + -age.] The ratio of a cer-
tain part to the whole when the latter is taken
at one thousand; the number of thousandth
parts ;

the ratio or rate per thousand.
That In all cases where Jews have a higher permiUage

they produce more experts per million in that branch.
Jour. AnOarop. Intl., XV. 363.

The permiscible (per-mis'i-bl), a. [< L. as if 'per-
miscibilis, < permiscere, mix together, < per,
through, + miscere, mix: see mix*, miscible.]
Capable of being mixed ; admitting of mixture.
Slount, Glossographia. [Rare.]
permisst (per-mis'), n. [< L.permissug, ML. also

permissmn, leave, permission. < permittere, pp.
permisstts, permit : seej>ermi<i.] A permission
of choice or selection; specifically, in rhet., a
figure by which an alternative is left to the

option of one's adversary.

Magnetic permeability, a synonym for conducting power
for lines of magnetic force

;
and hydrokinetic permeabil-

ity, a name for the specific quality of a porous solid ac-
cording to which when placed in a moving frictionless
liquid it modifies the flow StoW Tlmmim .

wher
,

el" we m*9 P1*"1
'}'

discover how Christ meant not"-
to be taken word for word, but, like a w;

permeable (per'me-a-bl), a. [= F. pcrmfablc= Sp. permeable = Pg. pcrmeavel = It. permea-
bile, < LL. penneabilis, passable, < L. permeare, permissibility (per-mis-i-bil'i-ti),

, , ise physician, ad-
ministering one excess against another to reduce us to a

Milton, Prose Works, I. 198.

. .

1. To suffer or allow to be, come to pass, or
take place, by tacit consent or by not prohibit-
ing or hindering ;

allow without expressly au-

thorizing.
What things God doth neither command'nor forbid, the

same he permitteth with approbation either to be done or
left undone. Hooter.

Shall we thus permit
A blasting and a scandalous breath to fall

On him so near us? Shall., M. for M., v. 1. 121.

2. To grant leave or liberty to by express con-
sent; allow expressly; give leave, liberty, or
license to : as, a license that permits a person
to sell intoxicating liquors.
Yet his grace, tyll I and my ladye were sett, wolde In no

vrisepermyt and sutfre me so to do.
State Papert, I., Wolsey to Hen. VIII., an. 1527.

The mosque which is over the sepulchre of Samuel was
a church, and they will not permit Christians to go into it

fococlte. Description of the East, II. L 48.

3f. To give over; leave; give up or resign ; re-
fer.

Neither Is this so to be understood, as if the servants of
God were . . . wholly forsaken of him in this world, and
. . . permitted to the malice of evil men.

Jer. Taylor, Works (e<i. 1835), II. 133.

The King addicted to a Religious life, and of a mild
.Spirit, simply permitted all things to the ambitious will of
his Step-mother and her Son Ethelred.

Mil/i',1, Hist. Eng., v.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Content to, Sanction, etc. See allotcl.

2. To license, empower.
II. intrans. To grant leave, license, or per-

mission; afford opportunity; be favorable; al-

low : as, it will be done if circumstances per-
mit.

Inle, < LL. }><> m < (iliili v, passable, < Ii. permeare, permissibility (per-mis-i-bil'i-ti), . IX per- '*.., ,

pass through: see permeate.] That may bo missiblc + -ity (see -bility).] the quality of be- Pernut <Per ml* orper-mit ), n. [< permifl, v.]

permeated ; capable of being passed through ing permissible. Eclectic Rev. .Leave
; permission ; especially, written permis-

without rupture or displacement of parts: not- permissible (per-mis'i-bl), a. [= OF. permit-
8lon &% leave or granting authority to do

ing particularly substances that permit the sibtc = Sp. permisible = It. permissibile, < ML. something: as, a permit to view a house; a per-
!
iassa ge of fluids. *permiasibilis,< L. permittere, pp.permissvs, per-

permeably (per'me-a-bli), adv. In a permeable
manner

; so as to be permeated,
permeant (per'me-ant), n, [= Pg. It. jxrmc-

mit: see permit.] Proper to be permitted or
allowed; allowable.

,. f Make all permissible excuses for my absence. Lamb.
ante, < L. pentiean(t-)x, ppr. of permeare, pass =Syn. Lawful, legitimate, proper,
through: see permeate.] Passing through. .Vir permissibly (per-mis'i-bli), adv.
T. Krottne, Vulg. Err., ii. 5. sible manner; allowably.

permeate (per mf-ftt), r. I. ; pret. and pp. /r- permission (per-mish'on), n. [= Y./iermission
mnitnl. ppr. permeating. [< L. /in-initu*, pp. = Up. permision = Pg."permitssao = It. prrmix-
of permcurc (> It. pcrmtarc = Pg. permear), stone, permessione, < L. permissio(n-), leave,

a fort ; a customs or excise permit.
No tea could be removed from one place to another, by

land or by water, in any quantity exceeding six pounds in

weight, without an accompanying excise ticket of permis-
sion termed a permit.

S. DouxU, Taxes In England, IV. 243.

In a permis- permit2 (per-mif), n. [Corrupted from Sp.pa-
lometa.] A carangoid fish, Trachynottis rliodo-

closely related to the pompano, occurring
in the West Indies, in Florida, and on the west-
ern coast of Mexico. [Florida.]



permittance

permittancet (per-mit'ans), n. [< permit*- +
-ancc.] Allowance; forbearance of prohibition;

permission.
This unclean permittance defeats the sacred and glorious

end both of the moral and judicial law. Milton.

permittee (per-mi-te'), i. [< permit 1 + -ec 1
.]

.140* perocephalus

.. , ,
the

first phice being for this purpose considered as coining
next after the last, so as to form a cycle. Permutation-
lock. See Jocil.

One to whom permission or a permit is granted, permute (per-muf), v. t.; pret. and pp. pcr-

permitter (per-mit'er), 11. [(permit^ +
One who permits.

If by the author of sin is meant the permitter, or not a

hinderer of sin, . . . I do not deny that God is the author
of sin. Edwards, Freedom of Will, iv. 9.

permittiblet (per-mit'i-bl), a. [< permit 1 +
-iblc.] Permissible.

In his owne cause, it is not permittible for any man to be

iudge of himselfe.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 355.

permixt (per-miks'), r. *. [< ME. permixen, in

pp. permixt; < L. permiscere, pp.permixtus,per-
mistus, mix through, < per, through, + miscerc,
mix: see mix1

.] To mix together ; mingle.
And next hem in merite is dyvere hued
Blacke, bay, and permyxt gray, mousdon also,
The fomy, spotty hue, and many moo.

4. In pJiilol, the mutation or interchange of pernicketiness (per-nik'e-ti-nes), . The char-
consonants, especially of allied consonants. acter of being pernickety. [Colloq.]

pernickety (per-nik'e-ti), a. [Msoperniokettyj
origin obscure.] 1. Of persons, precise in tri-

fles; fastidious; fussily particular, especially
in dress or about trifles.

This I say for the benefit of those who otherwise might
not understand whatperniclciti/ creatures astronomers are.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 52.

2. Of things, requiring minute attention or

painstaking labor; characterized by petty de-
tails.

It is necessary, however, to pick over the main body of
the coal in order to reject slaty fragments. . . . Any white
man . . . grows lame and impatient at such confining and
pernickety work. Harper's Mag., LXVI1I. 875.

[Colloq. in both uses.]

,
. .

muted, ppr. permuting. [< ME. permute*. < OF.
(and F.) permuter= Sp. Pg. permtttar = It. per-
mutare, < L. permutare, change throughout, in-

terchange, exchange, buy, turn about, < per,
through, T mutare, change: see mute2.'] 1.

To interchange. 2f. To exchange; barter.

I wolde permute my penaunce with gowre for I am in

poynte to Dowel ! Piers Plowman (B), xili. 110.

To
buy, sel, trucke, change, and permute al and euery

kind and kindes of wares, marchandizes, and goods.

3. In matli., to subject to permutation or change
of order.

When the columns arepermuted in any manner, orwhen
the lines are permuted in any manner, the determinant re-
tains its original value. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 498.

permutert (per-mu'ter), . [< permute + -eel.

_____________ ____
Uakluyt's Voyagee, I. 250. pernine (per'nin), a. [< Perm's + -/we1 .] In.

ornitli., related to or resembling the perns ; per-
taining to the genus Pernis.

emiO (per'ni-6), . [L., a chilblain, a kibe
on the foot, < pcrna, haunch, leg, < Gr. -xepva,
a ham

;
of . irrtpvu, the heel.] A chilblain. Dun-

fflison.

'adius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 133. Cf. F. permuteur = Pg. permutador = It. per- Pernis (per'nis), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), origin

permixtiont (per-miks'chon), , [Also permix- mutatore."] One who exchanges. Hidoet.

don, permistion ; = F. permixtion, OF. permis- pern1
! (pern), v. t. [Appar. <OF. pcrnre, prenre,

Such a kind of temperature or permiaccion, as it were.

HaMuy

., ,

F, prendre = Sp. Pg. prender = It. prendere,
< L. prendere, prehenderc, take : see prelicnd,
prize*. Cf. pcrnancy.~] To turn to profit; sell.

Those that, to ease their Purse, or please their Prince,

tion = Sp. permistion = Pg. permistao = It.

permistione, < L. permistio(n-), permixtio(n-), a

mingling together, < permistus, permixtus, pp.
ofpermiscere, mingle together: seepermix. Cf.

mistion, mixtion.] A mixing or mingling, or the
state of being mixed or mingled.

pern2 (pern), n. [< NL. Pernis : see Pernis.] A
'aMuyt's Voyages, 1. 161. kite of the genus Pernis or some related genus;

a honey-buzzard. The common pern of Europe Is P.
apivorus. Andersson's pern is Macharhamphus alcimu,
an African species.

obscure.] A genus of hawks of the family

,

Pern their Profession, their Religion mince.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Decay.

Permocarboniferous (per-mo-kar-bo-nif'e-
rus), a. An epithet current in the United States
to note the rocks forming the upper part of the

pern~ancyTpe~r'nan-si), n. [< OF. pernant (F.
Paleozoic series, there being no such decided pi-gaunt), ppr. of jWnre, take : see pern1

v.] In
break there between the Carboniferous and

foro, a taking or reception, as the receiving of
Permian as there is in Europe. The word indicates rents or tithes in kind. Blackstone, Com., II. xi.
that the beds so designated form a kind of transition be- n^mpU Same as name!
tween the two systems. The Permian is, so far as is known, * Sa /. .

j>"iec
of much less importance in North America than in Europe, pernettl (It. pron. per-net tl), n. pi. [It., pi.

permutability (per-mu-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< per- otpernetto, dim. of perno, a hinge, pivot.] In
mutable + -ity (see -bility").] The condition or ceram.: (a) Small pins of iron used to support
character of being permutable, exchangeable, pieces of pottery in the kiln, and insure the ex-
or interchangeable. posure of the bottom to the full heat. Hence
The alternation or permutability of certain sounds (ty Tlie small marks left by these pins, which

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. App., p. xli. m enameled wares generally show by the ab-

permutable (per-mu'ta-bl), a. [< F. permuta-
senc

.
e

.
of enamel, the paste being exposed.

ble = It. permutabile, < ML. "permutaMlie, < L. Perniciont (per-msh on), ). [<LL.penucio(-),
permutare, change throughout: see permute.]
Capable of being permuted ; exchangeable ;

in-

terchangeable.
permutableness (per-mu'ta-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being permutable; per-
mutability.

*

tmt Kalpno, . . .

A, i?M t' V
6
Sf f
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.

Appioaclung knight from fell musician.
& Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 836.

the honey-
buzzards. It contains kites of moderate size and chiefly
insectivorous habits, having the head densely clothed with
soft feathers, the tarsi partly feathered, and the bill weak,
without a tooth. There are several species, belonging to

Europe, Asia, and Africa, as P. apieonts.

Dermutablv (oer mu'ta bin adv In a nei-mnt P6"?
101 81 (per-nish'us), . [< F . pernicieux pernite (per'nit),. [< L.^e/-,akiud of mus-

?b^ ma.mfr bVZerchans-e
Permllt- = Sp. Pg. pernicioso = U.pernizioso, pernicioso, sel, + -ite*.] A fossil aviculoid bivalve.

<L,. Pernicioinis, destructive, < pen, ieies, destine- pernoctaliant (per-nok-ta'lian), n. [Irreg. <
tiou (cf . LL. pemeeare, destroy), <per, through, L. pernoctare, pass the night (see pemoctation),+ nex (nee-), slaughter, death. Cf. internecine.] + -al + -ian.] One who watches or keeps
1. Having the property of destroying or being awake all night. Hook.
injurious; hurtful; destructive. pemoctation (per-nok-ta'shon), w. [=Sp. per-
He [Socrates] did profess a dangerous and pernicious noctacion, < lAj.pernoctatio(n-), < L. pernoctare,

science. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 15. pp. pernoctatus (> It. pernottare= Sp. pernoctar
A wicked book they seized ; the very Turk = Pg. pernoitar = OF. pernocter), pass the
Could not have read a more pernicious work.

Crabbe, Works, IV. 44.

2f. Wisked; malicious; evil-hearted.

I went
To this pernicious caitiff deputy.

Shak., Al. for M., v. 1. 88.

--- f -. Pernicious fever. See .feveri. Progressive perni-
Mttfe.J 1. Interchange; concurrent changes' clous anemia. Same as idiopathic anemia (which see,

mutual change ;

Change
in general. dead^^oSs.^ul/faM

''' 6tC ' ^ n xim")'

[Afterpernicious^ ,

(< per, through, +
^_ [Bare.]

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno."vii. 88. Part incentive reed

2f. Exchange; barter.
Provide, perofrfo with one touch to fire.
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hit "* aV Ue: P^niciously (per-nish'us-li), ode. 1. In a per-

HiSnZmm (AX iii. 243. l
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f.
hurtful manner

; destructively ;
with

by interchange.
permutant (per-mu'tant), n. [< L. pernm-
tan(t~)s, ppr. of permutare, change throughout:
see permute.'] In math., a sum of n quantities
which are represented by the different permuta-
tions of n indices. The terms representing odd num-
bers of displacements are generally taken as affected with
the negative sign. If the indices are separated into sets,
only those of each set being interchanged, the permutant
is said to be compound, as opposed to a simple permutant,
of which, however, it may be regarded as a special variety.

permutation (per-mu-ta'shon), n. [< ME. per-
mutacion, permutacyon, < OF. (and F.) permu-
tation = Sp.permutation = Pg.permuta<?3o = It.

permutazione, < L. permutatio(n-), < permutare,
pp. permutatus, change throughout: see per'

night, \ pernox, continuing through the night,
< per, through, + nox (noct-), night: see night.]
1. A passing the night in sleeplessness or in

watching or prayer; a vigil lasting all night;
specifically, in the early Christian ch., a reli-

gious vigil held through the entire night imme-
diately previous to a given festival.

They served themselves with the instances of sack-cloth,
hard lodging, long fasts, pemoctation in prayers.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 91.

Among the primitive Christians the Lord's Day was
always usher'd in with a Pemoctation or Vigil.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 146.

2f. A staying out all night. Bailey.

, vi. 520. Pernor (per'nor), n. [< OF. preneor, preneur,
rendre, take : see pertil, v. Cf.
In law, one who receives the

m mo f WWWMTH \ni, ill. .. i-> . , j .
' J 7 TirOTlTS OT IITInct pro

There is also in them a comon cure and permutation or ""f.
0118

J"***"*
or effect.- 2f. Maliciously ; j^2 furnace See furnace

enderinge of either others benevolent dew'tlT malignantly. ^rnot
turnace bee,J u,,lace.

.

Joye, Expos, of Daniel, xii.

3. In math., a linear arrangement of objects

All the commons
Hate him perniciously.

perobranch (pe'ro-brangk), n. [NL. (F. Pero-

branches, Dum^ril and Bibron, 1854), < Gr. tnj-

Sha'k., Hen. VIII., ii. i. so. poc, maimed, + fipayxia, gills.] One of a fain-resultins? from a phan^A of thoi^ ^wi,, '' Jle"' 1111 '' "' * "* C0; ' mal ea
.
f PpayX'", gms.J Une ot a lain-

tat,! difffrs frl c^S^fntWs thaHn thflaUer Pemiciousness (per-nish'us-nes), n. The char- ^ of urodele batrachians distinguished by the
there is no reference to the order in which the quantities

"to" "f Hrf n,,,^ ;_; :_.

are combined, whereas in the former this order is con-

acter of being pernicious, very injurious, mis-
chievous, or destructive

; hurtfulness.

, , .

Kashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. S5.

persistence of branchial apertures but the ab-
sence of external gills, whence the name. The
family includes the AmpMumida and Mcnopu-
midse of later herpetologists.
perocephalus (pe-ro-sef'a-lus), .

; pl.jteroccji/1-
ali (-Ii). [NIJv < (Jr. TT^O;-, maimed, + ne^aM/,
head.] In tcrutol., a monster with a defective
head.



Pocket-mouse (Ptrognathus/asciatus).
(Lower figure shows external cheek*

pouches.)

perochirus

perochirus (pe-ro-ki'rus), n. pi. jirrochiri (-ri).

[ XI,., < (ir. //-, maimed, -t- xufi, hand.] In

limini., a monster with incomplete or defect ive

hands.
Perodicticus (pe-ro-ilik'ti-kus), . [NL. (Ben-
nett I, < (ir. ~>/i>"(, maimed, + AitKrtm'n; nerving
to point out (with rcf. to the index-finger): see

ili'irlii:} An African genus of lemurs, of the

family l.< nniriitir mid suU'atnily .\yrticebitue, BO

called from the rudimentary index-finger; the

pottos. /'. jxttto is the only species. See cut
under i>lli>.

perofskite, . Same uspcnintkiti:

Perognathinae (pe-rog-na-thi'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(Cones, lH7f>), < Prroyiitiilius + -(.] A sub-

family of Saccomijidte, represented by the ge-
nus Pt'roijnu thus and related forms

;
the pocket-

mice. They have the hind limbs scarcely saltatorlal, the
Inner digit of the liiml fuot well developed, the soles na-
ked or sparsely pilous, the molars rooted, the upper inci-

sors compressed and sulcatc, the temporal region of the
skull moderately developed, and the pelage moderately
hispid. As in other members of the same family, there are
external cheek-pouches, furry inside. The subfamily is

confined to the western parts of North America, Origi-

nally Perognathidiiue.

Perognathus (pe-rog'na-thus), n. [NL. (Maxi-
milian, Prince of Wied, 1839), < Gr.

pouch, + yva-
Woc, jaw.] The
typical genus . , "i- J

,
of the subfam-
ily Pero(j>inllii-

nte, having an
upright autitra-

gal lobe of the
earand the soles

nearly naked.
There are several

species, as the
tuft-tailed pocket-
mouse, P. penicii-

latus, and the fascl-

ated, P. fasciatus,
Inhabiting the United States west of the Mississippi.
They resemble mice, but have external cheek-pouches.

peroguet, . An obsolete form of pirogue.
Peromela (pe-rom'e-lS), n. pi. [NL. (F. pero-
meles, Duiueril and Bibron, 1841), < Gr. tnipo-

/i&f/f, with maimed limbs : see perowelus.] A
group of ophiomorphic or pseudophidian am-
phibians: same as OpJiioiHorpha.

peromelus (pe-rom'e-lus), .
; pi. peromeU (-li).

[NL., < Gr. irr/pofietyf, with maimed limbs, < mf-

p6f, maimed,+ /i//oc, alimb.] In teratol.,a,mon-
ster with incomplete formation of the extremi-
ties.

peronaeus, . See peroneus.
peronate (per'o-nat), a. [< L. peronatus, rough-
booted, (pero(n-), a kind of boot of rawhide.]
In hot., thickly covered with a mealy or woolly
substance, as the stipes of certain fungi.

perone (per'o-ne), n. [= F. peront = Sp. pero-
ne = Pg. It.'peroueo, < NL. perone, the fibula,
< Gr. nepovtj, the tongue of a buckle or brooch,
a brooch, piu, linch-pin, etc., also the small
bone of the arm or leg, the fibula, < mipetv,

pierce.] In anat., the fibula or smaller bone of
the leg: so called from its resemblance to the

pin of a brooch.

peroneal (per-o-ue'al), a. [< perone + -al."] In

mint., of or pertaining to the perone or fibula;
fibular. Anterior peroneal muscle. Same as per-
oneus tertiiu. Descending peroneal artery, the pos-
terior peroneal.- Perforating peroneal artery. See
ftrforatimj. Peroneal artery, the largest branch of
the posterior tibial, lying deeply in the back of the leg,
close to the fibula. It supplies most of the muscles on
the back and outer part of the leg, and divides, just
above the ankle, into the anterior and posterior peroneal,
the former of which, after passing to the front between
tlie tibia and the fibula, terminates on the front and outer
side of the tarsus ; the latter terminates in branches which
ramify on the back and outer surface of the calcaneum.
Peroneal bone, the fibula. Peroneal muscles.

See peroneus. Peroneal nerve, the smaller division of
the great sciatic, dividing near the head of the fibula into
the anterior tibial and the musculocutaneous. It supplies
the knee-joint and the skin on the back and outer side of
the leg as far as the middle, by branches given off in its

course. Also called external popliteal nene, nndfibularit.
Peroneal veins, the venae comites of the peroneal artery.

peroneocalcaneal (per-o-ue*6-kal-ka'ne-al), a.

[< NL. pcrone, fibula, + ealcaneum, heel-bone.]
Of or pertaining to the perone or fibula and the
caleaneum, os calcis, or heel-bone : as, the pero-
iifuciili'diii'iil muscle or ligament.
peroneocalcaneus (per-o-ne'6-kal-ka'ne-us),
H.

; -ni.pemiie'K-iilciiiiei (-i). [NL., < perune', fibu-

la, + L. ftilcant'itiii. the heel.] A small muscle
passing from the fibula to the calcaneum, oc-

casionally found in man.
peroneotibial (per-o-ne-6-tib'i-al), . and n.

[< NL.JK /()/, fibula, + L. tibiti, the shin-bone:
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see liliitil.} I. n. Of or pertaining to the per-
mie or fibula mid the tibia: tihiotihular.

II. H. 1. A muscle in some marsupial ani-

mals, ami also in reptiles and batrachiaus, pass-

ing downward obliquely from the fibula to the
tiliia in the place of the usual interosseoim
membrane. 2. An anomalous muscle in man,
occurring about once in seven cases, arising
from the inner side of the head of the fibula,
and inserted into the oblique line of the tibia.

It is constant in apes. Also called pronator
lilliil'.

peroneus, peronaeus (per-o-ne'us), n.; pi. per-
inii i. i>i i-iiniei (-i). [NL., < Or. nei>6vt/, fibula: see

\n runt:] In anat., one of several fibular mus-
cles Communicans peronel, a cutaneous nerve con-

necting the peroneal wltn the external saphenous nerve.

Peroneus accessorius, an anomalous muscle in man,
arising from the fibula, between the longus and the brevls,
and joining the tendon of the former in the sole of the
foot : apparently a form of the peroneus quinti digiti.

Peroneus antlcus. Same as peroneia limit. Per-
oneus brevis, a muscle lying beneath the peroneus
longus. arising from the lower two thirds of the shaft of

the ftbula and inserted into the base of the fifth metatar-
sal bone. Also c&\\ed peroneus necundu8,peroneuganticuit,
peroneut medius, and semijilndarig. See cut r nder muscle.

Peroneus longus, the largest of the peroneal muscles,
arising from the upper two thirds of the fibula chietly,

and, after passing obliquely across the sole of the foot,
Inserted into the outer part of the base of the first meta-
tarsal bone. See cut under mutde. Peroneus medius.

quinti digiti, a muscle of a large number of mammals,
and not infrequent in man. It arises from the fibula be-
tween the peroneus longus and the peroneus brevis, and
is inserted into the proximal phalanx of the tilth toe.

Peroneus secundus. Same as peroneus brevis. Pero-
neus tertius, an annex of the extensor longus digito-
runi. its tendon being inserted into the base of the fifth

metatarsal. Also called anterior peroneal muscle, and
flexor metatarsi. See cut under muscle.

peronia1
(pe-r6'ni-jl),n.; p\.peroni& (-e). [NL.,

< Gr. mpovri, a brooch, pin, etc. : see perone.']
In ffydrozoa, a mantle-rivet; one of the hard

gristly processes which connect the base of a
tentacle with the marginal ring, as of a narco-
medusan.
Peronia2 (pe-ro'ni-8), n. [NL. ;

named after
the French naturalist Peron.] 1. The typical
genus of Peroniidse. De litainville, 1824. See
Onchidiidse. 2. A genus of dipterous insects.

Desvoidy, 1830.

peronial (pe-ro'ni-al), a. [< peronia 1 + -al.]
In Hydrozoa, having the character or quality of
a mantle-rivet

;
of or pertaining to a peronia.

Peroniidae (per-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pero-
nia2 + -idee.} A family of slug-like littoral gas-
tropods : same as Onchidiidse.

Peronospora (per-o-nos'po-ra), n. [NL. (Cor-
da, 1842), < Gr. 7rcp6vr/, a brooch, pin, + air6po(,

seed.] A genus of phycomycetous fungi, giving
name to the family Peronosporacese. They grow
upon living plants, causing some of the most destructive
diseases known. The mycelium penetrates or covers the
tissues of the host, sending up branching conidiophores
which bearrelativelylargeconidia. Large globose oospores
are also produced on the mycelium. About 70 species are

known, of which P. vtricoca, the downy mildew of the

grape, is the most destructive. See grape-mildew, ffrape-

rot, mildew, Fungi, and cuts under conidium, mildew,
Aaurforium, and oospore.

Peronosporaceae (per-6-nos-po-ra'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (De Bary, 1861), <; Peronospora + -acese.]
A family or order of phycomycetous fungi,
including the genera Cystopus, Phytophthora,
Sclerospora, Phismosporn, and Peronospora. Re-
production is either agamic by zoospores or by the direct

germination of conidia, or sexual by oogonia and anthe-
ridia. See Peronospora.

Peronosporeae^r'o-no-spd're-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Peronospora + -eee.~\ Same as Peronospora-
cese.

peropod (pe'rp-pod). a. and n. [< Gr. nwxif,
maimed

;
+ iroi't (iroa-) = E. foot.'] I. a. Hav-

ing rudimentary hind limbs, as a serpent; of
or pertaining to the Peropoda ; pythoniform.

II. n. A member of the Peropoda, as a python
or boa.

Peropoda (pe-rop'o-da), .

pi. [NL.: see pe-
ropod.] A series or superfamily of pythoni-
form serpents, nearly always having rudimen-

tary hind limbs. It corresponds to Pythonoidea. It
contains 4 families, the Pythonidtt, Boidy, Charinidff, and
Eryddjr, when the last is admitted as a distinct family.

peropodous (pe-rop'o-dus), a. [< peropod +
-ous.] Same as peropod.
peroquet, . Same as parrakeet.
perorate (per'o-rat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. pero-
i-iitnl. ppr. /iiriii-iitiiig. [< L. peroratus, pp. of

pi-mriirc (> It. perorare = Sp. Pg. perorar= F.

lii'rorrr), speak to the end, bring a speech to a
close, conclude, < per, through, + orare, speak:

perpendicle

see oration.'] To make a peroration; by . x-

N-iiMon, to make a speech, especially a grandilo-
quent one. [Colloq.]

I >ee him strain on tiptoe, soar and pour
Eloquence out, nor stay nor stint at all

1'rrnrate In the air, and BO, to press
With the product!

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 71.

peroration (per-o-ra'shon), . [< OY.perora-
tiim, perorauttm, F. eroraio = Sp. peroration
= Pg. peroracao = It. perorazitme, < L. perora-
tio(n-), the finishing part of a speech, < pero-

rare, pp. peroratux, bring a speech to a close :

see /n rnriitt .] The concluding part of an ora-

tion, in which the speaker recapitulates the

principal points of his discourse or argument,
and urges them with greater earnestness and
force, with a view to make a deep impression on
his hearers

; hence, the conclusion of a speech,
however constructed.

Nephew, what means this passionate discourse,
This peroration with snch circumstance?

Shall., a Hen. VI., L 1. 105.

His enthusiasm kindle* as he advances, and when he ar-

rives at his peroration It is in full blaze. Burke.

Perospondylia (per'o-spon-diri-a),n./>7. [NL.,
< Gr. xripAt, maimed, + oir6v6v).of, a vertebra.]
One of the major groups into which the Rep-
tilia (except Plevrospondylia) are divisible,
characterized by the presence of double tuber-
cles instead of transverse processes on the dor-
sal vertebrae, and the paddle-like structure of

the limbs. The group is coextensive with the fossil or-

der Ichthyosauria, and is contrasted on the one hand with

Herpetospondylia, and on the other with Suchogpondylia.

perospondylian (per'o-spon-dil'i-an), a. and .

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Peroxpondylia, or

having their characters.

II. n. A member of the Perospondylia.
perovskite (pe-rov'skit), n. [After Perovski of

St. Petersburg.] A titanate of calcium, occur-

ring in crystals of isometric form (though per-
haps through pseudosymmetry), and having a

yellow to black color. It Is found in the Urals, at Zer-
matt In Switzerland, and elsewhere; it also occurs In mi-
nute crystals in some perldotites or the serpentines formed
from them. Also perqfslrite.

peroxid, peroxide (per-ok'sid, -sid or -sid), n.

[= F. peroxyde = Pg. peroxydo = It. perossido;
as per- + oxid.] That oxid of a given base which
contains the greatest quantity of oxygen,
peroxidate (per-ok'si-dat), . [< peroxid +
-ate2.] Same as peroxidize.

peroxidation (per-ok-si-da'shon), . [< perox-
idate + -ion.] The state or process of being
oxidized to the utmost degree.
peroxidize (per-ok'si-diz), v.

; pret. and pp. per-

oridized,pvT.peroxidizinq. [(peroxid + -ize.]

I. trans. To oxidize to the utmost degree.
II. intrans. To become oxidized to the utmost

degree; undergo peroxidation.
perpend1

(per-pend'), t>. t. [= It. perpendere
(Florio), < L. perpende're, weigh carefully, pon-
der, consider, (per, through, + pendere, weigh :

see pendent. Cf. ponder?] To weigh in*the

mind; consider attentively. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
They must be consider'd,

Ponder'd, perpended, or premeditated.
Chapman, Revenge for Honour, L 2.

Tliis, by the help of the observations already premised,
and, I hope, already weighed and perpended by your rev-

erences and worships, I shall forthwith make appear.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, til., Author's Pref.

I found this Scripture also, which I would have those

perpend who have striven to turn our Israel aside to the

worship of strange gods. Lowell, Blglow Papers, 2d ser. , i.

perpend2
*, v. t. [= It. perpendere (Florio). <

L. as if 'perpendere, hang down, < per, through,
+ pendere, hang: see pendent.] To hang down.
Florio. [Rare.]
perpend3 (per'pend), n. [Also percent, per-
beiid (and perpender) (these forms simulating
L. pend- in pendicle, pendent, etc.), formerly
more prop, perpin; < OF.parpaigne,parpeigne,

rptiigne,
perpeigne, parpeine, perpin, parpin,

parpaing, a perpend, <
per,^ par, through

(< L. per, through), + pan, side of a wall:
see panel.] Jn arch., a long stone reaching
through the thickness of a wall so that it is

visible on both sides, and is therefore wrought
and smoothed at both ends. Now usually called

bond-gtone, bonder, or through, also perpend-
stone, pfrpent-xtone. See cut under ashler.

Keeping the perpends, in bndncort, a phrase used with
reference to the placing of the vertical joints over one an-
other. Perpend wall, a wall formed! of perpends or of
ashler stones, all of which reach from side to side.

perpender ( per-pen'der), n. Same &sperpend3.
perpendiclet (per-pen'di-kU. n. [< OF. per-
pendicle, F. perpendicule = Sp. perpendicvlo =



perpendicle

Pg. perpendiculo = It. perpendicolo = G. Dan.

Sw.perpendikel, < L. perpendiculum, a plummet,
plumb-line, < "perpendere, hang downright : see

perpend?."] A pendant or something hanging
down in a direct line; a plumb-line,

perpendicular (per-pen-dik'u-lar), a. and .

[< ME. iierpendiculer (= D. perpendikulair = G.

perpendikular, perpendikular = Sw.jwrpendilcu-
lar = Dan. perpendikulxr), < OF. perpendicu-

perpendieuhti-iiis,

perpendiculum, a plumb-line : see perpendicle."]

1. . 1. Perfectly vertical; at right angles with

the plane of the horizon
; passing (if extended)

through the center of the earth
; coinciding with

the direction of gravity.

In one part of the mountain, where the aqueduct is cut

through the rock, there is a perpendicular clift over the

river, where there is now a foot way through the aque-
duct for half a mile.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 136.

2. In geom., meeting a given line or surface (to
which it is said to be perpendicular) at right

angles. A straight line is said to be perpendicular to a
curve or surface when it cuts the curve or surface in a

point where another straight line to which it is perpen-
dicular is tangent to the curve or surface. In this case
the perpendicular is usually called a normal to the curve
or surface.

That the walls be most exactly perpendicular to the

ground-work, for the right angle (thereon depending) is

the true cause of all stability, both in artificial and nat-

ural position. Sir H. Wotton, Keliquue, p. 20.

3. In 2007., forming a right angle with the lon-

gitudinal or latitudinal axis of the body: as, a

perpendicularhead;epiiiaeroTipcrpendicular,etc.
Perpendicular lift, a mechanical contrivance on canals

for raising boats from one level to another. Perpendicu-
lar plate or lamella of the ethmoid, the mesethmoid.

Perpendicular style, in arch., the so-called Tudor
style of medieval architecture, a debased style represent-
ing the last stage of Pointed architecture, peculiar to

England in the fifteenth century and the tirst half of the

Perpendicular Style of Architecture. The Abbey Church, Bath,
England.

sixteenth. The window exhibits most clearly the charac-
teristics of this style, which differs from others in that a
large proportion of the chief lines of its tracery intersect
at right angles. It corresponds in art-development to the
French Flamboyant of the fifteenth century, but is with-
out the grace, richness, and variety of French work, though
some of its buildings present fine effects of masses. See
also cuts under maiding and pinnacle.

II. n. 1. A line at right angles to the plane
of the horizon; a line that coincides in di-
rection with a radius of the earth or with the
direction of gravity. 2. In geom,., a line that
meets another line or a plane at

right angles, or makes equal angles
with it on every side. Thus, if the
straight line AB, falling on the straight
line CD, makes the angles ABC, ABD equal
to one another, AB is called a perpendicular C B D
to CD, and CD is a perpendicular to AB. A
line is a perpendicular to a plane when it is perpendicu-
lar to all lines drawn through its foot in that plane.
3. In gun., a small instrument for finding the
center-line of a piece of ordnance, in the ope-
ration of pointing it at an object; a gunners'
level.

perpendicularity (per-pen-dik-u-lar'i-ti), n.

[=F. perpendicularity= Pg. perpendicularidade= It. perpendicularita, < NL. *perpendiculari-
ta(t-)s, < LL. perpendicularis, perpendicular:
see perpendicular. ] The state of being per-
pendicular.

perpendicularly (per-pen-dik'u-lar-li), adv. In
a perpendicular manner; so as to be perpen-
dicular, in any sense of that word.
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perpendiculum (per-pen-dik'u-lum), n. [< L.

perpendiculum, a plummet: see perpendicle.~\
In her.

,
a carpenters' plumb-line and level used

as a bearing,

perpensiont (per-pen'shon), n. [< L. perpen-
dere, pp. perpcnsus, weigh carefully : see per-

pendl.] Consideration.

Unto reasonable perpensions it [authority] hath no place
in some sciences. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 7.

perpensityt (per-pen'si-ti), n. [< L, perpensus,

pp. of perpendere, perpend (see perpend1
),

+ -ity."] Consideration; a pondering; careful

thought or attention.

I desire the reader to attend with \\imoitperpenstty.
Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

perpensivet (per-pen'siv), a. [< L. perpensus,

pp. of perpendere, perpend (see perpend1
), +

-ii-e."] Considerate; thoughtful. [Bare.]
It is rather Christian modesty than shame, in the dawn-

ing of Reformation, to be very perpensive.
Jf. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 41.

perpent, n. See perpend?.
perpent-Stone (per' pent -ston), n. In arch.,
same as perpend?.
perpessiont (per-pesh'on), n. [< L. perpes-
sio(n-), a bearing, suffering, < perpeti, pp. per-
pessus, bear steadfastly, < per, through, + pati,
endure: see patience, passion.} Suffering; en-

durance.
The eternity of the destruction in language of Scripture

signifies a perpetual perpession and duration in misery.
Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, xii.

perpetrable (per'pe-tra-bl), a. [< L. as if *per-

petrabilis, < perpetrare, perpetrate : see perpe-
trate."] Capable of being perpetrated.

perpetrate (per'pe-trat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

perpetrated, ppr. i>erpetrating. [< L. perpetra-

tus, pp. of perpetrare, carry through ( > It. per-
petrare = Sp. Pg. perpetrar = F. perpetrcr), <

per, through, + patrare, perform, akin topotis,

able, potens, powerful: MejMtMfc] 1. To do,
execute, or perform; commit: generally in a
bad sense: as, to perpetrate a crime.

What great advancement hast thou hereby won,
By being the instrument to perpetrate
So foul a deed ? Daniel, Civil Wars, iii. 78.

For whatsoe'er we perpetrate,
We do but row, we're steer'd by fate.

5. Butter, Hudibras.

2. To produce, as something execrable or shock-

ing; perform (something) in an execrable or

shocking way: as, to perpetrate a pun. [Hu-
morous.]

Sir P. induced two of his sisters to perpetrate a duet.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxi.

perpetration (per-pe-tra'shon), n. [= F. per-
petration = Sp. perpetracion = Pg. perpetraq&o= It. pcrpetrazione, < LL. perpetratio(n-), a per-
forming, < L. perpetrare, pp. perpctratus, per-
petrate: see perpetrate.] 1 . The act of perpe-
trating; the act of committing, as a crime.

2f. That which is perpetrated ;
an evil action.

The strokes of divine vengeance, or of men's own con-
sciences, always attend injurious3*rpetration8.

Eikon BasUike.

perpetrator (per'pe-tra-tor), n. [= OF. perpe-
trateur= Sp. Pg. perpetrddor= It. perpetratore,
< LL. perpetrator, < L. perpetrare, pp. perpetra-
tus, perpetrate : see perpetrate."] One who per-
petrates; especially, one who commits or has
committed some objectionable or criminal act.

A principal in the first degree is he that is the actor or
absolute perpetratorof the crime. Blackstone, Com., IV. iii.

perpetuable (per-pet"u-a-bl), a. [= OF. per-
petuable, < L. as if *perpetuabilis, < perpetuare,
perpetuate : see perpetuate."] Capable of being
perpetuated or continued indefinitely.

Varieties are perpetuaMe, like species. A. Gray.

perpetual (per-pet'u-al), a. [< ME. perpetuel,
< OF. perpetuel, F. perpetuel = OSp. perpetual= It. perpetuale, < ML. perpetualis, permanent,
L. perpetualis, universal, < perpetmts, continu-

ing throughout, constant, universal, general,
continuous (> It. Sp. Pg. perpetuo, OF. perpetu,
perpetual), < per, through, + petere, fall upon,
goto, seek: see petition."] 1. Continuing for-
ever in future time; destined to continue or be
continued through the ages ; everlasting: as, a

perpetual covenant; a, perpetual statute.

A perpetual Union of the two Kingdoms.
Baker, Chronicles, p. 290.

2. Continuing or continued without intermis-

sion; uninterrupted; continuous; continual:

as, & perpetual stream; the perpetual action of
the heart and arteries; a vow ofperpetual pov-
ertv.

perpetuity
The Christian Philosopher tells us that a good Conscience

is a perpetual Feast. Howell, Letters, iv. 22.

The perpetual work
Of thy creation, finished, yet renewed,
Forever. Bryant, Forest Hymn.

Circle of perpetual apparition. See apparition. Cir-

cle of perpetual occultation. See oceultatlan. Per-
petual canon, curate, motion. See the nouns. - Per-
petual lever. Same as continual lever (which see, under

teeeri). Perpetual screw. Sanieasuffes8serew>(which
see, under endless). =Syn. 1. Everlasting, Immortal, etc.

(see eternal), unceasing, ceaseless, unfailing, perennial,
enduring, permanent, lasting, endless, everlasting. 2.

Continual, Incessant, etc. (see incessant), constant.

perpetually (per-pet'u-al-i), ode. [< ME. *per-

petuelly, perpetuelli; (.perpetual + -/#
2
.] In a

perpetual manner
; constantly ; continually ;

always; forever: as, lamps kept perpetually
burning; one who isperpetually boasting.

Perpetuelli schal ben holden a-forn ye ymage of oure lady
at ye heye auter. English Gilds (E. E. T. H.), p. 42.

The shadow of a tree in the river seemeth to have con-
tinued the same a long time in the water, but it is perpetu-
ally renewed in the continual ebbing and flowing thereof.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 53.

perpetualtyt (per-pet'u-al-ti), n. [= F. perpetu-
alite = It. perpetualita; as perpetual + -ty.~\

The state or condition of being perpetual. Imp.
Diet.

perpetuanat, perpetuanet, [Also perpetu-

ano; < Sp. perpetudn, a woolen stuff so called,
< L. perpetuus, perpetual: see perpetual.] A
stuff of wool, or wool and silk, mentioned in the

seventeenth century : it was similar to lasting.

He not see him now, on my soule ; hee 's in his old per-

pelutma sute. Marston, What you Will, ii. 1.

They had of diverse kinds, as cloath, perpetuanes, & other

stuffs, besids hose, & shoes, and such like commodities as

y6 planters stood in need of.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 220.

Perpetuano, so called from the lasting thereof, though
but counterfeit of the cloth of the Israelites, which en-

dured in the wilderness forty years. Fuller, Worthies.

perpetuance (per-pet'u-ans), n. [= It. perpetu-
anza; < perpetu(ate)~-t- -imce."] The act of per-

petuating, or of rendering perpetual ; perpetua-
tion.

For if trust to the gospell do purchase perpetuance
Of life unto him who therein hath confidence,
What shall the light do? flew Custom, ii. 1. (Davies.)

The transformation of religion essential for its perpetu-
ance.

if. Arnold, quoted in Oxeuham's Short Studies, p. 414.

perpetuant (per-pet'u-ant), . [< L. perpetu-
an(t-)s, ppr. of perpetuare, make perpetual : see

perpetuate."] In math., an absolutely indecom-

posable subinvariant.

perpetuate (per-pet'u-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

perpetuated, ppr. perpetuating. [< L. perpetu-
atus, pp. of perpetuare (> It. perpetuare = Sp.
Pg. perpetuar = F. perpetuer), make perpetual,
< perpetuus, continuous, perpetual : see perpet-
ual.] To make perpetual; cause to endure or
to continue or be continued indefinitely ; pre-
serve from failure, extinction, or oblivion : as,
to perpetuate the remembrance of a great event
or of an illustrious character.

Present superstition too visibly perpetuates the folly of
our forefathers. Sir T. Broicne, Urn-burial, iii.

It is not a little singular that we should have preserved
this rite, and insisted upon perpetuating one symbolical
act of Christ whilst we have totally neglected all others.

Emerson, The Lord's Supper.

perpetuate (per-pet'u-at), a. [< L. perpetua tus,

pp.: see the verb.] 'Made perpetual; contin-
ued through the ages, or for an indefinite time

;

recurring continuously; continually repeated
or reiterated.

The trees and flowers remain
By Nature's care perpetuate and self-sown. Southey.

perpetuation (per-pet-u-a'shon), n. [< F. per-
petuation = Sj>.perpetuacion"=Pg.pi'rpetuac.3o
= It. perpetuazionR, perpetuagioim, < ML. j>er-

petuatw(n-), < L. perpetuare, pp. pcrjH timliix.

perpetuate: see perpetuate."] The act of per-
petuating or making perpetual ;

the act of pre-
serving through an endless existence, or for an
indefinite period of time; continuation. per-
petuation of testimony, in law, the taking of testi-

mony, although no suit is pending, in order to preserve
it for future use. This is allowed in some cases where
there is reason to fear that controversy may arise in the
future and after the death of witnesses. Thus, a party in

possession of property, and fearing that his right or that
of his successors might at some future time be disputed,
was allowed in chancery to file a bill merely to examine
witnesses, in order to preserve that testimony which might
be lost by the death of such witnesses before he could
rosecute his claim, or before he should be called on to
efeud his right.

perpetuator (per-pet'u-a-tor), . [(perpt-tiiiitv
+ -oj'i.] One who perpetuates something.

perpetuity (per-pe-tu'i-ti), w.; pi. perpetuities
(-tiz). [< F. pfrpmtM = Sp.perpetuidad = Pg.



perpetuity

IM-rii< t until ili = 1 1. in r/ii-t lit >>!,<. I*. IH'I'/II ttlit<l(t-)n,

continuity, < perpctuim, cuiitiiiiious, perpetual:
see jM-i'iiftiiiil.] 1. Tlie state or character of

being perpetual; endless duration: continued

uninterrupted existence, or duration through
the ages or for an indefinite period of time : as,
the in fin t nil ii of laws and institutions.

Those laws which God tor perpetuity hath established.

Hooker, Eccles. 1'ollty.

A third attribute of the king's majesty is hi perpetuity.
The law ascribes to him in his political capacity an abso-
lute immortality. The king never dies.

Bladtstune, Com., I. vlL

The Race of man may seem indeed to them to be per-
petual ;

but they see no promise of perpetuity tor Individ-
uals. Charming, Perfect Life, p. 105.

2. Something of which there will be no end;
something lasting forever or for an indefinitely
long time.

A mess of pottage for a birthright, a present repast for
a perpetuity. South, Sermons.

3. In late: (a) A limitation intended to be unal-
terable and of indefinite duration; a disposition
of property which attempts to make it inalien-
able beyond certain limits fixed or conceived
as being fixed by the general law. Pollock.
The evils incident to rendering any specific piece of land
or fund inalienable, and thus shutting it out from the
general circulation of property, early led the courts to
hold provisions for a perpetual suspension of the power
of alienation to be void. The desire of owners of estates
to perpetuate the wealth of the family led to attempts to
create forfeitures and gifts over to other persons, by way
of shielding the successor In the title from temptation to
alienate ; and as the right to create life-estates and trusts,
and to add gifts over to other persons upon the termina-
tion of precedent estates, could not be wholly denied, the
question has been what temporary suspension of the power
of alienation Is reasonable and allowable, and what is too
remote and to be held void as "tending to create a per-
petuity." (8ee remotenem.) The limit now generally es-
tablished for this purpose In varying forms is substantially
to the effect that no disposition of real property or crea-
tion of an estate therein is valid If It suspends the absolute
power of alienation for more than a period measured by
a life or lives in being plus 21 years and 9 mouths. Hence,
since literal perpetuities are no longer known, except In
the law of charities, etc., the phrase rule againitt perpetu-
ities has come to mean in ordinary usage the rule against
future estates which are void for remoteness as "tending
to create a perpetuity." (ft) Duration to all futur-

ity; exemption from intermission or ceasing.
4. In the doctrine of annuities, the number

of years in which the simple interest of any
principal sum will amount to the same as the

principal itself; or the number of years' pur-
chase to be given for an annuity which is to
continue forever; also, the annuity itself in
perpetuity, for an endless or an indefinite length of time

;

forever.

Perpignan wood. See wood.

perplantt, v. t. [< L. per, through, + plantare,
plant.] To plant or fix firmly or deeply.
His especlall truste and confidence was perplaiUed In

the hope of their ndelite.

Hall, Richard III., f. 27. (Ilalliu-cll.)

perplext (per-pleks'), a. and . [< OF. perplex,
F. perplexe = Sp. perplejci = Pg.nerplexo = It.

perplesso, < L. perplexus, entangled, confused,
< per, through, + plexus, pp. of plectere, plait,
weave, braid : see plait. Cf. complex.'] I. a.

Intricate; difficult.

How the soul directs the spirit for the motion of the body
according to the several animal exigents is as perplex in
the theory as either of the former.

Olanvitle, Vanity of Dogmatizing, 111.

II. n. A difficulty; an entanglement; some-
thing hard to understand

;
a perplexity.

There 's a perplex ! I could have wished . . . the author
. . . had added notes.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, cxiii.

perplex (p&r-pleks'), v. t. [< perplex, a.] 1.
To make intricate; involve; entangle; make
complicated and difficult to be understood or
unraveled.

Are not the choicest fables of the poets,
That were the fountains and first springs of wisdom.
Wrapped in perplexed allegories ?

B. Jamon, Alchemist, 11. 1.

His tongue
Dropped manna, and could make the worse appear
I In- better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest counsels. Milton, P. L., II. 114.

I much admlr'd the contorslons of the Thea roote, which
was so perplfx'd, large, and Intricate, and witliall hard as
I**. Evelyn, Diary, March 11, 1690.

There Is one unintelligible word, which I fear will ex-
tremely perplex my dissertation. Stetle, Tatler, No. 25.

2. To embarrass; puzzle; distract; bewilder;
trouble with suspense, anxiety, or ambiguity.
We are perplexed, but not in despair. -J ( 'or. Iv. 8.

Love with Doubts perplexes still thy Mind.
Congrepe. tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.
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Wondering Science stands, herself perplexed
At each day's miracle, and asks " What next '!"

0. W. Holmes, The School-Boy.
= 8yn. 1. To complicate, tangle, snarl. 2. I'uzde, etc.

(see embarroM), confuse, harass, pose, nonplus, put to a
stand, mystify.

perplexedly (per-plek'sed-li), ailr. 1. In a

perplexed manner; with perplexity. 2f. In a

perplexing manner; intricately; with involu-
tion ; in an involved or intricate manner.
He handles the questions very perplexedly.

111,. Bull, Works, III. 1085.

perplexedness (per-plek'sed-nes), n. Perplex-
ity.

Musidorus shortly, as In haste and full of passionate
perplexedneta, . . . recounted his case unto her.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

perplexfult (per-pleks'ful), a. [< perplex +
-fitl.] Perplexing.
There are many mysteries in the world, which curious

wits with perplex/ul studies strive to apprehend.
lieu. T. Adami, Works, I. 63.

perplexingly (per-plek'sing-li), adv. In a per-
plexing manner; in such a way as to perplex
or embarrass; bewilderingly.

perplexity (per-plek'si-ti), n.
; pi. perplexities

(-tiz). [< ME. perplexitee, < OF. perpkxite, F.

perplexiti = Sp. pcrplejidad = Pg. perplexidade= It. perplessita, < LL. perplexita(t-)s, perplex-
ity, obscurity, < L. perplexus, confused: seeper-
plex, a.] 1. An intricate or involved state or

condition; the character of being intricate,

complicated, or involved.

Tho was betwene my preste and meu
Debate and great perpiexitfe.

Gouer, Coal. Amant., vlil.

Let him look for the labyrinth; for I cannot discern
any, unless In the perplexity of his own thoughts.

SHUingJket.

2. The state of being perplexed ; distraction of
mind through doubt or difficulty; embarrass-
ment; bewilderment.

Such perplexity of mind
As dreams too lively leave behind.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

A case of perplexity as to right conduct, If It Is to be one
In which philosophy can serve a useful purpose, must be
one of bona fide perplexity of conscience.

T. a. Oreen, Prolegomena to Ethics, 313.

3. A perplexing circumstance, state of things,
or conjuncture of affairs

;
whatever is a source

of distraction or puzzlement of mind.

Comforting himself with hoping that, If he were not al-

ready converted, the time might come when he should be
so, he Imparted his feelings to those poor women whose
conversation had first brought him into these perplexities
and struggles. Southey, Buuyan, p. 22.

perplexivenesst (per-plek'siv-nes), n. The
quality of being perplexing ; tendency to per-
plex.
The perplexivenew of imagination.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, I. 2.

perplexlyt (per-pleks'li), adv. In an involved
or perplexing manner.
Set down so perplexly by the Saxon Annalist, ill Knitted

with utterance, as with much ado can be understood
sometimes what is spok'n. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

perplextt, perplextlyt. Obsolete spellings of

perplexed, perplexedly.

perpolitet, a. [< L. perpolitus, thoroughly pol-
ished, pp. otperpolire, polish thoroughly, < per,
through, + polire, polish: see polish, polite.]
Highly polished.

I find those numbers thou do st write
To be most soft, terce, sweet, and perpclite.

Herriet, To Harmar.

perpondert (per-pon'der), v. t. [< per- + pon-
der. Cf. perpend1

.] To ponder well.

Perponderol the Red-Herringe's priori ty and prevalence.
Sathe, Lenten Stufle (Ilarl. Misc., VI. 157), (Dane*.)

perpotation (per-po-ta'shon), . [< L. perpo-
tatw(n-), a continued drinking, < perpotare,
drink without intermission, (per, through, 4-

potare, drink : see notation.'] The act of drink-

ing deeply or much
;
a drinking-bout.

perquiret, >' t. [< L.
perquirere, ask or inquire

after diligently, make diligent search for. < per,
through, + qtuerere, seek: see guest.] To
search into. Clooery's Divine Glimpses (1659),
p. 73. (Ballitcell.)

perquisite (per'kwi-zit), n. and a. [< ML. per-
quisitvm, anything purchased, also extra profit
beyond the yearly rent, arising from fines,
waifs, etc.

; prop. neut. of L. perquisites, pp. of

perquirere, make diligent search for: see per-
i/nirc; in the adj. use, < L. perquisitus.] I. .

1. An incidental emolument, profit, gain, or
fee, over and above the fixed or settled income,

perriwig

salary, or wages; something recei veil inciden-

tally and in addition to regular wages, salary,
fees, etc.

The Perquiritetot my Place, taking the King's Fee away,
came far short of what he promised me at my first coming
to him. Uovell. Letters, L v. 82.

I was apprized of the usual perauitite required upon
these occasions. Quldnnith, Vicar, xxv.

2. In law, whatever one gets by industry or
purchases with his money, as distint;iii^lji !

from things which come to him by descent.

H. a. That mav or must be sought out.

[Rare.]
In the work of faith it Is first needful that yon get all

the periruiiitf helps of natural light, . . . to befriend the
supernatural revelations. Baxter, Life of Faith, II. 1.

perquisitedt (per'kwi-zit-ed), a. [< pm//.W/r
+ -erf2.] Supplied with perquisites.

If peryuwiied varlets frequent stand,
And each new walk must a new tax demand.

S,n-,i ,.

perquisition (per-kwi-zish'on), n. [< P. per-
quisition = It.

perguisizioiie,
< ML. perquisi-

tio(n-), < L.
perguirere, pp. perquisitus, seek

after: see perquisite.] Diligent search or in-

quiry.
So fugitive as to escape all the nitrations and peryuia-

tiont of the most nice observers. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, 1 127.

perquisitor (per-kwiz'i-tor), . [< P. perquisi-
teur, < L. perquisitor, a seeker out, a hunter af-

ter, <. perquirere, pp. perquisitus, seek after: see

perquisite.] 1. In the law of real property, the
one who was the first of the family to acquire
(otherwise than by descent) the estate to which
any others of the family have succeeded ; the
first purchaser. See purchaser.
At common law inheritable blood is only such as flows

t from the perquiritur.

Judge Woodward, In Roberts's Appeal, 38 Pa. St., 420.

2. A searcher. Wharton.

perradial (per-ra'di-al), a. [< perradius +
-al.] Primarily or fundamentally radial ; per-
taining to the original or primary rays of a

hydrozoan: said of certain parts or processes, as

tentacles, as distinguished from those which are

secondary and tertiary, or interradial and ad-
radial : as, the perradial marginal bodies of a
hydrozoan.
perradius (per-ra'di-us), .

; pi. perradii (-i).

[NL., < L. per, through, + radius, ray. ] One
of the primary or fundamental rays or radiat-

ing parts or processes of a hydrozoan. in many
hydrozoans, as scyphomedusans, the perradii are definite-

ly four In number, alternating with four interradii, and
situated between pairs of eight adradil.

perre>, . Same as perryl, piny, perry'*.

perrewigt, . An obsolete form oi periwig.
perreyt, Same as perry3 .

perriet, . 8eeperry>;
perriert (per'i-er), n. [< ME. perrier, OP. per-
rier, perriere, F. pierrier, perriere, < ML. petra-
ria, an engine for throwing stones, < petra (>
F. pierre), a stone: see petrary, pier.] 1. A

Pettier, dcf. I.

ballistic war-engine for throwing stones, used
in the middle ages. 2. An early form of can-
non the ball of which was of stone.

First there were sixe great gunnea, cannons, perriert of
braise, that shot a stone of three foot and a halfe.

HaHuyft Voyage* II. 79.

perrieret,". [ME.,<OF.jx>m<?n'e: seeperry*.]
Same as

The souerayn hytn selfe was a sete rioll,

light full of perrien* & of proude gemys,
Atyret with a tabernacle of Eyntayill fyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1870.

perrieret (per-iar'), . [F. : seeperrier.] Same
as perrier.
Bid Miles bring up the perrirn.

Morrit, A Good Knight in Prison.

peiriwigt, " An obsolete form of periiria.



perron

perron (per'on), . [< ME. perron, < OF. (and

F.) perron, a flight of steps, = Pr peiro, perro,

peiron, < ML. petronus, a heap of stones, < L.

petra, stone: see pier.] In arch., an external

flight of steps by which access is given to the
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Perron. Cour du Cheval Blanc, Palace of Fontainebleau, France.

entrance-door of a building when the principal
floor is raised above the level of the ground.
It is often so treated as to form an important
architectural adornment.

When that GaSray was descendid tho,
At the perron longe bode not in that place.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4974.

perroquet (per'o-ket), n. See parrakeet.

perrotatory (per-ro'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. per,

through, + rotare, pp. rotatus, go round in a

circle, roll round : see rotatory.] Passing com-

pletely through a series from one member to

the next, and then from the last to the first

member again.

perrotine (per'o-tin), . [Named after the in-

ventor, M. Perr'ot.] A calico-printing machine
in which the printing-blocks are three in num-
ber, and which prints in three colors. The
blocks are engraved in relief, and are arranged like the
sides of a box which has one side and its ends removed,
except that their edges do not join as in a box. Their

engraved sides face inwardly. Within the space between
the blocks is a revolving prism, over which the calico

passes by an intermittent winding motion, and which is ac-

tuated by a spring mechanism to press the cloth against
the printing-blocks, one after another, to give the required
impressions.

perruquet (pe-rok'), n. [F.: see peruke."] See

peruke.
perruquier (pe-rii-ki-a'), n. [F., < perruque:
see peruke."] A wig-maker.

After ingratiating himself into the familiarity of the

waiter, and then of the perruquier, he succeeded in pro-
curing a secret communication with one of the printers.

I. niiraeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 413.

perry1
(per'i), . [Alsoperrie; < F. poire, perry,

< poire, < L. pirum, pear: see pear1
."]

A fer-

mented liquor, similar to cider, but made from
the juice of pears. It is extensively produced
in England, but is little known in America.

Prithee, go single; what should I do there?
Thou know'st I hate these visitations,
As I hate peace or perry.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 3.

perry2t, Same aspirry.
perry3! (per'i), n. [Also perrie, perrey ; < ME.
perreye, perree, perre, < OF. pierrerie, F. pierre-
ries (pi.), < pierre, stone: see pier."] Jewels;
precious stones.

Draf were hem leuere
Than al the preciouse perreye that eny prince weldeth.

Piers Plowman (C), xii. 10.

In habit maad with chastitee and shame
Ye wommen shul apparaille yow, quod he,
And noght in tressed heer and gay perree.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 344.

perst, a. and . See perse%.
persantt, persauntt, Obsolete forms ofper-
ceant.

Hir laughing eyen, persaunt and clere.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2809.

persavet, i>. t. A Middle English form of per-
ceive.

perscht, . A Middle English form of perish1
.

perscrutation (per-skrij-ta'shon), n. [= F.
perscrutation = Pg. perscrutafao, < L. perscru-
tatio(n-), investigation, < perscrutari, pp. per-
scrutatus, search through : see perscrute."] A
searching thoroughly; minute search or in-

quiry. [Rare.]
Such guessing, visiouing, dim perscrutation of the mo-

mentous future ! Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 8.

perscrutet (per-skrof), v. i. and *. [< F. per-
scruter = Pg. perserutar = It. perscrutare, < L.

perscrutari, perscrutare, search through, < per,
through, + scrutari, search carefully : see scru-

tiny."] To make a thorough search or inquiry ;

investigate.
If they have reason to perscrute the matter.

Horde, Introduction of Knowledge. (Nares.)

perg = It. perso, < ML. person, also perseus,

persicus, bluish-green; according to some, < L.

persicum, a peach (see pencil
1
); according to

others, < Gr. m-pia>6f, livid (see perch1
); but

prob. < L. Persia, Persia (cf. ME. inde, a color,

ult. < L. India, India, etc.).] I. a. Of a rich

dark blue; of a dark- or bluish-gray color.

II. n. 1. A blue color; dark blue.

The water was more sombre far than perse.

Lonyfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 103.

2. A kind of cloth, of a bluish-gray color.

A long surcote of pers upon he hadde.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 617.

3. Printed calico or cambric.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

perse3t, v. An obsolete form of parse1
.

perse (perse). Keeper.
Persea (per'se-a), n. [NL. (Gaertner, 1805), <

L. persea, < Gr! Trepaea, Kepaeia., Trfpaiov, a fruit-

bearing tree in Egypt and Persia, sometimes
confused with the peach-tree (^Ma Hefeudf).
and referred doubtfully to Tlipnt/f, Persian.] A
genus of apetalous trees and shrubs of the order
Laurinese (Lauracese), the laurel family, type of

the tribe Perseaceee, and characterized by the

four-celled anthers, nine perfect stamens, and

calyx either somewhat closely persistent under
the fruit or entirely deciduous. There are about 100

species, natives chiefly of the tropics, widely diffused in

Asia, and in America from Virginia to Chili. They bear
alternate or scattered rigid leaves, small panicled flowers

chiefly from the axils, and a large fleshy one-seeded fruit

or berry. Many species produce wood valuable for furni-

ture, as the red bay(which see, under froi/i) or isabella-wood
of the southern United States. See canary-wood, lingue,

nanmu,vinatico; for the fruit, called alliyalor-pear or veye-
table marrow, see avocado.

Perseaceae (per-se-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Meiss-
ner, 1864), < Persea + '-aceee."] A tribe of ever-

green trees and shrubs of the order Laurinese,

distinguished by the extrorse anther-cells of

the third row of stamens. It includes 29 genera,
mainly tropical, of which Persea is the type, and Cinna-

momum, Ifectandra, and Ocotea are the best-known. See
cuts under avocado and cinnamon.

persecott, See persi.cot.

persecute (per'se-kut), v. t.; pret. and pp. per-
secuted, ppr. persecuting. [< F. persecute!' = It.

perseguitare, < L. as if "persecutare, (persecutes,

pp. of persequi (> It. perseguire, persequire =
Sp. Pg. perseguir), follow after, chase, hunt,
pursue, seek to obtain, prosecute, LL. perse-
cute, < per, through, + sequi, follow: see se-

quent.'} If. To pursue; follow close after.

Whiles their enemies reioysing in the victory haue per-
secuted them flying some one way and some another.

Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, ii.

2. To pursue with harassing oroppressive treat-

ment; harass or afflict with repeated acts of

cruelty or annoyance ; injure or afflict persis-

tently ; specifically, to afflict, harass, or punish
on account of opinions, as for adherence to a

particular creed or system of religious princi-
ples, or to a mode of worship.
Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and persecute

you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely,
for my sake. Mat. v. 11.

Should banded unions persecute
Opinion, and induce a time
When single thought is civil crime,

And individual freedom mute.

Tennyson, To .T. S.

3. In a weakened sense, to harass or pursue
with persistent attentions, solicitations, or other

importunities ;
vex or annoy. = Syn. 2. To oppress,

worry, hunt, run down.

persecution (per-se-ku'shon), n. [< ME. per-
secucioun, < OF. persecution, F.persecution = Sp.
persecution = Pg. perseguifao = It. persecuzione,
perseguzione, perseguizione, < li.persecutio(u-), a

following after, pursuit, chase, in law a prose-
cution, action, LL. persecution, < persequi, pp.
persecutes, follow after, chase, persecute : see

persecute.'] 1. The act or practice of persecut-
ing; harassing or oppressive treatment; espe-
cially, the infliction of injury (as loss of prop-
erty or civil rights, physical suffering, or death)
as a punishment for adhering to some opinion
or course of conduct, as a religious creed or a
mode of worship, which cannot properly be re-

garded as criminal.

To punish a man because he has committed a crime, or
because he is believed, though unjustly, to have com-
mitted a crime, is not persecution.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

By persecution I mean the employment of any pains or

penalties, the administration of any uneasiness to body or

mind, in consequence of a man's belief, or with a view to

Perseus

change it. Its essential feature is this, that it addresses

itself to the will, not to the understanding ;
it seeks to

modify opinion by the use of fears instead of reasons, of

motives instead of arguments. J. Martineau.

2. Persistent or repeated injury or annoyance
of any kind.

I'll . . . with presented nakedness out-face

The winds and persecutions of the sky.
Shale., Lear, ii. 3. 12.

3. A time of general or systematic oppression
ov infliction of torture, death, etc., on account
of religious opinion or belief : as, the ten per-
secutions of Christians under the Komau em-
perors.
persecutional (per-se-ku'shon-al), a. [< per-
secution + -al.] Of or relating to persecution ;

specifically, relating to a morbid belief that one
is suffering persecution.
He finds persecutional delusions common [among insane

criminals] as well as what he calls ' homicidal mania."
Alien, and Neural., VIII. 663.

persecutivet (per'se-ku-tiv), a. [< persecute +
-ive."] Following; persecuting.
Use is made of persecutive and compelling power, which

is rather brutish than humane.
Up. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 396. (Davies.)

persecutor (per'se-ku-tor), n. [= F. persecutettr

Sp. Pg. perseguidor "= It. persecutore, perse-

guitore, < LL. persecutor, < L. persequi, pp. per-
secutus, persecute: see persecute."] One who
persecutes ;

one who pursues and harasses an-
other unjustly and vexatiously, particularly on
account of religious principles.

Olou. Think'st thou I am an executioner?
JT. Hen. A persecutor, I am sure, thou art.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 31.

persecutory (per'se-ku-to-ri),a. [< persecute +
-ory."\ Same as persecutional.
A persecutory element in a delusion.

Alien, and Neurol., VII. 619.

persecutrix (per'se-ku-triks), n. [= F. perse-
cutrice = It. persecutrice, perseguitrice, \ LL.

persecutrix, fern, of persecutor, persecutor: see

persecute."] A female who persecutes.
Knox . . . calls her . . . that Idolatrous and mischiev-

ous Mary of the Spaniards bloud, and cruel persecutrix of

God's people.
Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 142. (Davies.)

perseict (per-se'ik), a. [< per se + -ic."] Of or

relating to perseity.
Perseid (per'se-id),

n. [< NL. Perseides."] One
of the August meteors: so named because

they seem to radiate from the constellation

Perseus.
Perseides (per-se'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.

Perseis (-id-), < Gr. IlepoVc (-*-), a daughter of

Perseus,< Uepaevc, Perseus: see Perseus.] Same
as Perseids.

perseityt (per-se'i-ti), n. [< ML. perseitu(t-)s

(Duns Scotus),< C. per se, by itself : Keeper se.~]

The condition of being or of inhering per se.

perseleet, n. A Middle English form ofparsley.

perselinet, An obsolete variant of parsley.
Fat coleworts and comforting perseline.

Spenser, Mniopotmos.

Persepolitan (per-se-pol'i-tan), a. and n. [=
F. Persepolitain, < L. Persepolis, < Gr. IlepotTrofac,

also HepaamoZtf, Persepolis (see def.), appar.
Per-

Sia, + TroAif,

city.] I. a. Of
or pertaining
to Persepolis,
the capital of

ancient Per-

sia, or its in-

habitants.

II. u. A na-
tive or an in-

habitant of

Persepolis.
Perseus (per'-
sus), n. [L.,
< Gr. Tltpacitf,

Perseus, also

a northern
constellation
called after

him.] 1. In
Gr. myth., a

hero, son of

Zeus and Da-

nae, who slew
the Gorgon
Medusa, and
afterward
saved Andro-
meda from a

the Loggia



Perseus

sea - monster.
2. An ancient
northern con-

stellation, the

(igiirtt of wliieh

represents I'er-

seus iii a sin-

gular posture,
holilill^'l lie head
of thetiorgonin
one hand, and
waving a sword
with the otlier.

persevert ( per-

sev'er), r. t. An
obsolete form of

This is the first

time that ever you
resisted my will; 1

thank you for it, but
peneoer not In it.

.Sir P. Sidney, Ar-

[eiidiii. ill.

The Constellation Perseus.

To persever
In obstinate condolement Is a coarse
Of impious stubbornness. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2. 92.

perseverance 1
(per-se-ver'ans), n. [< ME.

''/icrarri-i-iiiii-r, /irrgiveraunsc, < OF. perseverance,
!'. iM-rxi'ri'ritncc = Sp. persevcrancia = Pg. per-
w >< riiiicn = It. perscrcranza, perseveranzia, < L.

lii-ffU'i-n-tDitin, steadfastness, constancy, perse-
verance, < perseveran(t-)s, ppr. of persererarr,
persevere: see perseverant.} 1. ^The act or
habit of persevering; persistence in anything
undertaken; continued pursuit or prosecution
of any business or enterprise begun; steady
persistency in any state or course of action :

applied alike to good and evil.

Persiueraunse of purpos may quit you to lore,
Your landys to lose, & langur for euer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X L 2655.

Perseverance., dear my lord,

Keeps honour bright.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 8. 160.

{Stuyvesant] possessed, in an eminent degree, that great
quality in a statesman, called perseverance by the polite,
but nicknamed obstinacy by the vulgar.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 269.

2. In theol., continuance in a state of grace,
leading finally to a state of glory: sometimes
called final perseverance. See perseverance of
the saints, below.

The perseverance of God's grace, with the knowledge of
his good-will, increase with you unto the end.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 20.

Perseverance of the saints, the doctrine that "they
whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually called
and sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally nor finally
fall away from the state of grace, but shall certainly per-
severe therein to the end and be eternally saved" (West.
Conf. of Faith, xvil. 1). [This doctrine forms one of the
"flve points of Calvinism," but is denied by Arminians,
while the Anglican Church permits either position to be
lu-lil.

|

= Syn. 1. Industry, Application, etc. (see assiduity),
steadiness, steadfastness.

perseverance'-t, See perceiverance.
perseverantt (per-se-ver'ant), a. [< F. perst-
verant = Sp. Pg. It.'perseverante, < L. pcrseve-
ran( t-)s, ppr. ofpersecerare, persevere : see per-
severe.'] Persevering; constant, persistent, or

unflagging in pursuit of an undertaking.
Such women as were not only devout, but sedulous, dili-

gent, constant, perseeerant in their devotion.

Donne, Sermons, xxiii.

perseverantlyt (per-se-ver'ant-li), adv. Perse-

veringly. l-'iu'i.

persevere (per-se-ver'), v.; pret. and pp. per-
xi-rcrctl, ppr. iirrxtrrring. [Formerly persever;
< ME. jM-rnrrcren, < F. persererer = Sp. Pg. prr-
.-i rcrar = It. perscrrrart, < L. perseverare, con-
tinue steadfastly, persist, persevere, < perse-
verus, very strict or earnest, < per, through, +
.a'rcnig, strict, earnest : see severed] I. iiitruim.

To persist in anything one has undertaken
;

pursue steadily any design or course com-
menced

;
avoid giving over or abandoning what

is undertaken
;
be constant, steadfast, or un-

tlinehing.
To perneuere in any evil course makes you unhappy in

this life, mid will certainly throw yon into everlasting tor-

ments in the next. Abp. Wake, Preparation for l>t-:itli.

Vasques, satisfied in his mind that there was nothing
extraordinary in the danger, persevered to pass the (.'ape in

spite of all difficulties. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 111.

=
Syn. To keep on, hold on, stick to (one's work). See

assiduity.

II. t traiix. To continue; cause to abide or
remain steadfast or unchanged.
The Holy chost preserve you, your wife, and family,

and persevere his grace in you unto the end.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 20.
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persevering (por-se-ver'ing). p. a. Persisting
in any business nr course begun; constant in

the execution of a purpose or enterprise: as, a

//'. r i nil;/ Ktlldelll.

perseveringly (per-se-ver'in-li), aili: In a

persevering manner; with perseverance or con-
tinued pursuit of what is undertaken,

rsewet, r. An obsolete form at pursue.
ersian (ptVshnn), . and H. [= OF. pcrgien,

/H-rxnn, F. persan = Sp. Pg. It. )>< rsi<n>, < L. UK

if /Vr.w(ii//.s, < I'rrxin, /'/;.</*,< (ir. llepaif, Per-

Hia, < OPers. I'iirxn, Hers. Pars ( > Ar. fan), Per-
sia. Cf. Parsec.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Persia, in any of the various limitations of the
name, (a) An ancient region near the Persian Gulf, near-

ly corresponding to the modern Karsistan, and the nucleus
of the Persian empire. (6) An ancient empire urnlri UK-

Acheemenians, and later restored under the Sassanians,

comprising at Its height the greater part of western Asia
with Egypt, etc. (<) A later kingdom, now extending
from Russia and the Caspian southward to the Persian

Gulf, and from Turkey eastward to Afghanistan and Balu-
chistan (called Iran by the Persians).
Hence (from the luxury of the ancient Per-

sians) 2t. Splendid; magnificent; luxurious;
soft.

I do not like the fashion of your garments; you will

say they are Persian attire ; but let them be changed.
Shak., Lear, Iti. 6. 85.

Our men are not onlie become willow, bat a great manie,
through Persian dellcacie crept in among vs, altoglther of

straw. Harrum, I. 212, col. 1, quoted Dy Ellis.

Persian apple, the peach. Persian bed, a mattress, or
framed cushion, so tufted and covered with such material
that it has a certain decorative character and may serve as
either a bed or a sofa. Persian berries, the fruit of one
of several buckthorns, as Khammu infecttiriut, R. saxatttit,
K. fileoidff, and perhaps others. They afford in decoction

bright-yellow and green dyes applicable to woolen mate-
rials, Including that of Oriental carpets, and also em-
ployed in cotton-printing, paper-staining, and leather-

dressing. They are grown in France, Spain, Asia Minor,
etc., as well as In Persia, and are distinguished as Avignon
grains or berries, Spanish berries, etc., though by dyers they
are indiscriminately called Persian berrie*. Also called

yellow berries. Persian blinds. Same as persiennes,
Persian carpet, cat. See the nouns. Persian cord,
a material for women's dresses, resembling rep, made of
cotton and wool. Diet, of Needlework. Persian deer.
(a) Cerms maral. (&) Damn mesopotamiea, related to the
common fallow-deer. Persian drill, dualism, era. See
the nouns. Persian fire, in pathol., same as anthrax.
Persian gazel, Gaiella subgutturosa. Persian insect-
powder. See insect powder. Persian lily, a plant of
the genus Fritillaria (f. Persica\ a native of Persia, cul-
tivated as a garden-flower. Persian lynx. Same as cara-
cal. Persian morocco, a kind of morocco leather much
used in bookbinding. It may be finished by graining in

any style, but for the most part it is seal-grained that

is, finished on the grain side in imitation of the grain of
sealskin. It is mostly made in Germany, from the skins
of hairy sheep called Persian goats, whence its name is de-
rived. Persian tick, Argat persieus. See Argas. Per-
sian ware, a kind of pottery, introduced by English
makers about 1883, in which decoration is freely applied,
modeled in low relief with a semi-transparent glaze, which
appears darker in color where it is thicker, as in the hol-

lows, and lighter on the projections. Persian wheel.
See wheel.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of ancient
or of modern Persia. The modern Persians are
a mixed race, in part descended from the an-
cient Iranians. 2. The language spoken in

Persia, a member of the Iranian branch of the

Aryan or Indo-European family of languages.
Modern Persian dates from about A. D. 1000 ; older dia-

lects are the Avestan or Zend, and the language of the
Acheemenlan cuneiform inscriptions.

3. Iii arch., a male figure draped in the an-
cient Persian manner, and serving in place of
a column or pilaster to support an entablature.
See atlantes and caryatid. 4. A thin, soft, and
fine silk used for linings and the like.

One ditto [nightgown] of red and white broad strlpt
Thread Sattin, lined with a green and white Persian.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[1. 161.

persiana (per-si-a'na), n. [NL.: see Persian,

H., 4, jtersienne.'] A silk stuff decorated with

large flowers. Diet, of Xeedlfwork.
Persic (per'sik), a. and n. [= F. Persique =
Sp. Pg. It. Persico (cf . D. Per:isch = G. Persiscli

= Sw. Dan. Persist), < L. Persicun, < Gr. Htpat-

Kuf, Persian, < Ilepoif, Persia: see Persian. Cf.

peach1
,
from the same source.] Same as Per-

xiitll.

Persica (per'si-ka), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< L. perttica, peach: see peach 1

.] A genus of
trees (the peach), now merged in Prvnua.

persicaria (per-si-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (cf. Ml,.

IX'rsifdriiin, peach-tree), <. L. pcrgicum, a peach:
see peachi.J The plant lady's-thumb, Poly-
</intm Persicaria; also, the garden species P.
orientals (see prince's-featlier, 2). Also called

peaclncort. See li<'<trt's-catte,2(b) Water-persi-
caria, Polygonum amphibiuin, a species common in the
north temperate zone, with dense spikes of rather large
bright rose-red flowers.

persistence

persicary (per'si-kii-ri), n. [< F. i>frnii-iiirr =
!Sp. Pg. It. pcrxirurui, < NL. pirtticuriu, fj. v.]
Kame as persiraria.
Persicize (per'si-si/), v. t.; pret. and pp. /

ci::nl, ppr. ri-rxiri:inf/. [< Permc + -i:e.~\ To
make Persian

;
assimilate in any way to some-

thing Persian.

"India," the abstract form of a word derived through
the Oreeks from the I'traicucd form of the .Sanskrit >lil)m,
a river, pre-eminently the Indus. Kncyc. Brit., XII. 7.S1.

persicot(per'si-kot), H. [Alsopcnerot ; < F. /HI
-

niciit, < Ij. /i<-ivii'iim. a peach: see ^v/r/i'.] A
cordial prepared by macerating in alcohol lem-

on-peel and different spices with a large pro-
portion of the kernels of peaches, apricots, or
similar fruits Persicot-water, a sweet syrup fla-

vored In a manner similar to perslcot cordial, but much
weaker, having but little alcohol.

persienne (per-si-en'), . [F., fem. of OF. /
/

-

sien, Persian: see Persian, n.,4.] An Eastern
cambric or muslin printed with colored pat-
terns.

persiennes (pr-si-en'), n.pl. [F., pi. of )>-
sienne, fem. of OF. persien, Persian: see fer-

xiiut.] Outside window-shutters made of thin

movable slats fastened in a frame on the prin-

ciple of the Venetian blind. Also called Per-
sian blinils.

persiflage (F. pron. per'si-flazh), n. [F., < pcr-
siflcr, banter, quiz, < \i.per, through, + F. sif-

fler, hiss, whistle, < L. sibilare, sifilare, hiss:

see sibilant."] Light, flippant banter; idle,

bantering talk or humor; an ironical, frivo-

lous, or jeering style of treating or regarding
a subject, however serious it may be.

I hear of Brougham from Sefton, with whom he passes
most of his spare time, to relieve hli mind by small talk

persiflage, and the gossip of the day.
Grerille, Memoirs, March 15, 1831.

persiflate (per'si-flat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. per-

siflated, ppr. persiflattng. K F. persiflcr, ban-
ter (see persiflage), + -ate*.] To indulge in

persiflage, or light, flippant banter. [Rare.]
We talked &\\(\ persiflated all the way to London.

Thackeray, Letters, 1848.

persifleur (per-si-fler'), n. [F., < persiflcr: see

persiflage.] One who indulges in persiflage ;
a

banterer
; a quiz.

No people ever were so little prone to admire at all as
the French of Voltaire. Persiflage was the character of
their whole mind. . . . They feel withal that, if persiflage
be the great thing, there never was such a persifleur.

Carlyle

persimmon (per-sim'on), n. [Also persimoti;
Amer. Ind.] 1. One of several species of the

genus Diospyros; primarily, D. f'irginiana of
North America, the date-plum, a tree common
in the South, growing to a height of 60 feet.
The hard fine wood of the species is used in turnery, etc. ,

and especially for shuttles. The black or Mexican per-
simmon, or chapote, is D. Texana of Mexico and Texas,
with a small black sweet and insipid fruit; Its wood is

probably the best American substitute for box. D. KaH
Is the Japanese persimmon.
2. The fruit of any of the above-named trees.
That of D. Virginiana is an inch in diameter, Is extreme-

ly astringent when green, and is sometimes used as a

remedy for diarrhea ; when frosted or thoroughly ripe it

is sweet and edible. With other ingredients it yields a
domestic beer. Not a huckleberry to one's persim-
mon, not to be compared with one ; Insignificant In com-
parison with one. [Southern t". 8.] That 's persim-
mons or all persimmons I that'sflne! [Southern U.S.]
The longest pole knocks tee persimmon, success

falls to him who has the most advantages. [Southern
U. 8.)

persio (per'si-o), n. A powder used in dyeing:
same as cudbear.
Persism (per'sizm), n. [< Gr. as if "Uepaiafiof,
< Hepaifetv. act, think, or speak with or like the

Persians, < UfpmK, a Persian : see Persian.'] A
Persian idiom.

persist (p^r-sisf), r. i. [< F. persister = Sp.
Pg. persistir = It. persistere, < L. persistere, con-

tinue, persist, < per, through, + sisterc, causal
of stare, stand : see stand. Cf. assist, etc.] To
continue steadily and firmly in some state,
course of action, or pursuit, especially in spite
of

opposition, remonstrance, etc.; persevere,
especially with some degree of obstinacy.

Thus to penift
In doing wrong extenuates not wrong,
But makes it much more heavy.

S*o*., T. and C., IL 2. 188.

As you have well begun, and well gone forward, so well
persist and happily end.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 71.

It was otherwise in Saul, whom Jesus threw to the
ground with a more angry sound than these persecutors;
but Saul rose a saint, and they persisted devils.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 320.

persistence (per-sis'tens), n. [Also i>er#istance ;

< F. persistance = Sp. Pg. perswtencia = It. per-



persistence

sistenza, < ML. 'persistentia, < L. persistences,

persistent: see persistent.] 1. The quality of

being persistent; steady or firm adherence to

or continuance in a state, course of action, or

pursuit that has been entered upon; especially

(of persons), a more or less obstinate persever-

ance; perseverance notwithstanding opposi-

tion, warning, remonstrance, etc. 2. The con-

tinuance of an effect after the cause which first

gave rise to it is removed : as, the persistence
of

the impression of light on the retina after the

luminous object is withdrawn ;
the persistence

of force Persistence of force, the law of mechanics.
The phrase was introduced by Herbert Spencer to sum
up all the laws of mechanics, especially the two principles
of the permanence of matter and the conservation of en-

ergy. The law of action and reaction may be considered
as consisting in the persistence of the algebraic sum of the
momenta ; and in fact every such law may be stated in an

Integrated form which contains an arbitrary constant in-

dependent of the time. Persistence of vision, the con-
tinuance of a visual impression upon the retina of the eye
after the exciting cause is removed. The length of time
varies with the intensity of the light and the excitability
of the retina, and ordinarily is brief, though the duration

may be for hours or even days. The after-image may be
either positive or negative, the latter when the bright
parts appear dark and the colored parts in their corre-

sponding contrast-colors. It is because of this persis-
tence that, for example, a firebrand moved very rapidly
appears as a line or circle of light. The phenakistoscope,
zoetrope, and other similar contrivances depend for their

effect upon this principle. =SyTL 1. Industry, Application,
etc. (see assiduity), pertinacity, doggedness.

persistency (per-sis'ten-si), . [As persistence
(see -cy).] Same as persistence, 1.

By this hand, thou thinkest me as far In the devil's book
as thou and Kalstatf for obduracy and persistency.

Skat., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 50.

persistent (per-sis'tent), a. [= F.persistant=
Sp. Pg. It. persistence, < L. persisten(t-)s, ppr. of

persistere, persist:
see persist.'] 1. Persisting

or continuing in spite of opposition, warning,
remonstrance, etc.

; refusing to cease or give up
some action, course, or pursuit; persevering:
as, a persistent beggar; persistent attempts to
do something.

Henceforward rarely could she front in hall,
Or elsewhere, Modred's narrow foxy face,

Heart-hiding smile, and gray persistent eye.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2. That endures
; enduring.

Strange that some of us, with quick alternate vision,
see beyond our infatuations, and, even while we rave on
the heights, behold the wide plain where OUT persistent
self pauses and awaits us.

George Eliot, Middleman*, I. 168.

Matter is indestructible, motion is continuous, and be-
neath both these universal truths lies the fundamental
truth that force is persistent. J. Fiike, Idea of God, p. 160.

3. Specifically (a) In bot., continuing with-
out withering: opposed to caducous, deciduous,
or marcescent: as, a, persistent calyx (one re-

maining after the corolla has withered). (6) In

zool., perennial ; holding to morphological char-

acter, or continuing in functional activity; not

degenerate, deciduous, or caducous, as a part
or an organ: as, persistent types of structure;
the persistent horns of cattle or gills of newts.
There are several groups which show special marks of

degeneracy. Such are the reduced maxillary bones and
persistent gills of the Proteida.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 333.

4. Repeated; continual.

The persistent breathing of such air tends to lower all
kinds of vital energy, and predisposes to disease.

Huxley and Youmane, Physiol., 128.

Persistent character, in morphology, a character not
necessarily essential, but found through a large series of
species or groups. Such a character is said to persist as
we ascend in the scale of structure. Persistent pulp
See dental palp, under dental.

persistently (per-sis'tent-li), adv. So as to per-
sist; in a persistent manner; with persistency,
persistingly (per-sis'ting-li), adv. In a persist-
ing manner; perseveringly; steadily,

persistiye (per-sis'tiv), a. [< persist + -ive.~\

Steady in persisting ; persevering ; persistent.
To find iiersistiix constancy In men.

Shalr., T. and C., 1. S. 21.

persolvet (per-solv'), v. t. [= Pg. persolver =
It. persolvere, < L. persolvere, discharge or re-
lease completely, pay, pay out, give, render, <

per, through, + solvere, loose, release: see
solve.] To pay in full or wholly.
Or els l.m. crounes [were] yerely to be persolued & paied

within the toure of London, by the space of ix yeres
Hall, Hen. IV., an. 14.

Yea, if all thynges must be persolued that hath bene
promysed in papisme, then must king Johas most iniuri-
ouse & hurtful vowe be also fulfilled in al his successours.

Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 83.

person (per'spn or per'sn), n. [< ME. person,
persun, persone, prrnoun, parson, a person or
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parson, < OF. persone, person, parson, F. per-
sonne, person, = Sp. persona = Pg. pessoa = It.

persona, a person, character, = OFries. persona,
persenna, persinna, person, parson, = MD. per-

soon, D. persoon, person, character, = MLG.
persone, person, character, parson, = MHG.
persone, person, G. person, person, = Icel. per-

sona, personi, person, parson, = Sw. Dan. per-

son, person, personage, character, < L. persona,
a mask for actors, hence a personage, charac-

ter, or a part represented by an actor, a part
which one sustains in the world, a person or

personage, ML. also a parson; said to be de-

rived, with lengthening of the radical vowel,
< personare, sound through, resound, make a
sound on a musical instrument, play, call out,

etc., < per, through, + sonare, sound, < sonus,
sound: see sonant, sounds. The orig. sense
'mask' is late in E., and is a mere Latinism.]
If. A mask anciently worn by actors, cover-

ing the whole head, and varying according to

the character to be represented ; hence, a mask
or disguise.

Certain it is that no man can long put on a person and
act a part but his evil manners will peep through the
corners of the white robe.

Jer. Taylor, Apples of Sodom, Hi.

2. The character represented by such a mask
or by the player who wore it

; hence, charac-

ter; role; the part which one assumes or sus-

tains on the stage or in life.

From his first appearance upon the stage, in his new
person of a sycophant or juggler, instead of his formerpcr-
son of a prince, he [Perkin Warbeck] was exposed to the
derision not only of the courtiers, but also of the common
people. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 186.

I then did use the person of your father ;

The image of his power lay in me.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2. 74.

I must take upon me the person of a philosopher, and
make them a present of my advice.

Steele, Guardian, No. 141.

3. A human being; a man, woman, or child;
an individual; in a broader sense, a self-con-

scious being. See def. 9, and personality, 1.

Nyghe that Cytee of Tyberie is the Hille where cure
Lord fedde 5 thousand Persones with 5 burly Loves and 2
Fisshes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 116.

There were some Hundreds of Coaches of Persons of
the best Quality. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 6.

Person ... is a thinking intelligent being, that has
reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the
same thinking thing, in different times and places.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxvii. 9.

Passing to the higher level of intellection, we come at

length upon the concept which every intelligent being
more or less distinctly forms of himself as a person, M. or
N. . having such and such a character, tastes, and convic-

tions, such and such a history, and such and such an aim
in life. J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 84.

4f. An individual of importance, distinction, or

dignity ;
a personage.
And on her hedde she had a croune ;

Her semed well an high persoun,
For round enuiron her crownet
Was full of rich stones fret. Rom. of the Rose.

As I'm a Person, I'll have you bastinado'd with Broom-
sticks. Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 11.

5. In an affected sense, an individual of no im-

portance or not entitled to social recognition :

commonly applied to female servants or em-
ployees : as, a capable young person as milli-

ner's assistant; a respectable person as cook.

[Colloq.,Eng.]
The "

young person "of the quite ordinary middle classes,
presumably so much brighter, and so much fuller of in-

itiative, than the youth with whom she condescends to
consort. The Academy, June 15, 1889, p. 420.

6f. The rector of a parish; a parson. See par-
son.

And now persones han parceyued that freres parte with
hem,

Thise possessioneres preche and depraue freres.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 143.

The person of the toun hir fader was.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 23.

Jerom was vicar of Stepnie, and Garrard was person of
Honie-lane.

Holinshed, Chron. of England, p. 953. (Latham.)

7. The human form in its characteristic com-
pleteness ; the body of the livingman orwoman
with all that belongs to it

; bodily form ;
exter-

nal appearance: as, offenses against the person;
the king's person was held sacred

; the adorn-
ment of the person.

King Henry, our great master, doth commit
His person to your loyalty.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 3.

At our arrival!, a Soldier convey'd us to the Governor,
where our names were taken, and o' persons examin'd
very strictly. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 12, 1641.

The person of the orator was in perfect harmony with
his oratory. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

personage

8. In liol. and morpliol., an individual in a nar-

row sense, as the shoot or bud of a plant, a poly-

pite or medusa, a zoo'id, etc. In the nomenclature
of the parts of hydroid polyps some authors recognize (1)

locomotive, (2) nutritive, (3) protective, (4) tentacular, and
(5)generative persons, represented respectively by the nec-

tocalyces, stomachal parts, hydrophyllia, nematocysts, and
medusa;, or their equivalents. Also persona.
9. In law: (a) A living human being. (6) A
human being having rights and duties before
the law; one not a slave. In old Koman law
slaves were not considered to be persons, (c)
A being, whether natural or artificial, whether
an individual or a body corporate other than
the state, having rights and duties before the
law. 10. [cap. or 1. c.] In theol., a term used
in definitions of the Trinity for what is indi-

vidual in the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, dis-

tinguishing one from the other: opposed to

essence, which denotes what is common to

them.

For there is one Person of the Father, another of the

Son, and another of the Holy Ghost. Athanasian Creed.

What I denominate a Person is a substance of the Di-

vine essence which is related to the others and yet distin-

guished from them by an incommunicable property.
Calvin's Institutes, i. 13.

11. In gram., one of three relations in which
a subject stands related to a verb, and which
are in many languages distinguished by differ-

ences in the form of the verb itself: namely,
the first person, that of the speaker ;

the second,
that of the one spoken to ; and the third, that
of the person or thing spoken of.

Person is the face of a word, quhilk in diverse formes of

speach it diverselie putes on : as, I, Peter, say that thou
art the sou of God. Thou, Peter, sayes that I am the son
of God. Peter said that I am the son of God.

A. Bume, Orthographic (E. E. T. 8.), p. 27.

Artificial person, in law, a corporation or body poli-
tic, sometimes termed legal person. See natural person,
below. Confident person. See confident. Confuta-
tion of the person, diversity of person, etc. See con-

futation, etc. Generative person. See generative. In
person, (a) As regards the body orexternal appearance: as,
he was not agreeable in person, (b) In the flesh ; actually ;

with bodily presence, and not by deputy or representative :

as, he came in person; he paid the money in person.
Jurisdiction o t the person. See jurisdiction, 1 . Legal
person. Same as artificial person. Locomotive, nutri-
tive, etc., person. See the adj ectives. Naturalperson
in law, a human being, in contradistinction to an artificial

person. See corporation. Persons Of color. Seecofrw.

Protective, tentacular, etc.
, person. See the adjectives.

Third person, (a) See def. 11.
(6)

The Holy Ghost, (c)
An expression common in legal phraseology to indicate

any one not a party to a contract, relation, or legal proceed-
ing under consideration : as, the liability of members of a

corporation to third persons. = Syn. 2-4. Person, Indi-

vidual, Personage. Person is the most general and com-
mon word for a human being, of either sex and of any age
or social grade, without emphasizing the fact that there
is but one, or, if there are more than one, viewing them
severally : as, I met a person who said, etc. Individual
views a person as standing alone, or persons as standing
separately before the mind : as, the rights of the individual ;

the rights of individuals; it is incorrect to use individual
for person unemphatically : as, there were several individ-
uals in the room. A personage is an important, distin-

guished, or illustrious person : hence, the state has been
called a great moral personage."*

persont (per'son), v. t. [< person, n.} To repre-
sent as a person ; personify. Milton.

persona (per-so'na), n. ; pl.personse (-ne). [NL.,
< L. persona : see person.] In biol., same as

person, 8.

personable (per'son-a-bl) ,
a. [< OF. personable,

personnable; as person + -able.] 1. Having a
well-formed body or person ;

of good appear-
ance; comely; presentable.

Her feigning fancie did pourtray
Him such as fittest she for love could find,

Wise, warlike, personable, courteous, and kind.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 5.

The people, he affirmed, were white, comely, long-beard-
ed, and very personable. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 407.

2. In law: (a) Qualified to maintain pleas in
court. (6) Competent to take anything granted
or given. 3f. Personally visible; able to be
interviewed.

My saied lorde of Winchester saied unto the kyng that
the kyng his father, so visited with sickenesse, was not

personable. Hall, Hen. VI., f. 13. (HalliweU.)

personableness (per'son-a-bl-nes), 11. Bodily
form; stature; personage.
They [of Japan] much esteeme a tall pergonablenesse :

they plucke off the haires on their head, . . . leauing but
a little growing behinde. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 623.

persons, n. Plural of persona.
personage (per'son-aj), n. [< OF. personage,
F. personnage = Pr. personatge = Sp. personajv
= Pg. personagem = It. personaygio. < ML. per-
sonaticum, also, after OF. personagium, dramat-
ic representation, personation, also an image,
also a parsonage (see parsonage), < L. persona.



personage

person: see ywwHi.] 1. A person represented ;

a mli- or |.:nt assumed or played; a character.

Some persons must be found, already known in history,
wliiiin we niiiy make the actors and personages tit this falile.

W. Ilromne, View of Ki>ick Poesy.

There is but one genuinely living personage in all the

plays, and his features are those of Victor Hugo.
Ufa I'rincfton Itec., III. 16.

2. A person; an individual ; especially,
u man

or woman of Importance or distinction.

In the Porch there sate
A comely perwuutge of stature tall.

Spenser, V. (J., II. xll. 46.

Vou an more saucy with lords and honourable person-
ages than the commission of your birth ami virtue gives

you heraldry. Shalt., All's Well, ii. :(. -X*.

At the first glance, Phojbe saw an elderlypersonage, in an
old-fashioned dressing-gown of failed dama.sk, and wear-

Ing his gray or almost white hair of an unusual length.
II, iii-ni::i IH-. Seven Gables, vli.

"The Theatre of all my actions is fallen," said an antique
pminMije when his chief friend was dead.

George KIM, Middleman*, 111. 24.

3f. Bodily form; external appearance; person.
In respect of theyr owne tallies and goodlye iterttonages

al the dalles for the most part accompt vs but dwarfs.

Ooldiiui, tr. of Cmsar, foL 62.

The damzell well did vew his personage,
And liked well. Spenser, F. Q., III. II. 20.

My mother's name was Eleanor. . . . She was of proper
personage ; of a browne complexion. Evelyn, Diary, p. 6.

= Syn. 2. Individual, etc. Use person.

persona grata (per-so'ua gra'ta). [L.: persona,
person (see person) ; grata, fern, of gratus, be-

loved, dear (see grate*).} A person who is

acceptable; one in favor: as, an ambassador
must be persona grata to the sovereign to whom
he is accredited.

personal (per'sou-al), a. and . [< ME. personal,
< OF. personal, personel, F. personnel = Pr. Sp.

personal = Pg. personal, pessoal = It. personate,
\ LL. personalis, belonging to a person (as a
term of law), < L. persona, person : see person.]
I. a. 1. Pertaining to a person or self-con-

scious being as distinct or distinguished from
a thing; having personality, or the character
of a person ;

self-conscious ; belonging to men
and women, or to superhuman intelligences,
and not to animals or things: as, a personal
God; the personal object of a verb. 2. Per-

taining, relating,
or peculiar to a person or self-

conscious individual as distinct or distinguish-
ed from others or from the community; indi-

vidual : as, not a public but a personal matter
;

personal interests; personal property, etc.

Seeing Virtues are but personal, Vices only are commu-
nicative. Hater, Chronicles, p. 107.

We are impressed with an irresistible conviction of our
personal identity, /'. Stewart, Philos. Essays, I. I. 1.

In the midst of a corrupt court he had kept hl&versonal

Integrity unsullied. Macaulay, Ifist. Eng., vii.

The [Roman] citizen, as the AcU of the Apostles alone
would teach us, had valuable personal privileges.

t-'. A. t-'i;; iiinu, Amer. Lecte., p. 331.

3. Proper or directly applicable to a specific
person or individual, or to his character, con-

duct, etc.
; pointed, directed, or specifically ap-

plicable or applied, especially in a disparaging
or offensive sense or manner, to some particu-
lar individual (either one's self or another):
as, a personal paragraph ; personal abuse

; per-
miiidl remarks.

Splenetic, personal, base,
A wounded thing with a rancorous cry.

Tennyson, Maud, x. 2.

You have never seen the young lady ; you can have no
personal feeling about her, one way or other.

Mrs. Orailr, Young Mrs. Jardlne, vli.

4. Relating to one's self, or one's own experi-
ences : as, personal reminiscences.
The Divine Comedy Is a personal narrative. Dante Is

the eye-witness and ear-witness of that which he relates.

Macaulaif, Milton.

Nothing short of personal experience affords sufficient
evidence of a supernatural occurrence.

Folder, Shaftesbury and llutcheson, p. 121.

5. Done, effected, or made in person, and not

by deputy or representative : as, a personal ap-
pearance; a personal interview; personal ser-
vice of a summons ; personal application is ne-

cessary.
With great dyffyculte he pacyfyed them agayn for that

tyme, and brought them to personal! coinmnnycaclon, and
lastly to amyable and frendely departytiKc.

Fabyan, Chrou., II., an. 1407.

The daughter of the King of France . . .

Importunes personal conference with his grace.
Shot., L. L. L., II. 1. 32.

6f. Present in person.
Cut me off the heads

of all the favourites that the absent king
In deputation left behind him here,
When he was personal in the Irish war.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 88.
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7. Of or pertaining to the person or bodily
form ; belonging to the face or figure ; corporeal:
as, personal beauty.

It was the fame of this herolck constancy that deter-

mined his Hoyal Highness to desire in marriage a princess
whose persoiutl charms . . . were now become the least

part of her character. Addition, Freeholder, No. 21.

8. In ;//<//., denoting or pointing to the person;
expressing the distinctions of the tluvc pri-

sons: us. a fii-rsnual pronoun; a personal verb.
-Chattel personal, see chattel. - Personal action.
In law: (a) An action that can be brought only by the

person who 1s supposed to be injured, (b) An action for

the recovery of money or specific chattels, (c) Any ac-

tion other than one for the recovery of land. Personal
acts of Parliament, statutes relating to particular PIT

sons, such as an act authorizing a person to change hia

naiii.-, itc. Personal assets. See assets, l. Personal
bond, in 8MilMi a boml which acknowledges receipt of a
sum of money, and binds the grantor, his heirs, executors,
and successors to repay the sum at a specified time, with
a penalty in case of failure and interest on the sum while
the same remains unpaid. Personal diligence or exe-
cution, in Scot* law, a process which consists of arrest-

ment, poinding, and imprisonment. Personal equa-
tion. See r/y/i'o. Personal estate (in lands), an es-

tate the duration of which can be definitely determined
or computed in time when it is created, such as an estate

for a term of years, as contrasted with an estate for life.

Seepersonal property. Personal Identity, the condition
of remaining the same person or of retaining all the per-
sonal characteristics throughout the changes of mental
and bodily life; continuity of personality. Personal-lib-
erty laws, In If. S. hut., during the slavery period, laws

passed by several Northern States, in order to secure to

persons accused of being fugitive slaves the rights of trial

by jury and of habeas corpus, which were refused to them
by the fugitive-slave laws. Personal medals, in mi-mit.,
medals commemorating persons, as distinguished from
medals commemorating events. Personal pronoun, in

irn in
, one of the pronouns /, we, thou, you, he, she, it,

they. Personal property, movables; chattels: things
subject to the law which applies to the person, as money,
jewels, furniture, etc., as distinguished from real estate.

(See chattel, estate, and real.) Personal property usually
consists of things temporary and movable, but includes all

subjects of property not of a freehold nature, nor descen-
dible to the heirs at law. (Kent.) Originally called per-
sonal because the remedy for deprivation was to recover

damages enforceable against the person of the defen-
dant. In the law of England the distinction between real

and personal property is very nearly the same as the distinc-

tion between heritable and movable property in the law of

Scotland. Personal representatives, (a) Executors
and administrators, (b) Those who succeed to property and
rights by virtue of a personal relation, or as deemed to rep-
resent in law the person. Personal rights, the rights
which pertain to the person, including the right to life, the

right to immunity from attacks and injuries, and the right

equally with others similarly circumstanced to control
one'sown actions. Cooley. Personal security, the secur-

ity afforded by the obligation of one or more natural per-

sons, as distinguished from that secured by a pledge or

mortgage of real or personal property. Personal ser-
vice, (a) In the law ofprocedure, delivery to the person, as

distinguished from constructive service, such as by publica-
tion and mailing, (b) In the law of real property, such a
servitude as has not been constituted for the advantage of

the estate, but has been grantedon another's estate, only for

the use of a person. A ngcll. Personal supposition, the

acceptation of a common name to denote the things which
come under the class it signifies : thus, in the proposition
" a man is running," the word man has a personal supposi-
tion. Personal tithes, tithes from profits arising from
manual occupations, trade, fisheries, etc. that is, the
tenth part of the clear gains as distinguished from the

proceeds of agricultural labor. Personal transaction.
In some modern statutes as to evidence, a transaction haa
in person, as distinguished from one had through agents
in the absence of the person. Personal verb, in yram.,
a verb-form having a personal character, or taking a sub-

ject; a true or finite verb-form ; not an inflnitive or par-
ticiple.

II. M. 1. In law, any movable thing, either

living or deadI; a movable. 2. A short notice
or paragraph in a newspaper referring to gome
person or persons.
Personales (per-so-na'lez), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), so called from the personate corolla ;

< L. persona, a mask: see person.} A cohort
of eight orders of dicotyledonous gamopetalous
plants of the series Bicarpellatse, known by the

commonly personate or two-lipped corolla,
the smaller rudimentary or obsolete posterior
stamen, and the two carpels with numerous
ovules, or with two, one placed above the other.
It includes the extensive and mainly herbaceous Scrophu-
It, fin. Acanthus, and Gesnera families; the broom-rapes,
parasitic plants ; the bladderworts, aquatic ; the pedalium
family, strong-scented herbs ; and the bignoula and colu-
mcllia families of trees and shrubs.

personalisation, personalise. See personali-
:<iti<t, personalize.

personalism (per'son-al-ism), n. [= F.person-
Halixnn-: < personal + -ism.'] The character of

being personal.
personalist (per'son-al-ist), n. [< personal +
-ist.] In journalism, a writer or editor of per-
sonal notes, anecdotes, etc.

As a witty and slashing political prrsonalitt, as an editor
of his kind, ... he was considered by friend and foe as
without an equal. The Sation, June 15, 1876, p. 332.

personality (pf-r-so-narj-ti), .; pi. permniuli-
tit'x(-tr/.). [< F.

personalty

= Sp. personaliilatl = I'fj. imrxuimliiliuli = It.

in fKoinililii, < Ml.. i>ii:--niiiililii{
t- ).<, < I,],, /iii.-n-

Hiilix, personal: *! /;>. Cf. /r.w/fy.] 1.

The essential character of a person us <li*tin-

guighed from a thing; self-consciousness; ex-

istence as a self-conscious being; also, per-
sonal qualities or endowments considered col-

lectively; a person. As a philosophical term

IH ,-*<ni<iliiil commonly impheg personal iden-

tity. Sec iM'rxnnal.

Now that which can contrive, which can design, must
be a person.

These capacities constitute personality, for

they imply consciousness of thought.
I'alry, Nat Theol., xiiil.

All mankind place their personality In something that
cannot be divided, or consist of parts. . . . When a man
loses his estate, his health, his strength, he is still the
same person, and has lost nothing of his personality, . . .

A person Is something Indh iil>le, and Is what Leibnitz
calls a monad. Reid, Intellectual Powers, III. 4.

In order to become majestic, it (a procession) should lie

viewed from some vantage-point, ... for then, by Its re-

moteness, It melts all the petty personalities of which It

Is made up Into one broad mass of existence.

Hawthorne, Seven Cables, xi.

God, before whom ever lie bare
The abysmal depths of Personality.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

The personality of God ought not ... to be conceived
as individual, but as a total, universal personality ; and, In-

stead of personifying the absolute, it is necessary to leant
to conceive it as personifying itself to infinity.

Vcitch, Introd, to Descartes's Method, p. clxxvl.

2. A pergonal characteristic or trait.

I now and then, when she teases me with praises which
Hickman cannot deserve, In return fall to praising those

qualities and personalities in Lovelace which the other
never will have.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 138. (Dames.)

3. Limitation to particular persons or classes.

During the latter half of that century the important step
was made of abolishing the personality of the code, and ap-

plying it to all persons, of whatever race, living within the

territory. Brougham.

4. Direct applicability or application, as of a

remark, an allusion, etc., to a person or indi-

vidual: as, the personality of a remark.
Not being supported by any personality (though some

guessed it to be directed at the character of the late Lord

Melcombe), It [a play] was not received with those bursts
of applause so common to his higher-seasoned entertain-
ments. W. Cooke, Life of S. Foote, I. 75.

5. An invidious or derogatory remark made to

or about a person, or his character, conduct,
appearance, etc.: as, to indulge in personalities.
Mr. Tili.it had looked higher and higher since his gin

had become so famous ; and in the year '29 he had, in Mr.
Muscat's hearing, spoken of Dissenters as sneaks a per-

sonality which could not be overlooked.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiv.

6. Iii lav:, personal estate. In this sense usually

personalty Personality of laws, a phrase including
all those laws which concern the condition, state, and

capacity of persons, as the reality of lairs denotes all those
laws which concern property or things. An action in per-
sonality or personalty is one brought against the right per-
son, or the person against whom, in law, it lies.

personalization (per*son-al-i-za'shon), M. [<

personalize + -ation.] The attribution of per-
sonal qualities to that which ig impersonal ;

the
act of making personal, or of regarding some-

thing as a person ; personification. Algo spelled

personalisa tion .

Personalization [in nature-worship! exists at the outset
;

and the worship Is in all cases the worship of an indwell-

ing ghost-derived being.
U. Spencer, Pop. ScL Mo., XXV. 458.

personalize (per'son-al-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.

personalised, ppr. personalising. [= F. person-
nalixer = Sp. personalizar = Pg. personalisar ;

as personal + -ize.] To make personal ; endow
with personality; personify. Warburton. Also

spelled personalise.
Our author adopts a simple though efficacious plan of

comparison between the outward appearance of things
and places in London in 1837 and 1887. He personalizes
the two epochs, and sends them walking arm-in-arm down
the Strand. Quarterly Ret., CXLVI. 105.

personally (per'son-al-i). adv. [< ME. person-
nil;/; < personal + -fy-.] 1. In a personal man-
ner; in person; by bodily presence ; not by rep-
resentative or substitute: as, to be personally

present; to deliver a letterpersonally. 2. With
respect to an individual

;
as an individual.

Slice [Princess Margaret] bare ... a mortal hatred to
the house of Lancaster, and personally to the king.

llamn, Hist Hen. VII., p. 30.

3. As regards one's personal existence or in-

dividuality: as, to remain personally the same
being.

personalty (per'son-al-ti), . [< ME. *^-.s-
ultie, < OF. (AF.) personaltie, personalty, < ML.
personalila(t-)s, personality, personalty: see

personality.] In late, personal property, in clis-



personalty

tinction from realty, or real property. See per-

sonal, real.

Our courts now regard a man's pcrsonalti/ in a light

nearly, if not quite, equal to his realty.
Blackstone, Com., II. xxiv.

Action in personalty. See personality of laws, under

personality.

Personate Corolla of

Snapdragon (Antir-
rhinum majus).
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That alphabetic personification which enlivens all such
words as Hunger, Solitude, Freedom, by the easy magic of

an initial capital. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 2.

2. Embodiment; impersonation.
They are personifications; they are passions, talents,

opinions, virtues, vices, but not men.
Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

3. In art, the representation in the form of a

person of something abstract, as a virtue or

BUIIltfUj UUULlLCLlCALClAj lli^on-Cll, \ JJVI '/cwj

mask : see person. No L. or ML. verb "perso-
nare appears in this sense. Of. L. persona-re,

resound, play on a musical instrument (see

person).} I. trans. 1. To assume or put on the

character or appearance of; play the part of;

pass one's self off as.

The elder Brutus only personated the fool and madman
for the good of the public. Swift, Tale of a Tub, ix.

2. To assume; put on; perform; play.
Does she personate,

For some ends unknown to us, this rude behaviour?

Mamnyer, Great Duke of Florence, iv. 2.

3. To represent falsely or hypocritically; pre-
tend: with a reflexive pronoun. [Bare.]

It has been the constant practice of the Jesuits to send

oter emissaries, with instructions to personate themselves

members of the several sects amongst us. Swift.

4f. To represent by way of similitude
; typify.

The lofty cedar, royal Cymbeline,
Personates thee. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 454.

5f. To describe
;
characterize

;
celebrate.

I will drop in his way some obscure epistles of love
;

wherein . . . he shall find himself most feelingly person-
ated. S/iak., T. N., ii. 8. 173.

In fable, hymn, or song, so personating
Their cods ridiculous, and themselves past shame.

Mitton, P. R., iv. 341.

[In this passage personate is by some referred to Latin

penonare, play (celebrate with music). See etymology.)

II. intrans. To play a fictitious character.

He wrote many poems and epigrams, sundry petty com-
edies and enterludes, often-times personating with the

actors. Sir G. Buck, Hist. Eich. III., p. 76. (Latham.)

personate (per'son-at), a. [< L. pernonatus,
masked. < persona, mask : see

person.] 1 . In bot., mask-like ;

having the lower lip pushed
upward so as to close the hia-

tus between the two lips, as

in the snapdragon: said of a

gamopetalous irregular corol-

la. 2. In zool., masked or

disguised in any way. (a) Lar-

val ; not imaginal. (i>) Having a col-

oration of the face or head suggestive
of a mask ; cucullate.

3. Same as personated.
personated (per

' son - a -
ted),

p. a. Personified; impersonated; hence, feigned;

pretended; assumed: as, personated devotion.

Tut, she dissembles : all is personated
And counterfeit comes from her !

B. Jonson, New Inn, iii. 2.

The niggardliness and incompetency of this reward
shewed that he was a personated act of greatness, and that
Private Cromwell did govern Prince Oliver.

Wood, Athena; Oxou., II.

We followed the sound till we came to a close thicket,
on the other side of which we saw a young woman sitting as
it were in & personated sullenness just over a transparent
fountain. Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

personation (per-sp-na'shon), n. [< L. as if

"personatio(n-), (.personatus: seepersonate, v.}
The act of personating, or of counterfeiting
the person or character of another

; imperson-
ation False personation, in law, the offense of per-
sonating another for the purpose of fraud.

personator (per'son-a-tor), n. [< personate +
-or1 .} One who assumes the character of an-
other

; one who plays a part.

personeity (per-so-ne'i-ti),. [(person + -e-ity.}

Personality. [Rare.]
The personeity of God. Coleridge. (Webster.)

personification (per-son'1-fi-ka'shon), n. [=
F. personnification = Sp. personificacion = Pg.
personificaycCo = It. personificazione,<N"L. *per-
sonificatio(n-), < *personifieare, personify: see

personify.} 1. The act of personifying ; specifi-
cally, in rhet., a figure of speech, or a species of

metaphor, which consists in representing inani-
mate objects or abstract notions as endued with
life and action, or possessing the attributes of

living beings: prosopopoeia: as, "the floods clap
their hands," "the sun rejoieeth as a strong
man to run a race," "the mountains and the
hills shall break forth into singing," etc.
The sage, the satirist, and the seer . . . veiled his head

in allegory ; he published no other names than those of
the virtues and the vices; and, to avoid personality, he
contented himself with personification.

1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 217.

Personification. The " Church of Christ," from the west front of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris (i3th century sculpture).

vice, or of an aggregation, as a race or nation,
a body of doctrines, etc.

personificative (per-son'i-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< per-
sonificat(ion) + -ive.} Pertaining to personi-
fication; characterized by a tendency to per-
sonification or the act of personifying.

personificator (per-son'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [< per-
sonificat(ion) + -or1.} One who is given to per-

sonifying qualities or inanimate things ;
a per-

sonifier. Soiithey.

personifier (per-son'i-fi-er), n. [(personify +
-erl.} One who personifies.

personify (per-son'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. per-

sonified, ppr. personifying. [= F. personnifier
= Sp. Pg. personificar = It.personificare, < NL.
personificare, < L. persona, a person (see per-
son), + facere, make.] 1. To treat or regard as
a person; represent as a rational being; treat,
for literary purposes, as if endowed with the

sentiments, actions, or language of a rational

being or person, or, for artistic purposes, as if

having a human form and nature.

The life and action of the body being ascribed to a soul,
all other phenomena of the universe were in like manner
ascribed to soul-like beings or spirits, which are thus, in
fact, personified causes. Encyc. Brit., II. 56.

2. To impersonate; be an impersonation or
embodiment of: as, he personifies all that is

mean.

perspnization (per"son-i-za'shon), n. [< per-
sonize + -ation.} Same as impersonation orper-
sonification. Also spelled personisation.

perspnize (per'son-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. per-

sonized, ppr. personizing. [< person + -ize.}
To personify. Also spelled personise. [Bare.]
Milton has personized them [Orcus and Ades] and put

them in the Court of Chaos.
J. Richardson, Notes on Milton, p. 84.

If you would make Fortune your friend, or, to personise
her no longer, if you desire ... to be rich, ... be
more eager to save than acquire.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixx.

personnel (per-so-nel'), [F., < personnel, a. :

see 2>ersonal.} The body of persons employed
in any service, especially a public service, as
the army, navy, etc., in contradistinction to
the materiel, or material, which consists of

guns, stores, tools, machines, etc.

Persoonia (per-so'ni-a), n. [NL. (Sir J. E.

Smith, 1798), after C'. H. Persoon (died 1836),
author of "

Synopsis Plantarum" (1805-7).] A
genus of apetalous shrubs of the order Protea-

ceee, type of the tribe Persooniese, characterized

by the four distinct scales upon the stalked

ovary, and the two pendulous ovules. There are 60
species, all Australian, except one which is found in New
Zealand. They bear undivided alternate leathery leaves,
small yellow or white flowers, usually solitary in the axils,
and pulpy drupes with an extremely hard and thick stone.
P. Toro, a small evergreen tree, is known in New Zealand

perspective

as tiiro. Many species are cultivated under glass, chiefly

for the brilliant yellow flowers.

Persoonieae (per-sij-ui'e-e), n. pi. [>L. (End-

licher, 1836), < Persoonia + -ex.} A tribe of

apetalous plants of the order Protcaccee and the

series Suvumentacete, distinguished by the two

ovules, the perfect anthers, and the unequal
seed-leaves commonly much thickened. It in-

cludes 8 genera 7 Australian and 1 African,

perspective (per-spek'tiv, formerly also per'-

spek-tiv), a. and n. [I. a. < F. perspectif= Pr.

perspectiu = Sp. Pg. perspective = It. prospet-
tivo, < ML. as if "perspcctivus, < L. perspectus,

pp. of perspicere, see through, < per, through, +
specere, see. II. n. < F. perspective, the perspec-
tive art, = Sp. Pg. perspectira = It. persj>etliva,

prospettiva = D. perspektief = G. perspectiv =
Sw. Dan. perspektiv, < ML. "perupcctira, fern,

(sc. ars) of *
perspectives: see above.] I. a. 1.

Optical ; used in viewing or prospecting : used

especially in the phrase perspective glass that

is, a telescope, and specifically a terrestrial as

distinguished from an astronomical telescope.

Galilseus, a worthy astrologer, ... by the help of per-

spective glasses hath found in the stars many things un-
known to the ancients. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. 193.

God's perspective glass, his spectacle, is the whole world.

Donne, Sermons, ii.

A Cane with a Silver Head and a Black Ribbon in it, the

top of it Amber, crack'd in two or three places, part of the
Head to tuni round, and in it a Perspective Glass.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 158.

2. Of or pertaining to the art of representing
solid objects upon a flat surface. 3. Bepre-
sented in perspective ; thoroughly and duly pro-
portioned in its parts ;

not anamorphous or dis-

torted; true: as, a, perspective plan. See II.

To recommend this system to the people, a perspective
view of the court, gorgeously painted and finely illumi-

nated from within, was exhibited to the gaping multitude.

Burke, Present Discontents.

Perspective glass*. See def. l. Perspective shell, a

ptenoglossate gastropod, Solarium perspectimtm ; the sun-
dial shell.

II. n. If. A reflecting glass or combination
of glasses producing some kind of optical delu-

sion or anamorphous effect when viewed in one

way, but presenting objects in their true forms
when viewed in another.

Like perspectives, which, rightly gazed upon,
Show nothing but confusion, eyed awry
Distinguish form. Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2. 18.

A picture of a chancellor of France presented to the
common beholder a multitude of little faces ;

but if one
did look at it through a perspective there appeared only
the single pourtraicture of the chancellor.

Humane Industry. (Nares.)

2t. A magnifying-glass ; a telescope; a spy-
glass.

To spie my worth, as I have scene ilimnie eyes
To looke through spectacles, or perspectives.

Heywood, Epilogue (Works, ed. Pearson, VI. 353).

I bring
A perspective, to make those things that lie

Remote from sense familiar to thee.

Shirley, Wedding, iv. 4.

Two embroidered suits, a pocket perspective,
a dozen

pair of red-heeled shoes, three pair of red silk stockings,
and an amber-headed cane. Steele, Tatler, No. 113.

3. The art of representing solid objects on a
flat surface so that when they are viewed the

eye is affected in the same manner as it would
be by viewing the objects themselves from a

given point. By perspective, in common language, is

meant linear perspective, or the art of delineating the out-
lines of objects, of their shadows, and of their reflections.

The theory is that the positions of the delineated points
in the picture are such that if rays, or straight lines,
were drawn from the corresponding original points in the
natural objects to the eye of the spectator, and if the pic-
ture were then interposed in the right position, it would
be pierced by these rays at the points of delineation. It

follows that perspective supposes that a picture is to be
looked at with one eye placed in a particular position ;

and if it be otherwise looked at, the perspective necessarily

appears false. This position of the eye, called the ittatwn-

,

ne ; , ts rectng ne ; , vanishing plane of original plane
KCDL; DC, its intersecting line: AR, its vanishing line; HG. its

directing line: C, intersecting point of line CA"; A, its vanishing
point; G, its directing point ; KG, its director; AC, its delineation.

point, or point of siyht (which phrase with old writers has,

however, another meaning), is, according to thu directions
of most treatises, placed mnch too near the picture to

represent the mean position of a person looking at it. Ar-
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i i-ts consequently nnd il nei-esaary to m<xllfy the forms
whii-h strlet perspective would prescribe. To ascertain

li.iu n nrii/iiuil line or plant (that Is, a line or plane In

nature) Is to be delineated, we have to consider, first, the

intrnectiivj jxiiiit or line, also called the ItlttTHtua* of the

oriijiital line ur plane (that i, the point or line where the

original line or plane, extended if necessary, cuts the
.i' ilfliiiriitii'n, or the plane of the picture extended

to infinity); and, second, the vanishing p<nnt of the original

line, or the vanithiivj line of the original plane (that is,

the paint or line where the plane of delineation is cut by
a Inn- <>r ,lane ]i:i"inn tliriiiiiili the eye parallel to the

oriKlnnl line or plane). An original line Is represented by
some portion of the line from its intersecting point to Its

vanishing point ; and every line in a Riven original plane
has its itih-rsertiiiy point on tin- int'-i <--i tiiiu

r lint- and its

vanishing point on the vanishing line of that plane. It

is also proper to consider the directing plane, or plane
through the eye parallel to the picture ; the directing lint,

or line In which the directing plane cuts an original plane ;

the directing point, or point in which the directing plane
is pierced l)y an original line ; and the director, or line from
the eye to a directing point. It is further necessary to

take account of the direct radial, or principal visual rail,

being the perpendicular let fall from the eye upon the

plane of delineation ; the center of the picture, or center of
vision (called by old writers the itoint of right), being the
foot of that perpendicular ; and the principal distance, or
distance of tfte picture, being the perpendicular distance
of the plane of delineation from the eye. The ground-
plane is the level plane on which the spectator is supposed
to stand. The horizontal line, or horizon, is the line in

which the level plane through the eye cuts the picture,
passing ordinarily through the center. This would better
be termed the horizontal line at infinity, for, owing to the

dip of the horizon (which see, under dip\ it differs sensi-

bly from the delineation of the true horizon. Linear per-

spective is merely a branch of descriptive geometry, itself

an application of projective geometry. Perspective is in-

timately connected with the arts of design, and is particu-
larly necessary in the art of painting, as without a correct
ibstTvance of perspective no picture can have truth. Per-

spective is illustrated in the correctdelineation of even the

simplest positions of object*.

4. A drawing or representation in perspective ;

specifically, a painting so placed at the end of
an alley, a garden, or the like, as to present
the appearance of continuing it, and thus pro-
duce the impression of greater length or ex-
tent. Stage scenic painting is of this nature.

Towards his study and bedchamber Joynes a little gar-
den, which, tho' very narrow, by the addition of a well

painted perspective is to appearance greatly enlarged.
Evelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

5. Prospect; view; vista.

Perspectives of pleasant glades. Dryden.

I saw a long perspective of felicity before me.
i ;../:!> in HI,. Citizen of the World, xxx.

Imagination had ample range in the boundless perspec-
tive of these unknown regions.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., 11. 26.

6. Proper or just proportion ; appropriate rela-

tion of parts to one another and to the whole
view, subject, etc.

We have endeavoured, in these our partitions, to ob-
serve a kind of perspective, that one part may cast light

upon another. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 171.

Mr. Webster . . . never indulged in a weak flourish,

though he knew perfectly well how to make such exordi-

ums, episodes, and perorations as might give perspective
to his harangues. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.

Cromwell, we should gather, had found out the secret
of this historical perspective, to distinguish between the
blaze of a burning tar-barrel and the final conflagration of
all things. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 260.

Aerial perspective, in painting the art of giving due
diminution to the strength of light, shade, and colors of

objects according to their distances, to the quantity of

light falling on them, and to the medium through which
they are seen.

The painter can imitate the aerial perspective. . . . Bat
he cannot imitate the focal perspective, and still less can
he imitate the binocular perspective.

Le Conte, Sight, p. 144.

Angular perspective. See angular. Axis ofperspec-
tive. Seearrwi. Center of perspective. See center!.

Conical perspective, the art of delineating objects as
if they were projected upon a conical surface from a point
on its axis, this surface being subsequently developed.
Curious perspective, the art of delineating objects so

that, when the image of the picture in a curved mirror of
definite form and position is viewed from a fixed station, the

objects appear as in nature. Cylindrical perspective,
that variety of conical perspective in which the cone 01
delineation is a cylinder. Gauche perspective. See
yauche. In perspective, according to the laws of per-
spective ; hence, represented on a flat surface in such a
way as to convey the idea of solidity and distance. In-
verse perspective, the art of interpreting pictures in

perspective so as to ascertain the proper position of the

eye and the relative positions ana forms of the objects
represented. Isometric perspective. See isometric.

Linear perspective. See linear. Oblique perspec-
tive. Same as angular perspective. Panoramic per-
spective, that variety of cylindrical projection in wnich
the cylinder of delineation is vertical. Parallel per-
spective the perspective of a delineation in which the

plane of the picture is parallel to the side of the principal
object. Perspective plane, the surface on which the ob-

ject or picture is delineated, or the transparent surface or

plane through which the objects represented may be sup-
posed to be viewed. It is also called plane of projection,

plane of the picture, pichm-plane. Projected perspec-
tive, a modification of ordinary perspective in which the

picture is further from the eye than the original objects.
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perspective-instrument (n*r-pek'tiT-to*Bte9-
ment), . Any mechanical aid in perspective
drawing; a perspectograph. It may be a camera
lucida, a camera obscura, an arrangement of movable
strings or wires in connection with an eyepiece, or any-
thing similar.

perspectively (per-spek'tiv-li), <idc. If. Op-
tieally; as through some optical instrument.
Sec jM-rn/urlirr, n., 1.

Yes, my lord, you see them pertpectivcly, the cities turned
Into a maid, for they are all girdled with maiden walls,
that war hath never entered. Shale.

,
lieu. V., v. 2. 347.

2. According to the rules of perspective.
perspectograph (per-spek'to-graf), . [< I...

Iterspi-ctii.t (SIT i>crx/M.-i-tiri') + Gr. -jpatytiv, write.]
An instrument of various forms for obtaining
or transferring to a surface the points and out-

lines of original objects in their true relations.

perspectography (per-spek-tog'ra-fi), n. [< L.

IH-rK/>eftus (see perspective) + Gr. -ypuQia, \ypa-
ijxiv, write.] The science or theory of perspec-
tive

;
the art of delineating objects according

to the rules of perspective.
perspicable (per'spi-ka-bl), a. [< LL. perspi-

ciiliiliu, < L. perspicere, look through: see per-
spicuous.] Discernible; perceptible.
The sea, . . . to the eye without any perspicable motion.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels In Africa, p. 188.

perspicacious (per-spi-ka'shus), a. [= F. per-
spicace = Sp. Pg. perspicaz = It. pernpienee, <

L. perspicax (perspicae-), sharp-sighted, < pcr-

spicere,
see through : seeperspective.] 1. Quick-

sighted; sharp of sight.
And it [conscience] is altogether as nice, delicate, and

tender in feeling as it can be perspicacious, and quick in

seeing. South, Sermons, II. \ ii.

2. Of acute discernment.
Your perspicacious wit, and solid judgment, together

with your acquired learning, render (you) every way a
most accomplish'd and desirable patron.

Cvdu-orth, Intellectual System, Ded.

The . . . bewilderment of a respectable country gentle-
man of kindly heart, irritable temper, and not too perspi-
cacious brain, to whom the Fairy Mab had assigned such
a son as Bysshe. /-.'. Dowden, Shelley, I. 120.

Syn. Acute, shrewd, clear-sighted, sharp-witted. See
astute.

perspicaciously (per-spi-ka'shus-li), adr. In
a perspicacious manner; with quick discern-

ment.

perspicaciousness (per-spi-ka'shus-nes), n.

The character of being perspicacious ;
acute-

ness of sight; perspicacity.

perspicacity (per-spi-kas'i-ti), n. [< F. perspi-
caritt = Sp. perspicacidad = Pg. perspicacidade
= It. perspicacita, < \Ai.perspicacita(t-)s, sharp-
sightedness, < L. perspicajc (perspicae-), seeing
through : see perspicacious.] The state or char-
acterof being perspicacious, (a) Keenness or quick-
ness of sight.

Nor can there anything escape the perspicacity of those

eyes which were before light.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 2.

('0 Acuteness of discernment or understanding ; penetra-
tion ; sagacity : as, a man of great perspicacity.

Although Clod could have given to us such perspicacity
of intellect that we should never have erred, we have, not.

withstanding, no right to demand this of him.
Descartes, Prin. of Philos. (tr. by Veitch), I. 5 38.

= Syn. (6) Sagacity, etc. (see judgment), Insight

perspicacyt (per'spi-ka-si), n. [= Sp. Pg. It.

pcrspicacia, < L. perspicax (perspicae-), sharp-
sighted: see perspicacious.] Perspicacity.
You have this gift of pcrspicacy above others.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 2.

perspiciencet (pfer-spiah'ens), n. [< L. pcrspi-
cieittia, < perspicien(t-)s, ppr. otperspicere, look

through : see perspective.] The act of looking
with sharpness. Bailey.

perspicilt (per'spi-sil),
n. [< ML. perspicilliim,

a magnifying-lens, pi. perspicilla, spectacles, <

L. perspicere, look through: see perspicuous,
perspective. Cf. ML. conspicilla, spectacles,
similarly related to conspicuous, etc.] A mag-
uifying-glass ; a lens ; a telescope.

Bring all your helps and perspieils,
To see me at best advantage, and augment
My form as I come forth.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, i. 1.

Sir, 'tis a perspicU, the best under heaven.
With this 111 read a leaf of that small Iliad . . .

Twelve long miles off. Tomlcis (l\ Albumazar, I. 8.

perspicillumt (per-spi-sil'um), n. [ML. : see

l>fi'*l>icit.] Same as perspicil.

In these investigations he [Harvey] used a pmpirittum
or simple lens. Encyc. Brit., XI. 604.

perspicuity (per-spi-ku'j-ti), . [< F. penspicu-
ite = Sp. perxpicuidad= Pg. perspicuidane= It.

nerspicuita, < L. perspicttita(t-)s, transparency,
< jxrspicuus, transparent: see perspicuous.] If.

perspiration

The quality of ln-in^ perspicuous or transpa-
rent; that quality of ;i substance which renders

objects visible through it; transparency; elear-

nesH. 2. The quality of being clear to the

mind, or easily apprehended or understood;
clearness to mental vision ; freedom from ob-

seurity or ambiguity ;
that quality of writing

or language which readily presents to the mind
of another the precise ideas of the author;
clearness.

And, asmuch as you may, frame your stile lu perspicuity
and to be sensible

;
for the haughty obscure verse doth

not much delight.

Qascoigne, Steele Olas (ed. Arber), p. 86.

Perspicuity consists In the using of proper terms for
the ideas or thoughts which (a man) . . . would have
pass from his own mind into that of another.

/.*, Reading and Study.

If Clearness and Perspicuity were only to be coniulted,
the I'oet would have nothing else to do but to cloath his

Thoughts In the most plain and natural Expressions.
Addison, Spectator, No. 285.

= Syn. 2. Perspicuity, Lucidity, Clearness, Plainness. These
words, as expressing a quality of style, suggest much of

their original meaning. Perspicuity Is the quality by which
the meaning can be seen through the words, transparency.
Lucidity expresses the same Idea, or the other meaning of

lucid, that of the radiation or shining forth of the idea from
language. Clearness may have two aspects, corresponding
to the clearness with which one sees an object as separate
from other things, or to the clearness of water when It Is not
darkened in any way. Plainness rests upon the idea that

nothing rises up to Intercept one's view of the thought ; it

therefore implies, as the others do not, a simpler and home-
lier diction, etc. Clearness or perspicuity is the common
heading for that department of rhetoric which treats of

Intelligibility in methods of expression,

perspicuous (per-spik'u-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

perspicuo, < L. perspicuus, transparent, clear,

evident, < perspicere, see through: see pcr-
speclire.] If. Capable of being seen through ;

transparent ;
translucent.

As contrary causes produce the like effects, so even the
same proceed from black and white

;
for the clear and

pcrtpicttuM body effecteth white, and that white a black.
Pcacham.

2f. Obvious; plainly to be seen
; conspicuous;

evident.

The purpose is perspicuous even as substance,
Whose (crossness little characters sum up.

Shak., T. and C., i. 8. 324.

For the mines that are now so perspicuous, and by him
[Bellonlus) related, doe stand foure miles Southwest from
the aforesaid place [TroyJ. Sandys, Travalles, p. 17.

The common Gull, so perspicuous a Fop, the Women
find him out, for none of em will marry him.

Wycherley, Love in a Wood, Iv. I.

3. Clear to the understanding; that may be
easily apprehended or clearly understood ; not
obscure or ambiguous; lucid: as, ^perspicuous
statement.

The Language of an Heroic Poem should be both Per-

spicuous and Sublime. Addison, Spectator, No. 286.

= 8yn.3. See perspicuity.

perspicuously (per-spik'u-us-li), adv. In a per-
spicuous manner; clearly; plainly.

perspicuousness (per-spik'u-us-nes), . The
state of being perspicuous; perspicuity; clear-

ness to intellectual vision ; plainness ;
freedom

from obscurity or ambiguity.
perspirability (per-spir-a-bil'i-ti), . [< per-
spirablc + -ity (see -bility).] The property of

being perspirable.
perspirable (per-spir'a-bl), a. [= F.perspirable
= It. persjrirabile ; as perspire + -able.] 1. Ca-

pable of being perspired or evacuated through
the pores of the skin.

There are likewise aliments more or less perspirable.
Artmthnot, Diet, I.

2t. Capable of perspiring or emitting perspira-
tion.

Hair coraeth not upon the palms of the hands or soles
of the feet, which are parts more perspirable. Bacon.

perspirate (per'spi-rat), . i.
; pret. and pp. per-

spirateii, ppr. peritpirating. [< L. perspiratus,

pp. of pcrspirare, perspire: see perspire.] To
perspire ;

sweat. [Bare.]
I perspirate from head to heel.

Thackeray, Tltiuarsh's Carmen Lilllense, lii.

perspiration (per-spi-ra'shon), n. [< F. per-
apiration = Sp. /tei'spiracion = It. perspiraaone,
< L. *pcrx])ii'<ttio(n-), < pergpiratux, pp. of per-
spirare, perspire: see perspire.] 1. Kzcretion
of liquid from the skin, mainly by the sweat-

glands; sweating: a function of service in the
elimination of certain substances, but especially
as a means of cooling the body. It is underdirect
nervous control. 2. The liquid thus excreted ;

sweat. It consists of water holding 1 to 2 per cent
of other substances, including sodium chlorid, various

fatty acids, neutral fats, and cholesterin. Insensible
perspiration, perspiration which is so small in quantity
as to evaporate entirely and immediately. Sensible



perspiration

perspiration, perspiration which stands on the surface

of the skin. = Syn. 2. Perspiration,
Sweat. Sweat is much

the stronger word ;
hence it is by many considered inele-

gant to apply it even to the visible perspiration of human
beings.

perspirative (per-splr'a-tiv), a. (X L. as if

*perspimtivus, < perspirattis, pp. of perspirare,

perspire: see perspire.] Performing the act of

perspiration. Jolinson.

perspiratory (per-spir'a-to-ri), a. [= P. per-

ttjiinildire = Sp. perspiratorio, < L. persjnratus,

pp. of perspirare, perspire : see perspire.] Of
or pertaining to perspiration; causing or at-

tending perspiration Perspiratory ducts, the ex-

cretory ducts of the sweat-glands. Perspiratory gland.
Same as sweat-gland.

perspire (per-spir'), v.; pret. and pp. perspired,

ppr. perspiring. [< OF. perspirer, < L. per-

spirare, breathe everywhere, blow constantly
(NL. perspire, sweat), < per, through, + spi-

rare, breathe : see spirit. Cf. aspire, inspire, ex-

pire, transpire, etc.] I. intrans. If. To breathe
or blow through.

What gentle winds pergpire .' As if here
Never had been the northern plunderer
To strip the trees. Herrick, Farewell Frost.

2. To evacuate the fluids of the body through
the excretories of the skin

; perform excretion

by the cuticular pores ;
sweat. 3. To be evac-

uated or excreted through the excretories of

the skin; exude by or through the skin, as a

fluid.

A man in the morning is lighter in the scale, because
some pounds have perspired, and is also lighter unto him-
self, because he is refected.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 7.

II. trans. To emit or evacuate through the
excretories of the skin; give out through ex-

ternal pores.
Firs . . . perspire a fine balsam of turpentine. Smollett.

perstandt (per-stand'), . t. [< 2>er- + stand.

Cf. perceive, peruse.] To understand.

But, lady, say what is your will, that it I may peretand.
Peele, Clyomon and Clamydes, i. 1.

perstreperoust (per-strep'e-rus), a. [< L. per-
strcpere, make much noise, < per, through, +
*Jrepcre,rnakeanoise. Cf. obstreperous.] Noisy;
obstreperous.
You are too perstreperous, sauce-box. Ford.

perstrictivet (per-strik'tiv), a. [< L. perstric-

tus, pp. otperstringere, bind together, censure,
+ -ive.] Compressing; binding.

They. . . make no perstrictive or invective stroke against
it. Up. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 883. (Daviei.)

perstringe (per-strinj'), f. t.; pret. and pp. per-
stringed, ppr. perstringing. [< L. perstringcre,
bind together tightly, graze, touch, censure, <

per, through, + stringere, bind together: see

stringent.'] 1. To wring or tie hard; pass stric-

tures upon in speaking or writing; criticize.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
But whom doth your poet mean now by this Master Bias?

what lord's secretary doth he purpose to personate or per-
stringef B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

Such as personate, rail, scoff, calumniate, perstringe by
name, or in presence offend. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 210.

persuadable (per-swa'da-bl), a. [(.persuade +
-able. Cf. It. persuadibilc = Pg. persuadivel, <
ML. persnadibilis, < L. persuadere, persuade.
Cf. also persuasible.] Capable of being per-
suaded or prevailed upon.
persuadableness (per-swa'da-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being persuadable ;

com-
plying disposition.

persuadably (per-swa'da-bli), adv. In a per-
suadable manner; so as to be persuaded.
persuade (per-swad'), v. ; pret. and pp. persuad-
ed, ppr. persuading. [Formerly also perswade;
< F. persuader= Sp. Pg. persuadir= It. persua-
dere, < L. persuadere, convince, persuade, < per,
through, + suadere, advise: see suasion. Cf.

dissuade.] I. trans. 1. To advise; counsel; urge
the acceptance or practice of

; commend by ex-

position, argument, demonstration, etc.; incul-
cate.

And these he bringeth in the patience of our Saviour
Christ, to persuade obedience to governors, yea, although
they be wicked and wrong doers.

Homilies, p. 110, quoted in Wright's Bible Word-book.
And he went into the synagogue, and spake boldly for

the space of three months, disputing and persuading the
things concerning the kingdom of God. Acts xix. 8.

To children afraid of vain images we persuade confi-
dence by making them handle and look nearer such things.

Jer. Taylor.

2. To lead to the opinion or conclusion (that) ;

make (one) believe or think: frequently fol-
lowed by that.
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On the top of a round hill there are the remains of an

edifice, whose ruine would perswade that it flourished in

the old worlds childhood. Sandys, Travailes, p. 68.

Who among all the Citizens of London could have been

persivaded, but the day before the Fire brake out, . . . that

ever in four days time not a fourth part of the City should
be left standing? StiUingJlcet, Sermons, I. i.

The monks would persuade me that my indisposition was
occasioned by my going into the Dead Sea.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 38.

3. To prevail upon, as by demonstration, ex-

position, argument, entreaty, expostulation,

etc.; argue or reason into a certain belief or

course of conduct; induce; win over.

Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian. ["With
but little persuasion thou wouldest fain make me a Chris-

tian
"

revised version.) Acts xxvi. 28.

This Priest shew'd me a Copy of the Samaritan Penta-

teuch, but would not be persicaded to part with it upon any
consideration. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 62.

My Lord and I have been fetching a Walk, and I could
not persuade his Lordship to pass by your Door.

Mrs. Centlivre, The Artifice, ill.

4. To convince, as by argument or reasons of-

fered.
Much like the Mole in .Esopcs fable, that, being blynd

herselfe, would in no wise be perswaded that any beast
could see. Spenser, To G. Harvey.

Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind.
Rom. xiv. 5.

We are persuaded that moral and material values are al-

ways commensurate. Emerson, Miscellanies, p. 328.

= Syn. 3. Convince, Persuade (see convince), prevail on,
lead.

II. intrans. To use persuasion.
Twenty merchants . . . have all persuaded with him.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2. 283.

These appointed of God called them together by utter-

ance of speech, and persuaded with them what was good,
what was bad, and what was gainful for mankind.

Sir T. Wilson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 466).

persuadet (per-swad'), n. [< persuade, v .] Per-
suasion. [Bare.]

Were her husband from her,
She happily might be won by thy persuades.

Kyd (?), Soliman and Perseda, iv.

The king's entreats,
Persuades of friends, business of state, my honours,
Marriage rites, nor aught that can be nam'd,
Since Leila's loss, can move him.

Beau, and Ft. (1), Faithful Friends, i. 1.

persuadedlyt (per-swa'ded-li), adv. In the
manner of one who is persuaded; assuredly;
positively.

He 's our own ;

Surely, nay, most persuadedly.
.Ford, Fancies, i. 1.

persuadedness (per-swa'ded-nes), n. The state
of being persuaded or convinced

; conviction.

A persuadedness that nothing can be a greater happi-
ness than her favour, or deserve the name of happiness
without it. Boyle, Works, I. 249.

persuader (per-swa'der), n. [< persuade + -erl.

Cf . F. persnadeur = Sp. persuadidor. ] One who
or that which persuades, influences, or prevails
upon.
persuasibility (per-swa-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< ML.
persuasibilita(t-)s, < L. perstiasibilis, persuasi-
ble : see persuasible.] Capability of being per-
suaded.

Persuasibility, or the act of being persuaded, is a work
of men's own. HallyweU, Saving of Souls (1677), p. 39.

persuasible (per-swa'si-bl), . [< F. persuasi-
ble = Sp.persuasible = Pg. persuasivel = It. per-
suasibile, < L. persuasibilis, convincing, < per-
suadere, convince, persuade : see persuade.] 1.

Capable of being persuaded or influenced.
It makes us apprehend our own interest in that obe-

dience, makes us tractable and persuasible, contrary to
that brutish stubbornness of the horse and mule which
the Psalmist reproaches. Government of the Tongue.

2f. Haying power to persuade or influence;
persuasive.
A letter to his abandoned wife, in the behalfe of his gen-

tle host : not so short as persuasible in the beginning, and
pittifull in the ending. G. Harvey, Four Letters (1592).

persuasibleness (per-swa'si-bl-nes), n. The
character of being persuasible.
persuasiblyt (per-swa'si-bli), adv. Persua-

sively. Foxe, Martyrs, Q. Mary, an. 1555.

persuasion (per-swa'zhon), n. [Formerly also

perswasion; < F. persuasion = Pr. persuasio =
Sp. persuasion = Pg. persuasSo = It. persuasi-
ons, < L. persuasio(n-), < persuadere, pp. persua-
sus, persuade: see persuade.] 1. The act of

persuading, influencing, or winning over the
mind or will to some conclusion, determination,
or course of action, by argument or the presen-
tation of suitable reasons, and not by the exer-
cise of authority, force, or fear

;
a coaxing or in-

clining of the mind or will by argument, or by
appeals to reason, interest, the feelings, etc.

persuasive
Vtterance also and language is giuen by nature tn man

for persicasion of others, and aide of them seines.

Putttnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 5.

No perswaswn could prevaile,
Nor change her mind in any thing that shee had said.

The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 337).

The object of oratory alone is not truth, but persuasion.
Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

2. The state of being persuaded or convinced ;

settled opinion or conviction.

St. Paul doth mean nothing else by Faith but only "a
full persuasion that that which we do is well done":
against which kind of faith or persuasion ... St. Paul
doth count it sin to enterprise any thing.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 4.

One in whom persuasion and belief
Had ripened into faith, and faith become
A passionate intuition. Wordsworth, Excursion, iv.

His besetting error was an unfortunate persuasion that
he was gifted with a certain degree of pleasantly, with
which it behoved him occasionally to favour the stage.

Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xlv.

3. An inducement; a reason or motive for a
certain action.

Yet he with strong pervasions her asswaged,
And wonne her will to suffer him depart.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 43.

For this relation we gaue him many toyes, with pcrswa-
sions to goe with vs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 187.

4. Way of thinking ; creed or belief
; hence, a

sect or party adhering to a creed or system of

opinions: as, Christians of the same persua-
sion.

There are diversity of persuasions in matters adiapho-
rous, as meats, and drinks, and holy days.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 294.

The company consisted of thirty members, of whom
twenty-two were Quakers, and eight only of other persua-
sions. B. Franklin, Autobiography, p. 178.

5. Kind; sort. [Colloq. or humorous.]
I have a canary of the feminine persuasion who is par-

ticularly fond of music. Amer. Nat., XXIV. 236.

= Syn. Opinion, Belief, Persuasion, Conviction, and Faith
agree in expressing the assent of the mind. Opinion has
the least feeling or energy, is most intellectual. Beliefmay
be purely intellectual, or largely moralby the consent of the

feelings or the will. Persuasion is a word borrowed from
the field of action ; primarily, we persuade one to do some-
thing by motives addressed to his feelings or interests ;-

when the word is applied to opinions, it seems to retain
much of its original sense, suggesting that the persuasion
is founded largely on the feelings or wishes : we have a

persuasion of that which we are willing to believe. Con-
viction starts from the other side, primarily suggesting that
one was rather reluctantly forced to believe by the weight
of evidence ; it is now more often used of settled, profound,
and earnest beliefs : as, his deepest convictions of right
and duty. Faith rests upon belief, but implies confidence
in a person on whose authority one depends at least partly,
and the gathering of feeling about the opinion held : it is

a confident belief: as, to have implicit faith in a friend
or a promise. (See inference, and quotation from Words-
worth under definition 2.

Opinion in good men is but knowledge in the making.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 46.

Belief is regarded . . . as the recognition by conscience
of moral truth. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 191.

Surely force cannot work perswasion, which is faith.

Milton, Civil Power.

Conviction and persuasion are commonly used as synony-
mous terms ; or, if any difference be made between them,
it lies in this, that conviction denotes the beginning, and
persuasion the continuance, of assent : for we are said to

be convinced when brought by fresh evidence to the be-
lief of a proposition we did not hold for truth before, but
remain persuaded of what we have formerly seen suffi-

cient grounds to gain our credit.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature (1768), xiii.

Faith shone from out her eyes, and on her lips
Unknown love trembled.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 299.

persuasive (per-swa'siv), a. and n. [Formerly
also persuasive ; < OF. (and F. ) persuasif, a.,

persuasive, ii.,="Pr.persuasiu = Sp. Pg. li.per-
suasivo,< L.persuadere, pp.persuasus, persuade :

see persuade.] I. a. Having the power of per-
suading; tending to influence or win over the
mind or will : as, persuasive eloquence ; persua-
sive glances.

In all wise apprehensions the persuasive power in man
to win others to goodnesse by instruction is greater, and
more divine, then the compulsive power to restraine men
from being evill by terrour of the Law.

MMon, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Send Ajax there, with his persuasive sense
To mollify the man, and draw him thence.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiii.

= Syn. Cogent, weighty, winning, moving. See convince .

II. . That which persuades; an exhortation,
incentive, or incitement.

[To do good] is that which he hath, with the most ear-

nest and affectionate persuasives, . . . enforc'd upon us.

Sharp, Works, I. iii.

I would . . . speake persicasi-ves to a comely, brotherly,
seasonable, and reasonable cessation of Amies on both
sides. JV. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 33.



persuasively

persuasively (per-swa'siv-li), atlr. In a per-
Riiasive manner; so as lo influence or win over;

convincingly.
persuasiveness (per-swa'siv-nes), Tlio

quality of being persuasive or convincing; the

quality of winning over the mind or will of an-

other.

persuasoryt (per-swa'so-ri), a. [< OF. persua-
.ii>-f = Pg. It. iMTmnmoriii, < LL. persuasor, a

persuader, < 1-. pcrsuadere, pp. persuasus, per-
suaile: see /H i-Kiiinlv.] Having power or ten-

dency I" persuade; persuasive.
Such elixiuent speeches, inch pithie sentences, uch per-

nuuHirie reasons. Stanifiumt, C'hron. of Ireland, an. 1578.

persuet, <' An obsolete fonn of pursue.

persulphate (per-sul'fat), n. [C per- + sul-

/iliit/rT] That sulphate of a metal which con-

1,'iins tho relatively greater quantity of acid.

persultationt (per-sul-ta'shon), . [< L. per-
xultarf, pp. persultatus, leap about, < per,

through, -f xaltare, leap: see saltation.] A
leaping or jumping over.

perswadet, perswasiont, etc. Obsolete spell-

ings of iM'i'Hiiinlc, etc.

perswayt (per-swa'), v. t. [Appar. a var. of

liermriiilt; /irriuiade, simulating sway. ] To sof-

ten.; mitigate; allay; assuage.
The creeping venom of which subtle serpent . . . nei-

ther the catting of the perilous plant, nor the drying of

it, nor the lighting or burning can any way pertway or as-

suage. B. Jnnxon, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

persymmetric (per-si-met'rik), a. [< per- +
xi/niHirtrir.] Same & per/symmetrical. Persym-
nietric determinant. See determinant.

persymmetrical (p6r-si-met'ri-
A B

kal), a. [< pcrnymmetric + -al.~\ B C D E F

Having, as a square matrix, all c D E F a
the elements of each line perpen- D E F o H
dieular to the principal diagonal
alike. E F O H I

pert1
(pert), a. and . [Also dial. "TEW 1

peart ; < ME. pert, peert, < W. pert,

equiv. to perc, compact, trim, whence E. perk
2

,

of whichpert* is a variant (et.jert andjerk*, flirt

budflirk). In part confused with pert
2
.] I. a.

If. Comely; beautiful; of good appearance;
trim; neat.

This prise kyng Priam hade of pert childer

Thretty sonnes bcsydes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1604.

Sche was as whyt as lylye yn May,
Or snow that sneweth yn wynterys day ;

He seygh never non so pert.
lUwtration* of Fairy Mythology, p. 11. (HaUiweU.)

2f. Lively; brisk; clever; smart.

Awake the pert and nimble spirit of mirth.

Shak., M. N. D., 1. 1. 13.

And on the lawny sands and shelves

Trip the pert faeries, and the dapper elves.

Milton, Comas, 1. 118.

The acutest and the pertest operations of wit and sut-

tlety. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 48.

3. Forward; saucy; impudent; indecorously
loquacious or free.

She was proud and peert as Is a pye.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 30.

I scorn that one so basely born
Should by his sovereign's favour grow so pert.

Marlowe, Edward II., i. 4.

Harry was, in the days of his celibacy, one of those pert
creatures who have much vivacity and little understand-

ing. Stefle, Spectator, No. 100.

Here Vanity assumes her pert grimace,
And trims her robes of frieze with copper lace.

Qoldtmith, Traveller.

Syn, 3. See impudence.
II. n. A pert or impudent person of either

sex.
No powder'd pert, proficient in the art
Of sounding an alarm, assaults these doors
Till the street rings. Cowper, Task, IT. 146.

pertH (pert), r. [< pert 1
, a.; a var. of perk2,

'.] I. trans. To perk.
Sirrah, didst thou ever see a prettier child? how it be-

haves itself. I warrant ye, and speaks and looks, and pert

up the head !

Heart, and /'/., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. .'.

H. intrans. To be pert or saucy; behave
with pertness.

Hagnr perted against Sarah, and lifted herself up against
her superiors. Bp. Gauden, Anti Baal-Berith (1661), p. 292.

pert'
2
! (pert),

a. [By apheresis from apert,

q. v. j 1. Open; clear, as a way or passage.
Thor quili's he weren in the desert
God tagte hem weie, wis and pert.

Gen. and Bxoa. (E. E. T. s.\ 1. 3292.

2. Plain; clear; evident; obvious; not con-

cealed.

That is the perte profession that a-pendeth to knihtes.
Piers Plowman (A), i. 98.
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Or prive or pert yf any bene,

We han great Bandogs will tnare their skinne.

Spenner, .shep. Cal., September.

pert'
J
t,

adf. [ME. pcrtc ; < pert-, <i.\ Openly.
Some parted as perte as prouyd well after,
And clappid more (Tor the coyne that the kyng nweth hem
Thanni; (for comtforte of the comyne that her cost paicd.

Richard the Redelea, Iv. 88.

pertain (per-tan'), v. i. [< ME. pertayncn,per-
tii/nfn, partencn, < OF. partenir (cf. Sp. per-
tenecer = Pg. pertencer) = It. pertenere, < L.

perttnere, extend, stretch out, belong, relate,
have concern, < per, through, + tenere, hold :

see tenant. Cf. attain, contain, detain, obtain,

retain, etc., also appertain, etc.] 1. Tobelong;
appertain, as a possession or an adjunct: with
to or unto: as, the things which pertain to God.

By hym the obsequy well don that day,
Enriched with light prrtayning ther to.

Rom. of Partmay (E. E. T. S.), L 8219.

We com to an ylonde callyd Calamo, C myle from the

Rodes, And Kflarfeunelh to the Rodes.

Torkington, Dlarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 58.

The crown
And all wide-stretched honours that pertain

By custom and the ordinance of times
Unto the crown of France. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 82.

While the Archbishop blessed the Crown, he to whose
Office it pertained put Spurs on his Heels.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 186.

2. To relate; have reference or relation: with to.

They begin every dinner and supper with reading some-

thing that pertaineth to good manners and virtue. But It

is short, because no man shall be grieved therewith.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 6.

I find not any science that doth properly or fitly pertain
to the imagination.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 207.

= Syn. 2. To regard, relate to, bear upon, concern.

pertaining (per-ta'ning), n. [Verbal n. of

pertain, v.] A belonging; an appurtenance.
[Bare.]
Of this plot seven

"
bangruppen

"
(i. e., land which would

serve for constructing seven houses and their pertaining*)
have been at once taken in hand.

Electric Rev. (Eng.X XXV. 607.

perte
1
!, v. A Middle English form of part.

perte2 (pert), n. [P., <perdre, lose: see perdi-
tion.] In France, a place where a river disap-

pears, in consequence of its having worn a deep
channel in the rock, which has subsequently
become covered over by the fall of large blocks
from above. The Perte du Bhdne, below Ge-

neva, the best-known of these localities, is

about fifty yards long.

pertelotet, n. See partlet.

perteneret, w. An obsolete form of partner.

perterebrationt (per-ter-e-bra'shon), n. [< L.
as if *perterebratto(n-), '<. perterebrare, bore

through, (per, through, < terebrare, pp. terebra-

tus, bore: see terebrate.] The act of boring
through; perforation. E. Phillips; Bailey.

[Bare.]
perthite (per'thit). n. [< Perth (see def.) +
-ite2.] A flesh-red aventurine variety of feld-

spar from Perth in Ontario, Canada, it consists

ofinterlamlnated alblte and orthoclase, or albite and mi-

crocline. The name has been extended to similar com-
pounds from other localities ; when the laminae are visible

under the microscope only, it is sometimes called micro-

perthite.

perthitic (per-thit'ik), a. [< perthite + -ic.]

Pertaining to, resembling, or containing per-
thite. See micropertliitic.

pertilichet, ado. A Middle English form of

pertly*.

pertinacious (per-ti-na'shu*), a. [= OF. per-
tinace = Sp. Pg. pertinaz = It. pertinace. < L.

pertinax (pertinac-), very tenacious, < per,

through, + tenax, tenacious: see tenacious.]

Unyielding; persistent; obstinate; especially,

resolute, as in holding or adhering to an opin-
ion, purpose, design, course of action, etc.

Theymay also langh at their pertinadma and incurable

obstinacy. Milton, Apology for Smectymnnus.
He had never met with a man of more pertinaciout con-

fidence and less abilities. /. Walton.

Diligence is a steady, constant, pertinacimit study.
South.

Syn. 1'nyieldfng, dogged : the won! is rarely used now

except
In condemnation. See obttinate.

pertinaciously (per-ti-na'shus-li), adv. In a

pertinacious manner ; obstinately ; firmly ;
with

pertinacity; resolutely.

pertinaciousness (per-ti-na'shus-nes), n. Per-

tinacity.

pertinacity (per-ti-nas'i-ti),
n. [< F. pertina-

cite = It. pertinacitd, < Ii. as if *pertinacita(t-)s,
< pertitiax, pertinacious>: seepertinacious.] The
character of being pertinacious ; resolute or un-

yielding adherence, as to an opinion, purpose,

pertly

design, course of aetion. etc. : persistency ; ob-

stinacy; resoluteness : as, to cling with ]icr/i-

nacity to one's purpose.
The pertinacity with which he adhere* to his purpose

yields only to the Immediate pressure of fear.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Syn. See pertinaciout.

pertinacyt (per'ti-na-si), M. [< ME. purlinm-i* .

< OF. pcrtinncie, pertinaee = Sji. Pg. It. perti-

nacia, < L. pertinacia, pertinaciousness, \ per-

tinax, pertinacious: see pertinacious.] Perti-

nacity; obstinacy.
Pertinacif Is whan man deRendeth hise folles, and

trustth to muchel in his owene wit.

Chaucer, Parson s Tale.

My breeding is not so coarse ... to offend with perti-

nacy. B. Jonton, Volpone, iv. 2.

pertinatet (per'ti-nat), a. [Irreg. < pertina-

cious, with accom. suffix -ate*.~] Obstinate.

Joye.

pertinatelyt (per'ti-naMi), atlr. Obstinately.
Joye.

pertinence (per'ti-nens), n. [< F. pertiiirnrr =
Pr. pertenensa = Sp. pertinencia, pertenencia,
obs., = Pg. pertinencia, pertenc/i = It. pertinen-
za, pertinenzia, < ML. pertinentia, pertinence,
right of possession or property, appurtenance,
< L. pertinen( t- ), belonging, pertineut : see per-
tinent.] 1. The character of being pertinent or
to the point ;

strict relevancy or suitableness ;

appositeuess.

Secondly, a due ordering of our words that are to pro-
ceed from and to express our thoughts : which Is done by
Itertiiiencc and brevity of expression.

South, \v..rks, n. ii i.

2. Belevant or apposite utterance. [Bare.]
This balance between the orator and the audience is ex-

pressed in what Is called the pertinence of the speaker.
Emenon, Eloquence.

= Syn. 1. Relevancy, appropriateness, applicability, pro-
priety.

pertinency (per'ti-nen-si), n. [As pertinence
(see -cy).] Pertinence.

pertinent (per'ti-nent), a. and n. [< F. perti-
nent = Sp. pcrtinente = Pg. pertinente, perten-
cente = It. pertinente, pertenente, < L. perti-

nen(t-)s, ppr. of perttnere, pertain, concern :

see pertain. Cf. appertinent, appurtenant.] I.

o.l. Belonging or related to the subject or mat-
ter in hand

;
to the purpose ; adapted to the end

proposed ; appropriate ; apposite ;
not foreign

to the question ; being to the point. In the doc-
trine of scholastic disputation, pertinent (from the four-

teenth century)was said of a proposition whose truth or fal-

sity would follow necessarily from the truth of the propo-
sition to which it was said to be pertinent,and also of a term
which was necessarily true or necessarily false of that to

which it was pertinent.

There are pertinent two points of much purpose, the one

by way of preparation, the other by way of caution.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 176.

Some of the verses pleased me, it is true,
And still were pertinent those honoring yon.

Lowell, To G. W. Curtk (P. S.)

2. Pertaining or relating; that regards or has
reference: with to or unto.

Anything pertinent unto faith and religion.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

=Syn. Relevant, lit, proper, applicable, appertaining.

II. 71. In Scots law, an appurtenant: used,

chiefly in the plural, in charters and disposi-
tions in conjunction with parts : as, lauds are

disponed with parts and pertinents.

pertinently (per'ti-nent-li), adv. In a perti-
nent manner; appositely; to the point or pur-
pose.
pertinentness (per'ti-nent-nes), w. The char-
acter of being pertinent'; pertinence ; apposite-
ness.

pertingentt (per-tin'jent),a. [< li.pe>-tinnen(t-)s,

ppr. of pertingere, stretch out, extend, < per,

through, + tangere, touch : see tangent.] Beach-

ing to or touching completely. Blount.

pertly1 (pert'li), adv. [X ME. pertly; <perfl +
-lyV.] If. Beadily; briskly; promptly.
And Paris to the prinse pertly aunsward :

"Sir, your comaundement to kepe, I cast me forsothe,
With all the might that I may, at this mene tyme."

Dfstmctvm of Troy (E. E. T. $.), I. 6232.

Now come, my Ariel ! bring a corollary,
Rather than want a spirit : appear, and pertly !

No tongue ! all eyes ! be silent.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 68.

2. In a pert, bold, or saucy manner; saucily.
For yonder walls, that pertly front your town,
Yond towers, whose wanton tops do buss the clouds.
Must kiss their own feet Shak., T. and C., Iv. 5. 219.

pertly
2
!, adv. [< ME. pertly, perteliche, perti-

liche; < peri2 + -Jy
2
.] Openly ; plainly ;

clear-

ly; evidently; truly.



pertly

Thane syr J'lmmous the pryiice, in presuns of lordes,

Presez to his nenowne, and pertly it hentes.
Murte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1- 2918.

pertness (pert'nes), n. The fact or character

of being pert, (at) Briskness; smartness; sprightli-

iicss without force, dignity, or solidity.

There is [in Shaftesbury's works) a lively pertness, a pa-
rade of literature. Watts, Improvement of Mind, I. v. 3.

(6) Sauciness ;
forward promptness or boldness. = Syn. (6)

Impertinence, Impudence, Effrontery, etc. See impudence
and impertinent.

pertransient (per-tran'shent), a. [< L. per-

tf(iiixi<'n(l-)s, ppr. of pertratmre, go through, <

per, through, + transire, cross, go through : see

transient.'] Passing through or over. [Rare.]

pertrychet, pertryket, Middle English
forms olpartridge,

pertuisant, pertuisanet, . [OF.: see parti-
ra/J2 .] Obsolete forms of uartizan?.

perturb (per-terb'), v. t. [< ME. perturben, per-
tourben, < OF. perturber, pertourbcr = Sp. Pg.

perturbar= It. perturbare,< ~L. perturbare, throw
into confusion, confuse, disorder, disturb, <

per, through, + titrbare, confuse, disturb : see

turbid. Cf. disturb.] 1. To disturb greatly;

agitate; disquiet.
What folk ben ye that at myn horn comynge
Perlourben so my feste with cryinge?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 48.

Rest, rest, perturbed spirit I Shale.
, Hamlet, i. 5. 182.

At times there was a perturbed and restless wandering
of the eye that bespoke a mind but ill at ease.

Irving, Sketeh-Book, p. 202.

2. To disorder; confuse; cause irregularity in.

perturbability (per-ter-ba-bil'i-ti), n. [< per-
titrbabk + -ity (see -bility'j.} Tne state or char-

acter of being perturbable.
perturbable (per-ter'ba-bl), a. [= Sp. pertur-

bable, < ML. *perturbabilis, < L. perturbare, per-
turb: see perturb.'] Capable of being perturbed,
agitated, or disquieted.

perturbance (per-ter'bans), n. [< perturban(t)
+ -ce.] Pertui'batiou

;
disturbance.

Snddain passion and perturbance of mind.

Abp. Sharp, Works, in. ix.

perturbant (per-ter'bant), a. and . [< L. per-
turban(t-)s,ppT. ofj>erturbare, perturb: eeeper-
ttirb.} I. a. Disturbing; perturbing.

II. n. A disturbing circumstance or thing;
whatever perturbs or disturbs the natural
course or order. [Rare.]

The matter [migration of birds) thus becomes a matter
of averages, and like all such is open to the influence of

many perturbanti. Encyc. Brit., III. 764.

perturbate (per'ter-bat or per-ter'bat), a. [=
Sp. Pg. perturbado = It. perturbato, < ii.pertur-
battts, pp. of perturbare, perturb: see perturb.]
Perturbed. [Rare.]

perturbate (per-ter'bat or per'ter-bat), v. t.

[< L. pertnrbatus, pp. of perturbare : see per-
turb."] To perturb.

Corruption
Hath then no force her blisse to perturbate.

Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. i. 14.

perturbation (per-ter-ba'shon). . [< F. per-
turbation = Sp. perturbation = Pg.perturbagSo= It. perturbazione, < L. perturbatio(n-), con-

fusion, < perturbare, pp. perturbatus, confuse,
perturb: see perturb.]

'

1. The act of perturb-
ing, or the state of being perturbed; disturb-

ance; disorder; especially, disquiet of mind;
restlessness or want of tranquillity of mind

;

commotion of the passions.
For it [the earth] is a place of perturbation,
Of anguish, sorrowe, and vexation.

Times' Whittle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 143.

Love was not in their looks, either to God
Or to each other

;
but apparent guilt*

And shame, and perturbation, and despair.
Milton, P. L., x. 113.

2. Variation
; especially, irregular or violent

variation.

In all things which admit of indefinite multiplication,
demand and supply only determine the perturbations of
value, during a period which cannot exceed the length of
time necessary for altering the supply.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. ill. | 2.

3. A cause of disquiet.

Why doth the crown lie there upon his pillow? . . .

O polish'd perturbation ! golden care 1

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 23.

4. In astron., a deviation of the motion of a
planet or comet from a fixed orbit or from its

regular velocity in that orbit. Perturbations are
caused by the gravitating action of bodies other than the
primary or central body. They are commonly and con-
veniently conceived, not as drawing the planets out of
their orbits, but as consisting in gradual changes of the
elements of the orbits themselves. All perturbations
due to gravitation are, strictly speaking, periodical. But
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some of them, which depend upon the relative situation

of the orbits of different planets, go through their changes
in such vast intervals of time that they are more conve-

niently regarded as progressive and not periodic, and are

termed gecular perturbations ; while others, depending for

the most part upon the relative situations of the planets
in their orbits, go through their changes in comparatively
short intervals of time, and can only be represented as

periodic, and these are technically called the periodic in-

pgvalitien.
= Syn. 1. Agitation, trepidation, uneasiness,

worry, discomposure.

perturbational (per-ter-ba'shon-al), a. [< per-
turbation + -a?.] Of or pertaining to pertur-
bation or disturbance : as, the perturbational

theory. Herschel.

pertufbative (per'ter-ba-tiv), a. [< perturbate
+ -ive.} Causing or tending to cause pertur-
bation; disturbing Perturbative function, the
function which expresses the potential of the attractions

of a planetary body by all the other bodies of the solar

system.

perturbator (per'ter-ba-tor), . [= F. pertur-
bateur = Sp. Pg. perturbador = It. perturbatore,
< LL. perturbator, < L. perturbare, pp. perturba-
tus, perturb : see perturb."] One who perturbs ;

a disturber.

The perturbators of the peace of Italy.
Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Hist. Hen. VIII., p. 196.

perturbatory (per-ter'ba-to-ri), 11. [< pertur-
bate + -on/.] A name once used by real and

pretended believers in the divining-rod to in-

dicate a hypothetical power assumed to reside
in certain individuals whereby they can exert
a perturbing influence upon the motion of a

swinging pendulum, etc. Its characteristics were
an expansive quality, residing most abundantly in the
thumb and forefinger, whereby the center of gravity of a

pendulum held by these digits would be caused to describe
a circle, and a compressive quality, belonging to the mid-
dle finger, which resists such motion. A man with a high
compressive or " active

'

perturbatory, touching with his

middle finger the hand of another with the expansive per-
turbatory well developed in thumb and forefinger, might
neutralize the perturbatory in the latter, which is of the

"passive
"
variety. A person equally endowed with these

perturbatories would be negative, and so forth.

The passive perturbatory is a high degree of expansive,
and the active perturbatory in like manner a powerful
compresaive. Jour. Franlclin Inet., CXIX 112.

perturbatrix (per'ter-ba-triks), n. [= F. It.

perturbatriee, \ L. perturbatrix, fern, of (LL.)
perturbator: see perturbator.'} A female per-
turber; a woman who perturbs or disturbs.

perturbedly (per-ter'bed-li), adv. In an agi-
tated or perturbed manner ; restlessly.

perturber (per-ter'ber), n. One who perturbs ;

a perturbator ; a disturber.

perturbing (per-ter'bing), n. [< ME. perturb-
yiige; verbal n. of perturb, v.] Disturbance;
agitation.

Withouten wynd or perturbynge of air.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 554.

Pertusaria (per-tu-sa'ri-a), n. [NL. (A. P. de

Candolle), < L. pertustis, pp. of pertundere, per-
forate : see pertuse.'} A genus of gymnocar-
pous lichens, typical of the subfamily Pertusa-

riei, having a uniform crustaceous thallus and
globular difform apothecia.
Pertusariei (per*tu-sa-ri'e-I), n. pi. [NL., <
Pertusaria + -ei.~] A subfamily of gymnocar-
pous lichens, named from the genus Pertusaria.

pertusate (per-tu'sat), a. [< L. pertmm, pp.
of pertundere, bore through: see pertuse.} In

hot., pierced at the apex.
pertuse (per-tus'), a. [= F. pertus, < L. per-
tusus, pp. of pertundere, bore through, perfo-
rate, <.per, through, + tundere, strike. Cf.par-
tisan^.} 1. Punched; pierced with holes. 2.
In bot., having holes or slits, as a leaf.

pertused (per-tusf), a. [< pertuse + -ed"*."]

Same as pertuse.
pertusion (per-tu'zhon), n. [= It. pertugio, <
LL. pertusio(n-), a perforation, < L. pertnndere,
pp. pertusus, perforate : see pertuse.'} 1. The
act of punching, piercing, or thrusting through
with a pointed instrument.

The manner of opening a vein in Hippocrates's time was
a stabbing or pertusion. Arbuthnot.

2. A hole or perforation made by punching.
The like [large fruit) (they say) will be effected by an

empty pot without earth in it, ... and the better if

some few pertugions be made in the pot.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., % 470.

pertussal (per-tus'al), a. [< pertussis + -al.}

Pertaining to or of the nature of pertussis or

whooping-cough.
pertussis (per-tus'is), n. [NL., < li.per- inten-
sive + tussis, a cough.] Whooping-cough.
Peruant (pe-ro'au), a. Same as Peruvian, S.

Clarke, Geog. D'escrip. (1671), p. 260.

peruenket, An obsolete form of periwinkle*.

perusal

Perugian (pe-ro'ji-an), (i. and H. [< Fcnujiu
(sceuef, ) + -.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to the

city of Perugia, in central Italy, or its inhabi-

tants
; specifically, pertaining to the Umbrian

school of early Renaissance painting, which
had its center in Perugia, and of which Pietro

Vannucci, called Perugino, the chief master of

Raphael, was the central figure: as, Perugian
art; the Perugian school.

A sketch-book filled by Raphael during his Perugian
apprenticeship. Encyc. Brit., X.X. 274.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Perugia.
peruke (pe-r8k' or per'ok), n. [Formerly also

peruque, peruique; in earlier use accom. per-
wick, pirwike, etc., whence perwig, periwig, etc.,
whence by abbr.!C(V/(seej)ccHp((/ and icjj/); =MD.
perruycke, perhuycke, D. permjk, now peruik,

pruik = G. perriicke, periicke, perriick = Sw. pc-
ruk= T)ari.pari/k, a periwig, peruke ;

< OF. (and
F.)perruque, also perrucque, < Olt. perncca, It.

pei'rucca, parruca = Sardinian pilucca = Sp.j*e-
luca = Pg. pcruca, a tuft of hair, a wig ; from the
verb shown in Olt. peluccare, pilnccare. pilltic-

care, pick or pull out (hairs or feathers) one by
one, It. peluccare, pick off (grapes) one by one

;

prob. < LL. *piKcare,piliicare, freq., withforma-

tive-icare,<L.^7s,ahair: seepile* a.ndpluek1
.']

An artificial tuft of hair, made to imitate the

natural hair, but usually having larger and am-
pler masses, worn on the head to conceal bald-

Perukes. {Facsimile of a cut in the " New York Weekly Gazette
and 1'ost-boy," 1771.)

ness, by actors in their make-up, and at one
time by people generally in conformity to a
fashion

;
a wig. About the middle of the sixteenth

century wearing the peruke became a fashion. Immense
perukes with curls falling upon the shoulders were worn
from about 1660 to 1725, and were then succeeded by
smaller and more convenient forms, which had also ex-

isted contemporaneously with the former. As late as 1825
some old-fashioned people still wore perukes, and a remi-
niscence of them remains in Great Britain in the wigs of
the Lord Chancellor, the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, Judges, barristers, etc.

She has a peruke that 's like a pound of hemp, made up
in shoe-threads. B. Jonson, Epiccone, iv. 1.

You us'd to have the Bean-mond throng after you ; and
a Flock of gay fine Perukes hovering round you.

Conyreve, Way of the World, ii. 4.

Comes La Belle Pierce to see my wife, and to bring her
a pair of perug/ues of hair, as the fashion now is for ladies
to wear ; whicn are pretty, and are of my wife's own hair,
or else I should not eiidure them.

Pepys, Diary, March 24, 1662.

Campaign peruke. See wig.

peruke (pe-rok'), v. i.; pret. and pp. peruked,
ppr. peruking. [< peruke, n. Cf. periwig, ?>.]

To wear a peruke ; dress with a peruke. [Rare.]

perula (per'ij-lii), .; pl.perula? (-le). [NL.: see

perule.} Same as perule.

perulate (per'ij-lat), o. [<. perule + -ate 1
.} In

bot., furnished with perules or scales.

perule (per'ol), n. [= F. perule, < NL. perula,
a scale, < L. perula, dim. of pera, < Gr. nr/pa, a

purse, wallet: see Peru.} In bot., a scale, as
those of leaf-buds.

peruquerian (per-o-ke'ri-an), a. [< F. perru-
quier, a barber, < pcrruque, a peruke : see pe-
ruke.} Of or pertaining to the making of wigs,
or a wigmaker. [Humorous.]
Those chef-d'ceuvres of peruquerian art surmounting the

waxen images in Bartellot's window.
Dickene, Sketches, The Boarding-House.

perusal (pe-rp'zal),
. [< peruse + -al.} 1.

Careful examination or survey ; scrutiny.

Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works.
Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., ii. 2.

The jury, after a short perusal of the staff, declared their

opinion by the mouth of their foreman, that the substance
of the staff was British oak.

Addison and Steele, Tatler, No. 265.

He asked for a cup of water, gave her a close perusal with
his eye, inquired the road to Parson Welles's, mounted his

horse, and disappeared. 5. Judd, Margaret, ii. 6.

2. The act of perusing or reading through;
reading.
He that has the perusal of any of your discourses can-

not but emerge with the greatest advantages.
Eeelyn, To Mr. E. Thurland.
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peruse (pe-roV),r.,.: pr*t.ndim.j>Mw<t,ppr, pervasive (pcr-va'siv) a. [< L.pen'adrrr, pp.
peruging. \

< late.MK. //.,< L./r. through, /n ,-i-<ixii*. pervade: xw prrrudi:] Tending or
+ K. MM ; Iranslateil by XI. ///', in Levins

'

(lf>7(>). The formation looks unusual, but it is

well supported by similar 1'iirniat ions now ob-

solete, e. j;. i>cnift. /irr/ilinit, /M-rxliiml, etc. The
sense is exactly that of /irrrixi , 'look through,'
and it has been supposed to Ixi a reduction of
I hut. form; but such reduction is impossible,
and jii rrisi' has been found only in one doubt-
ful instance, seventy years later than the lirst

instance of /i.r/Kr.J i. To go through Hearch-

ingly or carefully; run over with careful scru-

tiny; examine throughout or in detail; inspect;
survey; scan; scrutinize.

And thcrevpon the Maire, first, by his reason to name
and gyve his voice to som worshipful! man of the seidc
hows, and after liym the .shircf, ami so all tile house
periuut in the sume, eiiery man to gyve his voice as shall
jilea.se him ; which shal alle be wretyn by the towne elerk,
and by the same rep..He and present liym that bathe moste
volses. Jiicart, Register (1479), quoted in English Oildn

[(E. E.T.S.),p. 414.

Hut certes the very cause of decay, ne the true meane to
cure it, may ncucr lie suttlclently knowcn of gouerniinrs,
except they themselfes wyll personally resorte and peruse
all parten of the eountrayes under their goucrnance, and
inserchc diligently, etc.

Sir T. Elyat, The Oovemuur, 111. 26.

.Monsieur Soiihicz, lia\ ing perused the fleet, retunied to
the king, and told him there was nothing ready ; and that
the mariners and souldicrs would notyecld to goethe voy-
age till they were paid then* arrears.

MS. Ilarl., 883. (IlaUimU.)
I'll view the manners of the town,
J'cruxe the traders, gaze upon the buildings.

Shak., C. of E.-, i. 2. 13.

For let a man seriously and diligently revolve and peruse
|tr. L. percunvt\ the succession of the emperors of Rome,
and he shall find this judgment is truly mado.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 4.

Myself I then perused, and limb by limb
Survey'd. MUtoa, V. 1.., vlii. 27.

Let any one peruse, with all intent ness, the lineaments
of this portrait, and see if the husband had not reason . . .

to challenge comparison.
Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 82.

At those high words, we, conscious of ourselves,
Perused the matting. Tennyson, Princess, 11.

2. To read through carefully or with attention.

Peruse this paper, madam. Shak., T. G. of V., L 2. 34.

The most pitifull Historic of their Martyrdome, which I
have often perused, not without effusion of tears.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 64. ror is to that of the object itself.

Will not your lordship peruse the contents? perversedt (per-versf), a. [< perverse + -ed"2.]
Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 2. Turned. Phaer, ^Eneid, v.

peruser (pe-ro'zer), i. [( peruse + -cr*.] One perversedlyt (per-ver'sed-li), adv. Perversely,
who peruses ;

one who reads or examines. Ascham.

Perusinet, [< Pern + -s- + -ini.] A native perversely (por-vers'li), adv. In a perverse
or an inhabitant of Peru; a Peruvian. Putten- manner; stubbornly; with intent to vex;

having power to pervade.
When from each branch anneal'd, the works of frost

Pervasive, radiant Icicles depend.
Shenstone, Economy, HI.

Sermons preached from the text "Be ye perfect'* are
the only sermons of a pervariee and deep-searching Influ-

ence. Mar<j. Fuller, Woman in lth Cent., p. 19.

perverse (per-vers'), . and . [< F. jM-rrern =
Sp. I'if. It. />rri'i-r/a>. < L. iM-rn-rxiix, perverse,
turned the wrong way, askew, not right, pp. of

ucrecrtere, turn around, pervert: see perrert.]
1. a. 1. Turned away or deviating from what is

right, proper, correct, etc.
; perverted.

Of 111 thoughtes cummeth perverse ludgement.
.lui'liiiin. The Setiolemaster, p. US.

The only righteous in a world perverse.

Milton, P. L, xl. 701.

2. Obstinate in the wrong; disposed to be con-

trary; stubborn; untractable; self-willed.

One of the greatest Tortures that can be In the Negotia-
tion of the World is to have to do with perverse, Irrational,
half-witted Men. llouxtt, Letters, U. 19.

What is more likely, considering our perverse nature,
than that we should neglect the duties, while we wish to
retain the privileges, of our Christian profession?

'. //. \.iiiiiii, i. Parochial Sermons, I. 129.

3. Cross
; petulant ; peevish ; disposed to cross

and vex.
I'll frown and be pererrse, ami say thee nay.

Shak., R. and J., U. 2.96.

4. Untoward: as, "event perverse!" Afilton,P.
L., ix. 405. = gyn. 2. Perverse, Fraward, wilful, mulish.

pervious

Raynalde of the rodes, and rebelle to Critic,
Pervert'-ilr with l'ayn> ms that < i HI ei ie penewes

Morte Arthure(V.. K. T. H.X I. 27h7.

Words, as * Tartar's bow do shoot back UJKUI the under-
standing of the wisest, anil mightily entangle and pervert
the judgment. Haetm. Advam emeiit of Learning, 11. '229.

This rule of his he doth sometimes pervert, to acquaint
the world with his prerogative.

Xir T. Brou-ne, Religlo Medici, 1. IS.

3. To turn from right opinions or right con-
duct; corrupt.
A man can have no occasion to do good, chancing Into

the company .if them which Hill *Kinir ftntft .1 UM.|
man than be made good themselves.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), I.

The Jesuit* will scarce pervert you or me I should hope.
Ooldmuth, Uood-natured Man, L

4. To perform the geometrical operation of

perversion upon (any figure).
II. iiitrtiH*. 1. To turn aside from the right

course, way, etc.
;
take a wrong course : be.-,,me

corrupt or corrupted.
blessings unus'd pervert Into a waste
As well as surfeits. yuarles, Emblems, i. 1.

2. To become a pervert or turncoat,

pervert (per'vert), . [< pervert, v.] One who
has turned aside from the right way ; one who
has apostatized or turned to error. Compare
'vert.

That notorious "pervert," Henry of Navarre and France.
Thackeray, Roundabout Papers, 1.

= 8yn. A'ecphyte, Proselyte, etc. See convert.

perverted (per-ver'ted), p. a. Misdirected;
misapplied; corrupt; false.
LilY.TT*H*+* /lA._fA'*Aw\ .,ij., IA. tuu. = Byn. a. j-erverse, Froward, wilful, mulish, nprvprtpr iner vrf>r'rArl i OTIA whn ,...,-vi.,.i

ThederivationsofpercCTwand/roimn/suggestessentially
Perveirer (per-yir 3r;, n. Une who perverts,

the same Idea, froicard, however, has reference only to
or turns from right to wrong; one who distorts,

one's attitude In regard to obedience, and chiefly, there-
~ ! ~-'- i *- = '

fore, to the behavior of children ; In Shakspere, of women.
It is not used of a disobedient spirit toward civil law, and
perverse Is only Indirectly so used. Perverse has reference
to one's attitude, in both conduct and opinion. The per-

misinterprets, misapplies, or corrupts.
The Scripture teachcth us how we ought to withstand

the penerteri of the Gospell.
Milto?'ilton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

verse
personals

settled in habit and disposition of contrarl- pervertible (pr-verj[ti-bl), a. [< OF. pervertibleness he not only likes or dislikes, acts or refuses to act, = Sp. pervertible = Pg. pervertirel ; as pervert +
by the rule of contradiction to the wishes, commands, or ih ,

'-i
*
Ca.nMn of r,T orvort^l * "--

opinions of others, especially of those whom he ought to
D(e

'I L d -
,

consider, but he Is likely even to take pains to do or say

-ible.]

gue, Devoute Essays, i.Tsi.
that which he knows to be offensive or painful to them, pervestigatet (per-ves'ti-gat), r. t.

Penersity may be found In a child, but It is so settled an,

"*" M to ^ rather the mttrk <* an adult-

of

W. Monta-

[< L. per-

littm, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 26.

Peruvian (pe-ro'vi-an), a. and n.

Peruvia) + -an. Cf. Peruan.] I. a. Of or'per-

il, n. A geometrical form related to another "estigate.] To find out by research. Cockeram.

(of which it is said to be the perverse) as the pervestlgationt (per-ves-ti-ga'shon), n. [< L.
form of the image of an object in a plane mir- pervestigatio(n-), investigation, < pervestigare,
_ :~ *_ i.u-i - 1.1 i_j__i ?.t--i pp. pervestigatim, trace out: see pervestigate.]

Tne act of pervestigatiug; diligent inquiry;
thorough research. Chillingworth, Relig. of
Protestants.

pervialt (per'vi-al), a. [< L. pervius, passable
(see pervious), + -al.] Pervious; transparent;
clear. Chapman, Iliad, xiv., note,

perviallyt (per'vi-al-i), adv. In a pervious man-
ner; so as to be pervious; transparently; clear-
ly. Chapman, Iliad, xiv., note.

crossly; peevishly.

[< Peru (NL. perverseness (per-vers'nes), . The state or
character of being perverse ; disposition to be

tainiug to Peru, an ancient realm in South contrary, or to thwart or cross; corruption; Pervicacioust (per-vi-ka'shus), a. [=Pg.per-
wickedness. vicaz " pervicace, < L. perricax (pervicac-),America, under the Incas, later a Spanish vice-

royalty, and now a republic, extending from
Ecuador southward to Chili Peruvian balsam.
Same as&&amo//J

er(which see, under balsam). Peru-
vian bark. Hee Cinchona, China bark (under bark-), and
Jesuit*' bark (under Jemil). Peruvian cotton-plant,

tvs, n., !, and pepper-tree, 1. Peruvian nutmeg. See
nutmeg. Peruvian province, in loaijeog., a littoral re-

gion recognized with reference to the distribution of
mollusks, Including the coasts of Peru and Chill and the
islands zoologically related.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Peru,
either () one of the native race under the In-
ca empire, or (&) an inhabitant of Peru after
the Spanish conquest. The modern Peruvians
are of Spanish, native, or mixed descent.
pervade (per-vad'), r. t.; pret. and pp. pervad- perversity (per-ver'si-ti), n.

ed,-ppr. pemi<liug. [<~L.perradere, go through,
< i>i'i: through, + radere, go, = E. wade: see
tcadi. Cf. crude, invade.] 1. To pass or flow
through; penetrate; permeate.

Therefore she puts off her shooe, and by inuertlng the ?
r
?
n

' d^f"061
?. obstinate, < pervincere , main-

same, accuseth her husbands peruersetieste. tain one's opinion, < per, through, + vincere
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 293. (-\/vif), conquer: see victor.] Very obstinate ;

Whom he wishes most shall seldom gain stubborn
; wilfully contrary or refractory ; wil-

Throughherperwr. MOton, P. L., x. 902. ful. Dryden. Limberham, ii. 1.

perversion (p&wer'shon), n. [< F. perversion pervicaciouslyt (per-vi-ka'shus-li), adv. In a
= Sp. perversion = Pg. perversSo = It. perver- pervicacious manner; stubbornly ; with wilful
trione, < L. perversio(n-), a turning about, < per- obstinacy.
tertere, pp. perversus, turnabout: see pervert.] pervicaciousnesst (per-yi-ka'shus-nes), . The
1. The act of perverting ;

a turning from truth character of being pervicacious. Bentliy, Ser-
or propriety ; a diverting from the true intent mons, vi.

or object ; change to something worse. 2. In pervicacityt (per-vi-kas'i-ti), n. [< L. pervicax
math., the operation of passing from any figure (peri-icac-), obstinate (see pervicacious),+ -ity.]

The labour'd chyle pervades the pores.
Sir R. Blackmore.

2. To extend throughout; spread or be spi
through the whole extent of; be diffused

throughout.
What but Ood . . . pervades,

Adjust*, sustains, and agiUtes the whole !

Thomson, Spring, 1. 801.

A spirit of cabal, intrigue, and proselytism pervaded all
their thoughts, words, and actions. Burke.

pervasion (per-va'zhon), n. [< LL. pervasio(n-),
an invasion, < L. />rmtdrr<; pp. pervasus, per-
vade: see pervade.] The act of pervading; a
passing through the whole extent of a thing.
Those kinds or manners of fluidity newly ascribed to

saltpetre will appeal' to be caused by the pervasion of a
foreign body. Boyle, Works, I. 389. misinterpret wilfully.

to another like the image of the former in a Pervicaciousness. Bailey, 1731.

plane mirror; also, same as perverse. pervicacyt (per'vi-ka-si), n. [= Pg. It. perti-
lerversity (per-ver'si-ti), n. [< F. perversM= cacia, < L. jjerricacio/firmness, obstinacy, <per-
Sp. perversidad = Pg. perversidade = It. per- vicax, firm, obstinate: see pervicacious.] Per-
versita,< ~L. perversita(t-)s, perverseness, < per-

vicaciousness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835),
versus, perverse: see perverse.] Perverse char- 11.211.

acter, disposition, tendency, or conduct
; dispo- pervigilationt (per-vij-i-la'shqn), . [< L. per-

sition to be contrary; perverseness. = Byn. See vigilatio(n-), a vigil, < pervigitare, pp. pervigila-
tus, watch through, < per, through, + vigilare,

perversive (per-ver'siv), a. [< t,. perversus, pp. watch: see vigilant.] A careful watching"; viiri-
of pervertere, pervert, + -ive.] Tending or hav- lance. Bailey.
ing power to pervert or corrupt. pervigilium (per-vi-jil'i-um), n. [L., <pervigil,
pervert (per-vert'), r. [< ME. perverten, < OF. also perrigilis, very watchful, < per, through, +
pervertcr, parvertir, F. pervertir = Pr. Sp. per- vigil, watchful: see vigil.] A watching all
rrrttr = Pg. perverter = It. pervertire, perver- night; a vigil; in pathol., disinclination to
tere, < L. pervertere, turn about, corrupt, < per, sleep; wakefulness.
through, + vertere, turn: aeererse. Cf. advert, pervuiket, n.
unrt, <-<}iircrt,divert,etc.] I. (raw " ' "

aside
;
turn another way ; avert.

A Middle English form of peri-

pervious (per'vi-us), a. [= Pg. It. perrio, < L.
Let 's follow him and pervert the present wrath perws, passable, < per, through, + rifl, way.He hath against himself. Shak., Cymbeline, 1L 4. 151. ft. devious, invious.] I/Capable of being pene-

2. To turn from truth, from propriety, or from trated or permeated by something else
;
afford-

its
P.rop^purp.ose^ distort from its use or end

; ing entrance, admission, or passage ; penetra-
ble; permeable.
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Those distillations of celestial dews are conveyed in envassaled. The word has been found only in
channels not perviousito an eye of Bense the passage cited, where some take it to be <Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 14

i(1 + _^2 and t t t
, h , <

stu ;d ,

'MOMS substance as the brain, they might .

'

flnde an easie either e^tnTOcro'^exiVaTmost'everywhere. Thus planted to each lewd thought's control.

Olanville, Vanity of Dogmatizing, iv. Marston. (Imp. Diet.)

Werenottheirjudgmentswarpedbytheclass-bias.work- pese1 t,
A Middle English form of pease1

.

Ingmen might be more pervious tojhe
i truth. _ pese'-'t, n. and f. A Middle English form of

peace.
H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 250.

2. Pervading; permeating. [Rare.] peseta (pe-sa'ta), n. [Sp., dim., < pesa, weight.
They have an agility to move from place to place with Cf. peso.] 1. A silver coin of modern Spain.

speed and subtilty, like light ; to have their way free and

pervious through all places.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 385.

What is this little, agile, pervious Fire,
This flutt'ring Motion, which we call the Mind?

Prior, Solomon, iii.

3. Open; patent; patulous; perforate: applied
in anatomy and zoology to organs which may
be impervious at some time, or under some cir-

cumstances. 4. In bot., possessing an opening
or passageway.
perviousness (per'vi-us-nes), . The property
of being pervious.

perviset, '. t. [< L. pervisus, pp. of pervidere,
look through, < per, through, + videre, see : see

vision. Cf. revise, etc., and see peruse.] To ob-

serve; examine; inspect. [Rare.]

Obverse. Reverse.

Peseta of Alfonso XII., in the British Museum. (Size of the original.)

It is equal to 19.3 United States cents, or 9Jd. sterling.
There is a gold coin of 20 pesetas and a silver coin of 5

pesetas.

2. In Peru, the fifth part of the silver sol, equal
to a French franc.

gingle Qr ^^ Syri&0 tndatlon of
Old and New Testaments, it is supposed to have
been made by Christians in the second century, and pos-
sesses high authority. The Old Testament is translated

directly from the Hebrew. 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude,
and Revelation are wanting.

peshwa (pesh'wa), n. [Mahratti, a leader,
guide.] Among the Mahrattas, originally, a
chief minister: later, the chief or prince of the

pery2t, An obsolete form of pirry.

pes't, . A Middle English form of peace.

,t
We

;
' '

5
now

P.
as8ed Clare Hall, the state whereof

Peshito, PesMttO (pe-she'to), n. [Literally,these two days
we have thoroughly permsed, and com- .""^r"" .'^

muned with the company.
State Paper, May 18, 1549 (J. Bradford's Works, Parker

[Soc., 1853, IL 369).

peryif, n. [ME., also pirie, pyrie; < AS. pirige,
a pear-tree, < peru,pere: see pear1 .] A pear-
tree.

Thus I lete hym sitte upon the pyrie,
And Januarie

^May^ge myrie ce QI^
f J f

Mahrattas. The last of the peshwas surren-
dered to Sir John Malcolm in 1817. Also peish-

pes^t;
n. A Middle English form of piece. It 'subsequently passed into the hands of the rajas of

PBS3 (pez), H.; pi. pedes (pe dez). [L., = E. Satara and then the peshwds. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 743.

foot: see foot.~\ In anat. and eool. : (a) The The minister (or Pets/woA) of the king of the Mahrattas
foot

;
the third and distal segment of the hind has become the hereditary sovereign. Brougham.

limb of a vertebrate, consisting of the tarsus, peshwaship (pesh'wa-ship), n. [< peshwa +
metatarsus, and phalanges: the correlative of

-ship.'] The office or'dignity of a peshwa. En-
manus of the fore limb. (6) A foot-like part or eye. Brit., XV. 291.

organ; a peduncle, or base of support AMuc- peskily (pes'ki-li), adv. Annoyingly; hence,
tor POlllOiS Pedls, a small muscle along the inner plan- vorv ATrri-ATnnlv in n Tinrl aonao rPnll TT a 1
tar border of the loot, inserted into the inner side of the JSZi

extre
-

m
.f

v >
m

f
' ba 3en8e>

Ll"Ollpq.,
U.b.J

base of the first phalanx of the great toe. Also called Pesky (pes'ki), a. [Perhaps a var. of "pesty (<
abductor hallucis.- Flexor brevls pollicis pedls. Same
as flexor brevis hallucis. Flexor communis digitorum
pedls. Same &sfiexor longus difritorum. Seefiexor. Pes
accessorius. a smooth white eminence, variable in size,
situated at the junction of the posterior and descending
cornua of the lateral ventricle, formed by the protrusion
inward of the collateral fissure. Also called eminentia
coilateralis.'Pes anserinus fasciae latze, the radiating npqkv
ligamentous structure at the insertion of the sartorius,

i' ~0r

gracilis, and semitendinosus, on the inner side of the "* _ __

knee. Pes anserinus major, the radiating trunks of a.] Excessive-
the facial nerve as they pass through the parotid gland, ly ; as, pesty
and emerge on the face. Pes anserinus minor, the R]ow rfV>llon
infra-orbital plexus(whichsee, underjAiras). Pesanse- ?i c -,

L q- '

rinus nervi median!. Same as plexus anserinus nervi u - b-J

mediani. Pes antlcus. Same as marara, 1. Pes calca- pCSO (pa'sd), n.
neus. Same ZB talipes calcaneus. Pes cavus. Same as [Sp., a dollar,

pest + -y
1
). Cf. the reverse relation of nasty

for nasty; cf. alsoperk2 and pert
1
, etc.] Trou-

blesome; annoying; plaguy. [Colloq., U. S.]
I got caught in those pesky blackberry-bushes in the

graveyard, and I do believe I ve torn my breeches all to

pieces. H. B. Stmce, Oldtown, p. 66.

lit, a weight,
= Pg. It. pe-
so, weight, <
ML. pensum,
a weight: see

poise, n.] Thecugus. Pes varus. Same as talipes va- poise, n.J me
sus pedls, a plantar muscle at the fore Spanish dollar.
tarsus, above the flexor tendons, and in- afift dnllsir 1
ase of the first phalanx of the great toe. T?f 5.V jAlso called du-

ro. Also, a mod-
ern coin of various
American states

(ArgentineRepub-
lic, Chili, etc.),

talipes cavus. Pes corouse radiatffl, the foot of the
corona radiata where it passes into the internal capsule.
Pes equlnovarUB. Same as talipes equinovarus. Pes

equinus. Same as talipes equinns.tea nippocampi
major, the enlarged lower section of the hippocampus
major. Pes hippocampi minor. Same as hippocampus
minor. Pes pedunculi. Same as crusta. Pes valgus.
Same as talipes valsnt8.Pea varus. Same as tolipex va
rus, Transversus pedir
part of the metatarsus, ab
serted into the base of the first phalanx of the great toe.
Also called caput breve or transversum adductoris hallucis,
and hattucal transverse muscle.

pesablet, a. A Middle English form of peace-
able.

pesade (pe-zad'), n. [<F. pesade, < peser=Sp ,

Pg. pesar= It. pesare, < L. pensare, weigh : see worth from 69.8 to

poise.] In the manege, the motion of a horse s*- 6 United States

when he raises his fore quarters, keeping his fngis a tableof its
hind feet on the ground without advancing; values in United

rearing. Imp. Diet. States cents :

pesage (pe-zazh'), n. [< OF. pesage (= Pg.pe- Argentine Re-

sagem), < peser, weigh: see poise.] A custom -P"6!
1?---- 9&B

or duty paid for weighing merchandise. Craig.
pesanet, Same as pusane.
pesant1^ a. [ME., also pesaunt, < OF. (and F. )

pesant(= Sp. Pg. It.pesante), heavy, lit. weigh-
ing down, ppr. of peser, weigh: see poise.]
Heavy. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 119. ..

Sa?t*
f

r
.

An
, ^

solete
rT
8Pelling of peasant. pesont . [ME., < OF. peson, pezon, a weight,pesante (pe-zan te), a. [It.: see

pesanfl.]
In a smafl coin, also a whirl on a spindle, F. Jon

l^'J^^7r & T^ 6m
?-

&Si
r--

n6&^ a teelyard,'< peser, weigh: seepoise] A^-
equivalent to marcando, but not implying the strument in the form of a stafffwith balls or

....

Costa Rica...
Guatemala . .

Honduras . . .

Nicaragua . . .

San Salvador .

Chili

Colombia . . .

Cuba ......... 92.6

912
Reverse.

Silver Peso of Chili, in the British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

pest

pessary (pes'a-ri), .
; pi. pessaries (-riz). [< F.

pessaire = Sp. pesario = Pg. It. pessario, < LL.

pessarium, a pessary, < \i.pessum,pessus, a pes-
sary, < Gr. TTEo-adf ,

an oval pebble used in play-
ing a game like draughts, a pessary.] In med.,
an instrument made, in various forms, of elas-
tic or rigid materials, and worn in the vagina
to remedy various uterine displacements.

pesset, . A Middle English form of peace.
pessimism (pes'i-mizm), n. [= F. pessimisme= Sp. pesimismo = Pg. It. pesgimismo, < Gr. pes-
simifimus (Schopenhauer, 1819), < NL. *pessi-
misiHiis, < L. pessimus, worst; superl. (pejor,
worse, compar.) of mains, bad: see male3 .] 1.
In metapli. : (a) The doctrine that this world
is the worst possible.
A Schopenhauer, with logic and learning and wit, teach-

ing pessimism teaching that this is the worst of all pos-
sible worlds, and inferring that sleep is better than waking,
and death than sleep all the talent in the world cannot
save him from being odious.

Emerson, Letters and Social Aims (1876), p. 122.

(6) The doctrine that the development of the
universe has such a law that it must ultimately
reach, or at least tend toward, the same non-
existence from which it sprang. This doctrine has
been associated (and probably is logically associated) with
the feeling that existence is in itself an evil, and is due to
a radically evil principle of separation and of strife the
will. It is also in harmony with psychological monism.
Compare optimism.
2. The tendency to exaggerate in thought the
evils of life, or to look only upon its dark side

;

a melancholy or depressing spirit or view of life.

Perhaps the great charm of the Elegy is to be found in
its embodying that pensively stingless pessimism which
comes with the first gray hair.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 171.

3. The worst possible condition ; the point of

greatest deterioration. [Bare.]
Public criticism is, upon works of fine literature, at the

very point of pessimism.
Southey, Letters (1812), n. 253. (Dairies.)

pessimist (pes'i-mist), n. and a. [= F. pessi-
mists = Sp. pesimista = Pg. It. pessimista, <

NL. "pessimista, <l*.pessimus, worst: seepessi-
mism.'] I. n. 1. One who accepts the meta-
physical doctrine of pessimism, in either sense.

2. One who exaggerates the evils of life or
is disposed to see only its dark side ; one who is

given to melancholy or depressing views of life.

II. a. Same as pessimistic.

pessimistic (pes-i-mis'tik), a. [< pessimist +
-ic.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or of the
nature of pessimism, in any sense. =Syn. Cynical,
etc. See misanthropic.

pessimistical (pes-i-mis'ti-kal), a. [(pessimistic+ -al.] Same a,s pessimistic.
pessimize (pes'i-miz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. pessi-
mizcd, ppr. pessimizing. [< L. pessimus, worst,+ -ize.] To hold or express the belief or doc-
trines of a pessimist. Saturday Sev. (Imp.
Diet.)

pessomancy (pes'6-man-si), . [< Gr. macof,
an oval stone used in a game like draughts, -f

ftavreia, divination, < [tdvrie, a prophet. ] Divina-
tion by means of pebbles.
pessonert, . [ME.,< OF. *peschonier (l),<pesch-
er, < L. piscare, fish: see piseator.~] A fisher-
man or fishmonger. York Plays, Index, p. Ixxvii.

pessular (pes'u-lar), a. [< pessulus + -ar3.]
Pertaining to the pessulus, or having its char-
acter.

pessulus (pes'u-lus), .
; pi. pessuli (-li).

< L. pessulus, the bolt of a door, < Gr.
a peg, pin, gag.] In

ornith., the cross-
bone of the syrinx;
the gristly or bony
bar across the lower
end of the windpipe,
at the point where
the trachea forks
into right and left

bronchi.

pest (pest), n. [< F.

peSt = Sp. Pg. It.

nfuff ( T, neatie apeSW, S Ll. peSlt-S, a tire tracheal

deadlv epidemic dis-
17

i
r

, .

Base, plague, pestl-
Iflnpe T*llin dpRtniflence, ruin, U<

tion
; with formative

-ti, from a root variously sought in perdere, de-

stroy (see perdition), inpetere, fall upon, attack
(see petition), in pati, suffer (see passion, pa-
tient), or elsewhere.] 1. Plague; pestilence;
a deadly epidemic disease.

Let fierce AchiUes . . .

The god propitiate, and the pest assuage.
Pope, Iliad, i. 192.

[NL.,

A, bifurcation of trachea : aba,
last entire tracheal ring. *. last en-
tire tracheal ring, viewed from be-
low' crossed by the pessulus. C. bi-

furcation of trachea and bronchi.
viewed from below : a, oessulus, the
bolt-bar, or bone of divarication; b t>,

next succeeding tracheal half-rings.



pest

2. Any very noxious, mischievous, or destruc-
tive thing, or a mischievous, destructive, very
annoyinp. or troublesome person.
A pe*t and public enemy. South.

= Syn. 1. Infection. 2. Scourge, nuisance.

Pestalozzian ( pes-ta-lot'si-an), a. [< Pest<ili>;:i

(see dof. ) -f -an.] Of, pertaining to, or origi-
nated by Johann Hoinrieh Pestalozzi (1746-
1827), a Swiss philanthropist and edaottor, who
instituted H system of elementary instruction
in which object-teaching adapted to the ascer-
tained capacity of each child was the principal
feature.

Pestalozzianism (pos-ta-lot'si-an-izm), n. [<

4423
There maye happe by yuell custome some pestuferous

dewe of vyce to perse the sayd ineiiilirra, and fnfecte and
corrupt the soft and tcndre buildes.

Kir T. Elyot, The Governour, 1. 3.

He WHS shut up to languish for years with his wife and
daughter In a pestiferous dungeon.

E. Everett, Orations, I. 513.

2. Noxious in any manner; mischievous; ma-
lignant; annoying.
You that have so traitorously discovered the secrets of

your army, and made such pestiferous reports of men very

pet
Bossiiet had been taught that Mohammedanism Is a pet-

liti-Hliiit heresy. Buckle, Civilization, I. xlll.

3. Partaking of the nature of pestilence or any
infectious and deadly disease: as, ftjwMmttoi
fever. 8ee/ei-c/l.=Syn. Malignant, noxious, deadly.
pestilentioust (|>cs-ti-len'shus), a. [< OF. /*<>.-
Ill, I, 111 IIS Sp. Pg. /. ,, = ]t. IHf.-lil,ll-

zioso, < LL. pestilentiosut, < L. pestilentia, pes-
tilence: see pestilence.] Pestilential.
Such a pestilentiina influence poisoned the time of my

nativity. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

The smell nevertheless encreased, and became above all
measure pestUently noisome.

Dr. II. More, Antidote against Atheism, III. 9.

race (pes'ti-lens), ... [<: ME. pestilence, pestilentness(pes'ti-lent-nes), n. Thecharac-
mtW,< OF. (and F.) pestilence = Pr. pesti- *ter of being pestilent,"

><ll!j :1IMI>, __

nobly htlil.
"

Shak., All's Well, iv. 8. 340.

My mind of late years has a pestiferous way of seeing pestilently (pes'ti-lent-li), adv. 1. In a pesti-
pretty much all sides of1"- lent manner; mischievously ; perniciously nox-

~- ..-..,.. L . ... .
,

rfe,,lnMerrlam,I.380.
iously.-2t. Excessively; intolerably.

r<vi<ilii~.:iiiii + -ism.] The Pestalozzian edu- pestiferously (pes-tif e-rus-h), adv. In a pes-
cational system; the method of Pestalozzi. tiferous manner; pestilentially; noxiously;

pestelt, n. A Middle English form of pestle. malignantly; annoymgly.
pestelett, . S&me &s pistolefl. pestilence (pesji-lens), .

pester (pes'ter), t). t. rBy apheresis from iro-

/ii'stf}-, < OF. impestrer,. empe'trer = lt. impas-
tojarc, < ML. "impasloriarc, shackle or clog (a
horse at pasture), < in, in, + pastorium, a clog
for horses at pasture: see pastern.] If. To
crowd; encumber; clog; fill; cram.

[Alexander], purposing to passe forwards, deuided his
army Into two partes, . . . and, reseruing such a parte as
was pestered least with baggage, took the way of the
mountains. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v. o rm. vesiei, pesieue, \ vr.pesiei, pesteil = It. pestello

rsM.i with

3ffi&c.,!te twasisssKsesHS ^ jsarsa&aSrtBafi

tilenza, pestilenzia, < L. pestilentia, plague, <

pestilen(t-)s, infected, unwholesome, noxious:
see pestilent.'] 1. The disease called the plague
or pest; also, any epidemic malignant dfseTe.
The: pestilence that walketh in darkness. P,. xcl. 6.

plague,"pestilence", <j>estilis, pestilent, < li. pes-
tis, a pest: see pest.] A pestilence; a plague.

was scant place to He in. Ilakluyt's Voyages, 1L 258.

The people crowding near within the pester'd room,
A low soft murmuring moves amongst the wond'rlng

throng. Drayton, Polyolblon, v. 34.

Hence 2. To trouble, disturb, or annoy, espe-
cially with repeated acts of an annoying kind

;

harass with petty vexations
; plague ; worry.

He hath not fall'd to pester us with message.
Shale., Hamlet, L 2. 22.

What State soever is pestered with Factions, and de-
fends it self by Force of Anns, Is very Just in having re-

gard to those only that are sound and untainted.

nant disease.

When mine eyes did see Olivia first,

Methought she purged the air of pestilence !

Shak.,T. N.,1. 1.20.

3. That which is morally pestilent ; that which
is mischievous, noxious, or malignant in any
respect.

For whiles this honest fool
Piles Desdemona to repair his fortunes.
And she for him pleads strongly to the Moor,
I'll pour this pestilence Into his ear.

Shale., Othello, 11. 3. 362.

also pistellus, pestellits, pestittum, a pounder,
pestle, dim. of *pistrum, (.pistus, pp. olpinsere,
pisere, pound, = Gr. irriooctv, bray, winnow, =
Skt. V pish, pound. Cf . pistil, which is directly
from the L. pistillum.] 1 . An instrument for

pounding and breaking a substance in a mor-
tar.

A certalne maide . . . had by chance a pestell of a mor-
tar in her hand, with which she was Downing In the said
mortar. Coryat, Crudities, I. 261.

2. In mach. : (a) The vertically moving bar of
a stamp-mill. (6) One of the pounders or mal-Milton Answer to Salmaslus, Pref., p. 14. pestilence-weed (pes'ti-lens-wed), Same as lets use'd in a fufllng-mUI.-sfThe l7g of

'

inn not in this his sombre mood i\enti]pnrf'-irf\rt *..;,. ....:... .,1 .:_ii._ _< AI. . _i_Pester him not In this his sombre mood
With questioi

pestilence-icort.

1. Encum-

2. A trouble
;
bother

; plague. [Colloq., U. S.]
Shebna he 's told many where the Kidd money was, and

butter-bur,
c "ed witn reference

(P. vulgans): so
its reputed remedial

=Syn.
pester
brance

; obstruction.'
nestile t f 't'We perceiued that we were shot into a very falre en- nf >_Wn Ptftt >e,tu,f(t .

trance or passage, being in some places twenty leagues ff
"' ' b

.
P
.; Jj "/ff*SS \ iSSXSF**

broad, and In some thirty, altogether void of any pester of
Jjjj - also pestllentlts (alsopestills), infected, pes-

Haleluyt's Voyages, In. 102. tilential, < pestis, a plague, pest : see pest.] 1.

Producing or tending to produce infectious dis-

ease; pestilential; pestiferous.
A foul and pestilent congregation of vibeen with 'em when they dug for It ; but the pester on 't

was they allers lost it, cause they would some on 'em
speak afore they thought Mrs. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 119.

pesterablet (pes'ter-a-bl), a. [< pester +
-able.] Cumbersome

; inconvenient.
It [a cask] must goe either shaken and bonnde vp, or

else emetic, which will bee pesteraWe.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 306.

pesterer (pes'ter-er), n. [< pester + -erl.] One
who pesters: one who troubles or worries,

pesteringly (pes'ter-ing-li), adv. Troublesome-
ly; annoyingly.

Unalterably and pesteringly fond !

Tennyson, Queen Mary, v. 1.

pesterment (pes'ter-ment), n. [< pester +
-ment.] The act of pestering, or the state of
being pestered ; annoyance; vexation; worry.
JtoMfM.

pesteroust (pes'ter-us), a.
'

[< pester + -ous.]

HistllelTlLTS!'
bUrden8 me - Ba-

HauOorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

pestful (pest'ful), a.

'

[< pest + -ful ] Pes- Pestilent! (pes'ti-lent), adv. [< pestilent, a.]

tiferous; pestilential. Excessively; intolerably. Compare pestilent,

The Lybians pest-full and un-blest-full shore
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

pest-house (pest'hous), n. A hospital for per-
sons infected with the plague, smallpox, or
other pestilential disease.

tain animals, especially of the pig.
In the fyrst course, potage, wortes, gruell, 4 fonrmenty,

with venyson, and mortrus, and pestelles of porke with
grene sauce. Babeei Book (E. E. T. 8.X p. 278.

Yet can I set my Gallio's dieting,
A pestle of a lark, or plover's wing.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. lv. 29. (Hares.)

4t. A short staff carried by a constable or bai-
liff. Compare macei.

One whiff at these same pewter-buttoned shoulder-clap-
pers, to try whether thischopping knife or theirpwtfw weresi., u...

Chapman, May-Day, iv. I

Vapour, and mist, and exhalation hot,
Corrupt *nd pestilent. Milton, P. L., x. 695.

2. Mischievous; noxious; pernicious; hurtful
to health or morals.

A self-will in a woman,
Chaln'd to an over-weening thought, is pestilent,
Murders fair fortune first, then fair opinion.

Fletcher, Wlldgoose Chase, iv. 1.

The world abounds with pestilent books written against
this doctrine. Swift.

3. Troublesome; mischievous; making mis-
chief or disturbance: often used humorously:
as, a pestilent fellow.

What A pestilent knave is this same !

Shak., R. and J., iv. 6. 147.

This pestilent wizard (In whom his Just punishment
seemed to have wrought no manner of amends) had an

Shale., Hamlet, ll. 2. 315. pestle (pes 1), v.; pret. and pp. pestled, ppr. pes-
tting. [< pestle, n.J I. trans. To break or pound
with a pestle; pulverize, grind, or rub with a
pestle, as in a mortar.
To pestle a poison 'd poison behind his crimson lights.

Tennyson, Maud, i. 11.

Polidori ... on such occasions would retire In mortifi-
cation to his room, there to pestle his poisons.

17. Dowden, Shelley, II. 16.

n. intrans. To use a pestle ; pound.
It will be such a pestling device, Sir Amorous ! It will

pound all your enemle's practices to poulder, and blow
him up with his own mine. B. Jonson, Eplcoene, 111. 1.

pestle-pie (pes'l-pi), . A large standing pie
which contains a whole gammon, and some-
times a couple of fowls and a neat's tongue:
a favorite dish at country fairs and at Christ-
mas feasts in Great Britain. Halliwell.

pestoid (pes'toid), o. [<pest + -oid.] Resem-
"le pest or plague : as, pestoid fe

A pestilent complete knave ; and the woman hath found
Y-

e English form of peace-

His beard no bigger fh"oagh~thM"thtae vantei, Hist. ]

Walk'd on before the rest pesy Diet, a. A
Would you thrust a child into a pest-house without ne- SueUing, Ballad of a Wedding, able.

cessity, and without an amulctto? pestilential (pes-ti-len'shal), a. [Formerly also Pesynt, n. An obsolete variant of pease*.-...n, -. . >-n _ *.!_._..,_, -r*
.._ peti(pet), w.and o. [Formerly also pert, peat,

< Ir. peat, a pet, as adj. petted, = Gael.

f __ , a pet, a tame animal. The wordmay have
Producing or te'nding to produecTinfectious dis- *>een associated with petty, little, but it could
ease; pestiferous.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 166.

pestiduct (pes'ti-dukt), . [< L.pestis (seepest)+ ductus, a leading: see duct.] That which
conveys contagion. [Rare.]
Instruments and pestiduets to the infection of others.

Donne, Devotions, p. 94.

pestiferous (pes-tif'e-rus), a. [= OF. pestife-
reux (also pestifere), 'F. pestifere = Sp. pestifero= Pg. It. pestifero, < L. pestifer, rarely pestife-
rus, that brings plague or destruction, <pestis,
plague (<>< /K.V/), -I- ferre = E. Jeari.] 1.

Plague-bearing; pestilential ; infectious; con-
tagious : as, pestiferous particles.

Pestilential vapours, stench, and smoak. Addison.
Even the birds seem to avoid the place as pestilential,

not having seen one of any kind so much as flying over.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 171.

2. Mischievous; pernicious; destructive.
In what hatred and perpetual! reproche onghte they to

be that, corrupted wyth pestilendal auarice or ambicion,do betrale theyr maysters, or any other that trusteth them ?

Sir T. Elyot, The GoTernour, ill. 6.

vuvu n.-.-'r, i,i,..i TT im jf^nif) iiiiic, uut II ( ( HI Ml

not be derived frompetty.] I. n. 1. Any domes-
ticated or tamed animal, as a dog, a squirrel,
or a dove, that is fondled and indulged; in par-
ticular, a lamb brought up by hand; a cade-
lamb

;
in general, a fondling.

Hastings Clive has a queer assortment of pets, first of
which are the bushy-tailed Persian kittens.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 344.

2. A darling or favorite child
; one who is fon-

dled and indulged or treated with peculiar kind-



Sroud,
mincing peat.

an out of his Humour, Pref.

pet

ness or favor; also, a spoiled child; a wilful

young woman.
A pretty peat ! it is best

Put finger in the eye. an she knew why.
Shak., T. of the S., i. 1. 78.

Deliro's wife, and idol ; a
B. Jonson, Every

II. a. 1. Fondled and indulged: as, a pet
lamb

;
a pet rabbit

;
a pet pigeon.

The poet [Herrick] kept a pet goose at the vicarage, also

a pet pis, which he taught to drink beer out of his own
tankard. D. 0, Mitchell, Lands, Letters, and Kings, iii.

2. Favored; favorite; cherished: as, a pet the-

ory.
The lord of the . . . manor . . . offered his pet binoc-

ular, .ft. V. JllacJnnore, Ereina, liv.

He [a sentimentalist] loves to think he suffers, and keeps
a pet SOITOW, a blue devil familiar, that goes with him
everywhere, like Paracelsus's black dog.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 364.

pet 1
/.pet), v. t.

;
met. and pp. petted, ppr. pet-

thifi.' [(pefl, n.] To treat as a pet; fondle;
indulge : as, to pet a child or a kitten.

The licensed irritability of a petted member of the fam-

ily. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

pet
2

(pet), M. [Appar. due to pettish, taken as
'

capricious,' < pet, a fit of ill humor, caprice,
4- -is

1

/*
1

,
but orig. appar.

'

like a favorite child,'
i. e. 'like a spoiled child,' < pet1 + -ish1

;
the

sense is affected also by the unrelated petulant.
See pefl.~\ A fit, as of peevishness, ill humor,
or discontent.

Then [false honor] flatter'd me, took pet, and in disdain

Nipp'd my green buds. Quarles, Emblems, ii. 13.

Fortune ha's deny'd him in something, and hee now
takes pet, and will bee miserable in spite.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Discontented Man.

In &pet of temperance feed on pulse.
Milton, Comus, 1. 721.

In a pet she started up,
And pluck'd it out, and drew

My little oakling from the cup,
And flung him in the dew.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

pet
2

(pet), v.; pret. and pp. petted, ppr. petting.
[< peft, .] I. intrans. To be peevish or cross

;

sulk.

He, sure, is queasy-stomached that must pet and puke
at such a trivial circumstance. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 2.

"With a sweet forgetting,
They stay their crystal fretting,
Never, never petting
About the frozen time. Keats, Stanzas.

II. trans. To make peevish ; pique ;
offend

;

make cross.

I was petted at their neglect of us.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, II. 46. (Encyc. Diet.)

petailet. n. Seepitaile.
petal (pet'al), n. [= F. petale = Sp. petalo =
Pg. petala, petalo = It. petalo, < NL. petalum,

a petal, < Gr.

iTETahov, a leaf,

orig. neut. of wk-

ra/lof, outspread,
broad, flat (= L.

patulus, out-

spread, spread-
ing), < WETavvvvai

(\/ KCT-) = li.pa-
tere, spread out,
be open: see pat-
ent1

,patulous?] 1.
In bot., a corolla-

leaf; one of the in-

dividual parts of a
corolla in which they are distinct. 2. In goal.,
a petaloid ambulacrum, as that of a spatangoid
or clypeastroid sea-urchin. See cuts under am-
bulacrum and petalostichous.

petaled, petalled (pet'ald), a. Having petals :

generally used in composition: as, many-pe<-
aled; six-petaled.

petalifonn (pet'al-i-form), a. [< NL. petalum,
petal (see petal)', + L. forma, form.] In bot.,
shaped like a petal ; petaloid.

petaline (pet'al-in), a. [< F. pttalin, < NL. *pe-
talinus, < petalum, a petal : see petal.'] la bot.,
pertaining to a petal; attached to a petal; re-

sembling a petal in form or color: as, &petaline
nectary.
petalism (pet'al-izm), n. [= F. pttalisme -
Sp. Pg. It. petalismo, < Gr. vcrafaa/tff, petalism,
*KemUt,tiv, banish by means of votes written

on olive-leaves (cf. veTaMfriv, put forth leaves),
< vkTorMv, a leaf: see petal."] In ancient Syra-
cuse, a mode of banishing citizens whose influ-
ence seemed dangerous, modeled on the ostra-
cism at Athens, from which it differed in little

except that the voter wrote the name of the

Flower of Soapwort (Sapottaria officina-
lis). a, one of the petals.

4424

person he recommended for banishment on an
olive-leaf and not on a tablet of earthenware,
and that the stated period of banishment was
five years, and not ten as at Athens. The law was
repealed 452 B. C-, on account of its deterring the best
citizens from participating in public affairs.

By means of this petalisme the lords banished one an-

other, so that in the end the people became lord.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 944.

In another great and most splendid city you see men re-

duced to petalism, or marking their votes by the petals of
shrubs. De Quincey, Style, iv.

petalite (pet'al-It), n. [< F. petalite = It. i>c-

talite, < NL. "petalites, < Gr. ncraAov, a leaf: see

petal."] A rare mineral, having a leaf-like cleav-

age, usually occurring in masses of a milk-
white color, often tinged with gray, red, orgreen.
It is a silicate of aluminium and lithium. The alkali
lithia was first discovered in this mineral. Castorite is a
variety found on the island of Elba, Italy.

petalled, a. See petaled.
Petalocera (pet-a-los'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Du-
me'ril, 1806), neut. pi. of petalocerus: see peta-
loccrous."] In entom., a group of beetles cor-

responding to Latreille's Lamellicornes.

petalocerous (pet-a-los'e-rus). a. [< NL. peta-
locerus, < Gr. 7rlraAoi>, leaf, + xepaf, horn.] In en-

tom., having leafy antennas; lamellicorn; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to the Petalocera.

petalodont (pet'a-lo-dont), a. and n. I. a. Of
or relating to the Petalodontidse.

II. n. A selachian of the familyPetalodontidse.
Petalodontidse (pet"a-lo-don'ti-de),.j^. [NL.,
< Petalodus (-odont-j -f -4A.~\ An extinct fam-

ily of tectospondylous selachians, typified by
the genus Petalodus. The body was moderately de-

pressed ; the pectoral fins were large, and continued for-

ward to the head ; and the teeth formed a close pavement,
and were compressed anteroposteriorly. The species lived
in the seas of the Carboniferous period.

petalodontoid (pet'a-lo-don'toid), a. and n.

Same as petalodont.
Petalodus (pet-a-16'dus), n. [NL.,< Gr. ireraJW,
a leaf, + bdoiic, (ofiovr-) = E. tooth."] A genus of
selachians typical of the family Petalodontidee,
which had teeth with petal-shaped crowns,

petalody (pet'a-lo-di), n. [< Gr. jrn-a/Uxfyf, leaf-
like: see petatoid.] In bot., a condition fre-

quent in flowers, in which other organs as-
sume the appearance of petals. Thus, in certain
species of Primula the calyx-lobes sometimes become
petal-like, while in most of the so-called " double

"
flowers

it is the stamens that have been metamorphosed into pet-
als. The anthers, connective, ovules, and pistils may oc-

casionally be affected in this manner. Also petalomania.

petaloid (pet'a-loid), a. [= F. pttaloide = Pg.
It. petaloide, ^ Gr. *mTatoetdfa, Trera/WcVf, leaf-

like, < TT^TO/IOV, a leaf (NL. petalum, a petal), +
rfrfof, shape.] 1. In bot., having the form of
a petal ; resembling petals in texture and color,
as certain bracts. 2. In zool., resembling a
leaf or petal; specifically, noting those het-

erogeneous ambulacra of some echinoderms,
as of the Clypeastroida, of which the apical part
is wide in the middle and tapers to a point at
the margin, where it joins the oral portion.
See cuts under ambulacrum, cake-tirchin, and
petalostichous.

petaloideous (pet-a-loi'de-us), a. [< petaloid+ -BOMS.] Same as petaloid; especially, not-

ing those monocotyledonous plants which have
flowers with parts corresponding to petals and
sepals, such as lilies, orchids, etc., as distin-

guished on the one hand from those in which
the flowers are arranged on a spadix (spadi-
ceous), and on the other from those in which
the homologous parts consist of glumes or pa-
lets (glumaceous). Compare spadiceoug and
glumaceous.
petalomania (pet'a-lo-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
ireratov, a leaf (NL. petalum, a petal), + fiavia,
madness: see mania."] In bot., same as peta-
lody : so named from the abnormal multiplica-
tion of petal-like forms.

petalpn (pet'a-lon), n.; pi. petala (-la). [< Gr.

TTfraAov, a leaf, a leaf of metal, eccl. a leaf of
gold on the high priest's miter : see petal."] The
plate of pure gold worn on the linen miter of
the Jewish high priest.
Petalostemon (pet"a-lo-ste'mon), n. [NL. (Mi-
ehaux, 1803), so called as having four of the
petals borne on the stamen-tube

; < Gr. Trfrafov,
a leaf (NL. petalum,a, petal), + OTI//UJV, warp (a
stamen): see stamen.'] A genus of leguminous
plants of the tribe Galegese and subtribe Psora-
liese, characterized by the two ovules, and the
petals on filiform claws, four of which are united
to the sheath of the monadelphous stamens. The
23 species are all North American, ranging from Wisconsin
to Mexico. They are glandular-dotted perennials, with
pinnate leaves and small rose, purple, violet, or white

Petalostichous Ambulacra
of Sea-urchin (lichitiobrissus
recent}.

Petasites

flowers in dense spikes, followed by short pods included
in the calyx. They are the so-called prairie-clover of the
United States, the flowers suggesting those of clover. See

clover, 2.

Petalosticha (pet-a-los
'
ti - ka), n. pi. [NL.,

neut. pi. of pctalostichitx: see petaloatichous.']
An order or a suborder of sea-urchins having
petaloid ambulacra. They belong to the Irregidaria
or Exocyclica, and are represented by such families as

Clypeastridfe., Satlettid/f, Casshtvliilte, and Spatanfrul.se.
Many of them are known as heart-urchins and cake-urchins.
The term is contrasted with Desmosticha. See cuts under
cake-urchin and petaloKtichvus.

petalostichous (pet-a-los'ti-kus), a. [< NL. jte-

talosticlnis, < Gr. mra^un, leaf, 4- or/^of, a row,
line.] Having petaloid
ambulacra

; specifically,
of or pertaining to the
Petalosticha; spatangoid
or clypeastroid, as a sea-
urchin.

petalous (pet'a-lus), a.

[< petal + -0W.J In bot.,

having petals; petaled:
as, a petalous flower : op-
posed to apetaloiin.

petart, n. An obsolete
variant of petard.
petard (pe-tard'),w. [For-
merly also petar, petarre; = Sp. petardo, pe-
tarte = Pg. It. petardo, < OF. petard, petart,
F. petard; so called (a piece of military hu-
mor) < OF. peter, F. peter, break wind, crack,
< pet, a breaking wind, < L. peditum, a break-

ing wind, < pedere, pp. peditus, break wind, for

'perdere = AS. feortan = E. fart: see fart.]
An engine of war used to blow in a door or

gate, form a
breach in a

wall, etc. It
came into use
in the sixteenth

century, and in

its early forms
was a kind of
mortar of iron
or bronze which
was charged
with about
seven pounds
of gunpowder,
rammed down
and wadded,
and flxed by
means of rings
to a stout plank,
which was then
attached to the
surface to be
blown in. The
use of bombs
has rendered the

petard almost obsolete, but as still occasionally employed
it is a cubical box of stout oak-wood, charged with twenty
pounds or more of powder, and flred, like the older forms,
by a fuse.

'Twas he
Gave heat unto the injury, which return'd,
Like a petar ill lighted, into the bosom
Of him gave fire to 't

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, U. 1.

Give but the fire

To this petard, it shall blow open, Madam,
The iron doors. Massinger, Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

Hoist with one's own petard, caught in one's own
trap ;

involved in the danger one meant for others.

For 'tis the sport to have the enginer
Hoist with his own petar.

Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4. 207.

petardeer, petardier (pet-ar-der'), . [For-
merly also petardcr (= Sp. petardero = Pg. pe-
tardeiro = It. petardiere) ;

< F. petardier, OF.
petardier, < petarder, blow up with a petard, <

petard, a petard: see petard."] A soldier who
served a petard.
petary (pe'ta-ri), .

; pi. petaries (-riz). [< ML.
petaria, a peat-bog, <peta, peat : seepeafl.'] A
peat-bog; a moss.
The Duke [of Argyll] refers to the grant by King Robert

Bruce to his ancestor ... of "the whole land of Lochow
in one free barony, by all its righteous metes and marches,
in wood and pastures, muirs and marshes, petaries, ways,
&c." Edinburyh Rev., CLXV. 539.

It is certain that peat was a common enough fuel in
David l.'s reign, and that petarits became frequent objects
of grant to the abbots and convents during the Scoto-
Saxon period. Geilcie, Ice Age, p. 308.

Petasites (pet-a-si'tez), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < Gr. vtTaaiTTK, a plant with a broad leaf
like a hat, < vtraaoc , a broad-brimmed felt hat :

see petasus."] A genus of composite plants of
the tribe Seneciomdese and subtribe Tiixxiln-

ginese, characterized by scapes bearing many
partly direcious heads of flowers with invohi-
cral bracts in but one row. There are about 12 spe-
cies, natives of Europe, Asia, and North America, white
woolly herbs, from a perennial creeping rootstock. bear-

Petardeer Firing a Petard.



Petasites .

intf laru'i- (.-ordiitu or kidney-shaped radical leaves, and
purplish or uliil-, l;ilr]\ yfllowihll, HowtTS. P. oflcinalia

(/*. otdyari*, !><-sf.). :i common hnmkMidc plant of Lnrop,-,
is known as the btttli / Inn- ni hull, t--il:-k, Li-tlli'-ilnt-k. i-t>'.

hiHf flnibai'h, or/ww//, run w - -' orpettiienae-wort. l-'orotlifr

>.pri-irs. Mfl I'inl't- ti''li"l>'il"' (ImiliT li< l-'/-i>]tf) and glCl'et

CM^X/,H.r (Ullllrr *<//

petaSUS (pct',;i-siis). .; pi. pflimi (-Ml). [L., <

(Jr. -ir<;<7<, a broad-brimmed frit hat,< irtrai'-

n'r/, spread on! : ser///^//.] 1. In Hr. until/.,

u low-crowned, broad-brimmed felt hut worn
characteristically by tra\ rlcrs, unil a common
attribute of Hermes. Hence 2. The winged
hat or cap worn liy Mercury ill late artistic

types.
Her device, upon a I'elanu, or Mercurial hat, a crescent

0. Jvnsoit, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

petate (pe-tii'te), . [Sp., < Mex. netatl.~] 1.

Dried palm-leaves or grass used for plaiting
into hats. 2. A mat of braided palm-leaf,
used by the poorer Mexieuns as a bed.
Petaurinae (pet-d-ri'ne). !>! [NL., < Pit/tu-

rn^ -t- -ime.
]
A subfamily of marsupials of the

family PJteiM0Mfafa*| typified by the genus Pe-

tiniriiH, having a parachute; the petaurists or

ilying-plmlangers. See cut under Petaurixta.

petaurine (pe-la'rin), . and n. [< PetauruH +
-mi '.] I. a. Pertaining to tho Petaurinif, or

having their characters; volitaut,asaphalanger.
II. it. A member of tho Petaurinif; a tlymg-

phalangcr or petaurist.

petaurist (pe-ta'rist), . [= F. p/tauriste, < L.

/iftiiiirixta, IK tmtrixtfx, a tumbler, vaulter, rope-
dancer, an animal that leaps very high, < Gr.

msTavpion'K, a rope-dancer, tumbler, < Keravpi&tv,

jump from a spring-board, dance on a rope, tum-
ble, < xhavpov (> L. iiiliiiiriim), also ircTcvpov,
a perch or roost for fowls, a spring-board or

stage for a tumbler, a spring or trap ; supposed,
without probability, to be < mido/wf, ^Eolic for

ficrcupof, aloft in the air: see meteor.'] A flying-

phalanger, flying-opossum, Australian flying-

squirrel, or acrobat; any member of the old

genus Pettturus, ormodern subfamily Pctaitrin;r.
These animals are marsupials of medium or small size,

mostly provided with a patagium or parachute which en-
ables them to take flying leaps. The petaurists proper, or
I a^iians, iirlonu' to tho genus Petattfinta. The sciuriue or

squirrel petaurists are of the genus nduh'itu, and strikingly
like ordinary flying squirrels. Pygmy petaurists, or acro-

bats, also called niHutmiin-wice, are among the very smallest
of nmrsupiiilx : they belong to the genus Acrobales. Petau-
rists without a putaglum form the genus Giftniu^jeliaetta.
See cuts under Acrvbates and Petaurixta.

Petaurista (pet-a-ris'tii), w. [NL. (Desmarest,
1825), < Gr. jrmii/woTvri' a rope-dancer, tumbler:
see j>etanrixt.\ A genus of Phalangistitlie, in-

Tagunn

eluding the larger flying-phalangers, as the ta-

guan, /'. ta</itani>iilt:t; tile petaurists proper.
petauristirie (pct-a-ris'tiu), . and . [< Petttu-
rixtit + -hir 1

.] Same aspctaitrhie.
petaurite (pe-tu'rit), a. [< Petaunis + -ite2.]
Same as pi'tiiiiriiii:

Petaurust (pc-ta'rus), n. [XL., aceom. of L.
IH-taurixta : see prlaMrist.'] An old genus of

fly-
ing-phalangors, giving name to the subfamily
I'l-tinirinn- and coiitc'riiiinous with it. Seejje-
tuiirixt, and cut under Petaurista.

petchary (peoh'a-ri), n. [W. Ind.] The gray
king-bird, or chieheree (so called from its cry),
Tyraiiiinx ilnmiini'oitsis or T. griseus, one of the
most characteristic and conspicuous birds of the
West Indies. It also occur* sparingly in the southern
United states. It resemble* the common king-bird or bee-
inai-tin, but is larger, grayer, and otherwise distinct.

pet-cock (pet'kok), . A small plug-cock, usu-
ally of a size adapted to screw into a female
thread f-inch, {-inch, or 4-inch pipe-tap size.
Pet-cocks art- used for draining water of condensation
from steam cylinders, and they are frequently placed In
the disi-h:u'n<'-pipes of pumps tu show if the latter are
working. They are also used as vents to penult air or
gas to escape fiom IVM-I -von-*, and for other purposes in
the arts. A small globe-valve is sometimes erroneously
called a pet cock. Also called pit-cock.
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petet, . A Middle English form of pit//.

petechiae (pe-tek'i-e), . pi. [NL. (cf. F. /
:-

trrliifx = Sp. IH liijutn.-i = Pg. peteckias), < It.

liitirrhir, purple spots on the skin (see def.),

pi. of in ti'i-i-liiit (ML. yv lii-riii), a spot, scab (ap-

plied in contempt to a miser); in form dim.,

appar. ult. < L. /H/II/H (IH Hi/in-), a scab, an

eruption.) I'urple spots on the skin, not dis-

appearing on pressure, caused by hemorrhage
into the cutaneous tissues.

petechial (pe-tek'i-al), a. [= F.pctccliinl = Sp.
//(

ti i/itinl = 'Pg. petechial = It. pi tn-rli'mlc (ML.
in iii-fliialix), < peteccltia, a spot, scab: see pe-
lirliiie.'] Of the nature of petechite; charac-
terized by or accompanied with petechiie or
livid spots: as, & petechial eruption or fever.
Petecmal fever, (a) Typhus fever, (ii) Epidemic cere-

brospinal meningitis.

petechiate(pe-tek'i-at),a. [<petechise + -atei.]

Having petoente; spotted with petechiw.
petegruet, An obsolete variant of pedigree.

peteoset, <> A Middle English form of piteous.
peter 1

! (P't6r)> " [Alsoj>eeter; in def. I abbr.

olj>eter-.?ee-nie ; in def. 2 uncertain ;
but in both

appar. ult. < Peter, a man's name, orig. that of
the apostle Peter, < LL. Petrus, < Gr. Uerpof,

Peter, lit. 'rock': seedier.] 1. Akindofwine
otherwise called peter-see-me anApeter-sameene.

By old claret I enlarge thee,
by cunar) I charge thee,

By Britain, metheglin, andpeeter,
Appear and answer me In meeter.

Beau, and Fl., Chances, T. 3. (\am.~)

2. A kind of cosmetic. Sallitcell.

peter2 (pe'ter), n. [Abbr. of repeater.] Xaut.
See blue-peter Blue peter, (a) See blue-peter. <f>)

In H'lii't, a conventional signal indicating a call for trumps.
Seepettrt, r. (c)The common American coot, Fulica ame-
ricana : so called with reference to its color, with an allu-

sion to blue-peter. [Southern U. S.)

peter- (pe'ter), p. . [< peter'*, .] In whist, to
call for trumps by throwing away a higher card
of a suit while holding a smaller. [Lng.]
Surely the Blue Peter I* well understood ; it is always

used when a ship is alxmt to start a blue flag with a
white centre. Calling for trumps, or petmiuj, is derived
from this source. S. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 36S.

peter3 (pe'ter), v. i. [Origin uncertain.] To
diminish gradually and then cease; fail; be-
come exhausted; in mining, to split up into

branches and become lost: said of a vein which
runs out or disappears, so that it can no longer
be followed by the miner: without. [Colloq.]

Then the bar petered out,
And the boys wouldn't stay.

Bret Uarte, Dow's Flat.

peter-boat (pe'ter-bot), . [< Pettn- (see Peter-

man) + boat.] 1. A fishing-boat; a small
boat pointed alike at stem and stern, which
may be rowed with either end foremost. 2. A
live-box; a crate or box for fish, made with slats,
and intended to be set in water to keep the fish

alive. [U. S. (Chesapeake Bay).]
peterelt, An obsolete form of petrel

1
.

peter-gunnert (pe'ter-gun'
l

'6r), n. A gunner
or sportsman. [Slang.]

I smell powder ; . . . this peier-mnnrr should have given
fire. Shirley, Witty Fair One, ii. 2.

Petermant (pe'ter -man), n. ; pi. Petermen
(-men). [So called in allusion to "Simon called

Peter, and Andrew his brother, . . . for they
were fishers" (Mat. iv. 18).] A fisherman.

[Eng. (on the Thames).]
Yet his skin is too thick to make parchment ; 'twould

make good boots for a Peterman to catch salmon In.

Margton, Jotuon, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, 11. 3.

Peter-pence (pe'ter-peus), w. See Peter'spence,
under penny.
peter-sameenet, Same a.speter-see-me. Mid-

Peter's bird. A petrel.
Peter's cress. See cress,

peter-see-met, " [A corruption of Peter (Pedro)
\'i>nen<:i.~] A kind of wine, one of the richest
and most delicate of the Malaga wines.

Peter-iee-me shall wash thy noul,
And Malaga glasses fox thee.

Middleton, Spanish Oypsy, ill. 1.

Peterson's bag. A rubber bag introduced into

the rectum and distended during suprapubic
cystotomy.
Peter's fish. [So called from the spot on each
side near the pectoral fin, fancied to be the mark
made by St. Peter's thumb and finger when, it is

said, he caught this fish for tribute.] The had-
dock ; also, some other fish similarly marked, as
the John-dory.
petersham (pe'ter-sham), . [After Lord Pe-

tersham, who set the fashion of wearing it.] 1.

petiole

A kind of greatcoat formerly fashionable.
2. The heavy rough-napped woolen cloth of
which such greatcoats were made. Ivtcrnham
cloth is now irnnaally lai k-Mn.

,
ami i* UM-d for lua\y

overcoats of all sort*, pea-jackets, and the like. Peter-
sham ribbon, see /iWxm.

Peter's pence. See pinny.
Peter's-stafft, . The common mulleu.

peth 1

(peth), ii. [A dial, form of jiatli.] Asleep
road; a road or path up a steep hill. [North.
Eng.]
peth- (peth), r. t. [A dial, form otpith.] To
kill with a pething-pole. [Australian.]

" Now then, shall we peth It or shoot It ?
"
says our butcher

pro tern. P. Clarke, Sew Chum in Australia, p. 180.

pething-pole (peth'ing-pol), n. A sort of har-

poon used for butchering cattle. [Australian.]

So up jumps Tom on the l>ar overhead with a long peth-

ing-pole, like an abnormally long and heavy alpenstock, in

his liand ; he selects the beast to lie killed, stands over It

in breathless but seemingly careless silence, adjusts hi*

point over the centre of the vertebra, and with one plunge
sends the cruel point with unerring aim Into the spinal
cord. P. Clarke, New Chum In Australia, p. 184.

petigreet, " An obsolete form of peitiyrn:

petiolaceous (pefi-o-la'shius), a. [(petiole +
-IIIVOHS.] Same &s petiolate.

petiolar (pet'i-6-lfi.r), n. [= F. p^tiolaire = Pg.
tieciolar = It. picciuolare, < NL. *petiolarig, <

L. petiolun, a petiole : see petiole.] 1. In bot.,

pertaining to a petiole, or proceeding from it;

growing on or supported by a petiole : as, &pet-
iolar tendril ;

& petiolar bud; a petiolar gland.
2. In ..niil. and mint., same &spctiotate.

petiolary (pet'i-o-la-ri), a. [As petiolar + -yl.]
1. In bot., same as petiolar. 2. In zool., same
as petiolate.

Petiolata (pet'i-o-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

petiolatns, a petiole, petiolate: seepeWotate.] A
division of hymeuopterous insects, including all

the true bees, wasps, etc. These have the ab-
domen united to the thorax by a slender peti-
ole or stalk, whence the name, which is opposed
to Securifera.

petiolate (pet'i-o-lat), a. [= F. petiole = Sp.

Pg.peciolado = It. nieeitiolato, < NL. "petiolatiig,
L. petiolus, a petiole : see petiole.] 1. In l>ot.,

haying a petiole: as, a petiolate leaf. 2. In

zool. and anat., stalked as if petiolate ; having
a footstalk, peduncle, or petiole like that of a

leaf; specifically, in entom., pertaining to the

Petiolata, or having their characters. See cuts
under Eucharinte. and Eumeiies Petiolate abdo-
men, an abdomen in which the petiole, composed of a
basal joint or two, is long and much more slender than
the others. Petiolate egg, in <ii<oni., an egg attached

by a slender stem, as those of many Ichneumon. flies.

Petiolate insects, those insects which have the abdomen
petiolated. Petiolate Wing, a wing in which the base is

very narrow and has parallel sides, suddenly enlarging to

the body of the wing, as in the genus Ayrifiii and its allies.

Petiolate wing-cell, a wing-cell greatly constricted at

one end, where it adjoins another cell.

petiolated (pet'i-o-la-ted), a. [< petiolate -4-

-erf2.] Same us petiolate.

petiole (pet'i-61), . [< F. petiole = Sp. Pg. pe-
ciolo = It. peziolo, picciuolo, a petiole, < L. petio-
iii". a stem or stalk of fruits (NL. a petiole), also

lit. a little foot ; for "pediolus, dim. of pen (wed-)
= K. font.} 1. In but., a leafstalk; the stalk or

Petiole of (a) Ptferomta arfentta, terete; (*) Popttlus trrmtt-

lotttft. flat; (ft TkatfiMm barbittedt, dilated at the base; (</> Py-
rola rotMHdtfolia, winged ; If) SrtMotafkrtim amtrifaMtttH. form-

ing a sheath ; (/) Acacia ttiltri/ermis. leaf-like (the K>called phyl-
lodium).

support by which the blade or limb of a leaf is

attached to the stem. It is usually round or semi-



petiole

cylindrical and channeled on the upper side, but may be

terete, flattened, winged, dilated at base, clasping, etc.

2. In entom., the slender sclerite or sclerites

by which the abdomen of many insects is united

to the thorax. It is prominent in many Hymenoptera,
as the slender part of a wasp; it is usually one-jointed,
but sometimes two-jointed, and rarely three-jointed. In

certain ants it carries one or more swellings which are

important in classification. See cuts under Evaniidie and
Atta.

petioled (pet'i-old), a. l<petiole + -ea2.] Same
as petiolate.

petiolulate (pet'i-o-lu-lat), a. [< NL. "petiolu-

/<itiix,<*petiolulus,'petioliile: see petiolule.] In

bot., supported by its own petiolule or foot-

stalk : applied to a leaflet.

petiolule (pet'i-o-lul), n. [< F. petiolule, < NL.

"petiolulus, dim.'otpetioltis, petiole: seepetiole.]
In bot., a little or partial petiole, such as belong
to the leaflets of compound leaves.

petiolus (pe-ti'o-lus), n.
; pi. petioli (-Ii). [NL.,

< L. petiolus, a stem or stalk of fruit : see peti-

ole.] In bot. and zodl., a petiole Petiolus of
the epiglottis, the narrow attached end of the epiglottis.

petit (pet'i), a. and n. [< ]H.petit, < OF. petit,
F. petit, small, petty: see petty. The spelling

petit,
with the pronunciation belonging to petty,

is retainedin various legal phrases.] I. a. Small;
petty ;

inferior. petit constable. See petty con-

stable, under constable, 2. Petit jury, treason, etc. See
the nouns. Petit point. Same as tent-stitch.

II.t ** Same as petty.
And therefore was their master Moises called Pedagog-

us, yt is, a teacher of children, or (as they cal such one
in ye Gramer scholes) an Usher or a Master of the petite*.
Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1573), fol. 4&

petit-baume (pet'i-bom), n. [F., < petit, little.

+ bourne, balsam: see balm.] A liquor obtained
in the West Indies from Croton balsamifer.

petite (pe-tef), a. [F.,fem. of petit: see petit,

petty.] Little; of small size
; tiny.

Petitia (pe-tish'i-a), n. [NL. (Jacquin, 1780),
after Francois P. d'u Petit (1664-1741), a French
surgeon.] A genus of gamopetalous shrubs and
trees of the order Verbenacex and tribe Viticex,
characterized by the four equal petals, nearly
sessile anthers, and drupe with one stone con-

taining four cells and four seeds. The 8 species
are natives of the West Indies and Mexico. They bear
opposite undivided leaves, and small flowers in cymes
usually panicled in the upper axils. P. Domingensis is

the yellow fiddlewood of the West Indies. See spur-tree.

petition (pe-tish'on), . [< ME. peticion, peti-

tion, < OF. petition, F. petition = Sp. peticion =
Pg. petifao = It. petizione, a petition, < L. peti-
tio(n-), a blow, thrust, an attack, an arming at a

request, petition, solicitation, (.petere, pp.peti-
tus, fall upon, rush at, attack, assault, etc., di-

rect one's course to, seek, make for, strive for,

require, demand, ask, solicit, fetch, betake one-
self to, etc., =Gr. ftivTeiv, fall, versadai, fly, akin
to KTcp6v, wing, feather, etc., Skt. \f pat, fly:

eeefeatlter, pen'
2

,
etc. From the L. petere are

also ult. E. appete, appetent, appetite, compete,
competent, competitor, etc., impetus, impetuous,
petulant, etc., repeat, repetition, etc.] 1. An
entreaty, supplication, or prayer ; a solemn or
formal supplication, as one addressed to the

Supreme Being, or to a superior in rank or

power; also, a particular request or article

among several in a prayer.

Thy peticion I graunt the.

Lytell Geste of Kobyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 116).

Let my life be given me at ray petition, and my people at

my request. Esther vii. 3.

I will go and sit beside the doors,
And make a wild petition night and day.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. A formal written request or supplication;
particularly, a written supplication from an in-
ferior to a superior, or to a legislative or other
body, soliciting some favor, right, grant, or

mercy.
The governour and assistants sent an answer to the

petition of Sir Christopher Gardiner, and withal a certifi-
cate from the old planters concerning the carriage of
affairs. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 126.

I remember, when the Duke of Newcastle was going to
Windsor with a mob at his heels to present a petition (dur-
ing the late discussions), I went down to him and showed
him the petition, and told him they ought to be prevented
from comiug. Greaille, Memoirs, July 10, 1829.

3. In law, a written application for an order
of court, used (a) where a suit is already pend-
ing in respect to the subject of which some re-
lief is sought that renders proper a more for-
mal application than a motion (as a petition for
instructions to a receiver), or (b) where thesub-
ject is within the jurisdiction of the court with-
out the bringing of an action (as a petition for
the writ of habeas corpus, or for an adjudication
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in bankruptcy); also, the paper containing such
a supplication, solicitation, or humble request.

4. A begging: only in the rare phrase 'pe-
tition of a principle' (begging the question),

translating Latin petitio principii.

Diogenes. Stay ! Those terms are puerile, and imply a

petition of a principle : keep to the term necessity.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, 1st ser., vii.

Millenary petition. See millenary. Petition of right.
(a) In Eng. law, a petition for obtaining possession or res-

titution from the crown of either real or personal proper-

ty, the petition stating facts and claiming a right which
controverts the title of the crown. (6) A declaration of

the rights of the people addressed by Parliament In 1628

to King Charles I., and his assent to it, which, though not
in form a statute or ordinance, has been accepted as hav-

ing the full force and effect of fundamental law. It re-

cited, In substance, that subjects should not be taxed but

by consent of Parliament ; that commissions for raising

money should not be issued contrary to law ; that no free-

man should be imprisoned, disseized of his land, outlawed,
or exiled but by the judgment of his peers or the law of

the land ; that no subject ought to be imprisoned without
cause shown ; that citizens should not be compelled to en-

tertain soldiers against the law ; and that commissions for

the trial of offenders by martial law ought not to issue in

time of peace. Petitions of Rights Act. See Bovill's

Act (a), under act. Right of petition, the right of the

governed to bring grievances to the knowledge of the gov-
erning power, by the presentation and hearing of petitions
for redress. By the FirstAmendment to the Constitution
of the United States, Congress can make no law prohibit-
ing "the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the government for a redress of grievances."
= Syn. Supplication, Suit, etc. (see prayer), solicitation, ap-
plication, address.

petition (pe-tish'on), v. [=:F.p6titionner; from
the noun.] I. trans. 1. To present a petition
or make a request to ; supplicate ; entreat ;

specifically, to address a written or printed pe-
tition or supplication to, as to a sovereign, le-

gislative body, or person in authority, for some
favor or right.
She petitioned Jupiter that he might prove Immortal.

Bacon, Moral Fables, ii.

2. To solicit; ask for; desire as a favor.

Would not your word, your slightest wish, effect

All that I hope, petition, or expect?
Crabbe, Works, V. 188.

II. intrans. To intercede; make a humble
request or entreaty ; present a petition.

You think now I should cry, and kneel down to you,
Petition for my peace.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iv. 8.

petitionarily (pe-tish'on-a-ri-li), adv. Byway
of petitio principii, or begging the question.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5. [Bare.]
petitionary (pe-tish'on-a-ri), a. [< petition +
-an/.] 1. Offering a petition ; supplicatory.

Pardon Rome and thy petitionary countrymen.
Shak., Cor., v. 2. 82.

It is our base petitionary breath
That blows them to this greatness.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 1.

2. Containing a petition or request.
If such come

For their reliefe by suite petitionary,
Let them have gracious hearing.

Heywood, Eoyal King and Loyal Subject, 1.

petition-crown (pe-tish'on-kroun), n. See
crown, 13.

petitioner (pe-tish'on -er), n. [(petition + -erl.]
1. One who presents a petition, either verbal
or written.

Heare the Cries, see the Tears,
Of all distressed poor Petitioners.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

2. [i.e. or cop.] InEng. hist, same as addresser.

petitionist (pe-tish'on-ist), . [< petition +
-ist.] A petitioner. Lamb. (Encyc. Diet.)

petitio principii (pe-tish'i-6 prin-sip'i-i). [L.
(tr. Gr. TO cv apxv a'tTeioBat, an assumption at
the outset): petitio, petition; principii, gen. of

principium, principle : see petition and princi-
ple.'] In logic, the assumption of that which
in the beginning was set forth to be proved;
begging the question: a fallacy or fault of

reasoning belonging to argumentations whose
conclusions really follow from their premises,
either necessarily or with the degree of prob-
ability pretended, the fault consisting in the
assumption of a premise which no person hold-

ing the antagonistic views will admit.
petit-maJtre (pe-te'ma'tr), . [P., a little mas-
ter: see petty and master*.] A name given to
dandies in France in the reigns of Louis XIV.
and Louis XV.; hence, in English literature,
one who displays exaggeration in his dress
and cultivates female society more or less ob-
trusively ;

a fop ;
a coxcomb,

petitort (pet'i-tor), n. [< L. petitor, a seeker,
plaintiff, < petere, pp. petitus, seek : see peti-
tion.] A seeker.

petrel

A very potent (I cannot say "competitor," the Bishop
himself being never upetitorfoT the place, but) "desirer"

of this office was frustrated in his almost assured expecta-
tion of the same to himself. Fuller, Ch. Hist, XI. ii. 48.

,
. petitor, ,

.

Petitioning; soliciting; begging; petitionary.
The proper voices of sickness are expressly vocal and

petitory in the ears of God.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iii. 2.

Petitory action or suit, (a)
An action claiming title

or right of ownership, as distinguished from one which,
ostensibly at least, relates merely to possession. (6) In
Scots law, au action by which something is sought to be
decreed by the judge in consequence of a right of property
or a right of credit in the pursuer, including all actions
on personal contracts by which the grantor has become
bound to pay or to perform.

Petit's operation. See operation.
Petiveria (pet-i-ve'ri-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after J.'Petiver, F. R. S., a London
apothecary, who died in 1718.] A genus, made
by Lindley type of a small order Petiveriacex,
now classed in the order Pliytolaccacese and tribe

Rivinex, characterized by the elongated fruit,

covered with slender recurved spines. The 4

species are all American, found from Florida to southern
Brazil. They are slender erect herbs, with the odor of

garlic, very acrid, and bearing alternate ovate leaves, and
small greenish flowers of four persistent sepals. P. alli-

acea, the guinea-hen weed, also known as stronyman's-
weed, is much used in the West Indies for toothache and
for its stimulating and sudorific properties. P. tetrandra
is similarly used in Brazil.

petlanque (pet-lang'ke), n. [Mex. Sp.] The
name of an ore of silver, called in Chili "rosi-
cler oscuro"; a sulphantimoniuret of silver,
known to mineralogists as pyrargyrite pet-

lanque negro, the ore of silver called silver-glance, glas-

en, and vitreous silver, of which the mineralogical name
is arffentite.

peto (pe'to), n. [Imitative.] The tufted tit-

mouse of the United States, Parus or Lopho-
plianes bicolor. T. Nuttall,

petralogy, n. An erroneous form of petrology.
Petrarcnism (pe'trar-kizm), n. [< Petrarch (see
def. ) + -ism.] The style or manner of the poet
Petrarch (1304-74); the peculiarities of his

poetry collectively.
From this period [the fourteenth century] also dates that

literary phenomenon known under the name of Petrarch-
ism. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 606.

Petrarchist (pe'trar-kist),
. [< Petrarch +

-ist.] A disciple, follower, or imitator of Pe-
trarch. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 506.

petraria (pe-tra'ri-a), n. [ML. : see petrary.]
Same as petrary.
The archers shot their arrows, the petraria hurled its

stones. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, III. 113.

petrary (pe-tra'ri), n.
; pi. petraries (-riz). [In

older form perrier, < OF.perriere, etc. (aeeper-
rier, and cf . pederero, etc.); = Sp. petraria, <

ML. petraria, a machine for throwing stones,
< ~L.petra, a rock : seepier.] A military engine
for throwing large stones.

petret (pe'ter), n. [An abbr. of saltpetre, salt-

peter.] Niter; saltpeter.
Powder which Is made of impure and greasy petre hath

but a weak emission. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

Petrea (pe'tre-ii), n. [NL. (Houstoun, 1737),
named after Robert James, Lord Petre, a patron
of botany, who died in 1742.] A genus of twin-

ing shrubs of the order Verbenacete and tribe

Verbenese, characterized by racemed flowers,
the ovary of two cells, each wjth one ovule,
and the calyx greatly enlarged in fruit. The 20

species are all American, found from the West Indies and
Mexico to Brazil and Bolivia. They bear opposite rigid
undivided leaves, and large violet or bine flowers in long
racemes, with the large sepals beautifully colored at

flowering, enlarging and turning green in fruit. Several

species are favorites in cultivation underglass, especiallyA volubilis, the purple wreath, which is a native of the
West India islands and of the mainland from Vera Cruz
southward.

petrean (pe-tre'an), a. [Cf. F. petree = Sp.
pttreo = Pg. U.petreo; < L. petreeus, < Gr. m-
rpalof, rocky, < irerpa, rock: see pier.] Of or

pertaining to rock or stone. Faber. [Rare.]

petrel1
(pet'rel), n. [Formerly also peterel ; < F.

petrel, a petrel, lit. 'little Peter,'
' Peterkin' (G.

Petersvogel, 'Peter's bird'), so called because it

seems to walk on the sea, like Peter (Mat. xiv.

29), < ML. *Petrellus, dim. of LL. Petrus, Peter,
< Gr. IlfT/jof, Peter, lit. 'rock' (see Mat. xvi. 18):

see pier.] 1. A small black-and-white sea-

bird, Procellaria pelagica ; hence, any similar

bird of pelagic or oceanic habits, with webbed
feet, long pointed wings, and tubular nostrils.

belonging to the family Procellariidse and sub-

family Procellariinse. Many of the petrels are char-

acterized by qualifying epithets, and others receive spe-
cial names. The stormy petrels, also called Mother Carey's



petrel

ckickeia, are the very small sooty species like ProctUaria

pelayica, though of several genera, Including Frocellarto

(formerly culled Thaia**idrmna\ Cymochorea, Ualocyp-
t>'fi, find Octanites, '1'hu most numerous species to which
the name is given are those of the genera <K#trelata, Dap-
(ion, and soim- others, such as the capped petrel, Wxtrelata

hasttata, and the Cape- pigeon, DflfWum capen#e. These

-^-
Stonny Petrel (Protrllaria ftlagica).

are of medium size, or ratlier small, and almost exclusive-

ly Inhabit southern seas. Petrels of the large genus Pvf-
fnwt are commonly known as thearwaten and haadeni.
The large gnll-like petrels of the genus Fulmarus ana some
related genera are called fulmars. All are pelagic, and
practically independent of land except during the breed-

ing-season. They breed for the most part in burrows or
holes in rocks by the seaside, laying a single white egg.
Many of them arc wont, like albatrosses, to follow ships
for many days at sea, to feed upon the refuse of the cook's

galley, and may sometimes be taken with hook and line.

In powers of long-sustained flight they surpass all other
birds, but, with the exception of one genus (Ptlecaaaidei
or Halodroma), they cannot dive. See also cuts under
Daption, fulmar, haijden, and (Estrelata.

2. The kittiwake, a gull. [Flamborough Head,
Eng. 1 _ pintado petrel. See pintado.

petrel2t, An obsolete form of poitrel.

petrenelt, . An obsolete variant otpetronel.
petrescence (pe-tres'ens), n. [< petrescen(t) +
-ce.] Petrifaction. Maunder.
petrescent (pe-tres'ent), a. [< L. petra, < Gr.

xfrpa, rock, +' -escen'i.] Possessing the proper-
ty of changing or converting into stone

; petri-

fying-

Springs of petreicent water. Boyle, Works, III. 654.

Petricola (pe-trik'6-la), . [NL. : seepetrico-
lous.] The typical genus of Petricolidee. La-
marck.

Petricolidse (pet-ri-kol'i-de), n.pl [NL., < Pe-
tricola + -idle.] A family of bivalve mollusks
which live in rocks, named by D'Orbigny in 1837
from the genus Petricola; the rock-borers. They

a, Pttritela (Pttricolaria) fholadtfartnii (right valve). #, Petri-
cola litkofhaga (right valve).

are related to the Veneridtc, but the mantle is enlarged,
the pedal opening small, the foot small, and the shell more
or less gaping. The species for the most part perforate
clay or soft rock.

petricolous (pe-trik'o-lus), a. [< NL. petrieo-
la, < L. petra ('< Or. ntrpa), a rock, + colere, in-

habit.] Inhabiting rocks
; saxicoline; lithodo-

mous, as a mollusk. See cuts under date-shell,
l'i tricolldx, and piddock.

petrifaction (pet-ri-fak'shon), n. [< L. as if

*petrifactio(n-), < petra (< Gr. irfrpa), rock, +
factus, pp. of facere, make. Cf. petrify.] 1.

Conversion into stone, specifically
of organic

substances or parts of such
; fossilization

;
re-

placement of organic matter by some mineral

substance, in which process more or less of the
form and structure of the organized body is pre-
served. 2. An organic substance converted
into stone; a fossil. The words petrifaction and fossa
are entirely synonymous at the present time. Formerly
fossil was applied to minerals or mineral substances dug
from the earth, whether they did or did not exhibit any
traces of organic structure. See/oggtf.
3. Figuratively, a rigid or stunned condition

resulting from fear, astonishment, etc.

petrifactive (pet-ri-fak'tiv),a. [< petrifaction)
-t- -ive.~\ 1. Of or pertainiug to petrifaction.
Xir T. Kroirnc. 2. Having power to petrify or
to convert vegetable or animal substances into
stone.

petrifiable(pet'ri-fi-a-bl),a. [< petrify + -able.]

Capable of being petrified.

petriflc (pe-trif'ik), a. [= Sp. petriftco = Pg.
It. prtrifu-o, < L. as if *petriticus, < petra, rock,
+ faeere, make. Cf. petrify.] That converts or
has power to convert into stone.
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Death with his mace petnjlc, cold and dry,
As with a tridrnt, smote, and fix d as firm

As Delos, floating once. Milton, K L., x. 294.

Not the wlng'd Perseus, with Petrifck Shield
Of Gorgon's Bead, to more Amazement charm 'd his Foe.

Congreve, On the Taking of Xamurc.

petriflcatet (pet'ri-fi-kat), t'. t. [< L. pi-t,-(ti-

I'dtiix, jip. of "/i> li'iiii'iii-i
1

, petrify: see petrify.]
To

petrify.
/. Hall, Poems, p. 96.

purification (pet ri-fi-ka'shon), n. [< F. pftri-

fication Sp. pi'trijicacioii = Pg. petrificai;flo
= It. pelrijii'ii-inni', < L. as if 'petrificatio(n-),
< "prtrififiirr, petrify: see petrify.] 1. Same
as iiclrijarliiiii. Xi? T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 3.

2f. Obduracy; callousness. [Rare.]
It was observed long ago by F.pictetus that there were

some persons that would deny the plainest and most evi-

dent truths
;
and this state and condition he terms t pet-

rijicatiim or mortification of the mind.

lliMnu'M, Melamprousea, p. 1. (Latham.)

petrify (pet'ri-fi), r.
; pret. and pp. petrified,

ppr. petrifying. [< F. petrifier= Sp. Pg. petri-

ficar = It. petrificare, < L. as if "petrificare, <

petra (< Gr. ntrpa), rock (see pier), + facere,
make. Cf. petrific.] I. trans. 1. To convert
into stone or a stony substance

; change into

stone. 2. To make hard as stone ; render hard
or callous : as, to petrify the heart.

Full In the midst of Euclid dip at once,
And petrify a genius to a dunce.

Pope, Dunciad, Ir. 264.

3. To paralyze or stupefy as with fear or amaze-
ment : as, to petrify one with astonishment.

The poor petrified journeyman, quite unconscious of

what he was doing in blind, passive self-surrender to

panic, absolutely descended both flights of stairs.

De Quincry.

Suddenly two men with guns came out of the woods,
but at the sight of the flatboat stood petrified.

Q. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, vii.

II. intrans. To become stone or of a stony
hardness, as organic matter by means of cal-

careous or other deposits in its cavities; hence,
to change into lifeless hardness or rigidity.

Like Niobe we marble grow.
And petrify with grief.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalls, 1. 8.

petrinalt, An obsolete form of petronel.
Petrine (pe'trin), a. [< LL. as if "Petrinus (cf.
ML. petrinus, < Gr. irtrpivos, of rock), < Petrus, <

Gr. Ilfrpof, Peter : see petrel
1
.] Of or pertain-

ing to the apostle Peter or his doctrines or writ-

ings : as, the Petrine epistles. See Petrinism.
Petrine liturgy, the Roman liturgy attributed by eccle-

siastical tradition to Peter.

Petrinism (pe'trin-izm), n.
[<

Petrine + -ism.]
The beliefs or tendencies attributed to the apos-
tle Peter; according to the Tubingen school of

theology, the doctrine that Christianity is a

Ehase
or development of Judaism, supposed to

ave been advocated by the followers of Peter:

opposed to Paulinism. See Paulinism, and Tu-

bingen school (under school).

A purely speculative process of conflicting tendencies,
which started from an antagonism of Petrinism and Pau-
linUm. .*A"/, Hist Christ Church, I. 7.

petrograph

',
a swallow: see clielidon.] A genus

of HirundinitUe, contiiijiiiiganumberof sp'
of various parts of the world, which affix nests
of mud to rocks, whence the name; the eliff-

swallowg. /'. lunifrimt is the common cliff-swallow,

caves-swallow, or mud-swallow of the United HtaU's, which
builds clusters of bottle-nosed nests made of little pellets
of mud stuck together. See cuts under eavtt-ncalloic and
hive-nest.

petrodrome (pet'ro-drom), n. An insectivorous
mammal of the genus Petrodromus, P. tetradac-

tylus, of Mozambique.
Petrodromus (pet-rod'ro-mus), n. [NL. (W. Pe-

ters, 1846), < Gr. xtrpa, rock, jrtTpof, a stone, +
fpafulv, aor. inf. of rpixetv, run.] A genus of

elephant-shrews of the family Macroscelidid,

Petrodrome (Petrutromm utradactyltts).

differing from the genus Macroscelides in hav-

ing the hind feet with only four toes. The type
is P. tetradactylus. See also cut under elephant-
shrew.

Petroff 's defense. In chess-playing. See open-

ing, 9.

Petrogale (pet-rog'a-le), n. [NL., < Gr. irerpn.

rock, irtrpof, a stone, + vaX^, ya^i?, a weasel.]
1. A genus of marsupials of the family Macro-

podidfe, founded by J.E. Gray in 1837; the rock-

kangaroos. There are six or more species, all Austra-

lian, of which the brush-tailed wallabee, P. penicillatut,

Petrobieae (pet-ro-bi'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1873), < Petrobium + -e&.] A sub-
tribe of composite plants of the tribe Helian-

thoidex, characterized by the dioecious chaffy
heads, each with rudimentary styles or anthers.
It includes three genera, two of SouthAmerican
shrubs, and one a tree, Petrobinm (the type).
Petrobium (pet-ro'bi-um), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1817), so called in allusion to its home on the
rock of St. Helena; < Gr. irtrpa, rock, + /3)f.

life.] A genus of composite plants, type of

the subtribe Petrobiete, having a flat receptacle
and linear awned aehenia. There is but one species,
a small tree, found only on the island of St. Helena, bearing
toothed opposite leaves, and small heads of yellow flowers
in leafy panicled corymbs at the summits of the branches.
It is sometimes known as root-plant of St. Helena, and on
the island as whiteirood. Its remarkably recurved tubular
corollas make the head of flowers at first seem radiate.

Petrobrusian (pet-ro-brS'si-an), n. [< ML.
Petrobnisiani, pi., < Petrus Br'vsius (Pierre de

Bruys) (see def.) + -an.] One of the followers
of Peter (Pierre) de Bruys, especially numerous
in the south of France in the twelfth century.
De Bruys opposed church buildings, bishops, priests, and
iHTfinonials, and rejected transubstantiation and infant

baptism.

petroccipital (pet-rok-sip'i-tal), a. [<pe<r(o)
+ occipital.] Of or pertaining to the occipital
bone and the petrous part of the temporal bone :

as, the petroccipital suture. Alsopetro-occipital.
See cut under craniofacial.

Petrpchelidon (pet-ro-kel'i-don), n. [NL. (Ca-
banis, 1851), < Gr. mrpa, rock, xfrpof, a stone,

Yellow-footed Rock-kangaroo (Pttrogalt xantftofMj\

and the yellow-footed rock-kangaroo, P. xanthoput, are

examples. These kangaroos are fitted for living among
rocks, where they display great agility. The hind limbs
are less disproportionate than in other kangaroos, and the
tail is used less in supporting the body or in leaping.

2. (
'. <'.] An animal of this genus.

petrogeny (pet-roj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. irtrpa, rock,

ircrpof, a stone, + -ytvcia, < -yevf/c, produced: see

-geny.] The science of the origin of rocks;
theoretical petrography or petrology : a word
little used, and bearing the same relation to

petrography or petrology which geogetiy does to

geology.
petroglyph (pet'ro-glif), n. [< Gr. irtrpa, rock,

Ktrpos, a stone, + y^vfy, carving: see glyph.] A
carving on or in stone ; a rock-carving.

petTOglyphic (pet-ro-glif'ik), a. [< petroglyph-y
+ -ie.] Of or pertaining to petroglyphy: as,
a petrogiyphic inscription.

petroglyphy (pet-rog'li-fi),n. [<Gr.^rpa,rock,
vtrpof, a stone, + fMfuf, carve, sculpture.]
The art or operation of carving inscriptions and

figures on rocks or stones.

petrograph (pet'ro-graf), H. [< Gr. verpa, rock,

vtrpof, a stone, + jpafeiv, write.] A writing on
a rock

;
a petroglyph. [Rare.]

Mr. Cushlng's party found on the rocks of neighboring
mountains petmrrapht, or crude etchings.

Science, XII. 40.



petrographer

petrographer (pet-rog'ra-fer), n. [< petrogra-

plt-y + -tr 1
.] One who is versed in petrogra-

phy, or the study of rocks.

petrographic (pet-ro-graf'ik), a. [= F. p6tro-

i/niphitjuc; as petrograpli-y + -if.~\ Of or per-

taining to petrography.
petrographical (pet-ro-graf'i-kal), a. [< pet-

rograpMe + -al.J Same as petrographic. fet-

ro'graplilcal microscope. See microscope.

petrographically (pet-ro-graf
'

i-kal-i), adv. As

regards petrography; as regards mineralogi-
cal and chemical constitution and structure:

as, two kinds of gneisspetrograpMeally distinct.

petrography (pet-rog'ra-fi), n. [= F. petro-

graphie, < Gr. irerpa, a rock, nerpof, a stone, +
-ypa<t>ia, < jpd<t>eiv, write.] If. The art of writing
or inscribing on stone. 2. The study of rocks

;

lithology; petrology. The investigation of the miner-

als of which rocks are made up is called lithology, which in-

cludes not only the determination of the mineral constitu-

ents of a rock, but also the study of the changes which these

constituent minerals have undergone, either during the

consolidation of the rock or at a subsequent period, in the

course of those changes which are denominated metamor-

phic (see metamorphiitn) changes often complicated
and difficult to decipher. While in some rocks the con-

stituents are crystallized in large and distinctly formed
individuals, so that each species can be separated and an-

alyzed by itself without difficulty, this is ordinarily not
the case. Hence by the methods formerly pursued it was
often extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make out

clearly of what species the rock was composed. At the

present time the method of examination of a rock consists

in cutting from it one or more sections sufficiently thin to

be nearly transparent ; these are examined with the mi-

croscope, with and without the use of polarized light ; and
the optical and crystallographic appearances presented
are generally sufficient to give not only a correct idea of

the nature of the minerals, but also of the changes which
they have undergone through various stages of metamor-
phism. Assistance is also afforded by the method of sepa-
ration in which gravity-solutions are employed. (See grav-
ity-solution.') While most geologists writing in English use
the terms lithology, petrology, and petrography as nearly sy-

nonymous, others desire to limit the meaning of the first

of these to the indoor or laboratory study of rocks, and
would define petrography as including their investigation
both indoors and in the field.

Petrography I define as that branch of science which em-
braces both lithology and petrology. It includes every-
thing that pertains to the origin, formation, occurrence,
alteration, history, relations, structure, and classification

of rocks as such. It is the essential union of field and lab-

oratory study. M. E. Wadxworth, Lithological Studies, p. 2.

petrohyoid (pet-ro-hl'oid), a. and n. [< petro(us)
+ hyoid.'] I. a. Of or pertaining to the hyoid
bone and a petrous part of the skull: noting a
muscle of some batrachians Petrohyoid mus-
cle, a series of small muscular slips lying immediately be-

neath the omohyoid, and passing between the hyoid and
hinder region of the skull of some batrachians. Huxley
mid Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 50.

II. . The petrohyoid muscle.

petrolt (pe-trol' or pet'rol), . [< F. petrole, <

ML. petroleum : see petroleum.] Same as petro-
leum.

Petrol or petroleum is a liquid bitumen, black, floating
on the water of springs. Woodward.

petrolatum (pet-ro-la'tum), n. [NL., < petro-
leum, q. v.l A soft unctuous substance, con-

sisting mainly of hydrocarbons of the paraffin

series, obtained from residues left after the dis-

tillation of lighter oils from crude petroleum,
or deposited from crude petroleum on standing.
When purified and deodorized, it forms a salvy neutral

mass, yellow or reddish in color, odorless, tasteless, and
somewhat fluorescent. It is used as a basis for ointments
and as a protective dressing. Also called vaseline and cos-

moline.

petrolene (pet'ro-len), . [= F. petrolene; as

petrol,petrol(eum), + -ewe.] A liquid hydrocar-
bon mixture obtained from petroleum.
petroleum (pe-tro'le-um), n. [=F.petrole=Sp.
petroleo Pg. petroleo= It.petrolio=D . G. Dan.
Sw. petroleum (MD. peterolie), < ML. petroleum
(&lsopetreleum,petrelseon, < MGr. NGr. vcTpehai-

ov), rock-oil,< Ij.petra (< Gr. ireTpa), rock,+ ole-

m(<Gr. e%uov),oil: seeoil. AMLi.aAj.petrole-
tis, pertaining to rocks (neut.petroleurn, or oleum

petroleum, rock-oil), is given.] An oily sub-
stance of great economical importance, espe-
cially as a source of light, occurring naturally
oozing from crevices in rocks, or floating on the
surface of water, and also obtained in very large
quantity in various parts of the world by boring
into the rock

; rock-oil. Petroleum was known to the
Persians, Greeks, and Romans under the name of naphtha;
the less liquid varieties were called ao-cJmATos by the Greeks,
and bitumen was with the Romans a genericname for all the
naturally occurring hydrocarbons which are now included
under the names of asphaltum, maltha, and petroleum. The
last name was not in use in classic times. The existence of
petroleum in Pennsylvania and New York has been known
from almost the earliest time of the settlement of those
States by Europeans, but it was not until 1859, when oil
was obtained by boring at Titusville on Oil Creek, a branch
of the Allegheny River, that it began to be of commercial
Importance. At the present tune the production of crude
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petroleum reaches an amount nearly equal to thirty mil-

lions of barrels a year, and the value of the exports of this

article in various forms amounts to almost 50,OUO,000 a

year, nearly all the material exported being furnished by
the oil-fields of Pennsylvania and western New York. The
crude oil undergoes refining, and is put upon the market
in various forms (see kerosem, naphtha, rhiyolene. etc.),

but much the largest part of this product has the form
of an oil suitable for burning in lamps in all parts of the

world. The only other oil-producing region in the world

at all comparing with that of Pennsylvania and New York
is at and near Baku, on the Caspian, where the existence

of oil has been known from time immemorial, but where
its commercial importance has only recently been realized.

The exported petroleums of the United States are chiefly
from rocks of Devonian age ;

those of Baku occur in the

Tertiary. An important part of the transportation of the

crude material in the United States is effected by pipes
laid beneath the surface, through which the oil is forced.

See pipe-line. Also called coal-mi, earth oil.

The Wardrobe Account, 21-23 Edw. III., 38/2, the fol-

lowing entry :
" Delivered to the King in his chamber at

Calais : 8 Ibs. petroleum." If. and Q., 7th ser., V. 248.

petroleum-car (pe-tro'le-um-kar), n. A rail-

road-car carrying a tank or tanks, especially

designed for the transportation of petroleum
in bulk.

petroleum-ether (pe-tro'le-um-e"ther), n.

Same as naphtha.
petroleum-furnace (pe-tro'le-um-f6r"nas), n.

A steam-boiler or other furnace for burning
petroleum, which is admitted in jets or in the
form of a spray of petroleum mingled with air

or with a steam-jet; a hydrocarbon-furnace.
E. H. Knight.
petroleum-still (pe-tro'le-um-stil), n. A still

for separating the hydrocarbon products from

Petromyzontidse

petrology (pet-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. irerpa, rock,

TrtT/iof, a stone, + -Aoyia, < 'Atyeiv, speak: see

-<>loyy.~\ The study of rocks from the point of

view of their minerulogical composition; lithol-

ogy ; petrography. By some this term is used
in a more limited sense. See the quotation,
and also petrography.

Lithology describes the results which would be arrived
at by a man who sat indoors in his laboratory and examined
small hand specimens of different kinds of rocks brought
to him. Petrology tells us what additional information we
k'ain when we go out of doors and examine large masses of

rocks in the fields. A. H. Green, Phys. Geol., p. 9.

petromastoid (pet-ro-mas'toid), a. and n. [<

petro(ua) + mastoid.~] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the petrous and mastoid parts of the temporal
bone: as, petromastoid cells

;
the petromastoid

bone.
II. . The petromastoid bone. In man at birth

the petromastoid is a distinct bone, consisting chiefly of

petrosal elements from which mastoid parts are as yet
scarcely developed. It soon becomes confluent with oth-

er parts of the compound temporal bone, leaving traces

of its original separation in the Glaserian fissure and the
canal of Huguier on the outer side of the bone, and the

Eustachian tube and tensor tympani canal on the other

side.

Petromys (pet'ro-mis), n. [NL. (Sir A. Smith,
1831), < Gr. mrp'a, rock, + //if, mouse.] A re-

markable outlying genus of rodents of the fam-

Petromys typictis.

ily Octodontidie, found in Africa; rock-rats. It

is one of the only three Ethiopian genera of

this characteristically American family.

Petromyzon (pet-ro-mi'zon), . [NL.,< Gr. m-
Ty>a,rock, frerpof, a stone,+ //!'<ji> (//i>(ovr-),ppr. of

[tv&iv, suck: see myzont. Cf.petromyzont.} 1.

A genus of myzouts or lampreys, giving name
to the family I'etromyzontidif. It formerly in-

cluded all the lampreys and other myzonts, but has by later

ff

Petroleum-still.

a. retort; a', beak of retort, through which vaporspass: 6, charging-
pipe ; f, column composed of compartments f 1

, c y
, etc. (The com-

partments are filled to a definite height with the same kind of liquid
as that to be distilled through the pipe d, having a valve for each com-

partment. The same pipe is also used for drawing off this liquid.)

e, worm placed in a water-tank, connected by pipe^to the column
c, and by the pipe g to a gasometer k ; h, h', auxiliary worms con-
nected with t ; J, pipe for return of liquid to the retort when desired ;

/, I, running-pans receiving liquid from h. h', etc. ; tn, main run-

ning-pan. Heat is applied by furnaces at the bottom of a. The va-

pors pass through a into c. The heavier products are condensed by
the liquid in the compartments c 1, cz , etc. Lighter vapors pass into

the worm f, and are there condensed and run down into h and h' for

further cooling. The gasometer 6 collects any uncondensed vapors.

crude petroleum in the order of their volatility.
E. H. Knight.
p6troleur (pa-tro-ler'), [F-, <

petrole, pe-
troleum : see petroleum."} An incendiary ; spe-
cifically, one of those adherents of the Com-
mune who set fire to the public buildings of

Paris, with the aid of petroleum, on the entry
of the national troops in May, 1871.

p6troleuse (pa-tro-lez'), n. [F., fern, of feiro-
leur, q. v.] A female incendiary. Seepe'troleur.

petroliferous (pet-ro-lif'e-rus), a. [* ML. pe-
troleum, petroleum, + L. ferre = E. Sear1 .]
Abounding in petroleum ; productive of petro-
leum; containing or yielding petroleum: as,

petroliferous strata. Amer. Jour. Set., VII. 561.

petrolin, petroline (pet'ro-lin), n. [< petrol,

petrol(eum), + -in2
, -ine%.~\ A solid substance

consisting of a mixture of hydrocarbons, ob-
tained by distilling the petroleum of Rangoon :

analogous to paraffin.

petrolist (pet'ro-list), n. [<. petrol + -ist.~\ An
incendiary. See petroleur.

petrolize (pefro-flz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. petro-

lized, ppr. petrolizing. [< petrol + -ize.] To
cause to resemble petroleum ;

confer the char-
acter or properties of petroleum upon. Ure.

petrological (pet-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< petrolog-y
+ -ic-nr] Of or pertaining to petrology. Nature.

petrologically (pet-ro-loj'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards petrology or petrological investigation or
conditions.

petrologist (pet-rol'o-jist), n. [< petrolog-y +
-ist.~\ One who is skilled in petrology.

Skull of Lamprey (Petromyxon

A, side view : B, top view : a, ethmovomerine plate ; b, olfactory
capsule ; c, auditory capsule ; d, neural arches of spinal column ; f,

palatopterygoid ; f, (probably) metapterygoid, or superior quadrate,
and , inferior quadrate part of the subocular arch ; ft. stylohyal
process; t, lingual cartilage ; *, infe:

of cranium; m, branchial skeleton ; i

, and /, lateral, prolongation
3, accessory labial cartilages.

writers been restricted to the northern lampreys, and es-

pecially those of the sea. See Petromyzontidx, and cuts
under basket, lamprey, and Margipobranchii.

2. [1. c.] Any member of this genus, as a lam-

prey.
petromyzont (pet-ro-mi'zont), n. [< NL. Pei-

romyzon(t-).~] A lamprey.
Petromyzontia (pefro-mi-zon'shi-a), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of Petromyzon.~\ The lampreys
as a class of cyelostomous craniate vertebrates :

distinguished from Myxinoidea or hags. Also
called Hyperoartia.
Petromyzontidae (pet"r6-mi-zon'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Petromyzon(t-) + -idse.~\ A family of

cyelostomous or marsipobranchiate fishes
;
the

lampreys. They are elongated eel-like animals, whose
adults have a complete circular suctorial mouth iirnn-d

with an upper and lower jaw-like cartila^i
1

,
tfL'th on the

tongue and on the oral disk, seven branchial apertures on



Petromyzontidae
each side, and well-di v.'1'.j..'.I ryes. In the young <ir larval

eiiii.litliin the month is a Im.Kiiu.linul -lii, an. I .<ye> are

petromyzon-
toid (pet 'ro-nii-

y.on'ti.i.l ). it . a nd
II. I. n. KVlated
to or resembling
the Illlllpreys;
of or pi-rtiiiiiing
to the

I'l'triiHiij-

niiliiln;

II. ii. A mem-
ber of the Pe-

a
A B

Prey. side ..nil Top Vies of Brain of Ammo-

Oneltpet^ro-
'*tafmtot<lii, one of the /V/rov.

liel), M. [For- A rriinencephalon ; />. prosenccphal TI;

merly also nfti'i- r. thataowiictpbaloni />, mtMiictplialoni
;.Vfil' t~; > "'etenccphalon ; /', fourth ventricle;

lift, \.lL>I. I'l'tll- ,.. , i .inn i, t.iry cerebellum; 6', iplnnl cord.

Hill unitriant l - "If.'ttory nerves; //. optic; ///. mil-
Hill, /mi tUl, lim<)tor . }y ,)athctlc

.' ^ trigetr.in.il;

poirtrilldl, F.jll'- ri. ..l>,hi. ,-i.t; r//. facial and auditory;

iriiiiil a Detro- ^'///.,8J j
soilha

.
r>"1

K,
Ci' 1 anj PM"'"B-'-

trie ; IX, hypofflossal ; I, I . 3. 3'. sensory
i lei, so called as ud mlarioofioi ant uid n.l I.IH.II

being discharg-
"

ed with the stock placed against the breast, <

pelrim; jifilrim; jioitrim; V. /miti'iiif, the breast

(cf. Sp. i>rfri<t, a girdle), < L. pcftu* (peftor-),
breast : see /vr/onv/.] 1. A hand-fireann intro-

duced in the sixteenth century, short*!- than
the ordinary harquebus, but longer than the

pistol ;
a sort of large horse-pistol. It was fired

by a match-lock, wheel-lock, or other appliance,
according to the period in which it was used.

He made his brave horse like a whirlwind bear him
AIII..IIK the combatants, and in a moment
Piseharg'd Ins pi'tronel, with such sure aim
That, of the adverse party, from his horse
One tumbled dead.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, L 1.

Sa.l. II.' our Spanish barb, and bid French Paris see our
petronel be charged ! Scott, Abbot, xxxi.

2. In her., a pistol used as a bearing,
petro-occipital (pet"ro-ok-sip'i-tal), a. Same

petropharyngseus, petropharyngeus (pot-ro-
fiir-in-je'us), .; pi. petri>iili(ii-i/ni/i-i (-5). [NL.,
< E. petro(us) + NL. pharynx, pharynx: see

/ilniri/iiiiciis."] One of the supernumerary ele-
vator muscles of the pharynx, sometimes pres-
ent in man. It arises from the under surface
of the temporal bone, and is inserted into the

pharynx.
Petrophila1

(pe-trof'i-la), . [NL. (R. Brown,
1810), so called because it always grows on
rocks; < Gr. n-frpa, rock,+ tydtlv, love.] A large
genus of apetalous Australian shrubs of the
order Proteaceee and the tribe Protcee, distin-

guished by its perfect flowers with four anthers
sessile on the four calyx-lobes, and a filiform

style dilated and spindle-shaped above, and by
their growth in dense heads involucrate with
colored bracts, becoming in fruit cones with
persistent hardened scales, each inclosing a
compressed nut containing a single winged or
hairy seed. The 37 species are shrubs with scattered
rigid and generally filiform leaves. Many are cultivated
for their white flowers, and P. media, with yellow flowers,
imparting a brilliant yellow to boiling water, is recom-
mended for dyeing.

Petrophila- (pe-trof'i-la), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi.: see Petrophila

1
.'] A superfainily of basom-

matophorous pulmonate gastropods, including
the HiiilmiHiriittfe and Gadiniidie. They have a
patelliforra shell, and live attached to rocks,
mostly between tide-marks.

petrosal (pet-ro'sal), a. and n. [< L. petrosus,
rocky (see petrous), + -a?.] I. a. I. Petrous;
of comparatively great hardness, as of stone or
rock: said of the petrous part of the tempo-
ral bone. 2. Of or pertaining to the petrous
part of the temporal bone: as, the petrosal
nerves. Petrosal bone, (a) One of several osseous
part* of which the temporal bone is composed near the
period of birth in man, remaining more or less distinct
throughout life in many animals, the other two parts lie-

ins the siinaniozygomatic and the tympanic. Also called
perintic bone and petromasloid bone, (b) The petrous part
of the temporal bone. Petrosal nerve, one of five
nerves inch pass through foramina in the petrous part
of the temporal l>.me : the lanje deep, a branch of the ca-
rotid plexus uniting with the lariie superficial from tin la
eial ti. ftnin the vi.lian ; t}w small deep, a branch from the
carotid plexus to the tympanic plexus : the smut! superfi-
cial, the continuation of .lai-i.l.son's nerve, terininathiK in
the otic ganglion : the external superficial, a l.nuirh unit-
ing the geniculate ganglion of the facial with the sympa-
thetic plexus .HI the middle meningeal artery.

- Petro-
sal sinus, <>ue of two venous sinuses lying along the su-

perior and inferior margins of the petrous part of the
tempi.nil hone, the superior connecting the cavern. .us
sinus with the lateral :ts it turns down into the si-nn'M
groove, the inferior conneetini; the cavernous sinus \\ilh
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the Internal jugular vein. Also petrotu ninia. Petrosal
vein. Siime as prtriwit rinu*.

II. n. Tin' pt-riotii- or petrous part of tin-

ti-inporal In. in-. See eitts under rriiiiinfin-nil,

/ii/niil, and /'<
i xilir.

Petroselinum (pet*ro-se-li'num), . [NL. (G.
F. Hoffman, 1814), < L.

'

petroselinum, < Gr. ire-

Tfmai'/ivov, rock-parsley, s irer/ia, rock, + otfavav,

parsley: see jim-xli// and celery.} A genus of
iiinlielliferoiis plants, including the cultivated

parsli- vain! two or three other species,now made
a subgenus of ('itrinii. and characterized by its

obsolete calyx-teeth, smooth ovate fruit, dis-
sected leaves with narrow or thread-like seg-
ments, and yellow, white, or greenish flowers.
See /Hirxli-i/ and acne3 .

petrosilex (pet-ro-si'leks), n. [NL., < L. petra
(< Gr. Trtrpa), rock, + sitex, flint.] A finely gran-
ular or cryptocrystalline admixture of quartz
and orthoclase ;

felsite.

petrosilicious, petrosiliceous (pet'ro-si-lish'-

ius), a. [= F. ]x'-lri>nilici'itx; Asvetrofilex (-silic-)
+ -ious, -eous?\ Consisting of petrosilex: as,

petrosilicious breccias.

petrosphenqidal (pet'ro-sfe-noi'dal), a. [= F.

in'irimjilii'iniiiinl ; < /iftro(us) + npJtenoidal.] Per-

taining to the petrosal bone, or the petrous part
of the temporal, and to the sphenoid bone

;

sphenopetrosal: as, the petrosphenoidal suture.
Also ju'lroKjilifnoid.

petrosquamosal (pefi-6-skwa-m6'sal),a. Same
as petroxquantuus.
petrosqnamous (pet-ro-skwa'mus), a. [< L.

jii-tru (< Gr. Tfirpa), rock, + squama, scale.]

Pertaining to the petrous and the squamosal
parts of the temporal bone Petrosqnamous fis-

sure. Same as jtetntayuamoussuture. Petrosquamous
sinus, a venous sinus sometimes lying in a small groove
along the junction of the petrous and squamous pails of
the temporal bone, and opening behind into the lateral
sinus. Petrosquamous suture, the suture uniting the
squamous and petrous parts of the temporal bone, visible
in the adult as a slight groove or Assure on the cranial
surface. Also called pelrimifitaiiHjtts fi&wre and temporal
future.

petrostearin, petrostearine (pet-ro-ste'a-rin),
. [< Gr. niTpa, rock, + ariap, tallow, -f- -in 2

,

-?ne2.] Mineral stearin
;
ozocerite.

petrous (pet'rus or pe'trus), a. [= F. pttreux
(OF. pierreux, F. pierreux) = Pg. It. pctroso,<. L.

petrosus, rocky,< petra,<. Gr. irerpa, rock, irtTpoc,,
a stone : see pier.'] 1. Like stone in hardness

;

stony; rocky. 2. Pertaining to the part of the

temporal bone so called; petrosal : as, &petrous
vein or sinus

;
a petrous ganglion. Petrous gan-

glion. See ganglion. Petrous part of the temporal
bone, in human anat., that part which contains the In-
ternal auditory organs : BO named from its dense structure.
It t. .1 in.- a three-sided pyramid, with its base at the mouth
of the extenial auditory meatua, and its apex directed
obliquely forward and Inward, received in the notch be-
tween the occipital and sphenoid bones. Of its three sur-

faces, two look into the cranial cavity, the superior border
formed by their juncture separating the middle from the
posterior fossa. The large carotid canal perforates iU sub-

stance, and the Eustachlan tube opens out of it near the
apex. The petrous and mastoid parts taken together form
the petromastoid or periotie bone. See cuts under earl,
tympanic, and craniofacial. Petrous sinus. Same as
petrosal sinus.

pettah (pet'ft), n. [E. Ind.] The town or vil-

lage which clusters round a fortress
;
an ex-

tramural suburb of a fortress. [Anglo-Indian.]
pettiauger, . See periagua.
pettichaps (pet'i-chaps), n. I. The garden-
warbler, Sylvia hortensis. Willughbij. 2. Some

pettifog

iiitln-nli. /ii-tlirnli . in lijruli : < \n t/i/ + niiit.\

1. n. If. A short <-oiit or gimm-nt worn by men
under tin- long oven-oat.

Se that \ntllt- soti.Tayri.' hall*- d.-ne hhnrt and bri.'rhe,

A petycvte, a duhlctt, a long coote.

Bairn* Book (K. I). T. s.
;,, p. 17.

2. A skirt: formerly, the skirt of a woman's
dress or robe, frequently worn over a hoop or

farthingale; now, an underskirt worn by women
and children

; also, in the plural, ^kirts worn by
very young boys.

I bought thee petieotet of the best,
The cloth ao fine an tine might be.

OriurfK(Child's Ballads, IV. 241).

Her feet beneath her petticoat
Like little mice stole In and out.

HueUimj, Ballad upon a Wedding.
Their pettitoatt of linsey-woolsey were striped with a

variety of gorgeous dyes thought must confess these

gallant garments were rather short, scarce reaching below
the knee. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 172.

Hence 3. A woman; a female. [Colloq.]

Pettichaps ^>/t-r.J hortensis).

similar British warbler, as the willow-warbler,
I'lii/Iloscopus trochilus, or the chiffchaff, /'. ru-

fus. See also cut under chiffchaff.
Also i>cttijrlniiix.

petticoat (pet'i-kot), it. and a. [Early mod. E.

S:\sopettycoat, petycoat, peticotc, pety cote, < ME.

Fearless the Petticoat contemns his Frowns ;

The Hoop secures whatever it surrounds.
rn'"i; Epilogue to Mrs. Mauley's Lucius.

Disarmed defied by a petticoat. . . . What! afraid of

a woman? W. U. Ainsworth, Rookwood, ii, 6. (Latham.)

4. A garment worn by fishermen in warm wea-

ther, made of oilcloth or coarse canvas, very
wide and descending to the calf of the leg, gen-
erally with an insertion for each leg, but some-
times like a woman's petticoat, with no inter-

secting seam, and worn over the common dress.

5. lii archery, the ground of a target, beyond
the white. Also called spoon. Encyc. Brit.,

n. 378. 6. The depending skirt or inverted

cup-shaped part of an insulator for supporting
telegraph-lines, the function of which is to pro-
tect the stem from rain. Balmoral petticoat.
See balmoral.

II. a. Of or pertaining to petticoats; femi-

nine; female: as, petticoat influence. [Hu-
morous.] petticoat government, female govern-
ment, either political or domestic ; female home rule,

petticoat-affair (pet'i-kdt-a-far
1

'), n. An affair

of gallantry; a matter in which a woman is

concerned. [Colloq.]
Venus may know more than both of us,
For 'tis some petticoat affair.

Dryden, Amphitryon, i. 1.

petticoat-breeches (i>et'i-kdt-brich''ez), n. pi.
Breeches of the kind worn about the middle
of the seventeenth

century,
in which

each thigh was cov-
ered by a loose cylin-
der of cloth, usually
not gathered at the
bottom the two re-

sembling two small
skirts or petticoats
placed side by side.

Also petticoat-trou-
sers.

In their puffings and
slashings the sleeves of
the dresses of both sexes
were alike; nor was al-

most a corresponding re-

semblance wanting be-
tween the trunk-hose and
the petticoat-breeches of
one sex and the skirts of

the kirtles and gowns and
the veritable petticoats
... of the other sex.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 472.

petticoated (pet'i-ko-ted), a.

-ed%.] Wearing petticoats.
"
Here, dame," he said,

"
Is a letter from yourpetticoated

baron, the lord-priest yonder." Scott, Monastery, xlv.

petticoat-pensioner (pet'i-kot-pen'shon-er), n.

A person who is kept by a woman for secret
services or intrigues. Halliwell.

petticoat-pipe (pet'i-kot-pip), n. A pipe in
the smoke-box of a locomotive, haying a bell-

mouthed lower extremity into which the ex-
haust-steam enters, the upper end extending
into the lower part of the smoke-stack. It serves
to strengthen and equalize the draft through
the boiler-tubes.

Most of our engines are still run with a diamond stack
and short smoke-box, with the petticoat-pipe for leading
the steam into the stack. Set. Amer., N. S., LIX. 369.

petticoat-trousers (pet'i-kot-trou'zerz), n. pi.
Same as petticoat-breeches.

pettifog (pet'i-fog), v. i.; pret. and pp. petti-
fogged, ppr. pettifogging. [A back formation,
< pettifogger. Cf. /<78 .] To play the pettifog-
ger; do small business as a lawyer. Sutler.

1^
Petticoat-breeches.

[< petticoat +



ble

petti-fog

petti-fogt (pet 'i -fog), n. A confusing fog or

mist: iu allusion to pettifog, v. [A pun.]

Thus much for this cloud I cannot say rather then

petty-fog of witnesses, with which Episcopal! men would

cast a mist before us. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

pettifogger (pet'i-fog-er), ii. [Formerly also

pettyfogger, petiefogyer, etc., prop, two words,

petty fogger, pettie foggcr, etc.; < petty + fog-

geri.} 1. An inferior attorney or lawyer who
is employed in small or mean business.

Pas. You'll know me again, Malevole.

Mai. O ay, by that velvet.

Pas. Ay, as a petty-foyyer by his buckram bag.

Marston, Malcontent, i. 6.

L pettie fogger, a silly aduocate or lawyer, rather a trou-

Toune, hauing neither law nor conscience. Minsheu.

The Widow Blackacre, is it not? That litigious She Pet-

tn-Foatier, who is at Law and Difference with all the World.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. 1.

2. The roekling. [Prov. Eng.]
pettifoggery (pet'i-fog-er-i), . [< pettifogger
+ -y'* (see -ery).} The practice of a pettifogger ;

conduct becoming to a pettifogger; tricks;

quibbles.
The last and lowest sort of thir Arguments, that Men

purchas'd not thir Tithe with thir Land, and such like Pet-

tifoaqeni, I omit, as refuted sufficiently by others.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

pettifogging (pet'i-fog-ing), a. Practising pet-

tifoggery; characteristic of or becoming to a

pettifogger; petty; mean; paltry.

"The character of this last man," said Dr. Slop, inter-

rupting Trim, "is more detestable than all the rest, and
seems to have been taken from some pettifogging lawyer
amongst you." Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 17.

As though the voice of a pettifogging critic could drown
the paean of praise that rises to Napoleon from twenty
glorious battlefields ! J. Hartley, Essays, p. 357.

pettifogulize (pet-i-fog'u-liz), v. i.; pret. and

pp. pettifogulized, ppr. peitifogulizing. [< petti-

fog + -ule (dim. suffix) + 4ze.~\ To act as a

pettifogger; use petty and contemptible means.

[Rare.]
Topetttfoffulize that is, to find evasions for any purpose

in a trickster's minute tortuosities of construction.
De Quincey.

pettigret, An obsolete form of. pedigree.

pettily (pet'i-li), adv. In a petty manner,

pettiness (pet'i-nes), n. The character of be-

ing petty; smallness; littleness; triviality.

Which in weight to re-answer, his pettiness would bow
under. Sliak., Hen. V., iii. 6. 137.

=Syn. Smattness, etc. (see littleness), frivolousness, trivi-

ality, insignificance.

pettish (pet'ish), a. [< pefl + -isl^. Cf.petf.}
Proceeding from or pertaining to a pet or pee-
vish humor; fretful; peevish; subject to freaks
of ill temper.
They are in a very angry pettish mood at present, and not

likely to be better. Pepys, Diary, I. 405.

=Svn. Peevish, Fretful, etc. See petulant.

pettishly (pet'ish-li), adv. In a pettish man-
ner ; with a freak of ill temper.
pettishness (pet'ish-ues), n. The state or
character of being pettish ; fretfulness

; petu-
lance

; peevishness.
pettitoes (pet'i-toz), . pi. [< petty + toes.']

The toes or feet of a pig: sometimes jocularly
used for the human feet.

He 's a Turk that does not honour thee from the hair of

thy head to thy pettitoes. Shirley, Maid's P^evenge, iv. 1.

But, alas ! the degeneracy of our present age is such
that I believe few besides the annotate! 1 know the excel-

lency of a virgin sow, especially of the black kind brought
from China ; and how to make the most of her liver, lights,

brains, and pettitoes. W. King, Art of Cookery, Letter ix.

pettle1
(pet'l), n. A dialectal (Scotch) form of

paddle^, paddle^.
pettle2 (pet'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. nettled, ppr.
pettifog. [Appar. a use of pettle^, aecom. to

.pet
1
.] To indulge ;

coddle
; pet.

And harle us ... and pettle us up wi' bread and water.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

pettleS (pet'l), n. [Avar, of pattle^.} A tool
used in various arts for burnishing, its rubbing
end Is usually of hardened steel or agate fitted to a suit-
able handle.

petto (pet'to), n. [It. (= Sp.pecho = Pg.peito).
< Ij.pectus, breast: see pectoral.'} The breast.

In petto, in one's own breast or private thought ; iu
secrecy.

pettrelt, . Same as poitrel.
petty (pet'i), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

pettie, pety,petie, alsopetit; < ME.pety (in pety
cote, also in comp. petycote,petticote, etc. : see

rtticoat),
earlier petit, < OF. petit, pete t, peti,

petit (Walloon piti) = Pr. Cat. petit = Olt.
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ial; inconsiderable or insignificant; of little ac-

count: as, petty payments; a petty quarrel.

How I contemn thee and thy petty malice !

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iii. 2.

These arts, being here placed with the principal and

supreme sciences, seem petty things.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 238.

2. Of minor importance or gravity; not heinous

or serious: as, petty trespass ;
a petty crime.

3. Inferior as regards rank, power, capacity,

possessions, etc.
;
not of great importance,

standing, or rank: as, a petty prince; a petty

proprietor.
His extraction was humble. His father had been a

petty officer of revenue ;
his grandfather a wandering der-

vise. ilacaiday. Warren Hastings.

Petty average, in com. and nav. See average^, 1 (c).

Petty bag, formerly, an office in connection with the Rolls

Court In the English Chancery, the clerk of which had the

drawing up of parliamentary writs, writs of scire facias,

conges d'elire for bishops, etc. See clerk of the petty bag,
under clerk. Petty cash, small sums of money received

or paid. Petty cash-book. See cash-book. Petty con-
stable. See constable, 2. Petty juror, jury, larceny,
madder, mullen, etc. See the nouns Petty officer,
an officer in the navy whose rank corresponds with that

of a non-commissioned officer in the army. Petty officers

are appointed and may be degraded by the captain of the

vessel. Abbreviated P. 0. Petty session, treason, etc.

See the nouns. =Syn. 1 and 2. Diminutive, insignificant,

slight, trivial, unimportant, frivolous. See littleness.

Il.t n. A junior scholar in a grammar-school;
a little child attending school.

In 1635 the quarterage [of Cartmel grammar-school)
was 6d. for grammarians, and 4<Z. for petties.

Barnes, Hist. Lancashire, IL 682.

pettychapst, n. See pettichaps.

pettyfoggert, '* An obsolete form of pettifog-

ger.

petty-morrel (pet'i-mor"el), n. The American

spikenard, Aralia racemosa.

petty-rice (pet'i-ris), . See quinoa.

petty-whin, n. See whin.

petulance (pet'u-lans), n. [< F. petulance, OF.
petulance = S~p. Pg. petulancia = It. petulanza,

petulanziti,<.ii.petulantia, sauciness, petulance,
< petulan(t-)s, petulant: see petulant.'] If.

Sauciuess; wantonness; rudeness.

This man, being a wit, a poet, and a minstrel, composed
many indecent songs against me, and sung them openly,
to the great entertainment of mine enemies ; and, since it

has pleased God to deliver him into my hands, I [Henry I.]

will punish him, to deter others from the like petulance.
Ord. Vitalis, Hist. Eccles. (trans.), p. 8S1.

2. The character of being petulant ;
a petulant

character or disposition ; peevish impatience or

caprice; pettishness.
The misery of man appears like childish petulance.

Emerson, Nature.
= Syn. 2. See captious and petulant.

petulancy (pet'u-lan-si), u. [As petulance (see

-a/).] Same as.petulance.

petulant (pet'u-lant), a. [= F. petulant = Sp.
Pg. It.petulante, < L. petulan( t-)s, forward, pert,

saucy, wanton, prop. ppr. of *petulare, dim.
freq.' form of petere, attack, fall upon : see pe-
tition.} Manifesting peevish impatience, irri-

tation, or caprice; peevishly pert or saucy;
peevish ; capricious : said of persons or things :

as, a petulant youth; a petulant answer.
Oh ! you that are

My mother's wooers ! much too high ye beare
Your petulant spirits. Chapman, Odyssey, i.

The awful and vindictive Bolingbroke, and the malig-
nant and petulant Mallet, did not long brood over their

anger. /. IfIsraeli, Calamities of Authors, II. 135.

=Syn. Petulant, Peevish, Fretful, Pettish, Cross, irritable,

irascible, ill-humored, snappish, crusty, choleric. The
first five words apply to an ill-governed temper or its

manifestation. Petulant expresses a quick impatience,
often of a temporary or capricious sort, with bursts of

feeling. Peevish expresses that which is more perma-
nent in character, more frequent in manifestation, more
sour, and more an evidence of weakness. Fretful ap-
plies to one who is soon vexed, of a discontented dispo-
sition, or ready to complain, as a sick child. Pettish im-

plies that the impatience, vexation, or testiness is over
matters so small that the mood is peculiarly undignified
or unworthy. Cross applies especially to the temper, but
often to permanent character: as, a cross dog; it often in-

cludes anger or sulkiness. Crossness as a mood may be
more quiet than the others. See captious.

petulantly (pet'u-lant-li), adv. In a petulant
manner

;
with petulance ; with peevish or im-

patient abruptness or rudeness
;
with ill-bred

pertness.

petulcityt (pe-tul'si-ti), n. [< petulcous + -ity.}
The state or property of being petulcous ;

im-

pudence. Bp. Morton, in Bp. Hall's Works,
VIII. 739.

petulcoust (pe-tul'kus), a. [< L. petulcus, but-

ting, apt to butt, < petere, attack, fall upon : see

petulant,petition.'] Disposed to butt
;
fractious.

The Pape first whistles him and his petulcous rams into
orderby charitable admonition, which still increaseslouder
by degrees. J. V. Cane, Fiat Lux (1665), p. 161.

Peutingerian

petunt, n. [= F. petun, ulsopetum (Cotgrave),
< Amer. Ind. petun or petum.} Tobacco : an In-

dian name said to be still in use in some parts
of Canada. Amer. Jom: Pliilol., VIII. 149.

Whereas wee have beene credibly informed . . . that

the hearb (alias weed) ycleped tobacco, (alias) trinidado,
alias petun, alias necocianum, a long time hath been in

continual! use and motion.
John Taylor, Works (16MO). (Nares.)

But the Indians called it (tobacco) Petun oipetum, which
indeed is also the fittest name that both we and other Na-
tions may call it by, deriving it of Peto, for it is far fetched

and much desired.
Tobie Venner, A Brief and Acurate Treatise, etc. (London,

[1660), p. 385.

Petunia (pe-tu'ni-a), w. [NL. (Jussieu, 1803)

(P. Petunia), < Amer. Ind. petun, tobacco: see

petun.} 1. A genus of ornamental plants of

the gamopetalous order Solanacex and the tribe

Salpiglossidfe, distinguished by the five perfect
stamens, funnelform corolla, and entire cap-
sule-valves. There are from 12 to 15 species, found in

southern Brazil and the Argentine Republic, and one

throughout South America and Mexico. They are clam-

my-hairy and branching herbs, with small undivided

leaves, and showy violet or white flowers, varying to pur-

ple and reddish under cultivation, in a few species very
small and inconspicuous. P. nyctaginiflora, the common
white petunia, and P. violacea, with purple or lilac flowers,
are the originals of the numerous garden varieties.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus.
petuntze, pehtuntse (pe-tun'tse), n. [Chin., <

pelt, white, + tun.} A kind of silicious porce-

lain-clay prepared by the Chinese from par-

tially decomposed granite. It is used by them
as a medicine.
Petworth marble. See marble.

petzite (pet'sit), n. [So called after a chemist,
Petz, who analyzed it.] A variety of hessite,
or silver telluride, containing about 20 per cent.

of gold.
Peucsea (pu-se'a), n. [NL. (Audubon, 1839),
< Gr. fftujoj, pine.] An American genus of

Fringillidse ; the pine-finches. Several species In-

habit the southern and western parts of the United States

and Mexico, such as P. bachmani, P. cassini, P. carpalis,
and P. ruficeps. These sparrows may be recognized by
the peculiar shades of bay and gray on the upper parts,
the yellow at the bend of the wings, and the unstreaked
under parts. They are fine songsters, and lay white eggs.

Peucedaneae (pu-se-da'ne-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1830), < Peucedanum + -ex.} A
tribe of polypetalous plants of the order Umbel-

liferx, distinguished by the fruit being strongly

compressed on the back, with lateral ridges di-

lated into a wing-like or swollen margin. It

includes 13 genera, the chief of which are Fe-

rula, Heracleum, Opopanax, and Peucedanum

(the type).
peucedanin (pu-sed'a-nin), n. [< Peucedanum
+ -in2.} A lion-azotized neutral vegetable
principle, S, discovered in the root ofprncpe, ^I^S, scovere n e ro o
Peucedanum officinale, or sea-sulphurwort. It

forms delicate white prisms, which are fusible,
and soluble in alcohol and ether.

Peucedanum (pu-sed'a-uum), . [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), < L. peiicedanum, peucedanos, < Gr.

icEVKeiavav, TTEMrtfoavof, hog-fennel (or a related

umbellifer), prob. < Gr. KCVIOI, fir.] A large

genus of umbelliferous plants, type of the

tribe Peucedanese, characterized by its uniform

petals, fruit with a thin acute or wing-like

margin, and conspicuous oil-tubes solitary in

their channels. There are about 120 species, natives

of the northern hemisphere, of the tropical Andes, and
of the whole of Africa. They are smooth perennial herbs,
a few becoming shrubs or even trees. They bear decom-

pound leaves, and compound many-rayed umbels of white,

yellow, or rose-colored flowers. A few are cultivated for

the flowers, under the old name Palimbia ; some are edi-

ble, especially P. satimm, the parsnip ; others are well-

known European species, for which see dttfi, brimstone-

wort, sulphuruxnrt, hog- or sow-fennel (under fennel), milk-

parsley, marsh-parsley, masterwort, mountain-parsley, pel-

titory-of-Spain; and for an American edible species, see

cowishz.

peulvan, peulven (pul'van, -ven), n. A small

menhir: a name often given to menhirs less

than 9 feet iu height.
An "inclined dolmen," and four peulvens, or small up-

right stones, 1.45 in. to s in. high.
Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XIX. 78.

Peumus (pu'mus), n. [NL. (Persoou, 1807);
from a native name in Chili.] A genus of apet-
alous plants of the order Monimiaceee and the

tribe Monimieee, having its drupes on an en-

larged disk-like receptacle, and dioecious flow-

ers with parallel and distinct anther-cells, and
numerous gland-bearing filaments. The only spe-
cies is a small tree from Chili, also known as Ruizia and
as Bddea. It is a fragrant evergreen, bearing rough op-

posite rigid leaves, and white flowers in terminal cymes.
See boldo and boldme.

Peutingerian (pu-tin-je'ri-an), a. [< Pevtinger
(see def.) + -ian.} Pertaining to Konrad Peu-
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linger, of Augsburg ( 1 Iti.'i- 1.")47) : noting a table
of the military mails of tin- ancient Roman em-
pire, written on parchment, which was found
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lapwing, MIKi. i/iliit-i', <jibH;, ijilii:, G. kibitz, a
pewit, plover; RUSH. chibi-zu, lapwing; all imita-
tive names.] A name of various birds, (a) The

at Worms. The table is supposed to have been pewit-gull, laughing gull, or mire-crow, Chroieoeephalwi
constructed about A. I>. L'L'li. ridifri<m/w,,,f Ijnope. Msaptut. Plot.ieae. (6) The Up- pexityt ( pi-k'si-ti), n.

ph
Sixty or seventy yean since tlie fences wero stronger,

the enclosures smaller, the country more pewy, and the

hedge* rougher ami hairier than Is now the caw.
Daily Telegraph, l).-c. 11, ./,-. Diet.)

pew 1

(pii), . . i>uwn, put, < OF.
/>/, /"I//, /'/, /"'ii. MI., an elevated place or seat,
a hill, mound, = I'r. jiimi, /mri/ = Sp. /'//" a

bench, = It. /iiii/i/in, an elevated place, a seat,

prop, etc.; OF. ]m//r, (., an elevated gallery
or balcony with rails; < L.JHxUttJM, a balcony,
esp. a front balcony in au amphitheater where
distinguished persons sat; prob. < Gr. itbfiav, a
little foot (whence appar. in Italic Gr. the sense
given to the L. word), dim. of naif (jrcd-) = E.
foot.] If. A more or less elevated inclosure,
used by lawyers, money-lenders, cashiers, etc.

;

an inclosed seat or bench of any sort, espe-
cially such as were used by persons having a
stand for business in a public or otherwise open
and exposed place.

To this brave man the knight repairs
For counsel In his law-affairs ;

And found him mounted In Ms pew,
With books and money plac'd for shew.

S. Butler, Hudibrag, III. lit 623.

2. An inclosed seat or open bench in a church,
designed to accommodate several people; also,
an inclosure containing several seats. In Eng-
land pews were used from the time of the Reformation
or earlier, but their general employment dates from the
seventeenth century. Previously the worshipers stood
during service, or were seated on the floor or upon small
stools.

Among wyues and wodewes ich am ywoned [accustomed
to

|
Kit tr

Ypairoked (inclosed] inpumt.
Fieri Plowman (C), vii. 144.

He hyrod a desperate knaue to laye stones of great
wayghte vpon the roufe beames of the temple ryght ouer
his prayenge pewe, and to lete them fall vpon hym to hys
vtter destruccyon. Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ii.

His sheep ofttimes sit the while to as little purpose of
beneflttiug as the sheep in their pew* at Smithfleld.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.
There were large, square pews, lined with green baize,

with the names of the families of the most flourishing
ship-owners painted white on the doors.

Mrs. Gasketl, Sylvia's Lovers, vl.

wing, \'iijitlliui crutatut. Alto peateweep, peweep, piewipe.
See cut under lapiriny. (c) In the I nited States, a small
olivaceous flycatcher of the family Tyrannida, Sayornit

Pewit Flycatcher (Sayornis fuscits or fkabe).

[< L. ptxita(t-)*, thick-

ness, < IM-JCUS, woolly, prop. pp. of pectere, comb,
card: see pecten."] The nap of cloth. Coles,
1717.

Peyerian (pi'er-i-an), a. [< Peyer (seedef.) +
-/.] Discovered or described by and named
after the Swiss anatomist Johaun K. Peyer
(1053-171-): specifically noting the agminate
or clustered glands of the intestine, also called

Peyer
1
!! gland* and Peyer

1* /mtcln:-: See (/limil.

peynet, and r. A Middle English form of

jxtfol.

peyntt, peynturet. Obsolete forms of paint,
/Hllli/lll'i:

peyset, <' and n. Same as poise.

peytrelt,". Same as poitni.
Peziza (pe-zi'zH), . [NL. (Dilleniug, 1719) ; cf.

L. MffaM orpczitse, mushrooms without a stalk
;

< Gr. jrtfif, also fffCif, a mushroom without a
stalk, perhaps < vfl^a, a foot.] 1. A large, wide-

ly distributed genus of discomycetous fungi,
giving name to the order Pezizee. They are char-
acterized by their cup-like form and are frequently very
brilliantly colored. The cups are affixed by the center,
often stlpitate ; the bymenium is smooth ; the substance Is

fleshy-memhranaceous. They grow on the ground, on de-
caying wood, etc. They are popularly called blond-cupg,
fairy-cups, flaps, bird'i-tuttt, cup-funyws, etc. See green-
rot, and cuts under cupule and ascus.

2. [/. c.] A fungus of this genus.

3f. A box in a theater or opera-house.
The play . . . was "The Five Hours' Adventure": but Pew-rent (pu'rent), n.

I sat so far I could not hear well, ... but my wife ... *or the use of a pew.

or 5. phaebe, and others of this genus, as Say's pewit,
S. mifug, anu the black pewit, S. niyricans. The common
pewit abounds in eastern North America; It winters In
the Southern States, and is one of the very earliest in-
sectivorous birds to migrate northward in spring. It is

7 Inches long and II
[ In extent of wings, of a dusky oliva-

ceous color above, and dingy whitish or grayish below, Pazizg> (ne-Ti'yfi) n nl r&T, nl of Pe?i?n ^
withapale-yellowtlutontheabdomen. It affixes a mossy

r
f
zlza vP?

'

), P'- N^-iPl-Ot reziza.\
nest to the sides of rocks, bridges, rafters, etc., and lays

* order of discomycetous fungi, typified by the
about five eggs, normally white and spotless. Also called genus Peziza. The receptacle is concave, plane, or con-
water-pewit and phaebe-bird or phaebe. Pewit-gull. See vex, sessile or stlpitate, fleshy or waxy ; the hyiueniuiu is

def. (a) and gulp!. Scoulton pewit or pie, the black- on the upper surface ; the ascl are fixed, cylindrical, or
headed gull, Chro'icoctphalus ridibundta: so called from clavate ; and the sporidia are usually eight in number
Scoulton mere In Norfolk, England, a favorite breeding- pezizoid (pez'i-zoid), a. [< Peziza + -otU] Re-

pewrt-poolt (pe'wit-pol), n. A pool or pond !?,
mb"n

/
P

-

e a; "^ing the characters of /V
where pewits (pewit-gulls) come to breed. ^ j ^ o]d form
They anciently came to the old pewit-pool.

Plot, Nat Hist. Staffordshire (1686), p. 231.
The Author falls pezle mezle upon the king himself.

A'orth, Examen, p. 53. (Ante)
pew-opener (pu'op'ner), n. An attendant in p.^,,,,.. , ,- ,

'

a church who opens the pew-doors for the con- PezophAps (jjez o-faps), n. [NL., < Gr. -

gregation.
Bent required or paid

-- - * I
--f *-*L i .

on foot, walking, + <t>6i(i, a wild pigeon.] A
' whic

.
formerlY

sat in my Lady fox'spew with her. Pepys, Diary, IV. 103. pewter (pu'ter), n. [< ME. pewter, pewtir, pew-
4. pi. The occupants of the pews in a church

;

the congregation. [Kare.]
The pews hasten out on Monday morning to pocket the

profits of Sunday business and Sunday revelry.
Pop. Sei. Mo., XXX. 17.

pew 1
(pu), v. t. [< pewl, .] To furnish with

pews.
In 1866 the north aisle [of Oalna church) was rebuilt,

widened, raised, and pewed anew.
Bainei, Hist. Lancashire, II. 27.

pew2
(pu), n. [Prob. a var. of pay, and ult.

fi'om tne same source as pew1
: see pay.] A

sharp-pointed, one-pronged, straight or hooked
iron instrument with a wooden handle, used in

handling fish, blubber, etc., on wharves or in
boats.

pew :i

,
v. See pne.

pew-chair (pu'char), n. Ahinged seat attached
to the end of a church pew, to afford accom-
modation in the aisle when additional seats
are required. [U. S.]

pewee (pe'we), n. [Imitative.] A small oli-

vaceous flycatcher of the family Tyrannidse. and
genus Con toplis. C. vireia is the common wood-pewee
of most parts of the United States and British America.
It has a peculiarly drawling two-syllabled note, expressed
by its name, quite different from the abrupt note of its
relative called the pewit or phosbe. See cut under Conta-
pus.

peweep (pe'wep), n. [Imitative.]
IH II' it (b).

pewet (pe'wet), . Same as pewit.
pewfellowt (pu'fel'o), . One who sits in the
same pew ; hence, a companion.

How do I thank thee, that this carnal cur
Preys on the issue of his mother's body,And makes her pew-fellow with others moan '

Skat., Rich. III., iv. 4. 68.

= D. peauter, piauter, < OF. pevtre,peautre,
piautre, F. peautre = Sp. Pg. peltre = It. peltro
(ML. peutrum, pesirum, after OP.), pewter;
appar. the same, with loss of initial s due to

in 1691-3 by Le'guat, who gave a figure and de-

scription or the species under the name of the
solitaire. His account has been confirmed by the dis-

covery of the bones of the bird in great abundance, and
nearly complete skeletons are preserved. The species Is
named P. sulitarius, and has been called Didus luuaremu.

some confusion, as OF. espeautre (> D. speauter, pf. In music, an abbreviation of pianoforte,
spiauter = G. spiauter), < LG. spialter = E. spel- pfaffian (pfaf'i-an), n. [Named by Cayley i

ter: see spelter.'] 1. An alloy of four parts of
tin with one of lead. Its tenacity and fusibility are
greater than those of either of the metals of which it

Is composed. It Is used chiefly for beer-pots and cheap
tableware. If a larger proportion of lead is used, the alloy
is liable to corrosion, ana dangerous consequences may
result from its use. Sometimes alloys consisting chiefly
of tin, and also containing antimony or copper, or both,
are called pewter as well as " Britannia metal," which lat-
ter is the more usual name, although no sharp Hue can be
drawn between the two alloys.

Pewter dishes with water in them. Bacon.

1852 after the author of Pfafs equation, q. v.]
In math., the coefficient of the product of the
alternate units in the jith power of a linear
function of the binary products of 2n alternate
units. In effect, the pfaffian (ABCD) Is (AB) (CD) + (AC)
(DB) + (AD) (BCX the pfafficm (ABCDEF) Is (AB) (CDEF)
+ (AC) (DEFB) + (AD) (EKBC) -4- (AE) (FBCD) + (AF)
(BODE), and so forth. Mixed pfaffians, expressions sim-
ilar to pfaffians, produced by taking the products of differ-
ent linear functions, Instead of a power of one. The order
of a pfaffian, half the number of alternate units used In
generating the pfafnan.

2. A vessel made of pewter ;
a tankard

;
a beer- Pfaffs equation. [Named after Johann Fried-

pot. 3. Collectively, vessels made of pewter, rich Pfaff (1765-1825), who invented it.] The
differential equation Xjdxj + X-jdig + etc. = 0,Valance of Venice gold in needlework,

Pewter and brass and all things that belong
To house or housekeeping.

Shot., 1. of the S., II. 1. 357. pfaff-g nroblem
Rows of resplendent pewter, ranged on a long dresser, thA i ,

\

/m'n^Sketch-Book, p. 420.

where the number of terms is equal to the num-
ber of variables.

The problem to transform

Jdxi + Xififz + etc., where
the variables are independent, into an expres-
sjon of the same form but of the smallest pos-
sible number of terms.

pfahlbauten (pfal-bou'ten), n.pl. [G., <pfahl,
i,
< batten,ile (see pakl

)j
+ battten, dwellings,

dazzled bis eyes.

4. Money ; prize-money. [Sailors' slang.]
Another trifle to be noticed Is the anxiety for pewter or

prize money which . . . animated our officers and men.
The Academy, March 24, 1888, p. 202.

Same as pewterer (pu'ter-er), A worker in pewter; a bSid^^^i,.] ""^hT^meg^n by"^!maker of pewter vessels. mau archaeologists to prehistoric lake-dwell-
The motion of a ptwterer's hammer. ings, or pile-dwellings; palafittes. See lake-

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 111. 2. 281.
dwelling.

pewter-mill (pu'ter-mil), n. A lapidary wheel pfennig, pfenning (pfen'ig, -ing), n. [G., =
used with rotten-stone and water for polishing E. penny.] A
stones of the approximate hardness of 7, em- small copper
bracing the quartz group quartz, amethyst, coin, the one-
agate, and carneliau. hundredth
lewterwort (pu'ter-wfert), n. The scouring- partofamark.
rush, Eiiiiixctinn Jiyemale: so called as being It is equal in
used for scouring dishes of pewter or other value to about
metal. one fourth of a

One who rents or pewtery (pu'ter-i), o. [< pewter + -yl.] Be- United States
cent.

Mistress Wafer, and Mistress I.euterhook, being both
my scholars, and your honest pew-feUmct. pewterWOrt (pu'ter-wert), n.

Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 1. >- m_i if_

pew-gaff (pu'gaf ), n. A hook attached to a rod
or staff, used in handling fish.

pewholder (pu'hol'der), H. C
Obverse. Reverse.

Pfennigof Frederick William m.. King of Prus-
sia. British Museum. (Sbte of the original.)owns a pew in a church. "longing to, resembling^ or characte"ristic of

pewing (pu'ing), . [< pewi + -iwj/i.] Pews pewter: as, a pewtery taste. Pg. An abbreviation used in the etymologies
pewy (pu'i), a. [< pewl + -!.] Inclosed by of this work for Portuguese.

pewit, peewit (pe wit), . [Also pewet, puit, fences
; fenced in so as to form small fields.

port : <{. 1). /tiewit, also kiewit, Merit, a pewit, [Sporting slang.]
ph. flu ME. ph or /, AS. /, rarely ph = D. ph,
/= G. ph = Dan. Sw. Icel./= F. ph = Sp./
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= Pg. ph or /= It. /, < L. ph, a combination phacocyst (fak'o-sist), n. [< Gr. 0<u-of, a lentil

uiedto representthe Gr.letter*,0, called *,JJM, (lens), -t- MOTH; bladder.] In hot., the nucleus

orig. an aspirated n- orp.~\ A consonant digraph or cytioblast of a cell, often of u somewhat Icn-

having tlie sound of/, used in the Latin or Eug- ticular form. See nucleus.

lish,French,etc.,translitorationof'Gveekwords phacocystitis (fak'-'o-sis-ti'tis), . [NL.,<Gr.
containing 0, as in phalanx, philosophy, graphic, tpuko*;, a lentil, the lens of the eye, + Kvarif, cyst,

zephyr, etc., or occasionally of words from other -f -itw.'] Inflammation of the capsule of the

languages. It rarely occurs in words other than those crystalline lens of the eye ; capsulitis.
of the classes mentioned, and then only by error or confu-

ijhacoi(l (fa'koid), a. [< Gr. 0a/M<% , like a len-
sion. as in trhriit/ifi. ueiiftctc, ctnlter, ottpfi, ii/tlph (obsolete) r?! ,

.
\

,
/A , ->t J -i -ri

(fron, a Greek word with i), in words having a similar til, < 0/fof, a lentil, +Mof, form.] Resembling
aspirated p, as in seraph, pamphlet, etc., and obsolete mis- a lentil

; lentil-shaped.
spellings like phaite for fane, prnphane for profane, pheer phacolite (fak'o-lit), n. [So called in allusion

KOC, lentil, + /U'Sof, stone.] A variety of the
zeolite chabazite, occurring in colorless rhom-
bohedral crystals, lenticular in shape. These
are often complex twins. The original was
from Bohmisch Leipa in Bohemia.

ually repi
sented by/, as infancy, fantasy, fantom, fenix, etc.j

some
of these being now spelled with ph, as phantom, phemx, etc.

Phaca (fa'ka), n. [NL. (Limueus, 1753), < Gr.

0OK?/, lentils, lentil porridge, < <j>aK6f, the plant
lentil.] A section of the genus Astragalus.

Phacelia(fa-se'li-a), n. [NL. (A. L. de Jussieu, phacoscope (fak'o-skop), n. [< Gr. 0<ucrff, lentil

1789), so called with ref. to the congested fas- (lens), + <cra-rii>,'view.] A small dark cham-
cicle of spikes in the type, P. cireinata; < Gr. ber for exhibiting the changes of the crystalline
0<kfXof, a bundle, fascicle.] A genus of orna- lens of the eye in accommodation. Alsophako-
mental plants of the order Hydropliyllaceee, scope.
type of the tribe Phaeeliex, distinguished by Phacus (fa'kus), n. [NL., < Gr. 0a/cof, lentil.]
the two-cleft style, wrinkled or tubercled A notable genus of flagellate infusorians, re-

ferred to the Chloropeltidea by Stein, by Kent
to the Ennlenidee. The several members were origi-

nally described by Ehrenberg as species of Euytena, from
which they differ in their more persistent forms, and

seeds, and an inflorescence of one-sided scor-

pioid cymes, at first densely fascicled, becom-
ing loose and separated. There are about 65 spe-
cies, all American, and mainly in the United States (56" in

the west, especially NevadaandCalifornia, and in Texas, and
about 8 in the east), a few in Mexico, and 1 from British Co-
lumbia to the Straits of Magellan. They are delicate or

rough-hairy plants, low and erect or diffuse, sometimes in

greater induration of the cuticle, which often remains as
an empty test after dissolution of its contents. They are
such as P. triqueter, P. pyrum, and P. longicauda, all

found in fresh water. See cut under Infusoria.

large patches, usually with pinnately dissected leaves. PhaedranaSSa (fe-dra-nas'ii), n. [NL. (Her-
They bear blue, violet, or white flowers, generally bell-

ftp.)- lais-i < n.,. ibniinnvanna the iiarnn nf a
shaped and with ten vertical folds within. Several spe-

' " "*>h* WT. WOfflpan wo, me name Ota
cies are cultivated for their flowers, mostly blue-flowered nymph.] A genus of ornamental plants of the
annuals of California, one a South American biennial or order Amaryllidess, tribe Amaryllese, and sub-
perennial with pink flowers. tribe Cyafliiferse, known by the narrow peri-
Phacelieae (fas-e-h'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bentham anth of long erect lobes, the filaments dilated
and Hooker, 1876), < Phacelia + -ese.] A tribe
of gainopetalous plants of the order Hydrophyl-
lacese, the water-leaf family, distinguished by
the two-cleft or undivided style, and the one-
celled ovary with placenta? slightly protruding
from the walls, or extending toward tho center.
It includes 10 genera and about 77 species, all of western
North America except 1 in Japan and subarctic eastern
Asia, and 1 in South Africa,

phacella (fa-sel'a), u.
; pi. phacellse (-6). [NL.,<

Gr. 0<k2/lof, ifidKc'Xof, a bundle, fascicle.] One of -Ef*
8 '

--y.-
-

the gastric filaments which in hydrozoans fonn PhaenOCffilia (fe-no-se'li-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

solid tentaculiform processes in the gastric cav- t*l'wa'i show, + xoiAof , cavity: see caHum.] Ani-

ity in interradial groups near the genitalia.
mals whose neurocrele is persistent, as all the

phacellate (fas'e-lat), n. [< phacella +-!.] true vertebrates : opposed to Cryptocailia. Also
Provided with phacellse, as a polyp. Phcnocailia. Wilder, Amer. Nat., XXI. 914.

phacitis (fa-si'tis), H. [ASeopnakitig; NL.,<Gr. phaenocoelian (fe-no-se'li-an), a. Havingaper-
qtctKof, a lentil, the lens of the eye, + -itis.] In- sistent neurocoele.

flammation of the crystalline lens of the eye. phaenogam, phenogam (fe'iio-gam), n. [<.phte-
nogamoiix.'] A phanerogamous plant: opposed

and united at the base into a ring. The 4 species
are natives of the Andes of Peru and Ecuador. They pro-
duce broadly oblong or narrow leaves from a coated bulb,
and a hollow scape bearing an umbel of many showy red
or green flowers, drooping and cylindrical or narrowly
funnelform. They are cultivated in greenhouses, under
the name queen-luy.

>haenocarpOUS (fe-uo-kar'pus), a. [< Gr. <t>alveiv,

show, + /tapirof, a fruit.] In bot., bearing a
fruit which has no adhesion to surrounding

[Rare.]

phaeton

phaeophyl, phaeophyll (fe'o-fil), n. [< Gr. <txu6(,

dusky, + (jtiM.ov, leaf.] A name proposed by
Schiitt for the compound pigment of the Fiica-

ccse an<l Ph9OftpOfK. The pigment is composed of

phycophseiii, or that part of the pijfinent which is soluble
in water, and phycoxanthin, or that part which is soluble
in alcohol.

phaeopus (fe'o-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. ijxuo*,, dusky,
+ ;roi'f (TTOC!-) = E. foot.] An old name of a

curlew, now the specific technical name of the

whimbrel, Numenius plieeopn.t.

Phaeosporeae (fe-o-spo're-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. 0aMf, dusky, dark, + airopof, a seed, +
-ese.~] A very large class of algse, embracing,
with the Fticaccee, all the olive and brown sea-
weeds of the globe. The ordinary mode of multipli-
cation is asexual, by means of zoospores, but the sexual
mode of reproduction presents interesting complications,
ranging from the conjugation of equivalent motile zo-

ogametes to the impregnation of a stationary oosphere by
motile antherozoids. There are great variations in the
degree and development of the thallus, which is micro-
scopic in some of the Ectocarpacete, and forms the lar-

gest known marine organisms in Macrocystis, NereocysKs,
and Lessonia. The J'hasosporeie include the Laminari-
acese, Punctariacese, Sporuchnacex, Scytosiphtniacete, Ateso-

gloeacese, Tilopteridex, Ralfmaeeie, Cutleriacese, etc. The
class has also been called Phui

ozouKpure&, and includes a
pail of what was formerly grouped together under the
names of Fucoideee, itelanorporex, or Melanospermeee.

Phaeothamnieas (fe"o-tham-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lagerheim, 1885), < Ph&oiluimnion + -ese.~\

A small questionable family of algte, taking its

name from the genus Pliieotltunmioii, and re-

lated, according to Lagerheim, to the families

Chroolepidcee and Chxtvplioracese. They have a
palmella condition, and also produce two biciliated zoo-

spores, which germinate directly without conjugation, so
far as is known at present.

Phaeothamnion (fe - o - tham '
ni -

on), n. [NL.
(Lagerheim, 1885), < Gr. 0a5f, dusky, dark, +
(iafiviav, a small shrub, dim. of Odfivof, a bush,
shrub.] A genus of fresh-water alga?, the

type of the family Pltxothamuiese, forming
brownish-yellow tufts on other algse.

Phaeozoosporese (fe-6-xo-o-spo're-e), n. pi.

[NL.,<Gr.0aif, dusky, dark, + Cyof, an animal,+ av6pof, a seed : see sjiore.'] Same as Phseo-

sporcse.

Pnaethon(fa'e-thon), . [NL., < Gr.0afftjv,beam-
ing, radiant, in myth, [cap.] a son of Helios (see

phacochoere, phacochere (fak'o-ker), n. A
member of the genus Phaooekoffiu; a wart-hog.
Abyssinian phacochoere. Same as halluf.

Phacochoeridae (fak-o-ke'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Phaoooh&rus + -idei.] An African family of

to eryptoaam.
Phaeriogamia (fe-no-ga'mi-a), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. Qaiveiv, show, + yapot, marriage.] In lot.,
same as Phanerogamia.

mammals allied to the Suidse, or true swine, typ- phaenogamic, phenogamic (fe-no-gam'ik), a.
ified by tlie genus Pluicochcerus; the wart-hogs. [< phasnogam + -a-.] Pertaining to phno-

gams; related to or of the nature of phamo-

aving manifest flowers
; phanerogamous.

Pliacochceridse. There ar
hideous aspect, with deeply

, as a subfamily oi

phacochoerine, phacocherine (fak-o-ke'rin), a.

_Of or pertaining to the Phacochteri'dx.
nomenon.

:'rus), a. [< Gr. 0a/of, dusky,
, complexion.] Of a dark or

dusky color.

Sn'of Phaeodaria (fe-o-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

0a(of, dusky, + fldof, form, + -ana.] The order
Tripylese, containing the silicoskeletal radiola-
rians regarded as a class of Bhisopoda, charac-
terized by the constant presence of large dark-
brown pigmented granules scattered irregular-
ly round the central capsule and covering the
greater part of its outer surface. Also called

Cannopylea.
phasodarian (fe-6-da'ri-an), a. and n. [< Phxo-
daria + -an.'] 1. a. Of or pertaining to the
Phseodaria; tripylean, as a radiolarian.

II. . A member of the Phseodaria; a tripy-
lean radiolarian.

phaeodellum (fe-o-del'um), n.
; pi. pheeodella

(-ft). [< NL. phxodium + dim. -ellum.] One
of the large dark pigment-granules of a pho-

Wart-hog (Phacochotrus africanus)
dium. Hoeckel.

ttseaBSssttas&AZ ^
called vlake-vark by the Dutch colonists. P. africanusor

mass of dark-brown pigment charactenstic of
xliani is the Abyssinian wart-hog or phacochoere, also the capsule of phaaodarian or tripylean radio-
called halhif and haroja. Also written Phacochmts. larians. Haeckel.

Tropic-bird (Phatthon xtlitrcits).

a, the totipalmate foot.

phaeton), ppr. of 0a^f(v,
shine.] In ornith.

,
the only

genus of Phaethon tides. There
are 3 species, P. xtherewt, P. flavi-
rostris, and P. rubricauda, inhabit-

ing chiefly tropical seas, and known as

tropic-birds. Also Phaeton and Ijeptunu

Phaethontidae (fa-e-thon'ti-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Phaethon(t-) + -idas.~\ A family of totipalmate
oceanic birds, of the order Steganopodes, typi-
fied by the genus Phaethon; the tropic-birds.
In general form and aspect they resemble terns, and the
bill in particular is sternine. The plumage is chiefly white,
varied with black, and tinted in some places with rose or

pink ; the bill is red or yellow. The gular sac character-
istic of birds of this order is rudimentary and almost com-
pletely feathered. The tail is short, but the two mid-
dle feathers are filamentous and extraordinarily prolonged
beyond the rest. See Phaethon and tropic-bird. Also
Phaetonidse.

phaeton (fa'e-tou), n. [= Sp.faeton, < F. phae-
ton, a phaeton, < L. Phaethon, < Gr. <S>at)av, son
of Helios (the Sun), who obtained leave from
his father to drive the chariot of the Sun, but.

being unable to restrain the horses, was struck

by Zeus with a thunderbolt and dashed head-

long into the river Po: see Phaethon.'] 1. A
high open four-wheeled carnage: as, a park
phaeton; a mail phaeton. See cut on follow-

ing page.



phaeton 4433 phalangiform

Phalacrocoracidae(fal-a-kro-ko-ras'i-de), n. ill. 2. In nriiilh.. a gi-iMis of <.wl>: sj-nonymous

[NL., </////<//<'//</./ (-'('<(;<-) '+-(//,-(.] Afam- with Gtoucfci. Rmoparte, 1864.

ily of totipalmate natatorial birds belonging to Phalaenoptilus (fal -<;- no].' 1 1
-
Ins), n.

tl",,. onliT SfenONOpMfa*, typified by the g.'ims (Kiilgwav. I*-"), < c
. n moth, +

/'/(/(/(/. ;>; tin- cormorants. They have a >"r, soft feathers, down.] A gi-n

straight bill about as long as the head, hooked ;it th. end; mitral picarian birds of tli family OaprMHU-
H Ii nig narrow nasal groove with obliterated nostrils In the

,,,-,/^p or goatsuckers; tlic poor-wills: so called

i^oucn-'^bnVr^^^ E2th/ H- ss of the .plumage, which re.

s. inlili -s i lint of a moth. The type is NuttaU's

poor-will, /'. Hiillnlli, (iinniou in westeni parts
it' tlir lulled Stall's.

A Variety of Pluieton.

"If the ladies will trust to my dri

Orville. "and are not afraid of a plutftt

ready In a moment." 3fww Hunt

2. A low open four-wheeled carriage, drawn

by one or two horses: as, a pony-phaeton. 3.

I <"/'.] [NL.] In iiniitli., same as Phaethon.

pnaetonic (fa-e-ton'ik), a. [< phaeton + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a phae'ton.
l./inili. (l-'.iicijc. Diet.)

Phaetonidae (fa-e-ton'i-de), n. pi. Same as

phagedena, phagedaena (faj-e-do'na), . [L.

phaiifilifna, ML. phagedena, < Gr. <payefaiva, a
cancerous sore, < (paytlv, eat.] An obstinate

spreading ulcer; an ulcer which eats and cor-

rodes the neighboring parts. Sloughing phage-
dena. Same as hospital gangrene (which see, under pan-
<irene).

phagedenic, phagedaenic (faj-e-den'ik), a. and
n. [= F. phageaeniquc = Sp. fagedenico = It.

fiini'ilriiico, < L. phagedeenicus, < Gr. ^aytSaivint^,
of the nature of a cancer, < toytdaiva, a cancer:

fun shaped tail of from 12 U> 14 stiff feathers with n

viated diverts. They arc IMMVV l..lied birds, with lona

tdnuoiis neek, and the short stout legs set fur hack,

siutiiig a nearly upright position. Tlit ) feed chiHIj "ti _," "i., /= i _/_
tishe, and dive as well as swim with celerity. There are phalangal (fa-lailg gal), . .

Koine 2T. species, found in nearly all parts of the world, i/'/il.

iistinlly referred t one genus. The family is also called phalangarthrltls (fa-lang-giir-ttin tis), .

Carbnnulie and Gracvlidee. See cut under curtnorant,
[NL., < (ir.

ipitJiyl- (Qahay-y-), bone of finger or

toe, + <V%w, a joint, + '-itix.
\

Inflammation,nlneslnili"lie phalacrocoracine (fal*a-kro-kor'a-siu), o. [<

Brellni, ixlv. Phal<tcr<><'<ir<ir(-corac-) -h -j'wc1 .] Of or pertain-

ing to the r/iiilarr/icoracidie.

Phalacrocorax (fal-a-kro'ko-raks), n. [NL.
(Brisson, 17GO), < L. phaUn-rocorajc, a coot or

cormorant, < Gr. Qafautph;, bald (see phalacro-

especially gouty inflammation, of the phalan-

geal joints.

phalange" (fa-lanj'), n. [= F. VK- ;j/m,</i(</r= Sp.
1 1 . liil<ni</<; <; Gr. <t>afay( (6a1ayy-), bone of finger
or toe: see phalanx.] 1. In anat. and zool., acormorant, < Gr. 4<Muip6t, bald (see phalacro- or too . gee phalanxA i. In anat. and zool., a

gin), + Kopaf, a crow.] The typical genus of
phalanxof adigit. 2. In ,(., any oneof the

riinlm-rocoraciate, usually regarded as conter- tjintaof an insect's tarsus: generally used col-

minous with the family. P. earbo is the common
|ectively of all the joints, exclusive or not of

cormorant of Europe, America, etc. P. yracvlut Is the

shag of Europe. P. dilophus is the double-crested cormo-
rant of North America, where are found numerous other

species, as P. mexicanut, P. penicillatus, P. tricrutAt\i*t
and

f. violacev*. Also called Uydroeorax, Gracultu, arid for-

merly Corfco. See cut under cormorant.

Phaiaecean, Phalaecian (fal-e-se'an, -si'an), n.

Phatecus (sestet.).] In anc. pros a logaa-dic ^ff^^'ndTini/i Y^^uro t-i*\Mv Kiit hnv_ . -4

.jtivelyof
the metatarsus: as, the anterior phalanges. {

In bot., a bundle of stamens joined more or less

by their filaments : as, the phalanges of stamens
in a diadelphous or polyadelphous flower. [In
all senses commonly in the plural phalanges,
the usual singular being phalanx.']

phalangeal (fa-lan'je-al), a. [< phalange +
nl.] In anat.'&nd zool, of or pertaining to a
ihalanx or the phalanges. Also phalangal, pha-yerse,

similar to a trochaic pentapody, but hav-

ing a dactyl in the second place: named from
j , ,innln nqcan, >;./,//.-

Phaltocus, a Greek epigrammatist. The first ^^ a phalanx.- Phalangeal procesa. .

foot may be a trochee, a spondee, or an iambus, cells, a slender prolongation attached above to a phalanx

see^^a.] L. Pertaining to phagedena^^^^^^^^ &'fi^SS9SjS5
term, used in somewhat more than a generic
sense, at first for all moths (when the Linnean

or to its treatment ;
of the nature or character of

phagedena : as, a phagedenic ulcer or medicine.

II. . In med., an application that causes
the absorption or the death and sloughing
fungous flesh.

phagedenical, phagedaenical (faj-e-den
a. [< phagedenic -r -al.] Sameas,pft
Wiseman, Surgery, ii. 10.

iui'PMnea,SLndP.alwiia divisions corresponding tothe

phagedenOUS, phagedaanOUS (faj-e-de'nus), a. mai,, modern groups. In 179S J'abrlcius restricted the

f< phai/vilcnil, nliaqcdiena, + -Oia.] Causing term to the Phaltena geometra. of Linnaeus. The term has

absorption of flesh, as in phagedena ;
of the na- |P?f but has given derived names to several groups.

ture of phagedena. Wiseman, Surgery, ii. 10. *. [(. c.] Any moth,

phagocytal (fag'6-si-tal), a. [< phagocyte + phalaenian (fa-le m-an), a. and n. I a Of or

-l* Of or pertaining to a phagocyte. pertaining to the Phalantdie; geometnd.

phagOCJTte (fag'o-sit), n. [<Gr. Qayelv, eat, + Some of the Phalanian larva; have twelve legs, and some

KiTof, a hollow (cell) : see cyte.] A lymph-cor- even fourteen. Science, IX. 318.

puscle, or white blood-corpuscle, regarded as an jj_ . A. member of the Phalxnidx.

organism capable of devouring what it meets, Phalaenidae (fa-len'i-de), . pi. [NL. (Leach,
especially pathogenic microbes. 1819), < Phalsina + -idee.] A family of moths,
phagocytic (fag-o-sit'ik), o. [< phagocyte + synonymous with Geometridx in a broad sense.

-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or caused by phagocytes, phalaenoid (fa-le'noid), a. and n. _[< Gr. <t>A?Miva,

phagocytical (fag-o-sit'i-kal), a. [< phagocytic a moth, + f!<5of, form.] I. a.

"+ -o/.j Same as phagocytic.

phagocytism (fag o-si-tizm), n. [< phagocyte
-ism.] The nature or function of a phago-

Resembling or
related to a phalna; of or pertaining to the

Phal&nidee.

II. n. A member of the Phalsenidse.

phagocytes.
Phainopepla (fa'i-no-pep'lii),

. [NL. (Sclater,

1858), < Gr. <j>aeiv6c, shining + ireirfof, a robe.]
A genus of American oscme passerine birds,
referred to the family Ampelidw and subfamily
Ptiloi/oiiiitinif. They have the head crested, the plu-

mage of the male shining-black with a large white disk on
each wing, that of the female dull-brownish. There is

but one species, P. nitens, the shining flysnapper or black

ptilogonys of the westeni parts of the United States,

7} inches long, and 114 in extent of wings. It is common
from Colorado, Utah, and Nevada southward, nests in

trees, lays two or three greenish eggs with profuse dark-
brown or blackish speckles, and is migratory, Insectivo-

rous, and melodious. Also written, erroneously, Phxno-
pepla. See cut under flysnapper.

Phajus (fa'jus), n. [NL. (Loureiro, 1790), < Gr.

^nxTf, dusky.] An ornamental genus of orchids
of the tribe Epidcndreee and subtribe Bletiete,

distinguished by the free sepals and the gib-
bous or spurred base of the lip with its lobes
broad and involute about the base of the col-

umn. The 15 species are mainly from tropical Asia, also

Africa, Australia, and Japan. They are tall terrestrial

herbs, or less often epiphytes, with large and broad or

elongated plicate leaves, narrowed or stalked at the base.

The large and showy flowers form a yellow, brownish.

green, violet, or white erect raceme. Many have been limp
cultivated, as P. tetra<jonum from Mauritius, often under
the name Prsomfria, from its throwing off its sepals soon
after expanding, and P. grandffoiiim (Ittftia TankervQUjf),
from China, the nun-flower, of common cultivation under

glass, so styled from the two white wings at the enlarged
summit of the column.

phakitis (fa-ki'tis), n. Same as phacitis.

phakoscope, . See i>ii<icoscope.

genus of beautiful orchids of the tribe Vandete
and the subtribe Sarcanthex, characterized by
loosely racemed
flowers, their lat-

eral sepals united
to the base of the
thick and round-
ish column, and
the lip destitute
of a spur. There
are about 15 species,
natives of the Malay-
an archipelago and
eastern India. They
are epiphytes, with
short leafy stems
without pseudobulba.

They bear two-ranked
leathery or fleshy ob-

long leaves, with per-
sistent bases which
sheath the stem. The
large flat flowers are

white, pink, partly
yellow, and crimson,
or of other colors,
and are remarkable
among orchids for

their broadly expand-
ed lateral petals, and
for a lip often pro-

phalangist: so named by Buffon (in the case of

a species of Cuscus) from the peculiar structure

of the second and third digits of the hind feet,

which are webbed together. Phalangers are opos-
sum-like quadrupeds with a long prehensile tail, of arbo-

real habits, frugivorous and insectivorous, represented in

abundance in the whole Australian region by numerous
species and several genera. They have a thick woolly coat,
and average about the size of a cat, though some are much
smaller. The phalangers proper have noparachute ; others,

known as pelaurists, or flying-phalangera, are provided
with a flying-membrane. Some of the best-known species

belong to the genns Cvxeut, as the ursine phalanger, C.

vrsinta. Valentyn's phalanger is C. anentalit, known also

by its native names Icapouna and coescoee. The vulpine pha-
langer Is Triehomrus vulpima, having the tail almost en-

tirely hairy, and combining to some extent the aspects of

a squirrel and a fox. Cook's phalanger and some related

forms belong to the genus Pteudochirug. Some very small

ones, resembling dormice, constitute the genus Dromida.
See cuts under Dromicia, Ctuciu, Petaurinta, and Acrobates.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of phalangers founded

by Storr in 1780. The name is prior in date to

Phalangixta, but until lately has been less used.

Phalan'geridas (fal-an-jer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Phalanger + -idx.] A family of marsupials,

typified by the genus Phalanger: same as Pha-

langistidse.

phalanges, n. The plural of phalanx (as well

as ot phalange).
phalangial (fa-lan'ji-al), a. [<.phalange + -ial.]

Same as phalangeal.

phalangian (fa-lan'ji-an), a. and n. I. a. 1.

Same &sphalangeal.S. Same zsphalangidean.
II. n. Oneof the Phalangiida or harvestmen.

phalangic (fa-lan'jik), a. [< phalange + -'<:.]

Phalangeal.
Phalangidea (fal-an-jid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Phalangium + -idea.] An order of tracheate

Arachnida. The segmented abdomen is not distinctly

separate from the ccphalothorax ; the falces or cheliceres

are two- or three-jointed ; the pedipalps are five-jointed
and filiform ; the eyes are two (to eight '.' ) in number ; and
the eight legs are generally very long and slender, some*
times excessively so, the whole body appearing of insignif-
icant size in comparison with them. They are most nearly
related to the mites or acarids, though more nearly re-

sembling spiders in some respects. They have no spin-
nerets or poison-glands, and are perfectly harmless. Many

knownof the longest-legged forms are wn as hanrttert, har-

ratmen, harvrtt-ipitlers, and thepherd-lpidert. and in the
United States as daddy-lonn-teyt. The order is also called

Sr*iiieri*a.

Ojtilionet. There are several families, including Phalan-

gudjc, QonyUptidx, Trogulidx. and Sironidst. Also Pha-
latvjida, Phatanffita. See cute under Phalanyium and

longed at the tip Into Phryxii.
a pair of twisted tendrils or of recurved horns. P. ama- phalangidean (fal-an-jid'e-an), a. Of or per-
M/u. a white and yellow species from Manila, is the

taining to the Phalangidta
"

**fa il23ftS^<<
l

^iSteto^
>

^a*IS2i phalangiform (fa-lau'ji-form), a. [< L. phalans
is one of the rarest and most beautiful orchids known. ( phalang-), phalanx, + forma, form.] Having



phalangiform

the shape or appearance of a digital phalanx.
Eneue. Brit., III. 715.

Phalangigrada (fal-an-jig'ra-da), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. ofphiilangigraaus : seephalangigrade.]
A division of ruminant artiodactyl mammals,
represented by the family CameU&t : so called

from the peculiar construction of the feet,

which causes the animals to walk on phalanges
instead of on homy hoofs. More fully called

Pecora Phalimgigracla. Also Tylopoda.

phalangigrade (fa-lan'ji-grad), a. [< NL.

phalangiyradus, < L. pJialanx (phalang-), pha-
lange,+ gradi, walk, go. ] Walking on the pha-
langes, which are padded for that purpose in-

stead of being incased in hoofs, as a camel or

llama; of or pertaining to the Phalangigrada.
Phalangiidae (fal-an-ji'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Plialanglum + -idee.] The leading family of

the order Phalangidea, having a smalll'ounded,

oblong, or oval body, and extremely long slender
legs with many-jointed tarsi. The legs reach the
maximum of length and attenuation in this family, being
sometimes more than twenty times as long as the body.
The eyes are close together on the top of the head ; a very
long penis can be protruded from beneath the mouth ;

the cheliceres are exposed, diversiform, well developed;
and the pedipalps are moderately long. There are many
genera besides Phalangium. Also Phalaitgidx.

phalangious (fa-lan'ji-us), . [< Phalangium
+ -ousT] Of or pertaining to the genus Plta-

langimn.
phalangist (fal'an-jist), n. [< NL. Phalangista.]
A phalauger ;

a member of the genus Phalan-

qista.

Phalangista (fal-an-jis'ta), n. [NL. (Cuvier,
1800), < L. phalanx (phalang-'}, phalanx : see

phalanx. ] The typical genus of Phalangistidee :

synonymous with Phalanger, 2. Seephalanger.
Phalangistidae (fal-an-jis'ti-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Phalangista + -idee.'] 1. A family of diproto-
dont marsupial mammals, containing the pha-
langers or Australian opossums, the petaurists,
the koala, etc. The family includes numerous genera
and species of Australia and Papua, of small or moderate
size and arboreal habits, and diversified diet. It is divis-
ible into three subfamilies, Phalangistinse, Tarsipcdinee,
and Phascolarctirue. See cuts under Acrobates, koala,
Petaurista, Cuscus, and Dromicia.

2. The above family restricted by exclusion
of Tarsipcdinee and Phascolarctinse as types of

separate families.

Phalangistinae (faFan-jis-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Phalangista + -in.\ A subfamily of Pita-

langistidse, embracing the several genera and
numerous species of true phalangers which
lack the peculiarities of the genera Tarsipes
and Phascolarctos. The typical phalangers or native
opossums have prehensile tails and no flying-membrane,
constituting the genera Phalangista, Cuscus, Pseudochirus,
and Dactylopstta. The flying-opossums, flying-squirrels,
or petaurists have a parachute and non-prehensile tail,
and include the genera Petaurus, Belideus, Acrobata, and
others. The Phalangistin/e range in size from that of a
mouse to that of a cat, and are of arboreal habits ; they
are distributed throughout the Australian region.

phalangistine (fal-an-jis'tin), a. and n. I. a.
Of or pertaining to the Phalangistinse.

II. n. A phalanger or phalaugist as a mem-
ber of the Phalangistinx.
phalangite (fal'au-jit), n. [< P. phalangite, <

li.phaiangites, in pi.phalangitas,<. Gr. ^aAaj-ymzf,
a soldier in a phalanx, < 0dXayf,

a phalanx : see

phalanx."] A soldier belonging to a phalanx.
Phalangium (fa-lan'ji-um), n. [NL., < Gr. (j>a-

Zdy-ytov, a spider, dim. of 0dAayf, a spider, so
called from the long joints of its leg; < tyakay%,
a phalanx: see phalanx.] A genus of arach-
nidans, formerly of great extent, now restrict-

Daddy-long-legs (Pha!angium tlorsalu

CTwo thirds natural size. )

ed and made typical of the modern family PJia-
langndie. It is characterized by the great length and
slenderness of the legs, the filiform maxillary palpi sim-
ply hooked at the end, and the segmented abdomen dis-
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tinct from and of equal width with the cephalothorax.
The species are of active habits and live on animal food.

phalanstere (fal'an-ster), . [< F. phalanstere :

see phalanstery.']

"
A phalanstery. Bulwer, My

Novel, IV.
yiii.

phalansterian (fal-an-ste'ri-an), n. and a. [<
F. phalansterien; as phalanstery + -an.'] I.

. A member of the socialistic association,

community, or organization called by Fourier
a phalanx ; hence, a Fourierite.

ll. a. Pertaining to a community or associa-

tion called a phalanx, or to the building or build-

ings occupied by such a community; hence,
Fourieristic : as, phalansterian associations or

doctrines.

phalansterianism (fal-an-ste'ri-an-izm), . [<

phalansterian + -ism.]' That feature of the
communistic system of Fourier which consisted
in the reorganization of society into phalanxes,
every one to contain about 1,800 persons who
should hold their property in common. See
Fourierism.

phalansterism (fa-lan'ste-rizm), n. [(phalan-
ster-y + -ism.'] Same as'phalansterianism.

phalanstery (fal'an-ster-i), n.; -pi.phalansteries
(-iz). [< F. phalanstere, irreg. < phalange, one
of Fourier's communities, a phalanx (see pha-
lanx), + -stere as in monastere: see monastery.']
The building or buildings occupied as a dwell-

ing by a community living together and having

foods
and property in common as proposed by

ourier. See Fourierism.

phalanx (fa'langks orfal'angks),n.; pl.phalan-
ges (fa-Ian'jez) or (except in anatomy)phalanxes
(fa'la'ngk-sez or fal'angk-sez). [= Y.plialange
= Pg. phalange = Sp. It. falange, < L. phalanx
(phalang-), < Gr. ^d/Uzyf ((fm^ayy-), a line or
order of battle, a rank of soldiers, a phalanx
(def. 1), also a round piece of wood, the bone
between joints of the fingers and toes, etc.]
1. In Gr.

antiq.,
in general, the whole of the

heavy-armed infantry of an army; particu-
larly, a single grand division of that class of

troops when formed in ranks and files close
and deep, with their shields joined and long
spears overlapping one another so as to pre-
sent a firm and serried front to a foe. The cele-
brated Macedonian phalanx was normally drawn up six-

teen ranks deep, the men being clad in armor, bearing
shields, and armed with swords and with spears from 21 to
24 feet long. In array the shields formed a continuous
bulwark, and the ranks were placed at such intervals that
five spears which were borne pointed forward and up-
ward protected every man in the front rank. The pha-
lanx on smooth ground, and with its flanks and rear ade-

quately protected, was practically invincible ; but it was
cumbrous and slow in movement, and if once broken
could only with great difficulty be reformed.

Anon they move
In perfect phalanx to the Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders. Milton, P. L., i. 651.

2. Any body of troops or men formed in close

array, or any combination of people distin-

guished for firmness and solidity of union. 3.
In Fourier's plan for the reorganization of so-

ciety, a group of pei-sons, numbering about
1,800, living together and holding their proper-
ty in common. See Fourierism. 4. In anat.
and zool. : (a) A row or series of bones in the

fingers or toes. Hence (6) One of the bones
of the fingers or toes; a digital internode,
succeeding the metacarpal or metatarsal
bones, collectively constituting the skeleton of
the third and distal segment of the hand or
foot: so called from their regular disposition
in several rows. The normal number of the phalanges
of each digit is three. This is only exceptionally increased,
as in the flippers of some cetaceans and extinct rep-
tiles ; but it is frequently reduced, as in most of the digits
of birds, and in the inner digits of mammals which have
five fingers and toes. In man the phalanges of the fingers
and toes are each fourteen, three to every digit excepting
the thumb and great toe, which have two apiece. The
original implication of the term seems to have been any
one of the cross-rows of small bones between the succes-
sive knuckles of the fingers or toes, or the longitudinal
series of small bones of any one finger or toe. But usage
transfers the sense of phalanx to any one of these bones,
two or more of which are phalanges. See cuts under
Artiodactyla, carpus, Catarrhina,foot, hand, Ichthyosauria,
Perissodactyla, pinion, Plesiomurus, solidungulate, tarsus,
and Ornithoseelida.

(c) One of the fiddle-shaped
cells of the lamina reticularis of the Cortian
organ. Also called Deiters's phalanges. 5. In
zool., a group or series of animals, of indeter-
minate classificatory value; one of several

groups which may be interposed above genera
and below classes or orders. A phalanx frequently
corresponds in value to a subfamily, but has no recognized
fixed place in classification. Sometimes synonymous with
cohort or aymen. Basilar phalanx, a phalanx of the
proximal row. Middle phalanx, a phalanx of the mid-
dle row. Ungual phalanx, the terminal phalanx, on
which is the nail.

Phalaropus

phalarict (fa-lar'ik), . [< Phalaris, the tyrant
of Agrigentum.] A fire-javelin.

They called a certain kind of Javeline Armed at the

point with an Iron three foot long, that it might pierce
through and through an Armed Man, Phalarica, which
they sometimes in Field-services darted by hand ; some-
times from several sorts of Engines for the defence of be-

leagured places : The shaft whereof, being roul'd round
with Flax, Wax, Rosin, Oyl, and other combustible mat-

ter, took fire in its flight, and lighting upon the Body of a

Man, or his Targuet, took away all the use of Arms and
Limbs. Montaigne, Essays (tr. by Cotton, 1693), I. 493.

Phalarideae(fal-a-rid'e-e),j.j)Z. [NL. (Kunth,
1833), < Phalaris (-rid-) + -es>."\ A tribe of

grasses embracing six genera, distinguished by
the five glumes and the spike-
let with a single terminal

flower, jointed to a pedicel,
and generally with two rudi-

mentary lateral flowers at-

tached below the joint. See

Phalaris, Alopecurus, and Bi-
erochloe.

Phalaris (fal'a-ris), n. [NL.
(Linnffius, 1737), < ii.phalaris,

canary-grass, < Gr. <t>a^api(, a
kind of grass, < ^a/lapof, white,
shining, < <faf.6f, shining, <

tyativ, shine.] 1. A genus of

grasses, type of the tribe Pha-

laridex, characterized by the
dense spike, head, or thyrsus,
the lower two glumes larger
than the others, the third and
fourth short and blunt or bris-

tle-like, and the fifth broader
and thinner. There are about 10

species, natives chiefly of the Medi-
terranean region. They are annual
or perennial grasses with flat leaves.
P. arundinacea, the sword grass, or
reed canary-grass, is a widely dis-

tributed species, for which see also

dagger^, 6. For the striped variety, see ribbon-nra&f and
gardener's-gartcri, also known aspaittted-grass, silver-gram,
lady's-laces, French grass, etc. For the other best-known
species, P. Canariensis, see canary-grass, and for its seed,
see alpist and bird-seed.

2. In zool., a genus of hemipterous insects.

Kisso, 1826.

phalarope (fal'a-rop), n. [= F. phalarope, <
NL. Phalaropus""] A small wading bird of the

family Phalaropodidse, having lobate toes. There
are 3 species, usually placed in as many genera, of elegant
and varied coloration, and in general resembling sand-

pipers ; but the body is depressed rather than compressed,
and the plumage of the under parts is thick and compact
to resist water, upon which these little birds swim with
great ease and grace. They are found on inland waters and
along the coasts of most parts of the world, sometimes ven-
turing far out to sea. Two of the three species breed only
in boreal regions, and perform extensive migrations in the
spring and fall. Wilson's phalarope, Phalaropus (Stega-
nopus) wilsoni, the largest and handsomest species, is con-
fined to America, breeding from northerly parts of the
United States northward, and dispersing in winter over
South America. It is 8} inches long, and 15} in extent of

wings; the bill is 1\ inches long and extremely slender;
the margins of the toes are not scalloped. The female ex-
ceeds the male in size and beauty, and the male performs
the task of incubation. The red-necked or northern phal-
arope is Phalaropus (Lobipes) hyperboreus; this has a
slender bill like the li ret, but is smaller, and the membrane

Canary-prass (Pha-
laris Catiariensis'). i,
the plant ; 2. the spike-
like inflorescence ; a.

empty glumes ; b, flow-

ering glumes inclosing

Red Phalarope (Fhaltiropus/ttlicarius). a, bill.

of the toes is scalloped. The red or gray phalarope is P.

Julicariue, also called the coot-footed tringa: the bill is

broad and depressed, with a lancet-shaped tip, and the
membrane of the toea is scalloped. This species is noted
for its great seasonal changes of plumage. See also cut
under Steganopus.

Phalaropodidae (fal"a-ro-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Phalaropus (-pod-) -f- -idee.~] A family of small

wading and swimming birds of the order Limi-

colse, related to the Scolopacidx, or snipe fam-

ily, having the toes lobate and the body de-

pressed, with thickened plumage of the under
side

;
the phalaropes. There are 3 genera, Pha-

laropus, Lobipes, and Steganopus. See phula-
rope.

Phalaropus (fa-lar'o-pus), n. [NL. (Brisson,

1860), < Gr. QaZapif, a coot, + trove (iroi-) = E.

foot.~] A genus of Phalaropodidx, contermi-
nous with the family or restricted to one of the



Phalaropus

species, usually to P.fulirttriiiti, the red phala-

rope.
Phaleridinae (ta-le-ri-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

riiulcrix (-rid-) '+ -iine.] A subfamily of Al-

<-iilie, embracing the anklets and some other

species, chiefly inhabiting the North Pacific

ocean. Plialeris or fiiiiKirliiiiifliug cnstatclliix is

a characteristic example. See cut under auklet.

phaleridine (fa-le'ri-din), . Of or pertaining
to the Phnli-riilhiii:

Phaleris (fa-le'ris), n. [NL. (Tomminck, 1820),
< Gr. ijm'/.t/plf, Ionic totta^Utfttf, a coot: see /'//-

/>(//*.] Same as Hiinorlii/iii-lni.-,.

phallalgia (fa-lal'ji-a), . ^NL., < Gr.

plialhiH, + ityof, pain.] Pain in the penis.

phallephoric (fal-e-for'ik), a. [< Or.

<f>o/ieiv, bear the phallusj < ^a/Uof, phallus, +
fepeiv

= E. bear 1
.'] Beanng the phallus ; carry-

ing priapic images or symbols. Knight, Auc.
Art and Myth., p. 55.

phallic (fal'ik), a. [= F. phalliqite, < Or. ^n/i-

Ai/iof, < ^aA/Wf, phallus: see phallus.] Of or

pertaining to the phallus or the generative
principle in nature : as, phallic worship.
phallicism (fal'i-sizm), H. [< phallic + -ism.]
Phallic worship; worship of the organs of sex
or of the generative principle in nature. Also

phalliMiii.

phallicist (fal'i-sist), n. \_<plutllic + -ist.] A
student of phallicism.
phallism (fal'izm), n. [< phallus + -ism.] Same
asphallicixm.

phallitis (fa-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. <paM6f, phal-
lus, + -itis.] Inflammation of the penis.

phalloid (fal'oid), o. [< Gr. ^aWof, phallus, +
eldof, form.] Resembling a phallus or penis.
Phalloidese (fa-loi'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Pries,

1823), < Pliattus + -oideee.] A family of gas-

teromycetous fungi, taking its name from the

genus Phallus. The volva is universal, with the inter-

mediate stratum gelatinous and the hymeuiura deliques-
cent It includes the stinkhorns.

Phallpidei (fa-loi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Phallus
+ -oidci.] Same as Phalloidese.

phallus (fal'us), n. [L.,< Gr. <j>a)Ms : see def. 2.]
1 . The penis ;

in 610?. , in general, the organ of

sex. 2. An emblem of the generative power
in nature, carried in solemn procession in the
Bacchic festivals of ancient Greece, and also

an object of veneration or worship among vari-

ous Oriental nations. See lingam. 3. [cap.]

[NL.] In hot., a genus of gasteromycetous
fungi, giving name to the family Phalloidefe.
The stem is naked and bears a conical reticulated pileus.
P. impudicus, the common stinkhorn, grows in damp
woods, and emits a fetid, highly disagreeable odor. The
spores are scattered by carrion-flies that are attracted by
the smell.

Phanariot (fa-nar'i-ot), a. and . [NGr. "twa-

pvJrrK (t), < Qavapiov (< Turk. Foliar), a quarter
of Constantinople, so called from a lighthouse
on the Golden Horn, < <pavaptov (NGr. Qavapi), a
lantern, lighthouse, < ^nxof, a lantern, < Qaciv,

give light, shine.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the quarter of Constantinople called Panar,
the chief residence of the Greeks in Constan-

tinople after the Turkish conquest; of or per-
taining to the Phanariots.

II. n. A resident of the quarter of Fanar in

Constantinople; hence, a member of a class
of aristocratic Greeks, chiefly resident in the
Fanar quarter of Constantinople, who held im-

portant political official positions under the

Turks, and furnished hospodars of Moldavia,
Wallachia, etc.

Also written Fanariot.

phanet, An obsolete erroneous spelling of
1'nnel.

Phaneri (fan'e-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of phaitertis,
< Gr. 0aveooc,"visible, manifest, evident, appa-
rent, < (jxiiveaOat (/ <pav), appear, show, < faetv,

shine.] Bacteria and other minute organisms
visible under the microscope without the use
of special reagents : contrasted with Aphaneri.
Maggi.

Pharierobranchiata (fan'e-ro-brang-ki-a'ts),
n. i>l. [XL. : see phuiicrobraitchiate.] A divi-
sion of doridoid gastropods, containing those
which have the gills distinct and separately
retractile, as the Polyeeridee and Goniodorididte.

phanerobranchiate (fan'e-ro-brang'ki-at), a.

[< Gr. ^avepdf, visible, + ppayx'a, gills.] Hav-
ing distinct gills; specific-ally, of or pertaining
to the Phancroliniiif/iiittii.

Phanerocarpae (fan'e-ro-kar'pe), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. 0axfpof, visible, + (ca/nrof, fruit.] One of
two prime divisions of acalephs, made bv Esch-
scholtz in 1829, containing those which have
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outward or evident genitals. They are more fully
called DitcophoTie phanrrnmrpit, an ilistiiituisli.il frmn

DiKophorte cryptacarpjf, and correspond to the modern
group Scyphotnediux, though the characU-r implied in tin-

name la not always present.

phanerocarpous (t'an'e-ro-kiir'piis), a. Per-

taining to the- J'lianeriicarpa; or having their

I'lianictors: opposed to eryptocurpous.
phanerocodonic (fan'e-ro-ko-don'ik), . [< dr.

pawyxif, visible, + nMuv, a bell.] Ouapmnlrtfl
or bell-shaped with open month : specifically
said of the genital buds, or gonopbores. of hy-
drozoans, in distinct ion from atlclwodmiii: All-

in <in.

phanerocrystalline(fau"e-r9-kri8'ta-lin),o.
Gr. <t>avep6f, visible, 4- /cpiirra/^of, crystal:

crystalline.] Distinctly crystalline: opposed to

eryptocrystallini'.

phanerogam (fan'e-ro-gam), n. [< phaneroga-
mous.] In bot., a phanerogamic plant.

Phanerogamia(fan*e-ro-ga'mi-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. <t>avep6s, visible,' apparent,'

+ ya/tof, mar-

riage.] A primary division or series of plants,

comprising those which have their organs of

reproduction developed and distinctly appa-
rent that is, plants having true flowers con-

taining stamens and pistils; flowering plants.
It includes the two classes Anginspmrue (angiosperms)
and Uifmnorperma (gymnosperrns), the former emlnaclng
the two subclasses Dicotyledonet and MoHocvtylcdonct. See
Cryptoyamia.

phanerogamian(fan*e-ro-ga'ini-an),a. [<J)/IH-
rrogam-oits + -taw.] 'fea'me &s phanerogamic.
phanerogamic (fan'e-ro-gam'ik), a. [< phan-
rr<xjam-ou8 + -ic.] In bot., belonging to the

Plinnerogamia ; flowering: as, phanerogamic or

flowering plants: opposed to cryptogamic and
cryptogamous.
phanerogamous (fan-e-rog'a-mus), a. [< Gr.

(/>avep6f, visible, + ja/'of, marriage.] Same as

phanerogamic.

Phaneroglossa, Phaneroglpssae (fan'e-i-o-
glos'a, -e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. <pavrp6f, visible,
4- j-Xtxrcro, the tongue.] A division of salient

anurous batrachians, including those which

evidently have a tongue, and whose Eustachian
tubes are separate, it has been divided into Dttco-

dactyla and Oxydaetyla, a mode of division not now recog-
nized. It includes all the tailless amphibians excepting
the Pipida and Xenopodida. The term is contrasted with

Aglossa.

phaneroglossal (fau'e-ro-glos'al), a. [< Pha-
neroglossa + -al.] Same as phaneroglossatc :

contrasted with aglossal.

phaneroglossate (fan*e-ro-glos'at), a. and .

[As Phaneroglossa + -ate1 .] I. . Having a

tongue, as a batrachian ; of or pertaining to the
Fhn ncroglossa.
H. n. Any member of the Phaneroglossa.

Phaneropneumona (fan*e-rop-nu'mo-nft), n.

pi. [NL., ueut. pi. of phaneroptteumonus : see

phancropneuwonouji.] In J. E. Gray's classifi-

cation (1821), one of two orders of Pneumobran-
chia (the other being AdeUtpneumona), having
branched vascular gills on the inner surface of
the mantle, and being thus adapted to terres-
trial life. They chiefly belong to the families

Cyclostomidte, Cyclophoridse, etc., and are very
numerous in tropical regions.
phaneropneumonous (fan'e -

rojn
-nu'mo - nus),

a. [< NL. phaneropneumonus, < Gr. (jiavcpof, visi-

ble, + Kvevfujv, the lungs.] Having evident or-

gans of respiration, as a mollusk; belonging to
the Phaneropneumona.
Phaneroptera (fan-e-rop'te-ra), n. [NL. (Ser-
ville), < Gr. ipavepof, visible, + irrcpAv, wing.]
The typical genus of Phaneropteridee, compris-
ing very slender long-horned grasshoppers or

katydids, with the wing-covers narrow and par-
allel-sided. They inhabit mainly the tropical regions
of both hemispheres. P. cunieauda Is common hi the
United States.

Phaneropteridse (fan'e-rop-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Phaneroptera + -idee.] A family of or-

thopterous insects, namedby Burmeisterin 1838
from the genus Phaneroptera. it comprises a num-
ber of long-legged, thin, narrow-winged, and chiefly tropi-
cal or subtropical katydids. About a dozen genera are

distinguished.

phangedt, A bad spelling otfanged.
Thir Weapons were a short Speare and light Target, a

Sword also by tliir side, thir fight sometimes in Chariot*

phany'd at the Axle with Iron Sillies.

MUttm, Hist. Eng.,ii.

phantasiat, . Same &s fantasia.
Phantasiast (fan-ta'zi-ast), n. [< Gr. fymnaai-
aortjf, one who presents the appearance onlv,
eccl. one (also called 0aiTao-xJoKV"/r) who held
that Christ's body was only a phantom, < <pav-

Taaid^tin, cheat with appearances, < favraaia,

appearance: see fantasia, fantasy, fancy.] A

phantasmally
name given to those of the Docetw who held
that Christ's body was a mere phantom.
phantasm ! IMII'IMXIII;. //. rAl*o/<mtaM,<OP.
fiintiifiiii , ]'. /ilitiniiixiiii- = Sp. fautasma = Pg.
fiiiilnxmii, )>liiint<ixm<t = It. j'liiiliix/nii. j'ii>it<i.\iHin,

fniitiixiiiii. < L. plniiiliixiiiii, an apparition, K|"'-

ter, LL. alsoappi-niiiui'c, image, < Gr. /pavraapa,
an appearance, image, apparition, specter, <

QavraZttv, sliow, < *<javro<:, verbal adj. of <

(/ <pav), show, in pass, appear, < Qattv, shine, =
Skt. -v/W"', nliine. Cf. iiliiise, phenomenon, etc.,
from the same root. From the same Gr. word,
through OF., is derived K. plmntom.] 1. An
apparition;

a specter; a vision; an illusion or
hallucination.

Made all outward occurrences unsulmtantial, like the

teasing phaiUamu of a half conscious slumber.

llaiclliurne. Seven (jables, iv.

2. An idea; a fancy; a fantastic notion.

Ambitious iiliantamui haunt his idle brain,
And pride still prompt* him to be greatly vain.

Brooke, tr. of Jerusalem Delivered, L

3. Specifically, in recent use, a phantom or ap-

parition ;
the imagined appearance of a person,

whether living or dead, in a place where his

body is not at the same time.

Where, however, the phantasm includes details of drew
or aspect which could not l>e supplied by the percipient's
mind, Mr. Ourney thinks it may be attributed to a con-
scious or sub-conscious image of his own appearance, or
of some feature of It, in the agent's mind, which is tele-

pathically conveyed as such to the mind of the percipient.
Mind, XII. 28L

= 8yn, 3. Phantom, Apparition, etc. Scci/Aort.

phantasma (fau-ta//ma), .; pi. pliantasmatti
(-ma-tit). [L. : seephantasm.] A phantasm,
phantasmagoria (fan-taz-ma-go'ri-ft), . [Also
phantaxmayory ; = F. phantasmagoric, fantas-
magorie = Sp. fantasmagoria = Pg. fantasma-
goria, phantasmagoria = It. fantasmagoria ; <

Nli. phantasmagoria, <Gr.<j>dvTaa/ta, aphantasm
(see phantasm), + ayopa, assembly, \ ayciptiv,

assemble.] 1. A fantastic series or medley of

illusive or temfying figures or images.
In the hands of an inferior artist, who fancies that im-

agination is something to be squeezed out of color-tubes,
the past becomes a phantasmagoria of jackboots, doub-
lets, and flap-hats, the mere property-room of a deserted
theatre. Lotcell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 257.

We lately received an account of a very remarkable

phantasmagoria said to have been witnessed by two gen-
tleuicu in Gloucestershire about fifty years ago.

Proe. Soc. Psych. Reeearch, I. 103.

Specifically 2. An exhibition of images or

pictures by the agency of light and shadow,
as by the magic lantern or the stereopticon ;

especially, such an exhibition so arranged by
a combination of two lanterns or lenses that

every view dissolves or merges gradually into

the next. Hence 3. The apparatus by means
of which such an exhibition is produced; a

magic lantern or a etereopticon.
phantasmagorial (fan-taz-ma-go'ri-al), a. [<

phantasmagoria + -al.] Relating to a phantas-
magoria; phantasmagoric.
phantasmagoric (fan-taz-ma-gor'ik), a. [= F.

fantasmagorique,phaiitasmagorique = Sp. fan-
tasniagorico; as phantasmagoria + -ic.] Per-

taining or relating to a phantasmagoria ;
of the

nature of phantasmagoria ;
illusive ; unreal.

phantasmagorical (fan-taz-ma-gor'i-kal), a.

[< phantasmagoric + -al.] Same as phantas-
magoric.
phantasmagory (fan-taz'ma-go-ri), n. [< NL.
phantasmagoria: see phantasmagoria.] Same
as jihantasniagoria.
phantasmal (fan-taz'mal), a. [< phantasm +
-al.] Of the nature of a phantasm or illusion ;

unreal; spectral.
Thou canst no longer know or love the shapes
Of this phantasmal scene. SheUey, Alastor.

The mirage of the desert and various other phantasmal
appearances in the atmosphere are in part due to total

reflection. Tyndall, Light and Elect, p. 43.

phantasmalian (fan-taz-ma'li-an), a. [<j)Aan-
tasmal + -ian.] Of the nature of phantasms;
phantasmal. [Rare.]
A horrid phantasmalian monomania.

Buluvr, Night and Morning, iii. 8.

phantasmality (fan-taz-mal'i-ti), n. [< phan-
tasmal + -ity. ] The character or inherent qual-
ity of a phantasm ; the state of being phantas-
mal, illusive, or unreal.

Between the reality of our waking sensations and the

phantasmality of our dream perceptions . . . the contrast
is marked.

G. a. Leva, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. xl. J 38.

phantasmally (fan-taz'mal-i), adr. As a phan-
tom; in a spectral form or manner. Also/aw-
tasmally.



phantasmatic

phantasmatic (fun-taz-mat'ik), a. [= F.fan-
tasmatiqiic; as }>hant<tsina(t-) + -ic.] Same as
nhnntaftnuilifiil.

phantasmatical(fan-taz-mat'i-kal), a. [<,pli(in-

tasmntie + -<tl.] Pertaining to phantasms;
phantasmal.
Whether this preparation be made by grammar and

criticisme, or else by phanlaxmatical, or real and true mo-
tion. Dr. II. More, Vet. of Philos. Cabbala, vii., App.

phantasmatography (fan-taz-ma-tog'ra-fi), .

[< Gr. <tidvTaa/ia(T-), an appearance, phantasm,
+ -) pai^ia, < j'pdQetv, write.] A description of

celestial appearances, as the rainbow, etc.

[Rare.]
phantasmic (fan-taz'mik), a. [< phantasm +
-ic.] Same as phantasmal. N. A. Rev., CXLVI.
65. [Rare.]

phantasmogenesis (fan-taz-mo-jen'e-sis), .

[NL., < Gr. </>di>raouariin appearance, phantasm,
+ ytveatf, genesis: see genesis.] The origina-
tion of phantasms; the causation of appari-
tions; the circumstances or conditions under
which spectral illusions may be produced or

perceived.

phantasinogenetic (fan-taz^mo-je-nefik), a.

[<. phantasmogenesis, after genetic.] Originating
phantasms ; producing or resulting in phantoms
or apparitions. Mind, XII. 282.

phantasmogenetically (fan - taz*mo -
je

- net '
i-

kal-i), adv. By means of phantasmogenesis or
under its conditions.

phantasmological (fan-taz-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [<

phantasmolog-y + -ic-al.] Pertaining' to phan-
tasms or phantoms as objects of scientific in-

vestigation : as, a phantasmological society.

phantasmology (fan-taz-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

(pavraa/ia, a phantasm, + -Aoyra. < /liytw, speak :

see -ology.] The science of phantasms, phan-
toms, and other spontaneous or induced appa-
ritions.

phantastict, phantasticalt, etc. Obsolete
forms of fantastic, etc.

phantasy, n. See fantasy.
phantasy, v. See fantasy and fancy.
phantom (fan 'torn), n. and a. [More prop,
spelled fantom, being prig, spelled with / (like
fancy, fantastic, etc.) in Eng. (as in Rom. and
Teut.), and later conformed initially to the L.

spelling; < ME. fantom, fantmn, fantome, fan-
teme, rarely faniesme, fantosme (silent s) = G.

fantom, phantom = Sw. Dan. fantom, < OF.
fantosme, fantasme, F. fantome == Pr.fantasma,
fantauma = Sp. Pg. faiitasma = It. fantasma,
fantasima, < L. phantasma, ML. alsofantasma,
< Gr. <t>dvTao/ia, an appearance, phantom, vision :

see phantasm.] I. . If. Appearance merely ;

illusion
; unreality; fancy; delusion; deception;

deceit.
Leve al that sorwe,

Forsothe it Is batfantenu that 30 fore-telle.

Waiiam oJ'Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2315.

"Parfay," thoughte he, "fantmne is in myn heed !

I oughte deme, of skilful jugement,
That in the salte see my wyf is deed."

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 939.

Thurgh Usfantmne and falshed and fendes-craft,
He has wroght many wondir
Where he walked full wyde. York Plays, p. 282.

2. A phantasm; a specter or apparition; an
imagined vision

;
an optical illusion.

Thei, seeynge hym walkyng above the see, weren dlstour-
blid, seyinge, For it is ufantum. Wyclif, Mat. xiv. 26.

A constant vapour o'er the palace flies
;

Strange phantoms rising as the mists arise.

Pope, R. of the L., iv. 40.

To a phantom of the brain whom he would paint valiant
and choleric he has given the name of Achilles.
Le Bossu, Epic Poetry (tr. in pref. to Pope's Odyssey), i.

It haunted me, the morning long,
With weary sameness in the rhymes,

The phantom of a silent song,
That went and came a thousand times.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
Another curious phenomenon may fitly be referred to in

this connexion, viz. the phantoms which are seen when
we look at two parallel sets of palisades or railings, one be-
hind the other, or look through two parallel sides of a meat-
safe formed of perforated zinc. The appearance present-ed is that of a magnified set of bars or apertures, which ap-
pear to move rapidly as we slowly walk past.

P. O. Tait, Eucyc. Brit., XIV. 582.

3. Same as manikin, 2. =syn. 2. Apparition, etc. See
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Star that gildest yet this phantom shore.

Tennyson, To Virgil.

pharmacolite

phariseant (far-i-se'an), a. [< Pharisee + -an.]
Same as /

II. a. Apparent merely; illusive; spectral;
ghostly: as, a phantom ship.

There solemn vows and holy offerings paidlo all the phantom nations of the dead.

Pope, Odyssey, x. 627.
A stately castle, called the Palace of Serpents, on the

summit of an isolated peak to the north, stood out clear
and high in the midst of a circle of fog, like a phantom
picture of the air. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 228.

body.

Conger eels and their curious transparent young phan-
tmnfish are occasionally seen. Bull. Essex J net., 1879.

Phantom tumor, a tumor caused by muscular spasm,
simulating a true tumor, but disappearing under general
anaesthesia. Phantom Wires, telegraph-wires or -cir-

cuits which have no real existence, but the equivalent of

which is supplied by a system of multiplex telegraphy.

phantouiatic (fan-to-mat'ik), a. [< phantom
+ -atic^.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

phantom. Coleridge. [Rare.]
Phapinse (fa-pi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Phaps +
-inse.] A subfamily of Columbidse, named from
the genus Phaps; the bronzewings.
Phaps (faps), M. [NL. (P. J. Selby, 1835), <

0<ii/>, a pigeon.] A genus of Columbidse, giving
name to the Phapinee. The type is the com-
monbronze-wingedpigeon ofNew SouthWales,
Phaps chalcoptcra.
Pharaoh (fa'ro), n. [< LL. Pliarao (Pharaon-),
< Gr. *a/xi<j, cf. Ar. Far'aun, Pers. Fir'aun, <

Heb. Phar'oh, < Egypt. Pir-aa, the official title

of the Egyptian kings.] 1 . A title given by the
Hebrews to the ancient kings of Egypt; hence,
an Egyptian sovereign. 2f. [I. c.] A corrupt
form of faro.
We divert ourselves extremely this winter ; plays, balls,

masquerades, and pharaoh are all in fashion.

Walpole, Letters, II. 105.

3. [I. c.] A very strong ale or beer. [Slang.]
Old Pharaoh. Same as pharaoh, 3. Pharaoh's ant,

the little red ant. See cut under Monammum. Pha-
raoh's hen or chicken, the Egyptian vulture. See mil-
ture. Pharaoh's pence. See penny. Pharaoh's rat or
mouse. See rat.

pharaon (far'a-on), . [< F.pharaon, faro: see

faro, pharaoh, 2.] Same as faro.
Pharaonic(far-a-on'ik),a. [< LL. Pharao(n-),
Pharaoh, + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the
Pharaohs or kings of Egypt, or the ancient

Egyptians Pharaonlc era, rat, etc. See the nouns.

phare (far), . [< F. phare, < L. pharus, pharos,
a lighthouse: see pharos.] 1. A lighthouse:
same as pharos. [Rare.]

Sun ! all the heaven is glad for thee : what care
If lower mountains light their snowy phares
At thine effulgence, yet acknowledge not
The source of day? Browning, Paracelsus.

2. The approach to a port ;
the roads.

About the dawn of day we shot through Scylla and
Charybdis, and so into the phare of Messina.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 26.

Pharian (fa'ri-an), a. [< L. Pharitis, of Pharos,
Egyptian, < Ph'aros, Pharos: see pharos.] Of
or pertaining to Pharos.

If Pale, let her the Crimson Juice apply ;

If Swarthy, to the Pharian Varnish fly.

Conyreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

Pharidse (far'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pharus +
-i<te.] A family of bivalves; the pod-shells.
They are generally referred to the Solenidx.

Pharisaic (far-i-sa'ik), a. [= F. pharisaiqite =
Sp. It. farisaico = Pg. pharisaico, < LL. Pkari-
saicus, < MGr. for Gr. Qapiaaindf, < Qaptvaiof,
Pharisee: see Pharisee.] Of or pertaining to
the Pharisees

; addicted, like the Pharisees, to
observance of the external forms and ceremo-
nies of religion without regard to its spirit or
essence; hence, formal; hypocritical.
The pharisaick sect amongst the Jews determined that

some things and not all were the effects of fate.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 6.

Each generation, . . . with a Pharisaic sense of recti-

tude, has complacently pointed to some inscrutable flaw
in the Irish character as the key to the Irish problem.

Contemporary Men., LL 90.

Pharisaical (far-i-sa'i-kal), a. [< pharisaic +
-a?.] Same as pharisaic.
pharisaically (far-i-sa'i-kal-i), adv. In a phar-
isaic, formal, or hypocritical manner; hypo-
critically.

pharisaicalness (far-i-sa'i-kal-nes), n. Phari-
saic character or conduct; pharisaism.
Pharisaism (far'i-sa-izm), n. [= F. pharisaisme= Sp. farisaismo = Pg. pharisaismo = It. fari-
saismo; &a pharisa(ic) + -ism.] Pharisaic doc-
trine and practice; zeal for the "traditions of
the elders," and the exact observance of the
ritual laws; hence, rigid observance of exter-
nal rites and forms of religion without genuine
piety; hypocrisy in religion.

That [fasting twice every week] was never censured in
him [the Pharisee) as a piece of pharisaism, or hypocrisy.

Hammond, Pract. Catechism, iii. 4.

All of them pliarisean disciples, and bred up in their
doctrine. Milton, Oolasterion.

Pharisee (far'i-se), n. [< ME. fnrisce, < OF./-
rise (F. pharisien) = Sp. farisco = Pg. phtiri-
seo = It. farisco (cf. I), furiwr = Qt.pharistter =
Sw. farisc = Dan. furisiefr), < LL. iiharinseus, <

Gr. Qapiaaiof, a Pharisee, < Heb. pdrusli, sepa-
rated, < parash, separate.] 1. One of an an-
cient Jewish school, sect, or party which was
specially exact in its interpretation and ob-
servance of the law, both canonical and tradi-
tional. In doctrine the Pharisees held to the resurrec-
tion of the body, the existence of angels and spirits, the
providence and decrees of God, the canonicity and author-
ity of Scripture, and the authority of ecclesiastical tradi-
tion ; politically they were intensely Jewish, though not
constituting a distinct political party ; morally they were
scrupulous in the observance of the ritual and regulations
of the law, both written and oral. The Pharisees antago-
nized John Hyrcanus I. (135-105 B. c.), and as religious
reformers bitterly opposed the corruptions which had
entered Judaism from the pagan religions. They were
called Separatists by their opponents. In support of the

authority of the law, and to provide for the many ques-
tions which it did not directly answer, they adopted the

theory of an oral tradition given by God to Moses.

For the more glory of God that these thinges wer done,
the more the Phariseis wer fret with enuye against Jesus.

J. Udatt, On Matthew xv.

2. Any scrupulous or ostentatious observer of
the outward forms of religion without regard to
its inward spirit ; a formalist

; hence, a scrupu-
lous observer of external forms of any kind

;
in

general, a hypocrite.
The ceremonial cleanness which characterizes the dic-

tion of our academical Pharisees. Afacaulay.

phariseeism (far'i-se-izm), n. [< Pharisee +
-ism.] Same as pharisaism.
This emancipation of Judaism from the dominion of the

priesthood and local preeminence is the great achieve-
ment of Phariseeism. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 307.

pharmaceutic (far-ma-su'tik), a. [= F. phar-
maceutique = Sp. It.farmaceutico = Pg. phar-
maceutico, < LL. pharmaceuticws, < Gr. <fiap/ia-

KsvriK6f, < tiapfiaKevrfa, also <f>ap/jaKevc, a druggist,
< (pap/tanevEiv, administer a drug, < (pdp/jaxov, a

drug, medicine: see pharmacon.] Pertaining
to pharmacy, or the art of preparing drugs.
pharmaceutical (far-ma-su'ti-kal), a. [<phar-
maceutic + -al.] Same as pharmacnitic. Phar-
maceutical chemist. See chemist. Pharmaceutical
chemistry, such parts of chemistry as are applicable to
the art of preparing drugs.

pharmaceutically (far-ma-su'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a pharmaceutical manner; according to the
methods of preparing medicines.

pharmaceutics (far-ma-su'tiks), . [PI. of

pharmaceutic (see -cs)"] The art of prepar-
ing drugs ; pharmacy.
pharmaceutist (far-ma-sii'tist), . [(.pharma-
ceut-ic + -ist.] One who prepares medicines

;

one who practises pharmacy ;
an apothecary.

pharmacist (far'ma-sist), n. [= It.farmacista;
as Gr. ipdpfiaKov, a drug, medicine (see pharma-
con), + -ist.] One skilled in pharmacy; a

druggist or apothecary.
pharmacodynamic (far"ma-ko-di-nam'ik), a.

[= F.pharmacotlynamique, n.
;

< Gr. fyap/iaKav, a
drug, + 6vva/M{, power : see dynamic.] Pertain-

ing to the action of drugs on living organisms.
pharmacodynamics (far"ma-ko-di-nam'iks), .

[PI. of pharmacodynamic (see '-ics).] The ac-
tion of drugs on living organisms. Also phar-
macology.
pharmacognosia (far"ma-kog-n6'si-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. (j>apiia.Kov, a drug, medicine, + yvuaii;, know-
ledge : see gnosis.] Same as pharmacognostics.
pharmacognostical (far"ma-kog-nos'ti-kal), a.

[< pharmacognostic-s + -al'."] Of or pertaining
to pharmacognostics.
pharmacognostically (far'

/

ma-kog-nos'ti-kal-
i), adv. In a pharmacognostical manner.
pharmacognostics (far"ma-kog-nos'tiks). n.

[PI. of "pharmacognostic (see -ics), < Gr. <J>ap/ui-

KOV, a drug, + ywjoro'f, knowing : see gnostic.]
The sum of scientific knowledge concerning
drugs, their preparation, and effects.

pharmacognosy (far-ma-kog'no-si), n. [< NL.
pharmaoognoeia.] Same as pharmacognostics.
pharmacography (far-ma-kog'ra-n), n. [< Gr.

(jtdpjMKov,
a drug, medicine, + -ypa^ta, < -jpa^eiv,

write.] A description of drugs.
pharmacolite (f&r-mak'o-lit), n. [= F. plmr-
macolithe, < Gr. f&pfMKOv, a drug, medicine, +
?.i'0of, stone.] A hydrous arseniate of calcium,
occurring in small reniform, botryoidal, and
globular masses of a white or grayish color
and silky luster. It is usually associated with
arsenical ores of cobalt and silver.



pharmacological

pharmacological (far'ma-ko-loj'i-kal), ii. \<

pli<ii-miii-i>ln<i-i/
+ -ir-al.} Of <ir pertaining

to phiirinaciiliigy : as, fSafmOOolofficai experi-
ments.

rhiirinaaitiiuical consideration* certainly rendi-r the

practical identity of the two solutions very probable.
l.,lm;l. \,,. :;lll, p. -.III).

pharmacologist (lar-ma-kiil'ii-jist), n. [= Sp.
t'liriiuH'iiliiiiixtu = I'g- pKarmacologifta : as /ilnn-

iiiiii-iilni/-!/ + -/'.</.
I

( (ni 1 skilled iii pharmacology.
pharmacology (t'iir-ma-kol'o-ji), n. [= F. phur-

nii/i'iiiiii/ii Sp. It. farmacologia = I'g. pluirnin-

drtig, medicine, 4- -/iojm,< '/.iyr.iv, speak : see -<>/-

i/i/.} 1. The sum of scientific knowledge con-

cerning drugs, including (a) pharmacy, or the

art of preparing drugs, and (l>) pharmacody-
namics, what is known concerning their act inn.

2. More specifically, same as phiirnntroili/-

pharmacomaniacal (fiir ma-ko-niij-ni'a-kal),
ii. [< (if. ipap/inkin', a drug, medicine. + /tavia,

madness: see inmiiai; iiiiiniiicul.'] Kxeessively
or irrationally fond of the use or trial of drugs.

pharmacomathy (far-ma-koin'a-tlii).. (<<!].

i.Hi/iinik'n-, a drug, medicine, + -/uillin, < /mllm;

iiin'thii'tti; learn.] Same as /iliiirmncognosticg.

pharmacon (filr'ma-kon), M. NL. (> It. far-
mum = Sp. fdrmaco), < Gr. ijxip/janov, a drug,
whether healing or noxious, a healing drug, a

medicine', remedy, a potion, charm, spell, a

deadly drug, poison, a
dye, color, etc.] A

drug: a medicine. Also phtirmaniiii.

pharmacopoeia (far*ma-ko-pe'iii), n. [= F.

pharmacoiMT = Sp. It. fttrmttOOpea = Pg.phiir-
iiini'iijiiii, pliiiruiiiropria, < NL. pharmacopoeia, <

Gr. Qapiuuumotia, the art of preparing drugs, <

<f*itiiinKoiroi6f, one who prepares drugs, < <pap/MKof,

a drug, medicine, + TTUIC'IV, make.] 1. A book
of formula) or directions for the preparation,
etc.. of medicines, generally published by au-

thorit V. The United States Pharmacopoeia Is revised de-

ccnnlaUy by delegates in national convention, not more
than three each from incorporated medical colleges, incor-

porated colleges of pharmacy, Incorporated pharmaceuti-
cal societies, the American Medical Association, and the
American Pharmaceutical Association, and not exceeding
three each appointed by the surgeon general of the army,
the surgeon-general of the navy, and the surgeon-general
of the Marine Hospital. This convention met last in

Washington in May, ISflO.

2f. A chemical laboratory.
pharmacopoeial (far'ma-ko-pe'ia)), a. [< phar-
uiiicopii'ia + -flZ.] Of or pertaining to a phar-
macopoeia; made or prepared according to the
formula of the pharmacopoeia: as, phariiiaco-

pii'iiil preparations; a pharmacopariat solution.

pharmacopolist (far-ma-kop'o-hst), . [= Pg.
pharmaropoKsta; cf. Y.pharmacopole^&p.far-
iHin-opolii = Pg. plian>iacopola=lt. farmacopoln,
< L. pharmacopeia, < Gr. tyapfuiKtmuHr/i;, one who
sells drugs, an apothecary, < itiapfiaKov, a drug, +
TruAriv, sell.] A dealer in drugs or medicines;
an apothecary.
No pharmacopolist could sell one grain of hellebore.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey.

The phannacopolisl . . . compounds the drugs after

the order of the mediciner. Scott, Abbot, xxxii.

pharmacosiderite (far'ma-ko-sid'e-rit), n. [=
F. pharmacosiderite, (. Gr. <tuip/ianor, a drug, +
niHi/pof, iron: see siderite.] A hydrous arseui-

ate of iron: same as cube-ore.

pharmacum (far'ma-kum), n. Same as phar-

pharmacy (far'ma-si), n. ; p\. pharmacies (-siz).

[< MK. Jcrmacyc^ OF. J'armacic, F. pharmacic
= Sp. It. farmacia = Pg. plniriinicia, < Gr. <t>ap-

/mKFia, the use of drugs or medicines, pharmacy,
< tap/uuctixiv, use drugs, < Qapfianov, a drug, med-
icine: see jiliitriinicfiii.] 1. The art or practice
of preparing, preserving, and compounding
medicines, and of dispensing them according
to the formulae or prescriptions of medical

practitioners.
Each dose the goddess weighs with watchful eye;
So nice her art in impious pharitwci/ !

Garth.tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xiv.

Their pain soft arts of pharmacy can ease,

Thy breast alone no lenitives appease.
Pope, Iliad, xvi. 38.

2. The occupation
of an apothecary
or pharmaceutical
chemist. 3. A place
where medicines are

prepared and dis-

pensed; a drug-store:
an apothecary's shop.
Pharmacy 'Act, an

English statute of 1868

(31 and :tl! Viet., C. 121^ Pharmacy Jars. i?th century

27!)
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amended 1869(32 and S3 Viet., c. 117). regulating the sale

..f p.iin.m. Pharmacy Jars, a mime given to vases ..f

majoliea anil like ware* made for use in
dispensai

ies uf con

veil Is anil siniilal- phai niaei ntical establishments in Italy,

the south of Prance, ami elsewhere, and painted with the

ii M f the drng for which the jar was intended. Vases
nf lln- fi'ini ealleil nUmn-lln were used for this purpose,
am! a pili lier-shaped jar with handle anil spout was also

en ion. See cut in preceding column.

Pharnaceum (far-na-se'ura), n. [NL. (Lin-

nii'iis, 17~>:t), cf. L. piiiiriiiii-inii, < Gr. QapviiM'ot .

a certain plant, a species of panax, so named,
according to I'liny, from Phaniaces n. (Gr. Qap-

vdKr/f), son of Mithridates the Great, and King
of Pontus or of Bosporus.] An apetalous ge-
nus of the order l''iroiili-tr and tribe Miillui/int;i',

characterized by the lacerate or lobod stipules,
live sepals, and stamens, styles, and carpels

usually three to five. Theiespeclcsarcmainly South
African. They are low herbs, erect or spreading, with al-

ternate or almost whorled leaves, often bristle-hearing at

Die apex, and cluster* of small white, greenish, or pur
pllsh (lowers. Some species are cultivated for the flowers,
and /'. ti<-i>luni, the Umgwood samphire of St. Helena,

yields an acid salad from its crowded succulent leaves.

pnaro',''. See./'/.

pharo-t, Same axpharog.
pharoht, . [Ct.lr.faram, noise (f).] A shout
or war-cry of Irish soldiers. Darii:*.

That barbarous Pharoh and outcry of the Soldiers, which
with great straining of their voice they use to set up
when they Joine battaile. Holland, tr. of Camden, II. 76.

pharology (fa-roro-ji), n. [< Gr. ^Apof (see

plmrox) + -Atryla. < Mytiv, say: see -ology.] The
art or science of directing the course of ships
by means of light-signals from the shore.

Pharomacrus (fa-rom'a-knis), n. [NL. (De La
Llave, 1832), < G'r.^dpof(f), a lighthouse, + //o-

tspof, long.] A genus of trogons: same as < 'uln-

rutt, and of prior date. /'. mocimio is the para-
dise-trogon. See cut under trogon.

pharos (fa'ros), n. [Also jihare, < F. phare =
Sp. It. faro = Pv.pharo; < t,. pharos, pliarti/<,<

Gr. frlpoi:, a lighthouse, < *<ipoc, Pharos, an island

in the Bay of Alexandria, famous for its light-

house.] 1. A lighthouse or tower which an-
'

ciently stood on the isle of Pharos, at the en-
trance to the port of Alexandria.
The famous Pharia, or light-house, was on a rock at the

east end of the island, that was on every side encompass'd
with water, and so in a manner a small separate Island.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 2.

Hence 2. Any lighthouse for the direction

of seamen
;
a watch-tower; a beacon.

So high nevertheless It [the Peak of Teneriffe] is as in

serene weather it is seen 120 English miles, which some
double; serving as an excellent pharos.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 3.

We pass'd over to the Pharos, or Lantern, a towre of

very greate height. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 17, 1644.

Here the college, which guided them all till they were
ready to launch on the ocean of life, still stands like a

pharos founded on a sea-girt rock.

Everett, Orations, II. 171.

Pharus (fa'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. <t>apf, a wide
cloak or mantle.] 1. In conch., the typical ge-
nus of Pharidee. J. E. Gray, 1840. 2. In en-

tow. , a genus of coleopterous insects of the

family Coccinellidss, or ladybirds. Only a few

species are known, one Tasmanian and the
rest African. Mulsant, 1851. 3. A genus of

opilionine arachnidans. Simon, 1879. 4. An
anomalous genus of grasses, classed with the
tribe Oryzcse, and characterized by monracious

panicles with spikelets in pairs, one of them
pistillate and sessile, the other much smaller,

Htaminate, and pedicelled. The 5 species are found
from Florida and the West Indie* to Brazil. They are
stout grassed, bearing a loose and ample terminal panicle
with long slender branches, and are remarkable for their

large leaves, which are somewhat feather-veined, unlike
those of other grasses, and are often borne reversed on
their long-exserted twisted leafstalks. P. lattfolita Is the
wild oat of Jamaica; its leaves, which reach 3 inches
broad and 8 long, are in use for wrapping small articles,
etc. Linnxus, 1767.

pharyngalgia (far-ing-gal'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

Qapvyf (Qapvyy-), throat (see pharynx), + oXj-oc,

pain.] Pain in the pharynx.
Pharyngea (fa-rin'je-a), .jp/. [NL., < Gr. $a-

pt')f (ipapvyy-), the throat: see pharynx."] A
group of planarians or Rhabdoctela having a

pharynx: distinguished from Apharyngea.
pharyngeal (fa-rin' je-al), a. and n. [< NL. ;>/m-

I-I/HS ( iilniri/iifi-), pharynx, + -e-al.'] I. or. 1. Of
or pertaining to the pharynx ; entering into the
structure of the pharynx : as, a pharyngeal arte-

ry, vein, nerve, muscle, gland, etc. 2. Having
a pharynx ; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Phiiri/ni/i'a : as. a fktOfyngeal planarian. 8.

Having ankylosed pharyngeal bones, as a fish ;

pharyngognathons. - pharyngeal aponeurosis,
the connective-tissue layer of the walls of the phar\ n\, e\
ternal to the mucous membrane. Pharyngeal arches.

pharyngo-esophagus
Same as jxwd.iv// nrrin-t. Pharyngeal artry. (a) At-

i tin- -in all* st luanrli "f tilt- * xt-l nal - ali.t i't, -tip

plying'the prcvi'ili-linil miiM-lrii, tin- i-iiimtiii-torn "f tin-

l>hamiv tli. .-I- \:ttir and tensor iniisrl.- "f tin palate,
tlletoimil. ami tin- l.n-larliian till..-, {lit >'u; //..;-. same an

1,1, i<l>i!tlulin'' nit' fit ( w hirh -IT, nnili r //' <7/.-/"/*i/'//i'/i' ).

Pharyngeal bones, Kb* boots behindUM hist branchial
arch In fishes, generally in a pair below (called hypiipharyn-

;/</) anil in i mi 1 In (nil] pairs al>\e<i -ailed r/fl/iAim/fi.walf).

Pharyngeal bursa, a mucous crypt
in tin- miii lin. nn

der the sphenniil IKUIC, ju-t l-liind the voiiirr. Medical

.\Vini, .Si|,t . 1--VI, p. ir
>4. Pharyngeal clefts. Sameu

i,li,iniiin,iii ,-li'-. Pharyngeal taBcia, the fania hm-t
Ingthewallofthepharynx.- Pharyngeal fishes.the /'/-

npfofnntlii. Pharyngeal ganglion, see ponfMon
Pharyngeal glands, nicelnose mneiius vlatidK, found

everywhere in the Hiilunuei'iiK t issue of the pharynx, but es-

pecially numerous at the upper part, around the ot litres of

tin- Kustachlan tubes. Pharyngeal Jaws, (a) Jaw-like

organs in the pharynx, as in certain nereid worms. I'M The
pharyiigeal liones when they have a law-like form or func-

tion. Pharyngeal nerves, inam In of the vagus, glos-

sopharyngcaf, sympathetic, and Merkel'H t-'an^limi. I In

flrst three unite to form the pharyngeal plexus; the last,

after passing through the pMygeMMaM canal, Is dis-

tributed chiefly to the mucous membrane of the pharynx.
Pharyngeal plexus, (a) A plexus of nerves formed

by the branches of the vagus, sympathetic, and glosso-

pnaryngeal, and supplying the muscles anil mucous mem-
branes of the pharynx. I'M A plexus of veins on the outer
surface of the pharynx. Pharyngeal sac, a sac or vewel
in the head of a butterfly, at the base of the proboscis or

spiral tongue, from which it is separated by a valve. By
the alternate contraction and expansion of this sac the in-

sect is able to suck up nectar or other liquids. Pharyn-
geal silts, the postoral visceral clefts or gill-silts which
any vertebrate or chordate animal may possess, to the num-
ber of not more than eight, temporarily or permanently.
The whole tendency is to the reduction In number of these
slfU in ascending the vertebrate scale, and to their imper-
manence in the development of the embryos of the higher
vertebrates. In adult reptiles, birds, and mammals they
have all disappeared, excepting the trace of the first one,
which persists as the auditory passage. In batrachians
their progressive loss Is seen In the transition from gilled

tadpoles to the adults with lungs. In fishes and lower
vertebrates than fishes more or fewer persist as ordinary
gill-slits or branchial apertures. Also called vuceral

rtrft*, when the structures which separate the slits on
each side are known as visceral archet. Pharyngeal
spine. Same as pharyngeal tubercle. Pharyngeal
teeth, the teeth on the iiharyngeal lnes, especially on the
lower pharyngeals or hypopharyngeals. They are much
used in the taxonomy of the cyprinoid fishes. Pharyn-
geal tubercle, a small elevation near the middle of the
under surface of the basilar process of the occipital bone,
for attachment of the fibrous raphe of the pharynx.
Pharyngeal veins, tributaries to the Internal Jugular
vein from the pharyngeal plexus.

II. n. A structure which enters into the com-

position of the pharynx : as, the ascending pha-
ryngeal, a branch of the external carotid artery,

given off at or near the origin of the latter; the

ankylosed pharyngeals (bones) of some fishes.

pharyngectomy (far-in-jek'to-mi), n.
[<

Gr.

fdpvy!- (ijxipvyy-), throat (seepfiarynx), + enTO/ji/,

a cutting out.] The excision of a portion of

the pharynx.
pharynges, n. New Latin plural of pharynx.
pharyngeus (far-in-je'us), n.

; p\. pharymjei (-i).

[NL., (pharynx (pharyny-), pharynx.] A pha-
ryngeal muscle. There are several such, distinguished
by a qualifying word, generally in composition : as, stylo-

pharyngeug, p&l&topharj/ngevs. See the compounds.

pharyngismus (far-in-jiz'mus), n. [NL., <

pharynx (pharyng-), pharynx.] Spasm of the
muscles of the pharjmx.
pharyngitic (far-in-jit'ik), o. [< pharyngitis +
-ir.] Of, pertaining to, or affected with pharyn-
gitis.

pharyngitis (far-in-ji'tis). n. [NL., < pharynx
(pliuryny-), pharynx,+ -iff'*.] Inflammation of

the mucous membrane of the pharynx. Granu-
lar, follicular, or chronic pharyngitis'. See granular.

pharyngohranch (fa-ring'go-brangk), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Pharyngobranchii.
II. n. A member of the Pharyngobranchii.

Pharyngobranchia (fa-ring-go-brang'ki-a), w.

pi. [NL.] Same as Phari/iigobranchii.

pharyngobranchiate (fa-ring-go-brang'ki-at),
a. [< Pharyngobninchia + -ate1 .] Same as ///<-

rifngobraiich.

Piaryngobranchii (fa-ring-go-brang'ki-i), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. $apv)$ (^api7)-), throat (see

pharynx), + (lpayx'a, gills-] An order or class

of acranial fish-like vertebrates, so called from
the pharynx being perforated at the sides for

the branchial apertures. The group was originally
constituted as an order of fishes ; the name is synonymous
with Cirmtomi, Leptocardii, Entomocrania, and Acrania.
It Includes only the lancelets. See Branchiofttnna and
lancelet, and cut on following page.

pharyngodynia (fa-ring-go-din'i-a), n. [NL.,
< (ir. ^<i/nijf (^api')j-), throat, + Mfov, pain.]
Pain in the pharynx.
pharyngo-esophageal (fa-ring'go-e-so-faj'e-
al), a. [< pharynijn-esophagus + -e-al.~\ Of or

pertaining to the pharynx and the esophagus.
pnaryngo-esophagus (fa-ring'go-e-sof'a-gns)*
n. [NL., < Gr. pn/wyf (apr;j-). throat (see

pharynx), + oioofAyoc, esophagus: see esopha-



pharyngo-esophagus

Anterior End of Body of Lancelet (Branchiosforna or Amphiaxus),
representing the Pharyngobrancllii.

Ch, notochord ; My, myelon, or spinal cord ; 17, position ofolfactory

') sac ; 6, optic nerve ; c, fiftli ( T) pair of nerves ; d, spinal nerves ; e.

representatives of neural spines or of fin-rays ; f, gt oral skeleton.

(The heavy lighter and darker shading represents
ments, or myotomes, and their interspaces.}
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stroke.] Paralysis of the muscles of the

pharynx.
pharyngopleural (fa-ring-go-plo'ral), a. [<
Gr. $apv)'% (i/tapv)}'-), throat (see pharynx), +
TT/tttipd, arib: see pleura!

1
.] Pertaining'or com-

mon to the pharynx and to the lateral body-
walls: as, "the fluted phary>igit-pleur<il mem-
brane "

[of a lancelet], Eneyc. Brit., XXIV. 184.

Pharyngopneusta (fa-ring-gop-nus'ta), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. ipdpvyt- (^>apvyy-), throat, + Vveiwrdf

(cf. nveva-iKof), verbal adj. of irvriv, breathe.]
A superordinal division proposed by Huxley
to be established for the reception of the tuni-

cates or ascidians and the Enteropneusta (Bala-

noglossut).

pharyngopneustal (fa-ring-gop-nus'tal), a. [<

I'ltaryngopneiista + -al.J Of or pertaining to

the Pharyngopneusta Pharyngopneustal series,
a name proposed by Huxley in 1877 for the series of ani-

A gullet extended to a mouth; a struc-

ture representing or consisting of a pharynx
and an esophagus combined.

pharyngoglossal (fa-ring-go-glos'al), a. [< Gr.

0dpt>j'f (0a/w}7'-), throat, + y^ocaa, tongue : see

glossal.} Of or pertaining to the pharynx and
the tongue ; glossopharyngeal : as, a pliaryngo-

glossal nerve. Dnnglison.

pharyngognath (fa-ring'gog-nath), a. and n. I.

a. Of or pertaining to the Pharyngognathi.
II. . A member of the Pharyngognathi.

Pharyngognathi (far-ing-gog'na-thi), n. pi.

[Nil., < Gr. 0dpuyf (tpapvyy-), throat, + -yvaBos,

jaw.] In J. Mutter's classification, an oTder of

teleost fishes, having the inferior pharyngeals
ankylosed and the pneumatic duct closed. It

embraced l>oth spine-rayed and soft-rayed fishes. In Gun-
ther's system the group was similarly constituted, and con-

tained the families Labridee, Embiatocidse, Chromides, and
Pomacentridte. In Cope's system the Pharyngognathi are
an order of physoclistous fishes with the cranium normal,
bones of the jaws distinct, third superior pharyngeal bone
enlarged and articulating with the cranium, and inferior

pharyngeals coalesced. It includes the same fishes as Giin-
ther's group.

pharyngognathous (far-iug-gog'na-thus), a.

[< pharyngognath + -os.] Same as pharyn-
gognath.
pharyngographic (fa-ring-go-graf'ik), a. [<

phanjngograph-y + -ic.] Descriptive of the

pharynx; of or pertaining to phavyngography.
pharyngography (far-ing-gog'ra-fi), . [= F.

pharyngographie, < Gr. ^a/wjf (<f>apvyy-), throat,
+ -ypaQia, < ypdfatv, write.] An anatomical de-

scription of the pharynx.

pharyngqlaryngeal (fa-riug"g6-la-rin'je-al), a.

[< Gr. ^>dpi>}-f (<t>apiryy-), throat, 4- ^4pt>y| ()M-

P"') }')> larynx : see laryngeal.'] Of or pertaining
to both the pharynx and the larynx: as, a,pha-
ryngolaryngeal membrane Pharyngolaryngeal
cavity, (o) The lower part of the pharynx, into which
the larynx opens, separated from the pharyngo-oral cavity
by a horizontal plane passing through the tips of the hyoid
cornua. (6) The part of the pharynx lying below the soft

palate in deglutition. See cut under mouth.

pharyngological (fa-ring-go-loj'i-kal), a. [<

pharyngolog-y + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to

pharyngology.
pharyngology (far-ing-gol'o-ji),

n. [< Gr. $d-
pt>)$ (0apt>>7-), throat, + -/loyia, < /leye<v, speak:
see -ology.~\ That part of anatomy which treats
of the pharynx.
pharyngomycosis (fa-ring"go-mi-k6'sis), n.

[NL., < Gr. <l>dpvyi;(<t>apvyy-), throat, + NL. myco-
sis, q. y.] The growth of fungi, usually lepto-
thrix, in the pharynx.
pharyngonasal (fa-ring-go-na'zal), a. [< Gr.

(/idpvyj (ifiapvyy-), ttiroat, + L. ndsus, nose : see
nasal.'} Of or pertaining to both the pharynx
and the nose Pharyngonasal cavity, the upper-
most part of the pharynx, separated from that below by a
horizontal plane passing through the base of the uvula,
or again defined as that part above the soft palate during
deglutition ; the nasopharynx. See cut under mmttk.

pharyngo-oral (fa-ring-go-6'ral), a. [< Gr.
^dptijf (<l>apvy-y-), throat. + L. os (or-), mouth :

see oral.] Of or pertaining to both the pharynx
and the mouth; oropharyngeal Pharyngo-oral
cavity, the middle part of the pharynx, that into which
the month opens ; the oropharynx.

pharyngopalatinus (fa-ring'go-pal-a-ti'mis),
n.; pl.i)haryngopalatini'(-ni). [NL.,'< Gr. <j>a-

puyf (tyapvyy-), throat, + li.palatum, palate : see

mals constituting the Pharyngopneuxta.
iscuiar seg- pharyngorhinitis (fa-ring"go-ri-ni'tis), .

[NL., < Gr. tyapvyf (<j>apvyy-), throat, + pif (pir-).

nose, + -itis."] Inflammation of the pharynx
and the mucous membrane of the nose.

pharyngorhinoscopy (fa-ring"go-ri-nos'ko-pi),
n. [< Gr. (Jdpt>}- (0opt')7-), throat, + pif (piv-),

nose, -f- OKOKUV, view.] Examination of the pos-
terior nares and adjacent parts of the pharynx
with a rhinoscopic mirror.

pharyngoscope (fa-ring' go-skop), n. [< Gr.

pdpuyf (<j>apvyy-), throat, + GKoireiv, view.] An
instrument for inspecting the pharynx.
pharyngOSCOpy (fa-ring'go-sko-pi), . [< Gr.

0dpt>;-f ((papvv)'-), throat, Hr ommelv, view.] In-

spection of the pharynx.

pharyngospasmus(fa-ring-go-spaz'mus), n. [<
Gr. ipdpvyi- tyapVYY-), throat, -f airaofioc,, spasm.]
Spasm of the pharynx.
pharyngotomy (far-ing-got'o-mi), . [= P.

pharyngotomle = Sp. faringotomia = Pg. pha-
ryngotomia = It. faringotomia, < Gr. Qdpvyt; (fa-

pvyy-), throat (see pharynx), + -rojiia, < rtpieiv,

rape'iv, cut.] In surg., incision into the pharynx.
pharynx (far'ingks), n.

', pi. pharynges (fa-rin'-

jez), rarely pharynxes (far'ingk-sez). [= F.

pharynx = Sp. It. faringe = Pg. pharynx, pha-
rynge, < NL. pharynx, the pharynx, < Gr. <t>dpvy^,

the throat
; technically the joint opening of the

gullet and the windpipe, but also applied to the

windpipe and the esophagus ;
cf . ddpayf ,

a cleft
;

< \/ (jmp, bore, in <jmpdv, plow.] 1. A musculo-

membranpus pouch situated at the back of the
nasal cavities, mouth, and larynx, and extend-

ing from the base of the skull to the cricoid car-

tilage. It ia continuous below with the esophagus, and
communicates above with the nasal passages, Eustachian

tubes, mouth, and larynx. It may be conveniently con-
sidered to be divided into the pharyngonasal, pharyngo-
oral, and pharyngplaryngeal cavities. The pharynx has
also been divided into two parts, called nasopharynx and
oropharynx. See cuts under Branchiostoma, mouth, and
lamprey.
2. In invertebrates, some tubular or infundibu-
liform beginning of the alimentary canal or
continuation of the oral aperture. A structure to
which the name applies is very commonly found in inver-

tebrates, even among those of microscopic size, as rotifers
and infusprians. See cut under Oxyuris, Appendicvlaria,
and Arctiaca. Branchial pharynx. See branchial.
Constrictor pharyngis superior, medius, inferior.
See constrictor, and cut under muscle. Levator or dila-
tator pharyngis. Same as stylopharyngewi. Nasal
pharynx, the pharyngonasal cavity; the nasopharynx.
Oral pharynx, the pharyngo-oral cavity ; the oropharynx.
Phascacese (fas-ka'se-e), 11. pi. [NL., < Phas-
cum + -ace*.] An order of bryaceous mosses,
named from the genus Phasemu. They are very
small soft plants, with loosely areolate leaves and globu-
lar, immersed, subsessile or short pedicellate capsules,
which rupture irregularly across the middle for the dis-

charge of the spores, there being no deciduous opercu-
lum as in most mosses.

Phasceae (fas'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Phascum +
-ex.] Same as Phascaceee.

phase

Phascogale (fas-kog'a-le), w. [NL. (Temminck,
1827), contr. ior

f
Phascolvgale, < Gr. ^draw/of, a

leathern bag, + ya/ij, a weasel.] A genus of

small insectivorous and carnivorous marsupial
mammals of the family Dasyuridee, inhabiting
the whole of the Australian region. They are of

the size of a rat or less, are of arboreal habits, and have a

pointed snout, rounded ears, and the fore feet five-toed,
tho hind feet being variable in this respect. There is usu-

ally one more premolar above and below on each side than
in the typical dasyures, making a total of 46 instead of 42.

There are several species, amoiig them P. penicillata, the

largest one, with ;i lonn bushy tail, somewhat like a squir-
rel. Some differ in details of form from others, in conse-

quence of which the genera Cfuetocercus, Antcchitwmyst

Antechiimx, and Podabrus have been detached from Phas-
cogale proper. See cut in preceding column.

Phascogalinae (fas-kog-a-li'ne), . pi. [NL., <

1'hascogali; + -i>ise.~] A subfamily of Dasyuridee
based on the genus Phascogale.
Phaseolarctidae (fas-ko-Uir'k'ti-de'), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pliascolarctos + -idee.] The Phascolarctiiiee,
raised to the rank of a family.

Phascolarctinae(fas"ko-lark-t!'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Pliascolarctos T -i*.] A subfamily of Pha-

langislidse based on the genus Pliascolarctos.

Phascolarctos (fas-ko-lark'tos), n. [NL. (De
Blainville, 1816), < Gr. f6a*a}iof, a leathern bag,
+ dp/cro?, bear.] A genus of Plialangistidte, type
of the subfamily Pliascolarctinee, having cheek-

pouches, 30 teeth, no lower canines, only 11

dorsal vertebrae and as many pairs of ribs, no
external tail, the tongue not peculiar, a cardiac

gland in the stomach, and a very long crecurn.

It contains the koala or native bear of Austra-

lia, /'. cinereus. See cut .under koala.

Phascolomyid8B(fas-k6-lo-mi'i-de),.j^. [NL.,
< Phascohmys + -idee.] A family of diproto-
dont marsupial mammals ;

the wombats. They
have two incisors above and two below, as in rodents,
large, scalpriform, enameled in front only ; no canines ; all

the teeth with persistent pulps ; the hind feet with four

subequal, somewhat syndactylous toes, and hallux rudi-

mentary; the fore feet five-toed ; the tail rudimentary; the
stomach simple with a cardiac gland ; and a short caecum
with a vermiform appendage. There is but one genus,
Phascolomys.

Phascplomys (fas-kol'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

(pdoKuAof, a leathern bag, + pif, mouse.] The
typical genus of the family Phascolomyidse, in-

cluding the wombats. They are inoffensive terres-
trial and fossorial herbivorous animals of the Australian

palatine'*.] Same as paUtopliaryngeus.
haryngopathia (fa-ring-go-path'i-a), n.
< Gr. diapvyf <<baovyy-\. throat. + irnffnr a

. [NL.,
,
a suffer-

Phascogalep

/;---

Wombat (Phascolomys wombat).

region. The genus has two sections one containing the
common and broad-nosed wombats, P. wombat and P.platy-
rhinus, the other the hairy-nosed wombat, P. lattfrons.
See wombat.

Phascolosoma (fas-ko-lo-so'ma), n. [NL., <

Gr. <j>daKu/j>f, a leathern bag, + au/ia, body.] A
genus of gephyrean worms of the family Sipun-
culidsp, or spoon-worms. P. cementarium is common
in deep water on sandy or shelly bottoms along the New
England coast, living somewhat like a hermit-crab in the
deserted shell of some mollusk, the mouth of which is

extended and contracted by sand or mud cemented by the
secretion of its own body into a kind of tube.

Phascum (fas'kum), n. [NL. (Linnaeus), < Gr.

aaanov, same as a^dKof, a kind of tree-moss.] A
genus of bryaceous mosses, giving name to the
order Plmncacex. They are minute but distinctly cau-
lescent plants, mostly growing on the ground, with cos-

tate leaves and monoecious "flowers." The capsule is

pedicellate, subglobose or ovate-oblong, dehiscing by ir-

regular ruptures. There are 3 North American species,
sometimes called earth-mosses.

phase1
(faz), n. [Formerly also, as ML., pjiasis

(plural phases, whence the E. sing, phase) ;
=

F. phase = Sp. It./ase = Pg.phase, < ML. pliasis,
< Gr. 0aovf, an appearance, < ifidciv, shine, = Skt.

l>hd, shine; cf. phantasm, etc., and see face*,
fiiblc, etc.] 1. Aspect, appearance, or guise;
the aspect or presentation in which a thing of

varying modes or conditions manifests itself to

the eye or the mind, or the stage in its history
or development which it reaches at a particu-
lar time

;
an era : as, the war entered on a new

phase; the varying phases of life.

Certainly the mansion appeared to enjoy a quieter phase
of existence than the temple; some of its windows too

were aglow. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, ix.



phase
\Ve may congratulate ourselves on having reached a

phntK of civilization in which the rights "f life and per-
sonal lilierty no longer require Inculcating.

;/. >/./!,./, Social statics, p. 1:11.

That peculiar i>hii*e in the life of the (freek common
nealths which intervenes lietwecn oligarchy and dcmuc-

racy the age of the tyrannies. Knciir. Jlrit., XI. (M.

2. Ill axti'u/i., tlio particular appearance prc-
sented by the moon or by a planet at a given
time; one of the recurring appearances of tin-

moon or a planet
in respect to the apparent

form of the illuminated part of its disk.

At nch times as these planets show their full phnutt
they are found in be sphicrical, and only lose this figure

by virtue of position to the sun, to whom they owe their

light. Derham, Astro Theology, v. 1.

Chief the planter, If he wealth desire.
Should note the phase* of the ncklo moon.

Hfiniiiier, The Sugar Cane, I.

3. In physics, a particular value, especially at

the zero of time, of the uniformly varying an-

gular quantity upon which a simple harmonic
motion, or a simple element of a harmonic mo-
liou, depends. The position of the moving object may
be expressed by means of a sum or Hums of term* of the
form A sin (M i c), where / is the time. The value of
M. + c, at any instant, especially when t = 0, Is the

phase. Two simple harmonic motions A sin (lit + c) and
M sin (lit + n) are said to dltfer in phase, meaning that
there is a constant difference In their contemporaneous
phases.

The distance whereby one set of waves is In advance of

another is called the difference ot phase.
SpoUinmode, Polarisation, p. 82.

We have within the annalar regions two electro-motive
forces at right angles, and differing in phone.

Science, XIII. 100.

phase2
,

. f. A bad spelling of faze.

phasel, . See/oseP.
phaseless (faz'les), a. [(phasel + -less.] Un-
changing: devoid of change in aspect or state.

A I>IHI*-II-<:< and unceasing gloom.
/'" . Tale of the Ragged Mountains.

Phaseolese (fa-se-6'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham,
1835), < FAoMOMM + -ex.} A tribe of legumi-
nous plants of the suborder Papilionaccse, dis-

tinguished by racemose or fascicled flowers,

usually from the axils, stamens diadelphons or

nearly so, two-valved pods, pinnate leaves of
three entire or lobed leaflets, each with a pair
of stipels, and twining or prostrate habit. It In-

cludes ft suhtrihcs and 47 genera, of which the principal
are Phamoltts (the type), Apinn, Butea, Cajanvi, Clitiiria,

Dvlichoit, Erjilhrina, Galactia, Kennedya, Mucuna, Physo-
stitjina, and lihynchogia.

phaseolite (fa-se'o-Ht), n. [< Phascolus + -te2.]
A generic name proposed by Unger, under
which have been included various remains of

fossil plants, principally leaves, which are sup-
posed to belong to the Leguminosse, and some of

which appear to be closely allied to the living

genus Phaseolus,

Phaseolus(fa-se'o-lus),. [NL. (Rivinus,1691),
< L. plMseol'us, faseolus, also phaselus, faselus,
(. Gr. 0<ioT//0c, also tftaorjo^o^, 0ao*/oXof, a Kind of

bean: see phasel, /fl.se/
3
.] A genus of legumi-

nous plants, type of the tribe Phascolese and
the subtribe Euphaseoleff, distinguished by the

spiral keel, orbicular banner, longitudinally
liearded style, and flowers clustered above the
jniilille of the peduncle. There re about 60 species,

widely dispersed through warmer regions, with about 100
well-marked varieties due to long cultivation. They are

twining or prostrate plants, with leaves of three leaflets,

persistent striate stipules, white, yellowish, red, violet, or

purplish flowers, ana long straight or curving pods. To
this genus belong most of the beans of culinary use, for
\\hirh see bean*, kidney-bean, haricot, and green gram
(under gram*). P. multijlorvfi, the scarlet runner, is often
cultivated for ornament. P. ptrennit, the wild bean-vine
(see cut under /'"/). and P. diivrK\fvliwt, a trailing plant
remarkable for its polymorphous leaves, with two other

species,
all purplish-flowered, are native to the eastern

United States. See Strophnntylre.

phases, M. Plural dpluHlt.
Phasianella(fa"si-a-nerii), . [NL. (Lamarck),
fern. dim. of L. plifixidiuiti, pheasant :

ini/.] The typical genus
of Plni.iiin<i Ilitlii; containing
shells brilliantly polished
and colored, calling to mind
the tints of a pheasant, and
hence MbOAdMMUM t-shi'lln.

Phasianellidae (fa/si-a-uel'-

i-de). i. pi. [NL.,< "Plmsi-

iniclln + -ifiie.J A family of

gastropods ;
the pheasant-

slii'lls. They are generallyranked
as a subfamily, called Phanantl-
liiite, of the family Turbinidee.

They are distinguished by their

nacreous shell. The speciesalxmud
chiefly in the Australian seas.

Phasianidae (fa-si-an'i-de),
. rxTT s ri. i

n.pl. [NL., < Pliamanua +
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-irlir.] A family of Risorial or gallinaceous
birds containing tlio most magnificent repre-
sentatives of tin- order tliillimi; as tlie peacock,
all the various species of pheasants, the do-

mestic hen, (lie turkey, and the guinea-fowl.
The last two, respectively the American and the African

representatives, are Mimetliiiri excluded as the type* of

separate families. The Pharianid/r are specially charac-
teristic of Asia and the islands zoologically related. There
are alxmt 76 species, included in many genera. The lead-

ing types are Pavo and Potyptedron, the peacocks and pea-

rock-pheasants ; Argus or Anfiitianiu, the argus-pheas-
ants; I'luuianut, the common pheasant*, such as have
been Introduced in Europe; Chrytotophttjt or Thaumalea,
the golden and Amhcrstian pheasants; I'vcraiia, the pu-
cras pheasants ; Crosmptilon, the eared ormow pheasants ;

Kuplncamut, the macartneys, flrebacks, kaleege*, and sil-

ver pheasants ; Lophiiphont*, the monauls or impeyans ;

Crriarnit, the tragopans, satyrs, or honied pheasants;
Oalliu, the domestic cock and hen, descended from the

jungle-fowl; Ithayinis, the hlood-nheaaanta ; Melratirix,
tin- turkeys of America; and Numida, Gutttm, Acryttium,
A'telaxtftt, and Phtuddu*, genera of African guinea-fowls.
These genera are by Elliot grouped In no fewer than
eight Bll bfam Illes /' volume, l.itphnphorirur, Melraffrintr,

Phanianinff, Kuplttca/min, Gallinte, Aytlaitliiur, and JVu-
mnlinH-. See further under Phasuiiius and pheasant.

Phasianinse (fa"si-a-ni'ne), n.pl. [NL., < 1'lui-

fi/iiiiiin + -JH/B.] The Pliaxianidse, exclusive of

the Pavoninse, .Mi'li'iujrinse, and Numidime, or
still further restricted to forms resembling the

genus Phaxianus; the pheasants proper. Some
authors compose the subfamily of five genera
Phasiantis, Tltaumalea, Euj>loca>ni<s, Lobioplia-
sis, and Ithaginis.

phasianine (fa'si-a-nin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Pliasiauinte.

Phasianomorphae (fa-si-a-no-m&r'fe), n. pi.

tNL.,
< Gr. <paaiav6f, a pheasant, + fu>p<$, form.]

n Sundevall's system of classification, a cohort
of GaUinse, composed of the pheasants proper, or

Phasianidee, with the guinea-fowls, partridges,
quails, and hemipodes ( Tnrnicidse).

phasianomorphic (fa-si-a-no-mdr'fik), a. [<

PliaxiantHitorplue + -ic.] Of or pertaining to

the Plutsianomorplise.
Phasianurus (fa'si-a-nu'rus), n. [NL. (Wag-
ler, 1832), < Gr.

gooiMwrff.
a pheasant, + ovpa,

tail.] A genus of AnatiAte: same as Dafila.
Phasianus (fa-si-a'nus), n. [NL., < L. phasta-
nus,<. Gr.$aainv6f, a pheasant: see pheasant.']

pheasant
other genera (Kuplocamwi and Tlintimalea). See further
under phcaitni.

phasic (fa'zik), a. [< /lAnw 1 + -ir.] Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of a phase.
Phasidus (fa-si'dus), . fNL. (Cassin, 1856),

appar. irreg. < Gr. Qaa(iavA$), a pheasant, +
form.] A notable genus of African guinea-
fowls of the family \umidlda, having as type
/'. niiji-r, the only species. The head is bare,
the tarsi are spurred, and the plumage is black.

phasis (fa'nis), n. ; pi. pint*/-.* (-sez). [ML. : see

pAoAe
1
.] In outrun., a phase.

phasm (fttxm), n. [< L. plt.?nia, < Gr. ipaa/ia,

an apparition, < Qdtiv,;
shine : see pliaxei. Cf.

ptaMHM.] Appearance; fancied apparition;
phantom. [Rare.]
Such phatmt, such apparitions, are most of those excel-

lencies which men applaud In themselves.

Decay of Christian Piety, p. 83.

phasma (fas'ma), w. [NL., < li.phasma, < Gr.

<jM<7n, an apparition : nee pIiasM.j 1. PI. phas-
inata (-ma-tft). Same as pliasin . 2. [can.] A
genus of gressorial or ambulatorial orthopte-
rous insects, typical of the family Pltaamiiltr.

Pheasant-shell \Pha

Recvcs's Pheasant ( Phasianus or Syrmatifus
reeveti).

The typical genus of the family
Phaianid and subfamily Phan-
anitise, formerly ut-arly conterminous
with the family, now restricted to
such forms as Phasianus colchicus,
the common pheasant, long domes-
ticated in Europe. They have a much-
lengthened tall, with long acuminate middle
feathers, and the head crestless but provided
with lateral tufts. At least Ifi species are com-
monly referred to this genus (in several sec-

tions, ranked by some authors as genera). One
of the most remarkable is P. (Syrntatictu)
renxri, of northern China, in which the tail

reaches the maximum length of 5 or 6 feet.
The plumage Is beautifully varied with black,
white, chestnut, and golden yellow. P. (On-
tretu) tenUicfti is the cheer, or Wallich's pheas-
ant, of the Himalayas, with a long, broad tail

and much-varied plumage. P. (Graphophasia-
uwt) soemmfringi is Snmmering's pheasant,
of Japan, with coppery-metallic plumage ana
very long tail. /'. (CWopAtmu) rUMi is a gor-
geously colored pheasantof the mountains near

Mngpo, in rhlna. Certain green -breasted
pheasants, as P. crrsicvlor of Japan and P. elegant of China,
form a small group. Ring-necked pheasants, as P. insig-
nix and /'. wonyvlictu, have a white ring around the neck.
The above-named approach more and more nearly to the

ordinm-y pheasant as domesticated In Europe, of which the
Turkestan P. tthaui is a near relative. The silver and
golden pheasants, though long-tailed, are now placed In

Phasma ntbicuntlHm, female. (One half natural size.)

It formerly contained all the curious creatures known
as walkinp-gticks, but is now. restricted to certain tropical
forms. Lichttnstein, 1796.

Phasmidae (fas'mi-de), n. pi. [NL. (Serville,

1831), < Phasma + -te.] A family of Orthop-
tera, typified by the genus Phasma, composing
with the Afantidfe the series Gressoria or Am-
bula toria . They are known as specten, leaf-insects, wallc-

ing-leave*, vxUlciny-sticIrs, etc., from their extraordinary
protective mimicry of the twigs and leaves upon which
they live. The Ixxly is usually long and slender, and the

wings, when not abortive, are foliaceous. A member of

this family, Diapheromtrafemorata, is the common walk-

ing-stick of the northern and eastern United States. See
cut under Pha*ma.
Phasmina (fas-mi'na), n.pl. [NL., < Phasma +
-ittrt 2.] A group of orthopterous insects corre-

sponding to the family Phasmidie.

Phasmomantis (fas-mo-mau'tis), . [NL., <

Gr. (fdaua, an appearance. + paime, an insect
so called: see Mantis.'] A genus of Mantidte,

containing the common praying-mantis or rear-
horse of the United States, P. Carolina. The fe-

male is about three inches long, of a pale pea-green color ;

the male is smaller, grayish, with dark-barred fore tibia;.

See cut under Mantis.

phassachatet (fas'a-kat), n. [< Gr. 6aoaa, a ring-

dove, 4- axar>K, agate: see agate
2
.] The lead-

colored agate.

phaulographic (fa-lo-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. ifraidoc,

bad, worthless, + ypa^fiv, write.] Relating to

bad or worthless literature. Haeckel. [Rare.]
Ph. B. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
Latin or New Latin) Philosophise Baccalaurevs,
Bachelor of Philosophy.
Ph. D. An abbreviation of the Latin (Middle
Latin or New Latin) Philosophise Doctor, Doctor
of Philosophy.
pheasant (fez'ant), n. [Early mod. E. also

phesant,fesant; < \lE.frsant, fesaiint (with ex-
crescent t), earlier fesaun, < AF. fesaut, fe-
saunt, OY.faisim, F.faisan = ~Pr.faisan,fayhan
= Sp.faisan = Pg.feisSo= It. fayiano, fasano =
D. Jazant = MLG. fasant,phasyan = MHG./n-
K(in,fasant, G./nsaM(also OHG./rti7ion, MllG.
pfasehan, pfasehuon, simulating htton, hen) O
Bohem. Pol. lui:liant = Russ. bn:lnnitu, fii:anfi

= Hung. fdt:d) = Dan. Sw. fasan, < L. phasi-
OHHS (ML. fiiiiinniifi), m., also phaxiaiia, (., < Gr.



pheasant

Qnmnvar, a pheasant (abbr. of L. Pliafianns arts,

(Jr. 'himoi'of apvie, the Phasian bird), < 9aaua>6f,

Phasian, of Phasis, < <J>o<nf, a river in Colchis,

near the mouth of which these birds are said to

have been numerous.] A bird of the genus J'lin-

gianns, family Pli/ixianidie. (See the technical

names.) (a) Phasiamis colchicvs, the bird originally

called pheasant from its supposed origin, of which no-

thing is certainly known, and now for many centuries nat-

uralized in Great Britain and in other parts of Europe.
The cock bird in full plumage is nearly three feet long, of

which length the tail is more than half. The head and
neck are deep steel-blue, glancing greenish in some lights ;

and there is a bare red skin about the eyes. The general
color is golden-brown, varying to chestnut or plain brown,
on most parts intimately barred or laced with black. The

Common Pheasant (Fhastanus colclifcus).

hen is more yellowish-brown, and only about two thirds
as long. This pheasant runs into some varieties in do-

mestication, and also crosses freely with several related

species. The several other forms of the restricted genus
are definitely known as to their origin and habitat, all

being natives of China and Tibet and more southerly re-

gions of Asia, as well as of Japan and many other islands
included in the Oriental fauna. Several of these are often
seen in aviaries and in semi-domestication. They are
such as Shaw's, P. sham; the Mongolian, P. mongolicm;
the Yarkand, P. iwignis; the Formosan, P. /orwwwanws ;

the ring-necked, P. torquatm; the Chinese ringless, P.
decollatus; the Japanese green, P. versicolor; the green-
backed golden, P. elegans; also pheasants known as

Reeves's, Wallich's, Sommering's, Swinhoe's, Elliot's, etc.

Pheasants have often been introduced in the United
States, where, however, none have been thoroughly natu-

ralized, unless the cases of P. versicolor and P. soemmer-
ingi in Oregon should prove successful. (&) Hence, any
bird of the subfamily Phasianmx or (with a few excep-
tions) of the family Phananidse. (c) In the United States,
the ruffed grouse, Bonata umbella : so called in the South-
ern and Middle States wherever the bobwhite (Ortyx
virginiana) is known as the partridge, and called par-
tridge in the Northern States wherever the bobwhite is

known as the quail. See cut under Banana, (d) Loosely,
one of various birds which resemble or suggest a pheasant,
especially in the length of the tail : usually with a quali-
fying word : (1) The reed-pheasant^ or bearded titmouse,
Panurui biarmicus. [Norfolk, Eng.] (2) The magpie.
[Cornwall, Eng.] (3) One of several different American
guans (Cramdse). (4) The Australian mallee-hird. See
Leipoa. (5) A duck, Dafila acuta: more fully called

pheasant-duck, sea-pheasant, or water-pheasant. [Local,
U. S. and Eng.] (6) A merganser; any one of the three
species found in the United States: more fully called
pheasant-duck or water-pheasant. [Local, U. S.] Am-
herstian or Lady Amherst's pheasant, Chrymlophus
or Thaumalea amherstife, one of the golden pheasants,
with a very long tail, and highly developed ruff around
the head, gorgeously arrayed in golden-yellow, green,
crimson, white, and other colors. It is sometimes seen
in confinement, like T. picta. Argus-pheasant. See
Argm, 8. Blood-pheasant, any member of the genus
Ithaginis, as 1. cruentatw. See cut under Ithaginis. Bo-
hemian pheasant, a variety of the common pheasant,
Phasianus colchicus, produced in semi-domestication.
Copper pheasant, Sommering's pheasant, P. mmmcr-
inffi, from Japan. Cornish pheasant, the magpie.
[Cornwall, Eng. ] Derblan pheasant. See DcrUan and
Oreoplwris. Eared pheasant, a pheasant of the genus
Crossoptilon, having a tuft of feathers projecting like an
ear on each side of the head and neck. They are large
birds, not long-tailed, but with a peculiarity of the middle
tail-feathers ; the males are spurred ; the plumage is not
so brilliant as that of most pheasants, and the coloration
is chiefly massed in large areas of light and dark. There
are two Chinese species, C. mantdmriaan and C auri-
turn; and two Tibetan, C. thibelanwn and C. drouyni
All inhabit high mountain-ranges. English pheasant,the common pheasant, Plinriamts cnlchicw, an Asiatic bird!
naturalized in Great Britain prior to 1069. Fire-backed
pheasant, a tlreback ; a Macartney pheasant; a member
of that section of the genus Euplocamus in which the plu-
mage is intensely lustrous, part of the back being of a flery

il ,r
e are 8everal species, as E. ianitw, inhabiting

c Malay peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra, and Formosa.
Inat of Slam is ft prielatus, formerly Phasiamis diardi,
sometimes forming a separate section of the genus, called
DtardigaUwi. The Formosan flreback, E. mnnhaei, has
the aery color of the back replaced by black and blue it

represents a section called Hierophasix. Golden pheas-
ant, a magnificent pheasant of the genus Chrjimlrmhm
or Thaumalea, as C. piclm or T. picta, and C. or T. am-
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hersliir. The former has long been known, and is often
reared in confinement. It is long-tailed and ruffed

; the
plumage is scarlet, orange, golden, green, etc. These pheas-
ants are natives of parts of China and Tibet. See cut un.
der Thaumalea. Green pheasant, Phanamu nerximlnr,
of Japan, much of whose plumage is of an emerald-green.
Guiana pheasant, onnl/tin inniinni.- Horned pheas-

ant, a pheasant of the genus Cerwrnix; a satyr or trago-

pan : so called from the fleshy processes on the head, which
resemble horns. See cut under tratpipan. Impey pheas-
ant. See Jmpei/an pheamnt. Kaleege or kalij pheas-
ant, a member of the genus EvxAoocanut, and of that sec-

tion of the genus called GaUoptiasis. See kaleege. Ma-
cartney pheasant, a fireback ; a pheasant of the fire-

backed section of Euplucamus, as E. iynitus, formerly in-

cluded in a genus Macartneya. Native pheasant of

Australia, Leipoa ocellata: same as matte? Irinl.tea.-
COCk-pheasant, any pheasant of the genus Ptiyplectron.
See cuts under colcamte and Polyplcctron. Pucras
pheasant. See Pucrasia. Ring-necked pheasant,
Phasianus torquatw, of China, with a white collar and buff

flanks, but in general resembling the common pheasant.
Silver pheasant, a pheasant of that section of the ge-

nus E-u^ticaimts called Nifcthcmeru*, in which the upper
parts and tail are silvery-white, more or less varied with

black, but strongly contrasted with the jet-black of the
under parts. The best-known is E. nycthemerus of China,
whose specific name translates a native designation of the
dark and light colors, as if contrasting night and day.
Snow-pheasant, an eared pheasant ; any species of the

genus CroMoptilon : so called from their habitat. Wal-
lich's pheasant, Phasianus (Catreus) wallichi. the cheer.

Water-pheasant, an aquatic fowl with a long tail, or
otherwise suggesting a pheasant, as the pintail duck or a

merganser ; specifically, Hydrophasianus chiruryus. See
cut under Uydrophagianuz.

pheasant-cuckoo(fe7/ant-kuk"6), . Anyspur-
heeled or lark-heeled cuckoo; a coucal : so
called from the length of the tail. See Cen-

tropus.

pheasant-duck (fez'ant-duk), n. Same as

lilit-nxant (>1) (5) (6).

pheasant-finch (fez'ant-finch), n. An African

astrild, Astrilda nnriulata: so called from its

general figure and coloration.

pheasantry (fez'ant-ri), .
; pi. pleasantries

(-riz). [< pheasant + -ry, after F. faisande-
>ie.] A place where pheasants are bred, reared,
and kept.
pheasant's-eye (fez'ants-I), H. 1. See Adonis,
2. 2. Same as phed'sanl's-eye pink (which see,
under

phenicin

adj. of TTtanneir, form: seeptoWc.] The art of

(Milling and manipulating cork, as in making
architectural models, etc.

phelonion (ff-16'ni-on), n.; ]>\.plteloma(-&). [<

LGr. ific/Mvm'i; ijit'/uviov, also tfieUvj/f, incorrect

forms for tyaivi'i'hiov, <paiv6'/?/<;,
< L. psenula, penula ,

a cloak, in ML. a chasuble: see psenuln.] An
ecclesiastical vestment corresponding to the
Roman Catholic chasuble, worn by patriarchs
and priests of the Greek Church.
phenacetin (fe-iias'e-tin), . [< phen(ol) +

ni-i '/.] Aii iieetyl derivative of amidophenol,
occurring in small tasteless colorless crystals
but slightly soluble in water, antalgesic and
antipyretic.

phenacite (fen'a-sit), . [So called in allusion
to its having been mistaken for quartz ;

< Gr.

pt'i'af ((fievaK-), an impostor, + -<fc2.] A rare
mineral occurring in transparent rhombohedral
crystals, colorless to wine-yellow, and having a
vitreous luster. It is a silicate of beryllium (glucinum).
It is found in the Urals, also in Switzerland, and on Mount
Antoro in Colorado. As a precious stone, the colorless

transparent variety is extremely brilliant by artificial light.

phenakismt (fen'a-kizm), n. [< Gr. <pfvaKia/t6(,

cheating, quackery, < <j>evaidC,eiv, cheat, < ^h'af

(0cva/c-), a cheat, quack, inipostor.] The act

of conveying false ideas or impressions ;
deceit.

Bacon.

phenakistoscope(fen-a-kis'to-skop), n. [< Gr.

ipevaxiaTiKOf, deceitful (< ^nxuu'fetv, cheat, de-

ceive, trick, < wjf ,
a cheat : see phenakism),+

oKoirclv, see.] An optical instrument which pro-
duces the representation of actual motion, as
in leaping; walking, flying, etc. it consists of a
disk on which a figure is repeated in successive positions.

pheasant-shell (fez'ant-shel), n. A shell of the

genus Pliasianclla. See cut under Phasianclla.

pheasant-tailed (fez'ant-tald), a. Having a

long tail like that of a pheasant: as, the pheas-
ant-tailed jacana, ffydroplia.tianus chimrgns, a
bird of the family Parrirlse or Jacanidse, found
in eastern and southeastern Asia. See cut un-
der Hydropliasianns.
pheasant-wood (fez'ant-wud), . Same as

partridge-wood.
phebe, n. See pha>bel.

pheert, pheeret. Bad spellings of feerl and
.

pheeset, pheezet, n. Bad spellings of feezei.
Phegopteris (fe-gop'te-ris), n. [NL. (Presl,
1836), < Or. <pry6f, an oak"(= L./Of/ws, beech, = E.

beech), + irrtpif, a fern.] A genus of ferns, the
beech-ferns. The stipe is continuous with the root-

stock, as in the Aepideie, and the sori are naked, small, and
borne on the back of the veins, below the apex ;

the frond is

variable. There are about 90 species, of which number 5
are found in North America. By some pteridologists this

genus is regarded as a section of the genus Polypodmm.
Pheidiac, a. Same as I'hidian.

Pheidian, a. See Phidian.

Phelipaea (fel-i-pe'a), n. [NL. (Tonrnefort,
1700), named after Louis and Hir. Plwlipeaux,
French naval officers and patrons of science.]
A genus of parasitic plants of the gamopetalous
order Orobanchacese, characterized by the broad
and spreading corolla-lobes, equal parallel an-

ther-cells, and five unequal acute calyx-teeth.
Two species are Oriental herbs, with a rather smooth, un-

branched, leafless stem, bearing a few scales at the base,
above becoming a long smooth peduncle bearing a single
large scarlet flower. P. lutea, of the Old World, has been
used for dyeing black. Eight North American species,
formerly included in this genus, are now separated, con-

stituting the American genus AphyUoii. See broom-rape.

phelloderm (fel'o-derm), n. [NL., < Gr. <t>eM6f,

cork, + rftp/Mz, skin.] A definite layer of green
parenchymatous cells beneath the cork, formed
from the inner layers of the phellogen. Phello-
dermmaybe demonstrated in the stems of Kibes,
Lonicera, Spiraea, Deutzia, etc.

phellogen (fel'o-jen), . [NL., < Gr. ^AAoc,
cork, + -yewfc, producing: see -gen.'} Cork-
meristem, or cork-cambium; the inner layers
of cork-tissue, which possess cellular activity
and give rise to cork.

phellogenetic (feFo-je-net'ik), a. [< j)}ielhM/i-n.
after genetic.'] In but., pertaining or relating
to phellogen: as, phettogmvtte im-ristem.

phelloplastics (fel-o-pla's'tiks), n. [= F. phello-
plastique, < Gr. {k&&, cork, + Tr/tacn-of, verbal

Phenakistoscope.
The disk a has drawn uDon it the figures arranged in successive

positions. It is rotated by spinning with the fi liters applied to a small
boss or nut in the rear mot shown in the cut), b. b are the slits through
which the reflected images are viewed.

When the disk is caused to revolve and is observed through
a slit as reflected in a mirror, a single figure appeal's to

the eye, owing to the principle of the persistence of im-

pressions on the retina, to assume in turn the various

positions of the separate figures, its motion appealing to
be continuous.

phenetol (fen'et-ol), H. [< i>Jic(ol) + -et- + -/.]
Ethyl phenyl ether, C2H5.OCgH 5 ,

a volatile

aromatic-smelling liquid Phenetol red. Same
as coccinin.

phengite (fen'jit), . [See fengite.'] A variety
of muscovite, or common potash mica. See
mnfifovite.

phenic (fe'nik), a. [< F. plienique; Asplieii(ol)
+ -ic.~\ Obtained from coal-tar: as, phenic or
carbolic acid. See carbolic. Also phenylic.

Phenician, Phrenician (fe-nish'an), a. and .

[= F. Plienicien, < L. Plicenicius, Phenician, <

Phoenice, < Gr. ^oivmr/, Phenicia, < Qolvit; (> L,

Phoenix), a Phenician.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Phenicia.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Phe-

nicia, an ancient country on the coast of Syria,
of which Tyre and Sidon were the chief cities.

The Phenicians were probably of Semitic race,
and were celebrated for their commerce, colo-

nies, and inventions. 2. The language of the
ancient Phenicians. It was a Semitic dialect,
akin to Hebrew.

phenicin, phenicine (tVn'i-sin), n. [Also />//.-

n id n ; < F. /iln'iiidiie, < Gr. (dohvf, purple-red:
see plienix.~\ A brown coloring matter pro-



phenicin

duced by the action of nitrosulphurie acid mi

rarl>olie Mi-iil (phenol).
phenicious (io-nisii'ns), </. [Prop, 'phenieeous;
< L. /iim iiii-i'im, < Or. Qoiv'ntnn;, purple-red, <

</x>ivi, purple: see plimi.r. \ Of Or pertaining to

phenicin; of thecolorof phenicin. Also film m-

CIIIIIS.

phenicoptert, phoenicoptert (fen-i-kop'ter), .

[< f.pffnicopten = 1'g. fli' i lii'ii/iii
ni = It./' iii-

<-iilli'i'il,fi-ilil'iinli I'll, <L. /i/ili liirn/ill i H.v.OJl
1

. i.wi v-

Kcinrfpof, a bird, supposed to bo the flamingo, lit .

red-fcuthereil, < 0omf (tjioivtn-), purple-red (see

l>lirni.r), + TfTfpov, feather, wing.] A flamingo.

He IVitellius] Wended together
the livers of giltln c<l

,

tlie brains if phca.Hants and pcai neks, ('indues of jiheiu-

ciititfi'x. ami the melts uf lampreys.
//tiJrrn-iU, Apology, P. 381.

Phenicopterus (fe-ui-kop'te-rus), n. See /'//-

nimjiti >~ii*.

phenix, phoenix 1 (fe'niks), n. [Formerly finis,
but now i>liciiijc or phoenix, after the L. spelling;
< MK. ./<!>,< AS../i-H<> = ])./( = MLC..JI-

The name has no obvious connection with 0oi-

v(f, purple-red, purple, red, also the palm, date-

palm, date, also a kind of grass, etc., also [</).]
a I'henician : see Phenician. It is by some iden-

tified with Kgypt. bennu, a bird (supposed to be

a small heron) sacred to Osiris, emblem of the

soul, and also symbol of a certain cycle of

time.] 1. In anc. Oriental myth., a wonderful
liinl of great beauty, which, after living 500 or

COO years in the Arabian wilderness, the only
one of its kind, built for itself a funeral pile of

spices and aromatic gums, lighted the pile with

the fanning of its wings, and was burned upon
it, but from its ashes revived in the freshness

of youth . Hence the phenix often serves as an emblem
of immortality. Allusions to this myth are found in the

hieroglyphic writings, and the fable survives in popular
forms in Arabia, Persia, and India. By heralds the phenix
Is always represented in the midst of flames.

Than the Brid Fenix comethe, and brennethe him self

tu Askes. ilandeville, Travels, p. 48.

Kor, as there is but one phoenix In the world, so there is

but one tree in Arabia wherein she buyldeth.
Lyly, Euphues (ed. Arber), p. 312.

The bird pfurnix is supposed to have taken that name of

this date tree (called In Greek <t>oin() ; for it was assured

unto me that me said bird died with the tree, and revived

of itself as the tree sprung again.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiii. 4.

Hence 2. A person of unique excellence; one
of singular distinction or peerless beauty; a

paragon.
For Qod's love let him not be a phenix, let him not be

alone. Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

That incomparable Queene, most deservedly called the

Phanix of her sex. Coryat, Crudities, I. 43.

The Ilajl repaid me for my docility by vaunting meevery-
where as the very phoenix of physicians.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. BO.

3. In enfant., the geometrid moth Cidaria ribe-

si /i rin, whose larva feeds on the currant and

gooseberry: a collectors' name in England.
The small phenix is C. gilaceiita. Chinese phe-
nix. Same as fvng-hicany. Phenix badge, a medal
struck in the reign of Elizabeth about 15T4, bearing on the

obverse a portrait of Elizabeth, and on the reverse a pht-nix
in flames with cipher and crown al>ove. The inscriptions
seem to refer to the plague then raging. It was probably
worn by the immediate favorites and courtiers of Elizabeth.

Phenix fowls. See Japanese long-tailed fowls, under

Japanese. Phenix post. Seejxwtl.

pheniX-Stone (fe niks-ston), M. An artificial

stone in which furnace-slag is used iu place of

sand.

phenocryst (fe'no-krist), H. [< Gr.^m'veiv, show,
+ K/n'OTfa/uor), crystal: see crystal.'] Oue of

the prominent crystals In a porphyritic rock.

phenogam, . Seeph&noi/itni.
Phenogamia (fe-uo-ga'uii-a), u. pi. See I'tta-

neniifitniin.

phenogamic, phenogamous, n. See phteno-
i/innii: iilncniii/ainnu.1.

phenol (fe'uol), H. [< F. )>ln'not, said to be < Gr.

yaivrii; shine, appear (but prob. < <t>oiv(ts), pnr-

ple-red), 4- -<>/.] 1. Plienyl alcohol, C6H5OH,
more commonly called carbolic acid. 2. The
general name of a compound formed from ben-

i substitution of
i benzene jiucleus.

ary alcohols, as they con-
tain the uronp ('Oil, and all have weak acid properties.

Phenol-camphor, camphorated phenol ; camphor com-
bined with earlwlic acid.

phonological, phrenological (fe-no-loj'i-kal),
it. [< plif>u>lo<j-y + -ii'-al.} Pertaining to phe-
nology.

Ml I

phenologist, phaenologist (fe-nol'o-jist). n. [<

/i/iiiinliii/-i/
+ -int.] OIK- who in fOMd in phe-

nologv. \iiliin , X.XXIX. 1-.

phenology, phaenology (fe-noi'o-ji), n. [Short
for phenomenology, with a rertneted ppnc*-
tion.] That branch of applied meteorology
which (rents of the influence of i-linmtc on the

rccnrreneeof the annual phenomena of animal
anil vegetable life. 80 far as it concenis plant-growth,

phenology is also a branch of botany, and records dates of

building, le;illiiK, blooming, unit fruiting, in nniiT turi.i i .

late these epochs witli tin attendant progress of meteoro-

logieal conditions. AllloIlK till- Jillel R-lUl of alliliml III'
,

tlie migration of birds has been especially studied as a de-

partment of phenology.

phenomena. Plural of phenomenon
phenomenal (fe-nom'e-nal), . [Also
innl ; = l'\ /ilii'iniiiiiiiiil

= Sp. fiiiiniKiial; as

phenomenon + -at.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of phenomena, or the appearances
of things, as distinguished from the things in

themselves; pertaining to the occurrences or

changing phases of matter or mind.

Mill, ... in holding that all knowledge ia only rela-

tive and phenomenal, and that causation is merely inva-

riable sequence, cuts at the roots of our belief both In

matter and force. Dauaon, Nature and the Bible, p. 1SS.

The basis of Flcbte's system is an absolute Ego, of which
the Ego of consciousness is at best phenomenal.

Veitch, Introd. to Uescartes'a Method, p. 1 \\iv.

The Phenomenal Is the Real ; there is no other real that

we can distinguish from it.

11. Sidytridc, Methods of Ethics, p. 120.

Thought must alter the phenomenal sequence, no donbt ;

but so also does mere emotion, and again sensation.

F. H. Bradley, Mind, XIII. 20.

2. Of the nature of a phenomenon, or extraor-

dinary fact in nature ; so surprising or extraor-

dinary as to arrest the attention or excite won-

der; impressively notable or important; be-

yond what is common or usual; remarkable:

as, the phenomenal growth of the United States
;

a brain of phenomenal size.pnenomenal ideal-

ism. Same as Berkeleian idealism (which see, under ideal-

iftn\

II. n. That which is in the nature of a phe-
nomenon. [Rare.]
The greatness of the change is sufficiently hinted In the

Vision of St. John : "I saw a new heaven and a new earth
;

for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away,
and there was no more sea

"
(Rev. xxi. 1). In the matter

of elementals, the new earth will be identical with the old ;

in the matter of plienmnrnab, the new earth will be differ-

ent from the old. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 289.

phenomenalism (fe-nom'e-nal-izm), n. [= F.

phenomenaliume ; &s pJtenomenal + -iswi.] The

the real are identical that phenomena are the

only realities. Also called externalism.

Phenomenalism ... is that philosophy which holds
that all existences, all possible objects of thought, are of

two kinds only, external and internal phenomena ; or sen-

suous objects, such as color, shape, hardness, or groups of

these, and the unsensuous ideas we have of sensuous ob-

jects. ./. C. Shairp, Culture and Religion, p. 58.

phenomenalist (fe-nom'e-nal-ist), n. [< phe-
iiinntnal-ixni + -M.] An adherent or disciple
of phenomenalism.
phenomenality (fe-nom-e-nal'i-ti), . [= F.

pheiiomeiialite; as phenomenal + -ity.'] The
character of being phenomenal, in either sense
of that word.

phenomenalize (fe-nom'e-nal-iz), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. phenonienalised, ppr. phenomenalizing.
[< phenomenal + -ize.~\ To represent as a phe-
nomenon ;

cause to figure as a phenomenon.
His [Locke's] Integrity is also illustrated in hU acknow-

ledgment of the unimaginable, and in this sense Incog-

nizable, in our thought of Substance. He tries to ///..

nomenalize it ; but he tinds that it cannot be phenomenal-
/.-"'. and yet that we cannot dispense with it.

Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 70.

phenomenally (fe-nom'e-nal-i), adv. 1. As a

phenomenon ; as a mere phase or appearance.
2. In an extraordinary or surprising manner

or degree.
phenomenism (fe-nom'e-nizm), n. [< phenom-
CHIIII + -ixwi.] The doctrine or principles of

the phenomenists.
phenomenist (fe-nom'e-nist), n. [< phenome-
non 4- -int.] One who believes only in what he

observes, or in phenomena, having no regard
to their causes or consequences; one who re-

jects a priori reasoning or necessary primary
principles; one who does not believe in an in-

variable connection between cause and effect,

but holds this to be nothing more than a habit-

ually observed sequence.
pheriomenize (fe-nom'e-mz), e. t.; pret. and pp.

mcui-cil, ppr. phenomcHizinff. [< i>li<
ninii-

+ -('-< .] To bring into the world of ex-

perience.

phenyle

phenomenological (fe-nom c-no-loj'i-kiil). a.

[< pin nil/inmi in'j-i/ + -ir-iii.] Of or pertaining
to piieiioiiienoli-}ry ; ivhited or relating to phe-

nomenology.
My metaphysic in psychological or phenvmrnvloyical

metaphyslc "<"' >

phenomenology (tV'-nom-e-nol'o-ji), . [= F.

liltt'-iioiHi-iintin/i'
= \'\f. I'l" mini' imliiijiii. ir. fai-

v6/icva, phenomena, + -/; ',< '"
; ">'. speak: see

-ology.\ A description or history of phenomena.
phenomenon (t'e-nom'e-uon), .; pi. \iliiiiiiiin-

na (-nil). [Fotmerij also /;//,<////'/. = F.

/ilii'ito'iii'
in =(i.pliiiiu>iiiin = Sw../i-H;r = I);in.

I'liinimen = 8p. fenomeno = It. ft inriiii no = Pg.

/iln nomeno, < JJL.pliH /////'", < (ir. q>an>6/ifvmi,

pi. $aiv6tu-va, that which appeurH or is seen,

nent . of p:iss. part, of
paivciv,

shine, show, pass.

QaiveoOai, appear, < y <jxn',
extended form of

V/^a = Skt. lihd, shine: see />//.', fitn-i, etc.

Of. phantasm, phantom, phantasy, fancy, etc.]

1. Inphilox., an appearance or immediate ob-

ject
of experience, asdistiuguished from a thing

in itself.

How pltif nil and ridiculous are the grounds upon which
such men pretend to account for the lowest am) common-
est phamomena of nature without recurring to a Uod and
Providence ! South, Sermons, IV. ix.

The term appearance Is used to denote not only that

which reveals itself to our observation, as existent, lint

also to signify that which only seems to be, In contrast to

that which truly Is. There is thus not merely a certain

vagueness in the word, hut It even Involves a kind of con-

tradiction to the sense in which It is used when employed
for phanomenon. In consequence of thin, the term *

not/union has been naturalized In our language as a philo-
sophical substitute for the term appearance.

Sir W. Bamttton, Metaph., viii.

A phenomenon, as commonly understood, is what Is

manifest, sensible, evident, the implication being that

there are eyes to see, ears to hear, and so forth.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 38.

And do we need any more evidence to convince us that

phenomena by which I mean the effects produced upon
our consciousness by unknown external agencies are all

that we can compare and classify, and are therefore all

that we can know? J. FiOre, Cosmic Philos., I. 20.

2. In science, a fact directly observed, being
either (a) an individual circumstance or occur-

rence, such as the emergence of a temporary
star, or more usually (6) a regular kind of fact

observed on certain kinds of occasion, such as

the electrical sparks seen in combing the hair

of some persons in cold, dry weather.

In fiction, the principles are given, to find the fact* ;

in history, the facts are given, to find the principles ; and
the writer who does not explain the phenomena as well as

state them performs only one half of his office.

Macaulay, History.

We do not inquire respecting this human nature what
are the laws under which its varied phenomena may be

generalized, and accommodate our acts to them.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 607.

Last night we watched from our roof that lovely phe-
nomenon, the approach of Venus to the moon.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 119.

3. Any extraordinary occurrence or fact in

nature; something strange and uncommon; a

prodigy ;
a very remarkable personage or per-

former.

"This, sir," said Mr. Vincent Crummies, bringing the
Maiden forward, "this is the infant phenimeniin, Miss
Ninetta Crummies." Dietem, Nicholas Nickleby, xxiii.

Chess-board phenomenon, the effect produced by cross-

ing the visual axes in front of a chess-board or other simi-

lar object, so that there Is a partial superposition of the

images in the two eyes, and an appearance as if the objects
were nearer and smaller. Entoptic phenomena. See

entaptie. Leldenfrost phenomenon. See spheroidal
condition, under ipheroidai Peltier's phenomenon.
See Pettier efeet(under e/ect\ and thermo-electricity. = Syn.
3. Prodigy, marvel, wonder.

phenozygOUS (fe-noz'i-gus), a. K Gr. t^aivciv,

show, + Ct'j-ov, yoke: see yoke.] ^laving,
as a

skull, the zygomatic arches visible directly
from above; having the bizygomatic diameter

greater than the maximum transverse frontal

diameter, and the angle of Quatrefages posi-
tive.

phenyl, phenyle (fe'nil), n. [< F. phenyle; as

]ihen(ol) + -y?.] An organic radical (CcH5 ;
in

the free state, CjoHjo) found in phenol (or car-

bolic acid), benzol, and aniline. It crystallizes from
alcohol In colorless nacreous scales of an agreeable odor,
which melt at 70* C. and sublime at a higher temperature.
- Phenyl brown. See brotm.

phenylamide (fe-nil-am'id or -id), n. [(.phenyl
+ amiitc."] A compound formed by the sub-
stitution of one or more amido-groups for the

hydrogen of benzene. The phenylamides are very
feeble bases. The most Important commercially Is ani-

line.

phenylamine (fe-nil-am'in), H. [< phenyl +
a mini:'] Same as aiiilhn.

phenyle, . See phenyl.



phenylia

phenylia(fe-nil'i-ii), n.

Same as aiiilim.:

phenylic (fe-nil'ik), n.

as jiheiiic.

pheon (fe'on), H. [Origin
barbed javelin formerly
carried by the royal ser-

geaut-at-arms. Fairliolt.

2. In her., a barbed
head, as of an arrow or a

fish-spear, differing from
the broad-arrow in being
engrailed on the inner
side of the barbs unless
otherwise blazoned. The

pfL.,<'E.pJienyl, q. v.]

[< phenyl + -ic.] Same

obscure.] 1. A

4442
the throat black speckled with white. Its flesh is rank
and scarcely fit for food.

philacteryt, >/. See phylactery.

Philadelphia!!
1

(fil-a-del'fi-an), a. and n. [<
Phi/ii/li'//i/iiii (see defi) + -an. The name Phila-

delphia, usually explained to mean the '

city of

philanthropist
Indies

;
in the larval state all are vine-feeders, whence the

generic name. The larvse have the head small and glo-
bose, the anterior segments slender and retractile into the
swollen third segments ; and the anal horn is wanting in

full-grown individuals, being replaced by a shining lenticu-
lar tubercle. P. achemon and 1'. pandorw or satellitia are
abundant, and of economic importance from the damage

Also called/
Pherecratean (fer ..

Kpdri/f, Pherecrates (see def.).] In anc. pros.,
a logaoadic meter (named from Pherecrates, a
Greek comic poet), similar to a trochaic tripody,

,

brotherly love '

(as if identical with Gr. 0//.a<Je/-
do

.

ne '" vineyards by their larvie.

<t>ia, brotherly love), is taken from the LL. Phi- philander (fi-lan'der), n. [So called in allu-

ladelphia, < Gr. QiAadityeia, the name of a city
s i n to Philander, as the name in old plays and

of Lydia (Rev. i. 11, iii. 7), now Ala-shehr romances of a lover, e. g. "Philander, Prince
(also th
other in

named Philadelphus (<bil.ddety>of) on account of tne name of a virtuous youth in Ariosto's " Or-
his affection for his brother Eumenes, whom he lando Furioso," between whom and a married

woman named Gabrina there were certain teu-

ig men, < <fu-

'f. p/njllift, n.

in the first or second place.
Pherecratic (fer-ek-rat'ik), .

cratean.

dactyl

Same as Pliere-

phestert, n. A bad spelling otfestcri.
phew (fu), interj. [A mere exclamation; cf. i*1 tne 17th century, < Gr. <pM6e)(d>of, loving one's- - - - -- 1 A tU,^... ~ ?}1..'T.. -1-1-1 .' 1 -1 X 1

Delaware and Schuylkill rivers.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of the city-'

Philadelphia..j-i_v.-_ w ,*, -
-3-,1/fl.^^ a r< L. piMa .

a man's name: see def.)
^

ri(l.] Pertaining to

Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, 283-247
B.C. a patron of literature, science, and art. . ., ,, ,y^Ka.

phlladelphian3 (fil-a-del'fi-an), . [Cf.F.phila- philander (fi-lan'der), v.i. [< philander, n. Cf.

detphe,^
member of a society formed in France phyllis, r.] To play the philander; pay court

to a woman, especially without serious inten-
tion; make love in a foolish way; "spoon."

Sir Kit was too much taken up philandering to consider
the law in this case. Miss Edyeworth, Castle Rackrent, ii.

This exceeds all precedent; I am brought to fine uses,
to become a botcher of second hand marriages between
Abigails and Andrews ! I'll couple you ! Yes, I'll baste
you together, you and your Philander!

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 1.

2. In zool., one of several different marsupial
mammals. Specifically (a) The Australian bandicoot,
Peramtles lagatu. (b) A South American opossum of one
of several different species.

phoo, pho, phy, etc.] An exclamation of dis- brother: see Philadelphia^.] One of a~short-
gust, weariness, or surprise. lived mystical denomination founded in Eng-
phial (fi'al), n. and v. See rial. land in the end of the seventeenth century.
phiale (fi'a-le), n.; pi. phiate (-le). [< Gr. philadelphite (fil-a-del'fit), n. [< Philadelphia
fyiakri, a patera, saucer: see vial.] 1. A flat (see def. ) + -ite2.] A kind of vermiculite found
saucer-shaped Greek vase used for pouring re- ne

.

ar Philadelphia in Pennsylvania.
ligious Jibations : now more commonly known Philadelphus (fil-a-del'fus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, philanderer (fi-lan'der-er)

, patera. 2. Same as can- 1737), < Gr. ^Adde/jfmv, a sweet-flowering shrub, landers; a male flirt.by its Latin name
thartis, 2.

Phibalura (fib-a-lu'ra), n. [A mutilated and
corrupt form of Amphibolura, q. v.] A genus
of birds established by Vieillot in 1816, the type
and only species being P.flavirostris of Brazil,
a bird of the family Cotingidse. The plumage is

yellow and black, the beak yellow. The name is derived
from the long, deeply forked tail.

Phidian (fid'i-an), a. [< L. Phidias, < Gr. *-
0f, Phidias (see def. ), + -an.'] Of, pertaining

to, or produced by Phidias, the most eminent
artist of the most splendid time of ancient
Athens, during the fifth century B. c., the ar-
tistic director of the monumental works of Peri-
cles, and the sculptor of the decoration of the
Parthenon and of the chryselephantine Zeus of
<
??3

n
?i
a '

J
Hence

' ln general, noting the Athenian art
of the third quarter of the fifth century, including not
only the work of Phidias himself, but also that molded by

You must make up your mind whether you wish to be
accepted : . . . you can't be philandering after her again
for six weeks. George Eliot, Daniel Ueronda, xxv.

One who phi-

Phidian School of Sculpture.-The Gaia and Thalassa " (or De
ter and Kora), from the eastern pediment of the Parthenon.

h' example and exec of great artists of

. jasmine ; named after Ptolemy Phila-
delphus, Gr. 4>(Xd<5^of , king of Egypt : see Pliila-

delphianl.] A genus of shrubs of the order Saxi-
frageee and the
tribe Hydran-
gese, character-
ized by the
inferior ovary,
numerous sta-

mens, and four
or five imbri-
cate petals.
The 12 species are
natives of central

Europe, the south-
ern United States,
Japan, and the
Himalayas. They
bear round oppo-
site branches, op-
posite leaves, and
rather large flow-

ers, corymbed or
solitary in the ax-

ils, white or straw-

colored, and com-
monly fragrant They are common in cultivation as orna-
mental shrubs, under the names mock-orange and syringa
(For flower-section, see cut under epigtrnaut.) P grandi-
forus and two other species are wild in the United States
from v irgmia southward.

philamott, . A bad spelling of filemot. Hol-
land, tr. of Pliny.
Philampelus (fi-lam'pe-lus), . [NL. (Harris,
1<J9), <Gr. 0<Ad|U7rcvlof, loving the vine,

'

love, + a/are)toft
a vine.] A

moths of the

worked. At this time the Greek artists had already won
complete command of the material side of their profession
so that they were unhampered by difficulties of execu-
tion, and their work was constantly inspired by a highand noble ideal. Also written Pheidian
Phlgalian (fi-ga'li-an), a. [< Gr. *iy<&e. Phi-
gaha (see def. ), + -an.] Pertaining to Phigalia,

I1*'' marbles, a series of twenty-three blocks sculptuS
alto-nlievo, from the interior frieze of the cella of the

icmpie 01 Apollo Epikourios at Pliicralia or Ra&fifp nnw
Tkl>ucrn<r nr1 ! 4.1. _ n__Iit_l -. . "*B 1C* "I I l.l"-. ,1

,
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Briti8h Museum. They represent thecombat of the Centaurs and Lapithrc, and that of the Greeks
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are of h*h artistic excellence, though

ssa^ssMisr of the aimo8t contemp -

phil-. See philo-.

philabegt (fil'a-beg), n. Same &sfilioeg.
Phllacte (fl-lak'te), . [NL. (Bannister, 1870)dr.

JOeZv, love, + 4*rf, sea-shore.] A genusof arcticimantime Anatidss of the subfamily An-sennse having a variegated plumage without
etalhc tints, incised webs, rostral lamellte ex-

posed posteriorly, and skull with superorbital
depression; the painted geese. P. JLgica is the
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Larva of Philampelus achemon, slightly reduced.

ing species of large size, with curved antennse,
ed fore wings, and produced
hind wings. There are four North

species, two of them extending into the West

At last, without a note of warning, appeared in Beddge-
lert a phenomenon which rejoiced some hearts, but per-
turbed also the spirits, not only of the Oxford philander-
ers, but those of Elsley Vavasour.

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xix.

Philanthidse (fi-lan'thi-de)), n. pi. [NL., <
Philanthus + -idas.] A family of fossorial hy-
menopterous insects, founded on the genus
Philanthus. They have a narrow prothorax, three sub-
marginal cells of the fore wings, the second and third of
which receive each a recurrent nervure, and sessile or
subsessile abdomen. These wasps are small but beauti-
ful

; they prey chiefly on bees and beetles, and their bur-
rows seldom exceed five inches in length. See cut under
Philanthus.

philanthrope (fil'an-throp), . [< Y.philnn-
thrope = Sp. Jilantropo = It. filantropo = Pg.
philanthrope, < Gr. <t>iAav6pajros, humane: see
philanthropy.] A philanthropist.
He had a goodness of nature and disposition in so great

a degree that he may be deservedly styled a philanthrope
Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 127. (Davies.)

philanthropic (fil-an-throp'ik), a. [= F. phi-
lanthropique = Sp. filantrApico = Pg. philan-
tropico = It. filantropico, < ML. "philanthropi-
cus (in adv. philanthropice), < Gr. *<t>i%av6pumit6f,
a false reading for <t>u.avBpujrof, humane, a phi-
lanthropist: see philanthropy.] Of or pertain-
ing to philanthropy ; characterized by or spring-
ing from love of mankind

; actuated by a de-
sire to do good to one's fellows.
The kindlier feeling of men is seen in all varieties of

philanthropic effort. H. Spencer, Social Statics.
= Syn, Benevolent, humane.

philanthropical (fil-an-throp'i-kal), a. [<
philanthropic + -al.] "Same as philanthropic
philanthropically (fil-an-throp'i-kal-i), adv.
In a philanthropic manner; benevolently.
philanthropinism (fil-an-throp'i-nizm), n. [<
Gr. *<f>t%avtipumvoc; (a fake reading for ^avtipu-
TOf, humane: see i>hilanthropy) + -ism.] A
system of education on so-called natural prin--

promoted by Basedow and his friends

Philamftlus achemon, Moth, 5lishtly reduced.

. , l-an-throp'i-nist), n. [<
l>hilanthropii<-ism + -int.] An advocate of phil-
anthropinism.
philanthropism (fi-lan'thro-pizm), n. [= F.
philanthropisme; asphilanthrop-y + -ism.] Phi-
lanthropy.

philanthropist (fi-lan'thro-pist), n. [< philnn-
tlirop-y + -ist.] One who is actuated by a
philanthropic spirit ;

one who loves mankind,
or wishes well to his fellow-men and endeav-
ors to benefit them by active works of benev-
olence or beneficence; one who from philan-
thropic motives endeavors to do good to his
fellows.

We all know the wag's definition of a philanthropista man whose charity increases directly as the square of
the distance. George Eliot, Middlemarch xxxviii



philanthropistic

philanthropistic (fl-lan-thrf-pis'tik), a. [<
UlairthToist + -<<.] BeUiung to or chsrao-

l pliiliinthroiiistH. [Hare.]
Over the wild-surging chaos in the leaden air are only

sudden glares of r. -\uln I iunarv lightning ; then mere dark-
ness with iiltiliiittliriii/utie phosph'iresn nr. s, empty mete-
oric lights. Cartyle, Sterling, v. (Daoiejt.)

philanthropy (li-lan'thro-pi), M. [Formerly
philanthropic: < F.philanthropies Bp.JUantro-
i>iu = I'g. pMlantropia = It. jUantropia. < I.L.

l>ltiltiiithr<>i>itt, < ( ) r. <j>t?avOpuiria, humanity, be-

nevolence, generosity, < ^/Uify>6Krof, loving
inankinil, humane, benevolent, liberal, < $i'/*ii;

love, 4- uvOpujrof, man.] Love of mankind, es-

pecially as evinced in deeds of practical benefi-
cence and endeavors for the good of one's fel-

lows.

They thought themselves not much concerned to ac-

quire that (iod-like excellency, a philanthropy and love to
all mankind. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), III. i.

= Syn. Philanthropy, Charity. Originally these words were
the same, meaning the love of fellow-man, a sense which
philaiitttriip/i retains, but charity (exeept in Biblical lan-

guage; see 1 Cor. xiii., authorized version) has lost. Each
expresses both spirit and action ; but phUttittliriipn r;m-
not be applied to a eonerete act, wnflsjMortfy may ; hence
we speak of a charity, but not of a philanthropy ; on the
other hand, as a spirit, philanthropy looks upon human wel -

fare as a thing to be promoted, especially by preventing
or mitigating actual suffering, while charity, outside of
Biblical usage, is simply disposed to take as favorable a
view as possible of the character, conduct, motives, or the

like, of a fellow-man. As activity, charity helps men in-

dividually; philanthropy helps the individual as a member
of the race, or provides for large numbers. Philanthropy
agitates for prison-reform and the provision of occupation
for released convicts; charity gives a released convict such
personal help as he needs.

Philanthus (fi-lan'thus), . [NL. (Fabricius,
179li), < Gr. tjn'AaMtf, loving flowers (cf. 4>//tavft>f,

a man's name), < (ptfaiv,

love, 4 <n*0of, flower.] 1.

In i n inn,'., a notable ge-
nus of digger-wasps, typ-
ical of the family Phiian-

tliidfe, having the third

submarginal cell narrow
pMtanihi.sTxntnabrii, and the antennae insert-

ed in the middle of the

face, not far above the clypeus. There are 24 Ameri-
can and 5 European species. The British P. apicona
preys especially upon the hive-bee.

2. Ill ornith., a genus of ineliphagme birds.
Also called Manorrhina. Lesson, 1831.

philantomba (lil-an-tom'ba), n. [NL.; sup-
posed to be a native name.] An African ante-

lope of the genus Cepluiloplnis, as C. maxwelli.

philargUTOUSt, a. [<philargur-y + -OHS.] Mon-
ey-loving; avaricious. Sir B. L'Estrange.
phllarguryt (fi-lar'gu-ri), . [Properly philar-
gyry;M.L. *philargyria, pltilargiria, < Gr. $i>Mp-
yvpia, love of money, covetousness (the word
used in 1 Tim. vi. 10), \ ^/tdnjiioof, loving money,
{ Qtfatv, love, 4 apyvpw;, silver, money : see argy-
rism, argent.] Love of money; avarice,

philatelic (fll-a-tel'ik), a. [< philatel-y 4 -ic.]
Of or relating to philately,

philatelist (fi-lafe-list), n. [< philatel-y + -fs.]
A collector of postage-stamps and revenue-
stamps as objects of curiosity or interest,

philately (fi-lat'e-li), n. [< F. phUutilie, in-
tended to mean 'the love of the study of all

that concerns prepayment,' i. e. of stamps, ab-

surdly formed (byM. Herpin, a stamp-collector,
"Le Collectionneur,"in 1865) < Gr.

Pitta.] The typii-itl genus of l'ltil>intli<Ue, con-

tuiniiiK two .\iii(lii^a.scan species, /'. raxininn
and /'. xclili-iji'li. The systematic |xiitl<in o/ the genus
halH:en muehi|Uextl -il. it having been classed with the
I'ilii'l.'i or Old Worlii ant thrushes, the birds of paradise,
and the \rriitriiiii'l;i(ir h<>n''y-.suckers. The genus IB also
called Ilritxiiftiii. tlii'ttlinirtuii, and /'ilicte*.

Philepittidae (lil-e-pit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Phi-

li-/iitta + -idee.] A family of mesomyodian pas-
sfrinc liinls peculiar to \Iadagasc-ar, tyiiifiedby
the genus I'liilemttil. The syrinx is bronehotracheal,
with a peculiar modification of thebn>nchial half.rings and
fltmpoadlM expansion of the muscular inseilions. The
Uin^ue is penieiliate, the tarsi are taxaspidean, the wiiiK-
nn n N are long, the tail Is short, and the male has a car-
inn le over the eye.

Philesia(ii-lo
/

si-ii), . [NL. (Commerson, 1789),
< (Jr. <t>i/.qai<;, affection, < Qifaiv, love.] A genus
of liliaceous plants of the tribe Luzuriagex, dis-

tinguished by its one-nerved leaves and sepals
shorter than the petals. The only species, P. tnud-

folia, is the pepino, a smooth branching shrub from south-
ern Chili and the straits of Magellan, bearing rigid al-

ternate oblong leaves and showy drooping rose-red and
waxy Mowers, large and bell-shaped. Their contrast with
the evergreen leaves makes it one of the handsomest of
antarctic plants. It Is also remarkable for its structureof
bark, wood, and pith, similar to that of exogenous stems.

Philetaerus (nl-e-te'rus), n. [NL. (orig. J'lnlr-

tairus, Sir Andrew Smith, 1837), < Gr. a/Mlv,
love, + tralpof, a companion : see hetxra.] A
genus of sociable weaver-birds of the family

/

Social Weaver-bird (Ptiiletmrus soft'tis), with its hive-nest.

loving (prop. tfa'Jieiv, love), + ore/lifa, free of tax
or charge (taken in the sense of 'prepaid'), <
a- priv. + re/lor, tax, duty.] The fancy for col-

lecting and classifying postage-stamps and
revenue-stamps as objects of curiosity; also,
the occupation of making such collections.

philautyt (fil'a-ti), . [Also philautie; < F.
liliilaiilif = Sp. filaucia = Pg. philaucia = It.

Jilauzia, < Gr. ^Aawm, self-love, < ^i>Mmm\ lov-

ing oneself, < Qileiv, love, + avr6f, self.] Love
of self; selfishness.

Then Pliilntily and Tride shall stretch her Soul
With swelling poison, making her disdain
Heav'ns narrow gate. J. Beaumont, Psyche, L 38.

philazert, . A bad spelling otfilacer.
philenor (ti-le'uor), . [NL., < Gr. <t>i).t/i>op, <t>i-

tarup, loving one's husband, < Od.elv, love, +
avr/p, man, husband. Cf. philander.] A butter-

fly, Pni>ili'i iiliili'iiiir, one of the handsomest of
the North American swallowtails. Theforewings
are black with greenish metallic reflections; the hind are
brilliant steel-blue with jtreeiiih fetleetions ; the larva is

velvety-blnck, covered with mnK blaek fleshy tubercles
and shorter orange ones. It feeds upon plants of tile genus
Arixtolttchia, and is somewhat gregarious in early life. See
cuts under 1'apilin and I'apilionidse.

Philepitta (nl-e-pit'6), H. [NL. (Isidore Geof-
I'roy St. Ililaire, 18IJ8), < Gr. Qitelv, love, + NL.

Ploceidee, having as type P. socius of South
Africa, the well-known social weaver, which
builds its enormous umbrella-like nest in com-
mon with its fellows. See cut under hive^nest.

philharmonic (nl-har-mon'ik), a. [= F. phil-
harmoniqite = Sp. filarnionico= Pg. philarmoni-
co = It. filarmonico, < Gr. as if *(j>ttopfioviK6f, <

tidflv, love, + apfiovia, harmony: see harmony.]
Loving harmony; fond of music : music-loving.
Philhellene (fil-hel'en), . [< P. philhellene =
It. filelleno, < Gr. SiHlJuiv, < (fa^eiv, love, + "E?.-

Afv, a Greek, pi. 'FMqves, Greeks: see Hellene.}
A friend of Greece; a foreigner who supports
the cause and interests of the Hellenes; par-
ticularly, one who favored, supported, or actu-

ally assisted the modern Greeks in their suc-
cessful struggle with the Turks for indepen-
dence.

Philhellenic (fil-he-len'ik), a. [As PMhellene
+ -ic, after Hellenic.} Of or pertaining to Phil-

hellenes; loving the Greeks.
Philhellenism (fll-hel'eu-izm), n. [As Philhel-
lene + -ism, after Hellenism.] Love of Greece

;

the principles of the Philhellenes.
Philhellenist (fil-hel'eu-ist), n. [As PMihellene
+ -i,vt, after Hellenist.] Same as PMihellene.

Philhydrus (fil-lu'drus), . [NL. (Solier, 1834),
< Gr. i>i/.v6i>o(, loving water, < ptfeiv, love, 4- Map
( i'Sp-), water.] In entom., a large genus of water-
beetles of the family Hydropltilidx^ widely dis-
tributed and comprising species which have the
last joint of the maxillary palpi shorter than the
third. Also Philydrus and Helophilus.
philiater (li-li'a-ter), H. [< Gr. ^iarpof, a
friend of the art of medicine, < fytfaiv, love, +
iorpof, a mediciner, physician: seeiafric.] An
amateur student of medicine.

philibeg, philigreet. Bad spellings of filibeg,
tilii/ree.

Philidor's defense. In cltess-playing. See open-
in;/. !).

philip (fil'ip), n. [Also contr. phip ; a partic-
ular use of the proper name Philip (cf. ''Philip
Sparrow," the name of a poem of Skelton). The
name Philip is < P. Philippe = Sp. Filipo = Pg.
r/iilil>i>< t It. Filipim, < L. PhilippiiH. < Ur. *<-

philippize

'ti--nf, lit. loving horses, (fyi'Mlv, love, + 'mnn$,

horse.] 1. The common European house-spur
row, Passer iln/m.itirmi. 2. The hedge-sparrow,
Ai'i-i iitnr mmliiliiHx. [I'rov. Kng.]

S\ hen I'hilip lyst tu go to bed,
It In a heaven to heare my I'hlppe,How she can ebirpe with chcry lip.

UaKoiijne, Praise- of Philip .Sparrow. (Xiim.)

Philip and Cheineyt. [Also /'/ii/// / ''/,/-
H ry (I In -mil-, I'lirtnnr, Clii-iii/); from the proper
names Philip and Cheiny, used like Tom, l> I

,

iiinl Harry. The name Cheiny, (-'heyney. sur-
vives in the surnames Cheney, C'lu-yne.] 1.

"Tom, Dick, and Harry"; any one and every
one.

It wai not his entent to bryng unto Sylla philip and
cheinie, mo than a good niclny, but to bryng hable soul-
dioure of manhoud approued and well tried to hli handei.
I'llull, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 311. (Dama.)

Loiterers I kept so meanie,
Both Phiiip, Bob, and Cheanie.

Tuaer, p. 8. (Davit*.)

2. Some stuff, apparently coarse orcommon, the
exact character of which is uncertain. [In this

use hyphened as one word.]
Twill put a lady scarce In Philip-anil-rhtynry,
With three small bugle-laces, like a chamber maid.

Beau, and Ft., Wit at Several Weapons, ii. 1.

No cloth of silver, gold, or tissue here ;

Philip-and-Cheiny never would appear
Within our bounds.

John Taylor, Praise of Hempseed.

Philipist, n. See Philippist.

Philippian (fi-lip'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Philip-
pianus, Philippian) < Philippi, < Gr. 4>i'A/jnro(,

a city of ancient Macedonia, the seat of an
early Christian church, to which Paul addressed
his Epistle to the Philippians Epistle to the
Philippians, a letter addressed by the apostle 1'anl to the
churcn in Philippi, In which he alludes to the close per-
sonal relations existing between himself and the mem-
bers of that church, encourages them to remain In unity,
and warns them against various dangers.

Philippic (fi-lip'ik), H. [= V.philippique= Sp.
filiptca = Pg. philippica = It. Juippica, < L.

philippiea, sc. oratio, in plural philippicae orati-
ones (also absolutely philippica, ueut. pi.), fern,
of Philippicus, < Gr. *(/U?nr6f, pertaining to

Philip,< *('?jjnrof, Philip: see philip.] 1. One of
a series of orations delivered, in tne fourth cen-

tury B. c., by the Athenian orator Demosthenes,
against Philip, king of Macedon, the father of
Alexander the Great, in which the orator pro-
claims the imminent jeopardy of Athenian lib-

erty, and seeks to arouse his fellow-citizens to
a sense of their danger and to stimulate them
to timely action against the growing power of
Macedou. Hence 2. [/. c.] Any discourse or
declamation full of acrimonious invective. The
orations of Cicero against Mark Antony are
called philippics.

In a tone which may remind one of the similar philippic
by his contemporary Dante against his fair countrywomen
of Florence. PretcoU, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8, note 31.

Philippic era. See era.

Philippin (fil'ip-in). . [< Philip (see def.) +
-in1 .] A member of a small Russian denomina-
tion, chiefly in Lithuania. It was founded by Philip
Pustoviat, about 1700 ; itsmembers have no regular priests,
and refuse military service and oaths.

Philippine (fU'i-pen), . Same as philopena.
Philippism (fil'ip-izm), n. [< Phihp (see def.)
+ -ism.] The doctrines attributed to Philip
Melanchthon by his pupils and followers.

Philippist (fil'ip-ist), H. [< Philip (see def.)
+ -wttrj A pupil or follower of Philip Melanch-
thon, a German theologian (1497-1560). Also
spelled Philipist.

philippize (fil'ip-iz), .
; pret. and pp. pliilip-

mzed, ppr. phitipjrieing. [= P. phtlippiser, <

Gr. ttaZtiririfrtv, be on Philip's side, < Qikinrof,
Philip: see Philippic. In defs. I., 2, and H., <

philipp-ie + -ize.] I. intrans. I. To side with

Philip of Macedon; support or advocate the
cause of Philip.

Its prestige [that of the oracle of Delphi] naturally van-
ished with the downfall of Greek liberty, after It began,
as Demosthenes expressed it, to phUipput, or to yield its

authority to corrupt inducements.
O. P. Piiher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 103.

2. To write or utter a philippic or invective
;

declaim. See Philippic.
With the best intentions In the world he naturally phil-

ippics, and chaunts his prophetic song In exact unison
with their designs. Burke, Rev. in France.

II. trans. To attack in a philippic; inveigh
against.



philippize

He argued with us, philippized us, denounced us, and,

aa Nimrod said,
"
whipped us over the A

l""^ty "J

44-14 philology

We will therefore draw a curtain over this scene, from

Philister (fi-lis'ter), n. Same as Philistine, 3.

Philistian (fi-lis'ti-an), a. and n. [< Philistia,

LL. I'hiUstxa, Phiiinthsen (see Philistine), -+

-aw.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Philistia in Sy-

ria, or its inhabitants.

The cis-Jordan country . . . was the scene of a great

development of the PhilMian power.
Encyc. Bnt., XVIII. 176.

II. n. A Philistine.

But Colonel, they say you went to Court last night very

drunk ; nay, I'm told for certain you had been among the

Philutians. Swnft, Polite Conversation, i. (Davits.)

Philistimt (fi-lis'tim), n. [< LL. Philisthiim, <

Heb. Plishtliim, pi.: see Philistine.] A Phihs-

poet, use, in an active sense, loving, friendly,

fond: orig. own. one's own (as in Homer); per-

haps, with adj. formative -<Aof, and with loss of

initial a, from the root of <70fif (dat. ts^iat, ofiatv,

a<j>iv, mfii, dial. <j>tv, i/w,i/>e,etc., aco. o^taf , o<f>e, etc.),

themselves, / wa, = L. suits, his, their (own),

etc. The element <t>i'Ao-,
in composition, is usu-

ally explained as "<j>ftoc, loving," but the adj. is

not so used in composition ;
the element ^Mo-

represents Q&eiv, love, as the element IUGO-, of

opposite meaning, represents fuaeiv, hate.] An ^^ . , . ... . ..

element in many words of Greek origin or tor- Of the United States, generically distinct from the Euro-

mation representing a verb meaning 'to love.' pean woodcock, Scolupax rusticvla, See woodcock. Also
* .---

it is opposed to called Microptera.
/iitbecomes Philohelleniant (nl"o-he-le'ni-an), H. [For

., - ~ .
It occurs

*z>hillifltc>tiait; us Pliilhellene + -iihi] Same as
-philvx, Greek -*cAoS, properly passive) rhil,iel!cne _ ArnoM.

thatpA*/i/(j/ which is in us.

Fielding, Jonathan Wild, i. 10.

Because the Turks so much admire philogyny,

Although their usage of their wives is sad.

Byron, Beppo, st. 70.

Philohela (fi-16'he-lii), n. [NL. (G. R. Gray,

1841), prop. *Philel(i','< Gr. Qi'Aelv, love, + eAof, a

marsh.] A genus of Seolopacidie, having short

rounded wings, the three outer primaries of

which are emarginate and attenuate ;
the Amer-

ican woodcocks. P. minor is the common woodcock

Those Philistims put out the fair and faiTe-sighted eyes

of his natural discerning.
Milton, Church-Government, n., t'on.

Philistine (fi-lis'tin), n. [= F. Philistin, < LL.

Pliilintiiii, also Philisthiim, Philistines (cf. Ar. .,,,.. ,
fi]

,- Vfll :,t -, , r< Gl.

cal study.
The Duke of Brunswick, hearing of Hardt's

pointed him his librarian shortly after th

'Encyc. Brit., XI. 475.

-an.'] Same as philologist.

philologic (fil-6-loj'ik), a. [= F. philologique

foiiiided"at'LeipsYc" a phiiobibiicol society, with the object
"
= Sp. filologico = Pg. philologico ==

It.jHologieo
of determining the sacred text.

versities, as "the chosen people" or "the chil-

dren of light," to the townsmen, regarded as

their enemies, or "the children of darkness."]
1 . One of a warlike immigrant people, of dis-

puted origin, who inhabited parts of Philistia

sovereignty of it with the Israelites, and con-

tinued to harass them with much persistency
for several centuries. Hence 2. A heathen

enemy; an unfeeling foe: used humorously,
for example, of a bailiff or sheriffs officer.

.pi
(Schott, 1882), < Philodendron + -ex.] A tribe

of monocotyledonous plants of the order Aro-

\ = G. philologisch = Sw. Dan.

filologi'sk), < MGr. QiAoAoytKof, pertaining to

philology or learning, < Gr. QitoAoyia, philolo-

gy, learning: see philology.'] Of or pertaining
to philology, or the study of language : as, phil-

ologic learning.

philological (fil-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< philologic +
-al.~] Relating to or concerned with philology :

as, philological study; the American Philologi-

cal Association.
and the subfamily Philodendroidese, dis- philologically (fil-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a philo-

tinguished by their habit as erect sympodial logical manner; as regards philology,

shrubs, often branching or climbing, by their philologist (fi-lol'o-jist),M. [<philolog-y + -ist.]

had fallen into the hands of the
name given by the faithful to bailiffs), he would hardly
have been able so soon to recover his liberty.

Fielding, Amelia, v. 6. (Dames.)

3. In Germany, one who has not been trained

in a university: so called by the students.

[Slang.] Hence 4. A matter-of-fact, com-

monplace person; a man upon whom one can
look down, as of culture inferior to one's own ;

one of "parochial" intellect; a satisfied per-
son who is unaware of his own lack of culture.

Th
fare ai

their 1

people whom we call Philistines.

Jf. Arnold, Sweetness and Light, 13.

Philistinism (fi-lis'tiu-izm), . [= F. philis-

tiuisme; as Philistine + -ism] The character or

views of Philistines. See Philistine, 3, 4.

Out of the steady humdrum habit of the creeping Saxon,
as the Celt calls him out of his way of going near the

ground has come, no doubt, Philistinism, that plant of

essentially Germanic growth, nourishing with its genuine
marks only in the German fatherland, Great Britain and
her colonies, and the United States of America. M. Arnold.

philizert, A bad spelling of filacer.

phill-horset, . A bad spelling of fill-horse.

phillibeg, . A bad spelling of filibeg.

phillipeua, n. See philopena.
phillipsite (fil'ip-sit), n. [Named after W.
Phillips, an English mineralogist (died 1828).]
In mineral., & hydrous silicate of aluminium, cal-

cium, and potassium, commonly found in cruci-

form twin crystals. It is a member of the zeolite

group, and is closely related to harmotome. It occurs _ ., _.

chiefly in basaltic rocks, but was obtained also by deep-sea phllogalisti
;

( fi-log a-list), n.

dredging by the Challenger expedition.
tianite.

Phillyrea (fi-lir'e-a), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), fancifully transferred from Gr.

One who is versed in philology. Alsophitotoger,

philologian, philologue.
Learn 'd philologists, who chase

A panting syllable through time and space.
Cowper, Retirement, 1. 691.

(fi-lol'o-jiz), v. i.; pret. and pp.

>gi:m,Tj>^>r.philologi^ing. [<. philolog-y +
-ize] To discuss questions relating to phi-

lology.
Nor is it here that we design to enlarge, as those who

have philologized on this occasion. Evelyn.

1C (fil'o-log), n. [= D. filoloog = G.

= Sw. Dan. filolog, < F. philologue =
Sp. filologo= Pg. philologo, filologo = It. filologo
= Russ. filologu, a philologist; < L. philologus,
a man of letters, a scholar; as adj., studious

of letters, versed in learning, scholarly ;
< Gr.

0i/>.o?.o}op, a learned man, student, scholar ; prop,

adj., fond of learning and literature, etc.: see

philology] Same as philologist.

This is the fittest and most proper hour wherein to write

:es, as Homer knew

orthotropous or anatropous and often long-
stalked ovules, and by the rudimentary stamens
sometimes present in the pistillate flowers. It

includes 9 genera, all tropical, of which Philo-

dendron is the type.

philodendrist(fil-o-den'drist),w. [<Gr. jaaitf-

Sfiof, loving trees (< fydieiv, love, + itvipov, a

tree), + -ist] A lover of trees. Lowell, Study
Windows, p. 44.

Philodendroideae (fil"o-den-droi'de-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Engler, 1879), < Philodendron + -oideie.]

A subfamily of the order Araceie, distinguished

by a spadix staminate below, flowers without

perianths (usually with distinct stamens), albu-

minous seeds, an axillary embryo, and abun-

dant tubular unbranched laticiferous ducts.

It includes 4 tribes and 12 genera, of which Philodendron

lie people who believe most that our greatness and wel- 't*
he

iypej
See

jL
8
? l'

e'tandra and
f^8f*/HlliM-

are proved by our being very rich, and who most give Philodendron (fil-o-den dron),. [JNL. (bctiott,

r lives and thoughts to becoming rich, are just the very 1830), < Gr. QtAo&vopot;, loving trees, < Gr. QiAeiv,

love, + ScvSpov, a tree.] A genus of araceous

plants, type of the tribe Philodeiulrese and the

subfamily Philodendroidex, characterized by a

fruit not included in the persistent spathe,
stamens united into a prismatic body, and dis-

tinct two- to ten-celled ovaries with the orthot-

ropous ovules fixed to the inner angle of the

cells. There are about 120 species, natives of tropical
America. They are climbing shrubs, with broad coria- philology (fi-lol'o-ji), w.

ceous leaves and short terminal or axillary peduncles, com- T^ ^HL-j- n- _i.-?_7.

monly in clusters. They bear fleshy white, red, or yellowish

spathes, and a closely flowered spadix, followed by a dense
mass of berries. (See Araceee.) Some West Indian species
are there known as wake-robin.

philofelistt (fi-lof 'e-list), n. [< Gr. </>iAelv, love,
+ L./efe, a cat: see Felis] A lover of cats.

[Rare.]
Dr. Southey, who is known to be a phUofelist, and con-

fers honours upon his cats according to their services, has
raised one to the highest rank in peerage.
Southey, The Doctor, Fragment of Interchapter. (Domes.)

[< Gr. (jafaiv, love,
Also called chris- ~+ y&a, milk: see "galaxy] A lover of milk.

[Rare.]
You . . . are a philogalist, and therefore understand . . .

cat nature. Smithey, Letters (1821), III. 240. (Danes.)

+ E. garlic.] Loving garlic ;
fond of garlic.

De Quincey, Spanish Nun. [Rare.]
philogynist (fi-loj'i-nist), n. [< philogyn-y
+ -ist] A lover of women: the opposite of

misogynist.
There are "philogynists" as fanatical as any "misogy-

nists," who, reversing our antiquated notions, bid the man
look upon the woman as the higher type of humanity ; who
ask us to regard the female intellect as the clearer and
the quicker, if not the stronger.

BwSey, Lay Sermons (1870), p. 21.

philogyny (fi-loj'i-ni), n. [= F. philogynie, <

Gr. (juAo-j'ivla, love of women, < 0(Ao)'!''VJ?f, QIAO-

yvvof, loving women, < tjitAtiv, love, + yvvti, wo-
man.] Fondness or admiration for women;
love of women : the opposite of misogyny.

petalous order Oleacese and the tribe Oleinex,
distinguished by broad imbricated corolla-

lobes, and a drupe with a thin stone. The 4 spe-
cies are native of the Mediterranean region and the East.

They are smooth shrubs with opposite evergreen leaves,
and small greenish-white flowers clustered in the axils,

hardy and adapted to seaside planting, forming compact
and ornamental roundish masses, called jasmine box from
the relationship to the jasmine and resemblance to box.

philo-. [F. philo- = Sp. It. filo- = Pg. philo-,
< L. philo-, < Gr. <t>t'Ao-, before a vowel or rough
breathing Qi'A-, combining form of QtAeiv (ind.
pres. ip&ea), love, regard with affection, be fond
of, like or like to do, be wont to do, etc.; < 0t/lof,

loved, beloved, dear, pleasing; as a noun, a
friend, neut. QIAOV, an object of love

; later, in

Uryu'hart, Ir. of Rabelais" i., Author's Prol. (Davies.)

The combination . . . was and is a fact in language ;

and its evolution was the effect of some philological force

which it is the business of philologues to elucidate.

Latham, Elements of Comparative Philology, ii. 1, 2.

[Formerlyphilologie ;

*= I)~fiT6io(jie = G. "philologie = Sw. Dan. filologi ;

< F. philologie = Sp. filologia = Pg. philologia,

filologia = It. flologia = Russ. filologiya, phi-

lology (see def.), < L. philologia, love of learn-

ing and literature (Cicero), explanation and

interpretation of writings (Seneca), < Gr. $t-

Ao/tay/a, love of dialectic or argument (Plato),

love of learning and literature (Isocrates, Aris-

totle), the study of language and history (Plu-

tarch, etc.), in later use learning in a wide

sense; < <jiAo>.oyos, fond of words, talkative

(wine was said to make men so) (Plato), fond
of speaking (said of an orator) (Plato), fond

of dialectic or argument (Plato), fond of learn-

ing and literature, literary, studious, learned

(Aristotle, Plutarch, etc.); of books, learned,
scientific (Cicero), later also studious of words

(Plotinus, Proclus, etc.); as a noun, a learned

man, student, scholar (see philologue); < QiAciv,

love, + Aoyof, word, speech, discourse, argu-
ment: see Logos, and cf. -ology.~\ The love or

the study of learning and literature; the in-

vestigation of a language and its literature,

or of languages and literatures, for the light

they cast upon men's character, activity, and

history. The word is sometimes used more especially of

the study of literary another records, as distinguished
from that of language, wwlch is called liivjuittic* ; often,

,

on the other hand, of the study of language or of lan-

guages. See quotation under cmnparatire iiliil^niiii, below.

Philology . . . deals with human speech, and with all

that sneecli discloses as to the nature and history uf man.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 765.



philology

Comparative philology, the study of languagea as car-

ried oil l)> the , ompiii :itl\ i melhiMi; investigation, by
means til a compai ison uf l;uitru:i^t-^, nf their history, n -

latiiinships, anil characteristics, williin narrower or wider

liinit; linguistic HtaOM; linguistic!; glossology.

Philology, whether classical or orit-iilal, whether treat

iiiK of ancient or nn>dern, of cultivated or baihaioiis Ian

gMges, is an historical science. Language is here treated

ximply as a meant*. Thf classical scholar uses <;reek or

Latinitln oriental scholar Hebrew or Sanskrit, or any oiln r

language, as a key to an understanding of the lileiaiy

lliolilllnellts which hyKone atfes li.ivi )H i|in;it he<l to US, as

:i -pell tn raise flinn tile tomb of time tin: thoughts of treat
nieii in diirerent ages and different countries, and as a

means iiltiinalely In trace Ihr social, moral, intellectual,

and religious progress of tiiehntnan race. ... In coin-

jmratiri' ///i/'M"../.'/ the case is totally different. In the

science of Unoiuge, languages are not treated as a means;
lanKUUKe itself licconics the sole object of sciclltille in-

iiniry. Dialects which have never produced any literature

at all, the jargons of savage tribes, the clicks of the Hot-

tentols. and the vocal nioiliilntions of the Indo-Chinese,
are as imiwrtant, nay, for the solution of some of our prob-
lems, more ini|Hirtant, than the poetry of Homer or the

prose of Cicero. \Ve do not want tx> know languages, we
want to know language; what language is, how It can form
a vehicle or an organ of thought ; we want to know its

ori- in, iu nature, its laws, and it is only in order to arrive

at that knowledge that we collect, arrange, and classify
all the facts of language that are .within our reach.

Mai Miilli'f, Science of Language, 1st ser., Lect. 1.

Philomachux (fi-lom'a-kus), n. [NL. (.Mm h-

ring, 17;i:!), < Gr. $i'/.6/uixot, loving fight, < fi/iii;

love, + /ia,\>/, fight.] A genus of wading birds

of the family Nrolopacidif ; the ruffs and reeves :

synonymous with Muchvtcs and with Pavoncella.

philomath (hTo-math), n. [= It. filomate, <

Gr. <j>tAo/ial>j/f, fond of learning, < Qi'Aelv, love, +
patiof, learning, < [laifldvetv, luiDelv, learn.] A
lover of learning.
A solemn disputation in all the mysteries of the pro-

fession, before the face of every philomath, student in as-

trology, and member of the learned societies.

tiiMxniiih, Citizen of the World, Ixvill.

philomathematict (fil-o-math-e-mat'ik), n. [<
Gr. ^f/lp, love, + fid6r//ia, learning, > fiaBtjfta-

TiKt'tf, raathematic: see ntatliematic.] Same as

pliilomtith. Settle.

philomathic (lil-o-math'ik), a. [= F. philoma-
tliii/tie = Sp. filoutdtico = Pg. phUomalico; as

liliilniiiiitli + -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to phi-

lomathy ; also, of or pertaining to philomaths.
The International I'hilomathic Congress, having for Its

object the discussion of commercial and industrial techni-

cal Instruction. Science, VII. 455.

2. Having a love of letters,

philomathical (fil-o-math'i-kal), a. [< philo-
miitliii' + -al.] Same as philoiutithic.

philomathy (li-lom'a-thi), n. [= Pg. philoma-
cia ; < Gr. Qito/taBia, <t>t%apa6eta, love of learning.
< ^//io/Hrftyf, fond of learning: see philomath.}
Love of learning.

philomel (fil'o-mel), n. [= P. pliilomele = Sp.

filiimclti = Pg. pliilomela It.filomeld.filoiitoin,
< L. ]>hilnmi'lii, < Gr. Qt'/.o/ifiM, the nightingale
(in tradition, Philomela, daughter of Paudion,
king of Athens, who was changed into a night-
ingale), < ift/Mv, love, + (prob.) /?/>? (length-
ened), song: see melody.] The nightingale.

By this, lamenting 1'hUimul had ended
The well-tuned warble of her nightly sorrow.

Shale., Lucreee, 1. 1079.

Philomela (fil-o-me'lii), . [NL. (Rafinesque,
1815), < L. philomcln: see philomel.] A

jjenus
of oscine passerine birds, the type of which is

the nightingale: now usually called Luneinia
or Ihiulias.

philomenet (fil'6-men), n. [Appar. a var. of

/iliilamcl (Gr. 0(^.ou;/Xa), as if < Gr. <fu/.civ, love,
+ fifjvi/, the moon.] Same as philomel.

To vnderstatide the notes of t*hybnene.
Oascoigne, Complaint of PhUomene.

philomot, a. and a. See lilt unit. Spectator,
No. 126.-).

philomusical (fil-o-mu'zi-kal), a. [< Gr. tyitelv,

love, + iiwnmii, music: see music."] Loving
music. H'rii/lit.

Philonic (fi-lou'ik), a. [< L. Pliilo(n-), < Gr. *i-

/i.r. Philo (see def.), 4- -ic.] Of or pertaining
to Philo, a Jewish philosopher and writer, who
flourished during the first half of the first cen-

turv of our era.

Philonthidse (fi-lon'thi-de), . pi. [NL., <

I'liiloiitluix + -iiltr."] A family of rove-beetles,
named by Kirby in 1S:!7 from the genus 1'ltilon-

tllHX.

Philonthus (ti-lon'thus), . [NL. (Curtis, 1825),
< Gr. 1)1/1 if, Inve. + I'n-H'K

, dung.] A very large
:inil wide-spread genus of rove-beetles, com-
prising more than '200 species, found in all

i|ii;irters of the globe. They have the ligula entire,
the femora unarmed, ami the last joint of the labial palpi
slender. They aie insects of small size, and of the usual
rove-beetle habits, except that Mime species inhabit ants'

4445

nests. Eighty-five species are found in the Inited State*

and I aiiada. See cut under r,,r, /,/,.

philopena (fll-$-p4'n), .
|
A rural or provin-

cial word of undetermined origin and unset t lei I

spelling, being variously written philopi-mi,

/ili/li/n nil, phillipi-HK, filopi-HH, also philoprm;
pliillipilir, li/l/inn, tHli/mil, eli-.. the spelling

liliili>l>iiiu siiiiiilnting a Greek origin, us if n

friendly forfeit,' < Gr. (fi'nr, loving, friendly, +
muvi/, a penalty (see pain

1
, piin'-). The corrrct

form appears to bo plnlippim- (= F. philippim',
D. JUi/i/iinc, Sw. filipiii, Dan. Jili/nm ). < ('. I'hil-

i/i/iiiic, fcm. of Philipp, Philip, these names be-

ing used by the man and woman respectively
in greeting the other party to the compact.
The use of the name I'liilippiiic is referred by
some to the tradition that St. Philip's two

daughters were buried (at Hierapolis) in one

sepulcher. The word is commonly said to be a

corruption of G. rii'llii-brhi-ii, sweet heart' (used
in address), lit.

'

very darling,' < riii, much, very,
+ lifhchen ( MI), licj'kni), sweetheart, darling:
see /ft-/

2 and liij'hin.] 1 . A custom or game of

reputed German origin: two persons share a
nut containing two kernels, and one of them
incurs the obligation of giving something as

forfeit to the other, either by being first ad-

dressed by the latter with the word phil;,<-ii
at their next meeting, or by receiving some-

thing from the other's hand, or by answering a

question with yes or no, or by some other simi-

lar test as agreed upon. 2. The salutation in

the game or custom thus described. 3. The
kernel of the nut used in the game.
philopolemic (fil*o-po-lem'ik), a. [< Gr. ^<^o-

irufc/inf, ^/XoTrro/fjUof, loving war, < <ju">.tlv, love,
+ 7ro/>.f/iof, war: see polemic.] Loving war or

combat; fond of debate or controversy. [Rare.]

philopolemical (ftl'o-po-lem'i-kal), a. [(philo-

polfiiiic + -al.] Same as philopolemic.

Philoponist (fi-lop'6-nist )> n. [< Philopon-ns
(see def.) + -int.] A member of a sect of Tri-

theists, followers of John Philoponus, an Alex-
andrian of the sixth century. See Trithcixt.

philoprogeneity (nl-o-pro-je-ne'i-ti), n. [Irreg.
< Gr. *&&, love, 4- L. progenies, offspring, +
-e-ity.] Love of offspring; philoprogenitive-
ness. Science, XII. 124.

philoprogenitiveness (fil'o-pro-jen'i-tiv-nes),
n. [Irreg. < (Jr. Qifeiv, love, + L. proijenirs

(see proyciiy) + -itivc 4- -ness.] Inphrenol., the

love of offspring; the instinctive love of young
in general. Phrenologists locate its organ above
the middle part of the cerebellum.

One of those travelling chariots or family arks which

only Knglish philoproycnitivenegg could Invent.

Thackeray, Pendennis, xxli.

Philopteridse (fil-op-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Bur-

mpister, 1838), < Philopterus + -idse.] One of

the principal families of mallophagous insects,

having no tarsal cushions, no maxillary palpi,
and filiform autennee with five or three joints,

typified by the genus Philopterus. They infest

the skins of birds and mammals.
Philopterus (ft-lop'te-rus), n. [NL. (Nitzsch,

1818), < Gr. $i~Mlv, love, T nrtpov, a feather.]
A genus of bird-lice, or Mallophaga, haying five-

jointed antennas and two-jointed tarsi, typical
of the Philopteridte. They are small insects of much -

varied patterns, living in the feathers on the neck and un-

der the wings of birds. /'. holoyaster is a common para-
site of the domestic fowl in Europe.

philornithic (fil-6r-nith'ik), n. [Cf. Gr. <f>itop-

vitiia, fondness for birds; < Gr. cjt'/tiv, love, +
opvtf (u/iviff-), a bird.] Bird-loving; fond of

birds. [Rare.]
The danger has happily this year been met by the pub-

lic spirit of a party of philornithic gentlemen.
Contemporary Rev., LIV. 184.

philosoph (fil'o-sof), M. [ME../i,o.w/c (AS. phil-

osoph = D. filo:oof = G. philosoph = Sw.
Dan. filosof), < OY. filosofe, philosophe, F. phi-

lo.tophe = Pr. philosophe = Sp. filosofo = Pg.
plii/osopho = It. filosofo, < L. philosophm, < Gr.

^Mooo^of, a philosopher: see philosophy. Cf.

philosopher.] A philosopher: a word some-
times used with a contemptuous implication as

nearly equivalent to philosophaster. Also, as

French, philosophf.

A little light is precious in great darkness ; nor, amid
myriads of poetasters and philosopher, are poets and phi-

losophers so numerous that we should reject such when
they speak to us in the hard, but manly, deep, and expres-
sive tone! of that old Saxon speech which is also our

philosophic

suffix -otter."] A pretender to philosophical
knowledge; an incompetent philosopher.
Of necessity tin le must tie such n tiling in the world as

incorporeal substance, let incomddcratile j>iiil<.*<:i>haittn

hoot and deride as much as their follies please.
llr. II. M<'r<-. Immortal, of Soul, 1. 14.

philosophatet (li-los'o-fat), c. i. f< ],.philxi>-

I
ih n i n*, pp. otpWotopitari (> It . tiii^i'i'm-i = Sji.

llliiHiifur = I'g- i>liit'>*<>i'ltr = F. /ilii/ii.wjilier, >

I). l!l<i:.iili'i-i-H = G.jriUiOMMMflM = Sw. ,/i/o.w

fern = I)an. ///o.so/r/r), philosoplii/.e,
' BJMiMO-

phus,& philosopher: see />/nVi<m/</i//. ] To phi-

losophi/e. llnrriiir. Works, I. xii.

philosophationt (li-los-o fa'siion), . (X /</

liiaijilinii- + -ion.] The' act of philosophizing;

philosophical speculatioji. .>(/ II . I'/ I/if, Ail-

vise to Hartlit, p. 18.

philosophdom (lil'o-sof-diim), H. f< /ilii/nxiijili

+ -<l<n.] Philosophs collectively; philoso-

phism. [Rare.]

They entertain their special amlwiudor In Philowphe-
dam. l-arliftr, Misc., III. 21(1. (Vatjiet.)

mother-tongue. Carlyle, State of German Literature.

philosophaster (fi-los'6-fas-ter), n. [= F. phi-
= Sp. It. filosofastro, < LL.

< L. pliitiiiiopliHs, a philosopher, + dim.

philosophe (fil'o-sof), n. See;
philosophema (fi-los-o-fe'mii), n. [NL., < Gr.

ft'/M!u<f>//ia, a demonstration, tftl.oaoQriv, philos-

ophize, < <pi/6aixj>u, a philosopher: see philos-

ophy.] Same as plii/osnplii mi .

philpsopheme (fi-los'6-fem), n. [= F. pMloto-
plurme, < tilj,i>hilosop)ieni(l: see philosophetiui.]
1. Properly, a perfect demonstration. Hence

2. A theorem; a philosophical truth.

This, the most venerable, and perhaps the most ancient,
of the Grecian my thi, is a philomipheme. Coleridge.

philosopher (fi-los'6-fer), n. [< ME.philosophre,
philosofre, with term, -re, -er ; earlier filosofe,

< OF. filosofe, philosophe, a philosopher: see

philosoph and philosophy.] 1. One who is de-

voted to the search for fundamental truth
;
in a

restricted sense, one who is versed in or studies

the metaphysical and moral sciences ; a meta-

physician. The application of the term to one versed

in natural science or natural philosophy has become less

common since the studies of physicists have been more

specialized than formerly.

He said : But who are the true philomphersf
Those, I said, who are lovers of the vision of truth.

Plato, Republic (tr. by Jowett), v. I 475.

He who has a taste for every sortof knowledge, and who
Is curious U> learn and Is never satisfied, may justly be
termed a philosopher. Am I not right?

Plato, Republic (tr. by Jowett), T. 475.

Philosophers, who darken and put out
Eternal truth by everlasting doubt.

Cotrper, Progress of Error, 1. 472.

2. One who conforms his life to the principles
of philosophy, especially to those of the Stoical

school; one who lives according to reason or

the rules of practical wisdom.

Be mine a philosopher's lite In the quiet woodland ways.
Where, if I cannot be gay, let a passionless peace be my

lot. Tennyson, Maud, iv. 9.

3f. An alchemist: so called with reference to

the search for the philosopher's stone.

But albe that he was a philonophre,
Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 297.

Hence 4f. One who deals in any magic art.

"Alias!" qnod he, "alias that I blhlghte
i if pure. I gold a thousand pound of wighte
Unto this philosophre."

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 833.

A priori philosopher. See a priori. Philosopher' fl

egg*, a medicine compounded of the yolk of an egg, saf-

fron, etc., formerly supposed to be an excellent preserva-
tive against all poisons, and against plague and other dan-

gerous diseases, ft'ares. Philosopher's game*, an In-

tricate game, played with pieces or men of three different

forms, round, triangular, and square, on a board resem-

bling two chess-boards united. Uallitcell. Philosophers
Of the garden. See garden. Philosopher's oil, brick-

oil (which see, under "//). Philosopher's stone. See

elizir, 1.

philosophess (fi-los'o-fes), w. [= It.filoiiofexsa ;

as philosoph + -ess.] A female philosopher.
t'nrli/l<; Diderot. [Rare.]

philosophic (fil-o-sof'ik), o. [< F. fUtttfUgtu
= Sp. filogofico= Pg. philosoph ico = U.filosojico

(cf. D. filozofisch =G. philosophisch = Sw. Dan.

filosofisk), < LL. philosophicus, < Gr. *QiMxioQtK6<;

(in adv. ^/Aooo^/xuf), < QtAoooiftia, philosophy : see

philosophy.] 1. Of or pertaining to philoso-

phy, in any sense; based on or in keeping or

accordance with philosophy, or the ultimate

principles of being, knowledge, or conduct.
2. Characteristic of or befitting a philosopher;
calm; quiet; cool; temperate: as, philoxophir
indifference; a philosophic mind Philosophic
COtton. See cotton 1. Philosophic wool, finely divided
zinc oxid, resembling tufts of wool or flakes of snow : the
tana philosophies of the alchemists. Also called pnrnpho-
tyx.=Syn. 2. '<inipoed, unruffled, serene, tranquil, im-

pel tnrbable.
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philosophical (fil-o-sof'i-kal), a. and n. [<

philosophic + -nl.']' I. a. 1." Philosophic, (a)

Relating or belonging to philosophy or philosophers; pro-

ceeding from, based on, in keeping with, or used in phi-

losophy or in philosophic study or research : as, u philo-

sophical argument.

Philosophical minds always love knowledge of a sort

whicli shows them the eternal nature not varying from

generation and corruption.
Plato, Republic (tr. by Jowett), vi. 485.

(&) Befitting a philosopher ; calm ; temperate ; wise ; con-

trolled by reason ;
undisturbed by passion ; self-controlled.

Gibber had lived a dissipated life, and his philosophical

indifference, with his careless gaiety, was the breastplate
which even the wit of Pope failed to pierce.

/. D'Israeli, Quar. of Authors, p. 106.

2. Pertaining to or used in the study of natural

philosophy: as, philosophical apparatus ; &pliil-

osophicul instrument. Philosophical arrange-
ment, an Aristotelian category or predicament. Philo-

sophical foot. See (jeimu'trical foot, uiider/oofc Philo-

sophical pitch. Seejrifcfti. Philosophical presump-
tion, an inference of the ampliative sort.

II. t 1 . A student of philosophy ;
a philos-

opher. 2. pi. Philosophical studies; philos-

ophy.
Hen. Stretsham, a Minorite, who had spent several

years here, and at Cambridge, in logicals, phUosophicals,
and theologicals, was one [that supplicated for that de-

gree, R D.] Wood, FastiOxon.,1. 61.

philosophically (fil-o-sof'i-kal-i), adv. In a

philosophical manner; according to the rules
or principles of philosophy; calmly; wisely;
rationally.

philosophicalness (fil-o-sofi-kal-nes), n. The
character of being philosophical.
philosophise, philosophiser. Seephilosophize,
philosophizer.

philosophism (fi-los'o-fizm), . [< F. philoso-

fMNMmfln. It.filoso'fismo=:Pg.philosophismo;
as philosopli-y + -ism.] Spurious or ill-found-
ed philosophy ; the affectation of philosophy.
Among its more notable anomalies may be reckoned

the relations of French phdosophimn to Foreign Crowned
Heads. Carlyle, Diderot.

philosophist (fi-los'o-fist), n. [< F. philoso-
phiste = Sp. jUotefsm = Pg. philosophista ; as

philosoph-y + -ist.] A philosopher ; especially,
a would-be philosopher.
This benevolent establishment did not escape the rage

of the phttosophists, and was by them suppressed in the
commencement of the republican era.

Eustace, Italy, IV. v.

philosophistic (fi-los-o-fis'tik), a. [= Pg.philo-
sophistico; as philosophist + -ic, after sophistic.}

Pertaining to the love or practice of philoso-
phism, or spurious philosophy. Wright.
pnilosophistical (fl-los-o-fis'ti-kal), a. [< phi-
losophistic + -a/.] Same as philosophistic.
philosophize (fi-los'o-fiz), v. i.

; pret. and pp.
philosophized, ppr.philosophizing, [(.philosoph-y+ -fee.] To think or reason about the subjects
of philosophy; meditate upon or discuss the
fundamental principles of being, knowledge, or
conduct

;
reason after the manner of philoso-

phers ;
form or attempt to form a philosophi-

cal system or theory. Also spelled philosophise.
Anaxarchus his pain, though it seems not so sharp yet

his courage appears as great, in thathe could philoiophize so
freely while he was by the cruelty of Archelaus braying
in a mortar. Dr. U. More, Of Enthusiasm, 59.

Every one, in some manner or other, either skillfully or
unskillfully philosophises.

Shaftesbury, Moralists, iii. 3, quoted in Fowler, p. 74.

The most fatal error which a poet can possibly commit
in the management of his machinery is that of attempt-
ing to philosophise too much. Macaulay, Milton.
No philosophizing Christian ever organised or perpetu-

ated a sect. Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 8.

philosophizer (ft-los'o-fi-zer), n. [< philoso-
phize + -erl.] One who philosophizes. Also
spelled philosophiser.
philosophresst (fi-los'o-fres), . [< philosopher+ -ess.] A female philosopher. [Rare.]

She is &philosophress, augur, and can turn ill to good as

Chapman, Ciesar and Pompey, v. 1.

philosophy (fi-los'o-n),. ; pi. philosophies (-fiz).
[< ME. philosophic, filosofie, < OF. philosophic,
filosofie, F. philosophic= Sp.filosofla = Pg. phi-
losophia = It. filosofia = D. filozofie = G. philo-
sophie= T>a,n. Sw. filosofi, < L. philosophia, < Gr.

fOoaofla, love of knowledge and wisdom, <
<j>i-

Aodo^of, a philosopher, one who speculates on
the nature of things, existence, freedom, and
truth

; in eccl. writers applied to one who leads
a life of contemplation and self-denial ; lit.

' one
who loves wisdom '

(a term first used, according
to the tradition, by Pythagoras, who preferred
to call himself qtUaotyoi;, one who loves wisdom,
instead of o-o^of, a sage); in later use (Hesy-
chius) in the sense 'loving a handicraft or art';
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< dafaiv, love, + 0-00/a, wisdom, skill, art, < ro^of,

wise, skilful: see sophist.] 1. The body of high-
est truth; the organized sum of science: t In-

solence of which all others are branches
;
the

science of the most fundamental matters. This
is identified by different schools (a) with the account of

the elementary factors operative in the universe ; the sci-

ence of principles, or the matter, form, causes, and ends of

things in general ; ((/) with the science of the absolute ; met-

aphysics ; (c) with the science of science ; the theory of cog-
nition ; logic. In Greek, philosophy originally signified cul-

ture; but from Aristotle down it had two meanings (a)

speculative knowledge, and (6) the study of the highest
things, metaphysics. Chrysippus defined itas the science

of things divine and human. In the middle ages philos-

ophy was understood to embrace all the speculative sci-

ences : hence the faculty and degree of arts in German uni-

versities are called the faculty and degree in philosophy.

InphUosophy, the contemplations of man do either pene-
trate unto God or are circumferred to nature, or are re-

flected or reverted upon himself. Out of which several

inquiries there do arise three knowledges, divine philoso-

phy, natural philosophy, and human philosophy, or human-
ity. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Philosophy has been defined : The science of things di-

vine and human, and the causes in which they are con-
tained ; The science of effects by their causes ; The sci-

ence of sufficient reasons ; The science of things possible,
inasmuch as they are possible ; The science of things,
evidently deduced from first principles ; The science of

truths, sensible and abstract ; The application of reason
to its legitimate objects ; The science of the relations of
all knowledge to the necessary ends of human reason ;

The science of the original form of the ego or mental self ;

The science of science ; The science of the absolute ;

The science of the absolute indifference of the ideal and
real. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, iii.

All knowledge of reason is . . . either based on concepts
or on the construction of concepts ; the former being call-

ed philosophical, the later mathematical. . . . The system
of all philosophical knowledge is called philosophy. It
must be taken objectively, if we understand by it the type
of criticising all philosophical attempts, which is to serve
for the criticism of every subjective philosophy, however
various and changeable the systemsmay be. In this manner
philosophy is a mere idea of a possible science which exists
nowhere in the concrete, but which we may try to approach
on different paths. ... So far the concept of philosophy
is only scholastic. . . . But there is also a universal, or,
if we may say so* a cosmical concept (conceptus cosmicus)
of philosophy, which always formed the real foundation of
that name. ... In this sense philosophy is the science of
the relations of all knowledge to the essential aims of hu-
man reason.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Miiller), II. 719.

Philosophy is au all-comprehensive Synthesis of the doc-
trines and methods of science ; a coherent body of theo-
rems concerning the Cosmos, and concerning Man in his
relations to the Cosmos of which he is a part.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 9.

That philosophy only means psychology and morals, or
in the last resort metaphysics, is an idea slowly developed
through the eighteenth century, owing to the victorious
advances of science. Edinburgh Rev., CLXV. 95.

2. A special branch of knowledge of high spec-
ulative interest, (o) Any such science, as alchemy (in

Chaucer).

Voydeth your man and lat him be theroute,
And shet the dore, whyls we ben aboute
Our privetee, that no man us espye
Whyls that we werke in this philosophye.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 128.

(6t) Theology : this use of the word was common in the
middle ages, (c) Psychology and ethics ; moral philosophy.
(d) Physics ;

natural philosophy.
3. The fundamental part of any science ; pro-
paedeutic considerations upon which a special
science is founded; general principles con-
nected with a science, but not forming part of

it; a theory connected with any branch of hu-
man activity: as, the philosophy of science; the

philosophy of history ;
the philosophy of govern-

ment. 4. A doctrine which aims tobe philoso-
phy in any of the above senses.

But who so coude in other thing him grope,
Tbanne hadde he spent al his philosophic.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 645.

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 5. 167.

Of good and evil much they argued then,
Of happiness and tlnal misery,
Passion and apathy, and glory and shame ;

Vain wisdom all, and false philosophy.
Milton, P. L., ii. 565.

We may return to the former distribution of the three
philosophies, divine, natural, and human.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 152.

We shall in vain interpret their words by the notions of
our philosophy and the doctrines in our schools. Locke.

5. A calm temper which is unruffled by small
annoyances ;

a stoical impassiveuess under ad-

versityAssociation philosophy. See association.
Atomic or atomistic philosophy. See atomic.

Christian philosophy, the philosophy of St. Augustine
and other fathers of the church. Constructive phi-
losophy, the philosophy of Schelling and others, as op-
posed to the merely destructive philosophy of Kant.
Corpuscular philosophy, the doctrine of atoms consid-
ered as a philosophy or general explanation of the phe-
nomena of the world, particularly that form of the doc-
trine advocated by Robert Boyle. Critical philosophy
See critical. Doctor of philosophy. See doctor. Ex-

Philydraceae

periniental philosophy. See experimental. First
philosophy, tne science of the principles of being ; on-

tology; metaphysics. Inductive, mechanical, moral,
natural, Newtonian, etc., philosophy, see the ad-

jectives. Italic school of philosophy. Same as Py.
thayorean school t\f philoKophy. Objective philosophy.
Same as transcendental philosophy. Philosophies of
the absolute. See absolute. Philosophy of identity,
the philosophy of Schelling and Hegel, as maintaining the
absolute identity of identity and non-identity. Pneumat-
ict, positive, symbolical, ete., philosophy. See the

adjectives. Practical philosophy, philosophy having
action as its ultimate end

; the laws of the faculties con-
nected with desire and volition. Pythagorean school
of philosophy. B^Pj/Oaffonon. Theoretical, specu-
lative, or contemplative philosophy, that philosophy
which has no other aim than knowledge. Transcenden-

tender love, < ^Aoorop/of, loving, tenderly af-

fectionate, < fy&elv, love, + aTopyri, affection, <

crspyeiv, love.] Natural affection, such as that
of a mother for her child.

philotechnic (fil-o-tek'nik), a. [= F. philotech-
nique, < Gr. ^MoTe^wf, fond of art, < tjiiAeiv, love,
+ TCXW/, art: see technic.] Having a fondness
for the arts, or a disposition to study or foster
them

;
devoted to study of the arts, or to pro-

moting advancement in them.

philotechnical (til-o-tek'ni-kal), a. [< philo-
technic + -al.] Same as pliilotechnic.

philotheosophical (fil-o-the-o-sof'i-kal), . [<

philo(sophical) + theosophical.] Relating to

philosophy and theosophy. [Rare.]
King of Berytus, to whom Sanchoniathon dedicated his

philo-theosophical writings. Cooper, Arch. Diet., p. 10.

philozoic (filro-z6'ik), a. [< Gr. ytfelv, love, +
Zfiov, an animal, + -ic.] Having a tenderness
for brute creatures ; characterized or prompted
by fondness for animals. [Rare.]

philter, philtre (fil'ter), . [Formerly also fil-

ter; < F. philtre, filtre = Sp. flltro = fg.phil-
tro = It. filtro, < L. philtrum, < Gr. 0i'/4rpov, a

love-charm; prop. <t>i'Arrrpov, < (ju^slv, love: see

philo-.] A potion supposed to have the power
of exciting sexual love

;
a love-potion.

They can make friends enemies and enemies friends by
philters. Burton, Anat. of MeL, p. 128.

The cailliachs (old Highland hags) administered drugs
which were designed to have the effect of philtres.

Scott, Rob Roy, Int.

philter, philtre (fil'ter), . *.
; pret. and pp.

philtered, philtred, ppr. philtering, philtring. [<

philter, n.] 1. To impregnate with a love-po-
tion: as, to philter a. draught. 2. To excite to

sexual love or desire by a potion. Dr. B. More.

Soon, like wine,
Her eyes, in mine poured, frenzy-philtred mine.

Lowell, Endymion, ii.

philtrum (fll'trum), . [L. : see philter.] A
philter.
Love itself is the most potent philtrum.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 434.

Philydor (fil'i-dor), . [NL. (Spix, 1824), < Gr.

0(/U<v, love, + vdup, water.] A genus of South

Philydor superciliaris.

American synallaxine birds, of the family Deti-

drocolaptidse, containing numerous species,
such as P. superciliaris of Brazil.

Philydraceae (fil-i-dra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-
ley, 1836), < Philydrum H- -acese.] A small order
of monocotyledonous plants, of the series Coro-

nariese, distinguished by the irregular flowers
with two petals, one stamen, and two rudiments,
three carpels, and numerous ovules, it includes
3 genera, each with one species, mainly Australian. They
are small herbs with sword-shaped leaves sheathing at the
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base, and a few smaller ones along the erect stem, which
bears sessile tl.m.rs among spathaceolls bracts, (onniiiK
a spiku or panicle. In habit they resemble the Hedges,
ami in their flowers the spidcrworts.

Philydrum(fH'i-drum), H. [NL. (Banks, 17KH),

so called from its growth in marshes; < <!r.

O'/i'iljxii-. loving water, < O'/'ic, love, + Map
(/'<V'-), water.] A genus of plants, type of the

order /'ltili/ili-ii<-r;i; distinguished by the im-

perfect partitions of the ovary, and the long
undivided spike. The only species, P.laHwjiiumitn,
ranges from eastern Australia to Koiithern China. It bears

a white woolly stem, two-ranked leaves becoming bracts

above, and yellow flowers solitary between their t.mml

bracts. It is cultivated for its bright-colored spikes, some-
times muter the name of waterivort.

phimosed il'i'most), . [< phimoxin + -eit&.~\

Affected with phimosis.
phimosis (fi-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. <j>i/ioai(, a

muzzling, < ft/itri'v, muzzle, < <pi/i6<;, a muzzle.]
Htenosis of t he preputial orifice. Compare pnra-
Illlillllixix.

phipt (lip), w. [A contraction of pliilip.] A
sparrow; also, the noise made by a sparrow.
See i>li Hip. lln/liil'fll.

And whan I sayd Phyp, Phyp,
Than he wold lepe and ukyp,
And take me by the lyp.
Alas ! it wyll me slo,

That Phillyp Is gone me fro.

Slrelton, Phyllyp Sparowe, I. 138.

phisiket, M. A Middle English form of physic.

phisnomy (fiz'no-mi), n. A corruption ofpiyri-
ix/iiiiuiy. Pnlxgrare.

phitont, H. A Middle English form of python.

phitonesset, " A Middle Knglish form of

pythoness.

phiz (fiz), n. [Also phyz; an abbr. of phimiomy,
phyniot/iiomy.'] The face or visage. [Humor-
ous.]

Why, truly a Body would think so by thy slovenly Dress,
lean Carcase, and ghastly Phyz.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 51.

Who can see such an horrid ugly Phiz as that Fellow's
and not be ahock'd? Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, i. 1.

phlebectasia (fle-bek-ta'si-ft), n. [NL., < Gr.

fatty (facfi-), a vein, + licTaaif, dilatation: see

ectasis."] Dilatation of a vein.

phlebectopia (fle-bek-to'pi-ji),
n. [NL., < Gr.

fatty (faep-), a vein, + exroirof, out of place:
see ecttipia.] Abnormal situation of a vein.

Phlebenterata (tte-ben-te-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.
(Quatrefages, 1844'), < Gr". fatty (faeft-), a vein,
+ Ivrepov, intestine, + -nta*.] In conch., a di-

vision of gastropods, characterized by the rami-
fication of the gastric canal (alleged to serve
for circulation as well as digestion) termed

gastrorascular, comprising such genera as Ac-
lii-ini or Elygia. Quatrefages maintained that these

gastric ramifications perform the office of branchial ves-

sels, and that the division he made was of ordinal rank,
but by others they are believed to be hepatic. The families
.Kaliiliilir and Eliiriiil:!' exhibit the structure In question.
They are now referred to the Nudibranchiata. See cuts
under ^Kolidida, Elysia, and Dendronotwi.

phlebenterate (fle-ben'te-rat), a. and n. I. a.

Having the characteristics of the Phlebenterata,
as a nudibranchiate gastropod.

II. . A member of the Phlebenterata.

phlebenteric (fle-ben-ter'ik), n. [< phlebenter-
ixm + -ic.] Characterized by or exhibiting
phlebenterism: as, the phlebenteric system.
phlebenterism (fle-ben'te-rizm), n. [< Gr. faulty

(fae,i-), a vein, -4- hrrtpov, intestine, + -ism.']

1 . Extension of processes of a loose alimentary
canal into the legs, as in certain arachnidans

(the I'ycxoi/iiiiitla). 2. The doctrine that the

gastric ramifications of certain nudibranchiate

gastropods (Phlehfiitcrata) have a respiratory
function.

phlebitic (He-bit 'ik), a.
[< phlebit-in + -tc.]

Pertaining to or affected with phlebitis.

phlebitis (fle-bi'tis), . [NL.,< Gr. fatty (fae/3-),
a vein, + -i'ti.i.] Inflammation of a vein.

phlebogram.(n'eb'o-gram), . [< Gi.fatty(fae^-),
a vein, +

-jjia/ifia,
a writing, <

ypAfeiv, write.] A
pulse-tracing or sphygmogram from a vein.

phlebographical (fleb-o-graf'i-kal), a. [< phli'-

tograpk-y + -ie-al.'] Descriptive of veins; of

or pertaining to phlebography.
phlebography (fle-bog'ra-fi), M. [= F. phlebo-
gruphic, < <!r. fatty (fas A'-), a vein, + -)-paQia, <

YpMcn>. write.] A description of the veins.

phleboidal (fle-boi'dal), a. [< Gr. fatty (fatft-) t

vein. + fMof, form.] Vein-like; in hot., noting

monilifprm vessels. Kucyc. Brit., IV. 87.

phlebolite (fleb'o-lit), n. [= F. phli'hnlithr, <

Gr. fatty (fae i-). a vein, + /Uflof, a stone.] In /</-

llinl.. a calcareous concretion in a vein. Also
called ri'instniit:
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phlebolith (fleb'o-lith), H. Same as phlfbolitr.

phlebolitic (fleb-o-lit'ik), a. [< plili-lxilile +
-ic.] Having plilebolites; characterized by
plileliolitcs.

phlebological i ileb-o-ioj'i-kal), . [< piiMx>in>/-i/
+ -ii'-nl.

|

< )t or pertaining to phlebology.
phlebology (tte-bol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. fa.tty (fa., .,<-),

a vein, +
-'/.<>} ia, < tty*o>, speak: see -olot/y.]

That branch of anatomy which treats of the

veins; a treatise on the veins. Itinii/lismi.

phlebometritis (fleb0-me-tri'tis), . [NL., <

Gr. fa.tty (faf.i-), a veiii, -^ fi'/rpa, the womb, +
-i'<i'.v.] I'terine phlebitis.

phleborrhage (neb'o-raj), n. [= F. pMtbor-
rlimjir, < (ir. faffoppa-j-ia, the bursting of a vein.

< fa.tty (fa.fi1-), a vein,+ -i>a-yla,< 'pr/yvvvai, burst.]
Venous hemorrhage.
phleborrhagia (fleb-o-ra'jt-a), . [NL. : see

phlfborrhaijr.'] Same as pliicborrfiage.

phleborrhexis (fleb-o-rek sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

fatty (faeji-), a vein. + pf/i-if, a rupture, < Iwy-

virvat, break, burst.] The rupture of a vein.

phlebothrombosis (fleb'o-throm-bo'sis), .

[NL., < Gr. fatty (fatjt-), a vein, + 9p6/i,1uatf, a

becoming clotted or curdled: see thrombotHx.1
Thrombosis in a vein.

phlebotomie (fleb-o-tom'ik), a. [< plilrliofmii-y
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to phlebotomy.

phlebotomical (fleb-6-tom'i-kal), a. [< phleb-
otomie + -/.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of phlebotomy.
phlebotomise, ''. t. See phlebotomize.

phlebotomist (fle-bot'o-mist), n. [= F. i>lil<-

botomixtc = Pg. phlebotomista (cf. Sp. flebotomo,

It.flebotomo), a phlebotomist; as phlebotom-y +
-ist.'] One who practises phlebotomy ;

a blood-
letter.

phlebotomize (fle-bot'o-miz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

phlebotomized, ppr. phlebotomizing. [= V.phle-
bototniaer = Sp. flebotomizar = Pg. phleooto-
misar ; as phlebotom-y + -ize.~\ To let blood
from

;
bleed by opening a vein. Also spelled

phlebotomise.
All body politicks . . . must hare an evacuation for

their corrupt humours, they must be phlebotomized.
tin,nil. England's Tears (ed. 1645).

Let me beg you not ... to speak of a "
thorough-bred

"

as a " blooded
"

horse, unless he has been recently phle-
botomized. I consent to your saying "blood horse," If you
like. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, p. 40.

phlebotomy (fle-bot'o-mi), n. [Formerly spelled

phlebotomie; < OF. phlebotomie, F. pJilebotomie
= Sp. flebotomia = Pg. plilebotomia = It. fle-

botomia, < LL. phlebotomia, < Gr. faejiorofiia, the

opening of a vein, blood-letting, <

opening veins, < fatty (fatp-), a vein, +
ra/utv, cut. Cf. fleam^.~\ The act or practice
of opening a vein for letting blood, as a remedy
for disease or with a view to the preservation
of health.

Every sin is an incision of the soul, a lancination, a phle-

botomy, a letting of the soul-blood. Donne, Sermons, xi.

Phlegethontius (flej-e-thon'ti-us), n. [NL., <

Gr. fasyttiuv, ppr. of fatytQstv, burn, scorch, burn

up.] A genus of sphingid moths, founded by
Herrich-Sehaffer in 1854, having the thorax

tufted, head prominent, palpi well developed,
eyes large and scarcely ciliate, and outer bor-
der of the wings obliquely rounded, p. celru*

(formerly called Macros&a quinquemaculata) is the com-
mon five-spotted sphinx, whose larva is the tomato-worm
or potato-worm, abundant In the northern and middle
United States upon the tomato, potato, jimson-weed,
matrimony-vine, and ground-cherry. P. Carolina is the
tobacco-worm moth, whose caterpillar is found in tobacco-
fields and often injures the plant. See cut under totnato-

worm.

phlegm (flem),. [A\soflfgm, flegme,fleam, flem,
etc. (see fleam"*); < ME. fleme, fleume, < OF.

?, flettme, F. flegme, phlegme = Sp. flmui,

,.. J = Pg.flegma,flcuma, phlegma, pMvtigma
= It. flemma, < ML. phlegma, flegma, phlegm,
< Gr. fatyna, flame, fire, heat, inflammation;
hence, as the result of such heat, phlegm, a

humor regarded as the matter and cause of

many diseases
;
< facyeiv, burn : see flame.'] If.

One of the four humors of which the ancients

supposed the blood to be composed.
The II. medicyn is for to heele the feuere cotidian. the

which is causid of putrifaccioun of fleinne to habound-
ynge. Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 21.

The water which is moist and colde
Maketh feume. which is manifolde,
Foryetel [forgetful], slow, and wery sone
Of every thing. Qovrer, Conf. Amant.. III. 98.

2. In old chem., the aqueous, insipid, and in-

odorous products obtained by subjecting moist

vegetable matter to the action of heat. 3.

A thick viscid matter secreted in the diges-

phlegmonoid

live mid respiratory piissages, nnd discliarged

l.y eongliing or vomiting; lironeliial mucus.

Kc.r tlin. niihi- I'l-mlityf and lack of perfect com-iH-tion

in tln-ntoni:u 'k.- 1- i-iiiit-ndeiedgreat abundance of naughty
l>ugKiiK(-- and liiiilfnll j>til'-;nnc.

Tauclutane qf Complexion*, p. 118.

4. Dullness; sluggishness; indifference; cool-

: apathy; calm self-restraint.

They only think you animate yum tin me
With too much tire, who are themselves all pUf'im.

Lfryiirn, To Lee, I. 42.

They Judge with fury, hut they write with phletrm.

Pope, Euay on < .iii, i-m, 1. 602.

But not her warmth, nor all her winning ways.
From his cool vhltijm could Donald's spirit raise.

Crable, Works, I. 7ft.

His temperament boasted a certain amount of phleym,
and he preferred an undemonstrative, not uonooa, l>ut

serious aspect to any other. Charlotte Brmtte, Shu-ley, xiii.

= Syn. 4. InteniOnKty, Impassibility, etc. See apathy.

phlegmat, . Same as phlegm, 2.

phlegmagogic (tl'g-ma-goj'ik), a. and M. [<

plilii/iiiiii/oii-Kc
+ -.] I. a. Expelling phlegm;

having the character of a phlegmagogue.
II. n. A phlegmagogue.

phlegmagogue (tle(,''ma-gog), n. [< F. \>Mr<j-

magiMjue, flrymagogiie = Pg. pltlegmagmjiit = It.

Jli nimagoqo, < Gr. fafyiiayu^&c., carrying off

phlegm, ^ fatyna, phlegm, + iryujb;, carrying
off, < A)C(v, lead, carry off.] A medicine sup-

posed to possess the property of expelling
phlegm.
phlegmant, n. See phlei/mon.

phlegmasia (fleg-ma'si-il), n. [= F. phlegma-
gie, fler/nianie, < NL. phlegmasta, < Gr. faeyita-

aia, inflammation, < faryfiaiveiv, heat, be heated
or inflamed, < fa.iyfia, flame : see phlegm.'] In
mi 'I., inflammation. Phlegmasia dolens (literally,

painful inflammation), puerperal tumid leg : an affection

presenting thrombosis of the large veins of the part, with

swelling, hardness, whiteness of the skin, and much pain,

usually affecting the leg, most frequent shortly after child

birth. Also called phlegmatia alba dolent, mUlc-leg, and

whiteleg.

phlegmatic (fleg-mat'ik or fleg'ma-tik), a.

[Also flegmatic, and formerly flegmatick (ME.
flewmatiic, etc.); < F. flegmatique, phlegmatiqve
= Sp. flegmdtieo, flemdtico = Pg. phlegma tieo,

flegmatico, fleumatico = It. flemmatico, < LL.

phlegmaticus, < Gr. faey/iaTinof, like phlegm,
pertaining to phlegm, < fafy/ia, phlegm: see

phlegm.] If. Of the nature of phlegm; watery ;

aqueous: as, phlegmatic humors.

Spirit of wine . . . grows by every distillation more and
more aqueous and phlegmatic. Newton.

2t. Generating or causing phlegm.
Cold and phlegmatick habitations.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vL 10.

3. Abounding in phlegm; lymphatic; hence,

cold; dull; sluggish; heavy; not easily excited
to action or passion ; apathetic ;

cool and self-

restrained : as, a phlegmatic temperament. See

temperament.
gltt flewmatik men [are occupied] abonte othere [ima-

ginations], but tlui men that habounde in blak coler, that

is malencoly, ben occupied a thousand part with mo
t hoiio t is than ben men of ony othere complexion n .

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 17.

The officers' understandings are so phlegmatic
They cannot apprehend us.

Fleteher, Mad Lover, il. 2.

Heavy and phlfgmatick he trod the stage,
Too proud for tenderness, too dull for rage.

Churchill, The Rescind.

Many an ancient burgher, whose phlegmatic features had
never been known to relax, nor his eyes to moisten, was
now observed to puff a pensive pipe, and the big drop to

steal down his cheek. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 465.

-

Syn. 3. Frigid, impassive, unsusceptible. See apathy.

phlegmatical (fleg-mat'i-kal), a. [<phlegmatic
+ -/.] Same as phlegmatic.

phlegniatically (fleg-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a

phlegmatic manner; coldly; Heavily.

pnlegmaticly (fleg-mat'ik-li), adv. Same as

iililt'iimttticdlly.

phlegmon (fleg'mon), n. [Formerly also, erro-

neously, phlegman; < F.flegmon, phlegmon =Sp.
jlri/iiiini. flemon = Pg. fleimSo, phlegmSo = It.

flemmone, < L. phlegmone, < Gr. faeyuov^, inflam-

mation, < fatyciv, burn : see phlegm.'] Inpathol.:
(at) Inflammation.

I shall begin with phlegmon or inflammation, ... be-

cause It Is the first degeneration from good blood, and in

its own nature nearest of kin to It

Wurman, Surgery, i. 3.

(6) Inflammation of the connective tissue,

especially the subcutaneous connective tissue,

usually suppurative.
phlegmonoid (fleg'mo-noid), a. [< Gr. *^j-
/wvocuH/f, contr. fa^y/jovMtK, like an inflamed

tumor, < faty/iov//, an inflamed tumor (nee phleg-

mon), + elfof, form.] Resembling phlegmon.



phlegmonous

phlegmonous (fleg'mo-nus), . [<

4- -0.<.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

phlegmon : as, phlegmonous inflammation.

phlegmy (flem'i), a. Pertaining to, contain-

ing, or resembling phlegm.
A phle.ymy humour in the Inxly. Chambers's Cyc.

phlemet, An obsolete form of. ftrii ml .

Phleum (fle'um), re. [NL. (Linnams, 1737), <

Gr. <j>'Aeuc, also <fAeoi;, faovc, some water-plant,
according to Sprengel Artmdo Ampelodesmon..]

A genus of grasses of the tribe Agroxttdex, type
of the subtribe Phleoidese, and characterized by
the dense cylindrical or ovoid spike, with the

empty glumes wingless, mucronate, or short-

awned, and much longer than the flowering one.
There are about 10 species, natives of Europe, central and
northern Asia, northern Africa, and northern and antarc-
tic America. They are erect annual or perennial grasses,
with flat leaves, and the flowers usually conspicuously
hairy, with a purplish cast in blossom from the color of
the abundant anthers, which are large and exserted. (See
timothy, also cat's-tail grass (under cat's-tail) and /terd's-

yrass, names for the most valuable species, in common
use in the eastern United States.) P. alpiimm, the moun-
tain cat's-tail grass, is also an excellent meadow-grass for
colder regions.

phlobaphenes (flo-baf'e-nez), . pi. Brown
amorphous coloring matters which are present
in the walls of the bark-cells of trees and
shrubs.

phloem (flo'em), n. [(Nageli, 1858), irreg. < Gr.

0/*if, bark. Ci.phlosmn.] In bot., the bast or
liber portion of a vascular bundle, or the region
of a vascular bundle or axis with secondary
thickening which contains sieve-tubes. Com-
pare xi/Jem.

phloem-sheath (flo'em-sheth), n. In bot., the
sheath of phloem-tissue sometimes formed
about the xylem part in a vascular bundle, as
in certain ferns.

PhloBOcharina, Phloeocharini (fle"o-ka-ri'ua,

-ni), u. pi. [NL., < PhlcBOcharis + -ina2
, -ini"]

A group of coleopterous insects named from the

genus Phleeocharis, and forming a small tribe of

the rove-beetle family, Staphylinidse, compris-
ing species of slender, depressed form. Only
four genera are known, of which two inhabit
the United States.

Phlceocharis (fle-ok'a-ris), n. [NL. (Manner-
heim, 1830), < Gr. ijAoio^, bark, + xaipttv, rejoice.]
A genus of rove-beetles, typical of the tribe
Plilceocharina. Few species ai'e known, con-
fined to Europe.
Phloeophora (fle-of'o-rii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

6/uMof, bark, + Qepeiv = E. bear 1
.] In Carus's

classification, an order of protozoans rep-
resented by the sun-animalcules, Actinophri/-
idss.

phloeophorous (fle-of 'o-rus), . Of or pertain-
ing to the Phloeophora.
phloeum (fle'um), . [NL., < Gr. <t>foi6c, bark.]
In bot., the cellular portion of bark lying imme-
diately under the epidermis. It is also termed
epiphlceum and bast. [Not used by later author-
ities.]

phlogistian (flo-jis'ti-an), n. [< phlogist-on +
-Jan.] A believer in the existence of phlogiston.
phlogistic (flo-jis'tik), a. [<phlogiston + -ic.']

1. Pertaining or relating to phlogiston.
The mistakes committed in the celebrated pldotjistu

theory. J. S. Mill, Logic, v. 4.

2. In med., inflammatory,
phlogisticatet (flo-jis'ti-kat), v. t. [< phlogistic+ -ate2.] To combine phlogiston with Phlo-
gisticated air or gas, the name given by the old chem-
ists to nitrogen. Phlogisticated alkali, prussiate of
potash.

phlogisticationt (flo-jis-ti-ka'shon), re. [= F.
phlvgisticatiou; as phlogisticate + -ion.] The
act or process of combining with phlogiston.
phlogiston (flo-jis'ton), n. [NL., < Gr. Qtoyia-
T&S, inflammable, burnt up, verbal adj. of fao-
yi&iv, burn, < 0Adf ,

a flame : see phlox.] In old

chem., the supposed principle of inflammabili-
ty; the matter of fire in composition with oth-
er bodies. Stahl gave this name to a hypothetical ele-
ment which he supposed to be pure fire flxed in combusti-
ble bodies, in order to distinguish it from flre in action or
in a state of liberty.

It is only after Stahl's [1660-1734] labors that a scien-
tific chemistry becomes for the first time possible the
essential difference between the teaching of the science
then and now being that the phenomena of combustion
were then believed to be due to a chemical decomposition,
phlogiston being supposed to escape, whilst we account
lor the same phenomena now by a chemical combination
oxygen or some element being taken up.
lloscoe and Sckarlemmer, Treatise on Chemistry (1888), 1. 14.

phlogogenic (flog-o-jen'ik), a. [As phlogoge-
nous + -ic.] Same as phlogogenous.
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phlogogenous (flo-goj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. <ft.u%

(Q'AII-J-), flame, + -yn't/r, producing.] Producing
inflammation.

phlogopite (flog'o-pit), n. [< Gr. (jt'^nyu^i (< 0/,of,

a flame, + u^, the face), fiery-looking, flaming-

red, + -ite2.] A kind of magnesia mica (see

micift, 1) commonly occurring in crystalline
limestone and in serpentine. It has often a copper-
like color and pearly luster ; chemically it is usually char-
acterized by the presence of a small percentage of fluorin.

phlogosis (flo-go'sis), . [NL., < Gr. floyuovc,
a burning, inflammation, < <j>s.6( (Qhoy-), flame:
see phlox.] In med., inflammation.

phlogotic (flo-got'ik), a. [< phlogosis (-ot-) +
-ic.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or of the
nature of phlogosis ; inflammatory.
Phlomis (flo'mis), 11. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< Gr. (jda/iis, also <f>A6ftoc, also corruptly <f>'Aufio<;,

(jiA6vof, mullen, appar. so called in allusion to

the use of its thick woolly leaves as wicks (one
species being called

fj>/jt/ii<; ZvrviTi{,
'

lamp-mul-
len'); prob. for orig. 'f&ryfUf, < ip'Aoyfiuf, a flame,
< Qteyeiv, burn: see phlegm, phlox, flame.] A
genus of gamopetalous plants of the order La-

biates, the mint family, belonging to the tribe

Stachydese and subtribe Lamiese, and character-
ized by the villous and concave upper lip, the

plicate calyx, and the densely flowered whorls
in the axils. There are about 50 species, nativesof the
Mediterranean region and Asia. They are herbs or shrubs
with rugose or puckered leaves, often thick and woolly or

hoary, and sessile yellow, purple, or white flowers. They
rank among the most showy hardy plants of the mint fam-
ily. About a dozen species are in common cultivation,
especially P. fruticosa, the Jerusalem sage (see sage), a half-

shrubby plant, 3 U) 5 feet high, covered with rusty down,
and producing many dense whorls of

rich-yellow flowers.
Several other shrubby species from the Mediterranean are
cultivated under the name Phlomis. P. Herba-venti, the

wind-herb, is the best of the herbaceous species. P. tube-
row occurs introduced on the south shore of Lake Ontario.
See also lampwick, 2, and Jupiter's-dista/.

phlorizin (flor'i-zin), n. [= F. phloorrhizine ;

irreg. < Gr. 0taSp/wCoc, having roots covered
with coats of rind, < f*ot6(, bark, + />/C", root.]
A substance (C2iH24O10 ) discovered in the
fresh bark of the root of the apple, pear, cherry,
and plum. It forms fine colorless four-sided silky
needles, soluble in water. The solution has a bitter and
slightly astringent taste. It has been used with success
in intermittents, and while it is. administered produces
glycosuria.

phloroglucin (tto-ro-glo'sin), n. [<l>AIor(Mn)+ </lncin.] A substance widely distributed in
the vegetable kingdom, when pure crystallizing
in small yellow crystals with the compositionCH3(OH)3 ;

a trivalent phenol. It is used in

microscopy as one of the best reagents for test-

ing liguifled cell-walls.

Phlox (floks), n. [NL. (Linnams, 1737), < L.

phlox, < Gr. ^Aof ,
some flower so named from its

color, a particular use of 0Aof, a flame, < <j>'At-

yeiv, burn: see flame.] 1. A genus of ornamen-
tal gamopetalous plants of the order Polemouia-
ceie, characterized by a deeply three-valved loc-
ulicidal capsule, included stamens unequally
inserted on the tube of a salver-shaped corolla,
and entire leaves. The 30 species are natives of North
America and Siberia, They are erect or spreading herbs,
often tall perennials, bearing chiefly opposite leaves, and
showy flowers usually in a flat or pyramidal cyme, red,
violet, purplish, white, or blue. Most species are culti-
vated under the name phlox, P. speciosa as the pride-of-
Columbia, P. trubulata as the moss-pink. P. macttlata is
the wild sweet-william of the middle and western United
States. P. paniculata, with large pyramidal clusters of
flowers, native of the central and southern States, is the
parent of most of the perennial phloxes of the gardens.
The annual varieties in gardens are from P. Drummondii
of Texas, there discovered by Drummond in 1835. P.
divarimta is the wild phlox of the eastern States, witli

early bluish-lilac flowers. P. reptam, the creeping phlox,
is an important spring-flowering species of the south.
2. [I. c.] Any plant of this genus.
phloxin (flok'sin), re. [< Gr. fa6%, flame, +
-i 2

.] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, similar
to eosin . It is the potassium salt of tetra-brom-
dichlor-fluorescein.

phlox-worm (floks'werm), n. The larva of
Heliothis phlogophagus, a noctuid moth, closely
resembling the well-known boll-worm moth of
the cotton. It feeds upon cultivated varieties
of phlox, and pupates under ground. See cut
in next column.

phlyctena, phlyctaena (flik-te'na), re.; pi.
phlyctenie, phlycttenie (-ne). [NL. phlyctsena, <
Gr. fat'KTatva, a blister, pustule, < <j&v&tv, fa'vuv,
boil over.] A small vesicle.

phlyctenar, phlyctaenar (aik-te'nar), . [<
phlyctena, phli/ct&na, + -a>-s.] Affected with
phlyctena? ; blistered.

phlyctenoid, phlyctaenoid (flik-te'noid), a. [<
Gr. fASuraoia, blister, + eiAur, form.] Resem-
bling a phlyctena.

phocacean

Phlox-wc.rm and Moth (Iffltftkis phlogophagus}, natural size.

phlyctenous, phlyctaenous (flik-te'nus), . [<

pMnrteno, jilili/i'tii'ini, + -<>us.] Pertaining to,

exhibiting, or of the nature of a phlyctena or

phlyctente.

phlyctenula, phlyctaenula (flik-ten'u-lii), n .\

pi. phlyctatula?, iililiict'iinlie(-\e). [NL'., d'irn. of

phlyctena, plilyctsena.] In med., a minute phlyc-
tena in the conjunctiva or the cornea.

phlyctenular, phlyctsenular (tlik-u-n'u-lar), a.

[< phlyctenula, phlyctaenula, + -ar3 .] Pertain-

ing to, of the nature of, or accompanied by
phlyctenulse Phlyctenular ophthalmia, inflam-
mation of the cornea or the conjunctiva with phlyctenulte
on the cornea.

phlyzacium (fli-za'si-um), n.
; pi. pMyzaeia (-a).

[NL.,< Gr. 0/.ufd/c(ov, a pimple, pustule, <. <f&vC,ttv,

Aiieiv, boil over.] A phlyctena.
pho, interj. A bad spelling of /oft.

phobanthropy (fo-ban'thro-pi), n. [< Gr. <j>o-

[leioOai, fear (< 0<J/5of, fear), T &v6pum>c, man.]
A morbid dread of mankind. Westmimter Sev.

phobophobia (fo-bo-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. 0o-

fttiaffai, fear (< (j>Afiof, fear), + ^o/Jof, fear.]
Morbid dread of being alarmed.
Phobos (fo'bos), n. [NL., < Gr. <W/3of, Fear, a

companion of Ares or Mars (War) ;
a personi-

fication of 0<i/3of, fear, terror, dismay, < 6i/]fa-

Oai, be scared, fear, flee. Cf. Deimos.] The in-
ner of the two satellites of the planet Mars, dis-
covered by Asaph Hall at Washington, in Au-
gust, 1877. This extraordinarybody revolves in the plane
of the equator of Mars, at a distance of only about 3,700
miles from the surface of the planet, but as it is probably
only about five and a half miles in diameter, it would ap-
pear only one sixth of the apparent diameter of our moon
at the zenith, and on the horizon, owing to the enormous
parallax, only about one fourteenth of the same. At the
equinoxes it is in eclipse about one fifth of the time,
or double that proportion of the time between sunset
and sunrise. At the solstices it does not suffer eclipse.
It revolves about its primary in 7 hours, 39 minutes, and
14 seconds, and as Mars revolves on its axis in 24 hours,
37 minutes, and 22.7 seconds, it follows that the satel-
lite appears to an observer on Mars to rise in the west and
set in the east, its return to his meridian occurring in 11

hours, 6 minutes, and 23 seconds, but, owing to its close

proximity, its velocity will appear to be much greater. At a
station on the equator of liars(where the satellite always
passes through the zenith), it will, out of its 11 hours and (i

minutes of period, pass only 3 hours and 20 minutes above
the horizon against 7 hours and 46 minutes below.

phoca (fo'ka), 11. [= F.phoque = Sp. It. /oca= Pg. phoca, < L. plioca, < Gr. 0<Gra?, a seal.] 1.
A seal. 2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of Phocidse
or seals, formerly coextensive at least with the

Common Harbor-seal (Phofa vifulinti).

family, now restricted to the section which is

represented by the common harbor-seal, P.

vitulina, and a few closely related species. See
seal1

,
and cut under liarp-seal.

phocacean (fo-ka'se-an), (i. and n. [< phoca +
-acean.~] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the ge-
nus Phoca in a broad sense ; phocine.

II. 11. A seal of the genus J'lionn in a broad
sense

; a phocine.



Phocaena

'o-se'nii >, .
[
N !..,! T.^MH i, a por-

poise ; el'. I.II.IMII;, in., a porpoise. <">';. a soul : see

liliura.] Agcnusof delpliinoid odontoeete ceta-

eeuns, containing the true porpoises, such as /'.

ii*, as distinguished from the dolphini
proper. Then- an- about HI verti-brie, of which thr rnvi
rals ;uv 7, moHtly ankylosed, anil thr dorsals Ki ; the teeth

arc from 72 to Km, along nearly thewhole length ol thejnw,
with conHtrirtrd nrcks; thr lymphytil of the inaudible i

very short, and thr roistnil is not lunger than the rr:uii;i!

laouon of tlir skull. Thr dorwil tin in urnr the miilillr of

Ihr b;irk (wanting in /'. infill*, which constitutes the stlli-

Kcnns \ointi-ix), ti inn^iilar. of Irs* lu-iu'lit than luraillh

at the base
;
the tins have live- .li^ilH, oval or somewhat

falcate. See cut under

Phocaenina (tt-e$-nl'n|), n. pi. [NL., < I'lm

ni'iiii + -inn-.'] A group of cetaceans, typified

by the genus I'liix'triiii : the porpoises.

ptiocaenine (fo-se'nin), -. [< < jr. yuKaiva, a por-

poise, 4- -/;'.] Resembling a porpoise; of or

pertaining to the l'lif:rniini.

phocal (fo'kal), . [< iihwii + -al.] Phoca-
cean; phoeiiic. [Kure. ]

Phocea (fo-se'ij), . [NL., prop. Phocsea, < L.

rinx'ifii. < (ir. 'i'w/.rm/, a maritime city of Ionia,
a eolony of Athens, and the parent city of

Massilia, now Marseilles.] The 2.
r
>th planetoid,

discovered by (Jhacornac at Marseilles in 1853.

Phocian (fo'sian), a. and n. [< L. Phocis, <

(ir.
<l>(jKi'(;, Phocis (see def.), + -mi.] I. a. Of

or pertaining to Phocis, a state of ancient

Greece, or its inhabitants.

II. H. A native or an inhabitant of Phocis.

Phocidae (t'6'si-de). . 71'. [NL., < Phoca +
-iilif.] A family of aquatic carnivorous mam-
mals of the order Ferie and suborder Pi>nii/n-

ilin, having the limbs modified into fins or flip-

pers; the seals. The family was formerly coextensive
with the suborder, including the otaries and the walruses
as well as the true seals, and divided into three subfami-
lies: Arctocrplialina, the otaries; TricheMna, the walrus-
es ; and rhoi'inu, the seals proper. The last alone now
constitute the family Phnddtr, having the body truly pho-
ciform, with the hinder limbs projecting backward, and
not capable of being turned forward ; the outer ear obso-

lete; the fore flippers smaller than the hind ones, and

having the digits successively shortened and armed with

claws, while the hind flippers are emarginated by the

shortening of the third and fourth digits, and are usually
but not always provided with claws. The incisors are
variable in number, and the upper ones are unnotched.
The skull has no alisphenoid canals, and the postorbital

processes are obsolete. In this restricted sense the Ph-
cidfr are represented by about 12 genera, and divided into

the subfamilies Phftcijue, Cystophuriiur, and Stcntrrhyn-
eliimr. See cuts under harp-seal, Payumys, Phoca, seal',

and Kriynathus.

phociform (fo'si-form), a. [< Gr. Quay, a seal, +
li.forma, form.] Resemblinga seal in structure;

having the form or characters of the Phocidse.

Phocinae (fo-sl'ne), . pi. [NL., < Phoca + -inx.]
The leading subfamily of Phocidie proper, typi-
fied by the genus Phocu, having normally six

upper and four lower incisors, and narrow na-
sal and intermaxillary bones. The genera be-
sides Phoca are Pngomys, Pagophilus, Erigna-
thiix, Halifliovus, and Monachus.

phocine (fo'sin), a. and . [< Gr. (puny, a seal,
4- -IMC1 .] I. a. 1. Seal-like; of or pertaining
to the Pkocidee at large. 2. Belonging to the
restricted subfamily Pkocinte: distinguished
from otarinc.

II. n. Any member of the Phociiiee; aphoca-
cean.

Phocodon (fo'ko-don), n. [NL. (Agassiz), <

Gr. JUKI/, a seal, + odoif, (o<Wr-) = E. tooth.] A
genus of fossil cetaceans, giving name to the
Phorodoiitiii. See Zeugtodoii.

phocodont (fo'ko-dont), . One of the Phoco-
ittiii/in .

Phocodontia (fo-ko-don'shi-a), . pi. [NL., <

Phocmioii (-odoiit-), + -ia.] One of the primary

groups of the order Crttici'ti, entirely extinct,

consisting of the genera Zeuglodon, .SY/IW/W/OM,
and other large cetaceans of the Tertiary epoch,
remarkable as furnishing connecting-links be-
tween the Cetacea and the pinniped aquatic
Ciiriiirorii.

phocodontic (fo-ko-don'tik), a. [< phocodont
+ -ic.] Pertaining to the Phocodontia, or hav-

ing their characters.

phocoid (fo'koid), a. and n. [< Gr. <^<JK?;, a seal,
+ fMof. form.] I. a. Resembling a seal; be-

longing to the Phorniilni.

II. n. Any member of the Phocoidea.

Phocoidea (fo-koi'de-ii). H. i>l. [NL.: see pho-
coid.] A superfamiiy of pinnipeds, containing
the fMrtriiWiraud I'liwiilfc, or the eared and ear-

less seals, together contrasted with Trichrrhoi-

th'd or Rosmnroidi-u, the walruses. Theyhaveno
tusks, or highly developed canine teeth, and the incisors

are persistent : the lower molars are nve on each side, the

upper five or six.
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phocomelUS (fo-kom'e-lus), ii. : pi. ;

(-li). [NL.. <(ir. OIM/I, a seal. + ,><. a limb.
|

In trnttiil., a monster with very short extremi-

ties, the hands and feet being apparently at-

tached directly to the trunk.

Phoebades (ic'i.a-div.), . /i/. [L. I'lm hmii-g, pi.
of Plitrlntx. < (ir. 'Ixit.iiii; a priestess of Apollo, <

<|IK <i)r, Apollo, Plxelius: si'e I'liirtitix.] Priest-

esses of the sun.

Attired like Virginian I'rlests, by whom the Sun is there

adored, and therefore nillril tlir i'/in-lindeJI.

Chapman, .Mas<|Ue of the Middle Trniplr and Lincoln's

linn.

Phoebe 1
(fe'be), . [Also/'A6e; < L. Pliii-lx: <

(ir. '\x>i
t to/,

the inoon-g(Khless. sister of Iiii
l 1inj,

Pha'biis: see 1'httbux.] 1 . The moon or moon-
goddess.

To-morrow night, when Phabe duth behold
Her silver visage in the watery glass.

Shalt., M. N. I)., L 1. 209.

2. [/. c.] A Cuban fish, Halipcrca ;////-. /'.

I'll! If.

phoebe- (fe'be), n. [An imitative name, ac-

com. in spelling to L. Pturbe: see Phoebe1
. Cf.

pewit.] The wat^r-pewee, or pewit flycatcher,

Siii/iinii.i/iixritx. See cut under i>rtcit.

Phoebean(fe-be'an), a. [< Phoebus + -an.] Of,

pertaining to, or'produced by Phoebus Apollo.
Whose ear

Is able to distinguish strains that are

Clear and Phaebean from the popular.
Shirley, Love In a Maze, Prol.

phcebe-bird (fe'be-berd), n. The phcebe.
phoebium (fe'bi-um), n. [NL., < Gr. "t

Phoebus, i. e. the sun: see Phoebus.] A name
suggested by Proctor for the unknown sub-

stance which produces the 1474 line of Kirch-
hoffs scale in the spectrum of the solar corona :

commonly called coroiiiiim.

Phoebus (fe'bus), n. [= P. Phebus = Sp. It.

l''el>o = Pg. Phebo, < L. Phoebus, < Gr. *ol/3of,

Phoebus (see def.), < 0oi/tof, pure, bright, < 0dor,

0<jf , light, < ifiaciv, shine : see phaxel.] A name
of Apollo, often used in the same sense as Sol

or Helios, the sun-god.
Hark hark ! the lark at heaven's gate sings
And Phoebus 'gins arise. Shak. , Cymbeline, II. 3. 22.

Phoeniceae (fe-nis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. 1 1 Sent ha MI

and Hooker, 1883),'< Phoenix (Phonic-) + -eae.]

A tribe of palms, consisting of the genus Phoe-

nix, and distinguished by the piunately divided

leaves, with acuminate segments induplicate in

the bud, dioecious flowers, and a long, solitary,
coriaceous and compressed spathe.

phoeniceoUS (fe-nish'ius), a. [< Gr. 6otviiteof,

purple-red, < ^o'mf (tpotvm-), purple-red.] Same
as phenicious.
Phoenicercus (fe-ni-ser'kus), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831 , as Phoenicircux; emended Pheenicercvx,

Strickland, 1841), prop. Pheenicocercus (Cabanis,
1847), and erroneously I'htenicocercus (Bona-
parte, 1850) ;

< Gr. <poiv(f fama-), purple-red, +
nepKos, tail.] A genus of South American non-
oscine passerine birds, of the family Cotingidx
and subfamily Rupicolinx, closely related to the
cock-of-the-rock (see Kupicola) : so called from
the color of the tail. There are two species, P. ear-

ntfex and P. niffricoUiJi, the former of Cayenne and Co-

lombia, the latter found in the vicinity of I'ar-.i. Both are

chiefly of a scarlet or bloody-red color ; In P. nvjricoliis the

neck, back, wings, and tip of the tail are black. Also
called Carnifex.

Phoenician, a. and n. See Phenician.

phoenicin, n. See phenicin.

Phoenicophilinae (fe-ni-kof-i-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Pha*nicophili<s T -ia?.] A subfamily of Ta-

iifittridx, represented by the genera Phomifo-

l>hilttn and Cdlyptojiliilits, peculiar to San Do-

mingo.
Phoenicophilus (fe-ni-kof'i-lus), n. [NL. (H.
E. Strickland, 1851), < Gr. folvi^ (rOimn-), the

Pfuen i<afh tins falnta runt.
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date-palm, + fa'/ 1
. loving. ]

Tin- typical genus
nf I'liiriumiiliiliiiir, Imvinga comparatively slen-

der bill, modern!'- tar-i, and square tail. 1'.

iniliiKii-iiiH is the leading species.

pncenicoptert, . See ;</ "<./. /<r.

Phcenicopterids (fe'ni-kop-t. i 'i -de , . //.

| Nl..,< /'// iiifii/ili-riix + -iil;i .] A family of birds

of tin- suborder Or/ /<//**;/ and order 1.mm I

lirtmtri-x, consisting of the flamingos only. Hi
systematic position is intermediate l-l '. 'n t In- storks ami
herons on On- one h:ni<l an<l tin- ducks and geese on thr

(ithiT. The group is culled (lilt, n (.,/..., ],j
N il yj,i li, anil

Anijiliiinirr]>hlr\ty Huxley. Sri Jlniniii;i".

phoenicopteroid (fe-ni-kop'te-roid), a. Of or

resembling the Pluriiir<>)>tcroidcx.

Phosnicopteroideaeffe-ni-kop-te-roi'de-e), n./ii.

[NL., < PlttuUeoptt i a* + -iiiilni'.} The flamin-

gos regarded us a superfamily: synonymous
with liolh .iiit/iliimorjilue and Oiloiit-m

pboenicopteroUS (fe-ni-kop'te-rus), n. [< <!r.

o-./r/MiTrrfyjor, in lit. sense 'red-winged, see

I'ltiniico/itiriis.] Having red wings, as a fla-

mingo; relat ing to the genus /'/i /<-<i/oV/ //>.

Phoenicopterus (fe-ni-kop'te-rus), n. [NL.,
< L. /ilin nir<i/iti -nix. the flamingo, < Gr. 0oir/'i-

vTtpof, a bird, supposed to be the flamingo, lit.

'

red-winged,' < ^oiwf (^o/vu-), purple-rod, red, +
imp&v, feather, wing.] 1 . The typical and lead-

ing genus of Pha-niconttridie, usually held to be
conterminous with the family, and sometimes
divided into four sections Plieenicojiterus prop-
er, PhiriiiciiHiiitix, J'lui'n imrodimi, and Phdim-n

l>iirrux. r. antiyuarum is widely distributed In Africa

snd some parti of Asia and Europe ; P. ignipaUiatiu la

South American ; /'. minor is African ; P. ruder inhabit!

the southern I'nited States, the West Indies, and other

partu of tropical America; P. andiniu is found in the
Andes of Peru, Bolivia, and Chill. See cut underflamingo.

2. The constellation Grus.

phcenicurous (fe-ni-ku'rus), a. [< L. phaenicii-

rnx, < Gr. tfiotviitovpos, a bird, the redstart, lit.

'

having a red tail,' < Qolvi$ (^OIVIK-), purple-red,
red, + oiyxi, a tail.] Having a red tail.

phoenix 1

,
n. See phenix.

Phoenix'-^ (fe'niks). n. [NL. (Linmeus, 1737),
< Gr. 0oiwf, the date-palm; of. *o<wf, Pheni-
cian: see J'henieian.'] A genus of palms, con-

stituting the tribe Phanicetr, characterized by
the three distinct carpels (only one of which

matures), containing a single erect cylindrical
seed with a deep longitudinal groove, and hav-

ing the embryo near the base or on the bark.
The 12 species are the cultivated and the wild date-palms,
all natives of the Old World, within or near the tropics
of Asia and Africa. The habit of different species varies

greatly, the trunks being cither short or tall, robust or slen-

der, erect or declined. The trunk is destitute of
spines,

but Is commonly covered with the persistent leaf bases.

The palms grow in close clusters, forming groves. The
pinnate leaves are large and terminal, forming a spread-
nil; canopy, each consisting of very numerous narrow,
rigid, and compressed leaflets, the lower ones shorter and
transformed Into spines. The abundant yellow and rather
small flowers have three sepals and three petals. The stam-
inate trees bear oblong or ovoid flowers on numerous erect
and much-branched spadices between the upper leaves.

The pistillate trees bear
spherical

flowers on similar but
often nodding spadices, followed by numerous cylindrical

orange, brown, or black berries, those of P. daetyl\frra

being the dates of commerce. (For this fruit, see date-

palm and dote'
1

*
; and for the sugar made from it, sec

jaggery and yoor.) This species is the chief palm of his-

tory and of ceremony, having been used as the emblem
of triumph from the Egyptian worship of Isls onward. It

is the palm of ancient Palestine, and has been for cen-
turies cultivated for miles along the Italian and French
Riviera, to supply palm-branches for festivals. White
palm-branches are procured by binding the top of the

unfolding leaf-bud, thereby blanching the inner leaves.

It does not fruit in Italy nor under glass, and requires for

successful growth an average annual temperature of 80* F.

In Africa native huts are made from its leaves, Its wood
is used for building, its fiber for cloth and ropes, its leaf-

stalks for brooms, crates, etc., Its young leaves are eaten,
and an intoxicating drink is made from its sap. It reaches
a height of SO and rarely 120 feet, and bears fruit, though
in diminishing abundance, for as long as -joo years. The
necessity of artificially fertilizing It first drew attention to

the existence of sex in plants. /'. nyltfxtrix, the wild date-

palm of India and Africa, is smaller, reaches a height of

40 feet, bears yellow or reddish berries, and is an impor-
tant sourceof sugar and toddy, both prepared from Its sap,
which it is said can be made to flow from the upper part
of its trunk for twenty years. /'. jntnlln, a dwarf from
southern China, and P. rrclinata. a decumbent palm from
the Cape of Good Hope, also bear sweet edible berries, and
are valued, as is /'. paludom, a stout Indian tree, for deco-
rative uses.

pholad (fo'lad), ii. A member of the family
I'l/i'liididee,

Pholadacea (fd-la-da'se-S), . pi. [NL., < //-
Ins (Pholad-) + Hdcea.J A family of bivalves:
same as Pholndiila-. Di- Illiiinril'lc, 1825.

Pholadidae (fo-lad'i-de), . pi [NL.. < Vboliix

( Pliiilml-) + -iilfe.] A family of lithodomous or

lithophagous lamellibranch mollusks. typified

by the genus Pholas; the piddocks and their

allies. The animals have the lobes of the mantle mostly
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united and everted upon the nmhonal region, long siphons

with fringed orillces, narrow branchiie prolonged int.) the

branchial siphon, and a short truncated foot. The shell is

gaping and sinupalliate, without hinge or ligament, and

besides the pair of large valves there are small accessory

valves near the umbones. The family formerly included

Teredo, now made the type of Teredinidie. The species

are generally classed under at least 8 genera, and occur in

various parts of the world, generally boring into stone or

wood. See cuts under accessory and piddock.

Pholadidea (fo-la-did'e-a), n. [NL., < Pholas

(Pholad-) + -idea.'] A genus of Pholadidse,

characterized by the development of a corne-

ous tubular appendage to the posterior end of

the shell, surrounding the siphons at their base,

called siphonoplax. P. papyracea, of the Euro-

pean seas, is the type.

pholadite (fo'la-dit), n. [= F. pholadite; < L.

Pholas (Pholad-) + -zfe2.] A fossil pholad,
or some similar

shell.

Phpladomyidae
(f6"la-do-rm'i-
<&),n.pi. [NL.,
< Pholadomya
(the typical ge-
nus) (<Gr. puAdf
(0u/lrf-), lurk-

ing in a hole, +
mussel) +

4450

exercises the voice: see phonaseits.] Sys-

tematic practice for strengthening the voice;

treatment for improving or restoring the

voice.

phonikon
At a meeting of the Physical Society of Paris, (iuebhard

. . . showed that even the films condensed from the breath

may exhibit phoneido,fco2jic properties.
Quoted in Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 274.

phonetic (fo-net'ik), a. [= F. phonetique = Sp

Pholadomya Candida (exteri

v,
-idee.] A family of bivalves, typified by the ge-
nus Pholadomya. They are related to the Anatinidse.

The mantle-margins are mostly united, and the sipjions
long and united

;

the foot is small,
with a small pro-
cess bifurcated be-

hind, and the bran-
chiae are thick and
appendiculate. The
shell is equivalve,
very thin, nacre-
ous internally and
with radiating ribs,
without hinge-

Pkoladomyti Candida (left valve).
teeth, and with an
external ligament.

The living species are few, and are found only in very

deep water, but in former ages they were very numerous.

Pholas (fo'las), n. [NL. (Linnams, 1758), < Gr.

0<jAaf (06>/la<f-), lurking in a hole, a mollusk that

makes holes in stones (Lithodomus) ;
cf. Qafaiv,

lurk in a hole, dAe<if, a hole, lurking-place.]
1. The typical genus of the family Pholadides

and the subfamily Pholadinx. It was formerly co-

extensive with the family, but has been variously subdi-
vided. By recent writers it is restricted to species having
the dorsal margin protected by two accessory valves (see

accessory), anterior and posterior, and with umbonal pro-
cesses reflected over the beaks. The species are of some
economical value, the Pholas dactylus, called piddock, be-

ing marketable and also used as bait in England.
2. [I. c.] A species of the genus Pholas; a

pholad; a piddock. See cut under piddock.
Pholcida (fol'si-de), u. pi. [NL. (C. Koch,
1850), < Pholcus + -idx.] A family of spiders
formerly placed in the superfamily Retitelarise,
but recently put among the more primitive
forms, near the Dysderidse, HypochiliiJse, and
Filistatidtt. They are pale, long-legged spiders, living
in dark places and having either six or eight eyes. The
male palpi are very peculiar.

Pholcus (fol'kus), n. [NL. (Walckenaer, 1805),
< Gr. <fKi~An6f, squint-eyed.] A genus of spiders,
typical of the family Pholcidee, having the eyes
in three groups, a cluster of three on each side
of the median two. Nine species are known in the
United States. They live either in cellars or under rocks
in the woods, and construct irregular webs in which they
stand upside down. The webs are violently shaken as a
defense. The egg-cocoon is carried in the female's mouth.
The legs of some species are multiarticulate, indicating a
relationship with the OpUionts.

pholerite (fol'e-rit), . [Prop. *pholidite, <

Gr. 0o/Uf (<j>o^.iS-), scale, + -ite2.] A clay-like
mineral closely related to or identical with
kaolinite. It usually occurs in masses con-

sisting of minute scales.

pholidote (fol'i-dot), a. [< Gr. ^ohnar6^, armed,
clad with scales, < 0o/Uf (<jx>).td-), a scale.] Pro-
vided with scales

; scaly or squamous.
Phoma (fo'ma), n. [NL. (Fries, 1828), < Gr. 0u/f,
a blister.] A genus of parasitic fungi, of the
class Sphierioideee, producing little pustules on
plants. About 650 species have been referred to this

genus, but they probably represent different stages in the
development of other forms. P. uvicola, of the grape, for
instance (see grape-rot), is now understood to be only a
stage in the life-history of Physalospora Bidwettii.

phonal (fo'nal), a. [< Gr.
^uvrj,

voice (see
phone1

), + -al.] Of or pertaining to sound or
the voice. [Bare.]
The Thibetan is near in phonal structure.

Max Mutter, Selected Essays, i. 74.

phonascetlCS (fo-na-set'iks), n. [< Gr. <f>uvaa-

KUV, exercise the voice
;
cf . cpwvao-Ko'f, one who

ascetic.] In anc. Gr. music, a trainer of the

voice
;
a teacher of vocal music,

phonate (fo'nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. phonated,

ppr. phonathig. [< Gr. <jiovt/, sound, voice (see

phone1
), + -ate2 .] To utter vocal sounds; pro-

duce a noise with the vocal cords.

In a marked case, on the patient's attempting to pho-

nate, the cords remain perfectly movable during the at-

tempt. Lancet, No. 3417, p. 373.

phonation (fo-na'shon), n. [= F. phonation;
as phonate + -ion.]' The act of phonating ;

emission of vocal sounds; production of tone

with the vocal cords. Encyc. Brit., XXI. 202.

phonatory (fo'na-to-ri), a. [< phonate + -ory.]

Of or pertaining to phonation.

phonautogram (fo-na' to-gram), . [< Gr. javfi,

sound, voice, + avr6s, self, + jpafifta, inscrip-

tion.] The diagram or record of speech or

other sound made by a phonautograph or a

gramophone.
phonautograph (fo-na'to-gp-af),

. [< Gr. fw#,
sound, + airof, self, + ypatyuv, write.] 1. An
instrument for registering the vibrations of a

sounding body. That devised about 1858 by Leon Scott

consists ofa large barrel-shaped vessel made of plaster of

Paris, into the open end of which the sound enters ;
the

tone, prop, the sound of the voice (of man or

brute): see phone1
.] 1. Relating or pertain-

ing to the human voice as used in speech; con-

cerning articulate sounds, their mode of pro-
duction, relations, combinations, and changes:
as, phonetic science

; phonetic decay. 2. Rep-
resenting articulate sounds or utterance : as, a

phonetic mode of writing (in contradistinction

to an ideographic or pictorial mode) ; a pho-
netic mode of spelling (in contradistinction to a

traditional, historical, or so-called etymological
mode, such as the current spelling of English,
in which letters representing or supposed to

represent former and obsolete utterance are

retained or inserted according to chances of

time, caprice, or imperfect knowledge). 3. In

entom., as used by Kirby, noting the collar or

prothorax of a hymenopterous insect when it

embraces the mesothorax and the posterior an-

gles cover the mesothoracic or so-called vocal

spiracles Phonetic shorthand, a system of short-

hand or stenography in which words are represented by
their sounds, and not by their spelling as in ordinary long-
hand writing ; phonography. All systems of shorthand in

use in writing English are phonetic, the phonetic princi-

ple being absolutely necessary to the requisite brevity.
Phonetic spelling, spelling according to sound

;
the spell-

ing of words as they are pronounced.

phonetical (fo-net'i-kal), a. [< phonetic + -al.]

Same as phonetic.

phonetically (fo-net'i-kal-i), adv. In a phonetic
manner ; as regards the sound and not the spell-

ing of words.

phonetician (fo-ne-tish'an), n. [< phonetic +
-ian.] One who is versed in or is a student of

phonetics.
We must serve our apprenticeship as phoneticians, ety-

mologists, and grammarians before we can venture to go
beyond. Max MiOler, in Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 700.

phoneticism (fo-net'i-sizm), n. [< phonetic +
-ism.] The quality of being phonetic; pho-
netic character; representation, or faithful rep-
resentation, of utterance by written signs.

The Egyptian and Chinese alphabets, each of which be-

Phonautoe h gan as simple picture-writing and developed into almost

j complete phoneticism. Science, VIII. 553.
BC, barrel with opening at C; c, brass tube with membrane and

style at , and movable piece o, by which the position of the nodal
pflonetlCist (fO-liet'l-SlSt), 11. [<.pltOnetiC + -ISt.]

points can be regulated; A, handle to turn cylinder (A) covered with f**"vw*^Aow v , L 1 J

lampbiacked paper. One who adopts or favors phonetic spelling.

phoneticize (fo-net'i-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
other end, somewhat contracted in shape, is closed by a r.T,ntt -tjfi"f/l _ nhnmftinyinn r( nlmurfip +
membrane with a style attached on the outside, whose pnonetiCMd, ppr..phoneticizing,

^plionetit
-r

point rests against a horizontal cylinder covered with -tee.] 1 o make phonetic ;
render true, or more

lampbiacked paper. If the membrane is at rest the trace nearly corresponding, to utterance. Science,
of the style is a straight line, but when the sound enters XV. 7
the membrane vibrates, and the writing-point registers -i,-.!-*!,,- it?. npfiVsl n FP1 nfnhonetif RPP
these vibrations with great perfection. pnonOUCS (to-net IKS;, n. in, OlpllOt

2. Same as music-recorder.
~lcs^ Phonetic science; that division of lan-

[< pho- guage-study which deals with articulate sounds

or made an(^ whatever concerns them
; phonology.

i-aph or gramophone. Jour, phonetism (fo'ne-tizm), n. [<phonet-ic + -ism.]

Sound; pronunciation.
[< phonet-ic + -iff.]

A student of or one versed in phonetics.
Different phonetists of that time giving different lists.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XVI. ee.

x. same as musvc-recoraer.

phonautographic (fo-na-to-graf 'ik), a.

nautograph + -ic.] Of, pertaining to, o

by the phonautograph or gramophone.
Franklin Inst., CXXV. 53.

phonautographically (fo-na-to-graf'i-kal-i), phonetist (fo'ne-tist), n.

adv. By means of the phonautograph. Jour.

Franklin Inst., CXXV. 53.

phone1
(fon), n. [< Gr. ^uvri, a sound, tone,

amiTirl r>f flip vnino IYvf TnaTi nr bnitfO vrvW Tl>e author of the Ormulum was a phonetift, and em-
Ite;, V( ice,

spelling of his own to represent not only
speech, cry, etc., any articulate sound, vowel he quality but the quantities of vowels and consonants.
or consonant (later restricted to vowels as Encyc. Brit., VIII. 396.

opposed to consonants), also the faculty of
pfconetization (fo"ne-ti-za'shon), n. [< pho-

speech, language, a language, dialect, also a "
netize + -ation.] The act or art of represent-

report, rumor, etc., < -/ <t>a m <?/?, speech, ing SOUnd by phonetic signs. Webster's Diet.;
report, etc., = Li.fanm, etc. : see fameL , table. I r ~. -n;,f rRot-o if ' . ^ - ' "

j ., 1111). J-ftljt. 1-lVitlc.JA sound; a vocal sound; a tone produced by pj!0netize (fo'ne-tiz), . *.
; pret. and

the vibration of the vocal cords; one of the
",,fH!,Kd_ nnr_ nhon,etizina. f< nhnnet-i

See phonate,

,
. pp. pho-

netized, ppr. phonetizing. [< phonet-ic + -ize.]

To represent phonetically. [Rare.]
I find a goodly number of Yankeeisms in him [Spenser],

such as idee (not as a rhyme); but the oddest is his twice

spelling dew deow, which is just as one would spell it who
wished tophonelize its sound in rural New England.
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primary elements of utterance

phonetic.

phone2
(fon), n. [Abbr. of telephone, .] A

telephone : generally applied to the receiver,
but sometimes to the whole apparatus. Sci.

Amer., N. S., July 19, 1884, p. 43. [Colloq.]

phone2
(fon), v.; pret. and pp. phoned, ppr. phon- phonic (fon'ik), a. [= F. phonique = Sp.fonieo

ing. [Abbr. of telephone, v.] To telephone. = It. fonico, < Gr. as if *0uw:of, < Quvft, sound,
[Colloq.] voice : seephone^. Cf. phonetic.] Oforpertain-

phoneidoscope (fo-ni'do-skop), . [< Gr. fyuvf], ing to sound; according to sound: as, thephonic
sound, + cloof, form, -I- OKoireiv, view.] An in- method. See plionics.
strument for observing the color-figures of li- phonics (fon'iks), n. [PI. of phonic: see -ics.]

quid films under the action of sonorous vibra- 1. The doctrine or science of sounds, especially
tions. E. H. Knight. those of the human voice

; phonetics. 2. The
phoneidoscopic (to-ni-do-skop'ik), . [< pho- art of combining musical sounds.

neidoscope + -ic.]

'

Of or pertaining to the pho- phonikon (fo'ni-kon), n. [NL., < Gr. as if <j>u-

neidoscope or the phenomena observed by VIK.O.V, neut. of "tfiwmKoi; : see phonic.] A musical
means of it. instrument of the metal wind group, with a



phonikon

spherical-shaped bell, invented in 1848 by B.

I
1
'. Cy.erveny of Koniggriitz, Bohemia.

phonocamptic (fo-im-kamp'tik), n. [= ]'. )iln>-

iiiic/nii/ilii/iH' = Pg. iiliiiiiiii'iiiiijilii-ii. < (ir. Quvi/,

Hound, voice (see /ilmm-l ), + k<ui~Tni
, verbal adj.

of KOUTTTCIV, bend.] Reflecting or deflect ing
sound.
The magnifying the sound by the polyphonlsms or re-

in missions of the rocks ami other //A"io<v/i;i/^/cA i ihjrrt^.
Drrhaui.

Phonocamptic center. Seecenteri.

phonocamptics (fo-no-kump'tiks), . [PI. of

plKHtoeamptic
: see-iiw.] Tnat branch of phys-

ics which treats of the reflection of sound.
rs what the masters of ... phottocmnptics, ota-

rmiMtics, eie., have <lon
t something has ben attempted !>

tin- lioyal Society. Krrlii,,. To hnct.n- Beale.

phonogram (fo'no-gram), H. [< (,!r. <p<.<r/}, .sound.

voice, + }pAfi/ia, a writing, letter: see i/ram2 .]

1. A graphic character representing a sound of
the human voice.

It Is probable that the adoption of the important step
by which the advance was made from ideograms to pho-
nugravM arose out of the necessity of expressing pn>] i

names. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 22.

2. The record of sound produced by a phono-
graph, or the sheet of tin-foil or cylinder of wax
on which it is produced.
There is a brass cylinder, on which the wax />ti"n<irain

Is placed. Nature, XXXIX. 108.

phonograph (fo'no-graf), M. [= F. phono-
;/>'ni>lic, < Gr. 06OT?, sound, voice, + ypaipttv,

write.] 1. A type or character for expressing

are made to produce on a register permanent
tracings, each having an individual character

corresponding to the sound producing it. The
sounds can be afterward reproduced from the

register. In its original form it consists essentially of
a curved tube, one end of which is fitted with a mouth-
piece, while the other end (about two inches in diame-
ter) Is closed with a diaphragm of exceedingly thin metal.

Phonograph (earlier form).

Connected with the center of this diaphragm is a steel

fii'int,

which, when the sounds are projected on the disk
rom the mouthpiece, vibrates backward and forward.
This part of the apparatus Is adjusted to a cylinder which
rotates on a horizontal axis. On the surface of the cylin-
der is cut a spiral groove, and on the axis there IB a spiral
screw of the same pitch, which works in a nut. When the
instrument is to be used, a piece of tin-foil is gummed
round the cylinder, and the steel point is adjusted so as
j nst to touch the tin-foil above the line of the spiral groove.
If words are now spoken through the mouthpiece, and the
cylinder is kept rotating either by the hand or by clock-
work, a series of small marks will be made on the foil by
the vibratory movement of the steel point, and these mark-
ings will each have an individual character corresponding
to the various sounds. The sounds thus registered are re-

produced by placing the diaphragm with its steel point in
the same position with reference to the tin-foil as when the
cylinder originally started. When the cylinder is rotated,
the indentations previously made cause the steel point to
rise or fall, or otherwise vibrate, as they pass under It, and
the diaphragm is consequently thrown into a state of vi-
bration exactly corresponding to that which produced the
markings, and thus affects the surrounding air so as to
produce sounds closely similar to those originally made
by the voice. The reproduced sound is, however, more or
less metallic and nasal, ivnd some of the consonants, a>

Phonograph (recent form).

a, armature ; *, field ; c, governor ; d, switch ; t. main pulley on
armature-shaft ; f, pulley on cylinder-shaft ; r. fixed screw ; A, spring
holding fixed-screw nuts ; i', carriage ; /. diaphragm : *. diaphra^tn-
-inn: A cylinder on mandrel; w.hody; tt, bed-plate; <?, Jock-bolt ;

/. IwlDgine nn" = ! st"!> lllli start lift; r. keys tc. start lift
; s, lever

lor changing diaphragm from recorder to reproducer.
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and t, are not clearly given. The contents of the strips of
foil niiiy lie reproduced in hound utter any length of time,
altd repeated until the markings hccoiue effaced. The
niMi uiiirnt has recently been improved an-l made In the
form shown In the second cut, in which the cylinder is

driven by an electric current from a battery, and the tin-

foil is replaced by a cylinder of hard wax, which can be
turned off to remove marks and thus fitted to register other
sounds a process that may be repeated many times before
the cylinder is rendered useless.

phonograph (fo'no-graf), t'. t. [(.phonoijnnili,
n .] To register or record by means of the pno-

phonographer (fo-nog'ra-fer), n. [< phoim-
!/i-ni>li, jihiiiiiii/riiph-y,

+ -er1 .] 1. One who is

versed in phonography ;
a writer of phonogra-

phy, or phonetic shorthand. 2. One who uses
or who in skilled in the use of the phonograph.
phonograph-graphophone (fo'no-graf-graf'o-
fon), n. See ifrn/ilt'ijilitnic.

phonographic i fo-no-graf'ik), a. [= F. ;>A-

1. Pertaining to or used in the writing or rep-
resentation of sound.

Although our own writing has reached the alpha!" tie

stage, yet we still continue to employ a considerable num-
ber of phonographic and ideographic signs.

Imac Taylor, '1 he Alphabet, I. 6.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of pho-
nography, or phonetic shorthand; made in or

using phonetic shorthand : as, a phonographic
note or report; a phonographic reporter. 3.
Of or pertaining to the phonograph; produced
by means of the phonograph.
phonographical (fo-uo-graf'i-kal), a. [< phti-

iiHi/mpliic + -til.] Same as phonographic.
phonographically (fo-no-graf'i-kal-i), ode. In
a phonographic manner. ( ) As regards or by means
of phonography. (6) As regards or by means of the pho-
nograph.

phonographist (fo-nog'ra-fist), . [< phono-
iiraph, phnuograph-y, + -ist.] A phonographer.
phonography (fo-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F.phonogra-
phie, \ Gr. Quvfy, sound, voice, + -ypatyia, < yp&-
<fifiv, write.] 1 . The science of sound-signs, orthe

representation of vocal sounds. 2. The rep-
resentation of words as they are pronounced ;

specifically,
a system of phonetic writing in

shorthand introduced by Isaac Pitman of Bath,
England, in the year 1837. The consonants are rep-
resented by simple lines (called stems), curved or straight,

light or heavy, vertical, horizontal, or slanting, with initial

and terminal hooks, circles, loops, etc. ; the vowels are

represented by dots and dashes, light or heavy, by com-
binationsof them, and by small angles and semicircles. In
actual use most of the vowel-signs are omitted (though
they may in many cases be approximately indicated by the
position above, on, or below the line of the consonant-
stem), and the consonant-stems, by halving, doubling, etc.

,

are made to perform extra duty. To secure further brev-

ity, various arbitrary devices are employed. Mr. Pitman's
system has been variously modified and improved by him-
self and others in England and America. See shorthand.

3. The construction and use of phonographs,
and the recording of sound by mechanical
means, with a view to its reproduction.
phonolite (fo'no-lit), . [= F.phonolithe= Pg.
phonolite; equiv. to clinkstone; < Gr. tpuvq, sound,
+ A*0oc, stone.] The name given by Klaproth
to certain volcanic rocks of exceedingly varia-
ble and complex character, but closely related
to the trachytes. The essential constituents of pho-
nolite are sanidine and nephelin, and some authors restrict
the name to rocks having this composition. Rocks con-

taining sanidine and leucite are called by Rosenbusch
Irtidte-phoHolite*, varieties of which pass into or are closely
allied with leucitophyre and lencite-basalt. Nosean and
haiiyne are often present in rocks of this class, and give
names to varieties known as nogtan-photwlite and haiiyne-
phonolite. Authors are by no means agreed in opinion with
regard to the classification of the many varieties of neph.dm and lencite rocks, which frequently pass into each
other by insensible gradations. Boricky makes eight di-

visions of the phonolite family. With the essential con-
Htituents of the various phonolites arc associated many
accessory minerals, especially magnetite, as well as olfvfn,

apatite, zircon, etc. Various zeolitic minerals are of fre-

quent occurrence In the phonolites as alteration products.
Phonolite is peculiarly a modern volcanic rock. Auvergne
and Bohemia are localities in which it is found In various
forms characteristic of volcanic action.

phonolitic (fo-no-lit'ik), a. [<phonolite + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of phonolite ;

composed of phonolite.
phonologer (fo-nol'o-jer), n. [< pho>iolo</-i/ +
-fr*.] Same as phonologist.
phonologic, phonological (fo-no-loj'ik, -i-kal).

</. [= Sp. foiioUgico = Pg. phonolof/ico ; as

phonoloy-y + -ic, -ic-<il.] Of or pertaining to

phonology.
phonologi'cally (fo-no-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a
phonologic manner; as regards phonology.
phonologist (fo-nol'o-jist), n. [< ]ihonolog-y +
-int.] One who is versed in phonology.
phonology (fo-nol'o-ji), n. [= F. phonnlogie =
S|>. foHologia = Pg. phonologia = It. fnniilniiiii.

phonotypical

< NL. "/ilioiniloi/iii, < lir. <.i:i,. sound, voice, +
-/</;.< n. < '/i, in, speak: see -/i>,/y. J 1. The
science ur doctrine of the sounds uttered by
the human voice, or used in a particular lan-

guage; phonetics. 2. That part of grammar
which treats of pronunciation. Compare or-

thofi>y. 3. The system of sounds and of their
combinations in a language.
These common characteristics of the Semitic alphal>ets

consist in the direction of the writing, the absence of true

voweln, the unique phonology, the number, the names,
and the order of the letters.

liaae Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 169.

phonomania (fon-o-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr. javq,

slaughter, murder, killing, + /itivia, madness.]
A mania for murder or killing.

phonometer ( fo-nom'e-ter), . [= F. /</m.</< -

trr = Pg. jihmiometro, < Gr. Quv>/, sound, voice,
+ fitrpov, measure.] An instrument for ex-

perimentally determining and exhibiting the
number of vibrations of a sonorous body (as a
string or tuning-fork) in a unit of time. The
simplest form comprises apparatus for uniformly moving
a paper tape coated with lampblack, in contact with a
delicate tracing-point fixed to the vibrating body. By this
means an undulating curve is traced having a length cor-

responding to the time of its motion. The number of un-
dulations In the curve Is also the number of vibrations
made by the sounding string or fork. By the substitution
of sensitized paper for the blackened tape, and a small
mirror for the tracing-point, permanent photographic
tracings of such curves can be made. See Sacarts u-fiftl

(under wheel), and triren, and compare phonautograph.

phonomotor (fo-no-mo'tor), n. [< Gr. $uvii,

sound, voice, + L. motor, mover: see motor.]
An instrument by which the energy of sound-
waves, as those produced by the human voice,

may be made to perform mechanical work.
Such an instrument invented by Edison has a mouthpiece
like that of a phonograph, and a diaphragm the vibration
of which, transmitted by means of a pawl, causes a small
wheel to revolve. Compare phonoscope.

phonophore (fo'no-for), n. [< NL. phonopho-
rus, < Gr. ^uwj, sound, voice, + </x>pof, bearing,
< ijiepetv = E. bear1

.'] 1. An auditory ossicle;
one of the phonophori. Coues. 2. An appa-
ratus by means of which telephonic communi-
cation may be maintained over a telegraph-
line without interfering with its use in the or-

dinary way. The principal feature of the Instrument
consists In the arrangement of two wires of considerable
length, wound in close proximity to but completely insu-
lated from each other, which together act as a condenser.
Also called phonopore.

phonophori (fo-nof'9-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

phonophonts : see phonophore.] The auditory
ossicles, or ossicula auditus, of Mammalia, col-

lectively
considered as bones subservient to the

office of hearing. Coues, Amer. Jour. Otology,
IV. 19. See cut under tympanic.
phonophorons (fo-nof'o-rus), a. [As phono-
phore + -otis.] Conveying sound; having the
function of the phonopnon. Coues.

phonoplez (fo'no-pleks), . [NL., < Gr. <t>uvr/,

sounds voice, + irfeiiTr/, a twisted rope, < *vltctvi>,

twist.] A system of duplexing on telegraph-
lines by the use of condensers and the tele-

phone as a receiver, devised by Edison.

phonopore (fo'no-por), n. [< Gr. Qavt/, sound,
voice, + n-opof, a means of passing: see pore1

.]

Same as phonophore, 2.

phonoporic (fo-no-por'ik), n. [< phonopore +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to, or made by, the pho-
nopore. Electric Her. (Amer.), XIV. 6.

phonorganon, phonorganum (fo-ndr'ga-non,
-num), n. [NL.,

< Gr. ^uny, sound, voice, +
bpyavav, an instrument: see organ!.] An in-
strument for imitating vocal sounds or speech ;

a speaking-machine.
phonoscope (fo'no-skop), n. [< Gr. juri/, sound,
voice, + axmreiv, view.] 1. A machine for re-

cording music as it is played or sung, or for

testing the quality of strings for musical in-
struments. 2. Same as microphone.
phonotelemeter (fo-no-te-lem'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

puvj?, sound, voice, + Tijfa, far, + iitrpov, mea-
sure".] An instrument for determining dis-

tances by means of the velocity with which
sound is transmitted.

phonotype (fo'no-tip), . [< Gr. <rWti, sound,
\oi ( -e, + ri'iroc, mark, type: see type.] A sys-
tem of expression whicn provides a distinct
character for every distinct sound of speech ;

a phonetic alphabet, or writing or printing in

phonetic characters.

phonotypic (fo-no-tip'ik), a. [< phonotype +
-ic.] Ofor pertaining to phonotypy : as, a pho-
notypic alphabet ; phonotypic writing or print-
ing.

phonotypical (fo-no-tip'i-kal), a. [< phono-
typic + -/.] Same as phonotypic.



phonotypically

phonptypically (fo-no-tip'i-kal-i), adr. Ac-

cording to or as regards phonotypy ;
in pho-

notypic characters. Ellin. Early Eng. Pronun-

ciation, IV. 1182.

phonotypist (fo'no-ti-pist), . [< pkonotyp-y +
-ist.~\ An advocate of phonotypy; one who

practises phonotypy.

phonotypy (fo'no-tl-pi), . [< Gr. tjtuvij, sound,

voice, 4- ri'Trof,' mark, type: see type.] A
method of representing eacli of the sounds of

speech by a distinct printed character or letter
;

phonetic, printing.

phoot, inter}. Same as jilm.

Phora (fo'rii), 11. [NL. (Latreille, 1796), < Gr.

<t>opof, bearing, carrying, < Qipeiv = E. bear1 .] In

entom., the typical genus of PhorifJse, containing

many small active flies whose habits are those

of scavengers or, rarely, of parasites. They
feed usually on fungi and decaying vegetation.
Also called Noda.
Phoradendron (fo-ra-don'dron), it. [NL. (Nut-
tall, 1848), so called as being parasitic on trees;
< Gr. <t>ap (= L. fur), a thief, + Mvjpov, a tree.]
A genus of apetalous plants, the American
mistletoes, of the order Loranthaceee and tribe

Viscese, characterized by the erect anthers sub-
sessile on the base of the calyx-lobes, verti-

cally two-celled and opening by a longitudinal
slit. The 80 species are all American, widely scattered

through the warmer regions, extending into the United

American Mistletoe {Pltora<tenciro,tjl(ivesceits\.
a t branch with the male inflorescence : 6, branch with the fruit.

States to New Jersey, and especially found in the west, and
southward into the Argentine Republic. They are shrubby
yellowish-green parasites, generally with abundant short
much-jointed branches, flat opposite thickish leaves, and
terminal or axillary jointed spikes of small sessile and im-
mersed flowers in several or many rows. f. flavescent ex-
tends north to New Jersey, on various trees, especially the
sour-gum (ffygsa sylvatica), and is often destructive to the
tree, as in cases of growth on elms, hickories, and wild
cherries. (See mistletoe, 2.) It is used as a substitute for
the European mistletoe.

phoranthium (fo-ran'thi-um), n.
; pi. phoran-

tliin (-a). [NL., < Gr. yopAs, bearing (< tyipeiv =
E. bear1

), + av6o$, flower.] In hot., same as cli-

nanthhim.

phorbeia (for-bi'a), n. [NL., < Gr. ipopfteia, a
mouth-band, a halter by which a horse is tied
to the manger, < <tx>p/]i/, pasture, fodder, < qip-
ftf", feed: see herb.] Same as eapistrum, 1.

Phoridae (for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Phora +
-idle.] A family of cycloraphous Viptera, found-
ed on the genus Phora. They are small, nearly
naked humpback flies with one- or two-jointed antenna,
and large wings with two strong veins and from three to
five weak cross-veins. They are everywhere numerous,
and feed in the larval state on all sorts of dead animal and
vegetable matters, seldom attacking living insects and
thus becoming parasites.

phorminx (for'mingks), n. [NL., < Gr.
<fr6p/tryt;,

a kind of lyre, perhaps < Qepeiv, carry, = E. bear1 ,

as being a portable lyre.] An ancient Greek
stringed musical instrument

;
a cithara or lyre.

We beat the phorminx till we hurt our thumbs,
As if still ignorant of counterpoint.

Mrs. Brmming, Aurora Leigh, i.

Phormium (for'mi-um), n. [NL. (J. and G.
Forster, 1776), < Gr.

fop^iav,
a plant, a kind of

sage. Cf. Gr. <popftiov, dim. of ^op/iop, a basket,
mat, < ^epeiv = E. bear1.] A genus of liliaceous
plants of the tribe Hcme-
rocallese, characterized by
the tnrbinate form of the
perianth above its short
tube, with three lanceo-
late erect sepals and three
thinner petals slightly
spreading at the apex.
The 2 species, with several va-
rieties, are natives of New Zea-
land and Norfolk Island. They

^T^g^olraS SSgST
sword-shaped radical leaves
from a short thickened rootstock. They bear a tall leaf-
less scape branching at the summit, with erect variegated
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lurid or yellow and red flowers in a terminal panicle. The
largest variety produces green and gray leaves from 5 to 6

feet long, and deep orange-red flowers on n stalk 18 feet

high. /'. tenax variegata is the New /calami flax (which
see, under fax, 1 (6)), also called flax-lm*h. It is a very
beautiful variegated-leafed variety, valuable for lawn
decoration. The other varieties are cultivated also for

their beauty, and especially for their fiber the strongest

vegetable fiber known. The plants are raised from thr

divided roots or from seeds, and are hardy in England.
The fiber is now sold for making cordage, paper, etc., and

gardeners use the leaves as cordage when simply torn into

shreds.

Phoronis (fo-ro'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. topuvif, of

Phoroneus,'< to/xwerj, Phoroneus, a king of Ar-

gos.] A genus of Gephyrea, typical of the fam-

ily PhnronMse. They have a circlet of long tentacular

appendages around the mouth, close to which the anus is

situated. A pseudohemal system exists, and the fluid is

said to contain red corpuscles. The embryo is mesotrochal,
but has also two ciliated hands, one around the anus, the
other behind the mouth, the latter being produced into a

fringe of numerous tentaculiform lobes, in which state it

is the so-called actinotrocha.

phoronomiat(for-o-no'mi-a),w. [NL.: seepho-
ronomy.] Same as phorotiomics.
phoronomics (for-o-nom'iks), n. [< pJioronom-y
+ -ics.] That branch of mechanicswhich treats
of bodies in motion; kinematics; the purely
geometrical theory of motion.

plwronomy (fo-ron'o-mi), n. [= Y.phorono-
mie, < NL. phoronomia, < Gr. (jmpa, motion ( <

fapetv, carry), + -vo/*z, < vo/Mf, law : see Mow5
.]

1. Same &sphoronomics.
Matter, quantitatively denned, is "the moveable in

space." In this point of view it is the object of a science
we may call Phmrmwmy. H. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 489.

2. The inference of force from motion,

phoroscope (for'o-skop), n. [< Gr. <tmpd, mo-
tion (< fytptiv = E. beai-1),+ mmrelv, view.] An
instrument for transmitting a visual image to a
distant point by means of electricity.

phosgen, phosgene (fos'^en, -Jen), n. [= F.

phosgene= Pg. phosgeno; irreg. < Gr. <j>us, contr.
of 0<zof, light, 4- -yevi/f, producing: see -gen.]
Carbonyl chlorid (COCJ2 ), a gas formed by the
action of light on a mixture of carbonic oxid
and chlorin. Below 8 C. it is a colorless fluid

with a suffocating odor.

phosgenite (fos'jen-it), n. [< phosgen + -ite?.]
A mineral consisting of the chlorid and carbo-
nate of lead. It occurs in white or yellowish
tetragonal crystals having an adamantine lus-
ter. Also called corneous lead.

phosphate (fos'fat), n. [= F. phosphate = Sp.
fosfato = Pg. phosphato = It. fosfato; as phos-
ph(ortts) + -ate1 .] 1. A salt of phosphoric
acid. 2. A name given to various mineral de-

posits which consist largely of calcium or iron
and alumina phosphates, and are used in the
manufacture of commercial fertilizers phos-
phate of iron, a native blue ocher, in color similar to the
deeper hues of ultramarine ash, but more dull.

phosphated (fos'fa-ted), a. [< phosphate +
-erf2.] Phosphatic: as. phosphated deposits.
Nature, XXXIX. 192.

phosphatic (fos-fat'ik), a. [= F. phosphatiqiic ;

< phosphate + -ic.] Of the nature of or con-

taining a phosphate ; characterized by the for-
mation or presence of a phosphate Phosphatic
bread, bread made from bolted meal or white flour to
which nutritive salts which have been removed with the
bran or gluten coat are restored by the use of an acid phos-
phate and a carbonated alkali, which, also, by the evolu-
tion of carbonic acid, lighten or raise the bread. Phos-
phatic diathesis, in med., the condition of the system
which evinces itself in phosphaturia. Phosphatic nod-
ules, concretions and nodules of phosphate of lime, now
largely used for artificial manure.

phosphatization (fos"fa-ti-za'shon), n. [<phos-
pliati:e + -ation.] Conversion info a phosphate,
or a phosphatic condition. Amer. Geologist, I.

256.

phosphatize (fos'fa-tiz), . t.; pret. and pp.
phosphatizcd, ppr. phosphatieint/. [< phosphate+ -ize.] 1. To reduce to the form of a phos-
phate.
In most instances these fossils are phosphatized more or

less completely, in extreme cases to the extent of nearly
obliterating the organic structure. Science, III. 587.

2. To treat with phosphates, as with phosphatic
medicines or fertilizing phosphates.

phosphaturia^fos-fa-tu'ri-a), n. [NL., < phos-
jihate + Gr. ovpov, urine.] The presence of an
excessive quantity of phosphates in the urine.

phosphene (fos'fen), n. [= F. phosphene; irreg.
< Gr. <pwf, light, + tyaivnv, show.] The lumi-
nous image produced by pressing the eyeball
with the finger or otherwise. It is due to the
direct mechanical stimulation of the retina.
Press the finger into the internal corner of the eye'

you perceive a brilliant colored spectrum in the field of
view on the opposite or external side. . . . The colored
spectra have been called phosphenes. Le Conte, Sight, p. 67.

phosphorescent

phosphide (fos'fid or -fid), n.

-itlcf.] A combination of phosphorus with a

single element: as, jiliospMde of iron or copper.
phosphine (fos'h'n),. [<.phospk(onu) + -intf.]
Same as pkotpluireted Injili-oyeii (which see,
under jiliiinplnirrtc(l).

phosphite (fos'fit), n. [= F. phosphite = Sp.
fomto = Pg. phoxpliito; as pho,tph(oru,f) +
-it<;2.] A salt of phosphorous acid.

phosphochalcite (fos-fo-kal'sit), . [< /i7io-

pho(riix) + flialeitin.] Hydrous phosphate of

copper. Spe pscndomahicliitc.

Phosphor (fos'for), n. [= F. Phosplinre = Sp.
Fdsfoni = P,'. I'ln>fipli/-ii.\i. Ji'oxfiirn, Phosphor
(in def. 2, F. phoxpliore = Sp. ffoforo = Pg.
phoxplioro = H.fnfifiini = Dan. Svr.fonfor, <NL.
phmpliorim, phosphorus), < L. Phosphorus, < Gr.

hoopoe, Lucifer, the morning star, < tjiuafyopaf,

bringing light, < ttix;, coutr. of 0aof, light (< <t>aeii',

shine : seephase 1
), + -<popof, < tyepeiv, bring, = E.

bear1
. Cf. the equiv. Lucifer.] 1. The morning

star, or Lucifer; the planet Venus, when it pre-
cedes the sun and shines in the morning.

They saw this Phosphor's Infant-light, and knew
It bravely usher'd in a Sun as New.

Cowley, Davideis, ii.

Bright 1'honphor, fresher for the night,
By thee the world's great work is heard
Beginning. Tennyson, in Memoriam, cxxi.

2f. [I-
r-] Phosphorus.

Of lambent flame you have whole sheets in a handful of

phosphor. Addition.

phosphorate (fos'fo-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
phosphora ted, ppr.phosphorating, [(.phosphorus
+ -ate2 .] To combine or impregnate with

phosphorus.- Phosphorated olL See oil.

phosphor-bronze (fos'for-bronz), n. See bronze.

phosphor-copper (fos'for-kop"er), n. A com-
bination of phosphorus with copper, prepared
by the reduction of phosphate of copper in a

graphite crucible, or in some other similar way,
for use in making phosphor-bronze.
phosphoreoust (fos-fo're-us), a. [< phosphor +
-eons.] Same as phosphorescent. J'einiaiit.

phosphoresce (fos-fo-res'), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

phosphoresced, ppr. phosphorescing. [< phox-
phor + -esee.] To shine, as phosphorus, by ex-

hibiting a faint light without sensible heat;
give out a phosphorescent light.

phosphorescence (fos-fo-res'ens), .. [= F.

phoresceneia = It. fosforesccnza ; as phospho-
rescen(t) + -ce.] The state or character of be-

ing phosphorescent; the property which certain
bodies possess of becoming luminous without
\indergoing combustion. Phosphorescence is some-
times a chemical, sometimes a physical action. When
chemical, it consists essentially in slow oxidation attended
with evolution of light, as in the case of phosphorus.
When physical, it consists in the continuation of the mo-
lecular vibrations causing the emission of light after the
body has ceased to be exposed to the light-radiation (or,
more generally, radiant energy) to which this motion is

due
;
this is seen in the case of the diamond, chlorophane,

sugar, barium and calcium sulphids, and many other sub-
stances. Phosphorescence is also produced in some crys-
tals (diamond, calcite, etc.) by exposure to the electrical

discharge in a vacuum-tube. The phosphorescence of the
sea is produced by the scintillating or phosphorescent
light emitted from the bodies of certain marine animals.
The luminosity of plants is a condition under which cer-
tain plants (always, so far as now known, Tkallopkytes)
evolve light. The so-called luminosity or phosphorescence
of decaying wood is due to the presence of the mycelium
of Agaricug rnelleus. Other luminous fungi are Ayaricus
olearius, A. ipneus, A. noctUug, and A. Gardneri. Various
algae and diatoms also exhibit this phenomenon. Bee cut
under Noctiluca.

What is correctly termed phosphorescence has nothing
to do with phosphorus, but it is merely a species of fluo-

rescence. Tail, Light, 204.

phosphorescent (fos-fo-res'ent), a. and n. [=
F.pkosphoregetn t= Sp. /unforeseen te= Pg. phos-
pkoi'escente = It. fosforescente; as phosphor +
-escent. Cf. phosphoresce.] I. a. Shining with
a faint light or luminosity like that of phos-
phorus ; luminous without sensible heat. Vari-
ous animals are phosphorescent ; as, among infusorians,
the noctilucas (see cut under Xoctiluca) ; among polyps.
certain sea-pens (Pennatitla phosphtrrea, for example) ;

among insects, the glow-worm and other beetles of the
family Lampyridee (see cuts under firefly, Lamjnjris, and
li(fhtning-biip\ and many bugs of the family Fitlgoridte
(see cut under lantern-fly); among ascidians, the pyro-
somes or flrebodies ; and some Ashes. A number of min-
eral substances exhibit a similar property after having
been exposed to a bright light, though from a different
cause, as calcium chlorid, anhydrous calcium nitrate, the
sulphids of barium, strontium, calcium (luminous paint X
the diamond, some vatieties of fluor-spar, apatite, borax,
and many other substances. Some mineral bodies become
phosphorescent when strongly heated, as a piece of lime.
see phosphorescence. Phosphorescent dial, paint,
photograph, etc. See the nouns.

II. H. A substance having the property of

phosphorescence, or luminosity without heat.
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The additions lined by us us the third constituent are

colourless salts, and nil of them fusible :it ihr irmjM-nititrr
at which the pMMnftOTMMIIfl an- prepared.

Philimrphicat Man., 'M' cr., XX Mil. 428.

phosphorated, phosphoretted (fos'fo-n-t-ed),
a. Siime us i>hui<iiliiiri inl.

phosphoric (fos-for'ik), . [= !'. pho.
= S[>. J'osJ'orico = I'g. phox/ilinrii-0 = It. /V

r; as pho*/ilior + -IP.] Pertaining to, obtain
c'il from, or resembling plii>s|ilinnis; phospho-
rescent.

How tin- lit lake shines, n ptwgptioric sea,
And the big rain comes dancing to the earth !

Byron, fhlldo Harold, 111. 83.

The unseen figure . . . had caused to bo thrown open
the graves ,,[ all mankind ; and from each issued the faint

phtwpturric reliance of decay. Poe, Tales, L 334.

Glacial phosphoric acid. Sec ijlnrinl.- Phosphoric
acid, Plia'U (sometimes called ortfamJtofJRtoftt acid in

contradistinction to truttaphtntphorie and\ an acid usually
obtained by decomposing bone ah, which consists chietly
of calcium phosphate, with sulphuric acid, and separat-
ing from foreign matters the phosphoric acid thus liber-

ated. It is also produced by the oxidation of phosphorous
acid, by oxidizing red phosphorus with nitric arid, by the

decomposition of apatite ami other native phosphates, and
in various other ways. It is a colorless odorless syrup,
with an intensely sour taste. It is trihasic, forming three
distinct classes of metallic salts. The three atoms of hy-
drogen may in like manner be replaced by alcohol radi-

cals, forming acid and neutral ethers. Phosphoric acid is

used in medicine as a tonic.

phosphorical (fos-for'i-kal), a. [< pkotpltorte
+ -<il.] Phosphoric.

phosphoridrosis (fos*for-i-dro'sis), . [NL., <

/iliosphorun (see Phosphor) + GT. "tdpua/c, sweat:
see HUbrotit.] Luminous sweat, sometimes seen
in the last stages of phthisis. Luneet.

Phosphorist (fos'fo-rist), . [<
"
Phosphoros,"

a Swedish periodical which was the organ of

this movement.] In Swedish literary hist., one
of a class of poets and writers of romantic and
idealistic tendencies who flourished about the

beginning of the nineteenth century.
Among the Phosphonxt*, Atterbom was the man of most

genius. EMIJC. Brit., XXII. 757.

phosphorite (fos'fo-rit), . [= F. phosphorite =
>Sp. ttmforita = Pg.phosphorita; as phosphor +
-ite%.] A. name applied originally to a massive

variety of apatite, but now used to embrace the
more or less impure earthy to compact calcium

phosphate which forms beds of considerable

magnitude in some localities (Estremadura in

Spain, Bohemia, etc.), and is of much economic

importance.
phosphorize (fos'fo-riz), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
pliii.iphori^efl, ppr. 'phosphorizing. [= P. phos-
phoriser = Pg. phosphorisar; as phoxphor +
-i:c.] To combine or impregnate witn phos-

S'lorus.osphorogenic (fos"fo-ro-jen'ik), a, [< NL.
phosphorus, phosphorus, + Gr. -}tw/f, produ-
cing: see -gen.] Producing phosphorescence:
specifically noting those rays of the spectrum
which possess the property of continuing the

phosphorescence of certain substances previ-
ously excited by exposure to light.

Glass is only less perfectly permeable than rock-crystal
to the phoephoroyenic rays that accompany the luminous
ones. Miller, Elem. of Chem., 8 112.

phosphorograph (fos-for'o-graf), . [< NL.
phosphorus, phosphorus, T Gr. ypatyttv, write.]
A representation, as of the solar spectrum, ob-
tained by phosphorescence, as by projecting it

upon a phosphorescent substance like luminous

paint: in this way an impression of the invis-
ible infra-red part of the spectrum is obtained.

J. W. Draper has obtained what he calls a phospharo-
graph of the solar spectrum, and has compared it with a

photograph of the same spectrum.
Quoted In Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 3<38.

phosphorographic (fos'fo-ro-graf'ik), . [<

phos-phoroiirnph + -ic.] Of or pertaining to

phosphorography.
Phosphorograpltic studies for the photographic repro-

duction of the stara. Nature, XXXIII. 431.

phosphorography (fos-fo-rog'ra-fi), . [< NL.
phosphorus, phosphorus, + Gr. ypaQciv, write.]
The art, method, etc., of making phosphoro-
graphs.
M. Ch. V. Zenger brought before the Academy of Sciences

on August :<0tha paper entitled "
/VuwpAoroyrnp/iy applied

to the I'hotography of the Invisible."

Atheiueum, No. 3073, p. 375.

phosphoroscope (fos'fo-ro-skop), . [= F.

pkotpkoroteope, < ffL^fkoipkomt, phosphorus,
+ Ur. nm-ni', behold.] 1. An instrument for

measuring the duration of evanescent phospho-
rescence ill different substances. It consists of a
hollow disk within which is placed the object to be tested.
Tin- .lisk is ccarcd "''"' ""'" >P'yim,'- heels so that it can
be rotatril a( any <l<jsired speed, and is so perforated on op-
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polite sides that the substance placed within It is alter-

nately exposed to a light placed behind the disk and to

I 111' r\ -,

M. K. Becquorel has shown expn imentally by his beau-
tiful photphorotcope the tlniteness of duration of the .mis-
sion ol lichf in the rase of solids ill which it was so brief

that Its emission was described as "fluorescence."
, Light, p. 150.

2. A philosophical toy consisting of glass
tubes containing different phosphorescent sub-
stances and arranged in a BOX. When exposed to

sunlight or strong artificial light, and afterward put in a
dark place, the tubes glow with lights of ilin.n nt colors.

Alumina, . . . glowing with a rich red colour in the

phnnphornteope. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 110.

phosphorous (fos'fo-rus), a. [= F. phoxpho-
= Sp. It.fosforoso = Pg. phosphoroso ; as

or + -otis.] Pertaining to, obtained
from, or containing phosphorus.- Phosphorous
acid, H;tl'O :1 ,

an acid produced by the action of water on

phosphorous anhydrid, by exposing sticks of phosphorus
to moist air, and in several other ways. Phosphorous acid
exists usually In the form of a thick uncrystallizable syrup,
but it may also be obtained crystallized. This acid is di-

basic, forming two series of metallic salts, named respec-
tively neutral and acid phunphilt*. Phosphorous anhy-
drid, 1*303, a soft, white, readily volatile |>owder prepared
by burning phosphorus in a limited supply of air.

phosphoruria (fos-fo-ro'ri-a), . [NL., < nhos-

/iliorus, phosphorus, + Or. ovpov, urine.] 1.

Phosphaturia. 2. Photuria.

phosphorus (fos'fo-rus), . [L. (in def . 2 NL. ), <

Gr.vuoip6fiof, Lucifer: see Phosphor.] 1. [cap.]
The morning star; Phosphor.
John Baptist was that Photphorui or morning star, to

signify the sun's approaching.
Rev. T. Adanu, Works, III. 224.

2. Chemical symbol, P; atomic weight, 31;

specific gravity, 1.826. A solid non-metal-
lic combustible substance, hitherto undecom-
posed, not found by itself in nature, but occur-

ring chiefly in combination with oxygen, cal-

cium, and magnesium. It Is widely distributed, be-

ing an essential constituent of all plants and of the bony
tissue of animals. It was originally obtained from urine

;

but it is now manufactured from bones, which consist in

large part of calcium phosphate. Common phosphorus,
when pure, is semi-transparent and colorless. At common
temperatures it is a soft solid, easily cut with a knife, the
cut surface having a waxy luster ; at 108" F. it fuses, and
at 550' Is converted into vapor. It is soluble, by the aid of

heat, In naphtha in fixed and volatile oils, and in sulphur
chlorid, carbon disulphid, and phosphorus snlphid. It is

exceedingly inflammable. Exposed to the air at common
temperatures, it undergoes slow combustion, emits a white
vapor of a peculiar garlic odor, and appears luminous in
the dark. A very slight degree of heat is sufficient to In-

flame it In the open air. Gentle pressure between the fin-

gers, friction, or a temperature not much above its point of
fusion kindlea it readily. It burns rapidly even in the air,

emitting a splendid white light, and causing intense heat.

Its combustion is far more rapid in oxygen gas, and the

light far more vivid. The product of the perfect combus-
tion of phosphorus is phosphorous pentoxid (PzO*), a white
solid which readily takes up water, passing into phosphoric
acid (which see, under phosphoric). Phosphorus may be
made to combine with most of the metals, forming com-
pounds called phosphide*; when dissolved in fat oils it

forms a solution which is luminous in the dark. It is chief-

ly used in the preparation of lucifer matches, and In the

preparation of phosphoric acid. It is used to some extent
in medicine in nervous affections, but is virulently poison-
ous except in very minute doses. Phosphorus presents a

good example of allotropy, in that It can he exhibited In at
least one other form, known as red or amorphous phospho-

photochromy

rut, presenting completely different properties from com-
mon phosphorus. This variety is produced by keeping
common phosphorus for a long time slightly below the

boiling-point. It is a red, hard, brittle substance, not
fusible, not poisonous, and not readily Inflammable, so
that it may he handled with impunity. When heated to
the boiling-point it changes back tocommon phosphorus.
Bologna, Bolognian, or Bononian phosphorus, one

of the most powerful of the solar phosphoric substances.
It is prepared by heating barium sulphate intensely with

powdered charcoal, and filling with it while hot glass tubes,
which are at once sealed. AJtter exposure to sunlight, the
mass phosphoresces in the dark with a bright orange-col-
ored light. Phosphorus bottle, (a) A contrivance for

obtaining instantaneous light. The light is produced by
stirring a piece of phosphorus about in a dry bottle with
a hot wire, and introducing a sulphur match. It is now su-

perseded by lucifer matches and similar contrivances. (M
A small bottle containing 12 grains of phosphorus melted
in half an ounce of olive-oil. On being uncorked in the dark
this solution emits light enough to illuminate the dial of
a watch, and it will retain this property for several years
If not too frequently used. Phosphorus paste, a poison-
ous compound containing phosphorus, for the destruction
of vermin, as rat*, mice, cockroaches, etc.

phosphorus-box (fos'fo-ms-boks), . A box
containing oxymuriate matches, which first su-

perseded the tinder-box.
N\ hen I was al>outl6 1 joined in partnership with a man

who used to make phottphoruf boxes. I sold them for him.
A piece of phosphorus was stuck in a tin tube, the match
was dipped into the phosphorus, and it would ignite by
friction. Mayheir, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 373.

phosphurett (fos'fu-ret), . [= F.phosphnre =
Sp../iw/'v '! = I'ii. phosphiireto; t\sphosph(orus)
+ -ui'i't.] Same as phosphide.

phosphureted, phosphuretted (fos'fu-ret-ed),
a. [' pho#phurct+ -t<T-.] Combined with phos-

phorus, phosphureted hydrogen, l'll
:l , a gas pro-

cured by boiling phosphorus with :i ran-tji- alkali. The
gaa so prepared IB spontaneously inflammable, owing to the

f trares of va]Htr of a liquid liylii'l of phos
phorus, and during it* combustion there- are form* d water
and phosphorir m id. I lie puie fas. while veryconibuBti-
Mt..i., -M,,t inflame spontaneously ; It Is colorless, is very
poisonous, itlM | has a (liHgiiKting smell, resembling that of

decaying fish. U hm mixed ith air or oxygen nun it ex-

]i]o,i> s at a temperature of :;IKI K. It is produced by the de-

composition of animal substances. When this gas Is cooled
below iero(C.) it deposit* a

liquid, hydrogen phosphide;
the gaseous phosphide remaining i* no longer spontane-
ously inflammable. Also called ptwnphine.

photalgia (fo-tul'ji-ji), .

[NL.,<Qr.f6r(fur-)i
light, + ii>jor, pain.] Pain arising from light.

photantitypimeter (fo-tan-tit-i-pim'e-ter), .

j
M... < <!r.

ifiijf (0UT-), light, + avTirmof, corre-

sponding (see antitype), + /ifrpov, measure.] A
chemical actinometer proposed by Marchand,
consisting of a solution of perchlorid of iron

and oxalic acid in water. When It is exposed to the

sunlight, carbonic-acid gas is set free, the measure of whose
volume expresses the chemical intensity of the sun's rays.

photics (fo'tiks), n. [< Gr.^ OUT-), light, +
-icg.] The science of light.
Photinla (fo-tin'i-a), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1821),
so called with ref . to the coriaceous and shining
evergreen leaves and white flowers; < Gr. $o-

Tctvfjf, shining, bright, < <fa (<!>UT-), light.] A
genus of rosaceous shrubs and trees, of the
tribe Pomex, known by the evergreen leaves
and one- to five-celled berry-like pome, with
thin partitions. There are about 30 species, natives
of Japan, China, and the mountains of India, and one of

California, They bear alternate undivided leaves, often
with leaf-like stipules, and usually white flowers in ter-

minal corymbs or panicles. The ovoid juicy fruit is

crowned by the five ovate calyx-lobes, and Is sometimes
edible. P. nerrulata and its varieties (often wrongly
called Cratsctru* ylabra) are the Chinese hawthorn, and /'.

arbuti/olia is the Californian May-bush of ornamental lawn
cultivation ; both are hardy evergreens, growing to a

height of 10 feet. The bark of P. dwria is used in Nepal
to dye scarlet /'. Japonica yields a small scarlet fruit
eaten by the Japanese, and is planted for ornament. See

loquat.

Photinian (fo-tin'i-an), n. [< LL. Phoiinianus,
an adherent' of Photinus, < Photinua, < Gr. *u-

Tctv6f, Photinus (see def.), < 0wrf<cof, shining,
bright, < fuf (<JXJT-), liffht.j

One of a sect-dis-

ciples of Photinus, a bishop of Sirmium in Pan-
nonia in the fourth century. Photinna denied
Christ's essential divinity, and believed that his moral
character developed from human to divine.

Photinianism (fo-tin'i-an-izm), n. [< Photinian
+ -ism.] The system of doctrine held by Pho-
tinus.

photo (fo'to), n. A colloquial abbreviation of

photograph.
photobiotic (fo'to-bi-ot'ik), . [< Gr. ^uf ($ur-),

light, + jiiuriKof, belonging to life.] Living
habitually in the light : said of a class of plant-
cells.

photocampsis (fo-to-kamp'sis), . [NL., < Gr.

^uf (0or-), contr. of ^oof, light (< ^aetv, shine : see

phased), + K<S/*V"C, bending, < /id//7rrr(ii, bend.]
Infraction of light. Thomas, Med. Diet.

photochemical (fo-to-kem'i-kal), a. [< Gr. for,

(<t*JT-), light, + E. chemical.] Of or pertaining
to the chemical action of light.

photochemist (fo-to-kem'ist), n. [< Gr. for.

(0t>r-), light, + E. chemist.] One who is versed
in photochemistry.
photochemistry (fo-to-kem'is-tri), . [< Gr.

for, (for-), light, + E. chemistry.] That branch
of chemistry which treats of the chemical ac-
tion of light.

photochromatic (fo'to-kro-mat'ik), a. [< pho-
tochrom-y + -atic (after chromatic).] Of or per-
taining to or produced by photochromy. Athe-

neeum, No. 32:15, p. 562.

photochromolithograph (fo-to-kro-mo-lith'o-

graf ), . [< Gr. fof (for-), light, + E. chromo-

lithograph.] A chromolithograph in the pro-
duction of which photographic processes have
been used.

photochromptype (fo-to-kro'mo-tip), . [< Gr.

for, (for-), light, + E. chromotype.] A photo-
process picture printed in colors in a printing-
press by any of the ordinary methods of typog-
raphy in colors.

photochromy (fo'to-kro-mi), n. [< Gr. for,

(for-), light, + ^fpu/w, color.] The art of re-

producing colors by photographv, or of produ-
cing photographic pictures in which the origi-
nals are shown in their natural colors. There Is

as yet no process by which natural colors can be registered
by photography by a single or simple operation, In such
form that the resulting picture will be permanent. By
the device of taking a separate negative for every color in

the subject, using in every case such chemicals or meth-
ods as will reproduce only the desired color, and after-
ward combining prints or matrices from all the negatives,
every one in Us appropriate color, a remarkably close ap-
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proximation is made to the natural appearance of the sub-

ject. This process is peculiarly adapted to the reproduc-
tion of such works of art as jewels, tapestries, potteries,
and enamels.

epiuastic movement or state of curvature ob-
served in certain organs when exposed to in-

tense light, due to a more active growth of the

photochronograph (fo-to-kron'o-graf), . [<
lorsal surface. Compare

;
/,/ (,x^.

P
Gr.> ?

*
), light, + E: cur,,,,.,',,, <<!,!,.] 1 . An photo-etching (to - to - ech mg) n. [< Gr. (toe

-
(0UT-), light, + E. etching.] Any process of

photo-engraving or photogravure, or any plate
or print produced by such a process, in which
a subject in line is transferred by photography
to a metal surface in such a manner that either
the ground or the lines of the design will resist

acid, with which the plate is then etched : most

write.] "The'melhod, practice, etc.', oftaking commonly used for relief-plates on zinc,suchas

instantaneous photographs at regular and gen-
those of tue Glllet Process - See photo-enyrao-

erally at short intervals of time, as of a bird, '-"'':

horse, projectile, etc., in motion.

photocrayon (f6-to-kra'on), a. [< Gr. fyui; (<tor-),

instrument for taking photochronographic pic-
tures. See photochronography. 2. A picture
taken by this method.

photochronographic (fo-to-kron-o-graf'ik), a.

Of or pertaining to photochronography.
photochronography (fo'to-kro-nog'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. 0uf ((tor-), light, + xpuvoc;, time, + ypdtyeiv,

or finished in crayons upon a photographic
groundwork : said of a picture,

photodermatic (f6"to-der-mat'ik), a. [< Gr.

0<jf (<t>ur-), light, + tepfta, skin : see dermatic.]
Having a luminous or phosphorescent skin

;

phosphorescent, as the mantle of a mollusk.

Nature, XL. 384.

photodrome (fo'to-drom), n. [< Gr. (tof (<t>uT-),

light, + dpo/iof, a running, < fpa^tlv, ran.] An
instrument for producing optical effects by
flashes of light thrown upon revolving disks on
which are painted various figures or devices.

photodynamic (fo"to-di-nam'ik), a. [< Gr.^
((tor-), light, + diva/us, power: see dynamic.]
Of or pertaining to the energy or effect of light.

photodysphoria (f6"to-dis-f6'ri-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. 0f (0uT-), light, + 6va<t>opta, pain hard to
be borne: see dysphoria.] An intolerance of

light; photophobia.
photo-electric (f6"to-e-lek'trik), a. [< Gr. (jiuf

(0<jr-), light, + E. electric.] Acting by the
combined operation of light and electricity;
producing light by means of electricity; also

noting apparatus for taking photographs by
electric light, or by a lamp whose illuminating
power is derived from electricity.

photo-electrical (fo'to-e-lek'tri-kal), a. [< Gr.

<t>us ((k>r-),light,+ E. electrical.] Same asphoto-
electric.

photo-electrotype (f6"to-e-lek'tro-tip), . [<
Gr. ^wf (0ur-), light, + E. electrotype.] A pho-
tographic picture produced in relief, such as to

afford, by the ordinary processes of electrotypy,
a matrix for a cast from which impressions in
ink may be obtained.

photo-engrave (fo"td-en-grav'), v. t. [< Gr.
0uf (0ur-), light, + E. engrave.] To produce by
or in photo-engraving.
photo-engraving (f6"t6-en-gra'ving), n. [< Gr.
0<yf (pur-), light, + E. engraving.] A common
name for many processes by which a photo-
graphmaybe made to afford a plate-matrix from
which can be taken prints in ink corresponding
to the original of the photographic image. These
processes depend upon the property, possessed by potas-
sium bichromate and analogous chemicals, of rendering in-

soluble, under the action of light, gelatin or some similar
body with which they are compounded. By applications of
this property, varying according to the process, a picture or
design can be produced on a metal surface, and the blank
places etched out with acid ; or a matrix in relief can be
formed, from which an electrotype plate can be made in or-
dinary ways. In general, the term photo-engraving is lim-
ited to a relief-block or -plate produced by photographicmeans for printing in an ordinary printing-press, to the art
of making such blocks, and to prints from them ; while the
term photogravure is commonly applied to a photographi-
cally engraved plate in intaglio from which prints may be
taken in a copperplate-press, to the art of making such an
incised plate, and to a print from it. In the Gillet pro-
cess a zinc plate coated with asphaltum is exposed be-
neath a negative, and those portions unchanged by light
are dissolved. The zinc is then etched. Photographs are
reproduced in the form of half-tone plates for use in the
printing-press by several methods, all of which depend
upon breaking up the surface of the picture by dark lines
in regular series. A gelatin film on which such a series of
lines has been photographed is placed between the sensi-
tized surface which is to receive the impression and a
positive picture. The resulting print will consist of the
subject appearing in half-tone on a ground of lines, andfrom it a typographical matrix is prepared in the usualWa
7s

j (For an example of a half-tone plate, see cut under
aekadrachm.) Also called photographic engraving, photo-
graphic-process printing, photographic process. See photo-
etchnui (Gillet process), and compare heliatypy and photo-
gravure.

photo-epinastic (fo-to-ep-i-nas'tik), a. f<pho-
to-epinast-y + -ic.] In hot., of, pertaining to,
or ot the nature of photo-epinasty.
photo-epinastically (fo-to-ep-i-nas'ti-kal-i),
cutv. In lot., in a photo-epinastic manner,
photo-epinasty (fo-to-ep'i-nas-ti), n. [< Gr.
0uf (<t>uT-), light, + E. epinasty.] In lot., an

for printing like a plate. The gutta-percha plate is

a hardened impression from a relief negative in bichro-
mated gelatin, made according to the methods used in

photo-process.

photogen (fo'to-jen), n. [F. photogene, < Gr.

(tof (0r-), light, + -yevf/c, producing: see -gen.]
A paraffin-oil : game as kerosene.

photogene (fo'to-jen), n. [< Gr. 0>f (<t**>T-), light,+ -yevfa, producing: see -gen.] A more or less
continued impression or picture on the retina.
H. Spencer.
photogenic (fo-to-jen'ik), a. [= F. photoge-
niqttti = It. fotogenico ; as photogen-, photogen-
ous.] 1. Of or pertaining to photogeny. 2.
In tool., producing light without sensible heat,
as an animal or vegetable organism; giving
rise to luminosity or phosphorescence; pho-
togenoug.

According to Schulze the males of Lampyris splendidula
possess two photogenic organs.

Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 379.

Photogenic drawing, (a) A picture produced by the
agency of light, according to any of the photographic pro-
cesses. Specifically (b) A reproduction of the configura-
tion of any flat translucent object, as a leaf, or the wing of
an insect, or a drawing upon translucent paper or tracing-
cloth, made by confining it under glass in contact with a
sensitive film, exposing to the action of light, and fixing
or developing the image resulting in the film. A variety
of photogenic processes are now in use for copying me-
chanical drawings. See blue-printing.

photogenous (fo-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. 0f (<M"-)>
light, + -yevfa, producing: see-genotis.] Inbiol.,
same as photogenic.
Their further studies . . . enable them to reconcile

their theory of photogenous fermentation with the hypothe-
sis of the oxidation of a phosphorated substance, as pro-
posed by some biologists. Nature, XXXVIII. 512.

photogeny (fo-toj'e-ni), . [< Gr.

light, + -ytveia, < -yevfis, producing: see -geny.]
The art of taking pictures by the action of light
on a chemicallyprepared ground ; photography.
photpglyphic (fo-to-glif'ik), a. [< photoglyph-y+ -ic.] Of or relating to photoglyphy.
photoglyphy (fo-tog'li-fi), . [< Gr. 0or ($w-),
light, + -yUtfieiv, engrave.] The art of engrav-
ing by means of the action of light and certain
chemical processes; particularly, the produc-
tion by photographic processes of a plate from
which copies can be printed in ink. Often re-
stricted to the production of intaglio plates, Or

photogravure.

photo-
graph. Nature, XXXVI. 317. [Rare.]
photogrammetry(f6-to-gram'et-ri), . The art
of forming an orthogonal projection from two
perspectives.
photograph (fo'to-graf), n. [= F. photograplie= It. fotografo, a photograph (cf . Sp. fotografla= Pg. pliotographia = It. fotografia, a photo-
graph: see photography); Sp. fotografo = Pg.
photographo = It. fotografo = G. photograph= Sw. T)au . fotograf = NG'r. QuToypaQos, a pho-
tographer, < Gr. ipaf (pur-), light, + Ypfyecv,
write.] A picture produced by any process of

photography Composite photograph. See compos-
ite. Instantaneous photograph. See photography.
-Phosphorescent photograph, a photographic pic-
ture obtained by coating a plate with a mixture of dextrin,
honey, and potassium bichromate, and exposing it under
a negative. The parts affected by light through the trans-
parent parts of the negative harden, while those which
are protected from the light remain sticky, so that any
flne powder dusted over will adhere to them, while hav-
ing no hold on the hardened parts. If a phosphorescent
powder is dusted on this positive, and the plate is then
exposed to strong light, there will result a picture appear-
ing luminous in the dark.

photograph (fo'to-graf), v. t. [< photograph,
n.] To produce a likeness or facsimile of by
photographic means

photography

photographer (fo-tog'ra-fer), n. [(photograph
+ -'/'.] One who makes pictures by means of

photography.
photographic (t'6-to-graf'ik), a. [= F. phota-
grapMque = &p. foiogrdfico = Pg. photograph i-

co = It. fotografico; as jilmtograph-y + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, using, or produced by pho-
tography Photographic engraving. Same as photo-
engraving. Photographic lens, paper, etc. See the
nouns. Photographic process, photographic-pro-
cess printing. Same nsphoto-entrraiing.

photographical (fo-to-graf 'i-kal), a. [< jihoto-
ijntplnc + -a/.] Of or pertaining to photogra-
phy ; more or less directly connected with pho-
tographic matters: as, &pliotogrphical print ;

a photographical society.
photographically (t'6-t'o-graf 'i-kal-i), adv. By
means of, or as regards, photography; as in a
holograph.
Otographometer (f6"to-gra-fom'e-ter), n. [<

photograph + Gr. /itrpov, measure.] 1. In

photog., an instrument for determining the

sensibility of a film employed in photographic
processes, relatively to the amount of radiation,
luminous and chemical. 2. A rotating photo-
graphic apparatus for recording automatically
the angular position of objects around a given
point.

photography (fo-tog'ra-fi), >i. [= F. photo-
graphic = Sp. fotografia = Pg. photographia= It. fotografta = D. photografte = G. photo-
rapltie = Sw. Dan. fotografi, photography (in

p. Pg. It. also a photograph), = NGr. (toro-

ypcujiia, photography, < Or. 0of ((tor-), light, +
-ypafia, < ypafytiv, write. Cf. photograph.] The
art of producing images of objects by an appli-
cation of the chemical change produced in cer-
tain substances, as silver chlorid, bromide, or

iodide, by the action of light, or more gener-
ally of radiant energy. The rays which are in gen-
eral most active in this way are those of the upper part
of the spectrum, as the blue, violet, and ultra-violet rays.
Tlie red and yellow rays produce a much less marked ef-
fect on an ordinary sensitive plate ; but it has been found
possible to prepare a special gelatinobromide plate which
is highly sensitive even to the less refrangible rays, as
those in the infra-red region of the spectrum. (See spec-
trum.) Photography rests on the fact that silver nitrate
and various other chemicals are decomposed by certain
solar rays and reduced, becoming dark or black, or in other
ways affected, according to the intensity and amount of
actinic rays received on them. The process consists (1)
in properly exposing a surface made sensitive to actinic
rays to a projected image of the object to be reproduced ;

(2) in rendering visible if merely latent, or in coloring or
toning, the reproduction of this image ; (3) in removing the
sensibility of those parts of the surfacewhich have not been
acted on, and in fixing permanently the image produced ;

and (4), if the image obtained is a negative, as in the major-
ity of processes, in the mechanical production of positive
copies from it. The knowledge of the principle on which
photography depends reaches back to the time of the alche-
mists, who discovered that silver chlorid exposed to the
sun's rays became black. Wedgwood and Davy in 1802
attempted to apply this fact to artistic purposes by throw-
ing the shadow of an object on a sheet of white paper,
or, preferably, of leather, covered with a solution of silver
nitrate and exposed to the sun's rays, but they were un-
able to fix the pictures. About 1814 Niepce, a Frenchman,
discovered a method of producing pictures on plates of

copper or pewter covered with a sensitive resinous sub-
stance called bitumen of Judea, and also of rendering them
permanent This process he called heliography. Niepce as-
sociated himself with Daguerre, who elaborated, about 1838,
from theformer process the one which bears his name. (See
daguerreotype.) This was soon superseded by various pro-
cesses, especially the calutype process (see calotype)of l*'ox-

Talbot, first patented in 1841, who revived Wedgwood's
process of obtaining pictures on sensitized paper, and the
collodion process (see collodion), first suggested by M. Le
Grey, of Paris, and brought into practice by Archer in 1850;
and all these later processes have been practically aban-
doned for the gelatinobromide dry-plate process, which is

now in almost universal use. Photographs produced by
any of these processes may be either negative or positive.
Negative photographs exhibit the lights and shades as op-
posite to those in nature that is, the lights appear dark
and the shades transparent; positive photographs exhibit
the lights and shades in accordance with nature. To pro-
duce a positive from a negative, the latter is placed in con-
tact with a surface which has been rendered sensitive to

light, and is exposed to the influence of light, which pene-
trates the negative and affects the parts of the underlying
surface opposite the lights of the picture, while the parts
opposite the opaque parts of the picture are protected. The
operation for obtaining a positive from a negative is called

printing. Modifications are constantly being introduced
in photography. One of the most important has been the
carbon process, popularized by Swan of Newcastle, accord-
ing towhich a solution of gelatin and potassium bichromate
(the latter being the sensitizing agent) is mixed with a
pigment, and applied as a coating to a sheet of paper. The
positives are printed in the ordinary way on the black
cake, or tissue as it is called, thus produced, and become
visible and permanent by washing, as the pigment-coating
is rendered more or less insoluble by the effect of the light
passing through the negative. The autotype process, in-

vented by Johnson, is a simpler method of carbon-print-
ing than the carbon process proper, but the principles in-

volved are the same. One of the most important devel-

opments of the art is the so-called AuCMfBfM0Vf photog-
raph)/, by means of which, through the use of very sensi-
tive plates and the shortness of the duration of exposure,



photography
scenes, motions, etc.. are p-pro-lnred and registered whieb
ure too rapid or eranMOttottobediitingiiiihiblabytbeeye.
For various mechanical methods of multiplying photo
graphic piet III. -s, si -e/J/IMo-i ,l,,'lK,l,l l ,',lll,"ln

' n'lf'l rillfl, /.I, :,

phy, und lit'li"l>/iiii.

photogravure (fo'to-gra-viir'), . [< F. ;;///-
t/rai'iirt; ir. pwf (0<jr-), light, + K. tintrun; en-

graving. ]
The arl ol

1

priHlneing on metal, by
an application of the action of light on u sensi-

tized surface, often sn]ii)lementeil liy etching,
an incise. I engraved plate for print in";, iio-,,

are several processes by which this may be aerornpli>h' M.

According to the Niepee process, which Is suitable for the

reproduction of line-enKl'avillfJs, a eopperplali K coated
witll bitumen :ind is then exposed to light beneath a ncg
alive. The resulting print is brought, out with olive-oil

and turpentine, or with oil of spike, which dissolves the

parts acted on by light and acts little on the rest, and the
lines remain as bare copper. The plate Is then eteb- d.

In the i o\ Talbot process the gelatin print Is transferred
to copper which has had a grain given to it by sprink-
ling the surface with powdered resin and then warming
It. 0MflnMflMO The plate is then etched witli ferric

acid, which renders the opaque portions of the gelatin
Him insoluble and impermeable. The acid should In-

weak and kept in motion during the biting, until the un-
covered parts have been sutnciently attacked. To inen-.iM
the regularity of the erosion, the plate should first be Im-
mersed in a weak solution of copper sulphate. In the
Woodbury process, which resembles the (Jotipil process, a
gelatin picture in relief is applied under pressure upon a

plate of soft metal, and Is repeated on the metal in relief

and depression. The mold thus formed is tilled with pig-
menteu gelatin, over which a sheet of paper which is to
receive the picture is placed, and subjected to a level

Sressure
in order to force out the superfluous gelatin. The

epressed parts, which represent the dark parts of the

picture, retain the most gelatin, and when the paper is

lifted it raises the gelatin from the mold in such a manner
that it forms a picture in low relief. In order to obtain
a grained surface which will hold printing-ink, pounded
glass may be mixed with the gelatin.

photogravure (fo'to-gra-vur'), v. t.; pret.
and yp.photogravurea, ppr. photogravuring. [<

photoi/rui'iirc, n.] To produce in photogra-
vure.

photoheliograph (fo-to-he'li-o-graf), n. [< Gr.

0<if (0ur-), light, + E. heliograph.] A photo-
graphic telescope designed for making photo-
graphs of the sun, particularly at a transit of
Venus or at a solar eclipse. There are several
forms of the instrument, differing widely in con-
struction.

photoheliographic (f6-to-he"li-o-graf'ik), a.

[< photolit'/iiii/i'iiiili + -ic.] Of, pertaining to,
or made by means of a photoheliograph : as,
nhotolit'/iotini/>liic observations.

photohyponastic (fo-to-hi-po-nas'tik), . [<

liliiitolii/puntixl-y + -ic.] In bot., pertaining to

or characteristic of photohyponasty.
photohyponasty (fo-to-hi'po-nas-ti), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ^<Jf (<t*jr-), light, + E. kj/pOHOtty.] In

bot., a hypouastic movement or curvature

brought about by the exposure of organs to in-
tense light after they have had their growth
arrested for a period.
photolithograph (fo-to-lith'o-graf), n. [< Gr.

</xl>i; (tfxjT'), light, + E. lithograph.] A print
produced by photolithography.
photolithograph (fo-to -lith 'o-graf), v. t. [<

liliiittilit/iiitp'ii/ilt, n.] To produce or reproduce
by the aid of photolithography.
photolithographer (fo'to-li-thog'ra-fer), n. [<

pkototttkogrmn-g + -re 1
.] One who produces

pictures by photolithography.
photolithographic (fo-to-lith-6-graf 'ik), a. [<

phototttkograph-y + -ic.] Of, pertaining to,

or produced by photolithography Photolitho-
graphic process, any one of the various processes by
which photolithography is accomplished. All depend
upi in the property of a gelatin nlm, sensitized with potas-
sium biriironi:ite or an analogous chemical, of becoming
insoluble when exposed to light, and thus of affording a
photographic relief-plate, or a plate which will take litho-

graphic ink in the parts affected by light, and repel it else-

where, from which the design orplcture can be transferred

by the ordinary methods of lithography to a stone, or to a
plate of zinc, etc.

photolithography (f6"to-li-thog'ra-fi),n. [=F. :

l>hotolitlitii/rn/iliif = Sp'. fiiti>/it<ii/i-iifiit ; as Gr.
J

^uf (0wr-) + E. litliiM/rii/iliy.'] The art of fixing
on the surface of a lithographic stone by the

agency of the action of light upon bichromated
gelatin combined with albumen, and by other

manipulations, an image suitable for reproduc-
tion in ink by impression in the manner of an
ordinary lithograph; also extended to include

processes of similar character inwhich the trans-
fer is not made to stone ; specifically, the pro-
cess of reproducing in ink any design or picture
executed on prepared stone by means of pho-
tography, either directly or by transfers from
photographs. The process is analogous to several pho-
to-engraving processes executed on metal. See phutnllthn-

photologic (fo-to-loj'ik), a. {=
= Sp.nMogieo = I'g. /;/ico/v/iV , as /iii

+ -it:] Of or pertaining to photology.
photological (fo-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<
+ -til.] Same as /il/tntiMii<:

'

photologist (t'o-tol'o-jist), . [< pku
-i.--t.

]
< )ne who devotes himself to the study or

exposition of the science of light.
The painter should never forget that bis notion of colour

(as compared with that of the photnlnyint) Is a negative oue.

'Henchel, Light, f 48.

photology (fo-tol'o-ji), n. [= K. iiliiiliiloijie =
Sp. j'nliili>!f(a'= I'g! pliiitiilni/iii, < Gr. tfuf (fur-),

light, + -Aoj'/a, < Mytiv, speak: eee-oloffy. Cf.
MI Jr. funUytf, announcing light.] The science
of light.

photolysis (fo-tol'i-sis), w. [NL., < Or. <fa
(0ur-), light, + ArfTir-, a loosing, setting free, <

Ai'eiv, loosen, unbind, unfasten.] In hot., the
movements of protoplasm under the influence
of light: distinguished as /ir)W;-i/i/i and epix-

trttjihe. In the first the chlorophyl-gralns collect upon
the cell-walls which are parallel to the plane of Incident

light ;
In the latter, upon those which are at right angles

to it. Moore.

photomagnetism (fo-to-mag'net-izm), . [<
Gr. 0<j (0ur-), light, + E. intii/n i-tixm.] The
relation of magnetism to light. />////.
photomechanical (fo'to-me-kan'i-kal), a. [<
Gr. <t>&; (00T-), light, + E. nn< liiinifiil.'\ Pertain-

ing to or consisting in the mechanical produc-
tion of pictures by the aid of light, as in photo-
engraving, photolithography, etc.

Of all the perfected photomechanical processes, the col-

lotype is about the most useful for general purposes.
The Engine, LXVI. 279.

photometallograph (to'to-me-tal'd-graf), n.

[< Gr. <j>uf (fur-), light, H- utraUnv, metal, +
ypcujietv, write (see metallograjihy).] Same as

photozincograph.
photometer (fo-tom'e-ter), n. [= F. photomitre= Sp. fotomctro = Pg. photometro = It. fotimti--

tro, < Gr. <t>uf (0wr-), light, + fiirpov, measure.]
An instrument used to measure the intensity
of light, specifically to compare the relative
intensities of the light emitted from different
sources. Many forms have been devised, most of which
are based upon the determination of the relative distances

photophone
tinted dark glass is used to cm- M,. apparent e\tjnetion
of a st;ir \iewed ihiom-h it. The tlii.-kn.-ss of II. . we.lg.'
at the point where the star vanishes il>-t. unities its bright
ness. Wheel photometer, an m-minn nt in uliich the
li^'bt to be nieaMiM if in any required degree
by transmission through adjustable :ipeiliucH in a rapidly
revolving wheel.

photometric (fft-ty-mefrik), . [= F. />///-
Hirtrii/ui' = !'(,'. iiliiiliniii Ii ifn : :i- jili'it'tim tr-y +
-.] Pertaining to photometry, or t lie mea.-iiie-

inent of the intensity of light, or lo the photom-
eter, or instrument liy which this is effected;

employing or made by a photometer; us, />ln>-

tti in' t rif rcM-ardies nr nlisei-va lions. Lambert's
photometric law (named after Johann Hcinrich Lam-
bert (1728-77), an eminent matin matleian and logician,
the discoverer of this law], the fact that a smooth, irregu-
larly reflecting surface appears equally in i'-'M under what-
ever angle it is seen. Photometric standard, a carcel

lamp burning 42 grains of refined colza-oil JMT hour, with
a flame 4o millimeters high. It is equal to H.. I'.i m-h or

7.6 Gennan standard candles. The unit <-i. .

adopted by the Electrical Congress at Paris (1884) Is the
amount of light emitted from a surface of one square
centimeter of melted platinum at its temper at in e ot -olid

ificatfon; in tH89 one twentieth of this unit was adoptexl
as the practical unit, and called a candle. See caitillr-

photometrical (fo-to-met'ri-kiil). u.

iiii i fif + -nl.] Same as photwnetric.

photometrically (fo-to-met'ri-kal-i), adv. As
regards photometry; by meansof u photometer.
photometrician (fo'to-me-trish'an), w. [< pho-
tometric -t- -KIM.] One who is versed in pho-
tometry. B. A. Proctor, The Sun, p. 302.

photometrist (fo-tom'e-trist), n. [<photome-
tr-y + -int.] A photometrician.
The best way for a phtitoinetrut to be certain of his In-

struments Is to test them himself.
W. R. Bmctlilch, Coal tias, III. 67.

photometry (fo-tom'et-ri), n. [= F. photome-
tric = 8p. fotvmetria = It. fotometria, < Gr. df
(fur-), light, + -/lerpia, < /ttrpov, measure.] The
measurement of the relative amounts of light
emitted by different sources. This is usually ac-

complished by determining the relative distances at which
two sources of light produce equal Intensities of Illumi-
nation. See phntometer.

photomicrograph (fo-to-mi'kro-graf). n. [< Gr.

0jf (^wr-), light, + E". micrograph.] An en-

larged or macroscopic photograph of a micro-

scopic object ;
an enlarged photograph. Com-

pare mirruphotograph.
photomicrographer (f6*to-mi-krog'rii-fer), n.

[(.photomicrograph + -cr1 .] A maker of pho-
tomicrographs ;

one who enlarges photographs,
or makes enlarged pictures of small or micro-

scopic objects.

photomicrographic (fo-to-mi-kro-graf'ik), a.

[< photomicrograph-y + -c.] Of, pertaining to,
or used in photomicrography; obtained ormade
by photomicrography: as, photomicrographic
apparatus; a photomicrographic representation.

bkl

ngraving p
graphicpriKcss, under phntulithoyraphif. Also called litlm-

photofjraphy.

Bunsen's Photometer.

a, balance by which weight of candles burned in a given time is de-
termined : , candles; g, clock, and meter which measures the gas
consumed in the test ; /, gas-burner ; A, flexible pipes for supplying
gas to the burner; if, rjfirnMxn, supported on a carriage J/ t. scale

having a guide-way for the carriage of the sight-box, and graduated
to show the relative candle-power of gas which gives an illumination

having intensity equal to that of the candles. This graduation cor-

responds with the position of the sight-lmx when the Utter is adjusted
so that equal intensity is obtained on Itoth sides of the disk ; f is a cur-
tain to exclude other light during the adjustment of the sight-box ; f,

cord running over pulleys under the buttom of the instrument, by
which an operator can start or stop the clock at the beginning and
endof the test ; *, disk, with the translucent serrated spot? ; m, sight-
tube; off', mirrors. Light enten the sight-box from the camtles
through the opening y in the side of the sight-box, and from the gas-
burner on the side of it. Images of both sides of the illuminated disk
are simultaneouslyseen at H T>y reflection from the mirrors at o and a .

at which the light from two sources produces equal inten-
sities of illumination. One of the most common photom-
eters is that of Bunsen, which consists of a screen of white
paper with a grease-spot in its center. The lights to be
compared are placed on opposite sides of this screen, and
their distances are so adjusted that the grease-spot ap-
pears neither brighter nor darker than the rest of the pa-
per, from whichever side it is viewed. When the distances
nave not been correctly adjusted, the grease-spot will

appear darker than the rest of the paper when viewed
from the side on which the illumination Is most Intense,
and lighter than the rest of the paper when viewed from
the other side. The intensities of the two lights are to one
another as the squares of the distances from the screen at
which they must be placed in order that the grease-spot
may appear neither brighter nor darker than the rest of
the paper. Another form is Rumford's photometer, which
employs a screen in front of which is placed a vertical
rod ; the positions of the sources of light are so adjusted
that the two shadows which they cast are sensibly equal.
-Dispersion photometer, a form of photometer by
means of which the intensity of a brilliant light, as that
of an electric arc, may be determined. The dispersive
effect of a thin concave lens acts like increase of distance
In the common photometer to weaken the bright, light to
the required degree. Polarization photometer, an in-

strument in which the measurement depends upon the
properties of polarized light. Wedge photometer, an
astronomical photometer in which a wedge of neutral-

larging minute objects by means of the micro-

scope, and reproducing the enlarged image by
photography. It is to be distinguished from
microphotography.
photonephograph (fo-to-nef'o-graf ), n. [< Gr.

tjiaf (tpur-), fight, + vf^of, a cloud, + j-pd^t/v,

write.] A name given by Abney to an ap-
paratus for taking simultaneous photographs
of a cloud from two points on the earth, it con-
sists essentially of twin cameras, adjustable at any angle
of elevation and azimuth, and, as used at Kew, England,
placed 200 yards apart. Two sets of photographs are taken
simultaneously at an interval of about a minute, and from
these the heights and motions of the clouds are deduced.

photonephoscope (fo-to-nef'o-sk6p), w. [< Gr.

tfujf ($<JT-), light, T vftpos, a cloud, + aiurireiv,

view.] Same as pltotntiephograph.

photonosos, photonosus (fo-ton'o-sos, -sus), n.

[NL., < Gr. Quc, (0ur-), light, + vAanf, disease.]
Any affection resulting from exposure to a glare
of light, as snow-blindness.

photopapyrography (fo-to-pap-i-rog'ra-fi), n.

[< Gr. ^t>f ($<JT-), light, -f- 15. papyrography.]
A photo-engraving process in which a relief-

print on paper is formed as a matrix from which
prints in ink can be struck off.

photophobia (fo-to-fo'bi-a), n. [= F. photo-
phob\e = It. fotofonia, < NL. photophobia. < Gr.

^if (0w-), light, + -^o/3/a, < ^o/?or, fear.] An
intolerance or dread of light.

photpphobic (fo-to-fo'bik), a. [< photophobia
+ -ic!j Affected with photophobia; dreading
or intolerant of light ; unable to bear light.

photophone (fo'to-fon), . [< Gr. ?<if (0ur-),

light, + tfrjvy, sound, voice : see phontl.] An
instrument by which a beam of light may be
made to transmit spoken words to a distance.



photophone
One form consists of a thin mirror of silvered mica which

receives the vibrations from the person speaking, and

upon which a beam of light falls at the same time. This

li"ht is reflected to the receiving-point at a distance.

There it falls upon a concave mirror, and is brought to

a focus upon a selenium-cell. The variation in the light

produces a corresponding variation in the electrical re-

sistance of the selenium, and this reproduces the spoken
words in a telephone connected with it.

In the earlier papers describing it [the radiophone] and

the experiments which led to its invention it is called

photophone, because at that time the effects were supposed
to be wholly due to light. Afterwards, in order to avoid

ambiguity, Bell changed the name to radiophone, and sug-

gested that, to distinguish between instruments depending
on the different kinds of radiation, the names photophone,

thermophone, &c., should be employed.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 130.

photophonic (fo-to-fon'ik), a. [< plwtojthone
+ -ic] Pertaining to or produced by the pho-

tophone.
photophony (fo'to-fo-ni), . [< photophone +
-y3] The art or 'practice of using the photo-
phone.
pnotophosphorescent (fo-to-fos-fo-res'ent), a.

[< Gr. 0uf (0ur-), light, + E. phosphorescent.]

Exhibiting phosphorescence under the action

of light. See phosphorescence.

photophysical (fo-to-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. dc
(0ur-), light, + E. physical.]

"

Pertaining to the

physical effect of light: opposed to photochem-
ical. Athen/eum, No. 3235, p. 562.

photopolarimeter (fo-to-po-la-rim'e-ter), w.

[< Gr. <pi>f (<{>OT-), light, '+ E. polarimeter] A
form of polarimeter devised (1885) by Cornu.
It has a doubly refracting prism mounted at one end of a

tube, which at the other has a diaphragm of such size

that the borders of the two images, polarized at right an-

gles, just coincide with each other. A nicol prism suit-

ably mounted is made to revolve until these images have
the same intensity, when the angular position of its plane
of vibration gives a ready means of determining the de-

gree of polarization in the light under examination.

photo-process (fo'to-pros'es), n. [< Gr. fif

(<t>ur-), light, + E. process.] Any process or

method by which is produced, by the agency of

photography, a matrix in relief or in intaglio
from which prints can be made in ink

; espe-

cially, the photographic production of relief-

plates from which impressions are struck off

in an ordinary printing-press. It thus includes

photogravure, but Is especially applicable to such pro-
cesses of photo-engraving as photolithography and photo-
zincography. The chief kinds of photo process are differ-

entiated as follows. Heliotype is the production of a ma-
trix In gelatin, from which printing is done directly in a

lithographic press. Photogravure is the production of
incised or intaglio plates in metal. Photo-engraving is

(properly) the production of relief-plates of any kind
suited for printing, together with type, in an ordinary
printing-press ; though the term is often used to include

photogravure also. Photo-engraving is particularly ap-
plicable to the reproduction of pen-drawings ; when used
for pictures, such as ordinary photographs, it is necessary,
in order to admit of printing, to employ some such device
as the formation over the whole surface of the plate of an
even series of nne lines, or a finely dotted or stippled
ground. Such plates are called half-tone plates. (See
half-tone process, under photo-engraving.) Also used at-

tributively to note a relief-plate, or an impression from
such a plate, made by photo-process.

photopsia (fo-top'si-ii), n. [NL.,< Gr. 0<jf (^WT-),

light, + oi/f, look, sight, < / OJT, see : see optic.]
The condition of having the sensation as of light
or of flashes of light without external cause.

photopsy (fo'top-si), . [= F. photopsie = It.

fotopsia, < NL. photopsia, q. v.] Same as pho-
topsia.

photo-relief (f6"to-re-lef
'

), a. [< Gr. <t>af (<puT-),

light, + E. relief.] Noting any process for ob-

taining by photographic means a matrix in re-

lief capable of receiving ink and communicat-
ing impressions, or any block, plate, or print
produced by such a process. See photography,
photo-engraving.

photoscope (fo'to-skop), n. [< Gr. <j>uf (4>"r-),

light, + momlv, view.] 1. An instrument or

apparatus for exhibiting photographs. E. H.
Knight. 2. An instrument consisting of a se-

lenium-cell, or an arrangement of some other
substance whose electrical resistance varies
with the degree of illumination, together with a

telephone-receiver placed in the same electrical

circuit, by means of which the varying intensi-
ties of light may be detected.

photosculpture (fo't _,__,, ...

photosculpture ; < Gr. <t>uf (0ur-), light, + E.
'to-skulp''!^), n. [= F.

sculpture] Aprocess of sculpturing statuettes,
medallions, and the like, by the aid of photog-
raphy. The person whose likeness is to be taken is

placed in the focus of a number of photographic cameras,
placed at equal distances from one another, and is thus
photographed all round. The resulting pictures are pro-
jected in succession by means of a magic lantern on a
transparent screen. The operator works behind this
screen on a piece of modeling-clay, turning it round as he
proceeds, and copying the images on the screen by means
of a pantograph which has its reducing-point armed with
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a molding- or cutting-tool, so that, as the longer arm traces

every figure on the screen, the shorter one reproduces it in

the clay.

photosphere (f'6'to-sfer), . [= F.photogpliere,
< Gr. <j>af (0ur-), light, + mjialpa, sphere: see

xphfre.] An envelop of light; specifically, the

luminous envelop, supposed to consist of in-

candescent matter, surrounding the sun. Ac-

cording to Kirchhoff, the sun's photosphere is either solid

or liquid, and is surrounded by an extensive atmosphere,

composed of gases and vapors of the substances incan-

descent in the photosphere. According to the view now
more generally accepted, the photosphere is a shell of lu-

minous cloud that is, the solid or liquid particles
which

produce the light are minute, and disseminated through
the lower strata of the solar atmosphere.

photospheric (fo-to-sfer'ik), a. [(.photosphere
+ -ic] Of or pertaining to a photosphere, and

specifically to the photosphere of the sun.

phototachometer (f6"t6-ta-kom'e-ter), . [<

Gr. 0uf (<p"T-), light, + E. tachometer] An in-

strument for measuring the velocity of light.

phototachometrical (fo-to-tak-o-met'ri-kal). a.

[<phototachometr-y+ -ic-dl] Pertaining to pho-
totachometry.

phototachometry (f6"to-ta-kom'et-ri), n. [<
Gr. 0<if ((tor-), light, + E. tachometry.] The
measurement of the velocity of light.

phototactic (fo-to-tak'tik), a. [< plmtotaxis,
after tactic.] In "hot., pertaining to, character-
istic of, or exhibiting phototaxis.

phototaxis (fo-to-tak'sis), 11. [NL., < Gr. 0<if

(0wr-), light, + T<if<f, arrangement: see taate]
In bot., the taking by certain organisms or or-

tans
of a definite position with reference to the

irection of the incident rays of light, as when
the zoospores of various plants (Hsematococcus,
Vlotlirix, etc.) place their long axes parallel to

the direction of the incident rays.

photo-telephone (fo-to-tel'e-fon), . [< Gr. 0uf
(0ur-), light, + E. telephone.] Same as photo-
phone.

phototheodqlite (fo"to-the-od'o-lit), n. [< Gr.

0<if (<j>ar-), light, + E! theodolite.] An instru-

ment for the performance of triangulation by
means of photographs.
phototonic (fo-to-ton'ik), a. [< phototonus +
-ic] In bot., exhibiting phototonus; charac-
terized by phototonus. Compare paratonic.

phototonus (fo-tot'o-nus), . [NL., < Gr. 0wf
(0cjr-), light, -r-Vwof,"tension: see tone.] In bot.,
a term proposed by Sachs for the peculiar con-
dition m which the protoplasm is capable of

exhibiting irritability induced in certain plant-
organs by exposure to light of a certain inten-

sity. This tonic influence of light is exhibited in the res-

toration of irritability in organs that have been kept for

some days in continuous darkness.

In contrast to the rigidity caused by dark, I have ap-

plied the term Phototonus to the motile condition result-

ing from permanent exposure to light.

Sofhs, Botany (trans. X p. 790.

phototype (fo'to-tip), . and a. [Cf. F.photo-
typie; < Gr. <t>uf (</*>r-), light, + ri'Trof, type.] I.

w. 1. A type or plate for printing, of the same
nature as an engraved relief-block, produced
by an application of the photographic proper-
ties of gelatin sensitized with a bichromate

(see photo-engraving), or by a combination of

photographic and etching processes or a com-
bination of photographic and mechanical pro-
cesses, as when the lines in intaglio are pro-
duced by mechanical pressure, these

processeswhen combined being commonlv spoken of as
a single general process; especially, the pro-
cess known as photozincography. See photo-
zincography, photolithography, and photoglyphy.

2. A picture printed from a relief-plate pre-
pared by a phototype process.

II. a. Pertaining to or produced by means
of phototypy : as, a phototype process, plate, or

print.

phototype (fo'to-tlp), v. t. ; pret. and pp. photo-
typed, ppr. prototyping. [< phototype, .] To
reproduce in phototype or by phototypy.
phototypic (fo-to-tip'ik), a. [(phototype +
-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or produced by means
of phototypy.
phototypogfaphic (fo-to-tl-po-graf'ik), a. [<
Gr. ipuf (0ur-), light, -f- ri'Trof, type, + ypifttv,
write.] Of, pertaining to, or using a photo-
graphic relief-block adapted for printing in an
ordinary press: as, the phototypograpMc pro-
cess of Poitevin.

phototypy (fo'to-ti-pi), . [< phototype + -yZ]
The art or process of producing phototypes.
A combined albumen and asphalt process of phototypy.

Set. Amer., N. S., LVII. 385.

photovoltaic (fo"to-vol-ta'ik), a. [< Gr. fif
(^ur-), light,+ E. voltaic.] Relating to an elec-

Phragmites

trie current as produced or varied in intensity

by the action of light, as when the electrical re-

sistance of selenium is altered by light.

photoxylography (f6"to-zi-log'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

0<jf (0wr-), light, + E. xylography.] The pro-
cess of producing an impression of an object on
wood 1 >y phot ography and subsequent processes,
and then printing from the block.

photozincograph (fo-to-/ing'ko-graf), n. [< Gr.

(pijf (^r-), light, + E. zincograph.] A plate or

picture produced by photozincography. Also

hototnetallograi>h.

otozincographic (f6-to-/,ing-ko-graf' ik), .

[< photottnoograph-y + -ic] Of. pertaining to,

or produced by photozincography.
photozincography (fo'to-zing-kog'ra-fi), n. [=
T.photozincographie; asGr. 4>af (((KJT-), light, +
E. eincography.] A process of photo-engraving
analogous to photolithography, but having the

matrix formed on a plate of zinc instead of a

lithographic stone
; also, photo-etching execut-

ed on zinc. Alsophotozi>icoti//>i/.

photozincotype (fo-to-zing'ko-tip), n. [< Gr.

puf (?*"), light, + E.'zincotype] A plate pre-

pared for printing by photozincography.
In place of wood-cuts, photo-zincotypes are very often

used. Set. Amer., N. S., LV. 49.

photozincotypy (fo-to-zing'ko-tl-pi), u. [<j>l><>-

tosincotype + -</3.] Same as photozincography.
Set. Jmcr.,N. S..LV.94.
photuria (fo-tu'ri-a), . [NL., < Gr. 0Sf (0t)T-),

light, + ovpov, urine.] The passage of lumi-
nous urine.

Photuris (fo-tu'ris), n. [NL. (Leconte, 1851),
< Gr. (jtaf (far-), light, + o'vpa, tail.] A genus
of fireflies of the coleopterous family iMtnpi/ri-

dee, with nearly 50 species, mainly South Ameri-

can, three only being found in North America.
P. pennsylvanica is the common firefly or lightning-bug
of eastern parts of the United States, about half an inch

long and of a yellowish color. Its larva is also luminous.

, j, and cut under lightning-bug.

Phoxinus (fok-si'nus), n. [NL. (Agassiz, 1837),
< Gr. 0of<vof, an unknown river-fish.] In ichth.,
a genus of small cyprinoid fishes; the true

minnows, of small size, tapering form, and
brilliant colors, the lateral line incomplete if

present, the dorsal fin behind the ventrals, and
the mouth without barbels. The type is the com-
mon European minnow, P. aphya ortei>i; several species
of the United States are also described. See cut under
minnow.

Phractamphibia (frak-tam-fib'i-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. (ppaKToc., fenced, protected (< ippdoaeiv, fence,

protect: see phragma), + NL. Amphibia] The
mailed or loricate amphibians, as labyrintho-
donts: opposed to Lissamphibia.
phragma (frag'ma), .

; pi. phragntata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Gr. <j>pdy/ia, a fence, partition, < typanaeiv,
fence in, fence, secure, fortify. Cf. diaphragm,
etc.] 1 . In bot., a spurious dissepiment or par-
tition, as that which occurs at the nodes of cer-

tain calamites, and in various fruits. 2. In

zoo'l., a partition, septum, dissepiment, or dia-

phragm. Specifically, in entom. : (a) A transverse parti-
tion descending from the dorsal surface into the cavity of
the thorax. (6) The posterior inflexcd border of the pro-
thorax, concealed by the mesothorax and wing-covers: it

is found only in those insects in which the prothorax is

movable.

phragmacone (frag'ma-kon), . [< Gr. <t>pdy/ia,

afence, partition (seephragma), + nuvof, cone.]
The conical, spiral, or otherwise shaped and
chambered or septate internal skeleton of fossil

cephalopods, contained in the anterior part of

the cavity of a hollow hard structure called

the guard or rostrum. It is homologous with
the chambered shell of other cephalopods. See
cut under belemnite.

phragmacqnic (frag-ma-kon'ik), . [< pJinii/-
nidcoiie + -ic.] Having the characterof aplirag-
macone

; relating to a phragmacone.
phragmata, n. Plural oi phragma.
Phragmites (frag-mi'tez), . [L., < Gr. <t>pay-

/tirrn', growing in hedges, < typayfta, a fence : see

phragma.] A genus of grasses of the tribe fes-

tticeee and subtribe Artindincee, distinguished
from its relative Arvndo by spikelets with the
lowest flower staminate or sterile. There are 3 spe-
cies, widely scattered throughout all temperate and sub-

tropical regions. They are the tallest native grasses of the
northern United States and of Great Britain, where they
are useful in binding together the earth of river-banks by
their creeping rootstocks. They are perennials with flat

leaves and ample panicles, either dense and erect or loose

and nodding, furnished with conspicuous tufts of long
silky hairs enveloping the spikelets. P. cmnwunis is the

marsh-reed of England and the Atlantic United States,
with the aspect of broom-corn, and hearing ornamental

plume-like panicles sought for decoration. Also known in

England as ditch-reed and bennels, and in the western part
of the United States as cane.



Phragmophora

Phragmophora (frag-inof'n-ra). . ///. [XI;., <

(ir. Qua] /HI, a fence. |.rrt ition is< e J>kraffiua),+

Qepnv = K. lictirl.] A sertion of deeaect-nus

cephalopods. having a phragmaeone (ir internal

sliell with a row of air-chambers traversed by a

siphon. It includes the extinct families lirlii-

sepiidie, Belopteridie, and liili niniliilse.

phragmophorou8(trag-in<>f'9-rus),a. [< Phraa-

iHiipitora + -OIM.] Having tho characters of the

l'lirt/>iii>/iliiii-<i ; having u plivagmacone.
phraise (fraz), v. i. ; pret. and pp. plinii.tril, ppr.

phraininij. [Appar. merely a particular use

of phrase.] To use coaxing or wheedling lan-

guage ; cajole ; palaver. Scott, Kob Koy, xxiii.

[Scotch.]
phrampelt, a. A bad spelling offramprl. Mi<l-

dliton and Dckker, Hoaring Girl, iii. 1.

phrasal (fra'zal), a. [< phrase + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, or consisting of a phrase ;
con-

sist ing of two or more words.

A third series of prepositions are the phrasal preposi-
tions consisting of more than one word.
J. Earle, Philology of the Eng. Tongue (4th ed.\ p. 501.

phrase (fra/.), . [= D. G. phrase = Sw. frux
= Dan. frase, < F. phrase, OF. /rase = Hp.

frase, frosts= Pg. phrase = It. franc, < L. phi-n-

uts, < Gr. <t>paatf, speech, manner of speech,
phraseology, expression, enunciation, < fp&uv.
point out, show, tell, declare, speak.] 1. A
brief expression ; more specifically,

two or more
words expressing what is practically a single
notion, and thus performing the office of a sin-

gle part of speech, or entering with a certain de-

gree of unity into the structure of a sentence.

"Convey," the wise it call. "Steal!" fob! aflcoforthe

phrase ! Shak., M. \V . of M . i. . :. 88.

Now mince the sin,
And mollify damnation with a phrase.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, v. 2.

2. A peculiar or characteristic expression; a

mode of expression peculiar to a language ;
an

idiom.

The Bible is rather translated into English Words than
into English Phrase. The Hebraisms are kept, and the
I'hruxi' of that Language Is kept Selden, Table-Talk, p. 20.

And, in his native tongue and phrase,
Prayed to each saint to watch his days.

Scott, Rokeby, iv. H.

Betwixt them blossomed up
From out a common vein of memory
Sweet household talk, and phrases of the hearth.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. The manner or style in which a person ex-

presses himself; diction; phraseology; lan-

guage; also, an expression, or a form of ex-

pression.
The chief and principal! [subject of poesy | Is ? the laud,

honour, and glory of the immortall gods (I speake now in

phrase of the Gentiles).
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 39.

The Sclauon dooth playnly vnderstande the Moscoulte,
although the Moscouian toonge be a more rude and harde

phrase of speach.
R. Kden, tr. of John Faber (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 290).

Thou speak'st
In better phrase and matter than thou didst.

Shak., Lear, Iv. 6. 8.

A frantic Gipsey now, the House he haunts,
And in wild Phrases speaks dissembled Wants.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

4. In mime, a short and somewhat indepen-
dent division or part of a piece, less complete
than a period, and usually closing with a ca-
dence or a half-cadence. A phrase usually includes
four or eight measures. The name is also given less tech-

nically to any short passage or figure that is performed
without pause or break.

The singer who feels what he sings, and duly marks the

phrases and accents, is a man of taste. But he who can
only give the values and intervals of the notes without the
sense of the phrases, however accurate he may be, Is a
mere machine. Rousseau, Diet. Music. (Tr. in drove.)

5. In fencing, a period between the beginning
and end of a short passage at arms between
fencers during which there is no pause, each
fencer thrusting and parrying in turn. Adver-
bial, conditional, prepositional, etc .. phrase. Sec
the adjectives. Extended phrase, in music, a phrase
that occupies, by exception, more than the usual number
of measures. Irregular phrase.in music, aphraseofan
unusual number of measures.- To learn the phrases of
a house, to become familiar with the habits of a family.
IlaUiireu. [Cornwall, Eng.] = Syn. 1. See term.

phrase (fraz), r. ; pret. and pp. phrased, ppr.
l>lirusinn. [= F. phraser = Sp. frasear = Pg.
phrasear ; from the noun.] L intrant. 1. To
employ peculiar phrases or forms of speech; ex-

press one's self. [Rare.]
So Saint Cyprian vhraseth, to expresse effeminate, wo-

manish, wunton. dishonest, inimical! gestures, by the tu-

torship of an micliast art. Prynne, Hlstrio-Mastlx, II., Ii. 2.
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2. In iiiusir, to divide a piece in

into, short sections or phrases, so as to bring
out the metrical and narmpnic form of the

whole, and make it musically intelligible ; also,
to perform any group of tones without pause.

fl. tratm. To express or designate by a par-
ticular phrase or term; call; style.

w)u-n these suns -

For " they phrase 'em - by their heralds challenged
The noble spirits to arms, they did perform
Beyond thought's compass. Shot., Hen. VIII., I. 1. 34.

The I'resbytera and Deacons writing to him think they
doe him honour enough when they phrase him no higher
than Brother Cyprian, and deare Cyprian in the 20. Epist

Milton, Reformation In Eng., I.

phrase-book (fraz'biik), 11. A book in which
the phrases or idiomatic forms of expression
peculiar to a language are collected and ex-

plained.
I confess you are pretty well vers'd in Phrase- Books, and

Lexicons, and Glossaries.
MUtim. Answer to Salmasiua, L 82.

phraselesst (fraz'les), a. [< phrase + -lens."}

Not to be expressed or described.

O, then, advance of yours that phraselcss hand
Whose white weighs down the airy scale of praise.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, L 22f>.

phraseman (fraz 'man), n. ; pi. phra-<in>n
(-men). One who habitually uses a set form
of words with slight regard to their import; a

phrasemonger. [Rare.]
The poor wretch . . .

Becomes a fluent phraseman, absolute
And technical in victories and defeat*,
And all our dainty terms for fratricide.

Coleridge, Fears in Solitude.

phrase-mark (fraz'miirk), . In musical nota-

tion, a sweeping curve over or under notes that
are to be performed connectedly and as form-

ing a single phrase.
phrasemonger (fraz'mung'ger), >i. [< phrase +
monger.] One who deals in mere phrases ;

one
who is an adept at stringing words or phrases
together.

phraseogram (fra'ze-o-gram), n. [< Gr. <t>paaif

(gen. fyiaoeof), speech, phrase, + ypdfipa, letter:

see gram"*.] Inphonog., a combination of short-

hand characters to represent a phrase or sen-

tence.

phraseograph (fra'ze-o-graf), u.
[X

Gr. <j>paatc

(gen. fpaotof), speech, phrase,+ ypafytiv, write.]
Same as phraseogram.

It contains an exhaustive list of reporting logographs,
word signs, phraseoyraphs, etc., all of which will, of course,
be of great interest to the reporter.

Sei. Amer., N. 3., LXI., p. 27 of adv'ts.

phraseography (fra-ze-og'ra-ft), . [< Gr.

Qpdoif (gen. tppdaeof ), speech, phrase, 4- -ypaifiia,

< -ypd^ictv, write.] The combining of two or more
shortened phonographic or stenographic signs
to represent a phrase or sentence

;
the use of

phraseograms.
phraseologic (fra'ze-6-loj'ik), a. [= F. phrasc-
oloi/ique = Sp. fraseoldgico = Pg. phraseologico
= ft,.fraseologifo; as phraseolog-y + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to phraseology: as. phraseologic pe-
culiarities.

phraseological (fra'ze-o-loj'i-kal), a. [<j>hrasr-

ologic + -at.] Same as phraseologic.

It Is the vocabulary and the phraseological combinations
of the man, or class of men, which must serve as the clue
to guide us Into the secret recesses of their being.

Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang. ,
x.

phraseologically (fra'ze-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. As
regards phraseology, or style of expression.

phraseologist (fra-ze-ol'o-jist), n. [= Pg.
fraseologixta ; < phrascolog-y + -tat."] 1. A
stickler for phraseology, or a particular fonn
of words ;

a coiner of phrases.
The author of Poetm Bustlcantls Uteratum Otium is but

a meer phroseologist. Guardian, No. SO.

2. A collector of phrases.
phraseology (fra-ze-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. phrase-
oloyie = Sp. fraseologia = Pg. phraseologia =
lt.fraseoloffia,frasilogia, < Gr. <t>paot<; (gen. fpa-
fffof), speech, phrase, + -Hoyia, < 2tftiv, speak :

see -logy.~\ 1. The form of words used in ex-

pressing some idea or thought; mode or style
of expression ; the particular words or phrases
combined to form a sentence, or the method of

arranging them ; diction; style.

From methey [auctioneers] learned to inlay theirpAnw-
U'rii with variegated chips of exotic metaphor.

Sheridan, The Critic, I. 2.

Mr. Fox winnowed and sifted his phraseology with a

care which seems hardly consistent with the simplicity
and elevation of his mind.

Macawlay, Mackintosh's Hist Rev.

2. A collection of phrases and idioms. = syn.
1. Style, etc. See diction.

phrenic

phrasical (t'ia'/.i-kal >, <;. [< plim.** + -II--H/.}

Having ihe rlmrac'ter of a phrase; idiomatic.

[Kare.J
Here It Is phrasieal, and therefore not to be forced.

Ken. T. Adams, Works, I. 395.

phrasing (fra'zing), . [Verbal n. of ph.

i'.] 1. The wording of a speech or passage. 2.

In muxir, the act, process, or result of dividing
a piece in performance into short sections or

phrases, so as to give it form and clearness.

Skill in phrasing is one of the chief qualities
of a good performer.
phratlia (fra'tri-a), n.; \il.phratriit (-6). [NL.:
see phra Iri/.] Same
This tribunal (the Areopagus], however, did nut Inter-

fere with the ancestral claims of families and phratrite.
Vm: i;,,,,i.,; \ niv. Hist (trana,), p. 188.

phratric (fnl'trik), . [<phr(itr-y+ -ic.] Of
or pertaining to a phratry.
The phratric organization has existed among the Iro-

quois from time immemorial.

Morgan, Contributions to North Amcr. Ethnology, IV. 11.

phratry (fra'tri), n.; pi. jihratries (-triz). [Also
phratrid ; = F. phratrie, < Gr. Qparpa, Qparpia,
a tribe, a political division of people, < tyxirM,

clansman, orig. 'brother,' = L. frater = ..

brother: see brother.] A brotherhood or clan :

specifically, in the states of ancient Greece, a

politico-religious group of citizens, which ap-

pears to have been originally based on kinship
and to have been a subdivision of the phyle or

tribe. By modern ethnologists the term Is applied to

somewhat analogous brotherhoods existing among the

aborigines of Australia and America.

In Australia the phratries are still more important than
In America. Messrs, llowitt and Flson, who have done so

much to advance our knowledge of the social system of

the Australian aborigines, have given to these exogamous
divisions the name of classes; but the term is objectionable.
btcause It falls to convey (1) that these divisions are kin-

ship divisions, and (2) that they are Intermediate divisions :

whereas the Greek term phratry conveys both these mean-

ings, and Is therefore appropriate.
J. Q.Fraier, Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 478.

It Is extremely difficult, U not impossible, to find good
analogies in civilized life to these phratries and sub phra-
tries. Anthropological Jour., XVUI. 71.

phren(fren), M. ; pi. phrcnes (fre'nez). [NL., <

Gr. bpr/v, the midriff , diaphragm, also, commonly
in pi. ^>/vff ,

the parts about the heart, the breast,
the heart as the seat of the passions or of the

mind.] 1. The thinking principle, or power of

thought and perception; mind. 2. The dia-

phragm. See phrenic.

phrenalgia (fre-nal'ji-a), H. [NL., < Gr. fcx/K,

mind, + oAyoc, pain.] Psychalgia.

phrenesiact (fre-ne'si-ak), a. [< phmtttil -r

-inc.] Same as phrenetic.
Like an hypochondriac person, or, as Barton's Anatomia
th it, a phreiusiac or lethargic patient.

Scott, Waverley, Ml
phrenesis (fre-ne'sis), . [< L. phrenesis, < Gr.

Qpcvqotf, inflammation of the brain, < <t>pqv, mind :

see frenzy.] Delirium; frenzy. Thomas, Med.
Diet.

phrenetic (fre-net'ik), o. and H. [Also/reneti<:
frantic (geeVtaniic); < ME. frenetike, frenetik,

frentik, < OF. frenetique, F. phrenetique, frene-

tique = Pr. frenetic = Sp. frenetico = Pg. It.fre-
netico, < L. phreneticus, nhreniticvtt, < Gr. fpcvt-

Tut6f, frenzied, distracted/ Qptv'mt, frenzy, phre-

hath it,

nitis: see phreiti.] I. a. See frenetic.

H.t n. A frantic or frenzieo! person; one
whose mind is disordered.

Yon did never hear
A phrenetic so In love with his own favour !

/>'. Jonson, Devil Is an Ass. Iv. 3.

phrenetical (fre-net'i-kal), a. See frenetic.

phrenetically, to. See frenetically.

phreniatric (fren-i-at'rik), a. [< Gr. Gpfiv, mind,
-I- iaTpiKOf, medicinal: see iatric.] Pertaining
to the cure of mental diseases; psychiatric.

phrenic (fren'ik). o. and . [= F. phrenique =
Pg. phrcnico = It. frenico, < NL. phrenicus, <

Gr. as if 'fpeviKof, of or pertaining to the dia-

phragm, < p//v ((j>pev-), the diaphragm, the mind :

see phren.] I. a. In aimf., of or pertaining to

the diaphragm; diaphragmatic: as, a phrenic
artery, vein, or nerve Phrenic arteries, arteries

supplying the diaphragm, (a) Inferior, two small branches
of the alxlominal aorta. (6) Superior, a slender branch
from each internal mammary. Also called comes ncrri

phrrnici.- Phrenic ganglion, hernia, etc. Sec the
nouns. Phrenic glands, a group of small lymphatic
glands surrounding tin- termination of the inferior cava.

Phrenic nerve, a deep branch of the fourth cervical

nerve, with accessions from the third or fifth, descending
through the thorax to be distributed to the diaphragm,
giving also ttlamentu to the pericardium and pleura. Also
called internal respiratory nene qf Bell Phrenic plex-
ua. See plexus Phrenic veins, tributaries of the infe-

rior vena cava, accompanying the Inferior phrenic arteriea



phrenic

II. n. A mental disease
; also, a medicine or

remedy for such a disease. Imp. Diet.

phrenicocplic (fren"i-ko-kol'ik), a. Same as

phrenocolie.

phrenicogastric (fren"i-ko-gas'trik), a. Same
tig phrenogastric.
phrenicosplenic (fren'i-kd-splen'ik), a. Same
as phrenosplenic.

phrenics(fren'iks),. [P\. ofphrenic: see-ics.]

Mental philosophy; metaphysics. K. Parke.

[Bare.]
phrenicus (fren'i-kns), n. [NL. : see phrenic.]

Same as diaphragm.
phrenism (fren'izm), ii: [< pliren + -ism.] The

power of one feeling to influence another;

thought-force,
phrenitie (fre-nit'ik), a. [< phrenitis + -ic.]

the diaphragm, heart, mind: see pliren.'} 1.

In med., an inflammation of the brain or its

meninges, attended -with acute fever and de-

lirium. 2. Delirium; frenzy.
Phrenitis ... is a disease of the mind, with a continual

madness or dotage, which hath an acute feaver annexed,
or else an inflammation of the brain. ... It differs from

Melancholy and Madness. . . . Melancholy is most part

silent, this clamorous. Burton, Anat. of Mel., i. 1.

phrenocolie (fren-6-kol'ik), a. [< Gr. jpt/v

(t{>pv-), diaphragm, + KO/.OV, colon: see colic.']

Pertaining to the diaphragm and the colon.

Pnrenocolic ligament, a narrow fold of the peritoneum
connecting the splenic flexure of the colon with the dia-

phragm.

phrenogastric (fren-6-gas'trik), a. [< Gr. fpr/v

(tppev-), diaphragm, + yaar/ip (yaarp-), stomach :

see gastric.] Pertaining to the diaphragm and
the stomach. Phrenogastric ligament, a short fold

of the peritoneum connecting the diaphrag
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Spurzheim's Phrenological Chart of the Human Head.

AFFKCTIVE FACULTIES. I. Propensities: , aliinentiveness;

i, dcstructiveness ; 2, amativeness; 3, philoprogenitiveness; 4, ad*

fundus of the stomach.

,

iaphragm with the

phrenography (fre-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. <t>pt/v

(0pEv-), diaphragm, + ypatjiuv, write.] The ob-

serving and descriptive stage of comparative
psychology, or phrenology in sense 2. Smith-

sonian Report, 1881, p. 501.

phrenologer (fre-nol'o-jer), n. [< phrenolog-y
+ -er1 .] A phrenologist.

phrenologic (freu-o-loj'ik), a. [= F. phreno-
logique = Sp. frenologico = Pg. vktvnologioo =
It. frenologico; as phrenolog-y + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to phrenology.
phrenological (fren-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< phreno-
logic + -al.] Same as phreiiologic.
A particularly short, fat, greasy-looking gentleman, with

a head as free from phrenological development as a billiard-

ball. C. Lever, Harry Lorrequer, xxvii.

phrenologically (fren-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a

phrenological manner; according to the prin-
ciples of phrenology ; as regards phrenology.
phrenologist (fre-nbl'o-jist), n. [= F. phreno-
logiste = Pg. phrenoloyista = It. frenologista ;

as phrenolog-y + -ist.] One who is versed in

phrenology.
phrenology (fre-nol'o-ji), . [=F.phrenologie=
Sp.frenologia= Pg.phrenologia= It.frenologia,
< Gr. <t>pf/v (ijtpev-), heart, mind, + -'Aoyia, < Hyeiv,
speak: see -ology.] 1. The theory that the
mental powers of the individual consist of in-

dependent faculties, each of which has its seat
in a definite brain-region, whose size is com-
mensurate with the power of manifesting this

particular faculty. This theory, which originated at
the close of the eighteenth century, assumes, moreover,
as an essential part, the plasticity of the cranial en-

velop, by which the skull conforms externally, in the nor-
mal subject, to the shape and configuration of the brain
within, so that its form and faculties may be determined,
with sufficient exactness, from the skull itself, whether in
the skeleton or in the living person. The different powers
of the mind or faculties are divided into two classes, the
feelings and the intellect, or the affective and intellectual
faculties, the former of which is again divided into the
propensities and sentiment*, the latter into the perceptive
and reflective faculties. Each of these groups, as well
as each of the individual faculties composing them, is

located upon the exterior of the skull with more or less

exactness, and it is by the prominence or depression of
the different regions that the mental powers and faculties
are ascertained. The system was founded by Dr. Franz
Joseph Gall (1758 -

1828), a Viennese physician, and was ex-
tended and promulgated by his pupil and associate, Dr.
Spurzheim, and by George and Andrew Combe and others.
The term is sometimes applied, in the phrase new phre-
nology, to the localization of cerebral functions which has
been established by experimental and pathological inves-
tigations, almost exclusively of the last twenty years, and
which has reached such a degree of certainty and definite-
ness as to furnish a basis for surgical operations on the
brain. But there is nothing in common between modern
cerebral localization and the views of Gall and Spurzheim
See cut in next column.
2. Comparative psychology; the study of the
mind, intellect, or intelligence of man and the
lower animals. Smithsonian Kepnrt, 1881, p. 501.

ence; 15, firmness; 16, conscientiousness; 17, hope ; 18, marvelous-
ness ; 19, ideality ; 20, mirthfulness ; 21, imitation. INTELLECTUAL
FACULTIES. \.Perceptfve: 23, individuality ; 23, configuration ; 24,

size ; 25, weight and resistance ; 26, coloring ; 27, locality ; 28, order ;

20, calculation; 30, eventuality; 31, time; 32, tune; 33. language.
II. Reflective: 34, comparison ; 33, causality.

phrenomagnetic (fren'"o-mag-net'ik), a. [< Gr.

ifiprfv (<j>pev-), mind, + E. magnetic.] Pertaining
to phrenomagnetism : as, phrenomagnetic phe-
nomena. J. R. Buchanan.

phrenomagnetism (fren-6-mag'net-izm), . [<
Gr. <t>pf/v (<jipev-), mind, 4- !E. magnetism.] Ani-
mal magnetism, directed and controlled by will-

power; pathetism.
The simple physiological phenomena known as spirit-

rapping, table-turning, phrenomagnetism.
Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 90.

phrenomesmerism (fren-6-mez'mer-izm), n.

[< Gr. <t>pf/v (Qpev-), mind, + E. mesmerism.]
Same as phrenomagnetism.
phrenonomy (fre-non'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ij>pf/v

(Qpev-), heart, mind, + v6/u>f, law.] The de-

ductive and predictive stage of phrenology in

sense 2. Smithsonian Report, 1881, p. 501.

phrenopathia (fren-o-path'i-a), . [NL., < Gr.

(bpr/v (ypev-), mind, -t- naffof, disease: seepathos.]
Mental disease

; insanity ; psychopathia.
phrenopathic (fren-o-path'ik), o. [< phreno-
pathia + -ic.] Of or pertaining to mental dis-

ease; psychopathic.
phrenoplegia (fren-o-ple'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

typi/v (^pn>-), mind, -r v/.nyr/, a blow, stroke, <

iv. strike.] Sudden loss of mental power.
phrenosis (fre-no'sis). . [NL., < Gr.

heart, mind, -f -osis.] Psychosis.
phrenosplenic (fren-6-splen'ik), a. Pertain-

ing to the diaphragm and the spleen Phrenq-
splenic ligament, a short triangular fold of the peri-
toneum descending from the diaphragm to the upper end
of the spleen.

phrensict (fren'zik), a. [<.phrens-y + -ic. Cf.

phrenetic, frantic."] Phrenetic; mentally dis-

ordered; insane.

Peace, and be nought \ I think the woman be phrensic.
B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. 1.

phrensyt, phrenzyt, n. and v. Obsolete forms
of frenzy.

phrentict, a. and . An obsolete form of frantic.
phronesis (fro-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ^p6vijaif,

practical wisdom, < Qpovelv, think, < <j>pr/v, mind :

see phren.] Practical judgment; the faculty
of conducting one's self wisely.
phrontisterion (fron-tis-te'ri-on), . ; jsil.phron-
tisteria (-a). [Also phrontistery,(. OF. phrontis-
tere; < Gr. fypovriaTripiov, a place for deep think-

ing, a
' '

thinking-shop" (as Socrates's school was
called by Aristophanes in "The Clouds"), later
a school, a monastery,< <f>povrirj->/t;, a deep think-

er, < ffipovTi^eii!, think, consider, meditate, take

thought of, be anxious for, < Qpovrif, thought,
care, < Qpoveiv, think: see phronesis.] A school
or seminary of learning; a college.

His lodging! no; 'tis the learn 'd phrontisterion
Of most divine Albnmazar.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, i. 8.

phrontistery (frou'tis-ter-i), .
; pi.

teries (-iz). Same &s phrontisterion.

Phrynidae

As to the scenery [in the old Greek comedies], he holds

that the inside of the phrontittery is never seen.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 344.

Phryganea (fri-ga'ne-a), . [NL., so called in

allusion to the appearance of the cases of cad-

dis-flies; < Gr. fpiyavov, a dry stick, < Qpiiyeiv,

roast.] The typical genus of the important
neuropterous family Phryganeidae. It formerly in-

cluded all the caddis-flies then known, and was thus more
nearly conterminous with the modern family and equal to

the order or suborder Trichoptera. It is at present re-

stricted to about 12 species, widely distributed in Europe,
Asia, and North America, having rather slender wings w ith

dense pubescence on the anterior pair, and an oblique
transverse nervule between the costa and the subcosta.

Phryganeidae (frig-a-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Phryganea + -idse.]

"
A family of trichopterous

neuropterous insects, typified bythe genus Phry-
ganea, to which different limits have been as-

signed ;
the caddis-flies, (o) Including all caddis-

flies, and synonymous with the order Trichoptera or the

family PlicipenneK. (b) Restricted to those caddis-flies in

which the maxillary palpi of the male are four-jointed,

only slightly pubescent, and shaped alike in both sexes.

This group contains the giants of the order Trichoptera,
and occurs only in the northern hemisphere. The larvae

live in still waters and make cylindrical cases of bits of

leaves and fibers spirally arranged. See cut under caddis-

worm.

Phrygian (frij'i-an), a. and n. [= F. Phrygian,
< L. Phrygianus,< Phrygian, < Gr. $pi>yu><;, Phry-
gian, < *pif (Qpvy-), a Phrygian.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to Phrygia, an ancient province or country
in the interior of Asia Minor, or to the Phry-
gians. Phrygian cap. See cap. Phrygian helmet,
a form of helmet suggesting the classical Phrygian cap.
This form, which is very rare injnedieval representations,
is given to St. George, possibly with intention on the part
of the artist to denote the Oriental origin of the saint.

Phrygian marble. See?narW,l. Phrygian mode. See

model, 7. Phrygian work, gold embroidery ; orphrey-
work. See aunphrycria.

II. . 1. A native or an inhabitant of

Phrygia. 2. In eccles. hist., same as Montanist.

Phryma (fri'ma), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1756), of

unknown origin.] A genus of plants, of the

gamopetalous order Vcrbenacex, constituting
the tribe Phrymex, known by the uniformly
one-celled ovary in a family characterized by
two- or four-celled ovaries. The only species, P.

leptostackya, is a plant widely diffused but nowhere

abundant, native of North America, Japan, and the Hima-

layan region. It is an erect herb, with a few stiff strag-

gling branches, opposite toothed leaves, and a long slen-

der spike of small scattered purplish flowers, at first erect,
then spreading, and in fruit refiexed, whence its popular
name,TojMed. The fruit is a small, dry, short-stalked utri-

cle, hooked at the apex, and adapted to distribution by
catching in the hair of animals.

Phrymeae (fri'me-e), . pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1876), <' Phryma + -ex.] A tribe of

plants, of the order Verl)enace, consisting of

the genus Phryma, characterized by the one-

celled and one-oyuled ovary, erect orthotropous
ovule, seed destitute of albumen, and reflexed

radicle.

Phrynichus (frin'i-kus), n. [NL. (Karsch,
1880).] A genus of arachnids, of the family
Phrynids, in which the tibise of the hind legs
have no subjoints, the maxillary palpi are much
longer than the body, which is slender and tubu-

liform, and the hand has four finger-like spines.
The genus is represented in southern Cali-

fornia.

Phrynida (frin'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Phrynus
+ -ida.] An order of pulmonate Arachnida :

synonymous with Tlielyphonida. See Pedipal-
J)l *.

Phrynidae (frin 'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Phrynus +
-idee. ] A family of pulmonate Arachnida of the

order Phrynida or Tlielyphonida, typified by the

genus Phrynus. The
abdomen is flat, oval, and
eleven-jointed; the postal",
domen is a mere rudiment,
like a button ; the cephalc-
thorax is flat, and covered
with a horny carapace ; the

pedipalps are long, strong,

six-jointed, and variously
armed, but their terminal
claw does not, form a pincer ;

the first pair of legs are ex-

tremely long, slender, pal-

pifonn or even antenniform,
and multiarticulate, the
fifth and sixth joints being
divided into ninety or more
suhjoints ; and the eyes are

eight in number, two in the
central anterior region, and
a cluster of three on each
side. The species resemble

spiders with (apparently)
long feelers and a pair of

great claws. They are read-

ily distinguished from the only other family (Thelyphoni-

dtf)ol this order by not having a long tail like a scorpion.

They are nocturnal and sluggish, and live under stones

and logs. Compare also cut under Pedipalpi.

A Species of Pltrynus, about life-

size.



44.Phrynorhombus

Phrynorhombus ( fri - nf> - roia
'

Ims). . [XL. en, consumption, < \i. jilt tli i.iicn, fern, of iiiitliini-

((iiiiither, lH(ili), < (Jr. V/H i -in
,
n toad. + /)// <<;, c.v, < <!r. 0M/nv),;, consumptive: sen I.J I. n.

phycoxanthin

a turliot.] A ^einis of llallislirs of the t'niiiily

I'll iii-niir<-liil;i', having no voinerine teeth. /'.

miin/iii'iiliiliix is known us tin- In/ikiiol.

Phrynosoma (fri-im-Ho'iiiil), . [XL.. < ( ir. npi-

i'of, a toml, + ni'.iini, body.] A genus of lizards

of the family Ji/niinidir. including the curious
creatures known as horned londx or kontedfroffH,
as /'. I'in'tiiititti/ . V. (it'hiriiliti't , /'. //o///////x/. etc.
Some of them are very abundant in most parts of the west-
ern and southwestern ( nili d Stall-sand southward. Snmr
attain a K-n^tli of six inches, hut they are usually small.
The body in very flat, and more or lews orbicular, with a
short tail tapering from a stout base, and shorter legs than

Curtis in 182X to PI,,.-

acVMiint if its (.]< '< -uj.a

,
, TV", .---- -- --j -.

t | OI1 ( ichthyology. See
Same as MUftMeMi lea/-mim,^r.

II. ". 1. A consumption or wasting away; Phycita (lis'i-tii,. .

phthisis. 2. A person affected with phthisis. [XL. (Curtis, 1828), <

Liberty of speaking, then whi.-li nothing Is more sweet Gr. ijniKOf, seaweed, fu-
to man, wax girded anil utruight lac't almost to a liroken- cus: sec /'///*.] The
winded lizzick. Mili-ui. On lief, of llumb. Kemonst.

typical genus of I'ln/-

fiiii/ii; having dilate
antennee: same as /'////-

cw, 2.

Phycitidas (fi-sit'i-de),
ll. l>l. [NL., < Pliiiritii

litlrnr.l 1-rojf

Is usual in related lizards. The head is surmounted with
several pairs of stout spines, largest in some of the south-

erly and Mexican forms, and the whole upper surface of
the body is roughly granular or tuberculous

; the under
side is smooth. The coloration of the upper parts is

variegated with black, brown, gray, aud reddish, in a
blotched pattern, and varies greatly, not only with the
different species, but in different individuals of the same
kind. The creatures have nothing of the agility of most
lizards ; they are clumsy in their motions, rather sluggish,
and cannot Jump. They are perfectly harmless, become
tame as soon as handled, and are often kept as pets for
their oddity. They feed on files and other insects, but
can fast long, and may be safely sent by mail alive to any
part of the United States. They bring forth alive. One
species (P. dour/last) occurs as far north at least as the
British boundary of the United States.

Phrynus (fri'nus), . [NL. (Olivier, 1793), <

Gr.
<j>pi<vot,

a toad.] The typical genus of the

family Phrynidse. See cut under Phrynidx.
Phryxis (frik'sis), . [NL. (Cope, 1872).] A
genus of cave-dwelling araehnidans, contain-

PHryxis Itmffipes. (Line.sho'

ing such forms as P. longipcs of the Wyandotte
cave in Indiana : now considered synonymous
with Phaltingodcs.
Phthartolatrae (thar-tol'a-tre), . pi. [NL., <

LGr. "Wfa/iro/.ar/w/f (one of the sect noted in def . ),

< qtfaproi;, corruptible, + ^arpeveiv, worship: see

latria.'] A. sect of the sixth century: same as
( 'orruptirolte.

phthiriasis (tbi-ri'a-sis), n. [= F. phthiriane,
phtltiriitsix Sp. tiriagu, < L. plithirinxis, < Gr.

ififteipinaif, the lousy disease, < $0etp/ai>, have lice

orthe lousy disease, < <t>8eip, a louse.] The pres-
ence of lice on the body, with the irritation

produced thereby and its effects; the lousy
disease, formerly called iimr/mx />n/iculosus.

Phthiriomyiae (thir''i-o-mi'i-e). , pi. [NL., <

Gr. 00Mp, a louse, -f fivia, a fly.] A division of

pupiparous I>i/it<'i-ti, consisting of the family
\i/rtrrili/iil:r, parasitic upon bats.

Phthirius (thir'i-us). w. [NL. (W. E. Leach,
1815), < Gr. <t>ftflp, a louse.] A genus of 1'cili-

fi/lidee or true lice, having the body broad and
Hat, and the two hinder pairs of legs very much
thickened; the crab-lice (so called from their

appearance). P.pubis or inguinalu is found on the
hair of the genitals, groin, and perineum, and occasionally
on other parts of the body. See cut under crabjouse.

phthisic (ti/.'ik), <t. and . [I. a. (and II. ., i).

Formerly also i>iit/iixii 7,-. iitixikc; = OF. tisique,
trxi/.-i. ]<'.

/>litliixii/itt; now lilitixii/llf = Sp. lixictt

= Pg. tixii-o = It. ti.ii<-i>. j'/ixii-o. < L. plitliisicitx,
ML. i>Hxicnx. lixii'Hx. < Gr. ifiiniK&f, consumptive,
< ifOiaif, consumption: see phthixix. II. . 1.

Formerly also phthixirk. Hsick, tissiek, tizzick,

ti/xykt, ttgie; < ME. tixiki: < OF. tixi</ur, F. />/iti-

xii[nr = Sp. tisicn = P. tixifn. plithixira = It. iixi-

phthisical (ti/.'i-kal), . [Formerly,
l>li~ii-nl ; < /,/illiixic + -til.] Of or belonging to

phthisis: affected by phthisis; wasting the
Mesh : as, a jiltihixiciil consumption.
Be ... sobs me out half a dozen ptizical mottos wher-

ever he had them, hopping abort In the measure of convul-
sion-tits. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus, $ 3.

phthisickv (tiz'i-ki), ,t. [< plithMc(k) + -yl.]
Phthisical.

PhtMticky old gentlewomen and frolicsome young ones.

Chilian, The Spleen, i.

phthisiology (tiz-i-ol'6-ji),
. [= F. phthisi-

oliit/if, < (Jr. tioioir, phthisis, + -/oj/n, ( Atyeiv,

speak : see -ology.~\ The sum of scientific know-
ledge concerning phthisis.

phthisipneumonia (thiz*ip-nu-m6'ni-a), n.

[XL., < Gr. <t>tti<Hf, consumption (see phthisis),
+

nveijiur, lungs: see pneumonia.] lupathol.,
phthisis.

phthisis (thi'sis), w. [= F. )ih/hixii- = Sp.
Hx:x = Pg. phthisis = It. tixi, ftisi, ftisia, <

L. phthixis, < Gr. Qffiaic., a wasting away, con-

sumption, wane, decline, decay, < ipdieiv, waste

away, decline, wither, wane, decay.] A dis-

ease of the lungs, characterized by progressive
consolidation of pulmonary tissue, with break-

ing down and the formation of cavities. This is

so extensively, if not exclusively, pulmonary tuberculosis
that the two names are often considered as equivalent.
Also called con*umptwn. Fibroid phthisis, slow-going
phthisis, with considerable production of connective tis-

sue. Grinders' Phthisis. Same as grinders' asthma
(which see, under grinder). Phthisis florida,very rapid
phthisis; galloping consumption.

phthisOZOlCS (thi-zo-zo'iks), w. [< Gr. jOltiv

(ipfiia-), consume, destroy, + fvi', an animal.]
See the quotation.

\>'litliij,,;t,irs.\ From two Greek words : one of which
signifies to destroy ;

the other, an animal . . . : the art of

destroying such of the inferior animals as, in the charac-
ter of natural enemies, threaten destruction or damage
to himself, or to such animals from which, in the charac-
ter of natural servants or allies, it is in man's power to

extract useful service.

l:,',iHni,,i, Chrestomathia, note to table I. 82.

phthongometer (thong-gom'e-ter), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ^00} joe, the voice, a sound (see diphthong),
+ /itrpov, measure.] An instrument used for

measuring vocal sounds. JThewell. ( Imp. Diet. )

phulkari (ful'ka-ri), n. [Hind. phfMnri, a
tissued flower on cloth, etc., also an alkaline
efflorescence used to adulterate salt, < plifd, a

flower, + -kdr, a suffix of agent.] A kind of
flower embroidery done by the natives of the

Panjab in India; also, a cloth so embroidered.

phulwara (ful-wa'rS), n. [E. Ind.] Same as

fulirti.

piyt (fi), intrrj. An obsolete spelling of/* 1
.

Kut . phy for shame, when shal we cease this geare?
I to (tefle, and you to fly for feare?

Sylrenter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Trophies.

Phycidaet (fis'i-de), . pi [NL., < Phycis +
-irfa?.] A family of pyralid moths, typified by
the genus Phi/cis : now called Phycitidx.
Phycinae (fi-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Phycis +
-in/r.~\ A subfamily of gadoid fishes, named by
Swainson in 1839 from the genus Phycis ; cod-

lings. Two species are known in the United
States as squirrcl-hakcx.

Phycis (fi'sis), n. [NL. (Artedi, 1738), < Gr.

0i'K<'r, f., 0i'>?f, m., a fish living in seaweed, <

^iiKof, seaweed. ] 1. In ichth., a genus of gadoid
fishes, typical of the subfamily Phycinx, having
a ray of the first dorsal more or less elongated
and filamentous; squirrel-hakes, p. chuts and P.

PHycit n
Moth and Cnfic. (Line shows

natural size of moth.)

Squirrel-hake (Pftyfts ftiuss*.

tenuis, together with a third species, P. clierteri, are found
along the Atlantic coast of the United States. They are
also known as codlings, and /*. tenuitt sometimes as silver
hake. They are quite different from the fishes more prop-
erly called hake (which see).

2f. In entom.,& genus of pyralid moths, erected

by Fabricius in 1798, and giving name to the

Plii/riila' or Phyritidy. The name was changed by

+ -irfa1

.] A family of pyralid moths, named
from the genus I'hi/i-iln. The maxillary palps are

equal in the two sexes ; the labial palps are concealed or

wanting; the fore wings haw- < l-v<-n, t- n, or nine veins,
the first one not forked ; tin- bind wings have the middle
cell closed and the midrib hairy at the base. It Is a large
and wide-spread group, whose members differ in habits,
ome being leaf-crumplers or leaf-folders, others borers,
and others carnivorous. Formerly Phycidsf.

Phycochromaceae (fl'ko-kro-ina'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. <t>vKOf, seaweed, -r- xp"!"1 , color, +
-ncesp.'] Same as Cryptophycfse.

phycochromaceous (fFko-kro-ma'shius), .

Kesembling or belonging to the order Phyco-
chrotiKH'i :i .

phycochrome (fi'ko-krom), n.
[<

Gr. 0fof, sea-

weed, + xp"Pa > color.] The bluish-green color-

ing matter of some algee, a mixture of chloro-

phyl and phycocyanin.
Phycochromophyceae (fi'ko-kro-mo-fi'se-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Gr. 6i'KOf, seaweed, + xpi>pa, color,
+ Qi'Kof, seaweed, + -<>?.] An order of Algse:
same as I'ryptophyeete.

phycocyan (fi-ko-si'an), . [< Gr. 0ioc, sea-

weed, + nvav6(, blue.] Same as phycocyanin.
phycocyanin, phycocyanine (fi-ko-si'a-nin), .

[\ Gr. ipi'Kof, seaweed, + xwavof, blue, + -4n%.

-ine% (cf. cyanine).] A blue coloring matter
which is present, in addition to chlorophyl, in

the cells of certain algee, and imparts to them
a bluish-green color, as in the Cyanophycese or

Pltycochromaceee. It is soluble in water, but
insoluble in alcohol or ether.

phyco-erythrin (fi'ko-e-rith'rin), n. [NL., <

Gr. fi'ieof, seaweed, + epifip6r, red.] A red col-

oring matter to which the red seaweeds or
Floridese owe their peculiar coloring, which is

present, in addition to chlorophyl, in the cells.

It is soluble in water.

phycography (fi-kog'ra-fi), M. [< Gr. fiixof, a

seaweed, -f- -ypafyia, < yp&Qeiv, write.] A scien-

tific or systematic description of algee or sea-

weeds.

phycologist (fi-koro-jist), n. [< phycolog-y +
-ist-l Oiie who is skilled in phycology; one
who studies algse or seaweeds ; an algologist.

phycology (fi-kol'o-ji), . [= F. phycologie, <

Gr. (jivKOf, seaweed, + -toyia, < ).f)eiv, speak:
see

-ology.']
That department of botanical sci-

ence which treats of algae or seaweeds; algolo-
gy. [Rare.]
phycomater (fi-ko-ma'ter), n. [NL., < Gr.

<f>mor, seaweed, + fiffntp, Doric /larr/p = L. mater,

mother.] The gelatin in which the sporules of

algaceous plants first vegetate.
Phycomyces (fi-kom'i-sez), H. [NL. (Kunze),
< Gr. diof, seaweed, + fii'uri^, a fungus.] A ge-
nus of phycomycetous fungi of the family Mu-
coracex. The spore-bearinghyphseareerect not branch-
ing, the sporangia spheroid or pyriform. and the spores
ovoid or spheroidal and hyaline. Three species are known,
of which /'. niUnsls very common, growing on greasy sub-

stances, as old bones and oil-casks.

Phycomyceteae (fi'ko-mi-se'te-e), . pi. [NL.
(DeBary),< Pitucornyces(-et-) + -fee."] A division
of fungi, named from the genus Phi/comyces and
embracing the families ifucorex, Ptrwtoipara-
cex, Saprolegniacex, Entomophthorex, Chytridi-

acea, and Protomycetacex. They are mostly para-
sitic on plants or animals ; a few are saprophyl ic. See the
above families or orders for special characterization and
illustration.

Phycomycetes (fi-ko-m!-se'tez), . pi. [NL.,
pi. of phycmnyces. ] Same as Phycomycetex.
phycomycetous (fi-ko-mi-se'tus), a. Belong-
ing to the Phycornyeetex : as, phycomycetotw
rongi.
phycophaein (fi-ko-fe'in), n. [NL.. < Gr. ^tor,
seaweed, + <t>ai6f, dusky, dun.] A reddish-brown

coloring matter present in the cells of certain
seaweeds. By Schutt it is limit?! to that part of the

compound pigment of the Fiicacftr and Phaogporex which
is soluble in water.

phycoxanthin, phycoxanthine (fi-kok-san'-
thin), n. [< Gr. 0fof, seaweed. + fai<%, yel-
low, + -t2, -ne2 (c f. lantfiin).] A yellow col-

oring matter: same as ilin/omin.



and n. [<

phygogalactic

phygogalactic (fi'go-ga-lak'tik), n. and ,

Gr. (/')!', ^fi'jtti", shun, avoid, + yoXo (yo/i

milk.] I. . Preventing the formation of milk

and promoting the reabsorption of what has

been already secreted.

II. n. An agent having these qualities.

phvla,". Plural of phylum.
phylactert (fi-lak'ter), n. [< F. pht/lactfre: see

plii/lactcn/.] A. phylactery. SoMff.
phylactefed (fi-lak'terd), a. [< phylacter-y

4460 Phyllium

In ncient Greece, the headship of a tribe or phyllidium (fi-lid'i-um) .; pi. pltylMia (-a),

authority of a phylarch. [NL., < Gr. ^-Mov, leaf, + dim. suffix -,<W ]
'

. , ,_, A -TT y f*\ ^\__ _ _JJ il. .n^i-mi-i-nfnmr t tiiriH 1 Q f\T tlA nflVl.clan; the office or authority , -

^NL^' Gf b^-'of 'the rudimentary' ctenidia of the phyl-

jy ties of birth, a lidiobranchiate gastropods, as limpets, called

which the aggregate constituted a community.
In Athens the tribes did not rest on family relationship,

acee -aer, .
- -

t

--

we
-

re at flrst geographical divisions, then classes

'J.l Wearing a phylactery; hence (because formed acc0rding to occupation or wealth. Clisthenes

wearine of phylacteries was assumed to be abolished the old tribes, and distributed his fellow-citizens

idee. P. Imcephalus, the best-known species, is a highly

the wearing of phylacteries

bigoted; pharisaical.
Who for the spirit hug the spleen,

Phylacter'd throughout all their mien ;

Who their ill-tasted home-brewed prayer
To the State's mellow forms prefer.

M. Green, The Spleen.

nhvlacteria, . Plural of phylacterimn
** _i . rrvai _i_ t. ni,\ r G -fi]

among ten new ones, named after ancient Attic heroes,

and arranged upon geographical lines and democratic

ideas and this arrangement persisted through the glo-

rious time of Attic history. Every full citizen of Athens

was registered in a phyle, in a deme, and in a phratry.

Every phyle was a political unit, to which were allotted the

choice of 50 of the 500 senators and that of its due pro-

portion of dicasts and of the higher civil and military of-

ficers of the state; and every phyle was required to con-

tribute in a fixed proportion to the military service, to the

various liturgies, etc.1***J iwrwww -1 v r- fl J^l J ViUluuo linlftl**o, VM*.

phylacteriC (fil-ak-ter'ik), a. [= Sp. Mactenco
phyletic (fi-let'ik), a. [< Gr. ^tvUrwaJf,

< 0wUrw, a
= Pg.phylacterico; as phylacter-y + -ic.] Ot or

tribesman < (pv/.r/,
a tribe: see phyle.] 1. Per-

pertaining to the phylactery; accompanied by taining to a race or tribe. Hence 2. In Wo?.,
the assumption ofthe phylactery.

phylacterical (fil-ak-ter'i-kal), a.

teric + -al.] Same as phylacteric.
Christian Sacrifice,

p. 128.

phylacterium (fil-

ak-te'ri-um), n.
;

pi. phylacteria (-a).

[NL. : see phylac-
tery.] A portable
reliquary. See phy-
lactery.

phylactery (fi-lak'-

te-ri), .; f>\. phylac-
teries (-riz). [Now
written according to

the L. spelling; for-

merly philactery,
ME. philaterie, ear-

lier filaterie, < OF.

filaterie, philaterie,

[< plnjto
L.Addtson,

pertaining to a phylum of the animal kingdom
the construetion Of phyia ; phylogenetic.

Phyllirkol baeifhalus.

phosphorescent oceanic organism, bearing little resem-

blance to a mollusk. It is thin and translucent, without

gills, shell, or foot, ending in a rounded tail-like fin with

which it swims like a flsh, and bearing upon the head a

pair of long tentacles. Also Phyllirhoa and Phyllirrhx.

2. \_l. c.] A member of this genus,

phyllirhoid (fil'i-roid), a. and n. I. o. Pertain -

J
^, or having their charac-

<Gr.<

A member of the Phyllirlwidai.
'i-a),)!. [NL.(Leyeill4 , phyliirhoidae (fil-i-r6'i-de),.p<. [NL.,<P%/-

,
leaf (see phyllary), + an.ni; (OKTIV-), lirllog + _i (jx^ A family of nudibranchiate gas-

Phylacterium found at St. Dun-
Stan's, Fleet Street, London. (From
"
Archaeological Journal.")

ray.] A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi of the

family Erysipheee. Each perithecium contains several

asci, and the appendages are needle-shaped and abruptly
swollen at the base. The only well-known species is P.

suffulta, which grows upon the leaves of a great variety of

plants, especially woody plants.

phyllade (fil'ad), . [< Gr. 0i'A/ldf (0ivt/ia<!-), a

bunch of leaves, < 0MUoi> = 'L. folium, leaf.] In

bot.
,
one of the small imperfect leaves in Isoetes,

alternating with the fertile leaves. In the sub-

merged species these consist of a small lamina with no

sheath, and in the terrestrial species they are reduced to

mere scales.

Phyllanthese (fi-lan'the-e), n.pl. [NL. (Bart-

ling, 1830), < Phyllanthus + -eee.] A tribe of

plants of the order Euphorbiaceee, distinguished

by carpels with two contiguous ovules in the

tropods, typified by the genus Phyllirhoe. These

singularly degenerate and simple mollusks have no cteni-

dia, cerata, mantle skirt, or other processes of the body-

wall, even the foot being aborted. The intestine ends on

the right side, and the head has two long tentacles. They
are now sometimes ranked with. Polybranchiata in a dis-

tinct section called Abranehia, but were formerly referred

to the pteropods, the heteropods, and even the tunicates.

Also called ocean slugs and Psilosomata.

phyllis
1

(fil'is), n. [< L. Phyllis (Virgil, Hor-

ace)^ Gr. *t>A/./f, a fern, name: so called in allu-

sion to Phyllis as the name in old plays and ro-

mances and pastoral poems of a country girl,

or shepherdess, or sweetheart. Cf . philander.']
A country girl; a shepherdess; a sweetheart:

a common name for such in old romances, pas-
toral poems, etc.r ,

central angle, and the seed-leaves much broad- phyllis
1

(fil'is), J>. i. [< pliyllis^, n. Cf.philan-
To address or celebrate in amatory
[Rare.]

He passed his easy hours, instead of prayer,
In madrigals and phiilyeing the fair.

Garth, Dispensary, L

also filatiere, philatiere, later phylacterie, phy- er than the radicle. It includes 54 genera, mainly der, v.]

lactere, F. phylactere= Sp. filacteria = Pg.phy- tropical, of which Phyllanthus is the type.
For other verses.

lateria = It. filateria; < LL. phylacterium, fy- principal genera, see Putranjiva and Toidcodendron.

lacterium, a phylactery, < Gr. Qvhutrripiav, a post Phyllanthus (fi-lan'thus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

for watchmen, or a garrison, a fort, castle, out- 1737), so called from species with flowers seated

post, also safeguard, preservative, esp. an amu- on leaf-like flattened branches ;< Gr.
(f>v/-^ov

a
phylli82 (fil'is), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737),

let (whence the Jewish use), < QvhaicT/ip, a guard, leaf, + av8of, flower (cf . L. phyllanthes, < Gr.
go caue(j from the handsome green leaves and

< yokaaaeiv, watch, guard.] A charm or amulet, fvltavflcf, a plant with prickly leaves, prob. tliei]
, ornamental venation; < L. phyllis, an

And Fathers, Councils, Church, and Church's head scabious).] A large genus of plants of the or- aimond_tree, < Gr. jniMf, foliage, < fvMov, a
Were on her reverend phylacteries read. derEuphorbiaceie, type of the tribe Pliyllanthese, jeaf -i A genus of undershrubs of the gamopet-

Dryden, Hind and Panther, i. 399. characterized by the entire alternate leaves aioug order ^6iace and the tribe ^l(osper-
Happy are they who verify their amulets, and make and apetalous monoecious flowers, the male m characterized by stamens inserted on the

their phylacteries speak in their lives and actions. glomerate clusters and with from two to six , t ii 11- ^ *,,;*<,;*; f t,
flfrT. Browne, Christ Mor ,. 10 f^ ftnd b ^ ^ consigti of from

Specifically (a) InJem&antiq., an amulet consisting of
tv,.,0(, t L a ,,v pornpl<i thpiv two cleft stvles not

a strip or strips of parchment inscribed with certain texts "I166 to many carpels, tneu two e

dilated below the apex. There are about 450 species,

very widely dispersed throughout the warmer parts of the

world, rarer in temperate climates. They are either herbs,

shrubs, or trees, of great variety in appearance. The
leaves are generally two-ranked, and so airanged as to

make the branches resemble pinnate leaves. The small

from the Old Testament, and inclosed within a small lea-

ther case, which was fastened with straps on the forehead

Just above and between the eyes, or on the left arm near
the region of the heart. The four passages inscribed upon
the phylactery were Ex. xiii. 2-10, 11-17, and Deut. vL 4-9,
13-22. The custom was founded on a literal interpreta-
tion of Ex. xiii. 16, and Deut. vi. 8 and xi. 18.

He which hath his Phylacteries on his head and armes,
and his knots on his garment, and his Schedule on his

doore, is so fenced that he cannot easily sinne.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 18&

(6) Among the primitive Christians, etc., a case in which
were Inclosed relics of the saints. =Syn. (a) See defs. of

amulet, talisman, and mezuzah.

Phylactolsemata (fl-lak-to-le'ma-ta), . pi.

[NL., < Gr. tfni/MKTof, verbal adj. of QvTiaaosiv,

guard, + fau[i6f, throat.] A subclass or order
of Polyzoa, containing those whose lophophore
is bilateral, crescentic, or hippocrepiform, pro-
vided with a circlet of tentacles, and defended

by an epistoma. These polyzoans are larger, softer,
and more homogeneous than the Gymnolxinata, and are

specially characteristic of fresh water. The families Plu-
matellid and Crigtatellidx are characteristic components
of the group. Also called Lophopoda and Hippocrepia.
See cut under Polyzoa.

phylactplaematous (fi-lak-to-le'ma-tus), a.

Pertaining to the Phylactolsemata, or having
their characters,

phyla, . Plural of phyle.

bruised leaves of P. Conaini are there used to stupefy flsh.

(Compare Piscidia.) Many species are cultivated under
the name leaf-flower, from the blooming leaf-like branch-

es, or cladodia. (See cut under cladode.) The snow-bush,
cultivated for its white flowers, is P. ninalis, native of the
New Hebrides. Many others are cultivated as ornamental
evergreen shrubs under the names of Emblica and Xylo-

base of the corolla, and fruit consisting of two

pyriform indehiscent carpels. The only species Is

a native of the Canaries and the island of Madeira. It

bears opposite or whorled, broadly lanceolate leaves, stip-

ules united with the petioles into a sheath, and numerous
minute whitish flowers in panicles, with thread-like erect

stems, nodding in fruit. It is cultivated as a hardy ever-

green, sometimes -under the name of bastard hare'8-ear

(which see, under hare'i-ear).

'= F. phylKthe (for "phyl-
'

Gr. 0ii/./Ur>7f,
of

D .__D leaf: see phyl-

lary.] One of the names given to clay-slate or

argillaceous schist. It was introduced by Naumann
as a substitute for the pAi/iiade of D'Aubuisson. It is little

used by authors writing in English. By some later lithol-

OK j stg nhtillite has been used as the equivalent of ottre-

iae slate a schistose rock containing fine lamellic of the

. mineral ottrelite.
phylla, the latter a numerous group of woody-branched pvii.-toa (fi li'tey) w TNL see nhvllite ~\

shrubs with orange-red flowers, chiefly from the West In- rnyllltes (n- tez;, n. I
M pnyiini.j

dies. For other species, see Otaheite gooseberry (under A name under which a great variety Ot

gooseberry), seaside laurel (under laurel, 3), and emblie my- leaves have been placed, in regard to whose
robalan (under myrobalan). The last produces an edible affinities nothing definite was known,
fruit, used for preserves and in dyeing and tanning, and .,,... ,

fl ,../.'? ^ r< nhulliff + if ~\ Hav-
long famed as an astringent medicine (but not now so pnyllltlC (n-l , Ik), . ^ pnyilt.

used), and a durable wood, used for implements, building, ing the charac-
and furniture in India and Burma. P. distichus of Java
also bears an edible fruit, used for pickling.

phyllary (fil'a-ri), n.; pi. phyllaries (-riz). [<

NLi.phyllarium,( Gr. (fniMdpiov, a leaflet, dim. of

= "L. folium, a leaf : see foil
1
.] In bot..

ters of phyllite,
or composed of

that rock.

one of the leaflets forming the involucre of

composite flowers.

Generallytheslates
are schistose, phyllit-
i<\ and chiastolitic.

Nature, XXXIX. 31.

phylarch (fi'lark), n. [ F. phylarque, < L. phyllidia, n. Plural of phyllidinm. Phyllium (fil'i-

phylarchus, < Gr. Qidapxof, chief 'of a tribe, < Phyllidiobranchiata (fi-lid
//

i-o-brang-ki-a'ta), urn), . [NL., <

a tribe (see phyle), + apxetv, rule.] In n.pl. [NL., < phyllidium + L. branchiee, gills : Gr. MAtff, dim.
ancient Greece, the chief or head of a tribe; see branchiate.] A suborder of palliate or tec- of ^t'vUov, a leaf:

in Athens, the commander of the cavalry of a tibranchiate opisthebranchiate gastropods, in see phytlary.] A
tribe, the ten phylarchs being under the orders which the ctenidia are replaced by lateral la- genus of orthop-
of the two state hipparchs, the commanders- mellar functional gills. It contains the lim- terous insects be-
iu-chief of the cavalry. pets only. See Patellidse. longing to the

phylarchy (fi'lar-ki), n.
; pi. phylarchies (-kiz). phyllidiobranchiate (fi-lid"i-o-brang'ki-at), a. family Phasnri-

[= F. phylarchie, < Gr. 0uAap;rm, the office of Pertaining to the Phyllidiobranchiata, or hav- dx. and popular-
phylarch, < ^Wuap^of, a phylarch: see phylarch.] ing their characters, as a limpet. ly known by the

nsect (Phylliam fulchrffoliMml,
female, reduced.



Phyllium
nanie of \6af-4n8eCt8 or ir/tllii/if -liil/'tx. Sunn- of

thrill haver whig -covi'issorliis.'ly n-i-i nitilliiK thi' li

plants that thi-y ar. . a-ih mistaken fur the vc-^, t;.|jh |,n,-

cliiclimis around tin-in. The i%'s, I"". hear n I'lmmis ir

semblance t<i tile seeds of plants. Tliry arc fur Hi. must

part natives of the East Indies, Australia, and Smith

America. The males have long anteniup and wing, and
can fly ;

the females have short antennae, and are Incapa-

Illi-of'llight.

phyliobranchia
1 (fil--l>rang'ki-ii). . : pi. /</////-

tobraiushue (-<"). l< <ir. fvMov, leaf, + flpa^X'a

(L. brain-Ilia:, sing, branrhin), gills: see

chise.] One of the lamellar or foliaceous gills

of crustaceans.

In the prawns and shrimps, in Ut-hia ami I'allianassa,

in all the Anomura and llrachyura, the gills an- jilit/U"-

tmnehiir. Huxley, I'TOC. Zool. Soc., 1H78, p. 777.

Phyllobranchia-lfil-o-brang'ki-ii), n.pl. [XL.,
< Gr. <pii/Anv, leaf, +' ftpa-jxta, gills: see briin-

clii.T.] A division of crustaceans, containing
those decapods which are pliyllobranchiate.

phyllobranchial (nl-o-brang
;
ki-al), a. [< /</-//'-

lolirinichin- + -nl.] Lamellar or foliaceous, as

gills: of or pertaining to phyllobranehio).

phyllobranchiate (lil-o-brang'ki-at), . [<

liJii/ll<>t-ini/-liiii-
+ -ate1.] Having phyllobran-

chiie, as a crab.

phylloclade (fil'o-klad). n. Same as pkylhela-
tlill III .

phyllocladium (fil-o-klii'di-um), n.
; \>l. /iln/l-

/iifliiilin (-ii). [NL.,'< Gr. fyrttjuv, leaf, + XAMof,
branch.] In but., a stem or branch which as-

sumes the functions of foliage. The broad,
succulent steins of the Caetneex are familiar

examples.
phyllocyanin (fil-o-si'a-nin), . [< Gr. ^{vOW,
leaf, + K/'avof, blue: see cyaiiine.] See chloro-

iihyl.

phyllocyst (fil'o-sist), n. [< Gr. qi'Uw, leaf,

+ KiaTtf, bladder: see cyst.] A cyst or cavity
in the hydrophyllium of certain oceanic hydro-
zoans. See cut under dipkyzo&id.

phyllocystic (h'1-o-sis'tik). a. [< phyllitcyxl +
-i>.] Pertaining to or having the character of

a phvllocyst.
phyllode (fil'od), . [= Y.phyllode, ( NL.p7i.vJ-
lixlium: see phyllodium.] Same as phyllodium.

phyllodia, n. Plural of phyllodium.

phyllodineous (fil-o-diii'e-us), a. [(phyllodium
+ -in + -eoiix.] In bot., resembling or belong
ing to a phyllodium.
phyllodiniation (fil-o-din-i-a'shon), n. [( iihi/l-

lodiin'oiiK + -i-ittioii.]' In hot., the state of being
phyllodineous ;

the formation of twig-like parts
instead of true leaves. It. Brown.

phyllodium (fi-16'di-um), n.
; pi. phyllodia (-&).

[NL., < Gr. 0i)A/t<ju>/p, like leaves, rich in leaves,

< ipi'A&ov, leaf, + fldof, form.] In

bot., a petiole which usurps the
form and function of a leaf-

blade, as in many species of

Anifia. It has usually been further

distinguished from a true blade by the
statement that it normally presents
the edges instead of the faces to the
earth and sky ; but recent investigation

proves that this does not always hold

good, since some undoubted phyllodia
are not vertical, but are dorsiventrally
placed, like true leaves. The South
American Oxalis bttpleurtfolia is an ex-

ample. Also phylludt. See also cut
under petiole.

Phyllodoce(fi-lod'o-se), . [NL.
(Brown, 1756), < L. Phyllodoce,
a sea-nymph, daughter of Ne-
reus a<id Doris

;
no correspond-

ing Gr. form appears.] 1. A genus of oceanic

hydro/.oans of trie family Phyeqpkorida. Also

44C.1

phyllogenous (Pi-loj'e-nuH), . [< Gr.

leaf. + -,<iy, |iriiiliicing: see -1/1 inni.t.
]

Grow-

ing upon leaves. 'rii"lll'is, Meil. Diet.

Phylloglossum(fil-o-glos'um), ii. [NL. (Kun/.e.

lS4:i), < Gr. fbMm, leaf, + f/JJaan, tongue.)
A peculiar monotypic genus of plants of the

natural order Lyeopodiacetl. They are acauleicent

plants, with a basal rosette of from six to nine lini-ar-suhu.

late leaves, and a pi-dinu'lcii spikr cru ilnl itli it-inform

one-celled two-valved sjHiraitKia, each stihtencled by a cus-

pidate bract. /'. Dnmmummi, the only species, la found
in Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and New Zealand.

phylloid (fil'oid), a. f_= F.
pliiflliHili,

< Gr.

"^v>JMet6>K, contr. ^V^MTK, leaf-like, < ifi'/'/nr,

leaf, + eMof, form.] Leaf-like; foliaceous.

Also /iln///iiiilious.

phylloideous (fi-loi'de-us), . [< ]>hi/lioiil +
-I mix.

]
Same us phylinid.

phyllomania (ul-o-ma'ni-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

i.H/'/jiv, leaf, + /lavia, madness (see niniiin). Cf.

Gr. (jwhto/uivf'iv, ruTi wildly to leaf.] In hot.,

the production of leaves in unusual numbers
or in unusual places,

phyllome (fil'om), n. [< Gr. ^r/Tu/ua, leafage,

foliage, < QvMovv, clothe with leaves, < tyi'tJjni

= L. folium, leaf: see foil
1
.] In bot., the leaf

in all its modifications; foliage. Also phyl-
IIIIIHI.

We call foliage leaves, tendrils, and anthers In their

various adaptations, metamorphosed leaves or phyllutnet.

DcBary, Fungi (trans. X P. 266.

Phyllomedusa (fil'6-me-du'sa), n. [NL. (Wag-
ler), < Gr. tf>Mov, lent, + NL. (L.) Medusa.']

Phyllorhininae

tlie terminal bud or growing-point in a palm.
Also plll/lllM/l->l.

phyllopnorous (ti-lofo-rns), . [< (ir. Qffljyu-

/(..;. liearin^' leave*. < ,,i//w, leaf, + (tifpciv = E.

//'.) 1. I,eiif-bearing; producing leaves.

2. In ;<iiil., having foliaceousor leaf-like parts
or organs; specifically, provided with a nose-

Nat', as a bat.

Phyllopneuste (ti'-op-nn'stc), . See riu/n<>ji-

phyllopod (lil'o-poil), ii. and (i. [< NL. *pliyl-

lii/inx (-IHII!-), < (Ir. ffMav. leaf, 4- voi'f (voi-)

Pftyllamednsa tfitoli

Phyllodium (a)
of /.,'.:,( ttettro-

Lesson, 1843. 2. The typical ge-
nus of I'ln/llixloeithe. P. riridis is the palolo,
also, however, placed in the genus Lyxidi<-<;
and now in I'ahlo.

Phyllodocidae (fil-o-dos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

J'/iylloitoce + -idir.] A family of polyeha?tous
annelids, having the parapodia modified as

swimming-plates by a widening of the ends of

the separated or fused parapodia. or of their
cirri : typified by the genus I'hyllodnce. They
are known as Iraf-bfariinj ii'iiniix.

phyllody (nl'o-di), . '[< Gr. ^vUMm, like

leaves: see j)//(/Wo<h).] In but., the condition
in which true leaves are substituted for some
other organ that is. in which other organs are

metiimorphosed into green leaves. This condi-

tion may occasionally occur in bracts, the calyx, corolla,

ovules, pistils, and stamens. Called frvndeK&ue by En-

gelmann, and phyllamorphy by Morren.

phyllogen (fil'o-jen), . [< Gr. ^(.<X/oi>, leaf, +
-,'"'Wi producing: see -gen.] Same as

The typical genus of Fhyllomedu&idx, having
apposable digits, so that the feet can be used
for grasping. There are several species, as P.
bicolor of South America.

Phyllomedusidae (fil'o-me-du'si-de), . pi.

[NL. (Gunther), < Phyllomedusa + -idae.] A
family of salient anurous Batrachia, typified by
the genus Pltyttamednsa. They have free platydactyl
digits, maxillary teeth, ears perfectly developed, parotoids
present, and sacral apophyses dilated. The family is now
usually merged in Hylidtr.

phyllomic (fi-lom'ik), a. [< pliyllome + -it.]

In hot., of the nature of a phyllome; resem-

bling a phyllome. Nature, XXXIV. 17.

phyllomorphy (fil'o-mor-fi), H. [< Gr. <j>i'Mm>,

leaf, + [mpQr/, form!] Same as pliyllody. Also

l>h i/lliimorphosis.

Phyllophaga ( fi-lof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL. (Hartig,
1837), < Gr. ^i'X/ov, leaf, + ipayeiv, eat.] 1. In
en torn.: (a) A series of securiferous hymenop-
terous insects, including the saw-flies or Ten-
tJiredinidee. They have the trochantere two-jointed, an-

terior tibiae two-spurred, abdomen connate with the tho-

rax, and the ovipositor formed of two saws which are al-

ternately protruded. (6) A section of lamellicorn
beetles which are leaf-eaters, as the chafers,
conterminous with Macleay's two families Ano-

/ilni/iKi/liiilie and Afelolonthidie. Latrcilte. Also

riiylltililiui/i. 2. In mammal., a group of eden-
tates corresponding to the Bradypoda, or sloths.

(hri'ii, 1S4L'.

phyllophagan (fi-lof'a-gan), . [< Phyllophaga
+ -aw.J A member ofnie I'liyllojutaga, in either

sense.

phyllophagous (fi-lof'a-gus), a. [= F. phyllo-

phage, < Gr. tyi'Mov, leaf, 4- ^ayflv, eat.] Leaf-

eating ; feeding on leaves ; of or pertaining to

the Phi/llnpliii<iii or Pliyllophagi.

phyllop'hore (fil'o-for), n. [< Gr. ifivVjxtffxx;,

bearing leaves: see phyltupltorou*.] In but..

= E. fun!.] I. ii. Having foliaceous feet; hav-

ing the limbs expanded and flattened like

leaves; specifically, of or pertaining to the

li. a- A crustacean of the order Phyllnpoda.

Phyllopoda (M-lop'o-dS), n. pi. [NL.: see

lilii/lin/Mid.] 1. An order of entomostracous

crustaceans, the leaf-footed crustaceans, some-
times forming (with Ostracopoda and Cladiin--

ra) a suborder of Branchiojwda. in Latrellle's

classification the phyllopods were a section of his bran-

chlopods, corresponding to the modem order of Phyllo.

poda, and divided into (a) Ceratophthalma, with the gen-
era Limnadia and EMrria (composing the modern fam-

ily Ksthrriidtr) and Artemia and Branehipu* (the modem
family Braiuhipudidx), and (6) Anridophora, with the gen-
era Apia and Lepiduna (the modern family Apodida or

Apwidtr). The feet In phyllopods are very variable in

number, and those of the locomotory series are membra-
nous or foliaceous, as implied in the name. Excepting in

Branchipodids, the Inxly bears a very large carapace,
which in the Limnadiidx takes the form of a bivalve shell

with a hinge, closed by adductor muscles, into which the

legs can be withdrawn. But this carapace is not a cepha-
lothorax as Is usual in crustaceans. Two pairs of antenna'
are usually present. The mouth-parts are a pair of man-
dibles, two pairs of maxilla?, and in some forms a pair of

i n.ixi 1 1
i] wds. Phyllopods hatch from the egg in the nan

ji

lias stage ; in some of them parthenogenesis occurs, and
the eggs are notable for their ability to withstand desicca-

tion without losing their vitality. Phyllopods Inhabit

chiefly fresh-water ponds, sometimes swarming In vast

numbers. The species of Arttmia, as A. galina, are known
as brine-shrimps. The phyllopods are an old type, going
back to the Devonian, and have some resemblance to tri

lobites. See cuts under Apia, Estheriidtc, and Limnetit.

2. In conch., in J. E. Gray's classification (1821),
one of several orders of Conchophora, contain-

ing dimyarian bivalve mollusks naving the foot

lamellar or elongate.

phyllopodal (fi-lop'o-dal), a. [< phyllopod +
-at.] same asphyllopocl. Claus, quoted in En-

cyc. Brit., VI. 650, note. [Rare.]

phyllopodan (fi-lop'o-dan), a. and . [< phyl-

lopod + -an.] Same us phyllopod.

phyllopode (fil'o-pod), . [< Gr. fiMov, leaf,
+ JTOI'T (jro<5-) = E. foot. Cf. phyllopod.] In

bot., the dilated sheathing-base of the frond of

Ixoetes, an organ analogous to the petiole of

a leaf. It is nollowed into a pouch which in-

closes the sporangium. .7. Gay.
phyllopodiform (fil-o-pod'i-fdrm), a. [< NL.
"phyllopus (-pod-), a phyllopod, + L. forma,
form.] Resembling or related to a phyllopod.
Kncvc. Brit., VI. 650.

phyllopodous (fi-lop'6-dtis), a. [(phyllopod +
-oim.] Same as phyflopod.
Phyllopseuste (fil-op-sus'te), n. [NL. (Meyer,
1815), also Phyllojixeuxtfit (Gloger, 1834), also,

appar. by a typographical error long afterward

current, Phyllopneuatc (Boie, 1828), and Phyl-
lopneustes (Bonaparte, 1838); appar. so called

from some deceptive similarity to leaves
;
< Gr.

^i'XAov, leaf, + Y"e|1<TTW> a liar, cheat, as adj.

false, ( tyeijoeiv, deceive, cheat, tyei'SfoQai, lie.]

An extensive genus of small warblers of the

family Sylriida, now commonly called Phyl-
loscopus. See cut under Phylloscopug.

phylloptosis (fil-op-to'sis), w. [NL., < Gr. <pi'l-

%av, leaf, + fl-nja/c, a falling, ( vmrtiv, fall.] In

bot.. the fall of the leaf.

Phyllorhina (fil-o-ri'nii), . [NL. : seenhyllo-
rhine.] The typical genus of horseshoe-bats of

the family Jlhinolophidie and subfamily Phylln-
rhininee, containing about 20 species which have
the leaf not lanceolate behind and not covering
the nostrils. They have 1 incisor, 1 canine, 1 or 2 pre-
molars, and 3 molars in each upper half-jaw, and 2 incisors,
1 canine, 2 premolare, and 3 molars In each under half-jaw.
See cut on following page.

phyllorhine (fil'o-rin), a. and w. [< NL. 'phyl-
liii-hinHs, prop, 'phyllorrhintis, ( Gr. ft'Uov, leaf ,

+ fa (fttv-), nose.] I. a. Having a nose-leaf,
as a bat; specifically, of or pertaining to the

I'hi/llorhinime.

li. n. A bat of the subfamily Phyllorhininse.

Phyllorhininse (fil'o-ri-ni'ne), . pL [NL., <

riii/lliniiiiiii + -ins.] A subfamily of leaf-nosed
bats of the family Khinolophida', typified bv
the genus Pliyllnrliiiia, having the toes with

only two phalanges apiece, and the iliopec-
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brusca on the crape (thought to be one form of the black- Phylloxera (fil-ok-se'ra), . [NL. (FonscO-
P- acerimla on the maple, etc.

Phyllostoma (fi-los'to-ma), . [NL. (Geoffrey,
lombe, 1834), < Gr. QtfJuov, leaf, + ftpflc, dry.]

1. A genus of plant-lice or homopterous in-

1797): see phyllostom'atous.']
A South Ameri- sects of the family AplMidx and subfamily

can genus of phyllostomine bats from which Chermcsinee, usually of gall-making habits.

HIP snbfamilv and the family each takes its The front wings have two discoidal veins, and the an-
iue BUUJ.UULIIJ j tonnm or th.-Bo.ini .itprl trip third ioiiit beine much the
name. P. hastatum is one of the largest bats of South

America, next in size to Yampirus spectrum; P. elmujn-

tum is smaller, with a larger nose-leaf.

are three-jointed, the third joint being much the

longest. The young larvse have one-jointed tarsi, and all

forms are destitute of honey-tubes. It is a somewhat

large genus, nearly all of whose species are North Amer-., j-\ 7 HUgt; ^l I Ilia, itvttny nil Ul wiiuac DJJ^VIVO tn v. i. u v ..

Phyllostomatidse (fil"o-sto-mat 1-de), n. pi. ican> fonn ing galls on the leaves of the hickory in par-

TNL < PliullOKtoma. l-Stbmaf-) + -ides."] A fam- ticular, but also on those of the chestnut, butternut, and

[ly of tropical and subtropical American bats fiffftiS^flSS^SS^SK
of the emballonurme series. They have a nose-leaf 8eedef9

%%%$^S^^T^%$ 2. [/. C.] Amember of thisgenus especiallythe

'"different alliance (the vespertili.mine)), three phalanges species just named, known as the grape-vine
of the middle finger, and large middle upper incisors, phylloxera and vine-pest, the worst enemy of the
The eyes are comparatively large, and there is a distinct

Kuropean or rinifer(t grape. The fact that a vine-
!...,.,,,;. A,7<i.itinlr in HI, > Itnlllt, IK :r) TllC fillllllV lllCllldeS .?. *fj : n x, ....

Head of Leaf-nosed Bat (.rhyltorhina trams).

tineal spine united with a bony process of the

ilium.

tragus (wanting in RhinoloplMsB). The family includes

the vampire-bats, some of which are true blood-suckers,

as the genera Desmodon and Diphylla. The presence of

variously formed appendages of the snout hasoften caused

bats of this group to be confused with the horseshoe-bats ;

but the presence of a tragus alone is sufficient to distin-

guish the phyllostomes.
Phylloslmna,

disease which had long existed in southern France was
due to this insect was discovered in 18C5 by Planchon,
who described the insect as P. vastutriz. The species

, ,
.

Dennodon. The family is divisible into PhjjUogtomatime___ __ . , i/fJF/MOUU/l. 11C UMUUJ o "i ..if ,*~

Phyllomis (fi-lor'nis), . [NL. (Temminck, and Lobostamatinie. Also PhyUostamidte.

1829, appar. from a manuscript name of Boie's), Phyllostomatinae (fil-o-sto-ma-ti'ne), n. pi.

j In ornith., resembling a species of oj ^ie ^{^ gee cuts under "Desmodontes,

Phylloscopus in the character of the bill : said
Glossoptuifia, Stenoderma, and Vampyrus.

of certain warblers. H. Seebohm. phyllostomatOUS (fil-o-stom'a-tus), a. [< Gr.

Phylloscopus (fi-los'ko-pus), n. [NL. (Boie, AiMtrv, leaf, + aro/ia, month.] Leaf-nosed, as

1826), < Gr. <fiMm>, leaf, + aom~iv, view.] An a ^at. belonging to the family Phyllostomatidse.
extensive genus of Old World warblers of the

phyllostome (fil'o-stom), 11. [< NL. phyllosto-

family Sylriitlse and subfamily Si/Minx. The ma i A leaf-nosed bat of the genus Phyllosto-
type is Sylma trochUw, it has twelve rectrices, yellow ax-

j)M OJ.

family pkyllostomatidx.
Phyllostomidae (fil-o-stom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Phyllostoma + -idee.] Same as Phyltosto-
matidse.

phyllostomine (fl-los'to-min ), a. [< phyllostome
+ -we 1

.] Leaf-nosed,' as a bat
; phyllostoma-

tous or phyllostomous ;
of or pertaining to the

Pliyllostomatinse.

phyllostomous (fi-los'to-mus), a.

Yellow-browed Waibler {Phyllosfoptis supercilioi

Vine-pest (Phylloxera vastatrixl.

a healthy vine rootlet ; b, rootlet showing nodosities ; c . rootlet in

phyllotactic (fil-o-tak'tik), . [< phyllotaxis, j^gyK^^W^^MS?!"1 *

after tac.tie..] Of or pertaining to phyllotaxis.

phyllotaxis (fil-6-tak'sis), . [NL. : see phyl- had been named before (though Planchon's name holds by

totoj,.] In &<< the distribution or arrange- ^^^X^^^S^S^S,^ment of leaves on the stem; also the laws ^ntra^with the European root-louse (Phyl-

collectively which govern such distribution.
Leaves are distributed so as to economize space and give
a good exposure to light ; and to accomplish this they are

arranged in a variety of ways, which all fall undertwo prin-

cipal modes. These are the verticillate or cyclical, in

which there are two or more leaves at the same height of

the stem, and the alternate or spiral, in which the leaves

stand singly, one after another. In theverticillatearrange- Iorl ,i8; L,IC iWfc-iuim, ^iv ,., ~..

ment the leaves form a succession of whorls or circles the vine, and the gall-form, called gallicola, in galls on

illaries, and the greater wing-coverts with pale tips. The
four British species are P. rttfus, the chiffchaff ; P. trochihw,

the willow-warbler ; P. silrilatrix, the wood-warbler ; and
P. supereiliosus, the yellow-browed warbler. See also cut

undei-chi/cha/ Compare Phyllopseuttt. & succession 01 wnor,s or cu-cie

Phyllosoma (fil-o-so ma), n. [NL.,< Gr. atoUov, arollnd the stenlj with two_
thl.

ee] ,ourj flvCj or more in

leaf, + cu/ta, body.] A spurious genus ot cms- eaci, whorl. In the alternate or spiral arrangement the

taceans, based on certain larval forms called leaves are distributed singly at^different heights of the

byLeach Pliyllosoma efavicornis. See glass-crab.

Phyllosomata (fil-o-so'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., <

stem and at equal intervals. The simplest is the two-

anked or distichous arrangement, which prevails in all

grasses, in the linden, elm, etc., in which the leaves are
Gr.

<t>ii/.~/M>, leaf, + au/ia (awfiar-), body.] A spuri- disposed alternately on exactly opposite sides of the stem,

ous group of crustaceans, based on certain lar- The second leaf is therefore the furthest possible from the

val forms ;
the glass-crabs. They were by Latreille

made the second family of Stmnatopoda, under the name
of Bipeltata, composed of forms which are remarkable for

their rounded shape and the transparency of their tegu-
ments. They are now known to be larval forms of macru-
rous decapods, as Palinuridse and Scyllaridse. The name
is retained for such larvse. See cut under glass-crab.

first, and the third is the furthest possible from the sec-

ond, and consequently is exactly over the first, and so on.

They thus form two vertical ranks in which the angular
divergence is half the circumference, or 180. In all cases

the angular divergence may be represented by a fraction,

in which the numerator designates the number of turns

of the spiral that are made in passing from one leaf to

the next one that is precisely vertical to it, while the de-

PhylloStachyS (fl-los'ta-kis), n. [NL. (Siebold ^^'^1^^'number 'of'vertlcal'rows thus
and Zuccarini, 1837), so called with ref. to the formed, from which the class of phyllotaxis takes its name,
leaf-bearing lower branches of the inflores- as the distichous or three-ranked (!), the pentastichous or

five-ranked (), the octostichous or eight-ranked (g), and
even as high as a thirteen-ranked (f,) phyllotaxis has been
made out.

hyllotaxy (fil'o-tak-si), n. [= F. pltyllotaxic,
< NL. phyllotaxis, < Gr. ijivUov, leaf, + ralfic.,

taxis.]

cence : { Gr. <p!'^ov, leaf, + cra^v^, spike.] A
genus of arborescent grasses, of the tribe Bam-
busese and subtribe Artmdinaricse, character-

ized by the one- to four-flowered spikelets, in

spikes partly included within imbricated spa-piKes partly 11 -

order: see taxis.'} In bot., same as pliyllotaxis.
thaceous bracts. They are tall grasses with cylindrical Phyllotreta (fil-6-tre'ta), . [NL. (Chevrolat,
culms and prominent nodes, producing numerous dense ioo.i\ / n w"i*)'. lf -J- ^n^-x^
or loose panicled spikes, and short-petioled leaves, jointed i4), <. Ur. ^r/Aov, leat, -t- rp^oc, v *

with the'sheath and tessellated with little transverse vein- verbal adj. of rerpaiveiv (-\/ rpa),
lets. The 4 or 6 species are natives of China and Japan, bore.] A genus of leaf-beetles
resemble the bamboo, and furnish material for walking- or Clmisomelidx, of wide distribu-
KTiclra nnM nanihnn cnnii-K /' Bluett T^ tin- \v-:m"ncf'-(.:Mii' .' a . , ,

tion in temperate and tropical

parts of both the Old and the
New World. They are of small size.

sticks and bamboo chairs. P. niyra is the wanghee-cane
of China, with black, nearly solid stems reaching 25 feet.

P. bambusfndes is a dwarf species from which yellowish
canes are made.

Phyllosticta (fil-o-stik'ta), n. [NL. (Persoon), often of metallic colors, and frequently very
(. Gr. ^i'XXov, leaf, + OTIKTOC,, spotted, < ori'fv,

prick, stab: gee 8tigna.~\ A genus of parasitic
fungi of the class Spliseroiisidese, order Spliseri-

dideie, probably representing stages in the life-

history of other forms. The perithecia, which occupy
discoloi

termh
cause the

Caialpse on the catalpa, P. pirina on the appl<
on roses, P. Kibis on cultivated species of ftfbiu, I'. La

,

destructive to vegetation; the larva; are beetle

white and usually linear. P. vittata is the '""

wavy-striped flea-beetle of the United

"<"'.
e '

loxera vantatrix) by Riley in 1870. The same discovery
was made by European observers in the same year. It is

now established that the native country of this phylloxera
is North America east of the Rocky Mountains from Can-

ada to the Gulf i

and more rece

land, and Austi
forms the root-form, called radicicola, on the roots of

the vine, and the gall-form, called gallicola, in galls on

the leaves of the grape. The galls are transient, being
numerous one year and scarce the next. The root-form

is like the gall-form at first, but later acquires certain

characteristic tubercles. The phylloxera hibernates as a

winter egg above or below ground, or as a young larva on

the roots. Late in the summer a generation of winged

agamic females is produced ;
these fly abroad and spread

the pest. One of the females lays from three to eight

delicate eggs in or on the ground or on the under side

of the leaf, and from these eggs issue the true males and

females, both of which arc wingless. These mate, and

the female lays the winter egg. The wingless hypo-

geal female may occasionally lay eggs which bring forth

the sexual brood without the intervention of a winged

generation, but this is exceptional. The wingless indi-

viduals spread from vine to vine, and the winged ones

carry the pest from one vineyard to another. The symp-
toms of the disease above ground are the yellowing of the

leaves the second year and the death of the vine the third

year. Below ground, little knots are formed on the small

fibrous roots the first year; these roots decay the next

year, and the lice settle on the main roots. The third

year these rot, and then the vine dies. The vines suscep-
tible to this infestation include all the varieties of the

ritis mnifera, the wine-grape of Europe and California

and the hothouse-grape the most valuable of the grape

family. The French government early offered a reward of

300,000 francs for a satisfactory remedy, but this prize has

never been awarded. The most effectual methods of deal-

ing with the phylloxera thus far ascertained are the under-

ground injection of bisulphid of carbon by means of a

specially contrived apparatus, the application of a watery
solution of sulphocarbonate of potassium, and the graft-

ing of the European vine upon hardy American varieties,

as the Taylor, Clinton, and Jacques. See also cuts under

gall-louse, oak-peM, and pine-pest.

3. A genus of lepidopterous insects. Rambia;
1869.

phylloxera-mite (fil-ok-se'ra-mit), . An
States, abundant in vegetable gardens, where it attacks at.arino Turoghmhus phylloxera?, one of the nat-
cabbages and other cruciferous plants. P. nemorum of , '',

f
, ^ i f formerl v de _

Hum- kn,.m nK the (,/r,m) ttfn-bffHf. has similar habits. ural enemies ot trie vine-pest, lormeny u. .

Europe, known as the turnip flea-beetle, has similar habits.

F.

, yel-
See ekloro-

scribed in its transitional and quiescent stage
as Hoplophora arctata. Hoplophora was supposed
to be a genus of Oribatuise, characterized by the hard

covering or shield capable of being folded together to

inclose the head and limbs, but the members of that ge-
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Phymatidae (fi-nmt'i-dej, n. pi. [NL. (Amyot
and Serville. IK4:i), < Plii/mntii + -nl;i.\

'

A
family of raptorial lieteropterons insects, typi-
fied by the genus Pliyumtii, belonging to the

coreoid series, and forming a connect ing-link
with the retluvioids. It contains six genera.
Most of the species are tropical or subtropi-
cal.

phyogemmaria (fi'o-je-ma'ri-ii i,
n. pi. [NL.,

< (ir. or/,, growth (< Qi-rntiat, grow), -I- L. gi in-

niii, bud: see gi-iiiiiiiiry.] The small gonoblas-
tids or reproductive buds of some physopho-
ran hyilrozoans, as the I'clrllitlec,

phyogemmarian (fi o-.ie-mii'ri-an), . [< phy-
III/IIIIIHIIIIII + -IIII.] Of or pertaining to

Shielded 1'hylloxcr.i mite ! Itoflofhtrra arctata .

a, b, c, d. t, different attitudes assumed by it ; f. Ictf, highly magnified

nus are now known to bflimsj to Tyrof/typhuit. The fig-

ures show the initc in this stage, in several positions.

phylloxerated (li-lok'se-rii-tedl, n. [< I'/ii/lln.i--

era + -ale'* + -til-.] Infested with phylloxera
1

.

phylloxeric (fil-ok-ser'ik), a. [< J'hyllorerii +
-<!.] Of or pertaining to the phvlloxera or

grape-louse. Kiliiiliiirijli l!i-i\, CLXlV. 37K.

Phylloxerinae (fi-lok-s'o-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Phylloxera + -ina'.] A subfamily of Aphidida,
typified by the genus Plii/lliu'i-rii ; the vine-

pests. See ('In run.fins'.

phylloxerize (fi-lok'se-riz), e. t.
; pret. and pp.

fwyttoxerited, i>pr. pkyfUxMriiing. [< Phylloxera
+ -4ze.~\ To contaminate or infect with phyl-
loxerse.

phyllulat (fi-lu'la), n. [NL., < Gr. ^vUov, leaf,
+ oW.ty, scar.] In oot., the scar left on a branch
by the fall of a leaf.

phylogenesis (fi-lo-jen'e-sis). . [NL., < Gr.

<t>v/j>v, <jiv'Ai/, a race, tribe (see phyle, phylum), +
ylveotf, origin : see genesis.] Same as phylogeny.
phylogenetic (fi*lo-je-net'ik), a. [< phylogene-
sis, after genetic.] i-iame as phylogcnic. Hux-
ley, Anat. Invert., p. 43.

phylogenetically (fi''lo-je-net'i-kal-i), ndr. Ac-

cording to the doctrine or principle of phylo-
genesis; by means of phylogeny.
phylogenic (fi-lo-jen'ik), a. [< phyliM/eii-i/ +
-jc.] Of or pertaining to phylogeny, as distin-

guished from initni/i ny. Also phylogenetic.
phylogeny (fi-loj'e-ni), . [= F. pliylogcnie, <

Gr. <j>v?<ev, <t>v/J/, a tribe, + -yeveta, < -ycvifa, pro-
ducing: see -geny.~] That branch of biology
which attempts to deduce the ancestral history
of an animal or a plant from its ontogeny or
individual developmental metamorphoses; tri-

bal history: opposed to ontogeny, or the origin
and development of individual organisms. Also

_ _yloptera (fi-lop'te-rS), n. pi. [NL. (Pack-
ard),

'
Gr. ^i'/ov, <t>vMt, a tribe, + ^repov, wing.]

A superorder of hexapod insects, including the
orders Neuropteru, Pseudoneuroptera, Orthop-
li i-ii. and l>innatoptera.

phylopterous (I'l-lop'te-rus), . Pertaining to
the J'lit/liipti'ni, or naving their characters.

phylum (fi'lum), n. ; pi. phyla (-la). [NL., <

Gr. QV'AUV, (jivM/, a tribe: see phyle."] 1. Any
primary division or subkingdom of the animal
or vegetable kingdom. Cuvier recognized four ani-
mal types which would now be called phyla : the Radiata,
MoUuxca, Articulata, and Vertebrate. Zoologists now rec-

ognize nt least seven such phyla: (1) Protozoa, (2) Cceten-

terata, (8) Echinodennata, (4) Vermei, (ft) Arthropoda, (6)

Mollusca, (7) Vertebrata. The main branches of a phylum
are called nubphyla.
2. The graphic representation of the evolu-
tion of one or several forms of animal life by
descent with modification from preexisting an-

cestors, on the principle of the construction of
a genealogical table or "family tree.''

Phymata (fi-ma'ta), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1802),
< Gr. Qi'/ia (<f>vfiar-), a
tumor (< Qvhv, produce,
Qreaffat, grow), -r -?!.]
The typical genus of

PliymatidiT, having very
broad curved fore fem-

ora, of raptorial charac-
ter, p. erosa or 7". witlj/i is a
common North American bug
of curious form and green-
ish-yellow color, handed and
spotted with black, found on
goldenrod and various other Phymata trasa.

plants of meadows and gar-
dens, preying on the insects which come to collect honey
or pollen. The species abound in tropical and subtropi-
cal America.

Physa tiVsji), . [NL., < Gr. fvoa, a

pair of bellows, breath, wind.] Alarge
genus of pond-snails or fresh-water

gastropods of the family l.inimi iil.-i .

or made type of the Phynidir, having
the shell sinistral. There are many spe-
cies, found on aquatic plants in ponds, as /'.

fimlinali* of Europe and /'. hetertmtntpha of

America. The genus was named by Draparnaud in 1801.

Physalia (fi-sa'li-a), . [NL. (Lamarck, 1819),
(. Gr. *$vaa)if, <j>i-aa'/.).if, a blad-
der: see Phytuilix.] 1. The
typical genus of Pli yxtili i<l;i .

These oceanic hydrozoans, known as

Portuguese rrun-iif-war, are remark-
able for their size, brilliancy, and
powerof urticating. There isalaige
oblong crested float which buoys the
animal up, from which hang many
processes, some of which attain i

length of 12 feet or more in Indi-

viduals whose float is only a few
inches long. P. atlantica urpelaijica
is an example.
2. [?. c.] A member of this

genus.
physalian (fi-sa'li-an), . and
M. I. a. Pertaining to the ge-
nus Physalia, or having its

characters.

II. n. A member of the ge-
nus Phi/salia.

Physaliida (fis-a-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Phy-
xi 1 1ia + -idle. ] A family of oceanic hydrozoans
of the order Siphonophora and suborder Phi/so-

phora, represented by the genus Phyaatia. The
family is sometimes raised to the rank of a sub-
order. Also Phyxalidte, Physaliadse.

Physalis (fis'a-lis), n. [NL. (Linnwus, 1737), <

Gr. *<j>vaaAif, prop. ifn>aa/Mc, some plant with
a bladder-like husk or calyx (prob. Phymitis
Allcekengi), < Qvoa/Mc., a bladder, < tyvaav, blow,
blow up, puff, < (jtvaa, a pair of bellows: see

Physa.] A genus of herbaceous plants, of the

gamopetalous order Solanaceee and tribe So-

laiiese, characterized by the five-angled, broadly
bell-shaped corolla, and the five- or ten-angled
bladdery fruiting calyx remotely inclosing the
much smaller globose berry. There are about so

species, mainly American, especially in Mexico (17 in the
I'nited states). They are hairy or clammy annuals or

perennials, with sinuate leaves, and rather iarge flowers,

solitary in the axils, violet, yellow, or white, often with
a purple eye, and with yellow or violet anthers. Some
yellow-flowered species have been cultivated for orna-
ment. The two white-flowered species, once much cul-

tivated in the United States for their edible berries, under
the name of strawberry-tomato (which seeX are P. Alke-

kenffi, the winter-cherry of the south of Europe, with red

berry and calyx (see alkckenyi and bladder-herb), and P.

Peruciana, with yellow berries (see aUceTcengi, winter-

cherry (a) (under cherry), and bladder-herb). Among the
native American species, all commonly known as ground-
cherry, the berries of /'. nniritlata are considered edible,
and those of /'. vincosa are strongly diuretic.

physalite (fis'a-lit). n. [= F. physalite, < Gr.

'<t>vaa/.if, prop. fMMJUf, a bladder, + -ite*.] A
coarse, nearly opaque variety of topaz. Also
called jii/i'oplii/xiilite.

Physaraceae (fls-a-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ros-
tatinski, 1875), < "Physiirum + -ace&.] A fam-

ily of myxomycetous fungi, named from the ge-
nus Physariim. They have the capillitium (with the

tube) delicate, reticulate, hyaline, or pellucid, and the
columella is small or wanting.

Physarum (hVa-rum), n. [NL. (Persoon), <

Gr. (fvaapiov, dim. of <pi'oa, a pair of bellows : see

I'lii/na.] A genus of myxomycetous fungi, giv-
ing name to the family Physaracrie. The perid-
innt is composed of a simple or double membrane which
dehisces irregularly. Sixty species are known. See/airy
ring, under fairy.

Physcia (fis'i-a), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), < Gr.

(4i'<7/o7, a sausage, a blister, < <t>vaav, blow up, <

<j>i>aa, a pair of bellows, breath, wind: see Phij-

mi.] A large genus of parmeliaceous lichens,
with a foliaceous cartilaginous thallus. scntelli-

form apothecia, and el lipsoid, usually bilocular

Physeteridae

brown spores. Several of the species are used
in the arts for coloring, etc.

physcioid (fis'i-oid), '/. [< Phyxi-in + -mil.] Be-

longing to or 1' the ^'elllls /'Ili/xi'ill.

Physcomitrieae (tis k..-nii-tri'f-e), n. ;/. [XL.,
< riii/^i'iniiiiiiiiiii + -in-.] A tribeof bryac( ens
mosses, named from the genus I'liii^i'iimiti mm .

I IK y are short soft plants with relatively large leaves and
a usually oomaooi "i j;ililKJu capsule. 'I In- |>- iistome Is

absent, (r has 10 tfclli.

Physcomitrium nis-ko-niit'i-i-nm), . [XI..

(Hridel, ISiMi), < (Jr. ijifikia;, something inflated.
+ /iiT/iim; a little cup, dim. of /itr/ia, a cap, mi-
ter: see miter.

~\
A genus of mosses, giving

name to the tribe AyMOMftffMh They are

simple or sparingly branched plants, with pyri-
fonri capsule anil no peristoine. See cut under
mi h tl'itnii.

physematifi-se'mii),/'. [NL.. < (ir. oifi//. that

which is blown, a bubble, < <f-nnr, blow, blow
up, < Qi'aa, a pair of hollows, breath, wind : see

l'lii/.in.] 1. A mock pearl; an empty bubble in-

stead of pearl. A". Phillip*, 17(Xi. $5. The resin

of the pine-tree. !'.. Pliillipx. 3. .\ swelling
or puffing in any part of the body. K. Phillip*.

Physemaria (lis-e-nnl'ri-ii), H. pi. [NL., < (ir.

tfim/fia, a bubble : see phynema.'] A group formed

by Haeckel for the reception of two genera of

low metazoic animals, Hiiliplii/srinn and (;</>-

trophyttfma, which had been confounded partly
with the sponges and partly with the protozo-
ans. The validity of the group has been denied.

physemarian t lis-e-ma'n-an), . and M. [< Pliy-
si iiuiriii + -'in.] I. . Of or pertaining to the

Physemaria. lltuicy.
ll. n. A member of the Phynenuiria.

physeter (fi-se'ttr), H. [= F. phuxetere = 8p.
flsetcr, Jusetera, < L. physeter, < Gr. ^imrriip, a

blowpipe, a kind of whale, < <j>vaav, blow, < <fi>aa,

a pair of bellows, wind: see Phijsa.'] 1. A
sperm-whale or cachalot.

When on the surges I perceine from far

Th' Ork, Whirl-pool, Whale, or huffing Pliyteter.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, L 5.

2. [cap.'] [NL.] The typical genus of Physe-
terinte, containing the ordinary large sperma-
ceti-whales, or cachalots. The head ia very large,
truncate In front, and about one third of the total length

Pmx

Top (A), Bottom (B), and Side (C) of Skull of Fetal Sperm-whale or

CtCMm(PtowAr). AM, auditory; BO. basioccipital ; EC, exoccipi-
tal ; Kill, ethmoid : Fr. frontal ; 'Jtu, jugal (displaced behind in fig.

C); Mm. mandible : MX. maiilla ; A' S" , nasal openings, the bone*
not represented : />.-. rmx. premaxillaries of right and left sides

(unsymmetrical; ; Pa, parietal; PI. palatine: ft, pterygoid ; Sf,
squamosal ; So, supraoccipital : /V, vonier; flS, basisphenoid : AS,
alisphenoid.

of the body ; the blow.hole is near the edge of the snout ;

and the brain-cavity is declivous. /'. inacrnfephalus is

the common cachalot, from which spermaceti is obtained.
Also called Catodon. See also cut under Caledonia.

Physeteridae (tis-e-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL.. <

Physeter + -Ma?.] 1. A family of existent del-

phinoid Cetaeea, of the group Dflphinoidea, hav-

ing functional teeth in the lower jaw only, and
the skull strongly asymmetrical. To this family
belong the sperm-whales'proper (Physeteri>ar\ and such
forms as the bottle-nosed whale (Hypertnidun).
2. In stricter use, a family of sperm-whales,
typified by the genus Phyxcter, and containing
the subfamilies Physeteritix and Koijiinte, or

ordinary and pygmy sperm-whales. They have
the head 'neither rostrate nor marginate ;

the snout high
toward the front and projecting beyond the mouth; the
skull high behind or retrorsely convex: the supraoccipi-
tal bone projecting forward laterally to or beyond the ver-
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tical of the temporal fosste, and the frontal bones visible

above as erect triangular or retrorsely falciform wedges
between the maxillaries and the supraoccipital. .some-

times called Catmlunlids.

Physeterinas (ti-se-tp-ri'ne). . pi. Ij-><

Phi/setcr + -tux.] 1. The typical subfamily
of the Physeteridse, containing the genera 1'liy-

seter and Jfot/ia. 2. This subfamily restricted,

by the exclusion of the genus Koghi as the type
of a separate subfamily, to the ordinary large

sperm-whales of the genus Physeter.

physeterine (fi-se'te-rin), . and . [< pkyseter
+ -ine1

.] I. (i. Like or related to a sperm-whale;
of or pertaining to the Physeteriiiir.

II. w. A member of the Pliyseterinx.

physeteroid (fi-se'te-roid), . and n. [< ffyw-
tt-r + -oitl.] I. . Belonging to the Physeteroidea,
or having their characters ; resembling the ge-

nus Physeter; xiphioid.
II. . A member of the Pliyxcterulse, in either

sense; a xiphioid. Ettcyc. Brit., XV. 393.

Physeteroidea (fi-se-te-roi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Physeter + -oidea.] The Physeteridse, in sense

2, regarded as a superfamily. (till.

physharmonica (fis-har-mou'i-ka), n. [NL.,<
Gr. <j>i>aa, bellows, + NL. harmonica, q. v.] A
small reed-organ originally intended to be at-

tached to a pianoforte, so as to sustain melodies.

It was invented in 1818, and was the precursor
of the harmonium. See reed-organ.

physianthropy (fiz-i-an'thro-pi),
. [< Gr.

01'tnr, nature (see physic), + avopuiroc, man.]
The science which treats of the constitution

and diseases of man, and of medical remedies.

[Rare.]
physiatricst (fiz-i-at'riks), n. [< Gr. <l>i>air, na-

ture, + iarpiKJi (sc. Tcxv>i), medicine, prop. fern,

of iarpiKof, for a physician : see in trie.'] That de-

partment of medical science which treats of the

healing powers of nature.

physic (fiz'ik), n. [Formerly physick, phisicJc, <

ME.phisik,fisike, natural philosophy, the science

of medicine, < OF.Jisique,ftisike, phisique, natu-

ral philosophy, the science of medicine, F. phy-
sique, f., natural philosophy (physique, m., natu-
ral constitution, physique), = Sp.fisi.ca = Pg.
physica = It.fisica= D.physika = M.HGr.JisiJce,

G.physik= Sw. Dan. fys-ik, natural philosophy,
physics; (. ii.physica, physice, ML. also phisica,

fisica, natural philosophy, physics, ML. also

the science of medicine, < Gr. ijtvaiKt/, {., tyvaind,

neut. pi., natural philosophy, physics ;
as adj.,

F. physique = Sp. fisico= Pg. physico = It. fisico

(G. physiseh = Sw. Dan. ft/sink), physical, < L.

physical, < Gr. <t>vatK6f, natural; as noun, Sp.
fisico = Pg. physico = It. fisico, a natural phi-

losopher, physician, < L. physicus, ML. also

phisicus, fisicus, Gr. Qvaimc. a natural philoso-
pher, scientist; < <t>i'Oi(, nature, < Qveiv, produce,
<f>i'ta6ai, grow : see be^.] If. Natural philoso-
phy; physics. See physics.

Physique is after the seconde [part of theorike],
Through which the philosophre hath fonde.
To techen sondry knoulechinges
Upon the bodeliche thinges
Of man, of beste, of herbe, of stone,
Of fiashe, of foule, of everichone
That ben of bodely substaunce,
The nature and the substance.

Qower, Conf. Amant., vii.

Physic should contemplate that which is inherent in

matter, and therefore transitory; and metaphysic that
which is abstracted and fixed.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 160.

2. The science of medicine; the medical art or

profession; the healing art
;
medicine.

Seynt Luke the Evaungelist was Disciple of seynt Foul,
for to lerne Phisik; and many othere.

Handeville, Travels, p. 124.

Of late yeares I practised bodely phi/tick in Englande, in

my lorde of Sumersettes house.
W. Turner, Spiritual Physic (1555).

3. A medicine ; a drug ;
a remedy for disease ;

also, drugs collectively.
The frere with hisphisik this folke hath enchaunted,
And plastred hem so esyly thei drede no synne.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 377.

Attempre dyete was al hire plrixUt.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 18.

Throw physic to the dogs ; I '11 none of it

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 47.

But in this point
All his tricks founder, and he brings his physic
After his patient's death ; the King already
Hath married the fair lady.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 40.

4. A medicine that purges; a cathartic; a
purge.
The people used physic to purge themselves of humours.

Abp. Abbot, Descrip. of World.
Affliction is my physic; that purges, that cleanses me.

Donne, Sermons, xiv.
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5. In dyeinij, the nitromuriate of tin, or tin-

spirits. Culver's physic. See Culver's-physic. In-

dian physic. See bowman e-root and Gillema. PnyfllC

garden*, a botanic garden. =Syn. 2. See surgery.

physic (fiz'ik), v. t. ; pret. and pp. physicked,

ppr. physicking. [< physic, n.] If. To treat

with physic or medicines ; cure; heal; relieve.

The labour we delight in physics pain.
Shak., Macbeth, li. 3. 55.

It physics not the sickness of a mind
Broken with griefs. Ford, Broken Heart, 11. 2.

2. To use cathartics orpurgatives upon; purge.
3. To mix with some oxidizing body in or-

der to eliminate phosphorus and sulphur, as in

the manufacture of iron.

He contended that sulphur could only be eliminated by

two processes, "puddling" and "physicking."

physical (fiz'i-kal), a. [Formerly &\sophisical;

= It. fisicale, <"ML. physicalis, pertaining to

physic or medicine, < L. physica, natural philos-

ophy, medicine: see physic.'] 1. Pertaining to

physics or natural philosophy: as, physical sci-

ence
; pJiysical law. 2. Of or pertaining to ma-

terial nature
;
in accordance with the laws of

nature ; relating to what is material and per-
ceived by the senses; specifically, pertaining
to the material part or structure of an organ-
ized being, as opposed to what is mental or

moral; material; bodily: as, physical force;

physical strength.
Labour then, In the physical world is always and solely

employed in putting objects in motion ; the properties of

matter, the laws of nature, do the rest.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. i. 2.

" Real and physical things," Spinoza tells us, "cannot be

understood so long as their essence is unknown."

Veitch, Introd. to Descartes' s Method, p. xcvi.

3. External; obvious to the senses
; cognizable

through a bodily or material organization : as,

the physical characters of a mineral : opposed
to chemical. See mechanical. 4f. Of or per-

taining to physic, or the art of curing disease

or preserving health, or one who professes or

practises this art ; of or pertaining to a physi-
cian.

To take Tobacco thus were phisicall,
And might perhaps doe good.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 71.

I have therefore sent him just now the following letter

in my physical capacity. Tatter, No. 246.

5t. In need of physic or of a physician ; sick
;

ill. [Rare.]
Thou look'st dull and physical, methinks.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, ill. 2.

Aimwell. How now? what means this apothecary's shop
about thee? art physical ?

Fowler. Sick, sick. Shirley, Witty Fair One, iii. 4.

6f. Of or pertaining to the drugs or medicines
used in the healing art

;
of use in curing disease

or in preserving health
;
medicinal

;
remedial.

Attalus . . . would plant and set physical! herbs, as hel-

leborum. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 739.

Is Brutus sick ? and is it physical
To walk unbraced and suck up the humours
Of the dark morning? Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 261.

physicist

events have been brought about ; geology separated, as far

as possible, from paleontology, or from any consideration

of the order of succession and the nature of organic life

upon the globe, and of the classification of the stratified

formations in accordance therewith. Physical horizon,

Influx, mineralogy, necessity, optics. See the nouns.

Physical influence. Same as physical influx. Phys-
ical partition, a partition by which the parts are really

separated ; real partition : opposed to ideal partition.

Physical perfection, possibility, power. See the

nouns. Physical signs, such features of disease as are

directly appreciable by the examiner and are not the ex-

pression by the patient of his own feelings, as those elicited

by palpation, inspection, auscultation, percussion, etc.

Physical truth, the harmony of thought with the phe-
nomenaof outward experience. -Physicalwhole, a whole

composed of matter and form. =Syn. 2. Corporal, Corpo-

real, etc. See bodily. 3. Chemical, etc. See mechanical.

physicalist (fiz'i-kal-ist), n. [<physical + -ist.]

One who maintains that man's intellectual and
moral nature depends on and results from his

physical constitution, or that human thought
and action are determined by physical organi-
zation.

physically (fiVi-kal-i), adv. 1. In a physical
manner; according to nature; according to

physics or natural philosophy; not intellec-

tually or morally.
I am not now treating physically of light or colours.

Locke.

2f. According to the art or rules of medicine.

And for physic, he [Lord Bacon] did indeed live physi-

cally, but not miserably.
Raidey, in Spedding's Bacon, I. 55.

He that lives physically must live miserably. Q. Cheyne.

physicalness (tiz'i-kal-nes), n. The state of be-

ing physical. Worcester.

physician (fi-zish'an), . [Early mod. E. also

physician, phisicion, physitian, physition, pliisi-
tioii ; < ME. fisicien, fizicien, fisicion, Jisician,

fysycian,phisicien,pMsicyen, etc., < OF.jisicieii,

jisician,fusicien, etc.,phisicien, physiciem, a nat-

ural philosopher, also and usually a medical

man, a physician (F. physicieii, a natural phi-

losopher), = Pr. phisician = It. jisiciano, a med-
ical man, < ML. as if "physicianus, < L. plii/si-,

.
,

cus (> It. fisico = Sp. fisico = Pg. physico), a
natural philosopher, a physician, ML. pliysica,

physics, medicine, physic : seephysic.] 1. One
who practises the art of healing disease and of

preserving health ; a prescriber of remedies for

sickness and disease
; specifically, a person li-

censed by some competent authority, such as
a medical college, to treat diseases and pre-
scribe remedies for them

;
a doctor; a medical

man. The physician as a prescriber of remedies is dis-

tinguished from the pharmacist, whose business is the

compounding or preparing of medicines, and from the sur-

geon, who performs remedial operations. The last, how-

ever, often follows the practice of medicine, as does the
licensed apothecary in England.

Seint Poul him self was there a Phisicyen, for to kepen
mennes Bodies in hele, before he was converted; and
aftre that he was Phisicien of Soules.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 123.

It sometimes falls out that he that visits a sick Man is

forced to be a Fighter instead of a Physician.
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 324.

He was less directly embarrassing to the two physicians
than to the surgeon-apothecaries who attended paupers
by contract. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xviii.

Balmes, Oiles, Medicinals and Perfumes, Sassaparilla,
and many other physicall drugs.

Quoted in Copt. John Smith's Works, II. 74.

The tree hath a pretty physical smell like an apothe-
cary's shop. Rob. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 333).

2f. A student of physics; a naturalist; a physi-
cist; specifically, in medieval universities, a
student of the Aristotelian physics.
physiciancy (fi-zish'an-si), . ; pi. physiciancies
(-six), [(.physician + -cy.] Appointment as

7f. Purgative; cathartic Physical abstraction, physician; the post or office of physician.
equation, etc. See the nouns. Physical astronomy.

r *

See astronomy, 1. Physical examination, an examina-
tion for the determination of the presence or absence
of the various signs of bodily disease. Physical-force
men. See Chartist. Physical fraction. See astronom-

ical.fraction, under/racKon. Physical geography, that
branch of science which has for its object the comparison
and generalization of geographical facts. It differs chiefly
from geology in that it regards the present rather than
the past condition of the earth, but many authors in-

clude in their text-books of physical geography more or
less of that which is generally considered as belonging to

geology. Physical geography may be subdivided into va-
rious branches, of which the most important are orog-
raphy, the study of mountain-chains, and in general of the
relief of the surface, in which branch geology can only with
difficulty be separated from geography ; thalassography,
the study of the ocean, its outline, depths, currents, tem-
perature, salinity, and the nature and distribution of ani-

mal and vegetable life on and beneath its surface ; hydrog-
raphy, the study of the river-systems, rivers, and lakes ;

climatoloffi/, the practical side of meteorology, or the study
of the climatic conditions of various parts of the earth's
surface ; botanical geography, the study of the geographi-
cal distribution of plants ; zoological geography, the dis-
tribution of animal life ; and, finally, ethnology and anthro-

pology, the study of the races of man and their distribu-

tions, and their manners and customs. The last two
branches, however, are special sciences, and are rarely
treated, except in the most succinct manner, in the text-,

books of physical geography. Physical geology, the
study of the geological changes which have taken place
on the earth's surface, and of the causes by which these

He had in the previous year put himself forward as a
candidate tor & physiciancy to St. George's Hospital.

Lancet, No. 3423, p. 711.

physicianed (fi-zish'and), . [< physician +
-erf2.] Made a physician ;

educated or licensed
as a physician. [Rare.]
One Dr. Lucas, a physicianed apothecary. H. Walpole.

physicianly (fi-zish'au-li), a. [< physician +
-ly

1
.] Pertaining to or characteristic of a phy-

sician.

Real knowledge of man and of men, of the causes and
courses of human failure, ... is indescribably rich in

physicianly force. Contemporary Rev., LIU. 503.

physicianship (fi-zish'an-ship), . [< physi-
eiaii + -ship.] The post or office of physician.
Lancet, No. 3543, p. 941.

physicism (fiz'i-sizm), . [< Gr. ^wranif, natu-
ral (see physic),+ -ism.] Belief in the material
or physical as opposed to the spiritual. [Rare.]
In the progress of the species from savagery to advanced

civilization, anthropomorphism grows into theology, while
physician (if I may so call it) develops into science.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 163.

physicist (fiz'i-sist), . [< Gr. fyvaiKa, physics
(sec jihygicft), + -int.] 1. A student of physics;
a natural philosopher.



physicist

I do not think there is a doubt ill the mind ot any emu

jn lent /,/,y\<>,V< ui physiologist that the wurk .lone in lift-

ing the weight "f the arm is Hie mechanical e.jii ivalent .if

a certain pr,i|nirli f the energy set free by Hie molecu-

lar changes which take place in tin- muscle.

Uujcli'ti, N ineteenUi Century, XXI. 495.

2. In liinl., one who seeks to explain funda-

mental vital phenomena

I 1(15

of Hie slate shoiilil ln> raised li> 11 direct tax on

liin.l. Also culled iilii/xiorrnlisi.!.

physiocrat (li/.'i-o-krat), n. [<. (ir. ninn, na-

ture, + K/taTcii: rule: see pkfttMraef'l O*16
who advocates the iloctrines of physiocracy ;

specifically, one of a group of French pliilos-

physiography

Mii*tn ; as i>liysi<M/inii-y + -ist.]
i nc skilled in

physiognomy, (a) One who Judge* of the disposition
nr .^llalil iesnf I he inili'l liy iibservalinu "t thr , mini.-!

(6) One h tells lortiiiicH tiy scrutiny of tlie lace.

A certai

on.-ly u|H)i

A certain phyriuuin'ini'i, "t t.-II.-r iif fortune liy looking
)ii tin- l:ir' ui IIM ii ;ui'l "omen.

,
tr. "f 1'liny, xxxv. 10.

miz), r. t. ; pret.andupon purely physical "I*""''* "'"' political economists, tollowers ol
physfognoniize (fiy.-i-og'no-:

or chemical ji'rinciples: one who holds that life Krancois (^lesnay (16
>

r *

,,/,..,. ,,f, ,,,, r . phygiogOmttin.
is a form of ener-v due simply to molecular prominence in Hi- latter hi I the eighte. titli ,,.;;, ,, + ., ,.j To practise phygiog-
movements taking place in the'tiltimate mole- century, and maintained Unit a natural e mstl-

nomyupoll .' s,nM,. [Kiire.]v* * i ..*: ^., ,,... *-,,! ..... ,1- 1 ut ^- . .1 L>J v,, 1 lit 1- Mm \"l(l tlTlsttlfkt t r .*'. *
.

"*

cities of the protoplasm, and capable of corn-

lation with the ordinary physical and chemical
forces: opposed to vitaluit. H. A. Xicliolxmi.

physicky(iiz'i-ki),a. [<physic(k)+-yi.] Like

physic or drugs.

Some authors name It cauda pavonis, on account of Its

inimitable beauty ; the (lowers Inve a /,/,.,wi>*]/ smell.

Grainger, Sugar Cane, I., note 520.

physic-nut (hVik-nut), . See Jatropha.

physicochemical (fiz'i-ko-kera'i-kal), a. [< Or.

(tii-niKiir, physical, + E. chemical.]" Pertaining
or relating to both physics and chemistry : pro-
duced by combined physical and chemical ac-

tion or forces.

physicologic (fiz''i-ko-loj'ik), n. [< Gr. ^IW/M),

physics, + 'AoytKij, logic: see logic.] Logic il-

tutionorordere.xisls in society, the violation of

which has been the cause of all the evils sntTiriM I

liy man. A fundamental right derived from this consti-

tution or order was held to be freedom .if person, of >]iin-

iini. uf pnipeity. and of contract or exchange. The phj-i
ocrats regarded limd or raw materials as the sole source of

weal !h, leaving out of account the elements of labor and

capital, and denying the dogma of the mercantile system
that wealth consists In the precious metals. They main-
tained that, as wealth consisted entirely ill the produce of

a. [=
< Gr. jiiounpaKuit, <

physiognomy : see i>liysii/>iomy.]
i, .s pliyfiiogiiomto.

physiognomy (li/.-i-OR'no-mi), W.; pi /ilii/xoiii-

ninnil'X (-miz). [Formerly also iilii-ini/iinm\f,

also pltlsonomif, jilii/sinmmi/. i>lii/xiiuiitii; jillisno-

jixniiiiiij, etc. (whence colloi). flii;. <|. v.);
'

land, all revenue should be raised by a direct tax on land. < ME. J'l/sniniiiii; Jixiiii< . i-ixiiniiiit'

+~ -nl.]

[Rare.]
Pertaining to physicologi

They advocated complete freedom of trade and the doc-

trine of laisser-faire. See phyriocracy.

There is no other thinker of Importance on economic

-.ni'jrets in France till the appearance of the physiocrats,
which marks an epoch in the history of the science.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 369.

Commerce, according to the theory of the physiocratet,

only transfers already existing wealth from one hand to

another. W. Rotcher, Pol. Econ. (trans.), 8 49.

IX >>huxi- physiocratic (fiz*i-o-krat'ik), a. [< physiocrat

icologic.
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to government accord-

/a, late

the art

ing to nature; specifically, of or pertaining to
-

physicomathematics (fiz'i -ko-math-e-mat'-
"> physiocrats or their doctrines: as, phy*io-

vrr*? r_ i? .. ,.(/.,;;,,, _!**..-.- m/<<P theories; the nhiitaocratie school of pohti-
iks), it. [= F. pliysicomatlie'inatique = Il.fisico-

ni/i/i-miitim, < Gr.
fvautn, physics, + ftaBrjuariKii,

mathematics.] Mixed mathematics. See nmlli-

crutic theories ;
the physiocratic school of politi-

cal economy.
It [the mercantile system ] forms the basis of the econom-

ic ideas of all writers of the eighteenth century who did

not belong to the phyrioeratie school or to that of Adam
Smith. Cyc. Pol. Set., II. 827.

De Gournay, the elder Mtrabeau, Morellet, and Dupont

.. < OF. iiliisonniuie, jiliytioiinniic, phyxi-
'iii/iinmi<', F. i>lii/ftioiiontie = Pr.

Sp. i;*iti>nnia = Pg. pliytioHoiiiia
mil/. Hniiiii(iini(i,Jixi>ii<tniiti. < ML. '

pjtifionomia, iiliisouomin,<. MGr.
and incorrect form of Gr. fvaio^i'

of judging a man by his features,

judging by features, < <t>iai(, nature, + yva/Juv, a

judge, interpreter: see gnomon.] 1. The art of

discovering the characteristic qualities of the

mind or temper by observation of the form and
movements of the face or body, or both. Also

physicomental (fiz'i-ko-men'tal), a. [< Gr.

Qwutof, physical, + E. mental.']" Pertaining to

physical and mental phenomena or their mu-
tual relations.

physicophilosophy (fiz"i-ko-n-los'6-fi), . [< physiocratism (fiz-i-ok'ra-tizm), .

(Jr. QvatKu, physics, + <t>t)MO<xt>ia, philosophy.] rrat + -irm.] Same as jihysiocracy.
The philosophy of nature. physiogenesis (fiz'i-o-jen'e-sis), n.

physicotheological (fiz'i-ko-the-o-loj'i-kal), a. ,f? nature, + ytveoif, generation.]
[< physicotheoltxj-y + -ic-al."] Of or pertaining
to physios and theology, or to physicotheology.

In the first case we have the cosmologicul and phyttiro-

de Nemours are well-remembered names of the physio-
cratic schooL Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 481.

[< phynio-

[< Gr. <t>l'-

uature, -t- ftttatc, generation.] Same as

pliysiogeny.

physiogenetic (fiz"i-o-je-net'ik), a.
[(.pJtftto-

_ _ _ genexis'(after genetic).]|

Same as physiogenic.
theological proofs of the existence of God ; in the second, phvsioeenic (fiz'i-6-jen'ik), a. [s phi/siogen-y
the ontological. Adamton, Philos. of Kant. *+'_ic-f Of or pertaining to physiogeny or phys-
.v .--*T.-_I /_ vx tv X.VA i iv

jogenes jg .

physiological with special reference

to ontogeny and phylogeny ; evolutionary or de-

velopmental with reference to physiology,

physiogeny (tiz-i-oj'e-ni), H. [< Gr. fi-oic, na-

ture, + -yeveia, < -yevtif, producing: see -geiiy.]

1. In biol., the genesis of function : the develop-
ment or evolution of those functions of living
matter which are the province of physiology.
2. The science or history of the evolution of

physicotheology (fiz"i-ko-the-ol'o-ji), n. [<
(Jr. i/>vaiKa, physics, + 6f<Aoyia, theology.] The-

ology illustrated or enforced by natural philos-

ophy.
physics (fiz'iks), H. [PI. of physic, after Gr.

ifvaiKo, neut. pi., physics: see physic..] Natu-
ral philosophy; experimental philosophy; the

science of the principles operative in inorganic
nature; the science of forces or forms of energy.
Before the rise of modern science, physics was usually
denned as the science of that which is movable, or the

science of natural bodies. It was commonly made to In-

clude all natural science. At present, vital phenomena
are not considered objects of physics, which is divided

into general and applied physics. General physics In-

vestigates the general phenomena of inorganic nature,
determines their laws, and measures their constants. It rjhvsioenomer (fiz-i-og'no-mer), W
embraces four branches (1) mechanics or dyiuimics, the *" , ,* .__...-/__

science of force in general, with extensive mathematical

developments; (2) the science of gravitation, also main-

ly mathematical; (3) molecular physics, the study of the

constitution of matter, and of the forces within and be-

tween its

indivisible _- -

(4) the physics of the ether, being the study of light or ra-

diation, electricity, and magnetism. Chemistry is for the

,

molecules, including elasticity and heat (an T,-|v_ i,. (mnTrHo ("fWi-oir nom'ikt a [F vhu-
subject), cohesion, and chemical forces; and pflySlOgnOmiC (nz IK;, a. L-

' " Q- *>"" fe--* H-

Physiognomy . . . dlscovereth the disposition of the

mind by the lineaments of the body.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 184.

2. The face or countenance considered as an

index to the mind or disposition; particular

configuration, cast, or expression of counte-

nance.
Another

I beast) called Aranata, which for the Phymu-
mie and subtletie seemes to bee a kiude of Ape.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 828.

Who both in favour and in princely looke.
As well aa in the mind's true qualltle.
Doth represent his father's physniimie.

Mir. for Mags., p. 786.

Faith, sir, a has an English malnc, but Mtjisnomy Is more
hotter in France then there. Shak., All's Well, iv. 5. 42.

Let the idea of what you are be pourtrayed in your face,

that men may read In yoarphysnomy.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, I. 2.

The end of portraits consists of expressing the true tem-

per of those persons which it represents, and to make
known their physiognomy.

VryAen, tr. of Dufresnoy'a Art of Painting.

3t. The art of telling fortunes by inspection of

the features.

Oer. Let me peruse
Thy face ; 111 tell myself how thou hast sped :

Well ; Is 't not so? ...
Thor. \ourphysiognomy

Is quite discredited. Shirley, Love in a Maze, 11. 3.

4. The general appearance of anything, as the

particular configuration of a landscape; the ex-

ternal aspect, without reference to other char-

acteristics.

The changes produced In the physiognomy of vegetation
on ascending mountains.

Batfour, Botany, 1 1158. (Encyc. Diet.)

Little details gave each field a particular physiognomy,
dear to the eyes that have looked on them from childhood.

George Eliot, Middleman:!), xli.

physiogony (fiz-i-og'9-ni), H. [< Gr. ^I'O'f, na-

= It. fisotiomico, fisionmnico, < ture, + yovij, generation: see -gony.] The pro-

functions of living matter.

Just as ... [morphogeny] first onens the way to a true

knowledge of organic forrms, so will Physiogeny afterwards
make a true recognition of functions possible, by discover-

ing their historic evolution.

aaectel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 461.

_ . [<pkysiog-

nom-y + -er1 .] Same as physiognomist.
You erre, fond physiognomers, that hold
The Inward minde followes the outward molde.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 23.

in order to explain the phenomena of the universe. Its

chief branches are astronomy, geology, and meteorology ;

to which may be added terrestrial magnetism, mineralogy,
and some other subjects.

Physidae (tis'i-de), n. />/. [NL., < Phi/mi + -id*.]

Also physiog-cerning character in the face.

nomonic.
From Da Vinci he

nomic traits of his vii

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 458.

tises, physiography.
XXX. 261.

e caught one of the marked physiog. physiographic (fiz'i-o-graf'ik), a. [=F.phyi-
isages, smiles and dimples. oi/i'tijthique = Sp. iisiogrdjico = Pg. ptiysiogra-

= lt.Jiio<tr<i'tico; as physiograph-y + -ic.]

o yttrSaSB^ftwMwai^ physiognomical (fiz'i-og-nom'i-kal), a. [< phys- feelonging or related to physiography : zphysio^-
:,! S..-.., ,'._.,. ._ ioanomic + -al. ] Same as )>lii/MO<tiiomtc. graphic description of the earth, or a physio-

graphicTNOTk, is a physico-geographical descrip-
tion or work Physiographic geology, nearly the

same as orotrraphy, or a discussion of the earth's general
features. Physiographic mineralogy, as the phrase is

most generally used, nearly or quite the same as acscnp-
tive mineralogy. The use of this term is rare in English

lognomic + -al.] Same as physiognomic.
In long observation of men he may acquire a i _

nomical Intuitive knowledge; judge the interiours by the
outside. Sir T. Browne.

included in I.immeitlfP. The animal has setifonn ten

tacles : the jaw is single, and has a fibrous prolongation ;

the radula has central multicuspid teeth ; and the lateral

as well as the marginal teeth are pectinate or serriform.

The shell is slnistral and generally polished. The species physiognomically (fiz"i-Og-nOin'i-kal-i), nilr.
abound in fresh water in various parts of the world. Ag regards or by means of physiognomy, Or ac-

cording to its rules or principles; as to the face.

Many a rough and tough old sea-commander, who would
have returned a broadside without flinching, has been
converted physiot/nomicaMy into an admiral of the blue,

white, and red, ... on having to reply to a volley of

thanks. Hood, The Elland Meeting.

physiform (lis'i-t'orm), a. [< NL. Phyaa, q. v.,

+ L.forma, form.] Having the form of the ge-
n us i'ln/sa.

Physinae (fi-si'ne), . pi. [NL., < Phym + -.]
The I'liyxolfe as a subfamily of Limiueiflir.

physiocracy (fiz-i-ok'ra-si), u. [< Gr. provf, na-

ture, + -Kparia, < K/MTCIV, rule.] The economic'
doctrines and system advocated by the physi-

ii Al __ 11. _i lil_ _ __'A_'3_ il-..

ograph

physiognomies (fiz'i-og-uom'iks), .

Courses of lectures bearing connectively on geographical
and physiographical subjects. The American, VIII. 126.

[PI. of physiographically (fiz'i-o-graf'i-kal-i), <ulr.

see -ics.] Same as physiog- As regards physiography; from a physiographic

oerats; the theory that wealth consists in "the nomu, 1. point of view: as, pkysiogrnphically important,

products of the soil, that alllabor expended in physiognomist (fiz-i-og'no-mist), n. [= F. physiography (fiz-i-og'ra-fi), n. [= P. physio-
inanufactmvs and in the distribution of wealth, plnjyionomiste = Sp. Jisiondmisla = Pg. physio- graphic = Sp. fyiografia Pg. physiographia =
though useful, is sterile, and that the revenue nomista = It. fisonomusta, fisionomista, Jisiogno- lt.fisiografia,<. Gr. QiiJif, nature,+ -y^o^ia,< ypa-
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only botanic remedies, discarding those which

are poisonous.
physionotrace (tiz-i-on'o-tras), n. [F., < phy-
.ii/)ii(i(ii/ic), physiognomy, + trace, trace.]
instrument for tracing the outlines of a f:

An
ace.

physiography

ipeiv, write.] A word of rather variable mean-

ing, but, as most generally used, nearly or quite
the equivalent otphygicalgeograpky (which see,

under physical). Also called geophysics,

This term [physical geography] as here used is synony-
mous with Phiisioi/faiihy, which has been proposed in its

stead. (Jfi'A-jV, Elem. Lessons in Phys. Geog.,p. 3, note.

[For the use of the word physiography by Huxley, as mean-

ing a peculiar kind of physical geography, see the follow-

ing quotation.

The attempt to convey scientific conceptions without

the appeal to observation which can alone give such con-

ceptions firmness and reality appears to me to be in di-

rect antagonism to the fundamental principle!
of scien-

tific education. Physiography has very little to do with

this sort of "Physical Geography."
Huxley, Physiography (2d ed.), vii.]

Microscopic physiography. Same as lilhology or pe-

trography: a term thus far used only in the translation

from the German of an important work by Rosenbusch,
bearing the title "Mikroskopische Physiographic."

physiolatry (fiz-i-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. fvoif, na-

ture, + ?MTp?ia, worship.] The worship of the

powers or agencies of nature
; nature-worship.

A pantheistic philosophy based on the physiolatry of

theVedas. M. Williams.

physiologer (fiz-i-ol'p-jer),
. [< physiolog-y +

-er1 .] A physical philosopher, or philosopher
of the Ionic school. See Ionic.

The generality of the old pliisiologers before Aristotle

and Democritus did pursue the atomical way, which is to

resolve the corporeal phenomena, not into forms, quali-

ties, and species, but into figures, motions, and pliancies.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 171.

The earliest philosophers or phyoiologen had occupied physiotypy (fiz'i-o-ti-pi), n. [< Gr. fatt, na-
themselves chiefly with what we may call cosmology. ture, + ri'Trof, type.] bame as nature-printing.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 792. Physiphora (fi-zif 'o-ra), n. Same as Physopli-

physiologic (fiz*i-o-loj'ik), a. [= F. physio- ora, 2.

physique (fi-zek'), *. [< F. physique, m., natu-
ral constitution, physique : aeephysic.] Phys-
ical structure or organization, especially of a
human being.

for tracing

Chretien, in 1786, had invented an instrument which he
denominated the physionotrace, by which the profile out-

line of a face could be taken with mathematical precision,
both as to figure and dimensions.

The Century, XXXVIII. 779.

physiophilosophy (fiz"i-o-fi-los'o-fi), . [< Gr.

0('<7<f, nature, + <J>i%oao<j>ta, philosophy.] The

philosophy of nature.

physiophyly (fiz-i-ofi-li), . [< Gr. <piaif, na-

ture, -r 0L'/oi>, a tribe : seeph yliiiii, /ihylc.] The
tribal history of function; that branch of phy-
logeny which treats of function alone, without
reference to form, the tribal history or phylo-

geny of which latter Haeckel calls morp]t(tj>hyly.

Physiophyly, . . . the tribal history of the functions, or

the history of the palaxmtological development of the vi-

tal activities, has, in the case of most organisms, not yet
been examined. In the case of man, a large part of the

history of culture falls under this head.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), I. 24.

physiosophic (fiz"i-o-sof'ik), a. [< phys-ioso-

)ih-y + -ic.] Pertaining to physiosophy.
physiosophy (fiz-i-os'o-fi), n. [< Gr. Qi'otc., na-

ture,+ auijtla, wisdom.] A doctrine concerning
the secrets of nature.

Fanciful ideas of the vaguest kind of physiosophy.
(fanther, Encyc. Brit., XX. 437.

Of or pertaining to physiology.
In early society, incest laws do not recognize physiologic

conditions, but only social conditions.
J. W. Powell, Science, IV. 472.

So method is more alluring in physiologic studies than
this of accurate measurement and description.

N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 553.

physiological (fiz"i-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< physio-
logic + -al.] Of a physiologic character.

The Mosaical philosophy in the physiological part there-
of is the same with the Cartesian.

Dr. H. More, Def. of Philosophic Cabbala, App. i. 8.

The most characteristic physioloijical peculiarity of the

plant is its power of manufacturing protein from chemi-
cal compounds of a less complex nature.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 47.

Physiological antidote, an antidote of opposite phar-
macodynamic properties to the poison. Physiological
DOtany. chemistry, illusion, optics, etc. See the nouns.

Physiological test, the test for a poison of giving the

suspected suDstanue to some living animal. Physiologi-
cal time, the entire interval of time between an impres-
sion on ai i organ of sense and the muscular reaction ; re-

action-time.

physiologically (flz'i-94oj'i-kal-i), adr. Ac-
cording to the principles of physiology; as re-

gards physiology.
physiologist (fiz-i-ol'o-jist), . [= F, physiolo-
gists = Sp. fisiologinta = Pg. physMoijista ; as

physiolog-y + -ist.] One who is versed in

physiology.
phy"

'

physiplogize (fiz-i-ol'o-jiz), v. i.; pret. and pp.
physioloyized, ppr. paygtologizing. [< physiol-
og-y + -ize.] To reason or discourse of the na-
ture of things.
They who first theologized did physioloyizc after this

manner. Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 120.

physiology (fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n. [Formerly also

iu,

phisiohgie; < F. physiologic = Sp. fisiologia =
Pg. physiologia = It. fisiologia, < L.
< Gr. (pvaiohoyta, natural philosophy,
(> L. physiologus), discoursing of nature, as a
noun a natural philosopher, < tpimc., nature (see
phys-ic), + -/loyi'a, < Myeiv, speak : see -ology.]
If. Natural philosophy.
The unparalleld Des Cartis hath unridled their dark

physiology and to wonder solv'd their motions.
Glam-ille, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xviii.

2. The sum of scientific knowledge concerning
the functions of living things. The subject com-
prises two grand divisions, namely anitnal and vegetable
physiology; when specially applied to the functions in
man, the term human physiology is used.

Physiology is the science of vital power.
Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., 370.

physiomedicalism (fiz"i-o-med'i-kal-izm), n.

[< Gr. 0i'mf, nature, + E. medical + -ism.'] The
doctrines or practices of the physiomedicalists.
physiomedicalist (fiz"i-o-med'i-kal-ist), H. [<
Gr. 0i'<T<f, nature, + E. medical + -ist.] An ad-
herent or practitioner of that school of medi-
cine which, in its treatment of disease, uses

Out of this strong, ancient, and far-spreading root of
domestic piety the powerful physique and the healthy
mental and moral nature of the Roman grew.

Faiths of the World, p. 191.

physitheism (fiz'i-the-izm), . [< Gr. 0i><7<f, na-

ture, + feof, God, + -ism.'] The attribution of

physical or bodily form to the Deity.
physitheistic (fiz"i-the-is'tik), a. [< Gr.

fvatf,
nature,+ ftrdf , God,+ -istec.] Of or pertaining
to physitheism. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXVI. 208.

physiurgic (fiz-i-er'jik), a. [< Gr. fvotc., nature,
-f- ipyov, work. Cf. thetirgie.] See the quota-
tion.

Thus Natural History and Natural Philosophy are re-

spectively represented by Physiurgic Somatology and An-
thropurgic Somatology : the one signifying the science of

bodies, in so far as operated upon in the course of nature,
without the intervention of man ;

the other, the science
of bodies so far as man, by his knowledge of the convert-
ible powers of nature, is able to operate upon them.

Boiering, in Int. to Beutham's Works, 6.

physnomyt (fiz'no-mi), . Same as physiog-
nomy.
Physocalymma (fi"so-ka-lim'a), n. [NL. (Pohl,
1827), < Gr. tpvoa, a bladder, + na).v/i/M, a cover-

ing (calyx): see Calymma.] A genus of poly-
petalous trees of the order Lythrarieee and tribe

Ly threes, characterized by the change ofthe four-
celled ovary in fruit into a small one-celled and
many-seeded thin-walled capsule, inclosed with-
in the enlarged bladdery calyx. The only species,
P. fioribundum, is a Brazilian tree with opposite oblong
roughish leaves and ample terminal loose-flowered purple
panicles. Each flower is composed of two broad concave
bracts which at first inclose the roundish flower-bud, an
eight-toothed and bell-shaped purple calyx, eight wavy
petals, and a row of twenty-four long stamens bearing
curved versatile anthers. The beautifully striped rose-
colored wood is the tulip-wood of English cabinet-makers,
also known as Brazilian pinktoood. See tulip-U'ood.

physocele (fi'so-sel), . [< Gr. pvaa, breath,
wind, air-bubble, + Kt/^r/, tumor.] A hernia

containing gas.

physoclist (fl'so-klist), n. and a. I. n. A mem-
ber of the I'hysoclisti.

II. a. Same as physoclistous.
Physoclisti (fl-so-klis'ti), n. pi [NL., pi. of

"physoclistus : see pJtysoelistous.] In ichth.. a

group of teleost fishes having the duct be-
tween the air-bladder and the intestine closed :

opposed to I'liysostomi. it includes the acanthopte-
rygiaii fishes, and also the synentognathous fishes, the sub-
brachial and jugular malacopterygians, the lophobran-
chiates, and the plectognaths. In Cope's system of clas-
sification it is a primary group of actinopterotis fishes with-
out a pneumatic duct, with the parietal bones separated
by the supraoccipital, and the ventrals thoracic or jugular
and without basilar segments.

physoclistic (fi-so-klis'tik), a. Same as physo-
i-lixtotin. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 671.

physoclistous (fi-so-klis'tus), a. [< NL. "pliy-
soclistus, < Gr. <j>voa, bellows, + lAeiarvf, that

maybe closed, < HAeieiv, close : see close1 .
~\
Hav

physophorous

ing no air-bladder, or having the air-bladder

closed, as a fish
; belonging to the Pliysoclisti, or

having their characters.

Physograda (fi-sog'ra-da), . pi. [NL., neut.

gl.

of physogradtts : see physogrttde.] 1 . In De
lainvilie's classification of acalephs, a group

of oceanic hydrozoans, provided with hollow
vesicular organs which buoy them up and en-
able them to float. 2. In a restricted sense,
an order or suborder of siphonophorous hydro-
zoans, represented by such forms as the Physa-
liiilse: distinguished from the Cltondrograda, as
Velellidse. See cut under Pliynalia.

physograde (fi'so-grad), . and n. [< NL. pliy-

mMjradiix, < Gr. ipvaa, bellows, + L. gradi, step,

walk, go.] I. . Moving by means of a vesicu-
lar float or buoy; of or pertaining to the Pliy-

sograda.
II. n. A member of the Physograda.

physohematometra, physohaematometra (fi-

so-heui"a-tc3-me'tra), . [NL.,< Gr. Qiiaa, a bub-

ble, + a!ja(r-), blood, + ui/rpa, uterus.] The

S/esence
of blood and gas in the uterus.

ysohydrometra (fi-so-hi-dro-me'tra), ."

[NL., < Gr. 0i'(ja, a bubble, + Map (Mp-), water,
+ ftr/rpa, uterus : see hydrometra2

.] The pres-
ence of gas and serum in the uterus.

physoid (fi'soid), a. [< NL. Physa, q. v.,+ Gr.
f(itof ,

form . ] Of or relating to the Physida ; like

the Pliysidse, although not of that family ; phys-
iform.

Physolobium (fi-so-16'bi-um), n. [NL. (Hue-
gel, 1837), < Gr. (fivaa, bellows, + /lo/3of, a pod,
lobe : see lobe.] A section of the plant-genus
Kennedya.

'

See liladder-pod.

physometra (fl-so-me'tra), n. [NL., < Gr. <j>vaa,

a bubble,+ /if/rpa, uterus. ] The presence of gas
in the uterus.

Physqmycetes (fi"so-ml-se'tez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. <j>iiaa, bellows, + fivKqi;, pi. fiim/Tef, a fungus,
mushroom.] A small section of Fungi, char-
acterized by the total absence of a hymenium,
and by the vesicular fruit inclosing an indefi-

nite number or mass of sporidia. Also called

Vesiculiferi.

Physonota (fi-so-no'ta), . [NL. (Boheman,
1854), < Gr. ijivaa, bellows, -I- viirof, back.] An
American genus of

leaf-beetles or chryso-
melids, with about 50

species, characterized

by having the third

antennal joint longer
than the second, and
the fourth equal to the
third, p. unipunctata,\vr.

quinquepunctata, is the so-

called five-spotted tortoise-

beetle, whose larva has 20
smooth spines and feeds on
the leaves of sunflowers.

Physophora (fi-sof'o-ra), . [NL., < Gr.

bellows, + -<t>6po(, (tyepetv = E. Sear1
.] 1. The

typical genus of Physophoridse, containing such

species as P. hydrostatica, which float by nu-
merous vesicular organs. 2. Inentom., agenus
of dipterous insects. Also Physiphora. Fallen,
1810. 3. [Used as a plural.] Same as Physo-
phoree.

Physophorae (fi-sof'o-re), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Pnysophora.] An order of siphonophorous
oceanic hydrozoans, having the proximal end
modified into a float or pneumatophore (as dis-

tinguished from a somatocyst). They are mostly
monoscious, and are sometimes provided with nectocaly-
ces, and the polypites are united by an unbranchedor lit-

tle-branched coenosarc, of filiform, globular, or discoidal

shape. The group is contrasted with Calycophors, as one
of two orders of Siphonophora, and contains a number of

families, as Physophoridie and others. Also written Phy-
sophora, Fhysophorida, Physophoridse. See cuts under hy-
dranth, hydrophyllium, and Hydrozoa.

physophoran (fl-sof'o-rau), a. and n. [< Phy-
sophora + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the

( Lines sho 1

II. n. A member of the order Physophorse;
a physophorous hydrozoan.
physophore (fi'so-for), . [< NL. Physophora.]
Same as pliysophoran.
Physophorida (fi-so-for'i-da), . pi. [NL., <

Physophora + -ida.] Same as Physophorae.
Physophoridae (fi-so-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Physophora + -idee.] 1. A family of physoph-
orous hydrozoans, represented by the genus
Physopltora ; one of several families of the or-

der Pnysophorce. See cuts tinder /ii/dranth. liy-

drophyl/ium, and Hydrozoa. 2. Same as Phy-
sophorx.
physophorous (fi-sof'o-rus), a. [< Plujsophora
+ -ous] Same as physojriioran.
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physopod

physopod (fl'so-pod), . and n. [<(ir. nimi. bel-

lows, -t- -'iff (mxJ-) = K. ./(<(</.] I. '/. H;I\IIIL'

a sort of sucker on the feel : specifically, of or

pertaining to tin- I'lii/xii/iiiilii.

II. a. A member of toe /'A// "/></".

Physopodat (fi-sop'o-dji). .'/./. |\L.. < (ir.

0iwn, bellows, + n-orf (mo*-) = E./oot.] Same
as T/II/XIIIKI/I!/KI.

Physospermum (fl-B$-8per'nrom), . [NL.
(I 'll-isilll. 17^), SCI called with reference to till'

looseness of Ilic out IT coat of tin' young fruit:

< (ir. (filaa, bellows, + axr/i/ia, seed : sec */ //.
|

A genus of umbelliferous plants of the tribe

ImittineieimA subtribe Xmi/nut;t'. distinguished
by the largo oil-tubes solitary in t heir channels,
and the very slight ridges on the ovate or com-
pressed fruit. There are about S species, natives of

l.iirope ami thr i 'line;! -i!'. I In \ are smooth perennials,
with ample anil minutely dissertnl leaves, ;unl comiM.iiml
Hinlirls i>l Tunny white tli.wers with many linear Iiraetsanil

bracelets. Several aperies ure cultivated for ornament, un-
<l> ]' lllr lllllin- li/'l'/i /-.<.',',/

Physostegia (fi-so-sto'ji-a), . [NL. (Benthain,
ISl'll), so ciilleil with reference to the enlarged
and somewhat inflated fruiting calyx; < Or.

ipi<oa, bellows, + arh/Ti, a roof ivr covering.] A
genus of erect herbs of the order Lalriatx, the
mint family, belonging to the tribe Much I/I/I.T

and subtribe Melittcse, and characterized by
the broad and five-toothed calyx, long-exserted
ample corolla-tube, parallel anther-cells, and
two-flowered spiked verticillasters. There are 8

speeies, all North American, calleil /nine draijon'g-liead
(which see, under draijon'n-ht'ad). They are tall arid smooth
perennials, with narrow toothed leaves, and showy sessile

pink or tlesli-cnlored flowers, forming one or many dense
or interrupted terminal spikes. P. Virginiana, the van-
able eastern species, is often cultivated in gardens.

Physostigma (fi-sg-stig'ma), . [NL. (Balfonr.
1861), so called with reference to the bladder-
like apex of the style; < Gr. <t>iiaa, bellows, +
ariffta, stigma.] A genus of leguminous plants
of the tribe Phaseolcse and subtribe Eupnaseo-
leee, characterized by the spiral keel and by the
continuation of the bearded style above the

stigma into a large and oblique hollow hood.
The only species, P. venemntum, is a high-twining vine of

tropical Africa, with leaves of three large leaflets, and ax-

illary pendulous racemes of purplish flowers, followed by
long dark-brown compressed pods, each with two or three
thick oblong highly poisonous seeds of valuable medicinal

powers. See Calaliar bean (under beanl ), chop-ntit, eserine,
and fiti!i^^H:niii".

physostigmine (fi-so-stig'min), . [< Physostig-
IIIK + -Hie2 .] An alkaloid constituting the ac-

tive principle of the Calabar bean, it is highly
poisonous, and when separated by the usual process pre-
sents the appearance of a brownish-yellow amorphous
mass. It is tasteless, being only slightly soluble in water.

physostomatons (fi-so-stom'a-tus), a. Same
as /ilii/noxtoiitouy.

physostome (fi'so-stom), a. and n. I. a. Same
a
xjihysostomous.
II. n. A physostomous fish.

Physostomi (fi-sos'to-ml), . pi. [NL., pi. of

lilii/.iostomux: see physostomoitf:.] An order of
teleost fishes established by J. Mttller in 1845,

containing those whose air-bladder, when pres-
ent, is connected with the alimentary canal

by an air-duct, the bladder thus having an
outlet or mouth: contrasted with I'hi/xtM-lixti.
The order was divided by Miiller Into 2 suborders and
14 families. It includes most of the abdominal malacop
In yjdan fishes of the older authors. In Cope's system of
classification it is ranked as a primary group of actlnop-
terous flshes, with the basilar segments of the ventral fln

rudimental and abdominal, the parietal bones usually unit-

ed, branchioategal rays developed, and the pneumatic duct
open. It includes, in addition to the forms recognized by
Miiller, certain ganoids, as the Amiidx (order Halecvmor-
phi) and LepidotitMa (order Ginglymadt). See cuts under
Percopsis, pike, and Esox.

physostomoUS (fi-sos'to-mus), a. [< NL. pluj-
xD.itomus, < Gr. <t>voa, bellows, + ara/ia, mouth.]
Having the mouth and air-bladder connected

by an air-duct, as a fish ; specifically, of or per-
taining to the rill/Sllstoilli.

I If. 7

-i;i.] A tribe of palms, distinguished by the

continence of the ovaries in fruit into a globose

synciirp. and including the two genera I'hi/iili

films and Xi/m, both very dilTerent from all

other palms and from each other, but alike in

their growth from partly or wholly prostrate
stems, their corneous nlbiimen. ami their (low-

ers of one or both s.-.\es crowded upon long
drooping spa.li.-es resembling catkin.-.

Phytelephas (fi-tclV-fas). . [N'l,. (Rni/ and
I'avon, 171)8), so called with reference to the

hard albumen, called vegetable ivory; < Gr.

<t<r6v, plant,+ i/Ufar, ivory: see i li /i/unit.] An
aberrant genus of palms, type of the tribe I'luj-
Irlt /,l,(iitlui;i'. and from its singularity long sep-
ar.ited as an order J'hi/li l< />li<nil<;t

:

(Mni'tin.i,
I s:;.i). it is unlike all other palms in its numerous sta-

mt -M-, (Mifunn stigmas, and unbranched spadices, and in
the elongated petals of its female flower. There are 3 sne-

cles, natives of IVru and the United .States of Colombia,
Known from tile nut as ioury-palin. They are dioecious
trees growing in dense and e\t,-n-i\e groves, with a short
robust trunk sometimes 6 feet high from a creeping and
prostrate base often at feet long. They bear tt crown of a
ilo/fN nr more pinnate leaves, reaching 18 or 20 feet in

length, resembling those of the cocoaiiut-pahn, and used
by the natives in roofing. The male trees are taller, and
bear a fleshy and pendulous cylindrical fragrant spadix
aliout 4 feet long, crowded with small flowers between
minute bracts, each with aliout thirty-six stamens, and

Phytotoris linearit.

( Line shows natural size. )

physyt (fiz'i), [A corrupt form for iiscc

(simnlating Gr. <j>van, a bellows f).] A fusee.

Some watches ... are made with four wheels, others
with live ; . . . some have strings and jfhyneg. and others
niiiif. Locke, Human Understanding, III. vi. 38.

phytalbumose (fi-tal'bu-mos), . [< Gr. fvrov,

plant, H- album(en) + -ose.] A form of albumen
occurring in plants: so named to distinguish it

from similar forms occurring in animals.

Phytastra (fi-tas'tra), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr. jvrAv,

plant, + atrrijp, star!"] In Lankester's classifi-

cation, one of two orders of Ophiuroidea, con-
trasted with Ophiastra.
Phytelephantinae (fi-tel"e-fan-tl'ne), n. pi.
[NL. (Drude, 1887), < Phytelephas (-elephant-) +

Fruiting Female Plant of Vegetable Ivory i Phytelefh.tt
inacrocarfa).

exhaling a penetrating odor of almonds. The female tree

produces a shorter and erect spadix, six or eight at once,
each with six or seven pure-white flowers, which are far

the largest among palms, with from five to ten fleshy pet-
als (each from 2 to 3 inches long), three papery triangular
sepals, numerous Imperfect stamens, anufa roundish ovary
with from four to nine furrows, carpels, and stigmas, be-

coming a drupe in fruit. The mass of six or seven drupes
from one spadix consolidates into a heavy pendulous glo-
l)ose syucarp, or multiple fniit (from its size known locally
as neffro'g-head\ covered with hard woody prominences.
Each drupe contains about six large seeds ; these, when
young, are fllled with a clear liquid, which is sought by
travelers as a drink, and solidifies first iuU> a pulp eagerly
eaten by animals, and later into the hardest albumen
known, whence its name iwrry-nut. This again softens in

germinating, turning into a milk and pulp, which feeds
the young plant until it has grown for a year or more.

Phyteuma (fi-tu'mii), n. [NL. (Linnteus, 1737),
< L. phyteuma, < Gr. fvrevfta, a kind of plant,
perhaps Reseda phyteuma; a particular use of

QiTnifia, anything planted, < ^vmVij, plant, <

<t>vr6v, a plant : see i>hyton.~\ A genus of orna-
mental plants of the order Campanulacese, dis-

tinguished by a five-parted corolla with narrow
spreading or long cohering lobes, and a fruit

closed at the apex and dehiscent laterally.
There are about 50 species, natives of Europe, the Medi-
terranean region, and the temperate parts of Asia, They
are perennial herbs, with long-stalked radical leaves, and
small alternate stem-leaves. The flowers are commonly
blue, sessile, and handsome, often in a dense head or
spike. Some species are well known in cultivation, espe-
cially as hardy ornaments In rockwork. by the name of
horned rampion (which see, under rainpion), and often
under a former generic name, Itapunttdiu.

phytifqrm (fi'ti-fdrm), . [< Gr. $vrav, plant,
+ L. forma, form.] Resembling a plant.
phytiphagan (fi-tif'a-gan), a. and . See phy-

phytoglyphy

gills; noting a division of isopnds, in

tin n from /'>' i-i/iiiilii'inii-liiiii' .

phytochemical Ifl -lo-kem'i-kal), n. [< (ir.

. plant, + I'l. rln iinnil.] r.-itaining or re-

lating to pliytoehcmistry.

phytochemistry ifi-to-ki m'is-tri). . [< (ir.

6vr6v, plant, + E. <//< iiuxii'i/.] Vegetable chem-

istry; the chemistry of plants.

phyfochimy (fi'to-kim-i), . [< F. />/"/'"' '"""'.

< (Jr. fiTor, plant. + F. i-himir, chemistry : see

tilrlirmi/, i-ln ini.tl.) Same as jilii/lni-ln mi* try.

phytochlore (fi'to-klor), n. f< Gr. fvrov, plant,
+ x/^l^i pale-green: see rhlorin. Cf. chloro-

I'lu/l.] In /<"'.. same as rlili>n>/>lutl.

Phytocoridse (fi-to-kor'i-de.), . //. [M-.
ber, IK(il), < riiijtiM-nrix + -nln:\ A very large

family of heteropterous insects, typified by the

genus I'lii/l'ii-iii-ix, and collectively called iilmii-

liii'ix. They are mostly of small ize, and are extremely
variable in form ; the base of the wings has usually a

looped nun ure ; and the ocelli are extremely minute or

wanting. They are divided Into more than a dozen sub-

families, among them being the bugs commonly known
as Cttprini or Cap*'

Phytocoris (fi-tok'o-ri*), . [NL. (Fallen,

1814), < Gr. <t>vr6v, plant, + n6ptf, bug.] A genus
of plant-bugs, typical of

the family Pliytororidee,

having the beak extend-

ing to the middle of the

abdomen, and the sides of

the head angular. There
are about 20 species, 7 of which
inhabit North America, P. tri-

jnutulatus is blackish, spotted
with orange, and found on net-

tles.

Phytocrene (fi-to-kre'-
ue), n. [NL. (Wallich,
1832), so called with ref-

erence to a copious wa-

tery sap which flows from
the porous wood when
pierced, and is used as a drink; < Gr.

plant, 4- Kpr/vr/, fountain.] A genus of poly-
petalous shrubs of the order Olacitiese, type of

the tribe Pliytocrencie, characterized by capi-
tate flowers with filaments longer than tne
anthers. The 8 species are natives of tropical Asia and
Africa. They are high climbing and twining shrubs, with
alternate leaves, and small dioecious hairy flowers, the
staminate heads the size of peas and densely crowded in

elongated panicles, the pistillate heads solitary and reach-

ing the size of the human head, followed by a globular
mass of hairy or spiny drupes with resinous stones. /'

<ii-"r>:t"i . with white flowers, from Martaban in Burma, is

cultivated under glass by the names of trater-rine, cegetaUe
fountain, and /.'</' Indian fountain-tree.

Phytocrene (fi-t*>-kre'ne-e), . pi. [NL. (Ar-
nott, 1834), < Phylocrcne + -.] A tribe of

polypetalous plants of the order Olacitiese, char-
acterized by equal and alternate stamens and
petals, and broad leaf-like or fleshy cotyledons.
It includes 11 genera and about 37 species, all

tropical climbers, of which Phytocreite is the

type.
phylogenesis (fi-to-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

otTtiv, plant, +
ytvtoif, origin: see genesis.]

The doctrine <

phytogenetic
em, after yen f =
togeny ;

of vegetable or plant origin.

phytogenetical (fi-to-je-net'i-kal), a. [< phy-
toyenetic + -a/.] Same us phytogenetic.
The morphological ztvlphytogenetical study of the higher

plants. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 479.

phytogeny (fi-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. dtTov, plant,
+ -)/rvta, < -yn^f, producing: see -ycny.'] Same
as phytogentxis.

phytogebgrapher (fi'to-jf-og'ra-fer), . [<

phytogeograph-y + -er1 .] 'One who is versed
in phytogeography. Mature, XL. 98.

phytogeographic (fi-to-je-o-graf'ik). a. [<

phytogeoijraph-y + -c.] Of or pertaining to

phytogeography.
Islands may be arranged, . . . for phytogeographic pur-

poses In three categories, according to their endemic ele-

ment. Xatwrt, XXXIII. 338.

plant, -t- yevtaif, origin: see genesis.}
ictrine of the generation of plants,
enetic (fl'tp-je-nefik), a. [< phytogen-
'ter genetic.'] Of or pertaining to phy-

phytivoroust (fi-tiv'o-rus), a. [< Gr. v,
plant, + L. orore, devour.] Feeding on plants
or herbage; herbivorous; phytophagous. Kay,
Works of Creation.

phytobiology (fi-to-bi-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. yin-ov,

plant, + E. Moiegy.] That branch of biology
which deals with plants; vegetable biology.
Athenseum, No. 3253, p. 278.

phytobranchiate (fi-to-braug'ki-at), a. [< Gr.

$mAv, plant, + ftpayxtt, gills.] Having leafy

phytogeographical (fi-to-je-o-graf'i-kal), a. [<

phytogcijgraphic + -/.] Same as phytogeo-
ijraphic.

phytogeography (fi'to-je-og'ra-fi), . [= F.

phytogeoyruphie = It. fitogeogr'afia, < Gr. qnrrfa.

plant, + -)cu^pa(jaa, geography: see geography.]
The geography or geographical distribution of

Slants:

correlated with
toSffeoffraptf.

ytoglyphic(fi-to-glif'ik),'. [< phytoglyph-y+ -ii-7] Of or pertaining to phytoglyphy.
phytoglyphy (fi-tog'li-fi), n.' [< Qr . ^vT6v,

plant, + y/U^tw, engrave : see glyph.] Nature-

printing, as applied to the portraying of pla nts,



phytoglyphy

for which the process was especially devised.

Also pUytography.

4468 Phytotoma

yellow, and characterized by a peculiar venation of the phytophagic (fi-to-faj'ik), rt. Same as phy-
wings. The larvae are leaf-miners, some transforming to tmthnnmis

~~, :,. *\,n ..:':::.: llrhl'ln rttllill'D Tl 1 1 TI<1 1 (1 111 t ll C\ n-ll.Hl Till, Wit 1 1< ' '/ '" ' '^

[= F. pliyto-
', Gr. 0-
j; feed-

n'hvtoeranhic (fi-to-graf 'ik). a. [<pliytograph-y tomyia 3- -idee.'] A family of dipterous 'insects ing on plants '; herbivorous; specifically, of or

I Of or pertaining to phytography or named from the genus Phytomyia, formerly pertaining to the Phytopliuya, in any sense,

phvtographers relating or related to the de- merged in Mitscidee. Often called Phytomyzi- Also plii/toplinrjan and plnjtvplittgic.

scribing, naming, and classifying of plants, to, as by Osten Sacken 1878 phytophagy (fi-tof'a-ji),. [<Gr.0rw,aplant,

Future XXXVlfl"20 phyton (fi'ton), n. [NL., < Gr. jvrtv, plant, < + -jnyia, <>aytw, eat.] The habit of feeding on

Dhvtoeraphical (fi-td-graf'i-kal), . [< phyto- fi-uv, produce, pass. <l>vea6ai, grow, become : see plants ; a phytophagous regimen.

iirtinliic + -nl.] Same us phyibgraphic. fee 1 .] 1. In lot., same as pliytomer. 2. leap.] phytophllous (fi-tof i-lus), a. [<NL. pliytovhl-

Dhvtoerauhv (fi-tog'ra-fi), n. [= F. phyto- In entom., a genus of Cerambytidee. Newman, lus, < Gr. vr<H>, plant, + faieiv, love.] Fond
.. .*...!.:.. u~.<*/./, 'l_T>r ,,hu/n/nvi7juz It 1840. of plants, as an insect.

[= F. phytonomie phytophthire (fl'tof-thir), n. [< Gr. tyvrov, a
c= Sii fttoqrnfia= Pg. pln/tograpkia= It. 1840.

atoaraHa < Gr 0V>, plant, + -jpafa. < y/xtyetv, phytonomy (fi-ton'o-mi), n

write.] 1. The description of plants; that

branch of botany which concerns itself with

the rules to be observed in describing, naming,
and classifying plants.

Phytography is entirely subordinate to Taxonomy, or

Systematic Botany.
Henslow, Descriptive and Physiological Botany, 3.

= Sp. fitonomio, It. fitononria, fitonimia, < Gr. plant, + ^7), louse.] hame as phi/tiqilitlu

^irw, plant, + ix5//or, law.] The science of the
PhytophthiriaCfi-tof-thir'i-a),^.^.^ [NL.see

laws of plant-growth.

phytopaleontologist(fi-to-pa"le-on-tol'o-jist),
n. [< phytopaleontolog-y + -ist.\ Same as pa-
leobotanist.

The nature of some impressions described by phytapa-

leontologists as remains of fossil Algse. Science, I. 252
2. Same &aphyto</lyphy.

siiAigse. nee, i.

phytoid (fi'toid), a. [< Gr. 'QvroeiSfa (in adv. phytopaleontology (fi-to-pa"le-on-tol'o-ji), n.

fvroetiof), contr. IJWT&SJK, like a plant, < QVTOV, [< Qr _ QVT6v, plant, + E. paleontology."]' Same
plant, + elSac. form.] Plant-like: specifically, ag naleobotami.
in zoology, noting animals and organs which re-

semble plants in appearance.
Phytolacca (fi-to-lak'a), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700), so called in allusion to the crimson juice
of the berries ;

< Gr. Qvr6v, plant, + NL. lacca,

I(
.

,B to defendhta position, and that, indeed, of phyto-

paleontology. Science, I. 253.

pfcytopathological (fi-to-path-6-loj'i-kal), a.\^t0pa1,loT0{/.y + \ ic.(;fi of or pertaining
J- ihvtomIO pUyiOpd

phytoph thire.] A tribe or suborder of hemipter-
ous insects; plant-lice, etc. They have the thorax

normally constructed of three segments ; the mouth suc-

torial without palpi ; the wings four, two, or none, and
membranous when present ;

the antemiBe of more than five

joints ;
and the tarsi of one or two joints. It contains sev-

eral families, as the Coca'die or scale-insects, ApMdida or

plant-lice proper, Aleurodidie, or moth-blight insects, and

Pgyllidse, jumping plant-lice, or flea-lice. Also called Ste-

uorhynchi. See cuts under coccus, cochineal, Aphis, and

Ptylla.

phytophthirian (fl-tof-thir'i-au), a. and 11. [<

pliytophtMre + -an.] I. a. Infesting plants, as

a plant-louse, scale-insect, or aphid ; specifical-
ly, of or pertaining to the Phytoplitliiria.

'

n. Amemberof the Phytoplitltiria ; aplant-
Also phytophlhire....... ... . _.. . _

le

hairy, and with round, grooved, or angled branches. They
bear alternate undivided leaves, and small flowers in axil-

medicinal properties, especially P. decandra, one of the

most characteristic of American plants (for which see poke-

weed, also called eaaJnim, scoke, redweed, red-ink plant, ink-

a small and shrubby'plant, is cultivated for its graceful

drooping racemes of white flowers, under the name of hy-

drangea-leafed poke. P. octandra is the Spanish calalu, or

West Indian foxglove. (For P. dioica, also called tree-poke
and umbra-tree, see bellasombra-tree.) P. etculenta has
been cultivated, often under the name of Pircunia, as a
substitute for asparagus and for spinach.

Phytolaccaceae (fi"to-la-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Liudley, 1835), < Phytolacca + -acex.] An or-

der of apetalous plants of the series Curvem-

bryeie, distinguished by the usually many car-

pels in a ring, each with an undivided style.
It includes about 60 species, of 3 tribes and 10 genera, of

which Phytolacca (the type), Rivina, and Petiveria are the
best-known. They are trees, shrubs, or herbs with a

woody base, bearing alternate entire leaves, generally
smooth branches, and racemed flowers, of greenish or whit-
ish tinge, with one bract at the base of the pedicel and
two smaller at its middle.

phytolitet (fi'to-lit), u. [= F. phytolithe = It.

fitolitc, < Gr. ifvrov, plant, + 7Mog, stone.] A
fossil plant.

phytolithologist (fi"to-li-thol'o-jist), n. [<

phytulitholpg-y
+ -1st.] One who is skilled in

or who writes upon fossil plants.

phytolithology (fi"to-li-thol'o-ji), . [< Gr.

<pv-6v, plant, + E. Uthology.] The science of

fossil plants.

phytological (fi-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< phytolog-y
+ -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to phytology ;

bo-
tanical.

phytologist (fi-tol'o-jist), n. [< phytolog-y +
-ist.] One who is versed in phytology, or the
science of plants ;

a botanist.

As our learned phytologist Mr. Ray has done. Evelyn.

phytology (fi-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. phytologie =
Sp. fitologia = Pg. pliytologia = It. fitologia, <

Gr. <t>m-6v, plant, + -Aoy/o, < ?yeiv, speak: see

-ology.] The science of plants; botany. [Bare.]
We pretend not to multiply vegetable divisions by quin-

cuncial and reticulate plants, or erect a new phytology.
Sir T. Browne, Garden of Cyrus, Ep. Ded.

phytomer (fi'to-mer), . [< Gr. $vrav, plant, +
,fpof, part.] In l)0t., a plant-part, or plant-unit

that is, one of the structures or elements
which, produced in a series, make up a plant of
the higher grade. The ultimate similar parts into
which a plant may be analyzed are the serial leaf-bearing
portions, since they are produced from and in time may
produce similar parts. Also called phyton, phytomera.

1806) :

the diseases of plants; an account of the dis-
cies_

of wlljch p ^t^auSt the downy mildew of the potato
eases to which plants are liable ; mycology. or potato-rot, is the most destructive. See potato-rot.

ophaga (fi-tof'&-g&),n.pl. [NL. (Dum^ril, phytophysiology (fi-to-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

): see phytophagous.} 1. In entom.: (a) A fymav, a plant, -f- Qvatotoyia, physiology.] Vege-
very large group of phytophagous tetramerous table physiology.
coleopters, having the head not rostrate, the Phytoptid* (fi-top'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Pliy-

maxillaB with toptus + -idee.] A family of atracheate Ocarina
two lobes, the with two pairs of hind legs abortive, typified
antennas linear by the genus Phytoptus. They are commonly
and of moder- known as gall-mites or runt-mites.

ate length or phytoptosis (fi-top-to'sis), 11. [NL., < Phytop-
short, the body tus + -osis.] A disease of plants caused by
ovate, oblong, or the attacks of mites of the genus Phytoptus.
rounded, andthe It is accompanied by an abnormal growth of

elytra covering the plant-tissue. See erineum.
the sides of the Phytoptus (fi- top 'tus), n. [NL. (Dujardin,
abdomen. They 1851), < Gr. <t>vr6v, plant, + *o7rrdf, verbal adj.
are found on plants, of -V/OTT, see : see optic.] A genus of gall-mites,

andiiiimber onward giv 'ug name to the Phytoptidse, and containing
of 10,000 described such species as P. quadripes, which galls the

species, represent- soft maple in the United States.

fammes^Thfkaf* V^^OSiS (fi-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. 4>vr6V, plant,

bae&* + -MfeO Th? presence of vegetable parasites,

dse, are characteris-
tic examples, and
the name is some-

these, though in

wider sense the Ce-

ra-mbycidse, Spondylidx, and Bruchidx are also included.
See also cuts under Cerambyx, Chrysomela, and Bruchus.

(ft) A division of terebrant hymenopterous in-

sects represented by the families Tenthredinidee
and Uroceridse, or the saw-flies and horntails;
the Securifera of Latreille : contrasted with En-

tomophaga and Gallicolse. (c) [Used as a sin-

gular.] A genus of dipterous insects of the

family Tipulidx. Sondani, 1840. 2. In ichth.,
a group of cyprinoid fishes. 3. In mammal.:
(a) One of two primary groups into which the
Edentata or Bruta have been divided, the other

being Entomophaga. The Phytophaga are the

vegetable-feeders.
The Phytophaga are divisible into two groups, one ex-

isting, and the other extinct. The former consists of the

sloths, or Tardigrada; . . . [the latter are] the Gravigrada.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 333.

(ft) One of two prime divisions of placental
mammals, including the pachyderms, herbivo-
rous cetaceans (Sirenia), rodents, and rumi-
nants of Guvier on the one hand, and the eden-
tates of Cuvier (minus the monotreuies) on the
other hand, together forming two orders, Dip-
lodontia and Aplodontia, collectively contrast-
ed with Zoiiphaga.

of the
lttl,cllis\ female, natural size.

or the morbid conditions produced by them:

especially used in designation of the dermato-

mycoses.
phytotaxy (fi'to-tak-si), n. [< Gr. <f>i>Tov, plant,

-I- rdfif, order, arrangement.] The science of

the classification of plants ; systematic botany.
Compare sootaxy. Lester F. Ward, Dynamic
Sociology, I. 120.

Phytotoma (fi-tot'o-ma), n. [NL. (Molina,

1789), < Gr. <j>vr6v, plant, + -rofio(, < re/iveiv,

rajBHivcut.] The only genus of Phytotomidte.

_^

imyia (fi-to-mi'i-a), n.' [NL? (Hafi'day, phytophagan (fi-tof'a-gan), a. and n. [< pliy-

1833), emended from Phytomyza (Fallen, 1810), tophag-ous + -an.] I. a. Same as pkytopha-
< Gr. <t>vrov, plant, + /ivla, fly.] A genus of goiis.

dipterous insects formerly of the family Musci- II. A phytophagous animal
; specifically,

dse, now giving name to the Phytomyidse. They a member of the Phytophaga, in any sense,
are small flies, of a blackish-gray color often spotted with Also plnjtiphaijan.

Phytotoma rara.

Three species are described, P. rara, P. anrruztirottris, and
P. rutela. These birds are said to do much damage liy

cutting tender sprouts and buds with their serrated bill.

Their voice is harsh and grating.



Phytotomidae

Phytotomidae (fi-to-tom/i-ilr), . //. [NL., <

I'hi/tdtiinid + -iilif.
]

A family of Mirsoiiiynili.-iii

or clamiitoi-hil passerine bird's, represented by
the genus l'lii/t<i/<im, having n <'<mir<>stral bill

with sri-rati 1

tinniii, and certain
]
..... tilinr cranial

characters representing an ancient type of

structure. It is peculiar to South America, and contains
one geoofends few species of Chili, Holivia, ami the Ai^rn-
i ..... 1:1 public. Its rulationahipi) are with the CV>(i'/.;/i'<'.''

lind /'(,'

phytotomist (fi-tot'o-mist), . [< phytotom-y+ -i.il.\ one who is versed in phytotomy, or

vegetable anatomy.
phytotomous (fi-tot'o-mus), a. [< Or. y
plant, + -rowor, < ri/ivtiv, ra/uiv, cut.] Lcaf-cut-

tiiif; or plant-cutting, as a bird or an insect.

phytotomy (fi-tot'o-mi), . [= F. pliytotomic
= It. ji lulu ui 111, < Gr. </>vr6v, a plant, + rtftvctv,

ra/tclv, cut.] The dissection of plants; vege-
table anatomy.
Phytozoa (fi-to-zo'ft). n.pl. [NL., pi. otplnjtii-
zoiin, < Gr. <t>vT6v, a plant, + ($ov, an animal.]
1. Plant -like animals, such as sponges, corals,

sea-anemones, and sea-mats. 2. Certain ma-
rine animalcules living in the tissues of plants.

phytozoan (fi-to-zo'an), a. and . I. a. Phy-
toid or plant-like, as an animal ; zoophytic ;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Phutoxxi.

II. . A' plant-like animal; a member of the

Phutozoa, in either sense ; a zoOphyte.
Phytozoaria (fi"t6-zo-a'ri-ii), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

v, a plant, + MGr. ^i^aptov, dim. of Gr.
an animal.] Same as Infusoria, in the widest
sense.

Phytozoida (fi-to-zo'i-da), n. pi. [NL., as Pny-
tozou + -i<ta.] A prime division of protozoans.
It contained the flagellate infusonans. Also
called Filigera.

phyz, . See phiz.
pi

1
, pie

4
(pi), n. [The more common spelling pi

is out of analogy, and due to ignorance of the

origin of the word, or to the supposition that it

is a mere abbr. of pica3, with ref. to the com-
mon use of that sort of type. The word is

otherwise referred to pie
1

, as a 'mixed mess';
to pie'

2
,
as 'pied' or 'mixed'

;
and to pie

3
,
as an

allusion to the (asserted) frequent illegibility
of

print in the service-book so called.] Printing-
types mixed together indiscriminately; type in

a confused or jumbled condition or mass.

One night, when, having impos'd my forms, I thought
my day's work over, one of them by accident was broken.
and two pages reduced to pi. I immediately distributed
and compos d it over again before I went to bed.

FranHin, Autobiog., p. 176.

Unordered paradings and clamour, not without strong
liquor ; objurgation, insubordination ; your military rank-
ed arrangement going all (as the typographers say of set

types in a similar case) rapidly to pie.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. II. 4.

pi
1

, pie
4

(pi), r. t. [<pil,pie*, .] To reduce

(printing-types) to a state of pi.

pi
2

(pi), [The name of the Greek letter IT, iri,

the initial letter of Trepujifpeia, periphery, circum-

ference.] 1. The name of the Greek letter n,

ir, corresponding to the Roman P, p. 2. The
name of a symbol (IT) used in geometry for the
ratio of the circumference of a circle to its di-

ameter, or 3.1415927: first so used by Euler.

pia1
(pi'a), '< [Abbr. of pia mater.] Same as

pia mater.

pia2 (pe'ft), . [Polynesian (Sandwich Islands,
Marquesas, etc.).] A perennial herb, Tacea

pmnatifida (also T. maeulata), found wild or
cultivated throughout Polynesia, and to China
and Zanzibar. Its value lies in Its large fleshy tubers,
from which, after rasping, the starch Is washed out and
dried to form the South Sea or Tahiti arrowroot. This is

widely used as an article of diet in the tropics (in native
use not dried, but fermented), and is especially valued in

diarrhea and dysentery.

piaba (pi-ii'ba), n. [Braz.] A small fresh-
water fish of Brazil, of about the size of a

minnow, much esteemed for the table. Imp.
DM.

piacere (pia-cha're), . [It., = E. pleiixure.] In
iiiuxii; in tin- phrase a piacere, at pleasure
(same as nil liliitum).

piacevole (pia-cha'vo-le), a. [It., pleasant.

merry, < piaecre, please : see please.'] In music,
pleasant; playful: noting passages to be so
rendered.

piaclet (pi'a-kl), w. [< OF. piiidc = Pg. pi<n-ni<>
= It. piaco)o, piaculo, < L. piaculum, a sin-offer-

ing, expiation, also a sin,</>inrf,appease, < /'.<,
devout, dutiful: M6JWM.] A grievous or se-

rious offense ; a crime; a sin. Compare /</<-
Iii>\ L'.

Not to answer me when you mind me is pure N'eglect,
and no less than a Pirtclr. tloirvll. Letters, I. iv. IB.
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piacular (pi-ak'n-lar), a. [= F. pinrulnirr, <

L. piiiriilin -i.i, expiatory, < jHi/riiliim, expiation :

see
),in<'li-."\ 1. Expiatory; having power to

atone : as, piarular rites.

In order to our redemption, Chrlt suffered as a piaat-
tar victim, which rauit be understood to mean in our
stead. Waterlaiul, Works, VII. 7ii.

The piacular sacrifice of his sou and heir was the last

olfuring which the king of Moab made to deliver his coun*

try. Encye. Brit., XVI. 696.

2. Kequiring expiation ; blameworthy ; crimi-

nal; sinful; wicked.

Our late arch-bishop (If it were not piacular for you to

read ought of his) could have taught you in his publike
writings these five limitations of injoyned ceremonies.

/'/'. //"/', Apology against the lirownists.

piacularity (pi-ak-u-lar'i-ti), . [< piaeulm- +
-ity.] The character of being piacular ;

crimi-

nality; badness. De Quincey.

piaculoust (pi-ak'u-lus), a. [< li. piaculum, ex-

piation : see piacle.] Same as piacular.
And so, as Ciesar reports, unto the ancient Britalns it

was piaculmu to last a goose, which dish at present no
table is without. Sir T. Brmcne, Vulg. Err., iii. 24.

piaffe (pi-af').t>. .
; pret. and pp. piaffed, ppr.

piaffing. [< F. piaffer, paw the ground, as a

norse, lit. make a show, be ostentatious, strut.]
In the manege, to advance with the same step
as in a trot, flinging the right fore leg and left

hind leg diagonally forward, placing them on
the ground and balancing on them for a few

seconds, while the other two legs are flung
forward in the same movement. Tribune Book
of Sports, p. 41.

Sir Plercie Hhafton . . . kept alternately pressing and
checking his gay courser, forcing him to jnaffe, to cara*

cole, to passage, and to do all the other feats of the school.

Scott, Monastery, xv.

piaffer (pi-af'er), n. [< T?. piaffer, inf. taken as
a noun: see piaffe.} The act of piaffing. Some-
times called Spanish walk.

The alow piaffer is obtained by the slow and alternate

pressure of the rider's legs. The quick piaffer by quick-
ening the alternate pressure of the leg.

Oarrard, Training Cavalry Horses, p. 65.

pial (pi'al),a. [<j>ia +-/.] Of or pertaining
to the pia mater; pia-matral.

In some cases also the appropriate adjectives are em-
ployed, e. g. pial, din-Mi.

Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII. 634.

pia mater (pi'a ma'ter). [= F. pie-mere = Sp.
pia-mdter= Pg. pia-ntater= It. pia-madre, < NL.
pia mater, lit. pious orgentlemother(opposed to
dura mater), a fanciful name: L.pia, fern, otpiun
(see pious); mater, mother: see nwitec2.] The
delicate fibrous and very vascular membrane
which immediately invests the brain and spinal
cord. It is the third or Inmost of the three meninges,
covered both by the arachnoid and by the dura mater.
Al so called pia.

- Pia mater testlB. Same as tunica nat-
ciilotta.

pia-matral (pi'tt-ma'tral), a. [< pia mater +
-/.] Pertaining to the pia mater; pial.

pian (pi-an'), n. [< F. pian, yaws.] In pathol.,
same &sframba>sia.

pianet, . A Middle English form of peony.
pianet't, H. [A\so jnonet, piannet, pyannet, py-
annat, appar. through OF.pion, dim. of OF. pie,
a
pie: seepfe2.] The magpie of Europe, Pica

ptea.

pianet2t, n. [By confusion with pianet 1
,
a mag-

?ie;
ult. < L. picus, a woodpecker: see Picas.']

. The lesser woodpecker, Picas minor. 2.
The oyster-catcher, Hsematopus ostrilegus.

pianet-
1

(pi'a-net), n. [Prop.pionet, < pion +
-ct.] The double peony. [Prov. Eng.J
pianette (pe-a-nef), n.

[< pianfft
+ -ette.'] In

England, a small or miniature upright piano-
forte. In France also called a bibi (a minced
form of bebd, baby).
piangendo (pian-jen'do), a. [It., ppr. otpiax-
gere, piagnere, weep: see plain2.] In music,
plaintive : noting a passage to be so rendered.

pianino (pe-a-ne'no), n. [It., dim. ofpiano : see

/m/im2.] An upright pianoforte.
pianism (pi-an'izm), . [(piano

1* + -ism.] The
act, process, or result of performing music

upon the pianoforte ;
the technique of the

pianoforte ; the adaptation of a piece of music
to effective performance on the pianoforte.
pianissimo (pe-a-nis'i-mo), a. [It., superl. of

piano: see piano1
.] In music, very soft; with

the minimum of force or loudness. Usually
abbreviated pp orppp.
pianist (pi-an'ist), . [= D. G. Dan. Sw.pianist= T.pianiste = Sp. pianista = Pg. It.pianixta;
as fiiiinn- + -ist.] A performer on the piano-
forte.

pianoforte

pianistic i|"'-a-nis'tik), n. [< imnnxl + -ir.J

Of or licrtniniiif.' In a pianist. (Kare.]

piano 1

(piii'no), it. [= F. Sp. Pg. piano, < It.

/mi mi, soft, plane, < L. /ilinmx, ]ilaiii':
->< ]>liiin .

/I/in n.] In HI iixir, sof t
;
with little force' or loud-

ness : opposed to forte. Usually alilircviiiti-d /'.

Piano pedal ^ee pedal.

piano- (pi-an'6), . [= D. G. S\v. Dan. F. S]>.

\'K. jtiiiini, < It. /titino, short for piinnifin -t> :

see /liiiitiifortc.] A pianoforte. Boudoir piano,
cabinet piano, an upiighi piano .- Cottage piano.
See cottage. Dumb piano. Smne as dit/Uorium. Elec-
tric piano, a pianoforte whose wires are set in vibration

by electromagnets, Instead of liy hammers. Grand pi-
ano. See piano/ort, Pedal piano. ttfftdU, a. Pic-
colo piano. See piccolo.- Square piano, upright pi-
ano. See pfanqfvrlf.

piano-case (pi-an'o-kas), H. The wooden box
inclosing the mechanism of a pianoforte.

piano-cover (pi-an'6-kuv'er), ". A cloth or
rubber cover for a pianoforte.
pianoforte (pi-an'6-f6r-te or -fort), . [= D. G.
S\v. Dan. F. Sp. Pg. pianoforte, < It. pianoforte,
a pianoforte, (piano, soft (Me piano'), + forte,

strong,< L./or<i*,strong: see/orf,/or<c
2
,/orcel.]

A musical instrument of the percussive group,
the tones being produced by blows of hammers
upon stretched strings, and the hammers be-

ing operated from a Keyboard. Essentially, the

pianoforte is a large dulcimer with a keyboard ; but his-

torically Itreplaced the clavichord and harpsichord,which

Action of Modem Upright pianoforte.

a, key-frame ; l>, key ; c, bnlance-ratl ; dt tf, cushions ; t, balance
key-pin ; /, balance key-leads, placed where needed to balance die

key ; g, large action-rail ; g", smalt action-rail ; A, spring-rail or ham-
mer-rest, which Is moved by the soft pedal, bringing the hammer nearer
to the string and causing it to strike a lighter olow ; ", spring-rail ; j,

regulating-rail; A.hammcr; //'.string; ft, hammer-shank: M.nammcr-
luitt ; a, butt-flange ; /, counter-check or bumper ; q, hammer-sprinf;
(insuring retreat of hammer from the string promptly after striking); *-,

hammer-check, against which the bumper strikes to steady the ham-
mer after the stroke; f. Jack, or Jack-fly, pivoted to the jack-flange and
acting against the hammer-butt to throw the hammer forward when
the key is depressed ; t', jack-spring (restoring position of jack after
the blow); /.Jack-flange; u, whiporjack-whip, which carries the jack-
flange, hammer-check, bridle-wire, and damper-lifter, and which b>

pivoted to the whip-flange v, which latter is fastened by a screw to

the main action-rail ; w, bridle-wire, which carries the bridle or flexible

tape extending from the bridle-wire to and attached to the hammer-
butt, and which pulls the hammer back immediately after its blow
upon the string ; to', regulating or escapement screw, which releases
the jack-Ay from the hammer-butt and al lows the hammer to be drawn
backward t>y the bridle immediately after striking; x, damper-lever;
>, damper-wire ; s, damper-head ; a'.damper-lifter (otherwise called
j/iwi.from its shape), which lifts the damper from the spring and holds
it away till the key is released from the pressure of the fingers; t> .

damper-dange, to which the damper-lever is pivoted, and which is rig-

idly screwed to the main action-rail ; f ', damper-spring, which presses
the damper against the string to stop its vibration when the key is re-

leased from pressure ; e'e' , action-extension, which may be varied in

length, and which simply connects the jack-whip with the rocker/*,
screwed to the key ; r', recess in which a horizontal damper-rod (Dot
shown) is placed, which acts by means of forte pedal-action to remove
all the dampers simultaneously, thus permitting the strings to vibrate
without check.

were keyboard-Instruments more akin to the harp than
to the dulcimer. The dulcimer has been known in some
form from the earliest historic times. Several attempts
were made during the sixteenth and seventeenth centu*
rles to combine a keyboard with It, perhaps the most Im-
portant being the pantaUone of Hebenstreit The chief
esthetic motive to these attempts arose from the fact that
the keyboard-Instruments then known were nearly or en-

tirely incapable of frradation In the loudness of their tone ;

hence the new instrument, when invented, was called a

piano eforte, ttfortepiano, or a pianoforte, because its main
peculiarity was that iU tone might be made either loud or
soft at the

player's
will. The earliest manufacture of pi-

anofortes of which there Is certain record was by Barlolo-
meo Cristofori of Padua, about 1710. Various improve-
ments have been and are still being made in details, but
the essential elements of the mechanism have not been
radically changed. These elements are as follows, (a)
The frame or back is a framework of metal, with various
cross-bars and trusses so planned as to offer a stanch re-

sistance to the tension of the strings. This tension in a
modern grand pianoforte amounts to several tons. To the
frame are attached on one side or end the firing-plate and
on the other the trrett-planJc, to the former of which one
end of the strings Is fastened, while In the latter are set
the tuning-pint, around which their other end is wound,
and by turning which their tension may be adjusted.
Frames are sometimes made of wood, but usually of Iron,

preferably cast in a single piece, (b) The strings are steel
wires of graduated thickness and length, the larger being
made heavier by being wound with copper wire. For
each of the extreme upper and lower tones only one
wire is provided, but for raoet of the others there are two
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or three wires, which are tuned in unison, and placed so

that they shall be struck simultaneously by a single ham-

mer (c) The founding-board is a thin plate of selected

wood so placed under the strings that it is drawn into

sympathetic vibration with them. The sonority and

duality of the tones depend much upon its material, form,

and attachment. At the side or end next the string-

plate there is an opening in the sounding-board for the

hammers (d) The action comprises the entire system of

levers, hammers, etc., by which the player causes the

strings to sound. It includes a keyboard (which see)

made up of keys or digitals, each of which works on a

pivot near its center. When the front end of a key is de-

pressed, the back end is raised, carrying with it a rod

called a jac!t, the upper end of which propels a felt-tipped

hammer ag.iinst one or more strings with a blow. At the

same instant a damper is lifted from the strings so that

they can vibrate freely. After the blow is given the ham-

mer falls back against a check, while the damper remains

lifted until the key is released. Various exceedingly in-

genious devices are used to prevent noise, to insure ease,

precision, and power, and to provide for extreme rapidity

of manipulation. Various mechanical effects are pro-

duced by means of pedals, such as the damper or loud

pnlal, which lifts the dampers from all the strings at

once, so that all the strings sounded shall continue to

sound, and other strings shall be drawn into sympathetic
vibration until the pedal is released ;

a sustaining pedal,
which holds up all the dampers that happen to be raised

when it is pressed down, so that selected tones may be
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prolonged at will ; and a soft pedal, which either inter-

poses a strip of thin felt between the hammers and the

strings, or diminishes the distance from which the ham-
mers strike, or moves them to one side, that they may strike

only one instead of two or three strings, so that a soft

tone shall be produced. The compass of the keyboard
varies from five to seven and a half octaves. Great care

is taken that the hammers shall strike the strings at such

a point as to bring out their desirable harmonies, and

suppress the others. () The case is a wooden box in

which the whole instrument is contained. Its form va-

ries according to the variety of the pianoforte. A grand

piano the largest form of which is called a concert grand,
is harp-shaped, like the harpsichord, and has the strings

strung horizontally at right angles to the keyboard. A
square piano, until lately the commonest form for private

use, is rectangular, like the clavichord, and has the strings

strung horizontally, parallel with the keyboard. An up-

right or cabinet piano is like a square set up on edge, and
has the strings strung vertically behind the keyboard. In
both these varieties the case is often made of precious
woods elaborately carved and inlaid. The importance of

the pianoforte rests upon its powerful and finely graduated
tone, its convenience for the production of concerted

music, and its universal popularity. Its wide-spread use

brings into prominence, however, the disadvantages of a

percussive tone, which cannot be sustained or varied af-

ter the initial stroke, of an ease of manipulation which
invites slovenly and vulgar use, and of a temperament
which, with the common neglect of frequent tuning,
often hopelessly corrupts the player's musical ear. The
technique of the pianoforte has developed gradually out
of that of the harpsichord and clavichord. Abbreviated

p/. Oblique pianoforte. See oblique. Pianoforte-
player's cramp, an occupation-neurosis, allied to writer's

cramp, developing in pianoforte-players. Sostinente pi-

anoforte, a name given to various forms of the piano-
forte constructed with aview to sustain the full ton e like an

organ. No such instruments have remained long in use.

pianograph (pi-au'o-graf), n. [< E. piano + Gr.

-ypaQia, (ypatyeiv, write.] A form of music-re-

corder. See music-recorder.

piano-maker (pi-an'6-ma"ker), n. A maker of

pianofortes.

piano-music (pi-an'6-mu"zik), n. Music writ-

ten for or performed on a pianoforte.

piano-school (pi-an'6-sk81), n. 1. A school for

giving instruction in playing on the pianoforte.
2. A particular method or system of piano-

forte instruction; also, a book showing such
method.

piano-stool (pi-an'6-stol), n. A stool, gener-
ally adjustable in height, used by a performer
on the pianoforte.
piano-Violin (pi-an'6-vi-o-lin"), n. Same as

harmonieliord.

piarachnoid (pi-a-rak'noid), n. [< pi(a mater)
+ arachnoid: see arachnoid, 2 (a).] The pia
mater and the arachnoid taken together.
Piarist (pi'a-rist), n. [< NL. "Piarista, < L.

plus, pious: see pious.] In the Bom. Cath.

Ch., a member of the Pauline Congregation of

the Mother of God, a secular order founded at

Kome by Joseph Calasanza about 1600 and sanc-
tioned a few years later. In addition to the three
usual monastic vows, the Piarists devoted themselves to

the free instruction of youth. They are found especially
in the Austrian empire.

piarrhsemla (pi-a-re'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ma-

p6f, fat, + alfta, blood.] Same as liptemia.

piassava, piassaba (pi-as'a-va, -ba), n. [Pg.
piassava, piacaba; a Braz. name.] 1. A coarse
fiber yielded by two palms, Attalea funifera and
Leopohlitlia Piassaba. in South America it is made
into coarse but durable ropes ; in Europe it is used chiefly
for street-brooms. The product of the latter species is

less valued, and forms but a small percentage of the com-
mercial article. See Attalea, bast-palm, Leopoldinia, Para
grass, and cut in next column.

Since the introduction of Piassaba . . . the manufacture
of "bass brooms" has become an important branch of the
brush-making industry. Spans' Encyc. Manuf., 1. 654.

2. Either of the above palms.

Piassava (A ttalea Junifera).
a, the upper part of the stem with the fibers.

piaster, piastre (pi-as'ter), n. [< F. piastre
= Sp. Pg. piastra, piaster, < It. piastra (ML.

plustra, a piaster), a thin plate of any metal, a

dollar, < L. empldstrum, a plaster : see plaster.]

1. The unit of Turkish currency, represented

by a silver coin worth about 4.4 United States

cents (the Turkish name for it is gliuruxli). 2.

The Spanish dollar. See dollar, 1, and peso.

piationt (pi-a'shon), n. [< L. piatio(n-), an ap-

peasing of the gods by offerings, < piare, ap-

pease : see piacle.] The act of making atone-

ment; expiation. Imp. Diet.

piazza (pi-az'a; It.prou. piat'sa), . [< It. pi-

azza, a square, market-place, = Sp. plaza = Pg.

praca = F.place,< L. platea, place : see place1.]
1. An open square in a town surrounded by
buildings or colonnades ;

a plaza: as, ihe piazza
of Covent Garden; the Piazza del Popolo in

Rome ;
the Piazza dell' Annunziatain Florence.

Whereupon the next morning, being Sunday, Wolfe
came to Chaloner's Chamber, and prayed him familiarly
to go walk with him abroad to the piazza or marketstead.

Foxe, Martyrs, an. 1555.

Din'd at my Lo. Treasurer's, the Earle of Southampton,
in Blomesbury, where he was building a noble square or

piazza, a little towne. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 9, 1665.

The benediction was much finer than on Thursday, the

day magnificent, the whole piazza filled with a countless

multitude, all in their holiday dresses.

GremUe, Memoirs, April 11, 1830.

2. An arcaded or colonnaded walk upon the

exterior of a building; a veranda; a gallery.

[A less correct use.]

The low projecting eaves forming a piazza along the

front, capable of being closed up in bad weather.

Iraing, Sketch-Book, p. 429.

He has put a broad verandah (what we so commonly call

& piazza) all around the house.

Motley, Correspondence, II. 283.

piazzian (pi-az'i-an), a. [< piazza + 4an.] Per-

taining to, resembling, or characteristic of a

piazza.
Where in Pluto's gardens palatine

Mulciber's columns gleam in far piazzian line.

Keats, Lamia, i.

pibblet, n. An obsolete form of pebble.

pibble-pabble (pib'l-pab'l), . [An imitative

word, a varied reduplication of "pabble, equiv.
to babble.] Tattle

;
babble. Worcester.

pibroch (pe'broch), n. [< Gael, piobaireachd,
the art of playing on the bagpipe, pipe-music,
< piobair, a piper, < piob, a pipe, bagpipe (see

pipe1 ), + fear, a man.] A wild, irregular kind
of music, peculiar to the Scottish Highlands,
performed upon the bagpipe, it consists of a

picaresque

Pica1
(pi'ka), fl. [NL. (Brisson, 1760), < L. pica,

a magpie: see pie
2
.] 1. A genus of oscine

passerine birds of the family Corvidse and sub-

family Gamilinee, having an extremely long
graduated tail, the nostrils covered with an-

trorse plumules, and the plumage iridescent

black and white ; the magpies. The common magpie
of Europe is P. rustica, P. caudata, or P. pica. That of

America is commonly called P. hudsonica, but it is scarcely
a distinct species. The yellow-billed magpie of California

is P. nuttalli. See cut under magpie.
2. [7. c. ] A bird of the genus Pica ; a pie ;

a mag-
pie. Pica marina, an old name, not technical, of the

oyster-catcher, translating the popular name sea-pie.

pica'-
2
(pi'ka), n. [= F. Sp. Pg. It. pica, < NL.

pica, a vitiated appetite, so called in allusion

to the omnivorous habits of the magpie ; < L.

pica, a magpie : see Pica1
.] In mod., a vitiated

craving for what is unfit for food, as chalk,

ashes, or coal.

pica3 (pi'ka), n. [< ML. pica, the ordinal, so

called on account of the color and confused

appearance of the rules, they being printed in

the old black-letter type on white paper, and
thus looking pied; < L. pica, a magpie: see

Pica 1 and pie
2
.] 1. Eccles., same as ordinal,

2(c).
Suppose then one that is sick should have this Pica, and

long to be annoiled ; why might not a lay-friend annoil as

well as baptize? Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, p. 218.

2. An alphabetical catalogue of names and

things in rolls and records.

pica
4

(pi'ka), n. [So called with ref. to the
black-letter type in which the pica or ordinal

was printed: see^ica3.] A size of printing-

type, about 6 lines to the inch, intermediate
between the sizes English (larger) and small-

pica (smaller). It is equal to 12 points in the new sys-
tem of sizes. (See points ,

14 (d).) The sizes of type respec-

tively called 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-line pica have bodies that

are equal to 2, 3, 4, 6, and 6 lines of pica. Leads are

described by their numerical relation to the pica body, as

6-to-pica or 10-to-pica, according as 6 or 10 set together
make a line of pica.

This is Pica Type.
Double pica, in England, a size of type equal to 2 lines

of small-pica. Double small-pica, in printing, a size of

type giving about SJ lines to the inch. In Great Britain

this size is known as double pica. Two-line pica, a size

of type of about 3 lines to the inch, equal to 2 lines of pica,
or to 24 points in the new system of sizes.

picador (pik-a-dor'), n. [Sp., < pica, a pike,
lance: see pike

1
.] In bull-fighting, one of the

hoi-semen armed with a lance who commence
the combat in the arena by pricking the bull

to madness with their weapons, but purposely
avoid disabling him. The horse of the picador is

often disemboweled by the bull ; the man has armor for

the legs, as much to keep them from being crushed by
the weight of the horse falling on them as to protect them
against the bull.

The light darts of the picador . . . sting, bat do not
wound. 0. W. Curtis, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 637.

Picas (pi'se), n.pl. [NL., pi. ofPica : see Pica1
.]

In the Linuean system of classification, the
second order of birds, more fully called Aves

picse. It consisted of the genera Psittacus, Ramphagtos,
Buceros, Buphaga, Crotophaga, Corpus, Coracias, Oriolus,

Gracttla, Paradisea, Troyon, Bucco, Cucitlus, Yunx (lynx),
Picus, Sitta, Todus, Alcedo, Merops, Upupa, Certhia, and
Trochilus. Though thus a heterogeneous and artificial

group, it corresponds in the main with the modern order

Picarije, of which it is the prototype. Elimination of the

passerine forms (namely, Corms, Oriolus, Gracula, Para-

disea, Sitta, and Certhia) would leave it very nearly the same
as Picarise.

picamar (pik'a-mar), n. [= F.picamare, < L.

pix (pic-), pitch, + amarus, bitter.] The bit-

ter principle of tar. It can be separated in the
form of a colorless oil.

with a quick movement called the creanduidh. Pibrochs
usually increase in difficulty from the beginning to the
end, and are profusely ornamented with grace-notes called
warblers. They are generally intended to excite a mar-
tial spirit. They also often constitute a kind of program-
music, intended to represent the various phases of a bat-
tlethe march, the attack, the conflict, the flight, the

pursuit, and the lament for the fallen. The names they
bear are often derived from historical or legendary events,
as "The Raid of Kilchrist," attributed to the piper of
Macdonald of Glengarry, and supposed to have been com-
posed in 1603. The term is sometimes used figuratively
by poets to denote the bagpipe itself.

Wake thy wild voice anew,
Summon Clan Conuil.

Scott, in Albyn's Anthology,

,
n. A Middle English form of pike1 .

pic
2

(pik), n. [Turk, pik.] A measure of length,
varying from 18 to 28 inches, common through-
out Moslem nations, and used especially for

measuring textile fabrics.

the alleged founder.] Eccles., one of a sect in

Bohemia about the beginning of the fifteenth

century, suppressed by Ziska in 1421. The Pic-

ards are accused of an attempt, under the guise of re-

storing man's primitive state of innocence, to renew the

practices of the Adamites, in going absolutely unclothed
and in maintaining the community of women, etc. See

Adamite, 3.

picard2 (pik'ard), n. [< F. Picard, belonging
to Picardy.] "A shoe worn by men, introduced
into England as the fashion of the French about
1720. It was high-quartered, and not unlike the

modern brogan.
Picardist (pik'iir-dist), . [< Picard1 + -int.]

An occasional form of Picard1
.

picaresque (pik-a-resk'), . [F., < Sp. picaresco
(= Pg. picaresco"), <picaro, a rogue: seepicaro.]
Pertaining to or dealing with rogues or pica-
roons: said of literary productions that deal

with the fortunes of rogues or adventurers, and

especially of works in Spanish literature about
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the beginning f the seventeenth century, of

which "Gunman do Alt'iiraclie" was a typo.

The rise of the taste for picarenqur. literature In Spain
towards the clone of the loth century was fatal to the writ-

if pastoral. Kuril,: llril., XVIII. 348.

Picariae (pi-ka'ri-e), n. ill. [XL., t'eni. pi. of

*;V(i )/*,< L. piciix. a woodpecker : see l'irnt.
\

In Nit/.scli's system of classification, as edited

by Burineister in 1840, an order of birds, in-

stituted for the reception of the .l/mrorA/nx.
I'liciiliiia; Piciiia', Pxi/tiiriiiir, ami .liii/>liilinl.-r

of his earlier arrangement, with the addition
of the Caprimulgiiix, I'mliilir, and
(the last consisting of the genera
r/ui]>ii. nml Alci-<l<>). With various modifications,
and especially with the exclusion of the PtUiaci, the tenn
continues in general use by ornithologists as the name of
a group of noii-passcrino non-raptorial land.hirds; but it

is so hetcTou'eneoiiH Hint no diagnostic characters can be

assigned, and the tendency now is to drop the term and
elevate several nf tin- groups of genera which it fonm-rly
covered to ordinal or subordinal rank, under the names
Macrochireg, Coccygen, and Pictfornws, or their equivalents.

picarian (pl-kii'ri-an), n. and n. [< I'inirite +
-an.'] I. rt. Of or pertaining to the Picariir;

being or resembling one of the Picarise.

II. n. One of the Picaria.

picarot (pik'a-r6),n. [Also pii-l;nr<>; < Sp.pica-
ro = Pg. picaro = It. picettro, a rogue ; of. F.

picorer, steal cattle, forage: Heepickeer,pick< ///. ]

A rogue ;
a thief.

The arts . . . used by our Spanish ptetarorel mean
niching, foisting, ntimning, jilting.

MiiMletna, Spanish Gypsy, II. 1.

picaroon 1
(pik-ii-rOn'), . [Formerly alsojwcfV-

aroune, pickeroon ; < Sp.picaron, a rogue, < ^co-
co, a rogue: see pickeer, pickery.] 1. A rogue
or cheat; one who lives by his wits; an adven-
turer.

I could not recover your Diamond Hatband, which the
Picaroon snatched from you in the Coach, tho' I used all

Means Possible. llmrrtl, Letters, I. 111. 30.

I think I see in thy countenance something of the ped-
larsomething of the picaroon. Scott, Kenilworth, xx.

2. A plunderer; especially, a plunderer of

wrecks
;
a pirate ; a corsair.

This poore vessell . . . the next day was taken by a
French Pickarnune. so that the Frigot> out of hope of her

prize, makes a second time for the West Indies.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 182.

Some frigates should be always in the Downs to chase

picaroons from infesting the coast. Lard Clarendon.

picaroon2 (pik-a-ron'). n. [Origin uncertain.]
An instrument like a boat-hook, used in moor-

ing logs or deals. [Canada.]
Picathartes (pik-a-thar'tez), n. [NL. (Lesson,
1828), for *

Picacdthartes, < Pica + Catltartes, in

allusion to the long tail, like a magpie's, and
the bare bead, like that of an American vul-

ture of the genus Catliartes."] A remarkable

genus of Corvidfe. The only species, P. yymnoctpha-
lut. Is found in the forests of Denkera, in the Interior of

I'ie <rt\ftlM,trtts gymneteptlallu).

the < fold Coast, western Africa. It Is IfU inches long, the
tail ~\ : thchcail is liald ami of a bright-yellow color, with
a round black patch behind: the upper parts are slaty-
-rtay, inclining to blackish on the back, and the under
part!, arc creamy white. Tins singular liit-d wa- called
'".'/((/ <rradrtr in some of the old books, and Wagler named
the genus duliiiliu In 1827: but the latter name is pre-
occupied iii another connection (finiiHon, 1760).

picayune (pik-a-yiin'), . and a. [Prob. for

pifiii/iMiii (with tenn. as doubloon, etc.), < F.

/liciiilltni. a fartliing. in slang use cash, "tin";
ef. It. /lici-iulinii, a farthing; piccolo, little.] I.
H. Formerly, in Florida, Louisiana, and adja-
cent regions, the .Spanish half-real, equal to V6
of a dollar, or 6J cents

; now, the five-cent piece
or any similar small coin.

Still, the fart rcnciin^ tliat the average
'* Communist ''

has not one pifauunf'g worth of interest in the State as
such. .>< Priurel,:,i I:, ... I. ::-
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II. ii. Small; petty; of little value or ac-

eount : as, ;m'<n/r politics. [U.S.]
If only two cents are required, you will have prevented

a picayune waste. The Writer, III. II-.'.

picayunish (pik-a-vii'nish), n. [< picnyum +
-M/I*.] Of little value or account; small; petty;
paltry; mean. [Colloq., U. 8.]

piccadillt (pik'a-<lil), n. \_\\aopickudiU, />u-/:<i-

ilit. pirinlill. pii-i-inli-ll. )>icinl< II, piekadel, jiirl.n-
di II. iiickiinlill : < I >F. /lii-i'inli/lf, /licinlil/i , a pic-
cmlill, with dim. suflix, < iSp. jiicado, pricked,
pierced, punctured (cf. pinulti, a puncture, pi-

/'iilnra, an ornamental gusset), < picar, prick,

pierce, puncture, <^c, a
pike:

see pike
1
.] 1.

A large stiff collar in fashion about the begin-
ning of the reign of James I., but the precise
character of which is unknown. It appears to

have been of French origin.
This [halter] Is a coarse wearing ;

'Twill sit lint scurvlly upon this collar;
Hut patieuce is as good as a French piekadel.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, U. 2.

Which for a Spanish blocke his lands doth sell,
Or for to buy a standing pickadell f

Patqwt't XiyM-cap (1612). (Aam.)

2. An edging of lace or cut-work, forming the
ornamental part of the broad collar worn by
women early in the seventeenth century.
A short Dutch waist, with a round Catherine-wheel far

dingale, a close sleeve with a cartoose collar, and a nicka-
dtt. DeHer and Webster, Northward Ho, III. 1.

And in her fashion she is likewise thus,
In ev'iy thing she must be monstrous.

llerpitadel above her crown lip-bears,
Her fardfngale is set above her ears.

Drayton, Mooncalf.

piccaget, pickaget (pik'aj), n. [ME. picagium ;

prob. < ()F.piqiter(1), Norm.pecKer, break open :

see pick1 .'] Money paid by strolling players
and others for the privilege of breaking ground
for the erection of their booths at fairs, etc.

Know ye that King Athelstan of famous memory did

grant ... an exemption of all manner of Imposts, Toll,
Tallage, Stallage, Tunnage, Lastage, Pictage, Wharfage.

Defoe, Tour thro Great Britain, III. 188. (Danes.)

Courts of pie-powder, stallages, tolls, piccages, with the
fullest privileges ever enjoyed by the prior In the preposl-
ture of Cartmel.

Quoted In Baines't Hist Lancashire, II. 680.

piccalilli (pik'a-lil-i), n. [Origin obscure.] A
kind of pickle made up of various vegetables,
chopped and seasoned with mustard and pun-
gent spices.

piccaninny, pickaninny (pik'a-nin-i), .; pi.

piccaninnies, pickaninnies (-iz). [Also picanin-
ny; Cuban piqitimni, little, an adj. used by
negroes, and applied to persons and things';

perhaps an accommodation of Sp. pequefto
niKo, little infant: pequefto (= Pg. pequeno),
little, small (of. It. piccolo, small: see piccolo);
niHo, m., a child, boy, nifta, a girl.] A baby;
a child; especially, the child of a member of

any negroid race.

You should have seen me coming in state over the pad-
dock with my hair down, and ftve-and-forty black fellows,
lobros, picaninnifs, and all, at my heels. You would have
laughed. H. Kingstey, Hillyars and Burtons, xxvlii

You were an exceedingly small picaninnii
Some nineteen or twenty short summers ago.

F. Locker, The Old Cradle.

A poor puny \ltt\e pickaninny, black as the ace of spades.
Harper

'

Mag., LXXVI. 809.

picchet. A Middle English form ofpitchl,pitcW,
and oipike%.
picchetato (pik-ke-ta'to), a. In music for in-
struments of the viol family, detached, half-
staccato: noting tones produced by short ab-

rupt motions of the bow, without lifting it from
the string. Also^ig<!, spiceato.

piccolo (pik'o-16), M. [< It. piccolo, small; cf.

Sp. pequeno = Pg. nequeKo, small (see picca-
""'".'/)] 1. A small flute, sounding an octave
higher than the ordinary flute. Also called

flauto piccolo, octave-flute, ottavino, and otta-
riim. 2. An organ-stop giving tones like those
of a piccolo Bombardo piccolo. Same as oboe, 1.

Piccolo piano, a small upright pianoforte, introduced
by Robert Wornuin of London, in 1829.

pice (pis), n. xinii. and }>/. [< Marathi ;iaa.]
A money of account and a copper coin (one

Picidse

fourth of the iinnii) of India under British
rule, equal to aliunt three fourths of a I'riited

States cent. Also /KII/XII. pii*n.

Picea (pl'se-ii), w. [XL. (Link, ]Kl!7),< L. pimi.
the j>itch-pine, or perhiip> 'lie spnice or the
fir (cf. Gr. itti-iui, the fir), < />" ( /ii< ->. pitch: see

pitch,'] A genus of coniferous trees, of the
tribe including the spruce. ItUchar-
acterized by the cv< ruic< u f<.m tHi-d leaves Jointed to tin

persistent petlole-hasc, Ktaminate (towers solitary in the
axils of the upper leaves, and reflexed icmei. with persist-
ent scales, hanging near the end of t! (ireat

confusion regarding the spnice and tlr existed among the
i, neks ami lioinaiis, and later among modems: many au-

thors (following Don, 1858) long wrote J'irea for the flr,

AMr* for the spruce ; Asa Oray and others (following .(us-

sleu, 1789) united both under Abiet ; present usage adopts
(since Itentham and Hooker, I8HO) Picea for the spruce.
Abieg for the fir. /'!></ ineliitlcK about 12 species, natives
of north temperate and arctic regions. They bear long
and narrow

spirally
scattered leaves spreading In all di-

rections, and long cones with double thin margined scales
each witli two winged seeds. See ftjintce and king-pine,
mil riinipareyt'r and pitch-.

Picentine (pi'sen-tin), a. [< L. Picentinus,

equiv. to Picons (Pifcnt-) and Picenus, pertain-
ing to Picenum, < Pircniiiii, Picenum (see def.).]
Of Picenum, a district in the eastern part of

Italy noted for its fruits and oil.

Admirable receipt of a salacacaby of Aplclns: . . . three
crusts of pycentine bread, the flesh of a pullet, goat stones,
vestine cheese, pine kernels, cucumbers, dried onions
minced small : pour a soup over It, garnish it with snow,
and send It up in the cacannlum.

W. King, Art of Cookery, letter ix.

piceous (pish'ius),
a. [= Pg. It. piceo, < L.

piceuSj pitchy, pitch-black, < fix (pic-), pitch :

see pitch
2

.'] In bot. and zoiiL, pitch-black;
black with faint dark-red tinge.

picheH. A Middle English form of pitch
1 and

pttofctf.

plcne2t, [Eay'y mod. E., also pycbe ; < ME.
piche,]>yclie; origin obscure.] A wicker basket;
also, a basket or trap for fish. Cath.Ang., p. 277.

pichert, H. A Middle English form otpitclier?.

pichiciago (pich'i-si-a'go), n. [S. Amer.] The

Pichiciago

little truncate armadillo, Chlamydophorus trun-
catus.

Pichurim bean. A cotyledon of the seed of
the South American tree Xectandra Puchury.
These beans have the medicinal properties of common
aromatlcs, and are said to be used in South America In

place of nutmegs. Also Pitchurim bean, Brazilian bean,
and sassafrag-mtt.

Piciconrus (pi-si-kdr'vus), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1850), lit. 'pie-crow,' < L. pica, a magpie, +
corpus, crow.] A genus of corvine birds of
western North America, having the form of the
Old World nutcrackers of the genus Xitcifraga,

Obrerae*
Half Hit*, in the British Muv: of the original.

Clarke's Crow, or American Nutcracker irtciforvm columbiaHttsl.

but the plumage gray, with black and white

wings and tail. The only species is P. eotmnbianm.
commonly called Clarke's erotror American nutcracker, in-

habiting mountainous and especially coniferous regions.
Picida (pis'i-de), . pi. [NI^., < Pirux + -ids.']
A large family of scansorial zygodactyl picarian
birds, named from the genus Picus, character-
ized by the habit of picking the wood of trees



Picidse

both to procure food and to construct nesting-

places; the woodpeckers, (a) In abroad sense, a fam-

ily including the piculets and wrynecks, which have soft

tail-feathers not used in climbing, and divided into / m-

th
limbing being pressed against the tree, and forming with

Jie feet a tripod of support. The tail consists always of

twelve rectrices, but the next to the outer pair are very

small and concealed, so that there appear to be only ten

The wing is more or less pointed, with ten primaries, of

which the first is short or spurious ; the coverts are short,

as in passerine birds. The feet are four-toed and zygodac-

tvl (excepting in the genus Pimides). The arrangement

of the flexor tendons of the toes is antiopelmous, the oil-

gland is tufted, the carotid is single, casca are wanting,

and the manubrium of the breast-bone is bifurcate. The

principal peculiarities are found in the skull, beak, and

tongue. Thu palatal structure is unique and of the type

called by Parker laurognathoue, and the whole skull is re-

markably solid and firm. The beak is eminentlyfltted, like

a gouge or chisel, for boring into wood. In some of the less
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Pick an npple with a pin full of holes, not deep and

smear it with spirits, to see if the virtual heat of the strong

waters will not mature it. Bacon.

The eye that mocketh at his father, and despiseth to

obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick it out,

and the young eagles shall eat it. Prov. xxx. 17.

2. To open with a pointed instrument : said of

a lock.

Wi
YetL

typical Picidx tliis instrument is a little curved, acute, and

pendicularly) at ,

with ridges on the sides. Except in afew genera(asSp%ro-

pirns), the tongue is lumbriciform or cylindrical, barbed

at the end, and capable of great extension ; it is used as a

spear to capture insects. The horns of the hyoid bone are

very highly developed, as a rule, curling up over the back

of the head, even as far as the orbital or nasal cavities, and

the salivary glands are very large. The species are nu-

merous (upward of 800), placed in many modern genera,

inhabiting nearly all parts of the world. They are chiefly

insectivorous, but alsofrugivorous to some extent, nest in

holes which they excavate with the bill, and lay crystal-

white eggs. They are not regularly migratory, and not

musical. Besides their vocal cries, they make a loud rat-

tling noise by tapping trees. See cuts under Campophuus,
Centurus, Dryocopus, flicker, Melanerpei, pair-toed. Pirns,

pUcated, pitahaya, popinjay, sapsucker, woodpecker, and

Xenopicus.

piciform (pis'i-form), a. [< NL. piciformis, <

I,, picas, a woodpecker, + forma, form.] Hav-

ing the form or structure of a woodpecker ; re-

lated to the woodpeckers ; picoideous; specifi-

cally, of or pertaining to the Piciformes.

Piciformes (pis-i-for'mez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

piciformis: see piciform.'] 1. In Garrod's clas-

sification, a superfamily of anomalogonatous
picarian birds, having a tufted oil-gland, one

carotid, and no caeca, including the Picidse and
some related families : contrasted with Cypseli-

formes. 2. In Coues's system (1884), the wood-

peckers alone as a suborder of Picarise, com-

posed of the three families Picidse, PicumnMx,
and lyngidae.

Picinse (pi-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Picus + -inse.']

luornitA.: (<z+) In Nitzsch's classification (1829),
a superfamily of birds, equivalent to the Den-

drocolaptfe of Merrem. (6) A subfamily of Pi-

cidse (a), made by elimination of the Picumninse

and lynginse: same as Picidse (b). (c) A sub-

family of Picidse (b), containing the most typi-
cal woodpeckers, which have the bill perfectly

straight, ridged and beveled on the sides, and
truncate at the end, and the tongue usually ex-

tensile.

picine (pi'sin), a. and n. [< NL. "picinus, < L.

picus, a woodpecker: see Picus.] I. a. Like
a woodpecker; being or resembling one of the
Picidse.

II. n. One of the Picidse.

pick1
(pik), v. [Early mod. E. also pike, m/ke

(partly merged in pike
1

, v.); also peck, which
is partly differentiated in use (seepeck1) ;

< ME.
picken, pikken, also pekken, also piken, pyken
(piken), pick; perhaps < AS. pycan (found but

once, in the passage "and let him pycan ut

his eagan." 'and caused [one] to pick out
his eyes' (AS. Chron., an. 796), where Thorpe
prints pytan, and Bosworth (ed. Toller) ex-

plains the word as pycan for *pican); the AS.
form corresponding to ME. pikken would be
"piccan; cf. MD. picken, D. pikken, pick, = G.

picken, pick, peck, = Icel. pikka, pick, prick;
cf . Ir. piocaim, I pick, pluck, nibble, = Gael.

pioc, pick, nip, nibble, = W. pigo, pick, peck,
prick, choose, = Corn, piga, prick, sting; con-
nected with the noun which appears as E. pike
andpeafc: see pike1 and peak1

. Cf. also pitch1
,

an assibilated form of jMcfci.] I. trans. 1. To
prick or pierce with some pointed instrument

;

strike with some pointed instrument; peck or

peck at, as a bird with its bill ; form with re-

peated strokes of something pointed; punch:
as, to pick a millstone

;
to pick a thing full of

holes
;
to pick a hole in something.

Beware therefore leaste whyle thou contemne the
peaceable princes that god hath sent the, thou bee lyke
vnto Isopes frogges, to whom, for theyr vnquietnesse,
Inpiter sent ahearon to picke them in the hedes.

B. Eden, First Books on America (ed. ArberX p. 63.

ere beauty under twenty locks kept fast,

3t love breaks through and picks them all at last

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 576.

3. To remove clinging particles from, either

by means of a pointed instrument, by pluck-

ing with the thumb and finger, or by strip-

ping with the teeth : as, to pick one's teeth
;
to

pick a thread from one's coat; to pick a bone.

Why, he will look upon his boot and sing ; mend the

ruff and sing ; ask questions and sing ; pick his teeth and

8jng. Shak., All's Well, iii. 2. 8.

4. To pluck; gather; break off; collect, as fruit

or flowers growing: as, to pick strawberries.

He ... hire his trouthe plyghte,
And piked of hire al the good he myghte.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2467.

Twas a good lady ;
we may pick a thousand salads ere

we light on such another herb. Shak., All's Well, iv. 6. 15.

5. To pluck with the fingers, as the strings of

a guitar or banjo; playwith the fingers; twitch;

twang.
What charming girls, quick of wit, dashing in repartee,

who can pick the strings, troll a song, and dance a brando !

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 11.

Dat nigger, whar nuv'r know how to pick a banjer be-

fo', took it up an' play off dat ve'y dance.

Harpers May., LXXVIII. 42.

6. To filch or pilfer from
;

steal or snatch

thievishly the contents of: as, to pick a pocket
or a purse.

The Grekes were full gredy, grippit horn belyue,

Prayen and pyken mony priuey chambur.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), L 1371.

Pistol, did you pick Master Blender's purse ?

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 154.

He found his pocket was picked ! that being a kind of

palmistry at which this race of vermin [gipsies] are very
dexterous. Addison, Spectator, No. 130.

They pick'd my pockets bare.

Battle of Tranent-Muir (Child's Ballads, VII. 173).

Pick my left pocket of its silver dime,
But spare the right it holds my golden time!

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

7f. To separate and arrange in order, as a bird

its feathers
; preen ; trim.

He kembeth hym, he proyneth hym imdpyketh.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 767.

8. To separate ; pull apart or loosen, as hair,

fibers, etc.; pull to pieces; shred: sometimes
with up : as, to pick horsehair ;

to pick oakum ;

to pick up codfish (in cookery). 9. To sepa-
rate and select out of a number or quantity;
choose or cull carefully or nicely: often with
out: as, to^icfc (or pick out) the best.

We vse as much as may be the most flowing words &
slippery sillables that we can picke out.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 64.

To he honest, as this world goes, is to be one man picked
out of ten thousand. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 179.

Can nothing then but Episcopacy teach men to speak
good English, to piciand orderasetof words judiciously?

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Our modern wits are forced to pick and cull,

And here and there by chance glean up a fool.

Addison, Prol. to Steele's Tender Husband.

10t. To seek out by ingenuity or device
;
find

out; discover.
He is so wise

That we can pick no cause to affront him.
Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

No key
Could from my bosom pick that Mystery.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 75.

A bone to pick. See &oni. To have a crow to pick
with one. See crowz. To pick a hole in one's coat,
to find fault with one. To pick a quarrel, to find or
make cause or occasion for quarreling.

She '11 pick a quarrel with a sleeping child,
Ere she fall out with me.

II,-" a. and Fl., Coxcomb, tii. 3.

To pick a thankt, to pick thankst, to procure consid-
eration or favor by servile or underhand means.

He is ashamed to say that which is said already, or else
to pick a thank with his prince.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

As I am not minded to picke a thanke with the one, so
am I not determined to picke a quarrell with the other.

Lyly, I :iii>hurs. Anat. of Wit, p. 107.

By slavish fawning or by picking thanks.

Wither, Britain's Remembrancer. (Nares.)

TO pick fault, to seek out petty occasion for censure ;

find fault.

They medle with other folkes busines, . . . exhort and
glue preceptes, rebuke and correcte, pykefautes.

Hyrde, tr. of Vives's Instruction of a Christian Woman
[(ed. 1541), fol. 138 b.

pick

To pick Off, to single out, aim at, and kill or wound, as

with firearms : as, the riflemen picked of the enemy. To
pick one's way, to move cautiously or carefully.

He does not fail to observe the entrance of a stalwart

old gentleman, who picks hi* way up to the front chairs.

Hallberger's Ittws. May., I., Ward or Wife?

To pick out. (a) To piece out ; form by combining sepa-

rate or scattered parts or fragments ; find or make out.

Compare def. 9.

I did prety well picke out the sense of the Epitaphe.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 155.

He brings me information, picked out of broken words in

men's common talk. Beau, and Fl., Woman-llater, i. 3.

Hopeful . . . called to Christian (for he was learned) to

see if he could pick out the meaning.
Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 170.

(6) To mark as with spots of color or other applications of

ornament.

Tall dark houses, with window-frames of stone, at picked
out of a lighter red. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlvii.

This flying being [Eros] has his body painted in opaque
white : his wings are blue picked out with gold.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archfeol., p. 388.

To pick pockets, to pick one's pocket. See pocket.

To pick up. (a) To take up, as with the fingers : as, to

pick up a stone ; to pick uj> a fan ; hence, to take up in

general ; pluck up : as, to pick tip courage.

I picked up courage, and, putting on the best appear-
ance I could, said to them steadily, without trepidation,
" What men are these before?"

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 195.

The sweet flavor of a frost-bitten apple, such as onepicks
up under the tree in December.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, x.

(6) To take or get casually ; obtain or procure as opportu-
nity offers ; acquire by chance or occasional opportunity ;

gather here .and there, little by little, or bit by bit: as, to

pick up a rare copy of Homer ; to pick up information ; to

pick up acquaintance ;
to pick up a language or a liveli-

hood.

If in our youths we could pick up some pretty estate,

'twere not amiss to keep our door hatched.

Shak., Pericles, iv. 2. 36.

They could find Trade enough nearer home, and by this

Trade"the Freemen of Malacca pick up a good livelihood.

Dumpier, Voyages, II. L 167.

When I was at Grand Cairo I picked up several oriental

manuscripts, which I have still by me.
Addison, The Vision of Mirza.

If you can pick me wpany fragments of old painted glass,

arms, or anything, I shall be excessively obliged to you.
Walpole, Letters, H. 190.

(c) To take (a person found or overtaken) into a vehicle or

a vessel, or into one's company : as, to pick up a tired trav-

eler; to pick up a shipwrecked crew.

On the way Mr. Gowen, who has charge of the first four-

teen miles of the aqueduct, was picked up.
Sew York Tribune, Feb. 2, 1890.

(<Z) See def. a To pick up one's crumbs, heels, etc.

See the nouns.

II. intrans. 1. To strike with a pointed in-

strument; peck. 2. To take up morsels of

food and eat them slowly ;
nibble.

Why stand'st thou picking ? Is thy palate sore,
That bete and radishes will make thee roar?

Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iii. 226.

3. To steal
; pilfer To pick at, to annoy by repeated

faultfinding ; nag : as, she is forever picking at the child.

To pick UP, to improve gradually; acquire vigor or

strength, as after illness or failure : as, he is looking better,
and beginning to pick up. [Colloq. ]

This club began to pick up, and now it has regained its

former prestige. The Century, XXXVII. 751.

pick1
(pit), " [In most uses from the verb;

but in senses 1 and 2 prob. a mere var. of pike1
,

n., which is in part ult. the source of the verb

pick : see pick1 , v., pike
1
, .] 1. A pointed in-

strument of various kinds, (a) A tool used for

loosening and breaking up closely compacted soil and
rock. It is ordinarily a bar of iron tipped with steel at

both ends, about eighteen inches long, sometimes straight
but more generally slightly curved, and having an eye in

(i and f, pickaxes, a (sometimes called a pick-mattock) having an
adz-like edge on the end opposite the point, and c having its edge in

line with the handle, like a common ax ; b, a push-pick, having a
crutch-handle ft, which is grasped by the hands, and a step s for

the foot ; d, a miners' pick ; f, the common pick used in excavation,
etc.

the middle to receive a handle or helve. The tips of the

pick are usually sharpened to a point by a square taper ;

sometimes, however, to a chisel-edge. The tapering ex-

tremities of the pick possess the property of the wedge,
so that this tool is really hammer and wedge in one. Its

form allows it also to be advantageously used as a bent
lever. The pick is known in England by the names pike,

mandrel, slitter, mattock, and hack; the last two, however,

belong properly to forms of the pick with only one point
and that ending in a chisel-edge. The pick is largely em-

ployed by miners, especially by coal-miners. (6) An edged
or pointed hammer used in dressing stones, (c) A tooth-

pick. [Colloq.] (dt)Afork.



pick i IT:;

I Udone, without redemption, he eats with picki. pickai, pickaxe (pik'aks). n. [A corruption,
1'iiti'iur, Monsieur Thomas, 1. 2.

s imuiatmg a compound of pick
1 + ax 1

,
of ME.

(e) A four-tlned eel-spear with a long handle. [Prov. Eng.] pikeys, pikois, pykeys,<. OF.picois, pikois, 1
i"(X

2f. A pike or spike ;
the sharp point fixed in the

miter of a buckler.
Take down my buckler,

And sweep the cobwebs oil, and grind the pick on 't.

Beau, and Fl., Cupid's Ecvenge, IT. 3.

3f. The diamond on a playing-card : so called

from the point. Dacii-x.

Throughout that brave mosalck yard,
Those pick* or diamonds in the card,
U itli in

i p.s of harts, of club, and spade,
Are here most neatly Interlaid.

Hrrrick, Oberon's Palace.

4. An instrument for picking a lock; a pii'k-

lock.-5. The

J

Ward-lock with Key and Picks.

a, key; b, instrument for taking im-
. nf the wards; c and d, picks or

false keys, otherwise called picklocks.
These picklocks are made to enter the

lock, the maker being guided by the im-

pression of the wards on a coating of wax
spread on the Hat blade of b.

/>ii/i!<>ix, picquois, a pickax, also a goad, a dart,

< piquer, pick, prick, pierce, < pic, a pick, pike :

see pick
1

, pAtt.] A
pick, especially one
with a sharp point on
one side of the head
and a broad blade on
the other. The pointed
end Is used for loosening
hard earth, and the other
for cutting the roots of

trees. See also cuts under

111 hide my master from
the flies, as deep

As these poor pickaxes can

dig.

Shale., Cymbellne, iv. 2.

tit

pickback, adv. See

pickcheese (pik'chez), w. [Prob. imitative.]
1. The blue titmouse, 1'arus cteruleus. [Nor-

folk, Eng.] 2. The fruit of the common mal-
low. Compare cheese-cake, 3. [Prov. Eng.]

Pitch-dark; quite dark. Hol-

pickerel

huhe let. MLG. II<I.I/IIHI-I-
= Sw. t

,i, -h-lh i, I'm

Dan. pi/:!.,/!,!,,, <<:.),< MI Hi. <!. bed**, a ba-

sin, + haulm, cap: see battin and 7w>e, and cf.

hn.tiiifi.] A kind of helmet formerly worn by
arquebusiers, pikemen, etc. : the helmet in

in the present Prussian army is popularly called

lliinilir. A similar helmet has been recently adopt-
ed by some Infantry organizations In the United .States and
elsewhere. It Is round-topped, and has a sharp spear-head
projecting at the top.

picker (pik'er), . 1. One who picks, culls.

collects, or gathers: as, a ng-picker; a hop-

Pickax or Pick-mattock.

a and t>, steel extremities welded to

the iron ; t, handle.

This loom, fitted with Hattersley's patent heald machine.
can be worked at aspeed of 120pw* per minute, the speed
of the old loom for the same purpose being about iSpickt
per minute. Un, Diet, IV. 998.

7. In painting, that which is picked in, either

with a point or with a pointed pencil. 8. In
the harvesting of hops, cotton, coffee, berries,
etc.

,
in which the work is usually done by hand-

picking, the quantity of the article which

wit, Limona lap-

/iiniira : from its

habit of probing
for food. Also

prine. [Norfolk,

Eng.] 6. In

wcarin</,t}ie blow
which drives the
shuttle. It Is de-

livered upon the
end of the shuttle

by the picker-head - --
at the extremity of pick-devantt, . Same as pike-devant.
theplcker staff. The picked1

(pik'ed), a. ft pick1
, n., + -ed2 . Cf.

equiv. piked, of which picked is but another
form. Cf. also peaked1

.] 1. Having a sharp
point; pointed; piked; peaked: as, a picked
stick. [Obsolete or U. S. (New England).]
Their caps are picked like vnto a rike or diamond, broad

beneath, and sharpe vpward. llaHuyt's Voyages, I. 255.

His beard, which he wore a little picked, as the mode
was, of a brownish colour. Evelyn, Diary (162S\ p. S.

2. Covered with sharp points: prickly; spi-

nous; echinate: as, the picked dogfish. picked
dogfish, Squalus acanthias or Acanthias vulgaris, a small
shark common in British waters: so named from the

O'er twice three piekert, and no more, extend
The bin-man

'

sway. Smart, The Hop Garden, II.

2. The workman who removes defects t'n >m

and finishes electrotype plates. 3. A tool or

apparatus used in different manufacturing pro-
cesses involving picking of some sort, (a) In eot-

tiiii-mannf., a machine for opening the tussocks of balc-

rate
to be so man;
per minute.

is

picked or gathered, or which can be gathered
or picked, in a specified time : as, the daily pick; _ ^........----.__--
tbepifkot last year. 9. In printing, foul mat- picked2 (pikt), p. a. [Pp. of <*!, v.]
ter which collects on printing-types from the
rollers or from the paper impressed ; also, a

prickly
or spinous skin; also caUed^bone-dog^skMle-dog,

hoe, etc. In
'*

:ed2 (P ._-.,
cially selected; hence, choicest or best: as,

In the United States called simply dogfish.

1. Spe-

bit of metal improperly attached to the face of

stereotype or electrotype plates, which has to

be removed by the finisher. 10. The right of

selection ;
first choice

; hence, the choicest
;
the

most desirable specimens or examples.
France and Russia have the pick of our stables.

Bulwer, What will he do with It? vil. 7.

We had bad luck with horses this day, however, two or

three travellers having been In advance and had the pick.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 44.

Pick and pick, In weaving, by or In alternate picks ; even-

ly variegated, as the colon of a fabric.

picked men.
A playne tale of faith you laugh at, a jricktd discourse

of fancie you meruayle at.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 353.

Ferdinand, on the approach of the enemy, had thrown
a thousand picked men into the place.

Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., U. IS.

2f. Choice; affected; refined.

Certain quaint, pickt, and neat companions, attired a
la mode de France. Ureene, Def. of C. Catching. (Kares.)

He Is too picked, too spruce, too affected, too odd, as it

were, too peregrinate, as I may call It

Shale., L L L., v. 1. 14.

. Is got out of twelve bars or threads pickedevantt, n. See pike-devant.
ur In the filling ; the warp Is eight of pickedlyt (pik'ed-li), adv. [< picked

2
A fine stripe .

In the warp and fou
black and four of white, the filling is fide and pick, black Choicely neatlv finelv

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 318. "I
To

and white.

The pick of the basket. See basket.

pick-t (pik), '. t. [An obs. var. of pitch1.]

pitch ;
throw.

I Id make a iiuarry
With thousands of these quarler'd slaves, as high
As I could pick my lance. Shak., Cor., L 1. 204.

pick3 (pik), n. A dialectal form of pitch2 .

Tin i' dark the night as pick and tar,

I'll guide ye o'er yon hills fu' hie.

Hobie Noble (Child's Ballads, VI. 100).

pick4 t (pik), r. i. An obsolete form otpeak%.
I must hasten it,

Or else pick a' famine.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, I. 1.

pick5 (pik), . [Short for pickerel.] A pike or

pickerel. [U. S.]

pickaback, pickback (pik'a-bak, pik'bak),
itdr. [Var. of pickapack, pickpack, simulating
hack1

.] On the back or shoulders like a pack.
[Colloq.]

For, as our modern wits behold,
Mounted a pick-back on the old,
Much further off, much further he,
Rjiis'd on his aged beast, could see.

S. Butler, Hudibras,

pickable (pik'a-bl), a.

pable of being picked.
pickadilt, pickadillt, .

pickaget, ". See pici-n</r.

pickaninny,". Soe /'<<

pickapack, pickpack (pik'a-pnk. pik'puk).
adv. [</>!, c., + oty.pack.] Same as />/</.-

uliiicl:.

[< jm*l + -able.]

Seepiccadiii.

II. 72.

Ca-

Nor be the! so trymme nor so pickedly attired as the
other be. The Table of Cebet, by Poyngs. (Naret.)

pickedness 1 (pik'ed-nes), n. [< picked1 +
-ness.] The state of being pointed at the end.

pickedness -t (pik'ed-nes), n. [< picked? +
-ness.] Refinement; affectation.

Too much pickedness Is not manly.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

pickeert (pi-ker'), v. i. [Also piqueer; with ac-

com. term -cer; earlier picquor; <OF.(andF.)
picorer, forage, maraud : seepickery.] To serve
in irregular or skirmishing warfare ; form part
of a body of skirmishers acting in the front or

on the wings of an army, or independently, as

foragers, etc.
;
act as a skirmisher.

Y'
1

garrison wtn some commons and the scotch horse

pifqtiorituj a while close by the walls on the east.

Tttuie's Narrative of the Siege of Carlisle, p. 6. (Balliuiell.)

So within shot she doth pickeer,
Now galls the flank, and now the rear.

Lovelace, Lucasta, II.

Tiridates on his side pickeered about, yet never ap-

proached within throw of a dart.

Gordon, tr. of Tacitus s Annals, xill.

pickeerert (pi-ker'er), n. [Also pickearer, pi-

ijit>i-rcr,picquerer; < pickeer + -eA.] One who
pickeers; a skirmisher; hence, by extension, a

plunderer.
The club pickearer, the robust churchwarden.

Fleteher, Poems, p. 190. (IlaUitcetl.)

This I shall do as in other concerns of this history, by
following the author's steps, for he is now a pi&ritrrer, re-

lates nothing but by way of cavil.

Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 406. (Davies.)

Picker used in Cotton-manufacture.

a, wooden drum having rows of iron spikes alternating on its cir-

cumference with upright iron ridges e. f, f, which prevent the cotton
from passing through the machine too rapidly ; d, rf, wooden lid cov-

ering the drum ; r, wire gauze covering in the tower part of the drum ;

r1

, opening through whidl the clean cotton is removed ; /, feed-cloth ;

*, /, grooved nipping-rollers; fr, pulley.

cotton, reducing It to a more fleecy condition, and sepa-

rating itfrom dirt and refuse, (ft) A priming-wire for clean-

ing the vent of a gun : usually applied
to that used for

muskets, (c) In the manage, an instrument fordislodglng
a stone from the crease between the frog and the sole of a
horse's foot, or between the heel of the shoe and the frog,

(if) In founding, a light steel rod with a very sharp point,
used for picking out small light patterns from the sand, (e)

Inweaving, the part of a picker-staff which strikes the shut-

tle : It Is covered with a material not so hard as to Injure the

shuttle, and yet durable, such as rawhide. (/) A utensil

for cleaning out small openings : thus, the powder-flasks
of the sixteenth century were fitted with pickers to clear

the tube, and lamps of both antique and modern make are

often fitted with a picker hung by a chain. <:/) A needle-

like instrument used by anglers or fly-tiers in the manufac-
ture of flies. (A) A machine for picking fibrous materials

to pieces : as, a wool-jnVArr. (i) In certain machines for

disintegrating fire-clay for making fire-bricks, either one
of two horizontal shafts armed with spike-like teeth which
revolve in opposite directions, acting jointly to tear, break,
and disintegrate the lumps of raw clay fed to them through
a hopper.
4. One who or that which steals; a pilferer.

If he be a picker or a cut-purse, . . . the second tune he
Is taken he hath a piece of his Nose cut off.

Uakluyt'i Voyages, I. 241.

Rot. My lord, you once did love me.
llain. So I do still, by these mckerg and stealers.

Shalt, Hamlet, UL 2. 848.

5. A young cod, Gadus morrhua, too small to

swallow bait. [Cape Ann, Massachusetts.]

picker-bar (pik'er-bfir), . See mecJianicalstoker.

under stoker.

picker-bend (pik'er-bend), . A piece of buf-

falo-hide, lined but not otherwise dressed, at-

tached to the shuttle by power-loom weavers,

pickerel (pik'e-rel), n. [Formerly alsopickrell ;

< ME.pikerel, 'pykerel; <pike^ + -er + -el, double
dim. as in cockerel. Cf. OF. picarel, "the small

and white cockerel fish " (Cotgrave).] If. A
small or young pike, Esox luciua.

Old flssh and yonge flessh wolde I ban fain,
Bet Is, quod he, a pyk than a pykerel,
And bet than olde boef is the tendre veel.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 176.

When as the hungry nickertll doth approach.
Mir. for Magi., 302. (Sores.)

2. A kind of pike: so called in the United States.
The common pickerel of North America is Esox reticu-

latu*. It has scaly cheeks and operates, and from four-

teen to sixteen branch lostegal rays; the color is green-

, pickelhaub (pik'el-houb), n. [G. pickelhaubf.In a hurry she whips up her darling under her arms, and l"""^-" , S, , j.- i 71 i: i _ii
carries the other a pickapack upon her shoulders.

' irl 'r l*ckethaube, bickelhaube, bechclu,,,!,, .

Sir R. L'Ettrange. MHGr.peekflhiibe, beckelhube, beckenhube, beclttn-

Comnton Pond-pickerel Esox retifiilatu- .

Ish, relieved by narrow dark lines in reticulated pattern.
It ranges from Maine to the Mississippi, and is the com-
monest fish of the kind. The vermicnlated pickerel, E.

termiculatut, has scaly cheeks and opercles, and about
twelve branch iostegals, and the color is greenish with



pickerel

darker streaks combining in a reticulated pattern.

4474

It is picket-clamp (pik'et-klamp), . A device for
found chiefly in the .Mississippi Valley The bunded pick- *hold"injr"pai"es while they are being dressed to
erel, E. ainencanut, is similar, with about twenty black- ,

if u vm -,,T,t

ish transverse bare. It is the smallest of the genus, and suape. A. U. Amgilt.
is found chiefly in streams near the coast from Massachll- picketec (pik-e-te ), . Same as picotee.
setts to Georgia. The so-called northern pickerel is the picket-fence (pik'et-fens')) A fence formed
true pike, if. ivehu. of pickets or narrow vertical boards, often
3 A pike-perch or sauger: a commercial name

Doilfted . nailed at close intervals to cross-bars
of the dressed fish. See Sttzostedion. 4. A
small wading bird, as a stint, a purre, or a dun-
lin. [Scotch.] Brook-pickerel, the Esox america-

. Gray pickerel, the ftt.izc>stedio,i raf/rimi, Little
pickerel, the western trout-pickerel, Exox vennicidattts.
-
Marsh-pickerel, Esnx aiarrirauus. Pond-pickerel,

pointed, nailed at close intervals to cross-bars

or rails supported by posts, into which they are

often mortised.

ticket-guard (pik'et-gard), n. Milit., a guard
of. horse and foot kept in readiness in case of

Marsh-pickerel, E>X auirrwaiuus. Pond-pickerel, alarm.
Eiax reticulatm. Trout-pickerel, the banded pickerel, picket-line (pik'et-Hn), n. 1. A position held
aftjomnicnmw.-yaried pickerel, Esox amerieauw.- *%! an advance-guard of men stationed at con-

siderable intervals. 2. A rope to which cav-

alry and artillery horses are tied while being
groomed.

handsome erect herb common in shallow water, with picket-machine (pik'et-ma-shen''), n. A ma-
arrow-head-shaped leaves, all but one from the root, and chine for cutting out and shaping pickets for
a dense spike of blue flowers from a spathe-like bract fences
2 - Any f various species of Potamogeton, or

picket-pin (pik'et-pin), H. A long iron pin with
a swivel link at the top, used with a rope or

you, some think pikes are
iarjat for picketing horses.

m. Complete Angler, via.
picket-pointer (pik'et-poin"ter), n. A machine 6. A troublesome child.A tumor on the back *

drefsing the g^j, of fence-pickets ;
a picket-

machine.

picket-rope (pik'et-rop), . 1. S&me &B picket-
line, 2. 2. The rope with which an animal is

tethered to a picket-piu.
pickettail (pik'et-tal), .

Yellow pickerel, the pike-perch,

pickerel-weed (pik'e-rel-wed), . i. Any plant
of the genus I'oittctli-i'iti, but chiefly P. cordata,
of the eastern half of North America. It is

Pickerel-weed, of which, I told you, some think pikes are
bred. /. Walton,

~

pickeridge (pik'e-rij), n.

of cattle ; wornil.

Pickering (pik'e-ring), n. [A perversion of

l>ickm-l.~\ 1. A pickerel. [Local, U. S.] 2.
A percoid fish, the sauger, Stizostedion cana-
tlcii.ie.

pik'e-ri
The pintail duck,
1888 '

pickie (pik'i),

occurring in

cence.

picker-motion (pik'er-m6"shon), n. In weaving,
the system of parts in a loom which have to do
with operating the shuttle, including the pick-
er-staff and its connections.

pickeroont (pik-e-ron'), H, See picaroon!.
picker-Staff (pik'er-staf), n. In weaving, a bar "Eng.]
pivoted at one end and moved automatically picking (pik'ing),
by the loom. The disconnected end, called the picker,
strikes the shuttle with a sharp blow, sending it across the
warp first in one direction and then in the other.

pickeryt (pik'er-i), u. [Also piccory, piccorie ;
< OF.picoree (= Sp.picorea), foraging, maraud-
ing (picorer, forage, maraud), < Sp. picaro, a
rogue: see picaro, picaroon1

. Ct. pickeer.'] The
stealing of trifles

; pilfering.
For pickerie ducked at the yards arme, and so discharged

Thomas Nash. llakluyt'i Voyages, I. 283.

picket1
(pik'et), n. [< OF. piquet, picquet, a

little pickax, a peg, stake, F. piquet, a peg,
stake, a tent-peg, a military picket, piquet (a
game at cards) (= Sp. piqnete = It. picehetto),
dim. of pique, etc., a pike: see pikei.] 1. A
pointed post, stake, or bar, usually of wood.
Specifically (a) A pointed stake used in military stock-
ading, (o) A double-pointed stake used as a defense against
cavalry, (c) One of a number of vertical pointed bare or
narrow boards forming the main part of a fence, (d) A
pointed stake used in surveying to hold the chain in its
place by passing through an end ring, (e) A pointed stake
used in tethering a horse in open country where there are

A faultfinder.

lick-hairedt (pik'hard), . Having thin, sparse
hair.

Pick-hair'd faces, chins like witches',
Here and there five hairs whispering in a corner.

Middleton, Changeling, ii. 1.

Same as pickefi. [Prov.

[Verbal n. of pick1
, .]

pickle-worm

2. Vinegar, sometimes impregnated with spices,
in which vegetables, fish, oysters, etc., are pre-
served. 3. A thing preserved in pickle (in
either of the above senses); specifically, a pick-
led cucumber.
A third sort of antiscorbuticks are called astringent, as

capers and most of the common pickles prepared with
vinegar. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

4. In founding, a bath of dilute sulphuric acid,
or, for brass, of dilute nitric acid, to remove the
sand and impurities from the surface. E. H.
Knight.
When removed from the pickle, the gilding has the dull

ochre appearance, and must be scratch-brushed.
Gilder's Manual, p. 46.

5. A state or condition of difficulty or disorder;
a disagreeable position ;

a plight. [Colloq.]
How earnest thou in this pickle?

Shak., Tempest, v. 1. 281.
I am now in a fine pickle.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, iii. 5.

But they proceed till one drops downe dead drunke, . . .

And all the rest, in a sweet pickle brought, . . .

Lie downe beside him. Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

[Colloq.]
Tummas was a pickle a perfect 'andful, and was took

on by the butcher, and got hisself all dirtied over dread-
ful. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 140.

To have a rod in pickle for one, to have a beating,
flogging, or scolding in reserve for one. [Colloq.]

pickle2 (pik'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. pickled, ppr.
pickling. [Formerly s.\so pickel; = D.pekelen =
LG. pekelen, pickle; from the noun.] 1. To
preserve in pickle or brine

;
treat with pickle ;

also, to preserve or put up with vinegar, etc. : as,

topicA'/ehe'rring; topickle onions. 2. Toimbue
highly with anything bad: as, a pickled rogue.
Johnson. 3. To prepare, as an imitation, and
sell as genuine; give an antique appearance to:
said of copies or imitations of paintings by the
old masters. Art Journal. 4. To subject, as
various hardware articles, to the action of cer-
tain chemical agents in the process of manu-
facture. See pickle^, n., 4. 5. To treat with
brine or pickle, as nets, to keep them from rot-

ting.

army to give notice of the approach of .__
my: called au outlying picket, (b) A detachment
of troops in a camp kept fully equipped and
ready for immediate service in case of an alarm
or the approach of an enemy : called an inlying
picket, (c) A small detachment of men sent
out from a camp or garrison to bring in such
of the soldiers as have exceeded their leave
See guard, post, etc. 3. A body of men be-
longing to a trades-union sent to watch and
annoy men working in a shop not belonging to
the union, or against which a strike is in pro-
gress. 4f. A game at cards. See piquet. 5.A punishment which consists in making the of-
fender stand with one foot on a pointed stake.
-6. An elongated projectile pointed in front,

oint may be conical, but is generally only conoidal,

1. The act of one who picks, in any sense.
2. In stone-working, same as dabbing, 1. 3.
The final dressing or finishing of woven fabrics

by going over the surface and removing burs Pickle3 (pik'l), . [Also picle, pightle, pightel,
and blemishes by hand, or retouching the color pitle; origin obscure. Cf. pingle.'] A small
with dye by means of a camel's-hair pencil. piece of land inclosed with a hedge; an inclo-

4. pi. That which one can pick up or off; any-
sure

>
a close,

thing left to be picked or gleaned. pickle-CUred^pik'l-kurd), a. Preserved in brine.
as fish: distinguished from dry-salted or kench-
cured.

pickled (pik'ld), p. a. 1. Preserved in pickle.
I could pick a little bit of pickled salmon, with a nice lit-

tle sprig of fennel and a sprinkling of white pepper.
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxv.

2. Briny. [Rare.]
My pickled eyes did vent

Full streams of briny tears, tears never to be spent
Quarlei, Emblems, iv. 12.

3f. Roguish.
His poor boy Jack was the most comical bastard ha,

ha, ha, ha, ha, a pickled dog ; I shall never forget him.
Farquhar, Recruiting Officer, v. 4.

There is a set of merry drolls, whom the common people
of all countries admire, those circumforaneous wits whom
every nation calls by the name of that dish of meat which
it loves best. In Holland they are termed pickled herrings ;

in France Jean Potages; in Italy macaronies ; and in Great

Compared with the scanty pickittgs I had now and then
been able to glean at Lowood, they [books] seemed to offer
an abundant harvest of entertainment and information.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

5. Pilfering; stealing; also, that which is ob-
tained by petty pilfering; perquisites gotten
by means not strictly honest.
Heir or no heir, Lawyer Jermyn has had his picking out

of the estate. George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

6. Removing picks or defects in electrotype
plates with the tools of an electrotype-finisher.

7. pi. The pulverized shells of oysters, used

; usually operated
It is

pickling. [

ling,pykelyn

_
2.

picket1
(pik'et), v. t. [< picksft, .] 1. To

fortify with pickets or pointed stakes ; also, to
inclose or fence with narrow pointed boards or
pales. 2. To fasten to a picket or stake, as a

se. 3. To torture by compelling to stand o A n t
-

with one foot on a pointed gtake.-C To place nickle^mkor post as a guard of observant, s Q &.*! PiCJ"6 (piKor post as a guard of observation. See picket!
n., 2. 5. To make into pickets. [Rare.]

.JUTVj" ?""?*
de

?'
of encl >tment in a chestnut railorpUMsi pme boards. Emerton, Farming.

picket2 (pik'et), n.

rives the shuttle,

cord.
A picker-staff.

. . iJ). pickled, ppr.
_ ME. "pikelen, in verbal n. "pyke-

ling, pykelynge, cleansing, freq. of piken, pikken,
pick: eeepicki. Cf. pickle^.] I. trans. 1. To
pick. Jamieson.

The wren . . .

Sodainly corns, and, hopping him before.
Into his mouth he skips, his teeth he pickles,
Clenseth his palate, and his throat so tickles.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas.
To glean.

II. intrans. 1. To eat sparingly or squeamish-
iy; pick. 2. To commit small thefts; pilfer.
Jamieson.

[Obs. or prov. in all uses.]
pickle1

(pik'l), n. [<picklef, .] 1. A grain of

particle ;

She gi'es the herd a. pickle nits,
And twa red-cheekit apples.

Bums, Halloween. pickTe-WOrm
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] (pik'1-werm), .

n. [< ME. pikil, pykyl (ML. re- The larva of a
nex ptcuia), also pigell = D. pekel = MLG. pe- pyralid moth,
kel pickel LG. pekel, peckel, pickel, bickel, > G. Phacellura niti-
pokel, bokel, pickle, brine; origin uncertain, dalis, of striking
I he Gael. Ir. picil, pickle, is from E.] 1. A aspect, which
lutaon

ofjsalt^and
water in which flesh, fish, lays its eggs on

young cucum-
bers and other
cucurbitaceous

Addison, Spectator, No. 47.Britain jack-puddings.

4. Same as peekled.
The head (of the trout-fly) is of black silk or hair ; the

wings of a feather of a mallard, teal, or pickled hen's wing.
W. Lauson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 194).

pickle-herring (pik'l-her'ing), n. [= D. pekel-
haring, pekeUiaaring = MLG. pekelherink. pick-
elherink, LG. pekeltiering, a pickled herring, a

merry-andrew, > G. pokelJiering, a pickled her-

ring (cf. G. piokelhering, merry-andrew, from
the E. word, which was carried to Germany by
English comedians who played in that country
in the 17th century); asjMcWe2 -I- herring."] 1.
A pickled herring. 2f. A merry-audrew ; a
zany; a buffoon. Compare second quotation
under pickled, 3.

small quantity; pickler (pik'ler), n. One who pickles; spe-
cifically, in the fisheries, a man detailed to
put the fish in

pickle.

Moth of Pickle-worm (.Pkacell*
(Eudioftis) nin'daiis).



pickle-worm

plants. The larva, on Intclum.'. bores Into the vegeU-
We, causing It to ml. Thu moth is found throughout
Nortli itnil S<iiith V,

picklock (J)ik'lok), 11. [< pii'/.l,
r

,
+ (ilij. /</.'.]

1. Ail instrument for piddii}; or opening 11 lock.

without the ke\ : :i pick. Sec cut under /'i<-/'l,4.

NIIW, Hir, in their absence, will we fall to our jncklockt,
cntt-r tlu- chamber, sci/c the jewels, make an escape from
Florence, Ullll M'U lllf m:i(lc fur CVer.

i>'t>'irli> r i/tini another), Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 2.

2. A person who picks locks; especially, a Iliief

who tries to enter doors by picking the locks.

Any statc-decypherer, or politic piMnclcot the scene. o
solemnly ridiculous as to search out who won meant by
tin 1

uiiii-ter-hreurl woman.
/;. Jinimn, Hartholomew Fair, Ind.

3. A superior selected wool. See. the quotation.
In the woollen trade short-staple wool is separated into

i]ualitle, known, in descending series from the finest to
the most worthless, as picklock, prime, choice, super, head,
Ncoinda, abh, and breech. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 660.

pickman (pik'man), n. ; pi. pick '111,11 (-men). A
workman who uses or is provided with a pick.
I'l-i; Diet., IV. Gill.

pick-mattock (pik'mat'ok), n. A mattock hav-

ing a pointed pick at one end of the head, and
at the other a blade get crosswise to the handle.
See cut under picktu-.

pickmaw (pik'ma), H. [Formerly pyktutiir;

appar. < pick (uncertain) + maw, var. of mew1
.]

The black-headed or laughing gull of Europe,
(
'lirtn'c'ici'pliiilus ridibundus. Alaopickmin; pi:'!.

-

HO,

pick-me-up (pik'me-up), n. A stimulating
drink. Olang.]
pickmire (pik'mlr), ii. EhuMMjrtafeMaw. [Kox-
burgh.]
pick-mirk (pik'merk), a. Dark as pitch.
[Scotch.!

picknickt, An obsolete form of picnic.

pick-over (pik'o'ver), ii. In weaving, a thread

running loose across the cloth, or detached from
the surface of the fabric. A, Barlow, Weaving,
p. 316.

pickpack, ndr. See pickapack.
pickpennyt (pik'pen'i), n. [< pick1

, v., + obj.
penny.'} A miser; a skinflint; a sharper. Dr.
H. More.

pickpocket (pik'pok'et), n. [< pick1
, v., + obj.

pocket. Of . F. pickpocket, from the E.] 1. One
who picks pockets ;

one who steals, or makes a

practice of stealing, from the pockets of others.
2. A plant, chiefly the shepherd's-purse : so

called from its impoverishing the soil. Also

pickpurse.

pick-pointed (pik'poin'ted), a. Having one of

its points like that of a pickax: said of a ham-
mer or an ax used as a tool or weapon.
pickpurse (pik'pers), n. [< ME. pikepiirs, pyke-
porse; <pickl

, r., + obj. purse.] 1. One who
steals the purse or from the purse of another.

The pikepurn and eek the pale drede.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1HO.

Down with Christ's cross, up with purgatory ptcltpurx.
Lahmer, Sermon of the Plough.

I think he is not ipick-purte nor a horse-stealer.

Shot., As you Like It, lit. 4. 24.

2. Same as pickpocket, 2.

pickquarrelt (pik'kwor'el), w. [< pick*-, v., +
obj. quarrel1 .} A quarrelsome person ;

one
ready to pick quarrels.
There shall be men that love themselves, covetous,

high-minded, proud, railers, disobedient to father and
mother, unthankful, ungodly, churlish, promise-breakers,
accusers, or pickqitarrelx.
Tyndale, Ans. to sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850X P- 1W.

pick-rake (pik'rak), . A small rake, with teeth
wide a part, used in the oyster-fisheries ingath-
ering oysters from the beds. [Massachusetts.]

pickrellt, An obsolete form of pickerel.
picksea (pik'se), n. [Origin obscure. Ci

1

.

iiiinr, pickiiiii-c.} Same as pickminr.
picksome (pik'sum), a. [<'.pick

1
, r., + -some.}

Given to picking and choosing; choice; select.

[Colloq.]
We were not quite so picksome In the matter of company

as wo are now. H'. Besanl, Fifty Years Ago, p. 1SB.

Pick's paint. See/iin/.
picksyt, . An obsolete spelling of pisy.

picktarny (pik'tiir-ni), n. [Also pictarnie ; cf.

pickit; picket-, and tern.} The tern. .Sterna lii-

niiitln. Mtiiitiif/ii.

pickthankt (pft'thangk), . ro,v*-i, r.,+ obj.
fli/ink.} One who picks a thank (see under pick,
r.) ; an officious fellow who does what he is not
asked to do, for the sake of gaining favor: n

parasite; n flatterer; a toady; also, a talebear-

er; a busybody. Also used adjectively.

447.-

A pack of pitk-Hiank* were the rest,
which came false witness for to bear.

Uatcoiyne (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 63).

Which oft tin 1 car nf greatness needs must hear,
By smiling pick-thankt and base newsmongers.

ftltalc., 1 Hen. IV. ,111. 2. 25.

Whcrcnnto were Joined also the hard speeches uf her

pifkthankf favourits, who to cnrry favcll spared not, etc.

KmJle*, HIM. Turks, p. 108.

He deaf unto the suggestions of tale-bearers, calumnia-
tors, pick-thank or malevolent delators.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor, I. at.

pickthankt ( pik'thaugk). r. /. [< pickthank, H.]
To obtain by the methods of a pickthank.

It had been a more probable story to have said he did
It to pickthank an opportunity of getting more money.

Roger North, Exuinen, p. 278. (Dane*. )

picktooth (pik'tath), n.
; pi. pickloothn, im-

properly picktceth. [< pick*, r.. + obj. tooth.}

If. An instrument for picking or cleaning the
teeth ; a toothpick.
What a neat case of pick-tooOa he carries about him

still ! B. Jontton, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 1.

A curious parke pal'd round with pick-ln-th.

Randolph'! Amyntax, ii. 8. (UallimU.)

2. An umbelliferous plant, Ammi Vixnaga, of
southern Europe : so called from the use made
in Spain of the rays of the main umbel.

pick-up (pik'up), a. Composed of such things
or fragments as are immediately available, or
can be got together; "scratch": as, a pick-up
dinner. [Slang.]
pickwick (pik'wik), n. [< pick1

, v., + obj.
wick1

.} A pointed instrument for picking up
the wick of an old-fashioned oil-lamp.
Pickwickian (pik-wik'i-an), n. [< Pickirick

(see def.) + -ian.} Relating to or resembling
Mr. Pickwick, the hero of Dickens's "Pickwick
Papers." Pickwickian sense, a merely technical or
constructive sense : a phrase derived from a well-known
scene In Dickeus's novel (see the first quotation).

The chairman felt it his imperative duty to demand of
the honourable gentleman whether he had used the ex-

pression that had just escaped him In a common sense.
Mr. Blotton had no hesitation in saying that he had not
he had used the word in its Ficku-ickian sense. (Hear,
hear.) IKckeiu, Pickwick Papers, I.

Unltarfanism and Untversalism call themselves the
church In an altogether Piclcwickian teruc of the word, or
with pretensions so affable as to offend nobody.

n. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 191).

picle, n. A variant of pickle^. Minsheu.

picnic (pik'nik), n. [i onnerly and more prop.
picknick ( > P. picnic, piquenique (before 1740)
= Q. picknick = Sw. picknick (1788) = Dtm.pik-
kcnik, a picnic) ; a riming name of popular ori-

gin, appar. < pick1 , r.,4- "nick, for "knirlc or knack
in lenieuutaet, nicknack, a trifle, but also a picnic.
As in many other riming names, the elements
are used without precision, but the lit. sense is

appar. 'a picking or nibbling of bits,' a snatch,
snack (cf . snatch, snack, in this sense, as related
to snatch, v.).} Formerly, an entertainment in
which every partaker contributed his share to
the general table; now, an entertainment or

pleasure-party the members of which carry pro-
visions with them on an excursion, as from a

city to some place in the country: also used

adjectively: as, & picnic party; picnic biscuits

(a kind of small sweet biscuits).

picnic (pik'nik), v. i.; pret. and pp. picnicked,

ppr. picnicking. [< picnic, n.} To attend a

picnic, party; take part in a picnic meal: as,
we picnicked in the woods.
picnicker (pik'nik-er), n. One who takes part
in a picnic.

picnid (pik'nid), w. Same usnycnidium.
picnohydrometer (pik"no-hi-drbm'e-ter), n. [<

picno(meter) + hydrometer.} A combination
of the picnometer and the hydrometer. E. H.
Knight.

picnometer, w. An erroneous spelling of pyc-
nometcr.

Picnonotus, . See Ptjcnonotus.
Picoidese (pi-koi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Picas +
-ouleee.} A superfamily of birds, including the
families Piddle, Indicatoridx, Megaleemiilir.
Klitiiiiphiintitlfe, (itilliulidfe, and Buc'conidee, or
the woodpeckers, indicators, barbets, toucans,
jacamars, and puff-birds.
picoideous (pi-koi'de-us), a. Pertaining to the
1'ictiitlcse.

Picoides 1
(pi-koi'dez), . [NL. (Lacepede,

1801), < Picas + -aides.} A genus of Piciilu

lacking the first toe, having but one behind and
two in front, but in other respects agreeing
with I'icun proper: the three-toed woodpeckers.
There are several species, of Europe, Asia, and North
America, spotted with black and white, the male with
red on the head, as the European P. tridactylus and the
American P. americanmt or hirmtus. Another common
American species is the black-backed three-toed wood-
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|ii-ckcr, /'. nifiifiiM. Also callnl 'I'miiii-ii/la, Aptenuu,
I'l/""!' .

;ih<l In, .-.

Picoides-' (pI-koi'<Mz),
. pi. [NL.. < 1'icu* +

-a il< .-
( pi. ).J In lilytli'^yteni of clasification

(1849), a series of his ///r/</<ir/i//i, consisting of

the woodpeckers, honey-snides, liarlii-ts. nml
t lie t oucans, touracotis, andcolir^. the lirt three

of these being grouped as t'uiii-ii-n*trrs. the last

three as Lrrtrimtri-a,

picot (pe-ko'), ii. [< F. picot, a jearl, imrl,
OK. picnt, jiii/iin/, pici/itot, ;i point. <iim. of pic,
a point: see pike*.] 1. A small loop form-

ing part of an ornamental edging, but larger
than the pearl and thicker, consist ing of a thread

upon which other threml lias been wound, or to

which small stitches or knots have been added.
2. The front or outer edge of a flounce or

border, as of lace. Compare footing, 11.

picotee (pik-o-to'), n. [Formerly also // />/.
pit/Httte; saii to be < P. picotie, named after

Picot, Baron do la Peyrouse (1744-1818), a
French botanist.] One of a group of florists'

varieties of the carnation, having petals with
a white or yellow ground, marked at the outer

margin only with red or other color, in older

usage the picotee had a white ground, spotted or dusted
with the secondary color. Also called picotet pint. See
carnation, and cut under Dianthus.

picotite (pik'o-tit ), n. [Named after Picot, Bar-
on de la Peyrouse (see picotee).} A variety of

spinel containing 7 or 8 per cent, of chromium
sesquioxid. See spinel.

picot-ribbon (pe-ko'rib'on), ii. Ribbon having
a pearl-edjje

or a sort ot fringe of loops made
by the projecting threads of the weft.

picott (pi-ko-ta ), a. [F. picote, < picot : see

picot.} 1. In her., speckled and spotted. 2.

Furnished with picots: as, a picotte ground of

lace.

picquet, and r. An obsolete spelling ofpique*.
Bp. Parker.

picquerert, . See pickeerer.

picquett, See piquet, 2.

picque-work (pe-ka'werk), w. Decoration by
means of dots or slight depressions. Compare
pounced work, under pounced.

picra (pik'ra),
. [LL., a medicine made of

aloes, <. Or. miioof, bitter. Cf. hiera-picra.} A
powder of aloes with canella, composed of four

parts of aloes to one part of canella. It is used
as a cathartic.

Picraena (pik-re'nii), n. [NL. (Lindley, 1849),
< Gr. mnpof, bitter.] A genus of polypetalous
trees of the order Simarubaceee and tribe Sima-

rube, characterized by its four or five stamens
without hairs, four or five petals not increas-

ing in size, a four- or five-lobed disk, and soli-

tary seeds without albumen. The 3 species are na-
tives of tropical America. They resemble the nilantus-

tree In habit, bearing alternate pinnate leaves, and cymose
panicles of greenish Rowers, followed by small drupes re-

sembling peas. Their wood is whitish or yellow, and ex-

tremely bitter. See bitter-wood, 2, bitter ath (under <uA'X
and quama.
Picramnia (pik-ram'ni-a), ii. [NL. (Swartz,
1797), < Gr. nviioof, bitter, + Bapm^, shrub.] A
genus of shrubs and trees, of the order Sima-
rubacex, type of

the_
tribe Picramniete, charac-

terized by carpels with two or more ovules, and
dioecious flowers with from three to five sta-

mens opposite as many linear petals. There are
about 20 species, natives of tropical America. They bear
alternate pinnate leaves, and small green or reddish flow-
ers In clusters forming long slender drooping racemes,
followed by two-celled fruits resembling olives. They are
known ubitter-wood, and P Antidemia, the species most
used medicinally, as cax-ara amarga bark (which see, un-
der bark-), also macary-bitter, inajoe -bitter, olrt-woman's-

bitter, and Tom-Bontryin'x-buth.

Picramnieae (pik-ram-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Ben-
tham and Hooker, 1862), < Picramnia + -a?.] A
tribe of plants of the order Simarubaceie, distin-

guished by the entire ovary of from two to five

cells. It includes 11 genera of tropical trees or

shrubs, of which Picramnia (the type) is the
chief.

picrate (pik'rat), w. [< picric + -ate1 .} A salt

of picric acid.

picrated (pik'ra-ted), a. [< picrate + -fd?.} In

pyrotechnics, mixed with a picrate as in a com-
position for a whistling rocket.

picric (pik'rik), a. [< Gr. mnp6f, bitter, + -ic.}
Smiie as airh<i:ntic.-flcT\c add, an acid which is

used as a dye on silk and wool, but more often In conjunc-
tion with other colors as a modifier of shades than as an
unmixed dye. Also called chrynolepicacid. See carbatatic.

Picris (pik'ris), n. [NL. (Linnreus, 1737), < L.

pi'ertX < Gr. n-ntp/f, a bitter herb,< mspor, bitter.]
A genus of composite plants, of the tribe Cicho-
riacete and subtribe Crepitleif, distinguished by
its plumose pappus. There are about 25 species, in

Enrope. northern Africa, and temperate regions of Asia;
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one, /'. hieracioules, the German bitterkmul, is also wide!}'
diffused throughout the northern hemisphere. All are

erect, branching, bristly, and rough, with many alternate

coarsely cut or entire leaves and bright-yellow flowers.

Several species are cultivated for the flowers. P. echioidea

(often culled Helminthia) is the British wayside weed ox-

tonyue, so called from the shape of its leaves.

picrite (pik'rit), n. [< Gr. mn/w;, bitter, + -ite2.]

A name proposed for one of the many varieties

of olivin-rock, in regard to whose nomenclature

lithologists are far from being in accord. Gumbel
used the term ptdieopicrite to designate a rock occurring
in the Fichtelgebirge, which, as he believed, consisted

originally of oliviii, with more or less of enstatite, diopside,
augite, and magnetite at present, however, almost en-

tirely altered to serpentine and chlorite. Kosenbusch con-
siders the pakeopicrite of Gumbel to be an olivin-diabase
destitute of a feldspathic constituent. See peridotite.

picrocarmine (pik-ro-kiir'min), . [< Gr. m-
upoc, bitter, + E. carmine.] In liistol., a stain
made from carmine and picric acid.

Picrodendron (pik-ro-den'dron), H. [NL. (Plan-
chou, 1846), < mnpof, bitter, + Sevdpov, tree.] A
genus of polypetalous trees, of the order Sima-
rubaceie and tribe Picramniex, characterized by
the solitary pistillate and amentaceous stami-
nate flowers, the ovary with two pendulous
ovules in each of the two cells, and the fruit a
one-celled one-seeded drupe. The only species, P.

Juglans, is a native of the West Indies, a small and exceed-

ingly bitter tree, with alternate leaves of three leaflets,
known as Jamaica walnut (which see, under walnut).

picrolite (pik'ro-lit), . [< Gr. mxpof, bitter, +
Wof, stone.] A fibrous or columnar variety of

serpentine.
picromerite (pik-rom'e-rit), . [< Gr. CTxpoV,

bitter, + pepof, part, -I- -ite2.] A hydrous sul-

phate of magnesium and potassium, obtained in
monoclinic crystals and in crystalline crusts at
the salt-mines of Stassfurt in Prussia.

picrophyll (pik'ro-fil), n. [< MGr. m/t/ro^i
with bitter leaves, < Gr. mitp6f, bitter, + j>i>

leaf.] A massive, foliated or fibrous, greenish-
gray mineral from Sala in Sweden. It is an
altered pvroxene.

picrophyl'lite (pik-ro-fil'it), u. [< picrophyll +
-ite2 . J Same as picrophyll.
picrosmine (pik-ros'min), n. [< Gr. mnp6f, bit-

ter, + ba/i%, odor, + -ine2 .] A mineral occur-

ring in fibrous massive forms, having a bitter

argillaceous odor when moistened. It is essen-
tially a hydrous silicate of magnesium, and is found In the
Iron-mine of Engelsberg, near Pressnitz, in Bohemia.

picrotoxic (pik-ro-tok'sik), a. [< picrotox-in+ -ic.] Of or derived from picrotoxin; hav-
ing picrotoxin as the base : as, picrotoxic acid.

picrotoxin, picrotoxine (pik-ro-tok'sin), n. [<
Gr. micp6f, bitter, + rof(j/coV), poison (see toxic),+ -in2 . ] A bitter poisonous principle which ex-
ists in the seeds of Anamiria Cocculus (A. pani-
culate), from which it is extracted by the action
of water and alcohol. It crystallizes in small white
needles or columns, and dissolves in water and alcohol.
It acts as an intoxicating poison.
Pict 1

(pikt), . [= P. Picte= It. Picti, Pitti (pi.),
< LL. Picti (AS. Pilttas, Peohtas, pi., > So. Pccht,
Peaght, etc.), the Picts (appar. so named from
their practice of tattooing themselves), pi. of L.
pictns, pp. of pingere, paint: see picture, paint ;
but the name (LL. Picti, etc.) may be an accom.
of a native name.] One of a race of people, of
disputed origin, who formerly inhabited a part
of the Highlands of Scotland and other regions.
Theirlanguage was Celtic. The Plctsand Scotswere united
in one kingdom about the reign of Kenneth Macalpine (inthe middle of the ninth century).

With Arts and Arms shall Britain tamely end,W Inch naked Picte so bravely could defend?
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, Epil.

Plots' houses. See beehive house, under beehive

piCt2 (pikt), v. t. A dialectal (Scotch) form of
pick* for pitch2 .

Ye'll pict her [a ship] well, and spare her not.
Sir Patrick Spens (Child's Ballads, III. 841).

Pictish (pik'tish), a. [< Picti + .

pertaining to the Picts..

pictograph (pik'to-graf), .
,

painter, + Gr. yp&$uv, write.] A pictorial

Of or

[< L. fietor, a

.] A pictorial
symbol or sign, or a record or writing composed
of such pictorial signs: as, the pictographs of
the North American Indians.
A large, vertical, soft rock on which pictographs are still

to be observed, although nearly obliterated.

Science, XI. 282.

pictographic (pik-to-graf'ik), a. [< pictogra-
ph-y + -lc

.-\ Of or pertaining to pictography,
le use of pictographs or pictorial signs in

recording events or expressing thought; of the
nature of or composed of pictographs: as, pic-
tographic manuscripts.

pictography (pik-tog'ra-fi), n. [< L. me*
painter, + Gr. ypa<^uv, 'write.] Pictorial i

nr, a
writ-
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ing; the use of picture-symbols in recording
events or ideas.

Pictor (pik'tor), n. [NL., < L. pictor, a painter.
< pint/ere, pp. pictus, paint: see picture.'] An
abbreviated form of Equuleus pictorin (which
see, under Equuleus).

pictorial (pik-to'ri-al), a. [= It. pittorio, pin-

torio, < LL. pictoriiis, < L.
pictor,

a painter: see

Pictor.,] 1 . Of or pertaining to pictures or the

making of them
; relating to painting, drawing,

etc.: as, the pictorial art. 2. Expressed or

depicted in pictures; of the nature of a picture
or of pictures ; consisting of pictures or of pic-
tured symbols: as, pictorial illustrations; pic-
torial writing. 3. Illustrated by or containing
pictures or drawings: as, pictorial publications ;

& pictorial history.

pictorially (pik-to'ri-al-i), adv. In the manner
of a picture ;

as regards pictures ;
with or by

means of pictures or illustrations.

pictoric, pictorical (pik-tor'ik, -i-kal), a. [=
Srj.pictorico = It.pittorieo; < li.pictor, a painter
(see Pictor), + -ic, -ic-al.] Same as pictorial.

[Rare.]
pictura (pik-tu'ra), . [L., painting, picture:
see picture.] In zool,, the pattern of coloration ;

the mode or style of coloring of an animal.
Pictura differs from coloration in noting the disposition
and effect of coloring, not the color itself.

picturable (pik'tu-ra-bl), a. [<picture + -able.]

Capable of being pictured or painted. Cole-

ridge.

pictural (pik'tu-ral), a. and n. [< picture + -al.]

1. a. Relating to or represented by pictures.
Foreign Quarterly Bev.

Il.t >i. A picture.
The second rowme, whose wals

Were painted faire with memorable gestes
Of famous Wisards, and with picturals
Of Magistrates, of courts, of tribunals.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 68.

picture (pik'tur), . [< HE.pycturc, < OF.picture,
also peinture,' F. peinture (with n due to orig.
inf.) = Sp. Pg. pintura = It. pittura, pintura, <

li.pietttra, the art of painting, a painting, < pin-
gere, fut. part, picturus, paint, = Skt. / pif,
adorn. From L. pingere are also ult. E. paint,
depict, Pictor, pictorial, etc., pigment, pimento,
pint, etc.] If. The art or work of a painter;
painting.

Picture is the Invention of Heaven ; the most ancient,
and most a-kin to Nature. It is It self a silent Work, And
always of one and the same Habit ; Yet it doth so enter
and penetrate the inmost affection (being done by an ex-
cellent Artificer) as sometimes it overcomes the Power of
Speech and Oratory. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Mr. Blemwell was allowed of Lely to have had a very
good judgment In the art of picture, but his performances
were not equal to his skill. Roger North.

2. A painting intended to exhibit the image of

any person, scene, object, etc., in the natural
colors, and with a more or less close approxi-
mation to the appearance of reality ; especially,
such a painting having sufficient merit to rank
as a work of art.

That only should be considered a picture in which the
spirit, not the materials, observe, but the animating emo-
tion of many such studies, is concentrated, and exhibited
by the aid of long studied, painfully chosen forms, ideal-
ized in the right sense of the word. Ruskin,

3. Hence, any resemblance or representation
executed on a surface, as a sketch or drawing,
or a photograph.
The buildings they [the Romans] most used to make

were walles for Cities, Calsies [causeways] in high wayes,
Bridges ouer Riuers, founteines artificially made, statues,
or greate pictures ouer gates.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 14.

4. An image ;
a representation as in the ima-

gination.
Pictures and shapes are but secondary objects. Bacon.

My eyes make pictures when they are shut.

Coleridge, Day Dream.
But still she heard him, still his picture form'd
And grew between her and the pictured wall.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

5. Any actual scene, group, combination, or
play of colors, etc., considered as supplying the
elements or as a suitable subject of a painting :

as, the children at play formed a pretty picture.
6. A vivid or graphic representation or de-

scription in words.
A complete picture and Genetical History of the Man

and his spiritual Endeavour lies before you.
Carlyle, Sartor Resartns, 1. 11.

7. In entoin., a colored pattern on a white or
clear surface : generally used in describing the
wings of Hijmenoptera,Diptera, &uA Nettroptera.
SeepjrfMTO.-Dissected picture. Seedtsa-ct.-Eaael-
picture. See erweil.-Plane Of the picture. Same as
perspective plane (which see, under perspective)

picturesque

picture (pik'tur), r. t.
; pret. and pp. picturittl,

ppr. picturing. [< picture, n.] 1. To depict or

represent pictorially.
Your death has eyes in 's head then ; I have not seen

him so pictured. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 4. 185.

An Attic frieze you give, a pictured song.
Lowell, To Miss D. T.

2. To form a mental image or picture of
; spread

out before the mind's eye as in a picture.
Do picture it in my mind. Spenser.

Father Malachi lireunan, P. P. of Carrigaholt, was what
I had often pictured to myself as the beau ideal of his
caste. Lever, Harry Lorrequer, vi.

3. To depict or describe in words; give a pic-
ture or vivid description of.

The animated strain of Pindar, where virtue is pictured
in the successful strife of an athlete at the Isthmian
games. Sumner, Orations, I. 143.

picture-board (pik'tur-bord), n. A deceptive
painting of any object or figure on a shaped
plank, such as a fierce dog in a garden, a bird
on a balcony, or a porcelain bowl on a book-
case. This conceit perhaps originated in Holland, but
was prevalent in other countries of Europe in the eigh-
teenth century.

picture-book (pik'tur-buk), n. A book of pic-
tures

; also, a book illustrated with pictures.
To gie good lawful coin for ballants and picture-books,

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, vi.

The devil's picture-books. See 600*.

pictured (pik'turd), a. [< picture + -ed%.] In
en torn., having a definite pictura or colored pat-
tern: said of the wings of insects.

picture-frame (pik'tur-fram), . The more or
less ornamental border put around a picture to

protect it and to isolate it, by separating it

from other pictures, the decoration of the wall,
etc.

picture-gallery (pik'tur-gal"e-ri), . Agallery,
apartment, or building in wnich pictures are

hung up or exhibited.

picture-lens (pik'tur-lenz), 11. A large double-
convex lens of very long focus, mounted in a

frame, and used for examining pictures hung
on a wall.

picture-molding (pik'tur-m61"ding), n. Amold-
ed strip of wood, often gilded or colored, se-
cured to an interior wall near the ceiling to al-
low of the convenient hanging of pictures by
means of hooks, which fit over one of the mem-
bers of the molding. Compare picture-rod.
picture-mosaic (pik'tur-mo-za"ik), H. A name
given to Roman mosaic and to mosaic imitated
from it, especially that of the imperial factory
at St. Petersburg, which derived its processes
and methods from the Roman.
picture-nail (pik'tur-nal), re. A form of nail
the shank of which can be driven into a wall
without the (more or less ornamental) head,
which is afterward screwed on or slid into its

place.

picture-plane (pik'tur-plan), . Same a,s per-
spective plane (which see, under perspective).
picturert (pik'tur-er), . [<pictitre + -er^.] A
painter.

Zeuxis, the curious pictmer, painted a boy holding a dish
full of grapes in his hand, done so lively that the birds,
being deceived, flew to peck the grapes.

Fuller, Holy State, III. xiii. 10.

picture-rod (pik'tur-rod), n. A rod attached
horizontally to a wall near the ceiling as a sup-
port for pictures. Brass tubing was much used for
this purpose ; but the picture-rod has been largely super-
seded by the picture-molding.

picturesque (pik-tu-resk'), a. [= V.pittoresque,
< It.pittoresco (= Sp.pintoresco = Pg.pittoresco,
pinturesco), < pittura, a picture, painting: see
picture.] 1. Picture-like; possessing notably
original and pleasing qualities such as would
be effective in a picture ; forming or fitted to
form an interesting or striking picture, as a
mountain waterfall, or a pine-covered headland,
or a gay costume amid appropriate surround-
ings. The word does not imply the presence of the high-
est beauty or of sublimity qualities which belong to a
more elevated plane.

Picturesoue properly means what is done in the style
and with the spirit of a painter ; and it was thus, if I am
not much mistaken, that the word was commonly em-
ployed when it was first adopted in England.

D. Stetcart, Philos. Essays, i. 5.

We all know what we mean by the word picturesque as
applied to real objects : for example, we all consider that
a feudal castle or abbey, when it has become an ivied ruin,
is a picturesque object. Enci/c. Brit., VII. 460.

Measured by its hostility to our modern notions of con-
venience, Chester is probably the most picturesque city in
the world. Henry James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 12.

He [the traveler] will miss . . . the picturesque costumes
to which he has become used further south.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 68.



picturesque

2. Strikingly graphic or vivid; abounding or
cliviTsilii'cl with striking mid vivid imagery : as.

jiii'tiii't. <t/in- liiiiguage.

Thceptlhctj/tctunwuuF . . . BMUtil*tgraphkul power
h> which I'oetryaml Klo.meiicc produce rtKrtson the mind
analogous tu those of a pi' I nt < .

D. Stewart, Phllos. Essays, i. 5.

When- In; IDryilen] is imaginative, It is in tllat lower
sense which the poverty uf uur language, for want of a
better word, compels us to call picturesque.

Loin II, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 64.

picturesquely (pik-hi-resk'li), <uir. In a pic-
turesque manner.

picturesqueness (pik-tu-resk'nes), . The
rhniMeter of lii'inj,' pict urcsque.
picture-writing (plk'Jftr-rl'ting), . 1. The
use of pictures or of pictured representations
in recording events or expressing ideas; pic-
tography: as, the iiiftnri-irritiiuj of the North
American Indians.

There was a period when art and writing were not di-

vorced as they are at present, but so blended Into one
that we vim best express the union by such a compound
as Picture-writinij. C. T. Newton, Art anil Archieol., p. 9.

2. A writing or inscription consisting of pic-
tures or pictorial signs.

picul, pecul (pik'ul), . [Malay.] A weight
in use in China and the East generally, contain-

ing 100 kin or catties, and equal to about 133J
pounds avoirdupois. By the Chinese it is called
tan.

picnic (pik'ul), . [< NL. *piculus, dim. of L.

liii'us, a woodpecker: see Picas."] A piculet.

piculet (pik'u-let), n. [< picule + -et.] Any
one of the small soft-tailed woodpeckers of
the subfamily Pieumninte, family Piciclte, of the

genera Picumnus, Vii'in, *<i*iu, and Verreauxiu.
See cut under Picumims.

piculule (pik'u-lul), . [< picule + -vie.'] A bird
of the family Dviidrocolaptidse.
Picumninse (pik-um-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL. (G. E.

Gray, 1840), < Picumnus + -inee.] A subfamily
of Picidie, typified by the genus Picumnus, and
characterized by the soft non-seansorial tail;
the picules, piculets, or pygmy woodpeckers.
It Is a small group of small woodpeckers of a low or gen-
eralized type, inhabiting tropical regions of both hemi-
spheres, as South America, the East Indies, and Africa.
The species have generally four toes, yoked in pairs as In
the true woodpeckers, but the East Indian genus Sofia
has only three. Also Picumnidse, as a separate family.

Picumnus (pi-kum'nus), . [NL.(Temminck),
< L. PicuiiiHiis,

a deity of the

Romans, a per-
sonification of
the woodpeck-
er, < picus, a

woodpecker:
see Pirns.] The
typical genus
of Pieumninte,

formerly con-
terminous with
the subfamily,
now usually re-

stricted to the
American spe-
CieS, ;is P. le-

indotus, all of
which have four toes. Also called Piculus, As-
thenurus, and Microcolaptes.

Picus (pi'kus), n. [NL.,< L. pious, a woodpeck-
er, perhaps < pingere (\fpie), paint, in allusion
to the painted or spotted appearance of the
bird. Cf. Pica,pie%.] A Linnean genus of wood-
peckers, formerly coextensive with the family
Picidx, later variously restricted. The name is at
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present used: (a) for the i/em-rii- group <>f whi.-h the great
black woodpecker of Kurope, 1'inut martiun, is thr t\p>,
otherwise calli-ii Dryonvvf (M0 cut under Itryocopwi); (ft)

for :i large series of smaller species, npotti-d wi Hi lilark and
white, such as /'. nm/"i- ;ml /'. /,iii,<>rt Ktiroj.r, ami (In

hairy and ilotvny woodpcckeib of America, P. vUlonui and
P. pubescent.

piddle (pid'l), r. ;'.
; pret. and pp. /liiltllril, ppr.

/inlilliiiii. [A var. of /iii
Hi

,
I lie variation being

due perhaps to association with /mlil/i'. Cf.

IK ildliiii/, var. of /liililliiiii.] 1. To deal in tri-

fles; spend time in a trifling way or about tri-

fling or unimportant matters; attend to trivial

concerns, or to the small parts rather than to

the main; triile.

She plays and sings too, dances and discourses,
Comes very near essays, a pretty poet,
Begins tepuldle with philosophy.

I 'I, i, -her, Wit without Money, i. 2.

2f. To pick at table
;
eat squeamishly or with-

out appetite. Swift.
Content with little, I can piddle here
On brocoli and mutton, round the year.

Pope, Imit of Horace, II. II. 137.

3. To make water; urinate: a childish word,

piddler (pid'ler), . [< piddle + -er*.] 1. One
who piddles ;

a mere triner or good-for-nothing.
Coz. You are good at the sport.
Col. Who, I? a fiddler, gir.

Maainger, Great Duke of Florence, Ir. _'.

2. A squeamish eater.

piddling (pid'ling),^>. a. 1. Trifling. Msoped-
dlinij.

Nine geese, and some three larks for piddling meat.
Middleton, Mayor of ijueenborough, v. 1.

Let children, when they versify, stick here
And there these piddliny words for want of matter.
Poets write masculine numbers.

Shirley, Lore in a Maze, 11. .

The ignoble Hucsterage of pidling Tithes.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., IL

2f. Squeamish; difficult to please, especially
in eating.
A piddling reader . . . might object to almost all the

rhymes of the above quotation. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

piddock (pid'ok), [Origin obscure.] Amol-
lusk of the genus Pholas or family Pholadidse;
especially, a name of those species which are
found in British waters, used rarely for food
but much for bait, as P. dactylus; a pholad.

piece

Pies are sometimes made without the under
thin layer of pantry. See puddiMj, tart, und

Kokt-s ami hep.1 kmtuuH crieden "hotept/es, Imi.
'

Good goos und gry KO , <lynr, Kowe f

/'/,/* I'lowman(C\ i. 2-20.

Mincing of meat in/;ie*8aveth the grinding of the teeth.

Bacon.
End now the white loafe and the pye,
And let all spurts with I'hriatiiMU dye.

llerr'u'k, I JMIM < 'unilleinasBe Day.
And then there were apple ;jiV and peach vit> and pump-

kin i/if ; besides slices of ham ami smoked I

Irviny, Sketch- Book, p. 44O.

The !'> is an English institution, which, planted on
American soil, forthwith ran rampant and burst forth Into
an untold variety of genera and species.

;/. IS. Stowe, i ildtc, .
i, p. 342.

2. A mound or pit for keeping potatoes. Halli-

n-ill; Jamieson. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 3.
A compost-heap. [Prov. Eng.] A finger In the
pie. Seeftiujer. Minced pie. Seenunce-pu. Ptolcord
pie, a pie flavored with truffles, which are most ablluoant-

ly found in 1'crlgord, France. To eat bumble pie. Sec
hwttble-pie.

pie- (pi), . [Also pye; < ME. pie, pye, < OF.
(and F. ) pie = 8p. Pg. pegn = It. pica, < L.

pica, a magpie ; perhaps, like picus, a wood-

Ficulct (PicuHtitiis Itffdfliisl.

Greater Spotted Woodpecker (Pictit major).

Piddocks (.Pholas dactylns) in their holes.

It has a long ovate shell with a narrowed tongue-like ex-
tension in front, and the entire surface marked with longi-
tudinal and concentric grooves and ridges, and radiating
rows of sharp spines. The beaks are anterior and cover-
ed with callosities. The piddock is capable of perforating
the soft rocks, into which It burrows. It is a common
inhabitant of European seas, and in winter Is frequently
killed by the cold when left exposed by low tide. It is

edible, and is sought for by digging It out of the clay or
shale. After being removed from the water for a day or
so, the animal changes color, and is said to shine like a
glow-worm. Also called clam, dactyl, and long oyster. See
Phola*, and cut under acceaory.

pidet, . An obsolete spelling of pied.
pidgeont, . An obsolete form of pigeon.
pidgin (pij'in), . [A Chinese corruption of E.

business.'] Business; affair; thing. [Pidgin-
English.]
Pidgin-English (pij'in-ing'glish), n. [Also
1'ii/eon-English; (.pidgin + English.] An arti-

ficial dialect or jargon of corrupted English,
with a few Chinese, Portuguese, and Malay
words,arranged according to the Chinese idiom,
used by Chinese and foreigners for colloquial
convenience in their business transactions and
other dealings in the treaty ports of China and
elsewhere in the China seas; the lingua franca
of the ports of China and the Far East.

pie
1
(pi), . [Formerly alsopye ; <.'ME.pie,pye.

< Ir. pighe = Gael, pighe, a pie; cf. Ir. pitkan,
Gael, pigheann, a pie.] 1. A dish consisting
of a thin layer of pastry filled with a prepa-
ration of meat, fish, fowl, fruit, or vegetables,
seasoned, generally covered with a thicker lay-
er of pastry, and baked : as, beefsteak pie ; oy's-

terpie; chicken/n'; pumpkin pie; custard pie.

pecker (see Picus), so called in'allusion to its

spotted appearance, < pingere (/ pic), paint:
see picture. Otherwise, perhaps both may be

derived, with loss of orig. initial *, from the
root of specere, see: see spy. To the same
source as picus, in this view, is referred E.

xpeiglit, a woodpecker. Hence, in comp., mag-
pie.] 1. A magpie.

The thef, the chough, and ek the jangelynge pye.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. :;.'..

They being all coltish and full of ragery,
And full of gergon as is a flecken pye.

W. Cmtwriytd, The Ordinary, ii. 2.

Hence 2. .Some similar or related bird
; any

pied bird : with a qualifying term : as, the smoky
pie, Psilorhimis morio ; the wandering pie of

India, Temnurus (or Dendrocitta) vagabundus;
the river-pie, or dipper, Cinclus aquaticus; the

long-tailed pie, or titmouse, Acredula rosea; the

mnrderingpie, or great gray shrike, Lanius excu-
bitor; the sea-pte, or oyster-catcher; the Seoul-
ton pewit or pie (see under pewit); etc. 3f.

Figuratively, a prating gossip or tattler.

Dredeles it clere was in the wynde
Of every pie, and every lette-game.

Chaucer, Troilus, ill 527.

French pie, the great spotted woodpecker, Picut major.

pie3t (pi), n. [Also pye; < ME. "pie (f), < ML.
pica: seepica^.] 1. Same as ordinal, 2 (c).

The number and hardness of the Rules called the /'/'..

Boot of Common Prayer (Eng.), Concerning the Service of

[the Church.

2. An index; a register; a list: as, a pie of
sheriffs in the reign of Henry VIII__By cock
and plet, a minced and mixed oath, consisting of an ad-

juration of the Deity (under a corrupted name) and the old
Roman Catholic service-book.

By cock and pie, sir, you shall not away to-night
Shot., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 1.

pie4
,

. and v. See pi1
.

pie5 (pi), . [< Marathi pffi, a fourth, i. e. a
fourth part of an anna.] 1. The smallest An-
glo-Indian copper coin, equal to one third of a

pice, or one twelfth of an anna about one
fourth of a United States cent. 2. Formerly, a
coin equal to one fourth of an anna.

Obverse. Reverse.
Pie of 1809, in the British Museum. ( Size of the original.)

piebald (pi'bald), a. [Formerly also pyebald,
piebalVd; < pic? + told. Cf. P. pie, piebald,
and see pied.] 1. Having spots or patches of
white and black or other color

; party-colored ;

pied : as, a piebald horse.

The flery Turnus flew before the rest ;

A pye-ball'd steed of Thracian strain he press'd.
Dryden, jEneid, ix.

A gold and scarlet chariot drawn by six piebald horses.
Mrs. GaOcell, Sylvia's Lovers, xlil.

Hence 2. Mixed; heterogeneous; mongrel.
piece (pes), n. [Early mod. E. alsopeec*; < ME.
pece.piece, < OF. piece, F. piece = Pr. jwww, peso



piece

= Sp. pieza,pedazo = Pg. pec,a, pedaqo, pedasso
= It. pezza, pczzo, < ML. petium, also (after CXb . )

pecia, a piece ; origin obscure. Cf . ML. pedica,

a piece of ground, appar. < L. pes (pea-) = t>-

foot.'] 1. A relatively small portion in bulk or

extent forming a part of the whole in which it

is or was included; a part; bit; morsel: as, a

piece ol bread or of chalk; a piece of ground; a

piece of history; apteee of one's mind.

He alle nakeil hath a ful scharp Knyl in his bond, and he

cuttotht! a gret pece of his Flesche and castethe it in the

face of his Ydole. seyenge his Orysounes, recommendynge
him to his God.

'

Mandeville, Travels, p. 177.

There is surely a piece of divinity in us.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, li. 11.

But they relate this piece of history of a water about a

mile to the south-west of Bethlehem.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 40.

I'll gie ye a piece of advice bend weel to the Madeira

at dinner, for here ye'll get little o't after.

E. B. Ramsay's Scottish Life and Character, ii.

2. A separate bit; a fragment: as, to fall to

pieces; to break, tear, cut, or dash to pieces.

Many a schene scheld schenered al to peces.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3411.

The herte began to swelle with-ynne his cheste,

Soo sore streyned for anguysshe & for peyne
That alle to pecis almoste itt to-breste.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 68.

If they fall, they dash themselves to pieces.

Shak., Rich. HI., i. 3. 260.

3. A specimen, instance, example, or sort: as,

& piece of impudence ; apiece of carelessness.

Othes, as if they would rend heaven In sunder, . . .

Flie from his mouth, that piece of blasphemie.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 24.

Did you, I say again, in all this progress,
Ever discover such a piece of beauty,
Ever so rare a creature? Fletcher, Valentinian, 1. i.

O, 'twas a piece
Of pity and duty unexampled.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, v. 1.

4. A separate article; a thing: as, apiece of

plate.
Dumb as a senator, and, as a priest,

A piece of mere church-furniture at best.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 425.

(a) A coin : as, a piece of eight (see phrase below) ;
a four-

penny piece.

Meer. What is 't, a hundred pound?
Eve. No, th' harpy now stands on a hundred pieces.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

When Apiece of silveris named in the Pentateuch, it sig-

nifies a side ;
if it be named in the prophets, it signifies a

pound ; if in the other writings of the Old Testament, it

signifies a talent. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 290.

Harry Fielding . . . was in nowise particular in accept-

ing a few pieces from the purses of his rich friends, and
bore down upon more than one of them . . . for a dinner

or a guinea. Thackeray, English Humourists.

(6) A cannon or gun ; a firearm : as, his piece was not
loaded ; a fowling-piece.

He hath great pieces of ordnance, and mighty kings and
emperors, to shoot against God's people.

Latimer, Misc. Sel.

Sometimes we put a new signification to an old word,
as when we call & piece a Gun. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 65.

(ct) A building ; a castle.

Yet still he bet and bounst uppon the dore,
And thundred strokes thereon so hideouslie,
That all the peece he shaked from the flore.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 21.

(</t ) A ship ; a vessel.

The wondred Argo, which in venturous peece
First through theEuxine seas bore all theflowrof Greece.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 44.

(e) A distinct artistic or literary production ; a separate
article, poem, drama, painting, statue, or other artistic or

literary work : as, a piece of music ;
to speak a piece ;

a

finely painted piece.

I bequeth to Edmund Paston, my sone, a standing pece
white covered, with a garleek heed upon the knoppe, and
a gilt pece covered with an unicorne.

Paston Letters, III. 285.

As I am a gentleman and a reveller, I'll make a pice- of

poetry, and absolve all, within these five days.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

I suppose one sha'n't be able to get in, for on the first

night of a new piece they always fill the house with orders
to support it. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

This gentleman [Mr. Reynolds] . . . painted a piece of

me, Lady Lyndon, and pur little Bryan, which was greatly
admired at the exhibition. Thackeray, Barry Lyndon, xvii.

(/) A lunch ; a snack. [Prov. or colloq.]

5. A distinct job or operation taken separately ;

the amount of work done or to be done at any
one time : as, to work by the piece; to do piece-
work. 6. A definite and continuous quantity;
a definite length, as of some textile fabric de-
livered by a manufacturer to the trade

;
a whole

web of cloth or a whole roll of wall-paper : as,

goods sold only by the piece; a whole piece of
lace.

This sorrow works me, like a cunning friendship,
Into the same piece with it.

Beau, and Fl, King and No King, iv. 2.
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As in little patterns torn from a whole piece, this may
tell you what all I am. Donne, Letters, in.

7. In brewing, a quantity of grain steeped and

spread out at one time to make malt. Also

called floor.

There can be no doubt that it is of importance to the

maltster that the law allows him to sprinkle water over

the pieces on the floor. Eneyc. tint., IV. 268.

8. A plot of ground; a lot; afield; a clearing.

The fire took in the woods down back of our house ; it

went through Aunt Dolphy's piece, and so down to the

Horse Sheds. A Judd, Margaret, ii. 10.

9. An individual; a person: now used only

contemptuously, and commonly of women: as,

she is a bold piece.

St John is called in p. 634 [ot the Cursor Mundi]
" a wel

godd pece." OKphant, Old and Middle English, p. 564.

She 'a but a sallow, freckled-face piece when she is at the

best. Chapman, Monsieur D'Olive, v. 1.

He is another manner of piece than you think for : but

nineteen years old, and yet he is taller than either of you

by the head. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

10. In chess, checkers, etc., one of the men with

which the game is played ; specifically, in chess,

one of the superior men, as distinguished from

a pawn. lit. A cup or drinking-vessel: also

used indefinitely for a cask or barrel of wine,

as the equivalent of the French piece, which has

different values in different parts of France.

Home, Launce, and strike a fresh piece of wine.

Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas, v. 10.

12. In bookbinding, a tablet of leather which

fills a panel on the back of a book. 13. In

whaling, specifically, a section or chunk of blub-

ber, more fully called blanket-piece (which see,

below). 14. In etom.,anydefinitely hardened

or chitinized part of the integument, especially
of the abdomen, thorax, or head: technically
called a sclerite. Two pieces may be movable on each

other or free, united with a suture between or perfectly

connate, so that even the suture is obliterated, and the

pieces can be distinguished by their position ouly. A
piece Of, a bit of ; something of ; one who is (a doer of

something) to some extent.

If you are a piece of a farrier, as every good groom ought
to be, get sack, brandy, or strong beer to rub your horses

heels every night. Swift, Directions to Servants.

At all piecest, at all points. Davies.

The image of a man at Arnies on horsebacke, armed at

all veeces, with a launce in his hand.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 780.

Axis of a piece. See <mi. Binding-piece. SeeWnd-

ing. Blanket-piece, a strip or section of blubber cut

from a whale In a spiral direction, and raised by means of

the cutting-tackle. As the blubber is unwound or stripped
from the animal it is called a blanket-piece, and after being
cut in sections and lowered into the blubber-room it still

retains the name ;
but when subdivided for mincing it is

known as a horse-piece, which in its turn becomes a book

or bible, and when the oil has been extracted the residuum
is known as scrap. Bobstay, characteristic, etc., piece.
See the qualifying words. Deciduous pieces. Same as

deciduous cusps (which see, under deciduous). Easel-

piece. Seeeosrfi. Face Of apiece. See/ace'. Nog-
ging-pieces. See nagging. Ofa piece, as if of the same

piece or whole ; of the same nature, constitution, or dispo-
sition ; of the same sort : generally followed by with.

As to the mechanism and scenery, every thing, indeed,
was uniform, and of a piece. Steele, Spectator, No. 14.

The episodes interspersed in this strange story were of
a piece with the main plot. Macaulay, Hist. Eng. ,

vii.

Piece of cambric, linen, or French lawn, formerly is

ells. Piece Of eigntt, the Spanish peso dun (hard dollar)

bearing the numeral 8, and of the value of 8 reals. The
commercial sign for " dollar

"
() is supposed to have refer-

ence to this eight, the vertical strokes representing the
Pillars of Hercules, which were formerly stamped on some
dollars. According to another account, the sign is de-

rived from the stamp 8R. (8 reals) accompanied by two
vertical strokes.

Tho' the City be then so full, yet during this heat of

Business there is no hiring of an ordinary Slave under a
Piece of Eight a day. Dampier, Voyages, I. 179.

A Note of his Hand to pay me 80 pieces of Eight for it at

Brasil ; ... he ofler'd me also 6 pieces of Eight more for

my Boy Xury. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

Satisfaction piece, the formal certificate given by one
receiving payment of a mortgage or judgment, certifying
that it h;'s been paid, and authorizing the public officer in

charge of the record to note upon the record that it has
been satisfied. To cut to pieces. See cut. To give
One a piece Of one's mind, to pronounce an opinion
bluntly to one's face generally something uncompli-
mentary, or implying complaint or reproach.

In a majestic tone he told that officer a piece of his inind.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxviii.

She doubled up an imaginary fist at Miss AsphyxiaSmith,
and longed to give her a piece of her mind.

U. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 199.

To go to pieces. See go. = Syn. 1 and 2. Section, Divi-

sion, etc. (see part, .), bit, scrap, morsel.

piece (pes), .; pret. and pp. pieced, j>pr.jiitrin</.

[< piece, n.~] 1. trans. 1. To patch, repair,

enlarge, extend, or complete by the addition
of a piece or pieces : as, to piece a garment or a
curtain.

piecemeal
Iwil

Her opulent throne with kingdoms.
Skak., A. andC., L 5.45.

I went and paid a moccinigo
For piecing my silk stockings.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

2. To repair by the use of pieces of the same

material, or without the addition of new ma-

terial, as by bringing the unworn parts to the

place where the most wear is
; hence, to make

good the defects of
; strengthen; reinforce.

It Is thought the French King will piece him up again
with new Recruits. HoweU, Letters, I. iv. 20.

3. To unite or reunite (that which has been
broken or separated) ; make one again ; join or

rejoin, as one thing to another, or as friendswho
have fallen out.

Hem. I heard they were out.

Nee. But they are pieced, and put together again.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 1.

Gwendolen . . . had conceived a project ... to place
her mother and sisters with herself in Offendene again,

and, as she said, piece back her life on to that time when

they first went there. Oeorge Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Ixv.

To piece Out, to form, enlarge, or complete by adding

piece to piece.

To those of weaker merits he imparts a larger portion,

and pieces out the defect of one by the excess of the other.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, L 18.

Though his grove was city-planted, and scant of the fo-

liage of the forest, there was Fancy to piece out for him
... far other groves. Forster, Goldsmith, iii 19.

To piece up, to patch up ;
form of pieces or patches ; put

together bit by bit.

I have known
Twenty such breaches pieced up and made whole
Without a bum of noise.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

He tells us that he began this History "about the year

1630, and so pieced up at times of leisure afterward.'

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 444, note.

II. intrans. 1. To unite by coalescence of

parts ; be gathered as parts into a whole.

The cunning Priest changed his Copy, and chose now

Plantagenet to be the Subject his Pupill should person-

ate, because ... it pieced better, and followed more close

and handsomely upon the bruit of Plantagenets escape.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 23.

Those things which have long gone together are, as it

were, confederate with themselves; whereas new things

piece not so well. Bacon, Innovations (ed. 1887).

2 To eat a "piece"; eat between meals, as

a child. [Colloq., U. S.]

piece-broker (pes'bro"ker), n. A person who

buys shreds and remnants of woolen cloth from

tailors, to sell again for use in mending, patch-

ing, etc. Simmonds.

pieced (pest), p. a. Repaired, strengthened, or

completed by the adding or joining of pieces.
In bookbinding, those bindings are said to be pieced in

which the space between the bands upon which the title

is to be stamped is covered with colored leather, usually
of a different color from the covering of the book.

piece de resistance (pias de ra-zes-tons')- [F.,

lit. 'piece of resistance,' i. e. substantial piece:
see piece, del, resistance."] The most important

piece or feature; the show piece; the main
event or incident in any round or series, as

the most forcible article in a magazine, the

principal exhibition or performance in a show
or theatrical entertainment, or the most sub-

stantial dish in a dinner.

piece-dyed (pes'did), a. Dyed in the piece : said

of cloth dyed after weaving, as distinguished
from that made of wool dyed before weaving.

piece-goods (pes'gudz), n. pi. All kinds of cot-

ton, linen, silk, or wool fabrics which are woven
in lengths suitable for retail sale by the usual

linear measure, as calicoes, shirtings, sheet-

ings, mulls, jaconets, and long cloths.

pieceless (pes'les), .a. [< piece + -less.] Not
made of pieces; consisting of something entire

or continuous.
In those poor types of God (round circles) so

Religion's types, the pieceless centres flow,
And are in all the lines which all ways go.

Donne, To the Countess of Bedford.

piece-liquor (pes'lik"or), H. In breiriut/, a part
of a mash which, being of a higher or lower

temperature than another part, but having the

same density, is added to that other part to

change its temperature without altering its

strength.
piecelyt (pes'li), adv. In pieces; piecemeal.
Hiiloet.

piece-master (pes'mas"ter), n. A middleman
coining between an employer and the employed.
Mni/licw. (Imp. Diet.) [Eng.]

piecemeal (pes'mel), a<lr. [Early mod. E. also

peecemealc, < ME. peeemele ; (.piece + -mi-ol. as

in droi>meal, flock-meal, etc.] 1. By pieces;



piecemeal

bit by bit; little by little; gradually: often pleo-
na.stirally lii/ /'iii'i mini.

\',<-inx but yet weak in liody, I am forced to write by
jiirc? instil, anil break ult nlmust every li-.ur.

Millim, Ana. to Salmasills, Pref., p. .1.

U Inn wt- may eimuenieiitly vtter a matter in "in- rntirr

KIK'ai h ir pioiMwitiim, anil u ill ralluT iln it i; i,n'iile&\\A

by distribution of nucy put for amplification Mtfcfl . .

I'lilleiiham, Arteof Kng. 1'ocsle, IP. 1-n.

Wliich little plots 1 thought they could not otherwise
BOW but by pnltiuK in the conic by peece-meale into the
earth with their (Inner*. Coryat, Crudities, I, 83.

I'iecemeal they win this aero first, then that;
Glean on, and gather up the whole estutr.

/'i>;w, Sutirfsof Donne, II. 91.

All was in ruin. . . . The vaults beneath yawned; the
roof above was falling piecemeal.

Longfflliiir, Hyperion, il. 9.

2f. In pieces; In or into bit* or fragment*.
Which (lifting high) ho strook his helm full where his

plume iliil stand,
On which it piece-meale brake, and fell from his unhappy

haude. Chapman, Iliad, lit.

Down goes the top at once ; the (freeks beneath
Are piece-meal torn, or pounded into death.

Dryden, .-Eneid, ii.

piecemeal (pes'mel), . [< /</' mii, mir.]

Fragmentary; disconnected.

It appears that this edition [of Shakspere] wag printed
(at least partly) from no better copies than the prompter's
nook, or piece-meal parts written out for the use of the
actors. Pope, Pref. to Shakespeare.

pieceniealedt (pes'meld), a. [< pirct-mml +
-/'-'.] Divided into small pieces. Cotyrare.
piece-mold (pes'mold), n. In bron:e-ciiKtin<i, n

mold made up of separate pieces which are fit-

ted together one after another upon the model,
and beaten with a wooden mallet to make the
whole close and solid : between the pieces some
powder, such as brick-dust, is introduced to pre-
vent adhesion.

piece montee (pias m6n-ta')- [F., a mounted
piece: piece, piece; montee, pp. of monter,
mount: see mount.} 1. A fancy dish, such as
a salad, prepared for the adornment of the ta-

ble. 2. By extension, a decorative piece for
the table, made of paste, sugar, or the like, not

necessarily eatable or intended to be eaten;
sometimes, a cake or jelly crowned by such a
structure ; a set piece.
piecen (pe'sn), v. t. [< piece + -en1.] To ex-
tend by adding a part or parts. [Colloq.]
The building [an art-gallery], not designed from the first

In its entirety, has been piecened and enlarged from time
to time. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 820.

piecener (pes'ner), n. [< piecen + -era.] A
piecer. See the quotation.
The children whose duty It Is to walk backward and

forward before the reels on which the cotton, silk, or
worsted i- wound, for the purpose of Joining the threads
when they break, are called piecers or piecenen.

Mrs. TroUnpe, Michael Armstrong, vlil. (Danes.)

piecening (pes'ning), n. [Verbal n. of piecen,
t>.] In textile manuf., same as piecing.

piece-patchedt (pes'pacht), o. Patched up.
There Is no manly wisdom, nor no safety,
In leaning to this league, this piece-patent friendship.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, 11. 1.

piecer (pe'ser), n. [< piece + -erl.] One who
or that which pieces or patches ; a boy or girl

employed in a spinning-factory to join broken
threads.

piece-work (pes'werk), n. Work done and paid
for by measure of quantity, or by previous es-
timate and agreement, in contradistinction to
work done and paid for by measure of time,

piece-worker (pes'wer'ker), . One who does
piece-work ; one who works by the piece or job.

piecing (po'sing), . [Verbal n. of piece, v."\ 1.
The act of mending by the addition or joining
of a piece. Specifically 2. In textile mnimf.
the joining of the ends of laps, slivers, yarns, or
tli roads to make continuous lengths or to repair
breaks. Also piri-i-ninii.

pied (pid), a. [Formerly also pyrtl, pi<l<\ /"/</<;
< pie + -fd~. Cl.F.jne, piebald.] Party-col-
ored

; variegated with spots of different colors ;

spotted. The word is now used chiefly to note animals
which are marked with large spots of different colors.

Speckled is used when the spots are small. This distinc-
tion was not formerly observed, and In some cases pied Is

In good use to express diversity of colors in small pattern.

This pied cameleon, this beast multitude.
Lust's Dominion

,
iii. 4.

Daisies pied anil violets blue. Shale., L. L. L.. v. 2. 904.

I met a fool i' the woods (they said she dwelt here),
In a long pied coat Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 3.

Guests
Intrusive to thy table and to thy feasts ;

Who daub thee with pyde flatteries.

Heytmod, Dialogues, iv.
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there were milk-white peacocks, white and pyed pheas-
ants, bantams, and furbelow fowls from the East I

and top-knot hens from Hamburg.
./. .t*htii,i. Social Life In Keign of < jm-i-n Anne, I. 99.

Pied brant. Same as harlequin brant (which see, under
harlequin} pied dishwasher, the pled wagtail. Pied
duck, the Labrador duck, Catnptol&mut labradoriujt, the

pier

,1 Mom' -tan-. It is intcndcil tu ivst upuii the

II|I]KT ailtfll- of III"' Ill'Xt loHlT .-II
|i. [Sriitl'll.J

piend-rafter (pt-nd'n'if tiT), . Sumea8.//<-
raftcr. [Scot.-h.]

piept. !' I. An olisolc-to spelling of yv/i'.

pie-plant (l>i'plunt), . (ianli-n-rliuliai-l>, Itliciuii

ilii-uiH : HO named from its use for jiii
-.

Pied or Labrador Duck : Camftalmmia

male of which Is pled with black and white. It has be-
come extremely rare of late years, and is supposed to be
approaching extinction. It formerly ranged extensively
along the Atlantic coast of the I'nited states. Pied finch.
See ?ncA'. Pled grailina, the magpie-lark of Australia,
Grallina picata. fieA hornbill, Anthracutera malata-
rica, a bird of the family Bvcerotidx. Pied kingfisher.
See Irinyjlsher. Pied seal, the monk-seal, Monac/tnx albi-

twntor. Pled wagtail, iluiacilla luyubris. fle& wid-
geon. Same as garyaney. Pied wolf, a pled variety of
Canis occidental^, the common American wolf.

pied-billed (pn I' i>i 1' 1 ),. Having a pied bill: as,
the pied-billed dabchick, Podilymbus podiceps.

pied-fort (pya-fdr'), n. [F. (a technical term
of the French mint), lit. 'strong foot': pied, <

L. pes (ped-), foot ; fort, < L. fortis, strong.] In
iiiimi.-i.. a pattern for a proposed coin, struck on
a flan or blank of greater thickness than the

ordinary coins. The term Is especially applied to
French pattern pieces, such as those struck during the
seventeenth century.
Piedmontese (ped-mon-teV or -tez'), a. and n.

t=
F. Piemontais ; as Piedmont (It. Piemonte), <

j. Pcdimontimn, Piedmont.] I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to Piedmont, a region in northwestern

Italy, oordering on Switzerland and France.
In the modern kingdom of Italy, Piedmont is a

compartimento, containing the provinces of T u-

rin, Alessandria, Novara, and Cuneo. 2. By
extension, pertaining to any region situated at
or near the foot of mountains: as, the Pied-
montese districts of Virginia, North Carolina,
etc.

H. n. A native or an inhabitant of Piedmont.
piedmontite (ped'mon-tit), n. [< Piedmont +
-ite2.] A mineral closely related in form and
composition to epidote, but containing manga-
nese, hence sometimes called manganepidote.
It is of a reddish-brown color, and is found at
St. Marcel in Piedmont.
piedness (pid'nes), n. The state of being pied ;

diversity of colors in spots. Shale., W. T., iv.

4. 87.

piedouche (pya-d8sh'), [< F. piedouche, < It.

peduccio, a corbel ; dim. of piede, pie, foot, < L.

pes (ped-) = E. foot: see foot.'} In arch., a
bracket, pedestal, or socle, serving to support
a bust, candelabrum, or other ornament.
piedpoudret, " See piepowder.
piedroit (pya-drwo'), . [< F. pied-droit, < L.

peg directus,
'

straight foot' : see pedal and di-

rect."} In arch., an engaged pier, or a square

Sillar,
projecting from the face of a wall. It

iffers from a pilaster in that it has neither
base nor capital.

pied-winged (pid'wingd), a. Having pied
wings: specific in the name pied-winged coot,
the velvet scoter. [New Eng.]

pie-finch (pi'finch), n. The chaffinch.

piel (pel). . [Perhaps a var. spelling and use
of peel

3
.} A wedge for piercing stones. Sim-

mondt.

pieledt, . An obsolete spelling of peeled.
pie-mag (pi'inag), w. Same as magpie.
pieman (pi'man), .; pi. piemen (-men). Aman
who sells pies; also, a man who makes pies.
There are fifty street piemen plying their trade in Lon-

don ; the year through, their average takings are one guinea
a week. Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 224.

pie-nanny (pi'nan'i), . The magpie. Also
nanpii'.

piend(peud), . 1. Sameasjce. 2. Inure*.,
.in arris; a salient angle,
piend-check (pend'chek), n. A rebate on the
bottom pieud or angle of the riser of a step in

His jyi>-/V/i/(the lx.-st Iii town), compulsory monastics,
blanched under barrels, each In his little hermitage, a

vegetable (,'ertosa. Luuell, Cambridge Thirty Yean Ago.

Wild pie-plant, in (tali and California, liimirx hi/meno-
nepalwt, with acid stem and leaves, used as a pie-plant. See

-

.

piepowder, viepoudre (pl'pou-dte), . [Al
iniil/ioiiilii -(All!. i-iirin in ilia /inlfi i' i : a ti, 'court

Jso
'court of

dusty foot'); ^OF.pirpoudri'ujf^lL.iirdrpulrirn-
v.v), a stranger, peddler, or hawker who attends

fairs, F.picdpoiulrcujc, lit. 'dusty foot' (cf.equiv.
OF. pied grin 'gray foot'): pii-il, < L. pen (ped-)
= E.finil ; piiiiilrrn.i'. <. piiiiilri', powder: seejjoif-

rfer.] An ancient court of record iu England,
once incident to every fair and market, of which
the steward of the owner or holder of the toll

was the judge. It was Instituted to administer justice
for all commercial Injuries done iu that fair or market, but
not In any preceding one. Imp. Diet.

Ffor chyders of Chester were chose many dales
To ben of concelll ffor eausis that in the court hangid,
And pledid pipoudris alle manere pleyntls.

Kichard the Kedeless, ill. 319.

Is this well, goody Joan, to Interrupt my market in the
midst, and call away my customers? can you answer this
at tliv pie-poudres ? B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, IIL 1.

The lowest, and at the same time the most expeditions,
court of justice known to the law of England is the court
of pieptntdre, curia pedis pulrerizati, so called from the
dusty feet of the suitors ; or, according to Sir Edward
Coke, because Justice Is there done as speedily as the dust
can fall from the foot Blactstone, Com., III. IT.

piepowdered (pi'pou-derd), a. [< piepotcder
(in lit. sense) + -<y/2.] Having dusty feet.

[Rare.]
One day two peasants arrived In the Eschenhelmer Gasse

pie-powdered, having walked many hundred miles from
the Polish backwoods. Westminster Rev., LXXIV. 84.

pier (per), w. [< ME. pere, < OF. pere, piere,

pierre, stone, a pier, F. pierre, a stone, = Pr.

petra, peira, peya = 8p. piedra = Pg. pedra =
It. pietra, a stone, rock, < L. petra, a mass of

rock, crag (ML. also a castle on a rock, a tomb
of stone, slate), < Or. xtrpa, Epic and Ionic

jrtrptf, a rock, mass of rock, crag, ridge, ledge,
jrryx>f, a piece of rock, a stone (in prose usually
/<<tof), later also, like irerpa, a mass of rock.
From the Or. irirpa, virppf, besides petrary,
pcrrier, etc., are also ult. E. peter1 , petrel

1
,
and

in comp. petrific, petrify, petroleum, etc., salt-

peter, samphire, etc.] 1. (a) A mole or jetty
carried out into the sea, to serve as an embank-
ment to protect vessels from the open sea, to
form a harbor, etc. (6) A projecting quay,
wharf, or other landing-place.
But before he could make his approache, it was of necia-

sltie for him to make a pere or a mole, whereby they might
passe from the mayne land to the citle.

./. Brende, tr. of Qnintus Curtius, fol. 54.

(c) One of the supports of the spans of a bridge,
or any structure of similar character. 2. In
arch, or building: (a) The solid support from
which an arch springs. See first cut underarch 1

.

For an interior, an arch resting on a circular column is

obviously far more appropriate than one resting on & pier.
J. Fergvsson, Hist Arch., I. 305.

(b) In medieval architecture, a large pillar or

shaft; specifically, a com-
pound or a square pillar.

At Siena there is not merely a
slight difference In the size of cor*

responding piers, but In many of
them the centres, as well as the

circumscribing lines of the bases
and capitals, are out of line one
witb another.
C. E. Xortnn, Church-building in

[Middle Ages, p. 120.

(c) One of the solid parts
between openings in a wall,
such as doors and windows.
On the facade of the Duomo of

Orvleto, upon one of the pier* at
the side of its doors of entrance,
were sculptured represents! ions of
the Last Judgment and of Hell.
C. E. Xorton, Travel and Study in

[Italy, p. 127.

(d) The Wall Or pOSt, Of Pier <<> In Cloister. a>

square or other form, to F^'f 1

Sth
r

centSi|

na '

which a gate or door is hung.
(e) In a physical laboratory or observatory, a
structure, generally of masonry, designed by
its stability to prevent vibration iu instruments
which are supported by it Abutment-pier, the
pier of a bridge next the shore. Floating pier, a decked



pier

barge or caisson used as a landing-stage, and connected

with the shore by a pivoted bridge that enables it to rise

and fall with the tide ; a landing-stage,

pierage (per'aj), . [< pier + -aye.] Toll paid
for using a pier,

pier-arch (per'iirch), n. An arch resting upon
piers,

pierce (pers, formerly
pp. pierced, ppr.

4480

piercer (per'ser), . [Early mod. E. &lsopercer;

< ME. pcrsour, < OF. perceur, piercer, < percer,
'

-I: aeepierce.] 1. One who or that which

OIIK percer is money, and such a gredie glotton

iauarice. Hall, Hen. VI., an. 16.

pietra serena

Pieris (pi'e-ris), . [NL. (Schrank, 1801), < Gr.

Tltepic, sing, of Ute/ilief ,
the Muses : see Pierides.]

A genus of butterflies, typical of the Pieridinx.

They are rather small whitish or yellowish butterflies,

whose (ore wings are rounded at the tip and marked
with black. The genus as now restricted has over 120

species, of all parts of the world. Most of those of

North America are known as cabbage butterflies, with a

qualifying word, because their caterpillars feed on the

peerch; < ME. percen, peereyn, persen, parcen,

/)</(-, /r/.-Vi.', pt'rissheu, < OF. percer, perser,

percier, pcrcliier, parchier, F. percer (Walloon

percher), pierce, bore; origin uncertain; by
some regarded as contracted < OF. pertuisier,
1 -'. [xrtiiiser (= It. pertugiare),<pertuis= It. per-

tngio, a hole, < ML. "pertusium, also pertusus, a

hole, < L. pertusus, pp. of pertimdere, perforate,
< per, through, + tundere, beat : see pertuse.
Cf . partisan?, from the same source. Cf . also

parch.] I. trans. 1. To thrust through with a

sharp or pointed instrument ;
stab ; prick.

Mordrams to whome almyghty God after that appered
& shewed to hym his syde handes & feet perysshed with

the spere and nayles.
Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

One of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and
forthwith there came out blood and water. John xix. 34.

If Percy be alive. 111 pierce him.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 3. 59.

If thou wilt strike, here is a faithful heart;
Pierce it, for I will never heave my hand
To thine. Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

or a stiletto. Specifically- (a) A piereel. (6) An in-

strument used in making eyelets, (c) A vent-wire used by

founders in making holes, (d) A bow-drill.

3. In eiitom., that organ of an insect with which

it pierces bodies ;
the ovipositor. Also called

terebra.

The hollow instrument terebra we may English piercer.

Ray, Works of Creation.

piercing (per'sing), . [Verbal n. of pierce, v.]

1. Penetration. Specifically 2. In metal-

working, the operation of sawing out a pattern
or an object from a plate, as distinguished
from punching it out. It is done with a jig-

or band-saw.

piercing (per'sing),j?.#. 1. Penetrating; sharp;
keen : as, piercing eyes ;

a piercing wind.

The air in this bishopric is pretty cold and piercing.

Defoe, Tour thro' Great Britain, III. 220.

2. That touches or moves with pity, alarm, an-

guish, etc.: as, & piercing cry.

In piercing phrases, late,

The anatomy of all my woes I wrote.

Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 532).

2.

ing in.

This must be doon by persyng the mountayne,
The water so to lede into the playne.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 176.

A Cask pearc't to be spent,

Though full, yet runs not till we giue it vent.

Sylcester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 1.

The mountain of Qnarantina, the scene of the forty days
temptation of our Saviour, is pierced all over with the

caves excavated by the ancient anchorites, and which look
like pigeons' nests.

JR. Cwrzan, Monast. in the Levant, p. 179.

3. To penetrate; enter into or through ;
force

a way into or through : as, to pierce the enemy's
center.

A short orison of the rightuss man or of the lust man
thirlith or perissheth heuen.

Gesta Romanorum (E. E. T. S.), p. 47.

Steed threatens steed in high and boastful neighs,
Piercing the night's dull ear.

Shak., Hen. V., iv., Prol., 1. 11.

The Riuer doth pierce many dales iourney the entrailes

of that Country. Copt. John Smith, Works, II. 194.

In May, when sea-winds pierced our solitudes,
I found the fresh Rhodora in the woods.

Emerson, The Rhodora.

4. To penetrate with pain, grief, or other emo-
tion; wound or affect keenly; touch or move
deeply.
Did your letters pierce the queen to any demonstration

of grief? Shak., Lear, iv. 3. 11.

Tears did gush from every eye, aud pithy speeches
pierced each others heart.

If. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 24.

=Syn. 1 and 2. Perforate, Transfix, etc. See penetrate.

n. intrans. To enter or penetrate; force a

way.
She would not pierce further into his meaning than him-

self should declare. Sir P. Sidney.

These words pierce deeper than the wounds I suffer,
The smarting wounds of loss.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 2.

But see ! the mists are stirring, rays of light
Pierce through the haze, as struggling to be free.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 99.

pierceable (per'sa-bl), a. [< pierce + -able.]

Capable of being pierced. Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 7.

pierced (perst), p. a. 1. Penetrated; entered
by force; perforated. 2. In her. : (a) Cut
through with an opening not so large as that

implied in cleche, and not of the shape of the

bearing. The shape of the opening should be stated in
the blazon, as triangular, lozengy, etc. ; when not stated,

file used for enlarging drilled holes. E. H.
-, .

piercingly (per'sing-li), adv. In a piercing

manner; with penetrating force or effect;

sharply.

piercingness (per'sing-nes), n. The power of

piercing or penetrating ; sharpness ;
keenness.

piercing-saw (per'sing-sa), n. A very fine thin

saw-blade clamped in a frame, used by gold-
smiths and silversmiths for sawing out designs,
the blade being introduced into holes previous-

ly drilled; a buhl-saw. E. H. Knight.

pierelle (per-el'), . [< F. pierre, stone (see

pier), + dim. -elle.] A filling for a ditch, com-

posed of stones thrown in without regularity,
and covered with earth or clay to afford a smooth

upper surface.

pier-glass (per'glas), n. A mirror used in an

apartment to cover the whole or a large part
of the wall between two openings ; especially,
such a miiTor set up between two windows, and

forming a part of the decoration of a room.

Compare pier-table.
Pierian (pi-e'ri-an), a. [< L. Pieriiis (>It. Sp.

Pierio), Pierian," sacred to the Muses, poetic, <

Pieria, < Gr. TZiepla, a district, Iliepoc, & moun-
tain, in the north of Thessaly, haunted by the

Muses (hence called Pierides).] 1. Of or be-

longing to Pieria, or the Pierides or Muses.

A little learning is a dangerous thing ;

Drink deep, or touch not the Pierian spring.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, ii. 15.

And ye, Pierian Sisters, sprung from Jove
And sage Mnemosyne. Wordsworth, Ode, 1814.

2. H. c.] In entom., same as pieridine.
Pieridse (pl-er'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Pieris + -idle.]

The Pieridinse or Pierinee as a separate family.
Pierides (pi-er'i-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr. Utepidec,
< IliEpof, a mountain in northern Thessaly : see

Pierian.] The nine Muses.
Pieridinae (pi'e-ri-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Pieris

(Pierid-) + -.] A very large subfamily of

Papilionidie, typified by the genus Pieris. They
have no concavity of the abdominal edge of the hind wings,
the discoidal ceuule is closed, the tarsal hook not inden-

tate, and the slightly pubescent larva attenuated at the

extremity. The subfamily includes about 30 genera and
800 species, and is of world-wide distribution. The larvae,

in many cases, are of great economic importance from
their destructive habits. Also Pierinee.

or pertaining to

ing an arrow, spear, or other weapon thrust into
it but not passing through, as an animal used as
a bearing. Compare traiisficed__Mullet pierced.
See mtdletf. Merced medallion, a thin plate orna-
mented by a pattern cut through its whole substance and
applied to the surface of a vase or similar object, the body
of the piece showing through the openings in the medal-
lion : used in metal-work of some kinds, and in some
manufactures of porcelain. Also perforated medallion.
Pierced work, decoration produced by numerous open-
ings, generally small. The solid pattern is usually height-
ened by chasing, embossing, or some inlaid ornamentation
such as niello.

piereel (per'sel), n. [(pierce + -el. Ct.piei-eer.]
An instrument for formins; vents in casks

;
a

piercer. Southern Cabbaue-butterfly (PieHt protodict), female, natural size.

Southern Cabbage-butterfly (Pitrts protodice], male, natural size.

cabbage and other cruciferous plants. P. oleracea is the

pot-herb or northern cabbage-butterfly (see cut under pot-

herb) ; P. protodice, the southern cabbage-butterfly ;
P. mo-

nuste, the larger cabbage-butterfly. The commonest one

in the United States now is P. rapee, imported from

Europe in 1856 or 1857, and known as the rape-butterfly

in England. See also cuts under cabbage- butterfly and

cabbage-worm.

pierre perdue (pyar per-dii'). [F., lit.
' lost

stone': pierre, stone; perdue, fern, of perdu,

pp. of perdre, lose : see pier and perdue.] In

engin,, masses of stone thrown down at random
on a given site to serve as a subfoundation
for regular masonry, as in. the construction of

a breakwater, etc.

pierriet, n. Same a&perryS.
pierriert, Seeperrier.
pierrot (pye-ro'), n. [F., dim of Pierre, Pe-

ter.] 1. A form of woman's basque cut low in

the neck, but having sleeves, worn toward the

close of the eighteenth century. 2. A buffoon

whose costume was white, or white with stripes,

large and loose, and with very long sleeves : a

popular character in masked balls.

pier-table (per'ta/bl), n. An ornamental table

intended to stand between two windows and to

occupy the whole of the lower part of the pier
between the windows. It is often combined with a

pier-glass, and the glass is sometimes carried down below
the top of the table and between its uprights.

piest, n. See pize.

piet, piot (pi'et, pi'pt), n. [A\sopyot,piat,pyut;
< pie* + -et.] 1. The magpie. 2. The water-

ouzel or water-piet, Cinclus aquaticus : so called

from the party-colored plumage. [Scotland.]

pieted, pioted (pi'et-ed, pi'ot-ed), a. [< piet,

piot, + -ed?.] Pied or piebald. [Scotch.]
Pietism (pi'e-tizm), . [= F. pietisme = Pg.

pietismo; aspiet-y + -4sm.] 1. The movement
inaugurated by the Pietists,who, from the latter

part of the seventeenth century onward, sought
to revive the declining piety of the Lutheran
churches in Germany ;

the principles and prac-
tices of the Pietists. 2. [I. c.] Devotion or god-
liness of life, as distinguished from mere intel-

lectual orthodoxy : sometimes used opprobri-

ously for mere affectation of piety.
Pietist (pi'e-tist), n. [= F.pietiste = Pg. It.

pietista; as piet-y + -ist.] One of a class of

religious reformers in Germany in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. Their principles
as defined by the originator of the movement, Spener(lat-
ter part of the seventeenth century), included the more
earnest study of the Bible, the participation of the laity in

the spiritual work of the church, a more practical type of

piety, charity in the treatment of heretics, infidels, and
others, a reorganization of the systems of religious and
theological instruction in accordance with these prin-

ciples, and a more enlightened style of preaching. Spe-
ner's disciples were led into extravagances of feeling;
hence the term is sometimes applied opprobriously to

any one who lays stress on mere emotionalism in reli-

gion, as distinguished from intelligent belief and practi-
cal life.

Pietistic (pi-e-tis'tik), a. [= Pg. pietistico; as

Pietist + -ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to the Pi-

etists. 2. [I.e.] Characterized by strong reli-

gious feeling as distinguished from mere intel-

lectual orthodoxy, or doctrinalism.

Pietistical (pl-e-tis'ti-kal), a. [< Pietistic +
-/.] Same as Pittistic,'in either sense.

pietra dura (pya'tra do'ra). [It., hard stone :

see pier and dare.] Ornamental work in in-

lay of hard stones, such as agates and jaspers,

especially when on a somewhat large scale.

pietra serena (pya'tra, se-ra'na). [It., clear

stone : see pier and serene.] A hard gray sand-
stone quarried in the hills near Fiesole, and
much used for building in Florence and other
cities of Tuscany.



piety

piety (pi't>-ti). a.
| Formerly also /</ (oarlirr

/litif, etc.: see jnl;/); < <>F. />//. !'. II'H'II' = Pr.

/lii-tui, /liinl. /iit/iit = S]>. i>i<-<liiil
= IV- /""/'"''

= It. /)/</</, < I,. /iii-ln(l-)s, piety. < /'.<, pinu-.:

Bee ;<iH.v. CI'. /)(///, an rarlirr form of the same

word.] 1. The character of bring pimis or

having filial affection; natural or filial affec-

tion; dutiful eondoct or behavior toward one's

parents, relatives, country, or benefactors.

If any widow have children or nephews, let tlu-m learn

flrst ti shew fiftij at home, and to requite their parent* :

for that Is good and acceptable Iwfore Ood. 1 Tim. v. 4.

How am I divided
Between the duties I owe as a husband
And piety of a parent!

h'Mcher, Spanish Curate, IT. 1.

2. Faith in ami reverence for t lie Supreme Be-

ing ;
filial obedience inspired by these senti-

ments; godliness.
(iOodtlCSS hclolIKH t<) till- I i 01 Is, I'ii'lll to Mm, Kc'VI'llgC

and Wickedness to the Devils. Howell, Letters, II. 11.

The Commonwealth which maintains this discipline will

certainly flourish In vertu and piety.

Milton, Church-Government, II. 3.

Pelican In her piety. Sec pelican. =&yn. I Devotion,

Sanctity, etc. See religion.

piewipe (pi'wlp), . [Imitative.] Same as

/M-irit ill).

piezo-electricity (pi'e-zo-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n. [Ir-

reg. < Gr. mffe/r, press, + E. eln'triciti/.'] Elec-

tricity produced by pressure, as that of a

sphere of quartz, which becomes electrified

by pressure.
piezometer (pi-e-zora'e-ter), n. [= F. piezo-
metre = Pg. piezometro; irreg. < Gr. mifeat.

press, + perpov, measure.] 1. Any instrument
for ascertaining or test ing pres-
sure. 2. An instrument for

showing the compressibility of

water or other liquid, and the

degree of such compressibil-

ity under varying pressures.
A common form (see figure) consists

of a strong glass cylinder, within
which Is supported a small vessel (C)
with a graduated stem containing
the liquid under experiment, also a
thermometer (T) and manometer (Mi.

The pressure Is exerted by the piston
moved by a screw at the top, and
transmitted by the water with which
the cylinder Is filled to the liquid in

the vessel C. The amount of this pres-
sure is measured by the manometer.
The compressibility Is shown by the
fall of the liquid (and index) In the

graduated stem, and its amount can
be readily calculated if the capacity
of C, in terms of these scale-divisions,
is known.
3. An instrument consisting
essentially of a vertical tube

inserted into a water-main, to show the pressure
of the fluid at that point, by the height to which
it ascends in the tube of the piezometer. 4.

A sounding-apparatus in which advantage is

taken of the compression of air in a tube by the

pressure of the water at great depths to indicate

the depth of the water. 5. An instrument for

testing the pressure of gas in the bore of a gun.
piff(pif), n. Seepaff.
piffero (pif'e-ro), n. [< It. piffero, piffera, pi-

4481

3. An oblong mass of metal that has been run
while still molten intoa mold excavated in sand;

specifically, iron from the blast-furnace run
intu muMs excavated in sand. The molds are a

series of parallel trenches connected by a channel running
at right angles to Hum The iron thus cools In the form
of semi-cylindrical bun, or pigs, united at one end by an-

otlcT Inircalli-d the ton: t, called from a come compart-
nun with a litter of pigs suckling.

I
We found) many barret of Iron, two piyt of Lead, foorc

Fowlers Iron shot, and such like heaule things throw ne
here and there.

({noted In Cap<. John Smith't Works, I. 104.

Sometimes npiy will solidify partly as white iron partly
as grey, the crystallization having commenced In patches,
but not having spread throughout the whole niass before
It solidlHed ; such Iron Is known as mottled pig,

Encyc. Brit., XIIL 284.

4. A customary unit of weight for lead, HOI

pounds. All-mine pig, pig-iron smelted entirely from
ore or mine material. A pig in a poke. See jx.A-c'-'.

Hunt the pig. se<- hunt. - Long pig, masked pig, etc.

Sec the adjectives.- Pig's whisper, (a) A lower inaudi-

ble whisper. (6) A very short space of time. [Slang.]

You'll find yourself in bed in something leu than a frig's

Dickens, Pickwick, xxxil.

musical instrument, either a small flageolet or
a small oboe, used by strolling players in some
parts of Italy and Tyrol. 2. The name of an

organ-stop: same as bifara.

pig
1

(pig), . [Also dial, peg; early mod. E.

pigge; (. ME. pigge, pygge = D. bigge, big =
LG. bigge, a pig; origin obscure. An AS. "peeg
is mentioned as occurring "in a charter of

Swinford copied into the Liber Albus at Wells "

(Skeat,on authority of Earle) ; but this is doubt-
ful

;
an A.8.*pecg would hardly produce the E.

form pig. Whether the word is related to LG.
bigge, a little child, = Dan. pige = Sw. piga
= Icel. pika, a girl, is doubtful.] 1. A hog;
a swine

; especially, a porker, or young swine
of either sex, the old male being called boar,
the old female sou-. It is sometimes used in compo-
sition to designate some animal likened to a pig : as, a

gulnea-irif?. See hoy. Suidtc.

Together with the cottage . . . what was of much more
importance, a fine litter of new-farrowed ings no less than
nine in number perished. Lamb, Roast Pig.

2. The flesh of swine; pork.
Now ji! i it is a meat, and a meat that is nourishing and

may be longed for, and so consequently eaten ; it may be
eateu : very exceedingly well eaten.

B. Jmuon, Bartholomew Fair, 1. 1.

Please the pigs, if circumstances permit : a trivial rus-

tic substitute for please Godor tf it please Providence-. Pigs
Is here apparently a mere alliterative caprice ; it has been
variously regarded as an altered form ofpix, pyx, tbe box
which held the host; or of pixies, fairies ; orof the"S>ixon

piga, a virgin
"
(as If meaning the Virgin Mary). These

conjectures are all absurd. As to the last, no "Saxon
piga" exists; the entry "piga, puellula," in Somner, Lye,
etc., Is an error.

I'll have one of the wigs to carry Into the country with

me, and [If (it)] please the pigs. T. Brown. Works, IL 196.

Sussex pig, a vessel in tbe form of a pig, made at the
Bellevue or other Sussex pottery. When empty it stands

upon the four feet, but when in use it stands upright,
Its head is lifted off to allow of its being filled, and it

serves as a drinking-cup. The jest of being ordered to

drink a "hogshead "of beer in response to a toast, or the

like, refers to the emptying of such a cup. See Sussex rus-

tic ware, under wore. To bring one's pigs to a pretty
market, to make a very bad bargain, or to manage any-
thing in a very bad way.

pig 1
(pig)> *> pret. and pp. pigged, ppr.pig-

.'/'".'/ [< f'ff
1

) "] ! To bring forth pigs;
bring forth in the manner of pigs; litter. 2.

To act as pigs; live like a pig; live or huddle
as pigs: sometimes with an indefinite it.

But he hardly thinks that the sufferings of a dozen fel-

ons pigging together on bare bricks In a hole fifteen feet

square would form a subject suited to the dignity of his-

tory. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

To pig it like the prodigal son in the solitudes of ostra-

cism. WesbnintUr Ret., CXXVIII. 873.

The working man here is content to pig in, to use an

old-country term, In a way that an English workman would
not care to do. The Engineer, tXV. 480.

pig" (pig)i " [Abbr. of piggin
1
.] 1. An earthen

vessel; any article of earthenware.

Quhair the pig breaks let the shells lie.

Scotch proverb (Ray's Proverbs, 1678, p. 388).

2. A can for a chimney-top. 3. A potsherd.

[Scotch in all uses.]

pig-bed (pig'bed), n. The bed or series of molds
formed of sand into which iron is run from the
blast-furnace and cast into pigs.

pig-boiling (pig'boi'ling), n. Same as wet-pud-
Ming. See puddle.
pig-cote (pig'kot), n. A pigsty. [Prov. Eng.]
pig-deer (pig'der), n. The babirussa.

pigeon (pij'on), n. [Early mod. E. also pidgeon,
igion; < ME. pigeon, pijon, pygeon, pyjon, <

_F. pigeon, pvjon, pynjon, pignon, also pipion,
F. pigeon = Pr. pijon = Sp. pichon = It. pic-

done, pippione, a pigeon, a young bird, v L.

pipio(n-), a young piping or chirping bird, a

squab, <pipire, chirp: see^tpel, peepl. For the

form, ct.vndgeon. The native (AS.) word for '

pi-

geon' is dove: see dove1
.] 1. Any bird of the

family Columbidss (which see for technical char-

acters) ; a dove. The species are several hundred in

Domestic Pigeon, hoi

pigeon-hearted

number, and are found In nearly all parts of the world.

Many kinds are distinguished by qualifying terms, as/ndf
piiiriin, ground-pigeon, paamger-piii" I'igean,

nek-pigeon, and any of them may be called dove, as stack-

dove, nek-dove, ring-dove, imil, ./<.
,
n-imd-dorr. (See the

compound names, and Mai.) Few species are common-
ly seen In confinement, except In venr extensive avia-

ries, one of the commonest being the ring-dove; but the

rock-pigeon or rock-dove, Columba livia, Is everywhere
thoroughly domesticated, ami perhaps all the artificial va-

rieties have been produced by careful breeding from this

one. Fancy pigeons have naturally received many fanci-

ful names of their breeds, strains, and endless color-vari-

ations. Some of these names are (n) from localities, ac-

tual or alleged, as Antwerp!, barbs (from Ilarbary). Brans-

wicks, Burmese*, Damascenes, Florentines, Lahore*, Orien-

tals, Swabians; (6) from resemblance to other birds, as

magpies, owls, starlings, swallows, swifts ; (c) from char
acterlstlc actions, as carriers, croppers, dragoons, hom-
ers, pouters, rollers, shakers, trumpeters, tumblers; (</)

from peculiarities of size, shape, or color, as capnchfns,
fantalls (see cut under fantail), fire pigeons, frills or frill-

backs, helmets, hyacinths, ice-pigeons, jacobins (se<- mi
under jacobin), nuns, porcelains, priests, runts, shields,
tin-lilt*. Some names, like archangel, inairmet, and vic-

toria, are unclasslflable, and others are quite peculiar to

fanciers' nomenclature, as bbmdinettr, saverette, and lr-
biltcfn. Young pigeons are known as squabi and squealers.
The name pigeon Is also used, with a qualifying word, to

designate some bird like or likened to a pigeon, as prairie-

pigeon, tea-pigeon, etc.

2. A simpleton to be swindled; a gull: opposed
to rook. See stool-pigeon. [Slang.] Barbary
pigeon. Same as bark*, i Blue pigeon, a deep-sea lead ;

a sounding-lead. Cape pigeon, a small petrel, spotted
black and white, abundant off the Cape of flood Hope; the

daniler, Procfllaria or Daption capensis, belonging to

the family PrttcellariidcK. See cut under Daptvm. Clay
pigeon. See clay. Crown pigeon, Gouracoronata. See
cut under Ooura. Diving pigeon, the sea- pigeon, sea-

dove, or black guillemot, Una gryUc. See cut under rruil-

'/"'. Mechanical pigeon, (a) A device to which a

flying motion Is imparted by means of a spring released

by a trigger, or otherwise, to supply the place of living pi-

jteons in shooting-matches, or to afford practice to marks-
men In shooting birds on the wing. It may be a strip
of sheet-metal with blades bent in a propeller form, and
caused to rise by being rotated rapidly, or It may be a

ball of glass, terra-cot ta, or the like. (6) A toy consisting
of a light propeller-wheel, which, on being made to re-

volve rapidly by means of a string wound about a shaft on
which It rests, rises in the air In a short flight Nicobar

Calcenas nicobarica. See cut under Calccnat.

;eon
(

s egg, a bead of Venetian glass, the form and size

of which give rise to the name. Such beads were pro-
duced as early as the fifteenth century, and very ancient
ones are preserved. Pigeon's milk, a non-existent arti-

cle. In search of which April fools are despatched. Halli-

well. (Humorous.) Tooth-billed pigeon, Didunculu*

itrigirostris. See cut under Didunculus. TO pluck a

pigeon, to swindle; fleece. [Slang.] Wild pigeon, in

the United States, specifically, the passenger-pigeon, Jsctu-

pistes migratorius. See cut under passenger-pigeon.

pigeon (pij'on), v. t. [< pigeon, n.] To pluck;
fleece; strip of money by the tricks of gam-
bling. [Slang.]

Then hey ! at Dissipation's call

To every Club that leads the ton,
Hazard 's the word ; he flies at all,

Htj't pigcon'd and undone.
Observer, No. 27. (Richardson.)

pigeonberry (pij'on-ber'i), n. The pokeweed.
See garget, 5, and Phytolacca.

pigeon-breast (pij'on-brest), n. 1. The breast
or a pigeon. 2. A deformity occurring in per-
sons affected with rickets, in which the costal

cartilages are bent inward, and the sternum or

breast-bone is thrown forward.

pigeon-breasted (pij'on-bres'ted), a. Affected
with pigeon-breast.
pigeon-cherry (pij'on-cher'i), . Same as pin-
cnerry.

Pigeon-English (pij'on-ing'glish), n. See Pid-

gin-Englisn.

pigeon-express (pij'on-eks-pres'), . The con-

veyance of intelligence by means of a carrier-

or homing-pigeon.
pigeon-fancier (pij'on-fan'si-er), . One who
keeps and breeds pigeons.

pigeonfpot (pij'on-fut), *>. A plant: same as

dove's-foot, 1.

pigeon-goose (pij'on-gos), . An Australian

goose, Cereopsis novte-hollandise.

pigeon-grass (pij'on-gras), n. A grass, Setatia

glauca, found in stubble-fields, etc., and very
widely diffused. It is said to be as nutritious

as Hungarian grass, but the yield is small.

[U. S.]

pigeon-hawk (pij'on-hak), M. One of the smaller

hawks, about as large as a pigeon, or able to

prey on birds as large as pigeons, (a) A small
true falcon of America, Falco columbarius, and some close-

ly related species, corresponding to what are termed mer-
lins in Europe. (6) The sharp-shinned hawk. Accipiterfus-
CMS. or A. velox. See cut at sharp thinned. [I". S.]

pigeon-hearted (pij'on-har'ted), a. Timid as

a bird ; easily frightened.

First Old. The drum, the drum, sir !

Curio. I never saw such pigeon-hearted people.
What drum? what danger! Who 's that that shakes be-

hind there? FIrtrlirr, Pilgrim, Ut 4.



pigeonhole

pigeonhole (pij'on-hol), n. 1. One of the holes

in a dove-cote or pigeon-house tlivougli which

the birds pass in and out. Hence 2. A little

compartment or division in a case for papers,
a bureau, a desk, or the liko.

AbW Sieycs has whole nests of pigeon-holes full of con-

stitutions already made, ticketed, sorted, and numbered.
Burke.

3. One of a series of holes in an arch of a fur-

nace through which the gases of combustion

pass. 4. One of a series of holes in the block

at the bottom of a keir through which its liquid

contents can be discharged. 5. pi. An old

English game, resembling modern bagatelle,
in whichballs were rolled through little cavities

or arches.

Threepence I lost at nynepines ; but I got
Six tokens towards that at pigeon-holes.

Brome, Antipodes, iv. 5.

In several places there was nine-pins plaid,

And mdiiean hnles for to beget a trade.

Frost-Fair Ballads (1684). (Nares.)

6. In printing, an over-wide space between

printed words. Also called rat-hole.

pigeonhole (pij'on-hol), t>. t.
; pret. andpp.^i-

geonholed, ppr. pigeonholing. [< pigeonhole, n.]

To place or file away in a pigeonhole ; hence,
to lay aside for future consideration; hence, to

lay aside and ignore or forget; "shelve"; treat

with intentional neglect : as, to pigeonhole an

application for an appointment ;
to pigeonhole

a scheme.
It is true that in common life ideas are spoken of as be-

ing treasured up, forming a store of knowledge : the im-

plied notion being that they are duly arranged and, as it

were, pigeon-holed for future use.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., | 469.

He had hampered the business of the State Department
by pigeon-holing treaties for months.

ff. A. Rev., CXXVII. 63.

pigeonholed (pij'on-hold), a. Formed with

pigeonholes for the escape of gases of com-

bustion, as the arch of a furnace, or for the

discharge of liquids, as the bottom of a keir.

pigeon-house (pij'on-lious), n, A house for

pigeons ;
a pigeonry ;

a dove-cote.

pigeon-livered (pij'qn-liv"erd), a. Mild in tem-

per; pigeon-hearted; soft; gentle.
I am pigeon-lioer'd, and lack gall

To make oppression bitter.

Shalt., Hamlet, ii. 2. 605.

pigeon-match (pij'on-mach), . A meeting or

contest where pigeons are shot at as they are

released from boxes, called traps, placed at a
fixed distance from the marksman.
pigeon-pair (pij'on-par), . Twins of opposite
sex, boy and girl: so called because pigeons
lay two eggs which normally hatch a pair of

birds, a male and a female.

pigeon-pea (pij'on-pe), . See Cajanus.

pigeon-plum (pij'on-plum), n. A middle-sized

tree, Coccoloba Floridaiia, common in semi-

tropical Florida. Its wood is hard and close grained,
of a deep brown tinged with red, and valuable for cabinet-

making. Its abundant grape-like fruit is a favorite food
of small animals.

pigeonry (pij'on-ri), n.
; pi. pigeonries (-riz). [<

pigeon + -ry.] A place where pigeons are kept ;

a columbarium
;
a dove-cote.

pigeon'8-blood (pij'onz-blud), . The color of

a fine dark ruby, scarcely so dark as the beefs-
blood. These two shades are the most admired
in that stone.

pigeon'S-grass (pij'onz-gras), n. [Cf. Gr. mpi-
arepeuv, a kind of verbena, also a dove-cote, <

nepiarepd, a pigeon, dove.] The common ver-

vain, Verbena officinalis, said to be frequented
by doves, and sometimes fancied to be eaten

by them to clear their sight.

pigeontail (pij'on-tal), n. The pintail duck,
Dafila acuta : so called from the resemblance
of the tail to that of the wild pigeon or pas-
senger-pigeon. W. H. Herbert. See cut under
Dafila.

pigeon-toed (pij'on-tod), a. 1. Having that
structure of the feet which characterizes pi-
geons; peristeropod: said of gallinaceous birds.
The pigeon-toed fowl are the mound-birds or

Megapodidse of the Old World and the curas-
sows or Cracidse of America. 2. Having the
toes turned in: said of persons. [Colloq.]

The pigeon-toed step and the rollicking motion
Bespoke them two genuine sons of the Ocean.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 171.

pigeon-tremex (pij'on-tre"meks), n. A hyme-
nopterpus insect of the family Uroceridse, or
horntails, Tremexcolmriba: a book-name. The
adiilt oviposits in the trunks of maples and
other shade-trees, and the larva is a wood-borer.
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pigeonwing (pij'on-wing), . 1. A mode of

dressing the side hair adopted by men espe-

cially in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury; also, a wig so called.

A young man slightly overdressed. His club and pi-

genn-wiwjx were fastened with three or four pins of gold,

and his white-powdered queue was wrapped with a black

velvet ribbon shot with silver.

O. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, xui.

2. A brisk fancy step or caper in dancing, skat-

ing, etc.: as, to cut a, pigeonwing.

Shaking off straw and furs, wraps and pattens, the la-

dies had no sooner swallowed cups of tea than they were

whisked into line for the Virginia reel, over against a row

of cavaliers arrayed with back-seam coat-buttons coming
beneath their shoulder-blades, who cut the pigeon-winy
in sauare-toed pumps. Then what life, what joyous frisk-

ing ! The Century, XXXVII. 858.

pigeonwood (pij'on-wud), . A name of vari-

ous trees or their wood, from the marking or

coloring of the latter, (a) Pisonio, obtusota of the

West Indies and Florida : also called beefwood, corkwood,

tmAporku'Ood. (6) Dipholissalietfolia, a large fragrant tree ;

JJiospyros tetrasperma, a shrub ; and several species of Coc-

coloba all of the West Indies, (c) Queltarda speciosa, a

small evergreen of tropical shores in both hemispheres.

(d) ConnarusGuianensuf(Omphalobiuin Lambertii) of South
America and the West Indies. Also called zebrawood.

pigeon-wopdpecker (pij'on-wud"pek-er), n.

Same as flicker
2

.

pig-eyed (pig'Id), a. Having small dull eyes
with heavy lids, appearing sunken : said of per-
sons.

pig-faced (pig'fast), . Having a piggish physi-
ognomy; looking like a pig: as, the pig-faced
baboon.

pig-fish (pig'fish), n. Any one of various fishes

which make a grunting noise when taken out
of the water, (a) A grunt or grunter ; a member of the
Hxmvlonidx or Prwlipomidee ; specifically, OrthoprMis
chrysopterus. (6) A sciamoid fish, the spot or lafayette,
Liostomus oUiqmu. (c) A cottoid fish, the sculpin, Cottw

octodecinwpinosus. (d) A labroid fish of New South Wales,
Cossyphus or Bodianus mnmacvlatus.

pigfoot (pig
'

tut), n. ; pi. pigfoots or pigfeet

(-futs, -fet). A seorpsenoid fish, Scorp&na por-
cus, of the Mediterranean and contiguous wa-
ters. The cheeks, opercles, and top of the head are

naked, and dorsal flns are developed ; the form (s com-

pressed, and the color is reddish-brown mottled and
dotted with black.

pig-footed (pig'fut'ed), a. Having feet like a

pig's: as, the pig-footed perameles, Chceropus
castanotis. See cut at Chceropus.

piggery1
(pig'e-ri), n.

; pi. piggeries (-riz). [<

]Xgl + -ery.] A place where pigs are kept ; a

pigsty or set of pigsties.

piggery2 (pig'e-ri), .; pi. piggeries (-riz). [<

pig% T -ery.] A place where earthen vessels

are made or sold; a pottery. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]

piggesniet, . Seepigsney. Chaucer.

piggin
1

(pig'in), H. [< Gael, pigeon, a little

earthen jar, pitcher, or pot, dim. of pigeadh
(= It. pighead), an earthen jar, pitcher, or pot.
Cf. Ir. pigin, a small pail, noggin, = W. picyn,
a piggin, noggin. Hence, by abbr., pig2.] 1.

A small wooden vessel with an erect handle
formed by continuing one of the staves above
the rim.
A piggin, to milk in, immulctra. Holyoke.

Wooden piggins. Lamb.

Piggin, "a small wooden vessel with an erect handle,
used as a dipper." [Southernisms and Westernisms.]

Trans. Amer. PhUol. Ass., XVII. 41.

2. A small earthen vessel; a pitcher; also, a
shallow vessel provided with a long handle at
one side, used as a dipper Boat-piggin, a small
wooden piggin belonging to a boat's gear, used for bailing.

piggin
2

(pig'in), n. [Origin obscure.] The
joists to which the flooring is fixed

;
more prop-

erly, the pieces on which the boards of the lower
floor are fixed. Salliioett. [Prov. Eng.]
piggish (pig'ish), a. [< pigi + -isfti.] Like a

pig in disposition, habits, or manners
; hoggish ;

swinish; especially, greedy: said chiefly of per-
sons.

piggishness (pig'ish-nes), n. The character of

[Prov. Eng.]
piggle (pig'l), n. [<piggle,v.] A many-pronged
hook, with a handle like that of a hoe, used in

digging potatoes, and in mixing various mate-
rials, as clay, mortar, compost, etc.

pig-headed (pig'hed"ed), a. [(pigl + head +
-erf2 . Cf . pig-sconce.] Stupid and obstinate as
a pig; stupidly perverse; unreasonably set in
mind.
You should be some dull tradesman by your pig-headed

sconce now. B. Jonson, News from the New World.

pigment-granule
If Mr. Tulliver had in the end declined to send Tom to

Stelling, Mr. Riley would have thought his friend of the
old school a thoroughly pig-headed fellow.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 8.

pig-headedly (pig'hed*ed-li), adv. In a pig-
headed, obstinate, or perverse manner.

pig-headedness (pig'hed"ed-nes), . The char-

acter of being pig-headed; stupid perversity or

obstinacy.
pig-hole (pig 'hoi), n. In some metallurgie
operations, a hole, provided with a cover, in the
wall of a furnace, through which a crucible may
have an additional supply of pig-metal put in

it without the operation of the furnace being
interrupted.
pightt (pit). An obsolete preterit and past par-
ticiple of pitch

1
.

pightle (pi'tl), n. [See pickle^.] A small mea-

dow; any small inclosed piece of land. [Prov.

Eng. and U. S. (eastern end of Long Island).]

pig-iron (pig'i'ern), n. 1. Iron in pigs, as it

comes from the blast-furnace. See ptg\ 3. 2.

A flat piece of iron, which is hung so as to be in-

terposed between the fire and meat roasting,
when it is desirable to retard the cooking. Hal-
liwell. Pig-iron breaker, a power-hammer adapted for

breaking pig-iron into pieces suitable for charging a fur-

nace.

pig-lead (pig'led), . Lead in pigs ;
lead in the

form in which it is ordinarily offered for sale

after reduction from the ore. Seepigi, 3.

pigmean, a. See pygmean.
pigment (pig'ment), n. [< ME. pigment, spiced
wine (see piment),< OF. pigment (also piment),
F. pigment, < L. jngmentum, a pigment. < jiiii-

gere (/ pig), paint: see picture.] 1. Any
substance that is or can be used by painters
to impart color to bodies; technically, a dry
substance, usually in the form of a powder or

in lumps so lightly held together as to be easily

pulverized, which after it has been mixed with
a liquid medium can be applied by painters to

surfaces to be colored. Pigment is properly restrict-

ed to the dry coloring matter which when mixed with
a vehicle becomes & paint; but the two words are com-
monly used without discrimination. (See paint.) In oil-

painting, the pigments are ground or triturated to render
them smooth, usually in poppy- or nut-oil, since these

dry best and do not deaden the colors.

Ifyou will allow me, Pyrophilus, for the avoiding of am-
biguity, to employ the word pigment* to signify such pre-
pared materials (as cochineal, vermilion, orpiment) as

painters, dyers, and other artificers make use of to im-

part or imitate particular colours. Boyle, Works, II. 48.

2. In liol., organic coloring matter; any organ-
ized substance whose presence in the tissues of

animals and plants colors them. Pigment is the

generic or indifferent term, most kinds of pigment having
specific names. Coloring matter of one kind or another
is almost universal in animals and plants, comparatively
few of which are colorless. Pigments are very generally
distributed in the integument and its appendages, as the

skin, and especially the fur, feathers, scales, etc., of ani-

mals, and the leaves and other soft parts of plants. The
dark color of the negro's skin is due to the abundance of

pigment in the epidermis. The black appearance of the

pupil of the eye is due to the heavy pigmentation of the

choroid, and various colors of the iris depend upon specific

pigments. Such coloring matters are often collected In

special sacs which open and shut, producing the " shot
"

or play of color of the chameleon, dolphin, cuttlefish, and
other animals. In many low animals and plant* the color
of the pigment is characteristic of genera, families, or even

higher groups, as among infusoriaus, algals, etc. See cut
under cell.

3t. Highly spiced wine sweetened with honey;
piment.

It may be made with pnttyng to pigment,
Or piper, or sum other condyment.

PaUadiui, Husbondrie(E. E. T. S.), p. 155.

Pigment color, in dyeing, a color prepared in the form of

powder, and insoluble in the vehicle by which it is ap-
plied to the fabric. O'Neill, Dyeing and Calico Printing,

p. 876.

pigmental (pig'men-tal), . [< pigment + -al.]

Of or pertaining to pigment ; especially, secret-

ing or containing pigment, as a cell or a tissue.

pigmentary (pig'men-ta-ri), a. [= F. pigmen-
taire; < pigment + -an/.] Same as pigmental.
Pigmentary degeneration. See degeneration. Pig-
mentary layer of the iris, the innermost layer of the
iris. Pigmentary layer of the retina, the ectoretina;
the outermost layer of the retina, composed of thick hex-

agonal pigment-cells united by a colorless cement.

pigmentation (pig-men-ta'shon), . [= F. pig-
mentation; as pigment+ -ation.] Discoloration

by the deposition of a pigment in the tissues.

pigment-cell (pig'ment-sel), . 1. A cell which
secretes or contains pigment. See cut under
cell. 2. A case or receptacle containing a spe-
cial pigment; a chromatophore.
pigmented(pig'men-ted),a. [<

Charged with pigment ;
colored.

pigment-granule (pig'inent-gran"ul), n. A
grain or particle of pigment; one of the minute



pigment-granule

structureless masses of which pigment usually
consists,

pigmentless (pig'in<;nt-les). n. [< pigment +
-/c.s.v.J Free from pigment : destitute of color-

iug matter,

pigment-molecule (pi^'mtini -mol'e-kul), .

Same as IHI/IIII iil-t/riiiiiilf.

pigmentosa (pig-men-to'sii). . [NL., fern.
'

IHI/IIII ii/nx/is: see /lit/nit
'ii Inm.] Same as

tn in.

pigmentose (plg'men-tos), a. [< NL. *>/<//
-

/o.s-u.v, < lj. /</(/ ///i, pigment: see /ni/iiiinl.\

Full Of pifTlllelll.

pigmentous (pig'men-tus), a. [< pigment +
-tuts.

]
Same as pii/iiii-iiliuw.

pigment-printing '(pitf'inciit-prin ting), . A
stylo, of calico-printing in which ordinary pig-
ments are mechanically lixed on the fabric by
means of albuminous cement. K. II. Kiin/hl.

pigment-spot (pi^'ment -spot). . 1. A definite

pigmeiiteil spot, or circumscribed pigmentary
area; specifically, the so-called eye-spot of cer-

tain animalcules, as infusoriansand rotifers.

2. In hot., a reddish or brownish spot present
in certain spores.

pig-metal (pig'mefal), n. Metal in pigs, as it

is produced from the ore in the first operation of

smelting. Fig-metal scales, a pair of scales arranged
for weighing pig-metal. An irun truck of proper dimen-
sions to receive a furnace-charge traverses on rails upon
the platform of the scales.

pigmeyt, An obsolete form of ]>i/i/ in i/.

pigmy, n. See /'.'/.'/'"//

pignerate, c. /. Sec /lii/mtrnti'.

pignon (pm'yon), n . [< F. pignon, the kernel
of a pine-cone, also a gable, gable-end, = 8p.
piflon = Pg. pinh&o, the kernel of a pine-cone,
< li.pinea, a pine-nut, pine-cone, pine: see^ine-
a/.] 1. An edible seed of the cones of certain

pines, as Pinna Pinea, the nut- or stone-pine of

southern Europe. 2. In arch., a gable: the
usual French architectural term, sometimes
used in English.
pignorate, pignerate (pig'no-, -ne-rat), v. t.;

pret. and pp. /lii/itomtnl, pigneratea, ppr.nigno-
fiiling, jtigncrating. [< L. pigneratun (ML. also

pignoratus), pp. of pignerare (ML. also piano-
rare), pledge, pignerari, take as a pledge (> It.

pignorare = Pg. penhorar = OF. pignorer,
pledge), < pignus (pigncr-, pignor-), a pledge:
see pignus.] 1. Topledge; pawn; mortgage.
2. To take in pawn, as a pawnbroker. Bloinit.

pignorate (pig no-rat), a. [< ML. pignoratits,

pp.: see the verb.] Pignorative.

Pignorate and hypothecary rights were unknown as

rights protected by action at the time now being dealt
with. Encyc. Brit., XX. 690.

pignoration (pig-no-ra'shon), n. [= OF. pi-
t/iioration, < ML. pignoratio(n-), LL. pignera-
tio(n-), a pledging, pawning, < L. pignerare, pp.
pigneratits, pledge: see pignorate.] 1. The act
of pledging or pawning. 2. In civil law, the

holding of cattle that have done damage as se-

curity till satisfaction is made. See pignus.
pignorative (pig'no-ra-tiv), a. [= F. pignora-
lif= Sp. pignoratii'o = Pg. pennorativo = It.

pignorativo, < ML. *pignorativus, < pignorare,
pp. pignoratus, pawn, pledge: see pignorate.']

Pledging; pawning. Bouvier. [Bare.]
pignus (pig nus), n. [< L. pignus (pigner-, pig-
itor-), a pledge, < \/

'

pae, in pangere, fix, fasten,
pacisci, agree, contract.] A pledge ;

the deposit
of a thing, or the transfer of possession of it

or dominion over it, as security for the perform-
ance of an obligation. The essential idea In the Ko-
man and civil law is the putting of property, whether of
a chattel, or land, or territorial jurisdiction (or servants
or children, when they are regarded as property), under
the hand of the 1Tcditor or pledgee as security, so that,
although the right of the owner was not extinguished,
the creditor or pledgee could enforce his claim without
legal proceedings or any effort to gain possesMo.i , and
this is also the essential idea in pawn and also in the
strict use of ;rfo/;w ; while hypothec and mortgage imply
that the owner retains possession, and that the' creditor
has only a right of action, or a right to demand possession
in the contingencies agreed on.

pignut (pig'nut), it. 1. Same as haickiiHt.

I with my long nails will dig thee pig-mitt.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 172.

Jtrtt Sold. Fight like hogs for acorns!
See. Sold. Venture our lives for pig-nutt !

Fletcher, Bonduca, I. 2.

2. The fruit of a North American tree, the
brown hickory. Hicnrin i/lnhni (Cnri/ti /ion-ilia);
also, the tree itself. The nut is thin-shelled, oily, at
first sweet, then bitterish; it is eaten by swine. Tliew(ul
is very tough and is used like that of the shcllbark, though
the tree is not so large.

There are also several sorts of hickories, called pig nut*.
some of which have as thin n shell as the best French wal-
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nuts, and yield their moil very easily ; they are all of the
walnut kind. Bemriey, Virginia, II. U 14.

3. The fruit of Otitplttilra triandra and O. di-

iniili-ii. of the West Indies and South America.
The kernel with the embryo removed Is edible, and yields

(one species at least) a fine limpid oil. In Guiana a species
of Omphalfa affords an oil said to be admirably adapted
for lubricating, there called mabevil. Also called eoonut
and breadnut.

pig-pen ( pig'pen), n. A pen for pigsi

; a pigsty.

pig-rat (pig'rat), n. The large bandicoot-rat of

India, NtteUa liniiilimlii. See cut ttXesokia.

pigroot (pig'riit), . Any plant of the genus
SMyrfMMMM.
pigsconce (pig'skons), n. A pig-headed fellow ;

a blockhead.

Ding. He Is

Vopig-feonce, mistress.
Secret, lie has an excellent headpiece.

Mammjrr, City Madam, III. 1.

These representatives of ihe pig-tconcct of the popula-
tion judged by circumstances ; airy shows and seems had
no effect on them. O. Meredith, The Egoist, xxxvil.

pig's-face (pigz'fas), M. A plant. See .Mi-xi m-

pigskin (pig'skin), n. 1. The skin of a pig,
especially when prepared for saddlery, binding.
or other purposes. 2. A saddle. [Colloq.]

He was my governor, and no better master ever sat In

pig-skin. Dickeia.

pigsneyt, pigsnyt (pigz'ni), n. [Also pigsnye,

pigsnii ; < ME. piggesnye, piggesneyghe, lit.

'pigVeye'; pigges, gen. of pigge, pig; neyghe,
a variant, with attracted n of indef. art., of

eyghe, etc., eye: see eye
1

.'] 1. A pig's eye:
used, like eye and apple of the eye, to denote

something especially cherished; hence, as a
term of endearment used of or to a woman, a

darling.
She was a prlmerole, a piggcmye.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 82.

Miso, mine own pigtnif, thou shall hear news of Dame-
Us. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, III

Thou art,
As I believe, thevinmty of his heart.

MaKringer, Picture, II. 1.

2. An eye : applied to a woman's eye. [Humor-
ous.]

Shine upon me but benignly,
With that one. and that other ptgtneg.

S. Bvtler, Hudlbras, n. i. 660.

3. The carnation pink.

pigsticker (pig'stik'er), w. 1. A pork-butcher;
a pig-killer. 2. A boar-hunter. [Anglo-In-
dian.]

Owing to the courage, horsemanship, and skill with his

spear required in the pigsticker, ... it (chasing the wild

boar] must be regarded as an admirable training for cav-

alry officers. Athenxum, No. 3226, p. 256.

3. A long-bladed pocket-knife. [Slang.]
pigsty (pig'stl), n.

; pi. pigsties (-stiz). A sty or

pen for pigs; a pig-pen.
To go and lire In a pigtty onpnrpose to spite Wakem.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, II. 8.

pig'S-Wash (pigz'wosh), . Swill.

Moral evil is unattainabillty of Pig's-wanh.
Carlytt, Latter-Day Pamphlets, Jesuitism.

pig's-wrack (pigz'rak). M. The Irish moss,
Cnondrus crixpus: so called in England because
boiled with meal and potatoes and used as food
for pigs.

pigtail (pig'tal), . 1. The tail of a pig. 2. A
cue formed of the hair of the head, as distin-

guished from that of the periwig. This was re-

tained by certain classes, as the sailors of the British navy,
after it had gone out of use in polite society. In this

way it survived as late as 1825. Seei<i, 1. [Colloq.]

Should we he so apt as we are now to compassionate the
misfortunes, and to forgive the insincerity of Charles I,, if

his pictures had portrayed him in a bob-wig and a pig-tail.'

Bulicer, Pelham, xllv.

Yonder still more ancient gentleman in powdered hair

slowly along.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 49.

3. A person who wears a pigtail or cue. [Col-
loq.] 4. Tobacco twisted into a rope or cord.

I bequeath to Mr. John Qrattan ... my silver box in
which the freedom of the city of Corke was presented to

me; in which I desire the said John to keep the tobacco
he usually cheweth, called pigtail. Sw\ft, Will.

pigtailed (pig'tald), a. [< pigtail + -<*J2 ] 1.

Having a tail like a pig's.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens dur-

ing the past week include a PiytaOed Monkey.
Nature, XL. 628.

2. Wearing a pigtail or cue; having the hair
done up into a cue.

Dapur. I. e. the fortress of Tabor, of the Amorites, de-
fended by piiitnilrrl 1 1 it tiles against Rameses II.

Jmtr. Anthrnp. In*., XVIII. 229.

and pigtail . . . walks slowly along.
t, Fif

pike

Pigtailed baboon, the . -ha. -ma. Pigtailed macaque
or monkey, M'tnti-n* tfinfflrinux of Java, Sumatra, Bor-

neo, ami "i' M:il;c\ |i. niiiHiilii, having a short tall,

pigweed ipij,''e,l), . 1. A plant, one df the

no(>;.el'cit.-. t'lirini/HxIiiini iilliiini, also called

lamVf^fM/rttn and ///i-/j. It is sometimes
used as a pot-herb. The name extends more or
less to other species of the genus. 2. The
green amaranth. AiiuiriiMtii.* >< tintl/siui, a com-
mon weed around stiosand barn-yards. Winged
pigweed, a coarse branching herb, Cycbiloina platyjtJiiil-

turn, found from the upi>er Mississippi westward, resem-

bling goosefoot:
but marked by a horizontal wing encir-

cling the calyx In fruit.

pigwiggint, pig-widgint, . [Also /'</<'.'/.'/' ,/(/-

iridi/toit : appar. a fanciful name, prob. based
on Puck or j'ixy.] A fairy; a dwarf; hence,

anything very small : also used adjectively.
Piffuriggrn was this fairy knight,
One wond'rous gracious In the sight
Of fair queen Mab. Draytan, Nymphldla, st 12.

By Scotch Invasion to be made a prey
To such pigiridgin myrmidons as they.

Clraetlaml Ilrrirrd (IMKi). (Xarft.1

pik (pik), n. A Turkish unit of length, a cubit.
There are three chief piks the Stambouli or khalebl, the

endazeh, and the beladi or massri. The longest Is the

Stambouli, which Is 26.80 English Inches In c<intaiil!n<.

pie (26.86 in Wallachla, 20.43 In Moldarla, and 26.65 In

Kgypt). ITie plk endazeh varies from 25.06 Inches In Egypt
to 25.70 In <'onstantinople. The pik lieladi is J2.21 Inches
in Egypt. Formerly the law of Wallachla prescribed that
the plk khalebl should be 2 feet 2 inches and 10 lines and
the plk endazeh 2 feet 1 Inch and Mines English measure.

pika (pi'ka), n. A small rodent quadruped of

the genus Lagomyx, family Lagomyidee, belong-
ing to the duplicidentate or lagomorphic series

of the i;n<i< a i HI. inhabiting alpine regions of
the northern hemisphere. It is of about the size of
a rat, with soft fur, large rounded ears, and very short toll.

There are several species. Also called calling-hare, little

chief hare, rat-hare, and cony. See cut under Lagomys.

pika-squirrel (pi'ka-skwur'el), n. A chinchilla;

any species of the genus Chinchilla,

If the foregoing (species of Lagidium] lie called rabbit-

squirrels, the Chinchilla Itself (C. lanlgera) may be termed
* pika squirrel. Stand. Xat. Hitt., V. 86.

pike 1
(pik), n. [Early mod. E. alsopyke; < ME.

pike, pyke, pyk, a sharp point, an iron point or

tip of a staff or spear, a piked staff or spear, <

AS. pic, in earliest form piic, a pike (glossing
ML. ocisculnm for 'aciculum, a needle or pin),
also in cornp. horn-pic, a peak, pinnacle (rare
in all uses), = MD. pijcke, a pike, spear, later

pieke, D. piek, a pike, spear, flourish with the

pen, dash, = MLG. pek, LG. pelc, pick, a pike,
spear, = G. pike, pieke, a pike, spear, spade
at cards, piek, a spade at cards, = Sw. pik, a

pike, spear, = Dan. pike, a pike, spear, pik, a

pike, peak (naut.), = OF. pique, picque, a pike,
spear, pikeman, spade at cards, F. pique, pike,
spear, spade at cards, = Sp. Pg. pica, t., a pike,
spear, pikeman, = Olt. pica, It. picca, a pike,
spear, peak (ML. pica, a pike, spear, pickax) ;

also Sp. pica, m .. sharp point, peak, top, point
of land, pickax, spout, beak, bill, = Pg. pica,
m., peak, top, summit, = Olt. pico} in., dim.

picchio, an iron hammer, beetle, pickax, etc.

(ML. picas, a hook) (the Teut. and Rom. forms
and senses show more or less reaction); also
in Celtic : Ir. pice, a pike, fork, = Gael, pic, a

pike, spear, pickax, = W. pig, a point, pike,
bill, beak, = Bret, pik, a pike, point, pickax ;

cf.

Ir.picidh, a pike, spear, pitchfork ; peac, a sharp-
pointed thing, etc., whence ult. E. peak (see

peak1
); prob. orig. with initial s, < L. spica,

f., spicum, uent .. a point, ear of grain, top or
t uft of a plant, LL. also a pin, whence ult. E.

spike : see spike. Cf. pick1
, tne forms pick1 and

pike1 in noun and verb uses being more or less

confused. Hence pike1
, r., pike*, pike3 , and,

through OF. and F.,pike^a.nd pique, as well as

pickefl, piquet, etc.] 1. A sharp point; a spike.
specifically (a) A point of iron or other metal forming
the head or tip of a staff or spear. (6) A central spike
sometimes used In targets and bucklers, to which it was
affixed by means of a screw, (c) In turning, a point or
center on which to fasten anything to be turned.

Hard wood, prepared for the lathe with rasping, they
pitch between thepiket. J. Motnn.

(d) A thorn; a prickle. (e\) The pointed end of a shoe,
such as were formerly in fashion, called pikrd thorn, era-

cotes, etc. See cat under cracov.

It was ordained In the Parliament of Westminster, anno
146S. . . .

" that no man weare shoes or boots havingpike*
passing two inches in length."

J. Bryant, On Rowley's Poems. (Latham.)

2. A staff or shaft having at the end a sharp
point or

tip, usually of iron or steel, specifically
(at) Such a staff used in walking ; a pilgrim's staff ; a pike-
staff.

They were redy for to wende
With pyke and with sclavyn
As palmers were in Psynvm.

Richard Coer de Lion, 1. 611.



pike
That Penltenoia his puke he schiildc polsche newe.

I'ii'i-x Hou-man (B), v. 482.

(6) (1) A sharp-pointed weapon consisting of a long shaft

or handle with an iron head. It has
heen in use from ancient times, but
the word dates apparently from the
fifteenth century. About that pe-

riod, and for some time later, it was
the arm of a large part of the infan-

try, and was from 15 to 20 feet long.
It continued in use, although re-

duced in length, throughout the
seventeenth century, and was re-

placed by the bayonet as the latter

as improved. It was retained in

the British army until a very late

date as a mere ensign of rank. (See
half-pike and spontoon.) The pike
has always been the arm of hastily
levied and unequipped soldiers

;

4484 pilar

a misnomer in the San Francisco market. Also absurdly pikelin (pik'lin), it. IX pike1 (?) + -/( for-Una1 .!
called salmon-trout, (c) In Australia, the Sphyriena no- *aa , Ytil-rlrt
nr-l,Ma,vKie.saH\S.obhisata. (d) The sea-pike (a belonid). 2J

as
/,' 'V' ... ry

See also phrases below. Bald pike, ganoid flsh, Amia pikeman 1
(pik man), n.

; pl.pikemen (-men). [<
mini. |i .s.| Bonypike. Same as /;>, 2. Brazil- p*el + man.] 1. A soldier armed with a
ian pike, a seomberesocid flsh, of the genus Hemirham pike ; especially about
phus. Pennant.- Federation pike, a, pickerel, Esox

the 8ixt^enth jd sev.

enteenth centuries, a
member of a regularly
organized body of such
soldiers.

anifricanm: so called in allusion to the bands with
which its body is crossed and rays being often thirteen

in number. Glass-eyed pike, the pike-perch, Stizoste-

dion americanum, or & vitreum. Also called goggle-eyed
and wall-eyed pike. Gray pike. Same as blue-pike.
Great pike, the maskalonge, A'sor nobilior. Green pike.
(a) The pike-perch. Stizostedion vitreum. (b) The common
pickerel, Emx reticulatus. Ground-pike, the sauger,
Stizostedion canadenxe. Humpbacked pike, Esox cypho.
E. D. Cow. Mud-pike, the sauger. [Lake Ontario.]

Sand-pike, (a) The sauger. (b) The lizard-fish, Synodus
fastens. Wall-eyed pike. Same as glass-eyed pike.

Pikes.

o, pike, 2 ()(a); ,

ordinary infantry pike,
17th century.

. .

. muu.vi. Yellow pike, the pike-perch, Stizostedion vitreum.

thousands were useil'in the French pike3 (pik), n. [Abbr. of turnpike, turnpike
revolution. Such pikes have usu- road.] A turnpike; a turnpike road.

The Swiss battalion con-
sisted of pikemen, and bore
a close resemblance to the
Greek phalanx.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

2. A miner who works
with a pike or crowbar.

Disraeli, Sybil, ii. 6.

. < piket, .']
To go Pikeman2 (pik'man),

[< pike* + man.] A
ally a round conical head, a mere
ferrule of thin iron bent into that * ~ Vcn -i

form, but long, sharp-pointed, and rapidly, [blang.] - -

formidable. The pike of regular plke4t, . t. An obsolete form of mcK*, pitch
1

.
'"

warfare had sometimes a round, sometimes a flat or pikeBt, v. i. [ME. mkcn: see peek*.! To peep;
spear-like head. peek

Fandarns, that ledde hire by the lappe,
Com ner, and gan in at the curtyn pike.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 60.

In the Court there was a Soldier pourtrayed at length
with a blacke pike in his hand. Coryat, Crudities, I. 223.

(2) A weapon which replaced for a short time the sim-

ple pointed pike; it had an ax-blade on one side and a

pointed beak or hook on the other. In this form it was - ., .- . -,, -, , ,

retained In the French army as a badge of rank as late as PlKettMpl ked or lkt), a.

(ct) A pitchfork used by fanners.

.,"

the first empire.

A rake for to hale up the fltches that lie,

A pike for to pike them up, handsome to dry.

Tusser, September's Husbandry.

3. A sharp-pointed hill or mountain summit;
a peak. [North. Eug.]

A gathering weight of shadows brown
Falls on the valleys as the sun goes down

;

And POces, of darkness named and fear and storms,
Uplift in quiet their illumined forms.

Wordsworth, Descriptive Sketches.

Masses of broken crag rising at the very head of the

valley into a fine pike, along whose jagged edges the rain-
clouds were trailing.

Mrs. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, I. vii.

4. A point of land; a gore. See gwe2, ., 2.

[Prov. Eng.] 5. A large cock of hay. [Prov.
Eng.] 6f. Same as pikeman1

,
1.

Your halbardier should be armed in all points like your
pike. Markham, Soldiers Accidence, p. 4.

7f. A measure of length, originally based on the

length of the weapon so called.

He had nineteene and a halfe pikes of cloth, which cost
in London twenty shillings the pike.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 249.

pike j
t (pik), v.

; pret. and pp. piked, ppr. piking.
[< ME. piken, pyken, prob. only or chiefly with
a short vowel, piken, a var. of picken, pikken,
mod. pick1

: the ref . to pike1
, n,, being only sec-

ondary: see pike1 , pick1 , pitch 1
.'] I. trans. 1.

To pick or pluck. 2. To pick or choose; se-

lect; cull.

Diligently clodde it, pyke oute stones.

Pattadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

Were it soe that the juryes could be piked out of such
choyse men as you desire, there would nevertheless be as
badd corruption in the tryall. Spenser, State of Ireland.

3. To bring to a point; taper.
And for this purpose must your bow be well trimmed

and piked of a cunning man, that it

An obsolete

[< ME. piked, pyked;
(pike 1 + -|2.] "Same as picked1

.

With scrip and pyked staf, y-touked hye.
In every nous he gan to pore and prye
And begged mele or chesse or ellis corn.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 29.

His teeth white and even ; his hair yellow and not too
piked. Sir T. More, Life of Picus, Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxviii.

Their shoes and pattens are snouted and ////,"/ more
than a finger long. Camden, Remains.

Fangeas rich in silver, and Massapus for his high steep
piked rocks to be wondred at, Sandys, Travailes, p. 33.

Anne of Bohemia, to whom she had been Maid of Hon-
our, introduced the fashion of piked horns, or high heads.

Walpole, Letters, II. 121.

Piked shoon. See pikel, n., 1 (e).
- Piked staff. Same

as pikestaff.

pike-deyantt, . [Also pickedevant, pickade-
vant, pickadevaunt, peake-devant, pickatevant,
pickitivant; < OF. *pique devant (?), < pique, a

sharp point, a pike (seepike
1
),
+ devant, before

(< de, from, + avant, before: see avant-).'] A
beard cut to a sharp point in the middle, so as

The turnpike has gone, and
the pikeman with his apron
has gone nearly every-
body's apron has gone too
and the gates have been

removed.
W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago,

lp. 42.

pike-perch (pik'perch), n.

the genus Stizostedion (or Lucioperca), of elon-

gate form, with a subconical head, and sharp
canines mixed with the villiform teeth of the
jaws and palate. The most common pike-perch in

Europe is S. lucioperca. In the United States two species
are common, in the upper Mississippi and Great Lake

Pikeinan of early i?th century,
from print of the time.

A pereoid fish of

to form a peak or pike below the chin,
fashion is illustrated in
of the time of Charles I.

. -. .-, . -pfashion is illustrated m most of the portraits and Look at one end, used by lumbermen in

Pike-perch (Stizostedion vitreum).

regions : S. vitreum, attaining a length of 3 feet, and a
weight of from 10 to 20 pounds, and S. canadense, which
is rarely over 15 inches long. (See Lucioperca.) The former
is known as walleye, glasseye, wall-eyed or glass-eyed pike,
gray pike, and jack-salmon. The other is called hornfsh,
sauger, and sand-pike.

A pole with a prong
This pike-pole (pik~'p61), n.

and nook at one end,
driving logs on rivers.

f), [<

[Slang.]

And here I vow by my concealed beard, if ever itchance nitpr ("ni'k^rl n K nil-e3 4- -/*>! 1 A tmn
o be discovered to the world, that it may make a pike-

P
r?, ,* =

L . P 'K * ' J A tramp '

burnt, I will have it so sharp pointed that it shall stab vagrant.
to be dis

devi

Motto like a poynado.
'

Lyly, Midas, v. 2. (Nares.) The people called in Acts of Parliament sturdy beggars
He must . . . mark . . . how to cut his beard and wear ?nd vagrants, in the old cant language Abraham men, and

his lock, to turn up his mushatos, and curl his head, prune
ln tne modern Pikers.

his pickitivant, or if he wear it abroad, that the east side Borrow, Wordbook of the English Gypsy Language,
be correspondent to the west. Burton, Anat. of Mel.

,
iii. 2. pikerelt, >< A Middle English form of pickerel.

pikedevantedt, a. [Found as pittivanted; < pikestaff (pik'staf), n.; pi. pikestaves (-stavz).
pike-devant + -e<72.] Having a pike-devant. [< ME. pykstaf (usually piked staff); <pike1 +
[Bare.] staff."} A staff with an iron head more or less
A young, pMimnted, trim-bearded fellow. pointed and capable of serving as a weapon,

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 480. formerly used by travelers, pilgrims, and wau-
pike-fork (pik'fdrk), . Same as/orit, 2 (c) (1). dering beggars. Also piked staff.

Some made long pikes and lances light, He had a
pike-sta/ in his hand

Some pike-forks for to join and thrust. That was baith stark and strang.
Old poem on Battle of Floddeu. RoUn Hood and the Beygar (Child's Ballads, V. 188).

1. A form of ?ialn as
,
a P^estaff.

Any fish of the

it may come round in
true compass every where.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 114. .. ,

.ifissis" or """ " *"k B-!="!ur;:3
^^JSSs^^^^^SSiS&SjK^a^S1^^^!!^1^^^
<pike, a'Sharp point: tee pike1 . Cf. theequiv. over 3 feet in length, with a shaft about 6 feet long. pikeyst, >i. A Middle English form of pickax.
names, V.hake2,haked, etc.; F. brocket, a pike, 2. The head of the staff of certain military piki, n. Seepeekee.
Ibroche, a spit; Bret, beked, a pike, < bek, beak ; flags, specifically of those carried by the regi- pikket. A Middle English form of pick1 pitch*D. snock, a pike, < snoeijen, cut.] 1. A fish of ments of the first French empire. pilal (pi'la), n. [< L. piU, a mortar: see vile1

SMrsftr^teS'ftss-as ad(pDt
'

hed)' w< * Thehead fa Pike r g^^^1^ art
'
a mortar

- fspel
Its cheeks are scaly, the opercles , BnearB cCologicaUy on ac-

count of its

sPear-

Had nven many a brest

2. In ichth., a fish of the family Luciocephalidx
pike-headed (pik'hed"ed), n. 1. Having a
sharp-pointed head. 2. Having a head like a
pike's, with long snout and jaws.-pike-headed
alligator, the common Mississippi

Pike (Esax lttcitis\.

are naked below, the color is grayish with many round
tisn spots or pale bars, and the dorsal, anal and cau-

dal flns are spotted with black. The other pikes of the
Dotted States, except the maskalonge, are commonlycalled pukerel. See also cuts under parasphenoid, valuta-
tmadrate, Esox, optic, and teleost.

2. Some other slender fish with a long snout,
or otherwise resembling the pike proper (def.
'' sP<ficlly--- () A cyprinoid flsh, PtychoehUus In-
ms, of slender form with a long snout, inhabiting the
Sacramento river and other streams of the Pacific coast,

iforma.] (b) Another cyprinoid flsh, Gila gr,i,i;-

pike-keeper (pik'ke"perj, . The keeper of a
turnpike ;

a tollman.
"What do you mean by a pike-keeper f" inquired Mr

Peter Magnus. "The old 'un means a turnpike-keeper
gen'l'm'n.' observed Mr. Weller, in explanation.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxii.

pikelet (pik'let), . [< pike1
(?) + -let.] A

light cake or muffin
; a thin circular tea-cake.

Halliwetl. [Prov. Eng.]
He crumpled up his broad face like a half-toasted pike-* Anna Seward, Letters. (Latham.)

found in Switzerland, hol-
lowed out of the trunks of

large trees and having pes-
tles arranged to be wielded

see pile
2
.}" The holy-

water font in an Ital-

ian church, usually a
stone vase of consider-
able richness.

pila3,
. Plural of pi-

lum.

pilaget, n. An obso-
lete form of pelage.
pilar (pi'lar), a. Per-
taining to or covered

. Italy.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.
abbr abbreviation.

abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accom accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.

agri agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Amer American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch architecture.
archowl archeology.
nrith arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
nst n .I astrology.
nst m 1 1 astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav. Bavarian.

Beug Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot botany.
Braz Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.

Cath Catholic.

cans. causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch. church.
Choi Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com-
pound.

compar comparative.
conch .'. .conchology.
cnnj conjunction.
'conir contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
craiiiol craniology.
cranium craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
def definite, definition.
deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
diff different.
dim diminutive.
diatrib distributive.
dram dramatic.
dynam dynamics.
E East.
E. English (usuallymean-

insrmodern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli gratia, (or

example.
Egypt. Egyptian.
r. I ii'l East Indian.
elect electricity.
erabryol embryology.
Eng. English.

engln engineering.
i lit- MI i entomology.
Epls Episcopal.
equiv equivalent.

csp especially.
I'.th Ethlopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
i ty m. etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.

1., (em (emtnlne.
F French (niiuaUy mean-

ing modern French).
I Inn Flemish.
fort, (ortiflcation.

(req frequentative.
Fries. Friesic.
fut. future.
G QermsLD(usuallymean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geom geometry.
Goth Gothic (Mcesogothlc).
Gr. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet. herpetology.
Bind Hindustani.
hist history.
horol horology.
hort. horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros. hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (tuuo#.v

meaning Old Ice-

landlc, otherwise coil-

ed Old None).
ichth Ichthyology.
I. e. L. id eat, that is.

impers. impersonal.
impf Imperfect.
impv. imperative.
improp improperly.
I ml Indian.
i i "1 Indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
iiuU-f. indefinite.
inf. ...Infinitive.

Instr. instrumental.

interj interjection.
intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.
Ir. Irish.

irreg Irregular, trregnlarly.
It Italian.

.

Jp Japanese.
"

I.. Latin (tonally mean-
ing classical Latin).

Lett Lettish.
LO Low German.
llchenol llchenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit. literature.
Lith. Lithuanian.
lithog. lithography.
lithol. lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M. Middle.
mach. machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf iii!iiiuf;icturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
HE. Middle English (other-

wise called Old Eng-
lish).

mech. mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensnr. mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metaph metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Mex Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHO Middle High German.
mflit. military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod. modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
n., neut neuter.
N New.
N North.
N. Amer. North America.
nat. natural.
naut nautical.
nav navigation.
NOr. New Greek, modern

Creek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,
German).

NL. New Latin, modern
Latin.

nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw. Norwegian.
nnmls numismatics.
0. Old.
obs. obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBuIg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat. Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.

odontog odontography.
odontoL odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGaeL Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornlth. ornithology.
OS. Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
P. a. participial adjective.
poleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
perf. perfect.
Pers. Persian.

pers. person.
persp. perspective.
Pernv Peruvian.

'

petrography.
Portuguese.
pharmacy.

hen Pheniclon.
philoL philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

photog photography.
phren phrenology.
phys physical.
physlol physiology.
pl.,plur plural.
poet. poetical.
pollt. polltlcaL
Pol Polish.

poss. possessive.
PP post participle.
ppr. present participle.
Pr. Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

venfal).
pref prefix
prep preposition.
pret. present.
pret. preterit.
prlv privative.
]u ub probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.
pros. prosody.
Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychoL psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. qua)

mde, which see.

red. reflexive.

reg. regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bom Koman.
Bom Romanic, Romanca

(languages).
Buss. Russian.
B. South.
8. Amer South American.
sc. L. scilicet, understand,

Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp. sculpture.
Serv. Servian.

Ding singular.
Skt. Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. ...Spanish.
nbj subjunctive.
super!. superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
8w. Swedish.
yn. synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
technol. technology.
teleg. .telegraphy.
teratoL teratology.
term termination.
Tout. Teutonic.
theat theatrical.
theol. theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicoL toxicology.
tr.

,
trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.
typog. typography.
uli. ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var. variant.
Tet veterinary.
T. L Intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wollachian.
W. Ind West Indian.
toogeog zoogeography.
roof. zoology.
loot. lootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.
a as in fat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
a as in far, father, guard.
ft as in fall, talk, naught.
a as in ask, fast, ant.
a as in (are, hair, bear.
e as In met, pen, bless. .

e as in mete, meet, meat.
e as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, It, biscuit.
I as in pine, flght, Me.
o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.
S as in move, spoon, room.

as in nor, song, off.

u as hi tub, son, blood.
u as In mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty: sec Preface, pp.
ix, x),

ft as in pull, book, could.

U German U, French u.
oi as in oil, Joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel In an unac-
cented syllable indicates Its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xL
Thus:

tt as in prelate, courage, captain,
e as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.
as in singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,
e. as in prudent, difference,

i as In charity, density,

p.
as in valor, actor, idiot.

ft as In Persia, peninsula.

E*

as in the book,
as in nature, feature.

A mark (~) under the consonants t, d.

i, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, sh, zh. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure,
d as in arduous, education.
g as in leisure.

t as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TH as in then.
ch as In German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mou-
ule) 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular Interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.
< read /rom ; I. e., derived from.
> read whence ; t e., (rom which Is derived.
+ read and; L e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read coynate with; I e., etymologically

parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical or alleged; I e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-
fied, form.

t read otaolete.
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